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INTRODUCTION

Mr. SMmrH. This morning we will begin testimony on the fiscal
year 1988 budget request of the Department of Justice.
We are pleased to welcome back the Attorney General of the
United States, the Honorable Edwin Meese III. At this time, I will
yield to Mr. Whitten, Chairman of the Committee.
COORDINATION OF DRUG WAR

Mr. WHIrrE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, in the Continuing Resolution we required
the following:
"Pending the enactment of the Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1987, contained as Title II of the Fiscal Year
1987 Continuing Appropriations Act of 1987 (H.J. Res. 738), the
President or his designee shall, out of the $1,200,000,000 made
available for drug abuse prevention programs by House Joint Resolution 738, and continued by this Resolution and in the regular appropriation bill for Fiscal 1987, with the cooperation of those presently engaged in the effort in the executive departments, Members
of Congress and others experienced in the field of law enforcement,
use $100,000 to develop an overall drug abuse prevention plan that
coordinates the government's efforts in combatting the widespread
use of illegal drugs."
That was money you already have. In my opinion, this provision
ties down those funds for that purpose. I have, in the last few
months, been over much of the United States. Everywhere you go
people are wanting money for uniforms and for offices, and in most
places, they are not getting their share of the drug money. Now,
(1)
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the point is, if we do not have a plan, we can waste billions of dollars. In dealing with this thing on our Committee, we gave some
thought to having a drug Czar. I think we are all probably going to
have to give some thought to that because the magnitude of the
program is unbelievable.
I wrote your office on this issue sometime ago and I just want to
call your attention to it, and want your assurance that you will go
ahead with the plan. The money to establish a plan is there. It was
provided in the Continuing Resolution, but I have heard of no
action in that direction.
I raise it with you and would like to be reassured that the plan
will be set in operation. Otherwise, we can just throw the money to
the winds and get very little in the way of results.
Do you have any comment to make?
Attorney General MEsE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
We have completed the portion of that plan that relates to drug
law enforcement. The national strategy for international and national drug law enforcement was completed about a month ago,
and I will see that you get a copy of it.
We feel that there is no need for a Czar, that we have that structure already in effect with the National Drug Policy Board, which
the President created by his direction within the last, I believe,
four or five weeks, and which is being promulgated by an Executive Order, to bring all of the agencies that are involved in either
drug abuse prevention or drug law enforcement together into a
single entity. So I will be happy to provide you with those documents.
Mr. Wirrrzi. Do that and, if it is agreeable with the Chairman,
I would like for you to include a copy of the plan in the hearings. I
wrote your office about a month ago and I have not had any response. I am not saying we need a drug Czar, but I am saying that
the magnitude of the program gets greater and greater.
Mr. Chairman, I would like this to be put in the appropriate
place in your hearing.
Mr. SMrrw. We will do that.
Mr. Wirrrw. Thank you very much.
Attorney General MnEsE. We will be happy to send that to you.
[The information requested follows:]
PLAN yoi CouwNmr
NATIONAL DIuo PfoLzM
The Executive summary of the "National and International Drug Law Enforcement Strategy" follows. A copy of the complete strategy has been provided to the
committee. In addition, Chairman Whitten's letter to the Attorney General of February 10, 1987, and the response received from the Assistant Attorney General for
Legislative Affairs, John R. Bolton, follow:
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EXECUTIVE SUMOARY,

NATIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT POLICY BOARD

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY

January 20, 1987

Submitted to the Congress by the
National Drug Enforcement Policy Board
pursuant to Section 1304(a)(1) and
Section 1305 of the National Narcotics
Act of 1984 (21 U.S.C. SS1201-12041.
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EXECUTIVE SimoAY
Within the past few years, there has been a heightened sense
of public awareness and activism concerning the international
problems of drug trafficking and abuse. In the United States, as
in many other countries, the fight against drugs has acquired new
political significance, improved laws and prosecutorial tools,
and additional resources.
The President and Mrs. Reagan's
personal attention, the President's Commission on Organized Crime
report, *America's Habit:
Drug Abuse, Drug Trafficking, and
Organized Crime,"
Administration
and Congressional concern
reflected in the passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, and
expanded media coverage all attest to a firm commitment to the
continuing struggle against drug trafficking and abuse. Federal,
State, and local governments, the United Nations, private and
non-profit organizations, and individuals have all
joined the
effort to prevent, treat, and research drug abuse, and to educate
our citizens about the dangers of using illegal drugs.
Drug law enforcement is an integral part of this national
battle.
The commitment to toughen drug law enforcement reflects
a change in attitude about the serious nature of drug abuse and
trafficking. Americans now recognize that drug abuse is neither
a private matter nor a victimless crime, and that all Americans
pay the economic, health, and social costs that drug abuse and
trafficking bring to their communities.
The years 1981 through 1986 have witnessed the largest
increases in drug law enforcement funding and manpower in the
nation's history.
To coordinate the efficient application of
these new resources, the National Drug Enforcement Policy Board
was created.
In its first
full year of operation in 1986, the
Policy Board became involved
in a number of successful
interagency law enforcement activities, and established itself as
the focal point for coordinating the policy, strategy, and
resources necessary to wage a successful battle against drug
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trafficking. Furthermore, a recent expansion of the Poiicy Board
to include the Secretaries of Education and Housing and Urban
Development, coupled with the statutory presence on the Board of
representatives from the Department of Health and Human Services
and the White House Drug Abuse Policy Office, have placed the
Policy Board in a unique position to coordinate more closely the
supply and demand elements of the Federal government's extensive
anti-drug
program.
The
Policy
Board recognizes
that a
coordinated program of supply reduction through law enforcement,
and demand reduction through education and prevention, is the key
to long-term success in the fight against drug abuse and
trafficking.
The ultimate goal of both supply and demand reduction
efforts in the elimination of drug abuse and trafficking.
Drug
law enforcement supports this national goal by attacking the
supply of drugs all along the distribution chain from field or
laboratory to consumer. This National and International Drug Law
Enforcement
Strategy
contains
five
major
co., nents:
intelligence; international drug control; interdiction and border
control;
investigation ahd prosecution
and diversion
and
controlled substance analogue regulation.
These components are
highly interactive and mutually supportive, and they must be
applied in a balanced manner in the national fight against drug
trafficking. Additional chapters include a description of the
National
Drug
Enforcement
Policy
Board's
structure
and
activities, a threat assessment, a discussion of drug law
enforcement's role in reducing the demand for drugs, and a
special focus chapter on drug strategy concerning Mexico and the
Southwest border.
Threat Assessment
Drug trafficking and abuse pose serious threats
health, welfare, and national security of the United
ii

to the
States.
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Millions of Americans abuse drugs, which are smuggled into the
United States from foreign sources, produced domestically, and
diverted from legitimate distribution networks for illicit
use.
Drug trafficking trends demonstrate the heightened sophistication
of trafficking organizations and their increased reliance on
violence and corruption.
Cocaine Threat
" Increases in cocaine consumption, cocaine-related hospital
emergencies and deaths, and the use of a potent new form
of cocaine known as "crack" indicate that this drug poses
the most serious drug threat to the United States.
" Most cocaine seized in the United States is produced from
coca cultivated in South America, particularly in Peru and
Bolivia.
" Colombia continues to be the predominant location for
final-stage processing of cocaine, providing approximately
75 percent of the cocaine hydrochloride available in the
United States in 1935.
" Most of the cocaine entering the U.S. is still transported
aboard aircraft; however, there has been increasing use of
private and commercial vessels.
While the heaviest
trafficking activity remains in the Caribbean, Bahamas,
and Southeastern U.S., cocaine smuggling is becoming more
dispersed, with increased activity in the Gulf Coast and
Southwestern states.
Opiate Threat
" Heroin consumption in the United States appears to have
increased in 1985.
Heroin-related emergencies increased
due, in part, to the recent introduction of a potent form
of heroin known as "black tar" and the continuing use of
heroin in combination with other drugs.
" The three primary illicit
opium production
Southwest Asia, Mexico, and Southeast Asia.

areas

are

" 42 percent of the heroin available for consumption in the
United States is produced in the Southwest Asian countries
of Afghanistan,
Iran, and Pakistan.
Turkey remains a
major transshipment and staging area for opium, morphine

iii
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base, and heroin from this region.
There is increased
heroin trafficking through India, from both Pakistan and
Burma.
" Mexico is an increasingly significant source of heroin
consumed in the United States, accounting for more than
one-third of all heroin consumed nationwide.
" In Southeast Asia, the major opium cultivators and heroin
Most
producers operate in Burma, Thailand, and Laos.
Southeast Asia heroin, like that of Southwest Asia,
travels to world markets in the luggage of commercial air
passengers and, to a lesser extent, by international mail
and vessel traffic.
Cannabis Threat
" Marijuana is the most widely used illicit
drug in the
United States, with approximately 18.2 million current
marijuana users in 1985.
* An estimated 81 percent of the marijuana available in the
United States in 1985 was produced abroad and 19 percent
was produced domestically. Most of the riarijuana smuggled
into the United States from foreign sources came from
Mexico (40 percent) and Colombia (38 percent).
" Marijuana grown in Mexico accounted for 40 percent of the
marijuana available in the United States in 1985, up from
Expanded cultivation and reduced
6 percent in 1982.
eradication and seizures were, in part, responsible for
is
normally
this
increase.
Marijuana
from Mexico
trafficked by overland methods and in relatively small
quantities.
" Principally as a result of Colombia's aerial eradication
program and intensified interdiction operations in the
region, the market share of marijuana from Colombia
dropped from 48 percent in 1984 to 38 percent in 1985.
Colombian traffickers rely heavily upon non-commercial
vessels to transport marijuana.
" Most hashish smuggled into the United States is produced
This hashish is
in Lebanon, Pakistan, and Afghanistan.
normally smuggled in commercial vessels.
Dangerous Drug Threat
" The term "dangerous drugs" refers to all
cannabis
products,
heroin
and
opium,
iv

drugs except
and
cocaine.

Estimates are that total illicit consumption of dangerous
drugs was 2.8 billion dosage units in 1985, a decrease
from the 1984 estimate of 3 billion dosage units.
" Most of the dangerous drugs abused in the United States
are produced in domestic clandestine laboratories; most of
the 1985 laboratory seizures involved methamphetamine,
amphetamine, P2P, and PCP.
" A wide variety of groups, including several outlaw
motorcycle gangs, have been identified as being involved
with the production and distribution of dangerous drugs
and controlled substance analogues.
Intelligence
The effectiveness of the overall Federal drug law enforcement effort depends on strong intelligence support.
In view of
the limited resources available to drug law enforcement, improved
intelligence capabilities may offer the best hope for better
enforcement success. Reliable and timely intelligence allows law
enforcement resources
to be applied more effectively and
efficiently.
The Strategy
* Three types of intelligence contribute to Federal drug
enforcement
efforts:
strategic,
tactical,
and
operational. For maximum effectiveness, each type must be
fully employed in a balanced fashion.
* An accurate threat assessment is key to the enforcement
effort.
Intelligence
organizations
will
focus
on
producing accurate, timely estimates of drug cultivation,
production, consumption, exportation, and seizures both
inside and outside source countries.
Threat assessments
will also more
thoroughly and accurately describe
traffickers and their organizations, practices, and
affiliations. The organizations collecting intelligence
will standardize their methodologies of testing the
accuracy of their drug data.
* The intelligence strategy includes:
coordination of
intelligence activities of the law enforcement and
intelligence
communities;
development
of
accurate
v
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indicators of patterns, trends, and degrees, of smuggling
activities; assessment of capabilities and constraints of
foreign military and law enforcement units to respond to
drug threats: and analyses of the structure of trafficking
organizations and the identification of their weaknesses.
e The Strategy also calls for effective and efficient use of
all enforcement agencies, including those of foreign
source and transshipment countries.
International Drug Control
Host of the illicit drugs consumed in the United States are
America's
foreign countries.
cultivated and processed in
international drug control program seeks to break the chain that
links farmers in those drug producing countries to users in the
United States by stopping the flow of drugs as close to the
The United States continues to place the
source as possible.
highest diplomatic priority on enlisting international support
The international program also seeks
for drug control efforts.
to reduce the supply of drugs through assistance to foreign
governments in crop eradication, interdiction close to production
sources and along trafficking routes, the arrest and prosecution
of major traffickers, and the seizure of drug-related assets.
Many governments have joined the United States in a more vigorous
international program and have assigned higher foreign policy and
enforcement priorities to the drug problem.
The Strategy
" The international strategy involves both diplomatic and
programmatic initiatives.
diplomatic
strategy
is to
" The objective of the
internationalize the response to the drug problem thereby
encouraging other governments to engage in unilateral,
bilateral, and multilateral drug control efforts.
" Crucial components of the diplomatic strategy includes
sharing information with the international community about
the dangers of drug trafficking and abuse: conveying
vi
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United States' policies and attitudes with respect to
these problems through embassies and otber personnel
sbroadl and supporting and actively participating in
regional and international efforts to address drug
trafficking and abuse.
" The objective of the programmatic
strategy
is
to
destabilize trafficking operations as close to the source
as
possible.
Components
of
this
strategy
ares
eradication;
development
and
economic
assistance
interdiction; and investigation and prosecution.
" Eradication priorities Includes
revitalizing the opium
poppy and marijuana eradication campaigns in Kexicol
sustaining the new aerial herbicidal opium eradication
programs in Burmal working with Pakistan to extend the ban
on opium poppy production into additional 4reas, launching
more comprehensive coca eradication programs in Andes.,
" Development and economic assistance programs in source and
transshipment countries will give priority to countering
the economic advantages of cultivating drug crops and
providing
incentives
to meet certain
drug control
objectives.
" Elements of the international
interdiction
program
include: expanding DRA's program to identify and interdict
the chemicals and conversion equipment used to process
illicit
drugs working with foreign governments to locate
and destroy clandestine laboratories and airstripsv and
continuing to mount special interdiction operations in
cooperation with foreign governments.
e Elements
of
the
international
investigation
and
prosecution program includes negotiating mutual legal
assistance treaties (JLAT) with foreign governments in
order to improve the exchange of information in criminal
cases! encouraging foreign governments to adopt asset
forfeiture laws based on the U.S. model and seeking a
number of new or enhanced extradition treaties with
foreign countries.
interdiction and Border Control
The primary objective of the drug interdiction strategy is
to reduce the amount of illegal drugs entering the United States.
Interdiction
focuses on the detection,
identification, and
Interception of shipments of illegal drugs as they move from
departure points in source countries, along smuggling routes
vii

to our land, sea, and air borders. Successful Interdiction
deter potential traffickers-* from entering, the drug
program
trade, disrupt the flow of drugs into-the United States, and
force traffickers to develop more expensive methods to avoid
detection and use longer, more difficult smuggling routes.
The Strategy
" The objective of the interdiction strategy is to reduce
the amount of drugs entering the United States by
targetting the transportation link between drug supply and
demand.
" Interdiction program emphasis has turned, in recent years,
to multi-a-ency offensive operations against particular
targets whenffnd where the threat is determined to be the
greatest.
detection:
Includes
" Interdiction strategy components
interdction in transit: border interdiction flexibility
and unpredictability- regional strategies: research and
development; and expanding roles.
better use of intelligence
e Detection priorities include:
products: increased emphasis on predicting shifts in
of
coordination
better
operations;
trafficking
intelligence and operations through establishment of C*I
centers: and increased deployment of fixed and mobile
detection assets from both the law enforcement agencies
and the Department of Defense.
additional
e Transit sone interdiction elements includes
resources ranging from high performance boats and aircraft
to large ships and long-range planes; further Integration
of detection and Intercept capabilities; emphasis on
and
offensive operations;
multiagency, multinational
interdiction
cooperative
international
additional
ventures.
includes
increased
elements
e Border
interdiction
passengers,
inspections of pedestrians,
port-of-entry
cargoes, and vehicles, including rail cars and aircraft
arriving at small bor4E airports: expanded use of radars
and sensors, establishment of mobile response teams, and
increased use of the military services and DOD in border
areas between ports of entry: and expanded coordinated
efforts with State and local authorities.

viii
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e.Interdiction efforts and assets will remain flexible and
unpredictable. Regio-tal strategies will be developed vhen
necessary to respond tc the drug trafficking threat In
particular regions.
" Research and development of new technologies to help in
the detection and interception of drug traffickers will be
shared among agencies and monitored by the National Drug
Enforcement Policy Board.
e Full advantage will be taken of all agencies' resources
and capabilities by expanding certain agency roles and
granting additional
law enforcement authority where
appropriate.
Investigation and Prosecution
The objective of the investigation and prosecution strategy
is to immobilize drug trafficking organizations by incarcerating
their members, seizing their drugs, obtaining drug-related asset
forfeitures,
and
deporting
aliens
who are
organization
principals. Successful investigation and prosecution decrease
and delay the supply and distribution of illegal drugs, and
deter other groups from entering the drug market.
The Strategy
" The components of the investigation and prosecution
strategy includes
multi-agency approacheal financial
investigation and asset forfeiture; State and local
cooperative efforts; targeted and selective deployment of
Federal resources enforcement directed against -domestic
illicit
drug production and the development and use of
international extradition and mutual legal assistance
treaties.
" Special multi-agency investigative programs and task
forces often offer the most effective and appropriate
method of operation when attacking complex trafficking
organizations.
Therefore, the Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force Program and other cooperative
efforts will be used whenever feasible and appropriate.
* Financial investigations concentrate on the disruption of
money laundering operations, the seizure and forfeiture of

drug-related funds and assets, and incarceration of
traffickers.
The Strategy call* for specialized units to
be created or expanded t prove the Federal government's
ability to conduct financial investigations.
e Federal investigative and prosecutorial resources will be
devoted primarily to disrupting and destroying major drug
organizations and will give emphasis to cases involving,
international criminal connections; financial evidence
and currently active organizations in geographic areas
with the largest concentration of high-level violators,
the greatest concentration of controlled substances, and
the largest amount of drug-related currency.
e Federal, State, and local cooperative efforts will be
encouraged through the use of Law Enforcement Coordinating
Committees.
When appropriate, State and local officers
will be deputized as agents and State prosecutors will be
cross-designated allowing them to prosecute in Federal
court.
* Drug, program, and organization specific approaches will
be developed, as appropriate, to tailor investigative and
prosecutorial responses to fit specific problem areas.
* The Federal government will continue its nationwide effort
of coordinating the use of Federal, State, and local
resources against the major financiers, cultivators, and
distributors of domestic cannabis and other drugs such
efforts not only reduce the scope of this country's drug
problem, but also demonstrate U.S. resolve to attack the
problem at home as well as in other drug producing
countries.
" To Improve the investigation and prosecution of drug
traffickers with international connections, the United
States will continue to negotiate and revise extradition
and mutual legal assistance treaties.
" Finally, the Strategy supports career incentive programs
for Federal law enforcement investigators and prosecutors
to improve the government's performance in increasingly
complex cases.
Diversion Control and Controlled Substance Analogues
Millions of dosage units of legitimate pharmaceutical drugs
are diverted from normal U.S. distribution channels into the
illicit
market each year. Similarly, many widely used industrial
x
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chemicals, most of which- are not controlled substances by law,
are diverted from the legitimate distribution system to be used
by traffickers to synthesize, a variety of drugs of abuse.
Controlled substance analogues, chemical variants of controlled
substances 're typically very potent and have a high abuse
potential.
The Strateay
e The objectives of the diversion control and analogue
strategy are to& control the diversion of licit drugs
from
legitimate distribution networks
control the
diversion of chemicals used in the clandestine production
of drugs! and identify and schedule controlled substance
analogues.
" The components of the diversion control and analogue
strategy
includes
domestic
diversion investigative
activity State and local initiatives
international
diversions
chemical
monitoring
and
tracking
and
regulation of controlled substance analogues.
" The domestic diversion control program will continue to
rely
on
preregistration,
cyclic,
and
targeted
investigations to assure that the authority to handle
controlled substances is granted only to those whose
registration would be in the public interest.
Law
enforcement agencies will also expand their use of the
Public Interest Revocation (PIR) authority to immobilize
diversion law violators, and will accelerate diversion
investigations and prosecutions through the use of
improved computer technology and better personnel guidance
and training.

-

" State
and
local
authorities,
which bear
primary
responsibility
for
the
licensing,
regulation, and
investigation of practitioner registrants, may receive
additional Federal support through the Bureau of Justice
Assistance State and Local Assistance for Narcotics
Control Grant Program (authorized by the Anti-Drug Abuse
Act of 1986), and a variety of Federal, State, and local
diversion control conferences and workshops.
" International diversion control efforts will includes
continuing a number of Joint cooperative efforts initiated
by the U.S. to combat international diversions addressing
'the diversion
issue and appropriate " international
legislation at the United Nations Commission on Narcotic
xi
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Drugs and st;engthening diversion Oqnqrol at U.S, Ports
of Zntry by using the Drug and Chemical Watct Manual and
to
broadening the Automated Commercial System (ACS)
include addLtional information about diverted drugs.
o To combat chemical diversion, DFl.wilX'develop legislation
and supplemnt existing resources in an effort to create a

system of controls over certain precursor and essential
chemicals, and will encouzaqe other, chemical' source and
transit nations to follow su~t in developing appropriate
legislation.
e To control the spread. of controlled substance analogues,
law enforcement agencies will continue to use the
emergency scheduling procedures provided by the Diversion
Control Amendments of 1984 and actively and effectively
implement the Controlled Substance Analogue Act of 1986,
making the production, distribution, and consumption of
these substances illegal.
Drug Law Enforcement's Role in Reducing the Demand for Drugs
Law enforcement officials play an important role in reducing
the demand for drugs through the deterrent effect of their
their participation and
efforts
and through
enforcement
leadership in drug abuse education and prevention projects. Law
enforcement officials use their unique knowledge of drug
trafficking and abuse and their credibility to educate both
adults and youth to help prevent drug abuse and reduce related
These officials join businessmen, civic groups,
social costs.
drug abuse prevention professionals, media, parents, religious
groups, and schools in presenting the clear message that drug
abuse is unacceptable.
The Strategy
o Zn contributing to the national drug abuse awareness and
the Strategy calls on law
and prevention effort,
enforcement officials to participate in a number of
important activities.
* Law enforcement authorities must enforce laws concerning,
both drug trafficking and abuse In order to provide a
credible deterrent to drug abuse and to reinforce the
xii
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growing consensus
behavior.

that

drug

abuse

is not

acceptable

" State and local jurisdictions should adopt appropriate
legislation regarding drug possession and sale of drug
paraphernalia,'and develop drug testing programs.
" These authorities must also inform themselves and others
about the consequences of drug trafficking and abuse in an
effort to elevate public awareness about drug trafficking
and its global effects.
" Drug law enforcement authorities, working closely with the
National Institute on Drug Abuse and the Office of
Substance Abusq Vrevention, will continue to support
current Federal,
State,
and local demand reduction
efforts.
" To foster cooperation and reduce the level of competition
that sometimes exists among groups involved in reducing
the demand for drugs, drug law enforcement authorities
will facilitate communication among these groups whenever
coordination is desirable.
" Lastly, drug law enforcement authorities should initiate
drug abuse education and prevention activities where
communities lack sufficient projects.
This includes
encouraging the formation of appropriate parent and other
groups, and referring these groups to the national
organizations that will help them get started.
Mexico and the Southwest Border
Drug traffickers in Mexico have increased their production
of heroin and marijuana and are transshipping more South American
cocaine destined for the United States.
A variety of factors
have contributed to this expansion, including the proximity to
American markets that are located beyond the long and vulnerable
Southwest border of the United States and a break in the
effectiveness of Mexican eradication efforts.
In response to
these problems, the United States has increased the number of
,high-level exchanges with the government of Mexico concerning
drugs. In light of these events, the nature and extent of the
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drug problem in Mexico and efforts by both nations to address it,
deserve special attention in the Strategy.
The Strategy
" The Strategy calls for a continuation and expansion of
cooperative atmosphere that has been established at
highest levels of government and throughout the
enforcement communities of both the United States
Mexico.

the
the
law
and

" The Strategy recognizes that in order for cooperation to
lead to true progress in drug enforcement, cooperative
agreements must be followed by firm actions.
Greater
progress is essential to meet Congressional certification
provisions. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 urges the
President
to
impose
sanctions against Mexico
if
cooperative agreements are not realized.
" The United States will press for ratification of the
proposed MLAT between the U.S. and Mexico and encourage
the use of the extradition treaty that is currently in
force between the two countries.
" The Strategy also calls for the revitalization of Mexico's
opium poppy and cannabis eradication campaign. The
Department of State and DRA will continue to assist Mexico
in its eradication programs by training pilots in
eradication techniques, improving aerial reconnaissance
and verification, and assisting in special operations.
" The Strategy supports
development of public
programs in Mexico.

continued assistance
in the
education and drug awareness

" The
Drug
Enforcement
Administration
will
provide
additional personnel-and equipment to support ongoing and
proposed intelligence collection Initiatives with respect
to the drug problem in Mexico.
" Operation Alliance, a unified, multi-faceted enforcement
effort to confront drugs, weapon., and other smuggling
along both sides of the border in cooperation with the
Mexican government, wil. continue and expand.
in conclusion, this National and International Drug Law
Enforcement Strategy signals massive commitment and dedication by
the Federal government and the American people.
The battle
xiv
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against drug abuse and drug trafficking will be a prolonged one,
toward the ultimate goal of
but progress will continue
eliminating drug abuse.
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February 10, 1967
Sow Oin

Honorable Edwin Noose III
Attorney General
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, DC 20530
Dear Mr. Attorney General:
I note in the press your plans to establish a new National
Drug Policy Board within the administration to coordinate the
Executive Branch's efforts in combating the national drug problem.
In connection with this, I call your attention to the fact
that last year the House and Senate both passed and the President
signed H.J. Res. 750 a short-term continuing resolution which
included specific language in Section 107 (attached) that would
earmark $100,000 of the amounts theretofore appropriated for the
regular drug enforcement programs in the various appropriations
bills to "... coordinate the government's efforts in combating the
widespread use of illegal drugs...". This plan was to have been
presented by January 1, 1987. It has been my personal belief that
we must have a coordinated plan in order to address this national
crisis. It is essential that a plan be prepared and presented.
We are receiving quite a number of requests for funds from
ust about everybody in sight. Unless we have a plan we can spend
millions of dollars for-officers, uniforms, and many other things,
and accomplish very little.
I will be glad to discuss this problem with you if desired.
Sincerely,

Enclosure
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U.&. Departnmt of Justice
Off]Ce of Legislative and Interovemmental Affain

OffWc of tw Ajftat AttonM Cnad

M~00h oa D.C "~J"

MAR 18
Honorable Jamie L. Whitten
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Attorney General has asked that I respond to your letter
of February 10, 1987, in which you addressed the earmarking of
$100,000 in 1987 for the development of an overall drug abuse
prevention plan that coordinates the Federal Government's efforts
in combatting the widespread use of illegal drugs. The Congress
provided that this funding shall be available from the Continuing
Resolution and regular appropriation bills supporting drug abuse
prevention programs for 1987.
As you are aware, the President plans to issue an Executive
Order placing the responsibility for all Federal anti-drug
programs into one Cabinet-level board. The Executive Order will
centralize oversight for all law enforcement programs and all
programs for drug prevention, education, treatment, and
rehabilitation into a new National Drug Policy Board -- thus
expanding the functions and responsibilities of the current
National Drug Enforcement Policy Board. In announcing the
planned establishment of the new Board on February 3, 1987, the
Attorney General noted that this is an important step in
providing policy coordination for government-wide efforts to
substantially cut the demand for drugs while maintaining and
strengthening the long-range drive to reduce the supply of drugs.
In addition to the Drug Enforcement Coordinating Group which
exists under the current National Drug Enforcement Policy Board,
a newly-designated Drug Prevention and Health Coordinating Group
of the new Board will be chaired by Dr. Donald I. Macdonald who
has recently been appointed as Director of the White House Office
of Drug Abuse Policy. Members of this .CoordLnating Group will
include heads of agencies specifically involved in the drug
prevention and education area. This new Coordinating Group's
functions and issues of immediate concern are presently being
formulated. It is my understanding that the Drug Prevention and
Health Coordinating Group will focus, as part of its agenda, on
which agency will take the lead in the development of an overall
drug abuse prevention plan as well ca the $100,000 funding issue
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2

cited above. The development and coordination of such an
important drug abuse prevention plan hits at the very heart of
why the President plans to place the responsibility for all
Federal anti-drug programs into-this new Cabinet-level board.
A White House Conference for a Drug Free America will
convene this summer to address many issues in the drug prevention
and education area. This Conference will bring together
representatives of the Executive departments, Members of
Congress, law enforcement officials and others experienced in the
health, prevention and education areas. In sum, this Conf6rence
will significantly contribute to the development of Federal
Government-wide drug prevention plans for the future.
on behalf of the Attorney General, I concur with you that we
must have a coordinated plan to address this national crisis.
The new National Drug Policy Board is the appropriate forum to
coordinate this plan. If you would like to discuss this matter
further, please give me a call.
Sincerely,

Assistant Attorney General
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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Attorney General, you may proceed with your
statement.
Attorney General MEESz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have presented to the Committee a formal statement.

Mr. SMiTH. We will put it in the record.

Attorney General MEEsE. It involves some 28 pages and, if I may,
I will summarize that statement briefly so that I can respond to
the questions of the Committee.
Basically, Mr. Chairman, the Fiscal Year 1988 Budget Request of
the Department of Justice, which has teen very carefully worked
out with the Office of Management and Budget and with the President contains substantial increases for several of our components.
These components are involved in the core functions of Government, particularly in the area of law enforcement and in certain
special types of litigation.
As this Committee has understood in the past, our workload is
really not governed by matters within the power or control of the
Department of Justice inasmuch as it reflects activities of law
breakers and the activities of law enforcement in apprehending
and prosecuting them, and the activities of those who are convicted
of Federal crimes and therefore sentenced to the Federal Prison
System. It involves the priorities of the President and of the Congress in terms of such things as the Immigration Reform and Control Act, and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, as well as the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, all of which have had substantial impact on the budget of our Department.
We think that the budget that is before you has been very carefully worked out to provide for a system-wide approach, particularly in regard to criminal justice. Over the past six years, we have
had virtually a doubling of the law enforcement officers. As a
matter of fact, if you go back to 1981, we have had virtually a tripling of the resources devoted to drug law enforcement efforts.
What we are doing, therefore, is increasing the number of people
who are processed through the court system. This requires additional Assistant U.S. Attorneys; it requires additional prison space;
it requires additional Deputy U.S. Marshals. So we have constructed our budget on a system-wide approach.
In addition to that, let me point out particularly the acute need
that we have for prison space. We have a budget that for the last
several years has included a substantial increase in the building
program of our prison system. And, yet, the number of prisoners
being sentenced to the Federal prisons is increasing every year.
We thought, in 1986, that we could anticipate something like
39,000 prisoners for Fiscal Year 1987. Our number today is in
excess of 42,000. So we are even ahead of the number that had
been projected just two years ago.
I mentioned this because it is critical that we have a prison construction program where we can plan ahead. We are in the process,
as you know, of a five-year building plan, which we have discussed,
I believe, with Members of the Committee in the past and will continue to be available to discuss with you. The important thing I
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think is that we have this funding on a consistent basis and not
have ups and downs, so that we will have adequate prison capacity.
I might say on the litigation side, again, our workload is to some
extent dictated by the number of people that sue the Federal Government. But we also have found that when we are able, with the
limited resources we have, to pursue affirmative litigation on
behalf of the Government, the return in terms of dollars to the
U.S. Treasury is many times the amount of dollars that are invested in our litigators. We have programs, such as the Debt Collection
program and others of a similar nature.
So we present to you this budget, Mr. Chairman, and I would be
happy to answer any specific questions. The statement submitted
to the subcommittee and the budget justifications go into much
greater detail about the individual portions of our budget.
[The Budget Summary submitted in support of this request and
the written statement of the Attorney General will be included at
this point in the record:]
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The proposed suplemntal vld fuad additional wbsentenoed
inate days in ontract facilities. This requst is a result of the implementation of
the bell reform provision of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. An increase
at *9,630,000 is requested.
fedIal brau of Invstication: Funds of $5,686,000 are proposed for reappropriation.
This request will provide that funds foe a classified project remein available until
meigation and Naturalization Service: 7b fund the contract detention of certain
Mriel Cuban criminals, an additional *9,000,000 is required.

Geeal Tog' amvities
t*epooe appropriation language provides that *2,000,000
requested for indspe
nt counsel eqenses remain available until expanded. In addition,
$299,000 of the request is for activities of the Antitrust Division, which are show as
part of this apropriatin based on the prosal to me: these t-o aonts
in 1968.
8.
g
A
Proposed language specifies the amount collected for the service
CC civil "eos
which my be credited to this appropriation to meet salaries and other
expeses, as authorized in P.L. 99-646.
%.M jAi nations Service: 'flu proposed change in appropriation language wuld
cats the proer amount to the earmarking for reception, processing and cre of
Obomns ad Haitians.
49 ltOn $=2)00 vhon
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and&

1,030 for DI
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490 are for replaceanmt for INS.
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ng I e is deleted limiting mp moment in the
" &M Actvit
.
he request ould allow up to *6,000,000 to remain
avia for ltgetion suport contracts until September 30, 1089. ..Tv-year
availability of this amount has bead included in the last three appropriation
2he 1967 budget requested that $10,000,000 be made available for off ie
automtion stems for the legal divisions traditionally included in the
apgr oriation, as wel as the U.S. Attorneys and the Antitrust Division. The
requested language we approved, but the amount redue to $1,537,000. The 1988
reqjest for office automation system is *24,718,000 and the language is
broadened to include offices funded through the General Aministration
appropriation. Aunts woul remain available until aupended.
language allowing $1,000,000 to be transferred from other appropriations to
support Independent O0mnel is retained acae that portion specifically
requiring approval of the Committess on Appropriation is deleted.
Consistent with the proposal to merge the appropriations OSalaries and expenses,
Antitrust Division" and 'Salaries w4 eipeees, nLited States Attorneso with
allowing obligated funds of the
this aqopriation, a provision has been a
three appropriations to be merged.
language is added allowing the Chief, U.S. National Ctral Bureau, fI1'OPOL to
establish and ollect fees for backround investigations and credit up to
$150,000 to this appropriation for services provided.
U.S. Marsha GSeyoe. A ceiling of $1,350,000 is set for providing protected
Me request would be applicable to the 'Fees and expenses of
witness afeits.
witnesses* appropriation if the proposed transfer of the Protection of Witnesses
program is not approved.
Noe language is proposd that would alow the Director of the Marshals Service to
collect few for the service of civil process, as authorized in P.L. 99-646, and
credit not to exceed $1,000,000 to this approriation to over apenses incurred.

alble

O

U9.
unil

. Lnguae is proposed making the entire appropriation
instead of just the Cooperative Agreement Psogram.

Language is deleted which restored prior year balance
deficiencies in 1966.

s to cover anticipated

is deleted in favor of
fitan
. Witness
of lotM
and 2
a Service. If the transfer of tha Protected
Slanguagefor
the H
Witness program is not approved, the language propose for deletion froc this
ft

1rpriatIi

should be restored.

18&1&ries d epses,
. The wr*intion 'SalaiSt
o Wsit € bekrupt cases- is replaomW bi the "United States 1zwtee ystam
h'd established by the hwirptcy Judges, United States Wut!se, aN Family
Farmer Bnruptcy Act at 1906 (P.L. 99-554). Although this Pund Is intended to
be self sorting fron fees, appeipriations are requested i 1987 and 1988 to
establish a nttionwide system.
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4Wodecal
9eaV of IM¢
atiot . The number of passenger motor vehicles that can
%
be urchsW fr poios-ype sewithout regard to the general purchase, price
limitation is incrased from 1,579 to 2,000 and the number of replacem t
vehicles is increased from 1,450 to 1,650.
The 1967 apropciatiod act allokied up to 10,000,000 for automated data
processing (AM) and telecommunications and $1,000,000 for undercvr operations
to remain available for two 'fiscal years. A similar provision is repeated in the
198 request which specifies that the funds should remain available until
8sptmber 30, 1989.
now language is requested that would permit $13,000,000 to comtruct an
engineering Research Facility to remain available until expanded.
Now language is requted that would permit $11,358,000 requested for a language
translation and recording system n the 1w York field Office to remain available

until expnded.

language relating to the oollection.and use of fingerprint fees is modified and
the limitation on the crediting of receipts to the FIM is increased from
$15,500,0000 to *17,500,000.
The prc-4p9 language would lift the authorization for official reception and
representation epses fri *45,000 to r70000.
The 1987 provision allowing $13,800,000 for the expansion and renovation of the
Now York field office to remain available until expended is deleted.
Drug Znfo
It AdminiTrat
.
he numba- of passenger motor vehicles that can
be purchased for polie-type we without regard to the general pauhase price
limitation is decreased from 575 to 525. The number of replaosment vehicles is
held at 489.

Maw language is a5ed that not to e

$4,000,000 for contracting for ADP and

telecomnications and not to exed $2,000,000 for technical equipment shall
rmain available until September 30, 1969.

Language directing the establishment of a nw office in Hilo, Hawaii is deleted
bemuse the office is already opetational.
language relating to the expenses of the training of State and local law
enforcement offIcers at the PSI Amdewy, Owntico, Virginia is deleted as
superfluous to the appropriation bill,
The language related to the
instruction approriation is deleted. No
prap als relating to the construction of an wall source intelligence cnter" are
ontained in the 1968 request.
1~rt~~and IMturLMI&aM Service. The number of Masenger -5t veicles
that con be puchasd for police-type use without regard to the general purchase
price limitation is ireoased from 490 to 1,670. The nuar of otor vehicles
for replacement is
'the em aq i 1967.
because the peding
LaNguge Jratsd to the purchase o unifm is dted
mahoistinbillk pFpoe a cr
01- sIe
dhangi in'uniform allowaces.
language prchibitiag the closing of the Northern Plegional Office at Port Snsliing
is proposed for deletion.
4.

7
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Language is deleted that permitted funds earmarked fo construction to be used to
cover 1986 operating fund deficiencies.
Fedr~al Prison Systm - Salaries and Myonses. The number of law enforcement and
passengermotor vehicles that can be purchased is increased from 40 to 142. The
number of -tor vehicles which can be purchased for replacement is increased from
30 to 106.
Lgagrelated to the purchase of uniforms is deleted because the pending
authorization bill proposes a comprehensive change in uniform allowance
Office of,justice roms - Justice Assistance. The 1988 request proposes the
termination of the Juvenile Justice and the Mariel Qubans programs. Language
associated with these programs is deleted.
language limiting obligations from the victim coupensation and assistance
pr
m is deleted from the Justice Assistance appropriation and moved to the
Crime Victim Fund.
Langu ge included in the Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1987 for
drug law enforcement grants and a pilot prison capacity study is proposed for
deletion.
Office of Justice Programs - Crime Victims Fund. Language is included limiting
obligations for victims ompensation and assistance programs to $35,000,000.

10
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1988 AUI IOUM'TIO BILL
The Department >f Justice submitted its 1988 Authorization Bill to Congress on
January 27, 1987. Title I of the bill authorizes the fifteen separate
appropriations for the Department of Justice and contains specific authorizations
for multiyear funding for certain activities as wall as authority to pay for
items such as uniform allownoes and representation expenses. Title II of the
bill contains permanent authorizing legislation for the Department. Title III of
the bill contains additional permanent authorization and substantive legislation.
Title IV of the bill contains provisions that will reduce funding for or
eliminate certain programs administered by the Office of Justice Programs. Title
V of the bill contains various provisions that would be enacted to conform the
numbering of those statutes that would be affected by enactment of Title II and
Title III of the bill.
The mt significant items in the bill are contained in Title II. Foremost among
these is permanent undercover authority for the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
and the Marshals Service. This authority allows the Department to ensure that
undercover investigations conducted by these agencies do not violate otherwise
applicable banking, appropriations, procurement, and government corporation laws.
Title II of the bill also contains the first systematic modification of the
various financial authorities applicable to the Department as a whole or
applicable to one or m0re of the Department's law enforcement bureaus. Me of
these authorities were contained in the Department's 1980 annual authorization
act and have been continued in effect by subsequent appropriations &ets. In
addition, Title II would provide the Department with gift acceptario authority,
with authority to retain user fees to the extent specified in annual
appropriations acts, and with authority to conduct law enforcement training
overseas.
Title III of the bill contains additional permanent legislation, much of which
pertains to the United States Marshals Service. This part of the bill contains
provisions that were previously submitted to Congress as part of the proposed
Marshals Service Act. In addition, Title III contains a provision granting
general arrest authority to agents of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
It also contains a provision amending several criminal statutes so as to permit
certain actions, e..,
seeking an immunity order, to be authorized by the
Associate Attorney General.
Title IV of the bill repeals certain authorizing provisions relating to programs
administered by the Office of Justice Programs. These provisions are submitted
pursuant to the Adoinistration's proposed budget and are consistent with the
priorities established by the budget,
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Perm.
Poe.
1986

1,032 $67,689

obligation ..........................................

1987 an enacted...........................................

1,011

1987 pay and retirement supplenta, r e
.........
197 rogru supplemental eqoeetedj ................

1987 apptcqriation anticipa!

67,000

...
1,353
250
11 212
1,26179:265

............................

'Tansfer to the Working Capital F~nd for Financial and
,Aministrative System Spport Grou ..............
Savings resulting from mnagmnt initiatives .........
Uncontrollable increases (see p. 15) ................
Decreases (see p. 15) ...................................

-8
-4
...

-587
-241
17,063

...

1988 base .................................................

1988 estimate .............................................

-175

1,249

95,625

65

7,888

Progrmdhanges (detailed below) ..........................

Oompar'ion by activity and program

Amunt

1,314 103,513
1955 ase
Perm.
Poe
Amunt

1. Program direction and policy
oordination:
a. Department
adership ........
56
b. Executive Sup port"
...........
71
c. Intelligen e Policy and
Professional Responsibility 22
d. Justice management Division.. -M
602
Subtotal ...................
2. Administrative Review and
A pes.......................
TOtal...................... 1,249

1988 Etimate

Perm.

Inc./Dec.

Pern.

Poe, *

Mourit

Poe.

Amount

60
92

$6,689
8,157

4
21

$741
1,900

24
6273

2,039
51
581
#,M"

2

-225

306
3
942
6,ee

34 048

511

35,047

13

999

95,625

1,314

103,513

65

7,888

$5,948
6,257
1,733
47
639
-6&,
5-W

-

'the program supplsutal requested includes 200 positions and $5,823,000 for
workload associated with the Immigration Refom and Oontrol Act of 1986,
.16 positions and $557,000 for sport of the U.S. U'ustees Nationwide expansion,
22 positions and $2,234,000 for Private Qxwisel to implemnt debt collection
policy, 12 positions aid $550,000 for security initiatives for the National

Baourity Bgency Preparedness Program, the Crisis bmnagjment Fcility and

atanomamt of security in the main building, $762,000 for relocation costs
associated with the forced vow of Justice Hployeee to the Bond Building, and
$106,000 and $1,180,000 for increased costs for thi Federal Telecommications

System MS) and GSA rent costs, respectively.
16

I

GHLANMFM2I SAL3AND~ EXPENSE
(Dollars in thousands)
Perm.

ProgramphangwsPoe.
Department leadership
.......................................
Program dhng s of 4 positions and $741,000 are requested fc
the Department Iadership program to: provide adequate policy
ad program guidance, oversight and ctrol
to the organizations
which Impleant the mre than 150 Department of Justice Programs;
and to implement a uniform office automation system.

Aon

4

$741

soitive port .................................................
The dministration recognizes that there is a structural deficit
within the General Administration appropriation and it has
authorized the Department to eek the necessary resources to fund
current on-board persorel in this program. Therefore, the budget
reflects program changes of 21 positions and $1,900,000 for
Pr
m within the Executive Spport program: 14 positions and
, and 7 positions and $575,I)00 are reiested for the
Offices of Public Affairs and Legislative Affairs, respectively.
In edition, $700,000 is requested for the executive support
offices' participation in the Department's uniform office
automation system.

21

1,900

Intelligence Policy and Professional Responsibility ...............
A program change of 2 positions and $106,000 is included to
meet increased foreign intelligence and counterintelligence related
wikload in the Office of Intelligence Policy and Review.
dditionally, resources of $200,000 are included to support the
uniform office automation system for offices in this program.

2

306

Justice )bnagssent Division .......................................
25
A program increase of 6 positions and $300,000 is requested for
increased Department security, $813,000 is requested for building
maintenance and repair, and $1,629,000 is requested to sport a
uniform office automation system in the Justice Mnaguasnt Division.
AMitionally, increases of 7 positions and $500,000 and
12 positions and $700,000 are requested to provide direct resources
to support the Task Foe ministrative Unit of the Organized Crime
Drug Eforoement Program and the Office of Attorney Personnel
ANeN t, respectively.

3,942

Administrative Review and Appeals ..............................
A program increase of 13 positions and $999,000 is included to
provide the Eecutive Office for Immigration Review with resources
to continue implementing the Automated Nationwide System for
Immigration Review, and to address the Board of ImmigrationAppeals
workload and case backlog.

13

999

Total program ranges, General Administration ..................

65

7,888
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obigtin .......................
1967 as

....

..

..............................................
acted

1988 base ....................
Program chmnes (detailed b
1968 estiwte ...........

...

se....................e.............
elo).....

c........

...............................

1988 Base
Perm.

Poe.

Amount

..

......

..

.....

...

1988 Estimate
Perm.

Pog.

A

In.bc
Perm.

t Poe.

0
4,000

Aount

0oewarison by activity and Progzam

Itvking Capital Fund

1.

...

...

...

rap

l

...

Perm.
POO.

MMM'a OWMW

W

$4,000

...........................................

7he Working Capital Furd is requsting an appriation
(a capital, apporiation) of $4,000,000 to relocete the
Washington, D.C. Data Center and to consolidate separate
data co m
ons network into a single nebork.
Aditional capitalization of the F is necessary because
current assets are inadeqate. the relocation would
provide increased physical security and data processing
capacity and the near total facility reliability for the
ontinued growth of the litigation, i'westigative, 1w
-ncrmnt,a immigration user system. The om ications' fading um" allow the 1apertaent to begin the
~onewatizn of the Dputet's five =Joe
ftlfnomicationm nr
ks into a single Hational
bleimications Netwwi that will be mmitored by a
cuatralised innagmsnt netck control facility.
This National Justioe
tone
aelmo
Network will
reuce the costly ftliation of omunications
facilities for autonomous and applicatio-specific
newks; minimize iaqxsure to increasing tariffs; and
iqo
operational eff icicy~.
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UI ro.11gWS lncesss
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.................................................

179
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AAA
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U.S.

U.S. Ferole Cminis

179
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12,253

Ferz.

n

Fatale........................

ole

11,653

.

.........................................

F0:M.

2.

10,539

179

$11,653

179

ismian........................................

aw 198, an Increme of $600,000 fbr thre ]ptgra
Initiativem Is reqested.

Mao irmses will provide

f~ndlng for six reimbursable ainr-/armlyst p;:itloA
($M,000), the relcati ot profmienl staff in
the tiAd ad cntrl offLces ($30,000) anz provide
ftr aiti
ru, fq
ze adiz*, fcr xnract
ypists ($100,000).
es iwre, e Vill amble the
inissicn to oitimn to met statutory zuqurmrant
of p , idiq hearings to a fedmal prisoa,
.
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206,934
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10,932

1987 p;rmarm supplemental requested ...................

68

Propose Consolidation of accounts:
Antitrust Division
...........................

nt.icipted ............................

transfers fma other orgardiutions.
Transfer tfromths Interstate Omorce Comission
(later
ttal)
............................
Transfer at Financial and Administrative Syste
support (G}w ................................

43,000

5,95

351,000

9,832

662,838

109

-4,471

16

843

Savings dm to mnagemnt initiatives ...................

Uncountrollable incess

6,972

649

U.S. Attneys ........................................

...

(see p. 19) .....................

2

3,157

1987 pay and retirement wplenta1s requested

19M saopciation

819

244
...

59,591

Dscreses (see p. 19 3............................
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9,957
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Internal security ............
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..........
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Vanagamnt and administration
Subtotal
...........
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3
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7. Civil rights mttcs 2
appellate activity...
Civil rights prosecution .....
Special litigation ...........
amloyment litigation
........
Ooocdination and review......
Housing and civil enforcement
f4ttonal

oporunties....

Onag mmnt and admi'taton.
Sobtoota.....

l

.

S. INIUX4SC ..............

9. Independent

uns...

,,o

W ncommnt 'of antitrust and
kindrsA laws I

Federal appellate activity...

Tacintion and prevention of
private cartel behavicr....
Preservation of competitive
marke structu ......... re
Policy analysis, legislation
and train ...............

omptition advocacy

im-nt
12.

18me Estimate
Pamu.
. .

39

2,830

39

32
45
35
68
6339
33
31
54

2,057
32
2,912
45
2,62Q' - 35
3,750
68
4,090
63
2,557
39
2,062
33
2,033
31
3291
56
56

Inc,.1we.

Poo.

Amomt

2,872

42

2,057
2,912
-2,140 ...
'4,030
4,490 ...
2,5572,062
2,033

120
280
400

'44'

$3,29"

... ,

1,537

23

1,355

222

16,622

215 16,475

-7

164

16,687

157

16,56"

-7

-121

92
5,479
75 - 3,944

60
50

4,751
3,373

-32
-25

728
-571

*3,839

12

$540

.

10. legal Activities Office
Automaitoo ...................
11.

,,__. h, u

....

and administration

89

U.S. Attorneys:

Criminal Litigation ......

4423
4Lff

...

16

24,718

1,227

23,181

-7

67 4,009 -22
W5~T
W, 40T -1

212,583 3,735 233,728
121,987 2,179 125,957
2,833
20 3,285
65 .5 _.563 34,933
132,376

-128
147

-414

-71

411
80
...
4-

21,145
3,970
452
12,557

__M.A 4,236

30

2.315

Tolw...................... '...9,957 674,86610,696 763.441

739

88,575

divil Litigi
egal ece

.........

...............

lament and adinitration.

13. Special counse1 for discriminatiOn

*...
o.

.* . ...

3,317
2,099
20
519
134

30

1.92D

24

I

.
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Proara

TB3ALTACrVXT

dungwPoe.

Awmt

aduct o 8W3ee.m0rt proceedings and
rvie of appellate
otters ................................

$158

The Office of Solicitor Ceneral is rsquesting
an increase of $158,000 to buy-out existing

computer

piment armd epnd the existing

case-tradting system. This will allow the
Office to ultimately link or network the
entire office and do awy with a partially

manual cess-traddng system.

General tax matters .......................................

70

$10,977

45

4,469

Xn 1988, the Tax Division is requesting
Increases of 10 positions and $2,151,000 as a
result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which
represents the first major transformation of
the U.S. tax system in thirty year.. Sixty
positions and $8,826,000 are requested as a
result of recent legislation that
substantially expasnds the Internal Revenu
" Service's resouross. The areas of increase
reqjeeted for the Tax Division are: refund
and appellate litigation as a result of the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) initiative to
reduce badclegs; collection related activity
to support the MRSand organized crime and
drug enforoesent-type litigation to support
efforts of additional IRS Special agents.
Under the new provisions related to "personal
interest' of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the
Tax Division anticipates a large increase in
refund claims by taxpayers who ;p-y
their
deficiencies and interest iq order to receive
the deduction and then file for 4 refund in
the U.S. (ort of Claims or the U.S, District
0ourt. Civil trial and appellate litigation
will izaease as a result of this legislation.
irininal inttst ......

.................

Tbe Criminal Division is requesting a program
increase of 45 positions, 33 full-time equivalent
(MTE) vorkyears and $4,469,000 to combat organized
crime, terrorism and procurement fraud. Mw
specifically, 24 positions, 18 FM'3 rkyea,
and
$2,391,000 will be deioted to Increasing organized
rime prosecutions and addressing the reommndations
of the President's Oommission on Orgsnized Crime. In
addition, 15 positions, L Pl wokyears and
L.

25

48
SALRIE

ASME

GAL LOGAL WIMTIBS
Perm.
Poe.

w

Amount

*986,000 are being requested in the terrorism area
to pmvide legal advice to representatives and
policy-makers responsible for responding to
international terrorist incidents. Enhancements
totaling six positions, four FrE wrkyears and
$684,000 are also being requested to address the
increased workload in the Department of Defense
procureent fraud area. Damages paid to the U.S.
Government have already totaled millions of
dollars. Additional resources totaling $408,000
are also requested for the public integrity,
nar otics and internal security program areas.
Claim, custom and general civil matters .................

114

13,579

M'e Civil Division is requesting a program increase
of 114 positions, 72 ITE workyears, and $13,579,000
to handle enormous increases in workload in its
defensive and affirmative litigation progress and
to enable it to cope with the additional litigation
which is expected as a result of passae of the
Imigration Reform and Oontrol Act of 1986 and the
civil anti-fraud legislation enacted by the 99th
Oongress. The increases requested include 34
positions and $2,331,000 for cumulative workload
Increases in the federal Appellate program over
several years; 20 positions and $3,953,000 to

defend adequately against the uprecedented numer

of suits against the United States in the Torts
program 29 positions and $4,492,000 to allow the
O rcial Litigation progr to recover monies
ow to the Gvernment; 20 positions and $1,413,000
to enable the Federal Programs branch to
effectively defend against challenge, to efficient
operation of federal agenciesi and 11 positions and
$1,390,000 for the Immigration Litigation program
to handle the influx of now ce
anticipated
because of the Imigration Reform and Cntrol Act
of 1986.
Lm,

Natural lesiouross and Indian matters ................

For 1988, the Lan and Natural leouroes Division
is requesting an increase of 26 positions and
$6,49,000. For the Eniromntal Protection
program, 14 positions and $4,779,000 are reqested
to fund an elected growth in caseload of
a~roximtely 400 cases that will result from rw
26

26

*6,499
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ITIr
Perm.
e.

m

Amount

pagr under the Piesource conservation and
Rezy
Act, the Safe Drinking Nater Act and the
Clean Air and Water Acts. Also, 12 positions and
$1,720,000 are requested for the General Litigation
program to fund increased activity due to the
initiation of ne activities which include programs
under the National Forest Management Act; Federal
Nater Rights Litigationa in several western states
and the Navy Port Dispersal Plan for major new
construction at ten nationwide sites.
Office of Legal Counsel ......................................

42

This requested increase will provide resources to
allow for the production and publication of
Presidential Emergency Action Documents (ISAD's).
Civil Rights matters.........................................

800

For 1988, the Civil Rights Division is requesting

an increase of $800,000 to allow the Division to
hire outside consultants to conduct specialized
analyses and to develop complex data bases. The
additional resources will be spread across three
program areas: Special Litigation ($120,000),
Voting ($280,000) and Employment Litigation
($400,000).
flhlUPCL-4S

.............................................

12

540

For 1988, the Department is requesting 12
positions, 9 FIM..and $540,000 to enable the URCB
to fully implemit a 24-hour per day operation.
The additional resources will speed the processing
of investigative information between international
and domestic law enforcement agencies.
Legal activities office automtion .....................
An incese of $23,181,000 is requested to fund
office automation projects for the Department's
litigating ocsponents. Uer this proposal,
autmtion requirements are centrally oomrdinated,
developed and fwled on a priority basis. In 1988,
major investment will be mae for a joint system
procurement involving the U.S. Attorneys and the
Tax and Criminal Divisions. This system involves
an initial installation of 5,000 terminals with

27

...

$23,181
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Proram changes

Perm.
POO.

Amount

-100

-2,109

542

28,124

eventual expansion to 12,000 terminals in a nationwide ommunications network. Implementation of a
joint office automation acquisition program will
end proliferation of inorxpetible system which now
preclude the rapid and efficient transfer of
information, documents, and work products among
thelitigating components. This increase allows the
Department to proceed with enhancements to office
automation systems supptxed by already completed
system analyses and studies.
Eforoement of antitrust and kindred laws .................
As the result of the enhanced use of automation for
case tracking and management, the Antitrust
Division is requesting a program decrease of 100
positions anid 2,109,000 in 1988. The program
decrease of 100 positions and $2.109 million for
the Antitrust Division will be achieved through
efficiencies and curtailment of lower priority
program efforts. Specifically, the Antitrust
Division will continue to reap efficiercies in 1988
from its investments in office automation and the
use of automated data processing technology in its
economic anlyses. The lower priority program-which can be curtailed without affecting merger
related resprmibilities or criminal grand jury
activities related to major price-fixing casesincludes: competition advocacy (advocacy before
federal regulatory agencies), policy analyses,
legislation related activities and training.
U.S. Attorneys ............................................
The U.S. Attorneys are requesting a program
increase of 542 positions and $28,124,000 in 1988
for white collar crimes (28 positions and
$1,561,000) and narcotics and dangerous drug
prosecutions, (373 positions and $18,562,000)
affirmative civil litigation (80 positions and
$3,970,000), Organized Crime rug Enforcement
(0C8) activity (44 positions and $2,557,000),
legal education ($452,000), Law Enforcement
Coordinating Committee/Victim Witness program
(17 positions and $522,000) and enhanced security
for the U.S. Attorney and OCD offices ($500,000).

28
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4pecalcoun"el ........................................

Per.
pos.

Amont

30

$2,315

Por 1988, the Department is requesting an increase
of 30 positions, 23 FTE and $2,315,000 to continue
the effortss initiated in 1987 as set forth in
P.L. 99-603, the Immigration Reform and control Act
of 1986.
Total program changes, Gereral Legal Activities ...........

29

739

88,575
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ES FOREIGN CLAMS SETMIMU OM4ISSION
(Dollars in thousands)
Peru.
Poe.

Amount

1986 obligations ..........................................

16

$600

1987 as enacted ...........................................

9

564

9

571

1987 pay and retirement supplementals requested .........

...

1987 appropriation anticipated ............................
Uncontrollable increases (see p. 12) .....................

...

47

Decreases:
Reduction for change in hourly rate ...................
Reduction in health benefits ..........................
Nonrecurring costs for completed claims programs
(employment benefits) ...............................

....
...

-2
-1

1988 base ............

....

....................................

Program changes .......................................

Comparison by activity and program

-105
9

510

9

510

...

1988 estimate ............................................

1.

7

1988 Base
Perm.

1988 Estimate Inc./Dec.
Term.
Pern.

Poe.

Pos.

Adjudication of international

claims ......................

9

30

Amount

$510

9

Amount

$510

Pos.

Amount
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(Dollars in thousands)

Perm.
Poe.

Amount

1986 obligations ..........................................

2,624

$145,001

1987 as enacted ...........................................

2,724

159,000

1987 proposed pay and retrement supplemental. requested

5,445

1987 program supplemental reqestd .....................

405

1987 appropriation anticipated ...........................

2,724

164,850

Transfer of the Financial and Administrative Systems
Su
t roup.
..................................
Transfer of the Protection of
and Expenses of Witnesses..

42

itnesses program from Fees
....................

Miiontrollable increases (see p. 12) ......................

17,511
15,868

...

Decreaseei
Reduction for change in hourly rate ....................
Reduction in health benefits ...........................
1988 base .......................

-174
-206

..........................

2,724

197,891

Program changes (detailed below) ...........................

224

18,201

2,948

216,092

1988 estimate ..............................................

oarison by activity and orogra'
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Witness security ................
Fugitive investigations and
court orders ..................
Judicial security ...............
ADP and telecommunications ......
Field support and training ......
Handling of Federal prisoners...
(kgmnised Crum Mug Eforoeent
management and administration...
Protection of witnesses .........
TOWtal

.................

1988 Base
Perm.
Poe.
Amntt

1988 Estimte

Perm.
Poes.

Amount

301 $25,912

337 $27,053

757
396
8
173
960
13
116
...

757
556
12
173
978
13
122
...

2,724

31

48,417
28,396
8,099
5,966
53,799
912
8,772
17,618

197,891 2,948

48,717
36,522
9,440
5,966
58,952
912
10,912
17.618
216,092

Perm.
Poe.

Amount

36 81,141
...

300

160
4

6,126
1,341

18

5,153

6

2,140

224 18,201

54

Penn.

Witrms Somwity ........................................

36

$1,141

A Ipiry
free
of 36 positicwn and $1,141,000 is
P4 I to wware the
tined safety of the

ireasigrumer of protected witnesses. ad their

family mr,
aid to fully staff the Washingto,
D.C. area assm it centAr.
Fugitive ivestitic

ad court orde

...............

300

...

A progpu iram
of $300,000 is er essary to eimre
adequate re es am available to meet the
increasing 1-k- of ift naticnal aft-aditiors, as
well as the overall cost of perforair such
exctraditicm.
Judicial Security .......................................

160

8, 126

4

1,341

18

5,153

This pIzp request, represnts an irxas of 118
pciticm aid $5,863,000 for atanomd
tAcntion of
e
of the federal judiciary and court facilities.
An eaditicanl lpu
ir.ee
of 42 positiora aid
$2,263,000 is necessary to provide security resulting
frcm the increased drug wr wrkload.
AD and tMIS.o

cn

tir..............................

I7is; - p-m
earamof 3 positions aid $934,000
in for an AM threat analysis system aid similar
i
In . Also, a yagr
increase of 1
position and $407,000 is necesary to iLproe the

Natiarl Prisonernari oration Systm (Ws).
Hwidlirg of odeal princurs ...........................

An irices of 10 positions aid $4,047,000 is
i eayto Jileimutingiit.
wq m ixirv
s and to
provide ¢ortinua efficimies in the lMs. An
additicnal a positicr ard $1,3.06,000 is
oemary for
the establimt it of the now D.C. Superior Oort
facilIity.

32

55
n~

-

-

immn

i~

Fam.
1

$2,140

An Ji am of 6 pcositiacw u

$600,000 is nomary
atmhmd
I efort. An ,,&Umoal
t.dinjg bm.
of $1,540,000 is iuO
for oaIodk

to

Tota.

program cthmp,

U.S. NuzuAls Servi

33

............
v

224

18,2)1

66
Cr U.S.

v'aj

(Dllr

Moo-S~tS

in thiousandal)
Peru.

PoG..
1986 oligation ...........................................
1987 as'snacted ..................

c..t.....................

.

1987 program supplemental requested .....................

sunt

...

$58,486

.

66,000

.

9,630

1987 appropriation anticipated ............................
Uroontrollable increases (see

12) ............

69,630
.

2,799

Dcreases:
Nonrecurring decrease for the Cooperativ%, Agreeent
Program (CAP) ....................
-1988 base ........

A ...................................

.

-51000

..

67,429

-Program changes ($etailed below) ..........................

...

945

1988 estimate ..............................................

...

76,914

Comparison by activity and program
1.

1988 Base
1988 Estimate Inc./Dec.
Pern.
Perm.
FRM.
Poe.
mount Poe.
Amount Poe.
Amount

Care of U.S. prisoners in
non-federal institutions.......

2. Cooperative agreement program.
Ttal ....................

$67,429

......67,429

...

$71,914

...

5,000...
76,914

$4,485

5,000
9,485

Perm.

Program changes

Poe.

m

Care of U.S. Prisoners in non-federal institutions ...........

...

$4,485

This request will fund additional innate days in
contract facilities to support prisoner population
inreaaes. lbese increases are generated by the
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces, INS
border patrol activity, and prosecutions resulting
from the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984.

34

nt
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$5,000

2his regaft wi. o2ar
g

ma

to zuivm

me.eced stato

, a

,

d 'oca

rd ollp

.

.
ot
cfaoiutLm In
-u gs fm the O*Wa*as of
oditlaml bedt far unuentowed l, "uWilrwmo
In the tum.

'tad CP mp
250 beft.

'l'Tal

Sro

a iruesmin

zsqumsta to

that viU gmaw*e qadvxL &.ly

dpop
lm mg.,apoct of U.S. Priwscre

35

...........
s

58

Pu.
196

ti

1967 as
Trfer

..........................................
te

.........

$43,823'

beee

52,187

..........................

ot the Protected Witnesses program to the

-017.511

0.8. Nmas8 er'vioe,......,.....................

oot

lable i

e

1988 bese.. . ....

(ses p. 12)................
..........

983

..........

35,659

Program changes (detailed below)..........................
1988 estimte..................

........................

...

37,359
Inc./Dec.

Oomarion by activity and

oM

1.

rems and E

2.

Victim Compensation Fund ......
T

e

o.................*

of Witnesses

O 4Pe

PM.
...

$35,084

...

575

...

775

...

35,659

...

37,359

Pee and Expenes of Witnesses ...........................
A program increase of $1,500,000 is requested to cover
increased costs associated with greater use of expert
witnesses to prepare and present testimony in support of
the litigative position of the Government. 7tere has
also been an increase in the number of witnesses used by
goenment attorneys to provide eyewitness aoounts and

fatal testimony.

36

Amount
$1,500

$36,584

200
...

1,700

Perm.
Poe.

hmunt

...

$1,500

59

,
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l

-Aon Ywd ...
Ira

---- mUvf~
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. ....... . . .. a0

at $20000 Is xsofts
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37

...
0o

to a31w the

pv

of M'Jem

....

...

1,700

8Namm

E.MNmm,

9~W=m

s"OM Co
Pssw.

1966 ablgations .........................................

118

832,699

1967 a

118

29,637

ma

1987 pay a

.

.

retirement mqpentas requ

1987 programegspemal
1987

anicien
nt

d.. ...
i

t

.........
t

...

.....

..
._-**a.

........................

Deesg

Peuction in health

4r1

i18

Savings re lting from mnement initiatives ...........
Uncontrollable increases (ee p. 12) ....

149

29,827

...

-46

....

1,649

b~e~its ...................

1988 base

-7
l
118...........

*

Program changes (detailed below) ..........................

-2,300

1988 estimate .............................................

118

1M Base

arison by activity ard
1.

2.

wra

Prevention and c-niliation of
Ocmamty disiptes:
chnical assistance ..........
Program operation ............
omsoutive direction & control.
Adinistra-tiv servics.........6
beeption, processing and care

of CatM aW Haitian........

Perm.
lPo0.

6
63
13

Per .
P

$447
5,799
1,262
380

6
63
13
6

30 2353

Program decreases will be achieved in each program of
this activity through adinistrative rsections.
mAitiona1 deares , including two rn .lcyears,
will
be adived in the program qerations though a

Pm.
Pas.

A

&I"'

Prevention un conciliation of coumxmty dimpute ..........

38

29,123

1988 Fetinte Inc/Dec.

Amount

tal..................... IN 314

31,423

$419
5,435
1,186
34

7

...

...
...
.

Amount

-$28
-364
-76
37

-1 795

-$505

61

m et cuuM -d alitsw....
ad
M
VI4 be as~
In h" activity
a rea~lm n
amhalth 'to
awn
81rNOa
~ ~b telAI
~ U mth swvisc*.
Pt"Wivng

ft

...
• -41,795

m

I€U. decrem is pimibl a a reuat of the

wwoaidation mi rew, iuu of in-patlui
2btAl 1propi

.,
V

Oainity ma4i"

39

cwIty at

wvim ...

-2,300

SARIAR

AND
EUESES, U.S. TRUSTM SYSPMI
(Dollars in thousands)

Pe.,

Pon.

M=Ount

1986 obligations ..........................................

179

$ 9,675

197 as enacted ...........................................

193

11,500
243

1987 pay ad retirement supplvmntals requested .............

1987 program suppemental ...............................

361

16,436

1987 appropriation anticipated ............................

554

28,179
.

lnoontrollable increases (see p. 12) .........................

Decreases:

.

15,713
-12
-17
-9
-4,511

oosts for background investigations...
cts for equipment ........................
health benefits ..........................
oosts from 1987 supplemental request .....

...

.........................................

554

39,343

Program changes (detailed below) .........................

339

14,182

1988 estimate .............................................

893

53,525

Nonrecurring
Nonrecurring
Reduction in
Nonrecurring

1988 base.. -,j

W : A United States Trustee System Fund will be established
to fund program operations. Appropriated amounts are being
sought for 1987 and 1988. The 1989 amounts will be derived
from receipts.

Oxowarison by activity and program

1988 Estimate
1988 Base
Perm. Amount
Perm. Amount Poe.
Pos.

1.

Administration of cases ........

500

$34,072

839

$48,254

2.

magement and administration..

54

5,271

54

5,271

39,343 893

53,525

Total ......................

554

40

Inc./Dec.
per".
Pos.
AMount
339 $14,182

339

14,182

Per.
Tom.

2r

............................................

WiMi
The 198 regMst for the United Stat" ftes
provide for expenicm of the U.S. Twatmes yrogrm to 21
re~cm uarasiMi 88 of the tota 94 Judicial districts.
1"sset rwp
miem
fs the mond Year of m ion
pmam* to the Bl*%~tcy JVe, thitied States Trustees,
and Pfily Farme,: NmrdptCy At of 1986 (P.L 99-554).
This Act, siged an
adomr
27, 196, ewtablinhed a U.S.
Fund in the U.S. Trmauy andI provided for
Tthe =yt
tnd dosit of tLing fees and mintaom
chayes ito the Rin to finunce progu
-pwatior.
The
uystm of ter and d=ar
is intended to proG.
muffoier rwmaem t o w iromg
osts once the prorm
in qpatioral rationwd.
sqmlin~al
~rmes of 361 positions ad $16,436,060 are
tfor 2967 to tinc
the first yewa of ; r n
eqimns
under P.L. 9
U-554.
Dke to the tigt o dlo in
the utatot for certifying edition regica. in 19 7, it
is emeu*.iA that this tfunng be provideas qAckdy as

poesikbl.

An ctrFmru ir..y delay in the availability of

thin m4V1Inutal apliati
will cxmmft Impossible
conditlam fbr sixema om1gtion of the first phase of
the natiawlft asmuwm.
Them Dwbmwt in malting direct hfmwc!witiona Into the
Fund to flimnie the I r
i
1-r7 rI 168.
so prowarm ONWWzicm win be O
in 1989. if
porsrewin awe allowed to immadte In the Ford
1
n 1966, miffkio*
mmmunt dwid be
Ol3td
to aliw ftftm r.nots to he est from mrd

41

72-166 0-r-8

339

$14,182

64

1996 d

f,1

..........................................
im

19 7 stimted obligatio

................................

1989 base .........................

.............

......

$42,832

..
•.
...
•

112,000

...

112,000

...

120,000

Program dvoges (detailed below) ..........................
1988 estimate .............................................

Omwison by activity aoe.

1988 Bae
Perm.
Amount

NInaemit and prjora ecme

...

1988 Estimate
Pamn.
Fos.
PAMast

$112,000 ...

Program d~r
Mna

gmnt ad program

..........................

The total and incrmnta amounts shown above reflect
the most recent obligation estimates available for
1988. Amwndwants within the Anti-rU ug Abuse A& of
1986 expanded the purses of the Fund for which
aguicies could be reimrsed. Ths boadened area of
erag includes muc expenses as the purchase or
lease of A P equipment directly related to seizure or
forfeiture L
ing, retrofitting a onveyance
for drug eaforomnt purpoes, prchase of drug
evidence and other selected categories. Obligations
in these areas will incease in 1988.

42

Zn .
C.
Perm.
Poe. - Amout

$120,000 ...

$8,000

Perm.
Poe.

Amount

S..

$8,000

66

Perm.
ligations .........................................

21,692

81,140,381

1967 am enacted .........................................

22,456

1,262,000

1986

32,314

1987 pay and retirement splemeals requested ..........

9,675

1987 program supplemental requested ......................
1987 apprcpriation anticipated ...........................
Savings resulting from management initiative ..........
Unonotrollable inareass (m

22,456

1.303,989

-200

-2,000
121,548

p. 13) ....................

Decresues

-1,697
-1,508
-6,000
-51606

education for change in hourly rate ..................
Reduction in health benefits .........................
Nonrecurring ost&for artificial Intelligence .......
One time osats for reappropriation ...............
22,256

1988 bae ................................................

Program ac. ..........................................
1988 estimte ...........................................
1958 BasPerm
(mverison by activity and
1.

2.

omrm

Criminal, Security and other
InvestigaticisI
Other field program .....
Oganiaed crime ..........
wite-ol~lar crime....
OganMsed crime drug.
t o.oelnt..
0
..........
S btotal................

PO.L

Amount

8,900
2,689
3,044

$560,364
149,674
176,163

534

9334
44298

W1TYI~W

718

75,775

22,974

1,484,421

1988 Estimtte
Per
Pos.
Amt

9,192
2,934
3,124
546

7~I

1,408,646

$587,789
163,262
178,166
46254

975, 471

loc./Dec.
Perm
ft.

Aunt

292 *27,425
245 13,588
2.003
80
12

1956

I57

Investigative Suprt:
378

ftessic ae'vices-tederal...
At and temmdatione..

logs]. attaches,.......

flaoo'de innamntm:........

Tedmical field u.po.t ad

336
569
78
1,232

24,369

21,257
135,450
S,977
43,815

equipmen...............
43

378

336
569
78
1,232

26,869

21,257
135,450
5,977
43,815

...

...
...
...
...

2,50

...
...
...

deral

bureau of investin ot1
P9e. Base

Cayraon by activity "n porem Po..
3.

State and Looal Asaistanose
Gera1 low enforoment
training
....
...
Porensic services Federal..
fingepcrnt identification.
Criminal Justice data and
statistics services ......

Amun

281
122
2,509

194
3,10W

4.

Program Direction.
Executive dirctions and
cotol .......
.......
Administrative
services ....
Subtotal ...........
TOTAL.......................

512
731

$19,314

o988
Fos.

a

281

9,182
122
86,596 2,509

9 189

194

26,473
25 994

512
770

124:2813,=0

Amnt

Poe.
lPon.

$19,314

...

9,182 ...
8,596...

nt
Amount

.

9 189

124: 281

26,473
30 144

22,256 1,408,646 22,974 1,484,421

...
39

1

718 75,775

Par
Other field program ............................................

P(A.

hwount

292

$27,425

245

13,588

8o

2,003

"w

ee
hano nts are directed to high priority field
progrus. These enhano ts will ensure that
Identified investigative targets are pursued and reoently
achieved program mentum is maintained.
COganixed crime .................................................
An addition 106 Special Agents and 139 general and special
support personnel are requested to supportan increasing
level of effort focusing on organized care's infiltration and
dmination of m=aor national and international lator unions and
to combat Sicilian, Midoan and oolabian drug cartels.
Nolb samel emuxwmcuts are requested to expand the FI's
air program, provide sufficient resources for informant payments
A pre-entry Witness Security program costs, and to fund
investigative travel adeqately.
Witte-oollr ci..

........................................

An wa inoemnt of 42 Special Agents and 38 general andspia,
supicrt personnel is requested to set an expanding ~la
related to eputaent of Defense procurement fraud and bank
fraud and emezzlement investigations.
4'
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Federal Dureau of Iratigation
Faeu
oo. Amount

Program Chages

2.................................
21,956

rg.is.d crim drug enformbnt
wilve dditiona SpecialPAgnts are requested to support
OLmmised Crim Drug Enfocment Tak Foro investigations.
Notwerbonnel anmments will be used to met Increasing
informant pamets.
Training

2,500

........
......................

'flw FM's new 250-student dormitory and classroom building
will be completed in 1988. To be fully operational, student
must be furnished;
on areas and classr
rooms, lourxjs,
an enhancement of $2.5 million is requested for this purpose.
Technical field mppct a

equipment ............................

50

24,153

39

4,150

M

75,775

Fifty technical support personnel and $11.2 million are
requested to suport the deveomet, iapintation and
mintanc of the Departmnt's integrated 'digital voice privacy
hen fully 1plemert.ed this system will meet
radio system.
the tactical radio requirements of the FBI, Drug lorement
ministration and United States arar8als Service. An
additional $13.0 million is requested for the destruction
aginelft g esearch Facility.
of an integrated FB-I
Whn fully operational, this facility will produce operational
ecoomes and enhance coordintion of technical equirent,
procurement, research, developmet and production.
Administrative service ................

r.........................

totaling 39 positions and $4.2 million are
fl iants
requested to ensure that aaninistrative mtters and
activities are performed exeditiously. The FBI's
administrative areas have not kept pace with recent
investigative program -1-haments.
Total program changes, pederalBuremu of Investigation ...........
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mw8.13
DWo.1' WuNSarM'In, swA)Am
( 1ari in thOusand)

ww)
ra.

PC
1986 obligation

..........................................
n

1987 as enacted (includes Construction account) ......

4, 895

$372,354

5, 680

479,500

1987 pay and retirement supplemental requested ..........

...
•

1987 program supplemental requested .....................

...

1987 appropiation anticipated... *.......................

5, 680

490,193

-58

-911

Uncontrollable increases (see p. 13) ....................

...

48,754

additional positions authorized
.......................
ASIC construction ...........
aircraft .......................
..............................

1988 base ...............................................

1988 estimate.0..................

Comparison by activity and program
Enfroement of federal law and
investigation
Domestic enfcment .......
Organized crime drug
enforcemnt...........
Foreign cooperative
investigations ..............
Diversion control ............
State and local task forces...
afota1...... ;...........
Investigative support
Intelligence ..................
DWk laoatory services .......

DN training ..............

Plsearch, engineering and
technical operations ........
AD and telecomications ....

-20,806
-7,500
-11,500
-735
5,622

Program changes..........................................

2.

776

Savings resulting fros mnagemnt initiatives ...........

Decreases:
Nonrecurring items for
in 1987 .....................
Nonrecrring coats for
Nonrecurring costs for
Other nonrecurring itea

1.

9,917

0....................
1988 Base
Perm

Poe.

An_unt

1,987
762
511
580
259

T,099

108

522,047

1988 Estimte
Perm
Poe.
Amount

InC ,
Perm
Poe. Amokmt

762

56

$7,209

28
15

3,996
12,417

62,526

61,065
511 61,065
33,271 580 33,271
31 149 _
31 149
4, 5 30'7
3-

362
223
39

24,129
12,809
5,277

362
223
39

24,129
12,809
5,277

253
106

37,873
38,415

281
121

41,869
50,832

46

24,552

5,730

$155,051 2,043 $162,260
62,526

497,495

6
~ua 3~fvccumest I~1nistration. Stiaries and ~emes
IM asltot
ht

19"ft

warion by activity and gMM
In-

3.

4.

State and local assistance:
State and local training
......
State and 'ocel laboratory
vices.0*0.46
ser
afrtcew
.................
Progrm direoctions
&Ra .,i1
s1e
e se
oe &e..
v... ... o....

30

$2,998

30

$2,998

29 16,672

25

17,60

249
S51
5,622

e

aw

f

0o

16,672
097
10

_.

..
9=.

258 17,602
151A1.07..

9

..

... ro .. 0........
mmnete.t

..
1

$930

-jw

497,495 5,730 522,047 108

24,552

Form

CharmsPoer.Aon

Priogra

)Dmsti

1n./Dec.

.

oagment

Subttal So

MAwt P"e.

Poo.

.,..

56

$7,209

28

3,996

15

12,417

9

930

These increases support DEa's principal field inevtigative
ptxgyim. Included are 30 position including 20 special
agmta and $2.8 million to establish Msat Femoval Tvn's
around the oautzy. Also, 26 positions snd $4.4 million are
requested to support office automation activities in the field.
lReesr , aniqime

and teiical operate on ..................

The.e resour
re to epinSd ='a in-bouse techmioul
eertise including 10 scial agents, 14 technician and
4 suport positions and to enhance its technical equiposent
acqusition base for such it,
as video equ iet,
transmitter and receivers, audio recorders, Title III devices
and optical eupat.
ND aW
d telecmmuicticns ................................
This increase will permit D

to iplsnt

Phase II of the

OM inMIof its ADP equipment and pride headquarters

mpport of D 's office automation activities.
Emective direction and control............................

7hee increases including 6 special agent positions will
provide for imgcoved sec ity Of staff and facilities, ensure
staff integrity, and provide rpyccel fitness services.
Total pogre

danges, [Dug hforcment Adinstration .........
47

lr0

pers.
1906 obligations .........................................

11,694

$574,943

1987 as enacted .......... I..............................

11,694

593,000

4,316

147,793

-55?

-24,598

15.453

731,969

1987 pay and retirmot supplementals requested ..........
1987 program sulemental requested .................
1987 rescission proposal .................................
1987 appropriation anticipated ............................

15,774

-2,572

Savings resulting from management initiatives ........
Transfer of Financial and Administrative Systems
Suppot (ou

...,,,................,.... ...,....

Uncontrollable increases (see p. 13) ...................

146,916

Dcreasee:
Nonrecurring costs for row construction ..............
1Noreorring costs for full-field investigations .....
Reduction for change in hourly rate ..................
Reduction in health benefits ....................
Reduction in per page cost of the Federal Register
and the (oeof Federal Regulations ................

-35,000
-832
-772
-897

1988 bae ......................................
P

20

-4

........

1988 estimate ................

1S,453.

838,828

15,453
o5*

ram changes ..........................................
w..........................

838,828

Program Sumplemental Reguest
The mwjoc portion of the 1987 supplemental appropriation request for INS includes
4,316 positions and $137,843,000 to implement the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1906. Highlights of the supplemental appropriations reqmt for the
Imaigrati.on Reform and Control Act of 1986 include:
Positions
Construction of a now detention center ..........
Border Patrol construction .....................
Modifioation of topographic features ..........
...

Improving control of borders ....................
bmloyer sanctions .....................

.......

48

...

...

,261

1,237

agnt
$15,000
16,000
4,000

35,479

33,669

71

3ueditiow Deport tion of Criainal Aliens
000.......
Amend mn).- .. ................
(No
Syms ti
Alion Veification for MWmlent
20~M .......
cA
0'.qa~

616

*16,781

85

1,958

"
'q:,:~..............$00G

Also included in the requested 150 pgr supplemental is $9,000,000 to fund nonService detention of Hariel Ote:j criminal* tho are placed in Federal custody after
serving sentence in State ,
local prisons and jails nd *950,000 to fund
increased Federal Teleommunications System oet increases.
esision Propsal
The 1967 Continuing Resolution (P.L. 99-500) provided for the establishent of an
Imigraticn User Foe ao omt. This will allow INS to charge a fee for the
inspection of certain passengers arriving in th4 United States aboard cmmrcial
aircraft or. vessels. The proposed rescission reflects those resources currently
included in INS' 197 appcq*Ution that fund it
hich will be ftIded through
the uer fee aoount, effectiw
v
oe r 1, 1986. Because the legislation merely
switches thesource of funding for certain functions, there will be no adverse
impact on VS as a result of this rescission.
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1WiASice -wd-Nb~aturia-o

02wr"Mc

1.

by

waivty

and MV=Ms

................

zXneigtiorw ...............
nti- .
ung ...............
Dtention ..........
G Dportatin.
....
.
Citizship

~

&PM
nfthteliu

.........
w..........

Rerc
and Dwlopaet.
Contruction and bgineering.
Field Mb
4t, And Support.
-rcedns.......
LgApl
4.

1,108
5,541
1,952
390
&6&4

$74,667
217,829
95,817
19,640
19407

1,108 $74,667
5,541 217,629
1,952 85,817
20
390 19,64
41440

1,325

64,141

1,325 6,141

89

9,960

209

63,774

&M

bi.,Mw

&LL

Xggzti n Suports
Trnng...........
Data and O~iioation

-

Eat

Disefis

Miudicetcis; and
Ustur-aztio.........
eees
anOveas ........
3.

aaM

adacmnts
Iknsdecuon

2.

L'.-

Servime

1,414
53
.2
18
314

89

9,960

209 63,774

48,365 1,414 48,365
2,709
53 2,709
539
2
539
14,046
18 1,046
15,961
314 15,961

Prop-am Directions
Raztivo Direction and
Oxtro1.
..*.. .. 4
Adinisrativi Services..
Subtotal...o .

200

15,453

10,814

10,814

...

838,828 15,453 838,828

...

so

.1

200

Aloof=.
base
.... ~ : ...~
I"7
IM

t.stim
o.1.

~ ..........
~

(DIU

)

..............................

ba.

..

I,

...

148,540

.

148,540
32,152

Prga chwmge ..........

1968

......

...

160,692

Thi 1miiatiom Mfom and Omwtrol Act of 19%6, P.L. 99-603, provides for the
s
of a I
1aation
i.
this mgrm ai sriw eterho
e
s the
1, 1982, who resided
l ta prior to "ary
M.S. ill.yl1CAaeed into
-we tha an who are not icludable my aIy for teoraxy resident
in the U.S.
aftiuam~ity
amVon
swing
I'l esientotim=
sawip kill*.
Ow aterIs
,santwth
the
to , t~s
ynzgeneal&
is to
befunddt WAu
a
8pplistian fee, which shall be available without fiscal year 31-itation to c
admnitrative ud other semses in owmection with the review of leglization

nhe1988 stimte reflect& irm aed rescuroms required to process additioal
sVIcaticam expected to be subitted to INS in 1988.
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1987 estIm t . o

b

w............

..................
l3igaton

Anticipated additional mount fcr f u,-yser operations. .

-

1988 e

s

3611
74,000

1988 bas. .........................................
P98amhage...... .

$70,389.

...

r..........

...... ......
t

.....tiia

e

.

...

4,0
74,000

The ompabm~t ofjustice- 1987 Aproirition Act (P. L., 9-500) iwovided for the
establiub11 of a $5 per -invidual user fee for certain pasen6oW travelling
into the'L Uited States. Ztme fw will be used to fund costs msa iated with
;insMecti-cn- for jassecqers an certain, cmnrcia
imm.gratio inspection amA aircraft und veselsi P.ertim im igration inspection servicee~ afiistratLve debt
recovery, ijcldizig the operatiat at a national collections office expansion,
ion-immigrant omntrol and debt
a
of Information system for
ar': n m iintanoe
collection; detection of framulent domments used by pessejes travolling to the
Unite States, and detention end deportation devices for uwcludable aliens
arriving on coercial aircraft or vessels.
INS' full-year costs. In 1987, the user
Zn 1968, $74,000,000 is esti abed to fee provision did not go into effect until December 1, 1986; thue only partial year
reeOroes -r retired.
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11,257

626,807
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1967M
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11,257
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5,019 160,839
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5,348 166,411 349
5,572
1,345
57,378
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4,692
1,726 $171,323

7a4 45,2
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2.491
27,188

95,222 118
3

8,783
895

2,237 189,927 2,420 209,334 183

19,407

8,546 400,294 9,149
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bmotiw direction s
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~0W46599...

11,257 701,048 12,043

.......................

H6

.

760,851

.

.

786

810,291

&M7•

2911
59,803

7o........
786
$34,495

This reqoest provides an increse of 786 positions and
*34.495,000 distributed mong FS' inate care, custody and
and institution adin'straftin and mirtenc program
1rom,
to activate faclities and finance the purdase of activation
equiemnt at the Lo Angeles, CalifoTia IC; Mariana, Florida
and Mairton Ne Jersey u Cs Omdale, JAidsiana Woen traits
unit; and Marion, Mimic cW
BnW!.od, Coocado detwt
Pxlation adjustzm ...........................................

...

10,322

...

1,778

...

10,291

provides an increase of 810,322,000 to finance
This reqt
e and mtistanos of a projectd increase in
the adequate
the average dsly population of 2,446 over the 1987 population
of 42,432. these resources vil enable M'8 to hoe an arvmal
average daily population of 44,878 in 1988.
Institution administration and m.rt:a'nce .......................
this reoet pvides 81,378,000 to replace 106 vehicles, and
"8400,000 for radical training.
oc firent.......................................
¢itrAct
This reW t provides an increase of $7,591,000 to increase the
average daily population in contract Om idty Teatemt Cnters
from 3,300 to 4,0251 and 82,700,000 to hones apprcuditely 500
short-t r sentenced aliens for six mxths.
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THE DZPARTEM

OF

oouumCS, JUSTICE, AND STATE,

THE JUJDICIARY,

AND RSTATED AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to discu s with you

our 1988 budget rwet.
Those who choose to study our budget proposal carefully will
discover that it is a carefully-designed blueprint for accomplishing all of the Justice Department's many critical functions.
We all agree on the fact that the Department of Justice
performs core functions of government -- functions that
indisputably belong to the federal government, and that are
fundamental in nature.

Inevitably, of course, we work closely

with state and local law enforcement agencies, but we are always
careful to make these cooperative ventures.

Through such devices

as our Law Enforcement Coordinatin,; Committees and Organized
Crime Drug Enforcement Tauk Forces, we work together in ways that
maximize our ability to fight crime, while never trying to impose
a federal imprint in places we don't belong.
This determination to cooperate with local law enforcement
agencies is reflected Its the way we prepare our budget.

An

important example is the Asset Forfeiture Program, under which we
have been able to make available large sums of money to local law
enforcement agencies without hitting up the federal taxpayer for
the funds.

When we work together on a case, and are

able to

seize ill-gotten gains from a criminal after he has been
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convicted, we share those gains with states and localities, who
can then qse the prceds ;r both drug ;ayr enfarcqwent and drug
education and prevention

.

Our attitude toward relations with state and local agencies
ts alsq reflected in the way lnwhich we manage our grant
Singe the inception of the.e programs, theyhave been

programs.

intended to Oget t4,e ball roX ing" in states and lofalities --- to
provide seed money, start-up mpney for programs that will be
evaluated and, if locol officials decide to do so, continued with
local funding later.

Our grant programs were never intended to

be sources of permanent, ongoing funding for local programs, nor
should they be.

We've taken some criticism already this year for

proposing to drop certain grant programs in the drug area next
year, even though it should be clear to all that our role must be
that of encouraging the development of, rather tIb a sustaining,
locally based programs to deal with drug abuse.

Moreover, we

must not overlook the fact that not all of the monies allocated
in 1987 for these grant programs will be spent in 1987.

Much of

that money will continue to go out to the states and localities
in 1988 and 1989.

Xtll have moroe to say about this later in my

testimony.
I 'd like to make one other general statement about our
budget:

it

represents a careful balancing of resources.

cannot stress this enough.

I

We have been hampered from time to

time in recent years by what r night call "front-end loading" of
the Justice Department -- putting plenty of money *up front" in
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pipeline..O

The system becomes unbalanced when we do not have

enough money to prosecute when va'.es come to pourt, or to
incarcerate when convictions are obt!lned.'
Clearly, with more investigators bringing in more cases for
evaluation and prosecution, the United States Attorneys will
require enhanced resources.

Similarly, the Marshals Service must

have concomitant enhancements to handle the resultant increased
activity in the'areas of trial-related prisoner transportation
and housing, witness protection, and courtroom security.
Finally, the greater Investigative and prosecutive efforts'will
inevitably place more pressure on our already overcrowded Federal
Prison System to find the means to house greater numbers of
convicted defendants sentenced to prison terms.

Accordingly,

this budget strikes the needed balance between the "front-end"
activities and the administrative support, the investigative and
prosecutorial efforts, and the prison construction and operation
that form a complete criminal justice system.

Xt also includes

resources for civil litigation that can return many times the
modest investment in debt collection and defending clais against
the government which threaten the Treasury of the United States
with enormous potential liability.
This budget also includes significant new resources to meet
increased responsibilities as a result of a variety of legislation passed over the last year.

Let me spend a moment high-

9i

lighting several signif-lcant aspects of this recent legislation,
and then I'll discuss our budget request.

II4IMGRATION REFORM AND CO=TROL-AC

Enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control Act ..at the
end of the 99th Congress imposes significant new responsibilities on the Imigration and Naturalization Service and other
components of the Department.

This legislation represents the

most comprehensive reform of our immigration law since 1952.

It

takes a major step toward controlling illegal immigration while
preserving the nation's proud heritage of legal immigration. The
Act contains three key provisions -- employer sanctions,
increased enforcement authority, and legalization.
The Department is well along in drafting regulations that
will implement this landmark legislation, and as you know, we
have shared preliminary drafts of these regulations with those of
you in the Congress and ot ir

interested parties.

In fact, we've

taken the unusual step of making these public long-before our
formal publication of proposed rules for comment due to take
place late this montht

Weave done thiq to ensure that we receive

the widest possible comment from all concerned, and we welcome
any thoughts or suggestions for change that you. may have.
Thej egalisation provisions, of the legislation will go far
to improve the lives of millions of people who have until now
lived in the shadows of our society.

The legalization program
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will enable these men and women to step into the sunlight and
ultimately, it they choose, to become citizens.

The program

will be financed through a special fund financed from fees
collected from persons applying for temporary residence status.
Because this program will provide direct and significant benefits
to a select group of individuals, namely illegal aliens, we
believe and the law requires that the beneficiaries of this
program should pay the costs, not the general taxpayer.
We have already launched significant efforts to ensure that
all the provisions of the Act are effective. We are in need of
the considerable additional resources requested in the
President's budget request, in both 1987 and 1988, if we are to
meet our new obligations.

ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986
The Congress and the Reagan Administration share a
determination to wage a war on drugs that represents our very
best effort to rid American society of a terrible scourge.

The

Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the companion Omnibus Drug
Supplemental Appropriation Act, passed with bipartisan support,
testify to this commitment.

We are proposing increased resources

to meet our very substantial responsibilities under these laws,
as well as under the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984.
The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 was truly a landmark measure
that dramatically strengthens our ability to attack the national
drug problem from both the supply and demand sides.

In the
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enforcement area, the 19B6 Act included important Administration
proposals to create substantial penalties for money laundering
and the manufacture and distribution of controlled substance
analogues or "designer drugs."

The Act also incorporates our

proposals for mandatory minimum sentences for large-scale drug
trafficking and strengthens drug penalties across the board.
Many other important drug enforcement initiatives were also
enacted in the comprehensive anti-drug legislation, including
measures strengthening the "schoolyard law," which makes it a
federal offense to sell drugs within 1,000 feet of a school,
toughening and improving federal asset forfeiture laws, and
attacking other manifestations of the'drug problem.
As I mentioned, the drug penalty enhancements enacted last
year generally track our own proposals in the area and reflect
our view that prison is precisely where drug traffickers belong
and we want their stay there to be a lengthy one.

At the same

time,-this does have very obvious and significant budgetary
implications for the Department of Justice and particularly our
Bureau of Prisons.
On the demand side, the 1986 drug law includes what we
believe will be an effective deterrent to uke of controlled
substances -- a minimum fine for simple possession of drugs and a
minimum jail term for a second conviction of simple possession.
This will bring home to drug users that we view drug use as a
serious matter.

This provision, we believe; is consistent with

the greatly enhanced drug education and drug treatment programs
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Zn this area as others, however,

follow-up with the enhanced resources requested in the budget for
the United States Attorneys, Drug Enforcement Administration,
Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Marshals Service and Bureau
of Prisons is essential.
In short, the 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Act represents a true
watershed in teoims of drug control efforts and accounts for much
of the increase in funding which we are seeking for 1988.
OTHER LEGISLATION
Additionally, late in the 99th Congress, the Bankruptcy
Judges, United States Trustees and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act
of 1986 was enacted.

This legislation expanded the role of the

United States Trustees to a nationwide status.

All of the

studies of the pilot version of this program, run under the
auspices of the Department for the last seven years, have
concluded that it has been successful, and should be extended
throughout the country.

The studies found that: the program

significantly improved the speed and efficiency of the bankruptcy
system, increased the likelihood of successfully rehabilitating
debtors, and enhanced the possibility of increasing the returns
to creditors.

Our budget request seeks the additional resources

necessary, until the Act's self-funding smechanisa is completely
in place.

We anticipate that the program will be totally self-

funded from Its receipts by the beginning of 1989.
Aside from prison construction, very little

of the

Department's core budget goes to anything except people"

)

costs.
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cases in court, from guarding the border to running prisons, is
"personnel-intensive."

As a result, the recently enacted Federal

Employees* Retirement System Act of 1986 has had a very
substantial impact on the Department's need for funding.

As the

Act's provisions go into effect, we must seek supplemental
funding for 1987 and additional amounts in 1988.

The impact is

disproportionately high for the Department because of the large
number of our employees who qualify for special benefits because
of their law enforcement status.
This year's request also reflects the growing emphasis on
self-financing that derives from recent legislation.

Last year,

for example, the Assets Forfeiture Fund proved so productive that
Congress removed many of its limitations.

Similarly, the

Continuing Resolution established an Immigration User Fee Account
that will fund significant segments of inspection-related
services in the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

As I

noted earlier, our budget request also includes a self-financing
provision for the legalization of aliens.

It also continues the

Crime Victims Fund financed by criminal fines and looks toward
the previously noted self-financing of the U.S. Trustee program
by 1989.

IMPACT ON DEPARTMENT RESOURCES
The net result of these initiatives, of course, is reflected
in our budget request.

M2166 0-87-4

A year ago I presented a budget on behalf
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When

Congress completed action on 1987 funding, this had grown to $4.6
billion, largely because of the funding added to implement the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act.

If our pending request for supplemental

appropriations is approved, another $300 million would be added
for 1987.

Our total request for 1988 appropriations is just over

$5.2 billion.

If we include the activities that are self-

financed, the total for the Department exceeds $5.6 billion.
In terms of positions, the growth is also significant.
A year ago we proposed that 64,415 permanent positions be
supported from appropriated funds.

The 1988 estimate is

72,798, an increase of 13 percent.

As I indicated earlier, it

is largely the Administration's aggressive plan to implement
the new legislation that drives this budget.

Since much of

this legislation becomes effective in 1987, the supplemental
requests for 1987 are closely linked to the 1988 requests.

I

urge the Congress to appropriate swiftly the funds requested for
1987, to enable us to implement these important initiatives.
We are proposing increases in the Department's 1988 budget
in the most vital areas.

Let me briefly describe some of the key

requested increases.

Immigration Reform and Control Act Implementation.

We are asking for $216.5 million in 1988 to support 4,602
positions for the Immigration and Naturalization Service and

4JA-
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If we are to

other organizations involved in immigration reform.
meet our responsibilities, we will need supplemental

appropriations of $146 million in 1987 to fund 4,559 positions.
These resources would allow us to enforce employer sanctions,
launch the agricultural worker program, and strengthen the Border
Patrol.
INS's 1988 budget includes a $29 million increase over the
1987 appropriations for the Border Patrol.

The 1988 increase is

on top of an 1987 supplemental increase request of $26 million
for the border patrol.

We are proposing to add almost 1,850 new

positions to the border patrol to carry out the enforcement
aspects of the Immigration Reform and Control Act.

Most of these

new positions will be added to the southern border.

There should

be some ancillary benefit to our drug interdiction efforts on the
southern border as these border patrol personnel join the force
already stationed there.
As you know, the immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986,
with certain specified exemptions, makes it an "unfair
immigration-related employment practice" to discriminate against
an individual (other than an unauthorized alien) "with respect to
the hiring, or recruitment or referral for a fee, of the
individual for employment or the discharging of the individual
from employment" on the basis of the individual's national origin
or citizenship status.

The Special Counsel for Immigkation-

Related Unfair Employment Practices was created in the Department
to enforce these provisions.

For the Special Counsel we have
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submitted an 1987 supplemental request for 30 positions and
$1,395,000 and an 1988 request for an additional 30 positions and
a program increase of $2,315,000.
Further, the'1988"budget request for the Executive Office
for Immigration Review includes 126 positions and $9,290,000 for
the implementation of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986.

These resources will be used to address workload

associated with the expedited asijiication of criminal aliens in
Federal and State prisons, and increased deportation caseload
resulting from increased border enforcement, denials for
legalization, denials of lawful residence to special agricultural
workers, and employer sanctions enforcement.
Funding the War Against Druas
As we respond to recent legislative initiatives, we must
also continue to improve our fundamental mission in law
enforcement.

Last year both the President and the Congress

continued to make clear that Illegal drug trafficking is a
serious threat to the nation's internal safety and stability and
that radical responses are necessary.

The level of resources

devoted to the drug war continues to increase dramatically.

Our

1988 request identifies a number of specific enhancements for the
Drug Enforcement Administration, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the U.S. Attorneys, several legal divisions, and
the Office of Justice Programs.

Beyond that, the process of

identifying funds used in the drug war gets more difficult
because we must consider the cost of annualizing the large
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program increases included in the 1987 budget, blocking out
certain non-recurring costs, and determining the proper amount to
allocate to the war on drugs for the Federal Prison System, the
Marshals Service, and the Support of U.S. Prisoners accounts
where the cost data are not oriented to crime classification.

If

we simply ask how much more we will be spending to fight the drug
menace in 1988 than in 1987, I believe that we can demonstrate
conclusively that our core programs will apply significantly more
in almost every organization.
For the Drug Enforcement Administration, we are requesting
program increases that total $24.6 million and 10d new positions.
These increases focus on increased security f4r ADP operations
and office automation activities, establishment of asset removal
teams at various locations throughout the country, and for
technical and support operations.

Complementing the DEA

initiatives, the FBI is asking for $4.4 million to support 97
positions for Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces and
related drug enforcement activities.
In the litigative areas, the U.S. Attorneys will receive
more cases due to narcotics referrals from investigative areas.
To handle cases we are requesting $21.4 million to fund 417 new
positions, including 44 positions and more than $2.5 million
dedicated to the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces.
In addition, the request includes almost $700,000 to Yund 6
positions for the Tax Division to accelerate litigation on drug
cases and about $141,000 more for narcotics prosecution by the
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We have also identified three program areas

where the National Institute of Justice will apply another $2.7
million.
These new initiatives, totaling almost $54 million, do not
include the additional $11.2 million that it will cost to provide
full year funding for the 785 new DEA positions provided by the
Congress in 1987 or the cost of annualizing other new initiatives
approved in 1987.

If we add these costs, and the expected $8

million for increased obligations of the Assets Forfeiture Fund,
the net increase in resources from 1987 to 1988 for investigations, prosecution, and criminal justice research is almost $89
million.
As I indicated earlier, drug-related costs associated with
the Federal Prison System, the Marshals Service, and other
Department components are difficult to classify.

For the Federal

Prison System, currently, 37 percent of the prisoners are
incarcerated for drug-related crimes.

When determining drug-

related costs, this amount is applied to total resources for the
Prison System.

Similarly, 35 to 40 percent of the resources for

the U.S. Marshals can be associated with drug-related costs.
Applying these factors to the resource levels from 1987 to 1988
results in a net increase of $62 million for these particular
Department components.
In total, over $151 million more,- $89 million for
investigations and prosecutions and $62 million for the Marshals
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and the Bureau of Prisons - will be available for core programs
in the Department of Justice to combat drugs.

Other Criminal Tnvestigations and Prosecutions

The 1988 budget request for the FBI contains the fifth year
of the Administration's initiative to strengthen the FBI
counterintelligence program.

The FBI is also increasing

resources devoted to terrorism, including domestic terrorism.
We plan to devote 80 more positions, 42 special agents and
38 support personnel, to Department of Defense procurement fraud
and bank fraud and embezzlement investigations.

This will raise

the FBI's level of personnel investigating white collar crime to
more than 3,100.

These people focus on federal government fraud,

such as bribery or conflict of interest, on public corruption by
federal, state, and local executive and management-level public
officials, and financial crimes, such as bank embezzlement and
fraud.
One of my top priorities has been to prosecute those
responsible for Department of Defense procurement fraud.

Through

the investigative and prosecutorial efforts of the Department of
Defense, the FBI and the Criminal Division, we are helping to
restore integrity to the defense procurement process. The cases
are very labor-intensive and time-consuming.
rewarding.

But they are very

For example, on July 24, 1986, Litton Systems,

Incorporated, was sentenced, following a plea of guilty, to 320
counts of false claims and mail fraud.

This case, which involved

mischarging material c:t on contracts to the Army, Navy and Air
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Force, resulted in $15.7 million being paid back to the U.S.
Government.
We have also been successful in prosecuting the top echelon
of organized crime in this country.

However, we cannot rest

until we cripple the entire organized crime structure.

It is

estimated that organized crime reduces the GNP by $18 billion.
The threat that organized crime groups present to our society
strongly justifies not only our existing level of resources, but
also an 1988 increase of 160 positions and $11 million for the
FBI and 24 positions and $2 million for the Criminal Division.

These new resources will primarily focus on organized crime's
infiltration and domination of major national and international
labor unions.

Through control of these unions, La Cosa Nostra

gains political and economic power and a vast source of funds
from which they can finance other illegal activities.

We must

return control of the unions to those honest workers whom these
unions represent.

United States Attorneys
In addition to the drug enforcement increases I mentioned
earlier, the United States Attorneys will need new resources of
$1.6 million for 28 positions to prosecute white collar criminals
identified by the FBI and other agencies.
an increase of 17 positions and $522,000

We are also requesting
for the Law Enforcement

Coordinating Comnittee (LECC) Victim Witness program.. Our
LECC/Victim witness coordinators serve as the focal point in
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implementing several critical programs related to coordination of
federal, state and local law enforcement efforts and client
services to victims and witnesses in the federal criminal justice
system.

Finally, to cope effectively with the threat of reprisal

or intimidation attacks by criminal elements and to protect
employees and increasingly sensitive or classified material, an
increase of $500,000 is requested for enhanced physical and
personal security measures.

In a moment, I will discuss

additional proposed increases for the U.S. Attorneys in
connection with our debt collection efforts.
As the Department's primary front line prosecutors and
litigators throughout the country, the United States Attorneys
will, of course, continue a myriad of other vital functions at a
current services level.

These functions cover the entire

spectrum of litigative activities, including prosecutions of
civil rights violations, public corruption, organized crime, and
a host of other violations of federal criminal statutes, as well
as litigation of tax cases, enforcement of environmental laws,
and defending the United States Treasury against a variety of
claims.

Federal Prison System
As increased resources are provided to the Department to
investigate and prosecute violations of Federal law, end to the
courts to conduct trials, the inevitable result is an increased
Federal prison population.

Despite now prison construction
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during the past six years, we have been unable to keep pace with
the growth of our inmate population.

Since January 1981, the

Federal inmate population has increased nearly 75 percent - from
23,800 to 41,500 today.

We project a continuation of this growth

and our 1988 appropriations request is based on a projection that
the population will reach at least 55,200 by 1993.
I want to point out, however, that this projection excludes
the potential impact of the enhanced drug penalties provided in
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the sentencing guidelines to
be submitted to the Congress later this year by the U.S.
Sentencing Compission.

We anticipate that these two factors will

further increase the Federal inmate population above current
projections.
We are succeeding at a task that has been our first priority
for the past six years: putting dangerous criminals behind bars,
and putting them there for long sentences consistent with the
seriousness of their crimes and the threat they pose to society.
This is especially true of those guilty of drug-related crimes,
who now form a very significant proportion of our prison
population.

But our success at this task must be met by a

willingness to construct new pvtson facilities, to staff them,
and to keep up needed modernization and repair activities at the
many prisons we now run.
The Federal Prison System already has most of the funds to
complete construction of a Los Angeles Metropolitan Detention
Center and Federal Correctional Institutions at Fairton, New
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Jersey and Marianna, Florida.
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We also have most of the funds

needed to complete construction at Bradford, Pennsylvania;
Sheridan, Oregon; Jesup, Georgia and a site not yet selected in
the Northeast.

We are now completing work on the Cuban detention

unit at Oakdale, Louisiana and are moving ahead on lower security
satellite camps and housing units.
To complete these projects and begin new ones, we are
requesting new resources of $195.4 million in 1988.

Out of this

amount we will use $126.5 million to construct two Federal
Correctional Institutions in the Northeast and Southeast and
complete one facility in Oregon that was only partially funded in
1987.

Another $33.7 million will be used to add six satellite

camps or housing units at existing institutions in Xentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin and a
new detention facility.

The remaining $35.2 million will be used

for modernization and repair of existing facilities.
As new facilities are completed and we move prisoners into
them, we need activation funds.

The 1988 request includes $34.5

million for the Federal Prison System Salaries and Expenses
Appropriation to open up 2,328 new beds.

With these and other

additional resources, care and custody costs of housing Federal
prisoners will reach almost $761 million and require over 12,000
positions.
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United States Trustees
We share the Congress' enthusiasm for the nationwide
expansion of the United States Trustees.

However, this expansion

requires us to seek supplemental funding in 1987 if we are to
accomplish our shared intent to implement the program promptly
and effectively.

While Congress established a United States

Trustee System Fund so that overnight of bankruptcy cases would
be fully funded, over the short term, receipts will simply be
inadequate to launch the program.

In 1987,

a $16.4 million

supplemental is requested to build up to an 1988 program that can
provide nationwide coverage.

This will require an 1988

appropriation of $53.5 million to support 893 positions.
Beginning in 1989, we expect the program to be self-funded from
its accumulated and current receipts.
Other Department Resoonsibilities
Another area that requires substantial investment is our
technological capability.

Among these investments is a request

to spend $24.7 million to install office automation systems in
the Department's major litigation and management offices.

As a

result of joint planning and procurement efforts, the Department
is prepared to make significant gains in 1988 in the replacement
of obsolete equipment and the introduction of innovative office
automation capabilities.

In addition, we need further investment

of $11.2 million in the FBI coordina ed system to provide digital
voice privacy radio communications among the FBI, Drug
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Enforcement Administration, and the Marshals Service.

Also, the

Department is requesting $13 million for the construction of an
FBI-DEA Engineering Research facility at Quantico, Virginia.
Another area of significance is debt collection.

The

Federal Government must vigorously pursue judgments of the courts
and other amounts owed to the government.

In 1986, U.S.

Attorneys collected $236 million in cash from civil and criminal
debts.

In 1987 and 1988, we expect this to grow to $248 million

and $270 million, respectively.

The 1988 budget requests 80

positions and $4 million for the United States Attorneys to
identify potential recoveries for fraud, abuse of Government
benefits, and defaults.

We are optimistic that, after a full

year of operation, this small additional investment may return up
to $60 million in estimated recoveries.

We also intend to

implement recent legislation authorizing the Department to retain
private counsel for debt collection in certain pilot districts
beginning In 1987.

A supplemental appropriation of $2.2 million

is needed to launch this program.

grow to $2.8 million.

In 1988, the request would

We estimate that this investment may yield

up to $91 million in addition to amounts collected by the United
States Attorneys.

For the Civil Division we are seeking 34 positions and about
$2.3 million to meet its increased litigation responsibilities in
the Courts of Appeals and the Supreme Court.

In addition, the

Civil Division request includes 69 positions and $9.9 million to
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meet increasing workload in the torts, commercial litigation and
federal programs areas.

These resources will be used almost

entirely for the defense of the Government in litigation and the
concomitant avoidance of a significant drain on.the U.S.
Treasury.

Our Department's litigators are currently protecting

the Treasury of the United States against more than $125 billion
in potential liability.
There is also a need to provide the necessary resources for
Independent Counsel activities.

The Continuing Resolution gave

us authority to transfer $1,000,000 from other appropriations for
this purpose.

We have notified the Appropriations Committees of

a $600,000 transfer and we are in the process of identifying a
source for the remaining $400,000.

To augment these resources,

the Department requests a supplemental appropriation of $2
million in 1987. We have not yet determined the 1988 request,
aside from continuing the authority to transfer up to $1 million
from other appropriations, but will keep Congress informed of
developing requirements.
RESOURCES ADEQUATE TO THE TASK
Now I would like to address criticisms that have
already been leveled at certain aspects of the President's budget
request.
Immiarat ion Fefo
Some have criticized the Department because we have not
requested the full $422 million authorized by the Immigration
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Reform and Control act for 1987 implementation and the $419
million authorized for 1988.

However, we feel strongly that our

budget proposals in this area fully reflect our shared commitment
with the Congress to see to it that the vital purposes of the Act
are accomplished. The combination of our requested appropriations and anticipated fees from the legalization program should
equal $294.5 million in 1987 and $397.1 million in 1988.

Given

the fact that the legalization program will not begin until May
5, 1987, at which point more than half the fiscal year has
passed, we believe that our proposed funding is set at a realisI urge that you bear in mind that an implementation

tic level.

effort on this scale requires time, planning, and skill in order
to put the resources on stream in an orderly manner.

To spend

more money than we have proposed would be to waste it.
War on Druos
There have also been claims that the Administration's budget
priorities do not reflect a true commitment to the war on drugs.
This is simply not the case.
drugs.

It

Ours is not a rhetorical war on

is a real war with real people fighting -- and dying.

Earlier this year, we buried two of our own: DEA agent
Raymond Statsney was laid to rest in Atlanta, where he had been
shot and killed while working to put a major drug trafficker
behind bars.

Agent William Ramos was shot and killed while

working on a case in Pharr, Texas.

Another DEA agent, A. D.

Wright, was shot and seriously wounded in a similar incident in
Florida.

Let no one say that our war on drugs is a war of words.
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This Administration has worked hard for the past half dozen
years to put our commitment and our resources where they can do
the most good

--

in the field, on the front lines of this war.

could cite statistics for hours that bear this out, but a few
examples will make my point:
o

Federal resources devoted to drug law enforcement, prevention, and treatment have tripled during
this Administration. Most of the law enforcement
prevention, treatment and research efforts begun
in the 1987 drug abuse initiative are continued in the
1988 budget.

For example, $100 million and $137

million respectively, are earmarked for prevention and
education in the Departments of Education and Health
and

Human Services.

The Department of Defense and the

Veterans Administration also have

resources devoted to

this.
"

During this Administration, in the Department of
Justice alone, drug-related funding has more than
tripled, growing from $3,65.,5 million in 1981 to
an anticipated $1.237 billion in 1988.

At the

same time, personnel workyears attributed to drug
enforcement will have more than doubled from 7,332 to
14,738.
o

From its start in 1903, the Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force program has grown from 1,630
positions and $112.7 million to a requested level of
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2,759 positions and $199.3 million in 1988 -- this
represents an increase of 1,129 positions (69%) and
$86.6 million (77%).
These figures demonstrate six years of sensible continuing
and incremental increases and program enhancements for the war
against drugs.
It's interesting that, in light of the huge increases in
funding for the drug war under the Reagan Administration I've
just mentioned, some are trying to suggest that we are somehow
lacking in a commitment to the war on drugs.

Remember that when

President Reagan took office in 1981, total federal spending on
fighting drugs stood at just $1 billion.

In 1987, it will be

nearly $4 billion.
Our critics charge that a drop in funding in certain areas
between 1987 and 1988 somehow changes all that.
examination, a different story emerges.

But upon closer

Some $350 million of the

1987 resources represent one-time, major capital purchases, and
these obviously require no new resources in 1988.

In addition,

many of the 1987 dollars represent one-time start-up programs,
and $225 million in 1987 money represents seed grants for states
and localities that need-not be repeated in 1988.

Other monies

are appropriated-in 1987, but intended to be spent over a twoyear period.

In short, the truth-is that the federal role in

combatting drugs has received continually increasing support over
the past six years, and when it comes to the core federal drug
enforcement, responsibilities of the Department of Justice* the
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1988 budget contains more than $151 million over the amount
provided in 1987.
Before we leave the discussion of our drug efforts, I would
like to note that our heavy emphasis on drug investigation and
prosecution is complemented by heavy manpower commitments by
other organizations.

In 1988, the Bureau of Prisons will devote

over 4,400 workyears and $362 million of its resources to operate
and construct institutions required to house drug offenders.
Finally, I would like to point out that INS' 4,000 border patrol
agents can now be cross-designated for drug-related cases.

STATE AND IOCAL ASSISTANCE

As in past years, we are asking for funds where we believe a
core function is served. The 1988 request for the Office of
Justice Programs is for $78.3 million, a marginally higher amount
than our 1987 request.

This will provide more resources for the

National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice Statistics, and provide for the maintenance of the Missing Children and
Public Safety Officers' Benefits programs.

Administrative

support would be provided to these programs and to those scheduled for phase-out.

We propose to continue full funding for

travel, lodging, meals, and training expenses for state and local
law enforcement officials attending programs at the FBI's
National Academy and the National Institute of Corrections.

As

we have done in past years, we are proposing to terminate new
funding in 1988 for the $67.6 million Juvenile Justice program,
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the $44.4 million State and local assistance program, the $12
million Regional Information Sharing System, and the $5 million
grant program that reimburses states for housing sentenced
Marial-Cubans.

The new issue in this area is the $225 million

grant program that Congress initiated at the end of the 99th
Congress, when it added this money to the Continuing Resolution
as part of the Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriation Act.

In

response to this congressional initiative, the Office of Justice
Programs has developed programs that may be useful in that this
grant programwill yield permanent benefits.

Since the full $225

million remains available until expended, I suggest that we look
for positive results before we add more.
We must also remember that the Department administers a
major program that significantly assists the states financially
-- the Asset Forfeiture Program.

The equitable sharing of assets

seized from drug dealers and others and forfeited by them is a
better way for the Federal Government to assist the states and
localities.

When the President's 1988 drug budget was prepared,

this form of help for states and localities was taken into
account.

It was important to structure the budget so that scarce

federal dollars should be spent where they count the most.
We want to see sharing of forfeited assets take the place of
-continued out-and-out grants.

Sharing of responsibility and

sharing of benefits is an important, cost-free way that the
Federal Government has been helping the states in the- drug war.
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During 1985, the Justice Dep4rtment approved the transfer of
more than $2.5 million to state and local agencies under the
Asset Forfeiture Program.
$24.4 million.

In 1986, this sharing accelerated to

Sharing for 1987 is estimated at $28 million,

with an 1988 projection for equitable sharing to top $30 million.
It represents the sort of approach we should pursue with states
and localities.

AUTHORIZATION BILL
Finally, at the end of January, the Department submitted its
proposed 1988 authorization legislation.
authorization bill was for 1980.

The last separate

Copies of the Administration's

proposal have been made available to the Appropriations Committees.

However, we are working with the House and Senate Judici-

ary Committees to facilitate their consideration of this legislation and are hopeful that a bill can be enacted for 1988.

Prompt

enactment of an authorization bill would enable the Appropriations Committees to move forward

on appropriation matters with

clear direction on related authorization issues and to eliminate
certain provisions from the Appropriations Act which might be
more appropriately placed in an authorization bill.
Both the appropriations and authorization processes require
a balancing of the many interests that compete for Federal
resources.

The Administration's proposal candidly favors

programs reflecting an aggressive and effective enforcement of
Federal law.

We are proposing to continue to put resources --
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the dollars and the manpower -- on the frontlines, in the field
where they are most needed.

And this is true government-wide.

It is a carefully considered systematic strategy which had its
beginning in 1981 and which involves rationally planned growth -growth which recognizes the various developmental stages of the
anti-drug battle and targets resources to make the best use of
taxpayer dollars.

Thus, our proposed budget seeks to fund all

core efforts, investigation, prosecution, imprisonment, and
litigation. If our commitment is true, resources in one area must
be paralleled in other areas.

I would like to thank the Committee for this opportunity to
present the views of the Department of Justice.
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IMMIGRATION RW1ORM COST

Mr. Smrm. Well, as you have indicated, Mr. Attorney General,
we have had some major legislation in the last few years. The largest Crime Bill in the history of the country, a 600-page Crime Bill
was enacted as part of our Appropriations Bill.
Then we have had the Immigration Reform Bill, which really
creates budget problems. We are gom to try to do theibest we- can
with it, but we need to explore where we are going and to develop
some kind of a plan. We mnu t try to figure out how wecan get
money that is not within the baseline, when we have GrammRudman to deal with. We will just have to try to do it. We want to
try to work together with you on that proposition.
Tell me a little bit more about Immigration Reform, which we
just pased late last year. We had a supplemental which we
marked up yesterday. Where are we going? How fast are we going?
What kind of costs am we talking about? And are there any offset-

ting savings?

Attorney General Mixe. Mr. Chairman, first of all, let me-thank
you and Mr. Rogers and the other Members of the Committee for
your assistance on the supplemental yesterday. That is a very important part, particularly the Immigration Reform Act implementation which, of course, is the largest part of that supplemental.
Commissioner Nelson will be appearing before your Subcommittee in the near future to go into more detail on this, but, basically,
the amounts of money that we have proposed in the supplemental
indicate a 60 percent increase over the amounts that were in the
enacted Continuing Resolution for Fiscal Year 1987. And the proposal that we have in the budget before you represents an 84 percent increase over that base, the enacted appropriation. We think
that this amount, while not as much as was included in the authorization legislation, is the amount that we can profitably use for the
imuplementation and the minimum amount that is necessary.
Our plan is to implement this law by the scheduled milestone
dates, some of which will be coming up in the course of the next
three months, including the first of June, which is a very critical
date for the employer sanctions provisions which trigger a number
of other provisions of the bill.
I think that the implementation plan has been going very well in
the sense that the regulations for implementation have been put
out for general public comment so that we can get the reactions
and can gauge not only the operations but expenditures on the
basis of those comments.
Our plan is, of course, to have the Immigration Reform and Control Act fully in place during this fiscal year, Fiscal Year 1987.
Some of the costs will increase remarkably during fiscal Year
1988, because that will be the first full year in which the Act is
implemented. And we do have offsetting funds coming in through
the legalization program which it is our desire to make virtually
self-supporting as the Congressional Report that accompanied the
legislation indicated. As a matter of fact, the fees that will be required for legalization will be such that they will be roughly comparable to the fees now charged to persons seeking entry into the
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United States by lawful means, and will also carry out the Congressional request that we make the program self-supporting.
REALIZATION Flfl

Mr. Swm.'When will we know exactly what those fees will be?
Attorney General MEs. It is my understanding that they will
be set and presented for comment as part of the regulations within
the next 30 days.
Mr. SMrrH. We have some controversy here in the Congress now,
some wanting to put a cap on those fees; some wanting them to be
higher; and some wanting them to be lower. The amount of $175.00
per applicant has been passed around. I do not know, if it is a
legitimate number or not. Are you telling me that nobody knows at
this point?
Attorney General Mzu. The estimates are being made, and the
area of $175.00 to $195.00 is roughly the region in which they are
working at the present time. I believe when Commissioner Nelson
is here, he can probably give you a more precise figure. That is certainly in the range which they are considering, and they are also
looking at the possibility of a maximum fee for a family as a whole.
REDUCui ON IN APPREHENSIONS

Mr. SmTH. In addition to fees and income that will come in to
offset some of this cost, there is some indication that there are not
as many apprehensions. Will there be some savings?
Attorney General Memo. I do not think there will be any savings
because we have to maintain the effort on the border. Now, you
might say that the detention costs and that sort of thing could possibly be down. That is something we will have to see. First of all,
whether the decreased apprehensions continue, however, we are already over what had been anticipated in the past as far as detention costs because of the record number of people apprehended
during the past year. So I cannot promise that there will be any
savings as far as detention costs. I do know that our operational
costs on the border have slightly increased because we have devoted more resources. And we think that this is one of the reasons
why fewer people are coming across. Obviously, by deterring illegal
aliens from coming into the country, we cut down on costs overall
in the long run.
* Mr. SmirH. Some of the reductions in apprehensions, I suppose,
could be because some of them are staying in the country, instead
of going home on weekends.
Attorney General MMsE. Well, this is possible. And, of course,
this will be easier to find out once we have the legalization program in effect. I am very hopeful, and I think this was the intent
of the Act, that there would be a much more definite dividing line
between those who are lawfully in the country and those who are
here illegally once that legalization or rationalization of status can
be achieved.
Mr. SMITH. I was down on the border one weekend, as I told the
Committee yesterday, and as you fly in one of those helicopters and
look down, you spot four or five aliens and a van pulling up. It is a
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friendly deal. They just get in the van and go in and get a good
meal and then they take them back across the border. Then, about
2:00 o'clock in the morning, there was not anyplace open to eat, so
I went into an oil station to have a candy bar. Four or five individuals, obviously illegals, came in and got a package of cigarettes. I
said to the fellow operating it, "They seem to know where they are
going and know their way around." "Oh, yes," he says, "they come
in here about every weekend." They go home on the weekends, you
see. You wonder how much of that figures into our apprehension.
Maybe they will never get caught, I do not know. Maybe they know
a certain place to get across. It is just impossible to close that
border completely.
Attorney General MzEEs. It is impossible, Mr. Chairman, to close
it completely, but we think that with the additional resources, with
the total impact of the new law, and with a variety of improved
activities on the border, including better cooperation between the
agencies, with the Customs Service as well as INS working together, we can do a much better job than has been done in the past.
DEALING WITH THn DRUG PROBLEM

Mr. SmrTH. Now, I know the Chairman of the Full Committee
asked you some questions about drugs, and the plan for handling
this problem. Do you have any new proposals with regard to legislation, or
thing else to tell us about drugs?
Attorney General MEzE. Mr. Chairman, we have now as I mentioned, by Executive Order, a Government-wide coordination program. We are in the process of looking to see whether it might be
desirable to have this program put into legislation. And that is
something we will be discussing with you and the Members of the
Committee during the course of the next month or so. There is a
requirement that, in April, we provide to the Congress a report on
suggested legislation. And we will be having a meeting of our National Drug Policy Board later this month to consider what might
be reported to the Congress, and it will be discussed with you and
the Committee.
Mr. SMrrH. Do you see any reduction in the need for considering
this drug problem to be a major problem in this country? I there
any overcoming any of the problem?
Attorney General MzEzs. Mr. Chairman, reports that have just
recently been put out show that we are starting to make some
progress. For example, in the recent high school survey, and this
was something that I discussed as recently as this morning with
Dr. Macdonald, the new White House Drug Advisor, it appears
that marijuana use in this country has levelled off and has slightly
decreased. It appears that heroin use is remaining stable, and also,
if anything, slightly decreasing rather than increasing. But-cocaine
use is still a problem. The initial data would indicate that we do
not have more people using cocaine than before, but that those who
are using cocaine are using heavier doses of it. As a result, we are
having more people die from cocaine use, or being admitted to
emergency rooms for treatments than we have in the past.
So I would say that with the amount of cocaine coming into the
country, we will still have to continue the level of effort that we
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have at the present time. But I think there is n9 question that our
law enforcement activities, as indicated by seizures of drugs, by seizures of assets of drug dealers, and by the arrest of major traffickers, is continuing. We think that if for the next three years, we
continue our efforts on both the enforcement side and on the prevention, education and health side, as the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986 suggests we have ai good opportunity to make some real
strides, not only in decreasing the amount of narcotics coming into
the country, but also in terms of decreasing the market for those
Mr. SMIH. Decreasing the market is a big thing. You know,
about the only time we ever had any substantial reduction in the
use of marijuana was .during a period of time when there was a
scare because we were using certain kinds of herbicides. There was
a scare that it might have contained a cancer causing agent, and
that scared them for a while. So then what do we do? 1he Congress
outlaws the use of that,. herbicide. I really believe we need
something innovative. Some people laugh about it, bqt I do not
think it is really that bad. We could infiltrate the drug trade and
put in some kind of a chemical that would nauseate some people
once in a while. They would not know whether or not what they
were buying was going to nauseate them. I think it would have
some effect. We need something like that. We have got to cut down
on use, or we will never be able to overcome this problem.
Attorney General Mmus. I agree, Mr. Chairman. One of the
things that we are trying to get across now is the health hazard of
this use so that people do not even have to become nauseated, that
they will understand. There is a lot of medical research that has
taken place in the last two or three years on cocaine. And all of
that research has increasingly shown that the health hazards are
greater than ever anticipated and, also, the empirical d&a show
that the potential for addiction is greater than ever suspected.
Most people ten years ago had the feeling that cocaine was somehow a harmless, some even called it a recreational drug. But most
people today, those who are informed about it, realize that it is the
knost addicting of all the drugs because of the impact on the pleasure centers of the brain.
Mr. SMrH. I do not think it was even 10 years ago that the
people out at NIH would appear before another Subcommittee and
I would ask them questions like "What evidence is there that cocaine is addictive? What harm does it do?" They would answer,
"Well, we don't have evidence thai it does any harm," They d'd not
have evidence that it did not do any harm either. But they always
seemed to emphasize that they did not have evidence that it did
any harm, which is misleading. At least, the public is being made
aware of the problems now.
, Attorney General MusE. Mr. Chairman, let me just say, if I
might, there is. plenty of evidence today. The recent deaths of
people in excellent health, such as Lennie Bias, the basketball star,
and Don Rogers, the football star, indicate that if people in peak
physical conditio, cannot tolerate this kind of drug, it is ve
likely that most human beings in worse physical condition wil
have similar ill effects.
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Mr. SMrm. Well, after sitting there and listening to NIH for 25
ears, the best experts we have, I am convinced that any drug,
eal or illegal, has some side effects. Everybody must decide
whether they prefer the side effects, whatever they may be, compared to taking the drug. When they understand the risks, then
people will quit looking for these safe drugs that give them some
recreational benefits.
Mr. Rogers?
DRUG ENFORCEMENT REUW

Mr. Roomzs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Attorney General, it is good to see you again.
Let me continue a moment on the drug issue. You are requesting
in your 1988 proposal an increase for the Drug Enforcement Aministration, of around $40 million.
Attorney General Mcmx.
Yes.
Mr. Rooxas. That is a rather hefty increase. How can you justify
that kind of an increase?
Attorney General MEncE. Mr. Rogers, we justify it on several
grounds. For one thing, we consider this a very excellent investment in improving overall law enforcement resources. Our DEA
agents are working with local police increasingly in every section
of the country. Just recently, within the last month, we finally
achieved the goal of having a Drug Enforcement Administration
agent in every one of the 93 judicial districts throughout the country. We had not even had that before.
A lot of people do not realize that DEA only has about 2,500
agents, which, as you scatter them across the country and in foreign countries, is not very many. So, it is a matter of increasing
our agent strength within the United States on a priority basis, to
make sure that we can not only handle the DEA cases, but, also,
use this as a catalytic effect to get more law enforcement resources
generally through the coordination of State and local law enforcement agencies.
The other major area where we need assistance is in overseas activities. We have DEA agents in some 43 foreign countries, because
our emphasis has been getting the drugs at the source, before they
come into the United States. The DEA agents work with the police
in those countries to improve their -capabilities through training,
through leadership, through operational instruction, as well as providing an excellent intelligence resource on drug trafficking, which
is useful, not only in those countries and between foreign countries,
but, also, of course, in the United States.
Most of the major successes we have had in arresting traffickers
and seizing drugs coming into this country have been the result of
intelligence gained overseas.
Mr. Rooms. Well, you are requesting for the DEA alone for next
year $522 million, which is, obviously, slightly over half a billion,
just for that one agency. In addition, you are requesting increases
for the FBI, the U.S. Attorneys, the Federal Prison System, the
U.S. Marshals, the Legal Divisions, much of which or all Of which
is drug-related enforcement, is it not?
Attorney General Mzze . Yea, it is.
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Mr. Rooms. I wonder if you have any figures that can give us an
idea of how our drug spending, drug enforcement spending has increased over the years?
Attorney General MusE. I would be happy to do that. I can give
you a rough order of magnitude, and that is, since 1981, in the Department of Justice, we have at least tripled the amount of money
that went into drug law enforcement. Throughout the Government
itself, I think we would find a similar increase. At the same time, I
think we have to recognize that the problem itself has vastly increased. It has increased both in terms of the total amount of narcotics coming into the country, and, as I have indicated earlier, the
total number of users. We have had some levelling off now, but the
total amount of drug use and drug users has increased remarkably
during the period from the seventies to the eighties.
In addition to that, we are still, with some of these expenditures,
making up for the tremendous cuts that took place in DEA and the
FBI during the latter part of the 1970's. From a high in about 1972
or 1973, in terms of both FBI and DEA. they went down to a low
point in the budget in 1979, 1980 and 1981, in that period. So part
of the increase we have had is to recoup and part of it has been
building up to meet the increasing threat.
As far as the prisons and the U.S. Attorneys and the Marshals,
these are areas which, in the early years of the eighties, we did not
have the kinds of increases that we had in law enforcement. And
that is why it is important now to keep pace as the increase in persons being indicted and prosecuted and ultimately convicted is getting into those portions of the system.
Mr. RooGns. Well, it is ironic that it seems like the more big seizures you make, the more people think the drug business is getting
bigger. So it is an ironic thirg that, in spite of these huge seizures
you have had in the last few months, even yesterday, that the perception is, whether or not it is real, that the drug traffic is increasing. I suspect it is, in fact, real. In spite of these increased resources that you have placed in the drug war, supply remains high.
In March, 1984, the huge raid that took place at the Tranquilandia cocaine processing facility in Colombia, yielded 10 tons of cocaine seizure. There was no obiervable change in the street prices
after that seizure, a clear sign of abundant supplies.
So I want to congratulate you and the agencies on an excellent
effort at getting at the traffic coming into the country. It is a sea
that you are fighting, we understand, but there have been some remarkable efforts going on in seizing the drugs coming in.
SYNTHETIC DRUGS

Mr. RoGms. I wonder if you could tell us what impact, if any,
the development of synthetic drugs have on our enforcement efforts?
Attorney General MUsz. We had, for a period of time, a considerable industry starting to grow in the ckangerous drug analogues
area, substances which approximate the effect and the chemical
qualities of illegal drugs. With the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986,
and other legislation. we now have a better means of acting against
these dangerous drug analogues. So I think that problem is being
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addressed. It is not totally elhinated, but it is certainly being addressed more effectively because chemists no longer feel that they
can manufacture these new analogues with impunity and, actually,
without violating the law.
LEGALIZATION FEES

Mr. Roons. Let me switch quickly, with what little time I have
left in this round, to the immigration question.
The Chairman discussed with you briefly the proposed fees for
processing an illegal alien who makes a claim for citizenship. And,
I believe you said, the fee was being discussed in the range of $175
to $195, is that accurate?
Attorney General Mxrzr. That is my understanding of what the
INS is doing, yes.
Mr. RoGmS. My understanding is that the fee for a person who
has waited 10 years to come into this country and abided by all of
the laws of the land, and showed respect for the system and for us
and our laws, that their processing fee is $185 per person. I think
the American people would be offended if the fee for an illegal
alien, who shows no respect for American laws or customs or civilization, who breaks down the doors to come into the country, if they
are charged less than that legal person who has abided by the laws.
I wonder what your thoughts might be about that.
Attorney General MEEsE. I can understand that point of view,
Mr. Rogers, and, to some extent, share it. I think it is important,
and I understand that the fees will certainly not be less than that
for the kind of person you described who U abided by the law
throughout his or her entire period of entrance into the United
States. I think the INS is kind of caught in a bind, as the Chairman suggested, between those who feel as you do and others who
feel that the fees ought to be much less because of the relative poverty of some of the people aapplying.
I think that what the INS has tried to do is to satisfy two criteria. One, that the fees be roughly comparable, certainly not any
less than those charged people who have abided by all the laws;
and, secondly, that they do serve'to reimburse the Government
fully for the costs of processing the individuals, as the legislative
history behind the Act indicated.
So, in trying to steer a course between the two different points of
view from the Congress, I think the INS has pretty much taken the
right path.
Mr. RoGmwS. Well, I just wanted to make a point also that for
those who say these are all poor people who cannot afford this fee,
I would hasten to point out that many of them have paid thousands of dollars sometimes to get into the United States by hook or
crook, and will also stand to gain a lifetime of happiness and freedom and high wages in the United States. And $175 is peanuts,
frankly, compared to the benefits that will come with American
citizenship. And, for all of those who cannot afford to pay that fee,
there are many others who can. So I would hope that the fee is
k t substantial, and certainly the very minimum, at a level that
recompense the Government for the investigations that go on
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and also not be less than, certainly, the fee for the immigrants who
entered legally.
Attorney General MESEB. We certainly agree on that point.
FUNDING FOR IMMIGRATION REFORM

Mr. RoGoRS. Further, some question has arisen on whether or not
you are asking for enough money for 1988 for enforcement of the
new law. You have requested increases for the INS from $732 million
to $839 million, which is an increase of $107 or so million. Do you
think that is adequate?
We were told last week by Deputy Attorney General Burns and
Commissioner Nelson of INS that at least a half million illegal
aliens are succeeding in getting into the United States each year
from our Southern border, and whoever wants to get in, eventually
can, and will get in.
Are you asking for enough money for enforcement, border agents
and such personnel?
Attorney General MInE. We believe we are, Mr. Rogers. We
think that the amounts that we have requested are sufficient. We
r

g

the concerns of the Committee on the baseline and how

much above, in addition to the baseline, we can get in any one
year. I think we are asking for all the enforcement resources that
the Immigration & Naturalization Service feels they can assimilate
in a given year.
I think it is interesting to note that if we are given the border
patrol agent staffing that has been requested in the 1988 proposal,
we will have literally doubled the number of border patrol agents
from 1984 to 1988. We will have doubled the size of the border
patrol.
Mr. Rooms. How many will that be at the end of 1988?
Attorney General MzzsE. That will be 4,850 agents.
Mr. Roomis. And four years ago it was 2,400, roughly?
Attorney General MEESE. It was 2,354 in 1984. And I might point
out, if we go back in history again to the low point, back to about
I
1979 when we had about 1,900 agents.
Mr. Rooms. Do you believe that the sanction provisions of the
Immigration Bill, without the added resources you are requesting
for border patrol activities, will be adequate to control the problem?
Attorney General MES. No, sir, I do not believe they would be
without the additional resources for the border patrol.
The whole process has to be a combined, comprehensive approach to the problem, that is, increased enforcement at the border
along with the employer sanctions.
Mr. Rooma Thank you, Mr. Attorney General. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
SUBCOMBTRE BUSINESS

Mr. S .rH. Let me interrupt at this point, because we are going

to have hearings in the near future with the FBI, The U.S. Warshales Service, the Secretary of State, the State Department's Foreign Buildings Account and Department Security and Communications programs. Parts of those hearings need to be closed for securi-
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ty reasons and, also, in some instances, there may be some unmitigated cases. Under our Rules a motion is neededto permit the"
Chairman to close all or parts of those hearings.
Mr. Early?
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Chairman, I move that the Chairman of the Subcommittee be authorized to close the Fiscal Year 1988 hearings op
portions thereof, of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Marshals Service, Secretary of State, the Classified Security and Communications items of the State Department's Salaries and Expenses appropriation, and the classified security items of the Department's Foreign Buildings Appropriations.
Mr. SMITH. Under the Rules, we will have a roll call.
The CLERK. Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMIH. A e.
The CLuRK. Mr. Alexander.

[No response.]
The Cumc. Mr. Early.
Mr. EARLY. Aye.
The CuR. Mr. Dwyer.
Mr. DwYmi. Aye.
The CLERK. Mr. Carr.

Mr. CARR. A e.
The CLERK. Mr. Mollohan.
[No response.]
The CLERK. Mr. Whitten.
Mr. WRITTEN. Aye.
The CLERK. Mr. Rogers.
Mr. RoGm. Aye.
The Cu=. Mr. Regula.
[No response.]
The CLzRx. Mr. Kolbe.
Mr. KoLB. Aye.
The CLzRx. Mr. Conte.
[No response.]
Mr. Sznm. The motion carries by the sufficient number.
Mr. Early?
ADMINISTRATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE OVERTIME

Mr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome the Attorney General.
Mr. Attorney General, I would like to be very narrow with my
line of questioning. So I will specifically ask you a couple of questions.
Almost fourteen years on this Committee, and the FBI, DEA and
the INS agents are still underpaid. We give them automatic overtime and call it uncontrollable overtime. The account is $87 million. Why can't the Justice Department recommend that we increase the base pay of those three particular agencies to an adequate salary. I think it would provide for honest and better accounting. Has the Department considered raising their pay since
they are available 24 hours a day.
Attorney General Mizs. Mr. Early, I think there is some value
to what you say. On the other hand, I think the way it is set out
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now as uncontrollable overtime, it does make it clear to the agents
and to the administrative structure of those agencies that it is for
that purpose. For one thing, agents who do not participate in activities that require overtime do not get it.
Mr. EARLY. No, you are wrong, Mr. Attorney General. I think
that when you hire someone you say, "Your salary is going to be
$20,000 plus $5,000 overtime."
Attorney General Mzzsz. Because we know that in virtually all
of the agent categories, overtime is required as part of their job.
Mr. EARLY. There is not one exception.
Attorney General MusE. But if we created additional functions
that did not require overtime, this would be a clearly stated exception.
The other thing is, they are required-it is, in fact, part of their
job-that they do put in additional overtime whereas, if it was
merely declared a part of salary, there could be some resentment
on the part of the agents when they are asked for overtime.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Attorney General, everyone, Judge Webster, everyone with the FBI, every Attorney General we have ever had,
the authorizing Committee, and Members of this Committee that
have discussed it before, all agree we should change it. If we increased their pay to what their actual salary should be, particularly
because they are available all the time and no law enforcement
agent works eight hour days-I really think it would be a constructive thing to do. We call it uncontrollable overtime, but it is the
most controlled overtime I have ever seen.
Attorney General Mmsn. Mr. Early, I would be happy to. As I
said before, I think there is considerable justification for it, as long
as it does not result later on in an unfortunate capping of salaries
because people either at OMB or the Congress see the salaries as
being higher than they think they should be. If there is an understanding that this would not result in a net reduction of salaries, I
think there might be some value to it.
Mr. EARLy. I think if you set it up and say we are going to adequately increase their pay and that there is no overtime and they
are available all the time--I think it would fly through. We just
need to pint the finger at who is stopping it.
Attorney General MEEsz. I will be happy to either request that
or give you the substantial reasons against it in the minds of the
people administering the agent population in those bureaus.
Mr. EARLY. Will you provide for the record why you do not want
to do it? I think if you will check with your staff, everyone will
want to do it.
[The information for the record follows:]
ArnwATrnLmy UNcosmoumu OvuTmx Rzvnrw
The Department is in the process of reviewing the current administratively uncontrolable overtime process in order to evaluate its management, cost, equity and
effect on morale. After completion of this review, the Department will discuss its

findings and recommendations with Mr. Early.
EY

OF SENTENCING GUMILINES ON THE JUDICIARY

Mr. EARLY. This Committee has listened to the Judiciary be very
critical of us this year, saying we are putting more responsibility
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on them and we are not giving them the personnel or funds. But
we cannot keep adding personnel to their budget. The Sentencing
Commission Guidelines will soon go into effect. I would want to
know who will be responsible for probation and the parole of those
currently incarcerated. Now, is it going to be judges who are
ultimately responsible? And, if so won t this be a tremendous
amount of additional work for the judges? They suggest they are
overworked now, and they want us to provide an impact statement
with every piece of legislation this Congress passes.
You know, we should address some of these problems with the
Sentencing Commission, particularly before we abolish the Parole
Commission.
Attorney General MEESE. Obviously, there will not be much
impact for a while because the sentencing guidelines will not go
into effect until some period of six months or so after they are promulgated to the Congress, which I believe takes place in April. So,
for
purposes, it will be Calendar Year 1988 before they
takeallpractical
effect.
When they do, the people who are now in prison serving their
sentences will still be under parole jurisdiction. When the sentencing guidelines go into effect, then there will be no parole, and the
judges will set the sentences, but they will not have the responsibility for supervising parole, because parole will be stopped. There
will instead be the fact that the person is sentenced to prison for a
determinate period of time. Where we are going to have problems
will be in the need for additional prison capacity because, by and
large, the sentences will tend to be longer than they are at the
present time.
Mr. EARLY. But, Mr. Attorney General, when they are released,
they will be released under supervision of a Probation Office for X
number of years, which is a function that is now performed jointly
by the Parole Commision and ProbAtion Office. Won't this increase
the responsibility of the probation officers and the Judiciary?
Shouldnt we look into the consequences of this more thoroughly
before it happens.
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Early, it is my understanding the
judges will have no responsibility for them after they are released
from prison. They will then be released from everything.
Mr. EARLY. I do not think that is it, but I will double check and
get back to you.
PRISON POPULATION

Another thing Mr. Attorney General, in your statement on
prison population, where you project it will reach 44,878 in 1988do these numbers reflect the expected increase in population due to
the passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act?
Attorney General Mz sz. Yes, they do.
[The following information was submitted for the record, subsequent to the hearing:]
PRISON PoPuIATow PRoMroN
The prison population projection of 44,878 in 1988 includes the impact of increased drug enforcement over the last several years, however, it does not include
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the effects of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. This projection was developed before
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act was enacted, and is in accordance with the earlier projection of 55,200 inmates in 1993. Revised population estimates are being developed to
account for the impact of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act.

Mr. EARLY. But your estimates, Mr. Attorney General, suggest
that in 1993, which is only six years away, you are going to have
55,200. The estimates I saw are 67,000. I don't have to tell you that
we just cannot keep building prisons. We do not have the finances
to do it. We have to make some changes. I saw that the State of
Florida, passed a law mandating early release in certain circumstances. I know it is not popular, but the Federal Government is
going to have to consider this. We have got to let the least dangerous, whose sentences are almost up, out.
Attorney General Mzxsz. Mr. Early-[CmRK'S NoT.-The following note should be inserted into the
record at this point:]
A portion of the actual transcription of the hearing is missing as the sound
system was out for a brief period. The following information is provided from notes
taken during the hearing:.
Attorney General Meese stated his belief that it is less expensive to keep convicted felons in prisons than to release them, based on the costs of the crimes such
felons commit when released and the recycling through the criminal justice system.
Mr. Meese also stated that he felt that prisons are a very good investment.

Mr. EARLY. We are coming in with numbers that in theory sound
good, but you and I both know we are not going to be able to house
this many inmates. Last year on the Floor of the House, Mr. Smith
faced a 5 percent across the board cut in prisons, in parole, and in
judiciary, in this Committee's bill, and it passed in the House.
Attorney General MEEsE. I agree, and it caused us a great problem, and continues to cause us a problem, as the Chairman and I
discussed just before the meeting here. But I think in terms of cutting back on prisons, this would be the most unwise decision that
could be made. I think if we really look at it, we are suffering now
from the fact that prison building, prison construction did not keep
pace with crime or the number of criminals during the prior 25year period, and we are paying for it now in having to construct
these prisons to keep up. But we are, to follow up on one of your
comments, Mr. Early, looking at a number of things that might
substitute for actual incarceration for certain types of prisoners.
Mr. EARLY. My s question, Mr. Attorney General, is that we
have got to do something different, whether electronic surveillance,
wrist bands or whatever, because we simply cannot keep going the
way we are with the population expanding the way it is.
Attorney General Mzss. I think one of the things you mentioned, States are turning prisoners loose. We feel that there is a
correlation between prisoners being turned loose in some of the
States and the slight upturn in crime that we have experienced in
1986, after crime &W gone down for the preceding three years as a
result of increased incarceration.
AI

IN PRISONS

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Attorney General have you considered a prison
hospital just for prisoners with AID. I read that the State of New
York is going to let the prison inmates that have AIDS released. I

72-165 0-87-5
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read in the Massachusetts paper that they are considering doing
the same. I cannot think of anything more irresponsible. It sounds
very compassionate, but, in my opinion, it is not. They are still carrying and could be transmitting the disease. What is the Justice
Department doing with respect to this problem?
Attorney General MTusE. I agree with you about the lack of
wisdom in, a policy that simply releases prisoners because they
have AIDS. In the Federal Prison System, this has been a matter
which the Director has been watching to see whether we have a
real problem. His latest report to me is that this is under control at
the present time, but it is something we are watching very carefully.
ALTERNATIVES TO PRISON CONSTRUCTION

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Attorney General, you and I are both in the
same business. Everyone says everything is under control, and
nothing is under control. The Justice Department is going crazy.
You have prison overcrowding, and more and more prisoners and
some estimate that we are going to have up to 67,000 inmates by
1993. We have just got to make adjustments and changes in the
system--some that are not popular. Everything we do on your side
and our side, is the popular decision. But not necessarily the right
decision because those are often unpopular.
Attorney General MEESE. Well, as far as we are concerned, we
think we are trying to make the wise decisions, whether they are
popular or unpopular. And one of the wisest decisions we can make
is to have enough prison space to accommodate the criminals that
ought to be in prison.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Attorney General, I think the Federal Prison
System is probably the finest run Federal agency we have. What I
am concerned about is these numbers you are suggesting-with estimates up to 55,000. We also hear the Justice Department's theory
that no prison facility should be over 500 beds. The 55,000 estimate,
which is conservative at best, would be an increase of about 10,000,
which would mean building 20 new prisons. You and I both know
this is almost an impossibility.
I want to be that big tough guy too and say, "We are putting everyone in jail". But, my goodness, we cannot keep doing that. We
do not have a practical solution to this growing problem. I do not
think we can continue this trend. There is no way Mr. Smith can
get the money or sites for this many new prisons. So, if you do not
get the money, what are you going to do?
Attorney General MEsx. We will have to do as we have done in
the past, which means overcrowded facilities, which means increased dangers to both the inmates and, more particularly, the
people who work in the prisons.
I agree with you, our prisons are very well run, and it is a result
of this careful management and good handling of the prison population that has prevented uprisings and disturbances at the prisons. But, again, I think it is a decision that society has to make;
you either have adequate prisons for the number of prisoners or
you don't. I think you reach a point where it will level off. I do not
think we are going to go on building prisons forever, but I think,
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again, as I mentioned, we are suffering from a lack of building for
a number of years. Also as Congress makes new matters crimes,
Federal crimes, we have to have someplace to put the prisoners.
Mr. EARLY. I have one final question. Florida's program of early
release that I mentioned earlier-with their State parole system,
they are going to let everyone out 30 days or 60 days early. Would
you consider something like that?
Attorney General Mmss:. Yes, we can, and we have considered
that. We have been adjusting release dates to accommodate overcrowding, without increasing hazards to public safety, we have considered this and will consider it again.
Mr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
DnUIRO FOR JUVENLE JUSTIC OFICE

Mr. SMrm. Mr. Carr?
Mr. CARR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General, since June 6, 1986, there has been an Acting Director at
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Do you
plan to make that a permanent appointment?
Attorney General Mmso:. Yes, a permanent appointment has
been made and I believe that is pending, either at the White House
or before the Senate Judiciary Committee at the present time. A
permanent appointment has been made.
[The following information was submitted for the record, subsequent to the hearing]
NoMwAnol or Vwuu L. SPxnw
On March 11, 1987, the Senate received the nomination of Verne L Speirs to be
Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
STATE AND LOCAL DRUG GRANTS

Mr. CARR. Now, you have proposed the termination of the State
and local drug grant program, about $225 million, passed by the
Congress last year, and signed into law by the President. In my
State of Michigan, they are now developing an anti-,rug program
based on that money that was provided in the law. And six months
ago, during the election, this Administration could not get close
enough to the microphone to complain about the drug problem,
and it could not wait to embrace the drug fighting programs that
we enacted in the Congress. You have handed out this money to
the States, and now, after one year of wonderful rhetoric, you propose to revoke it, leaving the States holding the bag.
I understand from your statement that you stated a belief that
now it is time for the States to take over. We might have a philosophical disagreement on that, but I think most people would agree
one year is not enough to dangle that carrot out there, get them off
and running, and then tell every State Governor and State legislator that they have got to raise taxes to pay for a continuation of all
these wonderful things we got started under this Administration's

prodding.

Would you not agree that maybe one year is just too short when
you hand out this kind of money?
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Attorney General Msmis. Mr. Carr, I think all of us would like to
continue this for the full three years for which it was authorized.
But, in a sense, I guess the Members of the Committee ought to get
together and decide what we ought to do. Because you have already
heard what a difficult time we have with the total expenditures,
which are increasing considerably above the baseline that we had
to start with. 'You have heard Mr. Early say we cannot afford the
money for the prisons.
I think we have to decide on our priorities. Quite frankly, if we
have to decide with limited fiscal resources, between putting money
out to the Federal Government or to the States, which have a
much lower percentage of their law enforcement resources devoted
to narcotics enforcement than does the Federal Government, I
think we have to put our resources in support of the Federal program to keep the narcotics from coming into the country in the
first place, rather than giving it to State governments.
Now, if every State and local government would have 10 to 15
percent of their law enforcement resources devoted to narcotics, as
does the Federal law enforcement community, then we would have
probably somewhere between four and five times as much activity
going on at the local level without the $225 million.
Mr. CARR. Well, I appreciate that, General. We just probably
have a difference in priority. You have to put together a budget
and then we have to act on it. I think our Appropriations Committee though is likely, as we have in the past, to stick with the priorities that Congress has spoken about in our Authorization Bill, and
I know that what Mr. Early says is true and across the board, but I
also see this Administration proposing a lot for things like SDI and
other programs that I think are of dubious priority relative to the
drug fight.

After all, the President himself has led us in this, and I think
that is wonderful. And I think the fight on drugs is something that
every American feels in their community, and they feel it in their
homes and their schools. I think it is one of the great things that
we have been able to do to get this ball rolling; that the Congres
came together and put aside all of our little turf battles and put
this law together, and now it seems we are going to, in George
Aiken style, declare victory and walk away from it; and I do not
think we can do that.
Attorney General MzEsE. Well, we certainly are not. As you and
the Chairman and Mr. Rogers have already noted, we have a considerable increase in the funding for the Federal role in narcotics
included in our budget proposal. Indeed, this Administration, particularly compared to the last Administration, has done a phenomenal job of makingnarcotics enforcement a major priority, as I
mentioned earlier. We have virtually tripled the amount of law enforcement resources that are .going into narcotics enforcement in
the course of the past five or six years.
So there is no lack of priority here. It is just that there are other
priorities in Defense.
I guess you could make the statement that if we gave up on SDI,
we would reach a point in the near future sometime when we
would not have to worry about narcotics at all because our national problems would be of a considerably diffeent nature. But I
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think that we have tried to assess for you and for this Committee
the proper allocation of priorities so that we can maxinmie the Federal role, to prevent the narcotics from coming into this country,
and to investigate and prosecute the major traffickers. I think that
is the appropriate Federal role.
Mr. CAm. Well, you came out of local law enforcement and so
did I. I guess we just have a different notion about what the Federal-State relationship in this regard is, and I hope the Committee
would continue this money.
Attorney General MEEsE. I came out of local law enforcement at
a time when there were no Federal programs, and I think that was
a preferable way of operating. You did not have to wait from year
to year, based on the vagaries of what the Federal Government
might do.
INS AUTOMATION

Mr. Cm. Last year, the computer upgrade project, known as
Hardware Acquisition II, was a subject of concern to this Committee.
Could you comment on the status of progress in computerizing
the INS?
Attorney General M s.. Yes. Mr. Carr, the INS has been working, I 'believe in close consultation with the staff of this and the
other Congressional Committees, because there is a considerable
amount of Congressional interest in this, to do a fairly complete
study of the entire automation program within IN13, anti they are
moving forward on that.
I think the Commissioner can give you more details when he appears before the Committee. But I do know that as a result of that
study, they have come into compliance with what GAO recommended, and are going forward with new contractors based on the
results of that study.
Mr. Cm. Now, I understand in your testimony before the
Senate Judiciary Committee on February 4 of this year, you indicated that you were proposing 1,800 new positions in INS for the
border patrol to carry out the enforcement aspects of the Immigration Bill. I understand that a portion of the increase of the Hardware Acquisition II contract was also for border sensor monitoring
equipment. Can you give us an explanation of, to what extent the
proposed equipment has been put in place, and has it been in any
way effective in reducing your personnel request? How do these
two relate?
Attorney General MmEm. The two relate on the basis that thb
personnel request contemplates the availability, in the long run-a
lot of this equipment is in the process of being acquired and is not
in place yet-of both the requested number of personnel which is
in the budget proposal, and their augmentation by the sensor
equipment and other automated equipment that is being used.
If we did not have the automated equipment and the other technological backup, we would probably need more officers, or else
would have a decreased level of enforcement.
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INDEPENDENT COUNSEL

Mr. CARm. We have all heard a little discussion now on the constitutionality of the Special Prosecutor. Can you give the Committee any indication of whether there is a cost differential between
the Special Prosecutor being court-appointed or being an employee
of the Justice Department?
Attorney General Musz. There would be no cost differential
whatsoever.
Mr. CAum. It would not have any effect.
EQUITABLE SHARING

Attorney General M=NE. I would mention also, if I might, one
other thing in regard to local law enforcement. One thing we have
tried to do is to increase considerably the amount of funds that go
to local law enforcement which do not constitute a burden on the
taxpayer, and that is the forfeited assets which we seize from the
drug dealers. Under the laws which you and the rest of Congress
passed, we are able to share these with local law enforcement. We
found this is a very important way in which we can augment local
law enforcement, because it has to be used for law enforcement.
We find that it is being used directly for drug enforcement, and not
dissipated among the general fund or among law enforcement generally.
IRAN/CONTRA INVESTIGATION

Mr. CAmm. Thank you for that comment.
I understand that Brad Reynolds, the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, may be working on the Iran investigation. Is
that true and, if so, what is he doing?
Attorney General MEEsE. No, he is not working on the Iran investigation.
Mr. Cm. All right.
Attorney General MEESE. As a matter of fact, the only people in
the Department who are working on that are those who have been
requested by the Independent Counsel; specifically, lawyers in our
Office of International Affairs, and perhaps some other lawyers in
the Criminal Division, and representatives of the FBI.
JUDGESHIP NOMINATION

Mr. CARR. Okay. I have three questions for the record, Mr. Chairman, and I just went to close by commending you for yesterday. I
understand you sent to the White House sometime ago but the
White House sent it up to the Senate yesterday, the nomination of
Judge Rob Bell, a Circuit Court Judge, a dyed-in-the-wool Republican, but, nonetheless, a person who has got tremendous integrity
and is a very popular judge in Michigan. I think the Justice Department and your office ought to be commended, and I will do
anything I can to help you on the other side of the aisle in the
Senate.
Attorney General MmEsE. Thank you very much.
Mr. CARR. Thank you very much.
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ANTIUST RN"FORCEENT

Mr. SmrrH. Mr. Regula.
Mr. RzOuLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is nice to see you, Mr.
Attorney General.
The area that I would be interested in is Antitrust. I think you
have probably exhausted drugs pretty well this morning. But I am
concerned about what I see happening in Antitrust. Perhaps it is a
reaction to the trade balance deficit that we have experienced, but
perhaps an over-reaction, in saying, well, all of our production has
to be merged into giant companies in order to compete.
I would be interested in how you feel prospectively about the role
of the Justice Department in determining whether mergers do
create somewhat of a monopolistic situation in contravention of
what has historically been the desire as a policy in the United
States to maintain a highly competitive environment. I did note in
the news the other day that there was, I think, a new person appointed in Antitrust, and the article indicated that maybe there
would be a tougher line. So I would like your comments on that
whole area.
Attorney General MzEzs. Mr. Regula, actually, this Department
has continued diligently and with a great deal of vigilanc, its activitie& against any practices that are anti-competitive, or which
promdEe a monopoly situation.
I think perhaps what you are referring to is the general recognition by economists of almost every persuasion that in judging competition today, we cannot limit ourselves to competition strictly
within the United States, but have to look at global competition,
because in the modern world, that is the area of competition. But
this has not been in any way a relaxation of either our activities
against anti-competitive or monopolistic practices or the kinds of
harm that results from a monopoly situation, such as price-fixing,
bid-r
ng, market allocation, or the other things. As a matter of
fact, if anything, our enforcement activities have been stepped up
in these areas.
Mr. RzGuLA. I gather from your response that you feel that present antitrust policy is adequate; that it has been and prospectively
will continue at about the same level. Would that be a fair summary?
Attorney General MmmSE. That would be correct. Both the level
of activity and the level of resources requested will be adequate to
ensure a competitive marketplace, and to make sure that the antitrust violations, such as those that I mentioned, are not being committed.
Mr. REGULA. Do you see the Justice Department with any role in
unfriendly takeovers. I know that, basically, is probably outside of
your jurisdiction, but, on the other hand, it does have some impact
on this matter of competition.
Attorney General MiczsE. We have looked at it very carefully.
SEC, of course, has the major role, but we have looked at it from
the standpoint of whether takeover practices fall into any of several categories. One would be where it would decrease competition.
Of course, we apply the same standards to that as we would any
other type of business combination.
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Secondly, we have been looking at those situations in which
there might be some sort of fraud involved. And we have been vigilant in that regard.
The third area is the financing. We have been looking to see
whether there might be illegal activities in regard to the relationship between those seeking a takeover and financial institutions,
because bank fraud and fraudulent loans have been a very large
area of our economic crime emphasis. So I think, from the Justice
Department's standpoint, we are being very careful in looking at
,that.
On the other hand, I think it is important to note that as recently as the past week, a number of economic analyses have indicated,
without specifying any particular takeover proposal, that perhaps
the business community generally has derived a certain amount of
benefit from some of the takeover activity.
But, as far as anything that might border on illegal activity, we
have been very careful to watch that.
Mr. RmGuLA. So you are saying your role is to ensure that there
is not any fraud or illegal activity and not so much whether there
is any competitiveness.
Attorney General MEsE. That is right.
CRIMINAL STATUTES ENFORCEMENT

Mr. RzGULA. I do want to commend you on the tough stance that
the Department is taking on criminal activity and with some substantial success, I note, in New York City, for example. I think that
this is very important because organized crime, obviously, spills
over into the public sector in the sense that it has a potential for
the corruption of public officials. And it appears that you are
having a lot of success in that field. I do not know if you would like
to comment on that or not.
Attorney General MmiE. I appreciate that, Mr. Regula. Actually,
both organized crime and public corruption, along with narcotics
and economic crime, are among the top priorities that our Department is going after. And I think one of the things we have done in
the last two years has been to identify specific priorities so that we
can target our resources towards those priorities. This has helped
us to utilize in the ,est way possible, the resources we have received through the Appropriations.
Mr. REGuLA. I understand that the RICO statutes have been a
big help.
Attorney General MEEsE. The Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations statute, as it is fully known, has been a tremendous vehicle for law enforcement agencies to use. There are still some
areas in civil RICO which need some reform, as I think you are

aware, and we are also working on that side of the house.
Mr. RwuLA. And you will be proposing, through your Department, some changes?
Attorney General MZEE. Right.

Mr. RzuLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
PRISON POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Mollohan.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, General.
General, you talked in your written testimony a bit about the necessity for constructing additional confinement facilities, prison
confinement facilities. What do you project is the trend line for the
future prison population? To what extent do you project it to increase, and when, and if, do you expect it to level off, and at what
level?
Attorney General MmcsE. I wish I could give you some assurance
that it will level off and at what level.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. Do you have any projections?
Attorney General Muss. We projected through 1993, and we see
a continuing increase at the rate of about 2,000 prison spaces per
year needed up to a number of 55,000 in 1993. Those are our projections at the present time.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. That trend line is up all the way?
Attorney General MnEmSE. The trend line is up during that period
of time.
Mr. MoLwHAN. And you stopped projecting in 1990?
Attorney General MassE. 1993.
Mr. MoLuwHAN. 1093, and the trend line continues to go up. So
you do not have any projection of when this trend might level off?
Attorney General MzrsE. The only thing I can say is that I think
we will reach a point where it will level off because the increases
in crime that we saw during the seventies are not continuing.
Crime, while still increasing and still too high, has increased slightin the past year, and projections are similar for this year. We
have a levelling off in 1982 and 1983 and 1984. So I would think
there is going to be a point where it will level off.
What has happened here reflects changes in the character of the
Federal approach to crime. We have had much greater emphasis in
the Federal Government on drug offenses, and we now have something like 37 percent of the inmate population in Federal prisons
for drug offenses. If you add the drug-related offenses, that percent
would be even higher, well over half.
So that is one of the reasons we have this continual increase in
the Federal Prison System.
Mr. MouLOAN. Is that where most of the increase is coming
from?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.

Mr. MoLwHAN. Increased drug enforcement?
Attorney General MiE. It is.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. To what extent do you plan to handle this in-

creased population by the construction of additional facilities,
which Mr. Early was exploring with you; and to what extent, if
any, do you plan to handle this increase by contracting out, if you
will, with State or local governments?
Attorney General M SE. Right now, there is no real ability to
contract out with State and local governments for sentenced prisoners, because their facilities are filled to capacity throughout the
country as well.
We do contract out with State and local prison facilities, or jail
facilities, for unsentenced risoners, prisoners awaiting trial, whenever we can. And that has worked out very satisfactorily. Al-
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though, even that is being reduced because of the overcrowding
that they are experiencing in those jurisdictions.
In terms of our own F~deral system, we have a building program
which continues. What has happened over the last three years is
an extensive building and renovation program, an increased housing program in existing facilities and in the building of new facilities. We think that if this building program continues, as it has for
the last three years, for the next five to seven years, that this will
keep up with the trends that I mentioned earlier.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. The building program request that is contained
in your budget assumes this population increase to 1993.
Attorney General MusE. Yes.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. And is designed to accommodate that increase; is

that correct?
Attorney General MzEsz. That is correct. It will accommodate it
to the extent that we would hope that by 1993, by the mid-1990's,
we would reduce the level of overcrowding to about 20 percent. So
we would'still be 20 percent overcrowded, but that is a tolerable
figure.
Mr. MoLLOHAN. That is certainly an unpleasant prospect.
Attorney General MmE. Well, it is an unpleasant prospect, but I
think it is realistic, and also I suspect it may, in one sense, be a
pleasant prospect in the sense that putting a person in prison is a
known crime-prevention method.
USE OF STATE AND LOCAL PRISON FACILITIES

Mr. MoLuOHA. Have you explored to your satisfaction and exhausted the possibility of contracting out or sharing prison facilities with State and local governments?
Attorney General MzssE. What we have done is, wherever possible, to share facilities, as I mentioned, particularly for unsentenced
prisoners. If there is excess capacity any place, we are quick to
seize on that and to utilize it. We have also done some things such
as sharing with State and locals available prison facilities that are
unused in the military. This has worked out very satisfactorily and
we continue to seek opportunities to do that.
Mr. MoLuOHAN. Has your contracting with the State and local
governments, has that proven to be satisfactory?
Attorney General MzzsE. Yes, it has. The Marshals Service program of contracting for the housing of unsentenced prisoners has
worked out extremely well and, also, the CAP program, the Cooperative Agreement Program, in which we share in the building of
local facilities. In return, we are able to house Federal prisoners in
them. It has worked out very well.
Mr. MouOLOAN. Is that cost-effective relative to the custodial responsibilities being fully assumed by the Federal Government?
Attorney General Mmz. It is extremely cost-effective because in
many places, in many districts, it would be uneconomical for the
Federal Government to build an entire detention center because
you would not need that for the number of prisoners we have
awaiting sentence. But, if we can share with a county jail, for example, or a State institution, then we are able to have our bed
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spaces in what then becomes, for both the county and the Federal
Government, a very economical arrangement.
Mr. MOLwOa. Has there been any program to include sentenced prisoners,, any contracting out program?
Attorney General MunE. Actually, we have 'not had any surplus
capacity for sentenced prisoners. They are different types of facilities, generally, that you utilize. So there has not been any excess
,HAN.
So when you have a sentenced prisoner, that
r. oo
prisoner goes to a Federal facility?
Attorney General Mzsze. For the most part, yes.
There are no sentenced Federal prisoners housed
Mr. MouHAo.
in State facilities or local facilities?
Attorney General Mcsm. Not that I know of, unless it would be
a temporary housing pending transportation to a Federal facility.
[The following information for the record was submitted subsequent to the hearing:]
CLARmcAnopt o7 Housmo FOR SwrNZrcgZ PRONoR8
There are certain categories of prisoners who are confined in State, local and private facilities. These include those committed under the Federal Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act who must be separated from adult offenders as
well as being placed in community-based facilities near their residences whenever
possible, adult offenders whose lives may be endangered in Federal facilities, and
offenders with short sentences. generally 180 days or less. In 1987, the Federal
Prison System estimates an average juvenile population of 90. Adult offenders
placed outside the Federal Prison system for protection will average 110 and shortterm offenders will have an average daily population of 1,500.
COST EFCT VENZS OF CAP

Mr. MoLOHAN. I am just wondering if that program has proved
cost-effective for a pre-sentence prisoner. How about the CAP program?
Attorney General Msze. Well, the CAP program, you see, is for
pre-sentence prisoners who have to be in close proximity to the
courthouse. But we find it is much more cost-effective for sentenced
prisoners to have them in our existing or contemplated Federal facilities.
Mr. MoLwOHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMrm. Mr. Kolbe?
CUBAN REPATRIATION PROGRAM

Mr. KoLB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General Meese, it is a pleasure to have you. I want to concentrate my questions for the most part on the new immigration legislation. But, first, I would like to ask you one question.
Are we having any success, or can you tell us what the progress
is, with regard to negotiations or efforts with Cuba to return the
Marielito boat people
Attorney General MusE. I wish I could give you a more optimistic assessment of that, but right now we are not having anyr success. As you know, we did have success for a short period of tune, a
little over a year ago.
Mr. KOLBE. We did not return any, actually, did we?
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Attorney General MzEsz. Yes, we returned, I think, 200 or so,
and then the thing was shut down. We are continuing our efforts
to try to achieve that because that is the only long-term solution
for about 6,000 or more Mariel boat people who are m this country,
many of whom are in custodial institutions, and who exacerbate
the prison population problem we just discussed.
Mr. KoLiz. You do have authority under the ruling of the courts
now that you can hold them in Bureau of Prisons, is that correct?
Attorney General MEsz. I believe that is correct, and we have
some of them there.
Mr. KoLnE. Yes, I know you do. You also, of course, have a lot of
them in detention centers, and one of them right in the middle of a
very large trailer park in my District. And when problems occur
and they go over the fence, they are running all through the trailer park there. But, despite these problems, I want to compliment
you. We have had an extremely good working relationship with
your people on that in solving some of the problems, providing
better lighting, better fencing, and so forth. But the problem seems
to be one that does not seem to have any end to it.
Attorney General Mzsz. There will not be any end to it until we
can somehow get these people back to Cuba where they belong.
And, as I say, we are continuing our efforts but, in the course of
the past year, they have not been very fruitful, unfortunately.
Mr. KoL.z What should I tell my folks who say, "Just put them
on a boat and push the boat off the shore?"
Attorney General Mmsz. Well, I have got to be candid with you.
We did consider that at one time, but we were worried. There were
some rather elaborate plans to head the boat in the direction of
Cuba and just let it beach itself there. Unfortunately, that did not
turn out to be practical.
IMMIGRATION LEGALIZATION PROGRAM

Mr. KOLRB. It has some kind of simplistic appeal, however, to it.
General Meese, on the immigration legislation, do you people
have a better handle, at this point, on how many amnesty applications you think you are going to be processing, and how fast they
are going to be coming in, how many the first year, and so on?
Attorney General Mzzs. We do not have any way to assess that
at the present time. The Immigration Service is now trying to get
some estimates by talking with local officials. I think when Commissioner Nelson appears before you, he would have a more up-todate picture of that. But part of it, of course, was sending out the
regulations and setting up the administrative structure so we
would know how these are to be handled, which will have some
impact on the volume. But this is something that we are going to
have to learn in the course of the six months after the middle of
Ma hope that the plans that have been made will be able to accommodate the numbers, but it is something we will have to adjust
with this Committee if our plans are not borne out by the actual
numbers. But we have rough approximations which the Commissioner can acquaint you with, based on his discussions with local
officials.
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Mr. KOLBE. Perhaps you are right, some of my more specific
questions should be retained for him, and I will do that. But let me
ask a couple of other questions.
At the present time, when some individual is picked up and is

going to be deported and he says, "Wait a minute, I am going to
qualify for amnesty", what are you doing with that person?
Attorney General Mzrsz. The Servic6 is trying to use a considerable amount of compassion and give attention to the same kind of
evidence or documentation which will ultimately have to be to see
if, in fact, this is correct, that the person really does have residence
in this country prior to 1982.
Mr. KOLB. Do you do a kind of pre-amnesty investigation?
Attorney General MmoE. The policy of the INS at the present
time is that if a person would qualify under the Immigration
Reform Act for legal residence in this country, they are not deporting them at the present time.
Mr. KOLBE. But truly, you cannot make a full-scale kind of investigation that will be required before the person will be given temporary residence?
Attorney General MESE. They are using rule of thumb and
trying to make some accommodation as best they can.
Mr. KOLBE. Under what kind of circumstances are they being
kept? Are they being given a temporary status, or custodial?
Attorney General MEESE. They are just not being deported at the
present time.
Mr. KoLs. They are not being kept in a custodial facility?
Attorney General MEESE. No. Again, it is a matter of the person
giving prima facie evidence. For example, if they produced a driver's license issued in 1981, that is the kind of thing that would be
helpful to indicate that there is at least a prima facie case that
they would qualify under the provisions of the Act.
LEGALIZATION FEEW

Mr. KOLBE. I think you made some mention in your opening remarks and earlier questioning that I missed, and I apologize. You
talked about the range of the fees for processing would be somewhere between, you think, $175 and $195, I believe?
Attorney General MEESE. That is the estimate that I have been
given, as I mentioned earlier in answering questions by other Members of the Committee. The two basic conditions for those fees are,
first of all, that they be roughly equivalent to the fees charged for
people who are coming in legally and, secondly, that they be adequate to provide full reimbursement for the cost of the processing
of these people, as the Congress has directed.
Mr. KOLBE. Your view is that the direction for reimbursement is
full reimbursement, meaning overhead, all costs, everything?
Attorney General Mms S. It is for the costs. I am not sure what
goes into it and how much of the overhead. The Congressional act
that provided for this says that the understanding of the conferees
is that the fee level be sufficient to cover the costs of processing
applications and, again, should be comparable to those charged
aliens seeking entry as immigrants.
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I am not sure whether it includes, or whether they have tried to
load into that number, all of the overhead costs, including, for example, headquarters salaries and that. But I think there is no question it will comply with the Congressional directive, and that is
that it cover the cost of processing the applicants.
Mr. KoLDE. Do you think this fee, if it is in the $175 range, will
have a significant impact On the numbers that will be applying for
amnesty? Is it the view of the Department that it will?
Attorney General Mmcsz. I do not think it will be a limiting
factor, as was pointed out, I believe, by Mr. Rogers earlier. Many of
these people have paid much more than that to get into the country illegally, and with the potential for earning power in the country, what they are earning at the present time, should be able to
support that. We do not think it will be a limiting factor.
EMPLOYER SANCTIONS

Mr. KoLBE. Turning for just a second to the question of employer
sanctions. Do you anticipate a very significant cost in enforcement
of the employer sanctions, civil and criminal penalties? I realize
you have a figure in there for that. Are you anticipating a large
number of proceedings, criminal, civil proceedings?
Attorney General MzsE. We put in a figure which is our estimate of what is going to be required. I would hope itwfl not be a
large number. But I think we have to be prepared and our experience during the first full year, which is Fiscal Year 1988, will give
us a much better ability to project costs for the following fiscal
years.
I think we are going to have a very high level of compliance by
employers with the law. And, certainly, the concern about employer sanctions I think has been one of the factors that has led to less
illegal immigration into the country during the past month or two.
Mr. KoLBE. One of the greatest concerns I think that I hear expressed is the question of verification of status.
You know, there has been talk that everybody will eventually
have some kind of ID card that everybody carries in order to work
in this country? Would you comment on that?
Attorney General NhUE. Yes. I think both in the development of
the law itself and, certainly, in its implementation, and that includes the regulations going out for comment early, the pre-comment period and the formal comment period, we want to be sure
that we do not get into a situation where the handling of this problem creates a lot of other problems that interfere with people going
about their business normally.
The verification program is really designed to allow an employer
to rely on the kinds of identification that people would carry
anyway, Social Security cards, driver's licenses, other indicia of legitimate residence in this country. I have looked at the form and I
have made some suggestions on simplification of forms that are
used. The whole thrust of the Department's review, and this is
something that reaches up into the top management of the Department, as well as in INS, is to not have a complicated process or
something that will impose an unreasonable burden upon individ-
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uals and will not be an unreasonable burden even on the person
who is here from another country.
BORDER INSPECTIONS OPERATIONS

Mr. KOLBE. Thank you. One final question: Customs and Justice
and Immigration Service share responsibility for all of our bordercrossing stations where they have responsibility for processing
people who come across the border, whether it is their goods or
their persons. Who has the ultimate responsibility between those
three organizations for deciding how long, what hours a crossing is
open? Obviously, one has an impact on the other. If it is decided to
keep it open 24 hours a day, it has got to be staffed by both agencies.
Attorney General MEESE. My understanding is this is worked out
between the agencies, but that, by and large, there has not been a
problem as to this in terms of differences of opinion between the
agencies. What they have worked out is Memorandums of Understanding so that a particular Service has the lead at a particular
point. I think, generally, Customs has the lead at several of these
ports of entry and for certain purposes INS has the lead in patrolling in between. They seem to work this out.
I visited several ports of entry myself, and they seem to be working pretty harmoniously together.
Mr. KOLBE. It is your understanding that a Memorandum of Understanding would exist to cover each of those cases?
Attorney General MEESE. Either a Memorandum of Understand-

ing or an unwritten agreement between the agencies. But I have
not heard of any problems between the agencies as to difficulties in
terms of different viewpoints as to how long the crossings ought to
be open which would then produce personnel problems.
Mr. KOLBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ANTITRUST QUESTIONS

Mr. SMrIH. Mr. Attorney General, Mr. Regula mentioned acquisitions and mergers. There was a big one announced yesterday,
Chrysler acquiring American Motors. Did your Department give a
green light to that ahead of time?
Attorney General MEESE. I do not know, Mr. Smith.

My impression is that that has not yet been completed and, undoubtedly, that is one thing that will be looked into by the Department if this falls within the range where they have to view these
things in the Antitrust Division. I think that one of the things that
has to be recognized in that merger is that it appears, at least, that
a good portion of the ownership of American Motors, which has
been in overseas hands, will be coming back into American hands.
So that may be one of the factors that would weigh in the judgment.
Mr. SMITH. I noticed with interest that you are proposing to fold
the Antitrust Division into General Legal Activities in the Department. What is the reason for that?
Attorney General MEEE. This is only for budget purposes. It
makes no organizational change and this is so we can have more
flexibility, so that if, as I mentioned in answer to Mr. Regula's
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question, we do need more resources at sometime during the year
for antitrust enforcement, which is something that cannot be predicted, we would have the flexibility. It, along with the U.S. Attorneys, is the only litigation activity that is now outside of the General Legal Activities account. And this is to give us that kind of
flexibility.
Mr. SMrrH. For as long as I can remember, it has been a separate
line item. Do you know the history of this?
Attorney General MEESE. I do not, Mr. Smith. It antedates my
coming into the Department. We have done a complete review of
our budget process within the Department. I have created a Departmental Resources Board so that we can have much higher
level management attention to the budget. I think that has produced a better budget during the past two years. And, as a result of
it, one of the recommendations of that board was that we have this
kind of flexibility, so that all litigation activities are handled in the
same way.
Mr. SMITH. Well, frankly, I am reluctant to do that. We might
make some arrangements though, so that if the Subcommittee goes
along ivith it, it may be reprogramable during the year, but I think
we ought to identify the two separately, surely.
DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AND PREVENTION

One more question on the drug issue. You mentioned the amount
of money that has been spent to reduce the supply of drugs and
certainly our figures show $1.3 billion. Also, they show that $237
million is requested by Education, Health and Human Services for
prevention education. It is about a six to one ratio. That is a large
amount to be spent trying to control a supply, compared to education and prevention. In your drug plan that you are talking about,
are you proposing to do anything with regard to education?
Attorney General MmssE. Yes, we are, Mr. Smith. One of the
things that you will see in our drug strategy is that the law enforcement agencies themselves have taken a much greater role in
drug education and prevention activities. As a matter of fact, some
of that money that is listed as enforcement because it is going to
enforcement agencies will actually be used for drug prevention and
education.
Each of our United States Attorneys is charged with organizing a
major prevention education activity in their judicial districts, utilizing both law enforcement and non-law enforcement agencies. We
have had great success with this. In addition, DEA and FBI have a
sports drug awareness program in which they have used very effectively famous athletes who have participated in programs with
young people to discourage the use of narcotics by them.
I might also point out that one of the reasons for the apparently
disproportionate amount going to enforcement at the Federal level
versus education prevention is the fact that most of that does occur
at the local level. And this is why we feel that the Federal funds
should go into interdiction, interstate investigation and international activities against drugs to keep drugs from coming into the
country, whereas, since our schools and health departments are lo-
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cated at the local level, that is where their share of the budget is
generally larger.
Mr. SMrrH. Well, I cannot let this go by without taking an opportunity of making a plug for a little $2 million program called LawRelated Education, which no Administration has ever asked for
any money for. It is under another Subcommittee's jurisdiction and
I keep getting Members to go along with a couple million dollars to
encourage the development of programs so that local schools will
have a course in what we used to call "Civics". The schools vill
invite law enforcement and other types of officials to come to the
classroom and talk to these young people about what they do in
their jobs.
We have students graduating from high school today that have
not the slightest idea what the difference is between our Government and the French Government, for example, let alone the Russian Government. They have no idea what public officials do in
their particular jobs. Here is an opportunity to do just what you
are talking about if we had a better program in law-related education.
Attorney General Mes. I agree with you, Mr. Smith. As a
matter of fact, to show both points that you have made that our
kids do not know enough, and that there are those programs, I participate in some of them. This one happened to be in the lower
grades, and the teacher asked the class, "Do you know what the
Attorney General does"? And one fellow put up his hand and said,
"Yes, he is the one who puts those notices on cigarette packages
that say smoking is hazardous to your health."
Mr. SMiTH. Well, I have to follow that up and say what I would
want you to do is participate on the decision-how much money
shouldgo for law-related education.
Any other questions?
Mr. RoGEs. Mr. Attorney General, we do not think those warnings need to go on cigarette packs.
Mr. SMITH. If there are no other questions at this time, we will
have a few questions for the record.
Attorney General MERsE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMrrH. Thank you very much.
Attorney General MeSwE. Thanks to you and your Committee for
your kindness this morning and your courtesies.
Mr. SMrm. Thank you.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto
follow:]
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Ouestl:
If this trend of fewer illegal alien apprehenions oon iues, do you

believe the Border Patrol will still require a 50 percent increase in
agents?

We are taking a very cautious position before acknowledging a trend

of fewer illegal alien apprehensions.

The nuers of apprehensions

have declined. While we hope the Immigration Reform and Ontrol Act
of 1986 is causing the decline, it is too early to tell. Some people
may be sitting and waiting; others uho usually exit the country on
weekends may be remaining in the United States until they can apply
for temporary residence.
INS advises the following: Wile there has been a decline,
apprehensions remain high. If things continue as they are, the
Border will have the second highest apprehension rate in its history.
Even a 30 percent drop in apprehensions for the reminder of 1987
would put this year's number substantially above the 1935 record
setting rate of 1.2 million apprehensions. Whether or not the recent

decline in apprehensiors is a short-term phenomenon or a long-term
shift in illegal Imigration trends on the Southern Border, incidents

of illegal entry remain at near-peak levels. Analysts at M have
examined the available data and believe that high water levels in the

Rio Grande have caused part of the decline.

It is also important to consider the role the Border Patrol has been
given in the country's effort to interdict the traffic in narcotics
and dangerous drugs. In the first six months of participation in
Operation Alliance the Patrol seized 50,600 pounds of marijuana,
3,392 pounds of cocaine and 40,000 units of dangerous drugs. In

February of this year in one instance, Patrol agents seized 600

pounds of cocaine at a traffic duc)cpoint in Big Bend National Park,
Texas. The Patrol is literally the Nation's only permanent
enforce
presence between established ports of entry on the

borders. In this capacity, existing personnel must be aupnted

throurjh Operation Alliance on the Southern Border to counter efforts

of drug smuglers. We believe that the Congress recognized this in
adoptirn Congressn Moorhead's amendment to Section III of the
IMmigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, which is directed at

expading the Patrol to reduce illegal immigration and stem narcotics
traffic by bringing the border under control.

Economic problems in Mexico, Central and South America and other
parts of the world, as well as political unrest, are factors that
will continue to drive people to this country. There is no question
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that we need ocntirued strength at the border as well as in the
interior. our border, which is 2,000 miles lang on the Mexican side
and 4,000 miles long on the Canadian side requires sufficient

re o races to provide an effective enfor

nt posture. Our budget

request allows an increase of resources to a point wuhre we can do a

more effective job. We hope that increased border staffing, "crbined
with sanctions and other provisions of the IRegration Reform and
Control Act of 1986, will allow IM to perform a uore ceaposite job

in addressing all aspects of the immigration problem.
here is also

n

ern about the Deprtment's ability to

iMlemet the legalization program adequately. Are you confident
that the immigration and Naturalization Service will be able to
collect sufficient application fees to fund yaw legalization
requirements fully?

IMS advises that its best estimate is that it will collect sufficient
fees to fund our 1987 reqireiuts. Hwver, because no one is sure
exactly how large the illegal alien porlaticn eligible to apply for
legalization really is or what percent
of this population actually

will apply to legalize their status, -these estimates may still

require futture orection.

Mr. Mee, as Chairman of the new %%tional Drug Policy Board, will
you have authority to establish buxgets, develop priorities, and

diret roures for agenies and organizations outside of the
Lepartient of JUstice (e.g., activities designed to reduce the
for illegal drugs)?

n

Yes, the National Drug Policy Board will oversee all Federal efforts
to reduce the supply of and 4and for illegal drugs. Under the

Executive Order, the Board will have the authority to review,
evaluate, and develop Federal drug policy, strategy, and resources.
This will include the authority to develop priorities, including
budgetary priorities, for all Federal agencies and organizatios

involved in drug omrol efforts, and act as an advisor to the

President on drug law enforcont progri and policies. In carrying
out its budget responsibilities the Board will work closely with the
office of mmagemnt and Budget in providing the necessary guidance
to ensure resources alloted to the war on drugs are sufficient and
are utilized effectively.
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How much do you believe you will obligate for the drug grant program
in 1987?

AltIhog

all of the State and local drug law enfo

t assistance

funds, including the Prison Capacity Program, are occuitted to the

States, it is possible that not all States will have their State
strategies completed and applications submitted by Septemer 30,
1987. It is too early in the process to determine exactly how many
States will receive their awards in 1987, but we expect that the
majority of the funds will be awarded this year.
State and Local Assistance

In your statement you point out that the request for State and local
assistance in 1988 of $78.3 million is wa marginally higher amount
than our fiscal year 1987 requests. This statement is slightly

misleading, don't you think, when ccpared to 1987 appropriatins.

This cqziarison shows your 1988 request to be a large decrease of
over $337 million, due to the Administration's decision to again
terminate new funding for most of the State and local assistance
grants. Can you provide the Committee any new information that would

persude us to change our position of the past several years to

restore funding to these assistance programs that the kiministratin
has deleted?

Obviously, I do not believe that my statement regarding the 1988
request for the Office of Justice Program was misleading. As
indicated in my opening statement which was furnished in writing to

the Committee, I was discussing a budget for those Federa programs

where we believe a core function is served." With regard to the
State and local assistance grants, the question continues to be
whether or not wa can afford to continue these programs in light of
limited Federal resources. It is a matter of priorities and a matter
of what is the Federal role.
One important point that I would
material contained in the budget
programs in operation within the
valuable assistance to the State

like to add to the justification
is that there are numerous other
Deartment of Justice which provide
and local criminal justice community

albeit not in the form of direct financial assistance. These

program perform function and provide services to State and local
criminal justice agencies at all stages of the process, including
such areas as: training and technical assistance, jail construction
and detention, State and local drug and terrorism task forces,
investigative support, asset forfeiture sharing, and others such as
conciliation and mediation services, antitrust prosecutions, forensic
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laboratory services and fingerprint identification processing. 7he
DepartbMt of Justice plans to continue to strengthen these form of
State and local assistance and wak toward enhancing the oocperative
ties wich have been established as a result of these efforts.

er sures to
You mention that the States will receive funds fr
offset the lcs of these grants, namely their share o assets seized

fru

and forfeited by drug dealers.

Why do you believe that

substitutig an estimated $30 million in asset forfeitures is a
better way for the Federal Governmwit to assist the States and
localities, than the $337 million apmpriated in FY 1987?

Chviously, there are more factors to be oniwidered in this mtter

than the question suggests. We have long held the belief that

goveuiitalgrant-makirq progralrm are but one affroach to the many

available for addressing problems. Certainly in the area of drug
abuse and narcotics 'trafficking, we believe that unique weapons are

in place which permit us to pursue a promising and effective battle,
including broader uses of the now Assets Forfeiture Fund as provided

in the Anti-Drug Abue Act of 1986.

Further, drug law --f

is a joint responsibility between

Federal law enfownt agencies and State and local jurisdictions
and the program of equitably sharing the drug-related seized and
forfeited assets *wntrates how cooperative Federal/State/local
ties can be fostered and fruitful efforts rewarded. Though the
first four months of this fiscal year, over $12 million has already
been disbursed under this arran et;
at this rate, it appears that
our 1987 estimate of $27 million my be understated. 7he Assets
Forfeiture Fund represents but on important
aew by wicdd we are
seeking to assist States and locality a in the drug war.
In addition, other programs within the Dertment provide other, nan-

grant assistance to the State and local law enf

ocmmity.

fuse include such services as: training and tnical
assistance,
jail contructim and detention, State and local drug and terrorism
task forces, investigative support, and others such as ccniliation
and mediation services, antitrust prosecutions, forensic laboratory

services and fingerprint identification processing.

Federal Prism so
Is the Justice Dqatment studying any innovative alternatives to
institutional ocnfinemet of prisoners?
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Mis Federal Judiciary and the Federal Criminal Justice OQzunmity have
extenive use of alternatives to oonfin nt. In
traditionally -~
1986, two-thirds of the 115,000 Federal offenders were under
supervision in the oomsmity. Te principal alternative to
incarceration continue to be probation. The Burmu of Prisons has
also sought alternatives to institutional confinement of prisoners.
During the past five years, the bureau has increased the Ommity
yocimtely
3,050 iimtes.
Treatmnt Center population from 948 to
increase has reiOed significantly the institutionThis 222 per-t
based pplilation. In addition, the Bureau of Prisons has inplmented
are released
a Special Curfew Parole program where eligible iutes
up to two mnths earlier than their original parole date on the
condition that they remain at their residence during special curfew
hours. A U.S. Probation officer supervises the parolees during this
special period. 7he ureau of Prisons is also conidering the
limited use of electronic mxitoring, popularly referred to as house
arrest, for those offenders who do not present a threat to society.
In the future, we will ontirue to explore other alternatives to
i ncareration onistent with public safety. Hevsr, since the
Federal tmte population is increasingly becmcdng 1ore criminally
sophisticated, we believe finding diticna alternative. to
institutional confinement will become mre difficult.
Genara JA. Activities
Ouestio :
Do you have any idea why these accounts were originally provided
separate appropriations? If necessary, please research this question
and provide an anseer for the record.

The legislative history of litgative oozonents in the Departzwnt
has varied little tkraugcu the last hurdred years. As the Nation
grew and the legal ocplexities of our society increased, funds were
ajprcriated to form what are now the legal divisions. Until 1950,
the salaries and expenses of these forerunners were -prvpriated
separately. The 1951 buigst presented to Cwgress grcuped the
divisions under one a opriation for the first time with the
exception of the Antitrust Division and offices of the United States
Attcoys. At the sams time, the Miscellaneous Salaries and
Expenses, Field, Departbmt of Justice and the District Attorneys,
Etc. appropriaticr were combined to form the United States Attorneys
ar4 marshals appropriation. This action coobined what were
considered field activities under one title and apropriation.
was formed in the early 1900's.
The Antitrust Division's
That appropriation structure is no longer germane or applicable to
the managemet of the Department today. It now makes more sense to
combine more similar operations under one roof as a more efficient
use of rescuzces.
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As n*ed at the time of the hearing, o=volidattn of thins thre
aj~g,rqiata will give the Departet wdwam fleodbility in trying
to ontain costs. Cres
hm alrad agred to allow the
D~partuento use r.s0UZrI
frtu the GIA :r
haton to funrd office
utamatim syte
in, not only the lga ivilZ*, but alo the
Antitrust and the U.S. Attornftv. lbs (kmpws has un~erstood the
similarities that exist
- g these approriatin, and the
efficienies that can be achiev'd if we approeich the problem In a
mre unified and ccVreherive mmewr.
While there my have been m

distinction between field and

headquarters activities in the pest, today's law eoiment and

justi activities reqazire 1,reTwmative, cnor diniftd and
agresive m, agemet. We believe that ocrolidating the three
ag;Yngriat~im Is the best approach to containing costs. and prodding
the qmity of legal services _ma d by our citizens.
LittUatiMipg
cntl's

Office Autaition

iat is the status of the Deartment's current effort under the
Uniform Office Atoaution Case Managment (t0
Project?

The Departent is oontiruing to foamu
tasks.

on the following t%(

project

SSupport for the comolidated office autcation procurment for
the CIminal and Tax Divisions and the United States Attorneys'

Offices (LEACe).

Currently, r PrPentatives of these

organizations and the Justioe Naguint Division (J3D) are in
the Imea of reviewing vencre proposals.
" Evaluations of AM[XJS 1 prototypes in the Civil Rights and Land
and Natural sources Divisiow have been coupleted and
installation of AMIM II is proceeding in both divisions.
" A Department cas umnagement system prototype has been
completed. A production systn has been designed and developed
and is currently being installed.

Hat coordination has taken place between JMD and the Department's
litigating divisions in relation to this effort?

The six litigating divisions and the USAOs are continuing to

participate in the project urder the direction of the Deuty Attorney

General (D)-,t serves as Chairman of the KO4 Project Steering
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oittee. 1ThAssistant AttokW General for administration aso

rvems on the steering Cmuittee. -n akditiin, the Deputy Assistant
fomaion T1cdulogy, coordinates and
Attorney Gaual , Office of
monitos the m-going tasks that are being performe by various
project working grcwe and cals metings of the User SoAxxuit too to

press orrong project tanks and ism.

€ uestJon:

What is MUOa

II and how does it differ fro-

AmICW

I?

AK1is II is a fully integrated, office automation system linking a
variety of specialized wokstaticns arI other system cmoporwnts
through a dual, local-area nwbark. It is ccpised of shared

iniccerst

with multi-orkstation clusters.

warktation provides aoess to word proess

The standard

, hli-speed printing,

litigation suport, legal research and cae managmnt data base.
lbs nebrk includes portable and personal ocptars %hidh can

operate as indpeind 't units or, hen

m cted to the system through

phone lines, can c locate all of the functicns of the standard
workstationw in the office.

Amas II provides attorneys and other workers with a single law
office automation system far superior to the capat-lities and
applicatios of the ftrst generation of ANICS. AMICS II takes

advantage of no improved technology to meet the Division's office
aut-mtion requiremt. Workers access all the features of this
itegratd system thrunh single terminals located at each employee's
workstation.
7he advantages of AMICU

II over AMICMS I are:

o A wider array of tedmically advanced data entry and processing,
data oanicationu and printing;
o

Increased storage and processing capacity, aid easier

progzaaunin;

o nmo availability of three types of workstations -- the legal
mport workstation, the stand-alcne Intelligent workstation and
the portable workstation;
o An electronic spread sheet package integrated with word processing
and fully capable of providing data for queries, reports and
graph for purposes of litigation muort, case anagemnt, and

legal ministration;

o A highly flexible cummmicaticau capability compatible with a wide
range of external systems; and
o A tedmical flexibility to inzv=
available.

rte nw features as they
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My is the Civil Division expading its mah B syste and how does
this fit into the Uhiform Office Aut m tion Came Mwnagmmt Projact

Th civil Division is not ending man. In 19s6, the Division
of the AkIOai I equ4pmnt with nore
completed the rlmt
II no sves
tUhnologic&y curent Nicus n euipmt. AMIc
the entire Division, including its field offices.
-u-2atIcM
of the UOM Project calle -d for the
Oeof the r
otMnatin of the ACI IInsyxtm in the Civil Division and for a
test of the systm in the Civil Motto and Land and mtural Resours
Divisions and the Deert~wx 's SeniLw 3wwjmw* offices. Evluaticra wer W*equWntly
.onaaae
on the Division prototypes,
reflecting iqeomunt in proutivity, and the decision was then
system tbrcu4
t thes organizaticas.
Sto install the AmiuaIs
In addition, the ccuuolidated proi ru:nt for the Criminal, Tax and

U.S. Attcrn8Y8 system requires the moessful bidder to provide an
office automation system that will be capatible with AMIaS II.

stat has the Dqmtment done to deal with the lorq-standing problem
of incompatible definitions for case management terms, inocuplete
data, and incusistent reporting Pan the litigating c uc ts?

A eauccssful Dparbwit cas Managenent System prototype was tested

and, based on the results of the prototype, a Department Case

aamst System has bee designed and developed. The Departent is

in the process of luplenenting the Case Managaent System based on
the standard definitions approved by the six litigatir ocqxumts

and the Ewcutive Office for United States Attorneys.
Ouestion:

dh of the $24 million the Departmnt is requesting under Legal
Haw
Activities Office Automation will be used for coordination purposes
and how nxt for procuring terminals for the Tax and Criminal
Divisions?

None of the $24 million being requested for 1988 will be used for
UMW4 Project coordination purposes. Project umnaguiwt and
coordination to the MACH Project is provided by using existing

resources. The Department is committed to moving towar

oxmatibility in the office automation area and will be utilizing the
Legal Activities Office Automation funding in support. of systems
(hardware and software) acquisitiors and related services and

":
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mport. Of the $24 million requestad in 1988, all of the money will
go to .port promwing terminals and related systAm sport (site
prqagration, Itall
s
, hrar.,
ctWf'tr, trainin, Mint*m re,

and tedmical amsistazc) for the Tax and Crimina Divisiona and the
other litigating cczpwnts, inalmling the Antitust .Division and the
U.S. Attorneys.

In June 1985, the Department Resurce Board (DRB) was established to
initiate the developmnt of an integrated managmt system for the
Dqiartinnt of JUstice with a lcwq-rang policy focus. Has the US
developed a set of lcng-rfnge goals for the Departmnt? How are
these Depirtnt goals reflected in the plans of the Departmmnt's
offices, boards, divisions, and bureaus? Will you please set forth
prgr and administrative mnagemnt priorities
the Depart
for this Comittee to consider in analyzing the Departmt's budget
request?

Inq-rge goals have been set for the Depaermnt. Each Department
(xuonent has devwloped umnagumeit plane to reflect the goals and
he plans rank the goals and
objectives as they are aplicable.
pility
of
objectives based on importance, feasibility,
aoizepld ent, timeliness and availability of resources. Following
are the Policy Goals and Hnagment, Objectives (many of utich are
wall underway) for the Deparbmmn of Justice.

A.

Prevetion and Control of Crime
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

C.

Narontics Enfornt aid Prevention
Organized Crime
Terrorism
conm:ic Crime
Missing and Exploited Children
Public Corrution
Obscenity

Thmoviit, of Criminal Justice Sse
1.
2.
3.

Victims of crime
Prison and Jail IDgaovemnt
bordination of Law Enfon pnt Activity

6.
7.

Expanded International Crime Control operation
Prnte Truth in the 0ouzrt Roxm

2.
3.

Safe

1. Ca *,intllign
L . WJ&

. 1

of Classified information
Ei nrf-= it and Reform
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D.

Potacian of Civil BlgW,

1.
2.

Stzrui EnfortmIt of Civil Rhios Lava
Wtal Nw-iserizination Policy

3. PrOtection Aiwt Racial and Raliqiao
E.

F
Protiorn of Sutin
1. Antitzust law Pafom
2. Pleglatory Rmfozu

F.

Lcal
1.
2.
3.

G.

c Growth

'tort Liability Raforu
tagl Fee Equity
PaUxing Bummn an Federal ourts
D
inan ihaln

gM

W'L

1. Fraud ginst Goverent
H. PreAervation of
1.

tiruti

ale

Federalim

2. Separation of Powrs
3. R ligiou Liberty

4.

1.

Constitutional Limitaticn on Goverrmact

1qrove DC

Attj

r

c

ttng with and mAort of U.S.

Offices.

2.

Reorganize and improve perecamel and ftrinirq functions.

3.

Achieve effective, working

4.

Revism and establish cxmtrols for publicaticnw.

information systems.

5. Establish and itpleaent a strategic plarrng pro ms.
6.

Iquoiv bxigeting aid resource allocate n.

7.

Iaplaairt =umnt

8.

Establish DOLT
master calendar system.

izxamutt aid productivity program.

9. Iuwrov facilities aid logistics.
10. Iar*eam building security.
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QUESTION FWl MR. ALEM
ATTORNEY GENAL
Juvenile Justice

Question:
In your budget justifications, you state that the reason the

Administration is not asking for funding for the State and Local
Assistance Juvenile justice grants program is because:

The states should be willing to pick up their costs fron the
increased revenues they will be receiving in 1987 and beyond as a
result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.0
Is it your view that the interest in juvenile justice programs is

all State and local - that there is no national interest -

in

juvenile justice and, therefore, the Federal Government should not
be investing in such programs?
Answer:
The Federal Government has had an interest in, and has been a
strong supporter of juvenile justice programs. Over the past 13
years, the Federal Government has made approximately one billion
dollars available for juvenile justice programs. The Federal
Government will continue to work with the State and local
governments to evaluate their needs and aid them in implementing
programs as they see fit. However, limited Federal resources
require greater emphasis on strictly Federal activities.
Question:
Is it your view that although the Presidential Administration, of
which you are a part, campaigned for Federal tax reform for nearly
six years, States should not be considering reforming their own tax
structures to reduce tax burden?
Answer:
The Department has no view concerning the tax structures of States.
Question:

In preparing this juvenile justice budget proposal, were you aware
that in a substantial number of States - particularly in Middle

America-the economy is so bad that States, like Arkansas, are
repeatedly cutting back on programs d
to revenue shortfalls?

their fiscal years due

16
Answer
We are aware that some States are having fiscal difficulties. We
are also aware that Federal resources are not limitless and must be
prioritized so that they are available to fund Federal law
enfo
t and justice activities adequately.
1o do otherwise
could result in gaps in Federal law enforcement areas which would
place a much greater burden on the States.
Question:
In your justifications you state that the reason the Administration
is requesting no funding for the Juvenile Justice Program is that

"much has been accomplishedw - particularly in the

deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the separation of
juvenile and adult offenders. when these justifications were
written, was the Administration aware that a substantial number of
States are having great difficulty in reaching the 75 percent jail
removal requirement by the Deoeaier 1985, deadline?
Answer:
The deadline for States to be in substantial compliance (75
percent) with the Congressional jail removal mandate was December
1985. States must be in full compliance (100 percent) with regard
to jail removal by December 1988. The 1986 compliance reports,
which are currently under review, ware due in December 1986.
Therefore, wa were not aware that a substantial number of States
ware having great difficulty in reaching the substantial compliance
requirement with jail remval at the time the budget justifications
ware written. This is the first time that the States have been
required to submit compliance figures regarding jail removal.
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Sentencinci Camissic

As You know, the Sentencirg Omni ion will issue official guidelines
in April of this year at which time Ongrevs will have six months to
act or 'disapprove of these guidelines.

hr. Attorney General, what is yotr view of the O

ioin's January

revised draft? row'do you think promulgation of these guidelines
will affect priscm population and caseload and zraoicbilities of
the cozrts?

I also uderstar that the Justice Departmen is advocating and

saggestin that the missionn include standard for reirposln the
federal death penalty in its guidelines? How do you vie. this
proposal and how do you believe the mress will view it?

We generally believe the January draft of the Senting Ommission
ReAe
a prriately to the midate given to it by cOpmss.

Since that time, there have been numrous revisions which are undr
review by the Department of Justice. We believe the latest draft, to
the extent we are familiar with its contents, to be an iprovement

over current practices.

Although any estimates will neessarily be speculative, w will be
happy to provide cur best estimates of the possible effect of the
guidelines an the prison population and the caseload of the courts
oe our review is completed.
With regard to the Ommiion's inclusion of starderds in its

guidelines for inposim the death penalty in cases for which the

Omxjress has prescribed it, w received a request as to whether such
an inclusion was lawful. 7he Department informed the
mission that
it believed such an inclusion to be lawful, but the cmision, by
majority vote, oo luded that it would not include such standards in

the guidelines being subitted to Oongrgss.

Juvenile Justlo

Again this year the Department is prx~sing to abolish Juvenile
Justice programs, which Oxvgress in its wisdom has restored year
after year.

Asaming this will be the case this year, hat future plans does the
Departed t have for the Office of Juvenile Justice - for this year,
next year, a"d in the lag teru? I uderstand that ther has been an
Acting kbinistrator at Juveile Justio for the past nine m
.ths.
ien can we expect that a permanent Administrator will be appointed?

In 1987, $70,282,000 was apgr-;riated for Juvenile Justice Program
and to administer the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquecy

Prevention. 'hoee funds are being obligated In the rimml fashion.
7b date, apoiiutly twnty-uie 1987 fonila grants hav been

awarded to State. The 1987 pro;ra plan for discreticnary funds was
anxom1 in the Federal Register March 11, 1987.
Tl Depart mt'a 1988 budet regat prcpxes no funing for this
program. Becwm fomula grants are awarded for a project period of
up to three yeam, it my take Ua 42 mzimths to close down after the
lat year of Wnding. Quistent with the 1988 budget, en Janmlary 27,
1987, the Department tranitted to the -kuse of Re1Preatatives a
legislative proposal to repeal authority to make grants for Juvenile
Justice program
The nmsinatien of Verne L. Speirs to be Administrator of the Office
of Ju enile Justice and Deldingeny Prevention was forwarded to the
Senate an March 10, 1987. Mr. Speirs has been the Acting

Administrator.

Illemal Aliens FleeI

to

n

Ouestion:
Has the Cankdian Governt or Cwndan Imuiration Office complained

abcut the hig influx of illegal alibaw fleeing frcm the U.S. to
Canada in an effort to escape the now immigration laws?

According to IME, we are not aware of ocqlaints from either the
Canadian Government or the Canadian admiration Office. 7he
Canadiars did, hmever, recently revise their ipigration policy with
reqxct
reftqmu claimants. An of Fdruary 20, 1987, Canada's
automatic admission and issuance of Minister's Permits to refugee
claimants end.
Claimants are'now required to wait en the U.S. side
for a hearing date. This now policy has significantly redu
the
flwo of aliens from the U.S. to Canada.
C:namity Palattco

6e"vioe

mas or is the Omunity Ralations Service (CS) involved in the
Ha ad Beach incident in New York?
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The Comunity Relations Service has been involved in providing
technical and other assistance to the South Queens community as
follows:
-3

2.

MRhas
tion HMnion and General oniliatio.
wriitored all mwrte and desxrtraticu in the area since the
HWard Beach incident. in addition, the ajcy has consulted
regularly with officials at the highest levels of City and State
MRhas stressed the
Governt and with key civic leaders.
in=otane of rumor control to help avoid further difficulties.
Assistance to Biracial QimMity ooalitin. 'Te major ad hoc
ommity group to foray in the wake of the Howard Beach incident
is the Cmsrned Citizens of Scuth Queems (c= ). CRs has
w4unlied examples of owmnity activities OC might want to

urdfrtake, helped identify needed resources, and advised on a
cOunity newsletter initiated b. CCSQ. CS has also helped

arrange desired meeting with top public officials such as Mayor
Ed Koch.
3.

Assistance to John Adams High Schol Officials. Trhis sdol has
been the foam of muih attention because it is attend
by Ix st

white Howard Beach youngsters, as well as blacks and Hispanics
fru adjoining areas. CPS has focused on it to break down
intolerance among sbdents and to involve their parents in the
overall effort to improve race relations.

As part of its assistance, CRS coduted a cne-day workshop for
200 tWkadiez and staff on Jarniary 29 on recognizing potential

racial/ethnic conflict. 'le agency is consulting with John

Adams' Principal on implewenting the resulting re - mmerdaticms
for training and other follow-up activities. ,
4.

Assistance to Police Decartment's Police/Ommunity Relations
ffort. CRS is providing tedmnical assistance to the Police

Department's 106th precinct in building 'positive cxmzizty

dialogue which Police Datment
5.

has required.

2mQeration With City and State uMn Rights Acencis. In
response to the Howard Bead incident, Governor Mario cQmo
established the Task Force on Bias-Delated Violence and
instnrcted it to &begin ... dvvelcpirg specific solutions to the
kind of racial violence that erupted in Queens."
At the local level, the Now York City Govenment has also created

a special mnit, attached to the City's hinan rights agency, to

respond to bias incidets. aR is providing technical assistance
to both the State and City human rights oomissicrrs on proga
developm.t for these ne units.
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,ies on Hate Violenc

Ouestion:
Increasirqly, the iso. of anti-gay viole has bm a pressir
policy concern as the incidence of such violence has becoe more
r
- particularly as a reaLt of irrational fears and hatred
associated with the AIS epidemic. With this record of activity and

inactivity in the criminal Justice arena, hat has the National
Institute of Justice (NTJ) done to study or redy this pressing

problem, and the problem of hate violere in general? Doe your
research agenda include plans to look at the nature or extent of
ant-gay violence?

AlthAug we have not adressed the isu of anti-gay violence M
the National Iztitute of Justice advises that three projects are
related to both hate violence and the problem of AIS. 7he study of
the way the polii handle hate violence, ccc1uted by the National

n tion of Black L

MrIcnt EDCsitives (W3om.), included a

natiolde survey of the extent of hate violence reported to the
police, site visits to six juriwdictictwith special progrvm to

handle these kinds of incidents, and a sample of State level

legislative reform that aess this problem. 7h. project resulted
in a hadbook of standard protocols, published by NOME
in early
1986, that can be adopted by law

problem of hate violence.

efmt

agencies to aess

the

NIJ has also spouored several projects relative to AIDS. A major
report and several articles addressing the problem of AIMS in the

nation's prisons and jails provide current medical information
regarding the disease, its victims, and the range of optios

available to correctional officials in dealing with AIES-related

issues. A second publication currently murder develqpment focuses on
how law uiforc
agencies handle cases involving AIDS.

72-165 0-417-6
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M. CARR

OY GENEAL
Consent Decree
Question:
Wen the government finds a State in ncmxpliance or questionable
compliance and/or there is a complaint filed against a State or a

consent decree (under the Institutionalized Persons Act) what are the
Federal Government's obligations for assistance to the State?
%bat is the specific responsibility of the Justice Department toward

ensuring resources for States with DO complaints and/or consent
decrees?
Answer:

Civil Rights Division personnel make an effort to inform States if
there is a known available source of funding (e.g., from the

Department of Health and Human Services for mental health facilities)
to assist in the correction of substandard conditions. The Division
advises the States of the proper office to contact for such support.
Question:
Mhat is the responsibility of the Department of Justice to ensure a
State's consent decree and/or compliance does not adversely affect
the services provided to the population not covered by the consent

decree?
Answer:

The Department has an overriding responsibility to ensure to all
individuals the full protections accorded under the Civil Rights of
Institutionalized Persons Act (CR3IPA) and other federal laws. We are
always careful in fashioning consent decrees with States, and in
monitoring complianoe, that those protecticns remain in place for
those not covered by .the decree as well as for covered individuals.
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TmusDAY, MA cH 12, 1987.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION/WORKING CAPITAL FUND,
FEES AND EXPENSES OF WITNESSES
WITNESSES
HARRY H. FLICKINGER, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR
ADMINISTRATION
ROBERT N. FORD, COMPTROLLER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
JOHN J. LANE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY
ADRIAN CURTIS, CHIEF OF OPERATIONS FOR BUDGET

GENERAL ADMINMRATION JUTICATION

Mr. SMrmi. Continuing with our review of the Department of
Justice, we now hear testimony on the General Administration appropriation. We have Mr. Harry H. Flickinger, the Acting Assistant Attorney General for Administration.
[The justification follows:]
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U.S. DEPARTML

. OF JUSTICE

Salaries and haom

General
qriation
apapotrpti
Is requesting, for 1988, a total of $103,513,000, 1,314 permanent
positions, and 1,358 vodwcyeari.
This reqest represents an increase of $23,948,000, 53 positions, aid 198 workyears
nos

fro the 1987 -_

t

anticipated.

is to m4pQrt the Attorney General and the senior policy level
The W ary missin of the Genral inistt
offieals of the Departsent in the dvelc ut of policy objectives ard the man ment of the Depuatment.
In
addition, selective adinitrative support is provided to the legal divisions and the smaller offices and boards
within the DOPartimt. -his a-pr-pration also sports two organizations responsible for the admlnistrative review
and am"' of decisions relating to individual : Eecutive Office for Imigration Review aid the Office of the
ftrion Attoney.
The mission of tw Gewral Administration appropriation is aocaplished through the- programs contained in two budget
activities:
Pror' Direction aid Policy coordination and Aministrative Review aid Apeals. Included in the
Program Direction and Policy Ctirdination activity are the following program
Deprtmnt Ieadership, Encutive
Support, Intalligmce Policy aid Planng and the Justice Manegement Division. Iw major initiatives and resmave
rsmlts for thaw activities aid p-gram are swarized beloA.
Pronam Dircin ad Policy Coordination
This buket activity iclud
res uroes for the primary missions of the Offie a 4orted y the follaing IZZo r
e-artmit -Ia hp, Ecuei support, Intligenc Policy and Planning, and the Justice Managmt Division.
e
ocrIst of the following:
The _r
&z
n pror
consists of the Offices of the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney Geural and
the
oc
Attorney General. 11 Offices are responsible for developing appropriate policies regarding the
administration of justice in the United States effectively representing the United States in justice-related
matters; and providing advice and opiniam on legal matters to the President, members of the congress. and he
of
aMoctive dartnts and agnciies. A p-gry increase, of 4 positions and $241,000 has been requested for p
within this decision unit in order to enable adequate policy aid program guidance, oversigt ar'dontrol frs this
pr!grm- to the organization tidch ixplemnt the Deprtaeet's program. A litionally, an Incease of $500,000 in
requested for the Dpart
Leadership off ii'
participation in a uniform off ie autcoaticn system project within
the Dqwmwn.
The Zwuiye u
Liaison Servies-.n

pMrtr;r
consists of the Offices of Lega Policy, Public Affairm, Legislative Affairs and
primary mission of this progre are to study the ismaw enr al to the Deparbent's policy
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to the Worinq Capital tiwd. The trawfer of this goup
wiln plac all of
financial, adkln'stratiw system support servi
on a
ustrurabl erasi.
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Sol

This r.xtAxovwidm for the armalizaton of the Jarnuary 4, 1987 pay increase.
he ca1lcuati n of the aouint required for amalization is k sed an 261 comerab le
days to 1987 and 68 paid days (Otober 1, 1986 through Januiary 5, 1987) were not
/nclu9 iin the pay raise aout of $1,013,000. Akditloally, $438,000 of the 1987
pay requa mut wa absorbed. 'IW a1nalization retired is $881,000.
2. Anialisaton of Federal Roployew' Retirment system c ts ........................

.....

...

2,132

This rewest pacovids for the additional cots in 1988 necesary to ocmto
I
LIplmentation of the Federal ployeau' Rtiremat Syste Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335.
This act establhid a reCtrms* ptxjawp
for Federal civilian employes and postal
w ;c- hired afte Deer
31, 1983 %boare oezd by social searity, and for
eq)lops under the Civil service etrawr Syste Wio chooee to transfer into
tM1, rm system. Ths ckilulatns were determined from an CM approved &rxala.
Total annuallzation retired is $2,132,000.
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In 1M7 the mrt Sytm rViao the standard
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a --tmI
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advied of a 16 paezw ircrem In Federal
System (Mi)
Ir*Aeoty osts for 196.
Ts increase I mnly due to unanticipated tariff
1reasme, saving sA had bilt into their original bt
estimte Qdk4 will not
materialize and Y 1965 ozsts hdLch wee rot billed by GS last year. An irncae
of $52,000 ove the 1987 base of $1,094,000 In reqpested.
T

p rvton ...................................................................
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52
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Cn Fttauuay 25. 196, tie Dixtrict of oliubia, Public Sezvios Coaision (PSC)
issued its final ordor in Uh Ceaake and Potomc telephonm any (,P) rats
ca.
2Tin zoc, in its odar, allied CP to inri "e Its rates by $31 million and
e
LUs for W 's intrastate services.
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Salaries and RMOM
Oawltin _ and IMlated Servie
(Dollars in thoumids)
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oMUu~iting s, mriow .....................
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3bmgtarMd Profooeanal swvion .... .......

625

$1 7
6225

742

742

1988
$117
625

SecIa1 SbxiSS ad Analysis .........
Total.

........................

742

Owdmmting .d rea
~aevicum are use in the Gneal Ablalistration cnly for servmi i hich con be
pwtftmd in-ba.m. Sevicus are rmired for MI peter, %Vor
, Transcript, Ainistrative and Tachtaca
putm. No b.we ae req .
in 1988.
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Salaries andi Rxnem

kudimas

Pam.
Rau

to kbin:

1907 a m t t...................................................
. . . .
987 Psy Sq p W e
..
.....................................
1967 Ptira
a
al
.......................................
-amoW
197 Prog~m S
1967 Al
He.

amal

rema
. . ." . . . . .. . . .. . ......

..

.. .

MotroUlel
rmin: JAem ............ ....................................
Amalizatim b'tmy
kuimaization
irnmt
e .........................................
Cm a WtciklofomR*iriz
a al doy
...............................................

ret a
VTe"Itim
ftp

.

..........

sys.m (PS) ......................................
dami
e ....
I......
ss
.......
.................,,
, ..
..
dqle
Data
ard ... ua
Serviom
................

III1111L
vi -l wd IWI ft mie

.............................

Guml~ pdobq level ad

58

$5,140
45
58

56

58

5,457

"
"
"

..................

..

.. .....

j~m,....
...................

DOMS&OW (auma
nmpolcy) :
A ctien ftr hahnge in houly raa ........................................

JL4

Uecbtionin pag6 caPste fa' PR ardl

.........
..........
Tb m dornowt
,..............................................
141tlcr
InHath. ....
fit..
..q ......................... .

1988

oodo
Lmooe

es

eto ..e..

el .. , .

ee..a.ae
o
8.a4
e

8o,,

*a ,

1. Ptvroj

b

Pam.

EOKd

Pa.
0

p

56

70

-1
5,948

a

Pam.

8
$4862

502
-8

58o

56

tivy

56
159
10
23
18
165
2
9
8
2
9

."
98

Directia ade

Iem :1
DWarbmt

:

,o0.....

1988cil

ttlmltes
by

humt

56

AAA

Mit in-g bI m u w .......................................................
Taality bood oooo*
pw dim
....................................................
o,... , 0 ...
.

GSA rintoo ....

Nk3mm

sdination:
'56

58

$5,407

56

58

$5,948

60

62 $6,689

4

4

$741
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Activity INOM
ary
(Dnllarm in Ouma)
2367
....J
Activty:
y

~ita
IeMM

1988 HIatimats
Pas.m

298 Bas

Direction.

Ato
e ...............
DM*, Atnsy Gartm1 ..........
Associate
umtm

20

21

$1,882

20

21

23

$2,384

24

25

2,375

24

25

2,594 26

27

2a

22

IfL2

12

22

a2

TOM............. ..........

56

56

5,457

56

58

1-m

2,564
144
6,669

To develp

matte

thern Iitel Utaw
to trh Prsaid
, -an

. To fomilate and Iqpft
. To peovid overll m

5,948

22
22

W

i

62

al iciss regardirg the .dnistran
of jusmLi
ely
owli hili n.,-rlated1mtters; and to provide
of D
dqnrtmitand agncies.
otiv

mjor d~petM*Al

tvwsi

$2,063

Pamu.

2
2
.A"

4

in the Unitl
and qnlav

2

$321

2
J~AA

4

270

1

741

State i to
an leal

1AAI1e and; Irg

aid dirt io, to the

i

units of the Dqmrbw*t of Justioe.

.

o Investigate, p m1
andd
as z'mrdatiort
to the Prdent on all prospective cwdLdates for Judicial and
justice Imjrtrt. Fteidsitial annpnofts.
- lO ooedist. crtialu Jmustice mtter ith fed rz l, state and 'coal law aulocmt and Culminal justice Agm ies.
. lb mirain ard aVervise the Aftornsy
. To estlih

als

Homr Uw Oc

ato ard Attoe

Uloymet Proo.

aid implmit a stansxtmdc1 @yetm to collect infoLution on task tranv cawn.

- To preare and dimamis an Arnl Fport to the onress aid the pblio regarding the current status of efforts
agis
crim &xqmftrct.*

-toie
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The AttMny General is primarily re r aible for developing and impltin; the policy
a D ritLon.
and resource. He is suported by staff
partent's prorn
c*~ectves of the Deartmen and for managing the
Wio coordinate various program activities to ensre consistency with current epXartnt sidelines nd
=me
sn mttes
policies. Staff embers also serve as liaison betwen iPartint organizations and the Attrnley General
t
The Attorney General keeps the public informed of Dr
of importance require his direct involvment.
mete
He
also
associations.
activities by appearing before a wide range of citizens- grups and professional
regularly with the President and a e;s of the White House staff, other Federal agency officials, ad umbrs of the
Congress on dertawt policy and pr grpa matters.

Iae Pr

Attorney General provides testimony before
In inPorting the policies of the Attorney General, the Dty
Congressional comittse on legislation affecting the Deparmnt and acts as the DIeprtamt's liaison with the White
addition,
the
Deputy Attorney General eercises the
House staff and the Lctive Officeoof the pneident. In
loyment,
and authority invested in the Attorney General, to take final action in mtters pertaining to:
nistration of pereconnl in the Saior 1Eoitive service, and of attorneys. The Depity
separation a generalal
Attorney Gneral ovrees the Attoney Generals Dloyment Program for Honor Law Graduates aid Judicial LamClerks.
In the Attorney General's abswe, the Deputy Attorney General serves as the acting official for the Department.
7he Associate Attorney General assists the Attorney General aid the Deputy Attorney General in foroulatlng aid
implMntln Departtal policies and Progra
pertaining to civil matters and provides overall guida aid
.
direction an antitrust, civil rights. foreign claim, environmental, tax and ba-tuptcy im
goe President has inidted the Attorney General to report to the American people regarding the statu of law
enforcement efforts directed at organized crime. The anual report will be prepared by the Deprtmn of JUstice
ee.
staff utilizing statistical data collected on Task Fbr
MUM. A ttal incras Of 4 positions and $741,000 is requested for the Department Leadership program to
provide re0orae to support additional attorney personnel and to iuplment a uniform office automation system.
Dring the previous hkintration, the three Offices that corprise the Department leadership program (the Offices of
the Attorey Genral, Deputy Attorney Geral and Associate Attorney General) had an authorized personnel strength of
8o full-tim parzwnm* positions sported by directly appr rated fwxls. This Administration, in its revision of
the previous kministration's FY 1982 brlpet, reded the size of the Deparbent Leadership program from 80 to 56
directly fwded permanent positions. Restoration of four positions, four workyars, and $241,000 is now regasted
for the Department Leadership program.
With stron bi-partisan Cknresional awort, the Dpartmant's bxlpt has qrown frc $2.35 billion in FY 1981 to a
reqtuet level of $5.65 billion in FY 1988 includingg the special fuwd appropriations created by the Congree). ThLis
140 percent funding growth is urprweeened in the Departiemt's history. Likewise, the Departmt's stafftLq level
has -increased from about 55,000 full-time equdvalents in FY 1981 to a played level of almost 77,000 in 1Y 1988 - a
growth of 40 percent.
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many nw statutory responsibilities for thm N bm*'s
on the ststantive ogrim side, the Corgr hasuead
leadership to execute a behialf of the American people - mxft as - the Organzed Crime DrugI DMfwo* initiativO,
Abne Act of 1986, the iwigrtion fom and Omtrol Act
A.ti--Drv
the
the Comhensve Crime Omfto1 k of 1964,
of 1986, etc.
Given the growth deaccibed above, it is critical that Oreinvs adopt, as has the Ainistration, the prWosed
staffing level for the Deartmet Lmaeeip pcogrom . 2xhrm wat be adequate policy and progrm 9ddame, owr*
and control from the Departmet's leadership to the oanatcwh~tich implmet the - than 150 Dermet of
Justice Ipcgrin. For exmpe, additional staff is requested to amist In the e cpadin wrkload ncountred in the
hm Irlide increase international rmte of crIme,
rtmnt's respns~ibilities.
aspects of the [
t
,ttes,
in internAticoal u
the
Ie ibilities and involvemt of the Depart
especially drug traffiddr,
incluing terrorism and foreign inteli~ignc and courterintelliue
Likewise, the Dpty Attorney Gimal has broadened oversiht and control rspnsibilities for impem ation of
major legislative initiatives generated by the 98th and 99th Oxzeeses.
Iaderd'iP PLore
would leave the De art
Te reuteid four positions - for a nw total of 60 positions ta n.
had dinig the Previous in
in full-time percent positions than this 1r;,
still 25 percent le
Oongresional support for this increase is urgently ned.

A~lNNEa-c of a
7he p-r-~ increase raJinted for the Dparmet Leadexuhip program inc.ludes $500,000 fcC the
oa
tY AtOne Oeeral, ad
uniform office automation system in the Offices of the Attorney GeMal,
The office
auttion.
office
foc
plans
Attorney General whic is ocoristent vith the Deartment's overall
automttion project is devoted to four pecific objectives: to ensue icreaued oodiwac and onsolidatio of
systems develet and implimmtation efforts in suport of Deartmental mana; ,i ,t areas i realize cost ewvinge and
th ec aM
indirect hman resorow through co idaticr, of duplicating and overlawliq autmated .YSt1 rM
oleaes of ADP and word prooessinq eqdpmt;: and recde data owxzdction osts thrca4 the
and tecnological
use of tachological advancemets.
auptible office 0a9:mtiOn SYs
The partm , in a planed and ooordinted manner, is proceeding to illmt
e reporting system which
and management offices and in developinq a amnry
t
in the litigating
wd
be performd
automtion tAtions
Specific
ccupnent
the litigutirg
dataandfrom
case
grtes
activities,
po rt include
adtooff
a
trrfer,
dooa
ti,
a
intra-office
interplXO~ng,
will also be provided to a variety of infomsticn system applications
electronic ail, and case managiat. k
and facilities, inctudi g legal research, litigation sport, attorney timekeeping, and persecml ad financial
mnage t system.
lack of inter-opulbility b0t~ OfficIe Mut"mtiOn
Failure to fwrd this initiative will result in the crur
system and the catlinued use of outdated and obsolete equipment. In addition, projected prO&-A6tvity imrovemts
agent objectives will not be met. This project, in edition to
in the o~mpnts and improved da
A-4

I'

aied by the
nu~
a
kf fSMLVS litL91tim, will also adtm the em
the GmruII kOMNlr Office aMd the Ouvjr.
Dit.ct,:n and Policy Ooordimtian activity in oder to
of the pfogz
are r ,tlwsst in aU other
syoes in ther req ctiv offices.
the mifom office ixtie

WGMstDarmt Canzn regaing~i cat

Office of RM0
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iqla*

Wu d 10dg
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........ o ....................................
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71
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$5,295
74
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M7 askuaisatin
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d
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l mot on p rdi~
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1907o

M*

pM
o

l d .

0 0 0Q
i@*
0 . . 0 ....
e
e

0 .....

1.0

24

e
ooeeeo
.............
o
o

o

15

Wo!m

196

t1

kwvhaa
icing
hua~tia
of m~a~tzdin

To

rm 33Il

-t

int
bduot.................
n
2
t

nvo

............. d....

......

S

-7
Ao

71

78

6,257

1987 Anampriatiam
htmta. by bdoo activity For.
1. P!09zi

Dicio

mom"Ve w

Fr.

FW.

and

~t

71

"9 $5,954 -71

78 $5,631

71

78 $6,257

92

99 $8,157 21

3k1 $1,900
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Sa

ari nad wie.

Gam

kkinit#rati"

aUmtIfmtIUn of Bmr- ad Partormulr
(Dollars in thousrds )
1967

Aciiy:PorarDreto w
Offtice Of eal941 1~CY.....
Office Of f 110 "aZ
.. ......
Office Of egilative Affair..
Office Of Liaison Servios .....
toa1...................

atca
mt*I

O.

31
13
20

-2

71

1988 Be988

Pam .
34
14
23

$2,476
1,347
1,247

78

5,631

-2

56

31
13
20
2
71

Pame.

34
14
23

$2,802
1,479
1,383

78

6,257

2#

59

ASt~IMtU

Pame.

21
27
27

34
28
30

$3,15.
2,304
2,058

92

99

8,157

-2

-2

It

14
7
AI

21

....
14
7
AAA

21

50
85
675
1,900

LM a
0.'Tiniatiate, develop and codinate salor policy initiatives of hli priority to the Dqpzti*
aid
to the
in the areas of civil ard criminal Justioe; to eu
iistii
that the Dert
operates ost
efetively with the Cor=zues a d the Office of nmbngt and axbet to advance its legislative goals to jajpove
otowdbwtlc with State aid local govenunts an realatory and legislative iiLM of lqportanm to the Deparmt
and to inform Dqarm pergmma, the mda and the plxaic of Nwtit
activities wqpdtilay, and aomtely
c.umal the Attornmy G ra aid other Dppart
offi cioa In their dwalln with the maia.
"2bdevelop a "r 00reru W00010 for deteMinn legislative Policy.
" To oordinate joint DVepau
efforts to s ~um
mmctmet of legialaticn and other policy propoals at special
Interest to the IDpatm*~ aid the Mnistration on welected ie."
. b UtRiie effectively the ampr%*at
Wp"pwra penrmel In developing aid adocating legiative policy fdr

" TO oodift0. Policy devopwnt ard ,Wege

"AWistent implantat
of the Fresloc of hfom
,ton Act
reqks)iblIty within the Move f ch, ard to omrge and pervise the disposition of %eals to deals of
intltmnn VQ"t4 frm the Departmn tider the frm4 of Information and Privacy cs.
. tb a*,is Wd aist
the Atoseomr ad zpty Attorney Geeral ivgading the selection and apointmnt of
Pnadaudes.
"To Fo
aid certify "400sts for special U.S, 16rfal dmputatie.
"210 peo aid sithwise reIswlsA agremens for state aid local law enfbt
overtles and trWvel
arrnw t.
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* To ,
uIt the Depar t n
the Aainstrative Onferanc of the United States, a d ere awhoimtJ
to
rig
at
epn
artme an regulatoy raf
matters.
. To In
the Attonw General,
-- tt
officials, and ran* and file psomewl of the Ieparm
regwrdung
stIa nt
u1 Ut Dpartmet in dilly ard psricl
-s
and brocsti g
* To asl
the AtbOCW GenemiS d= department officials in respodin to reporters ad editors effectively
ttMUgh LieLrvis0, rMs c ferc a
oth
-, .
2b
Topl
starf sluagt for "Is Attorney General on Matters Lider ,sAraie
by the Cabinet and Iftical

eOrity ftmn.
To ise tU AttwW Gaseal on

smts ("rm U.S.

tre,) to isneaois to news reporters and r

ckiiisatlmu ard to caums U.S. Attewym on how and udm to us Mtbpom poer.
2o oadirate apppiat, p&14 policy N 1qoeemsnmm
vit U
iLte Houe and other

federal Depatmnt

and

STo wodiSte Md 9alitate the flow o informatii
relating to 003 policies qlicble to Deprtmnal
* *t"
relatkmns
To
asO
1CUof Infaution btwn State aid 'ocl gamvexre s and the Depumrt.
Top
plic
affairs ervicm, aqs
riate, for domstic and internatial travel, pubic apearaces, and
e *
Oeads tot the Attonwy oamal and otr
seior off'Vials.
* To 0dlnte
vit Yederal, Stats, and 'owl official on lm anforomm aid legal lmaies relating to prorI,
regalatciy, and lsIMAlaiV refom.6
am P
.- s,,.lon
Remoiive apc4o*rt
ists of the Off cs of legal ftlicy, Maio Affairs, Legislative
Affaire, mad Unison ServiOM.
hM Office of TMrl 1blr 19M serves as t e oantzl point for the Departmnt-vide coordination and rude, of
policy intiativg or ealon m e
to the Attorny General and the hntat
O is re
idble for
- ..ot!i
the Att ay Gaeal in his role permanent ch aira of the Federal Legal Cmrici1, for aidviin the
Attorney Gawal an the oppinmet at ftchl Mi , and for the
nistratian of the Federal Justice Pseearcti
PrOgMM.OW provids staff on4ort for matters olng before the Cainet and the National Security (xmvcil;
Iot
p
an i
mental
,
cmittees ad working griesu a.d givespolicy advice on a wide
Variety of l e, zlain for awemle, regulatory reform, and criminal justice programs.
2U.QZ[f
*or MJiaAlamJMIis the Principal point of ontact for the Department of Justice with the public
and the now
if.
ts Pision is twofold. (1) to informu the p*lic abcxt Dqartmit of Jusntice activities ai
daecpaaes
tI
( to pirids similar
informtion Internally to Deartment persomsl. flrn staff coordinates the
paio
aft
effot of all Depent cajniaarn aid mairitainu close liaisn with their top exieotiv an wall
ks media represatatives.
he office of Pblic Affairs disseminates information about the oepar t of justice
through the ~paw media mid by persoal owac with the pbiliO. It serves reported
by IVapcsdirq to qzerin,"
Issu in r
eeses and statements, arm ig itrviemw 4, ourdxcing CaIfersno
aid mailing.
e office
ptidep aestam to
o the general pilic by
a
tem;
lehne a d amil rests, receiving visiting
15, ard W-O'lws
ing qpalmz upon reqiuet. '*m Office als prepares Comis reports of s itive IMM for
out-of-tom tXap by the Attorrwy Gearal ad his top
loatbs. BrieflM sessions on topicos likely to be oumrsd
are POSPrAV0
mcwd
eetings of the Attan General with the rame adia. 2he Office proear" dreatas of the
AttOnwy OGal' spewes, s wall - those of other top DOeartmoi officials an reqnt.
m office also rwlsds
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draft tesimny. A omilatitm of nesper ad gagine clj q for principal epartment exeotives is prepared
ar distributed tvice daily. 2e Oftfice oviien' policy content of all publication for release outside the
Dermet, wites all nw release for heingarters, and edits ttm of the conents averaging more then 600 per
year. In addition, MO edits the Dpartint's Ognization and 1arction brocture.
JM Office of
Aisatw
t
Jfai. in respx mobile for developing and articulating tm Dep ertent's official
policies
with
to legislation Initiated inside the Dermtnt, by other parts of the Eecutive Bran, or by
. I at
O resp. In
addition, the Office explain and advocates these policies with maxim effectivawee within
the fimoutive 11r"'nd Q 'n.
go Office must prepare legislative rqtts
an bills each year for mumIssion to
the Office of
gr I ard bdust or to osqressical coiittee. Each stissian reqirus that the relevant
offiCN, boM , divis
or b usM be owdiulted, their vies collated, and a wtheize report on Dqartinal
policy with
II to that bill be preared. It my also require meetings with the Office of Managemt and Dget
- rpern tAti
to wok cut Interagey diffemrces
will pe
a unified
ft
klnistrtiosn
iition to
Oonms. Finally, the Office mt analyze emolled bills %dch are set to the Departmt for review prior to
atmissio to the Pesidut for his sigratu or veto. Ths reports At generally be delivered within a 24 to 48
how tim frme.
hbrOffice of Lai
Savr
is r
-cuuible
for maintaining liaison on ntargovermal issin with the White
Iae Office of a yw
ntal Affairs, the Office of anasmat and Budget, and with state and local 9overnmt
officials ad pblio intst
Wag.
In addition, this office coordinates and facilitates the flow of information
relating to DO policies ,
led.i to Dpartment in rovermatal relations. Thi office seeks to prwta the
efficiat interchane within the Dqeatrmt of information pertaining to the Nation's State, ocurty, and local
officials rear
depmental police
and priorities. 7his will assist in coordinating the Departmt's efforts
with State and local q rmmts by maitaining a steady flow of information beien them and the Federal Governmnt.

~ ntsdtldl

hoomoltdets
kal.
of the Office of Legal Policy during 1986 include:

1.

oQP proceed onrete strategies for legal reform in a wide variety of areas. with respect to onstitutoinal
law, OIP demwlop
and -1-,
II litigating principles to be followed by federal government litigators mh
varioum co tituticna ism aris at trial.

2.

OE analyzed religious liberty in light of the text and history of the Free
irse Claus of the First
Amedat, and
1Ae
an analytical framrk for the resolution of oontemporary reliqiou liberty issos.

3.

O(P prepared a souroebok to be used to educate the public rsgardin interpretation of the onstitution according
to it. original meanirg, and prodaod an analysis of the protection of economic liberties under the original
Manicig of varicum cnrtitautionml prwisian.

4.

OC
P aoed with Depmtot Ord White Homs officials to idetify and select q alified judicial oardidates who
dwre the Presidet's visa an consutibtlaul interpretation. , OLP we inwtriital in filling all bit srm of
the 85 iw Judgehips created by the Banlntoy Amdnts and Federal Judgeship Act of 1984, and 50 vacanies in
A-9

in the omfimtion
Catztvamoi). 01P also aiao sani noinse
i h pJms(ihidig tw a
adi
to help
f Adinistration 3 dmnlial Selootia
OW pbU*she a prw ktintled m ~ nld Aasmties1m
uuc
,
.
II
1
slection
al
Inect
j
Iz
-this
undeustand
ih bttw
t P61 4a
5.

law reforu. its oTth in Crwmi Antics project
m to nira
oam4i *u1 Px4.s relatin
o
Id.untifid f bmMy aith o oray ctrm u proma.e tith uahiy hinder the sauxb for truth. This project
rule, the right or 0=961,
, the swslsim
law t m-trialothoptimm
I thaulysls of t1w
Pr
at trial. Other coriminl otas include tto pqaration of tstiamy
hisias
o
Stf arlnmal
stolly i p t"v to identify Mscmr he1 of
0, - an Ir at mulyuis of an ac
9. iit c tar im
the olty of otinozeicil and
at
ofWstate law wi prcae awe effectI
a i s icu a
juts
.u1im Jasearch Prao, abinistered by
wer dm , thzwit the realt
to m projects toof
du trmtfift
Wp.

6. CW provded staff support to senior Deportmnt officials zep±ing rforn of the Civil datages provisions of the
a~tizav. aw Act.
Inflwoo ad O
Mdg*A
7.

ME worke closly vith cttm Deprtt oconsts with respm± to legal isues arising! f=0t imigratiat
pwice, efforts, tat catribtad to the pases or the Isnigratiai reform bill by the 99th CunMGrat

S0. After ym. of effot by CEP inl senior Dspart officials, 0Xrsw Passd mjor Fre& at Thfoxmtorh Act
legilstiAw that c=rtaIne all of thearifceiu to the POIN' law enfmarit eOMto that had been
veft
sca$t by the Wepartw.
9.

Thzou~k its Office of Infoamtia nd Privacy, OW adjwdiiceta
wnt Pri:vacy Ac.

all adinistrative appeals fled muster the 14MK

10. In its PWisn, Liability Project, OWPsunlned the came 1w relating to the liability of prism officials, and
for legal reform to eciesexisting prdlew in this ame.
offered &etaia
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Acagll

murs of the Office of legislative Affairs are ref1eted in the' following table:
(Estited)
1on0th
99th
9Mh Q nMM
DIt

LegislatiW
by report
bV repc t
by report
by

ts disposed Of:
r
i
............
to , Oticml
to €m ................................
.......................
to Othe s
nrstJl,
0411=0l actim, referral, etc.

500
S00
150
800

550
800
150
900

700
1,100
225
950

350
350
175

400
400
200

450
400
250

...

8,500

8,500

10,000

2edical sistn c provided .

780

850

1,000

Tostamnv:

iHrtin =mcitcr.d rd transcrlps processed .....
Hearing Statmnts presutd .....................
a leommtl iatemial provided ...................

Ow...i.I.n

T04e....

.

.

.

.................................... 9,000

legislative r row :
Dpet
ied Into L .................................
............................
..
Aprd by Ham toe

9

3

9,000

9

3

9,600
9

20

Accmpldsmons of the Office of PMblic Affairs include t
Arranged nr than 250 pres interviews with key Department officials at Justice heeqarters.
.cities. prrrintd c r odomst/telecas intrvia, with senior Departuent officials on business trips in over 100
Screened more tha 1,300 requests for personal appearance by the Attorney General.
. Oootdinated trips aid mirmoua public qpearaxe by the Attorney enral including his visit to several nation
to coner an narcotic, refuge resettle t and international terrorm.
Preared wrthly and annual reports of the Ieartment's activities wd aooupli ments for the Whita Houx.
I fomd all staff work for the Young Amaerican Nedalp program including screening of nomination, travel
rra;m t for recipits and miles, aid special assistanop to the President in hi. presentation of the
P"oided start-W help and o*lnminj RpAot to the President's Organized Ciss 0Jmmsskmn, ermblin it to foas
p~bio attstion an its public hearings nationwide.I
for inforuietion.
And 1,000 mil reqts
30,000 taqo
ty
AnsMred
of
thrarpa& the notion with dmt -A gd information packets on ocuplex legal Ism
Proided editors of - --I
civil xjr m ad i.gratic.
bail refom, diuq wftom,
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Ding the past years, t" Office of R*)lic Affairs and the Office of legislative Affairs have
M.
MM_
experience deficits which hav required rag-o'gings of resource from other orwnizatiore of the General
in the past. go
"eZraun
d dntxp
bjectio.s to thes
O0gs has not
r
tc.
klistratic
it
Arr, a c.
~ini~atcaihas recognizal this structural deficit situatio within the General khNJIsVatI-Dparmet to seek the neesary resources in the 1988 budget to crrect the situatio. Ilas to
has atiedthe
between
relationship
,
direct
beemn
there
hs
grw
areas,
pt
these
in
the nmur of the functwa performed
roim raitirPlform, itc.) ,rnd the dmrd placed cn theme
in the Departt (e.g., whr on IDri,
wkcddoad increase
herfore, we
e wckload of thime staffs will require that urrnt. staff levels . v'-ntained in 1988.
Irp;- .
request funding to suprt ouna* persorml levels.
re S , 14 positions, 14 v years and $625,000 Will provide Sa ort for the Office of
Of the ixnceasesd m
Public Affairs so that current personnel levels can be funded. The Office of Public Affairs perform a mber of
impotantly, there is a steady inorase in zedia interee. in the Departmt. Tils is no entirely
s
function.
ca rllable, in a budet sense, since it is fed by the mjcr nom stories in %dch the Depsrmnt plays a major
role.
In adkitim, an increase of 7 positions, 7 wrkyears and $575,000 is zqested for the Office of legislative Affairs
to provide reawce to wAxort this staff's current personal level. Ithe additional staff was required to aress
an lncreas in the nuer and difficulty of ovsrsiemt hearings in azh areas as civil rigts, drug enforce nt, bits
and Oontrol
, and Imigrton Refo
of Information Act imple t
Frve
i,
antitnst efoeme,
collar
Areicoa'
Tis Departt seds to provide timely replies to an inceasing volume of 0On
Ac Iplamntation.
drr1-, as
1h* current staffing level has enabled OA to prepare more responses to this corraa
,0reax..en-e.
i
the
epcoed to the M- time-curWnlng pocess of fording the inoaing letters to the vario ouwanizatica within
ocntirm to
Departmt for the preparation of proposed responses. Further, the Office of Legislative Affairs c
maintain, if not erhance, the Departmet's reqxprsiva es to 0m easia-Al inquiries.
Additical resources of $700,000 are also requested to l lea ent the uniform office auttion system in the Office
of Legal Policy, Public Affairs, Legislative Affairs and Liaison Services.
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IntAl1iOR Policy aid Pofe

Salaries and sqee.

nibiliIL

nafrl H

Genral

Aministration

&uorv of eaireme
in thousands)
(Dol
kjiuatst
198

as

nce

Perm.

to ba:
..

. ...

....................
e...................

1967 Pay
smeta1 rente
..............................................
1M Rt i* a
enal
.......................................
1967 Prog
w
..........................................
197
Approriationi
urotolablo
irca n es .. ..................................................
Arn)alization of Pay irx
................................................
..........................................
annualization of atir nt
One additional o
eab
day ...............................................
it bad perim ......................................................
irca iybaed pert~
ltr .............
(S)
o... ,.......4.......................
GS ruqon
vi..............................
.
........ o......................
Federal t ~ ic ta
Sylstem
M(

TSI,

X

W~xy
- ARZM

B,1.

F

I

Servic e. 0~
.......................
n

Gewral pricing level a

djutm

22

22

$1,502
16

22

22.&

22

24
5
11

3
38

4
2

S)........
0.....
....

.......... 0....... 4...........
.....

1,585

t...............

a'

2

...

Total wrcnroillable. i
............................................
Dec ases (Aztemtic non-olicy):
Ilad Lon for change in hourly re ..........................................
111 tiAJM
i in Health
mts
ks ................................................

153
-3

1988 base ......................................................................

22

1,733

1987 Appropriation
Estimates by budget activity Perm.
aid daisicurt
_
.

Peru.

Y

Pem.
a

ki amoun

1. Program Direction and
Policy Coordination:
Inte l g2i$,e Policy
& Planning

22

23

$1,679

22

22

$1,585

22

22

$1,733

24

24

$2,039

2

2

$306
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'W
A

Balar-in aid in.rm.

JO.ifitt

/rakinimtratiln

ut/ of Pzezrm ad

rfcmn

Activity wMcea mizay
(Do] Iar in thousands)
ata

1967

ACtivity:

ProgramDireato and

U91igu

10ic

Pam.
corintin:
BM
E

Policy and planinlg.

Irta1li" s Policy G RVAw...

Pofesioa
T

nlbtNi1ty....
LL.....................

14

_

22

14

_

22

Fae
h

mt
$971

64

1,585

Fam.

BO

if

he=

R&L

VXt

MKA

14

14

$1,064

16

16

$1,220

-A

-

-1

-f_

-- AU

24

24

2,039

22

.22

1,733

BAIf

h

2
A

2

2

$1,6

2

306

A

STo aNOW etr Attmrrn@Y Osira1 in straw 10thnn the integrity of and maintaining p~io~fidence
Dartumt of Jn.toe, and In fostering and futhekr developing
all
art* e1poye a cimattoo to
thehi~intix~mioal taran
aloto
.list in the de1
of national in.uzity related poticJma aid
iztel1Iienoe activities, wonistt ith the nesd of the
ttStatam
Uikted States to dain, ptrom, aid dimminate faceig intlig e information, and the need for effective
In t

lb provide legal advice coming intelligence and national s.rity
Onoutive Branch of the gwernit.
71 participate in the dwels* of el

ascts of national security and Intelligence policy.

To prepare 1B and Wr aplioatiwr for Intelligen
countarntullgence iwestigative activities.
To itpredet intalligece .guxWies am legal

matters to the Attornwy General and to the

searches and surveilanc

COUuel before the United States

and appve other

Rlar.1

To participate In pro-trial litigation iawolvirq Uhe Foreign Intelligence Suvaill
for eWiceg and international termrrim.

IftAlligence

Surveil'an Court.

Act in criminal prosecutionu

To monitor, as apropriate, intelligence and ounterintellienoe activities to ermire conformaoe with statutory
ZWOtive Or and other sidelines.
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To participate in the drafting at procedural gaidelInes and no legislation for the onuckt of intell'ge
activities.
o maintain liaison with the Swa Weet OmIittee on Intell
aid the Houe Peraen Select o.itteeon
leto
they am apprised of Depertmental viwm on national meority ad intellice
policy, aid ar
inform G
regazding operatinal intellganiE
and ounterintellignc activities.
Sanid refine the Dw art-wid reprting systn in Which xisoondct and criminal allegationm are we
Dwartt

f:

;

MPVA.

lish a orguumiv- , officient and effective internal irpetionsyst thrca4Kout the I
alyevaluating ccganizatiirs aid1pr n -a irwolved with emlyee integrity.

utm* by

To avers e and coordinate all internal investigations of serio
allegations concerning the cmn1c of Dqarbw
empyO s that -w be in violation of low, Cpar t regulations or orders, or aplicable standards of oonluct.
To onsue th effective operation of a program hdich facilitates the reporting of allegations of frad,
aid wste of funds.
Base ProMM IcrIDUiMn. The Office of Intelligence Policy and Review (0IVR) participates directly in the
interpretation and application of national intellienc law and national security policy as the Departmnt's
rereenatiVO to the National Intell
e OmCil. It also participates thrimg regular ccmztation with senior
staff of the National Secority owilin considering significant operational aspects of intelligence and
countarintellieme activities aid through partLipation in ad hoo resolution of intelligence and national security
nstic
. Federal. a M of
esaon
(M1) a'd other a
y requested that the Attorne General aprw
appl itia
for ele ron
-surveil'ae and other intaligen and ooantrintelignce activity
arm also reviewed
by OIS. Bmad on the flidings of legal sufficiecy aid comlia with aplicable guidelines and directives,
recImn t
are de to the Atney Gnm ral to arve
or disapprove these requests.
gided by the Office of Professional Responlbility (OCI), the Attorney General imam an nua statmt to all
eployees of the Department reminding the. of their responsibility to report nisoxhict m mitred in the curse of
their duties. Efforts are also taken to sa that all mleyees are rminded of the "%istle-bl1car protection
contained in the Civil Service Beform Act aid Deparbwtl regulations. Individual Professiaoal Respnibility
attorneys freqvintly oluct izwestigationu involving attorneys or senior Departinnt officiate against whom
allegations of nis
t have been Ide. In edition, the Offica's attorneys serve as direct Office liaison with
internal inspection units in the Depar*
to oversee and coordinate all internal investigations of serious
allegations ocerning the conduct of Dearbmet eployees. The Office also ensures the effective operation of a
program
facilitates the reporting of allegation of fraud, msimangement and waste of funds.
AQ0=146owanT e principal acomplihmwents of the Office of Intelligence Policy aid Reiw (01M~t in the policy
area
r
the past year have Inlued aitiwste
dsvelcmit of a poo
outive Order govnd
clearance of
Pewut, personnel a c
actor emloyes for access to classified information. In a edition, the OfficI
oMntinum to work with law onforomt and Intalligea
nie
Lee to protect intelligere information In the context
of criminal prosecution of narcotics trafficker.
rn addition, the Office participated in efforts to enam the
A-15

ainst ftreign intelligence oollction in the United StateM, irnatiM3a
Govrnmt's
p litie to protect
tadnoloy transfer and international narcotics activities. 2he office cntinU8 to ruirVe the
terarim, illal
a --subgps as
and
arte aige
Deperoit on the Senior Intagency Group/nteigeno* and its
well as other int.1ligmee omlty bodies. 'he Office chairs the Department avieewo itts setting policy on
claessificetion and dmclammificatin of dociumsts. It has issued legal and policy advice to a nmer of department

and agencies on ational mcrity tqoc both in broad-range ad an spe ific irntllign

operation.

loe principal moo lishmts of OIM in its operational resposibilities relate to adinistration of the lbreiga
Irite~lenos Surveillance Act (PSIA) of 1978. Since the act ias passed the office has hmwdled a steadily lnreasing
wogdocai vith little or no increase in staff. That is:

1904
1985
196
1907
1968

632
587
616
647
679

imcsover o1 has been given riexgaibility by the Attorney General to coordinate all litigation imolvirq those
Since 1983 OUR has Prepared Aon papers and
aspects of original promeoutiuu in tdch the FMI is at 'sia.
briefs in moe than twentr-even criminal pc ewctiom or criminal appeals, all of whichh have reuldtd in favorable
decision in uhlding the cUtitig*1aity ot EISA, its use in particular oases or the actual conlict of the
msveillance.
nirveiflane matters, OIR has handled a proportional Increse in other qpeational
oxnocnitant with electrdo
intelligence activities which reqAire staff and field review on beialf of the Attorney General.
i includes
counterintellie investigations, unduxooer activities and other highly sensitive setters. Similarly, a program
has been instituted to mnidtor YK implmentation of Domestio Sourity irestigatiom under new 9dAhlI I
ptmlgated by former Attmney General William Fruc Smith.
In 1964, 50 ocplaints or other rzwimst for investigation of Cbpertasntal employees war received and rsviW W.
Also monitored verm appraimtaly 1,600 adlditional investigations being conhcted by the intrml inspection umits of
the comonts. A -2rhsive
audit by the Office of Professional tesponsibility of the IQ6 ws also 00rdxtsd.
Quided by the Office of Profesional R
leponsbility (O), the Attorney General issue an amial statmat to all
employes of the Deperbmt reminding the of their responsibility to report wisoonuct enoartar d in the 0MMM of
their d~ies. Efforts are also tahm to ensue that all employees are mirded of the %tistler-bloain protectL0n
obtained in the Civil Service Sefom Act and ortiemal regulators. Iidividaal Pfaotmsioil lwepcnlbility
attorneys freqmntly oonlact investigation involving Attorneys or senior Department offIcials gbirt %tt
allegations of misoorluct havo been ade. In addition, the Offtoe's attorneys sm as direct Office liaison with
internal inspection units in the Dqermt to oersee and coordinate *a internal inetJigatiaw of mrias
allegations oonorning the oondhct of Depart employees. In addition, OR continued its pohim uhich facilitates
the reporting and resolution of allegations of fraud, mi=m qmmwu, and waste of funds.
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j
The Office of I.llig

, Policy and rqxwibility (oIW) is regamting 2 Positions, 2

atiyasto

and $106,000 to fwd
attormsy position. go resumes are oesary to m4VOrt the irmse workload whc
re"Iltd d to the
art~mait's eq
r iarolvmmit in mgm=llrm
and inrtlligeW Xttmrs. In
particular, the Mn'. i.rmmaid co &xIou ill
ard cmtsrterrarin acivities haed ld to this wtidoad.
in edition, $200,000 Is re.
Winto vithin tiwee offices.

ted for 0WR ad o

to Ara t

i 1

stat icm of the unform office auttion
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I

aAriad

srm.

itnra,'
tmual

(collars in awu-ank)
Farm.

17 iysw ... .
. ..............................................
I payL~m
Awaa mes*&
z'epu
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sLMgPrg r wlub
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IMAm cr t the
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fro

TII1,111O

110 11pp
m ................................................
a e s:s

U

h

tabli

init.

$8,230
314
426

54
617
-4

614
-4
-8

..............................................

SavinpL a :mt

work-

..................................
i

.it

o

,K1adlty bowed
p

n a day ..

d

s -- rm ,,,,,ti
e

......................................
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.. ,......

........................

....

. o .,..

.
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n...
mi
(P) .....................................
GhrW ..
...au..Systam
..............................................
MaFera1

W1ye Det

ePayroll

8.ere a .........
v.......................... oe......

-rcl

Genra
*........................
-au
sv0uphons S i c lwstl
........
e
.......................................
...........

A"6
5,096

D. rommes (a*rctLo nr
:
Mvti, fr d
In hwy rt. ....
6....
434..............
JLtimn
In
I"
cot
m S FR
.................
.......
111IIIL
Visuale
,
s aow v 11,1IS
.......................o.
....
IIIIUti n in NmSIh son t
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-61
-1

~

arc1,OW
unon

,t¢ ll i/sa

-241
-590

485
1,161
1,574
91
207
95
946
11
30
39
27
6

k um iaation of P I
.................. .........................
...r L .............................
Ams4Wiut - n 4a,
at ivsim
itiona dULI..
sW.v..in I1
9 67.......................

am a

43,474

-4

................................

602

626

47,639

1967 Appmriati
bstimsta by bzIpt nativity POCR.
and daiim wilt
A
I. Program Drect-o

Am

Pusa.
. Pam.
BItL My h~tDlIfA~

Parm.

Parm.

and

AwtU*L Naugmat Div- 585

622 $39,516

614 617 643,474

602

626 $47,639

627

652 $51,S1 25 26 $3,942
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Justicl~e
Bala~rl~m a

ntDiviSioD

e~m.s Gm r

3J tif~iai

k~linLstration

6f Prc.am and Pserformna

Activity
ainarj
(Dollars hsWive
in thmans)

Activity:

Pwmgm Dlectiom ard

JustIImmamnt Division

1988 HUM

1dmic~mtbd

Fem.
614

Peru.

617 $43,474

602

626 $47,639

198

Etimate-ls

lem.
627

652 $51j581

25

26

$3,942

t initiatives of the
I
li.
7h is
decision unit Is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the man
President, th Attorney Geral and the Cmgr. are oplemntI sundly and reqpxuibly and that the administratim.powt smrvim are delivered efficiently and effectively. Ihis decision unit also includs the Departmntal Adit
function wdch allow the Attorny Oea-al to m ort tte Aimbnisation's efforts agajimt waste, fraud and abue.
" To o nw that Dqartumet

nagnnt ac.ivitie are provided central direction and control.

" 2b uuwm that adeinistrtLve m4Rpt service& are delivered *fficiently and effectively.
.

To provle leal mh'rt and legislative advie,

in adeinistrativWPAnaemnt arem.

" To provide for the security, safety and health of Departtm-l persciml, and safeguard property and information;
emsue a hig Irm of reqnsivenes to the contlruty of goverment dring peacetime and wutLma national
• To provide Deart*-vids direction aid staff leadership for the developnt a"d liiplentatin of S policy
and
-poe
hnthode and prooi
tortt.
I assure that the Attorney General is able to exercise control aid policy administration in the areas of
-KaM, PKCPtY mnagta and provmu.
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and Divions to chae the
i poeag Sysm within the office, Boa
Somplw the ilewation o a C
it to the U.S. Fotal service and Vmvide mal
to bmis umd to ad.inel WMU postage coet r
volumm.
In
mail
to
ard
varlane
budget
Ip
or
m-0
1 ktmtim to wsdtw postage coats,
*To design, donelc, ar Imlait an
yindipIe ad stmuard yodated
t*,
y IDq
ad DzIga, t Teas um
a
* lb dwec
mi wMtaln Urn u

.b oooi sdn
the
1

wathqA systm fcw the Deprtmnt of Jusice that coW'1im with the
by the Dqermt, the Ge,~a1 Aotmatiag office, the Office of Hbiugimst
contza agencies.
ad th
Flw a Ibgm
Thf~atco Systee (RUB) to facilitate al

Propee, including Ilfom fe8
the D xazmr*.

Igluf
tcuant

Puemidmt'.
thUrn
ad tiPti t

isuti,0

. lb dwmkp a xwusiw cm.L imgta
litiJoition r
Mb I 'ties.

to effect im om

sstm to aifit In th effective mnagmnt of th Deptarit '
t

ao afficianci of the par ent's ;ro gr delivery thruxjh Imcw2
l ncrm
1to
th effierams
,
g
I assiva nis adi .
,
tvalutiion, ad
ug
, bAting,
c
tiinial
" lb effuct m-= lovem t

vts in

In the Dqpwtu

matted kdfrmtcn and

g

pa
o

and

agent activities,
nm.ie

IoNl-atim
l
azuliding
the prohision ot a c miatve Infot mtIn retrial netork ad trne dwvelc n d
ogaaim,
and activities. Li
rorn
" To provide balncd audit coerage of Ieportinn ftrctiom
tStf
regional office.
incuflide the effective partamence of ADWauts by .1 all
" lb isplaiu* audit regdarts estalished by Federal legislation and rspmalations, IDarutn
400cutive Initiatives.

policy and

M~gftlrD The istan Attorne General for Ameinistration (AWA) provides direct mpervisim for!
MMMMWM
unmlly senitive area of VWWQtA x - -mebility' within the Jusntice kmmngx* Division (3M)). 2area
Induds legal ounsel, ogmi aloynet qorinity, and security program of the W~armt. In edition, each of
min crgonizational
---It of the Divisin is sqmrvised by a Depty Assistnt Attorney General. This
Uthe
ftt4 Division by prpidirq for acaxtafbility and delegation of responsistructre facilitates the ~Iita~a
bility.
go Office of Peroel and Aministration, una the direction of a Depity Amistant Attorney Goneral, armes that
requirts for personnel, peocrent A-d
deprt'ztal orders and directives which et foth policy and ptoVrcpety =rAget are dwlps. Pereorsaul and procrmnt action are ptooosed ermring ad*uK* to all rules
and reulpations diumimsted by Offices of Fereumeal H3~qemi, office of Fderl Prccurnrit Policy, General
and otherregulatory agencies. Direct mn"Anigmt Or, OVIesiigt, Of all Dquez*ALta laLdings
nsrti~
Servi e
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and mpas amaigrom,
inclling rorcrtjtramfWxsi rsroatiand mail managint is perfonmd by this of40.
r I qW tRe nature ad ,igntf
ofe -ac itvity, mto and pM:,ehe my aY for aOriliing
the
tsim akbd
gonOff

ofr the
r

VtllW, tudeg the directim of a DWa-y AiStAnt AtUtrany GWMUw
, eiawas that the
Pe~'
agtd bhatjt reocsibilities are carried a& throaqb omWniav aay
of organization's
i
l
ara "at I I acti
and Iu--orizattm
, ,
iPre tid
a4n
sval
tm are -eae
116
i dO1a
tom ow to ~OmPW iwlof
irnrital
wgicyintiives
rystawm
MPMO'
and
agOmmX4t.
Finmanl aid
A.a ooountlsq
CMrW
m Depr
oe.ruzt
cxstinzarnlY VWIug to .a
w
to all arpmriate staubtay and administrative
uta
.
'aw activitis, mmid by t
W*y ALstut Attorney O.aral for the Offlos of nfomtion I colo , provide
cOrerional stm
mlymes , and a
dg of tR leg"l, reolatony and policy fr
tt boring WInormation
procmesing. A itlamnl
As y OnI within this - gm Include intitlcatin sr validation of
t. a
infontiam Wd,
xmcte
rmut
and reviewing Departommtal data ptummeing biftst forests.
la

,
and mamntm rs
AWtICG
k Division PMidw lea and legislative alvic on all a inltrativ
rwiMP
to legislation, I1n and regolationo affecting thw Dpeit.
go Division also
dr~lopme
;A
V W *%nt"
a
I-Imination of Wepartmant regulations and ytromzes for Urn processing of
reepi
a U the
rW
ad Rtisom Ir
)t/I'OMM ACCr
leaw ddective of Uen
(Wubm~t'
mromity pO pp
, are aolmua
by asnwity soIeoalists who determine
rities, tlivmm 01to. fm ta oration of projects., wk conform to marall' policies ard directives Of tv.
umarwt, SHtive 00fu, and ot=directives
and acrtcs are maintained with tUp levl agoixy Officials
an pblems 9f Warnail oleity
or
3it
M represents tUw [apartet on varam irginymm
and
t~w
Urn
ht dsveke national level seonrity and ematgency pompmre poliil. -law WDojeotie ars Iilinw*d thru4h a nebrk of affirmative action mwopmr,
0 owulors, investigators,
spcil ansi~s r ,
maarm, vlunteer reresetatives; and EMOff Ior %toare ained full aid prrt-tlm
ulruom*th
Ur IVutot both at keaarters and in the field.
law Policy and PIlaM Offimo dswlqus Dmar ntide policies, plusw aid proomdues for nuwqo*
aid md~ictivity
nnad
aqw sev as thewirazulx= aid 31) =*tact point for all matters related to the Premidsrt's Prngri
folugqmu Lmpromint (Hfor. 186), the Presidet's Pioukwtivity Imrvit
Program, the Freeldint' Private
Sctor O41W an Cmt, Ox*zul (the Qince Omision), COB Cironlar A-76 (J~rfomaooe of
rOMEsl ActivitieS), and
cttwr initiatives or reqilrnts related tO Menegment aid pro~activity iq*'vms.
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ITe.Orval mydite
38
37
Ope'tng plam zwimd aid pered
19
252
mml Pca
aotw
6,027
5,200
VoUtumg pioommSe
174,679
180,200
persmul actita p, ,ma1
25,451
21,000
BKw d iiwetq99tiaun ev
3,700
2,628
CbIgot!anom& urtg poo-a
106,131
110,000
IblU deliveredid prd nd 4p
4,430,000 4,231,000

45
200
5,200
180,200
26,000
3,000
111,000

45
200
5,200
192,200
26,000
3,000
123,000

4,431,000

4,564,000

oix.u d ard ben qwatki of an al-weamc Intel. qvrm/infomtIon crisis mwqms* facility (Justic os mrd
o
1 (X0C)) to sUott 1w wmxommr aid ,at~owal wmwity opazatioral ; -;in both rAns ard wrgmuy
situatm. DA*rn damsti or
rational msarLity emxrgi,:li, the .CC provLd the staff, ftaiyol fcUlit:f,
tamwmS,
idn stim fpwt
to gat~m, collate, amlye, diseminat ,
cr, dLpLay, tile, store,
od zs4tam the infcmc named to mk. timly ard effective
'h.M .CC provide for centraLmed
inumu ofnftmustim ad uurw as a central o~a~j~efor the Dqxstin* of Justice barew, boards
divisions, ad offices to Uh Attmw Genrfa, so that he cn wl. timly deciam aird/or pr2wide, en
tiow
to ths wmtiv.,tf
durbq =A ibtue.
gained major blacks of spew In tame Wid
and lmapmved the [Deprtumnit hsirq .itstima in emhlnqton, D.C.
(affte
c rdizailCm indl
tUe lega dl
ad the U.S. Attmw for the District of oauLmia). Prwid
denign, plamng, aid logsticl' m ort services that vil be ongoln thrgh 0m ,ey of U now smw.
Prwided the Mimi U.S. Attorney's Office with signifiW&n security entancients (obtained dwra4ft efforts with 06M's
amtral and Regiaml Offles). Obtained a o~mitamt fm cam to relocate the U.S. Attorneys OfMice to a new
1tfarl 1w a
ommrn tooal ity to be bilt in Mimi.
P

muU.,

omrticm by

In

owned building on a per sq-ar foot basic

by 14.1 pcewt from previoAs year

Served an the task forve daiei by CM and WSA
for the develcjmn of a generic ommmeozidr
e Meal Propet
MragmNI lnfot
System. 1b, med
an adopting the general design of GA 's MAliW aildL
Servim A.
Propey Infoamtin fystin (UMW) to ftacltate aqaW plming mad mena"ent AwwrLoe.
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oW or leased real prqerty. Handed the system to includes
information system for MirY
weelopd a innant
irftoati:n for zeporting the oarrert bxi-ea projection for icreae or decreases in work eae and for trading
nmemt plan.
mace
1Iavmth in utilization rates for the Deparmet' aaml work sp
Assisted Design and Drafting Systm 4ddh greatly facilitateSe
Implanted a'
designn of the oq-rtam.
arditt

aoe plarnin and

Mtablimed a oMPariid wrhme system for the identification of uWdeivered orders, levels at which
I stook staldbe ordered, recording of receipts and the assinmets of warehouse location for item.

roplai

Zq
tda
anu ppty

bared lmuitxy system %hiidi will redbz
bmwtcriew.

oe and I.se personnel tie and resources needed to perform

CMIelPeed and ,Imued ID~artal policy on the pNrtw ice Nsagwnt and Paoognition System (aft) and provided
training to GN 13,'14, aid 15 R1 emloyees and their &%ezvisors in the operation of the system.
crerive
Ooordlinated the paymt of writ lnreases and performed awards undr the RFm.
Initiated m on-line pereswlay data system (PMI AY) Wtch is available to all PrsoWnnl and ExecaUtiv Offices.
Owtimed dsvelqmt of Msy Vlioaticr, e.X., standard report prgr, we in the 9RS noetive pay prooes,
and perme asagesmt Valuation activitie.I
3saest.d and received esrly citional retiremnt authority for 3,D; prepared anuity estimtee for 160 ,OPCY8es,
isted eploymes in making aplicaticn.
provided ocoseling, a"d
Factuited and ptrvlwd

assistance for the establishment of the mIntnatsial Ciainal Dwvestigative Training

Onodimted the Deparm 's re we to the 09 reciremnts associated with Maform 88 and the President's
MI -mi In aVMWt Pr0eM (XM:), including preparation for the FY 1987 CO MnWagement Awv.W and develSIt of
the DOYFY 1987 MIzumgat aI Productivity imprvanent Plan.
btablihed tte OW1OO tition Avocacy Progrnm, to include the designation of a Oawpetition AvoCAte for the
zespnczurir activity, integration of the advame procuremt planing proceed with the
r* aind for each
Dw
advance proozmwt planning directive to incrporate the
bidget p-row-, and revision of the De'art's
Act.
requinrints of the cuqpetition in omtxa&ti
Assisted the U.S. MaraNas Service (US ) in the development and implementation of an aoonting reporting system for
district offices.
the 94 USMS
Planied aid impleminted mwatu system edvwxements to ixeprve internal control in cash
debt collection.
roeIonaludiq lel

anagmnt activities,
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Planned and iqp1ented modifications to the aocour*Ing system necessary to establish an Aseets FafeLibl.
Seized Asset Deposit 1und.

fwd and

Planned, organized and initiated a project to e.tablish the mchanim to deposit and account for feam collected on
behalf of U.S. Trustee.
$ignificantly ipr6ed acess to library materials by fully iapimentirq the online catalog in the Main and Branch
libraries. go online catalog provLIes extremely rapid, accurate reqxems to search queries via a user-frierdly
merma-diven Interfa.
tmwcd prossirq capability reduced the time required to eratr data into the online
catalog frm five wee1 to era day.
PFrvided extenive teiutoial m.ort to the Mhiform Office Auoation and Cue MI gt
Project, the purpose of
which is to analyze ad guide the design , selection, and aocqui ition of inter-cprable office systess for the
litigatirg o
zat
. Develped a strategy/policy directive cmvering the aoqd ition of office system
thwcaaxut the
artt.
Ihis effort ws conducted uder the auspices of the Dapartment of Justice nagument aNd
Productivity Iqxvamt Parm.
Dmelqped a prototype Came imbent System based an the on developed by the FBI. A functional system
completed and preparation were waf for the detailed syst design aid the dwelopmnt and i~lem taticn to oor in
1Y 87. The nw owe mrNamnt System will enable top maement to adequately and aoo=ely respond to i piries
from Ogree, GAO,and CaS about the Dqietunt's case and workload.
]hmm .
. An increase of 25 position, 26 orkyean
Nd $3,942,000 is requested to ouport mangemnt and
productivity Iqzwien initiative., the necessity fo inareased Departmental serity, provide direct resources to
o ort ads inltrative function for the Ovganized Crime Oq Eforcement (OcO) Task FI e and to mqpiot the Of ric

of Attorney an or eu HMwwint.

Of the izrwr
e reqLsted, $1,629,000 vii mort the iplementation of a uniform office autcotion system in J34D.
In past years varius elints of the JD have satisfied many of their own office automation nhods by a&Irsin;
these needs ineperdeatly. This aoac led to the ispleintation of different autamted and mnal system that
were not designed to share information between and aWq the various Division elements.
This initiative is designed to achieve Divisicrwide managmmt efficiency and prouctivity gains through a e
coordinated and unified approach in the area of office autoation and aoss to o
' databases.
no new aproach
wold bild on acistinq acouipliuments within the Division, as well as, the experience gained in the sucomseftl
Uniform Office A tontim and Cam INragement System Project in the Department's litigating o ganizations. The nd
remlt will be to achieve the desired
mnality of systems in-the Division. This new approach would imvolve
onlting a comprehenive and coarative analysis of existing requirum ts, and review the design of system that
have been sutantially ispleted elsahere in the Dpartmt (e.g. AMICUS 11, the Tax/Crininal Division model, the
Antitrust Division mel and potentially, a U.S. Attorneys model). On the basis of these analyses, examine prototype
system and ultimately implekent a single office automation software and huarem capability that not only mets
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Division needs but is cmpatible with the systems)
W~atOf the Ieparort.

selected by the litigating orgaization and other sejor

efficiency
rts--that
strengthen msegment control and Improve pcvjivity. It is .pected-based an prsliminay needs ass
the Uiform System will include but not be united to: standardized word procesing: database acomms; inter-offlcm
icatm of documets in an editable forinto financial and poruaimi intgwit
Wsm./o
-offiom
and
capbilitml offioe aivity and mnjmmt m ort services and electronic sell.
Failure to 001 this initiative viii tmult in declining mregmnt control and lower prozkiVvity at a tim n
are deimidinreases in both these areas.
rs
tin ard
t Agncies and then
o(Ntral -ltigation missions wil deteriorate, csim Miasionwmessuntlj fWticm
e
Farther,emtial m4 t of
to be iow effective then mpoisty deowrs.
gow initiative will result in a uniform office autmatian system for the Division hidch will increms

.
.
An inareas of 6 positics, 4 eriyar aid $300,000 is included to omply vith regulation set ftt! in
press in L980, - ptov-de certain petrial, trial
ClMssified bnoetion kocuirase Ac. This 1was enacted by
Sesdn.)
2nd
OMaeem,
96th
1482
(a
inforatin."
classified
iwlving
cases
criminal
0
for
procue
anpellat*
and
of omntral IntsliqUono Agency ad the Secretary
Section 9 of the Act direct to the Attornay General, the Drcr
IrI
aideMoa
of Defene to develop security procedures. These proeues tme drafted by an iJer-ag..y
proosoares req~ire the ourtm to designate a
Mw.
1981.
12,
on
?truary
by the Odisf Justice of the united states
by the
proceeding involving classified infoiamn , based an a reenaeti
Omnrt Sea Irity Officer in brm
tOf A Wtjoe Security Officer.
G ral or
Attoni W
In the pant, 336) has had to absccb the necessary reammoss required to fund this program t%4dh retulted in zotbin;
other important security Icn;1-.' Rcent reports frm Comgresial aid luecutive Sranch cmittees hae demanded
impvinits in all areas of saurity. Therefore, the requested rescuarw aremperative to mst the criteria
established for the Departmnt.
Of the total increase r.awsted, 7 positicns, 7 workyears, and $500,000 will provide res races to dirwtly ftn the
Task Fore AdInistrative staff of the OB prognm. The Aainistrative staff We originally cMted to provide
central cOcrhatim, policy gida and a*Linistratve mpVort to the twelve regional tug TuX 1acm . th staff
oe
c dinating gzu ad the Office of
body between the indivicial Task
pmrfcts as the 04pOrt ant awitxm
Foce aes, performs rgm analyWs aid
s
the Deputy Attorney General. go staff tracks ad rxmito Tank
Attairey Geneal, the €grem,
the
Deputy
oneral,
the
Attorny
for
ttimon and information
evaluation, pL perform legal research for Task.PM= s,4utt, ord 00ne0
the Tank Parce iss,
the madia, and other
thi State aid local law Rioromment Ovrtim Fwnd. fading for this staff is =tw*ly provided on a reimarsable
basis fram the Drug Wbrommt &bainistratiw, Federal Dam of Izweatition and the ocutbve Office fat U.S.
hard-presed to Met oth
Attorneys. In light of the current buget station, and as the aqe i beo
ftrding for the Tank For Aministxtive staff 0o that
resourm Zegpirmen , the Department is re mting saate
the OC0 initiative vwil re;* be jeopardized by funding corstraintie of the agencies that offoct this unit.
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In addition, an incease of 12 positions, 15 wckyear and $700,000 is reqxsted to provide resource to support the
Office of Attorney Persunnl Ianagmet (OARS. ihe OAFwas established in the Dartnt in 1978 and fnded with
available reoues.

-

They
Ibs Deputy and AWCOat& Attorneys Gneal Mav Atwity over all aspects of attorney perevr al nmsin.
haw delegated this resomibility to the Dlrecor of OARS for all attoreys GS-5 and below, Assistant U.S.
of
in
the
areas
tvtantiw
responsibility
has
Attorney, Assistat U.S. Trtsee, and law students. The OARF
Tr-Min~t, hiring, budgond imWstigatics, perforce appraisals, ; -,;ceed acion for prmtions, discipline
and teruinations, ard maintenaoe of official persorel files, for almost all Department attorneys and 1w students.
in aitim, OAS ineres-pqaible for the Attormy qwurr a'I or Pr cza for grauating law studets and Judicial
Law ClerIM.
OARS has contribute to funding shrtagme due to the original absorption of flrde at the time the offUc westablished, and U i oreasing demnds placed an this office which have wurantad its increase in size ove the past
yem. Sine P7 1964, OM has received reimbursement from several Departmt, cocents for the Hoors Grwuate
have been mitlml in relation to the cost of operating this office.
Propm. Wver, tIhse rsFwxMe
is zwi~btlng a progam inrreas to fully fuid the MMS.
hMrefore, the Derbt
and upgrading of fixed plant eq Ainnt within the
Additiomally, resources of 813,000 are requested for maintae
Main JUitioe Building. Th res0wles will tund three -jor projects: (1) grade of the Air Hladler Unt (AM),
$M90000; (2) qpgrad of elevtors, $330,000; (3) and ventilat-nA of the elevator penthouse, $185,000.
ldin has nia central es and 9eral ancillary units that povide heating, ventilation, and
go Main Justice
air crditioning (HVC) to the building. The nine central AJI's ar original building equipet and Me fifty years
less efficient reqFiirin
old. Because of the age ad physi ll deerloration of the air handlam, they have be
of mst of the internal parts
additional energy to run the H1 " for the building. The rarx~ations plan replant
dcilled water coils, preheat dampers, oonckeate pans, cotols, valves, aid the
to include damrs, larger city
ramnal of asestos an eiWt AHU's (note: a N will be upgrade during FY 1987). The benefits of this project
includee re*3cd ener oonin , better working oorditions for emloyes, and the choice of using fresh-outside
air to ventilate the balding ardr increase the air distribution to the offices thereby pressurizing the building and
providlrq free cooling Wien the outside temperature is suitable.
The Department has initiated a program to upgrade the elevators that are over 30 years old. Orrently, the elevators
are electro-mlvdicl and were agaired from four ccqanies-Otis, Armor, General Electric, and Warfield and Sanford.
lbs proposed furds would bb led to convert 2 banha (8 elevators) from electro-mactanical to electronic circuit
bard . The elevator qLgrade will enable the Departmnt to stadarlize th elevator parts, re&M saintnfe and to
s.
bring the elevators up to current National and Fbral
Us thirteen elevator pKtJh e areas located in the attic of the
air ooditlcning units. Tbse units ae in use 365 days per year
elevator contacts, generators, and motors. Design specifiotions
cent outside air eaetnme- cpebility utilizing supply and ehaust

building are currently cooled by thirteen separate
to provide cooling to the e liectro-ewdcal
haos been prepared for a system to provide 100 Per
fai, dampers, louvers and as eociated cmtrols
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-3)
2(4.

(apsafta f~the Urn utiig
syatoa
to ptwdds taqPsrbn*Wat Imity amtrois that are Starfted with
adithwt .d-amot.
This owl ntF will -11a trn patinas eam to be wiad utilizing cAtide air Swingj Urn
Wring, ftel,
d winter ofth
Uyear tinuy prwldui a eaiig onthUr high eleatrial umage o rn
hemiting cooling
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A~iitrative awlew and iMR.W'*
salaries and OMM

, 0a1

&m
l nl.strat~cii

(Dollars in thousands)

.
Pem.

MI~utmets to L
c

1967 as e

:

.................................................................

1987 Pay Sppl1*al rW e ..............................................
1967 IbtArinm Paqlm*&1 reqb
.....................
e
u
t
1967
gr
Mtl
equested ..........................................
1967 AkrvIs&tIcn antiplate .................................................
Trwnter to the UM far Finnia
Ad nitrative System SWOIt Group ....
vJnamftuollable Increasst
Annulizatim cc pa bn=es .............................
*..........0.........

.

zt

n of mt mw

incr.

..............................................

Annualizatim of additiml position~ qm
d In 1987.......................
Ore additiocm oupl waie day ..............................................
Witidn-grade Iiu
m .................................................
[cal=ity b' ,d per dim ....................................................
SA Milt .............................
..............................
klo serves .......................................
GM reowrlq mt.
ebdsral 6ft1oumit~tou system (W) ......................................
ft)Ioym Data wnd Pw
8evics ...........................................
Audio Viawl ard
td services ...................................

Plos
290

wor'k-

...
i

343 $16.833
...
126
174

498
...
...

385
...
...

23,418
3
193

i26
...

9,290
44
loo
69
350
1
2
13

...

...
...
......
......
...
....
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

Tot-mal Pricing

4.28

479

0

1

10,67

M,,cewm (autummtio .nxlicy) t
Pbcksution for d Itm In hourly rate........................................
PAnictlon In pags csts for rR and C2R ....................................
PahrIon in HeaIth enefits ..............................................
Total decreuses ..... o....o..........................................
1988 bas ........
..........................
..........................
1967

...

...
...

-23

...

LA-

498

511

34,048

nation

f1timtes by b ipt activity par.
Peru.
Peru
Perm.
Prm.
and dezla mit
B.
In hit
a
EfX nmt a.
MXARM a& Ef I-n
LA
2. Administrative I~viw
and Arse1s .........
298 270 $15,396 498 385 $23,418 496 511 $34,041 511 521 $35,047 13

MX &W.Wkt
10

$W')

Sind
la

vleGtmatandhavi

Justification of Pe

u~foftoe
wd

Activity RWMMiuMnzy
(Dollars in thousaade)

Activity:

Administrtive Pvie

ard tto
.................
ascutive Office ftr

Imigratl
T

m

...........

......................

Iea.

_

$517

9

M

496

16
Perm.

Inted

2n
1
385

23,418

DO

1988 adite
Im.

a

9

$561

49
M

M
502

342

498

511

a

9

M02 A2

34,048 511

ftm gm-0-

reN.
$561

34.48

521 35,047

......

...

.1 D
13

10

292

999

Ll.
b provide a uniform interpqrtation nd application of bmaigtaton law, and to provide the
Pnrealdet vith the necsasy advice to enable the infotmed mmise of his p'dtoning authority.

lb expedita a~l~lmgraton aes, for hIdch nOtR is rax Ible, including thooe received pru
t to the provi
of the 1966 b
iuonnfore and Om*Zo)1 Act %ble
ermuuLng fair treated for all parties involved.
Tb evaluate

-o

7b aut.ts,

%Ihutve feeble, the fwincicau of WOIR, particularly in the areas£foe

baclog.

and epedite the proodaing of the steadily inc eating oeload

ceipts and rerk

To inorem prodwc*ivity by stzelnIng procmdre and iopensing maguat ioprovaPnts.
To recnive, ptoim and inwestiget. all clmncy qplications.
To prepar the DqUty Attorney General's zowmiltions of clmaxy to the President.

the existirrj

proceesirq, collection ol

workload statistics, and performing legal ruam r di.

rsI

pos BarM t gdMU . The Executive Office for inigmtion Review (B31R) was created January 1, 13,
thrmi an
internal D tment of Jwtice reorganization which combined the Immigration Judge function previously performed by
the mloyes of the .migration and Naturalization Service (INS) with the Board of Immigration Appeals (BA). As a
result of tih eopganiztlon, 19IR is oomprised of three major entities: the office of the Director, the
Iingratlt Judges, and the Boa of Imdi*tin Appeals.
The following provides mor

detailed infattimon an the responsibilities of each of these entities:

1.

Office of the Director - 3OIR is headed by a Director who is respoelble for the general sipervislon of the BIA
and the Office of th Chie fimmigration Judge in the cmcution of their duties in aorodanoe with 8 C.R Part 3.
The Director warcoes the authority delegated by the Attoriy Genaeral and represents the position and policies
of the 3or to the Attorney General, the Deputy ttorn general,
1irm of o
es and other governmental
bodies, the prems, the bar and privte groaps Intereted in Imigration matters. 7he Administrative Services
Unit supports the Director by providing
sry poc met, facilities, personnel, budget and related
administretive matters for the BIA aid the Office of the Chief Immigration Judge. he direction, supervision and
final actim In them matters, along with the operation and mm
t of the BIDR rests with the Director.

2.

Office of the Chief 10i1artion Jtm - It is the taepnwlbility of the Chief Immigration Judge to provide
overall progri direction, articulate poliy ard establlh priorities for the 66 Immigration Judgeqs located in 20
field offi
tes m40t the tdtM States. Gewrally, Imegr tion Judges hold hearings to determine the status
of an alien. Swaluson hearings are held when aliens are believed by the examining inspector at the port of
er"
to be inadmisible to the United States. Te migration JI1 yes' order my admit or exclude the alien, or
permit withdrml of the application for admission. De tation hearings am held in cases tmre an alien's
status
ullenged after entry into the United States. 2hw Imiration Judge my order the alien deported;
grant relief from deportation such as volr
departure, mupanson of deportation, registry, adjustment of
status, political asylum or waiver of depot
ility; or, if the Immigration judge decides that deportability hans
not been established, terminate the proceedings. Band re eterination hearings are held uwe an alien In atv-*"V
seea release on hiL/be own reoognnzanao or a reduction in the amu* of the bond.

3.

oUnder the Direction of the Chairman, the Board hears appeals from decisions of
Imigration Judges and certain decisions of INS officers In a wide variety of proceedings in whdch the CovenINInt
of the ilted Stat is one party and the other party is either an alien, or a citizen or a business firm. 1*f,
Board Is directed to eernise its ir
j
ment in hearing appeals for the Attorney General and provides n
nationally unitom qlicatLon of the Im=igrtion law, both In term of the interpretation of the law and the
exercise of the siniTficent discretion vested in the Attorney General. The majority of cases before the !aW
Involve
Iseal
froe order of migrtatm Judges entered In deportation and exclusion prceedngs. The axL11s
fri decialosw of. DM4officers reviewed by the Board principally involve a
ls from faniL ial visa petition
denials and decisions involving administrative fines. 7h Board also riders decisions on applications by
orgamizations that hae requeted prmlssion to practice before the Board, the immigration Judges, and the
Service, ard rendm decision on Fndlvkal applications by amployees Of such organizations. The stabory
authority for the program is ointalned in Seion 103 of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 (8
U.S.C. 1103). 7he Attorney General had delegated certain of his powers to the Board in a CFR 3.1.

Qfice of the Par32 Akto
- The Prident xerc low the pardon power, oonferred on him by Article II, Secttqio 2,
Clause I of the Oorutitution, uo formal application end the recxmendation of the Deputy Attorney General, %ho h'q
beeln delegated this fAmtin by the Attorney Gnral. 7he Office of the Pardon Attorney (OPA) assists the Deputy
Attorney General In providing whatever inforuetion is d, ned necessary and desirable to make a fair and inforied
decision In each cae. OF is the focal point for the receipt, investigation and colideration of petitions for all
form of Executive cleny and serves as the principal liasio with the general public In clemency matters.
Ther are two major f
of Executiv clemncy, patn after ctpleion of sentence and commtation of sentence.
Admission of fine and rmprieve are lm r"mc fors of clmncy. Th pardnm process r e e- with the sitwisson
of a formml pet.itil
a
to the Prsident, together with a paecta I oath and three character affidavits,
requesting a pardon. A ioexhem ive finanal statemet also is required of those petitioners seeking a remission
of fine. Upon receipt, the petition is deke
, subject to a preliminary review for cxmpleteness and compliance
with existing rulss, and an acknowled;nI* and/or request for further information is sent to the petitioner or his
attorney. Pardo qplicatkww customarily are referred to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to conduct a
backgrosw investigation, the spe and duration of which way vary in each case.
evlew of petitions seeking a
comitation of sentence Initially is limited to relevant SRew of Prisons and presentence reports. Following the
receipt of the F investigative reports or, in oomutation oases, the relevant inmate files, the Pardon Attorney
review the reports to determine whether favorable rr-ideation my be trranted. If further rulsderation is
deeed aw
ste, 1 ,-1ds are prepaed soliciting ooents and reooomndatie from the sentencing Judge ard
United States Attorney. These officials are generally given 60 days within uhidi to reply. Other crremed
Goverrmt agenois my be consulted depending on the nature of the case (e.g., Internal avenue Service in tax
evasion cases, Department of Defewe in military cases, arlminml Division, or the ap ptqiate Strike Force Chief Jn
cases involvisq mspected organized crime figures or former Department or Justice attorneys, and the Dru Enforomient
Administration in narcotics law violation cmeas). In addition, the views of the Director, Bureau of Prisons,
cttcmrily are obtained before the oommtaton of an inmate's sentence Is resom
e.
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55
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1987
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86,946

66,115
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123,186

181,127

271,277

144,017
66,115

185,029
62,213

237,013
96,477

Amual reckJpts for
For 1985, the Board received 4,911 cases ard entered orders in 3,870 ca e.
A0QljjMMip lt.
1986 were 8,608 caes aid 5471 decisions ordered leaving a peiding backlog of 4,918 cases at the begiJnLnng of 1987.
Since 1983 and continibq throigh 1987, B3IR has proceeded with the Implemetation of several management initiatives.
and 1JoCCnts. 1hese improvemnts, designed to ensure the fair treatment of parties to immigration court
hearings, expedite ose processing, stakdardize field office operations, streamline the hearing process and
the implementation of a memtl information system which
facilitate mvqem* control, include the following
involvirg the collection and reporting of workload data? the design and ieplemntation
standardizes procedta
of a unifom docket systm which def ine offio and case processing prooetaIes and enables EIR to control hearifn
calendars the draftinq and preparation for final publication in the Federal Pagister of ules of Procedure unid,
will codify the prooedsre to be followed by the participants in [migration court hearings; the development of a
nationwide contract for transcription serviossi the acquisition of automated Western Union services to exrxdite th.
seedinq of notices to affected parties the development of a nationwide contract for interpreter services; the
oupletion of an Iomigration Judkye benehdoc* and the design of EDIR's nationwide APWsystem, which b jqan
implementation daring the third quLrter of 1985. In addition to the three cities BDIR brought on-lire in 1985
irk ckw'ir;
91 Paso and Wasiigton, D.C.), NSIR ws implemented in San Francisco, Chicago, New York and Wkw
(iaimi,
1986.
It I

In reoXgnition of the imIportance of contliation education for immigration Jdges, 0I1R has onducted anrmilly siwrr
1983, three highly successful Immigratin Judges Conferences. This annual event assembled the entire corp of
Immigration Judges for training in developing immigration law, innovative methods and procedures whichincrease
productivity, the review of BDIR's Uniform Docketing System, and the Automated Data System as well as other
management initiatives. In addition to the important exdan of ideas, and information, Judges attended sessions
judicial caseload management experts, am]
Conducted by representatives of EOIR management, the Stats Departrent, I,
function.
the private bar designed to Inform them on current trends and developments affecting their judicial
Further, in 1983, BDIR established and oxnducted, in conjunction with the Attorney General's dNvocacy Institute, a
during fiscal
continued
was
effort
training
one-week training course for new Immigration Judges. This concentrated
years 1984 through 1986 and has become a permanent fixture of BowIR's overall program. Planning for these conferences
required considerable staff time and close coordination with participants outside EDIR to ensure success.
in furtherance of its organizational goals, EDER has continued to meet regularly with top level INS representatives,
members of the private bar and volunteer otgwnizations. The liaison with INS is of particular importanoe to
coordinate program direction, planning and resouro allocation.
The Off ice of the Director completed hiring actions for 1986 totalling 89, bringing the number on-board employees to
266 at the end of 1986. Of these new hires, five were Immigration Judges, most of whom were hired from outside the
department and whose experlens include judgeships at the state and local level.
t 1987, BR has utilized a private sector vendor to provide interpreters
eglnning in 1985 and ontinuing thrugui
continuing through 1985, BDIR
at immigration Judge hearings wher surh services are required. Effective mid-1984 and
in 1985, BZ)IR-04
has used outside contractors to transcribe tapes of Immigration Judge proceedings. Beginning
contracted with one major transcription firm to process its hearing tapes. EOIR continued in 1986 with this
contractor to perform this service. Both the interpreter and transcription contract continue to require extensive
MDIRstaff time and close coor nation within EDIR and JMD.
1he Office of the Pardn Attorney (OPA) processes a very large caseload and a growing correspondence workldod with a
relatively sall staff of attorneys and administrative stqpport personmel. During 1985, OPA processed 32 grants of
pardon, three grants of oxmmutation and handled 279 petitions which, after careful consideration, necessitated denial
or no further action. opA sent out 14,868 item of corresodence, reports and memoranda, a significant azotnxt of
which (1,057 pieces) was addessed to the Mhite House or Congress. During 1986, 55 pardons and no commutations have
been granted; 290 petitions were either denied or closed without further action in acoirdarce with clemency
procedures; and 16,077 pieces of correspondence, reports and meoenrada were answered (1,234 of which were White fktru
or On essional referrals).
In support of the President's goal of improving the criminal justice system, the Pardon Attorney, relying principal ly
upon the imprved information base provided by more detailed application form used by pardon applicants, has reduLxi
the number of costly bxftjrord Irivestigatiorks which custowrily are conducted by the FBI In pardon cases. In
addition, the Pardon Attorney, in consultation with the Deputy Attorney General, has taken a more exacting ApprLvtii a
in determining the worthiness of applicants for clemency than generally prevailed in the past. This has entailed
more careful screening of applicants and more thorcgh background investigations, as well as the application of
stricter stand1rds for granting clemency.

CA

BM.
QIR
is reqUesting 12 positions, 9 FM1, and $379,000 for the Board of Imigration Pfeals (BTA) to
address the increase in its pending caseload. Since FY 1984, BIA's Increase in q
rem
has riseA by over 197
percent, i.e., from 3,898 in 1984 to 8,606 cases for 1986. ThIs dramatic growth is directly attributable to the
i
pro&-vity by OIR's Imigration judges and the Imptvsi pressing of badoggd transcripts by BEIR's
o vendor.Dur
this sm time frame, the Board has experienced a significant increase In productivity from
3,339 ccupleted cases in 1984 to 5,471 in 1986 (over 64 percent) with only a 15 percent increase in staffing
r uroe.
Even with the Iipwsd completion rate, EI's
baddog at the Board has risen over 565 permit, from 740
cases at the end of Septeer 1984 to 4,918 at the close of FY 1986. 43D1 anticipates that case receipts will rem In
stabilized at 8,608 for 1987. For 1988, BIA anticipates an additional 2,150 cases as a result of the criminal alien
provisions of the 1986 Imigration Reform and ontrol Act. DIR is further projecting for 1987 that the Board will
be able to maintain its leased completion rate at 5,471 cases. MAtming that receipt and coletion rates
outlined in the acomplistments section, the pending cases will grow from 4,918 in 1986 to 11,113 by the end of 1988
or almost 126 percent. BUR is reqjesting staffing resources necessary to complete aproimmtely 75 percent of its
case recelpts for 1988 thus slowing the growth of the baddog. Absent thee resources, BIA's pending cases will have
grot by over 1,492 permit' since 1984.
In addition, an Increase of 1 position, I wo rysar and $620,000 ha been reqgested for 901R to allow for full
lipleaentation of its higly successful Automated Nationwide System for Immigration Review (AN4IR) and for system
evhancsaen s cered Loder the existing cotat.
1bs NIR system meats Al of the case Nesman ent and information
needs of EDIR, Including: aggegate and case-specific manaeent information; case tracking; automtion of numerous
clerical case proc
Ing ftytions; word proce ing; electronic mail capabilitiesi and acss to the 3AUBS legal
research data base.
These additional nid will be used for the acqisition of equipment to provide ready access to AIWIR for all OI1Ro
Personnel. The equipment will be focused in three areas. First, terminals will be added in all courtroom
optimizing the use of the automtic calendar sub-ytem. In addition, portable professional oonpters will be
acrpWired to provide access to AItIR for all juies on detail at varfoua hearing locations. Finally, terminals will
be added to the Office of the Director and the-B0ard of Immigration Apieals to augment the system installed In 1987
Utereby ospleting full Implementation of ANIR.
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: T provide increased physical security and data processing c
ity and the rar total facility
reliability for the continue growth of the litgtion, investigative, law enfor ewnt, and iumigratiin user

T relocate the Justioe Data Center - Washington, D.C.
To btqin onsolidation of the Depatmmt's various tleommincatiors fetbm1w into a single, integrated retwork.
EProMm DMZeeIMJn
M: The Ctcp er Thedrology and Teleu xmin tican
af (CS). clparates two data centers
in sport of the infotwation proceing reqrmers of its sers. Tw CTT1Sis reqpcxisble for providing
facilities, equJpment, and ADP services In P4s ort of the lit1
, laernforomeit, awtody, Immigration, and
mnaquaen/adminstrative missions of the Offlo , Boards, Diviins and BuR us. The data owtcr in Wahl-ton
contains 24,400 ecmre feet of oanditi msp
W
. This facility, Which wo first oanstnuted in 1974 and eixprded
to its present size in 1979, is hItat vith svr
air cxuttt~ing, physical security, electrical problems, and
apace owmtralnts. The building ardilteacare is deigned for offio 'pee and ples severe restrictions upon the
heigt of the raised floor an the floor-to-oeilfn heit
WiUi
the data outer. In order to enable the
.qamion of the data center to ac date waning
r zeuiiwents, by 1988, it will be necessary that a new,
larger faclity be acqurd. State-of-the-sit process type air oaditionir , oditioned electrical pF.er, and an
ine
le
&Qply Systm are required. The presnt building is not archltecturally suteble to enable
&e
ocmstruction of a physically secure state-of-the-art, 45,000 square feet data cuter.
.4

A proposed Pockville location for the Justice Citer
Service (JCS) orrently houses a high quality state-of-theart commercial data center, which will bring to the Departmnt significant improvements over the inadequate
existlg facility.
However, there will be a muber of essential ecianoements required to provide critical
reliability in suppot of the life and property system of the Departmt of Justice.
The epart 'ntls
law enforcement
mission requires a data center with suporting teleoxunication services that
operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a wink. The Rocville location has an uninternptible power supply system in the
fore of batteries; however, they wll cly provide el-ctricity to allow time for an imnediate, orderly shutdown of
the data oeter. In order to assre
d
data enter availability, it, is necessary to obtain and install
diesel por
geneators to proviA electricity for the central processing units and their peripheral equipment,
telepoooessg siuet,
air oonditioning, lighting and other environmental s4pot facilities. The necessary
electoral swtch gear, diesel fuel storage tanks, an enclosure to house the equipment, and other requirements to
operate this backup source of electrical power will have to be procured, tested, and installed.
The existing height of the raised flowr is only 18 indces above the concrete floor of the building. This space is
mot sufficient to house the necessary cables (power, data and telephone), water lines for air conditioning, and
other oniduit and oonnectors whidh are requred to operate a facility of this size and oomplexity. This space
also serves as the air conditioning dct that plies cold air to all of the equpment. The optimum space
required for this purpose is 30 indes. This rqires raising the floor another 12 inches, necessitating new
floor morts, the modification of entrance to the area and mving electrical, telephone and other utility item
that may be on pillars and wals.

With regard to teleacm icatis support, additional hardware, software, parallel oumnunications support,

and

nerk control facilities are the major necessary ocuoments for a suoowsful transition.
A significantly
enhanced netk
control environment onsisting of hardware, software, maintenance and training is required to
sport existing and fUture national and international data ommications networking. This function's primary
purposes are to xionitor and control data traffic, analyze and resolve oominications disruptions, and extract key
p menagm
t information for such activities as billing and nerk
optimization.
Additional front-end data
uIicati ns hardware and software will also be required to sport additional Department users as current
resource are saturated. Finally, in order to assure ontiuity of service during the transition period, parallel
oomr.cti
links nist be employed.
In addition to the above, there are always modifications a new tenant requires in a building. Among expected
modifications are:
the physical security system, the environmental sensors, alarms and controls, and other
changes that are discoered only after a closer evaluation by the tedhnical staff of what is actually available.

e-

.

An aprpriation of $4,000,000 is requested to provide tho various leaehcld iqxroenats and

described above.
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OPWONo STATXMENT

Mr. Smrni. Mr. Flickinger, you may proceed with your statement.
Mr. FLwcN OKz. Yes, sir. If It is agreeable, I will just submit that
for the record.
Mr. Som. All right. We will insert it in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement and biography of Mr. Flickinger follows:]
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATION APPROPRIATION
STATEMENT OF THE ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR
ADMINISTRATION, HARRY H. FLICKINGER
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
ON THE DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND STATE, THE
JUDICIARY AND RELATED AGENCIES
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommitteet

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you in support
of the General Administration appropriation request.

The

Department is requesting for the General Administration
appropriation $103,513,000 to fund 1,314 positions and 1,358
workyears.

This request represents an increase of 53 positions,

198 workyears, and $23,948,000 over the 1987 appropriation
anticipated.
The anticipated 1987 appropriation provides for requested
supplementals totalling $12,565,000 to fund 250 positions and 71
workyears.

These supplementals include resources for newly

enacted legislation (i.e., Private Counsel for Debt Collection,
Immigration Reform and U.S. Trustees Expansion), national
security, and uncontrollable costs associated with relocation,
pay, retirement, telecommunications, and space rent.
Private Counsel for Debt Collection
The Attorney General was authorized to retain private
counsel in five districts for collection of debts.

We requested

$2,234,000 in the 1987 supplemental request to get this program
started.

In 1988, the Department is prdposing a program of 22

positions and $2.8 million under the same appropriation'.

It is

expected that almost $91 million will be collected for this small
amount of Federnl resources spent.
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Immigration Reform
The 1987 appropriation anticipated includes a supplemental
increase of $5,823,000 to fund 200 positions and 42 workyears for
the Executive Qifice for Immigration Review's anticipated
workload associated with the implementation of the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986.

The 1988 request includes

uncontrollable increases of $9,290,000 to partially annualize the
200 positions requested in 1987.
The requested resources include funds to expand the
implementation of EOIR's automated system to four additional
offices by the end of 1987, and to address anticipated workload
associated with deportable criminal aliens, convicted annually,
In the State and Federal court systems.
U.S. Trustees Expansion
The 1987 supplemental request includes 16 positions and
$557,000 to support administrative responsibilities resulting
from the U.S. Trustees expansion project.
The 1988 request also includes program increases to fund
additional workload, current staffing levels, and the
implementation of a uniform office automation system.
Department Leadership
The Department's budget has grown over 140 percent since FY
1981.

During this same time period, the Department's staffing

level has increased almost 40 percent.

Much of this growth is

because the Congress has enacted many new statutory
responsibilities for the Department's leadership to execute on
behalf of the American people--such as--the Organized Crime Drug

Enforcement initiative, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, and the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986.
However, despite the increase in Department leadership
responsibilities, the staffing has been reduced approximately 30
percent compared to levels authorized during the previous
Administration.

Given the growth previously described, an

increase in attorney personnel has been requested for the
Department leadership program so that it can aid the Department's
policy officials in providing adequate policy and program
guidance, oversight and control to the organizations which
implement the more than 150 Department of Justice programs.
Public and Legislative Affairs
Also in line with the cited growth, the Offices of Public
Affairs and Legislative Affairs have experienced deficits over
the years, which have required reprogramming of resources.

The

Administration has recognized this structural deficit situation
within the General Administration appropriation and has
authorized the Department to seek the necessary resources in the
1988 budget to correct the situation.

Due to the nature of the

functions performed in these two program areas, there has been a
direct relationship between workload increases in the Department
(e.g., War on Drugs, Immigration Reform, etc.) and the demands
placed on these programs.

The workload of these staffs will

require that current staff levels be maintained in 1988d
In addition, resources are requested to provide direct
funding for the Task Force Administrative Unit of the Organized
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Crime Drug Enforcement Program.

This unit was originally created

to provide central coordination, policy guidance and
administrative support to the regional Drug Task Forces.
Resources are also requested for the Justice Management Division
to support Departmental Attorney Personnel Management.
Specifically, this would provide support for attorney
recruitment, hiring, background investigations, performance
appraisals, proposed action for promotions, discipline and
terminations, and maintenance of official personnel files.
Intelligence Policy and Review
Additionally, personnel resources are requested for the
Office of Intelligence Policy and Review and the Justice
Management Division to address increased workload which has
resulted due to the Department's expanded involvement in national
security and foreign counterintelligence matters.
Office Automation
The Department is

proceeding with the implementation of a

uniform office automation system in the litigating organizations
and management offices.

The objectives of this project are to

bring about increased coordination, consolidation, cost savings,
productivity, and the reduction of economic and technological
obsolescence of ADP and word processing equipment.

Therefore,

the 1988 request includes $3,029,000 to implement a uniform
office automation system for offices in the General
Administration appropriation.
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Executive Office for Imigration Review
The 1988 estimate also includes program increases of 13
positions and $999,000 to provide the Executive Office for
Immigration Review with resources to fully implement the
Automated Nationwide System for Immigration Review.

This system

meets all of the Case Management and Information needs of this
office.

Additionally, resources are requested to address the

Board of Immigration Appeal's workload and case backlog.

Since

FY 1984, the increase in case receipts has risen by over 197
percent.
That is a brief summary of our request.

I will be happy to

entertain any questions you or the other members of the
Subcommittee may have regarding this request.
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BioORAmy-ARRy H. FucINomn
Harry H. Flickinger was appointed the Acting Assistant Attorney General for Administration in October 1986. In this capacity, he serves as a principal management
counselor to the Attorney General and manages the full range of administrative
support activities of the Department of Justice. Prior to this appointment, he
served as the Associate Assistant Attorney General for Administration, and as the
Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Administration for the Department's Office of
Personnel and Administration.
Harry H. Flicki.er received a Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology from the
University of Marylavd. He was a member of Psych Chi, the National Honor Society
in Psychology. He also. attended the U.S. Air Force Intelligence Officers School at
Sheppard Air Force Bea.
In addition, to the ab've-mentioned positions, Harry H. Flickinger has served as
the Director of Personne! or Assistant Director of Personnel at the following Federal agencies: Department of Justice, Office of Management and Budget Atomic
Energy Commission, and the Department of Energy.

SrATKEMNT SUMMARY

Mr. FuCKMGo. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee, and I would like to
thank the committee at the outset for your action on the supplemental request. We are most appreciative of that.
The request for the General Administration appropriation for
1988 in total is $103,513,000 to fund 1,314 positions. This represents
an increase of 53 positions and $23,948,000 over the 1987 anticipated appropriation.
The major components of the increase-that is, the $23,948,000break out roughly along the following lines. I won't go into detail,
but let me just hit the major components. First of all, we are requesting some $10,864,000 for annualization of our program supplemental costs. These basically consist of 200 -positions, $9.3 million
for the Executive Office for Immigration Reviw for the expanded
deportation case handling there; and another 22 positions, and $.5
million in annualization For a total of $2.8 million for the new debt
collection activity that we are establishing.
We also have $2,132,000 in our request for annualization of the
Federal Employees Retirement System, another $881,000 for annualization of the 1987 pay increase. We also have a GSA rent uncontrollable increase of $1,658,000.
In terms of program changes, the totals there are 65 Dositions
and $7,888,000.
Again, let me just touch on the major items and then we will get
to the questions if you wish.
We are looking at positions and funds to cover onboard personnel
in our Public Affairs Office, 14 positions specifically; and in the
Office of Legislative Affairs, another 7 positions. We are requesting
staff increases to support the Classified Information Procedures
Act, 6 positions, $300,000. We are asking for direct resources for
the Task Force Administrative Unit that supports the OrganizedCrime Drug Enforcement Program, seven positions, $50,000. We
are requesting direct resources for our Office of Attorney Personnel
Management, some 12 positions, $700,000. We are also requesting
attorney and support personnel to address increased workload in
the Board of Immigration Appeals, 12 positions, $379,000.
Also, we are requesting $620,000 for the full implementation of
the Automated Nationwide System for Immigration Review activities in the Executive Office for Immigration Review.
'i
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We also have additional requests: $1.4 million for office automation for the senior policy offices and another $1.6 million for office
automation activities in the Justice Management Division.
I think I will hold the summary at that point, Mr. Chairman. I
do have additional requests that you may want to discuss in some
detail.
STAFFING LEVELS

Mr. Smnm. You're talking about a lot of new positions. Why
can't you take care of some of these by internal shifts, or are you
proposing to shift some people to take care of some of these needs?
Mr. FuCKONR. One of our problems currently is some of these
requests are frankly situations where we have been carrying people
on board and have had to shift and make reprogrammings just to
maintain the current levels; specifically the Public Affairs Office
and the Legislative Affairs Offices. We have been carrying those
staffs for some time now, and it is not a question in that case of
being able to pull from elsewhere. We have had to do that to accommodate overages up until this point. We are basically trying to
make ourselves whole in some of these areas.
Mr. Smrm. How many handle legislative affairs?
dr. FUCKINGKR. The total staff?
Mr. SmrH. Yes.

Mr. FuCKrNGER. Twenty-seven total are currently on board.
Mr. SmTH. Why do you need 27 in legislative affairs?

Mr. FuGNmGRR. Well, in part, it reflects that the growth of the

Department of Justice-and it may be unique in this respect-has
been substantial over the last seven, eight years. This year you can
appreciate, with the additional legislation, it is only going to get
heavier. The activity in the Office of Legislative Affairs has been
very, very heavy, particularly with the increased legislative activities.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Mr. SMrrh. Well, what's the difference between legislative affairs
and public affairs?
Mr. FuCKINGER. Public affairs basically is the media interface.
That is strictly the press, radio, TV coverage.
Mr. SMrm. And how many are in that?
Mr. FuLXINGER. And some speechmaking.

Mr. SMrrH. How many?
Mr. FLICKINGER. Total in public affairs is?
Mr. ROPER. Well, there are currently 13 positions. There are
about 27 to 28 people involved.
Mr. SMhuH. So you would double the amount there?
Mr. RoPxm. Well, the people are there today.
Mr. FuCMGzR. They are in place.
Mr. Ropm. The Administration's budget request-basically recognized that we have a structural deficit in the General Administration appropriation, and the Administration has supported us in
asking for the positions and the funding to cvarrect the problem.
Mr. Sam. How did you finance those additional 14?
Mr. Ropun. The answer, r'ir, in the last several years we have
proposed reprogramming, mainly out of the Justice Management
Division, which means that we had deferredMr. Sm. Each year?
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Mr. RoPzu. For at least the last two years, I believe, we have submitted reprogrammings to this Committee, and we have had to
defer automation projects basically to do that.
STAFFING FOR LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Mr. SmITH. You have one legislative affairs in your division. Do
others have one?
Mr. FLUCKINGER. Yes, sir. We have-what I am talking about is
the Department's Office of Legislative Affairs. The major bureaus
also have some limited staff.
Mr. SMrTH. How many are there already altogether in legislative
affairs in the Department?
Mr. RoPER. I could venture a guess.
Mr. FuCKINGE Yes. It would be a wild guess, probably at least

double what we have in the Department.
Mr. RoPeR. Correct.
Mr. SMrri. You mean all the rest together would have about the
same as you have in your one?
Mr. FICKINGER. That may be an outrageous guess, but that's-

Mr. SMITH. Why don't you put in the record what they are and
where they are?
Mr. FLICKINGER. Yes, sir.

[The information follows:]
LEmiLATivz AFAIm
In addition to the Department's Office of Legislative Affairs, the following chart
reflects personnel in other Department organizations that support the Department's
legislative affairs function.
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STAFFING FOR PUBUC AFFAIRS

Mr.

SMIH.

Also, in public affairs, the breakdown.

Mr. FucINGER. All right, sir.

[The information follows:]
Purnc AFFAm
In addition to the Department's Office of Public Affairs, the following chart reflects personnel in other Department organizations that supoprt the Department's
public affairs function.
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IMMIGRATION REFORM

Mr. SMrrIH. Now, on Administrative Rview and Appeals, 200 positions in the 1987 supplemental were for Immigration Reform, and
then you want another 13 in 1988; is that right?
Mr. FLCKINGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMITH. Now, when will these 200 be on board?
Mr. FLICKINGER. They are in the process of hiring those people as
quickly as possible. It reflects just the expanded deportation proceedings that would flow from the immigration reform.
Mr. SMITH. How fast can you hire eple like that?
Mr. FLIaCKNGER. Well, as fast as the system permits. We do have
the problem of security clearances. There is a delay in that. Our
estimate is we can have 42 of these on board, I would say, by the
end of the current year. I think that's what we're asking for.
Mr. SMITH. So the 200 in the supplemental, then will not all be
on board in 1987?
Mr. ILCMNGFR. That's correct. I think the request for the supplemental is 42 FTE.
Mr. RopER. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLCKiNGER. With the balance in 1988.
Mr. ROPER. The intent, sir, is to have the 200 people on duty by
the end of the fiscal year, but we would only consume about 42
workyears.
Mr. SmrrH. Do you think you will have them on the job, though,
by the end of the fiscal year?
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Mr. FUIMM MZR.
Yes, sir.
Mr. Ropmu We have proposed, to the Office of Management and
Budget a deficiency apportionment for that piece of the General
Ad
tion appropriation so that we can advance-fund in anticipation
of
the Immigration Reform supplemental
so that they
can bgi hiring.
l
already
getting
a yet,
plications?
Where are you
in Mr.
the Sum.
proe?Are
Youyou
haven't
even
t
have you?
Mr. Fucm~omi
Well, they have, I am certain, started the recruitment effort. This was anticipated for some time. I am sure
they.don't have many bodies on board yet, but they are actively reMr. wm.Now, you started this budgetary process many, many
months ago before the Immigration Reform bill passed.
Mr. FucxmoM Yes, sir.
Mr. 8Mm!. And before some of these additional needs were
known or you were given legislative responsibility. How did you
know when you started that this was the number needed, or have
you adjusted your numbers?
Mr. FIaUNGEL Well, we are basically extrapolating from what
we recognize as the workload that is out there. It's a question. of
looking at the ongoing activity in case of deportation activity.
Mr. _Mam=. Well,ar immigration passed, for example, did you
change your proposal for 1988 as to numbers and dollars? It was
already in the mill, was it not?
Mr. Ropm. Sir, if I can answer, in essence, the Department had
two major budgets submitted within the executive branch this
year. We had a normal budget request that went to the Office of
Management and Budget on September 2. That was before all of
the activity of the month of October, when the 99th Congress
passed significant pieces of legislation. On December 2 the Attorney General submitted what amounted to a second budget request
to the Office of Management and Budget. In that request were the
resources for implementation of Immigration Reform, the J.S.%
Trustees Program, and a number of other initiatives that were
passed by the 99th Congress, mainly in September and October,
well after the initial budget request.
Mr. SMrrH. So this is an updated version of what you originally
started with?
Mr. Ropm. Yes, sir. And in the immigration case, we had gone
through in the Department and across many organizations several
iterations of developing estimates as the various bills had moved
through both the Senate and House, and once the final bill was
passed, I believe in October, there was an update to that and that
update generated the overall Department request to OMB for Immigration Reform implementation. That was done again on December 2.
Mr. SMiTH. And this is based upon the assumption that all the
bodies that you requested in the supplemental will be on board
before the first of October?

I
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Mr. FJcKtNGZR. Yes, sir. We expect to have, of those deport4.

tionMr. Surm. Did you expect that to happen now?
Mr.; fLtnomm That should happen, yes, sir.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto
follow:]

QUESTION F" M . NEAL SIH
GERAM A0KIN1tffiNPO
eRtI

t Te

-"ship

Oustion:
You request an increase of four pe
nent positions and $741,000 for
Departmental Leadership in 1988. This program has remained
relatively stable for the last several years, why are you now
program
increases?
Answer:

congress has enacted many now statutoLy responsibilities for the
222Eb &'s leadersip to execute on behalf of the American people,
such as, the Organized Crime Drug Enfocement initiative, the
--- heive Crime Control Act of 1984, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986, and the Imigration Reform and Qxitrol Act of 1986.
However, despite the increase in Departaimt leadership
responsibilities, the staffing of the Department Leadership program
has been reduced approxLmately 30 percent ooxmaed to its staffing
during the previous Administration. Given the growth previously
described, an increase in attorney personal has been requested for

the Department leadership program so that it can provide adequate

policy and program guidance, oversight and control to the
organizations which implement more than 150 Department of Justice
programs.

Queston:
Why can't the Department shift personnel out of lower priority
organizations in order to focus on policymaking in higher priority
organizations? ty is it necessary to add to the bureaucracy at
Justice?

In previous years, the Department funded additional personnel and
priority initiatives through productivity savings resulting from
automation as well as induoed savings resulting from funding
restrictions placed on lowr priority programs,, However, due to
current budget constraints, all resources are recessary to maintain
full operation of essential functions.
Q

ion:

You request four additional yearsas for those four additional
positions. Why are you not assuming the standard 50 percent lapse
rate for now positions?

Answers
A lapse rate ws not included since these positions arm so urgently
nee do If this, request is appioveds the Departmet could fill the
positim in October 1967.
Becutive Sivort
You request an.increase of 21 positions and S1v900,000 in 1986 for
f
:ative Support.. The positions and *l,200,000 of the inceme ave
for public affairs and legislative affairs. My do you believe you
require an increase of almost 65 percent over current levels for
these ptcgrin?
-The authKised staffing level for the Office of Public Affairs is 13
positions, and the staffing level for the Office of Legislative
Affairs is 20 positions. H vsr, both of these staffs bae required
aitional perinl due to the direct relationship between wrkload
increases in the Department i.e., War on Drus, Imigraton . eom,
etc.) and the damnds placed an these program. - Inamoosdanoe with
this increase in workload, the, rrent staffing .evel of the Office
of Public Affairs is 27 and the current staff level in the Office of
will
Legislative Affairs is 29. Te vokled of these progr
require that current staff levels be maintained in 198. Therefore,
the request for additional positions in,1960 for these program does
not represent an increme ,to the existing staff, but rather an
increase in positions to support.,the current staff of these programs.
Ooestton..

What wu1d be the iamct if theserpersonnel increase are denied?
During the past years, the Office of Public Affairs, and the Office
of -legislative Affairs have, e.perieftod deficits which have required
rprograawuing of resources from other. organization of the General
dministraticn'apprqttation. The administration has recognized this
structural deficitwithin the a
tion. 4seoures have been
provd fra the deferral of automatimo.projects and the
implnntation' of . cost restrictions in other oganisattons.
..Due to the current and future resource requirement, the remourose
may not be available, a they were.during post years. Miitionelly,
a&'edactiow of, on-board paesonel in these progras doss not seem
feasible due to the scope and volume of their workload. This
workload is not entirely controllable, in a budget ense* since it is
fed by media interest and rawu legislation in which the Depsartt
plays a ajor role.

Wh did you also request full workers for these positions and r
Consider the standard 50 percent lapse rate?
Answer:

Becau this request represents resources for current on-board
staffing levels of these programs, a 50 percent lapse rate should not
be considered.
Justice ftg2aqen Division
Question:

You request an increase of 25 positions and $3,942,000 in 1988 for
the Justice Mgnaement Division. Seven positions and $500,000 are
requested for drug enforcement. How many positions were provided for
this p rposein 1987 and why do you nead ah additional increase in
1988?

Answer:
The 1988 request includes seven positions and $500,000 to support the
Task Force Administrative Unit of the Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement program. This Unit provides central coordination, policy
guidance and administrative support to the thirteen regional Drug
Task Fxos. The Unit performs as the support and monitoring body
between the individual Task Force coordinating groups and the Office
of the Deputy Attorney General. The Unit tracks and monitors Task
Force cases, performs program analysis and evaluation, prepares
testimony and information for the Attorney General, the Associate
Attorney General, the congress, the media, and others concerning Task
Force issues, perform legal research for Task Force support, and
provides oversight on Drug nfodment 'Administration manages the
State and local Law Ehforoement Overtime fund administered by the
Drug nforint Administration.
The Adiiastrative Ut "originally ws created to monitor and
coordinate the 13 regional Task Forces but no nev budget authority

was provided. In 1983 a6d 1984, the osts inclarred by 'the
Administrative Unit were absoftW by the 'Prsecution activity of the
re t appropriation.' No Oirect
prior Organized ie Drg
resources have ben provide'-to'the'General Administration "
appropriation for' this Unit. ' Thbe Unit's personnel salary costs are

paid by the'M(S. -attorey-s field Organizod Crime Dru 'Eforcement

Program. 1bds, the- U.S. Attorney's are having to draw dwn f ro6m its
field proseotive program to support this initi tive.
Question:~

'.

..

':"

positions?- ,
My do you require 12 additional personnel management

,/,

4'
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The 1988 resource request includes an increase of 12 positions and
$700,000 to support the Office of Attorney Personnel Management
(OAP).' Th Ddzty and Associate Attorneys General have authority
over all aspects of attorney personnel management. They have
delegated this responsibility to the Director of OAPM for all
attorneys GS-15 and below, Assistant U.S. Attorneys, Assistant U.S.
Trustees, and law students. ?he 0APM has substantive responsibility
in the areas of recruitment, hiring, background investigations,
performance appraisals, proposed actions for promotions, discipline
and termination, and maintenance of official personnel files, for
almost all Department attorneys and law students. In addition, )APN
is responsible for the Attorney General's Honor Program for
graduating law students and Judicial Law Clerks.
The OAPM was established in the Department in 1978 and funded with
existing available resources. OAPM has contributed to funding
shortages due to the original absorption of funds at the time the
office was established, and the increasing demands on this office
which have wa,.eanted its increase in size over the past years, In
addition, it is difficult to absorb the costs of unfunded programs
due to current budget constraints. Therefore, the Department is
requesting a program increase to fully fund the CAPM.

Question:
On page 11 of your justifiation, you show no growth in personnel
management positions in 1988. Please explain the difference between
your statement and this table.
Answer:
The requested increase for OAPM does not include any additional
personnel management positions, but four attorneys and eight general
administrative positions. Because funding is requested for the
current staff Of OAPM, the request reflects these typed of positions.
Quetion:

You request an additional six positions and $2,742,000 to achieve
managedtent and productivity improvements. Please describe these
improvements and what you will purchase with these funds.
Answer:
The 1988 request for the Justice Management Division (JMD) includes
program increases of six positions and $300,000 to support the
Classified Information Procedures Act (CIPA), $1,629,000 for the
implementation of a uniform office automation system in JMD, and
$813,000 for maintenance and upgrading of fixed-plant equipment
within the Main Justice Building.
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The six positions and $300,000 are requested to provide for resources
necessary to comply with regulations and procedures set forth in CIPA
(P.L. *6-456, 94 Stat. 2025). In the past because no directly
appropriated funds hae been provided -to implement our role in CIPA
cases, JMD. has had to absorb the necessary resources required to fund
this program.
Resources of $1,629,000 have been requested for.a uniform office
automation system. This initiative is designed to achieve
Divisionwide management efficiency and productivity gains through a
more coordinated and unified approach in the area of office
automation and access to common data bases. The resources will be
used to complete site preparation and acquire/distxibute initial
system opponents.
Resources of $813,000 are requested to fund-three major projects to
upgrade the Main Justice Bilding. -Specifically, $298,000 is
necessary to upgrade the air handler unit .that provides heating,

ventilation, and air conditioning to the building; $330,000 is

necessary- to upgrade ,the elevatorsy and $185,000 is necessary to
improve ventilation of the elevator penthouses. Tlb. latter are areas
at the top of the elevator S/B shafts..where electrical motors and
mechanical equipment are located.
Question:
Again why d> you not assume standard 50 percent lapse rates in
estimating the 26 workyear increase associated with the growth of 25
positions?
Answer:
Unless other factors intervened, the Department lapsed new positions
in the budget year at 25 percent-not 50 percent. The request for
six positions for CIPA has been lapsed by 33 percent. The requests
for seven positions and 12-positions for the Task Force
Administrative Unit and- the OAPM4, respectively, have not been lapsed
due to the fact that the staff for these program are currently onboard. Additionally, three other-than-pemahent w>rkyears are
included for the OARI. As noted earlier, the Administration's 1988
budget request for the General. Administration appropriation attempts
to correct the structural deficit .problem built into certain General
Administration programs.
Administrative Review and Appeals

You requested an increase of 200 positions in the 1987 supplemental
for Immigration Reform. Why are you requesting an additional 13
positions in 1988?
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Answer:
Of the 13 positions requested in the 1988 President's Budget, 12 will
be used to address the increased backlog at the Executive Office for
Immigration Review's (3OIR) Board of Immigration Appeals. The
remaining position is to support ANSIR, BEIR's automated information
system. These 13 position are justified based on HDIR's existing
and projected normal workload excluding any work r)IR may receive as
a result of the immigration reform legislation. The 200 immigration
reform positions are requested s
to meet the estimated workload
generated by the immigration reF
leislation and do not include
resources for the Board of Immigration Appeals or staffing for ANSIR.
Therefore, B)IR's need for additional staffing for the Board and
ANSIR still exists.
gquetion:
What would be the impact if these additional positions are denied?
Answer:
Without the additional positions, BEIR's Board of Immigration Appeals
backlog would reach an estimated 8,055 cases by the end of 1988, An
increase of 64 percent over 1986. This increase in backlog does not
take into consideration additional work the Board will have as a,
result of the Immigration Reform legislation. Absent the requested
position increase, the Board will begin 1988 critically understaffed
and in a much more difficult position to begin to address the further
workload increases it will receive as a result of immigration reform.
Additionally, without the requested position for ANSIR, BEIR's
implementation of this vital function will have to be delayed. The
implementation of ANSIR is a critical component of BOIR's program
response to the Immigration Reform and Control Act, providing the
case management and tracking capabilities required to coordinate
hearings of convicted aliens in Federal and State prisons beginning
in 1987 and to prepare for anticipated workload increases in 1988.
Currently, HDIR has only two positions assigned to this task.
Without additional help in this area, implementation cannot be
completed as quickly as needed.
Financial NM eent Systems
Question:
The Department acknowledges that its accounting systems are
inadequate. You developed a plan in September 1985 to guide
financial management improvement efforts. Rhat systems
improvement/developuent priorities has the Department developed
through the planning process?
Answer:
In our annual certification required by Section 4 of the Federal
Managers' Financial Integrity Act (EMFIA), we reported that our
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accounting systems, taken as a whole, are in conformance with the
Comptroller General's principles, standards, and related
requirements. This change is due to system improvements and
application of the latest Office of Management and Budget criteria
for reporting nonconformance.
In the Department's annual submission of its Financial Management
Systems (FMS) Plan required under OMB Circular A-127, and in a
.separate submission to O4B of the Department's 1987 PHS Operating
Plan, we identified our improvement/development priorities. Copies
of those documents have been provided to the committee.
Question:
Do the systems upgrades in the 1988 budget request correspond with
the priorities identified through the planning process?
Answer:
The Department has requested no enhancements for its financial
management system in the 1988 budget request.
Question:
In the course of implementing the Department's financial plan, can
you point to instances in which costs have been avoided or
efficiencies achieved through developing or utilizing shared systems?
Answer:
The JMD Financial Management Information System (FMIS), based upon
modern data base management system technology, is the DOJ Financial
Management System (FMS) pilot system through which sharing and crossservicing are being effected. In addition to the accomplishments
discussed beginning on page 7 of the DOJ FMS Plan, examples of other
initiatives in developing or utilizing shared systems resources
include:
INS Accounting using the DOJ FMS.
INS Automated Personnel/Payroll using the DOJ FMS.
Expansion of BOP PC-based Automated Time and Attendance
Reporting for Departmental use.
Departmental Federal Procurement Data System used by all
DOJ components.
OJP Travel Processed and supported by the 003 FMS.
Question:
What is the revised timetable for having an accounting system in
complete compliance with the Comptroller General's standards?
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Answer:
As stated abowe, our accounting systems, taken as a wole, are in
conformance with the Omptroller General's Standards. In our FWIA
certification, the only material nonconformance was the lack of
recording of the Department's legal process debts to the general
ledger. In order to remedy this, complete accounting requirements
were issued to organizations maintaining subsidiary accounts. mst
of the rep rting offices have implemented these requirements.
However, 'until all unliquidated claims are reported and all aging
reports are received, full general ledger control will not be
accomplished. Reporting elements should complete these last phases
during the present fiscal year.
Working Capital Fund

QMtionYou also request an additional $4,000,000 for the Working Capital
PZ'vd in order to relocate the Washington, D.C. Data Center and
consolidate communications networks. Please explain why you need to
relocate the Data Center and what the total relocation cost will be,
broken out by type of expense, by fiscal year?
Answer:,,
The Computer Technology and Telecommnications Staff (CI'T), provides
various telecommunications, computer, and computer-related services
to elements of the Department, as well as to other Government
agencies on a 24 hour-a-day, 7 day-a-week basis. The CTTS (which
operates exclusively from a working capital fund and cbarges for all
services provided) operates two data processing centers, one in
Washington, D.C., and the other in Dallas, Texas to support the
information processing and telecommunications requirements for the
Offices, Boards, Divisions and Bureaus of the Department (except the
FBI) in support of their critical law enforcement and litigation

missions.

In Washington, D.C., CMTS has experienced a dramatic increase in
workload, which has necessitated the acquisition and installation of
several additional large computer systems. In addition, the
Department has completed a procurement which will result in a 750
percent increase in the number of disk storage devices by January
1991. This disk acquisition is essential to satisfying the expanding
user processing requirements. As a result of the increasing user
workload requirements, the Department of Justice is faced with the
need to increase the size and capability of its Justice Data CenterWashington (JDC-W), computer facility significantly.
Of primary concern is the limited timeframe before the current
facility will not have the capability to meet the expanding needs of
the user community. If the data center relocation is not completed
before February 1988, the current facility will not be able to house
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the additional equipment needed to process the expanding user
requirements.
In light of the multiple problems, addressed by an architectural and
engineering study, that beset the existing JDC-W including
insufficient computer room space, severe air-conditioning and
electrical problems, and the disadvantageous architectural design of
the Chester Arthur Building (CAB), the Department has determined that
the JDC-W should be relocated to a larger and more modern facility.
A new Data Center could provide the expanded floor space and enhanced
environmental systems reliability (including process-type airconditioning units, upgraded electrical capacity and an
uniterruptable power supply should normal electrical service be
disrupted), which are critical to the Department's central data
processing capability.
In May 1986, the Department submitted a formal request to the General
Services Administration (GSA), requesting that they find a
replacement site for the JDC-W. In September 1986, we were informed
that the Control Data Corporation's (CDC) data center in Rockville,
Maryland was available for a leasing period of up to 18 years. The
Department and GSA toured the site and concurred that it was a
larger, high-quality data center which offered significant
improvements over the existing JDC-W site. Since the CDC facility
met the Department's basic requirements, we requested GSA to initiate
the required actions to lease the facility.
If the CDC facility is leased for the Department, we estimate that
1987 operating expenses to perform the actual move will cost
approximately $2,000,000. Additionally, we have estimated that site
enhancements needed to improve and upgrade the environmental
reliability of the CDC site will cost approximately $3,000,000 in
1988 out of the capital expenses budget of the Working Capital Fund.
Additional background information supporting the Department's
decision to relocate the data center to a new site has been provided
to the Committee.
Question:
What benefits are to be gained by consolidating the Department's
cormunications networks into a single network? What will be the
total cost of this consolidation by fiscal year and type of expenses?
Answer:
The benefits of consolidation are as follows:
-

-

Eliminate the unnecessary redundancies and overlap of
indeprident networks and achieve Department-wide management
efficiencies and productivity gains in telecommunications
systems and operation;
Acoommodate future growth through modular architecture;
Minimize the impact of tariff increases;
Provide consolidated communications for Departmental
sensitive but unclassified data traffic;
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-

Strengthen the Attorney General's Command and Control
capabilities in carrying out his mission responsibilities;
Utilize standard communications protocols rather than
proprietary solutions.
FY 1988
6,140,0001

FY 1989

FY 1990

Start-up

3,085,0002

9,255,;;;3

10,608,0004

Total

9,225,000

9,255,000

10,608,000

Operation
Question:

Why was the Working Capital Fund not able to absorb this cost?
Answer:
The Working Capital Fund is a revolving fund wtich operates on the
basis of costs. The Fund is authorized to be reimbursed for
supplies, materials and services at rates which will recover the
expenses of operations including accrual of annual leave and
depreciation of plant and equipment of the Fund. Any net income in
excess of operating expenses must be returned to the Treasury unless
the Congress enacts legislation allowing the Fund to retain earnings.
The requested funding for the data center relocation and the
consolidation of communications networks represents a capital
expense, i.e., for the purchase of capitalized equipment rather than
consumable supplies and materials. As such, the planned capital
purchases associated with the relocation and network consolidation
must be made from available depreciation reserves or from
appropriations expressly provided for capital purchases.
Because the Fund's depreciation reserves are limited and provide only
for the replacement of equipment inventories on hand, capital is not
available to fund the requested initiative and thus the
Administration has sought a capital appropriation for the Working
Capital Fund in 1988.

IIncludes costs for items such as site preparation,
installation, etc.
2The Justice Teleoommunications Network (JTN) cost ws estimated
to be 67.05% of the current systems costs (JUST, JIRIS, INS/MIRAC,
SENTRY). This percentage was obtained from a oomparison chart,
co ring existing systems costs with JTN, which was forwarded to OMB
in Havevuer 1984. The percentage was applied to the 1988 costs (INS
base + Enhancements + Immigration Reform Act (IRA)) supplied in
Mmmmber 1986. Assumes four months of operation in 1988.
3Assumes a full year of operation.
4

Assums 15% cost increase over 1989.
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The attached materials provide further information on Mr. Smith's
questions on the Department's Financial Management 13ystem and the
Working Capitol Fund's proposed relocation of the data center.
Review of Internal Control Systems for Fiscal Year ending
September 30, 1986. This letter from the Attorney General to the
President reports the results of his review and provides
assurance that the internal control systems were in accordance
with the requirements established by the Federal Managers
Financial Integrity Act (Integrity Act). This review was
performed in accordance with the guidelines issued by the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), in
consultation with the Comptroller General, as required by the
Integrity Act. The Department reported on new and continuing
material weaknesses.
Enclosure A provides information on how the review was conducted,
the Department's accomplishments in improving the internal
control process, and how the Department is incorporating internal
control into its overall management activities.
Enclosure B contains a more detailed explanation of each of these
material weaknesses along with the proposed corrective actions.
Enclosure C provides additional information regarding the
accounting system review and the results.
Enclosure D provides a statistical summary of the status of the
Department's internal control systems.
Enclosure E is the latest semiannual report on the audit followup
process for conformance with OMB Circular A-50.
Operating Plans for Financial Management System Improvements
(March 1 - September 30, 1987).
The paper provides a consolidated listing of the Department's
management system improvements and gives the benefits that will
be obtained from them. Each improvement gives a brief
description and provides a timetable of the major events that
will occur during the project.
1986 Financial Management System Plan (FMS). The FMS Directive
prescribed the policy for establishing and managing a single
integrated financial management system which implements the
objectives of OMB Circular A-127 and the other circulars and
bulletins governing management of Federal information resources.
The FMS program is designed to minimize duplication and maximize
utilization of systems development resources.
Working Capital Fund Relocation. The material described below
provides additional information supporting the Department's
decision to relocate the data center.
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4.
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7.

Letter from the Department to GSA, requesting the Control
Data Corporation (CDC) site.
Graph reflecting February 1988 JDC-W space saturation.
Chart showing data center space requirements by 1991.
Facility problems rendering CAB expansion unrealistic.
Estimate of 1987 operating expenses during the JDC-W move.
Estimate for 1988 capital expenses to upgrade the CDC site.
Justification for CDC site enhancements.
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31 December 1986

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr.

20500

Presidents

The Department of Justice (DOi) has completed a review of
its internal control systems in accordance with the requirements
of the Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act (Integrity Act).
This letter reports-the results of this review and provides the
appropriate assurance and certification statements required by
the Integrity Act.
Our review of the system of internal .accounting and administrative control was conducted for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1986. ,It was performed in accordance with the
guidelines issued by the Director of the Office of Management
and Budget (OHB), in consultation with the Comptroller General,
.as required by the Integrity Act. The review included an analysis
of tahether the system of internal accounting and administrative
control within DOi -was in compliance with the principles and
standards pieescribed by the Comptroller General. Enclosure A
provides -information on how the review ws- onducted, the
Department's accomplIshments in. improving the internal control
process, and how the Department is incorporating internal control'
into its overall management activities.
.The objectives of the system 'of internal, accounting and
administrative control within DOJ are to provide reasonable
assurance that%
--

Obligations and. costs are in compliance Lwith applicable
law;

--

Funds property,-.and other assets are safeguarded against
waste, loss,' unauthorized use, or misappropriation: and

--

Revenues and expenditures applicable to agency operations
are properly recorded and accounted for to permit the
preparation of accounts and reliable financial and statistioal reports and to mintain accountability over the
assets.
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The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost
of internal control should not exceed the benefits expected to be
derived from internal control and that the benefits reduce the
risks of failing to achieve the stated objectives.
estimates and
judgments are required to assess the expected benefits and related
cots of the control procedures.
Furthermore, errors or irregularities may occur and not be detected because of inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting and administrative
control, including those limitations resulting from resource
constraints, congressional restrictions and other factors.
Finally, projection of any evaluation of the system to future
periods is subject to the risk that procedures may be inadequate
because of changes in conditions or that the degree of compliance
with the procedures may deteriorate.
The results of the review described in the second paragraph,
in addition to the assurances and supplemental information given
by the appropriate DOJ officials, indicate that the system of
internal accounting and administrative control for the Department
in effect during the fiscal year which ended September 30, 1986,
taken as a whole, complies with the requirement to provide reasonable assurance that the aboVe-mentioned objectives were achieved
within the limits described in the preceding paragraph, except
for weaknesses in the asset seizure and forfeiture program, funds
control in the Executive Office for United States Trustees (EOUST),
certain risks to program delivery because of acute demands placed
on the United States Marshals Service (USMS), and previously
reported, but not yet fully resolved, weaknesses in the areas of
inmate overcrowding in the Federal Prison System, the Department's
financial management system, and the accounting for legal process.
debts.
The Department reports the following new and continuing
material weaknesses.
AREA OF MATERIAL WEAKNESS

DESCRIPTION

Asset Seizure and Forfeiture
(New)

Management and internal control improvements are required
in the areas of processing forfeiture actions, record keeping
and the maintenance and disposal
of seized property in the nondrug seized assets portion of
the program. For example, the
Drug Enforcement Administration's ability to process
seizure actions has not been
commensurate with its seizure
activity, resulting in a backlog in recording and disposing of the assets. Some
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of the consequences of the
delays are additional storage
costs, erosion of asset values,
and deprivation of sharing
revenue with state and local
agencies. Also, Lprovements
are necessary in the management of seized cash. Corrective actions-are now being
taken and a substantial portion of the weakness will
be resolved by the end of
FY 1987.

Funds control in the Executive
Office for United States Iruetees

The Department's requirements
for funds control were not
fully implemented or consistently applied which resulted
in several funding control
issues for OUST in FY 1985
and FTY1986. Several practices Which contributed to
the funds control problem
have been corrected While
others remain to be corrected.

Acute demands placed on the United
States Marshals Service attributable to the Comprehensive Crime
Control Act of 1984

Increased levels of activity
generated by the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984 have
put considerable workload pressure on the USPS, especially
in the areas of the protection
of the Judiciary and Federal
property, the handling of
Federal detainees, and witness
security. There is a potential
that, if unattended, the
workload could pairr the
fulfillment of significant
portions of the USKS' mission.

Overcrowding in the Federal
Prison System is unacceptably

Overcrowding in the Federal
Prison System is 49% over
rated capacity as of November
1986. The Department's
objective is to provide

(New)

(Nw)

high.

(Previously Reported)

,*- - .
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adequate prison ospacity
Which keeps ', wit the
ever Lncress hg Vedera

inmate

population and BigmifI9tZX -

reduqes, VO current overcrowding
level. , AdditfsI oapacity.
will be obtained through the
expansion of existing facili-.

ies, the aoquisi~ipp nd conversion of pasting properties
to minimum security correctional
facilities, and the construction
of new Federal Correctional
Implementation
Institutions.
of our plan will provide more
manageable overcrovding levels.
Financial Management
(Previously Reported)

The Department's accounting
systems, while in conformance
with General Accounting
Office principles and standards, are experiencing
a series Of prograintic
wich require
probli
attention, I have directed
the implementation of a
fully operational, integrated
financial management system.
Such a system will assist us
in addressing these problems.

Legal Process Debt Collection
(Previously Reported)

Legal process debts are not
fully % strolled through the
accounting system. The
Departmentvide system reflecting legal process debt management for DOJ and legal
process debts referred to
the Department for litigation
by other agencies has not
been fully implemented. Our
goal is to account for all
debts both unliquidated and
By
in collection status.
the end of FY 1997. we
expect to have a complete
reporting and debt aging
system for all legal process
debts.
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A more detailed explanation of each of these material weaknesses, along with the proposed 'orrective actions can be found
in Enclosure a to this report. I am especially interested In
rsoolving the problem of prison overcrowding as soon a possible.
My goal is to reduce prison overcrowding from the current 49%
over the rated capacity td a more' manageable level of 201 of the
rated capacity by FY 1993. A failure to implement an orderly
expansion program could have a significant adverse impact on the
Federal criminal justice system and will impede law enforcement.
Furthermore, severe overcrowding threatens the life and safety
of prison staff, the Innate population, end the public at large.
In addition to the material weaknesses, I wish to identify
several other areas Which are of significant concern to the
Department.
Among these areas are the handling and storage of
seized drugs, the security of automated data processing systems,
and the effect of certain provisions of the Federal Employees
Retirement System Act of 1986 on the Career Development Program
for law enforcement agents such as the special agents within the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The impact of the new retirement system is critical because it may have serious consequences
on management as well as agent morale. We will seek a solution
to this problem. My concerns are more fully explained in
Enclosure B to this report.
A review of the Department's accounting system was conducted pursuant to Section 4 of the Integrity Act and the guidance published by OHB. The results of this review indicated
that the Department's accounting systems comply with the
Comptroller General's principles and standards except for a
continuing material nonconforomnce in the accounting for legal
process debts. Enclosure C provides additional information
regarding the accounting system review and the results.
The Director and Deputy Director, 04B, requested that we
emphasize specific areas in this year's review.
In response,
the Department highlighted the protection of confidential
information from unauthorized disclosure in its internal control guidance to its organizations. The organizations provided
assurance that there were no material weaknesses related specifically to this subject.
rhe Department's performance under the
Prompt Pay Act was reviewed and no significant problems were
noted. Also, the Department reviewed its audit followup process
for conformance with (HE Circular A-50. Enclosure E is the
latest semiannual report provided me on that subject.
Please
note that the report indicates that there are no unresolved
audit reports more than six months old. Finally, we are providing a statistical summary of the status of the Department's
internal control systems in Enclosure D.
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. ,During the course of the next year, the Dpartment vil
continue its offorte to Improve the Implementation of Its
Internal control system to met the requiremente of the
Integrity Act and ONI& guidelines.
I expect that additional
benefits will result from these efforts, thus increasing the
efficiency and effectiveness with Which we carry out the mission
of the Department.
Respectfully,
EMIN 33181 III
Attorney General
Encloeures
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DWPASTMUT OF JUBTICB
1986 IMDURAL KIrAGERS FIANCAZAL IfTEORITY ACT REPORT
NVAL kTIO OF ITURNAL ODNTROL SYSTEMS
During FY 1986, the Department focused its efforts on streamlining the internal control process, integrating the process
Into the Department's other management processes and Implementing
the revised requirements of the Office of Management and budget
'(CNS) Circular K-123.
In particular, the Department's organizations were encouraged to use alternative sources of information
in conducting risk assessments and internal control reviews.
The Department encouraged the use of information resulting from
audits, management reviews, evaluations, and inspection reports
In determining areas of internal control weakness and corrective
action necessary to resolve weaknesses. Our emphasis was to
reduce the workload associated with implementing the process
but ensure that the integrity of the process was maintained.
Responsibility. The Attorney General delegated the authority to
provide the direction, oversight and monitoring of the Department's internal control process to the Assistant Attorney General
for Administration. The day-to-day activities associated with
this delegation are carried out by the Operations Support Staff
within the Office of the Comptroller, Justice Management Division.
Sagntation.

The Department's organizations were encouraged to

use theirbudget decision unit structure as the basis for segment-

ing their activties. In April 1986. the Attorney General communicated to the heads of all the Department's organizations
that he is determined to link the internal control process with
the Department's budget and resource expenditure process Where
it is appropriate. Alt-nrnative segmentation strategies were
permitted where they would provide better coverage of an organization's functions and activities, including the field activities
of the organization.
V
Inventory of Issessable Units. The Department's 32 organizations
identified 414 assessable units in FY 1986. This is a reduction
of 35 assessable units from the 449 units reported during the
PY 1985 cycle and a reduction of 113 assessable units since the
inception of the process in FY 1983. Much of the streamlining
is due to the linkage between the assessable unit structure and
the budget decision unit structure.

Risk Assessments. The Department's components were given two
options for conducting risk assessments (1) conduct assessments
of all assessable units this year and conduct internal control
reviews %ere required during 1987, or (2) conduct risk assessments
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of the assessable wits during 1986 and the remaining 501 durirA;
1987. The organizations were requested to target areas of higj,
risk during the assessment cycle consistent with the evaluationi
methodology articulated by 18. This approach allowed the components to select the review method wOhich best suited their
needs and facilitated the linkage of the internal control process
to other management processes such as budget review, audit, and
Inspection.
The Department's components conducted 270 risk assessments this
year. Approximately 651 of. all the Department's assessable
units were reviewed.
Monitoring and Oversight.
The Department has a quality assurance
program toensure the-poper implementation and improvement of
the internal control process. Ultimately, this activity verifies for the Attorney General that he can provide "reasonable
assurance" thatthe Department has complied with the Integrity
Act and OMB's directives in the year-end internal control report

to the President and the Congress.

The Department has a two-tiered assurance process.
The head of
each organization has a monitoring and review responsibility
within his or her organization and the Assistant Attorney General
for Administration has a Departnentwide monitoring and review
responsibility. Together these monitoring activities provide
effective oversight and ensure the prudent implementation of
internal control.
Each organization conducts a limited compliance review of its
internal control process prior to submitting its year-end report
to the Attorney General.
Also, detailed quality assurance
reviews were conducted by several organizations. For example,
the Drug Enforcement Administration selected eight of its assessable units for separate quality assurance reviews. This was in
addition to two levels of supervisory review and concurrence by
senior officials on each risk assessment.
At the departmental level, four quality assurance reviews initiated in FY 1985 were completed in FY 1986, i.e.,
reviews were
conducted of the Drug Enforcement Administration, the IuuigratLion and Naturalization Service, the Antitrust Division, and
the Executive Office for United States Attorneys. In addition,

an internal control oversight review was conducted of the Executive Office for United States Trustees to ensure that effective
internal controls were in place especially in view of the new
expansion of the Trustee System. In addition, all the components'
internal control submissions provided to the Department were

reviewed for consistency with Department guidelines and the

internal control directlvas issued by senior policy officials.

72-166 0-87-9
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All organizations with field offices were

required to review the activities of these offices in their
internal control assessments. Each organisation used the approach
best suited for reviewing their field activities consistent with
Department guidelines.
Planning and Tracking Systems.

The Attorney General's policy

goals for 1987 identified Government financial integrity and the

prevention of fraud, waste, mismanagement, and misappropriation
as one of the Department's major goals. The internal control
process is a major initiative designed to achieve this goal.
As referenced above, this year the internal control process was
also linked to the Department's resource setting process. An
automated internal control tracking system is also available.
The system is being modified to increase its utility and make it

available for use by the Department's components.
The Bureau
of Prisons and the Drug Enforcement Administration were the
first
organizations to adopt portions of the the Department's
tracking system. The use of a common tracking system is intended
to reduce the cost of the process.
Special Reviews.
The Department reviewed several areas emphasized
by OMB. The following paragraphs briefly describe the results
of t hese reviews:
Legal Process Debt Collection.
Although significant progress has been made in legal process debt collection,
several corrective actions remain.
The Executive Office
for-United States Attorneys and the Legal Divisions have
decreased the processing time of debts and judgments,
and increased pressure on debtors to make timely payments. Accounting for legal process debts has been
improved but is not completed. Once the accounting
system and automated reporting are completely linked,
the Department should be able to identify readily the
number and value of its outstanding debts, the amounts
collected, and the potential collectibility of these
debts. We expect to complete this task in 1987.
Several actions have occurred this year wbich will have
an effect on debt collection.
Legislation was passed
Which allows the appointment of civilian counsel to
litigate and collect debts. Procedures to implement
the law are currently under preparation. It is difficult
to anticipate the impact this law will have on the debt
collection process. We do not know if the net return to
the Treasury on debts placed with civil counsel will be
cost-effective. In addition, it will be necessary to
centralize departmental activities to effectively monitor
contract performance by the civilian counsels.
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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax return offset
program was initiated this year. The Department provided
IRS with data on criminal debtors. It Is too early to
know the full extent of the results of this program.
We reviewed the administrative costs associated with the
collection of debts and the report included a proposal
to pass certain administrative costs on to the debtor.
The additional fees charged would be deposited in the
Treasury and are intended to defray the costs to the
American taxpayer for collecting delinquent debts.
In March 1984, the Department instituted a direct

deposit (lock box) system whereby all cash collected by
our collection offices is sent to a bank and Immediately
deposited to the credit of the Treasury. Over a 30month period, $663 million have been deposited through
this system resulting in a savings of approximately
$3 million in 'imuted interest to the Treasury.
Automated Data Processing (ADP) Security. Our efforts
in this area have focused on two aspects of the security
of our common user facilities, i.e.,
security of information and physical security of the data centers.
Significant steps were taken in both areas to identify problems

and develop strategies to address those problems.

A

more detailed discussion of the results of our efforts
in the ADP Security area can be found In Enclosure B.
Paymnt Systems. A discussion of the Department's reviews
of Its payment system can be found in Enclosure C.
Acc mplishments. The Department has made considerable progress
in merging the internal control process into its basic program,
planning, and management activities. Some of the highlights of
the efforts are described below
The Department's Management and Productivity Improvement Program identified the prevention of waste, fraud,
mismanagement, and misappropriation in several of its
objectives. The internal control process assists in
meeting these objectives. It is designed to provide
program managers with an increased capability to anticipate problems and fix weaknesses prior to their developIng serious difficulties.
The internal control process has been linked to the
budget setting processes within the Department. Savings
realized or expected to be realized from management

initiatives, including internal control improvements,
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The
internal control process has also been linked to OMB
Circular A-127, Financial hanagement Systems. The
Attorney General issued an order on April 21# 1986

supporting the establishment of a single Integrated
financial management system within the Department.
Guidance was issued to all organizations for Iplementing the ChB Circular A-127 and the Attorney
General's order.

The Procurement Executive completed a procurement management review of each of the bureaus' procurement functions.
The findings and recommendations contained in these
reports provide a basis for future procurement directives
and topliance reviews.
in addition, a new ord: wL-.
issued establishing criteria for evaluating and certifying the Department's procurement systems.
A recently
issued Department of Justice (DOJ) order on Advance
Procurement Planning Will also aid in increasing competitive procurements and may assist in reducing spending.
These efforts are important control tools for procurement
management.
On April 18.

1986,

DOJ Order 1273.1D was revised to assign

responsibility and establish minimum requirements for
personnel planning and evaluation within the Department.
This order is an Jitegral step in applying the internal
control process w!.thin the personnel area.

Audit reports issued during FY 1987 by the Department's
Audit Staff will include a statement on the adequacy of
internal controls within the scope of each audit. in
addition, the Bureau of Prisons examined its existing
management audit system to determine the most efficient
-and effective method of integrating the internal control
process into the system.

A revised Departmentwide directive on controlling funds

under apportionment was published on April 9, 1986.
This
is the primary control directive for the Department's
funds control process.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1986 FEDERAL MANAGERS FINANCIAL INTEGRITY ACT REPORT
AREAS OF MATERIAL WEAJ=ZSS AND SIGNIFICANT CONCERN
MATERIAL VEAMESSES
Material Weaknessi
Category of Weakness:
YeariReported,

The Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Program
(Non-Drug Seized Assets) (Now)
Program Management
1986

Critical aspects 'of the Asset Seizu.
Description of Weakness,
and Forfeiture Program have previously been reported as a
Humorous corrective actions
Departmentwide material weakness.
were implemented wt.ich substantially resolved the wvakness and it
This year new problems
-was considered corrected in 1985.
developed which, coupled with the existing lack of a complete
assets require that
forfeited
seized
and
accounting system for
this area again be reported as a material weakness.
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is now processing an
average of 1,000 new seizure actions a month under the enhanced
asset seizure and forfeiture authority of the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984. DEA's ability to process these
actions has not kept pace with the seizure activity. This has
resulted in a significant backlog in the recording and dispos ong
of seized assets. The disproportion of staff to workload
prevents DEA from promptly contributing to the Department of
Justice (DOJ) Asset Forfeiture Fund. This contribution could
have been as much as $21 million through May 1986 had there been
sufficient staff resources to process final actions.
The United States Marshals Services (USMS) is handling the real
estate, aircraft, and monies seized by DEA and a workable timetable needs to be established for the USMS to process other
properties such as automobiles, vessels, weapons, art, and
collectibles. The USMS also reports that it is concerned about
the extensive manpower resources being consumed by the program.
Present indications are that the program will exceed all expectations and will prove to be one of the major benefits from the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act. The program will generate
approximately $50 million for the United States Treasury by the
end of 1986. Approximately $17 million has been shared with
state and local jurisdictions. Currently, there are 3,851
properties under seizure with a total value of $327 million.
This level of activity at times forces USMS to divert local
field office resources from other critical program areas to
USMS further reports the lack of an
accommodate the workload.
effective program to complete regular audits of its seized asset
activities.
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the seized property, proper accountability for seized and forfeited
assets has not been fully established within the Department's
accounting system. This is an essential element of the weakness
and needs correction.
Corrective Action: MEA recently received some additional
resources an part of the new anti-drug initiative to create
asset removal teams in key locations around the nation. Once
these teams ore fully operational the backlogs should become
more manageable.
The Justice Managemnt Division (JMD) has initiated several
actions to improve its accounting capabilities for se- 'ed
assets. A departmental order on financial management of seized
and forfeited assets is in the clearance process. A steering
committee has been established to develop Departmentwide information and accounting requirements for seized and forfeited assets.
Also, review of DEA and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) seized cash practices has been completed and procedures
are now being implemented to deposit nonevidentiary and forfeited
seized cash in a more timely manner.
The USMS, which operates the National Asset Seizure and Forfeiture
(NASAF) program, continues to take corrective actions to improve
the management of property subject to administrative forfeiture,
upgrade its management information and inventory system and
improve coordination with other Doi agency operations. The
first contract to provide for the comprehensive care of seized
vehicles was signed on September 30, 1986. Since August 1, 1986,
the USMS has held three auctions for vehicles forfeited administratively by the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Progress
continues toward implementing similar programs elsewhere along
the southwest border.
The Asset Foufeiture Office (APO) in the Criminal Division is
working on several initiatives which will assist in easily understanding the criminal and civil forfeiture laws. The Division is
assisting with revisions to the United States Attorneys Manual
in these areas. APO is also working with other Federal organizations to provide information which will assist them to more
efficiently store, use, or distribute seized assets.
Material Weakness.
Category
of WeakneOss
Year Reporteod,

Funds Control in the Executive Office for
the United States Trustees (ROUST) (New)
other
- Financial Management
1996

An internal control review conducted by
Description of Weakness
the Department in 1986 revealed problems In funds control within
ZOUST. The Department'e procedures on funds control had not
been fully implemented or followed by ZOUST. This resulted in
funds control problems for 1Y 1985 and 1986.
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shottly institute several corrective actions to resolve the
funds control problem. By December 1987, all delegations of
authority for funds control will be reviewed and changed as
necessary. All ZOUST employees will be informed of who is
responsible for funds control. An initial 1987 operating plan
has been submitted to the"Department for approval.
Future
revisions tO the operating plan will be timely and more accurate.
Obligation and payment procedures will be reviewed and strengthened for FY 1987.
Clear separation of duties and responsibilities
Vill be established and incorporated in the appropriate employees
work plans.
The implementation of the above procedures, several other planned
adjustments, and adherence to the Department's fund control proceaures will resolve this weakness.
Material Weakness:

Acute Demands Placed on the United States
Marshals Service Attributable to the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984

Category of Weakness:
Year Reported:

Program Management
1986

(New)

Description of Weakness: The USMS has experienced a considerable
increase in activity due to demands placed on many of its programs.
The increase is attributable primarily to the implementation of
the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. Current USMS
resources are being significantly stretched.
There is a potential that, if unattended, the inordinate workload
could impair the fulfillment of USMS' missions. Demands have
been particularly acute in following areas
Threats against members of Judiciary, United States
Attorneys, and other court officers have increased 89%
in the last two years.
In addition, concern for terrorist acts against Federal judicial facilities, as well
as officials and employees in those facilities, has
increased.
Pre-trail detention of defendants by Federal judges has
increased substantially. The number of in-custody defendants which the USMS must house in state and local
facilities has escalated. Many of the state and local
facilities housing Federal detainees are under court
order to ease overcrowded conditions and space is not
always available to serve USMS' detention needs.
Thic
necessitates housing detainees in facilities located
long distances from the urban areas Where courts are
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and workload pressure.
The increased efforts to fight organized crime and the
implementation of the Child Custody provisions of the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 also have
increased the demands on the USMS to provide the

security needed to protect endangered witnesses.

The number of extraditions carried out by USMS has
doubled in the last 2 years.
The USMS has a primary
role in the apprehension of fugitives.
The major drug
enforcement initiatives being carried out by the Department's organizations and other law enforcement agencies
have generated an active extradition program.
This
places additional workload pressure on the USS.
The USMS telecmunicatton capacity needs to be
addressed. Due to the increases in activities, USMS
must upgrade its telecommunications systems to keep
puce with the demand. For certain operations, voice
privacy radios are needed in order to assure that
ccmmunications are not compromised.
The increase in the debt collection effort by the
Department and court ordered service of civil process
has increased service of process by 40% over 1985
levels.
Three quarters of government civil process Is
directly related to the Aebt collection activity.
At
the present time, USMS collects $3 per piece of private
process served when the actual cost for the service to
USMS is approximately $18 per piece.
The fee schedules
are unrealistic and must be revised to offset costs.
V

Corrective Actions The Department is considering several corrective actions In this area. A number of these corrective actions
will require additional resources while others may require legislative changes.
As soon as the appropriate actions are taken
the acute demands placed on USMS will become more manageable.

Material Weakness:
Category of Weakness
Year Rek rted

Inmate Overcrowding in the Federal
Prison System (Previously Reported)
Program Management
1985
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Description of Weaknees
overcrowding
49% Isover
the
rated
capacity.
Iiatom
unaccep~tably high. As of November 186,
Corrective Actions We plan to add additional capacity to reach
a mre mnageabe 200 overcrowding rate by 1993. This will be
done through the expansion of existing facilities, acquisition
and conversion of existing properties to minimum security correctional facilities, and construction of new Federal Correctional
Institutions. The planned program will begin expanding capacity
by FY 1990 contingent on securing the necessary resources.
Failure to implement this expansion program in an orderly fashion
can have serious consequences on the the Federal criminal Jut-ice
system. The overcrowding rate could deteriorate to 901 ky
Fu:thp:more, the
FY 1993. This would be an intolerable level.
results of insufficient prison space of this magnitude would
seriously impede high priority Federal law enforcement programs.
Most important, it could threaten the life and safety of Bureau
of Prisons (SOP) staff, Federal inmates, and society at large.
Material Weakness:
Category of Weakness:
Year Reported:

Financial Management (Previously Reported)
Other - Financial Management
1984

Description of Weaknesss The Department's accounting systems,
while in conformance with the General Accounting Office (GAO)
principles and standards, are experiencing a series of programAt the request of the
mtic problems Which require attention.
Office of Mknagement and Budget (OMB), the Department initiated
an effort to implement a single integrated financial manag mnt
This system was a major
system throughout the Department.
financial management initiative but it was contingent on obtaining necessary resources. These resources were not fully provided
by the Congress..
Corrective Actions The Department will continue to address the
need for a single, integrated financial management system, but this
This will significantly
will be done within existing resources.
delay the implementation of a fully operational integrated financial
management system as initially envisioned by OHB and the Department.
Material Weakness:
Category of Weaknessi
Year Reported:

Legal Process Debt Collection
(Previously Reported)
Loan Management and Debt Collection
1983

Description of Weakness: Legal process debts are not fully
controlled through tWeaccounting system. The Departmentwide
system reflecting legal process debt management for DOJ and
legal process debts referred for litigation by other agencies
has not been fully implemented. Data on these debts are required
to be in an accounting system meting the requirements of Comptroller General's accounting principles and standards.
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were made in the control of legal process debts. The majority
of collection offices are now reporting al debts received from
referring agencies. Our goal Is to be able to account for all
debts, both unliquidated and In a collection status. This
will permit the Department to reconcile its outstanding debt
balances with the referring agencies. by the end Of VY 1987, we
expect to have a complete reporting and aging system for all
legal process debts. Debt collection accounting will then be in
conformance with the GAO standards and-thc debt collection program
will no longer be considered a material weakness.
j~rW&ZICg'T COgCERNS
significant Concerns
Category of Concerns

ADP Security
ADP Security

Description of Concerns The security of ADP, which supports a
multitude of the Department's activities and programs, was
identified as a significant concern in the 1985 Internal Control
Report. Protection of these systems from unauthorized access
and their physical security are vital to the Department.
Actions
are being implemented to correct problems Wich have be,,in previously identified. The Department is following a prudent course
of action to secure its sensitive operations as it introduces
new technologies into its management process,
The JMD's efforts in this area have focused on two aspects of
the security of the common user facilities, i.e., security of
information and physical security of the data centers. Several
reviews were conducted in 1986 qf computer security controls at
the Justice Computer Service (JCS) Data Cnters, An audit provided recommendations that will enhance the JCS computer system's
protection r I.nst failures, human error, security breach, and
natural ca'
ophies that could result in improper disclosure,
modification.,,destruction, or denial of services. In addition,
a private contractor conducted a computer security analysis of
the Justice Data Centers to identify and define ADP application
systems, telecommunications and software security procedures
and mechanisms necessary to assure the security and integrity of
user-defined sensitive information processed at the JCS data
centers. The JMD's Policy and Planning Staff has developed an
options paper for ensuring effective oversight of ADP security.
The Department's Security Staff, in December 1986, will complete
a report on the Department's compliance with the provisions of
D Order 2640.2A, Automated Information System Security. As
soon as the latter item is complete, the appropriate corrective
actions will be initiated.
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'.7The Justice Data Center - Wshington, D.C. is experiencing
problems with physical security. The existing eavirormental
support system are inadequate. The Department @omtracted with
an architectural and engineering firm to analyse, evaluate, and
reccmmnd Improvements to the existing ADP enviro mntal support
systems. A plan and milestones have been established to provide
a long-term solution to these problems.
Several of the Departmentls organizations focused on the security
of ADP systems during the year. For examples mOP audited 31 of
its institutions and included information systems and a review
of its SENTRY, the OP automated inmate tracking system, in the
audits. The US4S included an ADP systems inventory in 17 compliance reviews. The t8A performed an ADP vulnerability assessment and completed the worldwide encryption of their computer
access lines. The two regional computer centers of the FBI
performed risk assessments this year.
Significant Concerns
Category of Concerns

Storage of Dryg Evidence
Property/Inventory Systems

Description of Concerns Internal control issues regarding the
handling and storage of drug e%,idence were reported by the
Department in 1985 and continue to be of concern.
Current procedure often requires DA to store vast quantities of
drugs, at times for several years, until all court proceedings
are concluded. Potentially, DAZ faces serious storage-related
security problems in addition to the expense of the-storage space.
Storage of large quantities of drug evidence with' a high dollar
value creates the risk of penetration of the laboratories and
storage facilities by hostile elements. This creates a threat
to the se.ety of the United States Government personnel and
property, as well as the possibility of the contraband drugs
being re-introduced into the drug traffic if they are stolen.
The estimated dollar value based on the 1986 street value of the
current stored drug evidence is in excess of $12.1 billion dollars.
Corrective Actions The Department's Criminal Division, with
participation by the United States Attorneys, Federal judges,
and DEA, conducted a comprehensive review of this issue. The
review is in raft and, as soon as the Department's leadership
is provided with the final recommendations, the appropriate
actions will be taken.
Significant Concerns
Category of Concerns

Impact of the Federal Employees' Retirement
System Act of 1986 on the Law Enforcement
Career Development Program (FBI)
Personnel and Organizational Management
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Description of Concern. The new retirement system requires law
enforcement personnel to be in a Ofirst-line" operational position
for 10 years prior to promotLon to a supervisory or administrative position in order to retain eligibility for 14w enforcement
retLrment benefts. The FBI Is a good example. Under the Law
enforcement Career Development Programs 3e cial agents may be,
admin strative posiand have been, promoted to supervisory a
tions within their firct 10 years of service. It is believed
that the new 10-year requirement would deprive the FI7 of the
benefit of managerial talent. of those who could become managers
within 10 years, force accelerated managerial advancement because
In some instances the special agents total tenure eight be only
20 years, discourage some special agents with mnagerlal aptitude
from entering the program, and my even be the reason for their
leaving the FBI for managerial positions elsewhere.
Corrective Actions The FBI is pursuing a solution to the 10-year
requirement of the new retirement act. The Department will
work with the FBI and its other law enforcement components to
assist In finding an equitable solutLon' to this issue.
Significant Concerns
Category of Concern:

Inadequate Base Funding for Travel,
Confidential Expenses, and Supplies (FBI)
Program Management

DescELption of Concerns Primarily because of the inadequate
base funding .or travel and conf,#ential expenses and supplies
it was necessary to reprogram funds designated for automobiles
and certain technical equipment for this purpose. The reprogrammLng has caused delays in replacing needed automobiles, implementIng certain management systems, and in procuring needed technical
equipment, all of which has bad an adverse impact on operational
effectiveness and efficiency of the Bureau.
Corrective Actions Several management adjustments have been made
& dequat resources are being sought to prevent the recurrence
of this situation.
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Enclosure C
DEPARTMUIT OF JUSTICE
1986 FEDERAL MANAGERS FINANCIAL INTEGRITY ACT REPORT
ACCOUNTING V83TEMS REVII

section 4 of the Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA)
requires a review of accounting systems for the purpose of determining whether they are in conformance with the Comptr%. icr
General's principles, standards, and related requirements. During
FY 1966, Department of Justice personnel reviewed cash management
practices as they apply to the timeliness of collections and
disbursoments, and performed an indepth evaluation of commercial
*off-the-shelf" software packages for financial management systems.
Department personnel also reviewed the status of corrective
actions on previously reported deficiencies, audit reports and
management studies. The reviews disclosed that, taken as a
whole, the Department of Justice accounting systems are in conformance with the Comptroller General's principles, standards,
and related requirements.
We applied the new Office of Management and Budget (COMB) criteria
for reporting non-conformance. Accordingly, we are only reporting
a material non-conformance in the accounting for legal process
debts Which ii an activity of the accounting system for the
Offices, Boards, Divisions, and United States Marshals Service.
This was reported for the first time in our 1985 report.

The accounting for legal process debts does not fully conform to
In order to correct this,
accounting principles and standards.
complete accounting requirements were issued to organizations
maintaining subsidiary systems. Host of the reporting offices
have implemented these Tequirements. However, until all offices
report all unliquidated claims and submit required aging reports,
full general ledger control will not be complete. All reporting
elements should complete these last phases in FY 1987.
Non-conformances were found throughout the Department which are
not material in nature. Generally, these non-conformances are
the result of insufficient resources in financial management,
particularly in systems development and improvement.
Recently, the CHB expressed concern about Federal agencies not

complying with the Prompt Payment Act and not analyzing erroneous
payments in benefit, grant, and loan programs for the purpose of
improving payment controls. The review of cash management
practices discussed above included a review of the implementation of the Prompt Payment Act and no material deficiencies were

reported.
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-2In regard to CKB's concern about agencies not analyzing erroneous
pments, the Department does not have benefit and loan programs
a its grant programs are not susceptible to erroneous payments.
Rquests for advances and reimbursements to grantees are reviewed
prior to payment. A system modification has been Implemented to
identify possible excess advances, and drawdowns and expenditures
are reconciled. Failure on the'part of grantees to submit timely
expenditure reports or reconcile accounts results In payment
suspension.
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DEPART T OF JUSTICE
1986 FEDERAL MANAGERS FINANCIAL ITEORITY ACT REPORT
STATISTICAL SUIARY

Reasonable Assurance

X
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X
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MO

Section 2 (FIFIA)
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NO

_

REPORTED
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PENDING
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1985 Report
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2
1
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14
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6
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1986 Report

3
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1
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-Memorandum

ENCLOSURE

lemiannual Report (Unresolved Audit Report

Statull)--lNFORMATION KZMOW4DUM

=

W

3

F7sm

Te

The Attorney General

'ary

H. Flickinger

Actin; Assistant Attorney Geera:
for
ministration

As required by paragraph I of the Office of Management and Budget
(OH)

Circular No. A-50, "Audit follovup," Revised, attached please

find the necessary information which fulfills the semiannual
reporting requirements on unresolved audit reports over 6 months old.
For the period April 1, 1986 through September 30, 1986, there vere
,,,no unresolved audit reports over 6 months old.
Information provided is:

Additional

the number of audit reports resolved; the

amount of costs questioned; the amounts of questioned coats
recovered, adjusted and offset; and the number of demands made for
payment.
If you have any questions regarding this information,
me.
Attachment

please call
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Attachment
Ol Circular A-50
Semiannual Report on Status
of Unresolved Audit Reports
Audit Staff
Justice Hanagement Division
April 1, 1986 through September 30, 1986
1. Status of unresolved audit reports over 6 months old.
As of September 30, 1986,.there were no unresolved audit
reports over 6 months old.
2. tmbtr of audit reports resolved during the reoortina period:

134.

3., Costs questioned as a result of audits performed during the
reporting period $6,394,086.
4. Amount recovered during the reporting period

$124,571.

5. Amount of offsets during the reporting period:. $39,259.
6. Amount adjusted/vaived during the reporting period:

$1,076,612.

7. Number ot demands for payment made during the reporting
period: -0-.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OPERATING PLANS FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
MARCH I - SEPTEMBER 30, 1987
AGENCY CONTACT NAMEs
TITLEo
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
1.0

Projeot Title:

JAMES E. VXLLIAMS
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FINANCE STAFF/3MD
(262) 633-5538
Comparative Analysist Justioe Management Division's
Financial Management System and the FAMIS Logical
Model e

Project Deaciotion:
This project will Identify the financial
management improvements that must be made to the prempnt Justice
Management Division's financial management functions of accounting,
budgeting,
procurement,
and property in order to achieve the
objectives of the FAMIS logical model.
A walkthrough questionnaire
has been developed to ascertain each symteoms current
performance
of the financial requirement/function,
the necessary changes,
the
Impact on other financial functions,
and the enhancement benefits.
The financial management system user community Is also being polled
to assist the project team in
Identifying enhancements to the
existing system(s).
Systems :

Accounting, Budgeting, Procurement, and Property

Bne*fts Provides a structural approach to system developments and
enhancomenta,
and provides for the efficient and economical use of
financial and human resources.
Toa
1.i

1.2

1.3

Bather Data

Utilize Collected
Data

Develop Schedules

Milestone

Start

End

- Interview system analysts,
programmers, and operators

16/86

12/86

- Interview user oommuity

12/86

1/87

- Analyze data

12/86

1/87

- Identify projects

1/87

2/87

- Prioritize projects

2/87

3/87

- Prepare project development
and Implementation schedules

3/87

5/87
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2.0

Pro-oi Titles

FNIS/LAGA Synchronization

Project Descriptions The current Offices, Boards, Divisions and the
U.S.
Marahala Service Accounting System (OBD/USNS) In supported by
tvo financial systems - the Financial Management Information System
(FMZS) and the Legal Activities and General Administration
MLAGA)
System. The FMIS is an on-line system using modern commercial offthe-shelf
application generator software. It is easy to use ,
maintain, and enhance. The LAGA system is an older system which is
labor Intensive for maintenance purposes and very limited In its
ability to adopt to changing requirements.
Because of differences
in the type of date processed and the processing procedures, the
financial data from these two systems may not be In agreement.
This Immediate project provides
for the synchronization of data
within the two systems, and the availability of all accounting data
on an on-line basis. Once the date bases are synchronized,
projects will be established to eliminate the LAGA system.
Systems

Accounting

Benefits.
Elininates
information
Task
2.1

Analysis

Inconsistent

data

and provides more timely

Mileatone

Start

- Define Requirements

11/86

11/86

- Develop crosswalk of
transactions between both
eystems

12/86

12/86

2.2

Detail Design

- Develop software logic

1/87

1/87

2.3

Implementation

- Test programs

3/87

3/87

- Document

4/87

4/87

- Train Users

4/87

5/87

3.

Proleoct Titles

Redesign of the Expenditure and Allotment Report

Prolaect Decrition
As a result ... the project to synchronize the
FNIS and LAGA data,
this project provides for better reporting of
the data.
The Expenditure and Allotment
(E")
Report vill
be
redesigned
to
Improve data classification,
provide a more
descriptive report title .!nd -.porting columns, and add information
for analytical purposes.

Pago

2
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System& Accounting
Benefites

Improves

management Information and standardizes the un

of the report

3. 1

3.2

3.3

4.0

Task

Milestone

Analysis

- Analyze current reporting
requirements

1/87

1/87

- Define new requirements

1/87

1/87

- Develop format

1/87

2/87

- Revise software logic

2/87

2/87

- Test pouting of data

2/87

3/87

-

Document

3/87

3/87

-

Train users

3/87

3/87

Detail Design

Implementation

Project Title:

Start

End

Implementation of General Ledger
(Government-Wide
Standard
General
Ledger and Existing General
Ledger) on the FHIS

ProJect Description:
The General Ledger is currently maintained on
the LAGA System. As a part of the strategy to eliminate the LAGA
System,
the General Ledger will be maintained on the FHIS. This
project will provide for both the implementation of the GovernmentWide Standard General Ledger and the movement of the current
General Ledger to the FHIS.
System: 'Accounting
Benefits.

- Will satisfy the Office of Management and Budget's an
the Treasury Department's reporting requirements
- Will standardize
financial information
within the Department and government-wide
- Will
tion

Task

provide

accusulat'os

daily access to General Ledger informa-

Milestone

Page 3

Start

K-d
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4.1

Analysis

4.1

Analysis

- Compare Standard General Ledger
to existing General Ledger

Taalski

5.0

milestone

7/87

7/87
End

Start

- Define requirements for
Implementation on FMIS

7/87

8/87

- Develop implementation approach

9/87

----

ProJect Titles Standardization of Departmental Financial Nanagement
Data Definitions and Processing Logic
Project Descriptions Consistent with the Department of Justice
(DOJ FHS) Plan to establish a single
Financial Management System
this project will standardize the financial data
logical FMS,
(including financial management
elements and processing logic
policies and procedures) within the Department.
Systems:
Benefits:

Accounting,
-

Provides for a mingle logical FMS within the
Department

-

Will provide for uniform financial management data
milestone

Task
5.1

Analysis

-

6.0

Budgeting, Procurement, and Property

Prolect Title:

Start

Review for potential use the
data definitions of the FAMIS
Logical Model

8/87

8/87

Compare the logical model
definitions with each
Departmental component's
existing data definitions

9/87

----

Integrated Procurement System .

This project will replace and enhance the
Project Descriptions
current Procurement System with a system that makes use of database
and fourth generation language technology and operates within the
Justice Management Division's existing Financial Management System.
System
Benefits:

Procurement
- Fully integrates procurement and accounting
- Provides a model system for all Departmental users
Page 4
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- Replaces an aging document/file processing system
- Reduces redundant keying and storing of data
- Greatly improves reporting flexibility

and speed

- Provides for tracking at a detail level
- Aimed toward a Department-wide,
Management System
Task
6. 1

Analysis

6.2

Design

?Kilestone
- Analyze the existing system

Task

Milestone
- Develop prototype system
- Design

Implementation

End

12/86

1/87

Start

End

1/87

3/87

4/87

5/87
5/87

- Write programs

5/87

8/87

- Test system

8/87

9/87

9/87

9/87

- Run parallel systems
- Initiate operation og
system
7.0

Start

4/87

il e structures

- Design input screens
and reports

6.3

integrated Financial

10/87

Project Title: Upgrade of OBD/USMS Accounting System for Processin,
of Assets Forfeiture Fund Financial Information *
Project Description:
This project will enable the
OBD/USMS
Accounting System to address a material weakness identified in the
Attorney General's annual report under the Federal Managers'
Financial Integrity Act.
Through the use of a myJteom development
contractor, the accounting system will be upgraded to process
forfeiture accounting information on a transaction level basis from
the USMS District Accounting System.
This enhancement represents a
significant improvement in
the current system where forfeiture
accounting information is received onlf monthly and at a summary
level, with supporting documentation maintained manually in the
USMS field offices.

Page 5
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syJte:
Senefitsi

Accounting
full
- Provides
transactions

disclosure

- Provides accurate,
Information
-

forfeiture

and

Define requirements

Procure systems

accountability

- Analyze current reporting
system

Systems development

AGENCY CONTACT NAME
TITLEs
TELEPHONE NUMBER,
1.e

Project Titlet

for

forfeiture

Start
1/87

End
2/87

Milestone

Start

End

- Gain familiarity with
USMS District Accounting
System

2/87

3/87

-

3/87

3/87

- Bidding Period

4/87

6/87

- Analyze bids and select
contractor

6/87

7/87

- Work with contractor to
develop system

8/87

----

Develop RFP

development contract

7.3

financial

reliable management

Milestone

Task

7.2

timely,

Increases control and
transactions

Task
7.1

of

JAMES A. SHEALEY
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
U.S. MARSHALS SERVICE
(703) 285-1231
District Accounting Subsystem

Project Description: This project provides for the development of &
subsystem which supports the accounting requirements of the U.S.
(USMS) district and sub-district offices. It
Marshals Service's
recording accounting dota,
will provide automated assistance for
and
preparing accounting reports,
data,
accounting
querying
USMS,
generating end-of-month close-out data for the Headquarters,
The system has been developed,
and the OBD/USMS Accounting System.
During
tested, and implemented In several of the diatriot offices.
Page 6
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Fiscal Year 1987, the system vill be implemented in additional USMS
offices and integrated with the Departmental financial uanageuent
system (FMS).
Systomt
Benefits:

Accounting
- Provides more timely information
- Provides an audit trail ol all accounting data
- Standardizes the accounting functions and practices at
all USMS offices
- Improves data accuracy
- Addresses weaknesses previously identified in the
Department's accounting system certification reports
- Fully integrates the USMS PHS with the Departmental
FMS

Task
1.1

Milestone
- Install equipment

Implementation
Task

Milestone
- Implement system at 38
offices (including 28
districts, Headquarters,
and training center)
-

1.2

System Integration

Train users

- Develop and implement
integration requirements
with the Departmental FMS

Start
10/86

9/87

Start

End

1Is"

10/86
5/87

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
OPERATING PLAN FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT
MARCH I - SEPTEMBER 30, 1987
AGENCY CONTACT NAME:
TITLE:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
1.0

Project Title:

TED R. PING
CHIEF, ACCOUNTING SECTION
(202) 324-3440
Upgrade Existing Systems

Page 7

End

9/8'

9/87
----

Progleot DeRCiDt ion.
Mew roleemm of commercial software used to
support the Finanoial Management System wll be Implemented during
this perio.

S.slt#M
beneftlt

Accounts Payable, Budgetary Control, and General Ledger
A higher

level

of

Integration,

Improved

control

and

reporting

Task
1.1

Xlestone

Implementation

2.0

tEa eot Title:

td.
1/87

10/67

- Test Interfaces

1/87

10/87

- Test reports

1/87

10/87

- Coa

1/87

10/87

1/87

10/87

ert files

- Full implementation
AGENCY CONTACT NANE:
TITLEt
TELEPHONE NUMBER

S

- Run test data

TED R. PIXG
CHIEF, ACCOUNTING SECTION
(202) 324-3440
Implement New Systems (Replacement)

Proieox Decription: Replace existing Purchasing, Fixed Assets, and
Inventory Management Systems with new commercial software
Systems

Fixed Assets# Purchasing, Inventory Management

Benefits
New software will Integrate with existing financial
software, provide higher level of functions, Improved control, and
reporting
Task
2.1

Zmplementation

Milestone

Start

End

- Run test data

1/87

10/87

- Test Interfaces

1/87

10/87

- Teat reports

1/87

10/87

- Convert/Load files

1/87

10/87

- Train users,

1/87

10/87

- Full Implementation

1/87

10/87

Page 8
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AGENCY CONTACT NAME:
TITLEs
TELEPHONE NUMBER.
3.0

Project Tjtlos

JOHN H. SKAGGS
CRISP VOUCHER PAYROLL
(202) 324-2865
Implement Nov Personnel/Pay System

Project Desoriptions
Acceptance testing of contracted software for
the integrated Personnel/Pay System

SYtl.'
BoneitLs

Payroll/Personnel
- A mingle integrated system
- Improved processing
- Reduction of data entry
- Improved reporting
- Making
use of the Departmental
Payroll/Permonne
Information Model, the FBI system will employ the
common
date
definitions
and processing logic

resulting in a single Department of Justice payroll/
personnel logical system physically operated at two
altes (FBI and J3D)
Milestone

Task
3. 1

Implementation

- Dual testing of new data
base for payroll processing
Milestone

Task

- Employee Thrift Savings
Plan for now retirement

Start
1/87
Start

End
10/87
End

1/87

10/87

1/87

19/87

system
3.2

Analysis

- Plan to Incorporate Drug

Enforcement Administration
Into new system

Page 9
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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DECEMBER- ---

On April 5, 1985, the Department of Justice (DOJ) Implemented a
Financial Management System gWMS) Directive which prescribed the
policy for establishing and managing a single, integrated FMS.
The Justice directive fully embraces the objectives of OMB
Circular A-127 and the other circulars and bulletins governing
management of Federal information resources. On April 21, 1986,
the Attorney General issued Order DOJ 2860.3A, The Department of
Justice Internal Control and Financial Management Systems, which
delegated to the Assistant Attorney General for Administration
the authority to establish a single, Integrated FMS within the
system
management
and to prescribe financial
Department,
and
maintenance,
establishment,
in
the
responsibilities
evaluation of and reporting on the system.
Justice's FHS will continue the use of contemporary technology to
achieve functional and organizational integration of financial
information systems. It represents a key initiative in the
Department's overall Management and Productivity program.
Justice's FMS program will minimize duplication and maximize
utilization of systems development resources. The FMS will be
supplemented by specific organizational subsystems only where
truly unique requirements exist. A FMS Oversight Committee was
established to plan the evolution of the FMS consistent with OMB
objectives. The FMS plan is designed tot
(1) Provide necessary financial information to support all levels
of management in all DOJ organizations;
(2) Integrate automated functions for accounting, budgeting,
procurement, property (personal and real), payroll, and
personnel;
(3) Account for all resources owned or managed by the Department;
(4) Apply a uniform
Department;

financial information model throughout the

(5) Store date on a common data base management
data processing centers
(6) Use shared
and,

system

at

each

software for single source input and processing;

(7) Maximize the use of off-the-shelf software which is mainIs
tulnd by a vendor for multiple federal users, where it
determined to be cost-effective.
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DOJ FMS PLAN - 19a&

The FMS viii provide the opportunity for consolidating financial
operations and systems management to the extent that can be costeffective.
The Assistant Attorney General for Administration is the senior
management official responsible for Implementing and directing
the FMS. 'he VMS planning process is a subset of Juettice'a
Automated Information Systems (AIS) planning process.
The FMS plan requires DOJ-vide user involvement. A comprehensive
planning structure has been established to insure involvement of
all components. All six bureaus and the Justice Management
Division have been designated as FMS segments. A segment manager
has been appointed to represent the interests of each segment.
All segment managers must ensure that all of the financial
systems functions of their segments have been considered In any
matter affecting the system.
The Justice segment managers comprise the Justice FMS Oversight
Committee. The Committee is chaired by the Deputy Assistant
Deputy
The
Office of the Comptroller.
Attorney General,
Assistant Attorneys General for the Office of Personnel and
Administration and the Office of Inforation Technology are
members of the FMS Oversight Committee. Within the Justice
Management Division, each central staff hosts a working group to
coordinate Department-vide issues and matters of interest to that
staff's financial function. For example, the Financial and
Accounting Working Group, which mets periodically, addresses
and general ledger
financial
policies
matters
as
such
standardization. With this planning structure, the Department
within each segment and full
full
participation
ensures
Department-wide involvement in each functional area.
The Justice FMS strategy calls upon the FMS segment managers to
take lead roles in defining and designing those aspects of the
system for which they possess a particular interest or expertise.
For example, the Office of Justice Programs, the major granting
the US
organization, will define grant related requirements;
of
Marshals Service has the lead role In the definition
requirements for seized and forfeited assets.
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The software functions of the Justice FMS are classified for
management purposes into three nete or tiers
such as general ledger processing,
Tier 1, Core Functions,
are functions common to all segments. The policies, rules, and
data requirements vith respect to the operation of each function
Software for core functions will be used by
must be the same.
all DOJ components.
Tier 11, Shared Functions, such as grant accounting and
seized asset management, are functions that are performed by more
then one but not all segments and are a primary responsibility of
a particular bureau.
Shared software will be used by all DOJ
components which have activities classified as a shared function.
Tier 1I, Unique Functions, such as prison industries, are
functions performed by only one major Departmental organization.
DOJ components which have activities classified as unique may
develop and operate independent modules.
The information model and requirement. for core software (Tier I)
will be managed by a central management organization of the
Department. Core software will be maintained and enhanced in
conformance with the information model.
The model and requirements for shared software (Tier II) will be
managed by a lead bureau or division in coordination with
affected organizations. Shared software will also be maintained
and enhanced consistent with core software to the maximum extent
practicable.
Unique software (Tier 111) will be developed and maintained using
common languages and conventions to maximize potential for later
sharing. Also, non-core functions will be developed end managed
through the FHS planning process.
The core and shared software will meet uniform standards for
analysis, design, coding, testing, and operations within the
scope of the servicing date center. Unique software will conform
to the same standards to the extent practicable.
The Justice FMS will employ a multiple data center concept. The
core application software and associated resources will be
managed by the bureau or division in whose computer center the
III
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software is operated.
The
selection of date base management
systems and fourth generation tools will optimize the use of
tools already available In the two principal DOJ data centers.
Justice presently operates two principal data processing centers;
one by the Justice Management Division and one by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. The two mites will continue to service
mission support systems which must be integrated with the
financial and administrative systems of tho mission activities.
The main software technologies employed at these two sites are
different.
The
Department
will standardize the financial
management systems at the two data processing centers
by
requiring
that
standard data definitions,
policies,
and
procedures be employed. The multiple data center precludes the
costly
conversion of all mission support systems only to
accommodate financial and administrative systems.
In line with the Office of Management and Budget's requirement
that agencies use off-the-shelf software, where feasible, in
modernizing their FMS, the Department ham decided to use off-theshelf software in the implementation of the DOJ FMS. Two types
of off-the-shelf software are being employed. Off-the-shelf
application software has been employed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation
at its data processing center.
The Justice
Management Division will use off-thi-shelf application generator
software to achieve the objectives of its pilot system to support
the remainder of the Department.
Justice has a pilot project to develop the Departmental financial
information model. Clientele included in the pilot phase of the
FMS are the 25 DOJ components currently serviced by the Justice
Management Division. This enables the initial system to capture
a broad range of financial requirements.
It has the further
advantage of utilizing a user base which has considerable
experience with contemporary technology. These DOJ components
have been utilizing fourth generation programming
languages in
operational financial systems for several years.
The DOJ plans to migrate the pilot FMS to the bureaus serviced by
the
DOJ
data processing center
(operated by the Justice
Management Division) on an incremental basis.
As core modules of

Iv
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the pilot system are completed, the modulms will be Implemented
The Department is
by the bureau* on an an needed basis.
modules to service Departmental components in
implementing
advance of the availability of the fully functional pilot. This
strategy assigns primary responsibility for development of core
(shared)
modules to the Justice Xanagement Division. Tier 11
modules will be developed by lead components under the Justice
Management Division's direction.
All FMS project proposals vith estimated development costs of
el0, 000 are reviewed centrally prior to the expenditure of funds
to determine the potential for sharing or inclusion in the core
system project.
The Department Is in the process of developing an AIS Plan which
addresses all Information Resource Management (IRN) components.
The FMS Plan is a specific objective of this Departmental Plan.
Integration of the FMS Plan with the DOJ AIS Plan represents
the
conformance
with
additional evidence of Departmental
requirements of OMB Circulars A-123, A-127, A-130, as well as
other Reform 88 initiatives.

v
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BACKGROUND
DO3 VMS Strategic Plan

The DO3 VnS Plan submitted with the FY 1987 budget articulated a
coherent net of planning policies and a Departmental strategy for
accomplishing the objectives of OMB Circular A-127.
The plan van
developed in concert with ell DO3 components and coordinated
through the mechanism provided by the Financial and Accounting
Working Group and the FKS Oversight Committee.
It to a plan for
the evolution of computer systems
to be consolidated Into an
integrated Departmental system.
FMS Activities During FY IS86
FMS WQ -ing 6roup Activities
During the year, the Departmental Financial and Accounting
Working Group (FAW Group) continued to meet on a regular basis to
address
common financial management issues and to further
coordinate efforts related to the DO3 progress toward a single
FS. The following are financial management policies, procedures, initiatives, and activities that were addressed through
the groups
o

Government-Wide General Ledger Project. The FAW Group
continued tc participate in the Government-Wide General
Ledger Standardization Project. The group reviewed and
provided comments to the DOJ representative of the
Department of Transportation Subtask Group. It also
was the forum and mechanism for communicating activities
of this effort to all
Departmental
organizations.
Naturally, any government-vide standards established will
be implemented In DOJ systems.

o

Financial System Reviews.
The group served as the
initiation point for
review
of
the
Departmental
accounting systems as required by the Federal Managers'
Financial Integrity Act and the Cash Management Reviews
as required by the Department of Treasury.

Page I
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The group developed a
Financial Project Tmprovemntw.
questionnaire for requesting financial system improvemonto. For interim project improvements of $l00,000 or
a mechanism was needed to ensure that all planned
sore,
rms projects are reviewed centrally for conformance with
the DOJ FS Plan.
o

The Pcraonnel and Payroll Date Online Access System
PERSPAY is a Justice Management Division
(PERSPAY).
(JMD) developed on-line facility that provides access to
the official personnel and payroll data of every organibriefed on the
were
Group
members
PAW
zation.
information available through the system, its use within
the Department, and some of its functional capabilities.
As a result, all DOJ segments serviced by the central
their
to
access
on-line
have
system
payroll
personnel/payroll data within the DOJ Central Payroll
System.

o

Through the
The Seizure and Forfeiture of Assets.
dissemination of information and the efforts of group
members, (a) monieai held by organizations responsible for
the seizure of amsstv were effectively transferred to the
appropriate fund of the custodian organization and (b) a
charter was developed and approved for the establishment
of an Asset Forfeiture Management Information Syatem
the
establishing
is
committee
The
Subcommittee.
direction for a imystem which addresses all requirements
and financial
of the investigative, seizing, litigating,
management interests of the Departiaent.

0

relocation
Three
Contracting.
Relocation
Employee
the
contracts have been awarded withiLn the Departments
U.S.
Marshals
And
the
contract,
the
FBI
DOS contract,
Service contract. All DOJ componi nts have the option to
Each if theme contracts Is
use any of these contracts.
providing crows-servicing to DOJ components.

a

Diner's Club Credit Card. This cash management Initiative was first implemented by the JMD within the OBDs.
Through the sharing of information, most of the thirtyone Departmental components are now using the Diner's
Club Credit Card for the payment of travel expenses. Use
of the Diner's Club Credit Card has substantially reduced
Page 2
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the amount of Imprest funds required, has virtually
eliminated problems connected with outstanding travel
advances;
and
the
use of end accountabilit) for
Government Transportation Requests has been all but
eliminated. The Department is encouraging expanded use
of the credit card to components' field offices and
current non-users.
0

Cashiers Draft Payment System.
The DO.T was designated a
pilot agency by Treasury for the Cashie~s Draft Payment
System.
JMD was able to share its adcomplishments with
other Departmental components.
The system has been
implemented within other segments and has proven to be an
asset to the Department.
Some of the advantages of the
system arot (a) reduced imprest fund monieas outstanding;
(b)
Improved control over travel advance issuances in
field offices
and,
(c) improved responsiveness
to
programs which required immediate payment of vouchers.

o

GELCO Travel Services.
In lieu of using local travel
management agencies, the JMD has contracted with DELCO to
arrange temporary duty travel and other travel related
services on a nationwide basis. The contract provides
for many services that are not offered by local travel
agencies. The services are available to all Departmental
components.

o

FMS Data Call and Submission. An FKS date call, was
developed and Issued to all DOJ FMS segments requesting
information
on
all
aspects of their present FPS
environments.
The DOJ segment responses to the data call
provide an in-depth description of the Department's
present FMS environment. The FMS Data Call is the
mechanism used to obtain information on the existing
financial
management
systems
and
the
financial
development/improveaent projects within the Department.
The 1988 FMS Data Call was specifically designed to
obtain updated Information on the Department's present
financial
system
environment.
Information
in the
following areas
were
requested
from
each
major
Departmental component:
(a) personnel resources in the
areas of systems policy, operations, maintenance, and
developments/improvements;
(b)
current and proposed

Page 3
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aervioes/product mcquimitionsj (a) hardware supports
currently used and proposed purchases of softwarel
(e) transaction volumes by functional area.

(d)
and

o

Second Year Update to the DOJ FMS Plan. This plan is the
update of the first
five year plan which was submitted
with the Fiscal Year 1987 budget request.
The update was
coordinated through
the
Doi
Information
Resource
Management planning process, the FMS Oversight Committee,
and
the
FAW Group to ensure Department-wide user
involvement.

a

Department-Vide Regulations. One of the major objectives
of the PAW group is the development and Implementation of
Department-vide regulations in lieu of separately Issued
component financial management policies and regulations.
Through
the
PAW Group,
representatives from each
component have been appointed to a task group to revise
the DOJ temporary duty travel regulations. The July 1,
1986 travel changes In
subsistence allowances will be
incorporated into the regulation. The task group will
also develop a DOJ regulation for relocation alovances.

FMS Project Requests
Many of the components within the Department are operating under
obsolete and inefficient financial support systems which results
in unreliable financial data bases, the poor utilization of staff
time, and the ineffective and untimely reporting of financial
information
to
internal management and central management
agencies. As a result, the Department has received several
requests for financial system improvements from its component
organizations.
Recognizing that components will have system or management
requirements that must be addressed during the development of the
DOJ pilot system (FARIS), the Department established mechanisms
for
the
review
and
approval
of
these interim system
developments/improvements. All approved system developments/iaprovements, however, must be consistent with the DOJ FMS Plan.
The following actions have been taken to guide Departmental
system developments/improvements toward a single FMSs

Page 4
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Federal Prison System
-

Bureau of Prisons (SOP).
Zn 1983, the SOP began
development of their Trust Fund FMS using off-theshelf software from Cullinet. After Issuance of OHB
Circular A-127 in
1984, it van determined that SOP
should continue their development effort kecaune
(a)
the soft-ware had already been purchased, (b) the
software was one of the major commercially available
financial management systems, and (a) the development
of the DO prototype wan not sufficiently advanced.
Zn September 1985,
the SOP solicited Departmental
support to
procure
off-the-shelf
'software
and
equipment to replace their Inmate Deposit Fund System
Ca subsyztem of the Trust Fund I1MS).
The Inmate
Deposit Fund System is a financial function of Tier 3
(Unique Functions) of the DUJ ri1 software inventory.
As a unique function that will be performed only by
the SOP,
tbe purzhame of Cullinet software for the
Innmate Deposit Fund System was determined to be,
consistent with the DOJ PHS Plan,
and was therefore
approved.

-

Federal Prison Industries (FPZ).
The FP! developed
plans for an Znnate Payroll System and the purohame of
USA accounting packages.
After a review of the plan
and a meeting with FPI,
a memorandum of understanding
wan developed.
The Inmate
Payroll
System
was
determined to be a part of the Tier 3 DOJ FHS software
inventory.
Therefore,
upproval
was granted for
development of a formal requirements analysis and
preliminary systems design. Both the SOP and FPZ are
utilizing off-the-shelf software. Therefore, we have
strongly encouraged them to coordinate and consolidate
their FMS activities,
and preferably to utilize the
same off-the-shelf software.

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA). The DEA developed
plans for Implementing a Front End Processing System to
its accounting system. Plans called for the system to be
written In
a data base management system (DBMS) user
language that would have represented a major change to
DEA's accounting system. Based on Departmental policy,
all system upgrades are to be discontinued unless the
Page 5
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upgrade(s) io (are) in accordance vith the DOJ FES Plan.
DNA's plan for a Front End Processing System was not
supported because (a) the resulting system upgrade would
not be consistent with the DOJ FES policy to minimize the
use of different 40L software tools and DBS's at the
same data processing center, and (b) the plan did not
provide for a DNA-FBI sharing arrangement an stated In
the, Department's DOJ FRB strategic plan. The DEA van
advised that all DEA financial system.initiatives should
be concurred with by the FRI.

o Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI). On October. 1,

NSA
1984, the FBI initiated implementation of the
packaged software for General Ledger, Budgetary Control,
In August 1985, the FBI solicited
and Accounts Payable.
for
obtaining ORB approval
Departmental support in
procurement of additional NSA off-the-sheaf software to
automate their remaining financial functions: Purchasing,
The Department
and Inventory Hanagement.
Fixed Assets,
and OHB determined that the purchase of additional NSA
financial
remaining
modules to automate the FBI's
functions vas consistent with the DOJ FE Plan and OH.

o

The USES has
United States Karshals Service (USES).
In a
developed plans for a District Automation Project.
the project was discussed in
meeting with the USES,
was agreed that the
It
relation to the DOJ FMS Plan.
continue to enhance their *front-ndg
should
USES
FEB and that when the
processing to the Departmental
pilot FMS was developed the USES would comply with the
system.
transaction level data requirements of the
Recommended changes to comply with the DOJ FEB Plan were
adopted, and approval of the project has bean granted.
The USMS has also developed plans for a Seized Assets
The plans did not provide
Management Information System.
for a shared system development concept an required under
The Asset
Tier 2 of the DOJ FES software inventory.
Forfeiture NManagement Information System Subcommittee
will work with the USES In developing a Seized Assets
be
will
that
Plan
Management Information System
consistent with the DOJ FEB.

rzqe s
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Accomplishments Under the National
Amets Seizure and Forfeiture Fund
One of the never, important program efforts of the Department
which has major Amportance for financial management Is the
National Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Program.
The program was
created within the, U.S.
1arshalm Service to centralize the
manag•ent of seized assets,
and to support the Administration's
Organized Crime and Drug Enforcemnt Task Force initiatives.
Some of the major responsibilities of the program are to provide
funding and financial control for the maintenance and disposal of
property, to providir specialized and tieluy property management,
and to provide program and financial dota
'hat
reflect the
benefits to the government and operation of the program.
The USMS has the lead responsibility for this program which
require* clooes cooperation with the FBI,
DEA,
INS,
U.S.
Attorneys,
and Criminal Division.
In order to coordinate
activities of theme organization and to improve the financial
management of the program,
the following action. have been taken
o

A Departmental order has been drafted which addresses the
financial management of seized and forfeited aoeta. The
order ham been reviewed by the sharing organizations, and
comments received are being reviewed for incorporation
into the order. After the appropriate comments are
Incorporated, the order will be forwarded through the DOJ
directives clearance process for approval by the Attorney
General.

a

Cash (e.g., seized cash, forfeited cash,
and sales
proceeds) held by organizations responsible for the
seizure of assets ner
effectively transferred to the
appropriate fund of the USNS.

o

An Asset Forfeiture
Management
Information
system
Subcommittee has been established to develop Departmentvide information and
accounting
requirements.
The
Subcommittee
how developed a data call to collect
information on existing automated and manual systems
maintained by the various components. The information
will be used to determine the overall environment of the
Department's asset seizure and forfeiture systems.
Page 7
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a

Intensive reviews of the TBI, DEA, and USNS current
seized cash management practices were conducted. The
review was undertaken in accordance with the Department
of Treasury Cash Hanagement Review Guide. The results of
the review have been provided to the Department of
Treasury and to the seizing organizations.

Significant DOJ FVS Developments/Improvements
o

The FBI is continuing with Implementation of the NSA
ore
being
modules
Three
additional
software.
Implemented.

o

The BOP is implementing Cullinet's off-the-shelf software
package for its Trust Fund activities

o

The FPZ has completed the requirements analysis and preliminary systems design of their Inmate Payroll System.
They are now in the Detail Design phase of the project.

o

The JND (along with other DOJ components) is working on
the development of the DOJ core tier software.

o

The following progress has been made In the development
of the Department'& single payroll/personnel systems

o

-

The FBI has initiated development work on its portion
of the Payroll and Personnel System. The contract
calls for the system to Incorporate the needs of the
DEA, and for the system to be developed using the
Information Model described in the next
Departmental
paragraph.

-

The JHD has awarded a task order to develop the DOJ
Human Resource Management Information System (HRKIS)
The Information Nodel will be used by JD and
Model.
the FBI to accomplish a logically unified DOJ core
payroll/personnel system.

The travel payment functions of the Office of Justice
Programs are now being provided by JD under a cross-
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servicing arrangement. The Department vil
combine financial operations, functions,
where feasible and coast effective.

- 1986

continue to
and systems

a

Many of the manual processes of the Cashiers Draft Payment System have been automated.
Some of the processes
that have been automated included
(a) the printing of
the drafts; (b) the receipt of information on draft
clearancesj (a) the direct transfer of information to the
Justice Data Center
(d) payments to the third party;
and,
(e)
the development of management reports. Under
another now cross-servicing arrangement,
the JHD,
BOP,
and INS are using this software In the operation of their
Cashiers Draft Payment System.

o

JXD and SOP are operating under the same Diner's Club
travelers checks system. The sharing of these functions
has resulted in Departmental cost savings in the area of
systems development and maintenance.

FAMIS --

FXS Pilot

During 1986, the DOJ Pilot System (FAWIS) continued In accordance
with the plan and our systems development methodology. A six
month delay introduced by funding issues resulting from the
Grams-Rudmn-Hollings Act resulted in the exercise of a contract
option to proceed with the Preliminary Design portion of the
project In April 1986 rat?'r than in November 1985 as planned.
Additionally, this phase proceeded at a slower pace than planned
due to partial funding and due to the added emphasis from the
Office of Management sf1. Budget to fully examine off-the-shelf
software prior to making a decision on the design strategy.
Several
commercial
software
packages
wer e
examined for
implementation within the Department. The results of the review
are provided in the section on "Plans for Implementation of the
DO FB.*
In addition to the evaluation of commercial packages, the
products $rom the first phase of the FAXIS contract (FMB requirements and the FMS Logical Model) were completed and distributed
to Departmental components and
several
external
agencies
interested In the Department's systems development approach. The
package was used by Departmental components as
a basis of
comparison to their FMB requirements. '
Page 9
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Departmental Payroll/Personnel System
The Department's strategy
for
development
of
a
single
payroll/personnel system is the mame strategy an that used in the
development of other FMS functions. There will be a generic
Departmental Core Information Model which will be an independent
logical
system
definition
of
the
Departmental
core
personnel/payroll requirements. To the extent possible, it will
consist of data element definitions and standards, reference
tables, edit criteria, and computational formulas. Rules or
Instructions needed to perform the functional processing of basic
personnel actions and salary payments will also be included. The
Information Model will be maintained by a single organization in
JUi and used by both the FBI and JMD Data Centers to guide
standardized
implementation
of
the core, personnel/payroll
functions under their respective data base management systems.
It will be accessed by both JMD and-the FBI by means of their
separate management information systems.
The JPD management information system, HRMIS, will be designed to
process personnel actions and salary payments and to store and
provide access to payroll and personnel information used in the
following activities:
position management and olassification,
budget, EEO and affirmative action, personnel security support
for the OBD&, and the tracking of data on applicants and other
non-DOJ personnel such as contractors and vendors who have been
granted clearances and/or
building
passes.
The
Resource
Management System of the FBI will provide automated support for
the management and control of the personnel, financial, and
statistical resources. It will include the functions of position
management, applicant tracking, employee benefits, performance
appraisal, recognition and awards, and EEO.
Thus far, the following hive been accomplished Ln the development
of the Information Modelt
o

Obtained agreement within the Department to develop a
payroll/personnel system that allow& both the JMD and the
FBI to access a centrally-maintained Information Model to
process personnel actions and salary payments.

o

Obtained OND's concurrence in the Department's approach
to de%,
kng the Information Model, which will provide a
logical Jdel, and the standards and conventions to be
used in any Federal payroll/person el system.
Page Is
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a

Defined 480 standardized data elements an the initial
step in the development of the Xnfor ati.on hodel.
M
PLANS FOR IMPLtMENTATION OF THE DOJ VHS

Design Alternatives

The Department examined several alternatives for Implementation
of the DOJ FMS. Such alternatives included custom development of
a new system, acquisition of off-the-shelf software package(s),
and modification of the current financial systems.
Selected Alternatives
After careful consideration of the existing conditions within the
the absence of funding, the diversity of the
Department (e.g.,
user community, organizational servicing cost issues, absence of
fully functional vendor software, and the existence of modern
fourth generation language and DBMS tools), the Department has
decided to use off-the-shelf software as a fundamental tool. in
achieving a single DOJ FHS. Two types of off-the-shelf software
will be used off-the-shelf application software and application
generator packagos/tools. Off-the-shelf application software Is
being Installed at the FBI operated data center, and commercial
application generation systems/tools will be used to enhance the
JMD'o current financial systems to achieve the objectives of the
DO3 pilot system (FAMIS).
Rationale for the Decision
Use of Off-the-Shelf Application Software Packages
The Department examined off-the-shelf application packages and
applied them where it made sense, notably at the FBI. Because of
the FBI's organizational structure, the state of its previous
the package solution was appropriate to
FMS, and other factors,
Accordingly, off-the-shelf software was
address FBI FMS needs.
acquired end continues to be Installed.
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Use of Commercial Application Generator Packages
The decision to modify the current FMS within the JMD using
commercial application generator packages was based on the
results
of the commercial application package evaluations,
funding, and other technical factors, am explained'below.
o

Evaluation
of
Application
Software
Packages. The
products from the first phase of the FANIS contract (FHS
requirements and the new FMS Logical Model) were used as
the
basis
of a Request For Information (RFI) on
commercial FMS packages, and (consistent with the DOJ FMS
Plan policies) were submitted to vendors whose packages
are presently operating within the Departments NSA and
Cullinet.
An evaluation team which included members from three
bureaus and JID's technical and operating staffs analyzed
responses and documentation provided by the vendors. The
team was also supported by the FANIS contractor,
Price
Waterhouse,
who conducted an independent review and a
selected in-depth investigation of vendor responses and
documentation.
During this period,
the project team
became aware of significant progress
in
financial
management systems offered by two other vendors -- AMS
and CDSI. As a result, these vendors were also invited
to respond to the RFI and were included in the assessment
of the feasibility to utilize a commercial application
package as the basis for the DOJ FKS Pilot Physical
Design.
As a result of the Price Waterhouse validation process,
the study showed that the Department could expect at best
about 61% of Ito financial system requiremunts to be
satisfied by a software application package with no
modification to the package. The remaining 39% could
only be satisfied with new program logic, modification of
the existing program logic. or redefinition of data
elements. With a functional gap of this magnitude and
the consideration of other 9actore
(e.g.,
cost, vendor
support, package maintenance, impact on existing systems
and procedures,
etc.),
this alternative was not deemed
viable.
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Funding of the 33 FKS Pilot. Since the Inception of the
FAMIS project, full funding ham not been available
through Congressionally approved appropriations. An a
result of the funding environment, the Department has had
to redirect monies to continue its systems development
efforts.
In Fiscal Year. 1984 and 1985, the FAMIS
project was funded from a pool that was specifically set
amide for implementation of projects under the JHD AIS
Plan. In Fiscal Year 1986, although there was no central
pool of appropriated funds, some funds were earmarked for
limited continued development of FAMIS.
Large-scale systems development efforts much am FAMIS
require assured funding and other resource support over
multiple year. in order to accomplish the ambitious goal
of coneolidated Departmental systems. In 1986, during
the Preliminary Design Phase, funding for FAMIS was
REDUCED TO THE MINIMUM AMOUNT required to continue to
make progress. Current resource commitments appear to be
even more constraining. Although the Office of Management and Budget supported the Department's request for
full funding for Fiscal Year 1987, only a small portion
of the funds requested were made available. Am a result,
funding became a major consideration in developing the
design alternative for the FAMIS project.
o

Technical Factors. An stated above, other technical
factors were considered in conjunction with evaluating
application software packages. The following are some of
the technical and cost factors considered.
-

Technical Considerations
(1)

Package Technology.
Most of the application
software packages examined were written in third
generation programming language. The use of such
technology Is in direct conflict with the objectives of OHS Circular A-127, OMB Circular A-13e,
and the DOJ FMS Strategic Plan, all of which
require
the
use
of the most contemporary
technology In
the development
of
financial
systems. In addition, there are many problems
that result in
the maintenance of cobol-based
applications am
opposed to thome written In a
Page 13
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fourth generation language. Software maintenance
productoity gains are reported as high an 25 to
1
in maintaining fourth generation language code
versus the third generation language used by the
packages.
(2)

Interoperability,
Generally,
the application
software
packages
operate
in
a
closed
environment; thereby constraining the manner in
which they can interact and exchange information
with other systems/applications.
This is a very
important factor for large agencies which require
substantial
integration
among
programmatic
support
systems and financial administrative
systems.

(3) Flexibility.
Because
application
software
packages
are maintained by the vendor, the
modification of application software
package
programs in response to regulatory or policy
changes is more difficult to achieve. There
would be little if anything the Department could
control to maintain or customize the software
package since vendor support would be essential.
This flexibility requirement is most essential
when a large agency is using a mingle system to
support numerous components.
The use of
a
software package would require the Department to
give up Its ability to respond quickly to system
policy changes and to the peculiar requirements
of customer organizations.
(4)

End-User Computing Support.
The
application
software packages did not possess good ad hoc
reporting capabilities or end-user
computing
support. Our current user environment includes
clientele
who
are
active
develop re
of
information
toolm.
Users
write
their own
retrieval programs and establish supplemental
files within financial data bases to update these
files.
The lack of end-user computing support
would be a major deficiency for Justice In the
development of the total FMS.
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Distributed Processing. The application saftwars
packages were targeted exclusively for ainframe
processing
while the present user community
abounds with personal computers.
Today, the
users' standards for system performance is a
personal computer stand alone program, such an
LOTUS 1-2-9.
Anything less Is unsatisfactory.
Therefore,
the FKS must provide for distributed
processing that utilizes the capabilities of the
personal
computer.
Distribute,
processing
reduces end-user cost and improves productivity.
Industry literature and our user trends clearly
show
the
direction
towards
distributed
processing.

Cost Considerations. Direct and associated costs that
were considered In
the installation of a commercial
application software package area
(1)

The package acquisition cost;

(2)

The cost to -

(3)

Date conversion;

(4)

Procedural
accommodationsa
package to work

(5)

Organizational cost issues, such as training and
the cost to replace or convert associated user
developed management information system servicing
facilities supported under the present system;
and,

(6)

The cost of restructuring off-the-shelf documentation to support
Federal
VMS
operations.
Current vendor documentation must be extensively
interpreted and modified for the Federal user.

"fy the software package)

to

*jury-rig'

the

Accomplishing the Financial Systems Modifications
Use of the evolutionary approach to achieve the objectives of
FAMIS may require a longer development timeframe to meet 1"X of
Page 15
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the DOJ requirements.
However, subprojects will be established
and accomplished faster then under the previous plan. Some of
the Initial objectives of this development approach Includes
o
Addressing the most Important deficiencies in the present
financial mystensj
o

Establishing a common technological environment;

o

Extending services
modules; and,

a

Establishing guidelines to develop a revised schedule of
present system enhancesont3 with priorities reflecting
needs of our users in a common development environment.

to

bureaus

of

certain

functional

Resources under this approach will be applied on an as available
basis; that is, after the needs of the day to day operations have
been satisfied. Unfortunately, needs of daily operations very
immensely In the kind and number of resources required to address
them. Thus,
it is difficult to apply a sustained level of
resources to any major development effort while continuing to
support operational requirements.
In order to make resources
available for system enhancements, it may be necessary to
eliminate all support activity for the operational systems except
for remedial maintenance or for those enhunoeaents directed by
statute or regulation.
We realize that this strategy will be
extremely difficult to adhere to In the face of user requests for
minor modifications to the operational systems. However, we have
implemented a comprehensive automated project management system
to ensure that all discretionary resources are applied to the
objectives of OHB Circular A-127.
This approach affects the underlying development strategy in
another way.
Because fewer resources are
available,
the
development must be approached in smaller *chunks'. That Is, In
more finite functional increments. Each assignment must be
successively reviewed every time a new function is completed. In
a major system effort, such as the FAMIS project initiative, this
time-consuming task requires significant management oversight.
The evolutionary development strategy poseseses advantages other
than lover up front costs. Because the tasks are lesser in
magnitude and scope, they can be accomplished Individually in a
shorter time period. Operational implementation of completed
Page 16
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quickly, with the corresponding
tasks
en be initiated maor
quickly.
to
the
t
organization
more
benefits
accruing
Implementation of new or Improved system functional capabilities
on a continuing basis tonds to promote to users the view that the
system plans are real, the results are tangible Instead of
theoretical, and the ure
of the changing system Is an ongoing
activity which successively addresses some of the major problem
areas In systems replacement, that is, conversion and training.
This same strategy will also be used to develop the HRHIB
the Department will
To meet the HRMIS requirements,
project.
expand
the scope of the existing
modify,
enhance,
and
commeri.e.,
payroll/peronnel system using modern technology
generator
packages
and replacing third
cil
application
generation language code only where it is determined to be cost
effective.
Migration to the DOJ Pilot
equenced
The
previous plan (1985 PHS Plan) envisioned a
This
migration of bureaus to the DO. FHS over a number of years.
approach was based on the existence of a total operational DO
pilot. Absent a total operational pilot, no scheduling estimates
can be precise and any delays In achieving full Implementation of
In migration
the pilot will result In corresponding delays
I.s migrating certain
schedules.
Therefore,
the Departas t
components to the existing systems for particular P115 functions
In advance of the availability of the functionally -complete
and costmore ef icient,
pilot. This will result In easier,
effective conversion to the single DOJ FHS.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OFFICIAL FILE COPY

SEP 1 ! 1983
Mr. William F. Madison
Regional Administrator
General Services Administration
7th & D Streets
Washington, DC 20407
Dear Mr. Madison;
I am writing concerning a critical space-related issue which was
addressed in our recent Memorandum of Understanding. This issue
is the urgent need for a replacement facility for the Department's
Justice Data Center-Washington, which is presently housed in the
Chester Arthur Building at 425 Eye Street, NW., Washington, DC. As
I have previously written to you, and as we discussed in our recent
meeting, the mechanical, electrical, and architectural limitations
of the present building are rapidly rendering this facility
incapable of functioning as a viable data center. We have been
working with members of your Real Estate Division to identify a
relocation site for the data center, with a permanent site in a
government-owned building being the optimum solution for both of
our agencies.
Such a site, however, does not appear imminently
available. In the interim, steps must be taken immediately to
ensure that the Department's central data processing capability is
maintained until the permanent site is ready.
As members of my staff have discussed with the management of your
Real Estate Division, the Department is specifically requesting
that the General Services Administration initiate the required
actions to enter into a short-term lease for the Control Data
Corporation (CDC) data center located on Seven Locks Road in
Rockville, Maryland. The lease should be for five years, with a
termination option after three years or a three year lease with two
one-year options. Your Real Estate Division has estimated that
such a-lease will require four to six months to award. It is
essential that the relocation of the Department's data center is
effected at the earliest possible date, both to ensure the
continuity of service to the Department's law enforcement
organizations and to preclude the need to invest substantial
capital resources into the Chester Arthur Building.
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My staff is prepared to begin working immediately with members of
your staff to modify or supplement our space requirements package,
forwarded to the Real Estate Division on May 12, 1986, to make it
acceptable for the lease acquisition of the CDC site in Rockville.
Your staff may call Philip M. Zeidner on 633-2948 to arrange for a
planning meeting. Let me thank you for your assistance and
cooperation on this high priority project, and for your invaluable
and continuing assistance on the many critical space-related issues
we are jointly pursuing at this time.
Sincerely,
W. Lawrence Wallace
Assistant Attorney General
for Administration
Copies Furnished:
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Facility Related Problems For The Existing
Justice Data Center-Washington (JDC-W)
In The Chester Arthur Building (CAB)
The CAB was designed and constructed as an office building, and
as such does not have the necessary architectural characteristics
for the construction of a state-of-the-art data center. The
floor-to-ceiling height of 10 feet severely limits the eight of
the space under the raised floor. This condition causeii the
cables and piping to interfere with the flow of the chilled air
required to cool the computer equipment. In addition, there is
not enough raised floor to ceiling height within the data center
room to allow the dissipation of heat ejected front. the ADP
equipment.
Additional CAB Disadvantages:
--

The CAB's architectural limitations will not allow the
construction of an efficient state-of-the-art data
center
Arbitrary restrictions made by the building (wner
prevents the government from performing time..y
alterations and prevents placement of equ-tpw-nc in
the most fav,irable penthouse and roof locations.

--

Increased rental :osts beginning in FY 87 at the CAB.

--

The electrical feed to the computer room wo'aLd require
extensive upgrades to correct electrical codia violations, upgrade its size, and add additional ground
fault protection devices.
Amortization period for construction may require a
longer term lease than OIT desires in this building
The air conditioning system is showing signs of its
age and breakdowns are occurring more frequently. Since
there is not any back-up system, each air conditioning
failure negatively impacts the data center's operations.
Architecturally, there is limited potential for further
expansion.
Serious security problems exist in this building, b6th
within the building and outside the building;
(exagerated by D.C. Governments' presence in the CAB
building.)
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--

Construction of the expansion space would inevitably
cause repeated interruptions of JDC-W online

operations.
For these reasons, OIT considers expansion of the CAB building to
be an unrealistic measure and continues to seek a permanent
relocation site for the JDC-W.

311
GOVERNMENT ESTIMATE FOR OPERATING EXPENSES DURING
THE ACTUAL MOVE OF THE JDC-W FROM CAB TO THE NEW
ROCKVILLE SITE (FY 87 FUNDS):
COST

ITEM
1.

Transfer of six Amdahl CPU's ...................... $250,000.

2.

Transfer of Vion disk drives ...................... $250,000.

3.

Transfer STC storage devices ....................... $150,000.

4.

Transfer of front-end processor by COMTEN ......... $200,000.

5.

New cables ........................................ $700,000.

6.

Transfer of IBM, 3M, Pillar converters, etc ....... $200,000.

7.

Equipment redundancy costs ........................ $175,000.

8.

$ 75 000.
Personnel moves ...................................
Project Grand Total - $200000
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Government Estimate For Upgrading and Altering
The Rockville CDC Site (Capital Expenses in FY 88)
I•

New Environmental Support Equipment
Furnish and install an additional 1,000
KVA rotary UPS system, complete,
including 15 minute battery backup.

$500,000.

Furnish and install four 1,000 KVA
diesel generators, complete, including
fuel tank and security enclosure.

$680,000.

II. Renovations To Existing Facility
Remove the existing 18" raised floor
system; install new 30" substructure
pedestals and heads; reinstall the
existing bolted stringer supports and
2'x 2' floor panels.

$400,000.

Extend A/C piping (drains,
refrigerant, water), extend
electric feed, extend alarm
and control wiring.

$ 35,000.

Install new access ramps
and steps.

$ 26,000.

Raise large fire doors and
alarm wiring to new floor
height.

$ 14,500.

Raise office entry doors.

$ 8,500.

Demolish office partitions
mounted on existing floor.

$ 4,000.

Relocate under floor piping,
alarms, electric feeds as
needed.

$ 50,000.

Add ground fault protection at all mpii,
breakers and at electrical branch circuit
breakers.

$330,000.

Replace air conditioner units which are
determined to be beyond their useful life
cycle or are inefficient.

$105,000.
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Convert pneumatic A/C controls
to electronic controls.

$ 18,000.

Reconfigure existing offices as

$ 60,000.

needed.

Ill. Planning

IV.

V,

Architectural and electrical
concept study.

$ 50,000.

Renovation design (architectural,
mechanical, electrical, plumbing,
structural).

$ 50,000.

"GSA" administration, inspections,
and construction management fees.

$100,000.

Telecommnicationa
Equipment and installation of the
Justice Telecoiminications Network
for Network Control Center and
management Pacility.

$600.000.

Site preparation for Network
Control Center.

$150,000.

Additional front-end Comten
3690 and message switch.

$150,000.

Parallel comunication facility
with custom evitch arrangement
for transition.

$100,000.

Security
Security access control system.

$159,000.

Environmental' fire/safety, and
central security monitoring system.

$410,000.

project Grand total -

$4,000,000.
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Justice Computer Service
Justification For Rockville Site Enhancements
The proposed Rockville location for the Justice Computer Service
(JCS) currently houses a high quality, commercial data center,
which offers significant improvements to the Department's
existing facility. Nonetheless, there will be a number of
enhancements required to improve reliability, enabling the data
center to support the life and property systems of the Department
of Justice's law enforcement mission which requires a data center
that can operate without failures, 24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week.
The Rockville location has a 3200 KVA uninterruptable power
supply (UPS) system which should be expanded to a 4200 KVA
system. The UPS system filters out electrical impurities generated by the utility company and provides clean, steady current
to the highly sensitive computer equipment. The UPS system also
has backup batteries that will provide temporary electricity for
10 minutes in the event of a power outage. The battery backup
either allows time for an orderly shut down of the data center
without the loss of data or provides electrical power to the data
center until (otional) diesel generators are started and reach
the optimum RPM s to generate the necessary electricity.
In order to guarantee data center availability for power outages
in excess of 10 minutes, it is necessary to obtain and install
diesel powered generators to provide electricity for the central
processing units and their peripheral equipment, teleprocessing
equipment, air conditioning, lighting and other environmental
support facilities. The necessary electrical switch gear, diesel
fuel storage tanks, enclosure to house the equipment and other
requirements to operate this backup source of electrical power
will have to be procured and installed. The diesel generators
are critically needed to ensure that the data center is not
affected by lengthy utility related outages similar to an 8 hour
outage on February 23, 1987, caused by downed power lines and
adverse weather conditions.
The existing height of the raised floor is only 18;inches above
the concrete floor of the building. This space is'not sufficient
to house the necessary cables, conduit, connectors, water
lines for air conditioning (A/C) units, and the under floor air
supply plenum (duct) which are required to operate a facility of
this size and complexity. In 18" raised floor applications,
large bundles of data cables, electrical wiring, telephone
connections, and A/C piping must be installed on top of each
other in several key areas of the data center, creating an 18"
solid mass which leaves no room for the under floor air plenum.
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For these reasons a 30" raised floor is the optimum solution that
will allow up to 18" of cabling, etc., and still provide adequate
room for air distribution via the remaining 12" under floor air
plenum space. Raising the floor from the existing 18" height to
the optimum 30" height will involve raising the floor another 12
inches, necessitating new floor supports, extending plumbing and
electrical connections on the floor mounted A/C units, the
modification of entrances to the area and moving electrical,
telephone and other utility items that may be on pillars and
walls.
The electrical feeders that provide power to the building are
properly sized to serve our current and future electrical needs.
However, the Department's experiences have shown that optional
ground fault protection must be installed at numerous points in
the electrical distribution system to isolate defective equipment
and prevent it from disrupting the power distribution to the
balance of the data center's critical operations.
In fiscal year (FY) 1988, the Department will establish a Justice
Telecommunications Network (JTN) consisting of a node and network
control facility at the Rockville, Maryland site. The project
will entail planning, site preparation, training, and equipment
acquisition for the node, network control, and message switching
devices. In addition, we will fund a special switching
arrangement from the telephone company to provide the capability
to instantaneously switch from the new site back to the existing
Chester Arthur Building network control for back-up. Once a
successful cutover is made, the switching arrangement will be
discontinued. Based on our current planning, six months of
maintenance will be required between March and September of 1988.
As recommended in the Justice Management Divisions Audit Report
on ADP Security and in the MITRE study of our current security
program, a comprehensive security program is needed to protect
sensitive data from unauthorized access. In order to regulate
physical access into the data center an access control security
system must be installed that would include a microprocessor,
photographic equipment, card readers, etc. to ensure that only
authorized personnel are permitted to enter. Additionally,
monitoring systems must be installed to monitor and control
environmental, fire/life/safety, and central security concerns.
In addition to the previously listed items, there are always
modifications that a new tenant requires in a building. Among
expected modifications are; office realignment and construction,
telephone and data cable installations, and other changes that
will be discovered only after a closer evaluation by the
technical staff of what is actually available.
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FEES AND EXPENSES OF WITNESSES

Mr. SMrrH. We will now hear testimony concerning the Fees and
Expenses of Witnesses appropriation.
[The justification follows:]

DEPARTDEMT OF JUSTICE
Legal Activities
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Estimates for Fiscal Year 138
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Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
For the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses appropriation, the Department Is requesting a total of $37,359,000 for
1988, all or which shall remain available until expended. This request represents a decrease or $14,828,000
from the 1987 appropriation anticipated. This decrease reflects the proposed transfer of the Protection or
Witnesses activity to "Salaries and expenses, U.S. Marshal Service".
The purpose of the Fees and Expenses or Witnesses appropriation is to pay the fees and expenses of witnesses:
(l) who appear on behalf of the government in all cases In which the United States is a party; (2) who are appointed
by the Court under Rule 706 of the Federal Riles of Evidence; and, (3) who ae called to present factual testiony on behalf or Court-designated indigent criminal defendants. In addition, this appropriation pays conpensation to Individuals victimized by persons provided protection under the Witness Security Program. This appropriation
also pays fes to physicians and psychiatrists who, upon order of the court, conduct mental competency examination
to determine tr accused individuals are mentally competent to stand trial and/or were mentally competent at the tinn
or the offense.
The Fees and Expenses of Witnesses appropriation contains two budget activities:
the Victim Coensation Fund.

Fees and Expenses of

itnevw , and

.Fees and Expsea of Witnesses: Resources provided for this activity are used to pay all fees and expenses
associated with the provision of testimony on behalf or the Government. Specifically, there are two types or
witnesqqs that are omensated under this activity. Fact witnesses testify as to events or facts about which
they have personal knowledge. These witnesses are paid a statutorily established rate of $30 per day plus
reasonable amounts for travel and certain other oosts associated with their appearance. Expert witness. pruivide
technical or scientific testimony and are compensated based on negotiations with the government attorney who t
responsible for the case. Also, this activity pays the fees or physicians and psychiatrists who examine accus3i
persons upon order of the court to determine their mental competency. An increase of $1,500,000 is requeote
for this actiyitv, The legal divisions and the U.S. Attorneys are requiring a greater number of expert witneazo:
as a result of signtficant increases in the number of cases presented and the degree of complexity involved.
2.

Victim Compensation Fund: Section 1208 of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act (Title It of P.L. 98-1173)
establqhed a VIqtim Compensation Fund (18 U.S.C. 3525). The Fund Is u ed by the Attgrney Oeneral to "pay
restitution to, or In the case of death, compensation for the death of any victim of a crime that causes
or threatens death or serious bodily injury and that is committed by any person during a period in which
that person is provided protection under this chapter." In the case of death, an amount not to exceed
$50,000 my be paid to the victim's estate. ltreover, the ant authorities payment of an amount not to exceed
$25,000 to the estate or any individual whose death was caused by a protected witness before the enactment
or this law.
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Legal Activities

Slanguage

Fees and EPenses of Witnesses
Justifioation of Prope Lanmtev (Came in Appropriatio Lanae
The 1988 budget estimates include the proposed changes in appropriation language listed and explained below.
is underscored and deleted mtter is encloeed in brackets.
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
For expenses, mileage,-oomensation, and per dims or
witnesses and for per diems'in lieu of subsistence, as
authorized by lam, including advances; [$52,187,000] L
$3735O9,000
to remain available until expended.(, or *Aioh not to
exceed $550,000 may be mde available tor the planning,
construction, renovation, maintenance, remodeling, and
repair or buildings and the' chase of equipment
Incident theret for protet
witness satesites .
(5.28U.S
U.S.C.
503(b)115; , 1921 ,a1625,
1 18 1915
U.S.C., 1922IJ
349-9
.C. 5242,
241, men
42ll2
I2O
31 U3
.S-. , 420,
3241 RW

JUetiCO

rorlstio

- t of
Act! 1 B7. as Included in Public LAws 99-5 0 and

Explanation of Changes
The language change identifies a transfer of language concerning saresite facilities to "Salaries and expenses,
U.S. tMrshals Servioe", along with the funding for the Proteotion or Witne se budget activity.

New

.

Legal Activities
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
rsidn tosnd of

1987 President' s
Budget Request

Budget Activity
1.

CongressLonal
Approprat ion
Actiors on
1987 Request

Reprramings
$34,101

Fees and expenses of witnesses...

2. Fact witnesses ................
3.

dors

17,511

$17,511

4. Expert witnesses................

16,382

-16,382

5.

Mental competency esaminations...

301

-301

6.

Victim compensation und .........

Total.............. .......

$34,101

-17,18

$17,1118

Protection of witnesses ..........

1987
as Enacted

575
311.676

17,511

52,187

Congre3sjonal ApoLtlon Action
The Congress denied the Department's 1987 proposal to transfer the Protection or Witnesses activity to "SAlarles iaru
expenses, U.S. Mershals Service".
Reprrumlne

The reprogring reflects the consolidation or three slmllsr-in-nature budget activities into one distinct activity.
Fact Witnesses, Expert Witnesses and Mental COqetenoy Examinations are combined in Fees and Expenses or witnesses.
The appropriate reprogrnammin

notification wa emitted to the Congress on December 8, 1986.

.Lal

Activities

Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
a!!r!U of "~uirem ta
(In thomanods or dollars)
AdJUstments to base

Amount

Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 1987 .............................................................
Transfer of Protected Witnesses activity to the U.S. Marshals Ser-wice ....................................
I
r.l table
tnl.
Increaa s .................................................................................
1958 Base ..................................................................................................

1986
Enacted

Estimates by budget activity

1986
Actual

1.

Fees and Expenses of Witnesses .........

2.

Fact Witnesses .........................

$16,522

3.

Expert witnesses ....................

14,391

$1.,612
15 71O

13,623

13,029

4. Protection of Witnesses ................
5.

Wental Cmstenoy Egrtmtrv,

6.

Victim Comensation Fund ...............

.........

Total.......................... *.....

276

T63I5Increase/
Decrease

1987 as
Enacted

1988 Base

$31, 101

$35,084

$36,584

575

775

200

37,359

1,700

1988 Estimate

$1,5M0

co

17,511

197
275

45,362

$52,187
-17,511
983

43,823

575
52,187

35,659

1/Funding for this budget activity is proposed for transrer to the appropriation, "Salaries and expenses, U.S. Iarshals
Service" in fiscal year 1988.
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Legal Activities
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
Justification or Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summary
(In thousands or dollars)

Activity:

Fees and Expenses of Witnesses

1987 Enacted

1988 Base

1988 Estimate

$3I,101

$35 ,084

$36,584

Increase/Decrease
$1,500

!no-Range .Goal. To provide funding for payment of fees and related expenses incurred by those individuals who provide
factual, technical or scientific testimony on behalf or the United States or court designated indLgents, as provided by
law. Funds provided for this activity also guarantee the right or accused persons to a fair and impartial trial by
ensuring that the amused is mentally competent to stand trial and that the court has testimony regarding tho mental
competency ot the accused at the time of the offense.
Major Objeotives.
1.

To provide an adequate number of expert witnesses for the United States when legal proceedings require testimony
or a scientific or technical nature.

2.

To provide reasonable compensation for expert witnesses at rates established by the Attorney General or the Assistmit
Attorney Oeneral for Administration, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 521.

3. To provide adequate resources to compensate fact witnesses uho testtry on behalf of the government for the ex[en3cs
associated with attendance at legal proceedings. The court-attendance fee paid to fact witnesses is set by law (28

U.S.C. 1821). As a result of Public Law 96-346 (September 10, 1980), the amounts authorized for travel, per diem
and mileage are set by regulations governing official travel by federal employees and promulgated by the Admintstratui
of the General Services Administration.

4. To provide adequate resources to compensate fact witnesses utilized by those defendants designated as indigent by
the courts. Expenses are paid to those witnesses who appear In criminal proceedings in federal court for the indigent
defendants.
5.

To provide for the fees and expenses of physicians or psychiatrists who perform court-ordered examinations to determi:
the mental competenoy of an accused person, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 421 and 12412.
51

Base Preyram Desription. This program provides for payment or fees and expenses or export witnesses who appear on bihalr
or the government when olentifio or technical expertise is required In the prosecution or defense of a case. The iursult
or complex litigation by the Department would not be possible without qualified experts to testify and to refute the
non-legal particular of individual cases. The testimony of expert witnesses is essential to the succes)l out'wv
or such litigation. thile a wide array or spOnialized disoiplinep ar Involved in the Department's litigation, ex|perts
from certain dlsoiplines are utilized extensively. For example, approximately sixty percent of expert witnesses used
by the Department in 1986 were either physicians, psychiatrists, appraisers, engineers, or economists. Also, the teitimony or fant witnesses i used In court proceedings by the Department's legal divisions and the U.S. Attorneys. Fac.t
witnesses are used primarily in criminal proceedings where the derendent is accused of violating federal law. Fees anti
expenses paid to witnesses are intended to defray the costs of appearing to testify and are set by law and/or regulation.
Further, the importance of this program is underlined by the need to protect the rights or accused individuals. Courts
often order the goverreent to pay the costs associated with competency examinations conducted by physicians or psyhlatrists.
These examinations are performed in an attempt to determine whether an accused person is mentally competent to stand trial
and/or was mentally competent at the time of the offense.
Accomplishments. This activity provIded sufficient funds to allow adequate testimony on behalf of the U.S. government by
ract and expert witnesses. This activity also provided sufficient funds to ensure the protection or the right.' or accused
individuals through the performance of mental competency examinations.
Program Changes.
This level or funding will provide sufficient resources to enable the litigating organizations within the Department
to utilize the services of an increased ntber or expert witnesses to testify on behalf or the government. Tho need
to use expert witnesses has gron steadily in recent years. This growth is projected to increase further in 1988.
A major reason for the projected Increase in the use or expert witnesses is the increasing number of cases involviru
complex and technical issues. Opposing parties continue to employ expert witnesses having aoces to highly
.sophisticated techniques or data collection and analysis. To counter the testimony or these individuals effectively,
government attorneys mist have the ability to hire competent expert witnesses to support their position. The costs
or collecting the Information used as testimony have accelerated rapidly. These increased costs, as well as competition
for highly qualified expert witnesses, have led to a steady increase in the fees charged by such experts in recent years
and correlates to the increased complexity of the Department's caseload.
Funding at the requested level will allow the government to utilize the vital resources provided by expert witnesses in
an effort to enforce the laws of the United States and to defend the government in lawsuits brought against it.
The following chart represents estimated 1987 and 1988 resource requirements by organization, as well as actual 1986
obligations.
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Expert Witness Requirements -- by organization
(In thousands or dollars)
1985

1986

1987

1988

$4,936
2,781
2,600

$4,506
4,211
3,629

$5,047
11,700
3,688

$5,246
4,901
4,224

organization

U.S. Attorneys
...............
Land and Natural Resourcs Division
Civil Division ............................
Tax Division ..........................
Civil Rights Division ................. I...
Antitrust Division ........................
Criminal Division.........................

1,502
917
238
156

Total ...................

13,130

Note.

1,611
1,1149
244
360
15,710

1,332
1,100
290
225

1,875
1,331
281
_ 19

16,382

18,286

Amounts shown for 1987 and 1988 indicate the growing demand of the various user organizations on
expert witness resources. The Department realizes that certain budget constraints will be needed
to remain within funding limitations already established for 1987.
1987

Activity

Victim Compensation Fund ............

as Enacted

1988 Base

1988 Estimate

Increase/Decrease

$575

$575

$775

$200

Lo g-ange Goal. To pay restitution, or In the case of death. compensation ror the death, to any victim or
a crime that causes or threatens death or senor bodily Injury that is committed by a protected witness.
Major Objeqt ives:
To provide compensation to those individuals, or, in the case of death, to the individual's estate,
wto
are
victimized by.a protected witness, as authorized by Section 1208 oF the Comprehensive Crime Control Act or
19811
(Title II oF P.L. 98-73), enacted October 12, 1984.
Base Epas
Description. This program provides resources to compensate individuals who are victimized by a
prorted witness. ie Fund was established in 1985 with fynds provided in the 1985 Supplemental Appropriations
Act (P.L. 99-88) and is authorized to be appropriated $1,000,000 annually to make payments to victims of crimes
omitted by a protected witness. The Department currently estimates eligible claims will, fall short of the
$1,000,000 authorized in 1988.
.1

Restitution will not exceed $50,000 for those victimized sinoe the establishment or the Fund. Restitution not to exceed
$25,000 shall be paid to the estate of viotias killed as a result or grimes committed by persons who have t-en enrolled
in the witness Security Program it suoh crimes were committed prior to enactment or P.L. 98-473.
Acco wlisent. The Department has provided adequate compensation to those victims who have been identified, submitted appropriate olam information, and were found eligitle to receive benefits.
The Criminal Division has promulgated guidelines for Identifying and notifying potential claimants, reviewing the
claims, And making payments from the fund.

t The Criminal Division has indicated that there will be an increase In the number of eligible
Proram Omn
claims against this Fund. The requested level or funding will allow the Department to process those additional claims,
as well as pay those ocpensable claims submitted In prior years.

Legal Activities
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
Priority Rankings

Base Program__
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
Victim Compensation Fund

Program Canges
1
2

Fees and Expenses of Wltne:.,es
Victim Compensatton Fund

1
2

9

Legal Activities
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
Justification of Adjustments to Base
(In thousands of dollars)
Amount

Transfers to and from other aocountas
1.

Transfer to U.S. Iashals Service .......................................................
This represents the proposed transfer or the Protection or Witnesses activity to "Salaries
and expenses, U.S. Parshala Servioe".

. $17,511

Uncontrollable inorease s
1.

2.

Locality based per diem ....................................................................
Public Law 99-231 authorized a new locality based per diem and lifted the $75.00 ceiling in
certain geographic areas. An uncontrollable increase o $'458,000 is requested to meet the
-expected increase in total travel requirements.
General pricing level adjustment ...........................................................
This request applies OM pricing quidanoe as of Decemer 1986 to selected expense categories.
The incrased oasts identified result from applying a factor of 3.5 percent against those
subobjeot classes where the prices that the Government pays are established through the
market system Instead of by law br regulation. Generally, the factor Is applied to supplies
materials, equipment, contracts with the private sector, transportation costs and utilities.
Excluded from the omputation are categories or expense where inflation has already been
built Into the 1987 estimates.
Total uncontrollable increase

........................................................

Total adjustments to base ............................................................

458

55

983

. $16,528

In

Legal Activities
Fees and Expenses. of Witnesses
su(a

1987

ObJect Class
11.8
21.0
25.0
42.0

Special personal services payments .............
Travel and transportation or persons ...........
Other Services ...............
...............
Insurance claim and indemnities....
.......
Total obligations ...........................

Unobligated balance, start or year.................
Uobligated balance, end-ct-year.........
Total requirements ..........................
Relation of obligations to outlays:
Receivables in exoess or oblLgations ...............
Obligated balance, start-or-year.............. ....

Obligated balance, end-or-year. ................
Outlays..... ......

or tnulrewerts by Object
(In thousands or dollars)

a.....................

Class

I

Estimate

1988
Estimate

Increase/Decrease

$39,367
12,578
50

$23,413
13,121
5o

415,954
543

52,574

37,359

-15,215

-1,387
11000

-1,000
11000

387

52,187

37,359

-14,828

_.579

775

-138

12,332
-15,190
49,578

15,190

/

-15,937

36,612

II
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OPENNG STATEMENT
Mr. SMm. Mr. Flickinger will continue to testify on behalf of
this appropriation. Do you have a statement?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Flickinger follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcmmittee:
I am also pleased to appear before you in support of the
1988 budget request for the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
appropriation.
Department*.

This appropriation is used by all of the

litigating organizations for the payment of fees and

expenses of fact and expert witnesses, and forthe payment of
expenses associated with mental competency examinations.

Through

the end of 1987, the appropriation will also be used by the U.S.
Marshals Service to pay the expenses associated with the
protection of witnesses and their dependents.

The 1988 request

for the appropriation is $37,359,000, a decrease of $14,828,000
below the 1987 appropriation of $52,187,000.
The 1988 request includes a program increase of $1,500,000
for the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses activity.

This activity

is the result of a previously approved reprogramming which
consolidated the Expert Witnesses, Fact Witnesses and Mental
Competency Examination activities.

Notification of the

reprogramming was transmitted to members of the appropriations
committee in December 1986.

The additional resources will allow

the Department's front-line attorneys to make greater-use of the
valuable testimony provided by expert witnesses.

The costs of

expert witness testimony have increased due to the increased
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volume of cases, involving complex issues, which are approaching
the trial phase,

For the Victim Compensation Fund, the

Department requests an additional $200,000.

Criminal Division

estimates indicate that by 1988, approximately $1,0r'I,000 will be
required to pay the costs of claims against the Fund.

Although a

portion of the anticipated claims could be liquidated with prioryear carryover funding, we require a small enhancement to be able
to pay all anticipated claims.
The 1988 request also reflects the transfer of the
Protection of Witnesses activity to the 'Salaries and expenses,
U.S. Marshals Services appropriation.

This represents a

reduction of $17,511,000 to the appropriation. The Department
also proposed this transfer in the 1987 budget request. This
transfer is designed to bring together in one appropriation the
two budget activities which comprise the protected witness
program.

Like the two sides of a coin, the Witness Security and

Protection of Witnesses activities should be maintained in the
same appropriation to ensure that full and equal consideration is
given to these highly integrated activities.

There is little of

a policy or program management nature which will affect one
aspect of the program without affecting the other.

However, with

these two activities assigned to different appropriations, there
is a significant risk that important policy or program decisions
will be applied to one side of this coin while ignoring the
other.*
In addition, there are significant differences between the
Protection of Witnesses activity and the other witness activities

832
in the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses appropriation.

Unlike fact

or expert witness funding, a majority of the funding in the
Protection of Witnesses activity is not spent on court attendance
or the preparation or delivery of testimony in court.

It is

spent on relocations, living expenses, facility renovations, etc.
Also, a significant portion of the costs are not spent on
witnesses but rather on witnesses' dependants. Finally, the
costs incurred under the Protection of'Witnesses activity are
both more predictable and more controllable than the costs
incurred in preparing and delivering testimony.

Most fact and

expert witness rates and costs are determined by external factors
and, therefore, are largely uncontrollable to the Department.
However, the Department has significant discretion regarding the
number of participants in the protected witness program, the
rates at which allowances will be paid, and the need to incur
costs.

Thus, there is little merit in retaining the Protection

of Witnesses activity in the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
appropriation.
The Department realizes that if this proposal is approved,
the recently enacted no-year funding authority would be lost to
the Protection of Witnesses program.

The potential loss of such

authority should not be viewed as a reason to deny this proposal.
For the reasons stated earlier, the Department does not believe
that no-year trea ment is as important for the Protection of
Witnesses activity as it is for other activities within the Fees
and ZVenses of Witnesses appropriation.

In fact, both the 1987

and 1988 budget requests for the Department drop the no-year

treatment for Protection of Witnesses funding.

Thus, ve do not

believe this should be a factor in deciding this issue.
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TRANSFER OF PROTEM0N OF WITNESS
Mr. FUCKINGER. Briefly, Mr. Chairman the total request for 1988
for the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses appropriation is
$87,359,000. This represents a decrease of $14,828,000 from the 1987
level of $52,187,000. The major substantive issue here, is our proposal to transfer the protection of witnesses activity money-that
amounts to some $17,511,000-to the U.S. Marshals Service. The
rationale is that we have two different budget activities and two
different locations in the Department dealing with essentially the
same program. The Marshals Service, as you know, is responsible
for the protection of witnesses' security program, and yet we have
a major portion of the expenses for that program coming out of
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses. We would like to merge those two
activities under the U.S. Marshals Service Appropriation.
Mr. SMrrH. The Marshals tell us some people don't want to be in
their program.
Mr. FuCKINGER. I am not aware of that.
Mr. SMITH. Maybe it was the FBI we discussed that with? Some
people have good, personal reasons why they do not want to be protected by one Department or another. You don't save any money
by doing this, though?
Mr. FuCKINGER. No, sir. It is a matter of trying to put order into
what is what we believe now to be a bifurcation of similar activities.
Mr. SMrrH. Does it change personnel or anything else?
Mr. FLICKINGER. No, sir.
Mr. SMITH. Just a bookkeeping thing?
Mr. FICKING1R. Correct.
Mr. SdrrH. And you've got a request for $1.5 million for Fees and
Expenses, an increase?
Mr. FLICKINGER. Yes, sir, there is some increase in there.
Mr. Shim. That is not nearly as big an increase as there was
from 1986 to 1987, is it? What do you base that estimate on?
Mr. FLICKINGZR. Do you recall that increase last year?
Mr. RoPER. I don't recall the exact increase, but you remember,
sir, this account, with your help, was made a no-year account, and
that has reduced the need for program increases this year. In 1986,
which was the first year that we had the no-year authority, we
were able to carry forward approximately $1.3 million.
Mr. SMITH. I see. That does not, then, reflect necessarily the level
of outlays?
Ms. CURTIs. Yes, you are correct.
Mr. FLICKINGER. If I might add, Mr. Chairman, the fact that the
protection of witnesses funds are now available on a no-year basis
should not be viewed negatively in terms of transferring that activity
over to the Marshals Service appropriation. The protection of
witnesses fund is a much more predictable account. It is possible to
project with accuracy what the financial needs are going to be,
unlike the remaining activities within the Fees and Expenses of
Witnesses appropriation where you are at the mercy of case situations.

1
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VICTIMS COMPENSATION

Mr. SMiTH. Tell us about the Victims Compensation Fund. You
are predicting a substantial change or difference in the requirements there?
Mr. FuiRj NO a. The victims compensation?
Mr. SMmTH. Yes. What is that based on, or is that just a guess?
Mr. ROPER. No, sir. You know, the Victims Compensation Fund,
this particular one, was enacted as part of the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of'1984, so we are only now into the third year
of operation and we have established regulations and procedures to
be able to identify potential victims of protected witnesses. We believe now that the numbers of awards that may go out will be
greater. The fund was originally authorized up to a million dollars,
and I believe, with this request, we would be near that level in
1988. The awards have been increasing now as the program has
gained some experience.
Mr. SMrrH. This is just a projection, then, of what you think the
demand willbe?
Mr. FUcKrNGR. Yes, sir. This is.difficult to predict.
Mr. Shrm. Thank you.
Mr. FuCKmGm. All right, sir. Thank you very much.''
[A question and answer for the record follows:]

4,
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QUEST'ION FROM MR. EARLY
FEES AND EXPENSES (F WITNESSES

Victim ComQ stion
Questions

In 1986 you obligated only $275,000 for the Victims Com sensation
Fund. You are projecting obligations o; $575,000 for 1987. Mhat are
your obligations to date for 1987 and do you still believe you will
obligate the full $575,000?
Answert
To date, the Department has paid one claim against the Fund for 1987
in the amount of $3,162. As of Mar h 22, there Were 44 claims
pending against the Fund that could potentially be paid during this
fiscal year. Twenty-one of the pending claims are either pre-statute
filings or claims received in 1985 and 1986. These are currently
awaiting background information from the U.S. arshals Service. We
believe that final determinations and payments could be made on these
prior year claims this year. The total amount of the payments would
be approximately $315,000. The remaining 23 claims are active cases
in which information is currently being collected from local law

enforcement agencies.

Due to the current backlog of prior-year

cases, it is unlikely that all of these current claims will be
processed this year, however, we anticipate the total amount of these
claims to be approximately $230,000.

TUESDAY, MARCH

17, 1987.

UNITED STATES PAROLE COMMISSION
WITNESSES
BENJAMIN F. BAER, CHAIRMAN
ELIZABETH A. CLARK, DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT
ROBERT N. FORD, COMPTROLLER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET

U.S. PAROLE COMMISSION JUSIFICATON

Mr. EARLY [presiding]. We will continue with our review of the
Department of Justice, and now hear testimony from the United
States Parole Commission. The Commission requests $12,253,000 in
fiscal year 1988, a 16 percent increase over fiscal year 1987
amounts. We will insert in the record at this point the Commission's fiscal year 1988 budget justifications.
[The justifications follow:]
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U.S. PAROLE COMMISSION

aA
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U.S. Parole

mission

Salaries a"d ezoenee
Sar

Statement

Fiscal Year 1988
he United States Parole ommissimn ts cequeing, foc 1968, a total of $12,253,0Q0,
on inassme of $1,714,000 over the 1967 grc iatin anticipeted of $10,S39,000.

179 permanent positions and 176 workyears.

This repcesents

ission and Roorganization Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-233,
P
the United States Bord of Parole m created by Congress in 1930. The
effective 5/14/76) retitled the agency as the United States Parole omisslon. Placed within the Depertment of Juetice for administrative
papome, the omission is an agency with iMepundent decisionmaking powers set forth by statute. The omission has parole jurisdiction over
all eligible Federal prisoners, wherever confined, and continuing jurisdiction over thpe fto are released on parole or as if on parole (mandatory
relesse).
National Mrole policy is reviewed by formal Comislion deliberation at least quarterly.
the Federal system.
ad cefte parole practices through

This continual study and review is designed to monitor

On a cooperative basis, the Oomission uses the services of staff employed by the Federal Priem System, who are assigned to the correctional
The staff prepares classification suar Les, progress reports, and other reports concerning parole
institutions thvruhout thq nation.
agplicents.
Field asrvision of released prisoners is provided by U.S. Probation Officers, %fo are employed by the U.S. Probation Service in the
Administrative Office of the U.S. ourts. Aoooding to statute, they function as parolee officers' for Federal prisoners. Reports concerning the
of parolees and mandatory relesseas are prepared by them officers and submitted to the mission.
adtju@We
As part of the Cc ehensive Crim Contrgl Act of 1984 (Public Law 90-473), the United States Sentencing Comission was established to develop and
Isus cmpre1-r-lve guidelines tor federal ces. As a result of this, the current federal parole system is scheduled to be hasod out. Because
the Sentencing omission w not pointed until October 1965, an extension for then the sentencing guidelines will go into effect has been
enacted. the guidelines are now scheduled not to go into effect before Noveaber 1967. The Parole Commission anticipates its workload will not
begin to diminish until late 1968. bolshment of the omission will not oocur until the fall of 1992.

2

U.S. Farole

iasion

salaries and
.uStification of Proposed arenea in AWrrojciation [Anqume
ths 19W budget estimates include proposed dnges; in appopriation language listed and explained below.

New language is underecored and deleted

matter In enclosed in brackets.
Solari" and expenses

Ibc necesay expee of the United States Parole immion, as authocised by laws i($10,300.0001
(1

U.S.C. $02-04

4212,

4255, 50M5, 5041p Department ot Justice Amovliation Act,

section l01(b)j additional authoctsira legislation to be
399lwamtion of d

Aod.)

1987 as included in Public Laws

12,253,000.
9-500 and 99-591,

ess

No substantive dwqe proposed.
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U.S. Parole Omisslon
Salaries and expense
197
Crossalkof
(Dollars in thuad)

Activity/Progrm
1. Parole ..............

1987 President's

175

176 $10,420

Congressional
Ajpropitation
Actions on 1987

4

...

-$120

Ant.

pay9
$23rM
E

1987
Appropriation
Anticipated
Poo.
WY
r
_

...

$239

179

1967 &f1lementals

.

Paguested

Pormi
Mo. WT At.s

Fos_.

VI

...

...

...

...

...

176

$10, 539

0mMCOMr
on"l eMoxRIAtLon Actions

ngmm incemmed the OmmaLsson's full-tim permanet poeltions by 4 and $180,000 to help the Commission handle its Increased workload. This
was aoce than offset by a $300,000 reduction which continued many of the reductions to the base imposed by the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Detcit ontcol Act of 1965 and mfe cut in sme of the unoontrollable increase requested.

he aupMOenta reqe"t of $155,000 provLdes fot the additional costs in 1967 necessary to implement the Federal ployees' fttiremeat System Act
of 1966, .,. 99-335. 2e pay suppl~mental request Provide@ $84,000 to meet 500 of the increased pay requirements effective January 4, 197.

U.S. Parole Oommiieion
Salaries and expenses
Sumary of ait,/lements
(Dollars in thousands)
Miatments to baset

Peru.
Poe.

Workyears

179

176

1907 Poeyad retirement smpplientals requested .
.............................................................
2997 apprqxlation anticipated ........................................................................................
Transfer o Financial J d tisnltrative System uport Group from General Aministration ...........................
Ikoontrollable increases ...........
.........................................................
; ......................
l9es 8098 .......

. . ..

Etimate
b
act ivity/progrm
Parolee............

..

. .,.........

0 .........

. .................

, ........................

;.............

196 Enacted
Petu.
Pos. MY Amout
Pt

196 Actual
PeM.
Pos. WY Amount

1987 Appcopriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Poe. WY Amount

1968 BSe
Perm.
Poo. WY

175

175

179

179

176 9,379

162

$9,215

176 $10,539

176

$11,653

4
1,134
-24

.0..............

1988 Eatlate
amount

Peru.

Poe. WY Amout
179

176 $12,253

Aount
$10,300
239

Increase/Decrease

Perm.

POe.

WY

...

...

Amt

ON0
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U.S. Parole Oommission
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Sumry
(Dollars in thousands)
1987 AppropLiation
AnticipAted
Activity:
Parole .................

1988 Base

Poe.

MY Amount

Perm.
Pe.

Wi

Amount

1988 Etimate
Peru.
Pon.
WY Amount

Increasecreaae
Perm.
Poe. WY Aunt

179

176 $10,539

179

176

$11,653

179

...

176

$12,253

...

$600

Sigre Goal. i
To make decisions relative to grants and denials of parole, conditions of parole, supervision of parolees and mandatory
releaes, recommittal in event of violation of conditions of supervision, and termination of supervision as outlined in the Parole omission and
Reorganizatlon Act of 1976.
Ka:or Objectivent

o To establish, with the aid of statistical data, a national paroling policy and promote the consistent exercise of discretion in the paroling
process, including the development and pplication of specific guidelines for decisiormaking so that the dutstion of ters of ismpisoment
throughout the Federal system will be equitable for those prisoners over whmmthe Comission has jurisdiction.
o To makes fair decisions regarding the grant or denial of parole which are fair to the prisoners and which adequately protect the public welfare,
within specific time requirement for decisions established by law.
o to provide forceful supervision for released parolees and mandatory releasees to enhance commity protection and the rehabilitatio.a of such
released offenders.
o To promptly modify or revoke the parole or mandatory release of any individual %boviolates the conditions of release.
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Bose Proqram Descriptions
The Parole Commislon and Reorganization Act provides for nine Cummissioners, appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate.
Ce omJselioner is designated as Oairman.
Each of the five
regionalOffices of the Oosmission is under the supervision of a
Comaisioner, and three Oommisioners camrse a National Appeals Board in Chevy Chase, Maryland. Hearing examiners working out of the regional
offices, interview prisoners eligible for parole and make recmendations to the Commisionecs. These hearings are conducted by examiner panels
at all Federal prisons on a bi-monthly schedule.
BExaminers also conduct revocation hearings at state and local facilities, as required.
Smasiree of the hearings are recorded and then transcribed and sent to the Regional Office for the initial review and decision of a Camissioner.
An
eal system is in effect to permit reviw of parole decisions.
days.

Decisions on apal at the National Appeals Board mmt be copleted within 60

Professional level personnel in the area offices coordinate the work with the Federal Prison System institutions and the probicion officers
attached to each United States District Court.
An ongoing research program is conducted in areas related to parole and information and guidance is provided to state parole boards, ccL'minal
justice agencies, and others interested in isproving the criminal justice process.
Research projects include:
1.

Development of methods for increasing hearing panel reliability Vi guideline assessments.

2.

Refi nement of the offense severity and salient factor score scales used by the Comission.

3.

Development and implementation of a parole Decision Recording and Monitoring System for automated data processing of offender information and
office automation.

4.
S.

Realuating the Reparative Work Project in which parole dates are advanced for up to 60 days for selected inmates who complete 400 hours of
unpaid comunity service.
Maintaining the Curfew Release Progrem in wtich inmates, at the request of the Bureau of. Prisons, have their parole date advanced up to 60
days but are required to remain in their hores under curfew during the night.

6.

Conducting an evaluation of parole supervision practices.

The General Counsel's office advises the lmmisioners and staff on interpretation of the agency's enabling statutes and policy, drafts
iplementing rules and regulations, and assists U. S. Attorneys offices in defending the Cimission against lawsuits brought by p-isoners and
parolees. The office is also a resource for staff on problem involving the processing of requests for information under the Privacy Act of 1974,
as mended in 1975.
The Ciunsael's office responds .directly to requests submitted under the Preedom of Information Act. Finally, the General
Counsel staff has responibility for analyzing applications for. exemption from prohibitions Imposed by Federal law against persons who have been
convicted of certain criLes from occuying labor union, management, or pension fund positions, and ensuring that the hearings under the
Administrative Procedures Act are properly oonducted.
7
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..

he Commission
legal staff also participates with the State Department and other unit of the Department of Justice on various phases of the
development of treaties and implmnting legislation for the exchange of prisoners with other countries.
he Owml ions
Case aagment mid Training Section gives functional supervision to regional hearing exainers and analysts.
It provides
quality control of case decisions, coordinates the training program, and develops procedures to implement C Ission policy including a
comprehensive manuel.

kcomlsmn ta
1.

A total 24,223 individual decisions regarding the grant, denial, or revocation of parole, as required by statute, were made during 1986.

2.

A total 4,854 National APpeal- Board considerations were made during 1986 as required by statute.

3.

Supervision was provided to 27,283 parolees, special parolees and mandatory releasees from October 1, 1965 to September 30, 1966.

4.

Developgint of methods for increasing hearing panwl reliability in guideline assessments.

5.

efinement of the offense severity and salient factor score scales used by the Oomiion.

6.

Designing and Implementing a parole Decision Reoordipj and Donitoring System which is
processes and to provide current parole statistics of codefendants.

7.

ftalulating the Reparative Nock Project in %bichparole dates are advanced for qp to 60 days for selected inmates who omplete 400 hours of

8.

Itintaining the Oxrfew lease Program in kbich inmates, at the request of the Bureau of Prisons, have their parole date advanced up to 60
days but are required to remain in their homes under curfew during the night.

6.

O(nducting and evaluation of parole supervision practices.

intended to automate many manual,

pepec-orlented

wried comnity service.

ihe workload of the Parole Cmission is presented in the following table.
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WORKLOW
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U,S. Parole Camiion

Salaries and emseus.
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Actual*

S

a. Intil
.....................
*b. D
I4w*s ....
a
.........................
C. 11MOiLL6 ..........................

d.
**e.
f.
g.

a.

Ewa bFaocetlon .........................................
Inatitutional Recation ......................
Other.....
................

,

statutory
........................................
Total l bvIv.
.... a.C......
L.* ..............................

bmgionl ................................................

be
o....se....
........
C. National
&tiastrative
revim.................
. am...........
...............
d. Original JuriadLtion
..............
.........
.... decision
... 0.....and.. ap
................

*Inclufe Pr e-

rng eview for Itial

IO
17,496
816

276
2,313
318

2,63
34,4W0

btlnates

IM-

-77- Tr-

12,564
21,102
889

14,869
24,317
971

317
2,330
465

2.65
40,3
3

1966
17,597
28,022
1,060
412

361
2,344
686

i

2,656
46,2

2,35
1,013

1i0

2.656
53,U8G

1,275
4.188
234
214.
,1'5,8

4, 194
'4,
210

S,620
161
206
S,917

6,506
13S
202..
6,945

and Pvooation Hearings and Pre-releame rwilewa.

**Includes Disposltlona" Rvo tLon Hearings.

0

A

program Ounces

An increase of $600,000 in requested to help the Omislon comtinue to met its etatutocily mandated requirements.

An increase of $200,000 is requested to Provide for six reimbursable exainer/nalySt poeitions to be filled with emloyees from the Beau of
priMM and other Federal agencies. With the Omision aticipeting beginning haae-out in IM6 this will lesson the chance of having to
iulement expensive Rif procedures in that yoar. It Is anticipated that the total number of rwicevhearings will have increased by approximately
12,m0 from 196 to 1968. Within the past few years, the Federal Prison System has ben aggressively implementing a policy of spreading the
imat popilatio over an Increased number of miller, ace modern Institutions. The federal Prison System will continue their expansion program
during 1967 and 1906. this Prorarm has created a substantial increase in omission workload.
me Cmmission oonducts hearings for all pi or
who ae in l ded in an institutional docket during regular, bL-monthly visits to each Fedecal Institution. Dividing bearings among ore
institutional dockets crotea an obvious Increaae in travel time and associated expense.
moreover, work and coats associated with the
aidmniatratOe functions for a odporate docket must be multiplied by the percent incream in the mber of dockets.
The hdinistatin'm s icceesful effort against major drug traffickers and me rs of organized cti reflect a large Increase in the ommlssion's
workload. Unlike simpler of fensee, such as bank robery, these case almost always involve multiple defendants. To render equitable decisions in
such omes, it is necaeary to *ealvte the relative culpability of each codefendant end make decisions wich are appropriately relative to all
offenders (i.e., relative to the guidelines) and secifically relative to the other codefendants. rug caes can involve u to Wanty or more
codefendants each confined in one of over forty Federal Institutions. The subtantial Increase in CMIezity of thae omes has, produced a
corresponding inces in the Cmission's workload.
the increased amber of Institutions has required our current line examiner to spend three wees of each month in travel statue conducting
hearings. The increased complexity of the coms, has however, placed increased demand on high quality, and time-consming pre-hearing review
conducted in the regional off ioes preparing for the hearing. The resulting demands on examiner time and effort has. strained exminer capacity and
morale. the pcr-hearing review procss wa adopt by the Commission an a policy to Increase the quality of the bearings and the decision. the
General Accounting Office (ORO)
Paport, "etter Mamemnt and Legislative Owage are Needed to Iqurove Federal Parole Practloe wae critical of
the omision's celiabillity in the application of its decision guidelines. The report also Mtated that hteq examiners should have adequate
time to review ose film prior to the hearing. the Implication that the axmi1ners did not have adequate time wam a legitimate complaint. the
Oomissiona r;
a to this report me the pre-hearing review process, bich is now fully implemented. The total effect will be Improved
quality of our decisionmaklng, but total time devoted tu a case (re-hearing revL - plus the heaing) has increased ambstantiasly.
All Federal youth offndoes sentenced under the Federal Juvenile Dliquency Act (FJV.) are boarded oLtide the Federal Prison System in various
state facilities located mot times in remote area. Also, because of security or other reasons, certain Federal prisoners mut be boarded in the
m fashion. *Ihder Federal statute, thee Individuals must be given In-ptcon parole hearings wtch require an unusual amount of erminer
resources from a travel and per diem standoint. Further, because of the workload placed on the existing examiner corps, the common has had
to request the U.S. Probation Service to conduct virtually all parole revocation hearings in state institutions and a substantial mober of local
revocation hearings in the nore remote areas of the country. Ihe U.S. Probation Service has informed the Ptaole Cmlalon that it can no longer
a1cthese hearings due to its increased workload. 1herefore, the omission will need to merd its own hearing sxmiers, as we believe we
originally intended by Ongress, to do thefe hearings carrying an Increased workoa for them and substantial time in travel statue to conduct a
single hearing at one of these locations.

10

fVdin of $300,000 is requested to celocata professional ataff in the field nd central offices. iblocations are necessary toe the 00mission to
Nguldeline du to shifting workload as new institutions are opened, to fill
F0d
esintain a unfom ilaiemntation of national paroling policy
I ad in preparation foe the anticipated consolidation of regional offices due to
vacancies with the beat qualified staf in the meas most neded,
the Fhase-a* of the ials
sion. Included in relocation epenie are travel Nd msistence costa, costa for teqxoary quarters, transportation
nd stoca o household goode, nd certain real estate costs. heed on past experience, at $30,000 to $50,000 per relocation, this would allow
the iamaicn to relocate 6-10 eaploes Per y r.
Finally, the omission is regosting a additional $100,000 for contract typists. The mission Ie utilizing contract typists more and sore to
do typing on a per poe besis Nd pertom other routine clerical functions on ar hourly basis, thus allowing Cmission persoml time to perform
other necessary function.
there have also been procedural changes (e.g., the pre-hearing assement of every hearing) %Aichhave increased the
Ciassion'styping workload. At an hourly rate of $8.00 this would provide appoeimawly 6 additional clerical squport for the Commiion.
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$W7
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...

15

.

7800

......
cblLatL

Contrft
ryplst

300

100
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U.S. Parole Comision
Salaries ard exzenmw
Detail of Fermanwit Fositio Iw Category
Fiscal Years 1906-1908

Category
Attorney. (S) .....................................................
Other LeaLd Kin red (9
......
00-46)
).......................
social Sciatitas, @Onnmlt ad WLr ed
(101-1
....
0)
.........
uneal Mnalalstration Clecical and
office semja:e (301-3
..........
09)
.........................
AoomtLng and DUet (500-59) .....................................

Total .............................................................

1986
Actual$

1987
Authorized

9
6

9
6

1988
Total
9
6

80

82

82

79
1

81
1

8i
1

175

179

179

iwbbiton .........................................................

45

45

45

U.8. fIeld..........................................................

130

134

134

T~tal .............................................................

175

179

179
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U.S. Parole Oummiaion

Solar Le and expenses
kMary of Adjstments to Base
(Dollars in thousands)

Pers.
M

1M
9

a

......................

167 Fey ed

P7
cop

tltemmant

.. .......

lemntal

..................

...................................

ted ....................................................

h icipatds .......................................................................

Mjustaenta to baee,

years

Amtt

179

176

$10,300

i l0-

!TWfec of Mlaial and Administrative ytom Rq~port Group frce General Administration ..........
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Irncimsi
a eaditical eo
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y
Ahwmlizata of Meeal Opoyess, Feticemant System coss....a
ts..............
.
Anmaluatin of 17 pay Imese ............. .......... .........................................
Withib-graft incraw
.....................................
.
Lo
aliybee
a is l ...........................................
m.
am (U........

................................................................

......
......

Reduction foc change In houly rate ..............................................................
eanctlcn in health benefits .........................................................................
NeductLan In per page cot of Federal Register and Oode of Federal Pegulations ...................
TOtal, decreamo ...........
..
..................................................................

...

239
4

.
.

23.......................................
2
412
67
70
106
274

......

M reewcing ceaibucam9 services.
................
.
.
............................
ral TIeleom
d
tim system (M) ...........................................................
a piftiyg
-t coats ...............................................................
md PSMya
parl
seata"
ae#n.c......................................................
Oensal piling eeadiusji.tmnt ...............................................
.....
Total, wi=otmllabl ncreae
............
.
.
.....
.
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Work-

Poe.

...

3
26
I
7
145
-18
-5
-1

T79

-24
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U.S. Parole Commission
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Adiustments to Base
(Dollars in thousands)
Pero.
Poe.

wor kyears

Awnunt

Transfers to and fcc. other accounts
1.

$4

Transfer of Financial and Administrative System Support Gop .......................................
This represents the transfer of the Financial and Administrative System Support Group from the
General Administration to the Vlrking Capital Fund. the transfer of this group will place all of
JH0 financial, administrative system a port services on a user-reimbursable basis.

Uncontrollable Increases:
1.

23

One additional coqpnsable day ......................................................................
FY 1988 has one more
The annual salary rate for Federal employees is based on 260 paid days.
cospenzable day (262) than 1987 (261).' (Permanent personnel compensation $23,O000: 260 - $20,000
plus $3,000 for benefits.)

2.

412

Pmnualisation of Federal ftployees' Retirement System Costs .........................................
2his request provides for the additional costs in 1988 necessary to continue implementation of the
Federal bployees' Retirement System Act of 196, P.L. 99-335. This act established a retirement
program for Federal civilian employees and postal workers hired after December 31, 1983 who are
covered by social security, and for employees under the Civil Service Retirement System who choose
to transfer into the new system. The calculations were determined from an CO approved formula.
Total annualization required is
Additiohally, $155,000 of the 1967 requirement ws absorbed.
$412,000.

3.

kAualisatLon of 1967 pay increase ..................................................................

... ...

67

This request provides for the annualisation of the January 4, 1987 pay increase. The calculation of
the amount required for amualization is based on 68 paid days (October 1, 1986 through January 5,
1987) which were not included in the pay raise amount of $168,000. Additionally, $84,000 of the
absorbed. Total arnualilation required is $67,000.
1987 poy requirement
15

Peru.

4.

Within- trade

increase .................................................

WorkPo. Jrs

$?0un

e............................

$70

This request provides for an expected increase in the cost of within-grade Increases. This increase
it generally consistent with increases experienced In recent years and is appcoximtely one percent
above the base for omnsation and related benefits for permanent employment. (Personnel
sensation $62,000 erd benefits $6,000 - $70,000).
S.

Locality based per dim .............................................................em

.........

.

106

... ...

Public Law 99-234 authorized a new locality base per diem and lifted the $75.00 ceiling in certain
geogrtphic areas. An iunontrollable increase of $106,000 is required to meet the expected 15
percent Increase to total travel funds.
6.

(A Rent ............................................................................................

274

In 1907 the Pont System replaces the Standard Level User Chargee (SLC) system. GSAwill charge
rental rates that aproximate those charged to omercial tenants for equivalent space and related
services. An unontrollable increase of $274,000 is required to meet our coamitent to GSA.
7.

GSArecurring reimbursable services .................................................................

3

Rlbursable payments are made to GSA for heating, ventilation and air conditioning provided in
excess of normal working hours and for guard service. GSAhas estimated a 4.2 percent increase of
$3,000 in fees for these services in 1988 over 1987 charges of $71,000.
0.

federal Telecomication System (M) ..............................................................

..

26

The General Services Administration has advised of a 16 percent increase in Federal
Teleocmmnications System (FlS) Intercity costs for 1986.
This increase is mainly due to
unanticipated tariff Increases, savings GSA had built into their original budget estimate %thichwill
not materialize and IV 19S costa thich wre not billed by GSA last year. An increase of $26,000
over the 1967 base of $102,000 is requested.

16

9.

p noting ant ...........

. .............

Perm.

work-

FOS

yers

$1

..............................................
t........

5h Gover ImaPrinting f ica (GRO)is currently projecting a 3 to 4 percent increase over the 1987
printing cost of $37.000. An additional $1,000 will be required in 1988.
10. Mlo ye data a d peyrol

s

........................
evs.......

.

...........

............

Centralized -empoyee date and payroll services are provided to all Departmental oanimiations except
the federal Sareau of Investigation. Chag" for thee services, ich include information sysms
maintenance and payroll acoounting ate based an the nmber of record maintained. Th rate of
is based
$145.64 per record in 1Y 1986 will be raised to $155.76 per rooord for FP 198. The dae
on anticipated uncontrollable ant increases of 6.9 percent for the operation of the Justice
mlosee ate Service.
An additional increase of $5,000 has been included to Improve the Ikiman, Resources Mnogennt
Information Ustem (HAM). ThLa improvement will enhance the productivity of all Department
cmnents as well as the support units of aounting, budgeting and procurement. This retooling of
sport system will allow the Department to operate an efficient, effective and businesslike
adniStative operation.

11. General pricing level adjusIt ....................................................................

...

...

145

This request applies CM pricing guide as of December 1986 to selected expense categories. The
increased osts identified result from applying a factor of 3.7 percent against those etobject
classes 4hre the prices that the oerment pays are established through the market system instead
of by law or regulation. Generally, the factor in applied to supplies, materials, equipment,
bcluded from the
contracts with the private sector, tranlpoctation coets and utilities.
comptation are categoLes of expense here inflation has already been built into the 1987
estimates.
Total uncontrollable increases ...............

0..........................................

17

Peru.
Poe.

Mcrkyears

...

...

Amount

Decceames (Autaatic non-9olicy)s
I.

Reduction for chage in hourly rate ................................................................
Public Law 99-212,

the Omolidated Cm1bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 required that the

computation of anual salary rates to be baeed on 2,067 hours rather than 2,o0.
that we reduced in 1964 and restored in I6
2.

is requested for reduction in 196.

Reduction in Health Benefits .............................

.b

e amount

i...............................

The Federal employees Health Benefits Act (P.L. 93-246) provided that the Government's share of
health Insuranoe would be 60 percent of the total rate ommening n 1975. Effective foe the first
pay period after .Jussry 1, 1966, the Deartmet's actual contribution to health insurance decreased
approximately 4 percent due primarily to reduced carrier rates. The requested decrease includes
$5,000 for decreased rates over the 1984 budgeted base of $136,000.
3.

Reduction in per page coat of the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Regulations ..............
The Legislative Branch appropriation Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-941) anded the Federal Register Act to
require Federal agencies to reimburse the Government Printing office for ocsts of printLng, binding
The current
and distibutin the Federal itetr
(FR) and the Code of Federal Reulations (CPR).
cost estimates from GOi din t a ier page cost of $390 for the FR and $55 for the C1 for 1966.
ihis represents an $18 per page decrease for the F and a $5 per page decrease for the C1
Total decreases .......................................................................................
Total

idusteants to bae ......................................................................

..

. .!-

-24
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U.S. Parole Oia8siion

Salaries ad exenses
Smary of Esquirements bY Grade and CbJect Class
(Dollars in thousads)
1987 EstLate
Positions &
bftrkyears
Amout

Grade aNd salary range
08-18,
.7
0 .
8
0
0.
GBAM-15, $53,03 9, 976 ..............................
GO/(N,-14, $45,763-59,488 ...............................
G8OAG-13, $3
7727--344
...............................
GB-I2, $3 277-422341..41...............................
GS-11,
27,172-33,326 ............ .....................
0-10, $24,732-32,148 ............ .....................
GO-9, $ 2 2,
4..................................
59
G-8, $20
,333-26,435
..................................
GS-7, $18#35-23#k ..................................
G(3 , $16,521-21,480 ................................
GS-S, $14,822-19,268 .................................
(3-4, $13,248-17,226 ..................................
(3-3, 911,802-15,339 ................................
IbtOa, appociriated positlonA ........................

Pey above stated amual rates .......... k...............
Net savwtgs due to lower pay wales .......
.......
Net full-time permanent ...............
.........
Other than permanent
Part-time ePloyment .................................
T
ary empoyment .................................
Other part-t18 and intermlttent employment ..........
other persnonel oaensations
Overtme ............................................
Other o sensation ..................................
Social personal services payments ........ 4............
Total, workyears and personnel com nation ..........
Average GB/ I saary ....................................

Average GS/GM grade .........

..................

9
10
38
6
11
11
I
10
1
22
25
18
16
1
179

$5,687
24

-i

-323

164

-44

IM P
Positions &
Mokyar
9
10
38
6
11
11
1
10
1
22
25
18
16
1
179
...

-15
...

t
Amount

increase creafe
ositios&
woker
Amount

Co
C"'
$5,812

...

23

...

-18
S,448

...

-369

...

5,344

164

2

21

2

21

9

628

9

636

...

22
20

...

6,176

...

..
...
176

21

20

18
6,063
$33,375
9.7

...

...
...

176

18

...

$125
-1

-46
26
164

1

...
113

$33,511
9.7
19

U.S. Parole Oommission
Salaries and expetwes

&mmacy of ftwirementa by Grade and Object Class
(Dollars in thousands)

11.1
11.3
11.5
11.8

1987 estimate

I

Oblact Class
Full-tim permanent ..........................
Other than ipesannt .........................
Other personnel compensation
4.......................
Overtime..a........
Special personnel services payment@ ..........
Total, wockyears and personnel osrisatlon..

Personnel benefits .............................
benefit, for former p
.Vo................
Travel and transportation
of permon ........ ,..........................
22 Transpotation of things .......................
23.1 3a rent ......................................
23.3 Commlcations, utilities
and miscellaneous cages ................
24
Printing ad rearoductiho ......................
25 Other servio ................................
26
Suplies and materials .........................
31
8dpmeamt.... , ................................

sxke

164
12
...

16

12
13
21

Tbtal obligations .......................
Relation of obligations to outlayst
Obligated balance, start-of-year ...............
Obligated balance, 1,b.of-year................
Outlays.........

.........................

h___t
$5,344
660

164
12

18

...
...

ol881
4

...

41

6,063

704

..

76
1,388

...
...
...

550

...

80

176

1968 Estimate
Norkyears
Amount

76
618

99

10,539
1,521
-2,271
91789

$5,448
668

Increase/becreas_
orka
Amount
...

$104

42

...

I

6,76

...

113

1,521
4

...

640

...
...

856
160
1,662

...
...
...

152
84

...

608

...

963
113
93

...

so
I
365
14
13

12,253

...

176

r

...

18...

77

...
...

...
...
176
...
'

2,271
-2,864

1,660
1.

......

...
...

...
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1,714
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Op No STATEMENT
Mr. EARLY. The committee is pleased to welcome Mr. Benjamin
F. Baer, chairman of the Commision. You-may proceed with your
statement.
Mr. BAsi. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you in support of
the 1988 budget request for the United States Parle Commission.
The 1988 budget request Is for $12,258,000 and 179 permanent poaitions. This represents an increase of $1,714,000 above the 1987 appropriation anticipated. The increase in funding includes $600,000
inprogra increases and $1,114,000 in uncontrollable increases.
The program increases are necessary to help the Commisson
meet its statutory requirements in carrying out its mission. Of this,
$200,000 is requested for positions to be provided by other Government agencies on a reimbursable basis, This will allow the Commission to have six additional Examier/Analysts to help handle the
increased workload without having to increase the workyear ceiling.
A request of $800,000 is being made to provide funding for six to
ten relocations which the Commission anticipates will be necessary
in 1988, to accommodate the shifting workload and managerial
needs and to maintain uniformity in paroling policy nationwide.
We are also requesting $100,000 to fund additional contract typists
for the Commission in order to help handle the added clerical
needs associated with the increased workload anticipated.
The Commission's workload for 1988 is expected to be above its
1987 level. The Commission anticipates that with the requested increase in resources and increased productive and efficient management, the higher workload caused by the increase in prison population can be achieved while retaining the high quality of paroling decisions in a timely and policy consistent basis nationwide.
[The following information for the record was submitted subsequent to the hearing:]
E*C= oF Rwauwn INcREBs
By handl'.m the increased workload due to increased prison population; making
paoling decisions which are consistent with the Commission's. ruls and procedures;
and maig p1roing decisions in compliance with the time limitations unposed by
statute.

Mr. BASI. This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I shall
be pleased to answer any questions you or members of the Subcommittee have.
ADDITIONAL 1987 STAFFING

Mr. EARLY. This Committee gave you additional staff over the
original recommendation in last year's budget. Did it help at all?
Mr. BAm Yes, sir, it helped a great deal. The workload in 1986
was higher than we had anticipated, so it was certainly appreciated, Mr. Chairman.
PROPOSED ELIMINATION

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Baer, are you an ex officio member of the Sentencing Commisison?

860
Mr. BA=. By law I am a non-voting member, yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. The guidelines currently being developed are supposed to eliminate the need for the Parole Commisson. When is
the Commission scheduled to be abolished?
Mr. BAzR. The Parole Commission will be phased out five years
after the sentencing guidelines become'effective.
In other words, if they become effective, as now scheduled, November 1 of 1987, the Parole Commission will be phased out November 1, 1992.
Mr. EARLY. When do you plan to begin the phase-out of the Commission?
Mr. BA=. We anticipate that our 1988 workload will not diminish, but that it will begin to diminish in fiscal year 1989, and we
will be planning a phase-down based on that.
Mr. EARLY. I have some reservations about that, Mr. Baer, and
whether the workload will really start to diminish in 1989.
I am not sure that you are going to be able to be phased out by
1992 with the responsibility that your Commission has. Are you
planning any actions in fiscal year 1988 in preparation for the 1992
phase-out?
Mr. BAzR. Well, as I said, our workload, which means primarily
our initial hearings, will not diminish, at least until the very end
of 1988. We will be doing some planning, not very drastic planning
or specific planning until we see whether the guidelines that are
now being proposed by the Sentencing Commission are being put
into effect.
SENTENCING COMMISSION 8 GUIDELINES

Mr. EARLY. Are you actively participating with the Sentencing
Commission in the preparation of those proposed guidelines?
Mr. BA=. I attended a number of meetings and hearings after
the September draft was issued. There were seven days of public
hearings in six cities in the United States. I attended four of those.
I listened to the criticism but, as I say, I am not a voting
member. I will leave it at that.
WORKLOAD sSTIMATMS
Mr. EARLY. You predict the 1987 workload of the Commission to

be 46,204 parole hearings, and 5,987 appeals. These are approximately 33 and 24 percent higher, respectively, than the projections
you made in your fiscal year 1987 request. What has caused this
tremendous growth in the workload? Chairman Baer, to what do
you attribute this increase? That is a tremendous increase.
Mr. BAiR. There was a big increase in 1986 which we did not anticipate. Most of our hearings obviously relate to the prison population, and as a new prisoner comes in, unless he has a sentence of
30 years or more, if he applies, he is entitled to a hearing within
120 days after he arrives.
That is the policy that we have had since 1977. As more prisoners come in, well, let me go back. As the DEA and FBI arrest more
people, and more people are prosecuted and the judges sentence
more people, that impacts on our workload. Thus we have more

hearings.

~,-

-- ~.--~
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Mr. EAmLY. Were you able to reduce te backlog of cases
Mr. BAn. We are more or less on schedule. It bothers me that
we are not consistently meeting the -statutory requirement'that we
give every. inmate a written decision 21 days after the hearing.
Mr. EARLY. What is the average number of days it now taiws you
to render a written decision?
Mr. BAiw. It varies somewhat from region t region. In the more
efficient regions, we are getting around 80 ,percent out within 21
days, but in one region, it is a lot less than that.Mr. EARLY. Have you always been able to keep up in the past?
Mr. BAxR. It became much worse during this past year.
Mr. EARLY. You project a continued growth of15 percent in fiscal
year 1988 and yet you are holding, your staff level at fiscal- year
1987 levels. Do you believe your
"taff
can adequately handle the increased workload?
Mr. B zR. Well, I must admit, Mr. Chairman, last summer when
we made our presentation, we didn't think the actuals would be as
high as they were, and so we were a little too conservative in our
prijections at that time.
RSQUST TO OMB

Mr. EARLy. Provide for the record what -you requested of OMB
for staffing for your 1987-1988 budget.
Mr. BAzR. We are scheduled to be phased out, and we did not aak
for additional workyears for fiscal year 1988, but we asked for additional funds which would enable us to hire more contract typists
and to increase the number of reimbursable agreements and allow
us to hire some reemployed annuitants. By doing that, it would
reduce our RIF problem, when the time came to cut back, so OMB
granted that $600,000 for program increases.
Mr. EARLY. Will the combination of additional workload and
level
staffing1988?
cause backlog to increase in your professional opinion
in Mr.
the year
B R. If those projections hold true, I know we will have
trouble making the deadlines on the decisions, and the response of
our analysts in our regions to our parole agents for warrants and
other orders that need to be- modified will not be achieved in a
timely fashion.
(The information follows:]
Ruquuwr i* 0MB
For FY 1987, the Commission requested 183 permanent positions and 182 workyears of OMB. Of this, eight permanent positions and six workyear represented
prrm increases.
or FY 1988, The Commission requested 179 permanent positions and 180 workyegre. Of this, four permanent positions and four workyears represented pr-am
increases. Four permanent positions were provided to the Commission in e Congressional 1987 appropriation.
CONTRACT TYPISTS

Mr. EARLY. The Commission requested an additional $100,000 in
1988 for funds for additional contract typists.
How much are you spending in fiscal year 1987 for contract typists?
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Mr. BAzR. We are spending about $250,000 for contract typists in
1987.
Mr. EAELY. Does the Federal Government get a better bang for

its buck using contract typists or would we be better off trying to

hire full-time
Mr. BAIL We make the dollar go further with that kind of arrangenment, and it gives us a lot of flexibility.
Mr. EARLY. These people are paid at an hourly rate of $8. Have
you performed any kind of study to determine if this type of clerical support is cheaper?
Mr. BAm Before October 1st we paid them by the page. After
some study, we concluded it would be more cost effective if we paid
$8 an hour. After we have six months experience, we plan to do
another study.
INNOVATIVE RELEASE PROGRAMS

Mr. EAuuY. Chairman Baer, what are you doing with regard to
the question that was directed at Mr. Carlson earlier involving any
innovative types of early release?
Mr. BAGR. Mr. Chairman, during the last couple of years, we initiated what we cell a reparative work project, which we operate in
conjunction withthe Bureau of Prisons. risoners, when they are
still in the halfway house, on a vol nteer basis' and limited -to
people that were going out in certain release areas, if they would
perform 400 hours of what We call reparative work, community
service, we would advance their parole date 60 days.
That was a pilot project on a very limited basis, which, in my
opinion, was very successful.
The people worked in a number of private agencies-Salvation
Army, Red Cross, and we got nothing but accolades. They were
pleased with the prisoners. It was a good experience for the prisoners and got them out 60 days'earlier.
Mr. EwALY. Will you provide the number of prisoners that were
involved in that program for the record. I would imagine those
were not criminals-of high risk?
Mr. BA=. There was a selection basis, but with the exception of
what we knew were very high risk, anybody going out, I mean
most people going out in a halfway house would be eligible. I Will
furnish you with a brief summary report of that program.
[The information follows:]
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PAROLE SURVZLLANC
Mr. EARLY; In my opinion, the Parole Commission would be able
to release additional people early if there*as more-parole surveillance available. Is that an accurate statement?
Mr. BAn. Yeq6 I think' itis, r.. Ohilr;man"'
,
bottomine is'the Protection oftuhe- pics, and I know what
thMe
eZ prf.sapopulation s 60thr
-to Stte prison- popula-

tions. Ours is signifanty diferent.

-

.:A/hover, on the Federal -system,-the prole Commisson is
dependent on the United States probation Officer to glve 'Us the
suPervision" We don!t-ihIre- United States probation ofcers. The
judge of the judicial district'hires them under an arrangement, that
W s worked out many years ago. Those U.S. probation officers
become parole 11gents -6f the people that we release and there are
about 1,800 probation officers throughout the country. We maintain what I would consider a very effective working relationship, with
'
those people, but their first priority is to the judge.
They have to prepare the pre-sentence report, so it is important
that the agency have the resources so they can properly eupervise
not only their probationers, but also our parolees. -in answering
your question, I would be comfortable releasing some of our Fedeal
prisoners earlier if Iwas sure'we had the resources to:supervise
r
them properly. - '
Mr. EARLY. Has-the Parole Commission examined'house Arrests?
Mr. BAzR. As Mr. Carlson described it to you earlier, we initiated
with the Bureau and with the Probation Service year ago, partly
as a response to Gramm-Rudman, a program wheM we released
prisoners to what we call a curfew parole Where theyhad to be in
by9 o'clock at night and the probation officer had to check on the
telephone to be sure that they were there.
We again advanced their release byup to 60 days, and in less
than 'a year we saved the Bureau over a million dollars. That is a
drop in the bucket for, the "Bureau,-but that is ,mlion,4ollars
saved.
PA oLi SrAFFG ANa RESoNsmrrIS'

Mr. EARLY. How many of your Commissioners are actually in-

volved

in the decision-making process regarding the release of inmates?
Mr. BA=. Nine Commissioners. Five of the nine are in charge of
the five regions. Three compose the National Appeals Board where
every inmate can ap
his decision. The ninth is the Chairman,
the Cief Executive Officer.
Mr. Emmv. How are they staffed for clerical help? How much of
their time -is spent on clerical resnsibility?..:
.M. B.
Maybe I am speaking too narrowly here. We. don't.
have enough help to get the reports to ,the Commissioners, then. to
process the case once the decision is made and then to et the decision out to the inmate, to the Bureau and the Probation Service.
Mr. EARLY. Are all your Commissioner slots filled?
Mr. SAM. Yes,.Air.

Mr. EARLY. What is the nixt rung under the Commissioners?
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Mr. BA. In the regions we have a Regional Administrator who
holds the top civil service position in the region. He oversees the
examiners and the analysts, and is the person who is in charge of the
support staff.
Mr. EAuny. And how man of them are there?

Mr. BAR. Five of thee. Ech has an astat.

Between the two

of them, they review every case before it goes to the Commisioner.
By law, only the Commissioner can sign the order.
Mr. EARLY. What if this Committee gave you an additional
$500,000, what would you do?
Mr. BAnz. The biggest need right-now, Mr. Chairman, is for additional support resources and additional examiners and analysts in
the regions. To me it is very important that the parolees on supervision, and the people we don't parole ,who go out mandatory release, are being supervised. It is important from where I sit that we
have the analysts to do the staff work.
Mr. EARLY. Briefly describe an analyst.
Mr. BAi. One analyst deals primarily with the probation officers superyising our cases. If an inmate violates the conditions of
his parole 'nd even though he has not been convicted of another
offense-he is an addict in the first place, robbed the bank because
of that, and he goes back to the use of. drug-we need to know
that. We have a special condition,' so he is being tested~regularly. If
he continues to use drugs and the probation officer lets us know,
we issue, a warrant, and evaluate that. The analyst, is the liaison
between the probation service and the Commissioner.

D

E

rwtN ANALYST AND PROBATION OFFC

Mr. EARLy. I have a hard time seeing the difference between an
analyst and a probation officer.
Mr.. BARR. The analyst is in our regional office. The probation officer is out there in the district In California there are four Federal judicial: disticts--'Sf Diego, Loa-.Angeles, Sacramento and San
Francisco. Each hat a number of probation officers who work for
the court and who supervise probationers and parolees.
The analyst is stationed in our regional office.
Mr. EARLY. If he takes the probation officers report, and he
draws a conclusion--then what?
Mr. BAR. He makes a recommendation to our Commissioner.,
Mr. EARLY. Who recommends to terminate someone on parole.
What if the Commission says that bank robber that robbed a bank
and was on drugs, has gone back to drugs. Who recommends what
shall
done?The probation officer is our agent.
Mr.beBA=.
He supervises
many parolees. If he sees what is happening, he will make a eport
and address It to our Commissioner. That report is evalua=i by
our analyst, and there may be some questions the probation officer
has not answered.:
RiNCARCERATIONS

Mr. EARLY. In the past three years what has been the percentage
of people that you have remcarcerated or rate of recidivism?
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Mr. BAn . I am not sure of the percentage but in fiscal year U986
we returned 2,618 parolees. One thousand thirteen ofothose were
what we call technical or administrative, violators. They had not
yet committe4anotber crime, but I emphasize "not yet"- because if
we hadn't-acted when 'we -did, since the guy .1s using drugs again,
.he very likely would in just a matter of time. It isa public protection measure, taking, him off -the streets, and we don't do it the
first time he has a positive test result., The probation officer works
with him for a while; and he may put him in a halfway-house; give
him another chance.
Mr. EAnY. Do you-know whathas been the number youreincarcerated in the lastfew years--1985, 1986?
Mr. BAzR. I don't have the numbers. I will provide that to you.
[The information follows:]
REINCMATIONS
In 1986, we reincarcerated 2,613 parolees. In 1985, we revoked 2,561 parolees.

REVOCAT. ONS BECAUSE OF DRUGS

Mr. EARLY. Also provide for the record what number are due to
drug abuse.
Mr. BAm. Okay,
[The information follows:!
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ADDITIONAL FUNDING

Mr. EARLY. If you had additional money would your first choice
be for analysts?
Mr. BAER, And support staff so we can get the paperwork done to
make these decisions, and to get the decision out to the inmates
and to the attorneys.
Mr. EARLY. W hre is that backlog of paper?
Mr.. BAER. In the regional offices. It is the staff of the regional
commissioners, gir.
Mr. EARLY. Do you have any unfilled positions in any of these
9ons?
Mr.
Bmm. At the present time, we have about 9 unfilled positions. Now, we are at various stages of filling those. AU of our
people need a security, clearance, and there have been difficulties,
particularly in the San, Francisco area, because of the comparative
salary, plus the cost of living in that region.
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Mr. EARLY. How many vacancies are there in the San Francisco
regional o ice?
SMr. B,, Five in that one office.
Mr. EARLY. What is the background of one of-these people?
Mr. BAm. The analyst generally comes to us from the Bureau of

Prisons where he has been a case manager, or from a state agency
where he has been a probation or parole agent.
Mr. EAUY. What is the recruitment coestforthat?
Mr. Bin. We start them at a GS-11, and they can be promoted
to a 12.
Mr, Fiy. That is difficult to live on in San Francisco.
Mr. BAza. Particularly, we have had two analyst positions vacant
for six months. Six weeks ago we thought we had somebody hired,
and when he evaluated, even though he would have got a promotion, he decided not to take the job because of the high cost of
living there.
RECRUITMENT PROBLEMS

Mr. EARLY. Is the fact that you are supposedly going out of business in 1992-and I will believe that when I see it-is that hurting
your recruiting process?
Mr. BAn. Yes, sir, it is. It is a morale problem, and it has been a
definite factor in the recruiting. Until about a year ago, when we
had an analyst vacancy, or an examiner vacancy, we got applicants
from the Bureau of Prisons, because there was an opportunity for
faster promotion. We have some very good people. They all know
we are scheduled to be phased out so people are reluctant.
Mr. EAALY. So as phase-out of the Commission gets closer and
closer, you must have a greater morale problem with the Commission employees?
Mr. BAzR. The morale problem is related to two things: the recruitment problem, which means we have more vacancies than we
should have and that the people who are there really are overworked. If many were not workaholics, we would be in real trouble.
I can give you some cases where people'have come to us from other
agencies and they have gone back. Many have stayed.
Mr. EmmY. Why have you con tally
had such a high lapse rate
between
your
on
board
strength
and
your
authorki
positions?
Mr. BA=. It is more of a problem uow.
Well, last year-this
sounds like an excuse, but Gramm-Rudman was a factor. Currently, we are having more and more trouble getting people interested.
SUPMVsMG PASOL

S

ER AEOIJSHEMT OF CommMON

Mr. Emuy. Mr. Chairman, tell us about the supervision of prisoners over the next five years and after-or upon the abolishment
of the Commission-assummin it gets abolished in 1992.
Mr. BARR What
role is
Mr. EARLy. Yes.
Mr. Commission
BA.
The out
Sentence
Commission
legislation become
phaseseffec
the
Parole
five years
after the guidelines
tive. When that happens the new guidelines will apply to an offender who has committed the offense after the effective date of
the guidelines. If the guidelines are effective November 1, 1987,
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any offense that was committed prior to November of 1987 will be
sentenced under the current procedures which means that we will
deal with that.
Another section of the law states that six months before we are
to be phased out, we have to give everybody left in prison, who has
come in under the old system, a date within the guidelines. That
was a mistake on the part of the drafters, because it means the
ones that will be left will be the most dangerous, long-term offenders, and our regulations permit us to go above our guidelines as
well as below our guidelines, and we do go above in eight or ten
percent of the cases.
Mr. EALY. We are probably going to have 45,000 people that fall
in that category, assuming a date, hypothetically of 1992, Wouldn't
that mean everyone that is incarcerated under the old system?
Wouldn't it be in the area of 40,000 to 45,000 prisoners that will be
your responsibility?
Mr. BARR. The ones who committed an offense prior to November
1, 1987, we have the responsibility.
Mr. EARLY. Wouldn t that be the whole population-about
45,000?
Mr. BAn. That is correct, plus a number who are entitled to
enter, after 1992; also there will be a number of prisoners who by
law will be entitled to interim hearings.
Mr. EARY. Explain that again, please.
Mr. BAR. I say there will be a number of prisoners in the
system after 1992 who will still be entitled to an interim hearing.
They will be entitled to have an advancement. In other words, our
present regulations will apply to those people who are left.
Then there are all the people we parole who will be supervised
under current procedures.
Mr. EARLY. Assuming you went out of business in 1992-what
would happen to the 45,000 people incarcerated before November 1,
1987-what about the ones of that group that start getting paroled
in 1992, who will they report to? Who will the parole or protection
officer send the report to?
Mr. BA. That is a very good question, and I can't give you an
answer, but I can tell you that somebody, some unit of government
has to carry out that function.
Mr. EARLY. I would hope so.
Mr. BAzR. It is not resolved at this point. It is a very good question, if I may say so.
Mr. EARLY. We really have an awful lot of problems. There is no
question. You are going to have to release some of the less serious
offenders earlier than you would probably like to. We just do not
have the facilities.
Mr. Carlson told us thirty-eight of the State systems are beyond
capacity. Thirty-eight States are under some kind of federal court
order, most relating to prison overcrowding. One judge says let
them out. Another judge wants to be tough so he is not going to let
anybody out. Congress is saying that we are going to phase the
Parole Commission out in five years. That does not seem feasible to
me.
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Mr. BAm. The guidelines will go into effect six months after submission, the middle of April. They go into effect unless Congress
acts to the contrary.
Mr. EARLY. Will we be doing the right thing to give'you more
clerical staff and more analysts to catch up as much as iou can by
1992?
Mr. Bu. Yes, sir.
Mr. EAm. It probably would be good?
Mr. BAm. It would be very helpful.
Mr. EARLY. I appreciate, your coming. The Parole Commission
does an excellent job under these conditions and circumstances.
The Committee will look at your testimony extensively once again,
because you do a good job representing them.-With that, we will
recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Questions and answers for the record follow:]
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QUESTIONS SUOMIr

BY M.R.EARLY

U.S. Parole Commission

Question:
You project the 1987 workload of the Commission to be 46,204 parole
hearings and 5,987 appeals. These are approximately 33 percent and
24 percent higher, respectively, than the projections you made in
your 1987 request. kbat has caused this tremendous growth in
workloed?
mwer:
The overall increase in hearings from 1985 actuals to the 1986
actuals was 17%. On the basis of percentage increase by hearing type
from 1985 - 1986 the estimates for 1987 and 1988 wre developed. The
same method was used to develop the appeals estimates. The growth in
workload was caused by the increases in new commitments to the Bureau
of Prisons.
Question:
You request an increase of $300,000 in 1988 to relocate staff In
field and central offices. How much did you spend for this purpose
in 1987, and why will you require more in 1988.
Answer:
Over the years the Commission has always found it necessaz to
relocate personnel between its offices. However, Congress has never
appropriated funds specifically for this purpose. In 1986, the
Commission spent $175,000 on relocations. To date the Comission has
obligated $75,000 in 1987 for relocations.
Question:
You state that some of these funds result from preparations for
consolidation of regional offices due to the phase-out of the
Commission. Considering the uncertainties surrounding the sentencing
guidelines don't you believe this is a little premature?
Answer:
It is anticipated that the relocations will be necessitated for
reasons similar to those the Commission has experienced in the past:
a) maintenance of a uniform national paroling policy; b) shifting
workload due to the opening of new prison facilities; and -:) the
filling of professional vacancies with the best qualified personnel.
It is for these reasons with an awareness of the possible eventual
consolidation of regional offices and phase-out of the Commission the
funding is requested. Relocations based solely on phase-out plans
are not anticipated in 1988.
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Question:
Also, due to uncertainties surrounding sentencing guidelines, why is
it necessary to be shifting personnel to fill vacancies, unless there
are unusual circumstances? Isn't this especially true considering
that you can receive reimbursable assistance from Bureau of Prisons
personnel?
Answer:
The level of professional and specific experience required to fill
vacancies of Regional Administrators and Hearing Examiners can
usually only be found within the ranks of Commission personnel.
Because of this, relocations are necessary. Bringing in people from
outside the Government or receiving reinursable assistance from
within the Government is usually done at the analyst level, but even
then, finding the individual with the right qualifications already
located in the geographical area of the need is often difficult and
sometimes impossible.

Question:
How much are you requesting in 1988 for research and development?
Answer:
Approximately 7% of the Commission positions come under the Research
and Program Development section.
Question:
Considering the eventual phase-out of the Commission, is it really

necessary to continue to fund research projects to develop new
methods, and procedures for the future?

Answer:
The Research and Program Development section performs many vital
functions necessary for the Commission to carry out its mission. It
is responsible for: a) the development and implementation of an
automated codefendant information system to improve the ability of
the Ccmmission to provide equitable decisions for all codefendants;
b) maintenance of the Parole Decision History data base used for
statistical analysis, workload projections, administrative,
management and budgeting requirements; c) liaison with Congress and
the Sentencing Commission, other Governmental and criminal justice
agencies; d) maintenance of the reliability and quality of parole
decisinmaking; and e) support for all automated office information
systems internal to the Comission. The resources allocated for the
development of new methods and procedures for the future is only a
very small part of the function of our Research and Program
Development section.

FRIDAY,

MARCH 13,

1987.

GENERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES
WITNESSES
ARNOLD I. BURNS, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
HARRY H. FLICKINGER, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR
ADMINISTRATION
ROBERT N. FORD, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR ADMINISTRATION
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
ROGER M. OLSEN, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, TAX DIVISION
WILLIAM F. WELD, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVI.
SION
JAMES M. SPEARS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL DIVI.
SION
F. HENRY HABICHT II, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, LAND AND NAT.
URAL RESOURCES DIVISION
JAMES P. TURNER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL
RIGHTS DIVISION
RICHARD C. STIENER, CHIEF, USNCB-INTERPOL
CHARLES F. RULE, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANTITRUST
DIVISION
LAWRENCE S. McWHORTER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR
U.S. ATTORNEYS
BUDGET REQUEST

Mr. EARLY (presiding]. The meeting will come to order.
Continuing in our review of the Department of Justice, we will
now hear testimony concerning the General Legal Activities Appropriation. General Legal Activities requests $763,441,000 in
Fiscal Year 1988, an increase of 13 percent over Fiscal Year 1987
amounts.

We will insert in the record at this point the Fiscal Year 1988
Budget Justifications for General Legal Activities.
[The justifications follow:]
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The U.S. Atteroe
00 responesibI for the prosecution of criminal offenses against the Untted Stats mad the
represeontatLn of the U.S. Government in civil actions, suits or proceedings In which the United Stotes Io ceooteed.
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Fumd.
The transfer of this Scop wiii place eil of JND
fIaaaitl, adaLatiatrstiveSystes support saeviest a a user-relabuabibo beats.

Transfe

r

............

I.............

I ................... ..........

The
This copresoats the iramater of voll-celated *sitvitte fgew the nat sdate Commerce Coomissiom.
Justice Departeet would AcISO ceapcablhiity for reviatn applications fgo ral-related Aereas,
eonsolidatees and aeqistloem.
neaotrallable ladaeases,
5,685
1. ORe additi "al iesepemn ablo day ..................................................................
Is based o 150 paid days.
FT M$35ka on mere
The &asual salry rate for Federal omplayseg
eeapomsabie day 4252) them Its? 1241).
(Perm samt perennel oeaonation $33c140.000 divided by
260 - $1.503.000 plus $126.00 got b4eoite.)
. AmuaLlsatioa of 1901 progree .ld
As the result of
in tee buLdiaae.
ameng all of the
Wasktiasra.
D.C.
aeawatlstio
of

oto" lldie8

#upplemoentas ...................................

a gaseed e*Leeattso. the CtieloL DLviii.. wili be eosolidating its poeaieinl
Mai
as, sad the Ned Saliidi.
0enauso GSA rental charges are distributed
Washtmeteo S.C. area Eleen, the isceased reital charges wore charged to &ii
area offteem for a permit of the year.
This request (4336,000) represeets the
those *sets. In additte. 46 full-time equivalent (iTS) okyears and

14

?are.

Vork-

8,$49,000 1 reqeeotod as n asmaseoiestie of preoram sopplemetals for the CIvIL Division.
Otites of Leal Cesot a" lb. poo1al Causie
for diaeriftlo
.iee.

3. Accasllsutea of addilteoel peollece approved i

1907 .........................................
Amnueltis.tle
B skedLJ

Approved
1080 lneresA"
AswaL eatery rteo of
*ppeved po
ietteam

$10.076,090

Lose lepee (25)s-ts119D164
set compeesties
Asatated empoeyo bostie&
Total costs subject to
ascumatuetLes
4.

Atualttse

lio
oc

ederai

lpioyeee

.

$,$19,es.

7.557.oed
-..
0IMM
-0,se4,000

i±.iU
2.016,000

*etiremest System Costs ....................................

Implesteaftstliee of
ThI e request prevldee fe the additional cede Is LOS tleofor7 t. cltilae
Act established a
Retirement System Act of 1986. P.L. 99-335. Tis
the Fedeirl &peye*'
for FederoL etvtLten employees end postal verkers hired after leee0bet 31.
tltromlP plets'
1951 ehc are covered by se tal security. and for employees whte the Clvil service tLerasent
he cLeulutattems ere deoermtneA it a5 ONS
Late the sw systel.
system
o coo"Seo to trailer
0pyseved Cresole.
Total esoeillestie reqaiLed to $10,9S.0500.
A auaLts tLo

@1 1957 pay Imagoes ..............................................................

*

.

...

65

155

8.14

The cslelitaies
dees ser the aetaulisotie. of %it Jsasctv 4, 15M1 par Inceeece.
This request pr
of the 60mtCtqeogd r9 oUDstietief La bdead a 251 ceepeemable days Is 108 and 68 patd
through' Jammeoy 1, It$?) mot inludod is the pay raise *mount of
days (Gabbeir 1. 10
absorbed. Totl
Additioeolly, $4,719,000 of the 1901 par requirement wes
9,$51100.
a "eltisatte.
required to $8,1724.@O.
6. vi

Lo jrado I soreseas ..........................................................................

in the oset ef vltktn-ireade Iclreeea exclusive of
This equest provides for a espootedz* icarse
sette to
soreasee. ThsleI
Asistlat V.I. Atlteseye' @eslties devoted by sdmilitrsttve slier
with leoresees epeteoed ist teent year* cnd to apprexmltely oe perat
SeS1orlly souleett
(Feoeel
sbove the bose for eo1peacate sad related besefita for palraoest epspLoment.
eomposaeties 81,814000 sad boee1it
5127,000 c $2,091,500).
1. latlreseat edotrlbultomi

11.,

- Social secarty (PICA) ................................................

for Social Security oaoputtteae are
Jaobsep 1, 195s, the bees on whieh eatae
1e8s1lua
beginial Jaeaery i. 1986, the baa.
eilealtod increased from 61.6000 to 6)5,400. Adtlteslly,
sed to $42.600 and the vote ebossed irs 1.0 to 1.1% pecent. This
fee eomp temto teo
160see is computed for III cilsitol aepiepeoe.

15

-. 4

Ver.

PZUL
1.

Wedisr re a ote.

,

...

.

IeslAl-,JaMOtTY 1. 14,
Lireseed frm 651.gpg to

.

.................. .................

.

ooustioa Imoteoeod to S4,066 and the rate abaged Iree 1.35 to 1.45 percent.
oeeted fe 3460 eligible employeee.
9. Leemlity boded per dies ......................................................

ur

itd

. ...................

the base em whish eratog@ tar mediate emutmLoes ate
O9,4.
Addlttleclly. begis e Jeearp 1. 104. the boe

Work-

aelculatod
1te1

The Loeree to

I................

pubiLe isv 91-2t4 aftkoteed e now Legality-based per dte ed lifted the $15.06 soliteg &a
certaln
georopble aroese.
Ae
e
*esetlble leereoe ot $741,994 to reqltred to meet the
expeeed four poreet tmmoeeae ta total travel fods,.
141.Federal

mpleyWoe Cempeamttoa

et (FECA) -

Workers

Com.pomototes

...
.

.

.

........

-9)

Ths denrcee eolleets the bill s presided by the eperrtmet ef Labor for the actual eese L
194 Of eeplOyes' "oldeat eamposataea.
the LSS &auet oL he $054.5000.or $93.000 belol the
1901 beer of 601170".
It . GSA Root ........................................................................................

I1.5T9

In 1096 the iat System toploeac the Stedard Leel goes Chorgea (6111) systo.
GSA yeMl hasrge
teatel rea
these pproeaate theec serged to eoerelat temeatse Get equLveloet space &Ad
related erridos.
an ceceI6tltleble ilereee of *11,$79000 te required so meet our comttect
to GIA.

II. GJA reaurrlag roLembareoble eervlee ............................................................

112

teldborseble paymat& are mode to 401 'or hereit
, Veatilatl s. and atr eondLtials8 provided In
e
.1 momal working btes ad or guard service.
0ee,
OSA.bas essLa ted a 4.2 pereet l86reoaf
.1 6Ill,e06 Ic foe. for tbo:z s',veoa
m 199 over 1941 chergee at 42,762.00.
Is. Federal T oee

e e

Spce

(F

)

.....................................................

The Genrol Service@ Admasto
itteo
(evD "as advised ci 6 16 pareaet &mereas* I. o FT iterelly
sest for 194.
Tis theraaso Is meldy doe to waaatlelpsted tariff mereasee, sowses GSA bed
built tlc
thole crLo104
budges etLaste
bhi will oet matertolie sod FT 1045 sets
u ich weo
met billed by Ga loot year. as "Wcres0 of 9151.090 ever the revised 1941 bose of *8,|5.SN to
requested.

151

I . told#% e serve@o ...............................................................................
Os February 1..

190g,

the Dttrlt

order to the Chseoposbe madrates"

of Caetlbte Fubli

etlewe4 C&P to 9meresec it rates by

Servoe C¢mtotes (6

Isueemed tie fclt

tolepboee oompsy (MV) Note ease. The tC. 1 Ito order,
611 Alnt cad sea the tote0 far CaP's Ltrasetate earvwlOo.

The F&C ordee alfeetO the rates the Fderat $neotlv* oemees silt par for baste enablSe
service. CTtaXn aenv1aA, seervier eceotoma, digest toward dIallng servlece &ad ohanel

16

Pev.

IALA

ork-

urn

feorleOs.
heoe4 obhGot will iearoe the FT 19o1 sot of operating the Justice
TeovealoatLoee Srvtee (JIB) by am estiated S52.000.
AM isNAraef

Of 030.0410 i

1 . GPO priatinm

requested to pay thoseeChrges.

soots ................

.............................................................

The @overmeet Priatime Olfie* (GPO) io currently peojectL s a
to 4 percent increase ever the
1061 prlattno east of
$2.339,J00.Aciadditional 894.000 wilt be Required In 1988.
16.

Zaptoy.. date saud poy otll series

...................................................

..........

Cemiurolked *cpioyeo date a" papZoil servoo are provided to all DepertamRtal eriaftstlsm
aept the Federal bureou of lovestigttoo. Charges for thee services. Whieh include
tLformat tea eyste seotenaomeo &A payrolt aeeea
omre based em the macber of records
maiLotoled.
Theloseo o 8i65.ft per raod
to 11 1936 vilt
be Risned to 155.70 per record Nor
Ft 1988. The heoe* of
ois
tl09.9
hated so
nelikpated uncestrollable soot increase of 6.9
peteot for the epeafttec of the Juattee fapov0 Oate service.
to eddition, $376.0OO has boe.
iseLuded to Improve the sumen Resources "anasamemt lforation
Sltem (Next$). This improvement
silt ahasaee the produetlvlity of eli Department coopensats as vll
c# the support units of
as
eniSa.budeettma an proeuremot.
This retooLtng of oupport syeCtoms wilt allow the
Dpartoet to operate m efficient, effective c0d buesaotLio administrative operation.
t7. foreagn eLlo a o

...

3

z ..............................................................................

Allovanes for
ereeat
employees in foreign areas ace determsted by the Department of State.
The State Departaost aetLepstes a 7.9 proeat lncgaoee is lost. The requested Lncrease of
$6.000 provide,
.9 peeent mere than the 549.000 budasted for It.
if. Audis visuea
This
ramae
slil
ever

ead "edi

services .................................................................

1.7

icease refteoto proposed rets &more&o ftr
various types of eaudtovisal servLces that
fr
seven to 26D persot higher then present rates. LA ostlmated 16.51 everatll iscrase
be asslned te *oh affeeted sloaLsatiom for 1966. This equates to an inorsoss of $15.000
the 167 bae of $4690.9O.

19. 0o0 r i

pe ita
le levei SdjvAtftft ................................................................

This request piles ON priseso
useee
aseOf July 1986 to ecLOted epeose esteserses. The
Increased sete IdestLfied result free eppLpiLo a foster of 3.7 pOCcent elAiest these subebJect
classes whore the price& that the Gevernmet pays ore established through the erhet systo
istead of by low or reJulatio.
Ooeratir. the footer is appitod to supplies. materials,
equipment, itreets
With te privatetester, transportation costs and utilities.
tmeiudod free
the eeoutatioo are eateorlto of epest*
here tefiston has already bees built Late the It96
eatLeates.

17

Work2AA

Par.
bEM6
20.

Ade LatiarmtvL e salary Ismis ss ..................................................................

...

...

Stale

Ill

39.591

Assistmat 6.8. AttermO m*WePPimS Mean
mde pomnomt positions are. eder certaein LrCeumtsne,
greSted NeCeeNSkVe meall par Laise$ at varyin
Ctes until a maocime level LI reacted.
total

Dclaraam
1.

fmtemaltie

Ue eoatireilebt

imeresses ......................................

-Am-e
lelsi

gedesstl a lor oh&me La hemr y rare ............................................................

-mae

Public Law 99-212. the Cmeaelidaltd MbMU Nudger *memueitmLtolemt ALt of 1913 requited that the
eaputatie. el mammal alarF reas
ebsa
*da 2.061 hours rather 2.680.
The *am amount that
was redeeod o 1904 m ad resoteod I& 1988 is requested for reduetie a
g19o.
2. IsdmetLi

a im,bealth benefits ...................................................................

*. .

. . .

-tea

The Federal eapleyeee Mealth @eette ALt EP.L. 93-216 provided that the Govatnmat'a sare of
health ieoeraoaa eeltd be 60 percent of the eqtal rote ceemmek
1. 19S.
affeetivo for ihe
first pa period after January
1986. the DepairtmemR' ectual oetrlbuttm te health laermee e
deoeemd appreal toy
8l perseet due primartly o reduced carries rteas. The cequested
deeper* laeiudes $ta.0O fo deeremed rates over the 19? budgeted bee of $1.400.000.
. 1ed6eim. it per pase seat ef the Federal Reieter ad the Cede ef Federal Reaulatton ..........

*8

The Lleletive
IRmeb AppePitaltem Aei .1 1916 Il.L.
95-9t1) amendedete fedeel leseer
Aet
lo requiLe Federal **Le o to getbere the CaeveamAt Prletima Office far cect of piatlm
.
binding aud diribatib
a twomLia*1L
aiet (FR) &ad tbo'mod atlFedetcflE
itLASlna eCFR).
The Gries
oet estleate free GPOtedlate a per page mst ol 390 ler the FR med $$ fee the
CP geel l9.
Thi. Wmpretota an 641 per pemo deetmeee for the P1 and a 65 pame decrease for the

A. Dmesr

eetrm seats for 196? reiocatln

4d pregrm aupple

etats .........................

-2,622

Ihe Criminal D leflme will ile,
U OI
km ee-Sie lmgeation sits
%
let mevlng ile perc amel
iroa the Federal ftramet
IAlit0 oad Old Oeellte 4VA.) Buildinga to tahe 3emd llildia.
The
$22,00 IAsrequested t a 19? vapplementalfor teisphehone raeeaLa,
eletricla outlets,
vauLta slee*# doer looks ad vawiet
fl
other
ome-atim purehaes.
Is addltem, the Dopartmet
wlAl teev $2.00l64 t Oa-tibe ooem Letr expmasas related to the epiratism of Indepedment
Caumeos Is 1991.
S. 6.nreurc 1m

esee for baskgommed tveetigatione

Thie repeets
a r8 d etleeIa
approved to 1991.

eei
t

oeS*te
e-t"

.......................
lot

Background InvetIalleOn

..

..........

*. .

.. .

-Sm

for now poeltlee

18

Pern.

4.

N owm fffv a

"a

Ibs. ropsoolet

oe o

a nte

o p
*oe

......

e . ...............................................................

.6 si kSO

fse

oe-Siao egqulpamet po

Mork-

-411

loogs leg sbe e.3. Attoe mer.

Total dooane s ..... ...................................................................
Vernal, Adjelas ass to base...........................................................
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. . ... .. :..

.. ........ .... . ....
44.334r. 1*041664

330Ia.4.

I
t.....d.
fto.
.......
I...............
&03.,3..
4e444
fmfl

~
~~~~~~t

400

Mi- .o O,
4. 1.. ......

....

. .......
..
0

111
IS ........ ...
!.4..........

ame

l-.

n-1.

*ODI WeIII
........

s,

41.an

45.w ,

6I

044..9..

=S

......

$l t..*

$.d
441

ISO

a.
314
134
0,71
360

Sol

on
034
I

I?

.
So,

.

.

I' -

a1

e4m
43

.

.......

. ..........

IS

.4......
04.0.
=.34

1 33
4301

3.60
3460

74
so

.......

selwv .. .. .16 .. :
4.713
::04 4063004....
04.6.0 =

.4r,
su

4e.U

"ll3

1 41,4110

...
........
00smraw...
..

0

1.6363.
.

4.0 14-31

140

. . ......
........ ...
o"I

Not 40..03

334

14
1.34

.0
4
SIIT
s

374.344

A
4

406

GS4

44.604

111
130

4
MI
"4T

4S11
1

3.347
37
I T

a

44114
.u0

If.4l l

~

3

a
443

0
433)
4

1

SIR

1.2

S4

4.G"

4

.4.17

4

ITS313
lnaa21
8.07

I01.4111
4111

4 )

, 41
23.614

2.10
4
70
a

61

41

o

41."4

S73.14
o mm
l.03

to

Leal Activities
Salaries ad Kpea,

General Legal Activities

Sumsry of RequLrements by Orade and Object Class
(Dollars In thousands)

Objeot Class

----. -------.-.-------

Peromel ocupeazationt
11
11.1 Parmsmeat po
l .....................
..........
11.3 Positi~ other them persom et

--no tion ............
" Other
I,::.S
pocilpermonol
peroeml. 06"loe0
Paymeets
Total ..................................

......

laImbursablo & allocation orkyearI:
Fll-timo permanent .......................
Other thee permanent ......................

10687 atimeto

106 Request

Woryears

Workyesars

Amount
.- .---

lnoresoo/Deoroee
Amount

Workyears

0,230
367
66
0

0333.640
14,036
3.256
2.684

9."6?
367
U
0

9373.344
16.470
3,640
1,026

9.722

56,604

10,416

401.206

a
132

0
0

4
212

06
10
(2)
0
S06

Amount

940,604
643
275
3812
41,64

0
0

Other obJe"sr
12
11
31
-nI
13.1
11.3
13.5
24
S
31
41
1

Pereomnel benfett
......................
Benefits for former persoel ...........
Travel eed tIremior
tatf of person....
Traspo tatio of things.
..............
Stadar l
l us r -essre
............
other ...............
Nemtal pawmator
Ccmmaioatiacs. utilities and other rent
Printin end rprodtom ...............
Other servioe ..........................
6aplies nd mtarials ..................
2ipmet .............................
Ornats, subsidies and ooatritione.
Omvouohe A...........................
l
Total obligations .....................
Dnobligatod bie
ln , start-of-lear ......
0oobligated balawn, ead-of-rear.
Total requiremeets ....................

Rolatioe of obligatloa to outlays:
Total obligatioe .........................
Obligated balance. atart-of-eoar .... : .....
Obligated balaone. ead-ot-year ............
Outlays ...............................

48.434
203
10,462
3,029
58.604
192
44,004
6.140
66.999
6.166
11.63S
66S0

63,346
203
22.732
3,361
71.06
212
40,602
5634
103,190
1.361

822,030

763,441

(2.030)
0
620,800

0
0
763,441

622,838
75,106
(100,471)
107,533

623
0

22,I12
0
4. 2"'
332
34.010
20
4,616
064
33.111
1,136
16,669
56
0
140,003

763.441
100,741
(117,210)
746,912
21

Legal Activities

salaries ead emos.

General

eSal Activities

Cossultimi
es Related Bervioes
.....
.°........................
(Dollars is thoesads)

INs

Actual
Oesseltlgno

e .......................

IMuqs mmt sad Prefleal

special Stsdies "d A

esess

......

in?

latisate

198s

Istimate

434

45

1,179

as

93

II

ael .......................
ee

total .................................

so t1

10

Couseultis sand related seavloes are mead is the GOeral Leal Activities approprietioa only for services wMoih *eaot

be perforsmd ta-bon"e. Servioee are rewired primarily for the devslopest amd implemetatio of autoeated litistlo"
support projects. To a lesser eatest. ocsmultats are ooa0siotally employed to reader teohiOl or expert advice Without
the requirasiat to twety
is court, sad in these few ces
thay would be employed as oommultants rather thea expert
Witmeses.

22

OFF"

OF Do SOUCITOR
k
GEMEMAL

m"me"

AIUUISI-A

A

Iem.2 ed

A1

Office of the Solioltor General
Salaries ant experses. General Iegal Activities
Croseswlk of 1987 Ch ,_
in thouands)

(bl1lare

arm~~n
_
I.

rrC"Ct or IprM-Me rCort
prnxeedlngi
and review
or apipriat, ontterm...

1987 President's
budget YE uest
Amt
Foa.
49

54

$3,937

Correes tonal Apprqo atlon
Actions on 1987
!Ujet
Pos. WY Amt.
.......

1987 Supplemental
AgM ted

POS.

$-181 ...

Y
......

os.
Ft

W
...

_cUted
Am.

1987
PN-1y Apprtation
FM
w
Amt. Fbe.

$32

$73

9

A

$3,861

Coqnbgraloml Appropriation Action
Pinal onngrtatonal action enacted under P.L. 9-500 reduced Utd Proeident's

ept request by $181,000.

,!_"lreventala ReueTsted
I.

Ito!wproamu spplemental request or $32,000 inludes $25,O0 ror the increanod s"oa charges for a portion of the year assoolated
with tie rnve or the rtminal Dlivislon Into the Bond Wijlding. Also Ircluted is $7,000 for Increased rate charged for access to
U, P deral Tech'onmunicattons Syatem.
I.
'Ivr
r iuet or $73,000 provides $35,000 to met Increaed pay rate reqatresants pursmunt to P.L. 99-500. and $38,000 to wmt
Im,,,'mumd frearal exployeem' retirement system costn pursmant to P.L. 99-335.

A2

Salaries and expenea, 2enral [Ael Aotivitles
Sa!

rpeqsst

Adjustments to base:

19R7

as elated ...................................................................................................
Ilpplemwent s1 requested:
Pay end retirement sapplental requested ..................................................
...............
Program pplemntal requested .............................................................
ue..
...........
1987 ap roprlatln antntiaedt....e..................................d....................................
hinrontrollable Increasest
One ddttlonal oqernsahle day ................................................................
.......
.
AnrtlirAtion of 1987 RAnd RuildirS s
u
p
p
l
eunt
a
l
AronwIliation or 1987 Pederal ftloyese Retrament Systasupplemental ...........
Arnnalization or 1987 pay.
.
.l
e.
..
.
.
t.l.
Wit Ian-rs le
.............................................................
r
e
...
.
.................
ase
C~lIA

Rant............................................

.

...

..

.

0 go

115

75

,,

(19Arecurrit relsbursable s
erv......
ices
Telephone service ....................
vc.........................e1ic......e....e....
.
.......... ........
(I(P printing costt ................................................................
...
.... ,,,,, ......
Pnployee data and payroll services .............................................
............................
Audio v1 ml and media services ................................................................
0.06-. .... ...
ewral pricig level adjustment .................. .............................
n................
Ttal,1 noptrollable increases ........................
................ *.....................
.re.........
t
flrcres (antomtlc non-olly):
ritv*tion for change In hourly rate .....................................................

Reuetinon inh.l..h.
health benefits........ .......................
Total, decreases ...... ,,..............,

19RR iAS ,........

I.

,..

,..

..
a.

.....
o.

.

.

...
,.,, ...

.,.,,
0...
.

1986
Fem. a bacted

'1 Actul
Forvm.

mantes by budget activity

Poe.

poe.

rAnwit or .&mp-eme rvurt
1,4rci. tngs nd review
)I #ellate
matters...

45

Wy Amt.
54

$3,%62 45

..*.................

,...,,.,,e
.....

Wy Amt.
49 $3,547

.

..
, ,,. .
,0,,..
,.,. ...

1987 Apperia-

tin
rww Antioleated
poe.
49

Wy Amt.
51

$3,R61

....

.

......
,,..

19
enn.

,,...
,,,,,,....

Duo
Bs

Poe.

W

49

54

1
Per"..
t.

$4.173

e~s

e11

...

...

72

-2

..........

,,,..,,..,..,,s,.,,,.,,.
.,

73

.,173

..,,,

estimate

poe.

V

n.Pe

49

54

*1.331

o
ns
...

...

$158

A3

Solicitor Oerwel
Legal Activities

Salaries ant] expanses. Onera
Juatitcation of Prog

and Performnoe

Activity laource &Smary
(Dllars in thmumanie
Activity:

(onlkwt of &.pem Court
-prooeedinp ad review
of appellate Matters

Pederal appellate activity ............

1987 Approprlation
Antieated
NM.
Poe.

VT

51

Amiunt

J

m. I98
Pos.

T

B

WY Alosmt

5i

The Offie. of the Solicitor Omneral is rsponsible for oorduatlM ani supervisir

7

all aspects o

Poe.

W

WY

51

Incrise!/De.res
P&M

xAut

T

Poe.

WY Amout
. a.

overment litigation in the Suprem Court or

in Which a decision Is rendered in &V court against the Ibited States to determine
Th addition, the Soltttor feeml also determines Whether the Federal Csovernment should le a brief an

Um lkited States. Mh Oflo also acts upon ever oa
Whether an appeal will he undertaken.
curiae In mW came of part ila
sci

1988 btimte
Form.

interest in an

appellate court.

3at 11 be as effective as possible In the nosluot, at all apects of Oloverwmnt litigation In the appellate ouxrts and the UJ.S.

To adekpately represent the Interests of the U.S. Ibvem nt in ome before the

ipreme C urt.

To review appellate oases to determine their stitability for appeal to the 1.S. Supreme Court or to a lower Federal Appellate Court.
To moet all tillrS dates of oases before the 11.3. Supreme Court.
Bass tMe
Lpriptlon:
he xajor function at the Solicitor General'a Offioe Is to supervise the hardlirg of government litigation in the
.14me uourt e) tra United States.
iTe ftfie* of the 3ollitor General Is the 0overment's foreost legal office. Thw original Statutory AuthrIaatlon Act of Am 22, 1870,
states: "hore shell be in the lpertmt of Justice an officer learnal in the law, Vi assist the Attoney rmral in the psrfonwnoe of his
duties to he called the Solicitor Oeneml." As stated in 2R C.P.R. 0.20, the gpnerel i'Votion of the Office are as folloas
(1) aoANdtir,
or naaigntrn and supervislrqg all Uoprms Court maes, inc),slirg appeals, petitions for and in opposition to certiorari, briefs and arinmntal

(2) detenainirg whether, and to What extent, appeals will he taken by the Goverment to all apellate ourts (InolAdisr petitions for rehearing
en ban add petitions to such ocurta for the les&A e oir extraordinary writs); (3) detormining Whether a brief mouse curiae will be filed by
UWIrtrment, or Whether the floverrmnt will intervene, in mW appellate court; () msistg the Attorney o r-me
T,75
uty Attorney
hnwral al thn Associate Attorney General in the developsent or broad Departmnt progrm policy.
A4

I sments and Workload:

Acom

Recent acocmplisemento and workload or the rice of the Solicitor Oeneral are presented as follows:

Etimates
c(kas:

Pwrding, beglmirug of ten ..........................................................
Received ............................................................................
Teminted ..........................................................................
entdtg, end or ter ................................................................

198

1986

370
1,860
1,850
3"

297
1,626
1,575
38

398
2,052
2,038
412

412
2,1 7
2,138
426

1,110
689
315

1,801
710
542

1,512
723
362

1,512
723
362

Other Activities:
Appellate b&temlnations ....................................
f.......................
CMrtimari detemnaInetlos - 1
............. 4....................
Mlnnllaneous reaoseniation - 2/ ................................................

explanation: The orrie of the Solicitor General does not initiate st progw or have sry control or the Spreme Court litwtion it
centcts or Ue rvwer of recommenations it handles. All af the Ofric's work results frcm lawsuits Initiated by one ofr the operating
dtviniore or the lepsrtu'ent or by an Independent regulatory anoy. All figures for Cases are based on &~preme Court term; Other Activities
riVores ae based on rl al years.
I/

neludea certiorari owthorisatone, no certibrarl decisions, direct appeal authorizations and no direct appeal deolslons.

2/ Hiscellaneoam decisions include the following:
mcxws participation, misdenus, rehearing, settlement, bails, stays, etc.
not Inclide oral arw/aents in the uprm Court, conferences, oorrespondenoe, etc.

This figure does

Cases heard Sibring the 1986 Tom in Wich the Solicitor Generall'

Office has participated include those in Phih the Court has held that: (1)
Urn Die Process Clause is not Uiplicated when a mentally insane defendant corteses a crime to police officials (Colorado v. 0n1k);
(2) the
Fuven Canal Treaty does not exept United States citizens working in the Canal Zone from paying suited Statee inT----aes (G'0bmnt v. United
States); (3) an employer doee not violate the civil rights laws If it can demonstrate that it has attempted a reasonable a action
of an
FPiTPoee's religious beliefs (Ansoni. Board of uoation v. Philbrock)1 (1) a court mq only award attorneys&res in an action to enforce the
civil rlfits lae, a d
to in an action solely to ncr-wver those es (North Carollna Feparteent of Wanaportatlon v. Crest Street Commity

AA

(hoses heard during the 1986 Term In Witch the Solicitor Oeneral's Office has filed a brief include tioe arguing that: (1) the neutral use of
U term "political pcvpgsna in the Treign Apnts Registration Act of 1938 does not violate the First Amendment (Mes v. Men); (2)
preventive detention of criminals Who poe a danger to the com uity doe not violate the Iue Proos Clause (timted 3% s v.-i-uo); (3)
worked based an onem about
r•ecttnn 504 or the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 does not rdlibit an mployar from discriminating w
Ine-black-for-ate-ite promtion quota violates pamntees of equal protection
County v, Arline); ( ) a
contaqgto u ene (School Board ofHUM
(Unted .tnsments
34ato v. Paradise); (5) a statute regulating the rates tat cable television aperators n be
wnder the Pifth in Fourteenth
aperstore'
wires to their utility poles does not affot a " ti1iw uder the
or the eE
charged by thoee tho have permitted the att
Yirth
dmndent(FCC v. Florida Power Cor.) (6) an alien's buden or proving eligblity flor asylum is equivalent to hi. burden of proving
deportati t(IM
n
v. tneeca).
eli gIblty for wM ldliri

~rMm

Cthua: As a reult of Oramfbhan cuts in 1986, the Office of the Sollotor Oeneral -e unable to buy out existing ompiter
This increase will allow the Ofaos of
cquitpmant or expend the existing case-tracking system to ultimately link (network) the entire office.
thm Soliettor Oeneral to do awy with a partial msantl ose-trecking system, thereby utilizing personal resaircee more effectively.

A6

,

Office of the Solloltor Oanerml

Salaries and

pema,

General LeAl Activities

Pinsnolal Anal"s - Prarsm Che.e
(Flllam In thawen'le)

PWOera

item

Mo.

Oter
cardlo"....of.....,.....
3Lffles aNd Msteaual ...............

R

qutpm

.

&M~llate
Amount

...

nt.................

Total "ortyee " obligation,
1988 ..............................

158

A7

A,'

A.

OflIro or( the ,.1aoito' General
wrt"e mid !E

n. Oier

i1

Actyvitoe

alILOIU k,~
pete.1l or Niwwentito

1966

Geatov

Athorad

attol'wy (Ny).
IParsIOePI .Veleliete (900)).; .................................
Other tepl and KIPndd (9-0..
.
.
.
Gen. Admin. Cler.al and Otftic 8vo. (30-3
3))
.
.

Wa

i

i .

o.

oo

a

aoa9
.a o

20
6

..

a

L .ooai1

1987

?thorlsed
20
8
6

2,

1988
ftwt
20
8
6
1?

69

As

', ,]

TAX lSOU

warn

B1

,' #

Tax Division
salaries and exime

G.
eral

LAepal Activities

- Cr'osmml of 98

IM8

President 's

i0om
Appropriation
Actions on 1987

Federal appellate activity..........
Criminal tax prosecuion ...........
Civil tax ltgation ...............
Organized crm drug enforcement ...
Ienego t and dmnlistrstion .......

102 99
106 107
319 314
14
12
98 1l1

$5,471
6,698
17,652
952
41329

...
...
...
..

........................

639 643

35,102

.......

To w

Ocplanatio

... -$286
...
-350
...
-922
... -50
...
-3
36
1,646

1987 ;%Mlawm*al
Iwquested
, r~aspay
GF
Amount

Poo.

mmtx
WY Ant:.

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...

.....

....

... $+44 $96
...
56 121
...
146 319
...
8
19
.- 39
"83
...
...

295

638

1987
Appmpriation
Anticipatd
Mes. wY Amt.
102 99 $5,325
.106 107 6,525
319 314 17.197
14 12
929
96 111 4,413
639 643 34,389

C

of Analysis of Changes from 1987 Aropriation lkywest

Omxre"Inalaarqiation Act.Lu
Final Ongressicmal action enacted wxer P.L. 99-500 reduce the Prosdent's budget request for the Tax Aivislon by $1,646,000 in requested budget
authority.
.pplementals

Rarpstod

1.

h spplemental request for $295,000 provides ncosary fuds for uranticipated and presently uifundod budget requiremnts, specifically for
reIocat i oosts and additional Federal Telecommications Syntms coet.

2.

Uth pay request prvides $226,000 to meet increased pay requLrumnta in P.L. 99-500 and $412,000 to cover costs associated with the implementation
of the now Federal Dployees Astirement System.

B2

Tax Divisim
SaLaries and eexanses. General Legal Activities
(Dollars in thuad)

AdIusxmnts to base:

WorkYears

Almout

643

$33,456
638

639

1967 as enacted ........................................................................................
1987 Pay aid retir
t supplmntal requested .......................................................
1987 Progrm supplemental requested.
1987 approriation anticipated ........................................................................
Transfer to other aountas
Financial &adIniutrative system
m fort group ......................................................
Savings remilting fr management initiatives ........................................................
tkwantrollable inevreses:

ae adlitae

Perm.
POO.

t295
-16

21
-193

-17

owaable day ......................................................................

129
40
197
1,219
400
298
5
1
75
659
6
49
39
26
214
6

Avalization of 1997 GSArent .upleental .........................................................
..........................................................
Annualizaton of additional 1987 posiins
Annuallzatims of 1987
supplemetal .............................................................
tal . ............... -..-........................................
Anialization of 1967 pay
withi -w ada ncre es .............................................................................
Retirement contribution - Soc. Sec. IFIC1 ........................................................
Widicare coots .....................
, ..........................................
t....................
Locality based
die m .............................................................................
A recurring relakeable services .................................................................
Federal Tel1oommarcatios System (FP6 .............................................................
..............................
a j m servi e .....................................................
EpLoyee data ad payroll services ..................................................................
Gerral pricing level adjustamt ....................................................................
Audio vtmwd nd media services .....................................................................
...................................................................
Total, unocntrollable i
Decreases (auti tic non-policy) s
reduction for change in hourly rats .................................................................
Deduction in health benefits ........................................................................
1988 Base ........................................................

Estimates by UxViet activity

1987 Apcpriation
Anticiptod
PUns.
1
Poo. WY Amomt

1. Cqwsral tax nttern ........

634

639

$ 32,615

-Tm

-43
-48

P- .....................................

1986 Actual
PaeN.
Pos.
WY Amout
644

~it

643 $34,309

.

1988 Base
Peu.
Poe.
WY ,niunt

Pam.
Pon.

WY Amt-

621

691

686 $48,466

632

$37,489

1988 Estimste

I

Incrsae/Dacrease
Pom.
Po.
WY Amomt
70

54

$10,977

B3

Tax Division
Salaries ark exenwer Geeral legal Activities

1966 as buactad
1986 Actual
Peu.
Perm.
Poe.
WY Amunt Poo. WY Amount

Estimitas by Proqm

General tax matters
90
Federal appellate activity .....
106
.......
Criminal tax VOe
Civil tax litigation activity.. 331
9
Organizd cr m drug enfocement
98
anaglmnt and a.idnistration..
634
Total .......................

91 64,660
90 94 $4,632
107 6,190 106 109 6,164
326 16,893 331 331 16,893
9
655
9
8
653
111
4,240 98 102 4,273
644 32,638 634 644 32,615

Other Workyears
Holiday ....................
oertime..........°.
Tots
mMube

60

-

Uker ..........

1987 App;WiatLcn
Anticipated

Perm.
Poe. WYAaUt
102
106
319
14
98
639

99 $5,325
107 6,525
314 1,197
12
929
111 4,413
643 34, 389

el.
Pon.

198 Sase

1988 Estmt

FRm.
W Amunt Poe. Wmout Poe. WY Aumn

101 100
104 105
311 310
14 13
91 104
621 632

$5,001 113
7,132 110
18,750 357
1,025
20
4.761
91
37,1459691

109
110
345
18
104
686

$8,149.
7,903
25,919
1,714
4,781
44,446

12
6
46
6

*7U

9 $2,348
5
771
35
7,169
5
669
wa
tI-'

5 0.7

.......
650

649

63

692

54

B4

Tax Division

Salaries and

.mnem,.
General Laoal Activities

Justification of Pvorm and Perforance

1987 c~itcm
[IM Aoprato
Anticlictod

Activity$ General tax matters

Febral appellate activity.....
Crimiml tax
ati.......
Civil tax litigasti
..........
Organized crim dreg aforemnt
1* .......a....d et......
Tieeoo

liw Tax Divialo,
States. In this
effective InLstia
Uited States tax
and an associated

taewel.

ftce.

W

102
106
319
14
96

99
107
314
12
111

~ANDt
$5,325
6,525
17,197
929
4 413

Peru.
Poo.

1966 Dee

101
104
311
14
91

WY Amout
100
105
310
13
104

$5,801
7,132
18,750
1,025
4701

198 Estilmate
Pers.
Poe.
WY Amt
113
110
357
20
91

109 $8,149
110
7,903
345 25,919
18
1,714
104
4 71

M I

8,566

Po. WY hmt
12
6
46
6

4*

9 $2,340
771
355 7,169
S
689

0Tr1I

m-

as peimmty cu el for the Internl ravwe e Service (I.R.8.), assists I.R.S. official in enforcing the tax laws of the Iited
regar, the Tax Division play. a sldficant role in assessing, ollctIng, and enhaning revenue for the Federal Treasury. Ito
m of criminal tax prosecution and naagement of civil tax litigation reinforces the faith of the Amrican taqpayer in the
system. This, in ban, result in gre eer a1liaxs with internal tax aewnus Lo aocrmpanieS by an irease in Federal revee
reduction in the Federal deficit.
1987 ApqpL~tion
1968 Dafe
Perm.
POOL
2 .

Federal appellate activity

.

102

,t3
99$5,325

Poo.

W1 Aount.

101

100

$5,801

1968 matimte
Perim.

.

113

V Awnt

109

$6,149

lnorease/Oecrees

wJ.
12

WVhount
9 $2,348

P.-a
O

re that the Govenmt adheres to and entnces uniform and equitable policy positiors on all tax related matters arising
Goas To
MMOOuERWIMdARFAL and State Appellate Courts.

To maintain the quality of the Goarnment's written and oral advocacy in tax cases that are appealed to the varies Appellate Cwrts, doW4ite
inuaGLAng caseload.
To recmnd apal of adverse Agllae ourt deteraintions or Supircm Cout review ot adverse determinations to better protect the corrzxiunt
and the public interest in ensring an equitable Federal tax system.
To prepare qmlity briefs, petitioia,

and other legal doormats req~ red by the Solicitor General for maotmisiad to the Suprem Court.

To adequately and effectively interpret omplmn wmtax Btat*as

mch as the Tax Reform Act of 1986. in oaes being presented in various Fede-al

ard state Appellate oruzts.
To devkp an eepue

afejlalate u, kiomd mniegt data bas and utilize appellate litigation research tools mr

effectively.

i ?he Federal Apallata Section is repnible for prep ring wnd preseting the uverrwma's written and oral arguments in
Darn
M
ap
en to the United States Courts of Appels and to the various Stats Appellate Courts. Similarly, it handles or
aVl cvLi tax aes
supevises the presetation of legal documnts and argumemts in criminal tax cases on appeal to the United States Court of Appeals. Although the
U.S. Attorays actually handle mist criminal cams under appeal, this is done in direct consultation with, and under the umervisicn of, Tax
Division attOney in the Federal Appellate Sction. However, it should be noted that Division attorneys do oorasfamily argue siificant criminal
tax appel oases Involving Important prooedut-aetting issues.
in addition, them xoga atteneys pre em the drafts of all pleding and briefs bhich are filed 1b the Solicitor General in the Supreme C t
In oonjunction with this responsibility, program attorneys dewlap recwmsandaticrm for the
for all civil and criminal tax cass woor appeal.
Solicitor General regarding 4l) the filing of pettlns for certiorari in all tax came lost by the Govnmnt in the varlos Courts of Apeal;
(2) the prae
/ln of all tax appeal oases lost by the Gorment in the District Cwrt, the Clais Court, and Stats Appellate Courtsj (3) and the
t in the UnLited States Tax Court. Thm latter cases are referred to the Department of
I cases lost by the Pae
prosecution of all tax ar
JusUc Tax Division by tI I.R.S. Finally. prormn attorneys litigate Fresda of lnformlon Act and Privacy Act appeal cases involving I.R.S.
attorneys.
personnel. Civil torts suits involving I.R.S. officials and eloyees ame also handled by pero
flu activities oonducted by the Federal A pellats Section are critical for the preservation of a uniform and equitable internal taxation system.
Effective intarpretions of the tax lms must be provided to the various Federal and Stats Appellate Court Judges if amnstent dwisions
with the United States tax
regarding the nation's tax laws ar to be mule. This will enure that the American taxpay's faith in and ceplia
system is maintained.

B6

AcqgpishM

ats and Wrkloads

2he aooplibimnts of the Federal Appellate Activity Progrm are

S196C,
0

1. FApellAtO
Cael Start
nd, of Year
a. Pending,
b. FWoeived
c. Closed
d. Percent Governmet Wins
2.

Work
a.
b.
c.
d.

Prolactui
Main Briefs
Noy Briefs
Briefs in Opposition
ral Argwt

a. Newaranda
f.

1,358
1,010
1,038
09t

1966
1,330
977
1,158
901

IgM7
1,149
1,100
1,200
90%

198te
1,049
1,400
1,350
90S

1,000
110
98
338

1,000
125
100
350

1,050
IS0
125
375

1,215
175
150
400

132

200

225

622

Diqspoitive Briefs

reatxtAd in the following tables
Matipltes

700

.750

Soo
250

In 1986 the Federal Appellate Section filed more than 1,000 judicial brief anid handled an overall caeload of 2,307
eals cases. Of further
significance is the fact that of the 1,158 apealecase
ich were closed, 901 were soxmefully litigated by Poderal Appellate attorney an behalf
of the United States Govermnt. The Sectiom's wIoee rate of moe then 80 in dbtalning reversals of adverse trial cort rulings is equally
iqmresive.
The sucxessful perfoamanos of Section attorney, In the AppelJate Oszrts eaimuoe the
vnmt's
ability to determine and collect
taxes and to pmwte a fair and equitable tax system.
ma Sectln's attorneys have eieusfully arvxd appeals oas before the Wited States 94
and made for a no unlfm and equitable Internal system of taxation.
As an eaml~,

t, (U.S. OW. Ct.) the 0

Cu

m c urt %idi, in turn, has benefited the Govement
an Juns 23, 1966 in United Stat e vs. frimn Bar

Omwt revCd the OD~rt of APPeals or the Federal CimUt ad held that (1) MWe eaned by the Ameri an

EZia.wssn, a duAritable af fillets of the AM, ftam the male of rowi inmiran
to APR awera. asttutiee unrelated- buelisme Imm, taxable to
tI DxBcmwnt, and 121 ADAmbers who buy the Insurance am e
to deduct my portion of -their premun p
taqmts
as diritabl. doations to
thp Rximet.
The Supro
art agreed with the Govetswant that the Rodment'sa Imuranoe cpration amouts to a Otrede or baalzas within the
smaoing of tin internal Mwere (ode, i.e., an activity carried an for the productim of inome trm the sale of goods or the pafonwwe of
services. The Court noted that the U
prices Its poliies competitively with other inmarenos gwmmlly available in the m mrket. By the.
eam token, the Oort ruled against (fa Inmred mber of the M ,dmat
Woi wr seemkig irtab
sc
sin
otsw,
of t
pived
um that
they intantirally paid mwre for. the
mimnt's poilil s than they would pay to aiplre omprable insurance oorwe
esemme. The favorable
ruling by the &8 am 0ourt. aw that ftdaral revenues will be incremed and the Federal deficit redmd because of the rum.. rafiatioan this
decision has an other groups with similar types of related buiness inome.

In yet another cae, .Uitod States v. Arican
!

ate1
o hw,cians, (U.S. SW. Ct.1, decided in April, 196 and litigated

Tax Division ppellate

Section attorneys, te
Suprem Omrt naue
in fgaor o the United Statc Owvernz t.
The jlicial Ism w
incm derived by
a tax exuqapt Idical association from the sale of omlral advertising Space in its monthly jcunal, i.e. A
of I
lMedicine, is an
'urlated business; km"
subject to tax under Sectlam 511 through 513 of the Intrnal Ravenue Oode. "w ajrm Oxurt, rersing the Federal
Circuit, held that the Journal's inw frca advertising, tiatch was ubstantial, wes fi~buct, to the unrelated business Inom W.
Being able
to 4
the unrelated business irm tax an the American collel of fteoiaw and other tax m t associationalwth sIM
sources Of
will allow the I.R.S. to generate additional rwenmu for tho ltkdral Troausuy.

s

Z;,r

57

Te msJccessful litigation undertaken by . ad ral Apellate attorneys to also domwtated by the cae,
alaf.
J
a case whdd was hoard in
the Ciroit Court of the District of Columbia. Ch September 19, 1986, the (ourt of Appeals for the DatrilRtof
-iCirt -ourt affirmed the
Court's decision that the plaintiffs lacked standing to maintain a suit against the Secretary of the Treasury requiring him to revoke the tax
exmpt status of the Lmited Jewish Appeal and five other Jewish organizations.
The plaintiffs in the case, which included several former
Palestinian Mast Bank mayors, a mer
of a minority party in the Israeli parliament, an anti-Zionist rabbi, a former tnited Ja
k h Apieal
findralser, a famr United Nations official, and others, Alleged that they bad been injured in varlou respects by the Israel' occiation of the
West Bank and that Israel had bow improerly m ibsid', in this o cuation by donations from Acuriow sources that were channeled through tie six
tax eempt organizations.
In affirming the District Cout's dismissiai of the plaintiffs' coaplaint, the Oourt of Appeals relied tpqn the Suipre
Scout's separation of powers decision i
llen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737 4194), and stated that 'no senible jurisprudence would allow this case to
pceed~ whila disallowing for want of
cases ike Allen pra/ Siaxu v. Fasten
Welfre Riuht Organization, 426 U.S. 26(976),
and Li
nda 8, v. Rid d D., 410 U.S. 614 11973).
Theme
eew
of the e~taor
aomplI29mts'of tho Division's
Federal Apipellate Section and they clearly dmnstrate the ability of Federal Appellate attorneys to litigate effectively on behalf of the Lmited
States Goverament, despite an ever-qrcwing caseload.
Progran g
s The Yedral Appellate Section urgently requires additional personmel and finding resources if it is to mintain effective
oleationa.
pecifically, 12 additional positions, including 7 attorneys and 5 paralegal ax suport perso nrel, and $1.6 million are required to
address the workload increse anticipated in Ft 88. The finding Includes $1 million specifically for subamted litigation maqprt. The Appellate
section will bo
increasingly depoxen an automted legal research and autmated dooust m.
o
stor,am their caseload docket increases.
The
r
passage of the Tax iefom Act of 1986 makem th need for additional funding for this progre in re U critical. This legislation represents
the first mjor tra sformation of the United States tax system in thirty years and It is inevitable that lgal
lts will be initiated contesting
its technical provLsicw.
While these muita initially will be litigated by the Division's Civil Trial Section attorneys, the workload of the
Federal Appellate Section will also increase because roa tax sults will be appealed.
It is anticipated that Federal Appellate caseload will
Increase by a minimam of 5 percent in FT 86 solely as a result o: the enactment of the Tax Fefom Act.
In addition, the 500 additional positions authorized by the (mgress in FY 87 to the I.R.S. to expedite resolution of disputed tax audits, will
impct the workload of the Fedal Appellate Section. Theme positions provided to the Appeals and Tax Litigation Unlt will be used by the I.R.S. to
cloe an additional 26,000 cases and to aocelerate collection of $470 million in tax receipts. It Is highly likely that axe taipayz will appeal
I.R.S. determinations and suits will be initiated which will haew to be litigated by the Division's Federal Appellate attorneys. An estimated 7
percent growth In caseload will occur in VY68 as a result of the I.R.S. enhaned enforce nt efforts in these areas. Aditional resources must be
provided if this increased caseload is to be litigated successfully in support of the I.R.S. and on behalf of the Federal Goverant.
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7b enhance pAlic omplance with the nation's tax lws by ensuring tioely, consistent, and equitable protection of fraudulent
ard"rMMLnAflMtw.aesion.
Phior

~etva

To prosecute tax evasion cames reived front the I.R.S., an warranted.
To proseute and/or mw4,rvis
tinkI na cmeratitmn.

the pr mcution of camm involving tax protests and tax dlter

plans Involving moey lauidaring and off-shore

8

To mxtitor U.S. Attorneys' Offices grand jury investigatlons ad to review grand juzy findings to determine if progeation is required.
lb effectively manage grand jury investigations and trial proceedings referred to the Division by the U.S. Attorneys' Offices.
lo develop, in conjunction with the I.a.S., a s

effective criminal tax investigation program.

To maintain an effective tax protester enforossent program to address the that

presented y Illegal, and often tiam violent, tax protest groups.

To serve as liaison with the criminal tax units established in several U.S. Attorneys' Officks throughut the nation.
Base Program DoscrLetions The criminal tax prosecution program is extremely important for the maintenance of an equitable internal tax system.
This proram addresses the increasingly growing problem of tax evasion through tax shelters, of f-shoem banking, moray laundering, and other criminal
tax avoidance activities. All criminal tax cases referred to the Depart ent of Justice by the I.R.S. are reviewed by program attorneys upon
receipt. In turn, program attorneys refer non-a lex criminal tax matters to the appopriate U.S. Attorneys' Office, generally within ten days
after receipt. This expeditious msthod of review al los program attorneys to devote mire ooncentrated efforts on owaglex criminal matters which are
referred by the I.R.S.
For complex criminal tax cases, pIPra attorneys carefully examine all reports, exhibits, and evidentiary materials provided by the I.R.S. A legal
assesnea as to whether or not a case warrants prosecution is made, and those matters remende for prosecution are trenamitted to thm
appropriate U.S. Attorneys' Office.
Program attorneys oontime to provide litigative msupprt for criminal tax came under prosecution. 7mea
activities includes
il1 providing advice on evidentiary problem, trial tactics,
plea batgaining, and general tax matters; (2) preparing
inlictento and other pleadings; .3) providing legal memoranda, trial briefs, jury instructions, and other materials as required; (4) and closely
mnitoring the status of criminal tax cases pending in U.S. Attorneys' Offioes. Assistance is aldo provided in grand jury investigations and in
the .ctual proeection in court %hen extrmuly omeplex Issues requiring specific criminal tax expertise are involved.
In addition, program
attorneys frequently handle criminal tax cases when a case involves a sensitive issme or individual or when prosecution is declined by the U.S.
Attorneys' Office but the Division feels that criminal proaeomtaon is warranted.
Criminal tax prosecution attorneys asesam sole responsibility for litigating criminal tax cases Involving the Churdh of Scientology, and in cases
Involving tax protester groups, and certain other tax shelter activities. These cases generally contain extremely complex issues and relevant
judicial decisions have nationwide ramsficatcons. As a result, it Is particularly important that Tax Division progr attoney with specialized
experience in the are of criminal tax low anage thesoaes.
The effectiveness of this program ensures tJat tax revenues, which otherwise would be lost due to non-disclosure of incom by individuals,
corporations, and other taxable entitles, ar in fact dermwded. 1tis is Increasingly mre important as sophisticated mans of tax evasion through
off-shore ber' lrg, money laundering, and other illegal sources are now in existence.
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Aopplishments and Workload:

The acoceplistents of the Criminal Tax Prosecution program a

1. ttsber of Defendants in Cases
14viad
a. Pending for iaview
b. leoeived foc ioview
C. Transmitted to U.S. Attorneys or Declined
2.

3.

4.

Trials Assigned to Unit Attorneys
a. Total Trial Assiguments Pending
b. Total Trials Assigned
c. Trial Asslgrinnta C lot d
Grand Jury Activities by Unit Attorneys
a. Authorizatlons Approved and Forwarded
to U.S. Attorneys
b. Investigations Initiated
c. Presentations for Indictment
ienranda Completed

presented in the following tablo
catimtas

26

1985

2966

1967

697
2,271
2,304

664
2,400
2,400

664
2,500
2,500

664
2,600
2,500

52
70
62

60
100
90

70
110
100

70
120
100

492
12
59

647
is
60

700
25
100

O00
25
100

2,634

2,750

3,000

3,000

The increasing evidence of tax evasion, rmn-reorting of inocms fin. both legal and Illegal enterprises, overstatmnt of
actions and omissicma
of inome by individuals, and offshore banking and aiey laundering operations noositates mintaining an effective criminal tax prosecution and
enforcent program.
The Division's criminal Lax prosecution attorneys have wrkd diligent.ly using now aoplimue proisionsand increased
criminal tax penalties enacted by QOgreas as part of the ooncmic Pleovery Act of 1981 (IOM, the Tax Bquity and Fiscal
.aWaibil
ity hat of 1962
(MIA), the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, and mst recently the Tax Reform Act of 196 to Improve the Division's crimil tax prosecution and
enfor sumt program.
The nw criminal tax related provisions in these measures have been used successfully by pctog
attorney to prosecute and ask the ispi1tin of
stiff fines and or jail sentences for tax protesters much as the $10,000 fine and 5 year lpirissormt of Otto Hurst, United States v. NAttle
a Oo fut
W.
in April 1986. They have also been used to convict and secure sentencing of individuals Involve
ij_
ITGfgl actir~
suc=h as the lakmeyer brothers who were found guilty of n m .tax violautia and drug trafficking in United States v.
etjj al (B.D. V.).
Other examples of effctive criminl tax prosecution and enforo pt cases c4n be cited. In United States v. Dom Kir. (M.D. Ism.) an NHave r 20,
1906 in Memphis 1nnessee, a grand jury returned an lndictmnt apaist Da Kirk charging that he willfully atteitW Eo svad his Ilndlvdual Unom
tax liability for 1982 and 1983, in violation of 26 U.S.C. Sectidn 7201.
ddLtoully, Kirk ws charged with having violated 26 U.S.C. Section
7206(1) with regard to those same returns. He was also charged with violating 16 U.S.C. Section 1341 (mul fraud). Krk, the fomer Mwqpts Stats
University basketball coach, a-ideved fom for having turned Meqphis State into a 7Tp 20 contender. Kirk was fired by Mmpis State as coach in

Sqtember, 1966, after seven seasons.
uther tun to say that the
linictbsnt was made public.

At that tim,

sqm*i u State President, Thes Carpenter, refused to discuss isa remo* for firing Kirk,

w was in the beat interest of the University.

His reasoning becm readily apparent whien information, xgadin

Kirk's
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Cradnal tax proeection attorneys were also successful in the case o United Statou v. Richard Patrick 1W.D. Pa.). On Hoveer 12, 1986, Jul 9
M
sentenced Richard Patrick to the maxinim period of incarceration -precribed for violatIM of 26 U.S.C. Section 7201 - five years - on
of four counts charging a violation of Section 7201 for Which Pdtrick se convicted on Septamber 19, 1986. Patrick was also convicted of a single
cunt cwging a violation of 26 U.S.C. Section 7206(1) and on Nt
r 12, 1"6, Judge Ho~ne sentenced him to five years on that caut as well
notwithstanding that the m.xim period of incarceration prescril*e for a violation of Section 7206(1) is three years.
1he sentunea are to be
served concurrently. The Section 7201 charges relate to Patrick's individual inom tax returns for 1978 through 1981, inclusive; the single count
crging a violation of Section 72060(1 related to the filed inome tax return of the Richard Ooal COpaW for fiscal year ending July 31, 1M2.
Judge ius
refused to set bond pending q
1peal.He ordered Patrick to begin serving his sentence on Neer
17, 1986. In addition to the period
x
a fine of $10,000 on each of the five counts, for a total of $50,000.
of incarceration, JUSge M( %
Preliminary estimates madeby the I.R.S. indicate tat Patrick's tax liabilities, including penalties and interest, will afjpr
ste $2.5 million.
It is assmd that Judge jkuie will Issue a Corrective Order relating to the five-year tam of inurceration imposed by him on Patrick regarding
0ount V (SeLtion 7206(1).
his case clearly reflects the Tax Division's effectiveness in litigating criminal tax prosecution utters, ad in
generating ssdstantLal m of revere for the Fral
Governent.
A final example of Criminal Section attorneys' of fectiveness in litigating criminal tax matters is United States v..l1oules 9M (N.D. Pla.). On
November 25, 1986, in Pensacola, Florida, Judge William Staffocd sentenced Hercules Gray to a period orT
ationoMthe
r on each of two
counts charging a violation of 26 U.S.C. Section 7201 and to a period of Incarceration of two years on one count charging a violation of 15 U.S.C.
Section 1341 (mall fraud).
7he palods of incarceration are to run cusaecut4vely. %e eight.u sentence wass posed following Gray's plea of
guilty to having willfully attawmRte to evade his indlvieual inam
tax liability for the years 1978 and 1979 and his plea of guilty to moil fraud.
In addition to the period of incarceration, Judge Stafford J
a fine of $21,000 plus oats of prosecution. Gray, the ower of a Pensacola bar
and grill called the Stomping Ground, entered his plea& of guilty on September 29, 196 - the date trial ws to have begun.

EM m
e. As with other litigating sections in the Tax Division, additional persorwl and funding resoures are urgently needed to
maintain st ective criminal tax prosecution .ad enforoesint operations. An additional six position and $771,000 are regirec to ensure that
criminal tax evaders are Investigated and prosecuted more aggressively. Without these additional resourcs, individuals ho shuld be prosecuted
for criminal tax law violations will go unpuished.
The limited persormel resources presmtly avsUlabte for this program are insufficient to
address the increasing nmber of 'crlmi al tax violation schemes that are now being developed.
In adiitli,
with the isplmentation of the now I.R.S. revenue ompliae initiatives, this iogrea must have additional resoures If it is to
provide sufficient legal support and assistance to the I.R.S. in their efforts to investigate and prosecute criminal tax evaders.
Congress
increased the number of I.R.S. qscial agents 8 percent, and provided the I.R.S. Criminal investigation Unit an additional $5 million in FY 87.
Ihe Division anticipates, at the very minimum, a 5 percent increeeu in cases being fowardod to om Criminal Section. If additional resources are
not provided for this program area in FY 88, the Division will be unable to manage this increased workload, and revere %*Ichcould be collected
throh aggressive prosecution of crminal tax evaders will go uncollected.
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Tb establish uniform Intexprtation of the internal revwene Is
so as to mxiize Federal tax revenues rooeevd and onsure
equitable resolution of disputed tax matters through litigation against taxpayers' claim, the remvey of outstanding tax liabilities, mid other
civil tax matters under dispute.

l1o uniformly and effectively litiyate refund suits, so as to mxmie the tax revenues collected for the Federal treasury.
To sioese3flly defend all injunctions, declaratory reliefs, suppressions, mandamus, Jeopardy asessmnnts,
the Federal Grnmnt.
2b vigorously defexi all civil tort actions in order to discourag
To maximize the collection of unpaid taxes though
jd
tenUt
issued In the Gov rment's favor.

-b provide legal mWort to cow

jwi

and to collect all ran-dischargable debts.
To rigorously enforce all administrative

andother civil tax suits on belalf of

nuisanoes suits and prevent harrasnt of I.R.S. personnel.

sucessful litigation of all civil tax recovery suits and through

nt, collection of all tax

t s in bweruptcy proceedings in order to estabish Gavent iviority in relatin to otter creditors,
monms issued by the I.R.S. to ensure that on-going tax investigation

are not impedd.

lo develop
consistnt
vennt position bith regard to comlex legal cases involving Pederal iminaity fron State and lal
cases under Oade Section 7420 governing the criteria for tax exmpt status.
lo effectively mrmag new reponsibilits resulting froa te enac
Reform Act of 1986.

taxation and in

* of the Tax Ikuity and Fiscal Reponsibility Act of 192 MUM) and the Tax

lo maintain en equitable Fr4d of Infoamtion Act and Privacy Act lWorm so that a taxpyea right to iNosmtion concening the policies and
practices of the I.R.S. In enforcing the natLon's tax Ian is balanced with the I.R.S. I ability to conduct effective tax investigations, limit
Ouvrnment disclre of tax return inforetLon, and maintain third-party confidentiality.
paw Prorm Dom
ona of primfry aicnfl
ce, the Civil Tax Litigation program provides a uniform interpretation of the internal roeimue lais
tebomig
a far and equitable
r
syst
of taxation. In this regard, civil tax litigation attorneys conduct litigation to maximize
Federal tax revuawe, by resolving disputed tax matters arising from individual taxpayers' claim and by successfully recording ou
liabilities for the Federal treasury.

nta
dirs tax

Civil tax litigation attorneys work in dloe cooperation. with I.R.S. officials in enforcing the tax system of the lntted States. I. ,S.
aywof
Individual and corporate tax rsturns frequently reveals a di screpancy betisen tuw actual tax liability andlthe mount paid by theidvamio
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yr ny elther
coorat tax entity to the I.R.S. When a taxp yer disagres with an I.R.S. deteninatian of uadttiona tax ability, tlhe t
wit/iold pasmont and file smit n the U.S. Tax omrt dallenging the I.R.S. dktslintiom, cc thi taqeYer y pay th additicrml iiability usd
to Divis s civil tax
.Wt.
DstgA4pt Claot or the U.S. Cam
tatsc..ently file uit for a refund of the amnt in gwlstian la ainU.S.
by
iUses
Ia1iwrts
a90
s, iMl as for c
1Ae two lather OCt,
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&
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~ a ~iiai~al~
~
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Tos
U.S.
in
the
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initially
have
they
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taxpayers who
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rhiMwu
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I.R.S. office of the Chief OoskpL. In both Instancifeto
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also iodi e owdlig legal advice an assistac to I.R.S. officials In tax
activities of the civil tax LUtIatiwn pvW
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As a remalt, these
omaxsnt bears the buden of pecwf.
litigation attorneys. *ase wil also he true ihe the new sandextrowly coJaxo pevisloin of the Ih= b arm Act of 19M beo coatd.
11m acalshomsts of the civil Tax 14tigation Propm are presented inatUs folinq tables
Aoocwlistsents anid waklowa
Estimate
1.

9IM

1965

1966

1967

3,035
1,133
1,259

2,909
1,100
674

3,143
1,300
1,000

3,443
1,600
1,200

1,527
1,06
1,492

1,131
1,192
1,431

892
1,200
1,100

992
1,400
1,200

osfenue of Nhunry Claim

a. Tax Refund Cas
Pending
b.

Received
Closed
Other Oaen"
Pending
Received
Closed

13

Iex"

2.

3.

a.

oovery of itnM1y
ON~xqitcy (C*S"

3,566
4,496

3,616
5,300

3,616
4,000

3,016
5,050

b.
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Closed
odor
b MnmOMVsy
d

1,844
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1,719

1,919

c.
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Sectim 2410 Men

1,029
1,141
12,493
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3,002
13,455
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1,000
14,000
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1,100
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344
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95
164

61
150
200

11
200
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3,244

2,514
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3,400
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3,00
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Legal Moses ad Dadts

a.

5,116

200

186
@LL1

$99.5 IRLl
53&

200
-

$100.2 .A1
550

4,700

250

200
$105.5 .11l
55%

%a Divisim's Civil Tr AL Sctim not cmly represents the Gowr
t in tax fraud suits rcu^
tbyMV4%rs, but also in a wide variety of othr
I
wI% the 1rtAmal ae oode and in tax-relatdd litigation in Mederal ad State ors. Civil trial csre
oi the ovendielxinq
MJoIMty of the Tx Divims
total caseload an they aea finei under several maw categories.
2howec opoelas inchtb,- (1) litigation In
daenae at mxstaxy claimaj (2) litigatai for the. recover of wsay (3)
131 tigmt
to ardom #Wwal civil, pr'ogi (4) lUgati
under the
prwislam of the Tax - *iyaid Fiscal Rm%%wwIne~lty Act of 1M6 TWMg (5) and, msat. reently, Uitoan Wda wLl result fanu the aemaint
of the Tax Woosm Act o1966. In addition, the Oivla*c4n's Civil Tr~al dectjA attoaieyw hw. simsevisory reqicamihiity owr the mor then 15,000
tax ham matteri that am bwdlei primarily by thu U.S. Attorneys' Of fices.
*aS Ia5ortanom i the IitijaiosIW xao
by Civil Trial Section attMW4.y cwnut be widerstated. Civil litgation ammictsi Sy propren attonnys
conalf
of the Gmwnmei results in biflia
of dollars being walctad for tin Maderal Twsmary. Of &#al aiqdtgicanoo, succssful liLigation
suktmn by pgm Atbreys ensures that unifora and o~4tab detesatLoins regarding civil tax matters at ms am
raqpliW nationwide.

2is, JA turn, encosagas taqwpars to comly with the nat~i's in~arml revenue syst en&Jirnees taxpyers faith In thi eyt.m
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Widle numerous examples of this program's successful aooWlishtmts can Wi cited, a brief imumary of four sucouiafal cases demostrates the
The first example
effectiveness of the Division's Civil Trial Section attorneys in conducting litigation on behalf of the iueral Government.
involves a najor tax shelter plan. In Wited States v. Music Plasters, Ltd., et al (W.D. N.C.) Jude Potter entered an injunction against thrLe
defendants in this action brought by the Uted States under Sections 7408 and 7402 of the Internal Reveranu Ode. In a lengthy -orandum, the
Judge found that the "Music Masters" roording tax shelter plan was abusive within the moaning of Code Section 6700 on four different counts. lim
Court ruled that the alleged recoursee" notes entered into by the defendants to purchase Ofitic Hastears should be disregarded and that the correct
vdluo of 'music Masters" could be no more than the cash that was paid initially. Each recoursem note used to purchase "Itmic masters" was found to
The Ourt also found that defendants made false fimncial sttemnts on Utree
have been 0ervalued by defendants by sore than 200 percent.
ud.
different grounds within the moaning of section 6700 of the Internal Revenu
in this case, including that the appropriate legal standard to be applied in this matter was the
The Judge ruled on several iqxztant legal iss
of the evidence" rule. The Court also found that an injunction may be issued asa matter of law once the statutory requirents are
Oprepcenerar
The Court then determined that injunctive relief was appropriate in this case under
met, and that traditional equity grounds need not be prin.
both Section 7408 aid Section 7402 of the Oode.
he Court's order required the defendants to, among other things, notify the I.R.S. before participating in the sale of future tax shelters. In
addition, a oopy of the final judgment and a copy of a lette offering to rescind the lease agreement were required to be sent to each lersee in
the tax shelter and to the I.R.S.
hnistratrix of the Estate gf Adler i. Seal v. United States (8.D. IA.), a $29.7 million jeopardy assessment
In another civil matter, Carol Comp,*
was made against Adler B. Seal for 1981 through 1983 income tax 'evasion. Seal allegedly was one of the nation's top drug smugglers during that
period. Then in March, 1984, he became a Drug Enforcement administration informant. 11e later testified in Federal Courts in Miami &A Las Vegas
and before the President's Commission n organized Crime in 1985 corKxarnng his, ad others, drug trafficking activities. The I.R.S. received
information that Seal was dissipating Assets, and the jeopardy determination was made on Jaruary 30, 1986. Two weeks later Seal was murdered.
existed. Evidence was also introduced suggesting that the
At this trial, the plaintiff argued that Seal's death indicated that jeopardy no lcgr
District Director relied on false information in making his determination. Civil 1Vial Section attorneys then introduce *subsequently developed"
2he Judge ruled in the Governmwt's favor in finding that the
evidentiary information in mapprt of the District Virectr's determination.
ausesaumnt was reasonable, the assessed amount was appropriate, and that Seal's death was irrelevant to the matter. Aog the indicia of jeopardy
against Seal w his burning of records, ownership of airplanes and boats, extensive use of Cayman Islands corporations as tax shelters and for
narcotics trafficking activities, and cashin of $151,000 in payable checks within 30 days of the Jeopardy assessment.
Another exaple of the acoosplishemte of Civil Trial Section attorneys in reflected in Bethel Baptist Church, at aL. v. United States (N.D. Pa.).
The plaintiffs
On March 6, 1986, the Court granted the Government's motion for summary judgment, dimimating te ocsplaint in this tax refund cas.
evnue Code, which brought churches, as
challenged the constitutionality of the 195] and 1984 social security amendments to the Internal
employers, into the Social Security Systam. Before 1983, ,churches could participate, as employers, in the Social Security SysvAm on a voluntary
basis. The 1983 asndments chanar-d this provision and then required churches to belong to the system. In 1984, Congress, oncerned that swe
churches would perceive that twisr First Amrndment interests wre adversely aftected by the 1983 mndments, permitted churches to elect out of the
system. Imever, by electing out, employees ware stbjectd to a higher rate of taxacion under the self-eployment taxing system.
Civil Trial Section attorneys effective litigation of this matter resulted in the (ourt's denial of Bethel's claim for a refund of $17,800 of
employnt taxe paid for the first quarter of 1984. The Court, before reaching the merits, held that various individual oo-plaintiffs had standing
to pursue this suit. In addition to the church, the pastor, the deaocn, five employee', and seven parents of children attending the church's school
ware included us plaintiffs, although nos had filed administrative claims for refund as required by 26 U.S.C. Section 7422(a). The Oourt found
B15

that the pestac and dexmn did not have standing, but that the employees wtv, permissibly, did swuk to have the durd edWanom their claim for
refund on their behalf, did hew standing separate and apart frcm the church.
The Court's only explanation of its rationale was that Section
7422(a) was satisfied when Bethel filed a claim with the Gezrnment which include thu aqployees' taxes, thus permitting the mploees to file uit
on their cam behalf. The Court found that the parents did not have stanin to bring suit for refund under the jurisdictional provision of Title 29
applicable to tax refund suits, 28 U.S.C. Soctim 1346(a) (I). 11ow.ver, the Court held that it had jurisdiction over the parents' claim under 28
U.S.C. Section 1346 (a) 12), which provides for jurisdiction of an action or claim against the United States not exceeding $10,000 in amount founded
either upon the Conmitution or any act of congress, the tory
being that the parowts' First Amrmet rihts were tratend becAuse the tax akes
it finacially more difficult to give their children a religious education at the school.
Civil Trial Section

attorneys ware also successful

united States which was heard in the Claim Court.

in the mtter

of Elison International, Inc. Iforsmrly SbtvuabaElar-.tft

, Inc,)

v.

At issue in this ose Was a dsetion of &.me20 allion for loos of goodwill " claimed to have

oure
Uinthe year that Studebaker ceased manufacturing aut
ilea.
hte plaintiff ontended that "goodwill" in that mount originated with
plaintiff's ancestor, Studeaker Corporation of New Jersey, u
its formation in 1911 and ruined unimptired until 1966, when it was lost after
Studebaker stcped manufacturing autuaebiles. Th Governmunt contended that no "goodill had oer be
acquired or, if it had been acquired, it
was previously lost. It was further arge that any "goodwill" in the event that it ever had been acquired had a loer value (and hais) in 1911
than at the present.
The Claim Court recently concluded that the plaintiff tailed to demonstrate that the 1911 Ogoodill" value was $20 million mor I
any amount
even remotely approaching that figure." Accordingly, the Coutt considered it unnecessary to pass on the defendant's alternative contention, or to
set any figure for the amount of 'goodwill" that might have been acquired. The Claim Court decision resulted in a substantial savings in Federal
reveues.
Progam hae:
Personnel and funding resources are critically needed to manage the anticipated workload increases resulting from the Tax Reform
t 1986 a the additional resources authorized for the I.R.S. The Tax Reform Act ot 1996 will have an immediate and significant wxkload
impct as a result of the provision treating interest ci most tax deficiencies. of individual taxpayers as pqraonal ntsrest and not fully
deductible aftar 1986. New I.R.S. regulations will ancouragu more taxpayers to pay their tax defltonries and interest liabilities in 1966 to
retain the full deduction for interest paid. Taxpayers are then expected to file for refunds which must now be filed in the Claim Court or U.S.
District Court, %tereCivil Trial Section attorneys are the Govenmnt's detendars.
The Civil Trial Section's litigation caseload in PY 88 is
likely to increase at least S percent due to the new tax reform prooedures.
Similarly part of the resources provided to the I.R.S. to implement the Tax Shlter and General Revenue Initiatives include 500 appeala officers,
auditors, and attorey, and 1,000 ollection personnel to expedite resolution of tax audits and reduce the e u
inventory of unpald accocuts.
The increased ability of I.R.S. to ocaplets audits and initiate tax collection actions will result in more taxpayers filing suits contsting I.R.S.
decisions. Tise suits mnst then be litigated by the Divlsion's Civil Trial Section attorneys. A minima increase of 10 percent in workload is
anticipated in FY 88 as a result of I.R.S. ' intensified enforcsunt efforts. To be effective in soaging the increased caseload generated by these
two measures the Division mast be provided with an additional 46 positions for its civil trial litigation program. Tha. positions inlude 38
attorneys and associated legal personnel and B support personnel and $7.2 million. Automated litigation suprt ahich will be contracted out to
provide the technological support for research, filing and document control wakes up $2.0 million of the new funding. This represents an extremly
conservative personnel and funding request given the significan- increase in civil tax ca load which will result frm passage of these measures.
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1937 Afp priAtic€n.
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Organized crime drug enforoemint....

14

12

$929

1988 Base
Perm
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umKt
14

13

$1,025

1988 Ktlhte
Pn.
Poe.

W

Amount

20

18

$1,714

Increas/Vocrease
Perm
Pos.
WY Anount
6

5

$689

Eenspsa
To assist in the investigation and p ewticon on tax related charges of organized criminals and narcotics traffickers throgh
oopiative efforts with other agencies participating in the Organized Crim Drug Enforc ent Task Forces (OCDE|.

7o provide litgative and prosecutorial support to the 13 regional 002 Task Forces.
Tb ensure prot and successful prosecution of narcotics traffickers by expeditinV the review of I.R.S. special agents' reports and by providing
legal advios on evidentiary matters and theories of proof.
To effectively utilize the expertise of Tax Division attorneys Whn handling criminal narcotics cases at the grand jury and trial stages upon
reqwit from the 002 Task Forces.
BE Pro0ram Descriptions
The O02 Task Forces, initially established in Octdber, 1982 to eliminate drug trafficking enterprLses, exist in 13
regions thmalt
the nation. %be primary mission of the Task Foroes is to investigate and prosecute major narcotics trafficking orgatazations
through .lti-agency cooperative efforts.
Amongthe participating agency representatives are tho I.R.S. Investigators and Deparfwet of Justice
Tax Division attorneys.
Id s convilidation i.. agencies' resources enables the (X=i Task Forces to fully utilize all financial ivestigative
terliWpe, including tax law enforcement and forfeiture actions.
The Tax Division's O02E program was developed initially with the establishment of a separate unit within the Division's Criminal Section.
fThs
unit, which also handled other matters, managud mxxessful investigative and proscutorial efforts against aspected drug traffickers, primarily in
the I.R.S. Southeast legion. A program attorney was also assigned to the Financial Crim. Task Force in Chicago to assist in the Investigation and
proecution of tax cases involving major narcotic traffickers. Frcs this prototype, the Division expanded its 00 program in 1985.
Preently, OCDEprogram attorneys serve as the liaison with the 13 002 Task Forces and they pirdo litigation support, advice, oonsultat.ion, and
other legal assistance in OWN Task Force cse.
Program attorneys also rcnItz the drug-related docket of the
Tesk Foces so that, upon
TaC
request by a Task Fotw , legal assistance can be provided expeditiously for the successful Investigation and proetion of major narcotics
trafficking cases.
OC program attorneys are also available to provide legal advice, assistance, and training to the 002 Task Foores for
financial/tax investigations and for cases under qpeal which involve uchnical and extrmly omlpsx issues. It should also be noted that OClM
progmu attorney provide legal expertise to the OC Task forces for non-ftsk kibro drug/financial related cases as well.
Ito involvmant of 002 program attorneys in 0311 Task Force cases is exto(sive because them cases generally involve lengthy grand jury
Investigations (from 9 to 40 mmths). Theso cases and associated inveutigatii-sw include multiple defendants, each of whom is charged with various
criminal violations. As a result, Division attorneys not only ptovidu drug and financial legal advice and expurtise to (CDS Task Force permsol,
but often provide assistance on oUer charges as ell.
w O= Ta forces rely heavily qpon the services provided by the Division's 00E prwas attorneys to ensure that investigations are handled
expbditinualy and that authorizatiams on relevant tax charges are cxxdinated sucoessfully so that tax-related charges are rot or rcnxuiy
;,.,-gh..
#vvw
Aiy-rPlaIl r-raes in the case.
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In asn, the nationwide and sulti-agency O= programs result in the efficient and effective use of Federal resources by eliminating dulication of
agency efforts in criminal drug-related canes, and by ensuring that the maximumpenalty and greatest recovery of money are obtained in major drug
trafficking proeecutions.
Ao

plishmsets and tArkload.

Attorneys Assiged to Regional
Drug Task Foroes
a.
b.
c.

Number of Defendants in
Cass Received
Pros cutions Authorized
Grand Jury Receipts

The aocczpLishzents of the Organized Crime Drug Enforoement program are presented in the following tables
Estimate
1985
1986
1987
1969
9

9

13

13

342
282
117

449
327
146

550
370
200

600
400
225

,

The Tax Division has acquired substantial experience and exportis in tax and finwanial investigations of narcotics traffickers. In addition to
assisting in individual case development, Tax Division OMDEliaison attorneys participate in training now Assistant U.S. Attorneys and Task Force
investigators.
O=E program attorneys also maintain a current clearinghouse of legal and investigative materials aid information and they
coordinate dissemination of this information to regional OCDETask Force percexil.
Tax Division OD6 program attorsays contributed significantly in the investigation and prosecution of a major narcotics trafficlang ring in the
case United States v. Harold Gaz
ayet.a!. (0. Aris).
The participation of a Tax Division 0C program attoany in handling this stter resulted
ill the successful prosection of a series of cases involving 39 defendants and 77 omunts oonoerning a marijuana and cocaine distribution ring which
generated ovr $20 million in profits between 1979 and 1982 alone. Harold Germany, the leader of the operation, received a Life sentence without
possibility of parole for his convictions. Moreover, the jury, by special verdict, required forfeiture to the 0 rimnt of all of Garmny' assets
frc the drug-traffickLng operations. Two of Gazeeny's principal lieutenants received 30 year prison term for their convictions.
In another case, United States v. Carloe nesto Armenta LaFaurie, OCE program attorneys we
suceesful in litigating a repavtriation suit. In
these suits, the Government seeks to ompel a taxpayer to return assets to the United States from a foreign country to satisfy his or her United
States tax liabilities.
In this case OE program attorneys brought suit against Carlos Ernesto Armnta laPaurie, to return proceeds from a Swiss bank account to satisfy
his tax liabilities. Laurie had previously been convicted of money laundering by a Federal Court in Miami. Suit was bright against Lapaurie as
a first easumre before proceeding directly against the Swiss bank to enforce levies previously served by the I.R.S. an U.S. branches of the bak in
Mimi and Nuw York. LaFaurie's agreement to repatriate the bank amount proceeds from Switzerland moe the latter enforcomet action unnecessary.
While Govesnant suits against United States-based banks having foreign branches are viable mforomt actions, the Tax Division is willing first
to proceed against taxpayer. holding the foreign accounts dore practicable, since they boar the primary responsibility for transferring assets to
of f hore tax havens to avoid their tax obligations.
In total, $4 million ws involved in satisfying Laparie's tax liabilities resulting from his money laundering shme.
TheTax Division intends
to employ this novel tax law enforcement approach, which has buen used sparingly in the past, with greater frequency to onbat the gn Ing use by
taxpayers of offshore facilities to remo or conoeal assets from U.S. tax authorities.

Task For grand jury Lnvewtigaticn Involving 4$5 indiviksl
Finally, it should be notad that during 1986, the Tax Division athorlzed 153 OME
Task F roe defendants for crimalmh tax violations relating tc their narcotics activitls
In additi n, prosecution of more than 250 OC11a
targets.
was authorized. As the regional druj task forcou program has developed and grown, Tax Division participation has been iruemmmngly reqgistud by O=S
Task Fbrce prosecutors and investigating agents.
cases increasingly
Task Fr
wa on narcotics trafficking is one of this Adeiitzratian's highest piorities. vas O
to rely uin forfeitures to crippl drug trafftickirg rings to sliumnata their profits. As
tax charges and a ocwciosm effort is being r
a result, Congress roountly approved an I perount increase in the ntaber of I.R.S. spscial agents for FY 87 aid pcovidd I.R.S.' criminal
to the I.R.S.
investigation function an addiltional $5 million for criminal and drug/tax related law .aforownt. Itw additional rescrce provided
in FY 87, and thoee requested in rF W, will cause at least a S percent increase in cases being forwarded to the Crimira Sectian of the Tax
In particular, Omgreinaml a*pasis an investigation md pross.im of organised crim ad
Division and mwe specifically to the 0(1) unit.
drnjg-relatod acwy laundering activities, %dnidai enforced by the I.R.S., will haow a major ispact on the Tax Division's O=T PrcWrn. Millions.
& 2sMe

of dollars in unreported irn

is in am way connected to narotics trafficking. I.R.S. arforoami

efforts in this area vit be vastjy

smilt In the collection of a
due to them additional resources. "is, in con auction with a stzrmsthssilng of the Tax Divii' 'a 12 program, viLI
Additional rescxgee are emsntial if the Division is to menage this
subatantial portion of the fts nw unreported and currently untamed.
1ecifioally, six
workload and maintain a viable OB proigrim in mport of the 0(1 Task Fovoes and I.R.S.' tax lw ensfornt efforts.
positions and $689,000 are requested to hanle the anticipated incroaves in workload in 19M.
1987 Approprlation
Anticipated
Pamu.
WY Amont
POO.
Management and administration ......

98

il

$4,413

1988 Base
Pure.

Poe.

WY

Amut

91

104

$4,781

198 Estime
pert.

POe. WY
91

104

A
$4,791

Pm

Fos.

W

Amomt

...

...

...

To provide Division-wde managemt and direction includings selecting, develping, and leading the Division's supervsory team
Goal
legislation
e
Minitiating m Division program in response to Administration prioritia; ensuring timely review, analysis, and oument on p
affecting the Division's policies, practices, and the internal revenue lawee fulfilling the Division's administtive responsibilities under the
infors~Ation
and
administrative
essential
and
providing
Code
Revenur
Internal
the
of
6103
Section
and
Acts
Freadc of Inforwtlon and Privacy
system support services.

major cblectives,
TO review and analyze legislation affecting the Division's policies and practices and to respond to all legislative iquiries.
To develop legislative solutions to recurring problems in the area of tax litigatkn.
7o ensure the maintenance of precise, consistent, and uniform litigating positions and to eharnce Divialon lialain activitis with the I.R.S.
To appropriately handle ull FOIA and Privacy Act otters by oonforming to statutory mandates of these acts and by maintaining confidentiality hen
releasing tax return information.
of
To provide essential administrative s42ort and information system services to all Tax Division Sectios through both the ontined perfonmsasn
current activities and the identification of areas Wure acbdistiative mAnageint techniques, modernn office technology, i soed prosctlivity, and
mission.
overall
Divislxio's
the
support
to
be
initiated
other modern administrative inwwvatiorw can
sl9

lseaript~on
Effective m imgnnt, direction, and leaderohda for each proram &rem am easaitial if the Tax DivAsia as to
oae M
ly pwre its respanibilitiss as legal counsel to the I.R.S. aml other client agencies. This quidano is provided by the UivisicnIa
Eecutiv Direction and Omtrol, lag"!ati Affairs, and AhuMstrative Service opponents.
MWMpProvides leaderaship and policy guidance for the Tax Division for all arams of its litigation
11heExective Direction arid (keitrC4
civil and criminal tax litigation policy gullaice pranotss efteive cosmicatlone rid liaison
Tis €aqxruw. prvid
xempslibiliLims.
to Oua that MqNA'riAtO and uniform
agenisa revim the DivisicnIs major litigation diions
client
other
activities %eththe I.R.S. aid
by the Division rega-diM
policies trading the nation's tax lam are develoed and maintained; and neotiseaccepable cmpI xmies effect
decisions.
discrepant cpiAlon involving intmcTiLI reveu law intapret~tion and legal
ITt lagils]Live program is rempcmible for providing reqgUred legislative and other rexrts to the Oongrass, the Office of Mh amet arid Budget,
and the Cepwment of Justice Office of Legal Policy and Lislative Affalr. conornin' penning or proposed legislation affecting the Division. T
Legislative proram also Involves coordinating Divialon-wide efforts to idmteify apprcpriat lgislative proposals %i.i my positively impact the
Dlvisi 's Legal efforts. Finally, responsibility for miwiaging the Fredim of Infoamtion and Privacy At activities of the Division falls within
this program area. Specifically, this involves dvvekopind coodinatitg the Division's resne to &ll taxpy rieimsts under these acts and
related staimutey provisions for hdlirg adnistraive appeals arising tr© the denial of such requests. •
the Adm isLrative Services sectin is divided into tar basic units, including 41) the Mmative
ovrall cmxol and guidance to the progrw 12) the CoQptrller's Staff, which is responsible for
evaluation Iwticone; 13) the Infontion Resources Staff, Widch is respond ible for the developet,
and word-jxCessing activities of the Division; 14 mid the
came M nagut, litigation supt,
personnel managaent, resource services, and case and file ootrol activities of the Division.

Office, hic is responsible for providing Ute
the financia management, budget, ard prograM
coordination, and maintenance of the autceamtad
Services Staff, ultich is responsible for the

¢k ard Moakloadt
Aoomllsta
Despite a dieng in laodsrshi through the appoiUtm t of a new Assistant Attorny General 63r the Tax Division, the quality of the Division's
imeiutive direction ard leadership guidance has bem sustained thzugtKsut the traneition period. The Mcewtive Direction and QOntrol coMpoet of
the Tax Division has enmared the maintaturce of a viable and effective oeanization, despite increasing caseloads with no assoc ated personnel
increase. Under this direction, attorney and othor personnel have been util ized efficiently so that axxseafil entoromuit of the nation's
Improved relations with I.R.S. officials in their efforts to enforce the nation's tax laws has
Lntsal system of taxation has been maintained.
also been f'ttm stimulated by the Division's leadership.
m has maintained thu Division's paicrities vith respct to tax law enfocnt. Specifically, ephias
The lcutive Direction and Control p
is directed tcmud the elimination of abmsive tax shelters and offshore tax havsi through the further expansion and demloqset of the Ot tice of
Special Litigation. tnagment direction has also been provided for other priority areas, including the prosecution of Leaders of tax protester
'ii Drug Daforcermt program.
and activities, and Increased sport for the Division's Orgaizd
seats
In am, the Executive Directa and Control program has maintained an effective Tax Division through its support of priority progm ares, its
streamlining of operations through the use of mor scphisticated autcmtion and teduilcal sport capabilities, arnd its attention to iqroving tax
ration with other client agencies.
enforemnt o
320

lv Adghinistrative Services pcxxrom of the Tax Division also has bUe further dovs-jloled and improved. The CXr.ptruller's Staff has beai extqAned to
pruvida adiltonal resutoo S4port to address Oepartamtal and CM reporting requirsumts Mach as A-123 (Internal Oontrols) and A-76 IProdtu-tLivity
lwrvasnts.
Additional budgetary suprt has bew obtained to ensure that all required budgetry materials are of a pcofeSloaL qulity Asd
are provided in a tkwsly mminer, mid to ensure Ut
thu expenditures of the Division's limited budoetaty resources aru carefully monitored.
Finally, an effective travel program under thu Citicorp Diners Club Govorumet Credit Card system has been maintained, despite diffiluitiet
with its
initial development.
The Infumnution System Staff worked aggressively with other L
naparmit
coxa"wints to develop an integratud office autntion system network. In
addition, efforts were devoted to the further develcpnent of th autmatud system. Qirruntly. shared logic word-procassing Lsytnm hawe boon
implsumted in the Apllate, Civil Trial - Northerm Region, and Civil Trial - Wstarn kaicn Sections of the Division. Efforts are currently
underwy to install this system in the Division's Civil Trial - Souther Mgin and Civil Trial - Cetral Negion. Displaywritar cap bilitJea oxst
in the Civil Trial - Central Region, Claim Court, and Office ot Special Litigation ompnenta of the Division.
he objective is to &dvolopan
office-wide automated system which wiU includes Document Production, Case Mnagnt, Legal basardh, and Adhddstratve Manamt capbilities.
ITe Division's long-range information technology system plan centers around the effective and efficient integration of soihisticated information
technologies.
The plan reflects a radical departure I ns past automation eiforLt by calling for the allocation of technlogy directly to the
activities of the legal and paralegal staff, in addition to hacming capabilitis previously available to only the secretarial/ adminlstrative
fu-lctio .3.
This system, ualn fully developed ad Implemented, will enable all persomnel to utilize system software to prxkuce ducumnsts,
csmmicato with all other parts of the Division, and access external organizattaks and databases as necessary via a single video display
workstation desktop terminal.
In 1986 the Services Staff coordinated and conducted a eucesaful office move ot over one half of the Division workforce to a rew LAcility.
Similarly, they oversaw the successful completion of office rew atiord in the Main Jubtice Department building for other Division partionel. The
Stafi cuntiames to emasize further ixprovuments of w44xort services in all areas of its responsibility.
Finally, thro4h improved mmugment and administrative efficiency, the Division as sustaining a management savings reaction in its FY 08 budget
for 18 poitions, 17 E workyears, and $193,000.
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Tax Division
Salaries and Ocvanam
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..........................

G.0 .......................
Q3-0
........................
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3-06 .......................
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GS-05 ....
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2
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5
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8
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3,626
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5
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5
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5
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Tax Division

Salariuo wnd expenses, General Lo Qal Activities
Detail of Penwent PoeitIEMu
Categuy
Fiscal Years 1986 - 1989

Category

1986
Authucizr d

19087
Authoriuld

manaumnt
Savings

1988
Program
Increases

1tal

Attorneys 1905) .....................
Paralegal Specialists 4950) .........
Other Legal and Kindired (900-998)...
General Admin. Clerical and
Office Srvice* 1300-399) .........

343
17
29

345
17
29

...

...

54
7
5

3"
24
34

240

243

-18

4

229

Acamntng and Budget (500-5991.....

5

5

634

639

-18

70

691

609
25

614
25

-19

70

666
25

634

639

-19

70

691

Total .............................

Wa,hiJwntn ..........................
U.S. Field ..........................
Total .............................

......

5

......

a
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249
34
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PoO. WY At.

$36
301
44

94
39
40

65
59

$1 ,A25

33

15,090
?,341

71
31

5,414
2,163

79

2,043

47
115
6
84

3, 5.%
3,377

6,476
596

4.571
4t,

opr iatcc Act iom

cuxxqresaioal appropriation, emcted under P.L. 99-500, rr doed t.'

Presidnt's budget rFUUeut for the Criminal Division bv $',1%4,00.

~cu~n

Suppl winta Ir P

Ito 1987 mffplFmtals requested by the Criminal Division Include $1,354,000 for costs associated with the relocation of met of its Wlshington, D.C.
operations from the Medxral Triangle Buildir, at Ninth and 0 Stxnets, to the Bond Building, at Fourteenth Street and Now York Avws ; $175,000 for
incroaand charge for the Federal Tieloxdmumcations Systuam $429,000 for increased pay coats aBsciated with the Janary I7 pay ormrablity
.
increaael myt $520,000 for costs associated with the nw Fadaral Emp~loyees Metiramit Sytca (

C2

Criminal Diviaion
Salaries and

erwe.

General liml A&Jvities

Stwwry nf p! Vrematr.
Pdtiuianyts to haam.
1987 an

.............................

.................................................................

187 pay nd retirni t suppltmental rwntod ...............................................................
196?prqrm Mqplwtal recueted ..........................................................................
1967 aprTcristin anticip ted ................................................................................
Transfer from ntiw acsuas
financial ad advnistrative avatien m xxt qrou.
tI, trollab o increases .....................................................................................
1988

e ......................

yh

ugOt Activity

Poa.

1. Criminal mttar............. 7S6

tu~l

197 Agqwqiation
Anticipated

Axumt

Foe.

727 $43,337

769

WY

WY

Awmt

724 $47,471

198. 1aMn
Pe.
769

73P

951,682

v41n

769

774

Poo.
314

WY AMont
771

$54,151

Amount
$44,993
949
1 479

i
14
738

769

1988 FatLIMAt

t

WY Amut

W'rk-

Pt.s.

....

aa...............................................................................

1966

Peru.

41

5,130
-91

51,687

Inrrease/Docr-ase
Poe.

WY

Awannt

45

33

$4,469

C3

Crliviih1 IilvisiLcn

Sal. os a nd

r-Ir.s,

e-eral_ i 1 al N lIviti_s

kagumtirlrv
of MIkLttrn: toI list,
(rbnIars In tR.isa;--is3
7
I ,I
u
rttl/LItj t
'
irrntal
i
B 87t pr clram stlit
minental. rkq s m .............................................................................
ut..
a.

]

............................
............................................
It ru
-w
t
dt ..................................................................

t................

jxlrqriation anticipated ....................................................................................
Pdtustn'nts to hatue:

rt

ro p ..........................................................

Ir-aiuvtrollatlo
fI creases:
We additir~

l ixwrfeLsahle day ..............................................................................

tltalizatict off 1987
si~l Nuildinog st4fI(l, sT nt1 ............................................................
Apnualizatc'n Lf o liti
ndl risitions ajj joted in 19 - ......................................................
Aritial-zation of Fyjortil Fldoyces' PA-tirusent ,yten Costs ........
r........................................
Annual iral ion

f

1987 rev itxreasr ..........................................................................
............................................................

Witido-Iracin tihtases ........................
t'lnrrir e
contribute o s - Social S.cu.rity IICA
.llty
o
rA

swdi
rer dicn ......

.y..
lkent . .,...

recurring
id ral lo
T

CSA

Arlin iual and .ed.a.
C; nrr l pricing
level ....
s ital
tllp
, e

...

...

...

...

1.04

t,
41),
7%I

14

........................................

...

...
...
......
...

1

6'

4
1

'

11
1 ,?

.
...
ent.............................................................................
...
...

A cti n or cha e in -iw- rv
. ..........................................................................
rtes
iedtuclp tinhalth
lfits..................................................................................
?Totlcu rrin costros for
inati(
su.l..it! r t.....i 19.............................................
Thtai
in reases ..............................
...........................
......................................

......
...
...

..............
,
i.

1

.

...
...

.........................................................................

l

L4_74
47,42

vr...............................................................................
...
...
(Pt S) .....................................................................

Iii ce.rases;

lootl

724

...........................................................................

.............................................................................
ervc....
inerp s

$44,Vfl
Q4

.

769

..

Amisit

x...
...........................................................................

. .. . .. .

s.
rcit trs.r ble
oat tnicat ions Systriti

7'4
...

.

...
...
......................

dicare costs ..............................................................................................

la

oea ri

769
.. .

...

1987

Truil.f7 " to. other acctints:
irincial a administrative system sup

Wikk-

Penn.
Poe6.

..........................................................................................

...
...
. 4

4
_17

,

9

...
..
...-

..76Q

66

"38

176

-"
9
1,611'
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Criminal Division
('neral Jrqal k-tivities, Salaries ard empernws
Swwa~rv of AwIk~rces Iv Program
(-liars in thuari)'

Estit,

t.s bv 'roqrami

1986 as Fnacted
Porm.
Pos.
WY Amount

fot&ral alixllate activity.. 29

79 $1,750

Orqaniz,.n1 crime prna -ULtan. 240 227 14,151
Public intcqrity [corr)..... 35
34
2,135
Fraud .......................
75
69
4,460
NArcot ic & dangerous drug
protccution ...............
31
29
1,858
Internal security ...........
32
31 1,900
Gentidl litiqit ion & legal
2,856
52
50
advice....................
Office nf sjAcial
ilnvsttidtIOns .............
47
47
3,177
Prosocutiri st44ort .........
)20 115
5,912
Orcrhiziwi ct ime druq
.nforryrent ...............
6
6
598
4
Manaommt & AdnInistration
Bq 91
665
Total ..................... 756
78-43,412
OtN-r Wrkvedrs

Mo rt,r,..................
Total
s€eir,sable
woiky ars............... .

_.
2
730

1986 Actl
Perm.
Poe. WY Asunt

29

29 $1,826

240 228
35
34
75 69

1987 ApprriAtion
Anticipated
Perm.
Poe.
WY
Awunt

1988 Base
IPej.
Poe. WY knount

28

28 $1,825

28

28 $1,992

14,322
1,793
4,500

249
34
80

230 15,090
33
,341
71 5,414

249
34
80

35 16,770
33 2,465
74
5,814

1988 Fatimte
PenrM.
Poe.
WY
Amut

28

28 $1,92

273 253
34
33
86
78

19,081
2,590
6,522

24

10

6

4

33
29

2,503
2,227

......
......
4

31
3?

33
30

1,956
1,R38

35
30

31
29

2,163
2,043

35
30

33
29

2,36?
2,150

35
30

51

45

2,9?6

52

50

3,5-5

5?

50

3,717

56

53

4,175

47
1?0

44
1.1

1,661
f,12R

47
15

47
115

3,37
6,476

47
47
1P5 119

3,547
7,166

47
136

47
127

3,547
7,814

69

6
AR
727

RA3
4,804
43,337

6
83
769

6
84
724

596
4,.571
47,41

6
6
83
R4
14' 771

632
,067
56,151

R
756

1
728

2
7?6

6
6
63?
83
84 5,067
769 738 51,68

2
740

IncreaseIrf-rC dS'.
Perm.
Pe.
WY
?exL~nt

141
77
3

458

8

648

.
11

......
......
45 -33

2
773

$?,312
175
O0R

...

...
...
4,469

OP
.

Criminal Division
Salaries and

e\qTmoes, Crenera

J!qal Ptivities

Justifiratnn of Proaram and Perfonosse
Activity Resource Sunmrv
(Mollars in thousands)
Pctivitv:

1987 Appropriation
Ant ici pated
Pers.
Pos.
WY Asuin t

Crisuinal matters

28
249
34
80

28
230
33
71

$1,8s
15,090
2,341
5,414

Namrotic 6 dangerous drug
35
prosecution ...........................................
30
Internal security .......................................
¢cmneral litigation & luqal advice ....................... 52
Office of special investigations ........................ 47
Prosec.t ion wuu"qrt .............. I ...................... 175
6
r-qajijzedcrime drug enforcement ........................
Man-fxwmnt & administration ............................. 83
lbtal ................................................. 769

31
'9
50
47
115
6
84
77.4

2,163
2,043

Fckakral appellate activity ..............................
organized crime, prosecution .............................
Public integrity corruptionn) ...........................
Fraud.,.

...

,.... .... . ......

,

.,,

....

.....

.,,....

....

3,575

3,377
6,476
596
4,57t1
47, 421

1988 Rtase
Per.
POS.
WY

Amsunt

28
249
34
80

28
235
33
74

$1,992
16,770

35
30
5?
47
125
6
83
"/6-9

33
29
50
47
119
6
84

2,362
2,150
3,717
3,547
7,166
632
,067
51,682

3-8

5.,814

1988 Ectimate
Pers.
WY Arufult
Pos.
28
273
34
86

210
253
33
78

$1,qq2
19,082
2,590
6,522

35
30
56
47
136
6
83

33
29
53
47
127
6
84

2,503
2,227
4,175
3,547
7,814
632
5,067
56,151

1-4 T71

1rwrase/r*ecr. 'ie
Plern.
PoQs. WY ArCi )t
18
4

5,317
125
708

4

3

141
77
45R

45

8

648

33

4,464

24

'lues hudgtet activity includes resources for the prisvrv missimnp of the Criminal Division. Puids recqested for this activity suR]Drt personnel.
involved both at headquarters and in the field in the prosocuti,..,f over 900 criminal statutes.
1981 Apprnpriation
Anticipated
Perm
Pos.
WY Amunt
Fode.ral appellate activity ..............................

28

28

$1,825

1988 Base
Pen
Pos .
WY
28

28

Aiwmnt

1988 Eat toste
Pensm
Pos.
WY hAmnt

nrerease/Tcrease
Perm
Poe.
WY Airunt

$1,992

28

...

28

$1,992

...

...
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T7 secure jiliCial interpretations fior,idlo to the administratin

of crindnal justice.

Lves:

irtAre briefs and petitions for the Solicitor General in Suprcne Court cases.
hkvAdln circuit court appeals referred to this program bt other cxmponrents of the Divisio

and by the United States Attorneys.

To p)repirs memorarsda on behalf of the Criminal Division to the Solicitor General rerrmuending whether further review should be nought for lower
rotirt decisions which are adverse to the government.
To devise creative and, when necessary, innovative approaches to issues of first ivipression so as to provide a foundation for the develowm-nt of
rnewconcepts in criminal law.
rN lr, 2ran lb.cri ptin: 11e AP4,llate Section reviews all federal crhninal cases presented to the Sup me Court for a writ of certiorari, and
am
tiwo Secideterninee whether to respond or to waive a renponae because the written opinion of a lower court adeaquately anF.r the
If the.
presented in the petition. If a resxws is deemed unnecessary, that docisibo is forwuded to the Office of the Solicitrr General.
dcisinii is made to respond to the petition, a brief opposing review hy the Supreme Court is prepared by an A4pellate Section attorney and
examines
Court
of
Appxals
decisions
that
am
adverse to
to
the
Solicitor
general
for
approval
and
filing.
The
Appllate.
Section
also
forwarded
the Depirtsent of Just ice, making influential rrcxamendatiots to the Solicitor General on behalf of the Criminal DiviAion as to whether review of
th s decisions by the Supreme Court should be sought. The Solicitor general autherizes a roguest for Suxeme Court review, the Section prepares
petitions for a writ of certiorari. 7he Appellate Section is charged with researching the law thoroughly and drafting the strongest possible
arquents in favor of the government's position. Whenever the Suprrms Court agrees to review a federal criminal case, the Appellate Section is
responsible for forimlating the position of the Criminal Division on issues presented for review, researching the applicable principles of law,
and drafting the Criminal Division's view for the goverrsmt 's brief. 7he Appellate Section also makes reorsuendations for the Criminal Division
as to whether the Federal government should participate as amicus curiae in State cases pending before the Supre Court. If such partcismt ion
is authorized, the Apellate Section performs the research and brief--riting tasis In preparation for the filing of the amicus curiae brief.
With roqard to federal Court of Appeals cases, the Arrel late Section perform several inrrtant roles. First and forest, the Appellata Soction
provides advice and guidance to Assistant U.S. Attorneys who seek assistance in the preparation of an app'al to a federal circuit court.
rfAsntly, at the reT-est of tited
States Attorneys, Section attorneys writi: briefs and participate in oral argument. 'This assistance is
p[: ticularly ntr-worthv because it leads to the handling by the Appellate Section of many Jisxrtant appeals containing serious constitutional
c~uestions or issues of first impression.
The developarmt of caselaw in some crucial areas has been favorable to the government's position
Since the Supzm Court reviews fown.r than one percent of all cases
because of the contribution of expi.rtisr by A".llate Section attorneys.
pre nmted for its co-nsideration, the decisions rendered by Courts of Apoals custorarily represent tim final say on critical issues of law.

Cl

A'oU-Llisluents

o Wrktrado.

The quantitative experience and e"xpctatinns of the Appellate Section are presented in tho foliawinq tallv;

itea
Briefs in opposition to certiorari petitions ..............................
r(xat of Appeals briefs and arguments .....................................
SupSnW Court briefs (including asicua curiae) .............................
(lior:rcent petitions for certiorari .......................................
Adverse Vcision asrorada ................................................
SuLaon Court waivers of response .........................................

....

195

1986

1987

196
29
25
82.7
792

205
32
21
784
763

200
25
20
am0
750

Esthetes

1iqg
35
2M
2
M0
RO0
750

'Ito A
late
Section's major ron last year was to ensure that the Cceprohensive ( -ime Control Act of 19P4 (Title Ii of P.!. 98-471), would be
intilrinentcA in a manner fully consintent with its underlying [urp es. To ensure that, the Section.
--

rendered advice to United States Attorneys' Offices in connection with problem arising under the new Pet, including Infomation pertaining
to positions or policies adopted by the Departmnt, and of relevant arguments, including supporttng aterials.

--

hulled cases generated under the new Prt to enmtre a faw rable judfclal interpretation. Suc cases included ono upholding thn
crnstitutionality of the new pretrial detention provisions Iof the hiil statute and another onnstruing the "first appearanre" roquir
contained in the At.

--

nt

assisted in the preparation of the Government's petition for a writ of certinrari to have the Sureme Court review the ormstitutionalitv of
tl. new Act.

Anotlr important statutory slc ",swhich the Aplellate Section successfully sheparded during the year was the Speedy Trial Act. in connection
with this important Act, the Section prr wided advice tn United States Attorneiva' Offices on important policy issues arising under the Act, and
directly handled csses involving Isportant questions of statuitory construction.
several cases handled successfully by the Section included issues of critical isqrirtance to the rlepatisnat's mission, Ft
as: 0J..'. v. (Aith, in
which tic Court of Appeala held for the first tie
that qovernuental privileges applicable in other cases must be applied ales In espionae cars
brrssht under the Classified Inforwation Procedure Act. This case allowed the
noverrment tn insist upon a showing of special need before secret
infonrnat io is disclosed either to, or by the defense, including information relating to murveillanae gathering tedhniqunji A case in which the
TIird Circuit uitqold the President's pewr to convem a Ccmuni&sn ani appoint to it mmhers of the Judiciary, aver argsmants that auc
appointrf-nts violated the separation of poxrs; A case tqolding that any attruptcd assassination of an official guest of the United Staten (in
this case from India), may be prosecuted under 18 U.S.C. SI16, 1117, despite the failure of the State Deparment to formally designate the
victim as an "official guest" pursuant to internal regulations and, another case in which the Camrt of Appeals held for the first tiWe that the
cpnerrnm-i-t may obtaini frau the court, in appropriate cases, a protective order preventing a witness subpoenaed before the grand Jury from
dienlsirtj that he has appeared, the nature of his testimony, as well as which, If any documents, the grand jury requested.

ca

1987 Apptvpriation
Anticipatd
Perm
r's- .
WY Anmnt
OrqaniT'rd crima proscution ...........................
Inou-kanqe Goal:
lnit.'d States.

249

230

$15,090

19A8 Fase
Per
Pos.
WY
249

?30

A ruint
$16,770

19PRFotinste
Perm
Pos.
WY AMCrmt
273

?53

519,082

lncrrease/fxereas.
Perm
Pop.
W
krint
74

1e

3?' Ii'

To reduce the influence of major organized criminal activities on tle econamie, political, and social inntitutiwix of th.

Maior Otuixe-ties•
lV) conduct the investigation and prosecution of all mjor orqanixcd crime matters.
1%)initiate ncys investiaati'e appro:hes and ensure full ari appropriate use of all s.atutory and other tooc effective in orqanit7M crimm,
pl-osi 4-11t'(cc.
Tn prtwide prosre-tnrlal support and assistance to other Fnwiedral,

state arKu lo.Al officials oanmatting organ ned crime.

'R) maintain national liaison, planning and coordination vumvq all Frvloral agencies involved in orqanizod crime law onforcvyrrmrt.
has, ProIrmm [.!riptirsi: T1e resources of the Division's orqanir.ed crime proqram have Ix.en directed at those organized crime qrcxips which
ui4pxar to pose the qroatost threat to the ecenml c, political and social woll-heing of the country. Most of the attorreys in this prnqrm aro
AssICmid to VWianlzed Crifze Strike Forces located in 26 rajor cities where onrqanized crime is viewed as most influential and, therefore, constituting the greatest throat. The prram's Wasington-hased office is rosp nsilble for cvrrr.ing the activities of tho Strike For-s, arO
vnauritlq that they caply with the five general priority areas established for the. proqram: orqanized criminal involvnnt in lahnr-manruYynnt
racketeering, business infiltration, violent crime, public corruption and narcotics. The policy qktidancek provided to the individual Strike
Forces is also tailored to acyimnucdate special regional considerations. Fach inilvictial Strike Force is responsihle for onordinatinr the PFrOCral
'n cooperation with the U.S. Attorneys and with state and local authorities, it
effort against organized crisp. within its assigned region.
idontifies the maior organized crijre organizations aid w-tivitles, conducts the approprinte investigations, and prosecuted the tarq, ted oferV-eF.
E&ch Strike Force is cnsposed of criminal Division attorneys, investigators from virtually ev.ry Fexeral aqerg y corcerned with orqanizcel crime,
and, in many cases, representatives of state and local agencies. This interawrrnv approach means that more information is shared, that inrfficient cceqstitlon rmmq agencies and duplication of effort is reducoad to a minJmee, and that the expertise of a variety of disciplines is marshold for a unified, more comprehensive approach to the problem. Attorneys in the Strike Forces are brnuqht into an in-estiqatn at its

C9

Ir,-tn
to dtetine
whethr the case has suff icient merit to It critir uci, in I iqht of ertablisho priorities, end to ensure that Lh! crrvit-t
f.$ t
investigation
ih
it-h cq)
ies with all aplicable leqal reiuirwrnts ar takes advantage of the Most effective Statutor, trols avail,d,,.
11w WasJiiirtrn office is res cisibJle for assessing the relative neals nt different cities ai districts for Strike Forcm attention.
Final,,,
the ctjcv-tive to maintain liaison acn
all Feieral awiries involved In organized crime law enfircepent is beinq aIressed at twn levels.
First, the fart that each of the Strike Forces is crur-ea of representatives of virtually all these agencies means that an effective liaison is
reuritaire
at the sakiri level thrruoh day-tn-dv, on-the-job contact.
Prosec-utors
aid investigators wrk side-by-sido on their joint case,
ani Strike Porn, he&s are in coristAnt cxrmesnication with thn n
wnsorsof the lnestiqators' respective aqencins. Semalur,at the national level,
the chief of the prlren chairs the National rlrqanizcd Crifre Planninq Concil fNr
], which mrts a&lust ever rwinth. The maristers
repretcnt
ll 41h. Federal agencies crtatt
irs- organized crims,
a
sir prlsarv purprs senr ,i Are acdievinq a corArwnus cn planning national efforts,
ivlv'tirrn Strike Fnrt'e activities, iaintaininj liaison ar-rn4 Fderal &ICerr directors, sharing Infornation, and id ntifvim mi rr'solvinq crrnirn
A,.,eN

li!.rivnts and Itrkilrn:

1

Mit recent r-Tierieoce AM future proecticrrns of the O0rantre
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-Erosion of leadership. Malor ms leaders and operatives from tho MJdestern cities most heavily affected by organinfwl crinm were arAkmi
mEitantia prison termed following a proecution in Kansas City, Missnuri. Wvseph joey Doveso Aiqppa, boss of the Choago Sndilcate, and him
nriderbos, JtM "Tack the lackeym Ceone, received 281-year prison term. Carl rleiuna, a top candidate for boss of an organization in Kansas
city decimated by a pervious prosecution, received 16 year.' imqisormstt, as did Cleveland syndicate aer
Angelo Ia Pietra. Milton lotn,
the financial advisor to the Clovland mob, received a 34-year sentence. Milwaukee mob boa Pran* Balistriari was given a ten-year sentence (his
third in as many years) on an earlier guilty plea. All were convicted of creating and sharing in an systematic skim of cash fram ecsino in Ias,
Vegas, INevada.
Now landad underboss Ger-cro Anguilo was sentenced to 45 years in prisom and fined $130,0001 mob captain Samil Granit received a 0-ear
prison sentence and $35,000 fine, dhile syndicate me rs Francisco Anguilo and Donato Anguilo received 25- and 20-ear sentences. The sentence
wre passed in a racketeering prosecution in which six murder, previously unsolved, were attribute to the group, whidh used them to instill
discipline and ocmplianoe in carrying out other racketeering businesses. A second captain and the family counselor main to be trial. OSm $4
million in property was forfeited to the Gaverrsent.
-Infiltration of business. Family captain Michael Franzow was smtenoed to ten years in prism, fined $35,0(.) an ordered to Xsk restitution
of-10 million. In addion, $4.7 mill inn in prope
acquired by Fraunese was declared forfeit to the uovermnt. rransme had entered guilty
ploas to racketeering and other cOhares grumded in his participation in frauds omitted in the autoibile industry in Now York City. Stoe
include evasion of millions in gasoline excise tax owing to the Federal, State and local goverrnats, %uich represented xv of the rvatitution
ordered.
Colrmt)o family captain Salvatore Profaci was sentenoed to four years in- prison for bribing Jams Gow, a ftrer vice president of the A&Pfood
Stores, to divert the grocery chain's scrap corrugated bore to rcyc ling firm controlled by ProfacL. rkm was irqisoned for two yem.
-- ,rruption of Public Officials. Fomer Q* County, Illinois, Sheriff's Officers Brue Prasch and Jam0i Yesting were each sentence to 15
years in prison followed by five years' probation, conditioned on payt
of all taxes, penalties and interest. lr-sch comne the Vice
control Unit and Keating the rntelligenoe Unit. They and three other officers had received bribes frnu local prostitution operators for yawrs
prior to detection by an PDI undercover inventiqation. The oparstion &Iwn resulted in the indictment of the prostitution operation and of
Hichal Spilotro, brother of Anthony Spilotro, who attafaed to collect a mob "street tax." Michael Opilotro's body was found nert to that of
his botlher on June 22, 1986.
-it-b Violenoe. Vincent Frank Santa and IThms Orlando were onnvictd of extortion for their part in a threat to kill at rarno an emplone of
ani&Wi fright firm and reinstall pickets from Teamter Local 295 if agreed payoffs were not continued. Frank Calise, Presidunt of Local 295,
had plod quilty to a related indirtment earlier.
Guiltv pleas to racketeering charges were entered by Anthnv Colombo and sewmmteen of the 25 defendants assmciatnd with his crew of the Colmbo
family. Itioee enterinq pleas included three mob ebe ars. The indictmvnt had charged systematic violations of murder, extortion, rdU2erv, theft
and frai statutes. Colcmin pled to a prison sentence of 14 years plus half a million dollars in forfeiture &.-l restitution.

Cli

Ril of Angelo Ruggiorn %asrevoked In a previMouS pendincl drug charqn %Ahen he threatnd the ptoocrutor during a hail hoarlnq ocnircA b,. II
ndlcthint as a in~er of the Gambino family. Information developed during the hearing lnkicatrd that RuXqiero had hom a participant in three.
qanqland slaying, including that. of Paul Castellano, the late boss of the family.
Cltho fearily surhr Benjamin 'W'ioero was awarded a five-year annt.rsve for his part in fireoing the hrme of a ci .zen allegedly In&detcd t
a, associate of IrCicero.
-- Ia)Lor PacketorrI.
In t~at In paIablv the most significant labor rackoteerIng case of the decade, the Cturt of Apels affirsed the jtodcpent
nf tho lower court thich installed court-approntod trustees to replace the racket-riddlod wNen-mber exAcutJvn board of Temister Io,-"1 .60 in
Wwark, Nro Jersey. 7!he trial Crxait had foud, after a four-seth civil trial, that the local W been infiltrated
m by 'a*stArs" and "qarjsterr
aided and abetted by their relatives and sycothants" %4hohad wenqaged in a eultifacetewt orqy of criminal activity thidi had extinguished all
scublanc of union demc-racy. leotal 560 had been run for years by Anthony '%rt Pro Provenzano, a ca$,tain in the Gamino crime family.
ien ho
was sentenced to 20 yoars in prison for oztortion to be followed try a life term in e, York prisons for the slayJng of his original rival for
union office, his brother Munzlo took over the union. H" Nunzio received a ten-war sentence for labor rackotnetrin., a third brother,
Salvature, axAamxd the presidency and Tony Pro's daughter, Jcwtohina Provenzano, hvrae secretary-trssuror. The Oaerrmt brmxet suit uwk,r
the civil provisions of the racketeering statutes to tiurn the racals out and attexpt to place the union back into the hands of its vuWers-tho
fi rst such action ever filed in Federal court. Approval of this strategy by ths a peals court opme the credibility of wresting manv union
locals fren the control of organized criminals, and another such suit has already hnen filed. Ironically, the for.r trustees arn rxv spwwarlng
a letter-writing campaign to the President of the Unlted States protesting thn losa nf union deocracy.
-- r Taficking.7n Miami, Florida, Raymond Michael lieupsn was convicted by a jury foe imqrtinq and distributinq over 1,00 ten of
ne%"iuiCn
f979 until mid-1981, Therpecn had used the lAitv Yerht Centor as his haw. of operations, dispatching prospnxamn-lookin
cn)lov4-os (he had over 200) on shiny yachts to met sothex-ships offshore and bring in the Inads. At cron point, two of his attorneys even d%4vKI
the former president of the Demsnican Republic into aiding Um in landering the profits frrm the enterprise. (Both lawyers wrn also
convictd)
Forfeiture of the marina and othor propettv and equipment related to the rAmP ,prov*ls $4 million.
In litroit, Mlchigan, a cocaine ring run by -1.D. Thornton, originally capitalim'.t Io a $1 mJllinn arared car rctlerv, was hrrlco tn
orcNv.vt ion
of all major participants on racketearinq charges. Cash and property wnrth 9650,00i0 %amdeclared forfeit. nthorntnn was sentonxxv to '5 vr;1rn.
--tWashin tnn Operations. In addition to the mananmomt cadre., a mall staff of attornvys in *sd in WMhinqton, D.C., to qiv )oal stuport txi
the Strike Forres and U.S. Attorney
rn the racketeering, labor, gasibling and otlwr la
manaqod by the Sction and to staff mar pmoejets of
national import. The aigot for the Organted Crism and Racketeering Section in 1986 was Just o-er $14 million.
Prcrnrm hanmes.: 7Te CrLtinal Division requests an increase of 24 positions and S,312,000 to enable it to respond to thn rerrim-rdations of thn
t' alid
union on Or-ganized Crimm.

~s~
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In its report, tho Presidont's Cocmission on Organized Crimo rrtOd three major ctaractoPristics of organized crime in the united Staten tr ia'.
I,,
llw-- first place, there has boen a rapid growth in reent years of rnely organized, crime groups. Most ar .ethnic-based, althat54h ewi c'rqnat
in U.S. priscns or as wtorcycle gangs. They share with traditional organized crime, i.e., ta Come Nostra, a drive to establish a crimirkil
teraritorv, a disrespect for law and a willingneso to rely on viollmwe, criminality and Au
to achieve their n . Organized crimn in the
nil
tod States today is a complex tapestry of multiple qrups supported, wittingly or unwittlingly, by numerous protar',ora, specialists and
asacmiates. In the saocnd place, the ocamius in found that the forces of law enforment indeed have "the mob on the run.0 Recent mcosmes by
Jaw enforoxmnt against the leadership, mamirship, and associates of la O~oa Nostra have seriously disabled its operatinrn. ft emerging
groups cited in the report, however, are atteiting to fill the vacumm ad
recomom ai that law enforcement wt brn en its
pt.rspectivo to address the full panoply of organized criminal qroups and their methods of operation. The final finding of the Owai n has
been widely reported previously and has been the subject of a eagan Amdnistration program for several years; nmly, the increased
concentration of Organistd Crime on drug trafficking. Tds prcblem has bean, in general, the project of the Organized Crime Drug lnforcuat
Task Fortmsa W;
, in offenses, %here t, aditional organized Crim families are Involved, the Criminal Division's Organized Crime Strike Forv.s
have taken the prosecutorial lead.
in d &parata report on labor racketeering, the Cmasoissln has instructed thn Department of Justice to develop now initiatives against orqanizsl
crife activity in labor unions and the market plane. It has reommended the more widespread application of all the remedaes.avail.Ale to the
gornmwt, under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt OCqaniTed (ROD) 1,m,more extensive efforts to decertify hoodlum unions, and the
creation of industry-specific task forces to raemo organized crJio fras those industries. The Attorney General has created a working qrrup to
exeidne the C mission's reoe
atiaons and to implemet such new policies as appropriate.
In addition to the funds required to support the now positiors incIuded in this request, an increase of $95,000 in funds for omRrtim and awards
and an Increase of $565,000 for autamted litigation srpnrt are contained in thin request. The twertimo and aard funds are intended to bolster
the wralo of the overworked and underpaid miaport staff orrving In the Strike Force offices. Out of sheer dedication to the purposes of this
activity, clerical employees have been regularly voluntenring for owqxInratory leave in lieu of paid overtime. However, due to work pressure,
they have bewn, in mset instances, unable to use the compensatory leave thot they have earned. Morale is suffering badly, and sufficient funds
to provide for paid overtime and s
incentive awards will help to correct the present ineuVitable situation. In addition, the Strike Forces
are in ever increasing need for autsaatcd litigation supprt to index and analyze transcripts and other documnts that are rxsary to prepare
for qrand jury and courtroom presentations. The estimLawd requirment of $565,000 is based on the estimated cost of several recent projects that
the Division has considered, but ultimately rejected for lack of ftuAd.
1987 Appropriafinn
Anticipatod
Peru
Pos.
W Amount
ll jic i ntegrity .....................................

34

33

$7,341

1988 Bame
ieru
Poe.
WY Xmxmt

1988 Estimate
Peru
Pos.
WY Amount

Incroamefecrease
Peru
Poe.
WY PAnunt

34

34

...

33

$2,465

33

$2,590

...
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.Oals 1b enhance the public's confidence in elected and appointed officials at all levels of govexruent by deterring dishoety anA

comition in the dia*ha-rge of the public's business and 1w protecting the integrity of the franchise.

Major Objectives.
To supervise the investigation and onduct the prosecution of selected oorruptinn, oae at the Federal, State end local govrrient levels.
To supervise the investigation and oonduict the prosecution of all setters involving alleged criminal xisoonduct by Federal judges.
To msure an effective Federal law enforoant effort against election fraud and criminal crmflict

of interest inng Federal e.w)nees.

To assist U.S. Attrney personnel in developing their own capabilities to recognize, investigate and prosecute public orrtion
fraud offAues.

and election

To n.spond, within the statutory time limits, to comlaints subject to the Independent
Tmsel provisions of the ethics in CAernmet Art 128
U.S.C. 591, et se.
and, after investigation, to make timuly receedatione to the Attomey General concerning the need for the appointment of
indepvk-nt arwNI in such matters.
7o vuaablish and maintain liaison with the Inspectors Gena.ral ap others responsible for the investigatinn and administrative discipline of
;iblic employees and to oneure the flow of intelligence oscerning employee crim to federal prosecutorial personnel.
hase ProKrmDeecrfin
The Public Integrity Section prosecutes selected cases against Federal, State, and local officials, and its staff is
--- l
e as a souAe nf advice and exprtise to law enforcment officials and prosecutors at all levels of goverromet. In addition, the prnqran
serves an a center for planning, coordinating and implementing natioraide program focused on public corruption and abuse of the franchise.
A4avximately 75 percent of the program's resources are presently devoted to operational respmsibilities for investigation and litigation of
cas and matters, while about 25 percent of its resoucs are presently devoted to support of United States Attorney activities. In addition to
the oasm it hah developed itself or cases that arise out of its special initiatives, the prngrom is responsible for the proeoution of
corruption cases in which United States Attorney pernml have reed
thmelves, and it routinely assists in the disposition of public
corruption matters involving ulti-district problem or unusually sensitive subject mtter.
A

.ishsents and Iorkloat: Ite recent experience and projections for the future with regard to litigation for which the Piblic Inteirity
'ionish directl responsible are summarized quantitativelv in the following table:

Matters:

Item

Pendirxi, beginning of year .......................................
Opened ...........................................................
Closed ...........................................................
Pending, end of year .............................................

1985

1986

197

l1
145
123
134

134
298
285
147

147
160
161
147

Estimates

199
141
16'
165
149
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CawP IIead prosecutions)
Pending, begim"q
of year .......................................
(Vae d ...........................................................
CIoer ............................................................
PwndJnq, and of year .............................................

30
36
31
34

34
31
21.
44

44
31
36
40

40
31,
35
40

55
3
.........

47

CA

55

nispoitinn
of defendants in
ca"litited,
conwjcticu ......................................................
Aoxcittals/dismissals ..............................................
Other dispositions ...............................................

~t

-nd2g
n
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llebtions.
s Sectinn is resqxwnible for all Independent counsel matters under th. Ethics in Civernment Act. ibe
Socta x
l
8,- n
preliminary investigation, and prepares a reconsendatin to the Attorney Gem.al as to whetherr the Imkpendent
ourssel provisions have beow triggered and tothex a further invs1tgation is.warranted. The Section has boe dblo to apply a uniform standard
aid to develop a consistent prooedur applicable to each cae, ensuring that these matters are properly handled within the stringent time limitof the Act. Secently, the Section haa handled preliminary investigations of allegations against Onrmvr hit imuse officials Michael fleaver and
1nin Wfzigar, and allegations against Justice Department officials concerning their handling of a n,11 Inr.estlqatinn of the Enviroanntal
Protection Agency, and allegationsa conoarnng the transfer of arm to Iran and the diversion of the proceeds from sal
to the Nicaraqu&n
rontras.
-lnvestigatfons of Federal
and Fodpxal lJ
l
forexivnt Officials. The Public Integrity Section has exclusive jurisdiction over
all-atinns aini t federal Mppdi. in FY 1936, the Section Eciaind the conviction of Chief Judge Walter Nixon of the Southern District of
Misissippi on charges of perjurv.
Cases against federal law enforxammt officials are alan frequently handled by the Section. For exacaple, in FY 19A6, the Section cttairyi the
conviction of an Assistant Inited State. Attorney in Nw York on dnx; charqgs, the eviction of an FAI agent in California on charges of pnrjurv
ccronrnirq his theft from the government, wnd the convictions of several members of the South Florida Druq Task Force on allegations of fraud
against the governt.
-- Flectinn Crimos. A vncial Election Crimes Branch has bohn part of the Section since 1980, end it has imminconsiderable prxgress in making
olecton MrMT national priority. The Branch has three maor functions: it proaocutes selected cases itself, such as ona ongoinq project in
North Carolina in which over 40 conviction& fcc vote fraud and related offenses have already been obtained. Through such proaecutinns and
aonrmpanying appellate victories, previntialy unclear areas of election fraud law have heca clarified and endorsed by the curt, and use-d %,ith
increasing fregeecy around the country. Secondly, the Branch provides advice ard su4;port to the United States Attorneys' Offices in the
application of election fraud and caapa"qn financing laws to the myriad situations that arise in the course of a caepaiqn and election. Finally,
in order to encourags greater amrenass of election crime, it has taken on a major role in training prosecutors and election officials, qiving
lectures on the various statutes available to coradt these offenses, and publishing four editions of a czamprensive election crimes mantil.
C15

-- Otlir Section Priorities. The ahre are the mst. publicly visible of the Suntinn's responsibilities, but It has also initiate a niditr of
(kotr iqxrtant
lic &Wruptlon projects. The Section ha developed valuable axportiae and clmo wwrLng rolationij with the CIA, thn Ftat
DipArtmint, and other agcjies with overseas oporations, enahlirq it to reeoto a maber of crime oasarrinq in whole cr in rart overseas. in
the past, these cases have received little attention becamis they ae plaq
by diplomatic ceaplioationa, extrvsly qaensivo travel,
uwiVrative witnesses, xyd evidonne beyond the reach of raoess. Despito these prtlem, the Section has actively pursued overseas onrr
ion
ruasca, and has sucoesfully prosmted Awrican officials for their crime omitted atroad. For exa le, in IY 19 8, an officer of the thited
States Agency for International Developowt assigned to North Y1mn pled guilty to defram Inq the goveriunt.
0-ritlicts of interest is another area of corruption %farethe Section has focused Its attention. The area of the criminal law demlinq with
conflicts of interest is omplex and tactical, and is only hegining to take on substance throg liti nation. The Set:tIon'c
CinflietA of
7:,te.rrst Crhms Branch handles several conflicts prosecutors each year, and fields many reqests for advice from other federal agcies and
pnW)cutors.
State and local oorruption continues to be a high priority of the Scrtion.
Miasassi i, Boston, and FRIde Island.

In FY 1986, th

Section handled mPao

local cooil4*ioh proiocta In

Prouj

Change,
The Criminal Diviaon is requesting inrcaes for the Public Intrgrity action mounting to $12.000 fc overtime and incoentlve
,14,000
for eplovee relocation fntues, $57,W00 for travel expenses and $42,000 for auoated lit iction port.
The inrruse in
ovrtime and amard funds will bolstr the sagging male of the Section's surqrt staff. The reloation funds will assist in the rocruimont of
exporiencad federal prosecutors %toare asked to transfer to the tWdinigton, D.C. location of the Public Integrity Section. The travel airmy
will croble the Section to, intervene in criminal proecutons in all lnstvr-ona when the U.S. Attoeiav does not posses sufficient staff or
spocialized expertise, Wwn an irvutigation has been cxoinated elusively by the Division and referring the prosecution to thn U.8. AttortNe
riuld be imIractical because of the complexity of the case, or whan a prorxtimn requires intervention by national authorities in order to
erolinate aspects of the case that extvn bend a single judicial district. Finally, the increase for autmted litigation muPqort will moalo
tho Sretion to apply appropriato tectology to indexing xW analyzingj tranwrIlts and other domnts that are aesontial to preparation of strand
jury and orautrrw. presentationa.
1987 Alqropriation
Anticipated
P'zu
Peg.
WY hwut.
Fraud .................................................

80

71

Fi__jl- Pae Goals 1b reduce the incidence of sititcollar crime tbh
ii-ion, and pxdslmnt of white collar crime offenses.

$5,414

1988 Base
Peru
Po.
WY mmont
8

74

$5,114

1988 Fatimeto
Peria
Poe.
WY
mut
86

78

$6,522

Tnem11Wr.ase
Peru
Pee. WY Peru-t
6

4
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a ormMtonaive program of prevention, detection, investigatJon, rose-
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Pu or €1j m*ivest
To owwimct fraud prooeLions uhldih ricriuJre reusouri

that excooi

the capacttv of Individual U.S. Attnrrovs.

1r) a.xitit in the formlatin of prnsocutnrlal prn]icios, oejito.ally through the nrwiuct of selecrtd litigation %doic will nserv, tn &rm rstrAt
virilitv of particular statutop, theorina or tartinlqwm as widel prosecuutions.
To duiovelcqt nd enhiance Incal, state, fodral mwi international low erltorus2

To identLfv reAtrinq illegal wtwms and devise now pactices and prKocds

tijw

mncmration in conatting %tiit. ollar crime.
for PLnimising crlprtwdtie

for criminal conduct.

To purwide sqpcialized trainimi tr, pro ecutors and invftigatorn on offectivn techniques &Anprnmoeures for investigatin
collar crim cases.

bnd pacoecutinq thitn

Iawi. Prrrm rMerriptlon3 WheFraudt irwTram's overall nbiectJves are acqilishn-O to a great imtnt, thrumh the twxk of its frur litiqatlnq
M A Its Dfense Procrv
t Fraud Unit. The primary function cf the litiqating bratdhes, around thich all other functions ara demlqnad,
is tv. onnduct of on)o criminal Jnwstigations and prnooutlon.
The aslactimn of specific ilnestigations is haseJ on a varifty of riterla,
inc ding: mnittuds of the alleged fraud sala0 ability of tited t ta Attormy's ofrion to handle ocaxleidtyl uniue fact pattern or thenru
of prorecutin/ivwestiqatimn and, cxxtzLbutJnn to long range promemtorial goals. many of the invetigations ae c lma x and laigthy. romd|rlnq
over two yoar. to develop, and a taan of investiqatmrs and auditors with the #wiction prosecutor directing the tem. ?to rfsxA program has bron
actively involved in nusrous MD proonmet fread ossas draxna from the nearly W0 ml)|on par daw spent by MO. I snq their esperimvvx frnm
project inns and investigation e, Section attorneys Fwww* trainirq jawrorm for Fodorql aislitoe a
investigators on a regular heris. In the
securities fraud area, the Section waintains liaison with the national offloe of the Securitie ad bdiwse Cnaior
(|SF) and with the
O~me sion'm eiht regional rffioes. Section attorneys are investigating seeril ratters referred from C national heetpaartors and regilem)
offices. The Section is often instrntal in obtaining evlmo from foreign jrlsdictions through the iqlenntatn of treatica aid excutive
agronmins an the use of Letters ftqatorv rroa-edings, through reciprocal asaistaac provided by fomiMq prceocu bxs as a result of tho
assistAnre provided to tham by the program, and thriuagh diplomatic channels as a result of the prrWm's close liaison with th/ rapsrtm t of
Stato. Section attorney are assigned to aesit in the administration of the Fbreign Cornq* Practioee Act F A) rovlew proceek", establiswd
to satisfy the Presidential directive to provide guidanos to the business ommix ty, thereby reAducing any ei4ort disirtewtlves created bv pnrmnlved adbiguitise in ttv, "3A. Section attoiWs also provi& staff sifort. to projects of th E 'xric
Crime QCzncl, with the Section chief
aervirn as biacutive Diractor of the Comcli.
hzutoh this work in particular, Section attnevs maintain ongoing liarim with several
Inqrmtrs Ceneral.

"

rishwvpts and Wrkkload. The recent ruqierirems and pro)ectcn
Ijinafilbe
are mmariud below:

for the future with rnard to litigation for twih the Frmd Section is
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item
Patters:

Pending, beginning of year .......................................
o ended ...........................................................

atmnts
1985

1966

1987

74
30

47
30

20
5o

30
6A

1968

Closed ...........................................................
Pending, end of year .............................................

57
47

57
20

40
30

CA
40

inl, beginning of year ......... ..............................
opened ...........................................................
Clole ...........................................................
Pending, and of year ........................ I.....................

34
17
31
0

20
17
31
16

16
30
25
21

21
35
30
26

Disposition of defendants in
e tit ational
......................
icin0 ...............................
Acquttals/Dimissals ............................................
Other di
positions.............................................

55
2

38
10

70
......

a5

2

......
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xDrirq 19"6, the Fraud Sectiom's Defense Procureint Fraud Onit continues to pnrsu cases of mimhagizng, product substituition, falsifi Atin of
testing, kickbcks, and illegal sale of bidding information. rculd Defense System, Inc., a major defense mnntrn-tor involved in the develrnrrmt
and manaifacture of Havy torpoddes, was convicted of making fa)o statements in wmcaytion with progress parents a contracts aid mlochrgix
labor. Gould was fined $50,000 and paid the Wn!.tMd States approxiatoly $3.6 million in penalties. The OFF Goarrnt System amp. was
rxmvicted of conspiracy to onwert Defense Department documents containing classified information to their ow use, was fined $10,000, and paid
over $3.6 million in civil penaltios.
tree individuals were also charged and arc. awaiting trial. The Unit's investigation of the 1efornw
Indutrial Supply Cater (DISC) in Philadelphia resulted in the onvictinna of five corporatione, eight corgirata officials and twelve DISC
aplnyees for jiving or taking bribes totalling ovr $500,000 to influence procurcnt decisions in defense contracts. The nit, working with
the Federal Pirem of Investigation (FBI) and the Defense Criminal Investigative Service, obtained convictions of the president and other
personnel rf Golden Gats Forge and Flano, Inc., for cons iring to falsify rt sults for pipe fittings in nuricar s&,d rine then the mtertls
failed to met military safety specifications for strength and cheical ocp.witio.
Defective materials, supplied by this firm to at least 11
navti installations, have been removed from several nu.lear sutserines. "v metenric growth of bank failures, particularly those db to insider
freds, has led to a no criminal referral systa developed hv the Bank Fraud ltrkinq Grotp. This body is comprised of the five financial
regulatrv agencies, the FBI and the Departmnt.
The Fraud Sectinn'plays a major role in this Group.
The Section is carrying out a directive to upgrade, audit vA4investigate capabilities of Health and HMsen Services (HHS)to detect health care
provider frar
'he Section rganized a training oonference on halth care irovider fraud enfo tement efforts for rwresentatives of the health
care prvizrs, tn MBI, INS, U.S. Attorneys and the Fraud Section. In a ma:or Medicare provider fraud oe,
a thoracic mwgecm was convicted or
conspiracy, Medicaro fraud, a"d extortion charge.
In stencing hm to 10 3vars and the maximum fir ($70,000), the judge stated a desire to
drtcr others and make it clear that white-trllar Ooffenders hae no special status in our sasta of criminal lustioe, strengthening not nlv the
Section's effOts to ombat provider fraud but to btain stronger sentecing deterrents in tbits-collar crime.
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Finally, In a case preecuted jointly by the Fraud Section and.the United States Attorney's Office in Hawaii, senmld pwaeid was oonveIfti on 94
counts of mail fraud, securities and other clarqps for dovicinq a Ponzi srctme thrisih which he defrauded approximatolv 400 investors of sA-r i?
million. Mien
ldle firm collapsed end went into Nsnkruptv4y, he claimed that he was merely operating a front for the Oentral Tntolliqacme
Agency. RPAeld was sentxxeed to a total of 80 years in prison, fined $35?,000 and ordered to makA restitution to all of the investors nmsd in
tkk! J ndicbnent.

Pg_____g.a: The Criminal Division reguests an increase of 6 prsitinns and $708,000 for the prosecution of cases involving procurement fraud
In the FederlGerent's space explorat ion and national defense programs.
On AxiSt 26, 1982, Attornev General Smith and Secretary of Defense Weinberger agreed to establish a special unit to investigate and prosocult
fraud and corruption cases involving Department of Defense IMMf) prcuremnt oontract.
The Defense Procurement Praud Unit was established
within the Fraud Sectin of the Criminal Division n r-tnbar 15, 1982, and is now operating fr6a its am offices in Alexandria, Virginia. It
w4'I however be relocated along with other Criminal Division compnents, to theBond tiildfng, at 14th and Now York Averas in NuiMiigtcn, D.C.,
itt Januarv 1987.
In the last three years, the Unit and the Fraud Section has fcKused on a number of areas, the principal as-sii thsm being the intentlzmal
mibi-tarqinq of laLor costs by Defense. tymtractors. The first of these casen to orer to a circlusion was United StAtes v. -WTTY Corporatin.
Sperry agreed to enter a guilty plea to Intentional mischarqinq on an Air Form. oontract involving the MinutOmAn Missile S yStM. An part of thn
plea bargain, Sperry alqreed to make restitution to the United States in the ammint of $600,067. Another of tbase cases is United States v. rculd
Defense Svteis Inc. Gould pled guilty to five civil mattcrs and paid back in excess of $2.2 million which include.
e dmb7a f tho
criminal mir
. An individual manager of Gould was acquitted b', a jury. A more recent case is the Indictment of General Dvnmnics and four
c pratn officials, including a former NP.SA
Administrator, for shifting contract s#o-enses for the Divisional Air Defense Gun Systas (DIVD))
prototype contract to independent research and develertcnt or bid and proposal ovrhmad acomts. The Unit has also successfully prosecuted
other isdharging cases and is handling another two dozen mischarging investigations.
The ,it is also resxnsible for the prosecution of ME Gcmerrmnt Svtams, Corp. for nospiracy to defraud the UMited Statrs by unauthorized
c-"PArsion of Dupartrent of Defense documents containing classified and proprietary information. GTE has plende quiltv and three indivJdukals
are awaiting trial pending an appeal by the united States of the trial Judge's order autherizing the defendants to disclose classified
Information.
Another rajor focus of prosecution ts product substittition cases in which cxmanies sell aubstandard .cods to D.
The Unit has successfully
prosecuted five indivirlals for directinq thu alteration and falsification of test result in cxaesct ion with the manufacture nf defectiJu pipe
fittings for installation In nuclear suahaarinos. 7e material provided by &oldon tate Forgu z- Flanqe, Inc. had critical application in
sulaurines and has been located and removed frnm several submarines. The Unit has half a dozen active cases In this area. Unit attornern h&ve
participated in approximately two dozen training sessinns for auditors, invcst.iqatnrs, and prosecutors during tha last year.
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The last major area of cor,-ntraticn within the Unit corxerns bribarv of public officials In relation to prormnt decisions. The Unit has
To data, five corporations, ten corporate
coordinated a major investigation of the Defense Industrial Supply Ce*er (DIUI in Philadolrhtal.
officials and ten DISC Iivers have been convicted. TWODISC buyers were convicted in July for soing
more then $100,000 in bribes eati. fth
proeswuwtons have established aproximately $500,000 in bribes. Additional prosecutiins have resulted in the sispanaian and debazamt hI DM of
several dozen lndividuals.
As public corrn for the efficiency of the space exploration ogrm continues to qrow. especially with the Strategic Daufems Intiative that
has attract many Defense contractors, the Defense Procurmit Fraud Unit will be expended to the Spam/Defense Proouromnt r rud Iftnt. The
Criminal Division has already had one successful prosecution involving fraid in the cntruction of the shuttle lattch facility and mother
involving micro-cdips used in satellites unsuicoessfully launched into orbit.
atrcMus allegations of fraud Involving both the specs aWIrsvtion
and defense program hav rot been as effectively developed as the camen that are now bei q remvlmd by the Dafeum Procurmnt Fraud Unit. In
crder to ensure adequate staffing fo- these increased responsihilities, an increase of t!,ree attorney positions, m paralegal and two clerical
positions is requested for 1988.
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-rTo Gal T ocutat the growth of major criminal oteprisos involvoA in drug trafficking by prosecuting the organizers and heads of
criminal organizations that manufacture, smuggle, and distribute illicit drugs on a national or international scale.
Pajor Ml)cv-tivess
To asist in the formulation of Federal d
prosecution policies, including the devolmnt of innvat-ive investigative and project ria
sethxds and the cdanoeevnt or modification of eoisting statutory authorities to foster mor. effective drug enforcement.
To proom--ute directly and/or to assist U.S. Attorneys In major internati amland malti-district cases involving the sat
in implmomnting innovative F rancutorial methods, especially in the area of narcotic -relatd financial investigations.

mignificent violators or

IN) furnish instruction that will imprve the effectiveness of federal enforcment agents and prosectors who are responsible for investLgating
and litigating drug cases.
To Iwrlmine interagency and inter-jurisdictional cooperation in the conduct of drug nvestiqations and drug proeecutions.
To provide logal advice to the Executive Director of the Crqanized Crime Dru.; nfororment Program anii to otherwise assist the Director In matters
pertdinbog to policy, imlmentation and evaluation of the program.
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ao Propran riescrion
This program warks to allJate the cneptu1l and qx-rational iprblem1 that have historieally Iimitd the o-'frctlv,..Its effort^ involve threo smin areas of activity. Organizing major investiqal ions and prrutot iwr.
that extend traditional mthodis, assuminM direct resxnsihility for the prosecution of specific asses and Providir legal mwq-rt, in th' form (if
instruct ion and advice, to drug enfocemnt and preecutorial agenios. The first activity is to be exoslifivd by Operat ion GCoerack. %bis
highly sophisticated enfcent
operation is directed at identifying the assets and profitA of Illegal drug traffickinq organiationa end then
suizing and dbtaicnq the forfeiture of those assets.
thea. efforts to disnt
the financial arrangements m rting drug distribution nntur1s
are oon a.ted in addition to the prosecution of offenders under the drug laws. This progrm has provided hamla-on training for enfrcemnt
agents and prosecutors in investiqating and prosecuting the financial aspects of drug case.
Tho program. in addition, ha. fostered owrsng
Intwrageny oopsraton because the inveatigatione are cwAxcted on a mlti-agency basis.

nros of thn Federal drug enforcamnt effort.

All of the came for hich the Section asms operational respinsibility involve Drug Snforoomt ,aniastration
Claes I vinlatora, hae
international or siulti-district ramifioations, and Involve more than one federal investigative agency. The criteria Considered in evaluatinq
reaxiats for this program's involvment include, the size, oomplaxity and iqxrtanoe of a caae, the extent to whidh the case exceods the UrdtM1
states Attorney's res-ourcs, tho likely invetigativ and prosecutive remlts if the Section olras the case, and the ied ftw multi-distrJct
or intoragency oordination.
heVse cases are also urdartaken at the request of the U.S. Attorney in sltuations viver the U.S. Attorney has
ineufficient resource, whore there oould be a oonflLct of interest or for me other
roprLata reason. The legal m*prt activities of the
Section include advising U.S. Attorney puwarmwe] on such matters a. r"lamont procedure, and renont court decisions, etc., reviwing adverse
district court deriaions for consideration of appellate review, analyzing legislative proposals, -r1cing training course and conference,
pub)iahing a regular now}etter and assorted meomgraphs, and participating in interagency working group@.
!-M~lish~mts and Mt~rklrad. The recent experience and projections for the future with regard to ltigation for which the Narcrtic and
Drug Section is
rety
reapmsible are presented quantitativelv in thr following tab)e:
Item

Estimates
1985

1986

117

46
3
10
39

39
14
a
45

45
In
10
45

45
In
10
45

40
5
10
35

35
17
15
37

3'
10
10
37

3'
10
10
37

19M8

Matters:
lkrding, beginning of year .......................................
(q Mnd..........................................................
rh . ...........................................................
luvdinq, end of year .............................................
Cas_. (oad prosecutions) j
Pcnini, Iginming of year .......................................
openedd ...........................................................
CIOand ...........................................................
Pending, end of year .............................................
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Disrsitinn of defendants in cases litigatds
Convictions ......................................................
kc-quittals/dismissals ............................................

123
t

Other dispneitions ...............................................

.........

57
2

50
......

so

Sume of the major accrvplishments of the Narcr.tic and DanrProus Drui Soctinn in FPicAl Ynar 1986 include the Cndlrad~ngl
-Major prosecutions. The Section proecutes directly as/or assists the U.S. Attorneys in major international and muti- district cases.
caAs usually i nve
significant violators, the testing of innovative prosecutorial methods, cpecially in the area on narcotics-related
finanrisl investiqation., or prosecutions under rowly enacted statutes.

ilYre

In Providcex, Phtdh Tslmn, thp Section was in-olved in a joint tAsk force investigation which included the II, DWA,and the JIS. As a remilt
of the druq-wsmuglinq o oratinn, two indictments were returned. In the first, a drfendant was named in three cuts, for ewcinn of tayes Jn
tho Exond Indictment, 14 defendants were nahed in a 15-count qdl ctuent charging 41) a continuing criminal entorprise, (2) crnspirw to irrt
and rv-,.,ess with intent to d'r.tribute, 13) mAtantive counts of isportatinn and possession with intent to distrihute, (4) intemtatn
ami foreign transrnrtation of securities, the prooeds of whidh wpre ntainnd by fraud, |5) filing of a false tax return, and
(6) making a false statfnemt to an agent of the IJS. All but one of the nonhqjitive defexaiants have boen convicted or pleaded .uiltv.
in Virqlnia, 14 defendants pled ypiltv in an Orqnlod Crime Drug
ef inrnt Tank Force (Kxlr) investigation of a continuin criminal
entorpriso, t which included a retired cx inty police officer, who was traffickirx
in sartuana and later cocaJnn for a period of oiqh to tn
years, between 1974 and 1992-184.
The Section Is involved in a prosecution of n-roximatoly eiqht individuals In OkeecWdo Countv, Plorida.
ls
indiviAmaIs usd a raryi, with a
clandestine airstrip to Lxport ntlt-ton quntities of rvirijuana and multi-htudred kilogram quAntitien of cocaine.
w. qr%rd jurv rtunTnA n
six-count indictment against four of the defoesimats. Three of the dofendants are nonpratinq witnesses; and have plnd guilty. Trial against theremitining defendants is lending.
Tn Florida, an indictaw.nt was returned against 18 individAls, including a St. rlt.rsx-q attorney and a stockbroker.' hs
5-cunt indicbw-.t
charged various defendantn with Packetoer Inft-ned and Corrupt Organirtations (iot(), RImTconspiracy, marijuana larrrtatinn and distrilutin,
and mnoy laivdorinq offenses. Five of the defendants pled guilty, two remain fugitives and fourteen went to trial. T7elve defendmts wtere
ronvictei and aentenced to serve prison term ranging frem six to 110 %ears.
An inte.nrve invistigation was undertaken approximately two years aqo by the DrFu/PMD Dnig Task Poroo, WO and the TBI to disrut* the Panzardli
nan-otic trafficking organitatio tw h,ichas been operatinq within the District of PA.rto Rico, the t.S. Vlrqin Islands, euA the Carithoan
islao s, for appre-imately ton vAr.
A total of 62 persons have been indicted, 43 of shrm have bFn arrest Ad or wern already in -ustrdv on
othe-r charges. One extradition rrx]ueot is in progress. Vhe investigation has yilold sufficient evidose for the sbirn of 12 re"idonixo
, 11
vehicles, throne spoedaats, and 12 airc-raft. The drugs involved are multi-ton quantities of marijuana, multi-kilo quantities of cxoaino an,
hWroin, and 400 gram of hydruwrphine.
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n
:
Te Criminal Divisinn is requesting iwrroasm for the Narcotic and Flngerom Dru Section affmmtInq tn $1.,000 for covertimn w-al
tivve awds , $17,000 for emplyooe relocation expenses, $77,000 for travel expenses and $35,000 for autcmated litigation mj.rwrt. The
increase in overtime and mard funds will bolster the saying moralo of the Section' support staff. The relocation funds will assist in the
rocruitmnt of experienrAd federal prosecutors
o are asked to transfer to the Wad
tngten,D.C. location of the Narcotic and Denigaros Dru
Section. The travel sney will enable the Section to intervene in criminal prceeutin in all instances
the U.S. Attorney &es not pnewmts
sufficient staff or ecialized expertise, Ween an investigation has been crdinatmd exclusively by the Division and referring the proeution
Ln the U.S. Attorney twuld be impractical because of the complexitv of the case, or when a prosomtion requires intervention by national
authnritias in order to cnxedinato aspects of the case that extend beyond a single judicial district. Finally, the incrosse for atmated
litigation mqport will enable the Section to apply apopriate technology to indexing and analyzing transcripts and other domwnts that are
essntial to preparation of grand jury and aczrtroam presentations.
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jvi Aane GoalI 7b enforce, in an effective and uniform manner, approximately 100 criminal statutes and regulations affecting the national
security nfoeign relations of the United States.
Major Cbjectives:
Yo Investigate and litigate cases and matters in the area of national security.
1o provide oversight and a ervisin of all prosecmtions involving the Neutxality statutes, the
the kuport Administration Act and the Classified Information Procedure Act.
Th rovian legal sup

pionage statutes, the Arms Fpq

Control Act,

rt and JrAtstigative guidance to All Federal Investicat ive agencies engaged in national seority matters.

To ashinister and enforce the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FAPA| a;d two additional registration statutes.
4 nforce the Federal Regulation of Lttyin Art, a conflict of interest statute, and a portion 6f the Federal Election C(aige Act of 1976.

7b provide assistance to Members of Congreas and all other appropriate officials involved in the regulation of lobbynq.
To provide staff supplxt (in particular, the Executive Secretary) to the InterdLpArtttal CQuittea on Internal Security IRCIS).
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.. Za rh
ipttin "ti lt4am anfnroe statute &id rcwugatiam rmlatinq tn the natiomi axcurity and foreign relation of t, Ilnitexi
tatte
s supervising investigations and pmmnwutiona invoving naticrml mecrty and foreign relatiorol pevidinr legal and pliev quidno to
ll.S. Attornye, law enfrce
t agniead
the nto lgeu,,
ommity in the area of ,atirml security litigtinni adisirdatering and
finrlcnq
Ui FM, Including tim registration of r I tativew of foreign gowvri ents and entities;l a
rising investigation, crvucting inspections
ad cxductlng all IAlM-rulatad criminal ad civil litiqatic s Iwoding specialized lega1 spt
to 11.3. Atternev in the area of poicv
interptvtatein, legal emreadch, ad the daftinq of iMnictetas, pleadifni and other legal ppars directly partilipating in criminal litiqat in,
including grand jry proosedings, trials, qapala, aid related laW actimas drva iplng, analysing ad evaluating prqxoa1 leqialatnn related
to thn Inbwnal eurty tie' r caring m the ftol point for trtaraimv raordination in ma such as eqdnnage, neutrality, arm export
ontvzl and eort
adiMa trt
violation ardasme involving tim Claifild Inftntin
Proarea Aftj and, providing staff support person,rw, including the Maoutive Secretary, to the Ifftsdqumtal C .itte
o nternal Securiy.
a22M) '
I and wiqtloadt ie armmt uq--leoo aid po-ectiore for the futuiw with regard to ome
to dirwuy , -n- MM is 8warizd quntitatlvely in tie follzdng tablet
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Wiring fiscal year I 9 , ve indLividAmls
rw Lndictnd for eApirmage. Trv of thew wre convicted after jury trials, throe entered plmAs of
quiltv, aid am cse in pending trial. Altonally, six individuate ho wvrn indktiA before Octcbnr 1, 1985, were comVictd qc eternd pleas
of guIlty to
e ge or epiaoage-rsated offee dwrng tho fiscal year.
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John Walker, a retired Navy warrant of firer and one of thu mirt algnlfient apies of the pmt.-44r era, and his ron Ilchinl, a maw, mAli

rd pmvi,
entered pleas of guilty to charges of epionage on behalf of the Soviet Urnn.
ursarint to their plea aqremmita, they will be aenonr4d to 1if#
mprisonmmt and 2S years' Irisormnt, respectively. Arthur Walker, a retIrtd Iaym, officer, Jnhn s Iother, %ms sentenced to ljfn fmris-iVVnt
for his Iurticpatin in the spy ring. Ithi-oafter, John Walker testified at tIh trial of him c ief supplier of crvpa*c[rahi aomrrte, loarv
Alfrnd btwltirth, a retired avy chief radim.
Whitworth was convicted after a four-oonth trial, the longest espionage trial in U.S. history.
He wan sentenced to 365 years' imxiomnt by a J09e who catld him onm of the mnst ajvctacular spine of the century and ordered that thn
47-year-old MWitbmth not be released on purle until ho has served 60 years of his mentoncm.
Ftrmer Foderal Dureu of Investigation (I)I agent Pildard V. Miller wan onvLcted of espLonae and bribery involving the Soviet Union, rosultim
frr his association with a Soviet mLigr, Svetlam v
(
odnI
a. lie was eontimie to life Imisqtiat.
Fvoral prosecutions Involved the sale to forign government of inforimtLon oconmning or derived frrmi United States intellqence ant.ivition.
Ronald Pelton, a foomm eplove of the Natinal Seourity Agrocy, was convicted of providing the Soviets with highly mnmitive infocrut nn about
signals intelligence projects. larry tlf-lai Chin, a retired Central Intolligeno Agency (CIA) smployoo, was oonvicted of providing Jntolliqonce
information frm CIA files to the People's Prephlic of China. Jonathan Pllard, an Intelligence analyst for the Navy, vho fuuidhed intelliprc'o
information to Irsael, pled quilty., with his wife Anne Hend s n Pollard, to espionage ard related of fwmes.
Cbnictlons in two other aspi a
cases bem the basis for two international prinoner exchanv . Karl Yxxndrr, a fonwr C A msloyeo, mntetiv
a plea of guilty to e"dmige on behalf of Cxodvwlovakia, was anteved to life imprivww nt, and then eadvcnqod for Amtolv Scharaneiv, the
Soviet dissident and humn rights activist, ani three Individuals incarcerated in Fast Vernny for espionage. The mrqd exr-ange resulted frrs
the promotion of CIA elnvem Fharon R ranago and Mictmel Soussndis, a cltiton of CRwna. Scrago pled guilty to disclosing the identition of
cocmmrt CIA asets in Ghana to Souasoudis, who entnrod a plea of mlo contenroe to reoivirq the information n behalf of his gnvorramt.
Thereafter, SoAsoudis
excahia
e~aan
for a nistor of
;wret-osr3W dy ma a result of cranage's di .lomtres.
hainq the met significant eonrt control cases during the year areas
-

"tmus rinuley and 13 otter Individuals who warn arrated as ttey boarded a chartered airplane to lnsntm a mrcesuy efq*tditirs to overthrow
the Coverreant of Surinme, forwarly rktch Ckiana, in South America. All of the defoeante entered guilty pleas. The three organt-o ri of
this expedition pled guilty to felony charges. This case resulted from an uwdnnover Investigation by the FBI a"d the United Stetee Cmtcas
Service.

-

Seven mobr of a criminal organization in the PNvtnn, Masactuaetts, area wha- w m dwhany in a 19-count irdictivrst with the attaiptnd
illegal eqzort of tons of wea
, eplasives and related military oquiwmot to ti Irish lP4blican AT-., and the att i pted importatcm of
36 tre of marlj4ana into fkloton. The wmapons wore loaod on a ship in Masashtritts, and several dave later, this ship mot off the c a.st
of Ireland with Another ship, aid tho wmapons ware transferred. Wucewr, Irish naval and law enfxor
t authorities barde the ship mA
seized the wonma.
Right individuals who were charged with renepirarv and astetAntive offerces of thn Rmtetesr Influenced and Qrrvt: Organizatiom (PI |
statute and with seditious eonpiracy in Mnsachusotts. The indicbmnt chnrges that dtoring a period frrm 1974 thro.h l9.5, the do4' on Amt
framed and participated as an organization to bring about the omrthrow of the. nitod States through a sries of 19 )btinnqs
and nine bxv
rdisories.
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Piloor smicruwhtora, a Spanish arevny, witict. pled guilty to charges that frm lq79 to 12.,
iconttor manufacturing equipment to the Soviet Union and Cuba, in violation of the W.
for five years.

Piher diverted In tvnr s of $2 millifi txwth of
Piher war fined $1 bi-lUioi and pltvid n irntatiwn

John J. Meravish who was sentenced in Georgia to five years' qpriacrenw t following his omvction on off -es undor the AM, dhwaring the
unlawful export of military aircraft part to Iran and (hlo. the Clourt ordered the forfeiture of $4.S million of aircraft parts whch were
6
selCd by the United States Cutos Service.
Heinz Gol i txhx-k, *n Austrian national,
o was aentnrvcd tn Now York to three m-0 cm half years' iqWOri eent after his onrJcticm on chargea
of cunapiraco to export military hulicqptors and TOWmisilao tn Itran. r. GqILtUKwk had boe arpsated in Canada And OttradlitO to thJe United
Stes.
Wori r J. fthemuen, a Mast Geman national, who wan extradited tn stand trial in Calif a, by a kitish oart, cn a l6-onunt indict t.
Bruchlausen is diarged with a schem to dafra d the United States by fvjxwting in awmes of $0 million worth of oraputrs and semioonAwtor
wmntifacturing materials to the Stwiet Union, in violation of the national sorurit- ctrals plced an such equipment unde the PM.
Fnkard 3. Elkins, a California businrsamo, and 11 othor defondanta including Lilwan nationals, who us charged with eaqigtini tun ix
1-100-30 coaeroil aircraft and spare parts to Libya, in violation of the EM and related atatbtee.

heed

The Internal Security Section received 139 additional reqistrations under the PAM, bringing the total mmimx of reqiatration to 3,MFO.
lrrLcpth Inspoctions of a broad spectrum of reqistrants vern orrduted to inoAre that they ompliMi with the disclosure perMsioms of the Act ant
apprwimtely 3,000 documents ware reviewed to instre that accurate and orwiploto infoawition is available for Sthio review.
In crnnetion with tho action's administration of the PAP with respect to throe film dlstributcj by the National Film Poard of ranada Aww.),
two civil actons worn filed in 1983 by oors
of the public, inclrtlin, a film disraiutor ani a state senator, aileqinq that their First
Amaerkmnt rights were violated by enforcement of the Act. ili civil acting, Plock and roens wers filed in the District of Coltubia aonl
Cal Iforni, resectively. The action sought declaratory nnd Jnunctive relief aginat tJi
lication of the provinina of the A t to the NW
fiLm on First Amendmnt and oth r gronrds.
In the Rlcw-*case, the lower 4court granted the government's ontinn to dismiss. Plaintiffs appealed to the circuit court uharo oral armcawut wit
twld x
eiicourt, in a unan sxwas decision, dirocvot
thn l er ourt to etr t-udmt
for the qormot.
In the KAwo can, tho court decided that thn term "political prcpeand" in thn Act wns an tmncmatitutiona
4'eden nn the free snpxod riqhtm of
the pla"irI-lf, and enjoined cnforoctont of any portion of the Act utiliinn that term. 7he opinion "w later narrrsrd at thp (nwerve t's
rorist, to the Ure films at issue. The Sulxexe Ourt has noted prtable Juriediction in the eero case.
The Section's *raym&sl6 Init suerviAd 34 eso involving, thn Classified Informatinn Procrtiree Act K7PA) whid involved violation of the
frAud, narcotics, ars n-aqrt, nosplonage and other foinral criminal r.tatutoo. llio Unit is crwmulted in aWvcase in which there is a poaslbilit
ttit classified information will be diaclned in litigation, and furnitthos loqal adico onnrtrning all aapertA of MMPA
to ocronanx t of the
Fui'tive Branch. Alan, the U1nit prepares tMe Attoray GCneral's scmii'mal rrpxrts to COres on rae
declined for rnninnw of natioril
sm.ritv, as retired under the Act.
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Nymrm Chars a
CO
Qh
l Division is reqeting inriroasea for the Internal Security action amountnq to 810,000 fcr overti, an iorvntiv.,
e-rd. $f,6M for naployee relocation exeqises, $17,000 for travel expeqres and $37,000 for autcaated litiqatim support. Ito incroare in
owrtamn and award funds will bolster the sagging morale of the Soctin's support staff. The relocation funds will amsint in Uw recruitment of
ca6erienced federal prosecutors ho are asked to transfer to the Washington, D.C. location of the internal Sncurity Section. Tho trawl mrm-v
will enable the Section to intervene in criminaJ prosecutions in all instances when the U.S. Attxnay does not posses sufficient staff or
tqxcialized expeitlee, when an investigation has been crdinated eacltmively by the Division ad referring the pcsue, tion'to the U.S. Attrwney
would he mlpractical become of the ocap etity of the case, or when a prosecution requirea intervntion by national authorities in order tn
onidinamt aspects of the c&e that staid beyond a single judiliolal district. Finally, the increase for automated litigation support will onablthe Socti A to apply 4waxpqiate technology to indwdng and analyzing trxancripta and other doaunts, that arm essential to pasparatin of qrand
jury and courtroom proeentations.
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9o achieve directly, or through assistance to the U.S. AttonKov, tho prompt. disposition of all mttira within tte five major
fo-omt responsibilities of the program, and to Lqrove the efficiency and effectvews of Federal, State and local criminal law entoromamnt efftrs through the cncocuragawnt of improved InterqrPwrntal coordination and cooperation.
PWr Mictivest
To develop,A

i

lnt

enforcesint program in certain key statutory Areas whero special rypirsimnta indicate the need for centralization.

7o d-volnp ani pxeecute major cases under a vast range of stabtto,
in U.S. Attorneys'

when asxporiate, due to recusal, lack of resowces or pertinent coxertiso

offices.

To defend civil suits seeking to otain information or or t! interfere with criminal justice activities and national security operations.
To pwovide support to the U.S. ,ttrncys in the cnct

of all other Litigation within the rogran's subject areas.

o coordinate and participate ii cris redsatanoe piogr.vw related #o the projram's statutory requuivbilitie, including the emouragosment of vowluntarv involvemnt by corporations and individuals in tne r-ivate doctor in crime resistance efforts.
To provide legal and policy S&Lce to the Assistant Attot ne
ral, Associate Attornev elecaxal, Deputy Attorney General, and Attorney rkaeral,
as well as other cxmnents of the Deprtent, on [satwi of matnr importance to the Department.

bv the Gontral LAtigatinn and Loqal Mdvicv Section includes
Pr
_Pr. am
kescriptin: The ftw. major subetantive arm-w address
I)
rJms ainst =rwerrment oieratLonms - attarJcs on dsignated federal officials, including the President, Vice-Prosident, IMmmds of
ort Justices, candidates for Federal office, foreign off icials and official guests of the Unitnd Stott*,
nf
e, M
Congress, cant
depredations of mail and governawnt property, oaunterfeitinq, cusom violations, ohstruction of justice, perjury, seospo and prism of fenses,
and Selective Servios violatirm; (2) crimes acpInst, the public - aircraft and maritime piracy, kidnapping, extortion, bombing, bank ribxtry,
theft from interstate shipment and intestate traffic ni In stolen vehicles, serArities and other Ipx*ty, illegal eloct ronic urveillance,
obscenity, coprvight and firearms violations, crime involvlq the rOntly enacted fale Identification and tamperin with conmeinr preructs
in the special jurisdiction of the United States; 13) EMIltorv enorcment - potaction of safety, health and oxsumer
statutes, and cri
interests in mining and other ecvuptLna, handling nuclear materials, maetlnq of agriltural products, and dispositin of hazardris an toxic
-ial
vil matters - defense of civil actions to obtain information n or to interfere with criminal Justice and national
wastes; 14)
pEion/rle matters - defense of suita challenging the legality of Federal sentence , prrnbat-icm and parole
security operational ani, 15)
actions, conditions of crnfinement, prisoner transfer within, and from foreign custody to, the United States, and treatment of mentally
izxxupetent prisoners. Ap uimtaly 75 percent of all Federal criminal statutes are signed to the program, including many vinlant crimes an
most Federal *street" crimes. In priority or sensitive criminal areas, the program serves as an enforointt entity, promecutlng and asistinq in
the prnsecutLon of cases, and coordinatlnq the various U.S. Attorneys' offices and investigative agencies. Wwn a mttor is likely tn mret
prooccution by Section attorneys, the agencies i tmedly advise the Section of the Initiation of an invetiqation, thus affordinq the
opportunity for Section attorneys to provide guidance on crucial aspects of the investigation. In a more general way, the Section supports
litigation by drafting or comnesnting on proposed legislation. legislation can overoamn the lrd-run effects of an adverse decision and usuallv
has an effect on both the soope and nature of future litigation. To conserve Federal litigation resources, Section attorneys also interact with
the private sector, e.g., industry and labor, and Fedora) and nran-Federal enforocment agemnies, regarding' adoption of crime romistance measures.
... x-slluulnts and Wnrkload: The recent experience and projections for the future with regard to litigation for which the General LitigatLnn
and Toga] Advice Section Na directly responsible are summarized quantitativel, in the following table
item

1985

1986

_99 798

Estimates

ittrrs:
Pexnd;4, beginning of year .......................................

Q W8ni ...........................................................
ClorCd ...........................................................
Pending, ead of year .............................................

24

6
3
27

27

13
is
22

22

15
15
?!

22

20
17
25
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..
...
Penod r beg................ .......................................
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..

...

....

10

7

10

10
12

10
1.'

16

a
2

7
2

15

20

...

Diutroitinn of defendants
in
in n ..
.
.........................................
Aiquilttal/d/dimism,
............................................
Other dispositions ...............................................

31

a
4

oe ed ...........................................................

Close0d .... .. .. .. .....
Pendinq, end of vear .

...

10
Y

2

The current prLjmary enforcement initiatives of the General Litiqatin and leq4l Wivico Soction involve trrorim, potxawp,
property end nuclear safety.

intnllectual

-- Terrorism. The Sectim is cre*mtting terrorism tkaruj eyliaustive investigation and vigorous ixoescutim of person
ens
thle for terror t
acts. 1b uIqrade its response to terrorism, the reparent created within the section a Counter-'rrrarism MFsna.mt Grmip, heeded by a senior
attnniey ew:,erioned in terrorism prosoriutions.
Investiyatinsw currently pending in the Section include, wtvrq others: 11 the hijacking of 134krlight 847 w Ftiite terrximts, 71 the hi**ir
of the kdille Luro on the high seas, 31 the hijackinq of WRyptair Flight 648, flying frca Athens an route to Cairo, and divrtr~n it to Malta,
4) the taking nd detention of Amarican heetague in Beirut, Jehannn, 5) the bing
of 7W 440 over Athmw, an rr
to Athen ticm Raw., 4) the
kirdpaping by the Popular Liberatinn Army. of five
IqocvcAoe
of various casper.es constructin an oil pipeline in (bloniia,
"I t* kidnapping
of an Aw-rican missionary and 10 Caumlite nuns in the Philippines by Moslem warlorda uwd bandits, 61 the bbinq of a Pon AnAirlines iet, en
rmite to Berwlulu, Hamaii, and 9) aspintinq in the matter of 16 %fendAns who are charqnd vith tho rubbery of $6,956,5N, farm a Walls Fargo
facilitv. "w defendants include many leaddmxs of violent Puerto Rican id denie groups.
-- rznoqrftl . The Section continued to amist UnlItAx States Attonw-wa in Implc
ting the reprtwmsnt aggresive e nforent efforts in child
por
jft. luring the first eleven months of FY 1986, 125 individuals involved with this material have bee-n indicted and P3 hve teen
convicted. One dofe-dant, irvyn Harold Cross, was sentpeine to 95 vers' liqrswu t ba"sd mpon his conviction for violations stcrainq fr.a a
schiwp he devisd which would hemwinvolved ncmermt chJldren In the prcr iition of seualy *-xplicit files &M pkhotogrFha.s. iofic.aot
sontoces w(,rp achieved in other cams as r11, including two doferdents in tmrlatd cases who wnro each sonteosi to 20 vem' isfrieorment.
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In conoction with the Department's international effort to atfm the Importation of child pornographv, the sr.w#cA.:idesiqnoA a railti-vir,-ov
working group to review /ilrted
and forfeited dxecene material to develop information on prc*ders of child pornoararhv and ftuinish it to
apprpriate officials in the exqortina countries. Itb working qroup, Qdch includes Postal Inspection Service, FVI, QUNtcon Servic" and Criminal
DivJion personnel, has been in place for several m'thm.
11w Sectinn has initiated a major new enforrwznt effort in the dwenity (adult porngraphy) area and prquprvd leqislative reports and teetlsev
on legislation dealing with cable pornography, obecene telrq*vone mn
the use of conpters in pomrathy, and the interstate echanqe of
advortimwents for child pornngraty anti child sexual
isiae.
-Tntell.ctual
The Section
iontu
its efforts to protect intellectual roperty through the enforcement of crilnal law,
pArticularly nt
efields of copyright and trademark. The inarasing use of counterfeit tradmarks in dcmintic and forogn comeros wts
recently evidenced by enactment of the counterfeit traraerk statute, )8 U.S.,. 1320}, and by the Peport aoooinpmnyin the aepripriatine bil) for
the neptnrtment, in whichh the Senate Ciomtten on Appropriations indicated its increasing concern about the rise in bajoqrts of goods that violate
ktnrican ocpyrtqht and tradmark law. Por exaWlA, Asarni Jannh Einrwior recently pled guilty to the manufanture so distribtion of hir care
proxa.ts bearing counterfeit Mexnur. trademark. Shinyder was sentel
tn five wars' ispriisonmt. The Section has alao perticipated in the
Investigation of a case Lnvolvinq the manufacture, Ujxwrtation, and distribkptin of counterfeit birth control pills (Ovuln 31).
-Nuclear Safety. TheSection reviews all Nuclear Requlatory Comirsion (NW) rnforrale of crimJnal investiqations. During the last vear, they
mcess fl
prosoicated a cmwny and an individual for violations of MWreoilatinns in contietinn with the corduct of the Walresa of
radiography. Several cases involving the industrial usc of radioartive materla)s as wnll an the operation of nuclear per plants are now ?w1.inr
reviewd or investigated by Section staff. Two oorporatinna and an individual wore Indicted for the operation of the D.C. Cxk Atcloar Plant In
Dridqman, Kichigan, in violation of NAC Lire protection roculationa.
one of the SectLn"s other major roles it to dovlnp and prosecute maior cAses, ufm appropriate, due to recusal, lack of resources or pertAicnt
rqx.rtise in U.S. Attorny' Offices. The nattur, of the Section's activities in this area is best illustrated 1y sow. of the investigattmes a
cas's eow.
Tuo Soction attorneys are workinq extensively with the MPIand DrA ccncerninq the assasstnation of rA Agent Enricae Camarena-Salazar Vio wa.
kidnapped, tortured, and murdered in lexiom. The Section alan has the lead ro)n in investigatinq the August 13, l9ftfi ahductin and anrault. hv
Jalisco State Police officers in Mexico of EVAAgent Victor Cortr.
Ittert Brodtnad, Athletic Director of louisiana State Uni.rrsity, plod guilty to A conspiracy to intercept a radio commmicatin.
T pl),"
resulted from Pirklmad's endeavoring to Intercept conamncations Istwoen tiatirnal Collegiate Athletic Asrociation Investiqatewr nrd ouisiana
Stat I1nlivernity athletes concerning possible racruitJng vJolatins of the tInivcrn.tv.
Section attorneys are currently prparing for trial in a ea. Involving nine pe plo in Ui District of Colivda charqod with 2' vir atins of
conspiracy, obstruction of justice, false statemnts, and perjury. Th defendants are present and former officials and residents of the Synmarvn
Ftnadation, Inc., later known as the S.nanon Church.
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In -drlitinn, the Secticst defends civil suits wvking to
operations.

itain information or tn interfere with criminal just ic

activitins and national srtritv

Vureretly, the Scticn is defending a class action suit of national isportanre tich seekm iniunctive relief ani seeotarv diive" aqahikat nine
rarole Crossasiners. It i a]s
orFendinq the cor m reIs artions filod In three separate dist.rict by Pterlcan cltilens of Japanese ancestry.
These .ctinn seek to ou-tun U, iq4:! ccivictio o--'-O - individuals for minor crisms %*tkththey comittd t4hie they ware undo.r the Whrld
"ir II Japanese interrrwut progran. Further, the Section successfully defense the Secretary of thp Trsasury In denvin Secret Service
protoctinn to L' rion H. Taft"che who asoertrd that he was a major ranlidate campaignin for thi 1914 ncmsinatinn of the Dulcatlc Part".
Ithe Sx-tion regularly potidos sa4=t to the V.S. httcTrrsys in the ovsct of litigation. For example, the Section has bnm involved In efforts
to strurture the Solective Service nonre-qstrant rnforccwset program. The Section has assistod the various officres by handling the sel,.tin of
thirets, providing appropriate natoranda of law, plavinq tho priacy role in the processing of pretrJal discovery aerusts, and, as neodod,
handling resuitino apRxals. The incidents of nrnregIstrAtinn has dew.)linx.
Tho Section is also directing its efforts at spiti
nonnrqi:.trants tio made false statements cororning Selective %r%,Irp txplirm-n to obtain federal student lmns.
l'rr r[r (The L
Criminal Division requests an in-rease of 4 positions anti $458,0A0 tio assist in rparnding to the incroa.- in terrorist
related w.ttters and to take arfty~iate advantaqm of tn recent increase in Fwrtncutorial Jurisdiction permtting thn prosecution
Ir thie Utnd States of overseas terrorist acts.
11w dramatic increase in terrorist incidents directed at ,Nwrran business, military and civilian interests has arctmod public n yern in th,
united Sttes and the Pea
Administration has attempted to reapnrd with a multifaceted ptigram. Sinns the hijackinq of 714 841 in June. 19AS,
the Criminal Division has provided the De
yet's crisis msnaqenmet response to all ajor Intarnational terrorist incidents over 4itich tlw
1iitod States has jurisdiction.
ine of the first actions of the FB! in reo4xns to an extraterritorial act of international terrorim is to
contact a Division attorney for an ascs.msent of the United States' jurisdiction over the incident. Indeed, the first log entrv in the MSI's
OvmWrd Center rtwaids regarding the recent trmbing of InA 840 is a telephone catll to the hrme of a Dlvirion attorney. That attrws, provided aln
oral response to the inrcpiry concerning jurisdiction and provided a written response (with statutory citatiars within hours of the tMlernr
Irnuiry. In edition to responding to inwAdiate crises, the Criminal Divinn is resixvsiblo for the formulation and implementation of policies
with r ltard to a wide range of criminal statutes relative to terrorism includinq the Ilostago Taking prnvisinns of the UCsxhnnsiwv Crime Control
Act of 1984, P.L. 9-473. This law permits the prosecution, under certain rircuswtances, of iffenses occurring outsid of the lUtrd States ari,
accordingly, the enforiumnt of this statute in frau'ht with many sensitive Ilicy issues.
Ity; additional rcsrer.os inclurcl in this rrot
t are rquirod to irovido logal iv%,ire to rTmprsentatives and pnlcymakers resrrvwelhle for
rospndin to international terrorist inrideits.
ha additional staff t)Jll axsIrt in dctaininq evidence fra foreign jurindictions, onycacre
grand juries and irstituting crmiWAl precautions agairwrt terrorist offeiviers. In additim, they will assist in the ostablishant and
raintenanc-e of regular rxnimnirct.ons links with other qoverrnent agencies, Jrluding the FIT, CIA, NSA, and State Trpsrtaont, tro ensure th,
the r prtwnt of Justic. is fully anti rwr
lv infuaed rcxordine tPrra-itt relatr matters. The additional staff will also he rciqxwahlle
for prormring contingency plans for dealing with terrorists in varicAts forniqn jurisdictions. These plans will Irt aned to qssrn neqtiations
with for.iqn authorities are assist in bringing the terrorist inrident to a favorable ccmc.hmion. Finally, the Crimnal D-ilsinn will pnriwAr.
training courses
^nd instnctional materials for governrasst pry-rdra-turs tQx mav be cal]rd Wrvmto prosecute terrorist related caso.sl it will
eelloct Informtinn on treirs and recent develrants in terrorim rars it will furnith sad.,A to the Oqrosq rm an now loqislatinn
crocrninm this Issucl an, it will coordinate and ovtrsve any roultidiptri t terrorism ca.es that mm" arise.
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li religion,
1b denaturalite
depict orindivi&eals
tdio cxoealed
activity
oowdttd
11rld
ir 8tater.
11 involving the persecution of cthW
Of race,
natimland
origin,
political npi~n,
In cwd
to gai
entraona&vin
tr%the
Umnited

Yjpr EItectives
To identi fy all alleged Nazi wr crimInals living in thp Wititl States.
ft rcviLo.

and irnestigate systmtically all relevr* alloqatinns rJv,<iwwl Iv thm jqrm.

To Proarxita appropriate caMe.
To develop and maintain wxking relationshpo with foreign govenmvtA having information relating to the artivitire of mi85Eoted Nazi Wr
criminals.
Pane ProgreDecrpition
This pratrm detects, idektifies, investigates, and, ukhor
rr
takes legal action to denaturalizm s or
nndia
ho
(11 assisted the Nazis by pormaitinq anw person tenaume nf raem, reliqirn, national oBiqin o phlitIcal opinlm,
ai
2) ,later ws admitted as an alien into, or became a naturalized citizen of, thm it d Stals. "a a.-tivitLs of this prvx inchooe
historical research, file review, i vestigatinn , ititrva Lnterviam in the U.S. and -1re, litiqatlnm y
a
4snatwlnization/depetatiom litigation beforo evministrative bodies awd U.S. courts. Ih= ra flour mtor phases of tmst ("
t.sS
fdaft#,
omsiMating of matrhin
a napmeof a United States resident to an allagation or suspicion of wr cri-Ao, smt opening an Offieo of 1106"
bW4jIatLmn (WI) file an that
person
(2) investiqhtLn of saua.tis
(3) filing litigation, a4, (4) afpels of judimn cc other final
types of litigatton
action may be vanducted
(1) if the m*bJect is a naturalized citizen, a civil onplaint -may Ie filed in the U.JS
tiot o0urt nrdcirq a
juiqient o' umnaturalizatinnj
(7) for resident alien lincludinq dsnaturaliztd citizens), admenitrative jroosMainq are hmufl4t to ervk thtr
drxtatiorl (3) criminal irtfintvat my ho parued in cr-v
Wdchliinvolve perlwv ill U.S.C. 1001) or othom criss within the ntatuto of
lirdtatiaa and (4) extraditim. Tie litigation immo h"gins whdn the Orvliant/de to aw t~ow/1niictmt is fi}Mlr it onn with thn
iwuent ti the final order, and that is the basis for qTcal.
h...

jir4mtawa and Vhrkload, The ranent xperienm and protocticsi
Zjm-=tatitTYinthe ral ng tale

for the future of tM Office of tPriois) Tvostiqtinnm

ls mmawi7d
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of the Office of Special Lmvetigatior during 1985 include the folliing

-

f0taqltin of an macin investigation ant report of thb comncti n beabn Itert Vrtslsn, n acnasod Nazi war criminal living in
rs of
Vienna, and the United States oocuutinn and intelligence forces A&ring the close of tntrld Wtr IT. The investigation involved two
and broad and nrroua Intervini with key pirtiipants.
Ardhdvd1 research in the United Sti

-

Crmpl tion of a spm'ial report to the Attorney Cernal nn the zr'toium war criminal Josf Hngelo. the report is a result of lt earths of
inysst*qatian and historical reaerch, and it 'okiants Mongols'a career from the time he appeared frce eight in 1945 until doath in
1979.

Xhn Dojanjnuk was extr dited to Israel in Fe~bory 1986.

-

rkianjuk vs denaturalizd and than ordered deported.

hiMe
arded last

ten years of litigation by the Gvrent, Airing tdict tim

Andrija Arft*&wc %" extradited to 1qlavis in Fexbuary 1986.

Ho was tried and convicted this year in l.;olavla for war crimt
etmainq
frm his cabinet loyel poeitim in the Nzi puppt Stats of Croetia, in wtich griltLn he ws instusital in the policy of persecutin and
gennwLds.

-
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Gnel: To provide the legal assistance and c ntral awdination nerceesa
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, to maximize the offectivevne

$1,814
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of Fodaral criminal law
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MAior CAhiectiveas
to
f'qttiws,
oxtrsdite
the ability of the Uniteo states to in
iapi
To p rmte the negotiation of treaties with foreign goverrnmnts that will %hich
.tate.
the iUnltod
will aid the crimial lutice stas
acquire evile,s, to transfer prisoners, and to eOccmplish other purpses
To assist Federal and state authorities in obtaining fugitive,

evidere and legal assistance from foreign governments.

To represent, or dupervi s the legal ropreentation of, foreign govermtonts' extradition and evidence requests in U.S. courts.
To monitor the execution of Prisoner Transfpr treaties so as to mininmie any delay in transferring prisoners eligible for transfer to their
countries of nationality.
To prvido effectivn and reliable service to Federal prosecuting attorneys in the ieplmentatinn of the statutes &,d regulations that
affect then.
Tin maintain a table and used legal brief and policy mrar
bank and to integrate into the legal brief bank the briefs in cpeouLtion to
petitions for writs of certiorari and the Solicitor (nral appeal memoanda that are guurated by the Division avugly.
To maintain an up-to-date U.S. Attorrnu' Manual and have CrJminal Division updates prepared on a regular basis so that a11 portion of the
Division's oontri"utlon to the Ianma l will rensi current Pnd informative.
To cordinate responses to (Freed.. of Information Act and Privacy Act) requests pertaining to the Criminal Division.
To re.iew requests for authorization of electronic survillance and recimcas d authorization or disroval of requests pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 251R
in an expeditious mner.
Tb perform the appropriate review of witness relocation rejeats and deal with the myriad matter. associated with the Witness Security Program.
To litigate and assist U.S. Attorneys' Offices in litigating forfeiture case$ dhre:
(al majwr cases arise in districts in %dih tho U.S. Attorney's Office lacks the expertise or peronmel to conduct the coses effectively.
(h)backlogs of forfeiture cases arise because of other demands n U.S. Attorneys' Officep.
Tu advipe anti train investigative agents and Assistant U.R. Attornevs to make greater use of forfeitur
forf'lted assets.

provisions and better mane seized and

To promnse and resolve petitions for rmuission and mitigation in judicial forfeiture cases.
To mpport directly the U.S. Marshals Service and investigative agencies in isproving the managnmsat of seized and forfeited property.
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To review all settlmonts in forfeiture cases in which the difference between the gross amut of the cLginn) forfeiture claim ew*ft $A0,00
but In less than $750,000.
To encourage coordination with state and local authrities on forfeiture mtters.
wo provide legal advice and assJstance to United States Attorney Oft ices regarding the collection of criminal fines and aear

bond forfei-

ture judgments.

To establish, coordinate, and maintain an amounts receivable system for criminal fine* and
the Criminal Division.

pearance bond forfeitar

jidpwts abtsnizv

by

Mse b rm DeiptLont Ibis program seeks, through the Division'. Office of International Affairs f(A, to o mtrei*e, coordinate and
tt
responsibilities concerning international legal matters related to criminal 1w enforcmnt in the are of tradition,
execute the Dp
international legal assistAnce and prisonr transfers. I handling of treaty negotiations and Implemntation, international legal aooitm
and prisoner transfer requires effective liaison hboPe OIA and rsomsroum foreign and I tLe entities, including the rapartmrn of State,
foreign qovernmonts and UDInIWL. To assure tha extradition requests admitted 3w the Unitd States met the roquonts of the relevant
on the preparation of all Unitd States tradition r usts, aid scre am mch
extradition treaties, OIA advises federal and state precut
rnquests before Panission. To prote the reciprocal representation by foreign government of United States extradition requests, OIA either
directly represents, or sqiervisos the representation of, foreign extradition reiquats before itd
State
t.
_ c es handled
vy OIA are som of the most Insortant narcotics traffickln, fraud, and violent crli sms prnoermted in this
wA eolvty
hrosw. Rimilarly, to
asmire that requests sm tted by the United States seeking evidence from foreign countries under mtual assistance treaties in criminal Wmttrs
meet the reqiram ts of the applicable treaty, ArA, acting as thn united Ptates (etral hAtrit ity nI" the treaties, &*iss
federal and state
prAn-utors on the preparation of all such requests, and screens o reidrafto then prior to truaittl.
We, because of tih le
of a mtual
assistance treab, such requests mist be made by letters rogatasy, OIA perfawes assontiallv the sam rola in xueseing ths em wmUl. To pmwto
the reciprocal representation by foreign governments of United Stats evidence assistance requested, OA either directly epiree i, c saervisos
the rtrwesentation of, foreLq evidence assistance requests before United States omwts. As with extradition, such evdne requests are
generally related to a
of the "eet Loprtaint Investigations and prosecutions in thla country, e.g., irVestigatiors of the internatial
laundering of vast profits of malor narcotics trafficking orqaniatlorns. OIA has also been Instrumntal in obtaining the evoi'stlat of search
warrants in foreign countries in connection with the unlawful aqwt of advanced tedunolcry goodse, such as crmputore wlhch cruld be usod in
weapona qldance systems.
his program also is responsble for the Lplntation of the prisonr trnsfor treaties to Wdhh the United States
is party. During 1985 and 1986, new prisoner transfer treaties are expected to enter into force with qppradmtely soviten ocutriem, they
quadrupllng the nmber of such treaties in force and greatly increasing the pri bln attendant to their amoth iqamination.
through the Office of mforomont Operations (MM, the Criminal Division regulates the effective ard aqpropriate ure of senuitive Investigative
techniques such as wiretap , onsensual sonitoring ard witness rslcoations through the application of urifoam procedural gddelines by speciallv
trained attorneys anid paralegals. Then Individuals maintain effective Jaison with the V.8. Attorneys offices, OvgmIsed Crime Strike Forces,
li.S. Marshals Servioo, the Federal Prisom Systes, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and all other apilcoble Federal, sate ard loca ineati.gative agencies. The Office of ncravsemnt Operations piwisses full resceLkbilltv to review ard apirm or disappre A
t, tram U.S.
Attorneys, investigative
lcis, &M (
essional amttees to place indivJuals believed to be endared by orne
crimes fgr
in the
Witness Security Preczam. It is responsible for -ordination
ig mwonet prosecutors, Investigative agei,
a U.S. barshals Service
permnel, the oonduct of oases requiring vitness protection, and participation in litigation arsinq out of the
f, In eses where
the United States Is named as a party by virtue of ry action taken cr not taken with res
to the program. (itle VOf Ifhlio l w 91-45 ,
cdified as a headiote preceding Title 18, United States ode, Section 3481).
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Itip Offio of enforcement Operatixis is rosapowible for tho review, adjudication, and crxudination of all .4)licatium for electronic avm.i]1lance unndr Title III of P.L. 90-351, codified in Title 18, United States r ie, Section 2510-2520, and is solely re po bible for
the final reommedation to be made directly to the Assistant Attorney (ienral. It participates in and, as required, conducts litiqatin arisimn
from tho qrant of an application fr slactivrAc suwellianc, and is responsible for performing ongoing analysis, review, anid in-depth s-valuatinns of the iplementation of 28 U.S.C. 2516.
To Offloe also receives and processes all requets received from U.S. Attorney Offices and
itaat
organized crime Strike Forces for witness 'emesity pursant to 18 U.S.C. 6001 et se.j C makes the final recordatLon to the
neints of the Division and the U.S.
ovide the variam o
or rejection of such requests. In additinn, (S
Attorney General for qrval
Attjneysl' offjies with a wide range of litiqative mistance and proepcutcrial sport, including the following: processing requests for witness
procesing
cause in ensitive arsl
hypnnsis in the federal jadicil systems processing requests for oonsemmal surveillance in selct1
r-luesta for disclosure of tax returns, taxpayer information and rettun information pursuant to the Tax Disclosure Act of 1976, &h aafted;
processing Freo of Information Act and Privacy Act requesta responding td allegaticns of illegal electronic surveillanesI prooesaln reqiesta
wtadial processing reqests for authorization to seek closure of any part of a cr Imnl
for authorization to subponna a umber of the n
procendlngi coordinating response to subpcea and-oourt orders directed to the Deprterb t procesing requeta for perisicn to seek Jswsce
of a search warrant for doomentary material in the peaneaxion of a disinterested third parts updating the Crijinal Division's portion of the
United States Attanieve' M4anall maintaining the legislative files and records of the Divisairn maintaining the Togal Reference Untit, a legal
brief and policy memorandu bank for use by Division attorneys and paralegals responding to citizen mail on criminal matters by the
Corr"i
ernoe Ukit and preparing the Division's mnthly and annual reports to the Attorney General. The provision to them services is
acomplished through close liaison bebeen O ard litigating aomrents of the Criminal Division, and the United Stats Attorneys' offices.
The final asrwct of this program is providod by the Asat Forfmituro Of floe created in June 1981 through a reorgwization of tho CrisLinal Division.
fie reapnasibilitise of this Office include the ondtact of civil and criminal asset forfeture litigation, the development of policies Aiich
inrporato asset forfeiture Into an overall law enforocmrmt program and the Imarovement of aristing practions requding the msenagAnt of OrJ7fd
'esnt
to take pmaperty away frnm
and forftlted as ets. Forfoitures are an imprwtant part of law enforcent, hwabse forfeitures allcw the
rty that
cri-IIs tich, in turn, deters crine and proootes Justice. Forfeitures deter crike because the goveresant can take away the p
lareakers use to comit crlme, e.g., the airplanes and boats thet? use to imigle narcotics into the crxintry and th' cash they use to tu drugs
for resale. By rLMing this working capital from criminals, forfeitures make it mre difficult for lawreakers to operate. Wyaniinq the
fruits of crims, e.g., the stocks and bonds purchased with axoey traceable to drug sales, or a buiness acquired by a pattern of racketeerin
activity, forfeitures further deter labreaking by taking the profit out of crime. Forfeiting criminal profits also prnmite justice, twcauso
crJminls should not grow rich from their violations. Fines are also en Imqxrtant part of the penalty structure Of federal criminal law. The
imposition of a firm, however, serves no punitive or deterrent prose if it goes unpaid. The Collection Unit within tha Asset Forfeituro
Offloe, therefore, assists the varicAs componta of the Division and the U.S. Attorneys' OffIces by overseeing and assJsting in the collection
of criminal fines, criminal penalties, appearance bond forfeiture Judgments, and criminal court costs.
Acccgnhsiznts and tbrkload:

A quantitative summary of the prosecution support workload Is presented in tle folloinq tablet
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Item
Favrciqn Fktraditicn I imsts hoeived ............................
I1.8. Extradition Requesta Tranmfttud .............................
Foreign J1eqal AssJstance cPiekAts aceived ........................
U.S. legal Assistance Ixuts
Tranamitted ........................
Witilo" ]hs
io
Issued .........................................
FOI/PA Reests Oceived ..........................................
Tiiln 11I Agql1cation avw ..................................
C
!nservsie1
Wiretap AWIicatinns Pviemed ...................
Witnesses Aooepted in Protection Program ..........................
orfeiture Cases s
Pending, 8t
of year ............................................
Opened ............................................................

C 01d ............................................................
Pending, end of year ..............................................
Petitirmai for emiion/4itigatin Iviewed .......................
Offers in Oaqprcmlse Reviemd......................................

19a5
M
310
119
227
5,146
3,575
525
1,367
154

1986
"T
M
221
128
250
5,533
1,600
535
1,252
1

7
a5

Twi
290
1'in
375
6,.00

Patimete

IQAB
34A
165

600
1,300
00

500
6,20
1,650
60
1,300
200

60

60

60

38

so

so

1,650

32
60

38
60

so
.60

350
36

39R
40

400
dO

s0
60
400
40

lDrinq 1986, the Office of Znternational Affairs oontinued with its program of negotiatinq low tr#%site, prlmarily extradition and mutual lop)
assistance treaties. Umenogotiation progm resulted In one ru treaty Jn fore (a mutual legal sasist noe treaty with Italy), ard the ejqrln
of thro new treaties (mutual legal assistance treatiog with Thailaid and the Cayman Ilalers and a mqrplamental oxtraditIn treaty vitil thp
Utitod Kin*qcma).he ear was also marked bv the extradition fr(m the United States of a na ier of notorious figure., including the extradition
to Italy of Francesco Pazienza (reputedly a major fraud artist and extortirniflt who was infaNDU 1n Italy after his muoce in insinuatinq
himself into high levels of the Italian government, the extradition to YUgnslavia of AndriiA Artkiovlc and to lrrael of Ivan amjanuk It( h
named as major Nazi war criminal&), and the extradiltion tn Mexico of Ari:urn Durazo Morew (the Chief of Police in Mxion City during the
Tnoz--4t-tllo administration iAio is acousd of running a major portion of tho oagAnized cried in Mexico at the time). The Off ion. Was also
successful in rbtalnin the return from abroad of a large nudir of fugitives, Inaluding loens of major federal fugitives charged with drug
offenses and a large number of state fugitives including the extradition of Cathorne Roslyn wSith from Caada who sinne her return has pleaded
guilty in California to the felony murder of entertainer Jhn ftelushi.
rMring 1986, arm 5350 electronic surveillance authorizations ware processed to qrcwoval hy the Office of Enfor
t Operations. A survn
indinates that over 95 percent of targeted intercepteem indicted were ornvi'tod. "'mo Office revised portion of the United Statc Attorrw-/s'
hamnal to reflect now procedure mandated by the Witness Soriritv Pefom Act of 1984 ard asmmmd resp osibility for the victim Q3Wmwaticn
ftla'. The Offfle copletai action on 1,258 Freedom of Informtion Act (F'dA) and Privacy Act (PA) requests, mxcured a dimmisal with ireludle
of an FOIA suit Involving Over 1,000,000 raxmds, "ae
rrspormihility for staffinq requests for authorization to seek an order p-natting
dlsoloswe of Federal grand jury records to state law onfaoont wathwrities, anid onntlnud to provido significant suppit to Division
attorneys.
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Sae of the asst significant aocrqtlshments of the Asset Forfoiture Office in 1986 included provLdnn assistance in the crisdnsl forfeiture of a
two-thirds interest in the Thxnafwle Creek (GolfCourse in the western District of Michiqan. ft* Golf Co rso we purv as l ith the proeo's of
unlawful drug activities "a is currently being operated at a profit bv the United States Marshals Service. In addition, the Offine is involved
in the civil persecution of eleven properties and over $10,000,000 related to ileration Cpsh Crop" investigated by the Gulf Oust Organized
Crime. Dru Enforcemnt Task Foroe. 2m cases involve the forfeiture of narcotics related assets *Aich war part of the Ouinttvp-Gaci Maxicen
based drug cartel. the Office is also civilly prosecuting over $1.5 million worth of roal and personal property relating to the illegal drunk
profits of Denny Constantine 9tetA in the, District of Nlaryland.
The Office is preparing a revision of the United States Attorneys' Hanal which will include proe&zree for the collection of fns
Criminal Fine Iforcement Act.

tirver the

Program (tazess fte Criminal Division requests an increase of 11 positions arM $648,000 to auwsnt its ahilit., to provide advice and assistance
to prcecutors ih the United States in metters requiring coordinatiu with foreign gwexmets.
.n rent years the Department of Justixv has applied substantial reanrares to the negotiation of several new mutual Jam8l Assistance Treatics.
"uyujh these treaties U.S. prosecutors (local, state and Federal) can obtain evidence iesiding in a foreiqn jurisdiction. For each request,
h-moervr, the U.S. government mast summit a detailed request including an explanation of the facts of the case and the statutes under thich tbe
invstigatinn Is being coordinated, gather with an explanation of how the evidence is to be used and the procei6av to be followed ia the
other country to assArn its adissibility in U.S. courts. Fach request requires extensive coordination with U.S. proeectre and Invoetigatnrs
as well as with foreign authorities. Recent treaties that have been concluded with Canada, the Ceymano, the Bahamas and ,amica are expctAd to
be particularly valuable to U.S. proeecutars. 1th Criminal Divisiom expects that the ndhex of requests for foreign local assistance will double
frrn M50
requests forwarded to foreign jurisdiction, In 1986 to 500 requests in 1988. In order to provide oe capacLty to ahsrb this wrklnad
increase, the Division Js seeking an inrase of five attornov positions and six support positions, and $648,000.
397 Apqriation
Anticipted

Porem
organized Crime drug enforcement ......................

Poe.

Wt

IAmunt

6

6

$596

1988 PASO
Poe.

NY

6

6

MMN*
$632

1988 Estimate

Increase

Poo.

WY

Poo.

6

6

r%

Perm

Mount

$63?.......

lnni-1arxj! Goalt To su
rt the Drug Task Fo
in Investigating and prnsecuting violations of Federal criminal 1"
1nprtation, diMstribution, sale and us. of hauful drugs.

-ecrease

Wy Amount
...

that prohibit the

baJor Obectives
To furnish assistance requested Iy Drug Task FtxrA pwoeenutors to the full extent possible within the terse of applicablo statutes, Departmant)
policies and procedures, caslew, internatnal convention ad bilateral treaties.
To provide regular omanications and instri-tion to Drug Task Fore prosecutors so as to iqxro0e their efficiency ad their effectiveness.
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To participate in the litigation of certain Druq Task Force cases for which rhiMnion personrnl have A-vlopad special r-q.rtmn..
Mij'o Prr rThriptinn:
7ne Ar;nni-tration's law enforcement. initiative against orqanize drug traffickers has increased the doauvt on the
Criminal Divison to provide cert in type of prosecutorial assistance and to participate directly In the &.velcynswnt of particular caen. For
-:?wvle, many Drug Task Force investigations depend upon electronic surveillance to obtain evidence on tho activities of wronsvriers. Dy law ".P
tM 2516), all electronic surveillwnee must be authorized by the AttnriTv (4neral or a designated Assistant Attorney General. Ftefore uthorizAtion, each application is reviewed iv Division personnel, and a recommendation is made to the Assistant Attornev General. Then, followirq
eithorization of either a wiretap or the wireless interception of comuicaton, reports mst ho collected and reviewed on the fruits of the
surveillance. In addition to employing electronic surveillace technique s, snv Drug Twk Force prdecutions rely on witnesses itve prsa-al
safety Ja endangered by criminal elements. A prosecutor seeking to arrange for the protection of a witness .. ,
providing quards, h",
relocating the witness out of the danger area, 1 securing a new identity for the witness, etc - mint sumit a request to the Division for
review as to the qualification of the witness !or the program and a d.termination as to the levol of protection to be afforded to the witness.
Thin Division has also experienced an increase in the nmzer of extradition requests and requests for mutual leqal assistance to and from foreign
cmitries as a result of the Drug Task Force investigations. The initLative against drug traffickers has al&n spurred interest in the increased
use of asset forfeiture provisions of existing statutes against drug dealers. Denying criminals the means of proex-stion can
Its bn a More
effective deterrent to crime than punishment by imprisonment or fine. Finally, the Division often must lend direct assistanon to the develpwdnt
of mcjor investigations involving peuliar legal theories or the organizatin of n.-tensive evidence in a marc.r designed bv the Divis on, such an
in financial investigations of trafficking organizations a damntrated b the Operation Greenb&A* initiatives.
AcccepliUmlents and Workloads

A quantative summary of the work of the Criminal Division in wupport of the Drug Task Forcv

follnam

item

Estimates
1485

1985

T9 87

33
44
54
36

59
62
73
47

65

65

75

75
50

F.irtironic surveillance dpplicaLions reviewed ......................
Witness protection crasures authorized .............................
Extradition requests tranmitted ...................................
Judicial assistance requests subnmittri .............................
1981 as Tac.ed
Perm
Poo.
WY Aurznt
MakAsesnt and administration .......................
leq-PAnge Goal:

R3

84

T quide the administration of federal criminal

$4,571

318

so

so

so

1988 Base
Peurm
PCe.
WY

Amun t

198 Fstimate
Perm
POe. WY Arccsnt

Increase/Decrease
Perm
Poe.
WY PArwnt

14

$5,067

83

...

83

R4

S5^i17

...

...

tintice in an effective, fair and consistent marner.
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Major C.ject ives:
iY: supervise the development and implementation of Department policy so as to assure an effective, fair and cnn stnt administration of Frn-ral
crimi,oal laws.
To establish priorities and to provide general supervision of national enforcement of Poderal laws.
To develop and implement policies relating to the efficient administration of the Division.

To provide administrative services r*-essary to the operations of the Division.
To analve all legislative proposals developed within the Congress and the Administratimw uich affect either the subetance or re.ocdure o f the
Frcderal criminal justice system, and to furnish advice, as appropriate, on the probable effect of such prqx)sala on Federal law enforcement.
Tn analvze police issues relating to enforcement programs that the Criminal Division overxapi
cperatiors of those programs.
To analyze issues relating to the Division's managemsnt svste

in order to identify and resolve problem in the

, policies, and procedures anti develop needed Jxprtwazwts.

To assist in xxrdinating Division policies, enforcamwnto prmqrams,
s-,.ntem, including operating aqencies and research institutions.

and the exchange of information with other cce xvients of the law enforrvweet

Paso Prngram Description: The Office of the Assistant Attorney General carri" nut its policy mPking, superviaory and liaison functions thrrsxrh
tKe Assistant Attorney Genral, fcur Deputy Assistant Attorneys Gencral, a Special Consel, four Senior Counsel and support staff. Included in
the Office of the Assistant Attorney Ceneral is the Office of law Fiforcrwnf Coordlnation which is assigned reepe-mibility for staffing the
Rxosutive Working Group for Federal-sta-Local Prosecutorial Relationa, for reviewing Federal district law enforcarent plans, for managing the
Division's program to abolish concurrent jurisdiction erforcwrmt lapses, for supprting the Division's Crime Prevention Ctswitt., for oversening the Division's involvement in regional Jaw EnforAmo nt Coordinating Ccsmmittees, and for staffing other intergovernmental law enforrca.ent
manaeeent initiatives which were previously fragmented aumonq several Division offican.
Adinistrative service are provided by the Gffice of PAiknistration. Six qx'ational units wnrk closely with other organi.ational entities of
tle Criminal Division, thi, Department and other Federal agencies, to ensure that the Division's administrative services are provided in an
efficient, timely, and cost-effective manner; the Office of the Dirortor; the lrsonnel Unit; the Firral Unit; the Mail, JPourds and File Unit;
the Procuranent, Space and Security lnit; and, the Managument Information Systes staff. This last unit was establish in 1984 to dovelrop and
install top priority autamated data processing system for caseload management information and correspondence tracking, and to prtids selected
ADPapplications in support of investigations and litioation. The Office of legislation draws upon expertise spanning the breadth of criminal
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lw, as well as familiarity with conqresional organization, rules, nnd procedures to corvjct the Division's relatinship with the leavl0Ativo
branr h. Close liaison is maintaind with, amonq others, Nubers of congress and their personal and ccmJttoe staffs, the Dertmmts OfFice Of
Jeqislat ive and Intergovernmental Affairs, the Of fioe of the &Meciste Attorney rieneral, office als of the Departmnt snd the Division, the
Attorney Genral's Advisory Crmmittoo of U.S. Attorneys and representatives of Federal investigative agencien.
The Office of Policy and Menagemrnt Analysis provides the Division with the analytical capabilities nroded to perform program development, policv
analysis, and maragmeent ioproveant functions. The Office advises thn Assistant Attornrev General on developing priorities for the Division, the
Department, and Federal law enforcement generally. Meet of the Office's projects are Joint efforts with personnel frra other units, mbc as the
Divininn's other sections and offices, the Departmvnt's other legal divisions, te mhnited States Attorneys, the investigative agencies, and the
TnsrvNtors General. The Office's professional at4ff includes analysts with expertiso in public policy, business administration, criminology,
ecrnnsics, organixatinnal behavior, prcgrm evaluation, information systems, statistical methrds, and related areas. Fadi staff nster in
assiqned to wnrk primarily in one of the following areas# organized crime, freed and corrution, narcotics, law enfocemnt Cord nation, or
general management improvement.
tluIn
shments and Workload: The Office of the Assistant Attorney General continues to provide the Federal criminal justice system t 'th nationa
eadership, centralized coordination and effective dirrrtion. The role of the Assistant Attorney General manifests itself mainiv in crmenications imparted to other goverrsental entities and, by extension, to the public. The legislative proposals transmitted to the ongqrcss
represent the best Judgment of the Criminal Division as to the changes which are nredod to improve the criminal justice system. The arguments
forselatod for presentation to the Supsvme Cxurt and courts of appeal reflect the conideari experieno of the Division as to the cormtItutinnal
and statutory interpretations thch will best support the enforcatent of Pederal law in the long run. And finally, camuications delivered to
other law enforcemet executives, Federal and non-Federal, in speeches, meetings, and ooresxdeme serve to focus attention on the most rrwesing problem facing the criminal justice system and the means available to law enforcement executives to Wreaa those problems.
Within the last year, the Office of Administration has initiated several managrent improvemts that will facilitate the rqanIzatinnal
functions of the Criminal Division: 1) Developed and implmnted the automated syStrM which record ani track the status of rass and matters,
Immunity, requests, seized assets, Mqpertmant files, gamlinq registration, and Free&= of Informatinn Act reoests. 2) Intensified efforts to
roAice the quantity of internally stored flim and records which restilted in nearly fifty pei-ot of such records being disposed of. 3) Cowp)etcd
a major nffioe automation request with the Tax Division and the U.S. Attorneys Act taald
ou allow multi-purpose terminals at imdividual. work
stations, as opposed to the current system dich consists of six different types of work stations. 4) Devoted substantial tim and resources to
the reloration of emplovei
from the Federal Trianle, rxmdnion FAk and I miltnn Bulldings to the Fom Pluilding. Yhis relocation will reduce
the number of buildings ccupiod by the Criminal Division in the Vshington, D.C. area to ts.
The now office space will provide much needed
jrovemvts in security, file and storage areas, Library and Conster A
working oonditions. The move Js sdh3ed to begin in Dmorst-r 1986.
During 1986, The Office of legislation had lead responsibility for a oajor bill containing humrcus technical ameninonts to stetAntive and
procedural provision in the criminal code me necessary by the passags of the Comprehensive
/rism Comtrol Act of 1984. The Office drafted the
technical amemets hill and the Senate passed many of its provisions in S. 1236. The Officn drafted and continued to work on smeral hills
re:latlng to narcotics. It prepared a series of bills to provide increased penalties for drug traffickers, including lengthy mandatory sentencxs
for fmnufacturers and distributors of illegal drugs that cause the death of another person and the death penalty for kingpins of especially lar'n
drq trafficking rings. A bill was drafted by the Office to provide criminal penalties for controlled ettano
analogs, i.e. "dmiger drsag
whichh have the same, or worse, effect as more ocmm substances like heroin but which have a slightly different chemical rr IVcit! ;.. 1he Office
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ccntinuud to vork for passage of key provisions of the monl laundering hill whcldi it drafted in 19R%. 'lvn Wkxtw Aanking and JudtctarCcraittees have report out mey launiaring bills containing several of the pwovisirmnr in the Aisnistral ton's bill. The Office draftod a
curpreansive bill to establish a Camission to regulate high stakes wavbling on Indian reservations. Gatbling is a multl-million dollar
enterprise on saw reservations but couArta have ruled it cannot be subjected to sttn laws and it is being conducted with onlv tribal
supervislon. The sikisission of the hill, S. 2557, represented the cui~nation of vrmths of monrdination ;jth the interior Department.
Office critinued its work in record to the passage of death penalty loginlation. n0stiMry for the Hnuee ,Txliciary Or ittee wan prepared and
the Office continued its close working relationship with the Senate Judioiarv enittee staff n this issue., resulting in the Ccvsttv's
reporting out a doath penalty bill, S. 239.
During 1986, the Office of Policy and Managernt Analysis evaluated te' first year of the Department's program for sharing federally forfeited
property with state and Iocal law enforcement agencies, provided ongoing nelwtic sport to the Suhcmitt~e on Asset. Forfeiture, and drafted
adninistrative procedures for handling sharing requests. The Office also analyzed options and offered recamtendations for international asset
forfeiture.
In conjunction with the Narcotic and DangerruR Drug Section and the Drug Foforctment AMwinistration (IVA),
the destruction of massive quantities of drug evidence now being. hold in MPAvaults.

the. Office e-zaird ways to oyPoWitt.

Another study reviewed the &-mestic cannabis eradication/suopression program for the National Drum. Foformnt Polic, Ploard. The final report
and re owndationa have hen approved hv the Woard and sent to Cqrxes..
hn Office provided additional analytic assistance to the Natiral
Prtg Pjforceot Policy Board on other projects, including a propsoAi air interdiction plan for the .etheast border and a prelisinarv ana!-lPis
of the reocmmadations fins the President's mrmseissinn on Organized Crime.
The Office also orapletod a review of the implementation of tho Pail Reform Act of 198A sod revised the Information syate monitoring its use.
in tw area of sentencing, the Office provided st3ff work for the F=rvvic Crime Council's Sentencing 0cinittee, and orcnmized an advisory artxp
from the Division's litigatiig sotions to prepare a report on offender characteristics for the U.S. Sentencing Camnssion.
Finally, the Office reviewed and camvted on nurwrous research stuciies and advised researchers on the concerns and interests of the C i idoel
Division.
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criminal Divisifo
Ccrmeral

.L<!a

&:tivities, Salaries ard expenses

Firkacial Analysis - Prcmram in
(Dollar i11 thsiands)

jNarcotic
and
Tnternal
Danqerous Drugs jSecurity

dMFI-i5
/("-4 ............
............
M/G -13 ............

M/G/ 12
............

Organized Cri
'
ProesmcutJrm
Public Integrity Fraxxi
Poo.
Arlnt Poe.
Amount IPO.
1796
5
302
6
128
3
1
I
36

GS-11 ..............
GS-9 .... o.........
C;S-7oo........
......
GS-6 ..............
,..
GS-c ................
o
QS-4 ................
Total meiticns and
annual ratc? .......

Tps

I-) ........

Pctvwnt, iAArkwears
iuai curpensatton..
Other pcrscml com
IOWa wirkvoars
and mupniation..
PRri;(iel hemfits..
Travel ..............
Transportat ion
of things .........
GSA rent ............
coawmicatinn., util
and ndscullaneuns.
Printing &A
reprcndu c
wt......
Otx.sir
servJcs ......
S4q]lt ............
l" 1ciiVtt ...........
Total, workwvars &
rci9-irxais, 1987.

mount

Poe.

Amount

POO.

IGeneral
j

mt

$59
50
43

eqI
Po1.
2

Lit. G Prosecutoan
Advice
SI Rar
AmountI Poe.
Mrsint
$118
$59
3
151
o
1
43
I

4
3

20
73
49
15i
..

1
1

18
16
..

24
-6

919
-180

...
...

18

739

....

18

834

...

. .

. ..

.

6
-2
,

12

...
...

.- -

--

211
-42

...
...

.

4

169

...

...

4

197 ...

- - -.
..

.

....
....

. . ..

.

. . ..

30
49
20
is
16
. .

Thtl
Pos. hvxit
9
$ 53i
11
553
5
214
1
36
1
30
3
74
2
40
7
127
5
RI
1
15

4
-1

186
-37

11
-3

386
-77

45
-1V

l,0?

3

149

0

309

33

1,366

3

167

A

309

33

1,541

-336

c"

...

$12 ...

95 ...

193
114

14
57
.

15

63
208

12
12

...

1.14

...

49

......

42

47
_8

2,312

...
...

125

87

i

21

......
......

708

141

18

10

...

43

712

...

$10 ...
13
17
...

,,.

17

...

...

17
77
...

151

44

18

28 ...

...

46
128

37
77

18 ...

3

37
72
8

381
673
31

19

49

'67

14

47

234

5

18

60

3
13
3

.. .175

458

84

5?

1,030

15

83
148

3R

648

33

4,469
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C1I 4IAL DIVISION
Salaries and e-xpnes. general Leqal Activities
Priority Rankings

Prmqrm Irrnrase

Base Prnqram
PRarrlm
Oktanized Crime Prosecution
Narcotic and Dangerous Drug Prosecutinn
Organized Crime Drug Fnforoement
Frs id Sectiin
Public IntegritV
Internal Security
general L.itiqation and l[gal Advice
Office of Special Investigation
Fceerdl Aifsellate Activity
Prosecution Support
Iagmc'cnt and Adainistration

2
3

7

Organized Crime Prosocution
Central Litigation and L gal Advice
Prosecution Support
Fraud
Narcotic & Dangerous Drug Prosecution
Public Ir.teqrity
Intornal Security Smtin

3
4
5
6
7

R

9

10
11

C44

Criminal niv~fJnn
General Legal ActivitJes, Salar e.

and

gxma*^

Detail of Nriraneat Deltira I!L Catrv
Fiscal Years 1986 - 1988

CateqSrv
Attornevs (905) .......................
Paralegal Specialist 950) ............
Other legal and kindred (00-998) .....
Other miecallaneous (001-099) .........
SncJal sciene-, ecrxoxIcs (100-199)..
rxcineral admin., clerical (300-399) ....
A
tconting ani budknt (500-599) .......

19R6

1q87

Prram

Authori7M

Authorized

YncreaanaT

407
65
10
3

417
65
i0
3
\

?57

7

26
5
2
...
.i.

62
6

...
45

198W
traI
443
70
12
3
6
74
6
R14

Total ...............................

756

Washington ............................

541

544

21

565

215

225

24

249

769

45

0)4

Field .................................
Total ...............................

..

"756

C45

CIVIL DIVISION

00

* I wl Iwm o
Aiarmgy uia

DI
Dl

civilI Division

Salaries and A

smes. General lzaal Activities

Croelk of 1987 (Qiaes
(Dollars in thoumawks

0

I
1987 President's
adget
Reques

As AmndlA&tivityProgrm
Federal A pellate
Activity ..............
Torts Litigation.
mearcial Litigation...
Federal ftcgra ........
Qonmumr Litigation .....

Migration Litigation..
Managmw* and
Administration ........
1l*al .............

B26

a

Apropriation
Actions on

BOMMAW

hIA

64
70 $4,347
214 215 30,680
285 274 17,974
172 178 17,115
35
37
1,950

......
-$206
-7 -5 -2,894
-29 -22 -1,992
... ...
-766
... ...
-100
... ...
-144

+3
+21
-21

14

......
-247
-36 -27 -6,351

-3
...

30

904

30

2,955
.

909 80,102

...

Ongreaiona

+$68"7

+3 -1,706
+21 +7,054
-21 -5,983
•

3

1

myhx

$78
257
368
190
44
44

67
210
298
151
35
40

71
213
278
157
37
32

134
1,115

101
902

102 5.322
890 76,863

10

2

34

8

51
1,997

+303

_A.

$137
96
779
72
17
845

5

+152

-505
-3

Cplanatin of Analysis of ChWan3e
lrlgresional AMrXiation ACtio.

1987
Appropriation
Participated

197 SUIPlIMtAls

$5,041
26,431
24,183
10,628
2,063
3,195

from 1986 Arprq~iation Hq

aprpriation actions reduced the Presidet's

xkaet request by $6,351,000.

Privatization of the aoomants maintearia activity has resulted in the transfer of three positions and FTE from Manwagent aid Aministration to
Torts Litigation. Responsibility for the
hint
Public Power Supply System litigation (21 positions and Fr and $5,107,000) has been
transferred from the Federal Program decision unit to the Comrcial Litigation decision unit to facilitate the most effective management of this
massive litigation. To enable all decision mnits to maintain wqpoyment at appriated levels, $3,089,000 has been transferred fiom Torts,
Federal Progr
and Iigration Litigation to Appellate, Oercial Litigation, Oors.mr Litigation aid anagent and Admnistration.

A aupplemtal appriation is reqiired to handle litigation arifsin from passage of Lmigration Refoz legislation (13 positions, 3 FIR and
$936,000) 1 imlement and coxply with now anti-frad legislation (21 positions, 5 FIE aid $640,000); cover relocation costs ($320,000); aid to
cover higher PIS costs ($101,000). 7he pay request provides $504,000 to met increased pay reeiramnts and the FERS request provides $621,00U
for increased retirement contributions.
D2

ad

in. Salaries
Gral

Im

Aivit.i

(nala_-- in ewu.w.ds)
Pom.
1987 as.

1987 Pay ast

........................................................................................................

rp

I offle

requ*Ad .....................

......................................

.........

mrs

968

882

1967 fvgrP m VIouta1 reqsoW ............. o..................................................................

1987 appwvriatie

atui co

W .................................................................................

Transfer ot Finmwal and &ftintitrative &4qpct
Unoont19
bnamea.
lable

.............................................................
Qrc.

o.................. .....................

1967 Appmpriatiui
Estimateaa

4.

890

........

bxbYat

Cla, citm,
and
geerarvGIVil mtter ..........

tcivl

902 890 $76,83

o......................

902

35
925

1988 l~imst.

Pam.

902

Peru.
1:0. 1W
925

$85,575

1,016

997

Parm.
J54t
$99,154

haMi
$73,751

1,115
1.99

76,863

84

.........................................................................................

1988 In" .................................................

wk-

Dat

114

72 $13,579

D3

8,780.
85,575

civil Divisio

Salaries and eqM M. General

eal Ativities

Summry of Hmireeta
(Dollars in thousand)
Adjustments to bases

Par.

Iork-

1987 as enacted ........................................................................................................
1987 Pay a"d re tr m.e t41
.nt
lemex
r
...................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
1987 Program sulemental rq
.................................
1987 appr iaticn anticipated .........................................................................................
Transfer o..a..
of inancial anc Admnistrative Support Grow .................................................................
Unowtollable increases:
ns additional o
able day ...................................................................................
Amsialization of 1987 position i
.........................................................................
AwalIzation of 1987 pgr
ad
Buildig uplemtal ...................
.................................
Annualization of 1987 pay splemental ...........................................................................
Annualizatian of 1987 retirement supplemetal..

868

882

$73,751
1,115

902

890

76,1863
84

...
...
...
...

...

...

...

206
539
1,732
892
1,825

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.__
35

...
u
4"

...
A

902

925

With i-grade increes ...........................................................................................

locality based per dim increases ..............................................................................
caA rt...................................................................................................
GSArecurring eimburable services ..............................................................................
Frderl Teecounications System (Mr) ..........................................................................
Telep one services ................................................................................................
CGa printing costs ...................................
...........................................................
Employee data aid payroll services ...............................................................................
Auaio via,l and media services ..................................................................................
General pricing level adjustment .................................................................................
Foreign allow nces ...............................................................................................
Tota1, nount llable increases .................................................................................
Decreases:
lPaxction for dmwq in hourly rate ..............................................................................
Pjducticn in health benefits .....................................................................................
Total decreases .................................................................................................
1988 base ..............................................................................................................

1.99

9
26
...

,.,.

421

157
.L,194
11
53
57
?
56
17
1,613
8,780
-109
-=U
-1N
85,575
D4

'

0

Salaries AW e&enM. GOra1 Leal hcivitip
WmN= of
_Fmrag
Puum
m
(Dollars in tIoamx)

1987 A
Eststs

Eattd1986 Actual1
I~lm
Pam.
B--K11;
BM, WYAo"n

~

bN Prn-mg

Federal Appellata
Activity ...............
Torts Litigation .........
OCmmrcLal Litigation ....
Federal Pgra .........
Oxamr r Litigation ......
Immigration Litigation...
p- d ard
Administration .........
Total..............

pxpriation

ntictited
am,

64
70 $3,931
20 205 25,120
227 230 14,101
172 178 15,995
35
37 1,699
30
30 2,655

64
200
225
172
35
30

69
203
225
164

2,503

40

71 $5,041
213"26,431
278 k4,183
157 10,628
37 2,063
30 3,295

104
832

106
832

105 4,72
826 70,636

101
902

104 5,322
80 76,863

105 4,559
855 68,060

$4,096 67
26,280 210
14,786, 298
16,445 151

30 1,796 1 35
30

IMnbMWape &W

Fex.

Pam.

FUNl.

WYAmopnt

67
210
296
151
35
40

1
902

73
215
301
157
37
38

$5,629
28,063
27,747
11,733
2,323
3,956

101
230
327
171
35
51

94
228
319
170
37
45

$7,960
32,036
32,239
13,146
2,323
5,346

"

6,104

101

104

6.104

925 85,575

1,016 997 99,154

34
20
29
20

11
114

21
13

is
13

7 1,390
72

-oker

Other
Holiday ..............
Overtime .............

Total Oampsabe
Reisbarsable

....year.

Total Wodlce"S ...

*

863
863

-0

-A

-_
831

898

933

1,005

72

898

933

1,005

72

8A1L

831

Amount does not Include $4,000,000 carried forwzd into 19"6 for katoted Litigation aWpxrt Servies.

$2,331
3,953
4,492
1,413

13,579

Salaries aid eacaMis.

General Legal Activitia

Justification of Procres and Plfo
wcuroe
Smaw
Activity
(Dollars in thotisar)
1987 Appropriation
Estimates by

-

Anticipated
Form.
P s WY mon

FUNm.

Peu.
Po

i

PAMVOdL

Amount

Federal Apellate
67

71

Torts Litigation ...............

210

213

Commercial Litigatiin ..........
Federal Program ...............
onsumer Litigation ............
Immigration Litigation .........

298
151

Activity .....................

vag ent and

kAdinistration ...............
T o

..................

40

278
157
37
30

$5,041
26,431
24,183
10,628
2,063
3,195

67
210
298
151
35
40

101
902

104
890

5.322
76,863

10L 104

35

902

73
215
301
157
37
38
925

$5,629
28,063
27,747
11,733
2,323
3,956

fi104
85,575

101
230
327
171
35
51

94
228
319
170
37
45

$7,960
32,036
32,239
13,146
2,323
5,346

101
1,016

104
997

6,104
99,154

34
20
29
20

21
13
18
13

$2,331

11

"

1,3;0

i11 72

13,979

3,953
4,492
1,413

This activity provides representation for the United States' interests in all types of civil cases amd matters eoept thoe Within the specialized
fields of the other divisions of the Departmnt. The litigation eno passes the full spectrum of legal Prlem w nt4&Vd by private bruins
enterprises because the dEpartments and agencies of the Governent are er9aged in inmnerable
orcial ventures sixilar to thos of a modern
corporation, such as buying, selling, construction, shipping, production of energY, insurano,
ousin a d bankdn.
In addition, the Division
litigates the significant policy issoe, often rising to oonstltuticnal dimension, associated with Government activities. fetze, the overall
objective of civil Division activity is to provide the Governmet with the best possible legal represntation. While the Division operates as the
Government's law firm, it also functicns as a oaselor and advisor for important Governent program
that may boom the sibJect of litigation.

D6

198/ Ai4iropriatlon
Mticigmted
Peru.
Rdoeral Appellate Activity..

67

71

$5,041

1988 Base
Perm.
67

73

1988 Estimate
Perm.
$5,629

101

94

Perm.

$7,960

34

21

$2,331

JW-rw
Goal: To protect the interests of the United States by succssfully defending against appeals seeking reversal of trial court and
agency decilsicni favorable to the Governmrnt, curing the reversal of trial court or agency decisions against the Goverrint, and preparing
0octimente for filing in the &Wrm Ourt.
tior Obiectiv

To prevail in appellate litigation challenging trial court or administrative decisions in favor of the United States.
7b initiate and prevail in appeals in which the Goverxrmn's qoppoents were successful at the trial

court or administrative levels.

To protect the Goerflnls'U interest at the hiihest level of aIpeal by preparing documents to be filed by the Solicitor Gem'al in the Suprm
Court.
Esse mm0a Description:

7he Appellate Staff defends the interests of the United states in litigation in Feea

prepares doimints for filing by the Solicitor General in the Supreme Oourt.

While many judgts

and stAe cort

of appea

entered at the trial oorts level in Civil

and

Division cases are favorable to the Government, they are often appealed by the opponent. T0 ensure resolution of the problem ufhidi initially gave
rise t6 the litigation (i.e. reovery of monies, protection or enformnt of Federal program, or deferme of mntary clais) these case. mist be
defended at the appeals oourt level. Similarly, adverse trial court decisions nt
be studied and analyzed and appeals filed and proecutad it
the Government's interest is to be fully protected. Finally, several major Federal statutes provide direct mviw of administrative decisions at
the appeals court level.
lew cases filed in the Supreme Court are projected to increase in 1988 by 50 percent over 1986.
expected to increase by 20 percent over the tw-year period.

At the court o peals level,

now cases are

D7

Wrklckx

nWAooclismz":

Workload ot the Appelldte Stact is presented in the lollowing table.

I

Appellate Litigation

1988
Estimate

2

I 1985
I Actual
1. Hamiled by Appellate Staff
a. Pending Beglin of Year
b. IWceived Daring Year
C. Terminated During Year
d. Pending End of Year

1,706
1,752
1,361
2,097

2. Handled in Branches
a. Pending Begining of Year
b. 8seceived During Year
c. Terminated During Year
d. ending End of Year

5,184
1,776
3,469
3,491

3. 1aceived and Referred to U.S.

1,410

Attorneys

1986
Actba

1987
Estimata

2,097

1,593
2,473

I
I

Base

Request

2,473
2,131
1,858
2,746

2,746
1,105
1,639
2,212

2,746
2,567
2,143
3,170

3,491
1,517
2,162
2,845

2,845
1,622
2,098
2,369

2,369
1,569
1,478
2,460

2,369
2,062
1,728
2,723

1,534

1,673

I1,969

I

2,873
I

I
I

1,828
I

During the pest year, the Appellate Staff handled a variety of natioally significant cases:
Iowen
in
this case, the State of California and others challerqd congressional authority to alter ters of the Social Security Act.
y.
Rcntly, coverage groups of state and local government workers began to withdraw from the system in large numbers. This trend prc-4*d Ongress
to change the statute to prevent any further withdrawals by these employees. The district court enjoined operation of the anti-temnation
rights allowing them to terminate the agreements. 'he Supreo Court reversed the district cXrt in
provision holding that the states had contr
a unanimous decision, holding that Congress had retained its sovereign right to amend the terms of the program and that no constitutional right
had been violated. This decision saves the Goverimnt $500 million to $1 billion arnually and reaffirws Congress' plenary legislative authority.
-Y. BXM.A north Florida farmer filed this class action asserting that the IFIA had failed to adequately publicize an sieztoncy loan
program. The district court held that the publicity given to the loan program was inaxuate and ordered FMIA to reopen the loan program for the
and that the Governnt canro be estoppe from
class, benefit. We appealed, arguir that the publicity aocorded the program was aiqat
he Supreme Court upheld
enforcing lawful croditions on the reoslit of public benefits - in this case the date for terminating the loan program.
D8

lbih's conduct on the qgdrns that (1) the Government caannt be estcxjed from enforcing the statute aaw (2) the agency acted in cxrplianLm with
the relevant regulatics governing publicity of the loan program. This major victory saved the Goverrment Mlroximtey $250 mili ion.
Libray2f
. In this case, the Surm Court reversed a rulir by the court of appeals that had allowed a 30 percent eNv"-vant
of a Title VII attorry's fee award agaunt the Govenment because of delay between the rendering of the served and the payment of the lee. 11he
Oourt held that enhancement of the fee for delay amounted to the imposition of interest against the United States end that Congress had not
expressly waived the G
ent's traditional immrnity from interest in Title VII. The court's categorical rejection of dla as a proper basis
for enhaaeent of a Title VII fee awd shold also lead to reversal of cases aithorizi
51
r e of "oirentu rates rather than historical rates to
ocupensate for delay, thereby greatly racing the dollar amount of fee award against the United states.
Americans United for Se.9a tion of Church and State v. Rsamn. Plaintiffs seed the President, Secretary of Stats and U. S. Amebxssdc to the
Vatican, claiming that Presidential action and ongresional oornet in extending diplomatic rsoognition to the Vatican violated the Conmtitution.
The district court dismissed the sit as nonjusticiable and the court of appeal's affirmed on the grous that (1) the plaintiffs ladr
trading
to bring this action and (2) the action presented a nonjustioLable political question. atdsequitly, the Spr
Ourt denied certiorari. This
case reaffirm the President's constitutional power in conductlnq international diplocy without judicial review of political actions.
The Appellate Staff requests 34 now positions and $2,331,000 to handle the eormus growth of appellate litigation.
Pew positions will enable the Branh to handle the wprecedented increase of apllate litigation. Over the past five years, the number of
appellate actions for which the Division was responsible increased by oc than 80 percent. By 1988, our courts of app elsad
a
peme 0(urt
workloads will further increase by 40 and 80 percent, respectively. Potential loses in casee on appeal will mor than double frc $29 billion in
1986 to over $58 billion in 1988.
This explosion in appellate litigation has its greatest impact in actions against the Government seeking to overturn legitimate trial court and
administrative decisions. Cases appealed by the Gverment's opponents constitute 80 percent of the Banch woroad. Without the requested level
of reso
es, the Division will be forced to delegate almost 3,000 defensive cases, primarily to client agency attorneys that generally lack
appellate expertise. The loss of a centralized cadre of appeals lawyers would cause an unacceptable diffusion of appeals litigation with no real
savings in personnel osets to the Governrment as a whole.
The Division mist also be able to initiate action in appellate courts to reverse judicial decisions which would ot
the Treasury enorou sums.
In 1988, appellate attorneys will reassert the Government's arguments to reverse mor than $2.3 billion in adverse judgemts. Other appellate
litigation is crucial to vindicate the constitutionality of significant FederaL program and initiatives. Given the tzrins
growth in cases
brought against the Government which uat be defended, without increased resuros the Civil Division will have to forego the appeal of adverse
trial and appellate court decisions.
Additional positions will enable the Branch to defend the new Imigration Reform Act. The Appellate Staff will be facing challenges to the Act
reaching to the Supreme Court. A strong defense is essential to maintaining the integrity of the nation's new ccqmrehmwive immigration law in
this final appeal stage.

Without the requested level of resources, the explosive qnsdth of appellate litigation will force the delegation of defensive cases and the
acquiescence in numro unfavorable decisions. The defense of immigration reform, 15 years in the making, will be jeopardized. Inadecplto
Funding risks billions in Treasury losses and fritrates crucial Federal program.

Tbrts Litigation ...........

1987 Appropriatlo
Anticioted
Perm.

1988 Base
Per.

1988 Estimata
Perm.

210

210

230

213

$26,431

215 $28,083

228 $32,036

InOMM/
Perm.
20

13

$3,953

G : To protect the interests of the United States by msaefully litigating in defense of non-meritorious mioetary claim,
preventing excessive losses fron meritorious claim and maxis-lzing the monetary recover for injury and damages to Goverment property.
Major gblect irs

To prevail in the defense of tort actions brought against the GoverTnt, its agencies and individual Federal enploeea and to seek contribution
and indemity from third parties where the Federal Treasury has been retired to satisfy the obligations of another party.

0

7b initiate and prevail in affirmative actions uben the Governet has sustained injury or expand resources on behalf of another party.
Base Prcram wi~crbio: In the course of performing the sissiom and duties assigned by the Oongress and the President, tha Government is
frequently dallenqed by private plaintiffs seeking monetary dames for alleged negligent or wrongful convict or for violating constitutional and
law rights of the plaintiffs causing damage or injury. In addition, the acts of private tortfeasors sometimes result in injury or dasogo
to Governet property which provpts affirmative actions by the Uited States for compeesation.
The standard rule that the United States should not be liable for its regulatory or program activities is increasingly under attack. Qmjeuiding
this trend is the liberalization of the expansion of tort law both in the courts and the private sector. Triditional Government defenses are no
longer ironclad. Cases which historically would have been the subject of relatively simple motions are now of major importance and threaten
ermous fiscal impact. The plaintiffs' bar has begun to view the Governmrat as an opoent with limited litigation resource, but with a "deep

pocket" to fund adverse judgamnts.

'Ihe mission of the Torts Branch Is to act as the Government's attorney in defending these claims and bringing suit hen the Government has
sustained injury. Moreover, the Bznc serves as the guardian of the public funds, defending tort claims which oould potentially cost the
U.S. Treasury billions of dollars. New cases are projected to increase substantially, especially aviation, medical malpractice, constitutional
torts and toxic torts ca
where total dollars defended are expected to reach $192 billion by 1988. In litigation initiated to recover d&ages
for the Government, more than $623 million will be sought during 1988.
D1O

Workload ad h oulistmeMt:

Workload of Torts Litigation is presented in the following table:

Torts Litiatin

1985
II Actual
1. Forsenally Hadlied
a. Pending Beginning of Year
b. NRceived Diring Year
c. Terminated Daring Year
d. Penling End of Year
e. Dollars at Isom (Million)
2. NRceived and Referred to U.S.
Attorneys

1986
I Acua

4,949
1,892
1,760
5,061
$99,104
"

3,488

5,0e81
1,333
1,180
5,234
$97,483
I

4,134

I
1987
I Esti-t
5,234
1,586
1
1,173
1
5,647
1 $128,134
I

4,942

198
Es-tiimate

I

Base

I

5,647
781
1
978
5450
1$148,232

I
I

6,887

Request
I
5,647
1,853
1,381
1 6119
1$192,739
f

I

1

5,968

In aviation and admiralty, the Branch enged in extensive discovery activities thrughout the year in the conolidated niltidistrict litigation
arising Out of the Delta 191 crash at Dallas/Ft. Worth, preparing for a trial expected in the aprLrq of 1987. The Branch obtaie reversal of the
notorious district court opinion in Ltzr grw v. United States, freeing the Governmet from the potential for e mouse liability for negligent
marine weather forecasts. In addition to a massive defensive caseload, the admiralty staff continued to provide the ranchs latest source of
affirmative recoveries through vessel pollution, cargo, loc* damage, wrec remal and ship mortgage foreclosure cases - more than $7 million in
1986.
In
of
is
40

the Atcmic Weapons
tractor cases, we are defending against attacks on the oxstitutionality of Section 1631 of the Defese Appropriation Act
1985 (P.L 98-525), %hichestablished an ewlluive damage redy against the United States for acts of nuclear weapon contractors. An al
l
pending following a favorable decision in the Northern District of California. Ws decision u~wld the statute, applying it to bar more than
oonsolidatd suits.

CAse. that use the tort system to challenge the administration of Federal programs provide a semingly limitless variety of novel legal and
factual situations. In 1986, Branch attorneys defended suooessllly many pending ts ic tort suits, Including Wilhoite v. United M..t e, a $1. 3
billion case brought to trial by 1,300 plaintiffs allegedly exposed to DO mwnfactured an federal property. Also, in BMvlM v. United States,
the first ewe of its kind, the Branch tried and won a lawsuit Wid sought to mahe the Prole Oomlssion and the Burea of Prison liable for the
murder of a poron killed by a former prisoner Who became a serial muierer after his parole.
DII

Ilia Torts Branch has oontintied its aggressive and suouessful defense of asbestos claims.
In faith v. Unitrpd§t",
the Third Circuit reversed
the district court and ordered entry of summay judgment in the Government's favor, dimising on discretionary function grounds, manutacturers'
allegations that the United States was liable for tales of raw asietos fiber from GSA stockpiles to knowlagable asbestos product manufacturers.
In In re All Maine Asbestos Litigation (NS Cases), the Supreme Oourt denied manufacturers' petitions for writs of certiorari, letting stand the
GCverrment's victory in the First Circuit dismissing third-party tort claims arising from public shipyards; and in Lpez v. A.C. & S,, the Chief
Jure for the Western District of Washington agnred with the First Circit aid dismissed third-party tort (as well as contract) claims arising out

of another public shipyard.

Constitutional tort attorneys continue to defe d aggressively present and former Govsrnnt offLoials against the brdens of litigation as well as
liability. In Wilkinson y, FBI, a sensitive case arising out of the investigation of the plaintiffs, principals of the National Oomittee Against
Repressive Legislation (WEaRL),the Branch recently prevailed on a motion for smmary judgment, adieving dismissal of all claims for damages
against the Federal defendants as well as the United States.
I dis Issal
succe
f ully taminatad six years of resource intensive litigation.
P:
Treasury.

The Torts Branch requests 20 positions and $3,953,000 to adequately defed agairt the onslaught of unwarrantal raids n the
As part of this increase, $2,141,000 is needed for Automated Litigation Suort (AS) services.

to extraoLdinary growth over the last derade in the number of tort lawsuits in the Federal courts continues to be reflected in the Divioion's
caseload. Even more alarming is the unrecedented increase in the size of awards sought in the litigation handled by the Brnh. At the end of
1986, claim reacd a staggering $97.2 billion - more than doubling in just two years. Ptoantial liabilities in this defensive litigation will
read $192 billion by 1988 - another dkbling.
New positions will allow the Branch to personally handle the massive litigation and claim brou4t against the Uited States as a result of
airline disasters, including cases arising frca the Aercmexioo/Cerritoo midair cnllision. Such recent experiences oupled with an annual increase
in general aviation moidents ported a sizeable increase in aviation cases with as many as 190 neW major cases expected in 1988. However, the
numbers alone reflect only part of the increasing workload. Major air disaster litigation is beominiq more coplex with increasing use of
consolidated and third-party cases, requiring far more attorney effort than in the past. Dollars at risk in these cases will be as much as $45
billion in 1988. Without these additional resources to handle the escalating aviation litigation, the risk to the Treasury %ill
be unaccptably
high. The Division would be forced to o
ise the defense of major cases through the understaffing of litigation team and the delegation of
many rw cases.
Akitionally, Division attorneys must be able to handle
officials. Of particular ornen, are the activities of
debilitating effect on their osaiment to reduce crime
personally defended cases will increase by as much as a

institutional tort cases which have the greatest potential impact upon Govenment
Federal law enformt agencies, agents and officers. These suits can have a
and curtail illegal drug use in this country. buy 1988 we expect that the nmber of
third.
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'ihe lack of an adegoats central care of lawyers to defend against costitutional torts suits will subject various high level officials to a
Bemuse officials in every activity of Goverrmnt, particularly
doentdalzed and uncoordinated defense in numerous and oaton related lsits.
law enoroment, ar personally sued in these cases, the effectiveness of nwmmo program will be compruisgd and their critical operation
bwIXtgt under uzsrranted scrutiny.
Aditional positions will also enable the Branch to personally handle the increasingly complex medical malpractice ar4 mplyee negligence claim.
Further, the Banch will be able to defend against damage claim in the atomic weapon xctracto cases. The. case will pae. a major threat to
the Treasury, with plaintiffs seeking billion of dollars.
Branch attorneys will be able to initiate millions of dollars in admiralty claim for vessel pollution, lock dAmge, wreck r vial and mortgage
foreclosure cases, the latter being particularly significant with the recent bankri4$cies of both Prulentlal Lines and Unlited States Lines.
Without additional reource, the Banh would be forced to forego the initiation of more the 100 aes, with a price tag of moe than $250
million in forteited potential reoveries.
to losses exeeding $18 billion..
must contlnu its aggressive asbestos litigation defense whore the United States Treasury is exed
'hisbrancti
Ii intensive devotion of resoces by the Bench, thus far, has been indispensable to achieving recent victories. Hover, the major challang
still lie. ahead. The first segment of the Jictv-Manille Claims Court litigation in shedled to begin in Much 1987 and the trials of other
manufacturers ar e duled to follow in the mmer of 1987. Continued support to mount a atzu defesu is most critical no to solidify the
nte's defense and vake the mst ef fectLve use of the extensive preparation to date. The most critical lamint in sport of trial
Gove
preparation is AS. The Torts Branc ruires $2,141,000 to:
provide trial and paralegal support for upcoin
.

trials;

ocplets processing of nearly 300 million page. of documents in compliance with court-ordered consolidatad diso;verys and
cover additional ocwputer pressing and storage costs.

The importance of this funding was exemplified in a recent statement by the Claim ourt Judge for the upooming Johns-Manville trial.
I am not so much concerned about the government's difficulty in preparing for trial, with all due sympathy to the government
e government pan either jov ixd=ents or gay a torTnev, and it akes its choice.
in terms of its own resource problems.
And if plaintiffs are ready to go, especially with the time periods that have been involved in this case, there i no reasm
So that will not be a major
the a2vernment can't nosr the zuisits resuves to avoid sufferina erious ludats.

factor.

(hais

).

Without relevant domeits to rebut plaintiffs' allegations, our attorneys will faoe judicial hostility, sanctions, preclsinon orders, and adverse
jukenta of billions of dollars.
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1987 Appivpriation
Anticipated
Perm.
POO.

ouexwial Litigation ......

298

WY

&MMm

278 $24,183

1988 Base
Perm.
Wa.

ku

298

301

.timate

1988
Pam.

Mioxn If

$27,747

327

319

MW

$32,239

Peru.
IWLL

WY

29

18

m

t

$4,492

ii-_-sing Goal: To successfully prosecute claims for the recovery of monies fraudilently secured or improperly diverted from the United States;
defend international trade policy; defend and assert the Government's contract and intellectual property rights) defend and assert the
Goven-ent's f inancal and commercial interest uwxsr foreign treaties; and collect monies owed the UnLitd States as a result of civil judgments,
iarxpn-nlses and defaulted loans.

KIor Oblect ires:
'ib save the Governent money by winning lawsuits and obtaining favorable settlements of contract, intellectual pLperty, international trade and
Government ezploayment litigation brought against the United States.

lb collect

iy owed the United States as a result of defaulted contracts, unpaid loans, unsatisfied Judgments, breach of grant agreements and

misuse of enef it programs.
11 rowover funds lost through fraud in Government progrras
statutory penalties allowed for such violations.

and the corr4tion of public employes and to deter future losses by collecting the

I defend Government policies challenged in litigation involving money damages.

h EfroAm DescriLi

: 'Ihe Commercial Litigation Branch is responsible for defending actions seeking money judgmerts against the United States
aid for initiating civil action to collect money owed the United States as a result of various cmmercial and statutory activities. Tie Branch is
also responsible for the Government's civil litigation arising from fraud, bribery and official misconduct; the collection of civil fines or other
money judgments; challenges to Government personnel actions; the collection of defaulted loans; and other litigation arising frcm the ommercial
ulertakngs of the Federal government. As Federal outlays increase, particularly for national defense, litigation readting ft m commercial
expenditures rises proportionately. The Branch's activities are largely defensive in its efforts to protect the financial interests of the United

States.

The defensive workload of the branch continues to rise, particularly in patents, contracts and international trade oases.
exx=ted to reach $4.7 billion in 1988.

Associated claim are

In affirmative litigation, the Branch will seek recovery of more than $7.3 billion through fraWs, bankruptcy and loan default litigation.
DI4

Workload and Aormplitita:

Workload of Cmmarcial Litigation is presented in the following table:

Oomervial Litigation

1

Base

$26,102

11,867
3,884
3,431
12.320
$26,154

12,320
4,430
4,367
12,373
$26,884

12,373
4,522
4,151
12,744
$26,166

12,373
4,960
4,227
13,106
$27,659

2. Peived and Referred to U.S.
Attorneys

11,274

13,182

15,332

17,529

17,529

1986
A1 I

I
13,864
4,184
6,179

I11,867

I

I

I

I1
I Ba'mst

1987
FatlQtt

1985

Actal

I
1. Personally handled
a. Pending Beginning of Year
b. Bwasived Durir Year
c. Terminated During Year
d. Pending End of Year
*. Dollars at Isae (Millions)

1988
jstiote

I

In 1986, the Banc handled significant litigation in district courts and baaariptcy cionrta arising out of the Govenmnt's interests in the
airline, energy, maritime, steel and utility industries. In the &Ir.9jgj3 bardamutcy, a plan of reorganization ws oonfixed, resulting in the
recovery of over $30 million on the Federal Aviation Alinistration's claims. Foreclosure litigation over the default of the Great Plains Coal
Gasification Plant on $1.5 billion in Departmnt of EInex
guaranteed loans resulted in the Seetary of lezgy's amcliition of the plant. We
represented the Maritime Administration, whoee borrowers filed chapter 11 baruptcy petitions involving over $1.7 billion in defaulted loans.
We represented the Eammic Develcpment Adkiistration in the bankrney proceedings of its steel cany
borrowers suh as lIlV, WheelingPittsbrgh, Feblirg steel and Youngstow Steel. In Ign, we scceeded in having $4.5 billion in defense contract assumed by the laV Aerospaoe
Division within one week of its bankruptcy filing; permttirg the orderly oontimed performance of those vital defense contracts. Finally, in the
utilities field, we expanded our representation of the Itiral Electrification administration with respect to over $3 billion in defaulted loans to
rural cooperatives made or qmarntsi by the REA and we cotitised to represent the Bonneville Power Aministration in the massive $7 billion
Washington Public Poser Supply System (WPS) bond default litigation.
Ite B-anch continued its empiasis on Departet of Defense procureet fraud cases, recovering more than $6 million from Litton System, Inc.,
$2.5 million ftre Stenoal hero Engineerir, $2.2 million from Gould, Inc., and over $1 million from Systems Egineering Associates Corp.
Pecveriee in cases involving other government agencies included: $2.6 million from Idle Wild Farm, Inc., for skimmng beef donated by the
kricultur Departent for use in the ecjool. lunci program; $2.3 million frm Medline Industries In. and $1.5 million from Ched Oorp., both tor

DIS

tdiling to disclose relevant pricing information during negotiations with GSAand VA procurement officials; and $1.1 million from Loe's Corp.
over improper charging of costs by the Mail Handler's Health Plan.
In Zummrliru v. Marh, we successfully argued that the Office of Personnl Maagement'u formula for computing the overtime of federal
firefighters conformed to standards required by the Fair Labor Standards Act, resulting in the continuing saving of aproximately $1 million a
week since 1979. In brgrrr v. oertsmnt of Trasortation, the Feral Circuit accepted the Branch's argument that an air traffic controller's
military service is not creditable toward the time civilian air traffic controllers arm required to serve to quality for an early retirement
annuity saving approximately $6 million in controllers' retirement benefits and potentially saving up to $18 million in similar early retirement
pitgraw.

In Pizzaratti v. United States, the Branch's Foreign Litigation Unit succesfully defended a test case in Italy brought by Italian contractors
seeking price escalations due to cost increases during the performance of the contracts. The ruling will impact favorably on nine other suits
uihich collectively seek over $9 million from the United States. In the Matter of the Assaassinatlon of Lt. Coi. Charles Rw, the United States has
intervened as a civil party in a criminal case in Paris against Georges Ibrahim Abdallah for the ailrder of a U.S. btassy official, suoesfully
using our civil party status as a means of preventing the release of the defendant and strengthening the criminal prosec tion.
The Branch' defense of the Goverriment's patent rights saved the Treasury over $5 million in Heinman v. United States and more than $4 million in
Hazeltine v. United States.
buram C

~es:

hTe commercial Litigation Branch requests 29 positions and $4,492,000 to resist unwarranted demands on the Treasury and bring

suit to reoer monies owed to the Government.

This funding InclIdes $2,714,000 for Atoated Litigation SuIport (ALS) services.

Now positions will allow Branc attorneys to personally handle litigation brought against Federal agencies in the recently created ClaimsQCut
and the ourt of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The caseload in these two courts will continue to overburden available resources, particularly
in the complex areas of contracts and patents. Not only has the volum of filings increased, patent cases have nearly doubled, but the cases
under the Claim Court's jurisdiction are requiring an extraordinary level of effort to master the oolex legal and factual issue and to prepare
for trial.
Tle requested level of resour
will provide strong support for the Germet's efforts to recover monsy lost through wste, fraud and abuse.
'lhe number and quality of civil fraud referrals will continue to increase, particularly defense procurement fraud. Increased positions will allow
branch attorneys to initiate action on almost 100 of these referrals, recovering illicr for the Treasury and deterring future misuse of
GOVment fuids. Without the ability to file suit in civil fraud cases, the effectiveness of the anti-fraud investigative ad aiit
network will
be crippled.
D16
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11heDivision's anti-fraud litigators oppoe attorneys representing saw of the nation's largest corporations.
opponents without additional ALSservices:

We cannot achieve parity with our

We need $464,000 to maintain ALS dommant oollections. UmwDivision currently provides ALS for 4 frauds cases with document collections
totalling me than half a million paes. B 1988, the number of cases requiring support will double, calling for even greater
dedication of funds.
* he recetly erected False Claims Act Aanments. authorize the Department to compal production of records and to take sworn testiomy
before deciding whether a civil fraud suit is warranted. This provision will req4ire $350,000 for ALS to organize, review and maoare
storage for large volues of doormnts.
AIditional personel will allow the Branch to protect the creditor rights of the UnLitad States in ooqlex dpter 11 banutcy cases. Also, U0
Division must continue its aggressive pursuit in loan default litigation. Particularly critical are the loan defaults and bankruptcies of several
utility cooperatives holding Government loans worth more than $3 billion. Defaulted Ioar to the ailing shipping industry threat loses of sm
$1.7 billion.
We must also ontinue to defend the mammth WPPSS cases. The reversal of an earlier decision Alsissing the United States as defendant in the
WPPSS litigation reopened cases with $7.4 billion in claims and over 240 million pages of doumnts.
This expanding document collection requires $1.9 million in additional ALS funding in order to meet court schedules for depoitions,
discovery and trials. Without the rejeestad funding, our attorneys will miss court deadlines, damaging the Goverrmet' cases and
opening the attorneys to couit sanctions.
Failure to provide these essential resources will hamstring the Civil Division's efforts to defend the Treasury zgalnst baseless claims. Umw
Division will be unable to initiate more than 300 fraud, debt and bankruptcy cases, foregoing the recovery of untold millions. such action will
devastats the Division's successful representation of the Government's commercial interests.
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lffl-rirM Goal. To sucessfully defend against the challenges to Federal civil program, policies and initiatives and to enfoc
statutory violations of Federal programs.
Kaior Cbiegtives:

To prevail on behalf of the Uited States in defensive civil litigation which arises from judicial review of the program, policies, initiatives
and decisions of the President, Exeoutive Branch agencies and officials of the Legislative and Judicial Branches.
To initiate and prevail in affirmative litigation aimed at remedying statutory and regulatory violations.
Dtse Puom [escrigtion: 7he Federal Programs Branch serves to defend the integrity and enforce nt, and often the continuing existence and
viability, of virtually all Federal agencies' programs, policies, initiatives and decisions. The public, either individually or through various
oryanizatlons and groups, has turned increasingly to the courts in an effort to change program, policies and decisions they perceive to be
deficient. Omently, the Branch mist vigorously defend against legal challenges to an ver-increasing number of vital Government policies and
program to ensure they are not frustrated through the judicial process.
In civil litigation, the Branch represents the United States and its nearly 100 Departets and agencies, Newberg of Congress, the Federal
judiciary, Cabinet meters and other Federal exeo tves, officers and employ es acting in their official capaities. Mst of the litigation is
defensive.
Ihe litigation defended by the Branch, while gAnerally not for specific monetary amounts, does include cases with actual or potentially massive
impacts upon the Federal treasury and budget. Often this defensive litigation handled by Branch attorneys affects Fedaral entitleets
expenditures where challenges to restrictive statutory provisions and regulations could result in Judicial decisions wich would entitle
plaintiffs to Federal benefits estimated to cost billions of dollars over the life of the entitle ints program.
1lte Federal Program Branc also serves as the emergency civil litigation center for the Government. This work involves handling the very complex
litigation brought against the Governent under extraordinarily short time frames. This litigation is most often extremely sensitive,
controversial, highly visible and of national aid/or International inportanoe.
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mWlisents:

Workload of Federal Programs is presented in the following table:

Federal Proran

I

Litigation

1988
Estimate

I
I

1985
Actual

1986
I Actual
1

I

1987
Estimate

Base
I

I

I

Reqtst

1

1. Personally Handled
a.

Pending Beginning of Year

b. BPaceived During Year
c. Texiireted During Year

1

1,070

1

350
783

I

1

637

1

644
345

I

d. Pending End of Year
e. Dollars at Issue (Killion)

637
$2,543

1
936
1 $8,574

2. Received and Referred to U.S.
Attornys

3,073

3,371

I

1
1

936

1,139

1

1,139

744
541

757
581

1

1

820
600

1

1,359
$10,665

1,139
$9,496

1

1,315
$10,181

3,451

1

3,784

I

I

3,721

As In past years, the Federal Proraw Branch has again this year represented the government and its officers in many cases of national importane
involving significant constitutional and statutory challenges. For oxaple, in Mlche M.
, the Branch succesfully defended the composltion
of the Federal open market Committee, a ootponent of th-e Federal Paserve, against a constitutional attack on the basis that the statutory
provisions goerning the appoint
of Federal Beserve Bank members to the Oalttee violate the Appointments Clause of the Ootrottution. Also,
in Hastiarg v. Judicial onferen
of the United Stats, the Branch prevailed against a constitutional attack on the Judicial Oswil's Refos and
Ju ilcial Oonluvt and Disability Act of 1980. lTe challenge was brought by the Honorable Aloes L. Hastings, a district court judge in the Southern
District of Florida, who is under investigation by a oomittee of judges of the Eleventh Circait for alleged "oonxt prejudicial to tU effective
and expeditious administration of the business of the courts.u
During the past year the Branch also successfully defended Oi's decision to allow Blue Cros/Blue Shield to nfund $800 million in health
insurance premiums to the Federal goverreent and to Fedeal and U.S. Postal Service emloyees. Former eqfloyees who had been in the insurance
plate prior to the membership date which qualified for a refund brought a class action attacking the refund proposal and seeking "equitable"
participation in the refunds. Branch attorneys persuaded the court to reject the claim, demostrating to it that the refund procedures propsed
by Blue Cross/Blue shield were consistent both with the Federal health insurance statute and with general irsarance industry practice.
Among the important cases presently being handled by the Branch is State of Nevada y. Dole, challenge the oorstituticnality of ourditioning a
state's right to receive certain Federal highway project funs on the state's maintaining a maximum 55 xph speed limit. The Branc is also
defending the constitutionality of the Farm Credit Azasksnts Act of 1985 and all of the Federal drug-testing litigation.
D19

11w branch continues to purta important affirmative litigation such a Brock v. Geraie and B
yrok.
IlnIy, two cases brought under the Employee
Ktirement Income Secrity Act on behalf of the Department of Labor. Both involve allegations of messive costs and fiduciary breaches against
tiduciaries and providers of services to union members under ,aion dental plane.
k
ada
:
s Federal Plrraw Branch regures an iucease of 20 positions and $1,413,000 to handle its growing
defense is vital to the ecnm and effectiveness of Goverrownt operations.

xidoad, utmre adqj ata

defensive caseload of the Brant will nearly double between 1986 and 1988. The factual and legal issues of theme cases have nationwide
iznxct. Many suc suits are anong the
iat complex and timw-cweaaing filed against the itetaid States and its agencies, involving multiple isu
of constitutional law, statutory construction and regulatory interpretation. Although direct mtary claim are not a primary issue in rat
cases, dollars at issue will exceed $10 billion by 1988. Ui figure is compound wen conslderlng that eititlements wiarditures may be
affected over the life of the program.
'Ie

iuiaced resources will allow the Banc to confront litigation arising from class action suits %hich have doubled in recent years. Another area
of significant growth in resource demand will result frca banking litigation, vbic doubled from 1985 to 1986 alcns. Te dergulation of banks
and deterioration or collapse of certain banking institutions and system will undoubtedly generate as many as 30 peromt more casm against
Federal banking agenoles over the next two years. Additionally, litigation arising fruM Federal " testing programs will continue into 1988,
raising complicated legal, factual and techuical is ea. The Branch mot already devote sigmLficant resource to this niy emerging litigation.
Of major concern is the growing crisis in Social Security disability litigation. Thefe cases ham a very real and eubtartLal Ic
on both the
adinistration and f scal viability of the Social Secrity system. The smasive volua.i of caes in the Federal courts - em 53,000 - and the
15,000 cmes on remand to the Secretary of HHSwill only be compounded by the anticipated 35,000 cases expect
in 1987. 3qually alarming is the
increase in losses in Federal court suits, largely attributable to the difficulties cf managing aid handling this massive umber of suits.
Although most of these ca
are delegated to Social Security attorney. for p-isry luidling, the dratic "explosion" of litigation requires
substantial additional omaitaents of resouce by the Division. First, Civil's attorneys must handle the "lead" or major caes
mm
cdh raise
onstitutional, statutory and regulatory isaues and are nationwide in soe
and impact. Sand, Division attorneys will be called upon to handle
the extremely semitive and important content actions against the secretary of 198. Thse matters are anticipated to result from the Inability
of SSA to respod timely to this enormous caseload. Finally, the cases will require additional resources to assist U.S. Attorneys and NO
officers in respcading to the thousand of now suits.
Denial of these rscouroes will force the delegation of extremely sigificant cases. For example, Fresta of Information and Privacy Act case
which require centralized handling to achieve consistency in interpretation and application of these Governmsnt-wlde statutes would have to be
delegated. The resulting fragmentation will bring inanistecy in interpretation and ultimately damage all agerise in their public information
policies and pvactices. further, delegation of the highly visible, ocmplex class action discrisinatIm lawsuits would substantially increase the
likelihood of adverse judgments or settlement prt.iding relief for overly-broad classes of employes. Without additional resources for Social
security litigation, the Division will be unable to assist in easing the litigation crisis. The continued viability of this already overburdened
system will be seriously threatened, pottending substantial losses to the Treasury through increased benef its.
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To protect the interests of consumer from defective or harmful products and fram unfair and deceptive trade practices.

To provide effective enforcement of Federal consumer protection statutes through institution of affirmative civil litigation.
To consider the prospective merit of criminal
criminal proceadings.

atters under consuer protection statutes aid initiate or assist in the owndK± of appropriate

To represent the United States in defensive litigation when initiatives and program of the principal consumer protection agencies are challenged.
Base Proaram Description: The Office of Consumer Litigation has reqpxsibility for litigation under FOderial statutes that protect public health
and safety and regulate unfair and deceptive trade practices in interstate commerce. The Office defended the programs, policies and decisions of
the Government in const-eer related areas and enforces those policies by both civil and criminal sanctions in order to avert health risks to the
public and deter economic fraud wdh has a significant inpawt on the eonoy.
The office initiates affinnative litigation to ensure that unsafe and adulterated foods aid dxug do not rec the marketplace, protect the
integrity of the drug approval press and enforop Federal policies in the regulation of foods. Affirmative litigation also covers hzarcb
and
unsafe consumer pro4cts, unfair debt collection itnd consumer credit practices, franctising, door-to-door and mail order males, enfor nt of
administrative orders relating to price fixing and divestiture, unfair and deceptive advertising practices and cigarette and aut ile labeling.
ihe Branch defends the Government in challenges to Federal policies and initiatives aimed at protecting the public in its purchase of foods,

drugs, devices aid conrmer products.

The civil litigation initiated by the Office involves millions of dollars in judgments and reoveries for the Gon.1iwfnt.
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Workload of consumer Litigation is presented in the following table:

Consumer Litigation

i 1985
I Actual
1. Personal ly Handled
a. Pending Beginning of Year
b. Received During Year
c. Teminated During Year
d. Pe ingx
of Year
2. I8ooived and Fiferred to U.S.
Attorneys

1

I

1987
I 1988
I a Est-e Esmate
II

1
j
1I

1986
tm
A

208
157
138
227

1
1
1

227
209
158
278

278
206
189
295

295
211
196
310

165

1

208

206

208

I

1

In 1986, the Of fi of Cnsumer Litigation pursued cikasr frad actively, 0xxlctlng major investigations in a number of states. Pwoont
enfoemt activities resulted in a series of mJoessfUl praeezutions of used oar dealers in Tenesse and Georgia. In U.S. v. Har McDonald.
gt aL, the largest odometer case instituted by the Department thus far, a grand jury in Georgia returned a 124-unt inictmt against five
individuals and a corporatiun for felony and misdmanor violations relating to an odometer taqerng scheme. In another matter, the court
Impoerol a 10-year jail term, the longest federal tarm of incarceration ear reported for odomter related offenses.
1he Office also successfully prosecuted numerous criminal violations of the Food, Drq, and
tic Act and related acts. The results in these
prosecutions included the oonvictions of several major fiqurea, including a licensed jtuiacist, involved in the Illegal distribution of steroids
(.S. v. Cecil
) ; return of an Indictment against a major health products firm and am of its officers for onspiracy to defraud the
Govrnmet and criminal isbrarding (U.S. v. General Nutrition. et al.)j and the conviction of am of the largest repackagars and distributors of
generic drug and several of its officers for their criminally obstructive behavior in the couree of an IRh inspection (U.S.v. Generi ).

The Office won a number of major appellate victories in 1986.

In one case, the circuit court upheld controversial infant formula regulations
prmulgated by kph (Forala. at al. v. Heckler. et al.). In another case, the crirt ruled in favor of the Governmnt's position that a
stipulation providing for a stay of enforcement pro eedings was an unreviesable exercise of agency enforc
t discretion (Sh1M 2IpY±
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7he Of tics ekessfully oncluded several suits against large consumer finan eoampenies in %btaict the Government alleged that the manner in whi.
age and income source were considered was impermissible under the Equal Credit Opportunity ct (U.-yFidel ity kA tance Qxp.). Me Ottice
also concluded a suit against a major real estate developmenttompany for credit advertising violatia with the ipasition of ststantlal civil
penalties and injunctive relief (!L . v. Hooker maes. Inc.).
With respect to Conrvr Prodxt Safety O iik
(CPSC) matters, the Office was aided by a cimit court ruling in its efforts to oollecL. a
criminal fins agairt a firm that had violated the ban on distributiai of TRIS-treated children's gaets
(U.-S. V. Troxier Hosiery Co.. Ir.).
The Office also obtained a peraennt injwurion to halt the distribution of certain prescription drug vials that were not child resistant (U.v
Surt Un.

Ing. ).

1987 Apropriation
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Goal: To protect the interest of the United States by suocesafully deferling challenges to Federal civil 1igr
policies and initiatives and conducting civil litigation under the immigration and naturalization lus.

tion programs,

To prevail in all civil immigration litigation arising under the Immigration and Nationality Act and related lwo.
To enforve programs undertaken for the purpose of facilitating the apprehenion, detention and expulsion of aliens Who lack lawful authority to
remain in the United States.
To represent the United States in civil litigation brought against executives of the immigration and Natukalizaiom Service and other immigrationinterested agees in their official capacities.
To prevail in appellate litigation challenging trial court or adrinistrative decisions in favor of the United States.
Liam Pryaras Dscri t
: The Office of Imigration Litigation in responsible for handling a wlA variety of i
ration cases, the mot
prominent of AtIch include major class actions attempting to halt or other wise frustrate enforcement of the laws regulating aliens seeking to
enter or to remain in the United States. These cases have the potential for severely hampering the ability of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (1148) to enfoce the laws enacted by Onress and for wsakanirg the oer-we's ability to respond to the influx of illegal aliens. &udh

suits typically involve requests for t q xwry restraining orders andVor pielisnary Injunctions, extemive discovery and trial.
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Other major areas of responsibllity for the Office or ImIqrcrcion Litigation involve the defense or both petitions for review tiled by individual
aliuw in the oourts or appeals to challenge deportation orders and ations bought by aliens in the district courts to attack*the ciraintaao
of their oanfizrmw
aid/or orders or excusion froa the United States. Uume came oftan tail claim for political *Aylum or application for
other ton or .qaitable imlgration relief that he ben rejected adinistrativaly.
kitiumlly, an i=raslng tmer or PAt involve Bi
claim esking monetay damg against the individual 0ovenment off iciale r=po Ibs for imIgition onforo
t.
Drctwt or the Inigratlon efone and xtrol Act of 1
adds defense of all petitions for review and other civil mLits arising under the new
statutory provisions to the Office's litigation responsibllitie.
Altbahuh most of the changes wrcght by the 1966 Act will not take etfect until
after Jura 1967, the fact that t
empower sanction and legalization provisions will affect million of individual aliusi and eqployers mgests
that the Act will have a .tstantisl impact on ths Oftie's cmseload.
In addition to this woklod, the Office repress
the United States In contiming litigation arising from the Mariel 9at
lift" of 1980,
including dallenges by detained Cltan alisa and civil collection actior to eoreh Us aabinltrative tin. levied against the owners and
captains of vessels that bcmiht undoaumAd alies into the United State.
Immigration case receipts am expected to nearly triple from 196 through 1968. no additional remedie and judicial review cortnities
provided by the Imigration Ratorm and Cntrol Act are expected to add sigmfiiontly to th office's trial ad appellate litigation
responsibilitLes begimln
in 1987. &h additional litigation will include the r-brLef ig of a portion of t
presntly pending cases involving
aliens %ho wish to seek relief under the no Act, as wall an the deferme of wholly earate actions chllenging the implmntation and application
of the newly enacted benefits and penalties.
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WorKloAd AW h

lish

ts.

le

workload of the Office of Imigration Litigati

-is presented in the tollowin

I

Immigration Litigation

. Personally Handled
a. Pending Beimnirq of Year
b. teive Durinaj Year
C. Terminate During Year
d. Pendi
d of Year
2.

Wed and Referred to U.S.
Attorneys

1988

I

1985
Actuaa
II

I

1986
Actual

I

1987
timat

I

table:

Estime ...

Base
I

I
I

qst

II

666
3,565
935
3,296

3,296
554
2,917
933

933
908
837
1,004

1,004
681
659
1,026

1,004
1,429
1,045
1,380

1,604

910

971

1,757

1,009

he Off ice of Imigration Litigation has five litigating teams, each headed by an e
erieoed trial attorney. The tem are structured to
facilitate the provision of support and guidance to both the field offices of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and to the various
U.S. Attorneys' offices. TeA leaders and trial attorneys are assigned to serve am
eounelors
to specific districts aid cirouits to ensure
continurg contact on all civil immigration matters. The litigation organization erianoes the coordination of related judicial and ad inistrative
proceedings througout the countzy and better permits the Office to staff pending litigation in aooordance with current priorities.
In edition to its responsibility to provide mervision and guidance on all pending iigaton
litigation, the Office directly handles the est
complex and sensitive trial and a pellato immigration matters, hilch frequently raise significant challenges to the nation's ability to control
its borier-u. Notable examples include:
Eerie-Rog=
e Y. Smith and Garcia-Nir v. Seith. This consolidated action in Atlanta challenges the power of the Governmnt to detain Mariel
Qubanb with a history of antisocial cunct and involves a claim by the aliens that they are entitled to asylum as a persecuted social gruup. The
Office has been quite successful in the Eleventh Circuit, otaining reversals of district court rulings that would have severely restricted
ontinued detention and barred deportation for all detainees pending reopened administrative hearings on their class-wide asylum claim, and
aduieving the actual deportation of 201 detainees who were removed before Cuba asuped implemntation of the repatriation agreement. In 1986,
the Eleventh Circuit ruled that the detainees do not have a Nliberty intanwt" in release on immgration parole arising from the circustances of
the Mariel Flotilla and ordered that the class action be dismissed. 7he Supreme Court twice has denied the aliens' petitions for oertiorari, and
the Governmmnt's s
ses have resulted in the dismissal of many of the more than 1,000 indivldal habeas corpus actions filed by the detainees.
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z v. Ssth. This
Irabtesclass action brought in Los Angeles by Salvadordras challenges the way the INS processes apprehened illegal
aliens. The aliens claim that the INS coaeres Salvadorasl into agreeing to return to El Salvador and to waive their rights to a deportation
hearing and their opportunity to apply for asylum. In 1982, tho district court entered a nationwide preliminary injunction requiring INS to
prNide all arrested Salvadorans with a notice that they could seek asylum in the United States. Put of the alle ' claim relates to the huann
rights conditions prevalent in their hceland. The trial, which began in December 1985 and will contine into 1987, has focused on political
violence in E1 Salvador as well as an 11S practices in the United States.
Committee of OeDtral American IMAU=ees V. Nasse. This class action brought in San Francisco on behalf of all Salvadoran and Guatemalan aliens
challenges the Attorney General's authority to detain aliens at facilities removed fr the plaoe of actual appreheniion. Preservation or the
statutorily delegated discretion on matters pertaining to the detention and removal of authorized aliens is critical in llgt
of the large
raser of aliens appreheded ,"id the limited available detention resources. The oftioe
smfUlly obtained a denial of preliminary injunctive
relief both in district court and on interlooutory appeal to the circuit oxurt.
Fazelihokmabad v. ENSand Hernandez-Oordero v. DOf. A nutier of circuit courts have demonstrated reluctance to oonfins review of discretionary
administrative decisions to the narrow e
of review mandated by the a
ourt.
e problem is particularly ote in the expanding category
of cases in which aliens, while onoeding their depotability, have moved to reopen prooeings to apply for discretioray relief based on clais
of extr
hardship. Many ouch deportable aliens seek favorable dispeneations after years of defying lawful administrative orders (as in
wua or solely on the basis that removal to their native ocuntry wold subject then to a lowered shtadard of living (as in l
Eerl/ Lk2)
orde ). Preservation of the Attorney General's discretionary authority to waive exalsion of statutorily deportable aliens in appropriately
extraordinary cames iceasingly requires additional appellate litigation, such as petitions for en banc consideration by the full ciratit courts
(as in
3ra )nyez
or for certiorari to the Sipreme Court (as in a}.
Vela.siez v. Senk.
With increased frequency, district court actions ar bcxpt to challenge the methods by thich IS seeks to detect and
appred aliens o have entered or remained in the United States without lawful authority. A number of ach mitts, such as this California
class action dallenging joint operations in which the IM supported the service of arrest and search warrants by state and city police, target
the relationhip between Federal and local law enforcement agencies in an effort to disrupt or discourage cooperative efforts in matters bearing
uo aliens. In Vela a and similar cases, the Office has smioessfully resisted the demands for injunctive orders restricting su cooperation.
Waa
: The Office of Immigration Litigation requests 11 new positions and $1,390,000 to handle the influx of now cases anticipated with
the Immigration Reform aid Control Act. This funding includes $533,000 for Autcaated Litigation Support (ALS) services.
he enforcement and legalization provisions will trigger enormous caseload increases for the Civil Division as aliens seek to reverse deportation
docisions in octrts of appeals and challenge the Immigration and Naturalization Service's (INS) denials of interim relief in district courts. The
employers sanctions provision will create substantial increases in defensive cases as employer. initiate actions challenging search warrants and
fine determinations. Affirmative cases will be initiated against a number of employer exhibiting a pattern and practice of hiring illegal
aliens.
onservatively, we expect 235 no trial and 513 new appellate cases to emerge in 1988, representing a 39 percet rise in trial ces
and
a 53 percent rise in appellato cases over the 1986 caseload.
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The mst significant element of the Division's caseload will be the anticipated statutory
uc Cse has already been filed - Catholic Services V. Me
- whon plaintiffs seek a
to control the borders. No provision of the now &* is immune to this type ot attack and
sanctions and the Systematic Alien Verification for Eligibility (SAVE) provisions. Thee
immigration reform unless additional attorneys and support staff are provided.
In addition to personnel resources, the Massive volume o th

and class cion challenge to immi ration reform. On
nationwide injunction that would paralyze INS' ability
u can count on similar challenges to employers
challenges threaten to undermine the viability of

new litigation will recessitate aprval of $533,000 in AIB funding to provide:

Special data bases to track individual litigants, class members and d=eoncnta durirq the various stages of litigation.
A dooment center staffed by ontractor paralegals and clerical personnel to orqadw dooemints and Maport the attorneys in preparing
for trials and apeals.
Failure to provide these resources will necessitate tha delegation of almost 750 cases to attorneys uho lack kxledge of the highly specialized
body of immigration law. Weakening the defense of izalgration law by for ing oases onto inexperienced attorneys would be coutarprodctive to the
comprehensive reform of the tnited States imigration law. Unless the required resources for the Office of Immigration Litigation are provided,
the fundamental reforms that were 15 years in the making will be nullified.

1987 Appropriation
Anticiatel
Perm.

1988 Base
Peru.

101

101

1988 Estimate
Per".Pem

Magarant &

Administration ...........

104

$5,322

104

$6,104

101

104

$6,104

...

...

...

LQW-ODM Goal: Direct the conduct, handling arel supervision of all litigation and other matters delegated by the Attorney Genei.al to the Civil
Division in a fair, successful and consistent saner.
Jajor 0tbjective;

To provide executive leadership and maintain effective
individual attorney autcnomy.

nagement while creating a proper balance between central snagemant control and

11 scare, develop, and retain a copetent and motivated staff while maintaining a work envircsvent conducive to maxim pro wtivity and
effective decision making.
To plan and execute management laproveents and ap ort programs and provide administrative and automated litigation support service.
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'10 effectively manage the Division's finarnial rescurces.
, develop and present to the Department legislative proposals which are reflective of a premnent goal to promote the efficiency and
effectiveness of the civil justice system.
tiAse pro-MS Descripton: As Othe Governnmet's lawyer" the Civil Division is resonslble for effectively representing over 180 Federal agencies
in ten- of thousnds of cases uich present the potential lose to the Wraury of more than $100 billion annually in direct aard, higher pr qrem
Annually the Division handles thousuds of ocurt challenges to the statutory and reguaatocy i tegrity of
ixxots or changes in anticipated revenue.
the numerous Federal programs established by the Oqngress, the domestic and foreign policy initiatives of the President and the ilmration laws
r health and safety lw and process crimalal violation of these statutes. 7he
and policies of the United States, and enforce c
Management and Aministration decision unit is responible for providing Divisiona-ide diction and managit of the activities and staff,
assisting in the fomalation of the Departt's civil justice policies and program,
and
advising
operations,
its
and
administsring
supervising
aint and adinistrative sport services to the Division's staff.
and providing mwazn
Workload and UoimolisiuMlU: 1t workload and acx
accplsIsmets of its branches aid offioes.

lishmnts of the Manageent and Administration program is the am of the workload and

Civil Division

I 1985
II Actual

I 1986
I Actual
1

1987
Estimate

1. Personally Handled
a. Pending Begining of Year
b. Received During Year
c. TerminatedIDuring Year
d. Pendirq End of Year
e. Dollars at Issue (Killion)

22,461
I 1900
11,156
23,205
$127,752

23,205
8,593
9,624
22,174
1$132,215

22,174
9995
23,204
$164,519

2. Received and Referred to U.S.
Attorneys

21,014

23,339

26,577

8,965

198
I
Estimate
S
I
I
I Bass
IR
i
I

II
I
1
I
I

23,204
8,057
8,204
23,057
1$184,582

I
I

J 33,038
!

I

I
et

23,204
11,840
9,592
25,452
1$231,066

3
I30,263
_-___

~1

I

1he niv-i-tm's axlishnents dir
1986 reached the highest levels of excellence - both in terms of litigative perfoeIM3ars and msn,%)emnt
inprvwnts. zlffctive leadership and a dedicated executive a management m ort tea have oaatlned with a staff of able, hard-working
attorneys to make possible this outstanding record. The litigative highlights include:
Remarkable success in major appellate cases with victories in over 83 pe.ent of closed'cases;
A 98 percent success rate in defeating vmnetary claims losses of only $162 million;

4,125 cases involving claims against the Government of $6.9 billion with

Recovery of $73 million in resolved affirmative litigation; and
Revolution of 2,699 cases challenging Government initiatives and programs and 177 cases enforcing Federal statutes and programs.
Exemplary -

m

aoecnqllshments extAnd across a wide range of initiatives.

Highlights ienude the following:

over $378 million in cash has been collected and deposited to the Treasury since intarif ied efforts began in 1981;
Increased use of the private sector to perform administrative mport functirn such as mail/messenger servioes, cae docketing, central
reord managent, computer qperations, mpply services and aoounts mairna
has contributed to the reduction of the proportion of
total staff devoted to administrative and clerical activities from 43 percent in 1983 to 37 percent in 1986;
A IUOJS, the Civil Division's advae office autotion and ocmunications network system, has been extendl to all Civil Division
employees; and
Autted Litigation sport (AIS) has provided sport to 33 major litigative efforts involving over 4,000 indivick-l lawsuits
including asbestos, WPISS, radiation, aviation disasters and civil frauds.
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12aM
Finr gial AflVUis - Proc(Dollars in thuands)

I
i

I Appellate
III
QS/IM-15 ..........

10

GS/C.-13 o..........
GS-12 ...........
GS-11 ...... ......

3

CS-7
..............
G;S-,s..............

6
4

aidoo

1

23
110
661

....
1ra.....

Total peu. isitions
and annual rate ....

pl (-)............
H
TOW

484
457
116

9

GS/Q6-14 .....

:14
-13
21

...

,.....

o,

Total workyearv and
obligatiorn,
1988 .............

161
136
194

1

4

27
23
74

2

30

I

1,283
-244

4
6
S
2
3

3°

651.
81
I
56
I

645
-129

1 29
I -11

975
-185

1

13

516
95

i18

790
146

1
1

152
3,206
29
169

I
1
I
1

102
3,030
18
192

21

2,331

13

3,953

I
I

7
7
1

377
320
38

. ..
5

112

...

89

IIIII
1,039
192

Ndmru1 ProgramaI

215
275
194

20
-7

27
904
43
126

other euvioces .......
q~Lfll is .............
nWl0mvin

3
4
5

I
I
I

muvia1

IIII

miekar and

pers. ompnc
t ion.
98m8.lbmt...
5Wavel and rrm-.
of

1

I
I

Torts

I

...

I
I

I

I
2
4
3

I

25
31
16
2
6
7
15
4
6

W0e
183
77

27
2

...

2a"
T

IindqrtI~M

37

I

$1,345
1,371
619
65
162
158
277
66
119

I

20
-7

847
-161

11
"-4

432
-42

13

66
127

7

350
65

43
411
25
121

170
722
s15
6

1114

I-42
I
II
I 72
I

4,182
-1I
3,381
625

I

494
88,273
130
676

I

I
18

4,492

13

1,413

7

1,390

I

72
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13,579

I

Salaries and

Base Presram

1orts Litigation

Ltiatlo

Immigration
latigation
oonwimer Uigaticn
waem

and Adnistr-ation

tvte

mm Inreaas

Federal Apellate Ativity
FOmercal

civil D aiison
xnsB
eel
el

3
4
5
6
7

FeealApellate Activity
PFu-l Praawm
Tr Litigation
Comorda iUtiton

1
2
3

4
5
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Civil Division
Salaries and Kzpenaes. General Legal Activities
Detail of Permanent Positions by Category
Fiscal Years 1986 - 1988

Category

Attorney ......................
Paralegal Specialists .........
General Administrative,
Clerical and Office
Services ....................

1

1

11986
lAuthorised

!Authorized
'Request

jProgr&a
1
1BurlomeAtal I

I

i

'

1

1
I
1

I

449
42

469 1
48

*

1

341

351 1

I
TOTAL

I

WASHINGTON
U.S. IIELD
FORIGN IIELD

TOTAL

1
I

I
I
1

8881
1
1

774
57

832

Total

I
I
1

1986
Program
Increases

~

I

Total

a

491
6

1
I

72
8

1

563
58

10 1

361

1
I

34

1

395

34 1

902

I

114

1

1016

844

1
1
I

114

1
1
1

I

...
...

I

22 I
I
I

I1,016'

032

I
1

1

19187

'

1
I
1

1
I
810 1
6
571
11
I

1
I
34 I
... I
.. ,

5?

1

1

I
868

341

I

902

I

958
57?

1
114

1
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1,016'

LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

0

" , I

A prood..D
EDWINMIEESEill

Aumnev Cwwl

.

_J, Ndurni|es

I.rl

0

Salart.s ._d

,urces Dli2 ision

ex_enses. Ot; i i

l [elActivities

Crosswalk of 1987 (tinges

/
Activity/.Progat
5. Iin,,d, natrurai resources,
sii] isiJdin matters
FederaJ Appellate Activity ........
land Acquisition ..................
Evir mental Protection ..........
Ce tvrd L.itigation ................
...
.KiJI 42fnt ai-d Auhsintstratt
Totl ...........................

Wrigressional
Appropriation
1987 President's Actions on 1987
R uest
R p rairi
b~xeg4 Keu
PoPu.
WY At.
IMt Pos.W__
Ool.

27
34
145
i
33
3-4T

28 $1,635
2,426
30
9,938
138
7.852
III
2 494
28
"
""

...
...
...
...
...

Explanation_ _ofA
C

...
...
...
...
...

-$77
-115
-469
-371
-118
-IY3-

aiof f (2an s

....
...
...
...
...
.

.
...
...
.
.

1987 Suppluswnrtal
Rq 9 ted
Pro ge
Poe.
mt.

...
...
...
...
,.

......
......
......
......
......
.

ra_1987 Apropriattion .

$18
19
90
72
18
2-17

Pij[

1987
Approprlation
Aniiae
P os.
WY Amt.

$41
45
205
165
41
V
,J9b

27
34
145
110
33

28 $1.611
30 2,37 5
9,764
13$
111
7,718
2 435
28
W 23t464

jts

resso lki1 Apjrupriat ions Ac tion~s

Final cori-rvssiunal action enacted under P.L. 99-500 redjcol. the Prusiden's ldget by $1,150,000.
Soppl unntls Reqese
I.
2.

The progran suppleienLal reuapst of $217,000 includes $1b).OO for increased space charges associated with the move of the
Criminal Division to the LJDL building and $56,000 for hig)ir than anticipated Federal Telecaomunications Systa charges.
The Pay axi Federal thployee Retirement System (.EMS) suppLunental includes $302,000 for chames in the FE and $195,000
to ,L.tct increased pay roquirtmwnts In P.L. 99-500.

Z2

€pn
.h

LAud iaxi Natural Kesurces Division
tciries
e rLegF
SalariesuiF7Gex
(Do'L'AWS In rt
dJUUILS to base:
;.......................

enctud349
1987 srejueated
4cui retirement......................d....................................................
19 7 Pa
I~l ayu
retirmn~t auppleanral
1987 &Progaasupplemental reuesa

1986 Actual
5. laed, natural resources
acbJ Indian matters ......

Pus.

years

WY Amount

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Wf
Amount
Pos.

1988 Iane
Per.
Pos.

Wi

Amount

340

$26,428

AImxiC

..

335
497,
*6
-tt $23,195
491
..
217

...

...

..............

Trawfers to and froi other accouta:
Transfer of Financial and Administrative Systems Support (FASS) gruup from Ceneral Administration .....................
LUcontrol Lable increases:
one additional campensable day .......................................................................................
Annualization of 1987 Bond building supplemental .......................................................................
.................................
Anualizatilon of additional poaitioa approved in 1987 ...............................
mux tization of 1987 i'W supplemental ................................................................................
Anutalizartlon of 1987 pay supplemental ...............................................................................
WiLhin-grade Increasea .................................................................................................
Lo altty baud per dim ...............................................................................................
........................................................................................
A r n ......................
(SA reftrirt reimbursable service
Fedral Telecamuunicarions Syst m (FTS) ................................................................................
T lephmie service .......................................................................................
costs ..........................................................................
G ) printing c.t..........................
Bmpluyee data and payroll services .....................................................................................
Audio-visual and media services ........................................................................................
Gc -ral pricLr luvel adjuswant .......................................................................................
TotaL uncon trollable increakes ............................................................................
...........
IW.:reeses:
Keducct i for dharw e in hAu ly rate ....................................................................................
H ,ution for health benefits ...........................................................................................
Mudlucton in per-page cost of Federal Register and Code of Federal Regulations .........................................
To tal decreases .....................................................................................................
1988 bdu!se
..........................................................
4.................................................

fer.
Pos.

us)c
WAurk-

........... o..................................

1987 appropriation anticipated ...............................................................................

IstbJyea by budget activity

Pru.
Perm.

1988 Estimate
Peru.
WY Amount
Poe.

15

...
5
...

.
.....

...
.

32
31..............
31
3
19
15
104

...
...

..

....

..

...

3Z

58
2
20
9 3
345
143
150
546

6

-

.... -25
-2

27

lncrease/Decreas
PerM.
W
Awte ir
Pos.

_

347

333

$20.819

349

335

$23.909

349

375

363

$32.927

26

23

$6.499
E3

Ok

LWKI .*nd Ndtur,,l Rewxrwce Diviaon
S-lartes dnd expensL.
SufRof

Lbt

1986 as Ebaccted
P-6.
Poo.
WY Amount

tLm . y I'.UrKgn

LU at niLraI rL-4"ucea
dfl. lieJi.in Ipmdtvro:
rudr.11 ,i.ja~lat activity ........
laJ .a, uistion ...................
EnvIrtAsu.-i.ta protection ..........
tkn.wrdi litigation ......
.....

KaLiguDenc
un *hlnlmcrarton
Tot.,1 ...........................
Ochier
rkyeara
hl iday .........................
Owrt iow........................
lw.nsib le
•ua ctui1¢

wokyv...r
ReuIbu.ilable

27
54

28
49

93

95

1J2 130

$1,450
2.315
8,461
6.924

,. 41--' 36- -22 278

.

Generdl Legal Activities
ources by PCo.ram

L986 Actu.aI
Penn.
Pos.
W1 Am.xzt

27
54
1J2
93

27 $1,504
47
2,362
130
8.102
94
6.174

T "i 2 677
i 341
7 - 35

1987 Appropriation
Ant ic Ipated

Pk)8. WY Amount

$1.617
27 28
34 30
2.375
9.764
145 138
LLO L11 7.718
33 28
2,435
-3 9--- 2 -)69

1988 Base
Pe.
Fos

_______un

27 28 $1.836
34 30 2,610
145 143 10,740
110 111 8588
33 28 2.654
39 340

1988 Estumte
Pec M.
Poo.
Wi Amount

5

5

343

3M

340

345

368.

orkyeara ............

87

87

87

132

212

427

477

580

.................

4)30

425

WY AjrkKul

...
27 28 $1.836
34 30 2,610
1!: I2
159 155 15.519
12 9
122 120 10,308
33 30 2.654
... "2
363 32.927--0

.....................

TOLl Wuryvdra

Pu..

1,720
6,4 4

5

23
80

10i
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Land and Natural Resources Division
Salaries and expenses. General Legal Activities
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Sumwry
(Dollars in thousands)

Activity: Land, natural resources
and Indian matters
Federal appellate activity ..........
Land acquisition .....................
Eaivlronmental protection ...........
General litigation ....................
Management and administration .........
Total ...............................

1987 Appropriat ion
Anticipated
Fns.
Pos.
W
Amount

1988 Base
Peru.
Pos. WY Amount

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Poe.
Wi Amount

Incree/Decrease
Per.
Poe.
Wi Mount

27 28 $1.617 27 28 $1.836
34 30 2.375 34 30 2,610
145 138 9.764 145
143 10.740

27 28 $1,836
34 30 2.610
159 155 15.519

......
...
14 12 $.9

110
33

111
28

9 35

7.718
2,435

23,909

110
33

a49

IlL
28

8.588
2,654

340 26.4.8

122
33

120
30

10.308
2.654

375 363 32,927

12
...

26

9
2

23

1,720

6,4"

This budget activity Includes resources for the Land and ztural Reacsces Division, for personnel both at headquarters and
field locations. Defensive and affirmative environmental litigation, land condemation, natural resource protection and
Indian matters comprise the primary misialon of the Division.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Pe no.
Pas.
Wi Amotri
Fee,-raL appellate activity ............
Lmw-Ranxe Goal:
courts.

27

28

$1,617

1988 Base
Per .
Pos.
WY Amount
27

28

$1,836

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
Wi Amount
27

28 $1,836

c,

Increase/Decrease

Pens.
Poe.

......

W

A
Mount
...

To defend or asert the goverulent's position in Lrnd and Natural Resources Division cases in the appellate

ajor Objectives:
To file appeals frwunadverse decisions in all cases iwru appellate rtmine is arrainlted.
To fully satisfy client agencies by fonmulating Iegal positions in the courts of appeals that best represent their interests.
To participate as dicus curiae in selected cases which have a significant Impact on the positions and policies of the
Division and its cient j-- ea.
To provide the Office of the Solicitor General with initial drafts for those cases in wiich the unit has had appellate
responsibility mid which have reached the Suprtsue Court.
scription: This unit handles land and Natural Resources Division cases that are appealed to federal Courts
bdse Prog
of Appeals or brought to the United States Suprsme Court. The appellate program prepares briefs and provides oral argument
on virtually sll of the Division's cases on appeal. Litigation handled in thb decision unit involves a wide variety of
cases ranging from highly visible envtronrmtal matters to traditional goverrusent litigation concerning various federal
property interests. For example, the unit is responsible for appellate litigation involvirg the National Eawirornental
Policy Act, the Resource Coservation and Recovery Act, the Mineral Leasing Act, the Federal Land Policy and Nsnag ent
Act, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, as MIal1as cases pertaining to the federal law of eminent domain, Indian law
and water lew.
Another function of the appellate unit involves malyzing nfavorable district court decisions and preparing memoranda for
the Solicitor General seeking authorization to appeal meritorious cases. This requires the solicitation and evaluation of
reccmmetatiis regarding appeal from client agencies, trial sections, and United States Attorneys' offices, and is desi4ned
to screen from the overloaded courts of apipals those cases which do not warrant appellate review.
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'le unit also prepares initial drafts of briefs for Division cases which have reached the Supreme Court. This critical
service enables the Solicitor General's office to keep pace with its responsibilities, that office freely admits that it
could not function without assistance. Moreover, the consistency maintained by this arrangement enables the unit to
better serve its client agencies, since draft briefs are formulated by the appellate attorneys most fwailiar with the facts
and the legal issues.
Finally, Division-wide coordination of cases is a unique responsibility of the unit. Because all of the Division's cases on
appeal pass through the appellate unit, it is in a position to effect such coordination. Frequently, matters on appeal
will affect more than one trial section because of their uverlapping legal significance. The unit attorneys, therefore,
routinely serve in a clearing house function.
Accm lissments and Workload: The appellate unit has maintained its ability to achieve substantial success in its main objectLe Or appellate advocacy. in a number of hiv-priority cases the courts have adopted the positions advocated by the unit.
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In State of Tennessee v.
DempT Entrot Iknergy did
it hod prepared on sites
sultation requirement in

Herrington, the Sixth Cirout agreed with t&. arWient advanced by the Section ajnl held that the
io hiveto provide an oppotunicy for consultation with states before sending to (ornsres a report
for a monitored retriedble storage facility for opent nuclear fuel. The court held that the conthe Nuclear Waste Policy Act applies only after liltial
Congvssional authorization of the proposal.

In U.S. v. Jonea & Lughlin Steel Corp., the Court of Appeals issued a hi hly favorable decision establishing the parameters
unW-hich objectLons to the settlement of envirorniataL cases will be considered. The court reversed the ruling of the
l,er
coat whichh had refused to approve a setrlement regotiated by the rjivision because provision had not been made to share
rhe civil penalties with the City of Cleveland. Also, the court conclude that the automatic stay of the bankruptcy code,
triggered by J&L'e filing for bankruptcy, was Inapplicable to settlementa of environmental enforcement cases because those
actions fell under an exception to the automatic stay provisions.
In Dow Chemical v. U.S., the Supreme Court gave the government an extremely favorable decision in a case involving the use of
aerial photographs orlaw enforcement purposes. The court ruled that the use of such photographs need not be specifically
authorized by statute, and that the use of caswreially available phigraphic equipment did not constitute a search within
the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.
In Suburban O'Hare Cemisison v. Dole. the Court of Appeals for the S'Nenth Circuit rejected claims that the Federal Aviation
Administration 'ad violated a num 'rof enviroruaatal statutes .hen L: approved a massive expansion of the Chicago O'Hare
Airport. In its decision, the court adopted all of the Section's aqur.wncs and ruled that the FAA had more than adequately
satisfied its environmental obligations.
Estimates
Item
1. CaaLs/atters pending, beginning of year .............
2. Cases/Matters Received ...............................
3. Wrktmad Production Estimutes.
di. Cases/tiatters Closed .............................
b. Briefs Filed .....................................
c. Oral Arguments ....................................
d. tisms for Solicitor Geyeral......................
e. Substantive Motions ..............................
4. Cases/Matters pending, end of year ..................

1985

1986

423
297
277
122
150
207
967

. ....

385

1987
W
420

1988
-W
420

463
304
123
160
121
889

400
360
165
175
190
909

400
360
165
175
190
929
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981 Appropriation
Anticipat#ed
Pcn,.
Pos.
Wi
Amount
land acquisition .......................

34

30

$2,375

1988 Base
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amont
34

30

$2,610

1988 Estimate
Pens.
Pos.
6Y
Amunt
34

30

Increase/D--crease
Perm.
Pos.
Wi Amount

$2,610

Lon-Range Goal- To obtain real property necessary for public purposes through coramation proceediip uhich exercise the
u
Iioverei" owuseinent
f
domain.
Major Objectives:
To secure the lest
possible compensation assrds consonant with fairness to both landowners and the government.
To achieve and maintain a current status in the condemnation caseload (i.e., to reduce the pending caseload to the point visre
the backlog does not exceed arual Input and to maintain that balance tf-Freafter).
Base Program Lscriptton: By means of the land acquisition proKrimn, lands that are needed for CAsressLonally authorized
ptbisc pur
es,1b55t which requestirg agencies are unable to acquire by direct purchase, are obtaind through the institution
of coundamation proceedings in which c(vnensation is determined and awardtO to the property owners. Acquisition by condai.
nation is a meais of last report; acquiring agencies" are required by Lai, to the greatest extent practicable, to make every
reasonable effort to acquire property by negotiation before requesting conddmiation. A top priority is to move these highexposure cases expeditiously and in the bwat interests of the United States,
The usit condoms land fur a myriad of federal public ptwlxses authurized by Acts of Congress. Examples include the improveisent and protection of navigable waters, floxd cotrol, military facilities, national parks, forests, lakeshres and seashores, scenic aW wild river systoss, reclasrwtik asi irrigation of arLd [ands in the western states, electric power grneration and transmission facilities, wildlife preserves, airports and air traffic control facilities, international boundary
stabilization, strategic petroleum reserve storage facilities, rvslear waste storage facilities, and buildings, offices aid
facilities for federal agencies. Unless the government is able to acquire these lands by an exercise of the power of eminent
domain throusi condemnation proceedings, the pdlic purpose for which the Lands are necessary would be frustrated.
Particular cases involving significant monetary exposure include the Rednoula Natiual Park expansion cases in California.
These three consolidated cases involve the acquisition of 49,000 acres of redwood timberland for the National Park Service.
The governmenL has deposited $358 million ad estimated cupensation, uhile owers' claims are about $750 million. Another
silpificant case is the Fast Lynn Lake project case in West Virginia, an acquisition of 16,286 acres of coal land for the
Corps of Engineers. The government has deposited $4.7 million against the oaner's claim of approxbsacely $50 million. In a
case in Texas involving the acquisition of 243 acres for the Depronent of khergy's Strategic Petroleum Reserve project, the
gurernment d
sited $1.
million, and faces claims of $35 million.
F8

The foliwig legislation and Department orders authorize and support this program:
(1) 40 U.S.C. 257 - requires the Attorney Genieral to file and prosecute condanation actions to acquire lands for fedevai
public purposes.
(2) 40 U.S.C. 255 - requires the Attorney GUet.ral to issue an opinion as to the sufficiency of title to land for the purposes
for which the property is bei g acquired, in direct purchase acquisitions.
(3) Subpart M, lsapter I, Section 0.65, Title 28, Cxe of Federal Regulations -- contains assignment from the Attorney General
to the Assistant Attorney General of the land and Natural Resorces Division of the matter set out in (1) above.
(4) Subpart M, Chapter I, Section 0.66, Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations -- contains assignment from the Attorney General
to the Assistant Attorney General of the land and Natural Resources Division of the matter set out in (2) above.
(5) Manual of Organization, Operations and Procedures, Land and Natural Resources Division, Part I, Section B.5(b) - delegate
to this decision unit authority to conduct the prosecution of all federal condemnation proceedings.
(6) 40 U.S.C. 258(a) - Declaration of Taking Act -- authorizes the vestirg of lmm date title and possession to the United
States.
Accomplishments and Workload: In 1986, the Lais] Acquisition Section handled claims of ove' $450.8 million for property hiLch
government appraisals valued at $62.5 million. This difference of $388.3 million was the critical issue in the Section's Lisuits. During this fiscal year, courts have awarded jsidgnents ii these cases totaling $102.7 million, representing a savings
of $348.1 million achieved by the decision unit. By comparison, the savings achieved in 1984 totaled $59 million and in 1985
totaled $?41 million. The amount of money at issue in the currently pending tracts is over $1.3 billion dollars -- the
difference betwen the landowners' koai claims of $2.01 billion and the government's appraisals of $629 million. (landomier
claims are u*nown in 55 percent of the pending cases.)
For the three years prior to 1986, the number of tracts received frum the National Park Service had been small, but with the
advent of the Protection Island Project in Washington State. the unit sad 71 percent more work in 1986 than anticipated. The
unit's other major client, the Corps of Engineers, anticipates that land acquisition will continue at current levels. The
estimate of tracts closed is expected to remain at the decreased level through 1987. The decrease is due to the near ccmpletLion of the Big Cypress National Preserve project in Florida. This project alone generated over 12,000 tracts in the last
eight years through its large-scale settlement program and mmss trials.
In'
rkload indicators have been added to cNer tire efforts of Lhe Title and Appraisal Units. The principal duty of the
Title Unit is to review the sufficiency of title in direa purchase acCUisitions, a function maidated by 40 U.S.C. 255. The
Appraisal Unit is responible for both desk and field appraisal rL'viwes.
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Tracts
Tracts
Tracts
Tracts

ptiading, beginning of year .........................
R ceived ...........................................
closed .............................................
pending, end of year ...............................

Title Unit
Preliminary opinions of title prepared ..................
Final opinions of title prepared ........................
Agency delegated title opinions reviLoed ................
District court title hearings (tracts) ..................
Appraisal Unit
Appraisal rev os (tracts) ..............................
Performince Est inmates
Percentage b; uhich Judgjdnts ecceeded
gtwennent's conceded liability .......................
Percentage of total dollar claim in
excess of concuiod liability saved ....................

1987 Appropcidtion
AUiticipated
Pe-im.
Pos.
WY Ama.ant
tnvirormmtal protection ...............

145

138

$9,764

1986

8,720
895
3,021
6,594

6,594
1,727
2.009
6,312

6,312
1,000
1 ,700
5.612

5.612
1 .(000
1,700
4,912

179
247
1,548
0

161
100
2,131

0

180
150
1.500
5

180
15U
1,500
5

854

824

850

850

162

64%

211

21%

99M

932

932

952

1985

Actual Performance Data Expressed in Wilidrs.
....................................
Owner's "c lais" ..
Govenant's "concv ed liability" ......................
Judgwits .................................................
Anxit by uhich judgments exceeded conceLdJ liability.
Claims in excess of conceded liability ....................
A OLt saved. ............................................

78,295,000

90,929,000
12,634,0o
253,699,000
241,064,000

1988 Base
Pens.
Po8.
IY Amount
145

Eat imat es

1987 ..

1985

143 $10,740

988

1986
,%50,507.000
62,505,000
102.,678,000
40,173,000
388.302,000
348,129,000

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
W( Amount

Pos.

WN

Amount

159 155 $15,519

14

12

$4,779

Increase/Decrease

Ix -aage
g
Godi:
To succssfully conduct the enforcement litigation necessary to achieve pollution, ha-artkus %.mateand
tal
rdiaioni standards mandated by Congress. lb investigate and proaccte criminal violations of the nation's envirorms
ElO

laMs, particularly in the area of hazardous wuste dumping. To defend agencies of the United States sued in connection with
regulatory und other activities affecting the environment and public health. To reducee illegal international trade in wildlife, fish and plant by prosecuting criminal violators of the United States' vldlife and Cuatnms laws, and to provide
quality representation to federal agencies in defense of wildlife manageent and related regulations and programs.
Hajor Objectives:
To conduct effectively the enforcement litigation cases uhich are referred to the Lands Division by federal agencies.
To ilement a successful enforcement program to maintain voluntary compliance among all regulated industries and induce
privately-f iruuwodJ clean up of existing hazardouss Wste dump and storage sites and to abate certain radiation hazards.
Coordinating and working closely with state and local enforcement agencies. to handle collateral suits to allow agency
enforcement programs to operate effectively end without undue delay.
To maintain the rational, coherent operation of agency program through sustaining agency actions in court.
To briing suits against corporate violators on a national basis vhen this is more efficient and effective than dealing with
their pollution problaus on a regional basis.
To obtain a large portion of monetary and injuitctive relief sought in cases brought by this unit.
To increase criminal prosecution of serious environmental offenses.
To recover monies spent by or on behalf of federal agencies for damages to natural resources within their control.
To create a capability for and an aumuphere conducive to negotiated settlement of disputes %heresuch an approach can provide
swifter and more certain relief, and ease the courts' litigation burden.
To defend client agencies' rules and regulations in order to uphold agency discretion and the Integrity of those agencies'
programs.
To defend client agencies %Josefacilities and activities are the* subject of eviromerital litigation initiated by states,
municipalities. or private individuals and organizations.
To handle suits to enforce agencies' information requests necessary for effective and timely program operation.
To sustain administrative orders and permits issued by client agencies in furtherance of the agencies' program and mandates.
To improve enforcement of laws relating to trixle in wildlife, fish and plants.
To coordinate and coodurt investigations. aul successfully prosecute major commercial dealers illegally trafficking in wildlife. fish or plants.
To seek and obtain stiff penalties and incarceration for persons uhu engage in illegal wildlife or plant trade.
To supply quality representation to client agencies and litigative support necessary to defend the administration of civil
programs affecting wildlife, fish and plants.
To revise and improve wildlife forfeiture procedures.
5aselProgram Description: The Envirormntal Frotecton program is comprised of the Environmental Defense, Environmental
MCMrnd 'ltdlife and Harine Resumes Sections. 1he Environental Defense action's major clients are the Environmental Protection Agency. the Army Corps of Enineers and the Coast Guard. The Section also is responsible foF representing
all Federal agencies sued for violations of federal, state and local laws governing the abatement and control Of pollution.
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Litigation on behalf of U>Acomprises the major portion of the Defense Section's w)rkload, and Is divided between eases filed
in the courts of appeals and district courts. The cases In the courts of appeals typically involve challenges to: 1) WA
rules and regulations prumulgated under various statutes such as 1weClean Air Act. Clean Water Act and Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act; 2) kPA's approval or disapproval of programs delegated to the states for Implementation pursuant Wofederal
statutes (e.z.. approval of state plans to control air pollution aid water storage); and 3) graIts or denials of individual
permits to engage in certain activities (e.g., permits to discharge pollutants into waters of the United States). All petitions for review in the courts of appeals are handled by attorn.'s in this Section; there is no Involvement by United Stites
Attorneys. The vast majority of district court litigation also is handled by Section attorneys, due primarily to the*
specialized nature of the district court work.
Litigation conducted on behalf of the Corps of Entineers involves both defensive cases in the district court, in which a party
challenges national regulations or permits issued by thu Corps, drA enforcement actions in which the Koverrmaent prosecutes a
party for violations of the statutes administered by the Corps, including the control, abatement and reduction of unauthorized
dredging and filling in the navigable WHters of the United States. All litigation for the Co.ast Guard takes place in the
Claims Court. The Clean Water Act provides that the owner or operator of a facility from whichh a hazardous subatance has
been discharged may sue the United States for cleanup expenses under certain circumstances. Since the Coast Guard has the
responsibility for iaestlgating spills from facilitie, it is regarded as the client agency. These cases are hailed
exclusively by Section attorneys on behalf of the United States.
The final category of defensive litigation involves federal agencies charged with violations of federal, state, ot local laws
governing the abatement m-d control of pollutioni. Although cases Involving the Department of Defense and the Department of
Energy constitute the majority of the cases on the docket, a wide variety of agencies have been represented, ranging fran the
Veterans Administration to the Federal Reserve Hank. These "federal facilities! cases are enormously complex, highly technical and involve massive ptential monetary exposure. The need for close coordination with client agency management and the
extremely tiMe-Intensive process of factual review. research, scietific analysis and legal strategy develoamc dictate that
"federal facilities" cases be litigated by Eiviroental Defense Section staff.
The Enwrormrtal Inforconent Section condcts lit igtion to support the control, abatement and reduction of pollution to the
nation's air "xd water resources; the ebatenent acd control of hazardous wuste tup sites; the regulation and control of
pesticides and noise; the regulation of toxic aid hazardous substances; and miscellaneous matters pertaining to nuclear
power. This program entails both civil litigation on behalf of our client agencies, principalli the Environmental Protection
Agency, the Amy Corps of EnFineers, the Coast Guard, the Deparmmsnts of the Interior, Defense, Xonuerce, and Agriculture,
the Federal Oerency #wegment Agency, and the Nuclear Regulatory Wamission, and criminal litigation under the various
pollution control statutes. The primary statutes enforced include the Clean Air Act (CA); the Clean Vater Act (0WA); the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA); the Ccmprehensive Envirunrusntal Response, Compensation and Liability Act
((RCLA or Superfund); the Safe Drinking Water Act (SUMA); the Tosic Substances Control Act (TSCA); and other miscellaneous
environmental statutes Including the Rivers and Harbors Act; the rederl Insecticide, FPingicide, and Rodenticide Act (FlkVA);
and the Uranium Hill 'railing Radiation Control Act (UKMICA).
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Civil cases are referral to the Section by client agencies, which are resixponible for initial case investigation and developwent and for detenmining the appropriate techiltcal remedy. A Section attorney acts as lead counsel for the governmet, thich
involves devising case strategy, and litigaLito planning, management, and execution. Cases typically involve significant
discovery and motions practice. Under the Clean Air and Clean Wter Acts, civil actions seek either injunctive relief or
civil penalties fur violations. The RCtA regulatory program, which requires producers of hazardous taste to dispatch tastes
only to facilities with operating permits. may be enforced through an administrative hearing process or through litigation in
the federal courts.
For many hazardous waste sites, the govenanent is either the ower of the site or has been a significant generator of hazardous aste. These sites have been handled in either of two ways. if the agency has used its own funds to clean up the site,
the Section will commence an action for recovery of the government's coats against other responsible parties order Superfurd.
In other instances the Section has, on behalf of the agency, commenced an action for injunctive relief, cost recoupment rid/or
dame to natural resources utilizing Superund and state common law claims.
The Wildlife ard Marine Resources Section huidles civil and criminal litigation to halt the growth of illegal wildlife and
plant trade. The total value of illegal trade in wildlife is estimate] at $50 to $100 million each year. Post of this trade
is accamplished through falsification of the documents that must accopany wildlife imports. A lesser but still subtantial
percentage of the trade is accomplished through smbggling. Profits are staggering; for example, as demonstrated by a recent
international enforcient action, certain types of falcons purchased illegally in the United States for $10,000 sell for up to
$100,000 in the Middle East.
Violations of wildlife las often involve complex interstate and international investigations, and are treated as major "white
collar" crimes, meriting substantial criminal penalties. Among the statutes uader this activity's jurisdiction are the
En-dangered Species Act, Lacey Act, Fishery Conservation and Manamaent Act, Marine Mmsul Protection Act, Airborne Hunting
Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Bald and Golden Eagle Act, the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act, and the custom
laws. The Section also has the important respuiiabiltcy of representing the Federal Government in many civil actions
arising under the nation's wildlife lana. Acttn wauder these ls
often affect projects of major economic and environmental
importance to the nation, such as oil refineries, dams, mineral leasing activities and real estate developments.
Accomplishments and Workload: The Environmental Mfeaase Section wis extremely successful in protecting EPA's discretion to
issue regulations that take into account both the coats of complivince "nd the technical feasibility of controlling pollution.
In lRDC v. kFA (D.C. Cir.), the court decided that &A is free to consider cost and feasibility then it regulates emissions of
vinyTe-lorTl, a hazardous air pollutant. Environmental groups urged that the Clean Air Act requires kPA to regulate without
regard to coat or technical feasibility.
Te court's rejection of this argument sets a major precedent that will assist EA
in addressing numerous other hazardous air pollutants.
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Another sioiificant victory finolved litigation over "acid rain!' in lbonaa v. New York (D.C. Cir.). Several northeastern
states and iivironmental groups filed suit against EWA,claiming tht theAgency was required to control emissions because of
a letter issued during the previous Administration. That letter stated that emissions from the United States were contributing to "acid rain" in Canada. We argued that the "findings" reflected in the 1981 letter could not bind a successor Administrator to t4ke regulatory action with substantial impact on sources in the upwind states. The court agreed, noting that there
was no opporctmtity for public comment on the originalletter. Thus, EPAremains free to address the "acid rain* issue based
on its current assessment of the situation.
In the area of wetlands enforctnent, the Section achiev-L a highly favorable result in U.S. v. Cumberland Farms (D. Mass.).
Cumberland converted nearly 700 acres of the Great Cedar Swamp in Massachusetts to agriTcutural use without app ying to the
Army Corps of Engineers for a permit. In a as;&epir% opinion, the district court ordered full restoration of the property and
imposed a civil penalty of at least $150,000 for the violations. The opinion also emphasizes the importance of wetlands in
maintaining water quality and providing wildlife habitat.
Still another major victory occurred in the area of federal facilities defensive litigation. HcClellan Ecological Seepage
Situation v. Weinberger (C.D. Cal.), involved alleged violations of certain environmental laws at W-lellan Air Force Hase in
?aifornia. Plaintirts, a group of concerned local residents, sought hundreds of millions of dollars in civil penalties from
the U.S. Treasury. Judge Ramirez adopted our arginents that the United States is not subject to civil penalties for these
violations because there has been no waiver ot sovereign imatity for civil penalties. This wus a case of first impression,
and the decision will save the Treasury billions of dollars in future cases.
The Environmental Enforcement Section's major accomplishments are best represented by a review of sune of the sa4nif .,ant
litigation recently concluded. During the past three years, the Section's annual civil case referrals have more ti s
doubled. bJhte the pending caseload has cltratd by 45 percent. Actual workload has consistently exceeded our et' ates.
In the criminal docket, 147 referrals led to 187 indictMeits during the sine three-year period. The Enviror;'. Crime
Unit obtained 136 convictions, fines of mote than $2.8 million, and jail sentences totaling more than 130 y, These
workload statistics are indicative of the tr'pr.cedented levels of activity in the fsvironnental Enforcement
clon.
In 1985 the Section successfully tried a major penalty action uxier the Clean Air Act against the St. Joe V' erals Corporation. Following trial the company agreed to a finding of liability and a $12.2 million penalty for violating sulfur dioxide
emission rules. The Section was also successful in concluding several difficult enforcement cases aimed at curbing volatile
organic compound emissions, which contribute to the nation's ozone problems. Aning these was an action against Smurfit
Diamond Packagirg. which resulted in injunctive relief valued at over $800,000 and a $120,000 penalty. Finally, the Section
continued its efforts to vigorously enforce the National Bmission Stmlards for hazardous air pollutants. The Section epartied its enforcement of asbestos and vinyl diloride violations, and has initiated enforcement actions related to benzene
violations. In U.S. v. Occidental Chemical Corp., for example. the defenlant has agreed to pay a $490,000 civil penalty and
to undertake a cu-reheniive acnpliance pr3rsn.
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The Section vigorously pursued several Clean Water Act cases against significant 19Mncipal violators, and resolved a major
action against the City of Los Angeles. In that settl4aint the City agreed to undertake a substantial remedial program to
eliminate discharges into the ocean and Santa MuniLca Fay and to pay a $625,000 civil penalty. Several Clean Water Act
enforcanent actions against industrial violators were also resolved in 1986. In U.S. v. Phelps Dodge. for example, the
company agreed to install an $8 million run-off control system to abate uipermittL-copper miniingjrun-off and to pay a
$1 million penalty.
The Section continued to pursue its grs ng hazardous wuste docket, and in 1986, the Section initiated actions to enforce
the ess of Interim Status provision under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. In several of these actions the
Section sought preliminary injunctive relief and was successful in bringing violators into compliance. For example, in U.S.
v. (CCI, the violator agreed to cease operations aj required by I8CRA. The Section also successfully concluded a number o-cmpex CFLXLA matters, including U.S. v. Reilly Tar, in which the defendants have agreed to implement a $50 million remedy
at a site outside of St. louls Par, RirnesotaidndU.S.v. Western Processors, in which the defendants have agreed to
implement a rtnedy valued at over $40 million to abai-e-a site near Seattle, ashington.
Program Changes. Defensive and affirmative environmental protection litigation reflect the Attorney General's highest priorities. and take precedence over all other programs in the Laid and Natural Resources Division. However, the environmental
caseload will grow by an unprecedented 400 cases by 1988 as a result of new program under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act. Safe Drirking Water Act, and the Clean Air and Water Acts. Within tOis initiative are four major objectives:
1. Defense of agency program %,hLch promote environmental protection without undue economic costs; 2. Protection of the
federal fisc fru tulti-billion dollar enviro rental damages claims; 3. Swift action to remve imminent threats to public
health and safety and collect appropriate penalties and fines; and 4. Prowstion of vluntary private compliance with environumental regulations to avoid costly federal intervention. These objectives are accomplished through vigorous defense of
regulatory discretion, by wll-plannod litigation to defend multi-hillion dollar "federal facilities" damages claims, through
aggressive use of the lad to force pollutors to clean dangerous toxic waste dumps and to meet federal standards for air and
water pollution, and by the Imposition of stiff criminal and civil penalties against those uJi destroy our Nation's resources.
In a rarge of areas. mijor ne litigation withnr ,:my
current precedent will emerge in 1988. based on a host of newly enacted
statutory provisions and citizen suits. 1the ftaulainental role of a goverment is the protection of its citizens, yet the governrent's ability to set forth balanced, rational environmental regulations to protect public health and safety is endangered
by a constant barrige of legal challenges resulting from brand new statitury requirements and causes of action. Both ers of
the industrial-envIronnnenral continue raise biections to virtually every rule praulgated by the tnvirormental Protection
Agency (WA) to the point stre the process of Implmenting most reguldtitX involves extensive litigation as a matter of
course.
In the Fnvirounmental Defense Section of the Land and Natural Resources Division, defense in judicial review of WA
regulatory program constitutes a major portiLo of the growing caseload. 1he assault on agency decisions arises in virtually
all major litigation ranging frum legal chailerges to individual penlits to discharge pollution all the way through petitions
for review of entire regulatory schemes. Another key elunnent of this litigation is that environmental regulations, unless
soundly administered, can cost the economy billions of dollars per year. and the Department of Justice plays a critical role
in defending approaches that minimize cost. 1he influx of regulatory review litigation has not abated despite far-reaching
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Supreme Court victories such as our defense of the "IAbble theory" (whkiich is estimated to save over $1 billion aiuiLally without any adverse Impact on pollution levels). With the 1984 amendmenta to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and the
sutoequent need for new or revised rules and regulations, the demands on Division lawyers have greatly increased.
currently,
EPA's program inder 10 complex statutes encoapass more than 10.000 pages of technical scientific regulations. The average
length of time to litigate these cases has jumped from 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 years since 1982, due in part to continued scientific
uncertainty surrounding EPA's programs, and in part to the growing sophistication and dedication of resources by opponents.
Envirotuental Defense Section lawyers alone now contribute over 12,000 hours of uncompensated overtime, equivalent to six
FM attorney positions, and yet the backlog of cases continues to grow. This extraordinary pressure on the staff has led to
alarming turnover, such that 50 percent of the Section's lawyers have only one year's experience or less with the Division.
'Te Lands Division's defense of a myriad of nov environinental programs, regulations and causes of action will have enormous
impact on major American industries and the Nation's econoy. Entirely new programs under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, and the Clean Air and Water Acts will generate hundreds of cases in the next two
years. Under the recent asendmenta to the Rei,,odce Conservation and Recovery Act, over 30 entirely new regulatory program
and over 60 deadlines will produce at least 100 major new cases in 1988. Final regulations ander RtGRA
will be challenged by
dozens of parties includi.g the oil, chemical, steel, paper and textile industries, as well as states and environmental
groups, yet the 1986 baseline of KCRA cases is negligible. Under the amendments to the Safe Dinking Water Act signed by
President Reagan June 19, EPA has new deadlines to regulate some 85 new chemicals in potable water. Many of these deadlines
will be missed, and the final rules will be challenged because of rho extremely hilh compliance costs on municipalities.
creating IOU new drinking water cases in 1988. Again, the 1986 baseline rnder the SUA is near zero. Under the Clean Air
Act, at least 27 cities exp-et to miss the Dctaer 1987 compliance date for ozone emissions, generating 100 new air pollution
cases as city governments anrdlocal industries turn to litigation for relief. As EPAimposes sanctions, these cities and
their major industries will sue, yet if EPA does not impose sanctions, environmental groups will sue. The second rtond of
permits under the Clean Water Act will be completed dur ing 1987. Thus, thousands of industrial sources will soon receive
permits requiring "Best Available Technology" (FAT) treatrent which necessitates a significantly higher compliance costs.
At least 100 new HATsuits will arise in the next twu years.
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The Environmental Defense Section also defendIs the
fiac in cases alleging environmental damage at federally owed or
operated facilities. Over $5 billion in potential liability to the Atmerici taxpayers is at stake in cases currently on the
docker, burt this figure is growrig exponentiall" as federal agencies complete initial inventories of hazardous sites, and
could easily top $15 billion by 1988. Public and congressional a"ireness of the problem is increasing as the media enlarges
its coverage of alleged federal environmental dawges such as the recent reports on the Aberden Proving Gro sds , These new
federal facility cases are radically different fros suits brought against federal agencies in the past that typically sought
copliance with state emissions limits or permitting programs. In stvrp contrast, these new federal facilities cases focus
on past waste disposal practices extending back to the 1940s. Weause most of the lawsuits affect vital ongoing military
operations or tabelear facilities of the Departoent of Ernergy, the strategic Importance of this litigation is further heightened. Current federal facilities cases pose liability of over $5 billion, yet goverrsmst exposure in this area could climb
above the $15 billion mark in 1988. La
rs o these cases today work overtime equivalent to wore than one extra full day
each week, yet federal facilities case filings in 1988 will jump 150 percent over the 1986 level. The return on investment
in this area Involves cost avoidances which could easily amomt to $1 billion in 1988 alone.
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Swift action by government to protect its citizenry from immnent aisi potential threats to health is a priority Adaministration
initiative. However, without voluntary private compliance, taxpayers could be faced with multi-billion dollar cleanup costs
in the future. The Department's leadership role in this effort cannot be maintained without adequate resotwces, and the
alternative is leaving essential enforcement leadership to EPA. Civil enforcement of the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act and the Clean Water Act also are top priorities in 1988, and both have potentially major impact on the economy. Under
RCA, operating waste disposal sites muat be kept in compliance since adequate enforcement of MMA can preeit the need for
future superfuids. Since the average remedial cost at Superfund sites is now over $10 million, it is much wre cost effective
to enforce RCRA guidelines now. Similarly, t e federal government has invested over $30 billion through grants for the construction of pblcly-oned treatment works.' In 1988, WIApredicts that 450 of these major municipally-omed plants will be
in violation of treatment standards. Our actions to enforce the Clean Water Act are vital to ensure that the plants whichh the
taxpayers have built are maintained and not allowed to be ruined by pre-treatsert violatiorm. The return on investment is
dramatic in this program which is self-financing many times over. Affinsative environmental litigation provides an axellent,
direct return on investment: over four dollars will be returnd for each dollar spent in 1986. This figure does not include
Superfund results, which are far more dramatic.l/ Penalties collected in 1985 under the Resource Conservation arT eoovery
Act, Clean Air Act, and Clean Water Act amounteJ to $15 million, and are projected at wore than $21 million in 1986. Fioes
imposed in criminal case will more than double, froa a half million in 1985 to more than $2 million in 1987. In Deceaber of
1986 alone, we recovered $1.8 million in two criminal cases. In the past five years, the caseload in this unit has soared,
especially in relation to staff size. The average number of personally handled active enforcement cases per layer has
doubled since 1981. In addition, RCRA enforcement reduces the need to spend Superfwid tax dollars on government cleanup.
Without additional staff many such financially attractive law enforcement cases simply could not be pursued.
Similarly, the swift application of criminal p.nalties against willful poliutora is one of the most visible and cost effective
means to promtue voluntary compliance with envirormental regulations. This serious, burgeoning area of white-collar crime has
been met with outstanding results and public support since the establishment of Investigatory units within EPA and the MlI,
and the Environmental Crinea Unit in thaiLands Division. Howvur, the remarkable achievements of the past five years have
increased the size and scope of the program to the point that case referrals doubled in the last year, and prosecutors cannot
keep pace with the investigations nos underway. As EPAexpands its criminal program to Include mall-quantity generators, and
the FBI increases its investigatory efforts, Division staff must increase as well.
The ultimate success of the government's enviruoaental programs depends on voluntary compliance. Through the swift sad
aggressive application of criminal and civil sanctions, the Division sends a message to potential polluters that short-term
savings gained through violation of pollutant limits are not cost effective hen they are offset by fines, penalties, jail

Superfid cases are not funded by the General Legal Acitivities appropriation, but do give another perspective on the
potential returns from civil and criminal enforcement actions. Since the beginning of 1983, cleanup valued at well
over $400 million have been obtained. Including Superfund and non-Superfund cases, then, the Environmental Enforcement
Section since 1983 has returned over 21 dollars for each Division dollar spent.
I/
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sentences an!d the attendet publicity. This Athninistration has reason to boast about the successes of the Environumal
Crimes program, established in 1981.
Both EYAandl the FBI have dedicated resources to the Investigation of these serious
white-collar crimes in which corporate entities willfully dunp hazardous materials and endanger human health. From Oregon to
Florida, jail sentences have been metal out and dangerous toxic wastes resaved as a direct result of this effort. By 1988,
the focus of criminal investigations will be brosleed to encumpass seall-quantity generators of waste, marking a coming of
age of this program.
Uhile Lhe majority of hazardous waste enforcement is fvnded through the EPA Superfund program, a significant new group of
actions involving non-bPA clients has arisen. one eiiforcusent action, filed on behalf of the Army o recover from Shell Oil
cleamp costs at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, is illustrative. Over a 40-year period, Shell pesticide marufacturing operations
and Army chemical weapons activities have caused iriassive, widespread contamination of the soil and grotndwater at the Arsenal.
Many estimates of the costs of cleaning up the Arsenal alone exceed $1 billion. Preparation for the first phase of triaL on
liability it this case has already required a tem of 20 lawyers and over $3 million in automaced litigation support costs
paid by th Army. The Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study, a scientific analysis to determine the technical remedy
needed at .he sire, will not be completed until nid-1987. when the trial will begin. Over one million pages of documents
from 10 nationwide locations already have been screened and microfilmed, and work continues on expert depositions and privileged issues. lute Aniy has funded automated Litigation support through 1987, however, then the trial begins, litigation
stq)port costs will be the responsibility of the Deparoment of Justice. For this case alone, $3.1 million is requested to
continue litigation support efforts through the final trial.
Estimates
Environmental Enforcement
Casea/fMatters Pending, beginning of year .............
Cases/Matters Received .............................
Cases/Mtters Closed ...............................
Cases/Hatters Pending, end of year ...................
Envtroniusntal Defense
Cases/Hatters Pending, beginning of year ..............
Cases/Hatters Received .............................
Cases/Matters Closed ...............................
Cases/Matters Pending, etd of year ...................
Wildlife & Marine Resources
Cases/Matters Pending, beginning of year .............
Cases/Matters Received .............................
Cases/Hatters Closed ...............................
Cases/flatters Pending. end of year ...................
Totals
Csases/Hatters Pending, beginning of year .............
Cases/Matters Received .............................
Cases/Matters Closed...............................
Cosea/Matcers Pending, end of year ...................

1985

1986

1987

1988

767
301
215
853

853
620
426
1.047

1.047
650
400
1.297

1,297
750
500
1 ,547

I .341
270
369
1,242

1,242
314
308
1,248

1 .248
465
405
1,308

1,308
550
475
1,383

525
252
200
577

577
322
355
544

544
300
300
544

544
300
300
544

2,633
823
784
2,672

2.62
1,256
1 ,089
2,839

2,839
1,415
I ,105
3,149

3,149
1,600
1,275
3.474
EIS

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
IW Amount
Pos.
General litigation ....................

110

Ill

$7,718

1988 Base
Pen.
Pos.
110

WY AIuunt
Ill

$8,588

1988 Estimate
Per.
WI Amount
Poo.
122

120 $10,308

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
WY Amount
Pos.
12

9

$1,720

lxng-Range Goal. To defend and promrte the public Interest in federal land, water and mineral programs; to defend those program from chalenges; to effectively represent Indians and Indian tribes where the United States is trustee; and to review
and camsnt on pertinent legislative initiatives.
Major Objectives:
To successfully defend diallenged federal progc.ims and policies affecting the management and protection of public lands,
water, minerals iuxJ the outer Continental Shelf.
To defend taxpayer4 ga int monetary claims involvig federal lands, resources, and the environent.
lb effectively represent the interests of Indians and Indian tribes where the United States is trustee, especially in
water rights cases.
To defend the government frun monetary claims made by Indians and Indian Tribes.
To monitor and evaluate legislative proposals relevant to the Division's progress.
To coordinate with state and local goverrments on ervironental matters.

To respoxd to Congressional and citizen inquiries and requests under the Freedom of Information Act.

To provide legal counsel to the Assistant Attorney General and to client agencies, to file amicus curiae
briefs as requested, and to provide litigation support in omergenciea.
To track and evaluate citizen enforcement actions to assure consistency with liw and governmental enforcement policy.
Base Program Description. Over the past 20 years, Congress has enacted numerous statutes des iged to balance economic growth
withi esviruental protection. These statutes require federal margers to evaluate proposed projects, and in some cases
include virtually every agency of the federal government. The decisions of government agencies and officials have consistently been challenged in recent years by individuals, organizations, business entitles and political jurisdictions. Suits
have been filed by groups on both ends of the conservation-development continue, using provisions of environmental statutes
such as the Fndangered Species Act and the National Environental Policy Act to thwart federal policies and programs. The
defense of federal prerogatives in this area is the primary uission of the General Litigation decision unit.
Litigation relating to mineral resources is one of the important responsibilities of the unit. Leasing federal lands for
oil, gas and mineral development generates considerable controversy, yet mineral leasing is a significant source of federal
revenues. Environmental groups and sme states have sought injunctions using provisions of the Coastal Zone Management
Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act and the National Fnvironmental Policy Act to
as a %hwole. Other states are not opposed to offshore
clhallenge individual offshore leasing plans and the leasing progr
drilling for environmental reasons; their lawsuits seek a share of the proceeds.
Flq

Water rights litigation is another area of concern. 11he government mist advance w ter rights claims for federal properties
and program such as military reservations and national parka and forests. Water cases handled by the unit are generally
expensive and protracted, and because the rights to entire stream systems are usually decided at one time, often involve over
a thousand ctspeting clahns and years of Judicial proceedings before a final decision is rendered. In westeni states where
water supplies are extremely limited, federal clais to water rights are a particularly sensitive issue. The Departient of
the Interior has made clear its desire to yield to the states in water adjudications, and as a result. ist mater rights are
adjudicated in state rather than federal courts. Tis occasionally leads to complications. For example, a decision by
California's Supresev Court expanded the "public trust" doctrine, allowing the state to change its mind if future circumstances
afford a more beneficial use for allocated water. Wlile water rights obtained in federal courts are probably outside the
scope of this case, federal rights gained in state proceedings maynot be so secure. Recently, government opponents have
used the Equal Access to Justice Act to seek attorney's fees in Water rights cases, thus raising the taxpayer's ante in the
water rights arena.
The program also is responsible for the bulk of public land lma at th-, national level. Offshore boundary disputes with
coastal states, involving tracts kncosm
or suspected4 to be rich in minerals, are litigated in the Supreme Court as original
actions. Under the term of the Submserged Lands Act, negotiattM settluents are impractical, leaving only litigation to
resolve these disputes. Title disagreements tider the Quiet Title Act also are litigated by the decision unit. In onshore
public laids cases, policies alloing timber development and grazing on federally-owmed land have been challenged by industry
and environmental groups alike. Efforts to dispose of excess public lands have been met with suits by parties opposed to the
way in which the Lands will be used after aile. Inverse cuietmation suits, in which landowners assert that the government
has effectively if inadvertently condemned their lands, cntia et to plague the military agencies in particular, exposing the
taxpayers to enonaous potential liability.
Another Mandate of this program is the Alaska NtI e Claims Settlement Act. which was passed in 1971 and established a fund of
muney and lard to be distributed to Alaskan natives in exchange for extinguishing aboriginal claims against the United Stales.
Extensive litigation has arisen out of this cmpi4lex statutory scheue for registration of natives, establishment of village ax
regional corporations, selection and distrimtitloi of the land and distribtsaion of the money. The decision unit has established a mall field office in Anchorage for this litigation.
The United States has established trust relationships with various Inlians and Indlian tribes through a myriad of treaties,
statutes and ExeWutive orders. Under these authorities, the government is obliged to perform a number of functions on behalf
of these tribes, inclhdir litigation to defend their rights. The Indian Resources Section of this decision unit handles
these cases, the must important Involving water rights. Many Indian reservations lie in the arid portions of the country
where competition for water is fierce, and tribal rights to uter ist be established before reservation lands can be developed. Over 50 million acres of reservation lads, and the rights to major water systems in dry western states are at stake.
Other cases in which the government represents the interests of Indians involve the establitshment and protection of hunting
arid fishing rights, and suits to answer questions about tribal rights to self-determination.

on the other haid. the Division responds to claims by Indians and liian tribes that they are due cumpensation for govenruent
mistakes in administering Indian programs. l1ese cases pose an estimated exposure to the taxpayers of over $2 billion.
Congress has consistently recognized a need to ratify bona fide errors, and the Indian Claims Comission Act of 1946, together with current jurisdictional grants, provides a vehicle for Indians and Indian tribes to apply for axnetary restitution.
Under the Act, claims filed prior to 191 are not subject to the usual statute of limitations. Although most of the claims
under the Act have been terminated, a 1983 Supreme CAirt decision has led to increased litigation posing challenges to contemporary government management. The Division reorganized the General Litigation decision unit to consolidate within the
General Litigation Section all defensive Indian lawsuits during 1986.
Finally, responsibility to review and comment on legislative proposals for the Division's programs rests in the Policy,
Legislation and Special Litigation Section of this program. Over 40 new environmental laws were enacted during the decade
of the seventies, and many of these complex and far-reaching statutes are nearing reauthorization. Many other environmental
statutes are the subject of new legislative proposals, uJich benefit from analysis by the Division. After a bill is passed
by Congress, the Section's responsibility involves analysis of new issues related co the implementation of the law, particularly in the first three years ,hen few court decisions exist to give guidance on ambiguities that result from changes in
laws. Complete screening of new legislation insures that the Diision has detailed information in hand concerning the
legislative history for use in litigation which arises after a bill becomes a law. Coordination between the various federal,
state and local government agencies involved with environmental concerns and the conservation and development of natural resources is also within the purview of the decision unit, as is the initial development of Division policies in these areas.
Accomplishments and Workload: Biotechnology is a new and rapidly developing area of science involving many federal agencies
(e&. Dnvironmental Protection Agency, Departirm.'nt of Agriculture, National Institutes of Health, Department of Defense, Food
and Drug Administration).
The General Litigation Section has been involved in almost all of the litigation to date in this
new field. In Foundation on Ecoromic Trends v. Block, the district court granted our motion for suamsry judgment in this
ease challenging the Department of Agriculture's anlial breeding research, including certain recanbinant (r)DNA experiments.
The latter include the so-called "super-pig" experiments involving the use of a growth honmne gene. Plaintiffs raised
challerea under the National Erwirormental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedure Act, and the federal comain Law of
nuisance, asserting that USIA activities have wrongfully focused on erihincing size and growth rates of farm animals and has
resulted in the elimination of smaller, slower growing spefes of livestock, inhumane treatment of animals, and ultimately
the undennining of the family farm. In plaintiffs' view, the USDAshould consider such alternatives as preservation of the
existLng gene pool, improved animal husbandry, ana educating the American public to eat more plant crops "in their raw and
unrefined forms." in a far reaching decision, the court concluded that animal productivity research cannot be umsidered
an activity for which an environmental assessment or envirunnental impact statement must be prepared, and rejected plaintiffs' contention that the USDAresearch is a single monolithic )rogram requiring consideration in a programmatic environmental impact statement. In another biotechnology case, Foundation on Economic Trends v. Thems, plaintiffs challenged
WPA's grant of a permit to field test a genetically altered pesticide. This case ens argue
-plaintiffs' motion for
summary judgrmnt in February. The court denied plaintiffs' injunction motion. However, because of disclosures of possible
irregularities in the conduct of tests by Advanced Genetic Sciences (AS), the pensittee company, including the use of an
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open rooftop aea for tests to determine whether the product is patNgenic to trees, the court reserved judk7wnt on our
motion. WA wispended the permits and ordered the company go conduct additional pathogenicity studies. Ultimately, the
court dismissed plaintiffs' action. In FoundatLon on Vconm.ic Trends v. Johnson, plaintiffs attacked the Administration's
general approach to biotechnology regulation as expressed in a frri ework pl-n. The court dismissed the plaintiffs' lawsuit
because plaintiffs lacked standing and the suit we prema re.
In Kerr-McGee Corporation v. IHodel, the rejecting by the Secretary of the Interior of a nuber of phosphate preference right
lee
applications or acqulr d "I9rsi in the Osceola National Forest, Florida. wea upheld. The determination of the Secretary that plaintiffs had not discovered "valuable depuoits" of phosphate and, therefore, were not entitled to leases, the
court concluded, "was not arbitrary a.A capricious but, rather, %us justified and supported by substantial and credible evidence." In so concluding the court held, inter alia, that (1) the term "valuable deposits of phosphate," is properly construed in rtgulatloe promulgated in 1976,
Ttf
osct of compliance with lease terms Is an important element in determining whether a prospecting permttee has discovered a "valuable deposit" of phosphate, and, if an applicant lacks the
tednological capability to comply with preacribed lease tens, he cannot satisfy the test and is rot entitled to a lease,
and (3) plaintiffs must crmply with term and conditions impo c by the Forest Service and are required to shoe the economic
and technological feasibility of reclaiming the lands covered by their lease applications after mining.
In marathon oil Cnpany v. U.S., another tinii-t case handled by the General Litigation Section, the Ninth Circuit upheld the
district court rulii that Interior can value federally owned natural gas, for royalty purposes, by working back from the
price ultimately received in Japan. The circuit agreed that the Secretary's decision to use the net back formula was
authorized by law and not subject to de novo review. It also acknowledged the "saticantial deference" due the agency's
interpretation of its statute. The crt-n-iled tt.at in holding the liquid natural gas is the same as natural gas, the
district court was nor making a finding on a disputed fact, but rather the question was one for the agency, upon which the
courts would defer. Marathon's argument that Interior had improperly delegated lease acitintstration to Alaskan natives was
not considered by the court. It ford that 14ar,,thi waived the atgtant by failing to raise it before the agency. Finally.
the circuit agreed that there was no evidence that Interior had been improperly influenced by an Alaskan native group in
issuing the challenged royalty order.
Canadian St. Regisand
of Mahek Indiana v..Stute of NweYork invoLved an action by a Canadian Indian Tribe and several
individual lndlans as to rights to i larv itihe St. Lawrence Seaway and a Fifth Amendment taking by federal defendants.
The State of New York, its power authority aId a power capany were also named as parties. Early in the action we successfully resisted plaintiffs' attempt to certify a clAss action which seas comprised of all descendants of the Camadian Tribe
in an earlier decision. Thereafter, plaintiffs sought a stay of the action in an attempt to obtain a legislative settlement.
While not objecting to a stay as to the other defendants, we successfully opposed the stay as to the federal defendants on
the ground that our defense could bs severed f run the settlement since the Fifth Amerdment issue was app1cable only to the
federal defendants. The district ccurt has now handed down a favorable decision as to our defense of &e action.
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Tribejllerring Pond Tribe, and Troy Tribe v. Hodel,
In another Indian case, Vashpee Tribe, Christiantown Tribe, Chappuiddick
h
lnnian
plaintiffs sue.d tA recover tribal lands allegedly conveyed by their ancestors in violation of the GonrstituttHo
Non-Intercourse Act. The court dismissed plaintiffs' claims in these consolidated cases against both the federal and nonfederal defendants, granting the defendants' notions to dimuiss or for suanary judgment. The court dismissed the federal
defendants as parties primarily on sovereign immunity grounds. The court also observed that the plaintiffs lacked the necessary tribal status to state a baais for dismissal against the federal defendants. Also named as defendants were the Ccs~enwealth of lassachusetts, certain towns, and individual citizens with an interest in the lands in question. In June 1982, the
court dismissed the complaint brought by the Hashpee Tribe against the rnn-federal defendants on res judiata grounds. The
present opinion dismisses the Non-Intercourse Act claims in the four rtmaining coes, finding that'-pTaT-rF'lacked the rsecessary tribal status to state such a claim. In addition, the court rejected plaintiffs' estoppel arguinunt. The plaintiffs
asserted that the defendunta were estopped from asserting that the plaintiff groups do not constitute tribes since the
defendants' actions have caused the disintegration of the plaintiff tribes and tribal land bases. The court held that the
plaintiffs had not established the necessary elements for estoppel. The court also concluded that the Indian comerce clause
does not provide plaintiffs with an independent basis for suit.
Program Changes: Several major re. program will greatly increase the defensive workload of the General Litigation Unit in
1983- Forest Service long-tern managtent plans under the National rest
Managenent Act; federal water rights litigation in
several western states; the Navy Port Dispersal Plan for major new construction at ten nationwide sites; the Administration's
sale of excess property program; royalty recalculation issues under the Federal Oil and Gas Royalty Management Act; and carmercial testing of genettcally-engineereed proucLS. In addition, a surge of cases is expected involving irrigation run-off
high in selenium and other heavy metals. At present, over $5.5 billion in potential govenrient liability is at stake in the
cases vhich are defended by the General Litigation SLttion, as are federal programs, such as oil and gas leasing progress,
which have revenues at risk of several times that aualt.
The importance of our defense is highlighted by the direct impact on federal revenues of these new programs. For example,
federal revenues from tinbder contracts top $1 billion anriaally. In the upper Nortl iest, where logging Ls a si if icant source
of jobs and income, the Forest Service's long-range management plans for federally owned timberlands will result in numerous
lawsuits which may delay or reduce federal revenue. These comprehensive plans, required by the National Forest Managment
Act, cover the broad spectrus of public purposes for which forested areas may be used, and require federal manaers to make
tough chsires. Undoubtedly, both conservation groups and the logging industry will be dissatisfied with same of these
decisions, and will bring suit in federal courts to allocate more or less land for logging. Because of early invol%vment in
the administrative review process within the Department of Agriculture, the Division can accurately predict that a number of
these sensitive cases will reach the courts within 12 to 16 months.
Federal water rights is another area where litigation dunands will increase substantially in 1988. During 1988, at least two
and possibly five major water adjudications will be In trial. The states of Arizona snd Monitana have initiated mssive,
state-wide wuter allocations, with trials scheduled to commence early in 1988. In California, Washington and Idaho less
compre hesive litigation is planned. Water litigation is emutionally charged and complex, and invokes fierce competition
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from all sectors of society. Failure to protect Indian rights in these matters opens the United States to breach of trust
defend than full
claim of which pending claims total $2 billion, and in the past these claims have proven more costly to
oest water rights cases are filed in state courts by the states pursuant to provisions
support of water adjudication cases.
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state authorities are anxious to have this matter settled, and to have the United States'
of litigation
Horn River adjudication in Wyomng, which is illustrative of the nature of Indian water cases, spanned years research
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involves 11 Indian tribes in Arizona with substantial reserved uater rights. Extensive research into historical
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reached with each Tribe further complicates this "case." In Hontana, nine Indian tribes have a stake in the
staffed
Because of the extended duration of these major adjudications it is doubly important that the Division is adequately Without
at the outset. Defeiise of Indian rights to water is crucial to allow Indian tribes a measure of self sufficiency.
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trust claims which seck frtn the Treasury damages equivalent to the difference in value or irrigated and arid reservation
programs
diverse
lands. Non-Indian federal water rights cases call Into question the nature of federal occupancy for such
as wildlife reftges and Air Force bases, and place the federal Fwmernent in direct competition with local landowmers for
precious water. The Navy Port Dispersal Plan calls for the construction of major Im-e port facilities vital to the Nation's
stratgic defense readiness. Ten sites located on the Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf coasts are inwolved, with capital inwestments of $250 to $5M0million at each location. Nuseruus lawsuita with an array of environmental issues ranging from endangered species considerations to nuclear impact analyses threaten this major defense initiative.
proAnother major Administration project which will result in rew defensive litigation is the excess property/pr ivatizaton
gram tnler the direction of the General Services Administration. This major dosestic policy initiative caM for the sale of
of
hundreds
worth
tracts
excess federal property to contribute to' the reduction of the federal debt. Oarrently 'eight major
millions of dollars located In prime development areas such as Hollywood, California and on the beaches of lawaii are being
prepared for sale, and the 1987 budget projects revenues of several billion dollars from this program. However, each project

by the National Environmental Policy Act. Viil an
to the ocher anticipated analyses required
muy be delayed by challengesanticipated
sales of excess property will have significant impact on the federal . .

defense of these and other
gas royalties from publicly owned land provide over $3 billion in annual federal revenues, and the federal Oil and Gas
Royalty ?hanage1oQeL Act sets forth royalty calalation and administrative dispute resolution procedures for the Department
of the Interior. In the last month, Interior officials have alerted us to a twenty-fold increase in administrative royalty
calculation appeals, from 5 to 100 each month. Lven if only ten percent of these result in district court litigation, 120
brand new cases annually will result.
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For several years the Division has paid close attention to advances in recumbirant DI researd aAI the deuvtlpment of cusswrcial applications for genetically-engineered products. Coordinated by the White House Biological Sciences Coordinating Committee, the EPA, Deparbuent of Agriculture, Food and Drug Administration, and Nattonal Institutes of Health ali have a hand in
regulating or finding experimentation in this emerging growth industry, and the Division has adopted a clearing house function
on genetic law. The recent case involving frost-freu strawberries highlights the issues which will ariae in increased future
litigation. Indistria development of a gene which retards frost development on strawberries has the potential to dramatically increase harvests, but the scientific uncertainty surrounding release of this gene has lead to enormous public concern.
Every aspect of this program from methodology through test protocols has been subject to controversy because of the uncertain
aspect of the frost-retardant gene on the ecosystem.
A rapid increase in litigation is expected relating to selenium contamination at sites under Department of the Interior control, such as the muh-publicized case involving the Kestersotn National Wildlife Refuge. Here, agricultural drainage waters
high in organic selenium content have been lir*ed to wildlife birth deformities and deaths resulting from selenium poisoning.
Ibis naturally-occurring tract element is beneficial at very low levels, but is lethal when concentrated, and tends to increase exponentially as it moves up the food chain. In the dozen cases under the 'estersn" heading, the State of
California, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and several private citizens have filed suits alleging violations of the
National Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, Higratory Bird Treaty Act. Clean Water Act and Resource Conservadlon and Recovery Act as well as Inverse condomation claims under the Tucker Act. An enormous administrative record of
government decisions datig to the 1978 acquisition of the refuge as well as scientific analyses of selenium dating to the
1930's must be assumbled and analyzed to prepare a defense. Exposre in these cases is estiated at more than $300 million,
yet "Kesterson" is only the first in a series of similar suits. Sixteen western and midwestern states are presently investigating potential selenium poisoning problem involving dozens of Bureau of Reclamation irrigation projects and refuges
operated by the Fish and Wildlife Service. These investigations will develop into a number of complex lawsuits during 1988.
Finally, this initiative calls for additional sautowted litigtion support in Indian claims cases. During 1986, as part of the
continuing efforts to streamline the Division's structure, the Indian Claims Section tes merged with the General Litigation
Section.
As a result, Indian claims cases with government exposure of $2.5 billion are receiving more attention without an
increase in the staff. However, because of the maturing dodcet anrd pressure from the Claims Court, the Division must begin
to actively prepare several of the moat complex claim cases for trial. Four historical cases, Soboba, innesota chi ,
Zuni and Navajo, fall into this category, with factual issues spanning several decades. These (&-icses will be in trial
Jiing 19U8requiring increased litigation support.
'he Lands Division's defense of Administration initiatives is critical to important revenue-producing programs, including onshore and outer-continental shelf oil and gas leases, sales of excess federal property, and federal tiber sales. Projected
1988 revenue from these programs is more than $10 billion, so at current rates, delays caused by legal challenges could cost
the Treasury between $1 and $2 million each day in interest. In addition to protecting some $10 billion in current and
potential revenue, pending liability cases hanled by the General Litigation Section involve claims exceeding $5 billion.
Without added staff Treasury exposure would increase due to unfavorable settlaents, amog other things.
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General Litigation Section:
Cases pending, beginning of year ...................
Cases received ...................................
cases closed ......................................
Cases pending, end of year .........................
Indian Resources Section:
Cases pending, beginning of year ....................
Cases received ....................................
Cases closed ......................................
Cases pending, end of year ..........................
Policy, Legislation
and Special Litigation:
Matters pending, beginning of year ..................
Matters received ..................................
Matters closed ....................................
K-itters pending, end of year ........................
Total:
Pending, beginning of year ..........................
Received ..........................................
Closed ............................................
Pending, end of year ................................
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Penii.
am l
Pus.
Wt ?t
Managemetnt and Administration ..........

33

2,

$2,435

1986

1981

3,228
737
428
3,537

3.537
862
991
3,408

3,408
725
430
3,703

3.703
800
500
4,003

547
48
34
561

561
19
39
541

541
30
35
536

536
50
35
551

55
1,150
1,060
145

145
1,319
1,347
117

117
1.250
1,060
307

307
1,250
1,060
497

3.830
1,935
1,522
4,243

4,243
2,200
2,377
4,066

4,066
2,005
1,525
4.546

4,546
2,100
1,595
5,051

1988 Base
Pens.
Pue.
WU Aiunt
33

Eat mates

[985

28 $2,654

1988 Estimate
Pens.
Poe.
W Amount
33

30

$2,654

1988

Increase/Decrease
Pens.
W
Amount
Po.
...

2

...

gI~--Range Goal: To efficiently aid effectively manage the Division, and to provide the administrative systems and support
services required to conduct litigation.
Ilajor Objectives:
To develop program initiatives to permit effective responses to the Administration's policy requirsents.
To provide policy direction to Division program managers.
To ensure thac statutory obligations are met.
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To maximize use of office automation technologies to increase efficiency adMproductivity throug)Ut the Division.
To develop and maintain systems for improved fiscal planning and accountability.
To recruit anil develop highly competent and mutivatel staff.
To implement an automated management.and support system.
To establish a management syacas
review function and to ref ne and manitor program plans, evaluate program performance and
conduct resource allocation studies.
To enhance the Division's ability to identify and implement requirements for expert witnesses.
To identify personnel training needs and initiate a comprehensive orientation program.
To provide all administrative support services, including space aii facilities, files, messengers, copying, and supplies.
To update an dchministrative manual covering issues such as administrative procedures, employee position descriptions and
workplans, performance evaluation criteria, prunocions, awards, maternity leave, and adverse accions.
Base Program Description: This program provides overall direction and management for the Land and Natural Resources Division
and supervises and administers operations necessity to the efficient operation of the Division's litigative mission. The
responsibilities of this program include: bidget preparation and execution; financial management; development, operation, and
maintenance of manugament and automated support systems; workload and resource requirements analyses; recruioent; processing
of personnel actions including payroll and benefits; mianagenent of space, facilities, and supply requisitions; provision of
office equipmen; processing mail; files contrul; provision of messenger, printing and copying services; performance of
management analyses and internal control reviews.
Accmplish.ents and Workload: The Administrative Services Group completed a rustber
of office moves to foster more efficient
utilization of space. Office space and facilities were acquired to house client agency personnel working with the Division
in the Shell (Rocky ttMx~tain Arsenal) case aid additionalfacilities were acquired in Alaska for Division personnel working
on the n-sTc Native Claim litigation. Section personnel worked with the Justice Mianagement Division to design azi construct
a computer facility for the Division's prototype minicomputer docket tracking system. Additionally, expanded and improved
library services were provided to Division personnel located in the New Post Office building. The Group Inventoried the
Division's furniture and equipment, and implemented controla for Lrcking iud disbursing these supplies. Over 500 files
previously closet cases were purged, and the filing backlog, has been virtually eliminated. Mkreuver, the Group oversaw the
Division's program to detect, monLtor and remove asbestos fruu two of the Luildings assigned to the Division.
Management reviews of each of the Division's sections are continuing. The initial assessments of the three largest sections
have been cuspletd, and reviews of the other secticxs are proceeding. In these studies, data are collected on each facet of
section operation. e.., reporting systems, caseload, organization aid maiiagennt structure. As a result of the completed
studies, a number of--marwaent reforms have already been introduced by senior Division officials.
The Financial Hanagement rop instituted a system for reviewing and maintaining records of Division requests for expert witnesses. The system is designed to track each request from Initiation and approval to payment of invoices. The Group also has
taken an active role in reducing the outstanding travel advance balances held by Division employees. Since December 31,
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1984, the Division's travel advance balance was ruluced by c,-'er $90,000. The Group also presented a hm1f-day seminar on the
government's travel regulations for Division secretarial personnel. Topics included preparation of authorizations and
vouchers, and per diem calculation. Another seminar was developed and presented to Division attorneys, outlining procedures
from the traveler's perspective.
The Personnel Group provided support to Division management in redesigning the Division's recruitment methods in order to
facilitate hiring high-quality employees and to ensure the application of Division-wide criteria in the hiring process.
Efforts have continued in coordinating and developing personnel management seminars specifically geared toward the Division;
the latest dealt with managing problem attorneys. The Group also designed and initiated a formal orientation program for new
employees. A "working sabbaticals" program for tenured senior attorneys has been proposed to boost morale among career
attorneys, and to expand the contacts and experience of our most productive litigators. The Group's program to revise and
update workplans is nearing completion, and workplans for student aides in the stay-in-school program have bee developed.
Pr r

C

es:

The Division requests two FTE workyears in the office of the Assistant Attorney General to allow the Special
Assistant for Management positions to be filled. This is a reflection of the Division's comitment to
meeting the Attorney General's goal of a 20 percent increase in productivity by 1992.
In cooperation with the Justice
Kiiagement Division, the Lard and Natural Resources Division has undertaken a number of management and productivity improvement efforts. Other programs includes comprehensive management review of each section, and a personnel management program to
reward high achievers and focus on excellence. The Special Assistant for Management will provide a policy level imprimatur on
productivity programs, and oversee, other ongoing efforts such as the analysis of the Division's data entry position structure,
aid the review of the central files program. I1hile these studies are incomplete, it is probable that a move toward reorganization or contracting will be made by the end of 1988, and reflected in the 1989 budget.
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Land and Natural Resources Division
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities
Financial Analysis - Program Changes
(Dollars In thousands)

Item

ana e nt & '
General Envi ronnental
Total
Administration
a ion
ti
Prote:t L
Amount
mount Pos.
P
Am
Amount Poe.
Pos.

Grades
GS/UM-1 4 ..............................
GS/GM-I3 ..............................
GS-12 .................................
GS-11 .....................................
GS-7 ................................
GS-6 ...................................
GS-5 ..................................
GS-4 ..................................

Total positions and annual rate .........
Lapse (-) .............................
Total workyears and personnel
compensation ..........................
Personnel benefits ......................
Travel and transportation of persons ....
Other services ..........................
Supplies and materials ................
Equipment ...............................

1
2
4
2
...
1

2
$44
3
75
3
126
...
1
36
1
2
...
14 ...

$89
113
95
26
18
32
...

...
...
...
...

....
......

......

4

51

14
-2

346
-43

12
-3

373
-119

12

303
34
90
.4,316
12
24

9

4,779

9

Total, workyears and obligations, 19881 12

...
...
......
......

3
5
7
1
3
2
1
4

$133
188
221
26
54
32
14
51

...
+2

...
...

26
-3

719
-162

254
28
35
1.376
9
18

2

...

23

557
62
125
5,692
21
42

1 .720

2

23

499

...
...

...
...
...
...
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Land and Natural Resourcea Division
Salaries and expef

, GtiwraL Legal Activities

Priority Rankings

Progrm Increase

B"w Vrogram

Program

Program
khvirotraiental Protection
Appellate
General Litigation
Hanwcment aid Adinistration
Lard Acquisition

1
2
3
4
5

Favi rornental ProtectLon
General Litigation
Managemen and Aminiatratioi

Ranki
2
3
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Land and Natural Reaources Division
Salaries mnd expenses, General Legal Activities
Detail of Permanent Positions by Category
FiscaL Years 1956 - 19M

1988
'
Prorm
Total
Increases

1986
Authorized

1987
Authorized

184
25
9
123
3
3

189
25
9
120
3
3

Total .................................................

347

349

26

375

Washirgton ..............................................

333

335

25

360

14

1

349

26

Attorneys (905) .........................................
Paralegal Specialist (905) ..............................
Other LAgal and Kindred (900-998) .......................
Gen. Adlmin. clerical and office services (300-399) ......
Acoountig and budget (500-599) .........................
business and Industry Group (1100-1199)................. ..

U.S. Field ...............................................
Total .................................................

14
347

15
3
...

8
...
...

204
28
9
128
3
3

15
375
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OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL

I
sTAFF1

Waliami Frind, Sitmiu

Alloney Gowaei

P
PI

Office of Legal Counsel
Salaries and expenses, Ceneral Legal Activities
Crosswalk of 1987Chnes
(Dollars in thousands)

Activity/Progra.
6.

_

_

1987 President's
budget Request
WY
mt.
Pos.

Coiigresi onal
Appruprlation Action
on 1987 Request
Por. WY Amt.

1987
Supplemental
Requested
Poo.
WY Ant

Pay &
FERS
Mt.

1987
Appropriation
Ant Icipated
Pos.
WY
Ant.

Legal Opinions:

a. Legal OpInions
Total...................

35

39

$2,366

35

39

2,366

4
$111......
...

...

IllI

4

1 $147
1

147

$43

35

39

$2,445

43

35

39

2,445

Congressional Appropriation Action
Congress reduced the 1987 request by $111,000. The reduction was take in two areas; uncontrollable increases,
and continuance of the 1986 Gram-Rudman-1ollings aeqiiestration.
Supplementals Requested
1. The program supplemental request provides funding for increased CSA rent costs associated with the Criminal Division
deral Telecomanications System (FTS) charges ($5,000) and costs associated with the
relocation ($22,000), increased Fe,
production and publicaLion of the Presidential Emergency Action Documents (PEAD)s) (4 positions, I FTE and $120,000).
2.

The Pay and Federal Employee Retirement System (FERS) supplemental includes $19,000 for increased pay costs pursuant
to P.L.. 99-500 and $24,000 for changes in the FENS.
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of Legal Counsel

-Office

Salaries and expenses,

o

General

Legal Activities

Summary of Requirements
T-'ollarsIn thousands)
Per..
Poe.

Adjubtments to base:

35
1987 as enacted .....................................................................................
...
19M7 Relocation supplemental requested .............................................................
...
1987 Pay and Federal Employee Retirement System (ENS) Supplemental ................................
...
J987 Federal Telecommunications System Supplemental requested (FTS) ................................
4
1987 program supplemental requested ...............................................................
1987 Appropriation Anticipated ...................................................................... . . 39
Uncontrollable increases:
...
one additional compensable day ...................................................................
Annualization of 1987 Bond Building and program supplemental ......................................
...
...................
Annualization of 1987 Federi.lEmployee Retirement System (FERS) Supplemental
...
Annualization of 1987 pay increase .............................................................
Within-grade increases .......................................................................... ...
retirement contribution (FICA) ......................................................................
Medicare costs ................................................................................. ......
.. .
GSA Rent.: .....................................................................................
CSA recurring reimbtirsable ...........................................................................
....
Telephone service .............. ...............................................................
.....
GPO printing costs ............................................................................
. ...
Fmployee data and payroll services ..............................................................
...
Audio visual and media services .................................................................
...
General pricing level adjustment ............................................................... .
...
Total uncontrollable Increases ...............................................................
Det reases:
...
Reduction for change in hourly rate ............................................................
...
Rediictinnin health benefits ...................................................................
Total decreases................................. ................................................ . ...
39
198 base.................................................. ".........................................

Esrisates by budget activity
6.

legal Opinions ..........

1986 as Enacted
Perm.
Poa. WY
Amt.
35

39 $1,969

1986 Actual
Perm.
Pos. WY Amt.
35

1987
Appropriation
Perm.
Po.
WY Amt.

31 $1,920 35

39 $2,445

Workyears
39
...
...
1
40
..
3
...
...

Amount
$2,255
22
4
5
120
2,445

...

124
72
31
20
11)
5
67
3
5
10
10
10
15

...

387

...
...
...

43

-1
-1
-2
2,830

1988 Estimate Increase/Decrease
1988 Base
Perm.
Perm.
Perm.
WY Ant.
Por. WK Amt.
WY Amt. Po.
Pos.
39

43 $2,830

39

43 $2,872

......

$42
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OJfIce of Legal Counsel
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities
Justiflcation of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summary
dollarss in thousands)
Activity: Legal Opinions

Legal Opinions ...........

1987 Appropriation
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount

1988 Base
Perm.
Poo.
WY

Amount

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Fos.
WY
Amount

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pus.
WY
Amount

35

39

$2.830

39

...

39

$2,445

43

43

$2,872

...

$42

This budget activity includes resources for the primary mission of the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC). Fund* requested for
this activity support personnel involved with the preparation of the opinions of the Attorney General aod other OLC opinions
on a variety of significant aiidcomplex constitutional, statutory and other legal questions involving the operation of the
Executive Branch.
l.ong-Range Coal. To assist the Attorney General in his role as legal adviser in the Executive Branch, and to provide
timely. excepfionally high quality and reliable legal analysis in response to requests for opinions coming from the
President, the White louse staff through the Counsel to the President, the Attorney General, Justice Department components
and the heads of Fuecutive Branch and independent agencies.
Major Objectives:
To increase the timeliness aid quality of all OLC formal and informal opinions.
To carry out the President's Executive Order on Federal Legal Services by improving this Office's usefullness as an
aid in the resolution of intra-Executive Branch disputes and legallqueations.
To assist other components in the Department of Justice in drafting hnd providing testimony on proposed legislation and to
provide comments on the constitutionality and legality of proposed legislation of interest to other departments and
agencies.
To assist the Attorney General in his function of providing general legal advice to the President and Executive Branch
ageticies.
To perform its ftinctior of approving Executive Orderm and Orders ,f the Attorney General as to form and legality
competently, thoroutghlyad expeditiously.
To continue the practice, begun in 1977, of making publicly available in published form those Office of Legal Counsel
opinions that are of general interest to the public.
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Base Program Description:
The principal duty of the Office of Legal Counsel Is to assist the Attorney General in his
function as legal adviser to the President and Executive Branch agencies. The Offict also reviews as to tur and legality
all Executive Orders and Proclamations proposed to be Issued by the President. All proposed orders of the Attorney General
and all regulations requiring him approval are also reviewed by the Office of Legal Counsel. In addition, the staff is also
involved in coordinating the work of the Department with respect to treaties, executive agreements and International
urganizationa and performs a variety of special assignments referred to the Office by the Attorney General, the Deputy
Attorney General or the Associate Attorney General.
The statutory authority pertaining to the Office of Legal Counsel is 28 U.S.C. 511-512.
legislative changes which would affect this Office.

There are no pending or proposed

The Office of Legal Counsel does not initiate any programs or have control over the volume or requests for opinions of the
Attorney General or for legal opinions of the Office c-f Legal Counsel. All of the Office's work results from requests for
opinions and legal advice from the President, the White House staff, Attorney General. members of the Cabinet and Executive
Bra,ichagencies and other Department of Justice officials.
A mall number of requests are considered appropriate for formal Attorney General opinions, which are drafted preliminarily
In OLC and reviewed, revised and approved by the Attorney General. The majority requests result In the preparation of
legal opinions signed by the Assistant Attorney General or one of the Deputies based upon the research of one or more of
the 16 staff attorneys. Other requests result in the provision of oral advice to the client.
Accomplishments and Workload:

Accomplishments of the Oftice of Legal Counsel are presented In the following tables:

Item
Executive orders and proclamatione ...................................................
Opinions .............................................................................
Intradepartmental opinions ...........................................................
Special assignments ..................................................................

1985

1986

41
462
494
2.477

50
510
570
2,600

Estimates
1987
1988
70
530
620
2,900

70
535
625
2,900

FS

0IC provided legal opinions under Executive Order No. 12146 In several disptites betwt-n Executive agencies. The Ofic has
uilrnted to respond to revery request for any such dispute resolutIon It receives.
OLC 'as received numerous such requests
durhIg the past fisca yer and continues to enjoy a high degree of respect from Executive agencies for its opinions.
OLC has taken a major role In either testifying or preparfing testimony In connection with pending legislation of interest to
the Department and the Admlnistratlon. OLC also has assisted in the drafting of legislation and in providing legal advice
concerning the legalIty and constitutionality of proposed and enrolled bills to other components in the Department and to
other departments and agencies on subjects as diverse as the work of the Executive Branch itself.
The office has provided~general legal advice to the President and the various departments and agencies of the Executive
Braichl on a wide range of legal issues including, the constitutionality of provisions of the Graaa-udman-ollinge
Act, numerous other questions relating to the constitutional separation of powers,
zher constitutional questions, and
questions arising from the laws relating more narrowly to the individual departments and agencies. The Office has also
devoted considerable attention to problema of federalism presented by matters that the Office has been asked to examine.
liung the past fiscal year the Office has reviewed for the White House numerous Executive Orders as to their form and
legality and given advice to the President concerning appropriate revisions and considerations. The Office continues to
hire staff expertly qualified and experienced in order to develop procedures necessary to perform this function
with only the most sound advice and in an expeditious manner. OLC hs also reviewed several miajr orders of the Attorney
General during this period, most of thes on very limited time schedules.
Vo)lumes 4A, 4B and 5 of the Opinions of the Office of Legal Counsel for 1980 and 1981 were published in january 1986.
planning and work liesbegun on volumes 6, and 7 to contain noteworthy opinions Issued in 1982 and 1983. We believe we now
have In place, and are attempting to refine, a structure that will improve the speed of producing these volusnes.

P6

ptrjm
Changes:
An increase of $42,000 Is requested for 1988 for the Presidentlal Emergency Action Document program
(PEAV).
The Office of Legal Counsel io accepting responsibility for the production and publication of PEAs. This program
has recently expanded to the point that it can no longer he managed by the United States Attorneys who were reimburved by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for coats associated with PEAD.
The FFAD Project: The primary goal of the PEAD project Ia to develop an entirely new portfolio of easily understood,
legally suffirent and programmatically sound PEA). A PEAD Is a draft executive order, legislation or proclamation
which may be required in order to perform essential functJons more efficiently during a national security emergency. As
an additional goal. the Office of legal Counsl will continue to document the basis of its legal analyses and develop
utlher types of materials to respond to the requests of and otherwise aslt the Department ot Justice and other
continuity of government planners. These goals are related to and consistent with the current overall executive
hrjnch efforts of lsp:oving the United States' posture In both a legal and practical sense.
The Ilepartmentof Juutice and the WEKA maintain an Interagency agreement to analyze, update, or totally revise the PEAD.
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Oftlce of Legal Counsel
Salaries and expenses. General Legal Activities
Vlnanclal Analysis programChanges
(Dollars In thouaanda)

Item
Printnng ...................................
Other services ...........
................
Supplies and marerlals .....................

12
20
10

Total workyears and obligatlons,
1988 ...................................

42
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Office of legal Counsel
Salaries and Lxponsee.

(;neral Legal Activities

Detail of Pproanent _oeitlons
Category
Fiscal Years 1986 - 1988

Categorv
Atturnleys(905) ....................................
Paralegal Specialists (950) .........................
Legal Technicians (986) .............................
Cen. adomn., clerical and office sve. (300-399) .....

1 Authorized
20
3
6
6

rotatet ............................................

1987
Authorized

1988
Reauest

20
3
6
6

22
3
6
8

35

39

Washington ...........................................

35

35

39

Total ..............................................

35

35

39

-
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CIV IONIT$ WtSON

C.'

Civil Ri te Division
expenses,or General
eial Activities
:Ilaries adGroGEAMal
19LTI (j!
(Dollars in thousands)

1967 President's

Activity/Program

[Eluet
NIo

klederul appellate .ctivity .....
Civil rights prosecution .......
Special litigatton .............
VotJ .........................
t
hkoployment litigation ..........
Coordination ard review ........
Ibietr and civil erforcaent..

32
45
37
66
63

tWuiational opportunities ......

33
54

Magaeont a"d administration .
Total ........................

3

404

Coressional
Appropriation
Actions
on 1987
'ffted
et
Repro2rammlw
n

t.

rloe.

32 $1,903
2,704
44
38 2,473
71 3,481
64
3,687
2,369
42
2,006
33 1,934
3.584
66
424

24,141

WX

...

4$90..
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

. 1,139 ...

...

...

...
...
..
...
...
...
, ...
.. ...

...
...

...

...

......

PaW
)AM. FU

$19

26
.. 24
...
34
...
36
...
23
...
20
..,
20

.........

-t6q ...

...

MPoga
Me
VT

... ...

-128 ...

-117
-164
-174
.112
-94
-91

AM%

1987 Supplementals

35

231

$39
56
51

72
76
49
41
39
74

74

497

19Wq
Appropriation

V
32

45
31
68
63
39
33
33

54

'14

404

Amt.

32 $1 ,871
44 2,658
38 2,431
71 3,42.3
64 3,625
2,329
42
34 1,9"75
1.902
33
66
3,524

66

424

25,736

(XngrvsaIonal Appropriation Action
The Correse reducel th Civil JR1htj Division 1987 re4jas.t by $1,139,000. Uncontrollable increases wre raJuced by $48,000;
one Jten for $110,000 (telephone lne charges) was denied. Also, the $981,000 sequestered by Cokrqess in 1936 will remain
In ltS1.
;3upplooen talks requested
1. ;upplemental funds are ra|uested to cover additlontl MCArent charge in connection with the pending move of the Criminal
Division to the Boni tildlIri.
The Civil Rijits Divtsion's share of the coot will be $184,000. Also, supplemental fundtig of $53,000 is requastto to cover increases in Kiteral Telecsmu,'cations Cyter charges.
2. The pay raluest provided for $216,000 to ,wet increased pay requirements pursuant to P.L. 99-500. This supplemental also
seeks $281,000 to handle the increased costs by the recent shares to the Federal Haployee Retirement System.

Cn

Civil Rihts Division

Salaries and expenses, Genea
'.taActivities
wumary or Requremnt

dollarss in thousands)
Ajuaents to base:
19W/ as enacted .......................................................................................
191 Pay and retirement supplemental requested ......................................................
1917 program supplemental requested ....................................................................
191 appropriation anticipated ........................................................................
Savings d4* to managemert Initlatives ...............................................................
Transfer of Financial Mdainistrative Systems SuppDrt oup..........................................
Uncontrollable increea:
One additional ooaperwable day ...................................................................
Arnualization of 1987 Bond Building supplemental .................................................
Annaalization of 1987 Federal Rhployee Retirement System supplemental .............................
Annualization of 1987 pay increase ...............................................................
WJthin-grade increases ...........................................................................
Retirement contributions - Social Security (PICA) .................................................
Medicare costs ...............................................................................
Locality based per diem .........................................................................
GSARent ........................................................................................
WA recurring reimbursable services ............................................................
14deral TelecommunLications Syutm ([FS) ...........................................................
Telephone service ..............................................................................
OR) printing coasts ................................................................................
Hiployse data and payroll services .............................................................
Audio visual and media services ...................................................................
General pricing level adjustment ...............................................................
Total, uncontrollable increases..............................................................
Decreaues:
Reduction for diange in hourly rate ............................................................
reduction In Health Benefits ..................................................................
education In per pae cost of YR and CF .......................................................
Total, decreases ...........................................................................

lix

.............................................................................................
1907 Appropriation
Anticipated
Pe

PenM.

Amt.

Poe.

At.

Poe.

'99 410 $22,301

404

424 $23,736

400

1966 Actual

Pa rm.

,-tituates by budget alvity
7. Civil rights matters.....

Poe.

WY

rm.

WY

1988 Basestimte
WY

Amt.

420 $25,992

Penn.
Poa.

Work years

404
...

424
...

4

-4

3T9- T377

...

-4
...

-100
4

...
..
...
...
...
...
..
..
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

68
37
835

...
...
...
...

...
....
....
...

ir

379

167
8
I
41
547
5
30
35
I
5
3
256
-34
-31
-1
--

Inc./Dec.

19s

Ferm.

Poe.

Amount
$23,002
49r
237

Perm.

WY

Amt.

400 420 $26,72.

Poe.
.......

WY Amt.
$800
G3

Civil RIt4te Division
Salaries and expenses, General legal Activities
Sumnru of Reoures by Pro ram
kDollara in thoumndep6E)
1987 Appropriation

Wt.1stes by Program
ede ral appellate
activity ...............
Civil rit hte
prosecution ............
UpecIal lititition .......
Voting ...................
klloyment litigation ....
Cooalination ard review..
ilkuatng and civil
enrorcement ............
aiicational opportunities
Mantwdement aM
1.mlnistration .........

18 Ba
1986
Peru..ere--. 9Etmte
; 1UAnticptd
.Pm.Actual
Wl19816
Per
en. as Enacted
WY Amt. Poe. WY At. Poe. WY
Pos. WY mt. Poa. WY Amt. Poe.
32

(Nrtime...............
Total capeneable
workyears ............

...
Ilefiabur able Workyears
Total Workyeaea ..........

2,504
2,290
3,237
3,418
2,194

45
37
68
63
39

45
57
68
63
39

44
38
71
64
42

33
33

34 1,861 33
33 1,797 33

54

66

Total ................ 404
Other orkyeara
Holiday ................

32 $1,761 32

3,271

54

32

32 $1 871

44
'%
71
64
42

2,504
2,290
3,257
3,416
2,194

45
37
68
63
39

44
36
71
64
42

2,658
2,431
3,423
3,625
2,329

45
35
68
63
39

44
36
71
64
42

2,912
2,620
3,750
4,090
2,557

34 l,86l
33 1,710

33
33

34
33

1,973
1,902

33 34
31 31

2,062
2,033

3,241

54

66

3.524

54

66

424 22,333 404 424 22,501 404

. 3

32 32 $2,057

32 $1,761

424

66 3,911

429

421

6

6

6

433

435

433

Amt.

45
35
68
63
39

44
36
71
64
42

2,912
2,740.......
4,030 ......
4,490 ......
2,557 ......

33 34 2,062
31 31 2,033
54 66

..

10

280
400
...
...

.......
......

3,911
.

.

.....

3

3

421

WY

32 32 $2,057.

23,736 400 420 25,992 400 420 26,792

...

...

Ices/erease
mt. Poe.

423
-6

429

423
6
429

..
...
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Civil Rights W vision
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Ativities
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource ummary
(Dollars in thouaawns)
Activity:

Civil Rights Matters

1987 Anticipated
Apropiution
Fenre.

1988 Has
Ferm.

198
Fom.

WY Amount

Poe.

32 $2,0157
44
2,912
36 2,620
71
3,750
64
4,090
42
2,557
34
2,062
31
2,03
66
T

32
45
35
68
63
39
33
31

Poe.

WY Amount

Pof.

federal appellate activity..........
32
Civil rights prosecution ............
45
spocial ltigation.................
.7
OtIr ..............................
68
kp1 oyment litigation ...............
63
Coordination and review ..............
39
loisirkg and civil enfor ewnt ....... .33
Mutmtional opportunities ...........
33
ffanuA,--t and afnistration .......
7A
Total .............................

32 $1,k8|
44
2,658
38
2,431
71
3,432
64
3,625
42 2,329
4 1,975
33
1,902
66
24

3.?
45
'35
68
63
')
33
31
W

Ehtimate

IncreaeleDecrese
n.

WY Amount

Poe.

32
44
36
71
64
42
34
31

$2,057
2,9 12
-?,740
4,030
4,490
2,557
2,062
2,033

WY Amount

...
...

...
...

...
...
$120

•...
400
...
..
...

This budit activity consiste of resources deaieed to accomplish the mission of the Civil Righta Division. The Division
Is responsible for the enforceuernt of all las and Eecutive Orders prchibitig discrimination on account of race, color,
national origin, sex, ae, handicap or religion. The Attorney General has alao been deleted responsibility to edaIn' ter
the special provisions of the Votirg Rights Act of 1')6'5, as amended in 1970, M5 and 1982, including under Section 5, the
preclearance of all changes affecting voting in covered jurisdictions; to Utidite sex discrimination casee referred under
Title IX of the Education Amenlmenta of 19721 and to handle cases involving discrimination by federal contractors referred
by the Departeent of lebor. The Division's delegation of the Attorney General's reeonsibiliti
to coordinate and enforos
TiLle VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by all federal program agencies was enhanced segnificantly by Executive Order 12250,
lsgned November 2, 1980. The Fkecutive Order increased the Division's ooordination authority under Title VI and also dele,pttad coordination authority for Title X of the MUucation Amendments of 1972 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
19T3, as amended.
In addition, in 1980 Congrees enacted the Civil Rithts for Institutionalized Persons Act which muthorizs
ti-w Attorney General to bring litigation against unoonstitutionally operated state and local institutions.

WOILd rtaady uncontitutional duticiencies Identified by investigations at the ?airview Training Center in Oregon ant the
Krt Stiton State School in ew Mexico failed, the j-oSram filed its firet contested lawsuit involving state institutions
for the mentally retarded.
In other matters, the program successfully negctiat1 and entered into three consent decrees prsuant to the Act.
One
oettlesnunt remedies conditions at the 3outh Carolina State hospital marital health facility in Columbia, South Carolina;
snotter addressed
conditions at the Wheat Rid83 Center, a mental retardation facility in Colorado; and, the third resolves
two lnvoatlaitions at Michtan state mental health Institutions, the Northville Regional Psychiatric Center and Ypilanti
Psychiatric Hospital. Another consent decree has been Luccessfully negotiated and filed with the Court aidre s ing conditions
at the Southbury Training School in Connecticut.
V)llowlng evidentiary compliance bearings, the district court found the
State of Michigan to be in non-compliance in the area of prison mental health care services and also granted the United
States' motion for the enforcement of its consent decree in this case involving conditions of confinement at three Michign
prison facilities. The issues ncltle fire safety, medical care, access to courts, sanitation, safety and hygiene, and
overcrowding and protection from harm,
Program Changes. The request for an increase of $120,000 will enable the hirintg of norgovernment consultants (peychiatric,
sanitation, medical experts, etc.) to perform on-eute tours of public facilities sander investigation and to prepare reports
ait recommendations in conjunction with the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act (CRIPA), allowing the program to
bring facilities into compliance with ri4ts provided for in the Constitution and other lam of the United States. The
CIIPA penrits litigaton only as a last recourse. This program spends a major portion of its current budipt on the hiring
or exprt consultants and utilizes employem from other federal agencies whenever possible. The number of expert consultants
which cain be hired Imlacte directly on the program's ability to perform its mission, as well as on its productivity.
Til pr*ogram is required by law to investigate, inspect, ougst remedial actions, and, if necebaary, initiate legal action
v_;]Amt
facilities operated by the states, or agents thereof, lien there t reasonable cause to believe that conditions of
confinoament are depriving persons confined of any rig4,ta, privileaps, or mmunitties guaranteed by the Constitution or law
of the United States.
The class involved in these matters is unable to defend itself. The entire concept of CRIPA is
base] on the government's desire to ensure riits
within these facilities in agreement with the states involved and without
resorting to litigation. An average investigation rejulres the services of two expert consultants fbr several days in order
to physically tour the facility and prepare a written report of observations aid conclusions.
The median coat for such an
ivesttation is $6,000 to $13,0%) and includes daily fees, as well as travel and subsistence eperses. (It should be noted
that the program haa been fortunate to find many coneultants who are willing to work at a lower daily rate than they normally
charge cause of the isaars iFvolved.) These coats 'are inherent to the operation of the program ant will continue to
increaue with the rise in cnforceuent activities. Without an increase in the expert consultant fund, the number of investigatiaris the progra is capable of performi- will be sharply curtailed and the rights of the institutionalized will be adversely
affected.
19tf AppropriuLion
Anticipated

N-- .
Poe.
Votil ...............................

6H

WY

Amount

71

$5,423

l9tt
Fe m.
Poe.
68

Base
WY

Amount

71

$3,750

1988 Estimnte
Pem.
Poe.
WY Amount
68

71

$4,030

Increase/Decrese
Perm.
Poe.
WY Amount
...

...

$290

1i) -tne Goal: To prevent an eliminate systeic barriers to the full participation by racial and language miorities and
oversiaiW blind, handicapped, dinebled and illiterate citizens In the electoral process, and to achieve effective remedlee
'or tuae citizen in speci ric tntances where their right to vote has been denied or tbri ed.
WAjor Objectives:
'o prevent through the section 5 preclearance progro the implementation of new standards, practice ant procedures that
have the purpose or effect of denying or abridging racial and language minorities' right to vote throughout the 909 counties
jlecially covered by the Votirg Rights Act (VRA).
To assure the assignment of federal observers to th)se polling places within the specially covered counties where observer
Ivraunnel are needed to doaent misdeeds in the electoral process or to ensure confidence of the minority community in
the electoral process and actions of individuals conluctirg the election.
Tu provide a federal alternative for voter registration when the actions and practices of local authorities diacriminatorily
deny racial and langumige minorities' access to the voter registration rolls.
To defend lawsuits that are brou,4t a&gist the Unite States under the special provisions of the liA before three-judge
panels in the United States District Court for the District of Coluibia to preclear otirg changes and to terminate
cuve ra p.
To initiate lawsuits etaint jurisdictions that violate the preclearance requirements of Section 5.
To disover an remedy ethods of conducting elections that dilute the voting strength of racial ani language minorities.
To dis,,oer an! remedy actions of state an! local election and voter registration administrator that prevent a full and fair
exercise of the franchise by racial and lantusage minorities; overseas citizens; and, voters who are elderly, handicapped,
blivd, disabled or are unable to reel or write.
os.eProgram Description: The jrograu is divided into two coponents. 'the Section 5 component, staffed by equal opportunity
speclalists/program analysts under the supervision of attorneys, reviews changes in voting practices or procedures proposed
by the 909 jurisdictions which are required to have suh changes cleared before they can be implemented. If a jurisdiction
falls to carry its burden of proving that a chantp does not have a discriminatory purpose or effect, this program recomnds
to the Assistant Attorney General that he Interpose an objection to the haree. As an alternative to administrative preclearance, the VrA provides that jurisdictions may seek judicial preclearance through declaratory judgment suite. The
litigation component of the prgran handles these suits, brings suits against jurisdictions which implement voting charges
which have not been precleared, and handles suits under the provision of the Act that allows jurisdictions to seek a judicial determination that they no longer need to be subject to the preclearance requirement. The preclearance requirements
of the VRArelate to changes in voting practices and procedures.
Other provisions of the Act ai! other voting laws relate to exiatip practices and procedures which were instituted before the
Act went into effect in jurisdictions covered by the special-provions, or those which exist in jurisdictions not covered by
the special provisions. The litigation component brings lavsadts to remedy existing prcticee which result in the denial or
abridAerat of minorities' voting rits
by maintaining systas of election that dilute minority voting strength, and by
restrictng participation In the electoral process by minorities, overseas citizens, and voters who are elderly, handicapped,
blind, disabled or illiterate. Enforcement of the 1975 exclusive ltglish prohibition is handled through the administration
sat| litigative enforcement mechanism-s described above. In additon, staff members assist local election officials in understandln their responsibilities for assisting langu ge minorities an! voters who are elderly, handicapped, blind, disabled
G7

or are unable to real or write in exerciairi
their voting rights.
carry out their languaip provision enforcement responsibilities.

In a similar manner, the program helps U.3. Attorney

both components of the program assist in determining where federal observers are needed to observe election day activities
(to report indications of interference with or abridjnt of minorities' voting ridits). Throuai file reviews, telephone
contacts ant field surveys, jurisdictions needing coverage are identified, appropriate
tmbers ant locations of observers
are determined, and the Office of Personnel anagement is contacted to work out the appointmnt and deployment of observers.
The program's attorneys work closely with the observers and coordinate their activities ant information on election day.
The lxogao also encourages the ultimate sal of voluntary compliance with federal civil ridte voting laws by remainir
available to confer with other elements of the Federal Glovernment, such as the Federal ELection Commission, the Department
of Defense, and the Dorea of the Census, ind with indtviduala and associations of state and local election administrators,
sech as Secretaries or State and county clek, regarding their concerns about the Impact of federal law and regarding the
Departsent's position with respect to the Import and requirements of federal law.
Accoispliehsents and Workload:

The accomplishments of this program are presented in the following table:
Estimates

Item
Uerrutve Litigation ..........................................
Orfen3ive Litigation ...........................................
Section 5 Sbmis ions Received................
Section 5 Saaissions Wocaaed ...................
Matters Received ..............................................
Matters Terminated ............................................
Cases Filed ...................................................

19
4

343
"3,041
....

Caues Closed ..................................................

3,041
184
118
17

32

1986

191

1U

6
79
3,890
3,890

4
130
3,000
3,000
50
50
15

6
152
3,500
3,500
60
60
16

33

25
14

7

15

16

Durir 1986, over 3,80%submissions Involving the largeajt number of hantjea (more than 20,000) ever were submitted under
Section 5. The submissions involved 97 changes to which objectins were interposed, including redistricting plans for Lynn
County, Texas, and Sunflower aid Yazoo counties, Mississippi, Ine latter two of hich represented the third objectionable
redistricting plan that the counties presented for review. Also, objections were interpoeed to the following: (a) annexations
where the proposed addition of white persons would have diminished black persons' voting strength in at-large elections for
city council members in Forsyth, Georgia; Suter, South Crolina; and, Franklin, Virginia; (b) changes in methods of holding
electloi for city or county council members and districting plans which were dilutive of minority voting strength in tiv
Cities of EL Campo and Plainview, Texas; Jeoup, Lyons and Quitm , Georga; Elizabeth City, North Carolina; Lamar County,
Texas; and, Marengo County Alabesa; (o) the addition of a majority vote requirement to the at-larg voting method in
Bstesburg, South Carolina; td) the use of residency requiremnts for the election at-large of school board aeber in Onalow
and Pitt Counties, North Carolina; and, (e) a deanntatlon from Greensboro, Alabama, of land on which a housing project with
a projected majority black occuancy was scheduled to be built.
The program participated in 14 new cuaes during the year. Of tfese, the Division was the plaintiff in seven plaintiffintervenor in one, defendant in four, and amicus curiae in two. Of the seven lawsuits
alsed
s plantiff, live charged
violations of Section 2 of the VRA, four orgWch' were ruoolved by consent decree. The program filed one suit charging
r.

19t3

Appropriation

19f8 Fuse

Anticipated
PerM.
Poe.
Pleral appellate activity ...........
lorU-Hi1eig

Goal:

32

FerM.

WY

Amount

32

$1 ,8(t

Poe.

32

1968 iEtimate _

WY

Amount

Poe.

32

$2,057

32

WY Amount

32

$2,057

ricrease/ecrease
I _trms.
Pou.
.

WY

...

Amcmt

...

To raluce the incidence of wrlawful denials of civil ard constltutlonal rights..

Mijor Cbjectives:
To file, on a selective basis, appellate level cases initiated by the government.
To ourve as a friend of the court in appellate cases w ich have a substantial Impact on federal civil rights enforcement.
To handle all appropriate appellate level litigation in the civil rights area, rather than to hate such cases handled by the
eiforcenant programs.
To provide legal couLsel to tpverruent departments and agencies with respect to their civil rights related program and
tionllurisination requiremsents.
To provide sgnificft substantive support for the Division's legislative initiatives and to ommont on the legislative
proposals of others.
To provide, with respect to pending litigation, legal counsel and research assistance to other enforcement activities an! to
the Dr.-partment.
jij
roa
cription: Once a litigating program has obtinel a district court judgment, the case may be reviewed in the
appeals or the supreme
Court. This program handles or supervises the handling of all appeals from both favorable
ard adverse judgeents in which the government participate.
SuIreme Court cases require coordination with the Office of the
')ollcitor General.
A favorable district court decialon Is maningless if it is reversed on appeal, and the program needs
al rewource expenditures of district court litigation deinaril the ability to appeal adverse decision.
The succeea of the
Division's front-line lititating, programs depends on this program's effectiveness on appeal.
In addition, since appellate court decisions in private causes may profoundly affect the entire civil rights effort, the
Division participates as a friend of the court in appellate cases which raise issues that, when resolved, will have an impact
on the atope of the Division's enforcement jurisdiction. Occasionally, at the request of the Assistant Attorney General,
progrwu staff prticipates in the district court in cases in which appeals apluar to be imminent.
in suiiport of an effective civil rights enforcement program, the program develops (as requested) new legislation or modificatinor or amendments to existinS legiulatlon in the interest of protecting the civil rights of all citizens; comments on
civil rights legislatlve proposals of others (as required by the Department's Office of legislative and Intergovernmental
At'fal r and as requested by the Office of the Assistant Attorney General); provides legal counsel to federal agencies reeponjoble for the aisinl.tration aid developrant of programs with civil rights implication which irariably present dl fficilt
lega and policy questions. The advice the staff gives is desioied to ensure the legality of such programs, promote uniform
poloy application, and lessen the possibility of acpartisve and disruptive litigation later. Such counsel involves commenting
on draft requlations and the efficacy of program administration as well as advising on proper litigiting strategy.

G9

Vor lydm, no additional resources are rejuest,4 for this prograin. At the bae level, the progrsu will ale,itstely represent
Legislative and legal counsel activities will be handled as
tihe United States in its linportant appellate litigation.
r,.njurces pennit.
Accomplishments and Workload:

The acamplisluoents of this irogran are presented in the follow g table:
hatirmites
19W5

Ittnj
Uaauj/Matters Received .........................................
briet's Filed ...................................................
tarroici
General Reconmendations .............................
Decision Not to Participate or Appeal ..........................
legal Counsel & Research Assistance Provided ...................
Le-gislative Corsent & Testimony ................................

CLase/Mattere Hadiled ..........................................

.

14
'12
14
13
54
6

213

l100
130
59
27
1O
34
9

143

1987
140

70
20
18
48
9

215

1986B
148
72
22
21
51
14

245

[lrint the year, the Division filed approximately 36 papers in the Supreme Court and 44 In the courts of appeals, 95 percent
of which were prepared by this program. Seventy percent of the decisions reaching the merits were in full or partial scored
with the Division's contentions. The Supreme Court reached the merits in 10 cases; six of these decisions were consistent
with tie government's position. The courts of appeals rendered "36 merits decisions, 26 of %hich were in full or partial
accord with the Division's contentions. In the area of education, the Fourth Circuit upheld the constitutionality of a
school board's decision to abandon its busing of elementary awhool students. In accordance with the argument the division
us amicus curiae, the court held that because the board had eliminated all vestiges of Its dual system, it vne free to
mriade
rbusig
unless its decision was motivated by discriminatory intent. In another case, the Sixth Circuit affinmed a
ulfimirnte i
lower court's entry of a consent decree in a higher e(duation case. The court held that a special preprofessional program
for black students was sufficiently tailored to correct the effects of past diacrimination. The court also held that the
United states could not prevent entry of the consent decree ierely by withholdirg consent when the government did not offer
to present evidence that wold have rebutted the presumption raised by statistics showing little integration at the professional schools.
In the area of employment, the Supreme Court held that a public school faculty lay-off quota based on race violates the
The Coirt accepted the governent'a argunents anile as eulcus curiae that: (1) the same strict
lIual Protection Clause.
Judicial scrutiny moat be applied to all racial clasuificatlons, inoludlrv those that disadvantae whites; and, (2) the
concept of societal discrimLination (rather than actual discrimination by a particular employer) cannot jastiry racial
preferences. In another case, the Bupreme Court ruled that Section 706(g) of Title VII of the Civil Wights Act of 1964 does
riot prohibit a court from ordering, in appropriate circmatances, affirmative racs-consclous relief that may benefit nonvicLimsior discrimination as a remedy for past discrimination. The Court also held that Section 706(g) did not apply to relief
awarded in a consent decree and thus, regirdles of whether it precludes a court frim tmpoeing certain forus of race-conscious
relief after trial, dues not prohibit entry of a consent decree which provides relief that may benefit individuals who were
In otier areas, the Fourth Circuit accepted, in full, the Division's
not actual victim of a defendant's discrimination.
contention that the United States was improperly denied an opportunity to demonstrate the need for a special election in a

ClO

votu lilution case. Finally, the Oupreoe Court ruled that the Department of Health an Human Services hal not eatuibUhed a
|'wtual base for its Section 504 regulation rearding, medical treatment of handicapped infants. The Court affined a lower
omirt injunction
ngairut
furtker enforoeoant activities by that Department under Section 504 reqardin medical treatment of
handicapped infants but appeared to limit the induction to action taken in furtherance of the regulation,.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
lW

Poe.
Civil rights prosecution .............

45

-.

1908 ultimate

1968 hase
F~m.

WY

Amount

Poe.

44

$2,658

45

Perm.

WY
44

IncreaeDecrease
T9nm.

Amount

Poe.

$2,912 45

WY AMocunt
44

$2,912

Poe.
....

WY Amount
...

...

U~r :
e Goal: To aign i cantly reduce police crimirul mimsonduct as well as criminal matonduct of other pubUc officials
who violate the federal criminal civil rights statutee; eliminate or substantially reduce violent activity by l rivate citizens
which interferea with federally protected civil rights on the basis of race, religion, national origin or sex, particularly
Interference by or&=nled, violent hate groups such ad the Ku Klux Klan and Aryan Nations; and eliminate or significantly
ralduce peonEge and involuntary servitude violations, particularly those affectLng migrant workers.
F4&jor ObJetives:
To
To
To
To
'To
To

expxlitiously repujnd to w-d cause to be irestigated all valid complaints of potential criminal civil right violations.
present potentially meritorious incidents to grand juries for investigation and, where warranted, for indictment.
try cases in which indictments have been returned or infonmatione filed.
review and authorize criminal civil riats proecution: proposed by the U.S. Attorneys.
etunre unifona and effective application of the federal criminal civil rights statutes throudut the country.
reduce the amount of time r 4uired to review ant muke prooecutive determinations on matters inveetigsted by making decielor not to prosecute within three months of receiving a ocaplaint; initiate prosecution on all meritorious cases within
slx months of receiving a caeplaint.
To Initiate prosecution of members of orga zed hate &roupW such as the Ku Klux Klan anid Aryan Natior eand other persons
involved in incidents of racial violence in violation of federal criminal civil rights statutes.
To continue the outreach program dealilg with the victimizatior of migrant workers in violation of the involuntary servitude
and peonage statutes.
lne rpram Descripon. This rogrie rtoporeible for the investigation and prosecution of violations of the federal
atutea which wero dealied o preserve personal liberties. Two of these laws (l U.S.C. 241 and 18
civilri
crIm al
U.S.C. 242), passed during Reconatruction, prohibit person from acting under color of law or in conspiracy with others to
Interfere with an individual's federally protected ridits. Other statutes enforced prohibit the holding of individuals in
peontue (18 U.S.C. 15M) or involuntary servitude (18 U.S.C. 1504). The Irgrat is also authorized to enforce provieions
of the 1968 Civil Rights Act (18 U.S.C. 245 and 42 U.S.C. 3631) which prohibit the use of force or threats of force to injure
or Intimidate any person involved in the exercise of certain federal rights and motivitiee.
Some30 additional criminal
civil rttihte statutes fall within the program's jurisdiction but are not frequently used.

Ol.

'Me rgran receives approximately 9,000 conpl.ints suil irnuiruw each yesir. Of theuc, about 3,400 are fully investigated
1y the Poderal Bureau of Iuveatiltitton (FBI).
Line attorneys and paralegils are reejonsible for reviewig the complaints and
ioveitiatiorb and making rwuoiartlatlon for further action. The results or approximately 50 to 55 invetigntion are preuented to federal grid juries each year for additional inveatiaton or indictment, and approximately "30 cases are tried
anavully. Because of the seriousness of criminal civil rights violations ant the need in a free eoeiety to bring sanctions
to hear when such violations occur in order to maintain public confidence in our system of justice, an effort is made, consisteat with available resources, to prosecute all meritorious cases in which sufficient evidence exists to establish a
violation.
The Division continues to encourage the involvement of United States Attorneys in civil rights jrceecutloa.
hkprience
demonstrates that prosecutions hardled jointly by this program and United States Attorneys' staffs have a greater likelihood
of aoess. Program attorneys are familiar with the substantive issues that repeatedly arise while the Assistant U.S.
Attorneys are familiar with local court practices. Coordination is also reluiredi with investigative a~enciss, primarily the
FI but also with the Immigration atd Naturalizatlon Service (INS) ant the Department of labor.
At trids level of funding, the program will achieve success In accomplishing its objectives. Resources will be available to
,'ontirue the encouragement of U.S. Attorneys to take a more active role in the prosecution of criminal civil rights violations
t5h! to ensure uniform application of the statutes throughout the country. Emphasis will ain
be placed on prosecutions
a4;i rtit wabers of organized hate groups and other persons involved in Incidents of racial violence in co'formanos with the
I)ilurtuent's efforts to combat violent crime.
The outreach program to deal with the victimization of migrant workers will
alan continue.
Aocunplishmentu and Workload:

The accoplishments of this program are presented in the following table:
Etatmates

Itam
(nptainte Received ............................................
Luoplaints Reviewed ............................................
ltatturu lnvestig tai ...........................................
Mttero Terminated .............................................
Average time to close without pruuecutiori (in months) ..........
Average time to file a cuse ....................................

1985
9,044
8,733
2,970
3,142
7.3
13.2

1906
7,546
7,069
2,792
2,924
2.9
9.7

W
7,546
7,869
2,792
2,924
2.9
9.7

7,546
7,869
2,792
3,070
2.9
9.2

Lurtr; the year, the progra reviewed over 7,5a) complaints alleging crialnl interference with civil rights;
approximately 2,100 of these coaplaintR were investiattel by the Pederal Iureau of Investigation. The results of 49 investiption were presented to federal grand juries; 35 indictmett. were returnel and 14 informations were filed charging a total
of 112 defendants, incl.Jing 70 law enforcement officers. Trials were held in '34 cases, resulting in conviction for 55
defendants and acqdttal for 2) defendants, In addition, the 41 defendants t4ho pled guilty to violations of criminal civil
rights statutes led to a saccesa rats of 82 percent.
llgh, .i)ts of the continued cuphasis on the prosecution of incidents or racial violence include: a three-year grant jury
lrruuti,;ition in the Western
a.strict of North Carolina into croasburnlnai and shootings by members of the White Knights of
M2

Idhorty of the Ku Klu Klan wsre concluie.I.

Of 21 irdividual charged durlsj the investigation, 19 were ultijrntely convicted,
,ntences included pri wn terms of up to ouve yu-:Ars aZ " total or
$11,(0 in fine.
In Philadelphia, four defendants including a juvenile, were convicted of destroying by fire the home of a
b1ak couple who had moved Into a white neighborhood in order to intimidate that family a4 other blak families who Ma
litve wished to move Into the neighborhood. The defendants received prison tenms and were orders) to piy restitution to the
Lastly. In North Carolina, a white state prison guard, a member of the Carolina Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, pled guilty to
iriterfoerlirg with the employment rights of a black correctional officer, who had fltie a grievance for his unsuccessful
uttoupt for a peumotion at the correctional facility. The defendant had ucotkt to intimidate the victim by burning a cross
near kIa tome.

Ir,:ltding three statewide leaders of the Ku Klux KLan.

tnv-tigations Into complaints allegig aiecondwct by law enforcement officials contimed to account for muih of the program's
activity resulting, in one action, in the conviction of a NewJersey State Police trooper of the unlawfull beating a shackled
prisoner, resulting in the prisoner's death. The trooper was also convicted, along with another state trooper, of conspiracy
to obstruct justice by covering up evidence of the fatal beating and of committing perjury before the grant jury. Previous
uttatpto at local prosecution of this incident had been une.cewful. A direct result of the program's continued emphasis to
improve the federal investilptive and prosecutive efforts in curtailing police misconduct In Puerto Rico, five police officers
were convicted and two otlar. pled guilty In two cases. In both cases, victims dial as a result of the unlawful acte of the
officers. In North Carolina, the superintendent and five officers were indicted for the severe beatinrp of two inmates. Pour
of the defendants pled guilty prior to trial and the eugerintendent was convicted of conspiray at trial. The remaining
defenldant, the assistant superintendent of the prison, wae also convicted of perjury at a separate trial. An indictment
charging 13 prison officials and guan or the Texas Department of Corrections with conspiring to cover up their involvement
in the beating of an inmate, who suffered permanent brain dasaea, resulted in two guilty pleas while others await trial.
('uses involving violations of the pe(oxde ai! inroluntury servitude etatutes include a trial Involving the smuggling of
Iklonumian laborers into the lited States to perform domestic work reauitirqS in two convictions after a month long trial.
A gdlty plea was subaequently obtained from a third defendant who had been a fugitive. Two of these defendants were fined
a total of $21,000 ad ordered to pay restitution to the victims.
Two wealthy homeowners, whi recruited illegal aliens to
perform domestic work in their tes in California, Nevwda al Hawaii sal who misled the' victims as to their working condition mid physically abused thto, were tried and convicts) of violations of the laws aWrst involuntary servitude, conspiracy,
trnuj.ortation of illegal aliers, and ecape from federal custody. In another involuntary servitude cae, eight embers of
a religious cult called the Ilous of Judah, Including its leader who wee called "the Prophet," were indicted, tried and
convicted for conapirirg to hold children in involuntary servitude and for the actual enslavement of one child. One dcild
wA severely beaten with an ax handle by several cult members and later died from the injuries he sustained.
Even other
children were found to have been pysically abusml, one dtild with facial burns from an iron.
1981Anticipated
Appropriaitioni

Ferm.
Poe.
.ipecial litiation ..................

lqk

P-am.1

WY

Amount

Poe.

3
36

$2,431

35

bs

19W Rittmate

Pr.

WY

Amount

36

$2,620

Poe.
35

I ncrease/DecreaeFor.

VY Mount

Poo.

36 $2,740

...

WY Amount
...

$120
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lot!-tj9t Goal: To eatablilih ta! protect otautitutional rights of institutionalied persons, mentally and pIysically hanicappd persons or all a8 , and persons confined in state and local prisons and jails and enforce federal laws prohibiting
r ctal diecrisination in all public facilities such as Iriaone and jails.
Major Objectives:

-

To invotigate, upon reasonable cease, the conditions of confinement and treatment provided to persons in publicly operated
Institutions, and to obtain voluntary compliance in oorrecting any constitutional deficiencies or other violations of
redoral law.
Au a last resort, to initiate civil action on behalf of persons confined to pubicly operated Institutions %threinegregious
conlitions deprive them of their constitutional or federal statutory rihits.
To initiate civil actions designed to remove racial discrimination from public facilities.
To participate as plaintiff-intervenor in litigation -to establish constitutionally acceptable conditions of confinement, Care
atn treatment of institutionalized populations.
To initiate and participate in litiation to remove discrimination sanst handicapped persons.
to ensure compliace with judMents or consent decree obtained in the cases handled by the program.
he* Prnras Description: This program is resgnsibla for the enforcement of the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons
Act kCRPA) hich was enacted in May 1980. The Act tath)rises the Attorney General to investigate and Initiate civil nations
on behalf of persona confined to publicly operated institutions wherein flagrant conditions deprive them of their oonstitutional rights. Surh actions wsy be initiated only after appropriate state or local of ficials hve been afforded a reaeonable
opporttmity to voluntarily remeiy unlawful conditions of confinement and have failed to do so. Persons involved include
irmatos of state prisons and local jails; clients of publicly operated mental health, mental retardation and juvenile detentioni centers; and, residents of nursing homes, facilities for the physically handicapped and chronically ill. The program
also iws the responsibility or enforcing opliance with federal lawn which prohibit disortiination in public facilities on
te basis of a person's race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
The f.,tivities of the prgrm are Is
c, the Civil Hights of Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. 9I.IfrTitles III and
IX of the Civil Rikots Act of 1964, Presidential Directives of November 16, 1971, September 8, 1974, October 11, 1974,
April 2H, 1976, and Novenber 2, 19t; the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended; the Blucatton of All Halicapped Children
Act of 1975, and other legiulation enacted kbich provides funding for jograe for the mentally and/or physically disabled.
In irdition, the Attorney General has independent pattern and practice authority to file suit there a public facility ie
receiving revenue sharing funds and is shown to be discriminating on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national
origin.
Under rejuirameta or the CHT1PA,
the Division must follow a specific enforcement format. then the program receives plausible
information that the Act is beir violated, it is reaired to officially inform the Governor or other public officials that
an investigation will coerce.
Inveatigative tecdniq,9a include twaluation of the institution's flstcal plant, programs
and practices by expert consultants, review of institutional documents, interview of person with knowledge of the institutJon'u operations and analysts of state plans concerning bwtptary and other resources If the results of the investigation
iditcate an oning violation of the Act, program attorneys are requlrtd to notify state officials, prior to the filir of a
civil action, of the specific factors ihich may violate the Act and the minism rasured which sust be taken to remedy the
M.14

ul legxt onli to.
After certification by the Attorney General that appropriate state officials hiave been encourwae
correct deficiencies and have railed to do so, a civil action may be initiated under this Act.

to

Whon ul t has already been initiated by private parties seeking redress for unoonstitutional ooni tionao, the Division may
participate as plaintiff-intervenor or as eaicus curiae in litiption to establish constitutionally acceptable conditions
wi thin the institution. Where an irvesttafThn-dTia that a public facility practices racial discrimination in violation
or Title III of the Civil Hidhtu Act of 1964, the program staff initiates civil suit. he program Initiates and participates
i lltgation which has as its pirpods the eradication of discrimination directed against handicapped persons as mandated by
Oiection 504 of the [ehabilitation Act of 1973, as ended.
Tie projram monitors compliance with jud wnts or consent decrees revioaaly entered in the oases on its docket by conducting
orn-site inspections, reviewing court-andated reports, by authoriirlig M Investigetions and, in appropriate cases, by continuira& contact with caurt-appointe monitors responsible for assuring compliance.
It presently coordinates its activities
with a number of federal orean~aations including: Federal Prison System; U.S. Marshals Service; Office of Civil Rijsts,
(Xoamrtoent of Health and itman Services (H|ti); Office of Human Development Services, HHU; Office ct Special Riucation and
Ikhabilitative Services, Department of Blucation (ED); President's Cammittee on Mental Retardation; Office of Revenue Sharing
(W.]), Treasury; Office of Justice Programs; a"d, the National Center 0br Child Abuse nd Neglect.
The Division also
exchanges information with various advocacy oriptniations an! the American Bar Association's Commission on the Mentally
Disab led.
Accomplishemnte and Workload:

The accoaIshments of this program are presented in the following table:
Eotiratea

Item

19115

5

Caes Filed.....................................................

CusaC closed ...................................................

C-aie Nlnring (er of year) ....................................
Matturs/Complaints .............................................
Matters/General ................................................
Conrestonal/tite House Referrals.. .........................
Major Institutional Investigations Initiated ...................
Major Institutional Inveastistions Closed ......................
Major Institutional Investigatons Pending (end of year) .......

1986

t

33
1,482
200
..
12
10
26

7

16

43

51
1,200
140
50
21
8
54

2

.

1U

131
39
21
6
41

8

9

32

29

54

1,300
200
50
31

30
55

In jI9 , the program took action in 21 cases, including seven cases filed purauant to the Civil Rights of lnstitutionaized
Person Act. Also, 21 new investlations were initiated under the Act. Your inveati~ptions were comeanced at mental health
institutions; five were initiated at mental retardation facilities; one at a narsing home; two at juvenile detention centers;
and, nine at adult ponal institutions. Enforcement actions include: a move for a preliminary injuction to enjoin the County
of Ins Angeles from interfering with the Division's irweutigation and wanting us access to the Ioe Angeles juvenile halls.
The court granted our motion and issued a permanent Injuction barring the County from Imposing state confidentiality law to
control access to the facilities and their records. When attempts by program staff at reaching settlement egreaments which
GI5

violations of Section 203 of the Act against McKinley County, New Mexico, which was resolved by conient de-ree; one enforce,unt action under Section 5 of the Act seeking to enjoin the use of unprecleared at-large elections for two school board
*tiuts; and, intervened in one lawuult to defenri the constitutionality of the 19d2 Amendments to Section 2 of the Act. The
runaining six cases included two where objections interposed under Section 5 of the Act led to declaratory Judgment actions
;Caiet the United States by the State of North Carolina, which is seeking judicial preclearence tr
the use of staggers]
tenw3 in multi-cember judicial districts; the Brunewick-Glynn County, Georgla, Charter Comission which unsL'cesafully soujit
juliial preclearence of the referendum method for consolidatire the city and county governents. The Attorne4 General was
a urinal defendant in two caaes where Section 5 as cited in private plantiffe' complaints. Section 5 also ws the subject
or two cases in which the Division participated as asious curiae, one where the court ruled, as the Division urged, that the
luauit to the City of Franklin, Virginia, to enJofnUiWe1mi
of our Section 5 objection to three annexations; could only
be brought in the District of Columbia; and, the other, where program staff provided to the court Division views on the kind
of redistricting plan that would resolve the Section 5 objections that have been interposed to Suiflower County, Mississippi,
reliatricting plane.
In other litigation during the year, boundary lines for city council districts in Chicago, Illinois, and in IDs Angeles,
California, were redrawn as the result of program law suits that claimed the lines as originualy drawn diluted the voting
rights of, repectively, black, and black and Hiepanic voters.
Special elections were scheduled in both cities to give
thuir residents an opportwuiity to choose representatives from the new, fairly drawn districts, and, in ChicaW the results
aade a significant difference in the make-up of the city council. The los Angeles election has not yet been held.
Gonuent decrees required that single-member district election plans replace at-large methods of election in Darlington
County, South Carolina; Wilson (onty, North Carolina; Chavez County, New Mexico; the Roeewell, New Mexico, Independent
School District; the City of Deaspolis, Alabama; and the City of Bessemer, Alabama, where the decree also required the
city to alopt a racially nonitairiinatory annexation policy a to hold annexation referenda in near-by area of predominantely black population that previously were not permitted to become a part of the city. In Bessemer's first elections
after new districts were adopted and surrounding territory vw fairly stieed, black persons, Who never had won an election
for city office, were elected to four of the seven city council seats.
Another racially selective wneation policy was enjoined by the terms of a consent decree in a Section 2 lawsuit against the
Town or Indian leal, Maryland. The program sicceafully opposed racially motivated annexations by the all-white City of
Plehasnt Grove, Alabama, in a declaratory judgment action by the city before a three-jude court under Section 5 of the
majority vote requirement for the election of council ,aembern in the City of hBarnell, South Carolina, where the city had not
aed-- for preclearence of tlhese potentially diacriminatory practices when it submitted other, related election procedures.
Unkler the special prrnieiona of the VRAthat authorize the Attorney General to assign federal obhervera to monitor elections
to eruasre that the ridit to vote and to have the vote properly counted is n' t denied during the election process, 431 observer
wure aajijnul to cover 11 elections in 17 counties in five states in 1986. Included in this activity were the first ever
uaaioaente of federal observers to NewYork (for the 196 municipal primAry election in the three specially covered New York
City counties) and to NewMexico (for the court certified counties of Mckinl'y, Cibloa and Sandoval during the 196 primary
election), to monitor compliauce with the langeage minority provisions of the YNA.

016

Ihi :.mttning its eforts to 'Bisre that juriLtictir u' voting an! election procedures do not viubte the rijhtWs of protected
c:w&sj of voters under federal civil rijits laws, tri program conducted a survey of the methods of election 1 the State of
Arkiasm with regard to Section 2 of the VkA for tie councils of 27 counties and 16 cities In which inforiti
copriaa a
,siiflcent percentaip of the populations, and a surVey of all 40 specially covered counties in North Carlira Wadetermine
whether charges in their method of election and, for the county nhool boarsi,
changes in their voting conatituency lae
been subAitted for preclearence under Section 5 the Act. Violations of federal law that were di.clotied by these surveys are
being pursued and tht program was successful in obtaining the submission of nine previously unprecleared charges made by
NorthiCarolina county commiseions.
The priiam continued to maintain contact with the DMtjrtment of Defense Federal Voting Assistance Prcrum, the Federal
Election Commisiion National Clearinghouae on Election Administration an! the Office of Personnel Managesert to coordinate
with and assist the personnel in these ugenoies who have responsibility for impleenting program relating to statutes
enforced by the program.
Program Changs. This request of an additional $280,000 will allow the rorgrtmmto hire norgovernment consultants to perfon
LeatiitIel
aid computer services to enable it to conrluct VRAactivities, specifically Section 2 investigations and litigathon and Section 5 preclearance aid litigation in a manetr conducive to settlement pre-suit or by cotuent decree, allowing
for an increase in the program's productivity.
ornultants are retained primarily to assist in formut tng lae data baies an! in analyzing election data to determine the
exitence and degree of racially polarize! voting. The racially polarized voting analysis has become increasigly complex
in recent years, as tin issue of racial bloc voting has occupied center atuSe in cases brat
under Section 2 of the VtA.
Tiu general policy is to evaluate election data before recansrding a Section 2 lawsuit. However, inadejall;e reo rces have
precluded this and the analysis of bloc voting eet out in the Justification menoranda to file suit is preliminary. The
Assistant Attorney Gerneral and the U.S. Attorneys have in several instancea suggEsted that a consultant le retained to do
the required in-depth analysis before a decion to Irtitute legal proceedings is cmde. Due to severe budgetary restraints,
funds were not available from Division resources to contract for consultant services; therefore, litigtion was begun and a
Expert Witness was hired to perform the required analyits. In addition, consultants could be exceedingly beneficial in the
review of complex preclearance submission under Section 5 of the VRA. They could assist by analyzing election data to
deteniane estimated of potential political participation by minorities. In audition, census data is available by race but
electirni data is not always so maintained. Therefore, uch staff time in Section 5 review an! litigation its spent developing
it workable election data biso to permit racial bloc votig analysis and census population data to be cued intercheugably.
Consultants would be invaluable in setting up such data biaes. Given the extensive need for consultants in this area, a
r,jcest for V2,000 to reasonable. Denial of this rajueat would result in a status quo in productivity and the continued
filing of cases which maynot have require court involvement if consultant services were available.
I13 Appropriation
Anticipated
Par.anr.
Poo.
WY Amount
Uploymnt litigation ................

63

e

64

$3,625

1968 be
Poe.
63

VY

Amont

64

$4,090

?988 Etimate
Peru.
Poe.
WY Amount
63
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Poe.
WY Amount
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$400
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e Goal:

To

rtduice

)iL:riminatlon int employ nt by state and locnl

,vermental

units ael

private

federal con-

objectives:

To e,rdJitte unlawful employrent discrimination.
To develop te legal principles necessary to create a mttionwide climate whers voluntary compliance with law and orders
,axtnst discriminatory employment practices can be achieved.
To monitor and enforce existi
cout orders to enire compliance sO that the results sujht by litigation are obtained.
To enforce, through Division-initiated liti&%tion, Title VII in the public sector.
To issie right-to-sue notices to persons who have filed public sector charges with from the Equal Deployment Opportunity
Commission (iaOC).
To litigate in both the public and private sectors based on referrals froa the EIh and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFUCP).
To cooperate with attorneys ad private litigants by intervenirg or by participating as aicue curiae in private suits when
the Federal Government's petition is important to the development ot case law.
Base Proam Description: This progra addresses the probes of discriminatory employment practices of state and local
governsronte and private federal contractors. The failure 'to reaedy discriminatory conduct a&iinst those persons will be
reflected not only in immediate disadvanteges, but also in a perpetuation or the effects of past discrbinatory practices.
Tlie program enforces federal laws which prohibit di.-criaJnatory employment practices which result in the denial of equal
tuploymuent opportunities because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin or handicap. Approximately 10 million jobs
involved in the public sector and upwards of 30 million jots in the private sector are subject to Executive Order 11246.
ThiUs program investigAtes and, when necesiary, initiates litigation with respect to problems peculiar to employment discrimination. Litigation is used only when negotiation does not result In voluntary compliance. All suits, whether in the public
or private sector, seek to rtoiey all fonrs or purposeful discrimination ant practices having a discrainatory impact such
as thoe that result frone the use of unvalidated tests and other selection and promotional practices and standards which
htve disproportionate ndverae impact upon racial, ethnic, and religious minorities and upon females; abuses of managerial
discretion; and, discriminatory training systems and programs.
Major elements of relip souflnt include: reformation of
seniority and transfer systems, restructuring of lines of promotion, numerical recruitment goals for minorities and females,
valldation of tests ant other selection and promotional practices, elimination or chanWa of other employment practices having
uhincesaary discriminatory effects and beck pay. The Division Is currently seeking new and innovative rethds to remedy the
problem of employment discrimination.
Litigation conducted by the program is concluded by consent or litigated decrees.
Preparation time for trial has, in some instances, increa.3ed dramatically because of resistance to the Division's enforcement
efforts by intractable defendants.
'lin centralization of this effort within this Division provides national coordination of activities amork EOC, OFCXP, the
office of Justice Prodrums, and the Office of Revenue Sharing.
Tie program is charge with enforcing the following satttes and Executive Orders:

(1i1

---

Title
VII of the Civil RightLt Act of 1964, as aoeniud by the bual 9hployaant Opporttnity Act of 11W2, 42 U.S.C. 2UOm,
etTA I IX of the Suhcation Anertlent, of 1972, 20 U.S.C. 1681, at eaq., In matters involving discriminatory employment
proct ile.

-----

Title I of the State wd la),ul Fiscal Assistance Act of 19rr2, as amended by the State and Local Assistance aea entis of
196, 31 U.S.C. 1221, et a.'.
Title I of the Osnibu.s Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as asendeld through the Crime Control Act of 19r16, 42
U.J.C. 3701, at eq.
RNitive Ord-er!N. 11246, as amented, ohch prohibit employment discrimination by federal contractors or subcontractors
or on federally funded projects.
Sections 503 aid 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 19153, 29 U.S.C. 793, et eq.

q.ia dugee of this program's success will be measured both by statistical antalyais of changee

in employment patterns and by
it raluction in the number of coplainta of discrimination filed with the EI ad other agencies. Hopefully, the program's
itSiation effort will have the desired Impact on not only those emloyers and administrative unite sued by this Departaent,
but al o on other units in the form of the development an! meaningful implementation of appropriate affinsative action plans.
Accosplshments and

orkloai:

The accomplishmsents of this program are presented in the following table:

I tem
Agenoy Referrals ...............................................
1,vetigative Matters Receivel .................................

(nes C menr.ed ................................................
Cases Terminated ...............................................
l(lgit-to-Sut

Notice lequsts Received ..........................

I0,(It-to-Sue Notices Issuel ....................................
Decrees thforved ...............................................
Decrees Obtained ...............................................

betimates

1985

1986

19b7

h 19M

263
15

122
34

225
20

300
25

1,190

1,300

1,300

1,300

154

147

175

225

9
5

1,368
11

29
6

1,471

24

15
10

1,400

20

25
10

1,400
25

During the year, the proriamn filet 23 new suits juraLint to Title V11 of tim Civil Rights Act of 1964, as ameirbl,
and
other provisions of federal law prohibiting diecriwmnatory saployient practices.
Twenty-four decrees were obtained in 23
cnas. Nineteen of these decrees were in full resolution of cases filed, four decrees and orders were filed in three sits
to resolve the remaining isa es in suits that had prevtuujly been partially resolved, an! one order wae entered in partial
resolution of a motion for supplemental relief. The decrelp3 and orders provided for the payment of over $1,900,000 in tack
piv to peraoris identified as having been harmed by the defendants' prior practices.
The decrees and orders also provided
for priority job offers to such parsons, the elimination of unlawfully d1ecrisinautory practices, and the enhanced recruitment
or the. group(s) previously excluded.
In another case, a court ruling ki obtained holding the use of a promotional fire
captain examination, which van developed and sdminteterad by a state civil service egency for municipal fire departments in
the state, as unlawful and a violation of an earlier decree.
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Cofcjij dnt
with the policy of seeking to vindicate rihts of individual victfins ad of supporting efimrte of the &M to
obtain voluntary compliance with Title ViI, nine of the new suits filed during the year were baned in while or in part on
referral' from that aerncy ui-h involved silegation of discriminatory practices male by individuals. While these suite
are usually small in scope, the cEass are desidied to enhance the Ccaise ion's ability to obtain relief thro&u$ negotiations
with oiplr employers.
During ti year, two decree at ch were more than four years old were dissolved with program agreement end a third decree of
that age was extended with protr.s agreeiwnt. Highlidkts of the program's ltti option efforts are: tmpleraentstion of a progrva to eliminate durationd residency requiraents for application fr wunolpal employment and related practices by Cook
rCounty towns. These requirements operate to exclude non-residents from employment with the towns. Because the residents of
the towns are all or subtantially all white, the requiroentba
operate to exclude all or sutantially all black applicants
from competing for jobs with the towns. During the year, the program prosecuted an appeal from the district court's denial
of our motion for a preliminary injunction on this less and obtained a favorable appellate mlir.
Thirteen additional
suits and four motions for summary judgeinent were filed by the program.
Satisfactory decrees wre obtained in the Cicero
c ok and in eight of the newly filed cases. The five ronalnhir
cases involve. two of which are pending on our motior----Eo-r
sirmnary judgements ani, in the alternative, for preliminary Injunction; the first suit alleging sexual harassment of female
eaployes by a superior, wiich was successfully resolved; the entry of a consent decree in a sult alleging eystaic discri,nination against American Indiana by a municipal employer, (The decree calls for $150,000 in be
pay and priority job offers
to at least 225 American Id! n ant three nion-Indian women with retroactive seniority. Progrem taff think that this decree
provides the moat thorough relief and the greatest csort of back pay for American Indians in any employment discrimination
ciu)e.); and, the entry of a consent decree with a major police department which calls for the development and validation
with Division cooperation of an examination for entry level police officer. Other police departments have already joined in
tla: effort which is the Diviuion's first to help fill the void caused by the absence of lawful objective selection devices
for entry level police officer.
'Ihe promgrn continued to make exteruive use of the Diviuion's growing computer resources in the prosecution of oaita and in
the identification of persons haret by the discrislnntory practices of defendants both in contested Uti&stion and pursuant
to consent decrees. lbr example, the prcwrea's siverse impact proof in one major salt has been analyzed fran the defendants'
own aichine readable records; and the data contained in more than 4,000 claims filed in four other cases have been matched
toycoul-oter against the job openings and the competing cardidates who received the jots.
Prortva Chanee.
The requoct of $400,000 will enable the program to hire nontoverniment consultants to perform statistical and
computer services to pennit the progrs to conduct Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 investigations anm litigation
in n inner corniocive to settlement pre-eult or by consent decree, allowing for an increase in the program's productivity.
In lattern an

practice cnses tajinot state ant local gwernmente, the staff often confronts employment selection devices,

sc:h as tests, that have an adverse Impact on minorities or women. Tb verify the validity of these tests, industrial pay.

col #uasts are hired as expert witnesses to examine the tests and any acocupanying validity studies performed by the employer
to detensine whether the teate are job-related as required by Title V1I of the Civil Ridta Act of 1964. The examination of
tle validity studies must Include analysis an! review of the statistical metthoology and statistical results presented in
these tiodies to ensure that the methodology is sound and the statistics accurate and complete. Outside personnel skilled
in iooputer prograraing aid statistical analysis, working in coordination with the industrial psychologists, are retained to
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perform this statistial work. In pattern ant practice caaes thAt allege di.rtmlinatory hiring, titer,: are often tLtues as
to the employer's relevant labor market from which applicants should be drawn, percentage of qualified elnorities or women
N, that labor market, numbers aid percentage of qualified minorities or womeri who have applied for work with the employer,
and the employer's hiring patterns with respect to minorities and women. Labor economists andt/or utatiticianm hired as
expert witnesses, necessitating early filing of suits at providing defendants in cases with the aivuLtAge of having access
to our evidence prior to trial, must perform extensive statistical studies aid, if necessary, the preparation of data bases.
Thi too required the type of otide personnel used by industrial pqychologiets. All of these tasks are massive an complex
ant most have a very tigt
timsfrare. Based on the amount of work involved in these projects, a request of $400,000 is
modest. Denial of this request would result in a states quo in productivity and the continued filing of cases wich may not
iave required court involvement if consultant services were available.
1987 Appropriation

1988 Base

Anticipated

Perm.
Pe.
Coordination and review ..............

39

WY

Amount

Perm.
Pos.

42

$2,329

39

1988 1,timate

Increse/Decreue

WY

Amount

Peru.
Poo.

WY Amount

Peru.
Poe.

42

$2,557

39

42 $2,557

...

WY Amount
...

...

In'>,ine Goal: To fchiev consistent and effective enforcement of various laws and regulations proibittg discriminatory
practices federal programs an programs receiving federal financial assistance; maximize use of existing federal, state,
at local civil rights enforcatent resources; an, minimize the costs associated with federal civil rights programs Aile
mauintaining the level of responsivenesa to citizens who feel that their civil riehta have been violated.

CA

MJor Objectives:

To maintain continuing oversight wd control of all ikecuttve agencies covered by Executive Order 12250.
To maintain a continuing liaison with other legal divisions, the U.S. Attorney-' offices, other programs of the Civil Rights
Division, and other federal agencies regarding civil rights litigaton.
To review, evaluate, and monitor, on an annual basis, all implementation plans submitted by Executive aiyncies.
To review those proposed or final agency regulations or subetantive amerdments to existirg regulations which are promulijted
under a statute subject to Executive Order 12250.
To provide agencies with guidance in the form of prototype regulations for implementation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, as it concerns federally conducted programs.
To provide staff support to tne Assistant Attorney General for Civil Righte Ks Chairman of the Interpsgency Coordinating
Council (ICC) and e a member of the Architectural aid Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (A TXCB).
To provide assistance to Departmentt of Justice (D1J) organizations in the development and implementation of a Section 504
regulation covering the Deprtment's federally conducted progress ant activities.
e ror Description: '1his program ensures that all federal Executive agencies effectively and consistently implement
ite
WV of the 964vCivil Rifite Act, Title IX of the Mucation Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of lY15, and the nondiacrimination provisions of other federal grant statutes lrohibiting discrimination on the basis of race,
color, national origin, handicap, religion or sex. Under Executive Order 12250, the program undertakes a diverse array of
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roulatory an! admnitrative inItiatives. Te prograa reviews all new civil rights regulations for coiioiitency, adeqsay,
and clarity; assists bWncies on new civil rijthts plans; coffee sncies training and technical aseit-ani:u to imlprove their
,tvtl rights enforcement prooudures ant protjrsms; and, promote interageny information aharing aid cooperation.
In addition, the program provides litigation support to the Office of the Solicitor General, the Civil Division, ted other
ftAleral agencies in various luwsLits. This assistance t4ikes maV foms including providing advice on the strategy of a case
or on particular motions or briefs, writing pleadings and affidavits, preparing court requested status reports, answering
l"terragatories, an furnishirg testimony.
Finally,
for his roles on the ICC and on the ATECE.

the program provide ataff support to the Assistant Attorney Oeneral

At this level of funding, this program will be able to adequately addreso the responsibilities assigned to the Attorney
General by Executive Order 12250. The program will. be able to handle the growing demand from aenoies for legal guidance an
continue to provide utaff support to the ICC and ATB¢b. In audition, some discretionary objectives (e.g., provision of technical assistance, training sessions and conducting in-depth review of apncy programs) will be possible.
Also, the program
will be able to assist the DJ organizations in Implementing its Section 504 federally conducted regulation.
Accplishments and Workload;

The acccmplishaints of this program are presented in the following table:

Item
Non-Rugtlntory Docusenta Reviewed ............................
A-ti Analyses ..................................................
ieuponea to Citizens and Public Officials ......................
Agncy Haviews Conducted .......................................
Delegation Agreements Developed or Implsmental .................
Trainiu&/Preeentations Provided ................................
Litigation Doents Prepared or Reviewed (e.g., Pleadilgs,
Briefs, Interrotptories) .......................................
Legal Policy ad Program Guidance Developed ....................
Technical Assistance Provided ..................................
Regulations Reviewed ...........................................

Hatimatee

19U5

1986

1987

547
21
224
27
14

32
27
213
21
4
5

437
23
22L
27
4
9

454
28
230
W3
4
10

5
58
9415
59

45
33
850
93

40
45
897
76

42
47
933
79

1986
01
-

In 1986, the program continued to assist federal a~nciea In developing and pblishirg regulations Implementing the
amerklments to Section 504, thich prohibit discrimination on the -aia of handicap in the progress and betivitiee conducted
by the u~ancies.
Unmunta on proposed or final regulations
i'deral Deposit Insurance Corporation, and
or Notices of Proposed Iulemaking. As a
coordinate Joint publications of proposed

of 12 genetes, including (.1) a final Section 504 reguation published by the
(2) publication by the Parm Credit Administration and the Panama Canal Commission
result of prior arrangements made with the Office of the Federal Regieter to
Seotion 504 regulations, the first and second joint publication of proposed
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rgulatlon for 39 Ajencies were published. To carry out the requirements of the OJ'. Section 504 regulations, the program
has continue working with thu cauponent aeenciae within the Department in the writing of a transition plan Esi in the condu.,ti r of aelf-evaluation of compliance with 8ection 504. Additionally, the program continued to provide staff support to
the ATHCB
arl the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rl1ita, in hie capacity as Chairperson of the ICC.
tikler elective Order 12250, the program reviews tin civil righta Iregrue- of covered agencies in order to identify prograaj,
provide for technical assistance needs, a"d to assws compliance with existing Department standards an policies. In its
clearinghouse role, the program handled a variety of citizen, aancy and congressional inquiries and complaints, Including
referring matters to the appropriate agncies. The program also reviewed the civil rldxts implementation plans and Office
of Manaemaent and Bidipt Circular A-ll reeponee of 25 agencies. Finally, the program reviewed and comantol upon naMrous
revisions or amendments to agencies' reeilations that prohibit discrimination in program and activities receiving federal
frl ia-lal assistance.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

re M.

POO.
IIo.ing and civil enforceent ........

33

WY

Amount

34

$1,973

FerM.

Poe.

33

1988 BMse

re1988
M. Etiate

reIncrease/Decrease
M.

Pe.

WY

Amount

Poe.

VY Amount

34

$2,062

33

34 $2,062

WY Amount

,
a-eGoal; To eliminate a significant portion of the illegal diecrimination on the basis .f race, color, sex, religion
or rvtionaU origin in housi
opportunities and credit transaction related thereto; secure gneral compliance with the Biual
Crlit Opportunity Act (VIJA) and its implementing regulations which make it illegal for a creditor to deny credit on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, marital status, religion or ae; secure general compliance with federal statutes
ruju ring noniisc imination on the basis of race, color, religion or national origin in the provision of municipal ervicee
wl
coordinate the U.S. Attorneys' enforcement of federal laws prohibiting discrimination in , acee of public accommodation
oni the basis of race, color, religion or national origin.
Major Objectives:
To investlgate compliince vi th and initiate litigation to enforce tin Fair huaing Act an the WCOA,
and bring such litigation
to siioces flul completion.
To initiate litigation, upon referral from the Departent of Housirg and Ilrban Development (10mD),to resaly local @vr'ment
bodies' noncompliance with their housin3-related obli,7ttiona under the I'4 housing and Community Dovelopment Act.
To monitor final court orders resulting from suite indur the Fair Housing Act al the "X)A, an move for contempt of court
or other relief wliere the facts warrant.
To r'xmwncate equal housing axd equal credit opportunity information to the publc by liaison with federal, state anid Local
en force ent a encies.
To investigate compliance with al initiate litigation to enforce the provietor of the Hevernue BIarng Act, 3L U.S.C. 1242,
at the 1974 lousinM al Ccmunity Development Act, 42 U.S.C. 5309, relating to municipal services.
To direct and generally aueprviae the U.S. Attorneys' in tin enforcement of Title It ef the Civil Righte Act of 1964
(Public Accomodations) and, in appropriate circumstances, initiate lawuuits ,aider this statute.
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8wn5s'op' Description: In November 19K5, the Ibusifg aid Civil bkUoreeaernt ProgrLen wa satabl il
to carry out the
P1Ui]
s enforcement program related to the Pair Ilotirl
Act, the 1974 Housirg and Community DevelojM.:rt Act, the 6.A,
Title 1t (public accommodations) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and those statutes prohibiting ditNjitinltion in the Vrovition of municipal services wider federally funded pr-oges. The program has placed Increased emphasis on the Division's
iAlr liousirg Act enforcement activity aid on working with uiMD
to identify an! bring to court persons and corporations operattrw in violation of that etatute. It also provides any necessary support for legislative initiatives relating to fair
hsirtg which the administration may propose or support.
The major objectives of the program are ucoomplished with ,uitstanse from blo
U.S. Attornwj offices arl the Federal Bureau
of Inveatt!tion. The housing an! credit program activities mu.st be coordinated with IPJD, the Federal Reserve Board, the
office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Hbne loan Bank Board, the
releral Trade Casuiesion, and the National Credit Union Adiainistration. HLID's relonsibilities under the P'air Housing Act
include the investi&,ation aid conciliation of individual coplainta alleging prohibited discrimination. BUD also refers
certain ,natters to this program that it thinks merit consideration under the Division's pattern and practice jurisdiction.
Coordination with HUDis thus required so that a sound and consistent policy may be developed In the interpretation of the
Pair fl,'iaing Act and in the types of relief that are appropriate for victims of prohibited discrimination. Coordination
with the agencies responsible for u.verseeing the operation of creditors is necessary to obtain infonoation about patterns
and practices of discrimination and to avoid dupliction of enforcement effort.
Coordination is further required with
t1tse state an] local civil rights agencies that have Jurisdiction under local law to seek to prevent the types of prohibited
discrimination covered by federal law. Current and planned mechanians include an exchange of information among program
staff at M1Dand other agencies that have Fair Housing Act and "Alk resp n abilities.
At the proposed level of funding the program will be able to continue an effective litition
program to enforce the Fair
iaiin Act an the bIOA. Tie program will initiate K significant number of standard suite and a row of the more complex
aue. involving racial relining by lenders or actions ajeint municipalities for housing or services violations. Tt program
will enuhact investigation;a of muntcipalitie for possible action related to services and bring one or two cases purauant
to the rovenue sharing statute.
Ao,.-omplisheants and Workload:

W

The acc(upliuchento of this Lrgirmn are presented in the following tuble:
kbti mates

Item
Crua/ atted Received .........................................
Investiditions Conducted .......................................
Matters Cloe! .................................................
Cases Piled ....................................................
Cases Closed ...................................................
Juolgrrnte/Decrees Obtained .....................................

191*
2150
It)
20)
25
10
21

1986

19W

'19B

204
184
155
20
12
17

250
185
120
25
15
20

250
210
120

30

19
22

Prgrue staff represent the nitel States in suits ialeging a pattern or practice of violations of the Fair Housing Act.
Hid ts involve duch prohibited actions as refusal to sell or rent a dwelling to a person on the basis of race, color, national
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urigiti, tex or religion; zoniri, auo other teclusionary practices, such as the withdrawal from progruaiw int ud to provide
houurti,' for minority persons becsoe of the race of the puteritial residents; anl, failure to coint the irnoxae of teLeen on the
.J:e basis as men in detenminirg whether to make housing available to an applicant. During 1986, the grogrna filed 12 Vdir
htouaire Act canes and successfully negotiated consent decrees in 11 suits. The cases initiated include sults avi rst aparttent owners, rental agencies, real estate firms, resort developeenta and the publisheru of a state-wide daily newspaper. One
Suit Involved a race discrimination claim apinst a 1,2Y0 nit apartment complex and another sought to unto the racial prefe.roroe schemne of a public housing authority.
A significant settlement was reached with a Chicago suburb that had acted to
exclude blacks from living in town.
13lnce trw passage of tie ICOA, program personnel have worked closely with federal regulatory agencies and have filed aignificwt suits challenging the nonhousing lending practices of banks, credit unions, small loan companies and retail creditors.
Wailar suits have been brought under both the BOA and the Pair Housing Act to correct the unlawful practices of mortigs
lenders. During 1966, the protgma comenced four cases wider the
A and resolved, through consent decrees, four suits. Two
of the cases involved creditors with offices in a number of California cities: a thrift institution with 17 offices and a
lerndur with '12 offices. Another caee alleged that a North Dakota bank, In making loans, discriminated against Indians living
on a nearby reservation.
After reuponsibility for coordinating the Title II enforcement efforts of the U.S. AttornW Offices ws transferred to the
piiLrtua in 19iK3, additional steps were taken to uncover violations in this area. As a result, six new cnies were filed in
11*i6 alleging Title It violations, four by the Section and two by U.S. Attorneys, and six were resolved through decrees. In
three of the cases, nightclubs were accused of discriminating aipinst blacks by refusing them admittance or service or by
imosing different terms or conditions upon admittance or service than were Imposed on white patrons. Two other cases
involved swim club which allegedly discriminated aL±nst blacks by denying them admission or membership on the sam conditiors Waruissos or ineberhip was made available to whites.
1987 Appropriation
anticipated
l
.Prm.
Poe.
WY Amount
bl!scational opportuni ties .............

33

33

$1,902

1B Base
Poe.
31

WY

Anount

19
Prm.
Poe.

31

$2,0'3

31

Estimate
WY Amount
31

2,033

Increase/Decrase
PM.
Poe.
WY Amount
...

...

Iusnik-uee Goal: To eliminate segr nation in districts formerly operation dual school systems ant redace, in substantial
ineu1tcre, te-need for court supervision of public etlotentary and secondary school deoegregtion in these districts; make
.inttauitial progress in eliminating unlawful segregation and discrimination In public schools in districts where there is no
history of a statutorily required dual system; eliminate continuing denials of equal educational opportunities in public
.hool systems; eliminate discrimination In al/or denial of educational oplortutdtles to Native Americans; eliminate the
vestiges of unlawful, racially dual systems of higher education; anl, assist the Department of Mlucation (WD) in enforcing
ansurwtu of compliance with civil rights laws, ouch as Title VI of the Civil Rights An. of 1964, Title IX of the Rhucation
Amendments of 1912, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as ameoled.
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Kijur 0bJectIves:
To Initiate, or participate in, ligation designed to brlrg about the orderly desegregation of schools pursinnt to Title IV
of thu 1964 Civil Rlite Act and the Bual Ruoational Opportunities Act of 1974.
To uduk supplemental relief designed to eliminate the vestiges of racially dtal school systems and to achieve copliance
Such relief in southern school districts will lead to the elimination of the need for
with constitutional requirements.
Judicial supervision of marw of these school districts.
To isrticipate in litigation, involving educational institutions, designed to eliminate denial of equal protection of the
on account of sex.
luew
Tbfile lawsuits, upon referral from ED, to enforce nordisrinatiof assurances made by educational Institutions receiving
Teeral fuis.
against c rt challenges to Its tjithority to enforce civil rights assurances by federal recipients throupc the
Tdeend i
h.
To iniltrative poce
students in pimltc school systems and educational instiTo initiate litiglation to secu~re equal educational opportunities for

tutios receiving federal financial assistance without reard to race, color, national origin or sex.
le
Program Description: The major objectives of the program are accomplished with assistance from local U.3. Attorney's
o|fi-es and the Federal Bureau of Investiption. The work of the program retprding school desegreg ion requires coordination
with tm Office for Civil Rights (OCR), ED. In defenmive cases, coordination includes securing litigation reports from the
client auincy, joint planning of litigation strategy, mutual review of pleading and other papers, and supervision of adancy
jNdruonitl with respect to the preparation of such cases for trial.
school cases to determine those
The program devotes a sigiificant amount of resources to a project of reviewing longtanding
school districts which have fully complied with court orders lend egainat them and therefore should be released from further
Finally, the program implements a compliance monitoring sub-unit which is responsible for monitoring
court suiervilsion.
defetkianta' compliance with oututeiding court orders. Coordination with the Civil Division is necessary from time to time
hen education matters miit be referred to the program,
to ensure uniformity in defensive cases handled by both division .
aivance planning with OCRis undertaken to ensure that cases referred are worthy of litigation. Direct and ongoln coordinaensure
nonduplication
of
investigitive
efforts since complaints are frequently filed
tion with OCR is also necessary to
with th Division al OCi simultaneously.

.N

Progrm resources wilL be experded primarily to litigate exJstin cases ard, then necesary, to move for supplemental relief
in cties previously decided. Other activities will be limited because hldier education cases place such heavy demands on
resources. Ikiwever, the program will continue to intitute cases to eliminate denials of equal educational opportunities.
As resources permit, field surveys and Investiptions will be conducted in the expectation of generating new suit" and/or
enforcement motions In existing cases and the project of closing old school cases will continue.
Accoivpishents and Workload:

The accomplishments of this program are presented In the following table:
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Fatinatu
C'nt!.j/Mattens Recievel .........................................
hivt.itiptiorts Condutot .......................................
rtttter Clloes .................................................

306
292
256

2

Uws
Filed ....................................................
4 aae

(Io

d ...................................................

500
500
2BO

350
325
300

50

60

74

5
30

35

5

5
40

8

...

ikfuuive Cus let Progress ....................................
ludginrts/Decreea Obtulned .....................................

2)0
290
200

4
36

12

15

:31

iti ant actions during the year include an order entered by the court finding the State of Alabasa liable for continuing
raial vetiges in its p ic syutems of higher education.
Vour Alabama public institutions, %fichopted to sign consent
decree. rather than litigtte the issues. completed their first year under those decrees and reported s(o
very positive
rosults. One of the most significant accoaplistmnts of the program was the final resolution of the Yonkers, New York,
1iiL3irg and school cas, whore the court entered a 600 paj opinion finding the defendants guilty of racial discrimination
in the areas of housig ual schools; subsequently, the court approved remedial plans covering both areas. A lawsuit a
fill
aUinst Oktibbeha County, Misslssippi, alleging that the school system. is engaging in discriminatory practices with
rewlect to students and teachers.
A suit initiated egainut Rlchland Parish, Loulsiana, as resolved following extensive
negtiations. The settlement reeolves student assignments, hiring and equal educational issue s. A third suit w filed,
porsutAnt to Section 504 of the Ithabilitation Act of 19'13, against the (.iversity of Alabama at Birmingham, following the
bre kdown of presuit negotiations.
Tn cdi Lion, the program significantly increued its expenliture of resources in defending E) in several suits. Port Waynea,
hruitaca, school officials sued the E) in federal district court in an attempt to stop the Department from proceeding with an
mslniatrative proceoiing against Port Wayne schools. The Justice Department was successful in obtaining a dismissal of the
juit ted allowing the alinstrative proceeding to continue.
In another defensive ault, EDwas ucesfully defended In a &dt filed by Morris County (Ne Jersey)
,hnior olle&3, and again obtained a dismissal of the case. A longstandling defensive care involving the Cincinnati, Ohio,
p.xhool district's entitlement to Iergency School Aid Act funds ws reolved; the Court ktM that the Hchool district as
et! tie to receive funds previously withheld by the then Departaent of Health, Blucation and Welfare.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

i

Pe.

Poe.
Wuaimwnt aLM administration ........

54

WY

Amount

Poe.

66

$5,524

54

la9

ei

nr.

WY

Amount

Poe.

66.

$3,911

54

tiShlmite
WY Amount
66

$3,911

Increase/Decrease

Per.
Poe.
...

WY Amount
...

...

lI n-Itu I Goal: To reluce the incidence of illegal discrimination In the nation through provision of guidance and defini1i
the Civil Highte Division's mission and priorities and provide to the public such access to Division records em is
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Venaisaibls under controlln law; provide to the enforcement and regulatory activities of the Division all tte neesary
executive direction, administrative support, training, aid operational support required to enable the program
to subetantially reduce discrimination in all subject areas enforced; and, improve and maintain core ost-effective uyutas support
and equipment to allow increased efficiency and work per employee.
Pijor Objectives:
To coordinate the Divislon's enforcement activities appropriately with related activities of other components of the Departent and other enforcement atpnoLes.
To lurticipate effectively in Departmental, Executive Brand and government-wide efforts to clarify or strengthen Jurialdtion
aid authority and to establish or improve policies and procedures khich govern litigation, administrative enforcement and
program operation.
To evaluate policies, procedures and systems; anticipate the workload, aj well as resource and time expenditures of the
programs; and, to develop and implement plans for chan,3 which would render them more efficient, effective and reepodtive
to constituent concerns.
To esteblish aid maintain relationships with public Interest groups, members of Congress and other constituent representatLives which permit constituent concerns to be communicated to the Division and Division activities to be explained to
c(aiti tuents' representatives.
To answer Freedom of information Act (I tA) requests within 10 days aid Privacy Act (PA) requests within 20 days; winimize
Uh number of appeals from denials of records requests by adhering to a standard of mawimud disclosure permissible under
controlling law; ar!, assist the Civil Division anl U.S. Attorneys deferkling the Department in IJtgation arising from the
denials of VOIArequests and out of cases and matters of historic interest on thich the Department file is closed.
To provide can-effective an! responsive maneament ail automation qystams capabilities to address management, aduinistrative and litiative requirements.
To review, analyze and reapond (on behalf of the Assistant Attorney General) to letters, aaorania and other ocm nication
directed to the Division by the Vhite House, Conc'sa, other federal departments, private corporations and citizens; and
issue Criminal on-prosecution Notices to Sovernment ard private sector organizations and to citizens as appropriate.
To provide all of the general administrative support necessary to enable Division personnel to enforce federal civil rights
las, including the fbllowln adainistrative activities: budipt fbmulation and execution; personnel services and training;
outside contracts nd procurement; mail distribution; space msnagent; supply, equipment and reproduction services; and,
other support services not specifically defined in other programs.

01
-4

Pre rem Description: The first four objectives reflect the direct responsibilities of the Assistant Attorney General
for Civil Rishts, the DIvision's three Deputy Assistant Attorneys General, the Executive Officer aid their immediate staffs.
Aa a rule, supervisory responsibility over mtters involving investiWitive and litietve strategy, relations with the FI,
and preclearance of charges in localities' voting practiceu and procedures is divided among two of the Deputy Assistant
Attornuya General for action or oversight; mtters involving long-range program planning and evaluation or relations
with U.S. Attorneys, other components of the Department, other agencies, the Congress and some public interest groups are
generally assigned to the third Deputy Assistant Attorney General; and, matters involving finance, personnel, md support
services are assiged to the Ilective Officer who is the manager of the Administrative Management Unit of the Program.
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The Aasistant Attorney General also represents the Attorney General on interageney councils concerned with civil rights
Issues. In that connection, he serves as chair of the Interag ncy CoordinaLting Council established by Je.tion 501 of the
llehbilitation Act of 1973, as aiendet, and as a member of the Architectural and Transportatlon Barriers Compliance Board
Interventions and
eatablihed by Section 502 of that Act. The Assistant Attorney General personally approves case filig,
aiscua participations, major Investigative undertakim~s, major enforcement motions, novel legal positions, major consent
decrees, and closings of inveftlgtione of death cases. Personnel matters are considered jointly with the Deputies or are
assigned on an ad hoc basis.
The fifth objective Is assigned to the FIfA/PA Unit, which reports to a Deputy Assistant Attorney General on legal matters
and to the Executive Officer on operational matters. The Executive Direction and Control Unit of the program Is organized
to aaile responsibilities which cut across the responsibilities of all of the other programs of the Division. Through
this structure, the Division is able to use consistent standards and procedures in responding to KIIA/PA requests, to ensure
that the most sensitive, complex or massive cases are handled by the most senior trial attorneys, and to weigh and balance
personnel, resource and support needs of the Division's programs. Coordination and interaction with other components of the
Department, other agencies, the Congress and public interest group are handled either by Division officials directly or
are delegated to personnel in other programs and reported to Division officials to ensure consistency and effective coordination on program and operational Issues.
The raoaining objectives are handled by the Administrative Management Unit of this program. The administrative and training
functions are conducted through a centralized operation rather than by having individual programs furnish their own services.
This avoids position duplication, penits flexibility for the use of resources, a"l provides greater management control.
At this level of funling, the staff that provides planning, evaluation, direction and control initiatives; coordination of
other offices; participation in policy groups; maintaining Uason with constituent representatives; and, administrative
and operational support will perform at an effective level. The FOIA/PA Unit will be able to handle approximately 40 percent
of the IOlA/PA requests pending and received.
The Division remains commtted to the most effective use of its Automated Data Processirg (AD?) EVstns ws a means of developIng and Implementing systems which will enhance the productivity of the entire staff. Managasent anl other key personnel have
cMpleted specially designed computer courses and have becoe familiarized with tVe innovative ltlftion eysteas capable of
being developed within each program. In keeping with the trend toward decentralized information systems, programs are now
able to meet their own particular needs with the introduction of the personal computer. The Division's plane for matomation
were delays! due to insufficient resources. Complaints from attorneys required the reprogramming of funds originally elated
for other projects to enable the Division to eKpard decentrelization al thereby increase Its litigation support qrstems.
Division attorneys must have litigative systems at their disposal which will enable then to deal with opponents who have
access to the latest state-of-the-art technology for itigative purposes. The implementation of ANICW II (see Accomplishaents and Workload) will supply the Information support required by Division personnel.
Accomplishments and Workload:

The accomplishments of this program are presented in the following table:
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kliti ites

Item
legislative Comment and Test

..............................
stioo

UTA LReuests

Pen idi from Previous Year .....................................
kieived
.......................................................
|°r~w w
d ......................................................

PAjR4uests
PFrrinT fron Previous Year .....................................
I ceivee .......................................................
Pr
......................................................
r
o
cnd
Correspondence Received, Classified and Delivered ..............
Citizen Complaint Responses Prepared ...........................
Adlinistrative Support Correspondence Dowcuents Pre rud .......
White louse/Cogreesional Replies Controlled ...................
Crin ral Noh-prosecution Notices Processed .....................
NewFiles Created ..............................................
File Storage Requests Pillid ...................................
Vile ILetrieval Request Pilled ..................................
Management Information Syst
.................................
ys
Muvtkseient Information Repoet .................................
[,tistlon Support Projects ....................................
Litigation Support Reports .....................................
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1986

1997

60

60

70

I0

163
143

207
124
196

135
155
179

85
195
229

244
423
238
100,000
6,600
6,000
629
6,719
948
163
525
42
7(y)
46
675

519
508
554
96,731
5,917
2,330
749
6,493
2,894
64
1,590
40
650
54
825

133
349
79
100,000
7,500
10,000
80
7,000
1,000
175
'150
43
1W
62
990

5b1
403
454
100,000
7,500
10,000
800
7,000
1.2m0
175
750
63
90O

a'
-4
to

1,150

Mere id no meaningful way by which the workload of progre and operational planning, direction, control an! evaluation
activities can be measured.
These management activities are by nature non-qkantifiable and are best measured by the parforsau ce of' the other progr nas which are meneled by this one. However, the Division is developing a Work Meesurement System
within AMIC13 II which wil assist Division managers in measring, in a more efficient statistical fashion, the inputs,
outpuits and performance of the other programs, as well as the resources required by each program. The system will be in
direct support of the Deprtment's case management system.
The program has several direct mission responsibilities in the law enforcement area which are in addition to the suaLt support
activities. These include the direct handling of thousnds of citizen complaints and requests for information concerning
their rights and the handling of Criminal Non-proseacution Notices. Correspondence received has included requests involving
the Civil Rights Hestoration Act of 1986, status of arfirmative action legislation pending before Congreas (Executive
Order lo. 11246) and the Vincent Chin case.
A major pal for the Admiia itative Management Unit of the program continues to be Increasir proictivity within the
Division through the development and use of modern infonmition technology. The focus of this initiative ie; (1) the
coritirued acquisition of mlcrocoaputers coupled with the elimination of less efficient dedicated word processora; and, (2)
the adoption md expansion of networked office automation combined with the phasing out of'the Division's seven-year-old
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winic(Iputer. The Division ltns boou usir upproximately 81 microcoaputeru ror a variety of purses rask*iig from word and
data procesaing to ledal rooeardi wi litiSitioi support. The word procewtn package usel on sicrocamputura is suplrior to
the outmoded dedicated word processors and access by attorneys and paralegals has improved the quality or the Division's
work product and the time required to complete assignsents.
Desktop access to legal datsbes stich us ,RJIIS, LJXIS ai
WMITLWA
has enabled lawyers and others to rededicate the! r time to more productive activities. The use of automated datatrues for docketing, schedillng, record-keeping and direct litiption support has made the Divislon more efficient and placed
I ts most essential information at the fingertips of its personnel.
In the last quarter of the 196, the Division established a prototype network office automation system, AMIOW II, developed
by the Civil Division an! use! by other divisions in the Department.
Preliminary results of the Division's 64 users, comhiried with evaluations elsewhere In the Department, show significant productivity improvements over deicated word processors
as well as benefits over steal-alone microcomputers derived from networked communication and document transmision. In a
fully configured AMICJS II environment, operating with a mixture of microcomputers and non-intellijent-terminals, the
Division expects a productivity gain in the range of twelve to eighteen perc-nt.
Whenthe program began neSotiating a contract with another company for lees expensive copying equipment, the current contractor lowered its prices, provided three months of free supplies and an upgrade on one copier at no cost. Aditionally, the
prugrwu replaced two copiers with one that would acccmodate the workload of tau progrwas within the Division. These efforts
reu-lted In a cost savings of $56,136.
To Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Records Managrment Unit hat as a result of A-76 ataffing reductions, the
program is currently in the process of contracting those services to a private source. Three contract employees will be
retainsi to provide records management support on a full-time basis. Assessments of contracts will be conducted on a recurring busis. lphasis will be placed on contracting out other administrative function in accordance with the Office of
Manaeient and Ndipt's Circular A-123.
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Civil Righta Division
Salaries and exjxnses, General Leg

Activities

PInancial Analysis - Program Chatum
(Dollars in thousands)
SpecS al
Pos.Litigation -Ln
t

I tow
Other

urvices .........................

-Poe0

Civil Ri ta Vatter
-hplcyment
Voti Aont
Litigation
roe.
Amount

$120.

Total workyeara and obliatlore,
l 9 ...............................

120

$280

...

330

Poe.

Total Amount;

$400

...

400

8)0

800

...

Civil Rights Division
Salaries and expenses, General Legi Activities
Priority itoikinga
Base Program

Program Increase
Ranking

Civil Rigtts Praecution
Voting
Housi g anl Civil "forcement
Employment Litigation
Special Litigation
Coordination and Review
anegeukent and MAministration
Federal Appellate Activity
Educational Opportuni ties

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Program
Voting
ntployumnt Litigation
Special Litigation

1
2
3

a
9
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Civil RetDhv vaion
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities
Detail of Permanent Positione by Category

Fiscal Years 1986 - 1988

Catetory

19H6
Authorized

19e31
Authorized

180
57
11

U30
57

16

16

Attorneys (905) ...............................
Paralegal 3ecialste (950) ...................
Other Legal ard Kindred (900-9
.............
99)
Social Sciences, Nconmics ad Kirdrad
(00-19
...................................
))
Personnel Mangement(200-299) ..............
General. Min., Clerical and Office

1

ser ices (300-399) ..........................

Accountir and LWdst (500-599) ...............
Information an] Arts Group (1000-1099) .........
Mathematics an] Statistics Group
(1500-1599) .................................
Supply Group (2000-2099) .........................

132
4

132

Ibnigement
Sving
-1
-1
..
...
...

-.2

Total
179
56
I1
16
1

130

I

4
I
1

Total .......................................

404

404

.4

40D

Washirgton ....................................

404

404

-4

400

.

...
...
...

4
I
I

1
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WNEIRK-U.S. National Oentral Bureau
Salaries and epenes, General [!egl Activities

~

( rom ia1k o f I1987Z
(clsarn inth
an

t i v1t Y/Pt x3tam

1987 President's
.
t 22juest
POS.
WY PMt.

Congressional 1
ApprW rlat ton
Actions on
1987 cLueat
Pas.
WY
At.

Rptroranmirgs
Pas.
WY ftt.

1987 Sutplemw"ntaIs
Requested
Pt ram
Pay &
Pas. WY hot. Im

ft

1q87
ropriat ion

Anticipated

Poe.

WY

WJ

I.
11i.:PPOI-1J. S.
Nimnirl (Aintial
Nl.
..............

44

44

$3141

...

...

152

...

...

...

.........

70

44

44

S3n59

i,II

44

44

$3141

...

...

152

...

...

...

.........

70

44

44

$3059

...............
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INTERPOL-U. S. National Central Bureau
Summary of Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)
Per.
Pos.

Adjustments to base:

Workyears

Amount

1987 as enacted ......................................................
1987 program supplemental ..........................................
19R7 Pay and Retirement supplemental requested .....................

44

44

$2,989
23
47

1987 appropriation anticipated ......................................
Transfer of FASS group ............................................
Uncontrollable increases:
One additional compensable day ..................................
Annualization of 1987 Bond Building supplemental .................
Annualization of 1'87 FERS supplemental ..........................
Annualization of 1987 pay supplemental ...........................
Within-grade increases .........................................
Locality-based per diem ........................................
GSA Rent .......................................................
GSA recurring reimbursable services .............................
Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) .........................
Telephone Service ..............................................
GPO printing costs..............................................
Employee data and payroll services..............................
General pricing level adjustment ................................
Total Uncontrollable increases ................................
Decreases, nonrecurring:
Reduction for change in hourly rate .............................
Reduction in health benefits ....................................
Total decreases ...............................................
1988 Base ..........................................................

44

44

3,059
6

Estimates by
budget activity
I NTFRPOL-USNCB

1986 Actual
Perm.

Pos.
44

WY Ant.
44

$2,760

1987 Approp.
Anticipated
Perm.
Pos. WY Amount
44

44

$3,059

2
5
73

35
7
2
64

S1

3
30
239
..

i

1988 Base
Perm.
Pos. WY
AMt.
44

10
6

44

$3,299

i-i

(2)
(3)

3,299

1988 Estimate
Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Perm.
Pon.
WY Amount
Poo. WY
AMt.
56

53

$3,839

12
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9

$540

INTERPOL-U. S. National Central Bureau (USNCB)
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summa
(DoIlars in thousands)
1987 Appropriation
Enacted
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
Activity INTERPOL0. S. National Central Bureau

44

44

$2,989

I
1988 Base
Perm.
Pos.
NY Amount
44

44

$3,299

1988 estimate
Perm.
Poe.
NY Amount
56

53

$3,839

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
9

12

$540

Long Range Goal.
To stem the growth of international crime by providing efficient communications and
exchange of information among the National Central Bureaus of INTERPOL member countries and the INTERPOL
Genetal Secretariat (headquarters), as well as the law enforcement agencies within the United States.
MajE Objectives
1.

To represent the United States as the U. S. member of INTERPOL.

2.

To provide timely responses to requests for information from domestic and international law enforcement
agencies and other appropriate organizations. institutions, and individuals, in accordance with the
INTERPOL Constitution and Department of Justice regulations.

3.

To identify and analyze patterns and trends in international criminal activities.

4.

To support INTERPOL initiatives to coubaE international terrorism, such as establishing guidelines
to encourage and enhance police cooperation and the creation of a specialized anti-terrorism group at the
General Secretariat.

5.

To coordinate with other Federal law enforcement agencies programs addressing particular areas of
international crime, e.g., drug trafficking, terrorism, financial crime and fraud, international
fugitives and border protection operations to maximize resources and prevent program duplication.

6.

To ensure the effectiveness of INTERPOL through improvements in its information technology systems
capabilities and Incorporation of all INTERPOL member countries into its telecommunications network.

7.

To solidity as an institution the INTERPOL-USNCB and to increase awareness of its functions in combatting
international crime to make it a truly effective law enforcement tool, responsive to the needs of the
dom, stic and international law enforcement communities.
PA

Base Program Description. The INTERPOL-USNC8 is the United States' representative to the International Criminal
Police Organization (INTERPOL).
Created in 1923 to promote mutual assistance among the European community, the
organization has grown from less than ten members to a worldwide consortium of 142 countries. A General Secretariat
headquartered in St. Cloud, France, serves as INTERPOL's administrator, and each member country maintains a National
Central Bureau (NCB) to act as its INTERPOL liaison within the guidelines of its own national laws and the INTERPOL
Constitution.
INTERPOL is governed by a General Assembly of delegates from each member country that convenes annually to formulate
policies and initiatives addressing international crime. Each participating member country has one vote regardless
of size or financial contribution to the organization.
The INTERPOL-USNCB maintains telecommunications channels with more than 20,000 domestic law enforcement agencies,
the NCBs of the other ) 1 INTERPOL member countries, and the INTERPOL General Secretariat through such means as the
National Law Enforcement Telecommunications Systems (NLETS), the INTERPOL radio network centralized in INTERPOL
headquarters, telex/cable facility for contacting INTERPOL member countries not connected to the centralized radio
network, as well as photofacsimile equipment for international transmission of photographs, fingerprint records,
and documents. These capabilities are essential for responding to emergency criminal situations, court proceedings,
border protection operations, or prevention of release or flight of international fugitives.
Requests for information received by the USNCB c~ver a broad range of criminal offenses including crimes of murder,
robbery, large-scale narcotics violations, financial fraud, off-shore banking, and counterfeit investigations, as
well as the location and apprehension of international fugitives, often involving extradition.
Information is
also requested for criminal history backgrounds, license checks and humanitarian efforts. Foreign and domestic
police organizations use INTERPOL-USNCB resources to trace weapons or locate witnesses.
Such requests are representative of the range of investigations with which this organization is involved.
Investigative functions are maintained at INTERPOL-USNCB through the collaborative efforts of 13 participating Federal
law enforcement agencies that assign agents to the INTERPOL-USNCB.
Justice Department representatives participate
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug Enforcement Administration, Immigration and Naturalization Service,
the Criminal Division, and the U. S. Marshals Service. Treasury Department representatives include the U. S. Secret
Service, the U. S. Customs Service, the Internal Revenue Service, the Burpau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
Other Federal agencies represented are the Diplomatic Security Service
of the Department of State, the Department of Agriculture office of the Inspector General, and the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service. This multi-agency participation in the INTERPOL-USNCB program fosters interagency cooperation
in addressing law enforcement matters znd avoids duplication of programs and initiatives.
Strict criteria and guidelines established by the INTERPOL General Secretariat and the INTERPOL-USNCB are used to
qualify requests for information or investigative assistance. Compliance with INTERPOL-USNCB and INTERPOL regulations
as well as Department of Justice regulations and U.S. Federal laws is verified by a Quality Control Unit, and the
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following criteria are applied:
1l) the request must come from a legitimate domestic lw enforcement agency or an
INTERPOL member country, (2) it must be an international investigation; 13) the crime must be a violation of law in
the country where committed; (4) the request cannot violate the accepted interpretation of Article 3 of the INTERPOL
Constitution, which excludes matters military, religious, racial or political! (5)
a specific criminal link must
exist between the crime and the subject of the case; (6) the request must clearly state the type of investigation
and the fullest possible identifying details of the subject.
If not provided, the requestor is contacted for addition
information. Written verification of all requests is required before any information is released.
As a final control to preclude unauthorized use of information, the Third Agency Rule is applied and extends to all
Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies. This means that information exchanged between the INTERPOL-USNCB
and another Federal, state or local law enforcement agency cannot be provided to a third party without the approval
of the source of such data. These stringent controls work to ensure responsible management of this organization's
investigative workload and preserve the integrity of its information.
AccoT21ishments and Workload
The INTERPOL-JSNCB investigative caseload and message traffic f6r 1986 increased by more than 30 percent
over the previous year. Largely due to heightened awareness at the state and local levels of the investigative
channels the INTFRPOL-USNCB can open, domesticuse has risen steadily, and significant accomplishments were
realized to the benefit of law enforcement here and abroad.
An example of the kind of assistance afforded domestic law enforcement agencies is found in a recent case
originating in Illinois, where state police used the USNCR to apprehend a murder suspect in Italy.
The
suspect was charged in a Federal arrest warrant with kidnapping, holding his victim for $15,000 ransom, and
then ordering the victim and her husband.
Additional warrants were issued against the suspect for rape
and kidnapping.
As a result of information passed to Italian police through the USNCB. the suspect was
tested
and extradited. A similar request involved identification of a man arrested in New York for possession
of stolen credentials and credit cards. Through the JSNCB, an International Wanted Notice was issued INTERPOLOttawa located the man and an arrest was made by the Montreal police. Arrested under an alias, he was returned
to also face rape charges in Boston as well as a prison term from which he had escaped in California.
Significant accomplishments have also been realized as a result of the creation of the Economic and Financial
Fraud Unit at the INTERPOL-USNCB.
Through this unit investigative resources are channelled into tracking
and seizing assets of criminal organizations.
it is recognized that most narcotics and organized crime leaders
insulate themselves from traditional criminal investigative techniques, but stay close to their financial network
and the money. This special unit concentrates efforts in that area, which is often the only means of identifying
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those leaders. Such a case was that of a Cleveland businessman who was indicted for defrauding the government and
A producer and distributor of pornography, the suspect used fictitious names,
evading $3 million in income tax.
sham financial transactions, and phony corporatiops to launder money and establish Swiss bank accounts through which
more than $7 million was funnelled.
As a result of a six-year grand jury investigation conducted by the Cleveland
Organized Crime Strike Force assisted by Departments of Justice and Treasury, he was indicted on 16 counts and faces
The INTERPOL-USNCB facilitated coordination on this case with
tip to 75 years imprisonment and $10 million in fines.
the governments of Switzerland and Great Britain, New Scotland Yard, Swiss Federal Police, Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, and the police departments of four major U. S. cities. The Economic and Financial Unit was also recently
part of an INTERPOL working party that drafted model legislation for investigation and forfeiture of assets in
shell hanks and off-shore banking. As a result of their efforts, three Caribbean countries are using the
INTERPOL product as a model for their own legislation.
A serious problem INTERPOL-USNCB has been successful in addressing through its Alien/Fugitive Enforcement Unit is
that of illegal aliens and foreign fugitives. Political unrest in the Middle East and Africa and in countries such
Stowaways on
as Afghanistan and Pakistan has resulted in more and more attempts to illegally enter this country.
vessels or commercial aircraft bound for the U. S. destroy their identity documents and passports enroute and ask
for asylum on arrival. The immigration and Naturalization Service faces great difficulty in ascertaining the nationality of subjects In these cases and cannot report without a country of origin. On request, the USNCB distributes
Another major
fingerprints of such individuals throughout the INTERPOL network, resolving such identity problems.
facet of INTERPOL-USNCB program support to INS will be in processing overseas credentials vrifications in INS'
The
INTERPOL-USNCB expects to process as many as
efforts to administer the recently passed Immigration Reform Act.
a half million requests for information and verifications in the one year commencing in May 1987 for alien amnesty
applications.
An important function of the Alien/Fugitive Enforcement Unit is the identification and investigation of international
fugitives. By entering fugitive lookout records into several automated systems available at U. S. border entry
Conversely, the
points, INTPRPOL-USNCB is able to identify foreign fugitives as they attempt to enter this country.
In
INTERPOL international notice system may facilitate the location and arrest of fugitives from the United States.
one instance, as a result of an International Wanted Notice issued by INTERPOL-Wiesbaden, a German national who had
oscaped while serving a prison term for attempted arson and insurance fraud was identified and arrested at the Miami,
Florida, airport in possession of a suitcase ofcocalne. The subject was turned over to the U. S. Marshals Service
for extradition.
Similarly, two Canadian nationals, wanted on twenty-five warrants involving several millions of
dollars in bad checks, fraud, and forgery, were returned to Canada following a three month search covering Canada,
the Caribbean, New York, and Texas.
These efforts not only deny foreign criminals safe haven in the United States,
but protect our population from their crimes.
A great stride made in the USNCB'S efforts to deliver the most efficient law-enforcement support possible is
institution of 24-hour operations. with the enthusiastic support of the Federal law enforcement community, this
office began operating three round-the-clock shifts with interim funds from the USNCB participating agencies, allowing
it to meet important demands such as immediate response on NCIC and INS border hits and critical terrorist and hostage
situations, and eliminate potential operational weaknesses such as the need for Justice Department night operators
The success of this initiative is evident
to handle international messages received after normal daytime hours.
thus f(ar, even in its relatively short lifespan, and its critical need is substantiated by the success and support
It.enjoys throughout the federal law enforcement agencies.
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One major advancement in the international struggle to respond to the escalation of terrorism is its definition by
INTERPOL outside the realm of political activity alone. Terrorism was a problem heretofore excluded from INTERPOL's
attention due to the provision of Article III of the its constitution, which forbids involvement or Intervention
in matters . ..
of a political, military, religious, or racial character.*
The 53rd General Asserbly reasoned
that even though an act of violence may be politically motivated, if the target, person or property was not directly
or indirectly connected with the objectives of the offenders, the act could not be interpreted as political and
must be regarded as a criminal act. This was a first and major step in addressing what has come ts be a critical
world concern. Subsequent resolutions have further defined the police role in combatting international terrorism,
have encouraged cooperation among NCB's in responding to this problem, and initiated preparation of guidelines and
practices to facilitate the rapid exchange of information vital in such situations. Further, a special unit has
been established within the General Secretariat to study this issue and to coordinate the exchange of anti-terrorist
information. In addition, progress of the anti-terrorism program is a priority at Executive Committee and regional
meetings, and the organization participates annually in international terrorism symposia.
INTERPOL-USNCB's investigative workload continues to increase largely due to heightened awareness among the domestic
law enforcement community of the services it provides. State and local law enforcement agencies have become the
greatest asers of the INTERPOL-USNCB te ecommunications network, and INTERPOL-USNCB investigative agents are often
called upon to make appearances across the nation explaining the INTERPOL program and services available through the
U SNCD.

In addition to Federal agencies who participate in the INTERPOL-USNCB program providing information to their
respective field offices, greater awareness of the operational assistance available through the INTERPOL-USNCB has
Also resulted from increased visibility in the press. As an interim means of addressing this problem until resources
could be pursued through appropriations, and with temporary funding from other federal agencies, in 1986 the INTERPOLUISNCB moved to 24-hour operations. While not the complete answer to the problem of a burgeoning caseload, it nevertheless allowed the USNCB to respond sore effectively to a situation that was becoming out of control by maximizing
the office's static resources and infrastructure.
I
A new dimension has been added to the impact INTERPOL can have on international lawlessness by its adoption of
resolutions addressing terrorism. This has made it incumbent upon the INTERPOL-USNCB to respond. Never has a
single category of crime so threatened world safety as does the terrorist act, and all our resources must be garnered
against it. By limiting those resources, efforts to analyze and thwart terrorism are severely hampered, making the
lessons learned sporatic at best. in summary, every effort is being made to maximize INTERPOL-USNCB resources to
meet an ever-increasing workload and expanded sphere of responsibility.
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CASELOAD AND MESSAGE TRAFFIC:
NEW

-

Analysis Unit
Investigative Unit
Total & P6ecentage
of Increase

Anticipated

1985

1986

3,667

4,474

9,5-08

5,874

12,482

16'850

22,747

11,461

13,982
221

18,356
31%

24,780
351

33,452
35%

7,794

1987

Anticipated

1984

7,930

1988

10,715

PENDING -

Analysis Unit
Investigative Unit
Total & Percentage
of Increase

5,831
16,207
22,038

6,876
19,570
25,446
15%

8,939
25,441
34,380
35%

11,620
33 073
44,693
301

15.106
42,994
58,100
301

TOTAL*

Active Cases and
Pct. of Increase

33,811

42,368
251

55,355
311

72,515
311

94,270
301

25,707

35,237
371
52,290
728
87,527

45,808
30%
67,977
30%
113,785

59,550
301
88,370
30%
147,920

-

Message Traffics
RECEIVED
Percentage of Increase
TRANSMITTED
Percentage of Increase
TOTAL

1

30,338
56,045

77,415
301
114,881
301
192,296
30%

I-a

Includes new, pending, a reopened cases
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Program Change.
The INTERPOL-USNCB requests an increase of 12 positions,
operations 24 hours per day.

9 PT8s,

and $400,000 to institute

As a processor of tens of thousands of pieces of investigative information each year between international
and domestic law enforcement agencies, the USNCB recognizes its opportunity through 24-hour operations to
not only address its own critical service delivery needs, but support the Administration's publicly declared
war on drug trafficking and terrorism.
Twenty-four hour operations will not only speed the processing of
the more than one hundred thousand messacea the USNCB will receive in 1987, but offer the potential for
broadening the scope of criminal investigations worldwide.
At its current level, the USNCB faces an unending escalation in its backlog, as well as lengthy delays in
processing messages for pending cases.
A case in point recently occurred when a radio message concerning
fraud and possible extradition received in January 1986 from INTERPOL-Wiesbaden, West Germany, was not assigned
to an agent until April 1986 due to the existing backlog.
without 24-hour operations, there exists processing delays on urgent/critical cases of up to three days, a
situation intolerable in terrorism cases where immediate response is vital to detection, prevention, and
apprehension. Similarly under a one eight-hour shift per day schedule, foreign fugitive queries, which
stipulate a specific response time of as little
as ten minutes, and INS entry/border point inquiries suffer
the consequences of a response lag that seriously hampers opportunities to detain or apprehend drug traffickers
and fugitives entering and leaving the country. Vital information in both these areas of criminal activity is
delayed in backlogs that cannot be addressed without 24-hour operations at the USNCBt and, given the
Admnistration's commitment to anti-terrorism and drug enforcement, the USNCB caseload is expected to continue
to increase-as it has so dramatically in the past.
Currently at the USNCB, a case classified "urgent/criticalm requires nine workhours for processing, with routine
to complex cases ranging from an average of eight workhours to fifteen.
even using a static workload base of 1985
case numbers of 14,000, it would require a minimum of 56 workyesra to process the annual caseload if every case
were routine.
Based on complex cases, 102 ,workyears would be required to dissove the backlog.
At the current
staff level of 35 workyears, the mounting backlog goes virtually unchecked.
The mediate impact of 24-hour
operation is not only provision of critical quick responses, but a long-term solution to the problem that
greater visibility and effectiveness has cteatedt greater user demand and increased workload.
By increasing its workforce by 12 positions and 9 VTEs, the USNCB will be able to provide two additional shifts
per day and full weekend coverage.
Such a move will address the backlog by not only providing more workhours
in which to process cases, but decreasing the average time and cost required for processing.
Gains will be
realized by utilizing less epensive Ooff peaked telecommunications time, and faster data center service can be
expected since demand from other Department of Justice users will be greatly reduced during evening hours.
Workflow will be charted to take advantage of these conditions, and international traffic can be classified and procassed as it is received. Existing office infrastructure is more efficiently utilized through round-the-clock
oi)erations as opposed to simply bringing additional staff on a daytime shift.
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Another continuing concern resolved through 24-hour operation Is the burden placed on Department of Justice
night operators to make judgments as to whether international messages received after hours are urgent,
requiring immediate attention. This risky and unfair practice of placing untrained personnel in the delicate
position of determining criticality of information is eliminated by operations spanning 24 hours.
Just as important as the speed with which messages are processed is the increased quality of service derived from
this initative. in this age when terrorists' attacks occur literally across the globe, it is imperative that
accurate and concise information and identification be available without regard to office hours. Often the
transmission of a single piece of information means the difference between detaining a fugitive or allowing his
escape. When so much of the federal justice system (intelligence, investigation, prosecution) depends on viable,
accurate information, it seems a false economy to limit resources for its efficient transmission.
The benefits of this initiative cut across agency lines and extend to virtually every federal investigative
entity, as well as state, local and international law enforcement entitities that utilize the INTERPOL network.
It will decrease the escalating case backlog at the USNCB, more efficiently utilize current USNCB software
and hardware resources, provide immediate responses on urgent and critical terrorism anJ drug enforcement
investigations, and stimulate Vreater analysis of information compiled from unrelated cases in those areas.
A $20,000 reduction in current overtime costs is also anticipated, which has been applied to the new resources
needed for this initiative.
Co
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INiEtPOL-USNCB
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities
(Dollars in thousands)
......................

INTERPOL-USNCB
]tem

PO.

Total

Amount

POs.

Amount

Grades
ES-2 .....................
GS/C1 -16 .................
G8/ G1-14 .................
0s/ G1-13 .................
GS-12 ....................
US-I1 ....................
08-9 .....................
GS-8 .....................
GS-7 .....................
G8 -6 .....................
US-5 .....................
G -4 .....................
Ungraded .................

6

$168

6

$166

a

126

8

126
Cl

Total positions and
annual rate ...........

12

Lapse (-)

(3)

................

Reduction of lapse .......
Other than permanent.....
Overtime and holiday.....
Total workyears and
pare. compensation ....
Personnel benefits .......
Travel and transportation
of persons ............
Transportation of things.
GSA rent .................
Comm., utilities and
miscellaneous charges.
Printing .................
Other service. ...........
Supplies .................
Equipment ................
Total .................

9

282

(104)

178
22

12

(3)

9

340

9

640

282

(104)

178
22

340

9

640

HIZ

INTERPOL - U. S. National Central Bureau
Detail of Permanent Positions by Category
Fiscal Years 1986 - 1988

1988________
Category
Criminal

(1811)

1986

1987

Program

Authorized

Authorized

Increases

40

40

3

3

44
44

Total

Investigators

..................

General Admin., Clerical,
Office Services
(300-399) .............
Information and Arts
Group (1000-1999)

Total .................
Washington ..............
U . S . Fie ld .............
Total ...................

. .

12

52

,

3

44

12

56

44

12

..

.,.

56
..

44

44

12

56

813

Independent Counsel
Salaries and sapmns,

Saneral Legal Activities

Summary of Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)

Pare.
Poe.

Adjustments to bases

Workyears

Amount

...

$2,000

1987 as requested ..........
1907 pay and retireaent supplemental rqstmd..................................................
3997 program supplemental requested .................................................................

...

1917 appropriation anticipated .........................................................................
Uncontrollable Increases ............................................................................

Decreaees,(autoeatic non-policyla
Nonrecurring costs for 197 ralocatlon and program supplemental ...................................
Total, decreases .............

12,000)

I ............................ ......
....................... ....

1998 lase .............................................................................................
Program Changes%

Cstietes by Budget Activity

I197Appropriation
Asticipated

196 lame

1911 Estieate

Prra.

Pare.

Pars.

Poel.

NY

Amount

Por..

WY

Amount

Poe.
.....

12.

Independent Counsel ....

12,

00

Increasellcressa
Pera.

NY
....

Amount

Po.

......

.....

MY

....

Amount
......

0

It

Leal Activities Office Autamatio
salaries and [Efmes. General Legal Activities
S(mlari
thuad) ss
(DollarsofinRto
Perm.
Pos.
1987 as enac ted ........................................................................
Uncontrollable in cases ............................................................
..............................................................
.
Decreases.
1988 Base .............................................................................
1987 Appropriation
1988 Base
Anticipated
Plem.
Pam.

1986 Actual
Estimates by h

et activity

9. Legal Activities
Office Automation ..........

Pem.
B±_

AXoutf

...

...

...

W

A-ount

Ps.

...

$1,537

....

m_

...

$1,537

Workyears Anxuit

...

...

$1, 537

...

..

1,537

1nrea/ l
grease
1988 Estimate
Perm.
Perm.
WY Mptou11
P±. W Amount Poe.-

......$24,718

....... $23,181

.11

!

LeMl Activities Office Autcation
Salaries ad expert. General Legal Activitie
Justiflction of Procrm and Performance
Activity lesauirce Smmary
(Dollars in thousands)
1987 Appropriation
AnticiCted_
Perim.
Ak un
BML
Legal Activities
Office Autruation ..............
lom Ran
and erhano

Goal.

...

...

$1,537

1988 Base
POzu.
BM
by
...

...

1o988
timate
Perm.
Agu
BMAnt~ EY
$1,537 .

.....

$24,718

lncrease/Degrse
Pos.

WY

A __t

...

... $23,181

improve the proclivity of administering the legal activities programs through modernization
of office automation systems by the Department's litigating opponents.

Major Cb-ectives.
To develop system designs whidh meet the central requirements of the litigating organizations and the needs of the
Department's mnagent officials for information and which allow reliable interfaces with Department-wide dato
collection and reporting systems.
To inplement cost-effective ways for electronic exchange of dxmuents and messages among Departmental organizations.
To systematize the planning and acquisition processes for office automation resources to:
- build on the installed base of office autoation systems in the litigating organizations;
- build cooperative processing systems Where possible; and
- eroure installation of ompatible hardware and software in all future acquisitions;

,2

Base Prorm Descriotion. The Department ftscrrces oard has established the Litigating Office Automation Steering
Committee under the direction of the Deputy Attorney General. The Steering Oommittee, composed of the Department's
senior management, is tasked with developing a amrehemive policy and a strategy for the design and acquisition of
automated systems for the six legal divisions, the offices of the U.S. Attorneys and offices of senior departmental
management.
he mandate to achieve Department management efficiencies and productivity gains In system and
operations requires the Department to met tmrd a more coordinated and unified approach in the ares of office
automation for litigating ooponents. Mtx, Cdittee has a formal Project Team and charged it with responibility for
attaining Department office autcuation goas for the litigating organizations as well as uniform case mnagemnt
goals. The Project Team osists
of pexmel fron the litigating omponents and the Justice Management Division.
During 1986, the Dertment completed Thase I of this project which consisted of the development and integration of
project plans for all of the litigating cspcnents and senior management offices. At the conclusion of this first
Phase, it was receded
that the Department proceed immediately to implement office automation systems burougcjt
the litigating organizations and proceed with an acquisition strategy which awisions uniformity in office automation
systems in the long tem and operational couptibility in the short term.
During 1987, this joint planning initiative is building upon existing aocuplishments to achieve the desired
Coaatibility at potential savings to t.vi Department. In essenie, this approach involves the adoption of the AMIQIS
II system by the senior waganent offices and the civil Rights and Lands Divisions and the issuance of a single REV
which addresses, in a single acquisition, the office automation needs of the Criminal and Tax Divisions and U.S.
Attorneys.
(?M9O . An increase of $23,181,000 in budget authority is requested for 1988 for the Legal Activities
Office Automation trd.
This amount will allow the Department to fund office autoation enhancments for the
litigating organizations and senior management offices as detemiaed through the analyses condcted in 1987. A mjor
portion of the reawsted funding will be oomitted to the joint procurement involving the Tax and criminal Divisions
and the U.S. Attorneys. TIhis procureIt provides for the acquisition of nearly 5,000 terminals in 1988-89 with an

option for a further 7,000 terminals.

Implementation of this joint office automation acquisition program will end the proliferation of incopatible system ;
which now preclude t1e rapid and efficient transfer of information, docunents, and work products among the 1 itlgating
OWIponents. Also, this initiative will markedly expand the availability and use of automated legal research and
litigation support. Joint planning and acquisition strategies will be developed by the Steering omittee. Major
planning and funding decisions will be made by the Departzwit ReForces Board.
One of the benefits of this proposal i that it will enable the litigo-tina organizations to integrate their
individual efforts, thereby eliminating eadh division "re-lnwenting the wheel" for cometn functional solutions. MLY
important, it enhances the ability for system interaction among the divisions in 1987, and in 1988, it will provide
the critical technological links to the U.S. Attorneys' offices with which each legal division must work. By
consolidating procurements, the Departsnt may realize even greater economies of scale through larger purchase
orders. Also, additional savings are anticipated through the development and maintenance of common ocre software
and, as appropriate, integrated systems maintenance contracts.
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Antitrust Divisi|on
Salaries and exoenses. General Lial Activitis
Crosswalk of 1987 Chances
(Dollars In thousands)

1987 President's

Eaet ReLuest
eal

ActivityiProarapn

.

h

Congressional
Appropriation
Actionson

l

iiN7RequestPAU

1987 Supplementals

teroarmings .eW u

Pay A

_ ProrMm

WI AEL

1987
Appropriation

Csted _Mite ttCd

FMRS

fts. W

ML

Enforcement of antitrust
and kindredlaws:
Federalappellate activity ........
23
23 $1.317
Termination and prevention of
private cartel behavior .........
222 202 16.282
Preservation of competitive
market structure ................ 164 161 16.418
Policy analysis, legislation
91
5.328
and training ....................92
Competition advocacy program .....
59
59 3.001
Managementand administration .....
89
95
4.263
Total...........................
649 631 46.609 -

-$132

---

-11

-1.155

...

...

...-

-921

...

...

-521
-337
-543

--...
...

------- 3,609

......

...
...

.

$27

23 23 $1.223

96

239

222 202 15.462

...-

76

19

164 161 15.763

......-

43
28
45

107
70
112

299

745

92 91
S9 59
89 95

4.957
2.762
3.877

649 631 44,044

Explanation of Analysis of Changes from 1987 Apororiation Reguest
Conaressianal ADorooriation Actions
The conference agreed that the allowance should be built from the sequestration base of $42.S86.000, that $407.000 be deducted for
non-recurring expenses, and that $821.000 in uncontrollable increases be allowed.

atann1nal1Raueste
I.
2.

The program supplemental request provides $215,000 for the Antitrust Division's share o increase rent for the Bond building and $84.000
for FTS increases.
The pay and FRS request provides for $315.000 to meet the increased Pay requirements Pursuant to P.L. 99-500 and $430.000 for
contribution to the new federal retirement system.

An~ttrust

Division

Salaries &Mexpenses. tfral
S~ry

-

of Reuirements

(Dollarsin thousands)
Perm.
Pase.

AdJuSUMnLst base:

WorkAfrim t

1987 as enacted.....................................................................................................
649
631 $43.000
1987 program supplemental requested ...............................................................................
299
---.
1987 pay and retirement supplec.,.jtal requested ....................................................................
1987 appropriation anticipated
......................................................................................
649
631
44 044
Transfer from Interstate Ccouerce Commqission
..............................................
....
16
16
843
6
--Transfer of Financialand Adminstrativ SystemsSupportGroup.............................
Uncontrollable increases
....................................................................................
..... -3.737
Decreases
......................................................................................................... - -_-1
1988 base..........................................................................................................
"
6il 4 8.51
1987Appropriation
Anticipated
Pero.

Estimates
by budget
activtly
Pas,
Enforcementof antitrust
and kindredlaws.......... 649

1988 Rase
Perm.

WX

198a Estimate
Peru.

A t Pas,. wY M t Pas,

631 $4.044

665

647 $4.a0

65

Increasee/Dcrease
Pero.

Vt AmaLuntPas,

662 $46.401

-10e

t

Aout

-85 -$2,109

K3

aanarliks aul

unnmm.L~raj
1

&1ni

MIRyu

E

Summarv of Adjustmentsto Base
(Oollars In thousands)
Peru.
1987 as enacted ...........................................................................................
Program supplemental requested ..........................................................................
Pay and retirement supplementals requested ..............................................................
1987 appropriation anticipated
............................................................................
Adjustments to base:
Transfers to and from other accounts:
Transfer from Interstate Commerce Commission ........................................................
Transfer of FASS group ..............................................................................
Total, transfers ..................................................................................

Work-

649

...

631
...

---

--

649

631

16

16

16i

-

16

Uncontrollable increases:
One additional com msable day ......................................................................
Annualliation of Bond Building supplemental for rent ................................................
Annualization of 19 7 pay increase ..................................................................
..............................................................................
Within-grade Increases
etlre meant contributions - revised federal plan .....................................................
Locality based per dim .............................................................................
GSArent ............................................................................................
.........................
GSA recurring reil ursable services .......................................
............................................
Federal Talecomiunications System (FTS)................
...........................................
Telephone service.. ....................................
Employee data end payrollservices..................................................................
..................................................
Audio visual and media services ..................
..................................................
.................
General pricing level adjustment
Total. uncontrollable Increases ...................................................................
Decreases:
Reduction for change In hourly rate .................................................................
Reduction In Health Benefits ........................................................................
Reduction in per page cost of the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Regulations ..............
Total, decreases ..................................................................................
1988 a se .................................................................................................

$43,000
299
74

44,044

843

-A

649

via

43

S"9

2S4
1.296
47
41
44
26
3,737

---.

-.-

---

----

.-73
-42

-14
65 647

4e.s1s

K4

a9

Antitrust DIVIsIn

Salaries and eenses. Genral LeanS Activities
Ssmry of Resources by Proram
dollarssin thousands)

1996 as Enacted

ELti mtes by Proram

Peru.
Pas

'

23

23

222

202

Federal appellate activity ......
Termination and prevention
of privatecartelbehavior
....

1986

Actul

Perm.

Preservation
of competitive
market structure .............. 164 161

ALmunt
Fos.,
$1.192

21

1987 Appropriation

1988

Anticipated-

WI

Peru.
hawt Fat, WX

22

$1.192

23

23

AMg

Peru.
Fos,

$1.223

23

!gs98 Estimte

BAsO

X. AI
fL o
23

Pero.
Fos,. WIX Ac

$1.355

16

17

][ncrease/Doce~fASL

Peru.
t Fos, W

$1.227

-7

Aon

-6

-$Ili

14.818 222 191

14.818 222 202

15.462 222 202

16.622 211 196

16.475 -7

-6

-147

IS,139

15.139

11,763

16.687 117 IS

16,566 -7

-6

-121

164 154

164 161

164 161

Policy analysis,legislation
and training .................. 9z

91

4.811

92

87

4811

92

91

4.957 92

91

S.479 60

64

4,71

-32 -27

-728

Competitionadvocacy program....

59

2.6"9 59

16

2.699

s9

59

2,762 75

75

3.944

S9

54

3,373 -25 -21

-571

3,877 19

90

95

3,077 09

95

4.423 67

76

4.009 -22 -19

-414

19

Managementand admintstration... 89

95

Total.........................
649

631

OtherWorkyears:

Hol iday .......................

--

Overtime ......................

-A

Total compensable
workyears...

639

42.536 649 602

3.872 89
42,31

649 631. 44.044 665 647

48.$t0 56S 562

46.401-100

-aS " -2.10g

---.............

619

639

8

6SS

8

170

-

-85

Antitrust Divisi
Salaries and expenses. General LocalActivities
3utifieatinn af Praram

and Perfaranee

Activity Resource Stimrv
(Dollars in thousands)

Activity: Enforcementof antitrust
and kindred laws:

1987 Appropriation
A Aflted
Perm.
PoL.. WY Am1

Federalappellateactivity ............ 23 23 $1,221
Termination end prevention of
222 202 IS,462
private cartel behavior .............
Preservation of competitive
164 161 15.763
market structure ....................
Policy analysis, legislation
92 91
4.917
and trainir ........................
59
19
2.762
Competition advocacy program ..........
Management and administration .........
-U2_U 2412
Total...............................
649 631 44.044

_ _ I8aks
PasN. Ai
mount.
Perm.

23

iS

17

$1,227

-7

-6

16.622

215 196

16.475

-7

-6

-147

164 161

16,667

IS7

I5

16.66

-7

-6

-121

64
S4

4.71
3.373

-32
-zS

91
75

5,479
3.944

647

48,510

_H _n
66

4.zz

16

LncreaSe/Decrease
Perm.
Pos. W1 &MMwa

222 202

92
75

23

19 8 stmtt
PoM_
.
Aflount
Peru.

60
SO

_U

.U

565 562

4.00

46.401

-27
-21
-_
cu =a
-100 -a5

-$128

-728
-571

14

-2.109

This budget activity includes all resources of the Antitrust Division for the mission of protecting and promoting competition.
1987 Appropriation

Anticipated
Perul.

Pas.. WX $AstM
Federalappellateactivity
..............

23

23

$1,223

IM8 ease

Pero.

1938 Isttmasae
Peru.

1ncreas@/Dftrea e
Perm.

pos.

23 23 S.35s

16

17

$1,227

WI

-7 -6

Assa

-5128

Loe-Ranat Goal: To provideeffective representation
before courts of appealsand the U.S. SupremeCourtfor antitrustcasesand In
proceedings to review ordersof certain regulatory
agencies.

faflbietias:
To support sound and consistent development and enforcement of antitrust laws through the expert prosecution and defense of appeals
In cases brought by the United States.
To protectthe Interestsof the United StatesIn the development of antitrustlaw through participation
as ajsus curiae in private
antitrust appeals.
To advocate petition

In appeals taken From regulatory proceedings.
16

Bass Proarm Descrtotion: To provide effective representation, the Divisionacts on antitrust cases before the SupremeCourt as
authorized by the Solicitor General; representsthe interests of the United States in the courts of appeals in all civil and
criminalcases brought by the United States under the federal antitrust laws: reviews certain decisions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. the Federal Communications Commission. the Federal Maritime Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and
prepares an appeal position For the United States; and prepares and files gijjs briefs In the district courts, the courts of
appeals and the SupremeCourt in selected private antitrust cases. ThE Division'sresponsibility for appeals from decisions by
district courts In antitrust cases and for participation as mlcus curiae Is defined by 28 C.F.R. 90.20and 28 C.F.R. §0.40(a).
Authority to represent the Interstate CommerceCommission, Federal Communications Commission. Federal Maritime Commission end the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in proceedings to revieworders is containedIn 28 U.S.C. 112341-2350.
Accamalishments and Uorkload:

Adinistrative Law Cases
Pending .........................................
485
filed...........................................
173
Terminated
......................................392
AntitrustAmizs Castes
Filed........................................... 9
Teminated ...................................... 9
AntitrustDivision CasesIn Courts of Appeals
won.............................................
15
Lost...............................................4
Dismissed .......................................--AntitrustDivisionCases In SupremeCourt
Wo ..............................................
7
Lost ...............................................I
.......................................
Dismissed

Estimtes

466
222
198
11

490
220
220
9
9
1

2
I
3

490
220
220
9
g
Is

--5

S

AppellateactivityContinuedto be heavy in 1986. The Division has participated in importantcourtof appealsand SupremeCourt
casesto eliminate antitrustrulesthat hinderrather then promotecompetition.A representative
sampleof appellateactivity
follows:

In the courts of appeal, the Division wasvery successful in persuading courts to reject legal defenses advanced by bid riggers In

an attempt to avoid prosecution for their crimes. for example, in Ulted States Y. Modern Electric to. (No. 85-S070) and UMtjjd
States v. A-A-A ElIectrical
Co. (No. 85-SI16), the defendants argued that they could not be prosecuted for bid rigging because the
bids had been rigged outside Of the period of the statute of limitations. The Fourth Circuit rejected this argument and affirmed
defendants' convictions holding that a Sherman Act conspiracy
continues--hence the statute of limitations does not begin to
run--until all the payments on the rigged contract are received and any agreed-on payoffs are made to co-conspirators. The court
also held that the federal prosecution was not barred by a settlement agreement between the defendants and the State of North
Carolina, sirce the federal government was not a party to the settlement and the double jeopardy clause does not bar successive
state and federal prosecutions.

Two courts of appeal also rejected double jeopardy defenses to indictments charging electrical contractors with bid rigging. On
March 14. 1986, the Third Circuit reversed a district court decision dismissing an indictment charging a conspiracy to rig bids on
electrical construction
work at the fairless Hills plant of the United States Steel Corporation in violation of section 1 of the
Sherman Act. United States v. Saraent Electric Co.. at al. (Mos. 85-1262, 85-123. 85-1264. and 85-126S). The defendants in the

Sirgen case previously had been convicted of bid riggingon other electrical construction contracts. The districtcourtconcluded
thatall of the defendants bid-rigging
activity was part of a singleconspiracy to rig bids;therefore,the doublejeopardyclause
precludedthis indictment.The ThirdCircuitrejectedthe districtcourt's conclusion
and heldthat the evidenceestablished
the
existenceof multiple conspiracies.Similarly,
the SixthCircuit in In Re: Grand Jury Proceedings(lo. 8S-6155),rejected
defendants'contention that priorprosecutions
againstthem for bid riggingon otherelectrical
construction projectsbarredan
indictmentchargingthem with conspiring
to rig bids on the electricalwork at the SpurlockGeneratingStation in arysville,
Kentucky. The court of appeals found that the conspiracy charged in this indictment was not part of the same offense charged in a
prior indictment and the double jeopardy clause did not preclude this prosecution.
On February21, 1986, the FourthCircuitaffirmedconvictionsfor riggingbids on a portionof the PasquotankRiverSupplyProject
in Elizabeth City, NorthCarolina. UnitedStates v. W.F. Brinkley& Son Construction
Co.. Inc..et al. (o 64-535S). The court
rejected defendants' contention that there was insufficient evidence of an agreement to rig bids because one or the alleged
co-conspirators allegedly had decidednot to competefor the projectpriorto contactingthe defendants
and obtaininga safe number
to bid.
The Oivision was also very active In the Supreme Court in i96. It successfully petitioned
the Court to reviewtwo adversecourtof
appealsdecisions,
(Unitad States v. en H. Hoan Conmana. Inc..No. 85-1067; UnitedStatesv. John Ooe. Inc. 1, No. 85-1613)and
participated as ami-sa curia in several Importantprivate antitr~ft cases. in fCI1, the court of appeals held that a jury
instruction containing
an unconstitutional conclusive presuaption that the conspiracy affected interstate comwerce compelled it to
reverse a Sherman Act tid rigging conviction although the alleged error was harmless. The Division petitioned
for certiorari
and
argued that the errorfoundby the courtof appealsshouldbe subjectto harmlesserroranalysis. The Division asked that its
petitionbe held pendingthe Supreme Court's decision in Rose v. Clark in which the Courtwas expected to resolvethe harmlesserror
questionpresentedin the Roca case. After the SupremeCourt held In Rose v. Cla.rk, 106 S.Ct.3501 (1986),that the harmlesserror
standard applied, the Court granted the government's petition in Hoan and remanded the case to the courtof appealsfor
recosideration in view of its decision in Rose v. Clark. The Doncase involved an issueleftunresolvedby the SupremeCourt's
decisionin United Stat,.s v. Sells'.naineerine.
Inc.,463 U.S. 41S (1983): whethera Department
of Justiceattorneywho
participated
In grandjury proceedings
may make continued use of the grandjury materials in preparingand litigating
a subsequent
6(e) order, so long as he does not disclosethe materialsto anotherperson. The court
civilcase withoutobtaininga Fed.R.Crim.P.
of appealsheld that a Rule 6(e) orderis requiredin this situationand the Divisionsuccessfully
petitionedthe SupremeCourtto
reviewthisdecision. A finaldecisin by the Supreme Courtis expectedIn 1987.
On May 6, 1986.the Division filedan Mcus briefwith the SupremeCourt In 324 LiouorCorp.v. Duffy,urging the Courtto reverse
the New YorkCourt of Appealsdecision. The case involves a complex statutoryand regulatory
scheme designedto promotethe
maintenance of minimum resale prices In liquor retailing In New York State. The appellant,
a retail liquorstore,was foundguilty
by the StateLiquor Authority(SLA)of violatingthe New York AlcoholicBeverageControlLaw by sellingat a pricelowerthen the
statutorily
definedminimumprice. Appellantsought to annulthisdetermination on the ground that the statutory schemeIs
Inconsistent with the federalantitrustlaws. The SLA arguedthatthe statutesat issuedo not compelconcertedanticompetitive
activity and are otherwise impne from Sherman Act challenge under the 'state action'doctrine. The Now York Court of Appeals
rejectedthe stateactionclim -- wisely,sincethe New York schemeis virtuallyIndistinguishable
from the California
liquor
pricingsystem reviewed In California Retail Liur Dealers Ass'n v. Htde l Aluminum, l_, 445 U.S. 97 (1980), and found riotto
constitutestateaction For lack of activestatesupervison.However,the New York courtupheldthe challengedstatuteson the
groundsthat they were shieldedfrom challenged
by the Twenty-first
Amendmentand, incredibly,
that theywere not Inconsistent
With
he federalantitruststatutes. The Divisionbriefagreed that the challengedstatemechanismdoes not qualify for stateaction
Immunityand furtherargued that the New York schemeIs clearlyin conflictwith the ShermanAct: its avowed purposeor protecting
smallretailersfrom pricecompetition is directlycontraryto the antitrustlaws'goal of protecting"competition not
competitors." Brunswick v. Pueblo owl-O-tat. Inc., 429 U.S. 477,488 (1977)(emphasisin original).The Oivision also arguedthat
the protection of small liquor retailers does not rise to the level of a "core" state interest, which the Twenty-first Anendrvent
protectsfrom federalscrutiny.
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On June 21. 1986, the Supreme Court refused to hear Kaiser Aluminm & Chemical Coro. v. Joseph A. Bonjorno (No. 84-1907).
In
Kaier, the court of appeals concluded that therewas sufficient evidenceto supportthe jury'sdetermination that Kaiser had
attempted to control its competition by requiring the plaintiff to purchase all of its raw materials from Kaiser and, to the extent
that Kaiser was unable to control competition. Kaiser tried to destroy it.
In its mcus brief, the Division contended that the
court of appeals tad erred In concluding that the jury could find that Kaiser controlled the price of the raw materials, a necessary
element of a price squeeze, on the basis of evidence thatKaiser was a priceleaderwith respectto the price of those raw
materials. Nevertheless. the Division argued that the Court should deny certiorari because there was other conduct independent of
the price squeeze that the court of appeals had also relied on to support the verdict.
On June 6. 1986, the Supreme Court unanimously affirmed the decision of the Ninth Circuit in City of Los Angeles v. Preferred
CnMiicatons. lot.,thus reinstatingthat company'S FirstAmendment challengeto the City's policy of grantinga singlecable
television franchise in each area of the city to be served. Preferred's complaint alleged a violation of its rightsunder the First
and Fourteenth Amndments and under the Sherman Act by reason of the City's refusal to grant Preferred a cable television franchise
and access to public utility poles and conduitsthat could be used to provide cable services. The districtcourtdismissed the
complaint for failureto statea claim upon whichrelief could be granted. The NinthCircuit affirmedwith respectto the Sherman
Act claims, but reversedwith respectto the FirstAmendmentclaim. The appeals courtstrongly suggestedthat the City's refusal
to issue a franchise to more than one company when there Is sufficient physical and economic capacity to accommodate more than one
might violate the First Amendment. The Supreme Court, in affirming, declined to express a view on the correctness of the court of
appeals'reasoning, agreeingwith the position of the United States that furtherdevelopmentof the factualrecord was required
beforethe city's interestscouldbe balanced againstthe First Amendment rightsat issue.

On March 28, 1986, theDivision
and theFederal
TradeComission jointly filedan ajlus briefwith theSupreme
CourtinCacallt
isc. v. Monfort of Colorado. Inc, In 1983. Excel Corporation, a wholly-oeed subsidiary of Cargill,announced its intention to
acquire the Spencer Beef Division of Land O'Lakes. Inc. The Division reviewedthe ac,sition, and declined to challenge it.
However, Monfort filed to enjoin the transaction. Monfort's theory of antitrust inliry -- a necessary elementof standingto sue
under the Clayton Act -- depended on a highly tenuous argument as to future predation in the industry. In the joint brief with the
FTC. the Division took the position that competitors should never have standing t', challenge a proposed acquisition on predatory
pricing grounds because such claims are nearly Impossible to distinguish from prt.dictions that the acquisition will lead to
intensified competition, a result competitors have a strong incentive to try to prevent. The Division noted that the Sherman Act
provides a remedy If predatory pricing does occur. On December 9. 1986, the SupremeCourt held that Monfort had failed to
demonstrate a threat of antitrust injury.
On March 26, 1986. the Supreme Court stablised that plaintiffs alleging econmically "Implausible claims -- like predatory pricing
-- must meet an especially high standard
e they respond to a defendant's ssmary judgment motion. (ta.sushtta Electrc
Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Core.. No. q5-2004.)
The Court held that In ceses where the defendant's claim does not make economic
sense, they "nest com forward with more pI rsuasive evidence to support their claim than would otherwise be necessary." Slip Op. at
11-12. Thus, the Court agreed with the petition of the Government that the evidence relied upon by the court of appeals was
insufficient
to justifya findingthat '.neantitrustlaws had been violated.

Prnarm Chaneas: TheAntitrust Laivision
is requesting a decrease of 7 positions.
6 FTEworkyears. and $12.000 forfederal
appellate activity. Increasing
use of automation for casetracking
and useof theJURlS system make thisreduction possible without
a lossof effectiveness.The appellate activityis a necessary component of the Division's antitrust enforcement efforts at the
district court level. It is essential to the enforcement of antitrust laws that the appeal alternative be available. At this
funding level, the Division will be able to continue its representation of regulatory agencies and to defend decisions in the lower
courts In favor of the federal government against appeals by opposing parties. Private antitrust cases in the Supreme Court and In
the courts of appeal that present issues of interest to the government will be closely monitored to ensure the sound development of
antitrust law,
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Termination and prevention of
privatecartelbehavior
............. 222 202 $15,462
222 202 $16.622
215 96 $16.476
-7 -6
-$147
Lot-Ranae Goal: To promoteand maintaincometition in the Americaneconomy by reducingprivatecartelbehaviorwhich restrains
tradeor commerce.

t 1aQk
Obiectives:
To promote and maintain competition, economicefficiency, and the enhancement
of consumerwelfareby usingcriminaland civil
enforcement of Section I of the Sherman Act to terminate and prevent agreements that restrain competition.
To limitcartel behaviorin industries
subjectto stateor federalregulation
to appropriately approvedconductwheresuch approval
has been authorizedby statute;to preventthe continuation
of cartelbehavioronce statutesauthorizing
the approvalof such
behavior have been repealed.
To educate the public, business, and legal professions with respect to the principles or antitrust laws and enforcement policies.
To maximize competition amn those bidding under the government procurement program by coordination with and advice to other
executive agencieson theirpropertyacquisition policies.
To operate a system for monitoring comliance with the affirmative
obligations imposed on defendants by antitrust Judgments.
To Identify decrees or decree provisions that have become unnecessary or anticompetitive over timeand seek modification or
termination by courtaction.
aSe Proerm Description:The purposeof this programis to deter privatecartel-like behaviorby investigating
end litigating
violations of Section I of the Sherman Act. A wide range of invetigatory techniques are used, including staff and FBI
investigations.
civil investigative demands,and grand jury investigations
to detectcollusionand bid rigging. In addition,the
Division monitors private activity and market performance through its litilgatind
sections and field officesand employs professional
economists to collectand analyze regional and national market data, with special emphasis on highly concentrated industries. Once
the government detects and successfully prosecutes, it must obtain appropriate relief and monitor the injunctive
provisions of such
reliefto ensurethat firms are abidingby those provisions.The Division'sresponsibility for this program is set forthin 28
C.F.R. i0.40(a).
The Division'svigorous prosecution of private horizontal restraints is essential. Cartel-type behavior has no redeeming economic
virtues. Agreementson competitors enteredinto for the purposeof artificially restricting
outputand raisingpricesdo not
yield organizational
efficiencies
or economiesof scale. Such agreements increase transaction costs and are dealt with severely.
State and local liw enforcement efforts, whilecontributing to the prevention of locally-oriented cartel behavior, cannot cope with
the complex interstate nature of the conspiracies investigated and prosecuted by the Division. Intense nationwide enforcement of
the federalantitrustlawsserves to preventthe seriousdrainon the nation'seconomythat cartelbehaviorcauses.
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UrM
Business Reviews
Requested .....................................
Granted .......................................
Coclined ......................................
W thlrawn .....................................

Esti

i

tes

28

26
12
2
2

26

26

268
laS

263
221

241
240

241
240

Civil Investigative Demands
Pendingat startof year......................
Opened during the year........................
Closed during the year........................

3S
9
16

28
54
34

28
34
34

28
34
34

Grand Juries
Pendingat startof year......................
Opened duringthe year........................
Closedduring the year........................

119
so
S2

125

128

128

48

so

so
50

Price Fxing Cases - Criminal
Pendingat startof year......................
Opened duringthe year........................
Closed duringthe year........................

63
43
6a

38
47
49

36

36
so

2
143

2
"11

2
115

Preliminary Inquiries
Pendingat startof year......................
Opened duringthe year........................
Closed duringthe year........................

Judgment Enforcement
Divestitures ..................................
C mepliance Reports ............................
Judgment iodi fications/Tesinatons ...........

28

190

9

243

S1

11

240

so

so

i1

240

4"C
CD

so

2
lII

I!

NOTE: Since the expect natureof the violation is oftenunclear during the earlystagesof an
investigation,
Preliminary Inquiriesand CivilInvestigative
Demands are consolidated for Termination and
Prevention of PrivateCartelBehaviorand Preservation
of Cmpetitive Market Structure.
In the recent past, increasing e~ehasis has been directed towardthe criminalprosecution of price fixing,bid rigging,market
division. and other covert, unmbiguously anticomtitive economic crimes that mount to a fraud on the public. Division
effectiveness
in this area has increaseddespitean overall30 percent decrease in Division personnel. An intenseeffort to
prosecutebid-rigging
violations in the highway construction and electrical
contracting industries
resultedin the discoveryof
industry-wide corruption and an unprecedented number of cases which peaked in 1984 and are now beginning to subside. The Division's
effortswill serveas a powerfuldeterrent to future pricefixingin theseindustries;
violatorsknow that they will be prosecuted
to the limitsof the law. The finespaid by defendantsin criminalcases,oveC $10,000,000 in 1986.were minor In comparison
with
the hundreds of millions of dollars saved for taxpayers and consuamrs in deterrence of the underlying economic crimes and recovered
by injuredpartiesin follow-on privatesuits.
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Currently. the Division is engaged in an intensive probe of bid-rigging and price-fixing activities in connection with federal
procurement, Senior Division attorneys met with the U.S. Department of Defense officials including procurement officers, audit
commands,and the Inspector GeneralIs Office to improve joint detection of collusive military contracting. The Divisionexpanded
its educational program to help procurement personnel throughout the federal government detect bid rigging and marshall evidence of
collusion. During the year, about 25 informal sessions were conducted to instruct employees of the Defense Department, FBI, Army
Corps of Engineers and other federal agencies on methods of detecting and preventing collusion in Public procurement.
The
On March 21, 1956, the Division released the 1986 annual supplement and revised indexes to the 'Digest of Business viewss,
original Digest, published in 1983, contained sasries of letters issued by the Antitrust Division from 1968 to ie2 under the
Business Review procedure. Supplemets.are Issued each year to update the Digest. Under the Business Review procedure, a firm my
submit a proposed business activity to the Division and receive a statement as to whether the action would be challenged as a
violation of the federal antitrust laws. The updated indexes permit research of all the letters according to topic, commodity or
party.
serviceinvolvedand name of the requesting
Under this program, the Division is increasing its activity in more consumer-oriented markets.
matters includes the following:

A representative selection of

On October 26, 1996. a federal grand jury in Norfolk, Virginia, returned a four-count felony indictment charging ArmandGravely.
vice president and division manager of the Ricmond Division of Allegheny Pepsi-Cole Bottling Company.,with conspiring to fix the
prices of soft drinks sold In the Norfolk and Richmond areas of Virginia and with obstruction of justice. The indictment charged
that, beginning in or about February 1983 and continuing into at least the last quarter ef 1984, Gravely end co-conspirators
violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act by agreeing to fix prices of soft drinks sold by Allegheny Pepsi-Cola Bottling Companyand a
co-conspirator suft drink bottling company In the Norfolk and Richmond areas. Three additional counts charged the defendant with
endeavoring to obstruct justice by causing the destruction or concealment of memorandaand tape recordings and by attempting to
persuade an individual to testify falsely before a federal grand jury. The maximumpenalty for an individual convicted under the
Sherman Act Is three years imprisonment and a $100,000 fine. The maximumpenalty upon conviction for each count of obstruction of
justice is five years In prison and a s,000 fine.
On October IS, 1956. the Division filed a one-count felony Information in the U.S. District Court In Washington, D.C., charging
General Cinema Beverages of Washington. D.C., Inc. with conspiring to fix the prices of certain Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola cola soft
drink products. The charges were the result of a continuing grand jury Investigation into allegations of price fixing among soft
drink bottlers in Washington and other areas. The information, which charged a violation of section I of the Sherman Act, alleged
that beginning about October 1964 and continuing until August 31. 198S, the defendant engaged In a combination and conspiracy with
others to fix certain cola soft drink prices by agreeing to adhere to prices published in promotional letters that described prices
and discounts offered for certaintime periodsto customers. The defendantalso conspiredto raisethe wholesale pricefor certain
I2-ounce cans that becameeffective in 3uly 198S, according to the Information. General Cinema has been cooperating with the
investigation and as part of a plea agreementhas agreedto pay a fine of $1 million.
On October 2. 1954, a federal grand jury in Cleveland returned a one-count felony Indictment charging two companies and three
individuals with conspiring to allocate customers in the market for motion picture booking in Ohio and West Virginia.
Co-Operative Theatres of Ohio, Inc. and Tri-State Theatre Service, Inc. are independent film booking and buying agencies which
represent motion picture exhibitors In obtaining licenses from film distributors for the exhibition of motion pictures. The
Indictment, which was filed in U.S. District Court in Cleveland, charged that the defendants and co-conspirators allocated customers
between the two film booking and buying agencies, in violation of section 1 of the ShermanAct, from November 1981 to the present.
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On July 10, 1916, a federal grand Jury in Tyler, Texas, returned two one-count felony Indictments chargingseven Individuals with
fixing prices for the retail sale of alcoholic beverages In Nacogdoches, Texas. The indictments
charged that the defendants
conspired to fix prices on alcoholic beverages from as early as December 1983 and continuing until December 2, 198.
On July 11. 1934. the Divisionfiled a one-count fel.,y information In the U.S. District Court in Tyler, Texas, charging Ronnie Lynn
Temple with fixing prices for the retail sale of alt. '-glic beverages in Nacogdoches.
The information charged that the defendant
conspired with other alcoholic beverage retailers to fix prices on alcoholic beverages as early as November I. 193S. and continuing
until December 2. 19S.
On April 21. 1986, a federal grand Jury In Oklahom City. Oklahoma. returned a three-count felony indictment charging Evans 9
Associates Construction Co.. Inc. and its president, Lloyd 1. Evans. also known as Jerry Evans, with bid rigging, mail fraud and
racketeering. The charges involve supplying highway construction materials, equipment and services to city. county, and state
governments in Oklahoma. One of the counts charged that, beginning at least as early as September 1979 and continuing until at
least April 1981, the defendants conspired, in violation of section 1 of the ShermanAct, to rig bids on a federally funded highway
construction project let by the Oklahoma Department of Transportation. A second count charged mail fraud In furtherance of the
scheme to defraud the state. The third count charged that from January 198, through September 1981. the defendants engaged in a
pattern of racketeering involving bribery and fraud, in violation of the Racketeer Influenced and CorruptOrganizations (RICO)
statute. That count charged that the defendants and others acting with them constituted a criminal enterprise, which engaged In the
bribery of various state and county officials involved in the purchase of highway construction services, materials and equipment.
The Indictment seeks forfeiture of all stock and owershtp interests of defendant Jerry Evans in Evans & Associates Enterprises,
Inc.. and in related companies that were allegedly part of the criminal enterprise. The indictment also seeks the proceeds from the
alleged racketeering activity, including the prLceeds from certain highway construction projects, sales of asphalt, and the sale or
rental of highway equipment. There was no value cited for the stock and other holeings, but the proceeds from the highway projects
and equipment totalled more than $8S0.000.
On April 16. 198. a federal prand Jury In Honolulu returned a ore-count felony indictment charging a Honolulu-based trade
association with conspiring to fix prices for the sale of fresh fruits and vegetables in Hawaii, in violation of section 1 of the
Sherman Act.
The indictment charged that, beginning at least as early as 1969 and continuing until at least I982, the Wholesale
Produce Dealers Association of Hawaii and co-conspirators conspired to fix prices charged by wholesalers on certain items of
produce, and to establish suggested or guideline markups for determining the wtolesale price of produce. The association consists
of 30 wholesale dealers who sell both mainland and Hawaii-grown produce. In 1984. their totalsales of fresh fruits and vegetables
exceeded $71 million. The defendant tradeassociation pl-d guilty to fixing priceschargedby wholesalers
on certain itemsof
produce and establishing suggested or guideline markups for determining the wholesale price of produce. On April 17, 1986. the
Wholesale Produce Dealers Association of Hawaii was fined $12S,000.
On March 13, 1906. a federal grand Jury in Boston returned a felony indictment charging two U.S. corporations associated with
European firms and five individuals with conspiring to fix prices of metellized polypropylene dielectrics. Itmed as defendants In
the Indictment were Steinerfilm. Inc. of Wiliamsto~n, Massachusetts; olmat, Inc.. of Dayville. Connecticut; Holger Steiner.
manager of Steiner KG, of Erndtebruck, Federal Republic of Germany; Ernst Steiner, of Williamstown, president and part owner of
Steinerfile. Inc., and part owner of Steiner KG; Horst Bechtolf, an executive with Steiner KG; Vincent Bollore, a director of
Solmet, Inc., and chief executive of Bollore S.A.. of Paris, the parent company of Golmet, Inc.; and Francois Oubot. an executive
with Sollore S.A. The Indictment charged that, beginning at least as early as the spring of 1983 and continuing until at least the
fall of 1984, the defendants and co-conspirators engaged in a conspiracy, In violation of section I of the Sherman Act, to raise and
fix the prices of dielectrics sold in the United States. Total sales of dielectrics by the defendantcorporations in the United
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States exceeded $15 million during the alleged conspiracy and represented about 85 percent of al! dielectric sales in the United
States. Metallized polypropylene dielectrics are Insulating materials used in the manufacture of capacitors for alternating current
applications
such as flourescentlightingand air conditioning.They consistof an insulating material, polypropylene film, coated
withmetal, often aluseinum. Capacitors are devicesthat can block or store energy and correct or change power factors. The
defendantspled guilt-or ORl contendere and were fined a totalof $1.450.000.

program Changes*

A decrease of 7 positions, 6 FTEworkyears, and $147,000 is requested for the Termination and Prevention
of
Private Cartel Behavior program. The use of computer assisted methods of organizing and managing case materials and early
allocation of scarce resources to maximize benefits make this decrease possible without jeoparuizing the goals and objectives of
this program, The Division's efforts have been very successful and are vital to the enforcement of the Sherman Act. Investigatory
efforts have uncovered nusrous cases or flagrant violations of section I of the ShermanAct. Prosecution of violators has resulted
in large fines and jail sentences. Recovery of damages, injunctions against the continuation or renewal of illegal conduct, and the
awareness of the general public and businesses that violation of the ShermanAct will not be tolerated can continue at this funding
level.
1987 Appropriation
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Long-ance a .i: To enhance the abilityof marketsto functionefficiently
mergers and acquisitions
by preventing
that may lessen
competition
end by preventing
and dissipating
monopoly poweracquiredor maintained
by purposefulconduct inconsistent with
competition
on the merits.
MaIJor Obiectives:

To implement a coherent merger enforcement program which prevents mergers that threaten to reduce competition in specific markets
while minimizing governmental interference with transactions having no-Significant potential for harm.
To enforce effectively the premerger notification requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 and
propose changes where requirements are too burdensome and could be relaxed with no loss to the efficacy of the Division's merger
screeningprogram.
To utilize fully the expanded statutory authority provided the DivisionIn the Antitrust Procedural Improvements Act of 1980.
To develop and implement managerial and procedural reforms that will allowcomplex cises to be brought to conclusion more

expeditiously.

To operate a system for monitoring compliance
with the affirmative obligations imposedon defendants by antitrust judgments.
To identify decrees or decree provisions that have becomeunnecessary or anticompetitive over time and seek modification or

termination
by courtact'
on.
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Basp Proaram Oescriotiga:
The purposeof tt, Preservation of Competitive Market Structureprogram Is to preventor dissipate
unlawfully acquiredor maintained
market power, and to enjoinmergers that my lessencompetition.Economists
are In general
agreement that the potential economic benefits of preventing monopolization of. and undue concentration In, particular markets are
substantial. The Divisionpromotes and maintainsthe competitive structure of the national economy through investigation and
litigation of instances in which market power Is sought, attained, or maintained through noncompetitive conduct and by seeing
injunctive relief against mergers and acquisitions that may tend to eliminate competition. The principal statutes enforced wider
this program are section 2 of the Sherman Act and section7 of the Clayton Act. The Division's responsibility for this enforcement
program is found In 21 C.F.R. f0.40(a).
To realizemaximumbenefitsfrom the Division'scivilenforcementefforts,antitrustlitigation
resolvedin favorof the government
must be given full effectthroughappropriate injunctiverelief,and firmssubjectto antitrustjudgments must be monitoredto
assure that injunctive
provisions
are met. The Divisionhas also established
a program to review existing decreesand to seek the
elimination of thosethat have becomeanticompetitive
or thatotherwise no longerservethe public interest.
Accomplishments and Workload:

lUn

no

l

Premergernotifications
.........................1,604

Estimates

Im

Ian

1,949

3,000

Preliminary
Inquiries
Pendinlat startof year ...................... 268
Opened duringthe year........................ 15
Closed duringthe year......................... 190

263
22i
243

241
240
240

241
240
240

CivilInvestigative
Demands
Pendinmat startof year ......................
35
Opened duringthe yr,........................... 9
Closed duringthe year........................
16

28
34
34

28
34
34

28
34
34

9
7
10

6
6
4

a

10

a
6

8
6

2
144
a

2
111
10

2
ill
10

2
111
10

Merger Cases
Pendin
1 at startof year ......................
g
Opened duringthe year........................
Closed duringthe year........................
Judgment Enforcement
Divestitures ..................................
Compliance Reports ............................
Judgment Modifications/Terminations ...........

1,900

NOTE:Since the exact nature of the violation is often unclearduringthe earlystagesof an Investigation,
Preliminary Inquiriesand Civil Investigative
Demandsare consolidated
for Termination
and Prevention
of
PrivateCartel Behaviorand Preservation
of Competitive Market Structure.

Between October1, 1985,and September30, 1986.the Division reviewed1,949reportsof mergersand acquisitions filedunder the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Act. It has investigated
8S of those matters to determinewhether they might leadto any lesseningof competition
in the affectedmarkets.
A representative selection of matters to preserve competitive market structure includes the following:
On December31, 1986,the Division announcedthat It intendedto File suit to block the acquisition
of Bradford-white Corporation by
RheemManufacturing Co. Rheem is the third largest manufacturer of residential water heaters with a 20 percent market share and
Bradford-White is the fifth largestwith an 8 percentmarket share. Totalsales of residential
waterheatersin the United States
in 198Swere $915 million. The Division had previously Indictedand convictedmost of the companiesin the waterheater industry
for price fixing.
On December 10. 1986, the Division filed suit challenging the acquisition of Metrocolor Laboratories by HacAndrews and Forbes
Group, Inc. MacAndrews and Forbes,whichis ownedby investorRonald0. Perelman, is the ownerof Technicolor,
Inc.,one of
Metrocolor's
chiefcompetitors in the production
of 3S millimeter and 70 millimeter releaseprintsfor major motion pictures. The
acquisition would have combined two of the three primary film laboratories capable of providing these release print services. Total
1985salesof 3Smmreleaseprints wereover $100 million and total1985 salesof 70m releaseprintswere over $10 million. As a
resultof the Division's suit, the partiesabandoned the transaction.
On November10, 1986.the Division announcedit had filedan antitrustsuit challenging the acquisition by Rohm and Haas Company of
the ion exchangeresinsbusinessand assets of Duolite International,
Inc.,allegingthat the acquisition may lessen competition in
the production of ion exchangeresins for sale in the United States. In 1983.totalsalesof such resinsin the UnitedStateswere
approximately
$112million. Rohmand Haas accounted for approximately 35 percent of those sales, and Duolite accounted for
approximately
16 percent. RoTmand Mass has agreed to divest the Duoliteion exchange resinplantwhich is locatedin Redwood City.
licensefor the manufacture and sale of Duolite ion exchangeresins
and a non-exclusive technology
California.
On August 22, 1986,the Division filedsuit againstData Card Corporation
of Minneapolis, Minnesota,
challenging its acquisitionof
06S, Incorporated,
of Randolph, Massachusetts. A consentdecree settlingthe suit was filedsimultaneously. The suitallegedthat
the proposedacquisition would lessencompetition in the market for automatically fed. low-volume embossers. In 1985,total sales
of such embossersin the UnitedStates amountedto approximately $10 million. 06S accounted for approximately 59 percent of the
market. Data Card, approximately 12 percent. The consentdecree settlingthe suit embodiesan agreementunderwhich Data Card will
sell the AFI 1500/1600 embosserproductline,which constitutes part of the DOS assetsthat it will acquire.
On June 6, 1986,the Division filed a complaintallegingthat the combination of the vidicontube businesses
of GeneralElectric
Companyand RCA Corporation would eliminate competition between the only two domesticfirmsthat producesilicontargetvidicon
tubes for U.S. military applications and betweent-o of only five domesticproducers of antimonytrisulfide
target vidicontubesfor
U.S. military applications. The two firmstogetheraccounted for approximately 99 percent of all silicon targetvidicontube sates
for military applications in 198S and about 90 percentof all antimony trisulfide targetvidicontubesales for such applications.
Annualsalesof vidicon tubesfor military applications
are approximately $7 million--2 million for silicontarget vidicontubes
and $5 million for antimony trisulfide
targetvidicon tubes. A consentdecree settling the suit was filed simultaneoosly.Under
the consentdecree, GeneralElectricmust sell its vidicontube business.'
On June 6. 1986. the Division filed a civilantitrustsuit againstSyufyEnterprises.
a motionpicturetheatercircuitheadquartered
in San Francisco, and Its general partner Raymond3. Syufy. The suit allegesthat, sinceat least 1982.Syufyhas attemptedto
monopolize, and sinceat leastOctober 1984,has monopolized the businessof first-run motion pictureexhibition in Las Vegas,
Nevada.In violation of section2 of the ShermanAct. The suit also allegesthat Syufy's acquisitionin October 1984of the Red
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Rock Theatre in Las Vegasviolatedsection 7 of the Clayton Act. The suit seeks as relief,among other things,the divestiture
by
Syufyof sufficient theatersto restoreeffectivecompetition in the Las Vegas first-runexhibition market.

Era
Chanaes: The Division is requesting
a decreaseof 7 positions.
6 FTE workyears.
and $121.000in the Preservation
of
Competitive Market Structureprogram. Use of Innovative computer assisted methods to accelerate document handling and-the earlier
evaluation of actions which could resultin competitive
problemspermit thisdecrease. The Division will continueto refine Its
analysisto limitthe intrusioninto the market and to encouragetransactions
with competitive
problemsto be abandonedor
restructured without resort to judicialor administrative proceedings whereverpossible.
1987 Appropriation

Anticipated
Pere.
PEs, WX Mmtmt
Policy analysis, legislation
and training
........................ 92

91

$4.9S7

1988 Estimate
Peru.
EeL. WY AmaiL

W
9S base
Peru.
Pas,.WX iant
92

91

$5.479

60

64

$4,7SI

Increase/Decrease
Peru.
En... W Amount
-32 -27

-728

Lnne-RanetGal: To enhancethe qualityof litigation
and investigative activities
througheconomicand statistical
analysis,to
ensure that the objective of increasedcompetition in the marketplace is vigorously
promotedin new legislation,
and to Improve
trainingfor Division attorneysand economists.

To develop sound economic bases for investigations and litigation to ensure that the enforcement program is benseficial to the
economy.
To encourage the submission and passage of legislation promoting a competitive economyand discourage legislation granting
unjustified exemptions from the antitrust laws or hampering their enforcement.
To promote substantive and long-range planning in the allocation of resources amn
modified program initiatives.

competing programs and the development of new or

To enhance the litigation skills of Division attorneys throughcontinuing education and careerdevelopment. The Division's goal is
to have " percentof the attorneysparticipate in some form of training or continuing legaleducation each year to stay abreastof
defense counsel in highly complex legal and economic matters.
Base Procra. Description: Enforcement of the antitrust laws is unique in that precisely what conduct and particularly which mergers
and acquisitions are prohibited by those laws can often be determined only after carefuleconomicanalysis. Errors in antitrust
enforcement can have profound consequences for the affected industries and for the public at large. Thus, professional economists
are a key adjunct to the Division's legal staff. Equally Important is careful economic attention to relief issues, as evidenced by
the intricacies of the recent restructuring of the Bell system. Finally, hundreds of legislative proposals must be considered by
the Department each year. many of these issues have serious economic and competitive implications.The Division Is the Department's
sole resourcefor dealing with such issues and significantly contributes to Administration policy. General authority for these
programsis found in 28 C.F.U.90.40.
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Accmolishommnts and Workload:

Estimalltes

Congressional
Appearances .......................

14

10

tO

10

lhiteHouseCorrespondence Referrals
............

169

III

1SO

ISo

Congressional
Correspondence ....................

24S

6S6

500

S00

Congressional
and OHS Requestsfor Coments .....

235

374

S0

300

EconomicPolicy Office SpecialStudies
..........

71

71

45

30

Economists provideearlyevaluation of the economicsignificance of businessactivitiesproposed for investigation
and preliminary
analysisof proposedmergers and acquisitions, thusdetermining at an earlystage the desirability of usinglimitedresourcesto
conductsuch Investigations.
Economists identify and focusthe ecormlc issuesinvolvedIn an investigation or case, assistin the
development of the theoryof the case, identifyand presentdata necessaryy
to supportthe Division's position,and assist In
development of trial strategy relatingto the economicIssues. Specifically, economists evaluate the competitive
effects of
business activities proposed for Investigation: analyze proposed mergers and acquisitions by determining product and geographic
markets, identifying potential entrants, and isolating coetitive effects; define relevant markets for studying the structure.
conduct, and performance of industries and analyze the economic significance or such structure, conduct, and performance; estimate
damages sustained by the federal government in its procurement of goods and services because of price fixing and other Illegal
activities: participate In the preparation of reliefnecessary to restorecoetition; and analyze the economic effect of proposed
consent decreemodifications.
Division economists alsouse largedata bases, requiringsophisticated mnagement systems,t9 monitor cases,and researchand
analyzepolicy Issues. Data basesprovide market share and financialInformation on individual
cmpanles and industries. Special
software packages are used to perform complex statistical studies of the data. Querles are written aesinst these data bases to
generateroutinemanagement reports and to analyzepolicyissues. Economists
use data bases wfich providelarge amounts of market
share and financial Information on individual
companies and industries. Computers are used to access these data bases and special
software packages are used to perform complex statistical studies of the data. A computer program prepares microfiche reports
directly from these tapes. Computers are also used for modeling studies based on stmle theoretical models while others
realistically simulate entire industries. When graphs or charts are needed for a formal pr'esentation, they are drawn by a
computer. A project to Integrate systems has resulted in instruction amoals for the economists which will facilitate the use of
the systemsand make them available "on line" for readyaccess.
Economists play a significantrole in assistingand improvingthe Division'scriminalantitrust enforcement.Economists
work with
attorneys conducting
grandjury investigations to determine the Identityof conspirators, the scope of conspiracies,
and how
conspiracies functioned.Defendants in bid riggingand pricefixingcases frequently
use economictestimonyin their defenses,and
economists work to anticipate these defenses and rebut them at trial. Economists have been working to improveand extend the
Division's role in prosecuting bid rigging in government procurement In two ways. First, they have been developing methods for
analyzing procurement date to detect rigged bids. Second, they have been studying the economic literature on auctions to evaluate
and, if possible, Improve the procedures used by the government.
In addition, economists are working with the Bureau of the Census
to compile a new data bank measuring changes In market shares In various industries. Economists in the Division also have worked
closely with the U.S. Sentencing Commission to develop the economic analysis of criminal deterrence and formulate guidelines for the
sentencing of federal criminal offenders--particularly antitrust offenders.
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Beginning in 1985. economists used a list prepared at the beginning of each Congressional session of the main issues likely to arise
during the year. Such a list allows staff to develop analyses of major issueson the current legislative agenda. AS specific
queries and requests come in, they will be answered with a well-developed analysis already on hand. This progo,'m assists In linking
the legislative agenda to the competition
advocacy process which generates substantial policy wnalysts of legislative issues. A
number of legislative Issues dtch normally arise in non-antitrust policy areas now benefit from more extensive economicanalysis.
Economists play a useful role In describing the welfare effects of. for example, changes in civil procedure, changes In techniques
for the detection of various criminal activities, and changes in rules for the compensation of plaintiffs, all of which have
implications
for antitrust policy. Even rule changes that are strictly procedural often have significant economic Implications.
Responsibility for the Division's
legislative
program entailsdraftingand supportinglegislative
proposalsto amend the antitrust
laws or other statutes affecting competition; analyzingproposed legislation, draft reports, and testimony prepared by other
agencies; and submitting comments on such materials to other divisions, the Office of Managementand Budget. and Congress. It also
includes preparing testimony to be given on behalf of the Department and the Administration, and coordinating responses to
correspondence or other inquiries received from Congress or forwarded from the White House for reply.
Amongthe most Important ongoing legislative efforts of the Division is support of the Administration's antitrust reform proposals.
Changes have been proposed in merger law, treble damge remedy, law on Interlocking directorates, and exercise of jurisdiction In
foreigncomrce cases. The results will be timely and crucial modifications of antitrust law that will help U.S. firms remain
competitive in world-wide markets. The Divisionalso Is pursuing procompetltive changes in intellectual property protection and
other legislation to Improve American competitiveness. The Administration's proposed *Intellectual Property Rights Improvement Act"
will greatly benefitAmerican Industries and American consumers by encouraging creativity and innovation. Enactment of this bill
will help to ensure that creators of intellectual property--patents, copyrights, trademarks--recelve adequate protection and
opportunity to realize the benefits of their investments.
The Administration's bill will close gaps in that protection under
currentlaw and ensure that intellectual
propertyrights,whichstimulateinnovationthatbenefitsconsumers,
are not unduly
restricted.
Other examples of Ovision involvement in the legislative process Include its support of the proposed federal Telecommunications
Policy Act of 1996. that would require the Federal Comnications Comission to promulgate and enforce new federal regulations
identical In substance to the &W and GIL antitrust consent decrees. This legislation will have the effect--after appropriate
judicial proceedings--of consolidating federal telecommunications regulation, including the regulation now embodied In those
decrees,under the authority of the FCC.
On June I. 1986. the Division testified before the Subcmmittee on Tel econsnicatitons, Consumer Protection. and Finance of the
House Energy and CommerceCommittee, concerning "Signal Scrambling in the Cable Television Industry." Comments were directed to the
importance of copetition amongalternative distribution technologies In the provision of video programming services, and also
briefly described the investigation that the Department currently is conducting in this area. The Division stated that scrmbling
of video progreeming can serve to facilitate, rather than to frustrate, the operation of competitive market forces. By scrambling
their video signals and then selling the right to "descreble° the signals to potential retransmitters. such as cable operators. and
directly to potential viewers, such as earth station omers, satellite programmers can earn an economic reward for their
Investment. Because scrambling my prevent "free riding." it is generally procompetitive and should not be condemned, at least wen
undertakenunilaterally by a satelliteprogramer.
On PMy 1. 1966, the Division testified before the Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial La of the House Judiciary Committee
concerningthe Department's role in reviewing proposed airlinemergers.
The Division's role in evaluating mergers In the airline
industry was described in general terms.
The Division examines airline mergers as it would mergers in any other industry to
determine whether they are likely to have anticompetitive effectsprohibited
by law. For each merger,the Division considers
whether substantial competition between the merging parties will be eliminated and whether that elimination will increase the
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likelihood of anticoum'etitive conduct, using the approach outlined in the Merger Guidelines. In airline mergers, the Division has
generally defined the relevantmarketsto be city-pairrouteson which the merging carriersare competitors.
Divisionattorneys and economists enhanced litigation skills by participating in the Attorney General's Advocacy Institute. the
National Institute for Trial Advocacy, and other training courses to assist in continuing education and career development.
Proarm Changes: A program decrease of 32 positions. 27 FTC workyears, and $728,000 is requested for the Policy Analysis.
Legislation and Trainingprogram. This decrease can be absorbed because the Division Stresses the importance of applying economic
analysis to ill investigations and cases to ensure that the enforcement program is beneficial to the economy. Ongoing economic
analyses of market structures and the economy provide an opportunity for the Division to encourage the submission and passage of
legislation promoting a competitive economy. In addition, the use of a comuterized data and tracking managementsystem for
congressional and iWhite House correspondence and a system for managing reports on proposed legislation will make resource savings
possible. These systems eliminate the need for several manual entries of the same data, permitcertain types of information (such
as workload statistics) to be collected more rapidly and accurately. and facilitate responding to Freedom of Information Act
requests.
1987 Appropriation
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Lona-Ranhe Goal: To eliminate unnecessary or counterproductive governmental Interference with free market forces and seek adoption
of the least anticompetitive means of achieving overriding social purposes.

MajcObiecties:
To achievegreater competition in federallyregulatedindustries.
which have recentlybeen deregulated.
To protectand promotecompetition in industries
againstand restrictions of competition underState regulation.
To minimizethe prohibitions
services.
To stimulatecompetition In the delivery of professional
industries.
enjoyedby particular
To reduceor e iminate antitrustimmunities
To encouragecompetition as new technologies are developed.
competition.
restrictions on free and fair international
To preventor minimize protectionist
Base Program Oscriot)Im: AS an advocate of competition, the Antitrust Division seeks the elimination of unnecessary regulation and
means of achieving a sound national economy through participation In proceedings oefore
adoption of the least anticompetitive
regulatory agencies and In executive branch deliberations relating to cometition policy. Authority for these variousactivities is
found In 28 C.F.R. j0.40; the federal Coal Leasing Amendnts Act of 1976; the Deepweter Port Act of 1974. 33 U.S.C. 41S06(a): the
11378-84: the 1966 Bank merger Act, 12 U.S.C.
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. 42 U.S.C. 42135: the Federal Aviation Act. 49 U.S.C.
11828; the Bank Holding CompanyAct, 12 U.S.C. 11842; the NationalHousing Act. 12 U.S.C. 41730a; the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act, 43 U.S.C. 91331, at seq. Resources transferred from the Interstate CommerceCommission will be used in these activities.
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Accomlishiaents and Workload:

PARTICIPATION
IN BANaI MERGER
PROCEEDINGS
TotalScreenings / ..............................

_

1.762

1.776

Savingsand Loan Letters
.......................... 11
Bank HoldingLetters
.............................. 3
MergerLetters................................
748

14
S
757

14
S
7a0

33
11
2
9
4
7

...
......
......
......

1.

.....

PARTICIPATION
IN REGULATORY
AGENCYPROCEEDINGS
Department
of Transportation (OOT)
................. -FederalCommunications Commission (FCC)...........
9
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FOIC) ......
--Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).......
2
Federal Rom Loan Bank Board (FHLBB)..............
1
FederalMaritimeCommission (FMC)
.................
3
Federal Rnerve Board (FRB)
............................a
Interstate CommerceCommission 1CC) ..............
aa
Postal Rate Commission (PRC)...........................
1
Securities
and ExchangeCommission (SEC)..........
2
Other / ..........................................
_Total...........................................34

2
_j
94

stimates

1.900

94 1/

1.700
14
6
740

--40 1/

I/ Totalscreeningsincludereview of bank holdingcompany activities
in additionto savingsand loan letters,bank holding letters.
and merger letters.
2/ Other Includescase filingswith the Commodity FuturesTradingCommission,
the Bureau of Alcohol,Tobaccoand Firearms,the
Postal Service Governors, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and the Environmental Protection Agency.
I/ The Divisioncannotestimateby particular
agencywhere Intervention
will provefruitfulin 19N7 and 1988.
A representative
selectionof significant
mattersin which the Ovision has been recentlyinvolvedto enhancecompetition follows:
On October21, 1986. the Division stated its viewson threetopicsrelatingto the regulation
of takeoversand contestsfor
corporate controlbeforethe Securitiesand ExchangeComission (SECI. Coments filedwith the SEC urged I1)that the provisionsof
the William Act shouldnot be extendedto apply never a person acquiresa substantial
percentage of a targetcompany'sshares
during or shortly after a tender offer: (2) that there Is no need at this time for federal governmental regulation of the adoption
by corporations of poison pills; and (3) that the Comission should adopt a self-goverance exemption for its all-holders' and other
tender offer rules, unless the Comission finds clear evidence that permitting companies to exempt themselves from these rules will
have a significant adverse effect on otherparticipants
in the markets for securities
and corporate control. These comments were
filed in response to a recent Ccmaission Concept Release soliciting the viewsof Interested
partieson possiblechangesin the
regulation of takeovers and contests for corporate control.
In comments filed with the Federal HomeLoan Bank Board on September 29, 1986. the Division strongly opposed proposed regulations
that wouldplacemore stringentrestrictions
on acquisitions
of certain federallyinsuredthrifts. The proposal's
impactwould be
virtuallyto prohibittakeoversof thriftsduringa three-year
period followingtheirconversionfrom a mutualinstitution
to a
stockinstitution,
and the proposalalso wouldhave the potentialfor providing
a government-created sanctuaryfrom takeoversfor
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certainthriftsformed by the mergerof an insolventmutual institutioninto a stock Institution.The proposals likelywouldraise
the cost of capital to the affected thrifts while providing management with job security at the expense of the shareholders, and the
Bank Board failed to demonstrate that the expected public benefits exceed the expected costs of the proposed change.
The Bank Board
proposal,
made in August,would amongotherthings requireprospective
purchasers to show a beneficial
effectof an acquisition.
On June 29, 19B6. the Divisionfiledcommentswith the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regardingthe latter'sproposalto
phaseout and, ultimately, to prohibit,over a ten-yearperiod,the Importation
and domesticmining of asbestos. EPA is proposing
to issuetransferable permitsthat wouldallowcurrentminers and importersof asbestosto mine or importa decreasing fractionof
base-period(1982-1984)
volumes. Lawfullymined or importedasbestoscould be used for any nonbanneduse, regardlessof how much
pollutionit caused. At the end of the ten-yearperiod, mining and importingof asbestoswouldbe banned entirely,exceptfor
certainexemptuses thatEPA findsare essentialand for which substitutesare not available.The Oivision's commentsidentified
severalmajor problems which wouldbe alleviated
by adoptionof a seriesof auctionsfor use-specific permits. By making the
permitsuse-specific, EPA can ensurethat thoseparticularly
hazardoususes are more tightlyrestricted.Auctionswould eliminate
windfallgainsbecause competitive
biddingwould result in a price beingpaid to the U.S. Treasuryequalto additionalprofitsthe
supplierexpectsto gain.
On June 12, 1986, the Oiision filedcommentswith the Department
of Transportation (DOT)in responseto two proposedrevisionsin
DOT's proceduresfor revi--ingairline mergers. The firstwould allowDOT to grant expeditedpreliminaryapprovalfor airline
mergersthat previously have been reviewedand approvedby the Departmentof Justice. The secondwould allowan airline to acquire
25 percentor more of the voting securities
of anotherairline,withoutprior goverrmental
review,on condition that the stockis
placedin a voting trust. The Divisionsupported the adoptionof an expedited reviewprocessfor airlinemergers, but opposedthe
use of votingtrustarrangements.The supportfor the expedited approvalproposalis based on the expectation that it would
streamlineregulatoryreview of airlinemergers, particularly
thosethat do not raiseseriouscompetitive concerns,and would bring
mergerproceduresin the airline industrycloser to those used in nonregulated industries. Thisshould result In a significant
improvement
over currentpractice. On the other hand, the Division opposed the proposedrule on voting trusts becauseit would
allowair carriersto make stockpurchaseswithout priorgovernmental
review In circumstances in which those purchasescouldhave
anticompetitive
consequences. However, the filing indicateda willingness to support a more restrictiveversion of the voting trust
rule that wouldlimitpurchaseswithoutpriorapprovalto I percentof the targetcompany'svoting securities,
since sucha
modification would bring the proposed rule more in line with the standards applied to acquisitions in nonregulated industries.
On June9. 1986, the Divisionfiledcommentswith the Department
of Agriculture urging the rejectionof a proposedfederalegg
marketing order. The coments focused solely on one aspect of the proposed ordei: a surplus removal provision that would authorize
an Egg Board to restrict the egg supply by removing laying hens from production. The program would be funded by mandatory
assessments levied on egg handlers. The Division argued that the proposalto allow an Egg Boardartificially to restrictthe egg
supply is an unwarranted and unwise attempt to substitute regulation for market mechanisms. The egg industry is a well-functioning
marketwith many producers,relatively
easy entry,and high-quality,
readilyavailable Information.The record shows thatthere is
no reasonto believe thatthis Industryhas experienced the kind of market failure that would justify regulation,furthermore, the
proposalwould be Ineffective
and costlyat best,and wouldmore likelybe counterproductive and destabilizing. Such regulation
wouldpermit producersto restrictegg production and raisepricesabovecompetitive levels,harming consumersand society without
promotingthe long-terminterestsof producers.Thus, the Division argued that the record In this proceeding demonstrates that
surplusremovalIs Inconsistent
with soundeconomicpolicy and the policiesof the Agriculture
Marketing AgreementAct. Moreover,
once surplus removal is put in place, the stage would be set for additional regulation. Approval of a surplus removal program thus
mightwell be the firststep on the road to absoluteproduction controls--a federallysanctioned
egg cartel.
On May 29, 1986.the Division issueda reportreconmending
immediatederegulation of all oil pipelines except i1 that carry refined
petroleumproducts,such as gasoline,In the 48 contiguous
states and the TransAlaskaPipelineSystem. The reportfurther
concluded that six of the 11 pipelinesmay prove to be good candidatesfor deregulation afterfurther study; however,the other five
shouldremainunder federalregulationbecausethey clearly can exercisesignificant
mrrket power. However,most oil pipelines.
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including all crude oil pipelines in the contiguous 48 states, can safely be deregulated at once. The pipelines recommended for
Immediate deregulation represent more than 100 pipeline companies and 71 percent of 1963 pipeline output--measured In barrel-miles-in the contiguous 43 states. The report recommended that all new crude oil and refined petroleum product pipelines be federally
deregulated but did not indicatewhetherexistingstateregulation shouldbe modified or eliminated. The report did not eake any
recommendation regarding any liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas liquids and anhydrous amonia pipelines. The Division is prepared
to analyzethesepipelines,if necessary, at a latertime. The report is an outgrowth of the Department's May 1984 preliminary
report on competition in the oil pipeline industry,which presented the methodology and data for analyzingthe need for pipeline
regulation.
On May 23. 1986, the Divisionfiled comments with the Federal Reserve Board, taking the position that adjusting miniA capital
reserves for banks based on the risk involved in the bank's investments would improvebank regulation. Similarcommentswere filed
on May 21. 1986,with the federalDeposit InsuranceCorporation (FDIC). Both agenciesare considering a change for the banksthey
regulate that wouldIntroduce a "supplemental adjusted capital measure" to be used in tandem with current minima capital
are based on a comparison of a bank'scapitalto its balancesheetassets. The
requirements. The Board's current requirements
proposed standards would compare capitalto a risk-weighted totalof all assets and off-balance sheetcommitments. The new ratio
would be used for bankswith assetsof $1 billion or more, and used on a case-by-case basisfor smallerbanks. In the commentsto
the Board and the FDIC.the Division acknowledged that risk-adjusted capitalrequirements can diminish the artificial competitive
advantages created by the current system of flat-rate federal deposit insurance premiums. The Division pointed out in both filings.
federaldeposit Insurance premiums that
should be considered: the adoption of risk-adjusted
however, that a betteralternative
would be a more efficient and less restrictive solutionto the problemsaddressedby risk-adjusted capitalrequirements.By
can prevent
decisions,
risk-adjusted capitalrequirements
prohibiting banksfrom makingcertain capitalstructureand investment
depositinsurancepremiumsoffer a more
banksfrom takingadvantageof valuableopportunities. In contrast,risk-adjusted
businessactivitiesthat
of the currentsystem without prohibiting
market-oriented approach,tendingto eliminate the inefficiencies
contribute to consumerwelfare.
Commission (FCC)opposingFCC adoption
comments with the FederalCommunications
On April 25. 19B6.the Division filedsupplemental
broadcaststations.
requirecableoperators to carry 'qualified'localtelevision
of rules that would,with certain limitations,
The proposedruleswere the result of an agreement amng representatives of the cableand broadcastingIndustries.The Commission's
previousmust-tarry rules--which requiredcable systemsto carrymost localsignalsas defined by Commission rules--warevacated as
unconstitutional in July 198S by the U.S. Court of Appealsfor the Districtof Columbia Circuit in Quincv Cable Television v.
localstation as on within a So-mileradiusof the cable facilityand one
F.C.C. The newly proposedrules define a 'qualified'
which has a certain circulation in noncable homes. This standardis Identicalto the 'significantly viewed"standardincludedin
the vacated mast-carry rules. The Division commentedthat the existence of the compulsory copyrightlicensefor cablesystems,
which permits cableoperators to carry localand distantbroadcastsignals,does not justifyreimposing must-carry rules. Both
must-carry rules and the compulsory license are unjustified forms of governmental intervention that serve the public poorly, and the
public interestwould be better served if the Coemission refusedto reiwose must-carry rules and worked with Congress to repeal the
compulsory copyrightlicensefor cablesystems.
with the Federal MaritimeCommission (FMC) In a proceeding instituted by the FOE
On April 30, 1986. the Divisionfiled a memorandum
to determine whether threeshippingconferenceagreements violatethe section of the ShippingAct of 1984that providesfor the
action
has the absoluteright to take independent
rightof Independentaction. Underthe ShippingAct, each member of a conference
of how much It will charge to carrycargo
on any rate or serviceprovision in a tariff. A tariff is a statementby the conference
two disputedprovisions
contained in all threeof
between two points. The FMC'sproceedinginvolvesa show causeorder concerning
action on any tariffrate
the conferences' agreements. One provision prohibitsconference members from taking independent
associated with the conference's negotiationor provision of a service contract. The other provision statesthat If at any time
action Is withdrawn or modified by the memberthat originally proposed
prior to its effectivedatea conference member's independent
actionwill automatically be withdrawn for any othermember that electedto adopt it. The Division statedthat
it. the independent
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both disputed provisions violate the right of independent action. The Division emphasized that in passing the Act, the Congress
intendedthat *a strongrequirement of independent
action' serveas the centralprocompetitive balanceagainstthe collective
conference rate-setting
permitted under the Act.
On March 31. 196, the Division filed replycommentswith the FederalEnergyRegulatory Comlssion IFERC)dealingwith price
regulation of *old" natural gas. The initial comments filed with FEC in late February urged FERCto adopt a market-based system of
regulation. The adoptionof such a regulatory
scheme Is within FERC's statutory authority and Is the best way to eliminate current
and futuredistortionsin the naturalgas market. Such a rule wouldachievethe goal of the Department
of Energy'soriginal
proposalto establish market-based pricesfor old gas, but would do so more simplyand effectively, and at a lowerregulatorycost.
Over 125 additional
partiesfiled comments,addressing
factual, legal,and policy issues. hsilethereIs
a multitude of procedural,
a consensus among the parties that pricesfor naturalgas should be established by competitive market forces,the comments reveal
that there Is considerable controversy over the best way to achievethat goal. The Division argued that the controversy only serves
to illustratethe superiority of the proposalto let the market set old gas prices. The proposalrequiresFERC to make only one
factualfinding(thatthe naturalgas market is competitive at the well-head) and reach only one legalconclusion (thatFERC has the
authority underthe NaturalGas Act to rely on market forcesto set just ad reasonable rates). Nothingin any of the comments
raises serious doubt that FERChas the authority to make both of those findings, and the Division urged it to do so.
Also. consistent
with the principles of federalism, the states will be encouraged to deregulate sectorsthat historically have been
subjeckto theirpolicepowers. Health care is one promisingtargetof such efforts. Another Is localtelecommunications
services.
an area thatthe Chairman of the FCC has Identifiedas the next frontierof telecoessnications deregulation. Because of the nature
of deregulated transportation industries,
new projectscan be anticipated. The Division will continueto help stem the tide of
supportfor reregulation In the transportation sectors. The Division will continue to arguethat agenciesshould relyon private.
marketplace competition to the maximumextent possibleand should interferein the market only when the benefitsof that
intervention
outweigh its cost.
Changes: A decrease of 2S positions, 21 FTE workyears, and $571,000 is requested for the Competition Advocacy program. An
Proar
essential part of Division activities is continued evaluation of federalregulatory rules In order to advise otherdepartments and
agencieson the competitive issuesinvolved. and to develop proposalsfor restructuring legislative
mandates or procedures to
eliminate unnecessary
or counterproductive governmental
Interference with free market forces. This evaluation has bean accelerated
in responseto a growingpublicawarenessof inadequacies
in a system of direct economicregulation. As a result,unnecessary
regulation will be eliminated and competition will be encouraged. The funding level of this program Is vital to the econcely of the
nation and the continued promotion of competition In many typesof Industries.
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Long-Range Goal: To provide effective and efficientmanagement and policydirection of all Antitrust Division activities.
M4aior Objectives:

To provide policy direction and leadership for antitrust enforcement personnel.
To develop and maintain a working climate for Division personnel that fostersInterostin, enthusiasm for, and dedication to the
Division's programs.
KY

To serve as articulate and persuasive spokespersons for competition policy within the Administration. before regulatory agencies and
the Congress,and before the generalpublic.
To allocate resources and control current and future workload and output of the Division to produce results beneficial to the public.
To improve the Division's capability to meet the requirements of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts.
To provideeffective and efficientadministrative
supportfor all AntitrustDivisionactivities.
To supportthe Division's professional
staffwith modern toolsfor information
processing.
Base Program Description: Policy guidance Is essential to the successful functioning of the Antitrust Division. Top management
providescontrolsand direction for the fullrange of Divisionactivities.In additionto specificcase direction, the Assistant
Attorney General. Deputy Assistant Attorneys General. Office of Operations, and section and field office chiefs make significant
contributions to overall administration and management. The responsibility for enforcing antitrust statutes requires reaction to
complaints and to identifiable economic conditions, and a more sophisticated Initiative designed to develop enforcement programs for
long range problems such as preservation of competitive market structure. The Divisionalso has the responsibility for serving as
the federal government's primary spokesman and analyst on competition policy and its impact on legislative and governmental
actions. The staff determines the allocation of a finite amount of resources amongcompeting program to meet the varied
responsibilities of the Division as effectively as possible. Support encompasses a wide number of tasks to be performed to provide
the resources and tools needed by the attorneys and economists to do their jobs. As the complexity of the Antitrust Division has
increased, so has the need for administrative services.
Arcomishons: The Antitrust Division reorganization in October 198s increased the efficiency and effectiveness of the central
law enforcement
mission and realignedthe commodity and industryresponsibilities
of the Washington sectionsto ensureoptimal
deployment of both civiland criminal litigation resources. The nineWashington sections responsible for litigation have been
consolidated into five litigating sections and one section responsible for foreign commercematters other than litigation.
Consolidation was necessary to maintain an appropriate ratio of attorneys to supervisory personnel, and to give the section chiefs
adequate management flexibility and control. The requested resource level Is necessary to continue the advantages or the
flexibility
and the increasedfamiliarity
with the new commodity assignments. The organization
structurereflectsthe fact that the
DivisionIs a law enforcement agency that will continue to give priority to the detection, investigation, and criminal prosecution
of price fixing and related agreements that are er 52 antitrust violations, and to thorough analysis of mergers. There will be an
adequate number of attorneys within each litigating section to allow fcr flexible and effective staffing of litigation
matters. The
Division's important role as an advocate of competition has been enhanced as the efficacy of the Competition Advocacy Program has
increased.
Despite staffing reductions, a series of management initiatives and the utilization of sophisticated computer support have enabled
the Division to increaseits overallefficiency.Zn the area of litigation
support, the Divisionhas expandedboth the numberand
the scope of investigations and cases receiving automated support through minicomputer-based systems and computer-generated
graphics. During the past year, the Division has continued its extensive use of statistical analysis methods in support of
important program initiativesto detect and prosecute anticompetitive, conspiratorial behavior such as price fixing and bid
rigging, In several instances, computerproducts such as graphic representations of complex pricing patterns have been introduced
into evidence and have played a key part in the outcome of the case. The Division continues to expand the use of these products and
enhance existing data analysis procedures to ensure accurate and timely information for its attorneys. The Division has also been
successful in obtaining and processing machine-repdable materials from businesses and from federal and state bidding authorities to
provide cost effective analyis of bidding, pricingand market shares. In order to provide a continued high level of support to the
Division's sections and field offices, the Division has movedaggressively in the use of its on-site minicomputer network for
litigation support by implementing a software package called the Antitrust Information Retrieval System (AIRS).
AIRS was designed.
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developed and imlemented oin-house" to operate on existing Division equipment and to provide automated capabilities to the matters
which now comprise the bulk of the Division's workload. Additionally,
the Division has made use of portable professional computers
for remote trial support to increase the quality of offsite support. In summary, the Division has continued to expand the
availability of litigation support services to its attorneys through Improvements In minicomuter-based systems as well as judicious
use of minframe software system.
Prgarm Caoues: A program decrease of 22 positions. 19 PTE workyears, and 1414.000 for the Managementand Administration program
can be absorbed. All Division managers are sensitive to the need for economy In all operations and will continue to evaluate
operations and new developments to make maxiau use of resources. The Division will continue to engage in a systematic review of
all administrative procedures and controls so that efficiency and cost effectiveness are accorded sufficient weight In all Division
procedural requirements. However, for changes to continue to be madeIn a manner that preserves the quality and responsiveness of
support provided to the Division's operating staff and, at the swe time, provides adequate safeguards against waste, fraud, and
abuse of government resources, the requested resource level is essential.
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AntitrusL DvIstn
Salariesand expenses.GeneralLecalActivities
Financial AnAlvsis - Prnaram Chanapt
(Dollarsin thousands)

Item

FederalAooellateActivtiy
Positions
Aaakalt

of qoMuetitive
Termination
and Preventation Preservation
MarketStructure
of PrivateCartelBehavior
Post Ions
Amount
Positions
Amount

Grades
GS-13 ...............................................

---

-1
-$3
GS-12
............................................
GS-ii............................................
.-1
-27
OS-................................................--Gs-a .............................................-...-..-OS-7
.............................................
-1
-10
GS-6 .............................................
-1
-17-GS-5
.............................................
.-I
S-4.............................................
.-1
-13
GS-3.............................................

-12

-$33
-54

-1
-2
-3
-1

---

-54
-iS

-1
-1
-i
-2
-2

-$27
-20
-18
-33
-30

...

Total positions and annual rate....................
-7
Lapse.............................................. I

-135
20

-7
I

-156
24

-7
1

-128
19

Totalworkyearsand personnelcompensation
.........

-115

-6

-132

-6

-109

-6

Personnel
benefits
.................................
Totalworkyearsand obligations,
1988............

-6

-13
-128

-is
-6

-147

-12
-6

-121
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Antitrust Divisi
Salaries and

xnenses. General

Lecal Activities

FinancialAnalysis- Proaram Chanoes
(Collarsin thousands)

Item

Advocacy
PolicyAnalysis.Leg- Competition
Program
islatIon and Trainina
Positions Amount
-positions
Aount

GS-13 ............................................
GS-12............................................

-i

-$39

-4

-$155

-9

-292

-4

-130

-184
-33
-is
-13
-12

-8
-2
-2
-I

-148
-33
-30
-13

---

-2
.-6
-163
GS-,.............................................
-,
--....--GS-9
.............................................
-20
-,
-1
GS-8
.............................................
-10
GS-7 .............................................
GS-6 ............................................. -2
-I
...............................
GS-S .... .........
-I
...............................
GS.4 ..............
-1
GS-3 .............................................

-54
-22
-20

---

Managementand
Administration
k
Aount
Positi

-1
-1

-4
-1
-1

-2
-S
-4
-I
-2

-$39
-33

-109
-22
-20

Postt
lI

Total
sOL Ieonat

-6

-$233

-16

-16
-2
-4

-521

-434
-44
-80

-37
-83
-59
-13
-24

-2S
-12
-11
-4
-4

-459
-199
-164
-$2
-48

Total positions and annual rate ....................
Lapse ..............................................

-32
5

-771
116

-25
4

-60S
91

-22
3

-439
66

-100
Is

-2.234
336

Totalworkyears and personnel compensation .........

-27

-615

-21

-514

-19

-373

-85

-1.898

1988............
Totalworkyears and obligations.

-27

-728

-21

-571

-211

-41

-57

-73

.................................
Personnelbenefits

-19

-414

-85

-2.109

AntitrusL OiDstO
Salariesand expenses.Genera Leaal Activities
Detailof Permanent Positionsby Cateaory
Fiscal Years 1986- 1988

1981
Cateaory

1986

Authoriled

1987

Authorized

Transferin

the Estimtes

Progrsa

OJetreas

_

_

Total

Attorneys(905) .................................................. 281
ParalegalSpecialists
(950) ......................................
64
Other Legal and Kindred(900-998)
................................
16
Social Sciences.Economicsand Kindred(100-199)
.................
47
GeneralAdministration,
Clericaland Office Se-vices(300-399)...
224
Accountingand Budget(500-599) ..................................
10
Businessand IndustryGroup(1100-1199)
..........................
6
1
.....................
Mathematics and StatisticsGroup (1500-1599)

281
64
16
47
224
0
6
I

---------..-

Total.......................................................... 649

649

16

-100

565

474
175

16

-100

390
17S

649

16

-100

56S

Washington ....................................................... 474
U.S . Ft eld ....................................................... 17S
Total ..........................................................

649

10
....

-23
8

---

6

-iS
-54
---

268
56
16
38
170
1
6
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OFFICE
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EVCSSYSTEMS
LEA

ADMINIISTRATION
AND REVIEW
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AND
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United States Attorneys
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities

Crosswalk of 1987 Canes
(Dollars in thousands)

1987 President's

Budget Request
Poe.

WY

mt.

Congressional
Appropriation
Actions on
1987
quest
POS. WY Amt.

1987 Supplementals
Requested
Program
PO.
WY
mt.

Pay&
FEIR
mt.

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
POS.
WY Amt.

$497 $3,417
293
2,152
31
8
71
557
18
171

3,242 3,167 $196,439
2,024 1,989 113,282
25
24
2,721
519
502
29,857

Activity/Program
1.

2.
J.
4.

5.

Criminal Litigation .............
Civil Litigation ................
Ipgal Edocation .................
organized Crime Drug Enforcement
mnagOment and Administration...
lital .........................

3,242 3,167 $197,367
2,024 1,989 113,623
2,744
25
24
519
502
29,960
148
176
16 124

5,958 5,858

-$4,842
-2,786
-62

...
...

...
...

-731

...
...

...
...

-397
-8,

14

...

...

7

6,328

148

176

5,958 5,858

15 916

358,021

Explanation of Analysis of Changes from 1987 Appropriation Request
COngressional Appropriation Actions
The Presld,-nt's Budget request for 1987 included $13,837,000 which would have restored funding that had been deleted from the
acet-ont as a result of the Gramm-ftdman-Hollings Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985. As a result of
Q-nr(.--i;unaI actions, only $5,019,000 of this the requested amount was restored.
SuLplementals iequested
1. A suiilpmental rcquest for $2,818,000 will provide for increased, salaries and benefits resulting from the January
1987 tAy increase for General Schedule employees.
2.
R.t i

A supplemental request for $3,510,000 is necessary to cover increased costs resulting from the new Federal 83i,1oyees
r,.snt System.

3. A supplemental request for $887,J00 will cover the increased cost of the Federal Teleconmunications System.

0

United States Attorneys
General Lenal Activities
Susmary of Relti resnts
(Inllars in Ilwismand.s)

Salaries arid exlensAS,
0

Perm.
Prm.

Anijusi=rants to Ins.':
110117 as: t-nactOl........

....

.....

.....

...

.......

............

+.. ........

...........

5,958

Wr4)kYearm

Aptrunt
s351,000
6, 42B
887
35R,215
-4, 178

5,858

Iny dlii rutA naemnl suIl
ontaI "etietdu
................................
19117 l'tCijrain s.l.....i.......
s lilorln ial
rk'(]Wxtu
t
..............................
I11117

POW+1al,|il4irtl

sron alnt lcllats,

< .....

....

o.........................................

rrsult irv7j niti ia~nageeutnt initiatives ................
I raister ol tie%Financial anJ
t1iniatrative Systei Nlqr)rt (;rot

131

aVlIFKjs

linocil

.)

l dlo

inertl

.+: o.... .....

...........................

...

.......

............
....

56

67

31

.....

32,065
-738

4:84

-F-4 T

1,081, I+: ........................................................................

INit.

IWs.

At t ov

'y.s. .......

19111Actual
"
WY

flsuurnt

5,821 '),25b $112,510

19117Alpprq)riat ion
Anticipated
PeS..

Iio ir.

Pom.

5,958 5,858 $358,215

6,,089 5,945 $315,431

6,631 6,352 $413,555

Poa.

WY

A~nont

1988 Hiase

I ncras-1e/lrrame

Estimate
E1188

Nt Han.

542

417

$28,124

13

i .

United States Attorney(s

Salaries aA

__-_stmentas

General Legal Activities

to Base

(ttollararn thousands)
Perm.
Poo.
Transfer of the Financial and Administrative Systems Support Gryip .........
savings resulting froim
Management initiatives:
Replace 100 Assistant U.S. Attorneys with 250 paralegals ............
Management of commercial litigative expenses........................

Reduction ofExecutive office resources .............................-

150

19

Total
1WE
...

Asozt
$6

92
...

-2,554
-600

-36

Uncotrollable increases:
1. Cze additional compensable day ......................................
...
2. Annualization of additional 1987 positions ..........................
31
3. Annualization of Federal Emprloyees' ftitrement System Cots ......
...
...
4. Annualization of the 1987 pay Increase ..............................
...
5. Within-grade increase ...............................................
...
6. Retirementcoxntributions - Social Security (FICA)......................
7. Medicare Costs...........................................................
8. Tocality based per dies .............................................
...
9. Federal Employees (3oinensation Act (FECA)Workers Compensation ......
...
10. GSARent ............................................................
...
11. GSArecurring reirtursable services .................................
...
12. Federal Telecoemunications Systems(TS) .................................
...
13. Telephone Service ...................................................
...
14. GPOprinting costs ..................................................
...
15. Employee data and payroll costs ............. .......................
...
16. Audio Visual and media services .....................................
...
17. General pricing level adjustments ...................................
...
18. Administrative salary increase ......................................
...
Total Uncontrollable Increases...................................
...
ricreases s
1. Reduction fur change in hourly rate.................................
2.

...

Nxwrocurrin.j costs - Background Investigations ......................

I.
nrocurring costs - Equipment ......................................
4. IRduction In health benefits .....................................
...
Total decreases ...................................................
')tal,adjustments to base..........................................

131

-1024
704
1,396
10,495
5,262
431
49

10
46
-93
6,314
52
473
59
58
208
13
938
5 650

-471

...

-38

...
...

-18
-211

...

87

27,216

EA

itted Mtates Attor"Wy
2.18it*

tol ol Activities

arwl v'tet.ws, (.

bi% Mr t k~oromir s t.y Prrr,
.ail2
4ibltars In ti

Liat mates 1-y Pn u

4IM1 tlltati
..
Civi l ltj at lon ...............
I
.................
t9,al

1910 ACtUAi
Peto.rs
Pn.
8ff
POLin

1 2,111 M, 1"8
o I,)
2, K 2 ,9
25
24
.59)

3,13a 2, BW 1824, 256
2,211 62,,794 101,196
25
22
2,32

Pro.

wY

AP"39
WA

IW
.

lw
si.1

P

I.ALmto
Isat.

~ ~ ~ 6en .

W

3,N42 1.167 $196,439 3,17 1.234 $312.S&)
113, 9t2 2,294 2,.")4 121,981
2,024 1. 95
2,311
25
24
2,721
a'
14

3,735
Iz,957
2, 4 ip23i.7#
2.79 1.55;t
A)

1939

3,25
.

421

jil81.4
a2
0

...

...

44
....

34

451
452

ati crsow

u,.j .enorr
t .. ...........
Mtsrpmmnt & armin ..............
'I.
1

1

1417 A4 4mrEfriat ion
A I i1t91

l991 as iractrd
P* to.
ls.67
A~WW

a

59
464
19, 171
5.321 5,431

...................

5.4

2,97
14, )t

M0.6
,

S1g 411
238 169
.2
5,357

25,092
14, 45

99
14h

-T,11/_,5

502
20,07
176
l5.94
S.U'.3-

29
14

-12
14

32,3176
5i 452

579T.w,

5,945

5 Z.15

541
114

5.36
145

34,93
15 bS

,15

417

10.)lI
It,.........................

.

4ltlwr 8.w9k...ai

'IiI l
... ...........
1-4 .& YmIt
owmbI w
j/MA.. at

.......
] ... oyer i

2,557

IT5

1358,2W14 i

23
W7t

23

-57i

CA W5,45,4943 In 19b6 obligstAcva was tundedthrougha crry-Inolr

2

23
in

at a prior year uncbtlteda

tmlarxv no 45.7.440

* pcut~tb4

r

tTIMt

In uall19.(9ristia'i
h
larv.ajp

United States Attorneys
Salaries and exiwmknes.

('neral L"I

Activities

Justiti(cition of PErwram And Pertormanoe
Activity Wsxurce 'unmiry
lo1llars in thnuarKns)

Activity:

tinjted States Attorneys

CronAl
lit lyation ...........
ILjd I EltUCat 1n ..
.......
oIiyrli zis crilme drug
orntoraeent................
j.i.n.t
ot
..
d.i
i.istrAtion.
Tot d I.......................

1987 AUprnjri^. ion
Ant i cipated
rM.
Pos.
VIY Avmnt

19H8 hlase
Pern.
Pos.

VIY

Miount

1488 Estimate
I1'em.
I" .
WY Amount

3,242 3,167 $196,43? 3,317 3,234 $212,583 3,735 3,552 S233,729
2,024 1,989 11J,2H2 2,099 2,14t1 121,487 2,179 2,100 125,957
2
24
2,721
A)
19
2,833
3
19
3,285
519
148

502
176

5,958 5.,3)5

29,HS57
15,416

3

519
134

5)2
145

2-r5-T6,1- 9 T

32,376
15,652

563
134

3H>.431 K T 6

536
145

34,933
35,652

Incre,/Lecra.qe
FPrn.
Pos.
WY Ancomnt
41H
HO
...
44

41j555 t

313
Fl
...

$21,145
3,970
452

34

2,557

47; -

T

This Ltk.tPL activity includ*-.; resoiroes tor the plrfe--lptorial and litigative mission of the United States Attorneys.
Flurvi
rk4juested for this activity stijIIort the personal resi~slihle for the prrnecution of criminal offenses against the United
,hP,
to
, the repiufsiltstion ot the Goivernment in civil actions when the United States is concerred, and the initiation of
l.ouxlirkjs for ti.
nollectinn of fines, penalties anl fnrleitures owed the 11nited States.
1987 AI,rqiriat in
Anticipated
Penm.
Poe.
WY
Painent
Ut ii(i

ii

bejj._je

lithylto( ...............
r_.ol:

WY

in prrzite ospliance with the criminal laws of the

'oi:ted !,tatde.s.

IHase
Amr*int

1988 Estimate
WM,.
Ps.
WY Peant

3,242 3,167 $146,439 3,317 3,239 $212,583 3,735 3,552 $233,72H

Io nfkrtily, investigate, lr iiatoite anti convict
ot It,4?

198
Penm.
Pr.

Increase/Decreasp
Pe r.
I'A.
WY Mersint
418

313

$21,145

united states hy individuals within its jurisdiction.

tIvve jsmrswks and lepal entities wtn lave committed offenses against the laws

To Increase (ederal law enforcement response In the areas of white collar crime and narcotics and dangerous druLjs.
Tb maintain a secure workplace that provides proper safeguards for employee safety and for the protection of sensitive or
classified materials.
L
M
jrag Deription
The federal law provides criminal penalties for a wide range of proscribed behavior. many of
these
a re doslgned to protect the integrity of government operations - e.g., laws regarding counterfeiting, tax
evasiun, perjury and fraud against the U.S. Government, while others protect important social institutions and citizen
safety -- e.g., laws regarding financial practices, interstate commerce and kidnapping. obtaining convictions against the
violators of federal criminal law is intended not only to punish individual offenders, but to deter prospective criminal
behavior and to reinforce general respect for the efficacy of law.
Most Alleged violators of federal criminal laws are reported to the U.S. Attorneys by one of the several federal investiqgtive
aLencies. A few violators are reported to U.S. Attorneys by citizens, and others come to the. attention of U.S. Attorneys in
the coursee of prosecuting related criminal conduct. After considering such factors as the sufficiency of available evidence,
th. coxilition of the prospective defendant, the applicability of Department of Justice priorities, and the availability of
alternatives to federal prosecution, a decision is reached on the appropriateness of federal prosecution. The U.S. Attorneys
tten icoise responsible for engaging in the established legal procedures for the purpose of obtaining a guilty judgment
against alleged violators of federal crime laws, with the ultimate purpose of Invoking against such violators the penalties
provided by law.
Ex(Npt for misdemeanor offenses and In instances in which the defendant waives his right to a grand jury indictment, the
evidence against an allpged offender is presented to a grand jury, and the jurors make the final decision faoc prosecution by
voting on an indictment propose] by the U.S. Attorney. Following the d.livery of an Indictment, the U.S. Attorney Is responsible (or presenting the charges at the arraigrnment of the defendant and for participating in preliminary hearings concerning
such issues as defendant's ball status, the propriety of the indictment, the forfeiture of the defendant's property, the
cometency of the defendant, and the admissibility of evidence. In addition to the formal proceedings at which U.S. Attorneys
represent the U.S. Government, they are instantly negotiating with defense counsel, witnesses, court officials, and investigators to keep the case progressing within the statutorily defined limits for speedy trial. Although barely ten percent of
all criminal prosecutions are concluded by a trial, the U.S. Attorneys always must be prepared to go to trial to avoid the
risk of dismissal for noncompliance with Speedy Trial Act time lim!is and to negotiate effectively with defense counsel for a
guilty plea by the defendant. Whenever the defendant is unwilling to admit guilt and a trial hecms necessary, the
U.S. Attorneys then are responsIble forpresenting the factual evidence which will convince the jury of the defendant's
guilt anl for advocating legal arguments.
M
r

Iashmnts and t
rrkloads
The criminal litigation workload of the U.S. Attorneys is presented below. Data on matters
ld wrkloat per ordU the organized Crime rrug FLfocment Task Forces (OCXE) which Is not reported elsewhere.
ITEM

Mattrs re v'"vIed .............................................................
Matters closod ...............................................................
Matters spring, EY .........................................................

Estimates
1985

1986

1907

1988

90,740
83,890
54,795

96,968
91,949
57,043

101 ,00
93,790
65,053

106,900
106,600
65,353
T.-

,
tl
................................................................
ta ns teonninteI .............................................................
s
'ndtinj, WiY...........................................................
. .r'v

29,689
26,633
27,467

34,208
30,607
30,848

34 , 0
31,201
34,548

39,680
35,480
38,748

irar) Jury proonedinrj .......................................................
1 at
al .......................................................................

17,094
3,02S

20,111
3,485

211,8k1
3,560

23,170
4,040

'111 Crimirial Litigation pru.ram objectives are accn)lishni through the work of 94 I.%. Attorneys' offices, Pacth of which has
oi-sxAsiility for the- investigation and prosecution of a wide rarar of pnscriN'd criminal behavior. Actual arnd estimated
fW-u nilissmnirts an reflected in the above workloand data.
Criminal filings for all 1I.S. Attorneys' offio..q in 1486 include
1,191,
16rimin-nl appeals tiled. 11, greatest volume, of filings were [or carrolled autxatances 16,156), fratd against (Givrn-rnt
,)53), wajxons uwitol (1,942), immigration (1,7j)), mail & win- fr-mix (1,379) art tax evasion (1,219) offenses.
t the
t.oital 310,607 cases closed, 2Y,096 defenlants made pleas Mi guilty; 4,655 defendants were' fornd guilty after trial; and 934
t,'jn'rxiants wern tnienxdrot guilty. Grand jury pn-mu'nings included 21,1145 indicti-nts ant$ 66 io True Hills, for a total of
A total of 57,741 ornplaints wore clneed witinnt reaching the district courts. of this number, 27,154 referrals involving
$i,1b!6
nielonliants were clnrwd by inmmtdiate Oclination of prosecutions. Another 15,246 matters were d.clind after further
invest iuat tns, andl 9,693 wero disposed of Iy 1'ederal i
it. rates.
i Jb2!,AaII_nei
lncrma.-ns of 41H jxnsiti ns, 313 full-t in? (nljivalont ('l-) workyears and $21,145,0(X) are requested for lq8
in thex, Criminal Lit igation pinjrnrn.
These rescruro's an' nieces.ary to accomplish the following prnJram initiativsi.
tIrj
Enfnrcotmnt - To reen v
tlhe profit mtive for those engag d in illicit
narcoric trafficking and to a qjresslvely
I.trsnlotn' In" crinniils n
olrn)I.0, the. U.S. Attorneys arm. rnmlstinj an incteae' of 371 Ixeitions, 279 l.rE werlty.ars and
'11in n'srnt legislation (mnilns Dug SuppleAnental Aci ,,f 13897) renrxgnizAd tne w.riousness of the drug problem and established
inason~ts intiatnws tn xwltnt dnig atme and narotics traffickng. Significant res
rces
o
.including lnvo.stigative
i.-rsvninul, mari inclic'ni in IlIi; Jiwjisla i'wn which cross a variety of issues and onjanizations that will he involved in the
.n nh;tle tor a druj-treo America.
Not the least of this effort is that involving prosecutorial activities necssary to
,nnsnul' tie o~nvizitxs of guilty parties and the ultimate incroeratirn of thn. It is anticipated that significant Increases
t rI-le.rrals tron invo.stigative agencies will occur in 19,411and require litiative
res-arces to handle the increased workload.
ine /Aninistration's
no and ocmaitmnent to drug law enforrrnenr',has met with considerahle success to date. liravoidaomnsis
lily, innwn'vcr, such initial succe s, when couniled with the lIil's
increasirng ji
sis on major drug owtwics, htrina with it a
srn."nof exienive an) labnr--ntensive
y-'prcriucts:
(1) 'lie'need for ever greater attorney involvement at the earlier
iuive"i ija
ivo stmi,
e
o-xnlinating
r..,
undercowr operations, snprvisirvj Title III aplications and prlrini
.'arrh
warr,tnn n; (12) Greater preparation for grand jury prns'mtation including ckncnmnot review, crimpxlsinn orders, witer
eli
i nijS att) r
mit ion and croes-district travel tin connlinatP rntlti-listrict investigators; (3) Extensive pri-trial
IIiti0ll 'on u1ul [by Volhsniitnii- i', f -is wotions,
ontjthy Frp-trial detention heariryjs at the magistrate, district court and
'.-1,
II1illaie levels, litigati(- of issuts, involvirj mltiple
jrmn'sentatien, supprstsion and senrano' motir-n and (4)
ljiin |1y an't crnnilcAt-]i'n trials Onvolving multiple detnd ants followed by extensive ix-'t-trial "oions and al1l
late
lit ini. non.

iite Collar Crime - In ancert-with the objectives of both the President's Concil on Integrity and Efficlency (lCIE) as
., 1 a s the rownvnic Crime Council, the U.S. Attorneys are recpuestix an increase of 21 positions, 22 V. wrkyears and
I' ' I ,Itt-l t') prr(.cut white collar crime (WCCI violators.
Spectfically, the regestod resouroes wtuld hP applied in
1 IK areoss at setorse pfocaitimeit fraud, money launderinj,
rovenvent prrxjram fraud (e.g., medliceid/fmdicare), "tioiler-rr
"
ij-tAat Lols, h
b iknitcy iraud, ari hart traud and ealtwzzlnrnpnt.
Is'tLw%-n 1982 arti 1985, thit Hll-'s figures reflect a liMNpercent increase in the tuser
of -CC prosecitions with a rnrrespondilaj ttttrea.e ot StIt *r-nt in tix- dollar sizp of tie cases involved. Accirrding to i-ojPctinns provided by a nr-vir of
iv.-t
igativo a jeicies, this trerwi is likely to continue sell beyond 1988.
For exaojlo., the FRI anticipates an increase of
1,1(
reldt-d 1investi(Jative matt,.l Itstwivi,
14117 antI 191M8
alnirw.
liwi rastier of ha r trauds, which ha already cStled sinne
019,
will accelerate with increasedl ap)lication ot tle new Hank Fratd statute Incided in the Comprphersive ('rime Control
Avt.
-I1s'irals inva-oivintJ ,lnut.-u- j-(rtd
fraotd are expected to nushrnior given recnt Congressio-al ani lpiulic attention
-imi til- lWtitso Contract MAtxit Agency's addition of over 2M1)plant-hased auditors.
I utor-rWrit COotninwtir
Cpnittee
Q
(Il
.)/Victim-itres pmLrn
- The addition of the 47 authorized IJXV'/Victim-itness
ot-aralrtn
.ttltlori"r
bty Cojn ss in 1985 has gr atly ifl)roved the quality of these )rgr-s in the districts that reoeivedi
tlwe lositions.
The cnallrnalors serve as the focal point in implementing w.veral critical department of Jtt ice prngrawm
ttcitlin
its nnij erticAtion activities. Tie corinator have lhelpd to bring togejt er federal, state and local law
t-ittl)roiwssit Ixrstisni
itt ttoc-si"- training or carry out qlerations om several Depart .ntal priorities such as child pornwtr4by, white
illar crime, inclutink fraud against the federal gtjernmnt, terroriuu and drug prosecutions. The Dlartment
has also u.si the lI01'.s .asthe main method tor distrihtttirxj information on the Crprahensive Crime Control Act of 1984 and its
a:;'-tt
t-I-tirm
i~rrxjran.
In addition, the coordinators are n s pnsihle for providing direct client services to victir and
wit.i vss
in the fKeral system and administering all assistant ac ivit is including preparatinn of impact statowiwnts;
i.Itcmsi5)I rt trlerrals tor victim-witrnes cotnselinj; antl, assisting, with witness protvt-.,
victim uwrmpnsatlon ani restiItit Iha arranrjsments.
Many mid-size offices which do not have an inrividual solely dedicated to this task are at a significant
dlisa4jvntage in 1 ertonning these functions. Accrvolrjly, an crease of 17 ix-sitions, 12 VIT w-nakyrarsn ani -522,40) is
I6,w

t otI11 ,s II'MJ.

.h
icai/j~srn
e ueority To cojie effectively with the threats of reprisal/intimidaton attacks by criminal eleiets and to
i-inect ix€i, an.Ityees and ever increasinjly sensitive/classifipd material in the iV.8. Attorney and Cr.W effics
, an increase
at 4t{AH,tt1i is reluested.
Irtvesticjations of large-scale nmrcetica trafficking and other highly international criminal
activil ies have maie ((ii*. and II.8. Attorney personnel and facilities tanjets for repriaal/Intimidation attack.. In addition,
ti- istvo-stigatlni'
iitatnrt inn collected teomse very valuable to the investigations' targets. In several instancPs, investii-it-try iutotmatinn has incl icel national security classified information frrm toreitqn cnanter-intlligno unlis within the
irit li iiglsio'. alnmuniiy.
N1lcrtty 6tartlarls, ait4rrwod Iy forwr Deputy Att(riv y (14it I.id i'nson, have teen established for the (I.
offices. The
t-viti-tllt at Otd
|
ice .'Atxurity staff has cerrhicte(I stirvys at saci (lE,
arn It.s. Attorr'y.i' offices and has provided reoatrndat icues for itdanced security.
slpcific structural si'curity reticiencies within various buildings that bruse U.S. Attorney
-AI tc- Isave a l, Went I ltisd.
La

tsvil liti

gaat
..................
ti

1987 Apprq)riat ion
Anticipated
ien".
PoO.
WY N"Int

Ponn.
ks.

2,024 1,989 $113,2H2

2,099 2,04U $121,qH7

1988 Base
IJY

Acmnoit

1988 Estimate
Penm.
Pos.
WY
awnt
x
2,1714 2,100 S12%,q57

It) lirrtect and to advance the interests of the unitexi States throtxjh the

Irj_rretil:

Increase/Tbcreass
PeRW.
Poe.
WY Amount
8

601

$3,970

twxkjct of civil litigation.

liajor (i, Lecti veH:
'i

iirq)we procact tvity anM ot

lo resixwA

etfectiverss thrxKlh mexbisea

use of paralegal re-. irces to wept expanlng litigation

r)u"in,tiy and protessionally to all suits brought against the United states,

its officrs and emiploye.s.

'io cxxruct aftinslative itigation profes finally to recover tor the United States a)l iaisible rcwPtary lrv-,.s and
by the United States.
onvitmesation tot Mnags sutted
'To uipprlt

oKlorai prcjram,

as necessary,

by litigation anrl neiotiation.

To antieLt movies rA4d to the tUniteJ States and to increase the effective rate of recovory.
To articiat?

Ir-npwetoly and fnrcefully the positions of the IJnitedi StateF on isses prr-nented

y the Cout-n of Appals.

!iae Prxjram ijescr ipton: Altiluajh the civil litigation activities of the U.S. Attorneys are less visible and publicized
tikmn thos, of tie crimirkil irrxjram, civil matters and cases omnsrv
a significant ixrrtinn of the 11.5. Attorney reFurces.
An estimated measure ot this can te seen fran the following figures taken from 1986 data.
Pxcluding appeals, collections and
ismnomywrit wxjr, the U.S. Attorneys oxpendod 32 percent of all attorney wnrkyar reswro's in Support of civil litigation,
44 kxp-er t of the paaegal workyears, and 40 percent of the clerical workyears.
To an ever-increasing extent,
nntbroversien betunen the 11.S. (nverrmPnt antl private parties have bheoie the subject of civil
litigation. Ixcept for collection, cass,
there are aluir*t twice as many suits initiated by private parties against the
1.s.
k vor,n-ot as thero are. sits
initiatal by time U.N. (ivernent Iteelf. Te litigation hrnught against the 4pjrwent
overs a range of causes of action including torts (darmge smffered as a result of grvrrvent action-e.g., collision with a
igstai service vehicle, malpract ice by a government ihysician, invasinn of privacy by a gnermepnt agent), t he dotprinination
ft .ncii! ,nuirity hprKfifts, tax refunds, contract violations, racial/sexual/ae discrimination, and hahea.% corpus.
The
11,.. ty% ,errn.nt,
on tlii (tier
hafot,
initiates civil litigation Against private parties for a wido rarsje of iixrlrws of itn
own. *
ltlx3r#.s incside the rooovery of money ootAined frns the grNon
nt by fradi, the aoruisitlon of interests in
linl
iby t'iinent drisin iircPem.linys, the enforcement of administrative PAwmeises, th enforoenent of vnvlrorrvn.Al, admiralty,
L:evil riuht. aril otix.-r ihs for which them ar. civil law penalties, and the recywery of cebts maed to the 1.S. (k-ovenent.

LIl

o

'lme roreLsntation of the U... tkwernment in civil litigation has a very tarjible effect on government assets. A thorng,
wi--kVJt'lOtd titloBlSr will ol-.rdle to minimize tim e XQSUOJ of Li0 gyoverrnnt to claim against it.
Similarly, an i igiessiv
.elviwac on" ehalt t tie jovcaitient will maximiz the. anm.knts rn
pred in plaintiff actions. Furthenmoire, the Pffect leeviss ot time .h. tmnnent's
(
reresentat inn often has an impact txyoni Iih. im.livikwll i ee which is the subject of
lit mipt inn. Pieo-derits set in particjar cases my atct
the ability of the U...
(Cnvernment to protect itself against
tuilur claims as btAll as its aitity
I ii m s fultire cl miiis of its own.
Ir*w civil cases am- actually resolved by trial. in 1986, for instance, only 1,119 cases were onciticied by trial onmiart with
111,1l07 which were' oither withdlrawn, dicnussed, dis-(red of on review of an aiinif
rative record, or settle prior to trial.
tksetlmless, many pie-trial imJmrs are event in court by civil attorneys.
In 1986, civil attorneys spent 54,588 Iors tefon
time ist riet curts, 17,bb5 hxairs before the bankruptcy courts, and more tlars 26,352 Imrs in special msters hearings or
oilier similar joiuxaedin JS. AltiKsjigh few case actually go to trial, IN- ability of ii.. ,remrruent to obtain favorable
tlis 1ituitiofls (kti eiRks to a large extent on the cpxsing counsel's leroptinn of the governmnt's prohahility (it ucces in
ti
ve nt ot trial, and the success of the tinitt States in preliminary red! hiimv practice.
For this reason, even though a
ttial is unlikely, eacdi case mist he preiar*ed as it a trial w-re immimn.nt.
In cx*victirnj civil litigation, 1.8. Attorneys wrk closely with the legal divisions of the Dephrtment of Jtustice anri the.
al t.,Iod agencies to enstre that the government's interests are filly represented to (ppa-simq couinsol and to INe curt. The
I,.s. Attorneys participate in nejotiations with roijusing. parties, file appropriate motions and memoranda with the court,
i).m-;Min, tie cov-rnient's lr-isition in Ihearings heforo the court, take depositions, nrjanize evidence, AMd orndoct trials as
iscrsly.t.
iTe i.S. Attorney has authority to settle matters under 52M(},0(0.
0itirt iruosmliajs are governed by many ocrillex niles of law which are applied to actual situations. Daring the coursp of
Ittigation, a taal ju:je i-. nitinto apply procedural rules and/or substantive legal theories to situation which are
i,-enited by the lititjants, l-;ithe.r party can aple.al tie rulings, At the omclusion of the lower crrt
proc"-<dings, the
hxwsimj miut nay
, 1. ition a iigher court to overturn the lower crArt juckjment.
As the UI.S. (kn~errn.nt generally prevails
in civill cass, a significant asent of aprlellate activity iovoLv.,s the I1... Ckwernment defending tie trial judge's ruling.
k- a , n ult, the level ot aiellate
activity required by the Iu.S. Attorneys is directly related to their rate of suco.ds in
I]*- strict
courts. Appllate activity may flow trom eitler trial or prulininary mwtirit-s practice.
A majority ot t1me civil -lqeals am handled by the ti.s. Attorneys' offices. After considering the pertinent case law, the
I Ii31iScI iPt, drl any otlr
information which hears on the issue, the Assistant II.8. Attorry formulates a written arrument
sulvirt iag tie' Lmsition of the U.S. Government.
After tiling the brief, the Assistant U.S. Attorney may be required to
Jal ciliate in oral argun.ent before the court. It further aplyllate irooredinjs ar retguin,,
the Assistant U.5. Attorney
May tXi cll's!M u,,n to assist the lxiarte.nt's legal divisions and the Sollcitor Ceneral in preparing the casi for review by
tl- II.h. !i11ine tir.
To ensure that a national
.rsective and consistency are attained, the preparation of aipp'll.t,
cA.,s is otinlioate with the appropriate legal division of tls' Ilepart tent of Justice. All appeals hright by the I1.8.
AtmomomiaysI 4) rverturm a hwer caurt rullmsj are indivitmally aut.hirized by tfie solicitor general .

T1l

Acarnilistmints ard

trklnad:

The civil lititat

ion worklmd of the U.S. Attorneys follows:
1987

19h6

Mailers, reoiivel .......................................................
lit tets term nl trl ...........................................................
Nlatters jer trej )X'Y..........................................................

118,249
117,2311
40,42)

95,475
9q9,76-7
34,729

96,000
101,760
24,169

98, AO0
104,14(w)
23,447

Ca',.es t I 1e 1..................................................................
ta es toninated .............................................................
S' L iaiqki U y ............................................................

103,1177
87,q63

88,721)
84,709

90,500
86,400

I6 2,554

162,(017

166,117

93,210
89,00
1b1,133

2,973
2,553

2,721
2,583

2,774
2,633

2,854
2,70)9

2,918

1,019

1,039

1,069

lus85

It

Ap-tals ti-I ................................................................
............................................................
Ati I ..t . te I "It Oen
'Irials ...........................................................

............

1986

iuriaq 19t8b, tle, were several factors cantrilaitirj to teiqjrrary reatictions in tl civil litigation worklead. The.
by the GraOnm-l4*mrn-Iollings Ialancd Hudget PMeret'ent caused deferrals of civil
LI;Lls o,1 tton tudet reductions Imprse
I at I(pltln Adi ivity in 1911 since criminal cs.losn were, a priority w%,il severe finding shwortages %*-mIcing experienced.
'XIC 0rL4tly, there were less client agency reterrals durintj the year frn' health And mn Services, 1eprtnmnt of
liahi tl n, arl the Veterans pAlkinistration. Also, as a result of the imlIrtentat on of the Intennal Ibver-e Service Tax
tiff*.t Prrur~, client agencies such as the Ikpsrtment of stcatnn, Veterans Administration, Winll Isinpsa
k'ttll
rat ln, Il.siny aid l rlen Lvelonent and tht iivartvent of AIjrioilture nlin'cted efforts trani this initiative
ii,,ist
Attorney. tien cnuparing civil litigation workload statistical
Mich cau..,tie reduction of jotentia. referrals to the 1..
19U5 to 19U6, it should he noted that sn'e referrals in 1985 w r, oxtraorlinarily high. S.cifically during 1985, the
'in
LuIlrtmnt of ltduction, alone, referred over 14,100 additional matters crared to previous yeats. ltherefore, 1986
It is estireted hI,t tales of referrals will tgin to
is Is_'r becdU-e iV015 orlaind an unusually high referral rate.
ircuraset during the latter part of 19H7 arn during 198, but not to a level as high as 1Q85.
civil cases alone. The crllectionis vere
n ncanh fr
lWrinj 191b, 1.S. Attorneys' ottices collected over $216.7 million
civii penslities and foreitirms, $63.6
14ditnl frna civil mortgwrr foreclosuron for $45.8 million, S10.7 million fr'
t1ise amounts do rot include nn-rash
i-illtr for civil jtf~nents and $74.4 million tor otler civil cash coll$-ctioMs.
le-r iersmw'l proerty acquired by the government.
*,vnilt.i reosvsrud, e.g., airplanes, houses awr

Y.12

PIjram Chanije
Increases of UU positions, 60 Tt, wrkyearm and $3,9711() are requested for the Civil Litigatinn program in
19BH to Itursue attirmative civil litigation aggressively enstirixj maximum reovery of monies by the 11.8. Government.
The Atinkitive Civil Enforowent initiative seek:s to
ad. ,ailaip-Ad uauros of onsh recoveries by the U.S. (Giverrmwnt
ton civi I ptjrwweitlore lor raid atjaint the gaverrurent, Alouse of goranament lrrxjraee and defaults on govennent obligations.
'Tihis initiative will identify civil re rwiies or ;ignifcait dollar value and obtain these recoveries pmiitly, thereby
imkntj tornn effective use of civil litigation to enforce ,jpojrmnobjectives of client agencies. This prxjrar Is expected to
incea.e recweries to) the U..
okne'nrent by approximately $60(million in the first full fiscal year after ImplnemPntatlon.
Iia ant cileted
urces of these recoveries are litigation in the areas of fraud and amse of overrnent programs; forfeitirm
i dn j cases; matters having a significant potential for sustantial civil recoveries to the I.S. Goverrmn'nt that advance
-I ,4ii/,.tIri program objectives of client agencies; ara, an incrrasinj njuivr of oas s referred to the (.S. Attorneys' offices
iii tim ara.q o hArniptcy, real estate foreclosures,
and debt collection. The estimates of potential reowveries in this
lryxjram aie premised ujon the nxieri.,toe of the Atfirmativo Civil Liticjatino Unit in the Pastern litrict
nf Pennsylvania
where cash rew eries increased trnm $3 million in 1983 to $2H1million in 1985. lay applying the same rate oif return per
Assistant II.8. Attorney, it is estimated that each attorry w-ryiear devoted to this l)rrcjram will result in an akitironal
,2 million in civil rprxnnrios.
lach at the litigation areas named above represents slgnificont rewaveiy potential.
tIaIk!tstLh)res tieir manitude:

A review of several associated statistics

* The ( i re.ferrinj to the need for greater fraud prevention efforts in its, 1QH7 report,' quotes an anrxial fraii
of tJAJ b
a I Iion.
.

priost..

CiviI iporot in.s ant for[dtures
elected by U.S. Attorneys totalled over 602 million in 1985 (as contrstil
with tox $;b.5 million rilected for criminal oaltis
awl forfeitures -- a difference w)ich
eqhm-lasizmil the efficacy of pmroasljig vii ii,.)
. or evidence of lAigejening referrals and dollars associated with hnkrptcy, real estate foreclostres and debt
collection, ,**- need only look at the Far rs Haa /Artanistratinn's (tLA's)
loan portfolio. Accordirj to CN),*
bettwen 1975-1984 ktWiA farm debt increased over 400 percent growing from $5 billion to $26 billion. ('amnrunding the
blt,.k :..ilia.iaoi in the taze hlt
is the recent sure of bankruptcios and foraclsares in the enartry belt. Accirding
to recent figures cavilej by the Administrative (ff fice of 1.S. Courts, the naler of henkruptcy petition
filed in
tivi Post aftPcted states (Texas, inuisiana an Oilahmu)
rce' a startllavj 32 laroenc tetween March and lIec wfatr,
19115.
No diaruntion in this trend is foroscn in the near future.
In February, The iall Street Journal rqxorteaa*
trit "... a new wave of iAnkruptcy filings is expected and sars of these could km major." Thoee wet likely to heal icLted inchltat not only inleWrndent prorAacars and ig iperators lot real estate developers and lbnks as well. FRen
asinl n'crntly
Te fashiriton Poet cited conrt officials wto project that, eatimwids., "... the number (of
itnknapt5
cii") is exliectacl to ialihrcau to 21,000 in fiscal year 1987,' far alxo any 1 m.,ixns ytxtr."*

7.13

?piort Irish tn
kIIennIicial
financial iWliirtiomn accnnirkj try" sreic an enforoeent effort, the qualitative rm.tunvq n
IlV' SUt1at iti this Lrvgram incltI:
strenjthening tli. tisril lntejrity of gcAopnvnwnt irqram through ,irtlrivp
litigation
im c(zis wthol ttlvme prtijrams are stgject tn fratid aMdMlIXIAi; incrmAsinj the c'sh (low realized frm narco ics forfeiturps
iis
)rcreasinmj til torloitum asss-ts shared hetwr'on stat- ard federal narcotics law enfrom nt awpncs--",rnlancirj fec4rm ,
.sInte apI local law cn fosveont corjwiration; anri inerma.q!ij the prrixtictivity of existinq rsiijrcl devoted to hanr~kptcy, real
'state tivclfEures A i ottlk collPction by incmrm.irwj tht i'rnllipjal to attrirny ratio.

i.ent of the II.S. (Coenm-ent--Fiscal Year 19H7, Execptive (ffio

Kir

of the Prpsident, Office of ftarnAceent ar

ItiKgt,

.6.
"A, cve.rviw ot Farher Plrxjrn le-h,
19"6.
"PlunW.

in dii Pric'.s Iriij.

, kArn

trkruitcy Vilir
... is

Ii.lirxiuxncies. arx Irn

Inssnsl varmpre I-Wm, Admlinistration." Felns.d

I;cxw-vic Vlk-.s to i:nEne-lx-Ilt Statesu, Ihe Wl htrpet Journal,
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1987 Appropriatixn
Ant icipated
Pem.
Poe.
WY Amont

okL ,e-,cation ...................
_ieeu-4 urueJ/at
ltqor

(uec

25

24

PoRn.
Poe.

WY

Amount

1988
PAre.
Poe.

2)

19

$2,833

24

198 Pass

.S2,721

ITh imirve the. quality of (coe.rnent leejal

Estimate
WY

PP" int

19

$3,25

1ncrvia/rstlcrsePA
Ppr.
WY Amnunt
Foe.
.
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l re-sontation.
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Io prihvico ,:ttective, clisality

itirrej

lexjal e0,citirwi to an incrva.inj percentage of the federal attorneys and other legal

Tr,, Lprcvcki .4jxcial trainikj to m*et policy priorities aral special problems such as victim And witness protection and the
('i.ui~n
rip*- brutj hiforosunk Task Forcs, wiid cross dejveriment and agency lirv-s.

To M tor video ar audio tapes and other materials as a means of reaching a greater percentage of the federal attorneys in
costrl-t end rejinral offimes of the U1.S. (rw.rrunt, ant to rohice the travel c~xts auuociated with Sm)shingtrn-tese
oxtinLrlq
ulr
jal odecation.
LYeP~r!
Si
e
oipt The Otice of Legal Elkhoation admensters two institutes that provide 0rntinuirkj Ig al donationn
to fe;b,rul atto)neys. Iia potential audience for onntiniuinj legal Pcuoction includes mre than 17,X0 attorneys and Fverl
Llhtuis-int ot r legal persixtuel, mostly paralegal a[*cialists. TIh primary vehicle for providing instruction to lertUmnt
,,tttoriNtys Ia thi- Attorney Ueneral's Advocacy Institte (N;AI). Thn MkI ttiliur.s nxiorioenad trial attornys and federal
district Crsirt jukdgs as instructors for lecture, disoaision, and perforgeno exercise ni-.sions. Ibrugh the use of video
I-Ip, tacilit ie, -Rtrant pertormanoes are roorded and played hack for analysis and criti(ue. lPy concctirwj onurr" in
Idanhinjtnn, D.C., the ;A1ala
offers a means of introducing nrw Assistant 2I.S. Attnrrxys, as weli an the rxprtment's legal
,MSviMn attorneys, to the rjerational practices of the tlivurtment headquarters. sty-cialivOl topics are corv.re-d in lecturn
,tI plrrllem-olvinj workshop session; thesoi short aemnrs ar held in Wahingtn, D.C., and in locstions arund the otintry.
tkile tin hivoouucy Institute fooJ.qs on teaching ojrtmr " t.echnirei, discovery and negotiation skills to linurtvwent.
attorneys, ti. Legal Eduation Institute [IM) teaches administrative advocacy and a wide variety of mAIttantive maljects to
atlorneys
ir othir legal personnel employed throug xit the .psottive hrarch. Tbe frv.ral persPective on topics practiced hy
1vqil personnel are premonted in Jecture and problnm-anlving wnrkslp sessinn; administrative and ocurtron advocacy skills
"Ito tmtxjbt thsrtujl workahope during which exercises are videotald for critical analysis by experienced practitioners.
ll.ri
attorieyH and other legal personnel are not only participants hut are also advisn,
curriculum developers, and
t,..odors it tle Ik~1program. T'h programs am hold rimArily in leshimpton, P.C., and In other citia
that hav onnoentraI tons ot to(Jeral earNN&Wo.

U.S

Acoq31istolnts and Workload:

11he legal education woeiinad of the 11.24. Attorneys is presented Ieow
1985

1111
Advocay
cjjntitute
(MAI)
Crimral se;ions of6-redi .......................................
s
soios
Aa]lo4.1 crw'ikil law se
...................................
tivil
law sessucnsftemd .......................
11-.gaINjI
-qmoIS offePred ......................................
App.llate

sssiolu

oft.irrl

...............

5

5

3
6

2
5

18
728

15
H32

18
2,080

H
800

Et mates
198?

1988

6
4
6

10
4
6
4

.....................

Total nursess offered NAI .......................................
,,lten-ts
rtiuivimj MAI instrutilo.. ..........................
.Srciilird selrninase ,
.tuderd I lart ipatinrj i

19146

,........................
ucltcte'l
siecializ(1 seminars ..................

........

2P0
R40
25
2,120

2
1,323)
2S
2,120

Fst imter.

!loal jduCation In titute (MSI)
lot,l curse-s ottered 1,3...........................
IX inst i:I
.......
6.......................
.1 :
s .n OOUvJ
.,ttl
,hli reouivlrj private sector training sp[nsored
Total stuldents rocoivig

,AI

.........
Ol ......

ld IM! instruction ................

1485

1986

1q87

iQ88

109
6,16R
4011

77
4,711)
200

107
6,168
500

1o
6,500
500

9,376

6,621

9,628

110,440

In 1986,
'11K NAi and IF continue to increase the types of courses offered and the ouler of attorney covered.
allroxlmatel1
6,421 t:xc-,tive I'ranth attorneys anti other legal ierF"nnI alterde cmrrses with aljproximatr-1y 4,784 nf these
to InW irtjr,ms.
Ile continuirkj legal etxcation instruction I r were distrixiterl as follsisi MAI 730, IS! 921.
Part ietpaiits i-pri'j nled every teleral executive tjortinent arxi ajpncy and %2 ot the 53 indrepndent goverrwi-nt estnhlistrents.
Itirtrj l11M, IE1 refirwJ its newly developed cxursts and updatod all its ofterings.
in adklition to the continued inyrovemnt In tle basic cnirses, lot rrkitcrd a nxmm-erof new subjects to the mnirer
For exsaele, in repoixn-se to requests [rom the litiqatirj divisions, the- Advocacy Institute has offered .nninars in
tqpciAl sossionm have Iwen held to met special
jAild i
irt)itipt Ion, oonoanic crive and ortoittms, anxl Ftslrral Iort claims.
gl4Io.i,,
such as time new Advanced Alpol late COUri4., and the linxJ Prevention confereic for I.S. Attorneys.
'hIm
AiI,
%.'t
i:s.

YJFA

in
ee insiiases, there have Ix4,n joint rusjxwe.
by the two i stitotes. For ex wple, the continuing orinfuslon and
crui4.,exity Iii blnkrupt icy Idw as a result of the 'ilinmr Court's decision several years ajo have made it necessary to Increase
tlip svinsler ,t otturijs
iii thf bankniptcy Law series tor agencies as well as for the lepartment of Justioe. Kadi irvtitute
dikatl a slightly difli.nt
versit ,i of the -ree6d
of Information Act for Attonrys andi Access Professional Sminar to Peet
itttoruns*t rnmis.
Also, In tx)th institutes, there baa teen an attempt to make better use of video heynd thF taping and
,ldylkick ot exercise..
lime institute isitaxinte acl administer the prrgrss frrn eshington, D.C.. Nit the agency regional
atthi s provide biderel spaoe arl equilpent for videotape, viewing of ern' ours
by federal personnel in each city. Vioinaimg
ta-re Ilid in eleven diflerent regional cities in 1986. iLJl provide'. federal iersn'q .l outside leshingion, 1).C., with easy,
inuxeltsive access to (.nurses through its videotape prrxjram and out-of-tnwn offerings.
Irojini Ciiasp:

An iicrvare ot 4452,1MM) is reqested tor tho lJal

FolucratiOn PrngrAM in 1988.

'111i. iicreaw! ot b,4b5,41Mi is nrlUested for the Attorney (Utneral's Advocacy Institute Program In 1988 to acouwinlate the
I dtiiirpj njitresu'rits. of new attorney anid iparalpegal jr-itiansq rsl'jsted in tht U.S. Attorneys' prrgrm.
fl0ls will
over
tio- tr.idvel iW tuition nets of a greater ntier of pursonnel ro attend a greater nnlxsr of course offurlimy..
i-4 courses
will I', uevelopedi for jiraleils
as a mears to facilitate their expanded role in the riration of U.S. AttornPy offices.
1917 Apprqsriation
1988 tha.s

Enacted

lrnija'ii4

crime (insj entorcxsrnt...

Pe.
Pus.

WY

Aenint

P.
kS

519

502

2?1,857

519

WY Amount
502

-332,376

1988 Estimate
Ponn.
Poe. WY A ount
563

536

$34,933

LncreaseaPcrase
PPen
Pee.
WY AMount
44

34

$2,557

irna-laruje_Oas
Thoteih the coordination of feul-ra.,l, ';1;A,
trvl local law Fforcotent, identify, Investigate and prosecute
intrs, (f hiijh-loivel dnhj trafficking enter)rise., and to destroy the oierations of those organizations.
IMajor

4_ject ives:

la oritnxecte indiviicils who nryanize, direct, finance or are otherwise eng yd in high-level illegal drug trafficrj'
*'iitirprirmrs
inclslinj laue scale money lairndering oriiannzatim s.
TOa lassLtY a coorlinated dngj etificsuiii e effort in each Task Forci. arna, and to enormrage maximum cooperation among all drug
L'Ii-imO'ilflt
a'jsenciecs.
(i w,)rt. tully ar
'i
ip

ik-

ett,'ctively with State aid local dlnj enforement agencies.

tull use (it tiswsncial invetstjative techniques, inclLlinj tax law enforcement and forfeiture action,
vetl;i',lt s'miklre of ,es!uetR aid profits derived trei
high-level drnxj trafficking.

to make poaible

pj~
r
iq
on The Organized Crime Drug bIforcement (CXXE)program implements a major Adinistration initiative
to combat organif"ed cilme and drug abuse. Drug trafficking and organized crime remain among the mast serious crime problem
f.acinj the nation. According to a March 1986 report issued by the resident's Commission on Organi zed Crimea "Drug traffickin'j
is the most widespread and lucrative organized crime operation In the United States, accxmnting for nearly 40 percent
of this country's organized crime activity and generating an annual income estimated to be as high as $110 billion." Th
proct ois froms
drug sales further enable organized crime to implement an array of serious crimes, including bribery of publ!.c
officials, infiltration and take over of legitimate business firms, and money laundering and bank fraud which weaken key
eloiaeits of the nations economy.
The CXN)E
program represents the utwnst degree of cooperation and coordination among federal, State and local law enforcement
agencies. one of the key elements of the program is the establishment of the thirteen regional task forces to fight drug
trafficking. The regions Identify, Investigate and prosecute members of high-level drug trafficking enterprises to destroy
the operation of those organizations. The range and nature of the investigative techniques requires continuing and Intensive
participation by Assistant U.S Attorneys in the development of investigative strategy and in the provision of continuing
counsel to ensure that evidence growirj out of investigations will be complete, conclusive, proper and admls-oable.
kxxsmplishments and ibrkloads:

7e Organized Crime Drug enforcement workload of the U.S. Attorneys follat:
Estimates

llfli
Cases Initiated ..............................
Cases in which Indictments are returnedt ......
Indictments returned .........................
Defendants irndicted
..........................
Defendants charged with Racketeer Influenced
and Corruption Organization ................
defendants charged with Continuing Criminal
FPterprise ..................................
Defendants convicted .........................

1985

1986

1987

1968

370
250
889
3,157

455
389
1,241
4,418

554
494
1.385
4,986

592
52'
1,,80
5,328

138

164

199

213

144
1,482

198
2,184

224
2,393

240
2,557

In accomplishing program goals, the thirteen Task Ftbrces
have focused on cases Involving members of major drug trafficking
organizations, particularly traditional organized crime figures other organized criminals and professionals who are
imxrtinj and/or distributing large amounts of controlled substances or are financing thea;and physicians or pharmacists
illegally dispensing substantial quantities of prescription drugs. As of December 1985, the thirteen Task Florces had
convicted 2,453 individuals, including 271 convictions under statutes aimed at heads of criminal organizations: fines,
seizures and forfeitures of property and cash exceeding $440 million; and large quantities of drugs being removed froi the
market. For example, over 29 kilograms of heroin, 1,350 kilograms of cocaine, 4,957 kilograms of cannabis, and 693,065
dosage units of dangerous drugs were renoved through OC:DLW
cases in 1985 alone. Additionally, during the first nine
months of calendar year 1986, cash seizures amounted to $71,664,669 and property seizures amounted to $87,061,609. During
the same period of time, cash forfeitures amounted to $13,987,154 and property forfeitures amounted to $22,371,148.
aS

As a result of the September 1985 COC-IT coordinator's conference, the (CDST Administrative Unit presented the coordinators'
Issues an ideas to the OCD'IT Washington Agency representatives Group In November 1985, and members of that group were asked
to crnduct further analysis from their respective agency perspectives. The group is to prepare a omprehensive report for
the woking Group -- the report will address both the coordinators' conce rns and the Aurora Asaociates, Inc., caseload study.
The barking Group plans to use the information to refine the OODW program.
In June 1986, the General A'corunting
office (GAO) prepared a fact sheet for the Chairman, Subcosittee on Criminal Law,
Senate Comittee on the Judiciary, with information on the dollar amounts of criminal fines which (1)could have been iroxsed
by the courts at sentencing, (2) were imposed by the courts, and (3) had been collected as of December 31, 1985, for
defendants prosecuted as a result of the C1Y Program. It was found that criminal fines totalling $8 million were Imposed
by the courts for 315 of the 1,440 offenders and 1,127 offenders had no fine Imposed. Only $509,000 (7 percent) had been
collected by the government as of Decemer 31, 1995. Thls information should be considered during congressional deliberations
on a proposed amendment to the Ctmprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, expanding the Sentencing Oosaission's authority over
the imposition, modification, and remission of criminal fines.
airintj the period June 10-12, 1986, an Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force coordinators' meeting wai held to assist the
National Drug Enforcement Policy Board (NDEB) In the formulation of its U.S. Government statement of strategy for drug
investigation and prosecution. A final paper was submitted to the NW'9 on behalf of the coordinators, Including their
reomsended changes. Also, as a result of this meeting, it was proposed that the IJmigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) I included as a full partner in the OCPF program. Aooordingly,. the Deputy Attorney General signed an implementation
plan in Dectmber 1986, which authorized INS to assign 13 aiordinatdrs, one to each Task Force and di-signate a number of field
agents as dedicated, Task Fbrce Ajents.
In July 1986, a study was published by the GhOwhich reported that of the 48 Task Force coordinators: (1) 35 Indicated that
tho Task F"icce program has enhanced attorney Involvement in Investigations; (2) 47 said it helped improve the full use of
Investigative techniques; and (3) 44 indicated that the program had achieved positive results, such as a greater number of
RICO and CCEcases.
A caseload study conducted by Aurora Associates, Inc., in August 1985 revealed that the data contained in the Case
itnitoring System does not capture essential operational variables as personnel allocation per case phase or overall
utilization of attorney time.
As a result, the system is planned to he upgraded in 1987 which should improve case
sonitoring and attorney time utilization.
r
tnlrt

nii

An increase of 44 positions, 34 FTE workyears and $2,557,000 is requested for the organized Crime Drug
jtogram in 1988.

TA

lits increase is requested to sul)rt adequately the Atnieiel ter leins initiative in the war on dtlxq. To or Irse the
I It lat ive gained with other law enlorcmment agencies, existirg resources emist he tulIly tiltIized to maintain till
pressure
ois dtej dealers. At the sane time, nrw cation. rtst he handled.
In 1986, the Internal Revenue Service nearly dcAihle
its tax
casets evpr tler 198b lpwtol.
This Jncrease plus joint ievwstijatcws with other agencies will result In merr- (C'IVIV cases
tlaitJ tiiled in 1986 thrxajh 1918. Normally, an (IV1I1 vo.i which contains exunts against tax las
nearly dethies the trial
tlm. issrssary to I)tn.seet the a se to a jury.
As rwtted earlier, in 1947, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INSI will heoemie a formal participant in Itll trlflrl
irtjrmamn.
Tlis represents an increase of 80 agents.
A areload stuly of the (,ryanlrdi Crime DIog Enforcrre'nt Task Foro
l'Prxjrue pulilisll
in Ategtest 1915 fcmal
edthaiL g"rd cases"
utilized t1e services of fouir Ftedoral agents for each Assistant
hl,,. ALtorney.
With the Incn-ae in INS agents, the ratio will increase to 5:1.
At the same tine, as a rx,.tslt of the I .8.
Attorneys' Law Lofurrcineni Coorlinating Cminittees initiatives, it is anticilAted that the Drug Fnfor-artt A tAdnistration
and. slate arKI lortcl agencies will ot-Iiintse to hrioej substantial dokj cas which will reqire a lull range of attorney
at tell inw.
'the rmletlxtr or task tororn cases incrtaes annually as federal agenit- r te-m
-m effective e in dbvelrning intelligence about
rnj
eejantzritions.
ach no.v case Indicted leads utimately to ariltional sLispcts. Also, local law enforcement is
incre singly cemnintj to Ite task force with large potential ii.so,..
As ante' oi-ss lead to convictiw at trial, the rister of
mljjelte setters hatreln Ivy each Assistant It. S. Attorney increa. s prqxtrtioaately. If new cases are to he wor-ked,
aeklitieoal rehrmrces will he needed merely to keep pacet with the appellate workload.
Ie aetilt ion tee ctntieseinj to handle the volume ot reelti-dtfoi.ent cases whid are presented to the tAsk force and maintaining
orle.rl ioo le'twecll te.drral, State and local i<erncies in the prrteutiot of
icteei, 1IeN!U
OCit'" plams to continue
i
4eee11
l ll Ittrteil tire asp-ct et investi(jati.es mol i ost-citeees to realize ivin vwtnies reo)veml to tc II. 5. Treastery.

lee.
tee

1987 Aijjn-j'iatioo
Ant icipated
ter.
Poe.
WY
Mount
Ikerea-ecetent

needarteinist ration...

148

176

bt5,ilth

1988 Hase
'ens.
l4,m.
134

WY
145

Antont
$15,652

1988
Fence.
Pos.
114

estimate
WY
14i

Mount
$15,,52

]ncrase(I)ecrease
Perm.
Poe.
WY ANount
...

...

...

L/nj-tiangje nl:
To provide c(xnstent direction and alepr)riate- distribution of re.sarone to the U.S. Attorneys and to
reslgetl jtrniftly and efticient~y to the artninlstrative- and manage
eint rads
cl
f the 94 I.S. Attorneys' offices.
SIaylt-r

ita5ctives

TIe t iretele IM11teacmteet, lt
eCa Xie eliit'

aek'tetti,

and direction to rite Exect ive

)ffioe for lt.S. Attorneys ard the II.S. Attorneys'

offices.

tl*e ciiCici'sstel isjmeleeevntation of all '14 lis: rict law fnforotcint (inli$irting Ctamittee plans.
T2V)

l 11il*sellt tr interests ot all U.S. Attorneys in the drkvolrlsent of lejartinent of Justice policy and to
wide toisisterc, in tie condxjLt t federal litigation.
To

'lut cnul1uct t(lid review, ranaicjtiwnt audit and perforsmno
To1

Imtiilate

Jo liiiilet

Toi toinhilIti' aii texercie ljpr.oenel man ainnt
itxel

itvis in

evaluations of each II.8. Attorney's office.

arx exelte an qrp.ratinj ludjet to satisfy the nirtival
and iiplement bjual floliloylsent (pportunity
tIhK

U.S. Attorneys'

needs of I.S. Attorneys' offices.

plans.

ix')Iicy anid authority in order to obtaiO the

Post

qualifier indlviduals for

oftioes.

To ipVvte all administrative support necessary tn obtain adequate "on
'Ii) c fvietthe design ai
tfit. 1.,. AtLorleys.

qugxrrt system-

irl,lce
wetation

and eitaipmnnt.

tf a ca-load management system and to make available optimal office technology for

To prinvide policy dir.ction and re.sxrces that will result in optiml efficiency In the collection of debts mied the
12seI'iJramesc~ri~t inn: The
ranaxIent and Administration program enawxasses all of the Exeotive office for (.S.
Altoilpys
A(StiA) with the exception of the (iftice of Legal F1licatlon. ThIt SEA provides general assistance and auervision
l4 kliu. J4 1.8. Attorneys' ottires, awl coordinates and directs the relatinnship of other orjanizational units of the
iviarlsjii, it with Ihest? ottioPs. flirasjh the Office (f infloiation llaragnenl , the RAA provided 1.8. Attorneys' offices
wcLh the iltosration awl autinsted information systems necessary to achieve i[1partment oJectives anal to ensure efficient use
ii re.sta rvis.
'Ito I.valuation and eview Staft of the FXIESAassists 1.. Attorneys in recrxnizing ivrrenments that cAn Ie
Pik, in tie use of professional personnel while reducirj the onst of operator.,
a 11.S. Attorneys' office. Te FMUSA, through
its Iejal totiisol unit, providess legal interljretations and advice to U.S. Attoaieys on concern such as legislation,
rijulntanrs aryl doiiartnental qpidelines.
In addition, the lMkA has resjx
iiillty
for itrplemnting affimative action
i.tcjrel
within the 1.8. Attorneys' otfcs
while manatjing a discrimination cuijaint program through its Fjuml yljlecnt
(.jx)rtint
unit. The D9et Collection staff of the UlISA provides direction. nd oversight to U.S. Attorneys in the conduct
tit tleir 4lI,t collection activities. trw of the ,ore critical resprv sibilities ot the fxJA t the oversight of each II.S.
Attorneys' ot ice law t:ntorcwent Coordinating Camittee (LB)
pingram. lach office is responsible for the formulation and
isfJtrvntat.1cxi oo an ikXC plan. These plans are the backhne ot the Adminintratlon's efforts to join with Stale and local
attlirities in connuctiij law enforcement functions. Another inq)ortant resxxnihility of the MXIRAis the exercise of
14,r
MR] Is iaijirnt
alilrity within the UAliSA and the I.S. Attnrnys' ottires. The pnmnlel authority incluxdes all jiass

ot ipesoxwei oerations such as recruiting, classification, training, adverse action and employee relations. The acquisition
r'iuvali o it saix- as Well as proairolient ot all eqidilent, furniurn, M-)iles and material are program famction nf the
ixA.
lineally, threxjh its Financial MInagemnt Staff, the IXIA formulates awl execites a budget for all 94 U.S. Attorneys'
oilitx,s
arl it'it.
it
L'i.i
iTh pures includes any med for amerrtnenta, mupplr'ii.ila, rimnhirsnnets and transfers.
a110

7.21

Acrnlislvents and Itrkl

cls

Accnplintents of the harjcme.nt and Aitwinistrat ion

17114
I. lLtu Unit
a. lirief ijs
cm LOT' activities and aconitlismenta
h. tedhnical asistance/sLpnker Iurenu contacts

2.

Pers*nn l
A. AI bA apintments ....................................
b. Inv-attoney apnintmtnts ............................
c. R&istion clsslittinrw
cvnsloted ..................
(I. (Oher Persntrl actions Imos
I ..... o........
rc
........................
e. security aLtin

....

J. Iljua Iuioqplant (4nltunity Unit
i
e
a. Ikoal
cxeIplatnts meive ........................
to. Inlotnoal asrlplaints tenninato-w- ..... ..................
4.

lgjAl Counsel
.......
a. Vre*xkn of Infonnatihn requests reo ivved
......
e
b. Fnwmm of intormation nwjusta n)letx

b.

t'paa

h.

H lpisztioe tor services april g

rnoknAd ..........

7.

Purdase onk

crleted
nm
Iy tXILLSA....................

H.

411tice eviation rrlprte ............................

It.

H incia

transact itm

iW. II.N. Attorrry

remnred ........................

e' collections (S4N83).................

follows
Eat
1I7M98

1985

1486

465
275

478
1,1114

S0
1,000

1,9"8
2,187
2,432
411,)62
S,684

2,025
5,2;2
I,gqA
38,10W
8,743

7115
1,133
812
1H,459

H/A
12
12

1,847

33
2)

20
15

stp.q

1,0M0
2,314
5,9482
2,52H
3q,152
10,857
21
Is
1,751)
1,750

1,%)36
3,076

1,700
2,1,00
967

1,048

4,421

2,947

4,891

5,3114

1,63P

657

1,016

Iq69

1,118
905

emoatins ......................................
e

rrvr

7S

21

54

95

8,58H4

6,320

7,000

7,W~0

S318,218*

Sf2r,Q%1

$248,0A0

$30,R.()O

[22

il.

oittice ot inro

atiit

tarftjmnt

A. I'IEt1lS amuJ t*CNll cliAjter hssed systena
1. It.cAk1 wx)ILI plon'..sirJ lasedl systems
c. l14#lIS/1JM'b (laLd taso imil-uissiora to tMJSA
itos
-(I.
LaNkirj*ittransact

23

28
29
744

I
416
"oI (X m

4 25,

-46
\ 47
1.O55
tltJ

24,(X

46
47
1,3)
2.3,

S

lhe Law krnforcmert Coordinatirij Crimittee (IEC) Staff of F3JEEA in arnjunction with the Office of Justi o Prjras coricted
a thrto day trainiivj o-wiorenoe tor U.S. Attorwy staft ansignel liLl or Victwi.-Jitnes rMtsihillty.
The IIT1s he
mino
tl.t. holJ over IM) full onmwitten meetings and numerr ub
ittee meetiqW.4
A lat!koxi4gpn
was held on drug Ahum
aw-trom'5n, educQt ion arKd irevnt ion for 11.8. Attorneys.
Hat inst xqJvrts
ra-t'
d~w-W'j* aed societal ipalct of the drug
)rl(dm, druj I.lnroualtuy, dnj screenir,
and sclol prevention rngmm.
.
11wo tijual ")tioytnt (1xirt.unity tttice (EBP) received 33 now mttprs (lrimj I4M,
4 'Of thici were closed eitler informlly
irt.
Five c.ne wt.M deferred to legal .ervicos
bry
.;olution or tailiuro ot ormVaintant to tollow thrnmih ti the (An.
14)r tv.'ilition 141rlAsi-S.
(ine Was resolved.
tiir
prrpymt'rl dislxvi-it" wvisrinrvi
Oy the M) t t ire.
Un harinR~ were
.
.pmsltoJ
by cpl,]aintants.
'Ie )ittr, ot Ujai (ci nr l received 1.536 and proo-seed 3,076 Frefatic of InfnmatinrVWiicy Act (fr"lIMPA) requata. A
IUIA/1A Task tlr.., was created to reduce the requst backlog.
The Attorney (en.rml'x Advianry Cr littee
of the liited States
At toroeys ali)rolmi It "l.luesi0t IJoicy statements sul.ittwd or inclusion in t-u, United States Attarm-ya ftnm l.
A total
oft 76 rrammittala inliwisiij 20 tilueheets were issued, the- mjority of wbich has rr:
t; r-tr
passage of the Ckgprhemnive
Cripo Co(ait rol Act ot 1984.
tive ,t tim mst aigniticant acoitliAshments of the Financial tianagment Staff Ol1m) was the fonilat tnn of 1908 budget
usteats
for the J.S. Attorneys' offlop.
lollowinj th tuxkjet formuLatfr
prom", tie initial estate
for
wAR PAuhittftd
lo-"rtimntal rmvii artl a subtw uent submission was formulated arid forwarded to the (4tice of tMregment anid ltwkt for its
tLv.iw. In edition to the 1txput tornulation pnoess, the fM mmitoro
prrwidrt ntatus ot funds relonrts for use of
prt
tijiA nd lftiartnent policy level officials. The M4 added one Additional djstrict Wasntern District of hw York) to its
resivevmitwre are no# three offics ,live
iPic iutxect 10 Place II.,. Attorneys' offices on individual cimrating plan.
hilities tor sonitorirnj all
funr ex)peditures. (Oerating plans are nro
."J'tied
and mitord
for the following units
'rjai,tm
Crime lwrtxg ,tprc mot TAsk 'orouI Oftice of Intoration lansy,,*
('f.ire oi Leal lscetirx! District
a w
Jursey; southern District ot New York and Eastern lditrict ot l"ew York. - 'lpa. tlrsgj"
rnt ct cis
for the estblishmnt of
liepcr.st luirls have also heon distributed to all U.S. Attorney's ottioes. Ten districts htave a&lied for this authority,
which will exiedito charaje-makirj for fine collections and enable oftioe to misturse employees for cut-of-pocket
i-xt-.)ilttir,.s tor misol
uArwu
ismali (rchases
i.e., s'ey
orter fees anrS lrocil t rarwin.rtatirin expero' .
4

AcoainIitshmnts tor the Facilities lianagrnt and stpit)rt Staff wre ar follow,
rririnated the csx0
"hsme of the District
oft tolkti4na b.H. Attorwy's ,itficP rlo-t
inn tar tnth the Suipvrinr C-urt anr district Uxort .[.rpegti*twvt
nrdinatd
rulocAtitn of its. U.S. Attorney's (Iffice in hcxjaton, Tlxass ao-juired nw "per and mumitted flinr plans for the expansion ad

4

oriilidation of the hoeton, tlassachusetta of iosi acquired and renovated new space in Jackson, Mississippi; acquired now
spvacmin Tapa,
lorida; Jacksonville, tlorida; and Alexandria, Virjinla and ul radod tie security of the Salt Fake City,
btah ottioe.

A facsimile network for the Fxeoutive Oftioe staff and all hut twn 1U.S. Attorneys'

offins was craelted in

LJUbu=mliatrj exlsdlitixis trarnslssion of dooiments. With the Addition of two rev offlcs in 1986, then Is ric A total
ut seven f)ttioes with (Iranl Jury Cort PAporter contracts. Five otber offices have solicited bids for reporting services,
aIKl eve LuationS ot te) Of the bids are presently underway.
In 19M16,the Pkrscx"el Jlanagcment Staff ipzl4mented the tirxlings of studies conducted in 1985 to find means to irproe
ljrurnl
management services for ver 150 stated offioes.
lie overall timeliness in i)rnocpsiin transactions for over 5,00
,iiltyies las iuiproved.
The state is near cmpletion of two major projects on standards for the legal administrator and
,11 socret.,ry protessions.
li5rsonnsl authority has tPn granted to a limited nutmde. of districts. The Pewornel
nManagement
is4t li, the prnoess of delegating similar authority to s.vernl more of the larger district offices.
lie lCvaluation anti leview btatf (EAlN) within tHEA visits U.S. Attorneys' offios and oxxscts on-going evaltstitm As
tresluetitiy as tud'jet and time permits to ensure unifnrm quality of review, and to prrvioe assistance to evaluators when
rtiewicJ very larje o(Lices.
In 1986, 10 legal marvesent reviews, 2 administrative
reviews; and 9 collection reviews wre
npleted. In 1916, EkA expended the practice of acpxiring workload data (rrm client agencies awl the Admilnistrative Offics
tfr 4.8. (Cxrts. Client a&yncy workload projections Are usexd to project resqcrce rnqiirrments (both personnel and other
exjp.enses) in the U.S. Attorneys' offices in the future.,
lilated activities, the confict of legislative and policy met
lidjec-t analyses, also provide resource projection data.
In late 198l5, EAS was asetynni tie responsibility for allocating full-time equival
T.) wotkyears to the U.S.
At trirneys' li lices.
1K? nanatkjwent o V s was critical to maintaining rqeration (I. ., Kj the severe 1986 fundir
resiricI iom mand,l0 t (rs-hrti--llllitxjs
reuckctions.
In 1986 and 1987, each U.S. Attorney has teen given an allocation of

teli-t ipe lerrarnert jni-itins and ITlkworkyears as well as assistance in understanding their associated ranagrent
imqi i Catinos.

The ( ttice of Jntionnti3n Managaent (WIM) within the XASEAprovides direction anl oversight to U.S. Attorneys in the conduct
14 1litit dlt
ollection an i genral coaseload mana nemnt activities. They assure that teliartxient objectives are heing met
,.n provide ottices with the autronated information systems necessary to support their litigating activities and to assure
,fIicint ue ot rnaitras. out is restovihle for a exult i-year project to provide monien word processing riquimsent to all
U..
Attorneys' ofticen arxi to implement caeload and collection management systems on word processors or aputers in all

ilisl ricts.

li.sei synthms briij nodrn worl lrpoessina facilities to the saIler t.S. Attorneys' offices and provide hardire

on wttich to operate a caseload and nllection managment system. Since the etnd of i086, tanier equipment has teen operational
i11141
0 iVnctiors in 0i isti it-ts and all U.s. Attorneys' offi evs hav the ability to electronically crInmmnioste revisable
ikemarwts to their staffed branch offices.
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contractor resources have been used for the inplus-ntation of the Ponseutors Management Information system (PFiISI for
case.Inwil arl cnlhctann mnajeannt on Primo oafuters in the lArgest 20 districts.
IJM pernrywl devlqnl the United

states Attorneys' Ca socad Tracking Nystem (LtJ1Z ) for use on Lanier equipmnt in tim smaller offices.

Olt personnel

start(i tIWtN i imlesrntations in Janiary I5
and hogan to direct P1IT. lmplementatinn when the ivplewmntation contract
enici in iarch 1985. At the end of 19186, I5SK1 was q~erational in 27 districts and P1I*I- was cqerationsl in 28 districts.
lurInej 1986, tie 4"It salt
rvtinrld and modified P9*118 software to
kre it run on efn.ll PR1118 cr'sxters. That system, called
t6AiCTlI, is now nperatiooal in two medium sited U.S. Attorney offices. It will be installed in 13 additional sites in 1987.

iJtriisj 198b, the tIAEA joined forces with the Tax and Criminal Divisiom to jointly acquire state-of-the-art office autlmatinn
equilinent which is cnwtihle between the divisions and the U.S. Attorneys'
prmrn-tvity ot attoroys in litiatirxj
on lehalf of tine government.

offices.

Th- equipment will increase the

Chan'gs in caseload have dictated the use of auters insteAd of word processors for caseload and collection mnaisent in a
axintr ot mid-sie oftices. Eight oVional crrputers fr"wa the original Prim contract and 15 additional sumll Pin,.
ijite
r
have mxsabeen acquired, tius providing maftines on which to implement PWlIlS or tI4Kr4II in a total of 46 districts. IISA
will IR usea on lanier eainlpnn'nt in the remaining 47 districts. FIANA will cnntime to implement P81818,
aol IA
AMA1
II
at tHn rate of three districts per month ass-uning that wiring cann he acarmplshed.
ijuring 196, tWM enit imnld its efforts t.o enhance the attcmated leqal resmrch onpAbilities of the 1.S. Attorneys' offices.
At tho- ond ot tie fiscal year, 153 JIIS custom terminals were installed in U.S. Attorneys' offices and their branches.
Late
an tin. tascal year, cainvnocations software, hit allows Prime tenminals rnrmvlly tsed for caseload managneert to he used as
JiHI research terminals, was acquired for installation on all Prime onuters. Over 1,000 individuals received
8JIIS
I rainimj. '2U1 addition of the toxt ot the. U.s. Attorneys' 4anual and selected briefs written by the office of ti
Solicitor
tnneral, Civil Divisicon, and 1.8. Attorneys tiWT=vei havemadeJ3R11
more useful.
The U.S. Attorneys' offices continued to
use Jinid. termnalMs to Access selected data bases ,rovidie by VikbILA and [kXls which are not a part of JURIS.
In 198b, ccimuterired litigation support was funded for four highly publicized cases with ocmnlicated evidentiary problems.
lurinlj the yoar, ciiputer system marlaere in U.S. AN'tornoys' offices played a greater role in providing litigation support
using indivicual districts' Prime ozqxter facilities. however, the ability of local crawuter system managers to provide
tlins s ,liort las lens Limited sumeehat, Oue to tie lack of easy-to-tns litigation support software.

I.8. Attorney collections etforts continue to be sevenly affected by the trarehfkr or Inn msimibility from the Cairts for
physicAlly processing tine/assessments payments. t1ignificant effort was expended implmmsnting certain aspects of the crime
owitiol and tine nmtoru.n'nnl i'
anti devlnpjirxj systems for handling significatly mor payents than the Courts ever
A rKu two jrje Claime Collection Litigation 1"eort {4mIi) was implenmented in 1986.
It provides core information for claims
I' ln 11l.; Antauits whndm alOnint never jo to trial. lisp ot this form orens less pn~laration work for the n'fnrring agencies.
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Ioitd States Attorneys
Salaries anl exi rn s,

(Pnral lJagl Activities

Financial Analysis,- Pnxjram Chanoes
IlrIars, in thrxsandRs)

Civil
IAtijcat in
1r;.
Amxint

Crimi na I

Li tigat ion

Its

Poe.

t 9 .°.......................°...
i,

. ........

,......

.
,..... .....

....

25
96
103

4
Total jcui! in
anl arnal rat. ....
IgaW4 (-) ...................
Mbrl., persquil oVrln&t ton
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S561
1,759
1,525

11,190_

15,035
-I5 -3,199
..
12k

Or)ani 7Ad Crlme
foromnpnt
ru
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2

kncunt

$ 44
165
118
1.442

,
31
13
30

S13 5
571)
l93
1,731

80
-2(1

2,62U
-415
19

44
-10

1,769
-380
16

2,232
300

34

1,415
180

q
8
25

Ilgal
lucatitm
Pne.
Am int

btca)
Pre%. Anaunt

...
...

33
136
124
249

$740
2,494
1,836
14.362

542
-135

19,432
-3,994
157

--- -------

I

Total work~ears and persrul
Lx't1U
i.'

jI iofn..............

i'e ir
lsrj
I ts ...........
Travel arsi trns
rortation ot
Imerscw-Is .........

313
,.....

***,,......*..,,,

Traiisxnt-di ll of thing'; ...........
otandarxi level user danje.- ........
('on. 11.1littes ant othir rents ....
i'riist Irsj and ri-.rcluctix ..........
itlier S rvio s....................
Iutdi4,s
ar ...
eriA ............
....................

ciloi.l woikyears aml ouhijyal ins,
1,1)3B..........................

11,458

1,584

148

822
95
1,183
591
20

16
227
152
64
613
67
151

-3,654
763

L.313
21,14'.

I

601

3,970

!

34

15,595
2,064

112
12
136
61
25
506
36
84

S172

2,557

.. 452

123

1,546

804
2891
5,0431

270

398
998 "

|

447

29,1241

It1ited StAte-i AttornejT
Ralaries and expenses, CGeneral feaal Activities
Priority PankIrg
Base Pri

Proqram Increase

ram

Pk-mrr

Rank Jrq

Civil rIittIatlon

I

Criminal Iltiqation
Ou anlzel Crime ftin Fnfforcmint
lolal Ri6cation
Manaa wnt argl Ahinlistratlon

2
3
4

raxram

Criminal ritiqation
civil (ititlation
ftnanized ('ime r-uq Fnforcment
rnal Riucation

PankiI

1
2
3
4

L27

tstaten Attorrmys

Iunittl

salaries anti exmn"i, generall !ial
Detail nt Permanent lna!tia
fiscal Yeats 1986-

19U6
.-

t.,J'i!'

z

____"__tI.-ri

Activities

1U ('atemnry
1988

1987
AtttIxri ed

2,654
37
979

2,720
385
979
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A.'lolt
i1,J 1isi isKtikp
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........................
.... . .12
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(14i1-1499)
Krj
..................
U
Acvt
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..
..................................
.....
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1,812

Atloorv'ys (91)) ........................................
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.
..................
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...............................................
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Ik1,1....................................................
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Initiatives
-100
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...

......................
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9
177

12

8
12

1988
Prnjrim.
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250
...

249
81
...

.,.

...

-19

212

...
...
...

.....
...

Total
2,869
716
979
2

2,005
122
2

2

5,~t
,.958

131

I17

-19

...

11

542

6,463

131

542

fiTQ*

5,634

5,71

5,823

Sma

1

542

6,031168

Special (omael for Imigration-elated Unfair Employment Practices
Salariee and expensest General beqal Activities
Crosswalk of 1987 Changes
(Dollars in thousands)

Activity/Program

1987 President's
Budt
WY hAmount
Poe.

Special Counsel for ImligrationRelated Unfair Employment
Practices ......................

.............

1987 Supplemental Requested
Aount
WY
Poe.

30

13

$1,359

1987 Appropriatirn
Anticipated
WY Amount
Poe.

30

13

$1,359

Supplementals Requested
Supplemental funding-Is requested to establish the Office of Special Counsel forUnfair Employment Practl.'s as set forth
In P.L. 99-603, the Imnigration Reform and Oontrol Act of 1986.
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Special Oxmesel for Immigration-Telated Unfair E

loyftnt Practices

Salaries and expenses, General Legal Actlvties
Summary of PWuIrements
(Collata I n tFousdris)

W~r
kyear S

Adjustments to Base:

twent

1987 as e acted ................................................................
1987 pcogran supplemental requested ..........................................

13

30

POO.

1987 appropriation anticipated .................................................
tUoontcollable increases:
Annualization of 1987 program supplemental .................................

'30

1988 Base
Perm.
Poe.

WY

Aimount

30

30

$1,923

1, SQ

17

1988 Base ......................................................................
1987 Appropriation
AntliJ
cted
Peru.
Poe.
WY ARK0nt

$1,359

13

56'

30

1988 Oatimate
Peru.

POe.

WY Isunt

1,920

Inc./r)K.
Per.
POS.
WY Amxrtt

Estmates by activity
Special counsel for Imigratlonbilated Unfair Employment
Practices ......................

30

13

$1,359

60

.53

$4,2)5

30

21

$2,111)

M- It

pa#etl 0ounsel for lInigration-Iblated Unfair Oplo ent Practices
Balaxles and expenses, Oenecal Legal Activities
Justification of Program and Performance
(Dollars In thousands')
1987 Appropriation
Aticipted
•
Joe.
WY Amount
Special 0ounel for ImigrationRelated Unfair Employment Practices

30

13

$1,359

1988 Base
Perm.
Pon.
WY Amount
30

30

$1,920

1988 bftimate
Per..
Poo.
Wt Amount
60 53

$4,235

Inc./Dec
PerM.
Poe.

WY

30 13

Amount
$2,315

pnLaM
M
Oals lb reduce and deter national origin and citizenship status discrimination to the point where Oongres can
properly determine that there is no need for these provisions.
major Objectives.l
lb remedy discrimination based on national origin or citizenship status caused by the Implementation of the Immigration
Reform and Oontrol Act of 1986.
To review charges of discrimination and to Initiate and file oomplants with adinistrative lam Judges In appeopriate cases.
iEcoram Decri iont The Immigration Reform and Ontrol Act of 1986 makes it an Ounfair immigration related practice*
SI
inate in hiring, recruiting, discharging, or referring an individtial for a fee, because of such Individual's
national origin, or In the case of a citizen or Intending citizen, because of that Individual's citizenship status. The
Act exeqpta from these pohibitions (a) employers of three or fewer eqloyees, (b) claim& which are enforceable under
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, and (a) eqployent actions based on citizenship status where the
employer must discriminate based on citizenship in order to oqply with requirements iqpoeed by statutes, regulations,
executive orders, government oontracts, or where the Attorney General detemines citizenship status is essential for an
employer to do business with a federal, state of local governmnt agency or department. In order to enforce the prohibitons
in the Act, the position of "Special 0ounmel for Immilgration-Related Unfair lqmloyment Practicesm, has been created in the
Department.
B
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The Special Ouxel will receive and Investigate charges of discrimination filed by private individuals or those filing on
their behalf, or amsiirstion and lNaturalization Service Officers, and determine whether the charges warrant filing an administcative complaint:. te the Special Counsel determines that such action is justified, he or she may file a complaint
with an admtinstrativo law Judge seeking injunctive relief and, where appropriate, back pay or civil monetary penalties or
both. Once the administrative law judge finds a violation and issues relief, the Special Counsel may file an action in
federal court to emftoce such relief. 1t4ere the Special Counsel does not file an administrative action, the Act provides
the IndividUal the riSht to file his or her om acIton before an administrative law Judge.
!Aoml I.ments ard Ut vkloads
to report.

Because this is a newly-established program, there are no accomplishments or workload data

,ft, 1988, the Department is requesting an additional 30 positions, 23 irM workyears and $2,315,000 to
cinue,thetfforts initiated in 1987. Since 1987 is the first year of operation for this office, It Is difficult
to estimte specific woLkload. However based on general workload data obtained from the Imigration and Naturalization
Service and on cost estimates provided by the Civil Rights Division, it appears that this request will be adequate to
handle the responsibilities as set forth in P.L. 99-603.

V

SPecial Cmsel for Imigration-Related Unfair Dloyment Practices
Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities
Financial Analysis - Program Changes
(Dollars In txusands)
Item

ecEIal counsell

G(ade1s

Poe.

....................................................................................

GS/Q4 15 ................................................................................
GS/Gi 14 ............................
................................................
GS/GK 13 .................................................................................
.... I .................. k.......................................................
GS 11 ....
1
GS ...........................................
..
GS 7 ...............
...................................
Total positions and annual rate .........................................................
Lapse I-)

........................................................................

Total workyears and personne) compensation ...............................................

....

$64
6S-2

4
6
8
7
2
2

208
264
304
182
40
36

30

1,098

-17

-256

23

842

Personnel Benefits ............
.............................................................
Travel and Transportation of P'rsons.......
..............................................
Transportation of Ihings .......
............................................
GSA Rent........,..
.......................
....................
..............
Other Rent .......
.................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...........
Printing.................................................................................
Other Services...........................................................................
" Ipnles
..............................

t

.............

96
157
17
234
530

35
120

o......................o.............................

so

..

Total, workyeara and obligations, 1988 ..................................................

Anmun t

1

234
23

2,315
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Special Oomsel for Imigration-Felated Unfair Bkloyient Practices
Salaries ar4 expenses, General Legal Activities
Detail of Permanent Pesitions by Category

Category
Attr.neys

5 ........................................

Paralegal Specialists (950 ............................
Other Legal and Kindered (900-91S) ......................

1987 Supplemental

Request

1988 leguest
Program

changes

7btal

15

15

30

5

5

10

.2

2

4

Social Sciences, HDonamics and Kndred (100-199) .......

5

5

10

General iministration, Clericel and Office
Services (NO0-399) ...................................

1

1

2

Mathematics and Statistics Group .......................

2

2

4

30

30

60

30

30

60

Tbtal .................................................

Washington ........

,...................................
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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. EARLY. The Committee is pleased to welcome Deputy Attorney General Arnold I. Burns. Mr. Burns, you may proceed with
your statement. I understand you are going to make a statement
that will include that of the other witnesses.
Mr. BURNS. Yes. I have a statement for the record, and I will try
to give a brief summary.
Mr. EARLY. We will include your statement in its entirety into the
record at this point, and your summation will be fine.
[Statement follows:]
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DEPARTMENT 0'

JUSTICE

GENERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES
STATEMNT O TIE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL

ARNOLD 1. BURNS
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMITTEE ON THE
DEPARTMENT OF CO3OWRCE,
THE JUDICIARY,

JUSTICE,

AND STATE,

AND RELATED AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:
I am pleased to appear before you in support of the 1988
budget request for the General Legal Activities appropriation.
The Department is requesting $763,441,000 to fund 10,696
positions and 10,354 full-time equivalent (FTE) workyears.

The

1988 GLA budget request includes $46,401,000 and 565 positions
for the Antitrust Division, and $413,555,000 and 6,631 positions
for the U.S. Attorneys.

For 1988, we propose to transfer these

litigating components into the appropriation.

This year's

request represents an increase of 864 positions, 698 FTE
workyears and $140,603,000 over the comparable 1987 appropriation
anticipated level.
The request includes uncontrollable increases of 111 FTE
workyears and $59,591,000 and nonrecurring decreases of
$4,179,000.

Also included are increases of 109 positions and 35

FTE workyears and decreases of $4,471,000 associated with
management savings initiatives and a program decrease of 100
positions, 85 FTE workyears and $2,109,000 for the Antitrust

2
Division.

In addition, the request includes a transfer of

$244,000 from the financial and administrative systems support
group and 16 positions, 16 FTE workyears and $843,000 from the
interstate Commerce Commission.

Our program increases total

839 positions, 621 FTE workyears and $90,684,000.
Please allow me to summarize for the Subcommittee the
program changes we are proposing for 1988.
For the Criminal Division, we seek a program increase of
$4,469,000 to fund 45 positions and 33 FTE workyears to combat
organized crime, terrorism and procurement fraud.

More

specifically, 24 positions, 18 FTE workyears and $2,312,000 will
be devoted to increasing organized crime prosecutions and
addressing the recommendations of the President's Commission on
Organized Crime.

The Commission, in its report, noted organized

crime's increasing involvement in drug trafficking and the
emergence of new organized'criminal groups.

The Commission has

recommended that the Department develop new initiatives against
organized crime activity in labor unions and the market place,
more specifically, to apply all of the remedies available under
the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization (RICO) laws in
an attempt to expand our efforts to decertify hoodlum unions.
In addition, $1,106,000 to fund 15 positions and 11 FrE
workyears is being requested to provide legal advice to
representatives and policy-makers responsible for responding to
international terrorist incidents and other matters.

As you
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know, the Criminal Division is very involved in the extradition
of terrorists for trial in the United States.
We are also requesting an increase of $708,000 for six
positions, and four FTE workyears in the Defense Department
procurement fraud area.

The Defense Procurement Fraud Unit was

established in 1982 to overcome the numerous problems that had
been encountered in the investigation of important cases, such as
On

Litton and General Dynamics in the 1970s and the early 1980s.
July 24, 1986, Litton Systems, Incorporated, was sentenced,
following a plea of guilty, to 320 counts of false claims and
mail fraud.

This case, which involved mischarging material cost

on contracts to the Army, Navy and Air Force, resulted in $15.7
million being paid back to the U.S. Government.

The additional

six positions will allow us to intensify our efforts, not only in
the well-publicized cases but in the less well-known prosecutions
as well.

These false claims and fraud cases require thousands of

work hours sorting through millions of pieces of documentation.
Finally, resources totaling $343,000 are also sought for
litigation support, travel and overtime in the Criminal
Division's public integrity, narcotics, and internal security
programs.
The U.S. Attorneys are requesting a program increase
totaling $28,124,000 for 542 positions and 407 FTE workyears
1988.

for

The major focus of this request is to beef up prosecution

in the areas of narcotics and dangerous drugs, white collar
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crime, affirmative civil litigation and defense of claims against
the Treasury.

Of the total program increase requested,

$21,439,000 to fund 417 positions and 313 FTE workysars will be
devoted to strengthening the prosecutorial posture in drug abuse
and narcotics trafficking.

Included are $2,557,000 to support 44

positions and 34 FTE workyears for the Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement initiative and $320,000 for the Legal Education costs
associated with the additional Assistant U.S. Attorneys in this
request.
Enactment of the Omnibus Drug Supplemental Act of 1987
provided significant new resources for federal investigative
agencies to create even greater momentum in our overall drug
enforcement efforts.

By 1988, U.S. Attorney personnel will be

called upon to play an even greater role in the many and varied
steps that must be taken to achieve successful prosecution, not
only of high-level drug cartel members, but also of the leaders
of mid-level trafficking organizations.
This includes becoming involved early in the investigative
process by coordinating undercover operations or supervising
Title III applications; coordinating and preparing for often
lengthy grand jury presentations; handling sensitive witnesses
who require special security protection; reviewing voluminous
documentary material to track illicit assets and more.

This

challenge is not new to the U.S. Attorneys for they are in the
front lines every day in virtually every federal court fighting
the war against drugs.

The drug-related resources we are
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requesting are necessary if the new resources provided to the
investigative agencies are to have a meaningful effect upon those
engaged in illicit narcotics trafficking.

Without additional

staff for the U.S. Attorneys, a large portion of the additional
referrals for prosecution will be declined.
For white collar crime prosecutions, we are requesting 28
positions, 22 FTE workyears and $1,561,000 to support the
President's council on Integrity and Efficiency by expanding even
further our efforts to prosecute defense procurement fraud,
government program fraud, money laundering schemes, bankruptcy
fraud, and bank fraud and embezzlement.
Under our affirmative civil enforcement initiative, we are
requesting $3,970,000 for 80 positions and 60 FTE workyears to
generate additional revenue to the U.S. Government, using civil
remedies, within the context of proceedings involving fraud and
abuse of government programs, drug forfeitures, bankruptcy, real
estate foreclosures and debt collection.

Based upon our recent

experience with this concept, we expect to generate an additional
$60 million in income annually by 1989, of which a significant
portion will be cash.

The U.S. Attorneys' cash collections are

expected to reach $270 million in 1988.

Finally, we are seeking

$522,000 to support 17 positions and 12 FTE workyears to improve
cooperation between Federal, State and local law enforcement
agencies by placing coordinators in selected mid-size districts,
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and $500,000 for improvements to personal and physical security
in various locations nationwide.

We request $13.6 million to support 114 positions and 72 FTE
workyears for increases in the Civil Division.

These increases

will allow us to handle increased litigation workload in the
Appellate, Torts, Commercial Litigation and Federal Programs
areas and provide additional resources to meet our litigation
responsibilities under the Immigration Reform and Control Act and
the civil frauds legislation.

In the Division's appellate

litigation program, we have experienced increases in workload of
more than 80 percent over the past five years while staffing has
remained constant.

The requested increase of $2,331,000 to

support 34 positions and 21 FTE workyears will redress this
imbalance and allow the Appellate staff to handle a greater share
of this litigation.
The explosion in torts caseload continues to strain the
Division's ability to defend the United States in cases where the
government's exposure exceeds $125 billion.

In view of this we

are seeking an increase of $3,953,000 to support 20 positions and
13 FTE workyears for the Torts program.

Our efforts in the

conduct of torts litigation have generally resulted in a success
rate of 98 percent in claims defeated or settled at a reduced
level.

In 1988, we estimate that at the base level of funding,

net savings to the government in claims defeated or settled at
lower amounts will be approximately $4.0 billion.

At the request
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level, we anticipate those savings to grow to $4.8 billion--an
increase of 20 percent.

This contrasts with growth in requested

resources of only six percent in workyears and 14 percent in
botal litigation costs.

For each dollar spent on defensive

litigation in 1986, we defeated $121 in claims.
In order to defend government programs and avoid concomitant
raids on the Treasury, we are asking for an additional $1,413,000
for 20 positions and 13 FTE workyears for the Federal Programs
activity.

Currently, we are defending programs where the

exposure to the Treasury can reach billions of dollars.
In the area of affirmative litigation, especially with
respect to false and fraudulent claims against the government, we
request $4,492,000 to support 29 positions and 18 FTE workyears
for the Commercial Litigation program.

These resources will

allow the Division to provide adequate support to the
Administration's goal of achieving substantial reductions in
money lost through waste fraud and abuse.

While the increase

represents an enhancement of 16 percent in funding and six
percent in workyears over the base level of resources, our
recoveries of money in fines, penalties and judgments are
expected to increase by over 18 percent from an estimated $88
million to $104 million.

During the past five years, the

Commercial Litigation Branch has returned over six dollars for
every dollar invested in litigation for the recovery of money.
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At this rate, recoveries in 1988 could reach $166 million at the
base level and $193 million at the request level.
*

Finally, we are seeking $1,390,000 for 11 additional

positions and seven FTE workyears for the Office of Immigration
Litigation to handle increases in litigation brought about by the
passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act.

These

resources, including two positions and $156,000 reflected under
the appellate area, are required to handle additional workload
arising from its provisions.
For the Tax Division, we request an increase of $10,977,000
to fund 70 positions and 54 FTE workyears.

Of that amount, 10

positions, seven FTE and $2,151,000 will be required to address
the additional workload generated by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
The tax appellate program's caseload will increase by at least
forty new cases as a result of numerous suits contesting the
technical provisions of the Act.

In addition, the Division's

civil tax litigation program caseload will increase by six
hundred cases dealing with refund claims.

The potential amount

of judgments and fines as a result of civil tax litigation may
reach $1.8 billion in 1988 and may increase to $2.0 billion with
our resource increase.

There is also a savings of 18 positions,

17 FTE workyears and $193,000 resulting from management
initiatives.

72-16 0-87-22
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The remaining 60 positions, 47 FTE workyeare and $8,826,000
will be devoted to the additional workload generated as a result
9f program increases provided to the Internal Revenue Service by
Congress in 1987.

The Tax Division*s request includes litigation

increases in three areas:

(1) refund and appellate litigation as

a result of the IRS initiative to reduce backlogs; (2)
collection-related litigation to support the increased IRS
collection activity; and, (3) organized crime and drug
enforcement prosecutions to support the efforts of additional IRS
special agents.
For the Antitrust Division, we request a program decrease of
$2,109,000 which funds 100 permanent positions and 85 FTE
workyears.

The reduction reflects a realignment of policy and

support functions and will not in any way diminish our
enforcement efforts.

Specifically, the Department expects to

continue the efforts of its primary enforcement activities, which
include the vigorous prosecution of hard-core horizontal
antitrust violations, such as price fixing, bid-rigging and
market allocations among competitors.

These are areas that we

believe are the most essential among antitrust enforcement.

The

proposed savings in resources are possible because of improved
efficiency, better use of staff and automated resources and
streamlined reporting, economic analysis, management, and support
functions.
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We are requesting an increase of $158,000 for the Office of
Solicitor General, allowing it to buy existing computer equipment
4nd expand the existing case-tracking system.

The Office will be

able to do away with the last remnants of its manual casetracking system.

As you know, the Office conducts and supervises

all aspects of government litigation in the U.S. Supreme Court
and approves federal appellate actions brought by the United
States.

Mr. Chairman, I point with pride to this Administration's
civil rights enforcement record.

In the past six years we have

brought more cases involving acts of racial violence than ever
before in our history.

More than twice as many Klansmen have

been arrested and convicted than in thu previous administration.
We have obtained more convictions of members of other hate
groups, and our success rate in the prosecution of criminal civil
rights cases stands today at an all-time high of 82 percent.

In

most areas of the country the Klan and its splinter groups have
been significantly weakened or entirely eliminated in large
measure because of this effort.

And there are many, many more

criminal investigations underway.
Nor does our criminal enforcement record begin to tell the
whole story.

In every other area of our civil rights

responsibility --

housing, education, voting, employment,

institutionalized persons -- we have compiled an impressive
record of accomplishment.

To vigorously continue our efforts we
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seek an additional $800,000, to allow the Division to hire
outside consultants.

These consultants, who will primarily be

used in three program areas, will perform a number of various
analyses for the Division.

The use of consultants is also vital

to the development of complex statistical data bases.
Specifically, the consultants will perform on-site
inspections of public facilities as mandated by the Civil Rights
of Institutionalized Persons Act (CRIPA) for the Special
Litigation program.

They will also develop and maintain large

data bases and analyze election data to determine the existence
and degree of racially polarized voting.

Finally, they will

perform statistical and computer services to permit the program
to conduct title VII investigations in a manner conducive to presuit settlement or settlement by consent decree.
We are also requesting an increase of $2,315,000 to fund 30
positions and 13 FTE workyears to complete setting up the Special
Counsel for discrimination, initiated in 1987 pursuant to the
Immigration Reform and Control Act.

The Special Counsel will

receive and investigate charges of discrimination filed by
private individuals or those filing on thetv behalf, or
Immigration and Naturalization Service officers, and determine
whether the charges warrant filing an administrative complaint.
For the Land and Natural Resources Division, we request
program increases of $6,499,000 for 26 permanent positions and 23
FTE workyears.

Of the total, $4,779,000 for 14 positions, and 12
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FTE workyears are requested to address the expected growth in
caseload that will result from new programs under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act and
the Clean Air and Water Acts.

In addition, $1,720,000 for 12

positions, and 9 FTE workyears are requested for the general
litigation program to fund increased new activity under the
National Forest Management Aut; federal water rights litigation
in several western states; and, the Navy Port Dispersal Plan for
majc" new construction at ten nationwide sites.
Over the past five years, the Land and Natural Resources
Division has returned over four dollars for every dollar spent on
environmental enforcement litigation.

At this rate, recoveries

in 1988 could exceed $23 million at the base level of funding and
$35 million at the request level.

Similarly, in defensive

litigation, the Division has protected revenues and provided cost
avoidances of twice the rate of expenditures.

In 1988, these

benefits will top $12 million at the base level and $14 million
at the request level.
An increase of $42,000 is requested for the Office of Legal
Counsel's Presidential Emergency Action Document (PEAD) program.
The goal for the PEAD project is to develop an entirely new
portfolio of easily understood, legally sufficient and
programmatically sound PEADs.

A PEAD is a draft Executive Order,

legislation or proclamation which may be required in 6rder to
perform essential functions more efficiently during a national
security emergency.
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The Department also seeks $23,181,000 in 1988 for the
development and acquisition of office automation systems for the
Washington-based legal divisions and U.S. Attorneys offices.

A

major portion of the requested funding will be committed to a
joint procurement for the Criminal and Tax Divisions and the U.S.
Attorneys.

This procurement provides for nearly 5,000 terminals

for these organizations in 1988 and 1989, and it envisions
eventual expansion of the system to 12,000 terminals.
This increase allows the Department to proceed with
enhancements to office automation systems supported by already
completed system analyses and studies.

A major investment in new

technology is essential because much of the current equipment and
associated systems software is outdated or will soon become
obsolete.

In addition to the problem of technological

obsolescence, some organizations are using equipment which was
purchased in 1980-82 and is reaching the end of its useful life.
The Department is requesting $540,000 to fund 12 positions,
and 9 FTE workyears to enable the U.S. National Central BureauINTERPOL to operate on a 24-hour basis.

This organization, which

represents a critical link in the Department's international law
enforcement effort, faces an unending escalation in the volume of
international message traffic and continual increases in its
backlog.

Twenty-four hour operations are essential to world wide

criminal investigations such as INTERPOL conducts for police
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agencies all around the globe and will speed the processing of
message traffic between organizations in all the world's time
jones.

As I mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, the Department
proposes to transfer the Antitrust Division and the U.S.
Attorneys as new components of the GLA appropriation.

Finding

ways to deal with the federal budget deficit demands that all
program managers within the executive branch seek innovative
approaches to cost containment.

In recent years, the

Department's litigating organizations have made real improvements
in cost containment.

We believe more can be done.

In order to allow full consideration of more far reaching
concepts for changes in the conduct of the government's
litigation, we believe we must seek the maximum flexibility to
pilot test innovative methods of containing costs which are
common to most or all litigating organizations.

This flexibility

arises once all litigating organizations are consolidated within
the same appropriation.

An example of such a change might be the

creation of a new budget activity within the GLA appropriation
which will fund all litigation support expenses.

Under such an

approach, all costs for transcripts, would be funded by a single
source instead of being budgeted and managed separately by seven
or eight components.

Other examples might entail the

consolidation of selected administrative support functions or
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consolidated funding of certain field activities.

As an

additional benef.t, consolidation will improve management
esponsiveness to litigation crises.
In fact, the Congress has already agreed to allow the
Department to use resources from the GLA appropriation to fund
office automation systems in, not only the legal divisions, but
also the Antitrust Division and the U.S. Attorneys.

It should be

understood, that consolidating these accounts will provide
maximum flexibility without usurping the Congress' legitimate
program oversight prerogatives.

Any significant changes of this

nature fall within the well established reprogramming
notification procedures which are applicable to the Department's
appropriations.

As in the past, the Department remains prepared

to discuss, with the Congress, ways in which the conduct of the
government's litigation can be improved.
In 1987, the Antitrust Division and the U.S. Attorneys are
independent appropriations and, as such, a consolidation within
the GLA appropriation would not affect any other Departmental
organization.

An opportunity exists to join the three activities

because of the current appropriation structure.

Consolidation of

these accounts would emphasize the Administration's commitment to
streamlining its operational processes and ultimately save the
taxpayers money.

The public benefits most by our efforts to

provide legal services unencumbered by the rigors of a technical
appropriation structure.

Flexibility is the key if we are to be

successful in combatting today's criminal element while finding
new ways to contain costs.

With appropriate oversight and

euidance from the Congress, we can work together to maintain a
safe and just society.
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. BURNS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: A lot has happened since I testified here last week, Mr.
Chairman, and the most significant in my life, I became a grandfather. Two days ago I welcomed my first grandson, "Brendan Harris
Burns," into this world.
Mr. EARLY. I am glad you are putting things in perspective, because you are very lucky. I have eight kids and I cannot marry off
any of them. [Laughter.]
Mr. BURNS. I am thoroughly delighted, but I did not want more
time go by before recording him in the record of Congress. And, as
far as the unmarried children are concerned, I think we can profitr
ably discuss things afterwards.
1987 SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION

First off, I should like to express my appreciation for the favorable consideration that this Subcommittee gave to our Fiscal Year
1987 Supplemental Appropriation, and its markup Tuesday afternoon.
The Attorney General and I, and all of us at the Department of
Justice, are very appreciative of the support that this Subcommittee has given us through the years.
1988 REQUEST

Now, our Fiscal Year 1988 request for the GLA account, as you
said, Mr. Early, totals $763,441,000 which will fund 10,696 positions, including the Antitrust Division and the U.S. Attorneys,
which we asked you to include as additional components of the
General Legal Activities (GLA) account.
The request represents an increase of $140,603,000 and 864 positions over the total anticipated 1987 Appropriation level of
$622,838,000 and 9,832 positions for the GLA, Antitrust, and U.S.
Attorneys accounts.

Our request includes uncontrollables of $59,591,000. That includes $18.4 million for annualization of the Federal Employees Retirement System, and $8.7 million for annualization of pay.
It includes the transfer of $843,000 and 16 positions from the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
It includes the transfer of $244,000 for the financial and administrative systems support group. And it includes program increases
of $90,684,000 and 839 positions.
From these requested increases, we have subtracted savings from
management initiatives which add up to $4,471,000, nonrecurring
decreases totaling $4,179,000, and program decreases totaling

$2,109,000 and 100 positions.

Therefore, our requested increases and transfers of $151,363,000,

less our management savings, nonrecurring decreases, and program reductions, when added to our 1987 appropriation level, net
to our total 1988 total request of $763,441,000.
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INCREASES TO MEET LEGISLATED MANDATES

For the Department's litigating organizations we are requesting
increases in several areas. Much of our proposed increases are the
result of new responsibilities given to us by the Congress with the
passage of recent legislation. This includes:
The 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Act;
The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986;
The Tax Reform Act;
The False Claims Act Amendments of 1986;
The Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1986;
The Anti-Kickback Act of 1986; and
The Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees and Family
Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986.
Please permit me to highlight for the Subcommittee some of the
programs we are proposing for 1988. Let me start, if I may, on the
criminal side.
CRIMINAL DIVISION

More work must be done to eliminate organized criminal activity
in labor unions and the market place. More must be done to eliminate white-collar crime. More must be done to stop drug traffickers
from turning our cities into "Crack" houses and sapping the vitality right out of our greatest resource, our citizens, particularly our
youngsters.
The future of this country is being decided out in our city streets,
in our neighborhood playgrounds and in our schools. We must not
become numb. The fight must continue and, as you can appreciate,
we need more resources.
For the Criminal Division, we are requesting a program increase
of approximately 8.7 percent, which represents an increase of
$4,469,000 and 45 positions to combat organized crime, drugs, terrorism and procurement fraud.
And, more specifically, the Criminal Division will devote 24 positions and $2,312,000 to increasing organized crime prosecutions and
addressing the recommendations of the President's Commission on
Organized Crime.
The Commission, in its report, noted organized crime's increasing
involvement in drug trafficking and the emergence of new organized criminal groups.
We are also requesting an increase of six positions and $708,000
for the Defense Department Procurement Fraud Unit. The unit
was established to overcome the numerous problems that had been
encountered in the investigation of important cases.
On July 24, 1986, Litton Systems, Incorporated, was sentenced,
following a plea of guilty, to 320 counts of false claims and mail
fraud. This case resulted in almost $16 million being paid back to
the United States Government.
The additional six positions will allow us to intensify our efforts
in this regard, not only in the well-publicized cases but in the
many less well-known prosecutions.
In addition, 15 positions and $1,106,000 is being requested to provide legal advice to representatives and policy-makers responsible
for responding to international terrorist incidents and other mat-
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tears. As you know, the Criminal Division is very involved in the extradition of terrorists for trial in the United States.
Finally, resources totaling $343,000 are also sought for litigation
support, travel and overtime in the Criminal Division's public integrity, narcotics, and internal security programs.
I would like now, with your permission, to turn to the civil side.
CML DMSION

For the Civil Division we are requesting an increase of approximately 15.9 percent, or $13,579,000 and 114 positions for the following programs:
34 positions and $2,331,000 for Federal Appellate;
20 positions and $3,953,000 for torts litigation;
29 positions and $4,492,000 for commercial litigation;
20 positions and $1,413,000 for Federal programs;
11 positions and $1,390,000 for immigration litigation.
The Division's appellate litigation program has experienced increases in workload of more than 80 percent over the past five
years while staffing has remained constant. The requested increase
of 34 positions and $2,331,000 will redress this imbalance and allow
the Appellate staff to handle a greater share of this litigation.
Mr. Chairman, we are experiencing an explosion in the torts
caseload which continues to strain our Civil Division's ability to
defend the United States in cases where the Government's exposure, as we sit here talking, exceeds $125 billion.
We expect that in 1988, our success rate in defensive litigation
will continue to exceed 98 percent. At this rate, we will suffer adverse judgments of less than $100 million compared to claims
amounting to $5 billion. We seek 20 positions and $3,953,000 for the
Civil Division's efforts to avoid or reduce the number and amount
of tort judgments entered against the United States.
In order to defend Government programs adequately and to
avoid unwarranted raids on our Treasury, we are asking for an additional 20 positions and $1,413,000 for Federal programs.
In the area of affirmative litigation, especially with respect to
the enforcement of the laws against fraud, we are requesting 29 positions and $4,492,000 for the commercial litigation program.
Civil fraud has become a significant problem over the years. The
Congress has addressed this growing problem by passing the False
Claims Act of 1986, the Program Fraud Civil Remedies, and the
Anti-Kickback Act of 1986.
Affirmative litigation returns six dollars for every one dollar invested. At this rate, recoveries in 1988 could reach $166 million at
the base level and $193 million at our request level. The bottom
line is that when the Government is the plaintiff, we recover 24
percent of the value of the claims that we make.
As you all know, the recently enacted Immigration Reform legislation will have a profound effect on our Nation and its citizens.
While the Immigration and Naturalization Service is certainly the
agency most affected by this legislation, the Department's litigating organizations will also be involved.
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OFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL

The Civil Division will require 11 additional positions and
$1,890,000 to handle increases in litigation arising from this Act.
The Act also calls for the eashment of an Office of Special
Counsel to investigate charges of discrimination filed by private individuals. We are requesting an increase of 30 positions and
$2,315,000 in 1988 to continue efforts initiated in 1987.
LAND AND NATURAL RE5OURC=

We must also continue our efforts to maintain a clean and a safe
environment for our people. This budget request includes an increase of approximately 24.6 percent, or $6,499,000 and 26 positions
for the Land and Natural Resources Division to address the expected growth in caseload arising from amendments to the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, the
Clean Air and Water Acts, and other activities.
Mr. Chairman, over the last five years, the Division has returned
over four dollars for every dollar spent on environmental enforcement litigation. At this rate, recoveries in 1988 could exceed $28
million at the base level and $86 million at the request level. Incidentally, if we include Superfund litigation, the Division has returned over $19 for every dollar invested.
CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

I think we can be proud of this Administration's civil rights enforcement record. In the past six years we have brought more cases
involving acts of racial violence than ever before in our history.
More than twice as many klansmen have been arrested and convicted than in the previous Administration. We have obtained
more convictions of members of other hate groups, and our success
rate in the prosecution of criminal civil rights cases stands today at
an all-time high of 82 percent.
In most areas of the country, the Klan and its splinter groups
have been significantly weakened or entirely eliminated. In plain
English, I think we have broken the back of the Ku Klux Klan, in
large measure because of this effort. And there are many, many
more criminal investigations underway.
Nor does our criminal enforcement record begin to tell the entire
story. In every other area of our civil rights responsibility-housing, education, voting, employment, institutionalized persons-we
have compiled an impressive record of accomplishment.
To vigorously continue our efforts, the Civil Rights Division seeks
an increase of approximately 3.1 percent or an additional $800,000
to hire outside consultants. These consultants will perform a variety of analyses for the Division, the kind of analyses that are absolutely essential in developing complex statistical data bases, which
we need in this kind of litigation.
ANTITRUST DIVISION

With regard to Antitrust, Mr. Chairman we are requesting a reduction of approximately 4.4 percent or 42,109,000 and 100 positions.
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The reduction reflects a realignment of policy and support functions and does not in any way diminish or change our underlying
enforcement policy.
Specifically, the Department expects to continue the efforts of its
primary enforcement activities, which include the vigorous prosecution of hard-core horizontal antitrust violations, such as price
fixing, bid-rigging and market allocations among competitors.
These are areas that we believe are the most essential among antitrust enforcement. Savings in resources are possible because of improved efficiency, better use of staff, and streamlined reporting,
economic analysis, management and support functions.
TAX DIVISION

In the tax reform area, we must be prepared to handle the numerous suits contesting the technical provisions of the Act. An increase of 600 cases in the refund claims area is expected. We must
also complement the increase of $622 million and over 5,000 work
years that you have provided to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
m 1987.
I also understand that the Administration is proposing an additional increase of $624 million and over 9,000 work years in 1988.
The IRS workload will generate litigation in the refund and appellate area, collection related area, and organized crime and drug
enforcement areas. We must support the efforts of the IRS if we
are to maintain the integrity of our voluntary tax system. To maintain the public trust in the integrity and fairness of our tax system,
we request an increase of approximately 29.3 percent or $10,977,000
and 70 positions for the Tax Division.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

As you well know, Mr. Chairman, the bulwark of our litigating
force is out in the field in our 94 U.S. Attorneys offices. U.S. Attorneys are involved in every phase of an investigation. Our prosecutors are our first line of defense against organized crime, drug dealers, terrorists, white collar criminals and spies. They are also our
chief civil litigators.
As I stated before, due to new legislation, we expect an explosion
of civil litigation. To meet the added burden these responsibilities
bring, we are requesting an increase of 7.3 percent or $28,124,000
and 542 positions. Resources are being requested in the following
program areas:
417 positions and $21,439,000 to strengthen the prosecutorial posture in drug abuse and narcotics trafficking;
28 positions and $1,561,000 to support the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency by expanding even further our efforts to
prosecute Defense procurement fraud, Government program fraud,
money laundering schemes, bankruptcy fraud, and bank fraud and
embezzlement;
80 positions and $3,970,000 to generate additional revenue to the
United States Government, using civil remedies, within the context
of proceedings involving fraud and abuse of Government programs,
dru. forfeitures, bankruptcy, real estate foreclosures, and debt collection.
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Based upon our recent experience with this concept, we expect to
generate an additional $60 million in income annually by 1989, of
which a significant portion will be cash. The U.S. Attorneys' cash
collections are expected to reach $270 million in 1988.
OFFICE AUTOMATION IMPROVEMENTS

All of these enormous tasks, Mr. Chairman, require a substantial
support structure. We have, over the years, examined many approaches to cost containment. Last year, Congress provided
through the GLA Apropriation language, office automation funds
for not only theLegal Divisions but the Antitrust Division and the
U.S. Attorneys. With this language, the Congress appropriated
$1,537,000 in 1987; however, the level of funding is not sufficient if
we are to move many of these legal divisions ahead into the 21st
Century and keep pace with the private sector. We cannot allow
technological obsolescence to determine which cases we handle.
The Department's litigating organizations will require an increase
of $28,181,000 to invest in new technology.
CONSOLIDATION OF U.S. ATTORNEYS/ANTITRUST WITHIN GLA

In a continuing effort to look at cost containment, we are again
this year proposing the consolidation of the Department's litigating
organizations into a single appropriation. Merging the Antitrust
Division and the U.S. Attorneys into the GLA appropriation, with
all of our other litigating components, will allow us maximum
flexibility in testing innovative methods of containing costs.
Our office automation approach, which you have already subscribed to, is but one example of what is possible if we are given
the flexibility of maintaining our litigating organizations within
the one appropriation.
It should be understood, and we understand it, that consolidating
these accounts will provide great flexibility without usurping the
Congress' legitimate program oversight prerogatives. Once these
accounts are consolidated, any significant changes would fall
within the well established reprogramming notification procedures
which are applicable to the Department's appropriations.
Mr. Chairman, I have just highlighted our major program
thrusts for 1988. Additional detail is provided in the more complete
statement I have submitted for the record.
INTRODUCTION OF OTHER WITNESSES

At this point, I wish to note that I have with me Bill Weld, Assistant Attorney General in charge of our Criminal Division. I have
Mr. Spears here today as Acting Assistant Attorney General of our
Civil Division, in the absence of Richard Willard, who is out of
town. Also with me is Mr. Rule, Acting Assistant Attorney General, of our Antitrust Division, and Hank Habicht, Assistant Attorney General in charge of our Lands Division. I have Roger Olsen,
Assistant Attorney General in charge of our Tax Division here
with us, and Jim Turner is here from the Civil Rights Division. I
have Mike Roper and Bob Ford from our Management Division,
and Larry McWhorter from our Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys
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here, and probably all kinds of other support that I am not even
aware of.
With that, we are at your disposal and prepared to answer questions.
LEGISLATIVE IMPACT

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Burns, I want to thank you for your statement.
The statement almost frightens me with these tremendous increases-more and more and more. There is no more non-partisan
politician in the Congress than myself, especially in dealing with
Justice. This Committee has never been partisan and we would like
to do the right thing. What scares me are these huge increases, especially when we both know that there is no way that we are going
to resolve all the problems-we are just going to expand them.
You have got to expand upon what these new expenses are going
to supplement or replace. I certainly also think that the Congress
is partly to blame. It is almost pointless to say who to blame but
the cost to the Justice Department to implement the Drug Bill, the
Immigration Bill, the Tax Bill, the anti-fraud status and the KickBack Act of 1986. I want you to supply for the record an impact
statement on the cost of implementing each one of those bills or
any additional bills which Congress has thrust upon you. Also, with
each of those particular bills, what the returns are. You suggest in
three different places we are going to invest one and get four back.
This Committee will be interested in the specifics.
Mr. BuRNs. We will be very happy to provide that for you, Mr.
Chairman. And may I comment on what you said? I can assure you
that we approach this in exactly the same frame of mind, and with
the same motivation.
[The information requested will be inserted at this point in the
record:]
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Legislative Impact Statement
Civil Division
The enactment of three anti-fraud statutes and immigration reform
legislation will affect the work of the Civil Division
substantially. With adequate resources to implement and defend
these policies, sizable returns will be achieved.
The False Claims Act Amendments of 1986 expands the ability of
private citizens to initiate lawsuits on behalf of the United
States and requires that initiating citizens provide the Civil
Division with copies of material evidence. Division attorneys
must review the allegations and supporting evidence and make
decisions within 60 days as to whether the Government should take
the case. The law authorizes the Attorney General to compel the
production of records and take sworn testimony before deciding
whether or not a suit is warranted. It specifically requires the
establishment of a secured central records depository. In
instances where the Department does not take the case, we are
required by the Act to approve dismissals and settlements by
initiating citizens. This requirement necessitates extensive
monitoring on the part of the Civil Division.
The Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1986 authorizes an
administrative procedure for handling small dollar frauds cases.
It requires the Civil Division to determine whether we should
litigate the case or authorize the referring agency to proceed
administratively. This clearance procedure will create
significant workload increases for the Division. In addition, we
will litigate the anticipated constitutional challenges to the
statute as well as appeals to agency decisions.
The Anti-Kickback Enforcement Act of 1986 substantially expands
coverage of the existing statute by covering al contracts
between the United States and its prime contractors and by
.redefining 'kickback' to prohibit a broader range of activities.
It also provides for increased damage and civil penalties. These
changes will raise the potential number of Civil Division cases
markedly.
These laws provide potent weapons to fight the government's war
on fraud. Approval of the Civil Division's 1987 supplemental
increase of 21 positions and $640,000 and the 1988 request for
$350,000 will provide the requisite resources to support citizeninitiated law suits, litigate agency referrals and prosecute
illegal kickbacks. The potential returns to these activities
translate into millions of dollars in recoveries for the U.S.
Treasury and a formidable deterrence against future fraud.
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Enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
greatly expands both the scope and volume of the cases handled by
the Civil Division. The 1987 increases provide resources
necessary to handle the initial cases growing out of immigration
reform -- the most prominent of which are class actions. These
suits seek to undermine the core of immigration reform by
challenging the new statute and INS' procedures. Three class
actions have been filed already consuming substantial staff
resources.
Rather than precipitating an immediate explosion of new cases,
the effect of immigration reform is likely to be staggered over
the next few years. This likelihood is primarily due to the fact
that the new provisions will be implemented over time. The bulk
of the employer sanctions litigation must await the educationo
period stipulated by the Act as well as the time allowed for INS
to target enforcement efforts. Similarly, the legalization
provisions will be phased with respect to granting benefits.
Except for the class actions, most judicial review under the Act
must be proceeded by administrative processes.
The return to approving the Civil Division's request for 13
positions and $936,000 for 1987 and 13 positions and $1,546,000
in 1988 is the ability to uphold immigration reform. If we do
not have the resources to defend these suits successfully, the
viability of immigration reform is in serious jeopardy.
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Tax Division
The passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the approval of 1987
resource increases for the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to implement the Tax
Shelter and General Revenue Initiatives will cause a considerable increase in

the litigation caseload of Tax Division attorneys.

With the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 the Division anticipates
a substantial increase in the number of legal suits filed by taxpayers
ontesting the technical provisions of the new law.

Similarly, the provision

defining interest on most tax deficiencies of individual taxpayers as "personal
interest" and not fully deductible after 1986 will result in more taxpayers

prepaying and deducting interest on prospective deficiencies. They will then
file for a refund in the U.S. Court of Claims or the U.S. District Court where
Tax Division attorneys must conduct the litigation.
Conqressional approval of additional resources to the IRS under the

1987 Continuing Resolution will also directly Impact the workload of the Tax
Division. The IRS was authorized an additional 5,504 positions and $298
million for its enforcement efforts in 1987 to implement the Tax Shelter and
General Revenue Compliance Initiatives. An additional 6,425 positions and
$324 million for these initiatives are included in the President's 1988

budget request for the IRS. These resources will enable the IRS to reduce
the present backlog of more than 400,000 Tax Shelter returns under examination
and more than 35,000 tax shelter cases docketed in the Tax Court. The IRS
estimates that as a result of its intensified enforcement and collection
activities, a direct and comparable impact on the workload of the Tax
Division will be felt, because more taxpayers will file suits contesting
IRS determinations.

The Tax Division urgently needs additional resources in 1988 if it is
to manage existing caseload and the new increased caseload generated by the
enactment of new legislation. Of significance, Tax Division attorneys are
currently litigating tax shelter cases involving $485.4 million. Any case

lost by the Goverrment results in the loss of substantial revenues for the

Federal Treasury.

If the Tax Division's resources continue to be overburdened

and no additional relief is provided in 1988, Division attorneys will be
unable to litigate these and other tax matters thoroughly and effectively
and millions of dollars in potential revenue for the Federal Treasury will
remain uncollected.
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Land and Natural Resources Division
Recent Congressional action on a number of environmental
statutes has and will continue to affect the Land and Natural
Resources Division's budget requirements. Statutorily mandated
and scheduled regulatory programs under the Safe Drinking Water
Act, the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act and the
Clean Water Act will give rise to deadline lawsuits if timetables
slip, and to petitions for review when the regulations are
issued.
These and other environmental statutes invite litigation by
providing new causes of action for citizen suits, against the
Environmental Protection Agency for failure to perform nondiscretionary duties, against other federal agencies for
violations of the Act, and against non-federal parties.
Successful defense of the Environmental Protection Agency's
decisionmaking is crucial if agency personnel are to promulgate
well-reasoned regulations to implement environmental protection
programs while balancing the potentially billion dollar
regulatory impact of these regulations.
Defense of other federal agencies is vital to protect
federal revenues against unnecessary outlays. And even though the
government will not necessarily be involved in citizen suits
against non-federal parties, it may be necessary to participate
in such litigation to guard against improper interpretation of
these statutes.
Compliance with these statutes and regulations must be
enhanced through affirmative litigation. Under the 1984
amendments to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, over 30
new regulatory programs and numerous deadlines which fall during
1987 and 1988 will generate hundreds of cases in 1988.
Similarly, the December 1987 ozone compliance deadline in
the Cle'an Air Act, unless it is extended by legislation, may be
missed by as many as 27 municipalities, leading to a number of
complex enforcement cases. The second round of permits under the
Clean Water Act will be issued in 1987, requiring significantly
more expensive "Best Available Technology" treatment. Enforcement of this provision is critical to safeguarding the $40
billion investment made by the Federal Government through grants
for publicly owned treatment works. This enforcement litigation
generates significant returns both from penalties collected and
from avoidance of future costs.
In the latter category, keeping existing waste disposal
facilities in compliance with RCRA is the only way to prevent
bigger and more expensive superfund-type programs in the future.
Other legislation passed by the 99th Congress will put
demands on the Land and Natural Resources Division. The
amendments to the Quiet Title Act which lift the statute of
limitations for certain actions against the Federal Government
allow lawsuits which would otherwise be foreclosed. Also, we
expect that the way the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area
was established may lead to inverse condemnation claims.
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U.S. Attorneys
The U.S. Attorneys anticipate significant workload increases
.as
a result of recent legislation. The new laws will have an
impact on all three litigation programs, namely: Criminal Litigation; Civil Litigation; and Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
(OCDE). Since the U.S. Attorneys serve an intermediary role in
the Criminal Justice System, the exact nature of the impact of
all pieces of legislation depends largely on the number of
referrals from investigative agencies. It suffices to say, however, that increased resources given to investigative agencies
will directly affect the workload of the government's prosecuting
arm.
In the areas of Criminal Litigation and OCDE, there are two
pieces of legislation that will affect our workload. The AntiDrug Abuse Act of 1986 included provisions for mandatory minimum
sentences. This should generate an increase in the number of
prosecutions going to trial by removing the incentives defendants
previously had to plead guilty in return for lighter sentences.
The U.S. Attorneys also anticipate significant caseload increases
related to forfeiture (both civil and criminal) because the Act
makes it easier to identify those defendants' assets which are susceptible to forfeiture.
The Omnibus Drug Supplemental Act of 1987 established numerous
initiatives to combat drug abuse and narcotics trafficking. Significant resources, including investigative personnel, were provided
in this legislation. It is projected that significant Increases
in referrals will occur in 1988 and require litigation resources
to handle the increased workload.
The U.S. Attorneys request of 373 positions, 279 full-timeequivalent workyears and $18,562,000 in the Criminal Litigation
area, and 44 positions and $2,557,000 for OCDE represents our
estimate of what is required to meet the goals set by Congress in
its legislation.
Under the new Bank Fraud Statute provided in the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984, it is anticipated that the number of
bank fraud violations will increase greatly. This workload, combined with referrals involving defense procurement fraud resulting
from the Defense Contract Audit Agency's addition of 200 plantbased auditors are major reasons for requesting an add itional 25
positions and $1,561,000.
In the area of Civil Litigation, the U.S. Attorneys workload
will be affected by several new pieces of legislation, including
The False Claims Act Amendments of 1986, The Program Fraud
of 19860r the
and The
of 1986,Fraud
Act Program
Civilinstance,
Reme"ies The
provides
Remedies Act Act
CivlAnti-Kickback
For
imposition of a civil penalty for the submission of a false statement unrelated to a claim for payment. The Anti-Kickback Act
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broadens the scope of the original law, 4I U.S.C. Sect. 51 from
applying to "cost-plus* contracts to all contracts, and applies now
to all forms of payment to obtain favorable contract action.
As a result of
that approximately
(refund cases) and
tially be referred
strioterpenalties

the Tax Reform Act, the Tax Division estimates
10 percent or 230 additional divil trials
5 percent additional civil appeals may potento the U.S. Attorneys during 1988 due to enacting
and the non-deductability of interest.

To undertake the increased workload mentioned above as well as
combatting defense procurement fraud, medicare/ medicaid fraud,
forfeitures, program fraud and bankruptcy litigation, we are requesting 80 additional positions and $3,970,000 for the Affirmative
Civil Enforcement initiative. In return for this investment we
project approximately $60 million in increased recoveries for the
U.S. Government in the first full fiscal year after implementation.
Our estimates are based on the recoveries from five U.S. Attorney
offices including one which formed an Affirmative Civil Litigation
Unit.
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Mr. BURNs. Our process in the Department of Justice is very
thorough. This budget was put together by the Departmental Resources Board, which I am privileged to chair. We are very much
aware of this concern, growth, growth and more growth. So we
have got to understand, placing it on the Congress and saying we
have all of these additional responsibilities is not intended to be a
facile answer. The fact is that the Congress has added these responsibilities to the Justice Department because these responsibilities
are clearly important.
In a sense, in thinking about this budget and developing this
budget, it occurred to me that we ought to change the name of the
Justice Department to the Domestic Defense Department. Because
we are charged with the responsibility of protecting the very sovereignty of this Nation, protecting our borders, and protecting our
streets and schools. I gave you statistics in my testimony. We are
charged with the responsibility of protecting our Treasury. Billions
and billions of dollars of claims that hit us, and we are like retail
storekeepers, we are not out there looking for those cases. They
come in uninvited. With respect to our affirmative civil litigationNEW APPROACHES

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Burns, let me irritate some people, okay? I agree
with most everything you said but we have to try new approaches.
We cannot just say we cannot solve it.
Passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, I understand, will greatly
impact on your researches in several divisions.
In the area of prisons, with implementation of the new Drug Bill
that we passed-it is going -to- incarcerate a lot of people. The
public does not want to let anyone out but, we have got to let out
some people. You know we have got a prison population that is
going to go from about 44,000 to 62,000 or 68,000; by 1993; that is a
0,000 increase. Optimal building construction and size is about 500
beds-that means 40 new prisons. We cannot do that. I think the
Justice Department has to let more people out.
I have a couple more places, items I would like to address. U.S.
Attorneys. They are building up their own track record. I have discussed this with the Attorney General before. You cannot have
trials, where we have a hung jury that was 11 to 1. Before he
walked - t the U.S. Attorney said we are going to re-try him. They
retried again and when it was hung up the second time the defense
said, "It looks like it might be a hung jury." The U.S. Attorney
said, "We will try him again." You cannot do that. The Justice Department has to tell these U.S. Attorneys that it can't be all their
way. They just want to build up their own track record.
The area of new technology is where I think we should consider
expanding some of our resources. When the Democrats were in
charge, they did not make enough tough decisions in Justice. And
you people have to make a lot of tough decisions as we, this
Committee do. I know that on this committee, with Mr. Smith and
Mr. Rogers, that we will make it non-partisan, but we will do the
right thing. We are really looking to cooperate.
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INCARCERATION VS. EARLY RELEgASE

Mr. BuRqs. I would like to address that and say that you and I
could never irritate one another because we are approaching this
problem with the same frame of mind. And we are going to address
the problem.
On the subject of our prisons, on March 25th, I will be visiting
the Marion maximum security Corrections Institution in Marion
Illinois, and I would invite you to come with me, and you and I will
go up and down and we will select together the people we wish to
let out.
Mr. EARLY. No, let us go to Massachusetts. [Laughter.]
Mr. BuRNs. The problem, and we cannot sweep this one under
the carpet-it just cannot be swept under the carpet-the people
that we have incarcerated, by keeping them there, we are keeping
our streets and our people, and my new grandson and your childrenMr. EARLY. That is a political speech.
Mr. BuRNs. You have got to see it with your own eyes.
Mr. EARLY. You are going to a tough maximum security prison. I
agree that we should not be looking to let those people out. Are
you familiar with what Florida just did? It is totally unpopular
down there. When the prisons reach a certain capacity, Florida is
going to let certain people out six months or 30 days early to prevent overcrowding. Justice has to look at these things.
Mr. BURNS. Let me tell you what we are looking at. You will see,
as we experiment and as we address this problem, you will see experimentation with programs for letting people out of our prisons,
and having them, in effect, under house arrest, electronically monitored.
PRIVATIZATION OF PRISONS

Mr. EARLY. And I think you will be criticized for that.
Mr. BuRNs. We are, you know, attending to this. You will see
continued experimentation with respect to the privatization of
some of our prisons. But you have got to understand where we
start from. We start from a situation where we have 41,500 inmates in our 47 Federal institutions, that were designed to house
28,000 people. That is where we are today.
So we are under the crunch. Talk about mixed messages, there is
no doubt that this Administration believes that we have got to
have greater resources for investigation, prosecution, conviction
and incarceration.
Mr. EARLY. Those are all easy political subjects.
Mr. BuRNs. No, what happens is we are getting the resources on
the investigation end, on the prosecution end, but we have got to
have a place to put these people.
So we are starting-from talking turkey-we are starting from
behind the 8 ball. That is where we are today.
EARLY RELEASE

Mr. EARLY. When Mr. Guiliani was number 2 or number 3 man
in the Justice Department, he talked about doing what I just sug-i
gested we have to do. I would absolutely be the first one to ac4
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knowledge it is not going to solve the problem, but we have got to
empty some beds. It is easy to fill the beds, and justify it to your
constituency-as long as we are filing prisons, it is a great sell.
But if you want to talk about what we have to do to face the deficit
crisis, to face the over-crowding, and to face what is going to
happen with implementation of the new drug bill-those are the
decisions that are not too popular.
We have discussed house arrest for so long. For example, white
collar crime-when you put the Haldeman's and the white collar
criminals away, once that door slams in back of them, they have
paid a big, big price. I do not think they are security risks or dangerus.
Mr. BuNs. That is why we have our minimum security prisons
for them.
Mr. EARLY. We have got to make major changes. You keep
asking for more and more people and money, and that is not the
solution.
Mr. BURNS. You understand that we have an excellent system for
sorting out these folks. Everytime you come down from a maximum security prison, the costs of keeping people become significantly reduced. There are also very significant costs contained in the
design of prisons. In the design of prisons today, you will have a
minimum need for personnel to guard them.
FEDERAL PRISONO-U.S. PAROLE COMMISSION

Mr. EARLY. In my opinion, the Federal Prison System is the best
run Federal agency in the United States. The Parole Commission,
although they will be abolished, is also a very constructive, and
very productive Commission. So Congress changed the law and sunsetted them.
I want to stay within my ten minutes.
U.S. ATWORNEYS

Mr. BURNS. I would like to add just one thing, and that is the
suggestion you made about the ego of United States Attorneys. I
just want to tell you that the Attorney General and I are charged
with responsibility of supervising these 98 people. And if they were
not, each and every one of them, people with a healthy respect and
a healthy self-image, they could not do the wonderful job that they
do.
We just returned from our U.S. Attorneys Conference in Tucson,
Arizona, a very meaningful shirt sleeve kind of exchange, exchanging our views, and I just want to say to you that this group has
some of the finest men and women that could be put together.
Mr. EARLY. You sound like us. Everybody is great.
The number 2 guy in the Justice Department, Giuliani, he went
to New York and he has done more as a U.S. Attoiiey than the
other 93 did in 20 years. But we say they are all wonderful. They
are not all wonderful.
Mr. BURNS. I just had to defend people like Giuliani and others
like him against that charge.
Mr. EARLY. No, I am not charging. They have done a fine, fine
job-but not as good as Giuliani. (Laughter.]

4.
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I have used my ten minutes. I will yield to Mr. Rogers.
OFFICE AUTOMATION

Mr. RoGES. After that, I am tempted to yield back. [Laughter.)
General Burns, it is good to see you here again. 'I enjoyed your
presentation as well as appreciating the facts that you gave us.
Let me say that I think it is about time to try to streamline and
modernize this crusty old agency. ,
You marched into almost the 21st Century, and you are using
19th Century tools, and have been for years. I am amazed that
your track record, your litigation track record is as good as it is,
considering the fact that you are out-gunned. You have good manpower there, but they do not have good equipment.
You cannot beat an army armed with laser weapons if you are
armed with bows and arrows, which you are at this moment.
So I am very interested in your initiative to streamline the
agency and also equip it with the state of the art equipment.
I wonder if I could ask you to elaborate. You are askig for $23.1
million in automation equipment and the like. I wonder if you
could give us a little bit of laymen's comparison between what your
lawyers go into court equipped with and the lawyers who you are
opposing, and especially how they are equipped mechanically.
Mr. BURNS. I just want to say that I have been in the Department of Justice for 14 months. Before that, I spent 33 years in the
practice of law, practicing in a law firm which I built. And I just
want to say, first of all, a new boy coming in with some. pre-conceived notions and prejudices that we have developed in the private
sector, that people I see litigating in the Department of justice,
with exceptions, weigh in at 120 pounds and whip big brutes out
there in private practice. They are facing major law firms in major
litigation, with state of the art, word processing equipment, recordkeeping equipment, truck loads and truck loads, warehouses full of
documents in some of the massive, massive cases. And, unless we
want our folks to enter that race with a burlap bag tied around
their legs and their hands tied behind their backs, they have got to
have this equipment. One thing we want to achieve is to keep up
with the state of the art equipment, and this technology keeps increasing, for our in-house litigators, and we want to bring our Department of Justice- together so that we can communicate with our
field lawyers, because our 94 offices, we have 93 U.S. Attorneys,
have got to be in the same network.
That is how you avoid duplication of effort, re-inventing wheels
time and time again. The opposite of that is to use the same research, the same briefs in the same kinds of cases around the country.
So what we intend is to unify our word processing and data processing equipment, and it is absolutely essential for the reasons that
you pointed out, sir.
CONTRAST WITH PRIVATE FIRMS IN AUTOMATED SUPPORT

Mr. RoGERS. Let me ask you,, to be a little more graphic than
that. One of your lawyers goes into court in one of the civil cases,
let us say. You are up against a high-powered law firm; with hun-
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dreds of people as back-up and computer systems and data processing equipment, word processors and so on. One of your lawyers
files a motion that he and his assistant or two or three others have
researched for maybe a month or two. What happens to you. Tell
me the other side of that coin? How is the real world out there in
terms of keeping up with the craft?
Mr. BURNS. I have to tell you, in all candor, that from my own
observations, that notwithstanding the disadvantages that we encounter, I have not yet seen a case where we have not been able to
hold our own. The basic difference is, that if you track, and this
may be of interest, if you track the work hours of people in our
Civil Division, they are working around the clock, and they are
putting in hours and hours and hours and hours, and that is where
we are different. And, as a consequence, of course, we run out of
manpower. We need to relieve our manpower with machinery, with
equipment.
Mr. RoGERS. I guess what I was driving at, one of your lawyers
files a hand-prepared motion, with customized research that has
taken lots of time. Your competition comes into court with a computer-generated, word-processed motion or brief that is part of a
data system centralized in Chicago, where the research has been
ready made, and there is no human way you are going to keep up
with that. I do not care how good you are or what kind of people
you have, you cannot keep up with that kind of thing.
Mr. BURNS. That is the problem we want to solve.
Mr. ROGERS. Is that what you are asking for?
Mr. BURNS. That is the problem we want to solve.
Mr. ROGERS. And you are going to link them all up together so
they can use the same research countrywide on the same issues,
the same briefs, the same motions, the same responses?
Mr. BURNS. That is correct.
INCARCERATION POUCY

Mr. ROGERS. Back to the prisoners, let me just say to you, my
good friend Mr. Early has given you one point of view. Let me just
say to you that for every Member of Congress that represents that
point of view, I suspect there are two or three, including myself,
who represent the opposite point of view. And that is, for every
professional criminal kept away from the society, society is that
much better off. And, for the most part, our prisons, those beds, are
occupied by not the first termers or the joy riders, so to speak, it is
more or less the hardened criminal. They are there for the second
or third time. And the savings to society by not having that theft
occur, or that fraud occur, or that mugging or killing or whatever
else it is, the savings there are more than the cost of keeping that
criminal from performing those acts, not even mentioning the
harm to individuals and families and generations of children in society in general.
So, I just want to encourage you that the answer to our problems
is not opening up the prison doors. The answer is putting the
proper criminals behind bars and keeping them there for the duration of what a jury found or a judge found; trying to rehabilitate
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them, but releasing them only when their terms expire. And if it
takes more prisons, it takes more prisons.
If you hold the view that we cannot put more prisoners in prison
because we are out of room, irrespective of the crime they committed, or the danger they pose for society, then we would have
stopped building prisons after the first one. ,
So the answer to our problem is not some magic formula that
there are only 13,183 criminals in the U.S.A. at any given time and
no more; therefore, that is all the beds we need.
PRISON POPULATION-DRUG RELATED

Mr. BURNS. Just to comment on that. There is no doubt that
crime causes tremendous economic losses to society. Today we are
approaching a situation where 37 percent of the people who are inmates in our penitentiaries are drug traffickers or drug-related offenders. And there is no doubt that the drug epidemic is a scourge
on our country today, that costs our economy some $300 billion.
That is just one small aspect of it. I think and I hope, and there are
no guarantees and no crystal balls, but I hope that with increased
investigation and prosecution and with education and tremendous
efforts of prevention on the demand side of the question, we can
finally shut that problem down and really cut it back. That is the
way of solving the problem of prison space. Clean up our society, in
the first place. People who transgress our laws, who are involved in
this bloody path that leads from Colombia to Mexico to our Southwestern border, to Boston, Massachusetts and to Washington, D.C.,
and to our country, that path of death, corruption and economic
impact on our society has got to stop.
Mr. ROGERS. Well, you are not going to stop it with putting those
people under house arrest. You have got to make them pay a price,
a bad price, where there is some form of deterrence where they
think, okay, I am not going to get involved in this because I am
afraid of what they will do to me. And if you make that revolving
door to the prison house, you have answered that question.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. Before I yield to Mr. Kolbe, I want to make one thing
crystal clear, I am not suggesting you open the doors. I think you
have to take the least offensive, the ones that are the least threat
to society out to free up prison space.
Mr. ROGERS. I understood that, sir.
Mr. EARLY. One other thing, did you say 37 percent of our Federal-Mr. ROGERS. Drug or drug-related.

Mr. EARLY. That seems awfully high, but it is very interesting.
Mr. Kolbe?
FEDERAL CORRECTIONS RESPONSIBILITY

Mr. KOLBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General, I appreciate your being here.
Let me ask you a few questions. I am really following up on some
of the things I have just heard. With regard to prisons, I think, regardless of what our philosophy is, we are passing the laws, and we
are creating the laws that say these are criminal activities and we
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provide the sentences for that and say they should go to prison. I
think we have got a responsibility to provide the prisons as long as
we do that. If we think it is not correct, we ought to change the
laws, and make it clear to you that that is not the policy that we
want to adhere to.
In your testimony you say you have 41,500 inmates in the 28,000
spaces. What is the rate that that 41,500 is growing?
Mr. BURNS. I will provide that for you.
PRISON POPULATION GROWTH

Mr. KOLBE. Do you know what the increase is over, say, five
years ago?
Mr. ROPER. My name is Michael Roper, the Deputy Comptroller
for Budget. When this Administration began, the population was
about 23,000. Today it is closer to 42,000.
Mr. KOLBE. From 23,000 to 42,000 since 1981, almost double.
Mr. BURNS. In 1990, we estimate 67,000. Does that help you?
Mr. KOLBE. Yes. With 28,000 spaces, we are not keeping up, are
we? What is in our budget for building?
Mr. BURNS. In our budget for 1987, let me see if I can find it.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Kolbe, will you yield?

Mr. KOLBE. Yes.
Mr. EARLY. I apologize. I shifted over to some other things earlier. The Federal 'Prison System will testify here next Tuesday. I
apologize.
Mr. KOLBE. My apologies also.

PRISON CONSTRUCTION
Mr. BURNS. Let me just put this in the record. It will take a
second. In 1988, we will begin construction on 2,400 additional beds
in the Federal Prison System.
With the new sentencing guidelines, I just wanted to say the
problem is going to get worse.
RETURN ON JUSTICE INVESTMENTS

Mr. KOLBE. You said something about the return we get, the
amount of recovery in fines and civil penalties on say the Drinking
Water Act, environmental legislation, for each dollar invested.
When you describe the dollar return for dollar invested, you are referring only to the investment in the Justice Department?
Mr. BURNS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KOLBE. I think it is important to keep that in mind. It is like
a Clerk in the Court who says, "Look, my salary is only $60,000;
look at all the checks I collect each year." That really does not describe the cost, because there really is a larger cost.
. Mr. BURNS. There is no question about it, but I am here as the
collector. As long as you tell me to do that job, I want to be in a
position to say that as we get the resources, that aspect of this
thing will yield a profit to the Federal Treasury.
ANTITRUST REDUCTION

Mr. KOLBE. I need some clarification of your comments, more
particularly your comments on antitrust. You refer to a reduction
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of 4.4 percent, 100 positions, which you say reflects a realignment
of support functions, not a diminution or change in your enforcement policy. Would you describe a little bit more what you are referring to?
Mr. Bums. I will tell you just a couple of things and then I will
ask our Acting Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division to
give us some further details.
Well, number one, we have got our merger guidelines out, and I
think there has been a greater degree of precision and understanding among the members of the Bar as to what this is all about with
respect to antitrust. And I think, as a consequence, with lawyers
understanding what the rules are, we are able to deal with these
cases more effectively.
Number two, we have made some gains with respect to the kind
of automation that we were speaking of. And that is very helpful.
When I was in private practice, everytime someone came to sell me
data processing equipment, they told me how much money I would
save, how many people I would save and, invariably, I wound up
hiring more and more people. This is a case where we are actually
seeing some savings.
Mr. Rumz. I think both of those points are important. We have a
down side in the Antitrust Division over the last six years. Part of
that has been made possible by putting out guidelines. People understand what the rules are in the merger game. The number of
mergers has gone up but people know what areas to stay away
from. Our people are better able to deal with mergers much more
quickly and identify those with trouble, and focus in on the various
problem areas as a result of our experience with the guidelines.
In the criminal area, again that is where we have focused and I
think we have witnessed the greatest returns for our investment.
In the last six or seven years, we have had unprecedented success
in the criminal enforcement area. When we came in, there were 51
grand juries; today there are 137 grand juries. We are on an incline
in terms of the number of indictments we have been able to hand
down.
Our people are becoming more familiar I think with prosecuting
criminal cases, better able to investigate matters. They are using
other things than the grand jury to develop these cases, which has
enabled us to do it at a lower cost.
Overall, that as well as automation and being able to centralize
some of our research functions, and share some of our information,
not only in Washington but in our various field offices, has made
us much more efficient prosecutors. And we view that role as being
very important, and we want to increase our activity in those
areas, not decrease it, but we think we can do it with less resources.
ADMINISTRATION'S ANTITRUST POLICY

Mr. KoLBz. Would you describe for me what this Administra-

tion's antitrust philosophy or policy is?
Mr. Rus. I think it is the recognition of the importance of continuing a competitive economy which is free from public and private restraints; one that enforces the law as it has evolved over the
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last 15 years; and that is a recognition that what the law has to
protect is the consumer from higher prices and not competitors
from increased competition. And a recognition that at times in the
past antitrust forays have caused more problems than they solved
in misguided attempts to improve competition.
We have focused in on those areas that protect consumers. We
have focused our effort there.
Mr. KoLBE. Give me an example of where you are focusing in on
that, where you say you are protecting consumers, because-I certainly agree with that statement. If antitrust philosophy works at
all it ought to be protecting consumers not protecting companies
from competition. Give me an example of where you are focusing
in on that.
BID RIGGING

Mr. RuLE. The areas that we view as most important are, and I
will give you one example, bid-rigging. The Federal Government is,
in many instances, a consumer, obviously, with the money you appropriate up here. We have witnessed contractors getting together
and deciding who is going to get a bid, and agreeing not to compete
with one another. The effect of competition is to drive down the
prices to the government and enable us to use our tax dollars to
uy more. And we have witnessed this in Federal Government Procurement and at the State and local level. We have taken vigorous
action to follow up those leads and go after those bidders and stick
them in jail, so that the United States receives full value for the
dollars it spends. We have got something like 30 grand juries I
think right now looking at federal government procurement and
the various aspects of it.
Other examples might be when competitors get together on soft
drinks, where bottlers in a local town get together and decide we
are not going to discount to retailers this week, because they are
competing a little too much. So they agree not to provide a discount to retailers and as a result soft drinks are priced higher than
they would be if competition was allowed.
Mr. KoLBE. I agree with what you are saying. Taking bid-rigging
as an examples to the extent that competition is reduced, the easier
it is to rig bids? The less competition there is, it is easier for the
few that are left to get together to do it.
Mr. RuLe. Sure. Our experience has been, again, generally, we do
not engage in, we are not the ones who make the decisions, we participate with the Department of Defense and others. When we
bring a case, that by no means indicates that the companies will
not be there to compete again. Hopefully, they have learned their
lesson. They have paid the price up to a million dollars per count,
and they can go back out and be responsible people who do not
engage in bid-rigging. So, the fact we are putting these people in
jail and fining companies does not mean we are necessarily reducing the number of competitors.
And I think, if you look, for example, at local and State' levels,
after we have gone through and prosecuted a number of these
cases, the bids that have come in to various States have been substantially lower than they were before. And those States and local-
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ities and the federal government also benefit from our prosecutions.
EXPLOSION OF LITIGATION

Mr. KOLBE. Thank you. The last question, General Burns,
throughout the statement here, with the exception of antitrust, you
refer to increases in a whole variety of things. Let us leave aside
criminal proceedings for a moment. In the tax area, in environmental litigation, all of these areas we are seeing tremendous increases, substantial increases here. I guess you are hearing bias
from a non-attorney here. Is that a result of Congress and the actions that we have taken, or is it just something that is happening
that is a never ending process of increasing litigation?
Mr. BURNS. I think it is a combination of both and they are different phenomenon. Congress is addressing some very serious problems and they have made decisions that these problems have to be
addressed, and there will be new rules of the road. They have got
to deal with it. There are new responsibilities placed on us. That is
one aspect of it. We have got to do it. We are not going to default.
With respect to the litigation explosion in this country, it is horrendous. The Department of Justice has taken the lead in going
around the Nation and speaking to Bar associations, speaking to
plaintiffs' lawyers. I have given speeches on the subject of plaintiffs' lawyers-Mr. KOLBE. You got out of line?
Mr. BURNS. Well, a little tar here and there. But the point of the
matter is that our courts are overburdened. This is the most litigious society in the history of the world. And what compounds the
problem is that our legislators around the country continue to provide additional rights of action, and where they do not do so, courts
can imply rights of action. And our tort judgments are going completely of the charts. And it is frightening and it is something that
has got to be addressed, and there are actions among the States to
try to do it. But this is, indeed, a very litigious society.
I just want to say that I view my role in coming and appearing
before you as not a role of going through the timeless or repetitive
motion of laying this before you, and coming in with a green eye
shade. My role here is to try and explain to you that this is not just
an accounting exercise. We need these resources.
This is not a game where we ask for more and settle for less,
which is a page you take out of the book of the litigation game. We
come here in all sincerity and, as you said, sir, it is not a partisan
game. We need these resources to do the job.
I think that with respect to the monies we ask for, the United
States taxpayer is going to get a bang for his buck. He is going to
get full value.
I also want to say there is room for improvement, and we are
continually trying to do that; to improve the process; to improve
procedure; improve the way we handle something that matters. We
are very, very much aware of it.
I want you to also understand that when our components come
before the Departmental Resources Board, we are tough. It is a
tough, tough grilling. We are trying to pare this to the bone. The
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resources we ask for, we need. We will put them to good use. We
will bring home the bacon.
And thank you ve much, all of you, for your attention and the
cooperative spirit with which we work.
Thank you.
Mr. KOLBE. That completes my questions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Burns, we know you have some other divisions
here. You have brought all of your high powered, underpaidMr. BURNS. Let us not go too far now.
Mr. EARLY. I think your real role is to delegate authority. We
will ask the people who are responsible for the U.S. Attorneys and
Antitrust Divisions, a few specific questions. So you are excused.
U.S. A7rORNEY'S REQUEST

With regard to the United States Attorneys, the request is for
373 positions-18,562,000 for drug enforcement. How many positions did you receive in 1987, and why do you believe you will require this many more in 1988?
Mr. MCWHORTER. Yesterday, several U.S. Attorneys testified
with me before the House Authorization Subcommittee.
In Fiscal 1987, this year, the Operation Alliance in the Southwest Border initiative against drugs, the United States Attorneys
had approximately 90 positions, 60 Assistant U.S. Attorneys and 30
support, about $6 million for drugs.
The drug war is exploding. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act provided a
lot of tools for prosecutors. There were significant investments in
the investigative agencies that will produce arrests that U.S. Attorneys will have to prosecute.
Our need for prosecutors for the drug law is basically to respond
to the increased number of arrests that will be generated by the
new equipment in the Customs Service, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the FBI and the Immigration Service. The number of
new border patrol agents on the Southwest Border particularly are
expected to produce a number of new arrestees that U.S. Attorneys
will have to deal with.
FEDERAL DRUG PROBLEM

Mr. EARLY. Excuse me, Mr. McWhorter. I would like to. ask Mr.
Weld a question about drugs in Massachusetts.
The Police Chief in our largest city, whom I think you probably
know, Tommy Leahy, told me that they cannot do anything without DEA, FBI, and the other federal people that have got all the
money and resources. Would increased personnel in this offset
some of the problems. What I am really asking is if the Federal
Drug Program and money is going back to the States? Or will the
Federal area be absolved of what has to be done in the States?
Mr. WELD. Mr. Chairman, if I may, the reports about cuts in the
drug area I do not think are on the enforcement side of the house.
I tend to agree with Chief Leahy that there are things the Feds can
do in the drug area that are much harder for local law enforcement to do. One of the reasons for that is the Federal Electronics
Surveillance law, which, as you know, is considerably more liberal,
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permissive than State laws. In other words, just having the far
flung system of agents around the country, you can go after the
trafficking organizations that are international or national in scope
more easily.
I think the 1988 request for the United States Attorneys contains
a number of positions all around the country. My horseback guess
is that maybe 40, 50, maybe even 60 percent of those positions
might wind up participating in narcotics enforcement. That was
the number one law enforcement priority of 91 out of the 93 U.S.
Attorneys who were polled, who had filed their own District Plans
back in 1981 and 1982. So it really is number one. I am really invading Mr. McWhorter's sphere here. But I think the 1988 request
for the U.S. Attorneys, including the increases that you are giving
them, will be applied very directly back in the drug area, and that
goes well beyond the designated resources for Operation Alliance
in our Southwest. The distribution of resources will vary all around
the country, and Mr. McWhorter can correct my horseback5 guess
the biggest single item that those resources
butnarcotics.
on the percentage, be
would address will
Mr. EARLY. Mr. McWhorter, would the additional money help to
supplement things that will not be going back to the locals, in your
opinion?
Mr. MCWHORTER.

The U.S. Attorneys work very closely with the

locals too, primarily through the law enforcement coordinating
committees, which the Attorney General has directed each of them
to form. And they seek to coordinate prosecutions in the local district, and eliminate waste and duplication of effort and work together cooperatively.
The United States Attorney and the U.S. Government is particularly well-suited to address large organizations. The local sheriffs
and police do not have the long arm and the reach that the Federal
prosecutor and the Federal investigators have. The major trafficking organizations that are international in scope are within the
reach of the U.S. Attorney almost exclusively, but not within the
capability of most local law enforcement agencies.
ENHANCED SECURITY FOR U.S. ATTORNEYS

Mr. EARLY. I agree with that, Mr. McWhorter. Again we get back
to egos of local U.S. District Attorneys and U.S. Attorneys. I want
them to play their role and cooperate. I think you have to be selective.
On one of these items-only a $500,000 item for security for U.S.
Attorney offices. First of all, $500,000 cannot do too much. Why
that amount?
Mr. MCWHORTER. Well, sir, the security needs of the U.S. Attorneys, both physically and for personal protection, are increasing.
We are experiencing a- number of new threats from organized
crime, and particularly from the drug trafficking organizations,
international in scope. This amount of money we are asking for is
to address some of the problems that have been identified in surveys by the Security Office in the Department, to better physically
protect U.S. Attorneys.

72-166

0-87-23
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We did not ask for everything that would be possible, but this is
a step in the right direction.
CIVIL LITIGATION

Mr. EARLY. For the record, on civil litigation, Mr. McWhorter,
you are requesting 80 positions and $2,970,000 for the civil litigation programs in 1988 in order, you claim, to maximize recovery of
money by the U.S. Government. I want, for the record, an estimate
of the additional recovery these provisions will provide.
Mr. MCWHORTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. And also for the record, in your budget justifications,
you request increases based on projected workload increases.
For each of these workload displays, please provide the actual experience to date of Fiscal Year 1987, and explain whether you believe you will still achieve the Fiscal Year 1987 projections that
you estimate in your request.
With that I am going to yield to Mr. Rogers.
U.S. A1 TORNEYPS AUTOMATION

Mr. ROGERS. Briefly, I wonder if you could describe for us the situation with U.S. Attorneys, as to whether or not they are outgunned, in terms of equipment, and information in the modern
world.
Mr. MCWHORTER. Well, sir, in 1981 there were U.S. Attorneys offices in the country that did not have word-processing equipment.
Every U.S. Attorneys office now has word-processing programs. We
are seeking to procure additional equipment with the Criminal and
Tax Divisions. At the present time, we have a procurement effort
underway to enable U.S. Attorneys to communicate with each
other and with the Department, so that we can share the research
information that is available in one place. We do not presently
have that capability easily.
Mr. ROGERS. How will that translate in the courtrooms? I am
trying to get somebody to tell me the courtroom experience. I have
heard it privately, but let us get it in the record. Would you tell me
the problem you are up against in the courtroom without the
equipment.
r. MCWHORTER. In the courtroom, the Assistant U.S. Attorneys
are often asked by the judge to respond to a particular position,
and to provide research or-an opinion or argument on a particular
point. And, frequently, within a very short recess, the Assistant
U.S. Attorney has to go back and do legal research and come back
and argue in the courtroom. This effort will enable each AssistantMr. ROGERS. Stop right there. What does the other side do in
that respect, compared to what you are equipped to do?
Mr. McWHORTER. The other side is the one that files most of the
motions that the Government has to respond to. They have the
luxury usually of being ready when they come in there. They know
many times what the motion is going to be, and the U.S. Attorneys
have to respond to reams of paper in particular kinds of cases. And
high paid and talented lawyers with a lot of paralegal support in
the courtroom and in the office.
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LEGAL ACTIVITIES OFFICE AUTOMATION

Mr. RoGERs. Well, you are staggering at it.
My understanding is that you go to court, and you will be faced
with a motion that thick, with back-up material that thick, generated off of a word processor, a computer data system, and you have
to respond to it like that. You go out and you say, "Judge, give me
24 hours" or "give me 7 days", what have you, and you spend those
7 days and you finally struggle through the research with two or
three assistants and you come up with an answer and you go back
into court. And there is another motion that thick that has been
generated by the computers, in a matter of minutes or hours. Is
that not the situation in the courtroom these days with the modern
machinery that the opposition has in your cases?
Mr. MCWHORTIM. It is in some instances. Perhaps Mr. Weld can
provide a better answer.
Mr. RoGmws. Please, I am looking for a graphic description.
Mr. WELD. Mr. Congressman, I think the picture you painted is
an accurate one in major cases. The advantage of preparation
shifts at various stages of the case. In the indictment phase, it is
the Government that has the benefit of lengthy preparation and
the defendant does not control the timing. So a great deal of work
has gone into the case, from the Government's point of view, before
the defendant is formally brought to the bar of justice. But once
even
is filed,certainly
the major
white collar
that
case cases,
is
crime case,
cases,fortheexample,
defense or
team
narcotics
organized
often five or six lawyers, the top firms, as you suggest, who are
very well equipped with the latest in technology. Everything has
been researched down to the ground.
It is not uncommon to have a 40-page brief in support of a
motion to dismiss an indictment filed several times a week, different motions. And the Assistant U.S. Attorney, or the prosecutorial
team which may number two or three attorneys in a very large
case, has to respond to these motions as well as to prepare witnesses together with'"the investigative agents for the next day's
trial session. Without technological assistance he or she will be illequipped to respond to the motion which may call for action by the
judge before court convenes the next day.
The attraction of hooking up the 93 U.S. Attorneys offices to the
system that is being established for the Criminal and Tax Divisions
is that thenyou could have a support function exercised partially
out of main Justice. If it is a motion that has been litigated 15 minutes ago in the Seventh Circuit, the person in main Justice is going
to know that, and if they can transmit electronically or by typing
into an automated system the proper response, then the availability of such a system will enable the Assistant U.S. Attorney to prepare his witnesses for the next day. So that is the advantage I see.
AUTONOMY OF LOCAL U.S. ATTORNEYS

Mr. Rooms. What is that going to do to the local autonomy of
the local U.S. Attorney? Is he going to become a McDonald's
outlet?
Mr. Wmn. We worried about that, Mr. Congressman, a little bit
last year when I was Chairman of the U.S. Attorneys Committee.
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We were a little nervous about having this direct electronic communication. But the more we thought about it, the more wo
thought the answer is if you are a U.S. Attorney and you do not
like what you are getting from Main Justice, you just turn off the
machine. The U.S. Attorneys really do have a great deal of autonomy.
Mr. RoGRS. Well, you are not expecting that U.S. Attorney to
get by with that, are you? If he turns you off, you are not going to
be too happy about it.
Mr. W=w. If I am a U.S. Attorney and I am in court and someone in Main Justice wants to send me a 90-page brief on why this
new motion should not lie, it is not very likely I am going to turn
off my machine, but that bureaucrat in Washington is not going to
be able to make me file a brief I do not want to file. Certainly the
philosophy of Mr. Jensen, Mr. Trott and myself in the Criminal Division has been that it would be a cold day in July before we would
tell a U.S. Attorney, or purport to tell a U.S. Attorney to do something in court the U.S. Attorney did not want to do or thought was
unwarranted.
Mr. Room. He is going to want to please the higher ups. So is
he not going to feel compelled, everything else being even, to do
what Main Justice recommends or feels?
Mr. Wu. I suppose I would say that is a possible danger, Mr.
Congressman. It is one we discussed last year. We first discussed
this I believe in January or February of 1986. That did come up
and we kicked it around. I think part of the reason we think this is
a survivable danger, the whole attitude of the Department of Justice is away from that type of Washington control.
Mr. RoGEs. I just wanted to bring that up just to let us be mindful that with the new technology which is needed in order to fight
the oppition who is so armed, that there is that other side of the
coin. We could turn the U.S. Attorneys into local outlets for the
Washington line, and take away his entrepreneurship in fighting a
case.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
OPERATION ALLIANCE

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Kolbe?

Mr. KOLBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to ask a couple of
questions on Operation Alliance. You referred to the fact there are
90 positions. Are those yet filled or are those 90 positions you are
requesting?
Mr. MCWHORTER. They were authorized.

Mr. KOLBE. They were authorized in 1987.
Mr. MCWHORTER.

They have all been allocated to six districts

along the Southwest border, and they were funded for approximately nine months. They are in the process of being filled.
Mr. KOLB.& Could you supply for the record where those allocations are, and which ones are on board at this time? It helps the
Committee to know that. Does the 1988 budget request other additional positions for this project?
[The information requested follows:]
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ALATION or Arroaixy PoSMoNs
Operation Alliance position allocations, and the status
receiving
districts
six
The
of the allocations as of March 16, 1987, are as follows:
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Mr. MCWHORTMR. 1988 narcotics enhancement requests positions

of general narcotics enhancement and for the organized crime and
drug enforcement task force, some of whi -h may go to the Southwest Border.
Mr. Kom&i. One of the interesting aspects of this project to me is
the coordination efforts between Customs, U.S. Attorneys, local law
enforcement, DEA, et cetera, et cetera. One of the things that
struck me the most forcefully in the years that I was in the Arizona State Legislature and Chairman of the Judiciary Committee
there was the incredible diversity and sometimes lack of coordination among our law enforcement agencies. And there at the local
level, obviously, we were interested in coordination with the Federal Government.
In your view, is this project working in the sense that it is providing that kind of coordination?
Mr. MCWHORTER. I think coordination is in place and it is becoming more effective. Obviously, the operation is building up, and personnel are added to, and the structures are put in place.
The Attorney General met with representatives of all of the
management structure of Operation Alliance in Tucson several
weeks ago to ensure that it included representatives of local law
enforcement, sheriffs and local prosecutors as well, to ensure that
the effort is being coordinated properly and that it is going to-do its
job.
Mr. Kom&E. Easy to say but harder, of course, to put into practice. Is there an answer to how we avoid the concern about turf
and protection of ones own turf. You are dealing with people in a
lot of cases who are local, elected law enforcement officials. They
have a need to protect themselves. I have been continually discouraged at our ability to get over parochial interest and turf fights. I
was just interested in your observations whether or not this operation is succeeding in doing that, or whether there is something we
need to do in order to avoid the conflicts.
Mr. McWHoRTm. I think this operation is succeeding, and that it
will continue to do so. The U.S. Attorneys in the last several years
have had a lot of experience with law enforcement cooperation,
through their committees primarily, and it has been remarkable
the successes of the operation in just communications that have
been achieved throughout the country. I think in my experience in
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the Department, the cooperation between State, local and Federal
officials is as great as it has ever been. I think it is going to continue at the Southwest Border.
FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL COOPERATION

Mr. KOLBE. What do you attribute that better cooperation to? Is
there some mechanism that we have put in place administratively,
statutorily, or is it simply a change in attitude?
Mr. MCWHORTER. In the Department of Justice it is a change in
attitude, I think. The Attorney General expects each U.S. Attorney
to cooperate with his State or local counterpart. I think statutorily,
the asset forfeiture sharing provisions that were enacted by the
Congress is convincing local and State law enforcement agencies
that they can benefit financially from cooperation. I think that is a
positive step.
Mr. KOLBE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I am sure I can think of
other questions. I am worried about the state of U.S. law enforcement in this count with all of these attorneys sitting in this
room, so I think I wi let them get back to work.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Kolbe, I could not agree with you more. This is
one of the few times right now with two non-attorneys, we could
really serveMr. KOLBE. If you have a motion, Mr. Chairman, I am ready to
second it.
ANTITRUST DIVISION REQUEST

Mr. EARLY. Mr. McWhorter, I want to thank you.
Next we are going to hear from the Antitrust Division. Mr.
Burns made a statement that covered all of their activities. But
your agency is requesting a four percent reduction. My question,
that I will insert in the record, because I have reservations about
across the board cuts and personally do not think it is the way to
do anything, is how you budgeted for most of your reductions that
way?
Your name is?
Mr. RULE. Rick Rule.
Mr. EARLY. How come you are the only one in the Department
that got cut? Everybody else gets more. You are not a Democrat,
are you? [Laughter.]
Mr. RULB. No, I am a Republican. We looked very, very carefully
at what we were doing. We felt we could maintain our law enforcement activities, and improve them with cuts. We also felt there are
some areas, for example, we have a project where we intervene in
private actions to promote the law. We are probably going to cut
that back a little bit.
We have a competition advocacy program, where we get involved
in regulatory proceedings. We are talking about cutting that a
little bit. And we are also talking about cutting some of our general analysis.
We are cutting in some areas.
Mr. EARLY. You did not get any new additional responsibilities
from new legislation?
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Mr. RuLz. We did not get any.
Mr. EALY. I will yield.
Mr. Rooms. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Kolbe got into a discussion with Mr. Burns on
antitrust enoforcement. We just want to make sure that you will at
least have the tools to do what you have to do.
Mr. RuiL. We believe we do, and if there is ever a question of
that, as I said before in the authorization hearings, we will go back
to the Attorney General and let him know that we do not have the
resources to do our job.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto,
follow:]
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FF04 MR. EARIH

GENAL IEGAL ACrrvT=E

Automated Litiation SuPpor

0uestion
Throughout these activities, you are requesting increases for
Automated Litigation Support. Please describe the need for this

support.
civil Division - The Civil Division is requesting an increase of
$5,388,000 for Automated Litigation Support (ALS) services in 1988 as
follows:
$2,141,000 of the Civil Division's 1988 request is required to defend
the mammoth asbestos litigation where the U.S. Treasury is exposed to
losses exceeding $35 billion. With the most crucial trials

approaching, this funding is critical to ocmplete the processing of
nearly 300 million pages of evidentiary documents and to provide
adequate trial support.

$1,900,000 is required for the Washington Public Power Supply System
(WPPSS) litigation, in which the Goverrment is defending against $7.4
billion in claims. Effective defense depends on our ability to
retrieve evidentiary information from a 240 million page document
collection which has been growing by 1,000 pages of depositions each
day.
$533,000 is required to provide the AS tools essential to defend the

large number of cases arising fr

the recently passed !mmigratin

Reform and Control Act of 1986. By 1988 an additional 748 new trial
and appellate cases are expected. ALS funding is needed to develop
special data bases to track individual litigants and members of class
action suits during the various stages of litigation. A docament
center is also needed to organize domnts and support the attorneys
in preparing for the large number of expected trials and appeals.

$814, 000 is required to support the Governmnt's war on fraud.

Part

of this increase is necessary to comply with the stringent record
keeping requirements of the recently passed False Clams Reform Act
of 1986. Funds will be used to establish a central, secure records

depository, as required by this law. Additional Als funding is
needed to support a growing number of civil fraud cases where succss
is dependent upon the ability to pinpoint pieces of evidence.

LA and Natural Resourem Division - Automated Litigation Support is
used primarily in two areas of Land and Natural Rescuroes Division
litigation, hazardous waste cases and Indian claims/land management

cases. Of the $4.8 million increase requested for automated

litigation support, over $3 mil),ion will be used for two linked
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cases: U.S. v, Shell Oil Co. and Colorado v. U.S. and Shell Oil Co.
Over the last four decades, Army operations and Shell pesticide
iarifacturing have caused extensive contamination at the Rocky

Mountain Arsenal in Colorado, and preliminary estimates suggest that
$2 billion may be needed for the clean-up effort.

During the

discovery and pre-trial phase of this case, the Army has provided

reimbursable funding for automated litigation support in order to
review, organize and manage the massive dcumentary and other case
materials in a manner useful to the Division's attorneys. However,
as the case moves closer to and into trial, the Department of Justice
properly must assume litigation support expenses.
The remaining funds are sought for support of over a dozen Indian
claims cases; for preparation of on-line legislative histories of key
environmental and land management statutes; for hazardous waste cases
involving both Federal and nm-Federal parties; and for selected
environmental crimes cases and grand jury investigations.
Tax Division - The Tax Division's 1988 budget requests $1 million for
the Federal Appellate Activity and $2 million for Civil Tax
Litigation in automated litigation support. Automated litigation
support furding allows Tax Division attorneys to compete on a more
equal footing with the large opposing automated law firms the
Division often encounters. Mis reasons for the current urgency for
automated litigation support in the 1988 request are the'trend toward
more complex cases with voluminous amouts of doomentation and
anticipated workload increases resulting from Internal Revenue
Service (I.R.S.) Revene and Tax Selter Initiatives suported by
Cmqress in the 1987 Treasury Department Appropriations Act and the
Administration in I.R.S. 's 1988 Budget Request.
The Tax Division has, in the last few years, experienced a
significant increase in the number of large and ouplex cases that

contest a variety of tax issues in the U.S. Claims Court and U.S.

District Courts. For example, we have found that litigation
involving efforts to enjoin abusive tax shelters, as well as civil

penalty and substantive controversies arising out of tax shelter

schemes, are often extremely data intensive and tecnically complex.
Such cases frequently involve extensive discovery, including the

taking of a large number of depositions, and the review and analysis

of thousands of pages of documents. It is essential to devise ways
of assisting our attorneys in controlling and acoessing the vast
amounts of information in thesr cases, and it has recently become
apparent that these information demands could, to a large extent, be
alleviated through greater availability of automated litigation

support.

The need for this automation capability cannot be understated in the
complex tax shelter cases we encounter. 7he United States is either

seeking essentially to put promoters out of business or to sustain

subtantial penalties -whic many times run into the millions of
dollars and may well have the effect of closing down someone's

business.

As a conseumce, we can expect vigorous resistance to our

efforts to enjoin tax shelter schemes or to sustain penalty
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aInrolving
them. Therefore, instituting and defending
these suits cannot be unertaken lightly, especially since the
Government, in both instances, bears the burdeni of proof. Moreover,
many ti tax shelter promoters have segregated hundreds of
thouands of dollars to be used to defend against anticipated
Goverruent action. These litigation 'war dusts" allow promoters to
retain large law firm that more often have access to caqzter

litigation suport and a host of paralegals and other support

Ouesti
Will the presence of this Automated Litigation Support result in som
staff reduction since it will free up personnel from time consuming,
manual work? If. so, how many personnel can be reduced and when?
AIS is not a substitute for lawyers needed to litigate the

Dpa

t's growing caseload. We have found that the galy

susesful way to defend cases involving mammoth collections of
evidentiary documents and voluminous deposition testimony (e.g., the
asbestos, radiation and WPPSS cases) is to provide attorneys with
contract support to screen, organize, microfilm, index and automate
the evidence and relevant information and cuzpter support to
manipulate and retrieve the information. Without AIS services a
virtual army of experienced paralegals would be required to manually
organize the documents in such cases and no amount of staff would
ever be able to recall and retrieve the information with the

precision and speed available from automation.

In cases of lesser size (i.e., up to 200,000 pages of evidentiary
material or 20 donents) MS has proven to be the mnet effective and

cost efficient method of handling information. our experience is
that it costs 42 percent less to provide the surior document and
information processing services available through AiS contractors.

A contractor can provide a staff of 20 today, 100 next week, and cut
back to 50 the following week, based entirely on the Government's
case needs and deadlines. Moreover, the contract staff can be
ordered with experience in full-text data bases one week, stron
bac1wjrc ads in document indexing next week, and years of trial
support experience another time. In contrast, Government employees
must be hired and retained under less flexible standards.
In order to provide attorneys with these indispensable services, it
would be necessary to employ over 500 additional paralegals at a cost
in ex ces of $24 million. As long as our caseload continues to grow
and the need to master large collections of evidentiary information
remains, we do not expect that AS funding will reduce our needs for
attorney and secretarial positions or for paralegal positions to
assist with cases which do not warrant ALS contractor assistance.
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Miat would the impact be if funds are denied?

Aside from the substantial efficiency losses that would result if
funding is denied, key litigative efforts will be severely hampered
without additional AI.S:
With $35 billion at stake in asbestos litigation and major trials

imminent, failure to provide AIS funding could be catastrophc. The

extent of the potential jeopardy was poignantly reflected by Juge
Nettesheim during a recent Claims Court hearing involving asbestos
litigation. In response to the Govermrent's assertion that
litigation support and attorney resources were not available to
prepare for trial as ordered, she stated:
I am not so much concerned about the government's difficulty
in preparing for trial, with all due sympathy to the
goverrsent in terms of its own resource problem. The
govement oan either pay Judgmants or pay attorneys, and it
makes its choices. And if plaintiffs are ready to go,

especially with the time periods that have been involved in

this case, there is no reason the goverment cant msster the
requisite resources to avoid suffering an
s Jumsnts.
So that will not be a factor. [Ephasis added.]
With $7.4 billion at stake in WPPSS litigation and a document
collection of huge proportiors, denial of the needed AIS support will
put our attorneys at a distinct disadvaage, damaging the
Government's entire defense. They will be unable to meet the courtimposed schedules for depositicr, risking adverse judicial
sanctions. Unable to access crucial evidentiary information, our
attorneys will be forced to go to trial ill-prepared, risking

enormous losses to the Treasury.

In extraordinary litigation such as the case against Shell Oil at the

Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the sheer volu

of evidentiazy material is

overwhelming. Over three million pages have been collected from
several dozen Army and Shell sites nationwide so far.
these would
fill 1,000 file drawers; it is difficult to imagine working with this
material without automation. In cases such as this, defendants are
also using litigation support to manage their preparation. Loss of
litigation support would umncsarily place the Govermoent at a
severe disadantage.
he massive nuer of now cases triggered by the !mDigration Reform

and Contr

Act of 1986 necessitates additional AS services.

Without the requisite services to track the cases and prepare for
upoeing trials, our defers will be hazmtung, risking dangerous
presents, %hic could udrmine the entire Inuigration Reform
initiative.
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Denial of additional AIS funds would also be extremely detrimental to
tbe Gr
rzment's efforts to ocubat fraud. Funds for ALS services
currently available for our largest fraud cases would have to be

diverted to meet stringent reoordkeeping requirements of the Falsp

Claims Reform Act of 1986. In addition to the deleterious inpact'on
ongoing cases, support would not be available for new cases, which
are expected to double by 1988. The resulting lost parity with our
powerful ocurtroum ponents wmld stymie our ability to recover
million of dollars and deter future fraud.

cuestign:
For the record provide the amounts required for AIS by activity, by

fiscal year.

(In thousands of dollars)
Tax Division

civil Division

$12,24

$8,4

Lands Division

,320

.79

Total

13,554

10,251

$3,000

13,844
6.65

23,494

Tax Divisi
Ouesti:
You request an increase of 12 positions and $2,348,000 in 1988 for
the Tax Division's Federal Appellate Activity. You indicate that the
increased workload in this request results from anticipated legal
suits concerning tax reform.
As you will only be involved in
appeals to legal suits resultirq from tax reform and those suits must
first be handled by the Civil Trial Section, why do you believe the
resources are required in 1988?

The Tax Division anticipates a substantial increase in the mnrer of

legal suits filed by taxpayers contesting the technical provisions of

the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Initially these suits will be litigated
by the Division's civil trial attorneys. However, this litigation
will result in more appeals being filed, as taxpayers will appeal
judicial determinations regarding their claims. Mhese cases must
then be handled by Federal Appellate attorneys. The limited staff in
the Tax Division's Federal Appellate Section have, thus far, managed

to keep abreast of pending caseload, despite a 10 percent annual

increase in case receipts for the past several years. However, a
continuation of this normal trend of caseload growth, in conjunction
with the impact of the Tax Reform Act on appellate litigation, will
prevent Federal Appellate attorneys frum effectively litigating all
appeals under consideration. As a result, the Govern nt stands to
lose a substantial source of revene which could otherwise be
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obtained with the additional three positims requested for this
program as a result of the impact of the Tax Reform Act.
In addition, the nine positions requested in 1988 for the Federal

Appellate Activity include positions to address the workload which

will result fru the implementation of the Internal Revenue Service
(I.R.S.) Tax Shelter and General ~nvuee Ompliance Initiatives.
ogrwsa authorized 500 additional positions to the I.R.S. to
expedite resolution of disputed tax audits under the 1987 Tvasty
Depurbent Aprcpriaticns Act. An addliticnal 717 positions a-. $30.7
million are included in the President's 1988 budget for the Appeals
and Tax Litigation Unit of the I.R.S. 7hese resources will be used
to close 26,000 of an ever growing backlog of cases that has reachd
84,000 and to accelerate collection of over $470 million in tax
receipts. Mmese intensified enforcninnt efforts will have a direct
and comparable impact on the Division's Federal Appellate workload as
many more taxpayers will file suits appealing I.R.S. determinations.
lhe present staff in the Division's Federal Appellate Section is
insufficient to manage this increased caseload and also be responsive
to the I.R.S. need for additional legal support in its tax law
enfojat
efforts.

Ou st
You have been able to handle a slow but steady increase in criminal
tax prosecutions with no growth in personnel for the past several
years.
y does the Division now require an additional six positions
and $771,000 for 1988?

lhe Division requires an additional six positions and $771,000 for
its criminal tax prosecution program as a direct result of the
approval of additional resource under the Treasury Department
Appropriations Act, 1987, for the I.R.S. to implement the Tax Shelter
and General Revenue Initiatives, with further increases in resources
for these initiatives anticipated in 1988.
The Division's criminal tax prosecution attorneys will be required to
provide additional legal advice and assistance to the I.R.S. in
conjunction with their intensified criminal enforcement efforts.

Oongress increased the member of I.R.S. special agents by eight

percent and provided the I.R.S. Criminal Investigation Unit an
additional $5 million in 1987. An additional 77 positions and $23.5
million for I.R.S. tax fraud investigations and enforcement
litigation program are included in the President's 1988 budget
request for the I.R.S. With these additional resources, the I.R.S.
estimates an increase of 46 tax fraud investigations being initiated
in 1987 and an additional 57 tax fraud investigations being initiated
in 1988.
The I.R.S's additional workload estimates and enhanced criminal tax
enforo nlt program will have a direct and immediate impact on the
workload of the Division's criminal tax attorneys. I.R.S. special
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agents will be seeking more and more legal guidance and assistance
from Division personnel to investigate and prosecute criminal tax
evrs
aggressively. If the Division's criminal tax prosecution
attorneys are to provide timely and effective support to the I.R.S.
special agents for their criminal tax enforemnt program, additional
personnel and funding in 1988 are absolutely essential. Billions of
dollars could remain untapped as a source of Federal revenue if the
Division's 1988 request for its Criminal Tax Prosecution program is

not approved.

A 15 percent increase of 46 positions is requested for civil trial
tax litigation as a result of enactment of the Tax Reform Act of
1986. lhe Tax Reform Act of 1986 was designed to simplify the tax
codes. Why does the Division require more attorneys to interpret a
simplified tax code?

The Tax Division is requesting an additional 46 positions and $7.2
million in 1988 to address the civil caseload increases which will be
generated by both the new Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the I.R.S. Tax
Shelter and General Revenue Initiatives. The Division's civil tax
litigation program is the largest and most comprehensive of the
Division's tax law enfo
11 activities. As a result, civil tax
litigation attorneys assume the greatest role in serving as primary

counsel to the I.R.S. and other client agencies.

As with the enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
of 1982 (TEFRA), the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 will add
substantially to the Civil Trial Section's already burdensome workload. The Division anticipates an imUediate and substantial workload
impact as a result of the Tax Reform Act's provision treating
interest on most tax deficiencies of individual taxpayers as
"personal intrestl" and not fully deductible after 1986. Ned I.R.S.
regulations issued in Anmoncement 86-108 on October 23, 1986 explain

the procedures for taxpayers to prepay and deduct interest on

prospective tax payment deficiencies. As a result, more taxpayers
will pay their tax deficiencies and interest liabilities in 1986 to
retain the full deduction for interest paid. They will then file for
a refund. Under Revenue Procedure 84-58, 1984-2 C.B. 501, a taxpayer
will be able to otain a refund only by successfully suing in the
Claims Court or U.S. District COurt, where the Division's civil trial
attorneys are the Goverrment's litigators. Taxpayers will no longer
have the right to petition the Tax Cort for redetermination of
deficiency in the event that they have paid his or her entire
potential tax liability before receiving a Statutory Notice of
Deficiency. This now procedure alone, whereby refund claims will
have to be filed in the Claims Court or the U.S. District Court, will
cause at least a five percent increase in civil trial litigation
caseload in 1988.
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In addition, the enactment of this legislation represents the first
major transformation of the United States tax system in thirty years
and it is inevitable that legal suits will be initiated contesting
its technical provisions. 7he Division's civil trial attorneys will
be responsible for handling this litigation. Civil trial attorneys
will also be called upon extensively by the I.R.S. and other client
agencies to provide legal mterpretations of the nw provisions of
the Act. If the aditional seven positions requested as a result of
the impact of the Tax Reform Act are not provided in 1988 for this
program, the Division will be unable to provide timely, uniform, and
equitable interpretations of this new legislation.
he I.R.S. has also predicted that the severe penalties include in
the Tax Reform Act for ncomczpliax my in fact cause a decline in
taxpayer faith in the United States voluntary system of individual
self-asses wnt. 7his in turn, may actually encourage taxpayer
ncromupliarce. If the I.R.S. 's prediction materializes, civil trial
attorneys will be tasked with an additional burden to ensure that the
nation's tax laws are, in fact, enforced.
Additional workload will also result from the implementation of the
I.R.S. Tax Shelter and General Revenue Initiatives. 7he I.R.S. was
provided with an additional 500 appeals officers, auditors, and
attorneys, and 1,000 collecting personnel to expedite resolution of

dst

tax audits and reduce the

ormus inventory of urnaid

acoa ts in 1987. An additional 3,325 positions for appeals
officers, auditors, and attorneys, and 3,055 positions for collection
personnel are included in the President's 1988 request for the I.R.S.
With these additional resources, the I.R.S. estimates they will be
able to close an additional 20,000 cases and accelerate collection,
of $470 million in tax receipts. As a result, the civil trial
litigation workload of the Tax Division will be increased
significantly because more taxpayers will file suits contesting
I.R.S. determinations.
If the additional 37 positions and funding needed to deal with the
impact of the I.R.S. increases are not provided in 1988, the Division
will be unable to maintain a successful and effective civil tax
litigation program. At a time when there is great cocerin over the
size of the Federal deficit, the United States cannot afford to allow
the deterioration of the Division's civil litigation program, a
program which has the potential to produce substantial revenues for

the Federal Treasury.
Ouestin

In 1987, the Division was authorized an additional five positions and
approximately $300,000 for its Organized Crime Drug Enforcment

(OCC)

program. Why are an additional six positions and $689,000

required in 1988? - Why do you require more than the already approved
50 percent increase in personnel in order to manage the projected
five percent increase in caseload?

1
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The Tax Division's OCCE program was developed initially with the
establishment of a small, separate unit within the Division's
Criminal Section. Attorneys in the 0Ca unit initially were
responsible for serving as the direct liaison with the 13 0C2
regional Task Forces, as well as handling other tax-related
litigation. As the OCdE Task Form program developed, and
investigations and prosecutions of major drug traffickers expanded,
Division attorneys were increasingly relied upon for litigation

support, advice, and omultation, by the 13 regional Task

Fores.

lhe Division was required to expand its OCDE program in order to
provide timely and effective legal assistance to the regional OE
Task Forces.

The expansion of the Division's OCDE program in 1987, however, was
merely in direct response to the increasing number of requests for
legal assistance made by the regional OCDE Task Forces. It did not
consider the impact that recent legislation would have on the
workload of the Division's OCIE program attorneys. Under the
Treasury Department Apprpriations Act, 1987, the Congress authorized
an eight percent increase in the-nudrer of I.R.S. special agents and
provided I.R.S.'s criminal investigation function an additional $5
million for criminal and drug/tax related law enforcement
initiativep. An additional 29 positions and $17.5 million is
included in the President's 1988 budget-request for the I.R.S. to
further enhance drug/tax related enfr
efforts.

....

The additional resources devoted by the I.R.S. to pursue criminal tax
violations involving narcotics trafficking will directly, and
i mseiately,- affect the workload of the Division's OCIE progr
attorneys. The I.R.S' intensified enforcement efforts in this area
will result in their seeking more legal advice fra, Division
attorneys in major drug/tax related cases. Present staffing levels
are inadequate to address this additional workload and Division
attorneys will be unable to respond to I.R.S. -requests for legal
assistance. As a result, millics of dollars in unreported and
untaxed income, which is in same way connected to narcotics
trafficking, will remain uncollected.
Crbial Division

You request an increase of 24 positions and $2,312,000 for Organized

Crime Prosecution. WW are you requesting an almost 30 percent

increase over 1986 when yaw workload displayed on page C-10 does not
change appreciably and is, in some cases, down?

The workload table on page C-10 projects an almost thirty percent
increase in criminal investigations to be initiated in 1988, a rate
roughly coaparable to the increase in authorized positions. As many
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investigation require months, sotimes years, to bring to a

satisfactory conlusion, the increase in the estimated numbers of
investigations closed in 1988 is only slightly more than twenty

percent. To institute legal proceedings takes still longer, on the

average,,, so the inrease in cases opened is also only about twenty
percent over the estimated 1987 level. 7he increase in cases closed
is only half the rate of the proposed increase in authorized
positions; however, we believe that increasing the number of cases
closed by fifteen, in the first year of the prog
increase, will be

a substantial accplilsient.

Your justification for Organized Crime program growth describes the
need for $95,000 for overtime and awards, and $565,000 for automated
litigation support, but fails to justify the reamning increase of

$1,652,00o.

What is this for?

7he increase of $1,652,000 will provide for the coupeneatin and
benefits of the additional staff and the travel expenses, space and
equipment rents, litigation services, supplies, and materials
associated with their activities.
Ouestion"
You received an increase in 1987 for white collar crime program.
Mty do you require an additional six positions and $708,000 in 1988?

Although a program increase of six positions and $191,000 was
approved in 1987, funding cutbacks in the base level m
it
impossible, from an operational standpoint, to hire additional staff.
Ouesti:
Can you give us an idea of the payback to the Goverrsmnt of adding
these positions for white-collar crime?

7he fines impose in the cases that are the subject of this program
increase have, in the past, been very substantial. As a result, the
Division estimates that this increase should yield at least $1
million annually frum the criminal fines imposed on convicted
defendants. Among the less tangible returns, the increase will deter
criminal behavior of massive financial proportions and, strengthen the
message from this Administration that white-collar crime will be
prosecuted vigorously.
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Civil Divisl
Quston:
You request an increase of 34 positions and $2,331,000 for Federal
Appellate Activities, which you claim results from an 80-eroent
growth in appellate actions. What is driving this growth in actions?

As our society has beom

increasingly litigious, we have experienced

an explosive growth in suits against the Covernt. 'The tr

rc

volume of cases brout over the pest d
has progressed through
the trial oourt system and now threats to over*u" the appellate
courts. As the Divisicai's trial workload has sky
, the
Appellate Staff's wrkoad has increased by over 80 percent in the
last five years. Over the next two years, the growth in the
Appellate Staff's caseload is expected to more than match the growth
of the past five years. Altihu4q the outome of most appeals turn on

legal issues, the potential financial losses in cases on appeal in
1988 will be over $58 billion.

Question:
What is driving the increased wrkload of the Torts Litigation
Branch?

Nationally, there has been an explosion in tort liability litigation.
Further, the oourts have shown a tendency to ccpensate plaintiffs at
the expose of those most likely to pay - the 'deep pocket'
deferant. As the ultimate 'deep pocket', the Federal Gcovwent has
been the target of an alarming nmber of such civil suits.
Reflective of this trend, the Civil Division's Torts &rnch has
experienced a dramatic growth in torts cases whidch poses an ur
threat to the Treasury. At the end of 1986, the Branch ws defending
the COarnznt in More than 5,000 suits, seeking $97 billion.

Bee

1986 and 1988, now case receipts are expected to increase by

nearly 40 percent.
cases in 1988.

More than $192 billion will be at stake in these

7hraug 1988, Torts Branc attorneys will have to defend against the

massive litigation and claims arising fra airline disasters. Recent
cases involving the Delta 191 accident at Dallas/Ft. Worch and the
1986 Aervmexioo mid-air ollision, ocupled with aiml increases in
aviation aocidets porterd sizeable growth in aviation litigation.
Mrewover, as much as $45 billion will be sought in this litigation by
1988.
Additionally, constitutional tort cases are expected to increase by
as much as a third thragh 1988. Ith suits defended by the Torts
Branch challenge actions of important Government officials and law
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enfovmnt agencies and agents. 7hey have the greatest potential
Imcrt on Govezninnt nipeair

rebe ille= drug uM.

and its ability to r r It

T highly complex areas of medical

crime and

and
practice
employee

negligenct suts will also increase. In addition, the Branch will
have to continue defending against radiation claims. This

litigation, involving several thousand claimants, p
liability to the Goverment of nearly $10 billion.

a potential

You reeiaed an increaws of 70 positions for Ccmercial Litigation in
1987. Why do you require an additional 29 position in 1988?

The Civil Division's request for a 1987 inarass of 58 positions for
racial itigation was based on a rapidly growing caseload
involving billion of dollars in potential losses to the Treasury.
C ress approved 29 positions - half of the requested incease. In
assessing cur 1988 needs, we found no abatemnt in caeload trends,
necessitating that we re-seek the incease of 29 positions denied by
Qrqress in 1987. These caseload growth projections did not include
the additional 21 position uhich we susequrently sought in a 1987
supplemental appropriation to implement the newly enacted anti-fraud
statutes.
By 1988, we will be facing an estimated workload of 13,106 cases
involving claims of over $27 billion. 'he majority of these cases
will be defensive. We must have the resources to resist this groiig
dallege to the Treasury in such areas as contracting, patent
infringement.and international trade. In addition to these high
growth areas, O0unrcial ranch attorneys also handle more than half
of the burgeoning caseload of the Claim. Court and the Court of

Appeals for the Federal Cirouit.

We must be able ta conti ue to assert the Government's creditor
rights in loan defaults and bankrupcies. In the utilities field, we
will expand our resentation of the Rural Electrification
Administration interest in litigation involving over $3 billion in
defaulted loam.
Ouestion:

In 1987, you reduod your Federal Programs position from 172 down to
157, and now in 1988 you request an increase back up to 171
positions. Miat is causing these variations?

In 1987, the Federal Programs Branh staffing level declined by 21
positions fron 172 to 151. This ration
was (le to a reprogranauig
of responsibility for the Washington Public Power Supply System
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(WMPS) litigation from the Federal Programs Branch to the Qimesrcial
Litigation Branch. Whdle the WPPSS litigation has not lessened in
magnitude, the scope of legal issues has shifted. 7his litigation
which previously foased on securities issues that were within the

expertise of the Federal Programs Branch now c

etrates on

financial and momtary issues similar to those handled by cur
Qzmercial Litigation Barc.
Reassignment of the WPPSS cases (and

the associated personnel and funds) was essential to their contused
successful litigation.

This re grAzL%
muirI of resources was reflected
in cur 1988 budget rest
and confirm in a formal reprogramming
notification sent to your oittee
on Mard 16.
7he 1988 requt for an increase of 20 positions for the Fdral

Program Branch is needed to handle the Branch's caseload (exclusive
of WPPSS) which is expected to izaease by more than 45 percent from
1986 to 1988. With increasing freqency, litigants are carrying the
debate over policy into the ourtrooms, rather than allowing it to
remain in the Legislative and Executive ktnchw.

7he Federal Programs Branch must contraue to have the staff necessary
to safeguard the Gavernmmt's interests in challenges to
Oongressicnal and Presidential authorities in such areas as national

security, fiscal and budget issue, regulatory policy and personnel

actis.
The ability to present a strong defense in these cases is
essential to the oontbued viability of virtually all Federal
policies and entitlement programs. Wile monetary claims are not a
primary issue in most of this litigation, the dollars at stake could
exceed $10 billion in 1988.
Ouestion:
YOu received a healthy 33 percent increase in 1987 for immigration
litigation. Wy do you require an additional 11 positions in 1988?

Enactment of the Dmmdgration Reform and Control Act of 1986 greatly
expands both the scope and volume of the cases handled by the Civil
Division.
he 1987 increases provide resources necessary to handle
the initial cases growing out of imigration reform - the most

prininenr

of which are class actions. These suits seek to undermine

the core of immigration reform by callenging the new statute and
INS' procedures. Mhree class actions have been filed already
consuming substantial staff resources.

Rather than precipitating an immediate explosion of new cases, the
effect of migration reform is likely to be staggered over the next
few years. Thi likelihood is primarily due to the fact that the new
provisions will be implemented over time. The bulk of the employer
sanctions litigation must await the "education" period stipulated by
the Act as well as the timae allowed for INS to target enforcement
efforts. Similarly, the legalization provisions will be phased with
respect to granting benefits. Emept for the class actions,
mostjudicial review under the Act must be preceded by administrative
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Mii Civil Divisions resource reqjmet for 1987 and 1988 reflect our
best estimates with respect to the timing of new litigation iddh we
mist handle.
ihe positions requested for 1987 should be sufficient

to defend the class action suits expected this year as well as suits
chllenging the denial of interim relief. 'Mis 1988 request of 13
additional positions will provide the staffing needed to handle next

year's immigration reform related workload which is estimated to be
over 900 cases. This workload will be oomposed largely of suits

bratjitt by individual aliens which must each be separately litigated.
Also beginning in
asylum cases as a
Q
-Faseca.
court of appeals.

1988, we anticipate major growth in the muber of
result of the recent Supreme Qourt decision, INS v.
Over 100 of these cases will be brought before the
Both the asylum caseload and the immigration

reform caseload will continue to grow through the rmindr of this
decade and into the 1990's.

Based on INS' projections of their enforcmat and ei~inatin

activities, further reso rce increases in 1989 and 1990 will be
necessary for the Division to handle a massively growing caseload.
By the close of 1989, our Appellate caseload will aproach 2,400 up over 250 percent from the close of 1986. Our trial caseload will
nearly double in this period of time.
If we do not have the resources to defend these suits sucessfully,
it will be extremely difficult to attain the goals as envisioned in

enacting the Immigration Reform Act.

Land and Natural Resources Division

Ouesti
In reading your justification on page E-15 for program increases for
envixurental protection litigation, it appears that your plans to
use these resources are required more to protect or defend Federal
agencies who are not fully complying with the new environmental laws,

than in helping to enforce the law. Please explain.

The majority of the program increases requested for 1988 will be

applied to enforcement of new ocupliance deadlines and other
provisions of the Resoure Conservation and Recovery Act, Clean Air

Act, Clean Water Act, and Safe Drinking Water Act, and to defense of

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rules under these statutes.

Moreover, we note that the Land and Natural Resources Division will
be receiving from the EPA over $13 million in relzbursable authority
for affirmative and defensive litigation (representing EPA) under the
Comprehensive Envirmntal Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act.
We do expect an increase in defensive environmental litigation
involving Federal agencies. This expected increase results at least
in part from the recent expansion of citizen suit authorities and
from increased Federal enfr
it. (In the latter instance,
particularly in Superfuld cases, defendants in Federal enfor nt

V
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cases frequently inplead Federal agencies as potentially resposible
parties.) %tisrvera Federal agency is sued under ons of the
eivir ,,ital laws, the land and Natural Bmawres Division is
reisprsible for defending that suit and protecting the Treasury from
w'sarranted or excessive claims. But our dfensive interests do not
take precedence over the goal of achieving Federal facility
ocplianc with the environmental laws.
Oueston:
Please explain the specifics on ify you require the additional 26
positions add $6,499,000. I understand you project increased
workload due to projected now cases, but won't this be offset by
reduced workload as you ocplete ongoing cases?

The land and Natural Resources Division is requesting increases in
two areas, environmental litigation and defensive litigation. This
increase involves now positions and increased automated litigation
g; irt funding, and is required because litigation is expected in
new areas, and cases are coming in at a faster rate than old cases

are being concluded.

Entirely new and unprecedented environmental program and causes of
action will foster huwlreds of raw, ocmplex cases during 1988. These
include defensive and affirmative litigation cernerning:
.

Deadlines set by the 1984 Hazardous Waste Amerxhents to the
Resource Crervation and Recovery Act which fall during 1987 and
1988;

" Newly regulated areas addressed by the 1986 amrdnents to the Safe
Drinking Water Act;
" TIe Decmber 1987 ozone compliance deadline in the Clean Air Act;
* The "Best Available Technology" compliance deadline in the
Clean Water Act; and
" Defense of EPA and other Federal agency decisions about
hazardous waste cleanup at Federal facilities.
Defensive litigation increases are needed for a myriad of new

programs, including:

" Water adjudication in Montana and Arizona;
" Forest Service long-range timber plan implementation;
" Avae in bio-technology experimentation;

" Sales of excess Federal property; and

" Navy home porting plans.

All of these represent now areas of litigation, and not simply the

steadily rising stream of case referrals handled with base level
funding. moreover, this first generation litigation requires a
greater ommitment of time and initiative since case law has not yet
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been developed.

Because of scientific uncertainty in areas such as

permanent waste disposal temiqes or genetic engineering, the cases
handled by the Land and Natural Resouroes Division have become
increasingly more complex during the 1980s: the average duration of
Division cases has jumped frou 2.5 years in 1980 to over 3.5 years at
the end of 1986. Thus, the now cases expected during 1988 will not
be offset by reduoed workload.

Because of the ranging nature of the Division's litigation, we have
turned to automation to increase attorney productivity. Of the
requested increase, over 70 percent will be used for automated
litigation support, and of this, over $3 million is needed for two
related cases involving hazardous waste contamination at the Anmy's
Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Colorado. Here, cleanup costs have been
estimated to be as high as $2 billion, and the 1988 trial will
involve over three million pages of evidence spanning 40 years of
activity at the site. Since 1983, the Army has provided reimbursable
funding for automated litigation support in this case, but as we

enter the trial phase, the Departzzment of Justice should provide

funding. lhe remainder of the automation request will be used to
support over a dozen Indian claims cases, several of which will be in
trial in 1988; to create on-line legislative histories for key new
environmental statutes; and to support hazardous waste enfont
cases.
Civil Ridhts Division

You essentially request no growth in 1988 for the Civil Rights
Division. Considering all the recent high visibility incidents, such

as those occurring in New York City, Tampa, and Forsythe ounty,

Georgia, don't you believe you should be adding additional resources
for Civil Rights litigation?

In conjunction with the Governm wide effort to control budget
increases and improve productivity, the Civil Rights Division (CRD)
requested only a modest increase in resources for 1988 to hire

outside oosultants to perform a variety of analyses including the

development of large, complex statistical data bases. In addition,
it is expected that AMIES II, the office automation system now in
use in the Civil Division, will be fully operational in the CRD by
the early part of 1988. (Funding for AMICEJS II will be provided by
the Legal Activities Office Automation budget). The utilization of
outside consultants and AMICUS II will result in more efficient and
oost-effective use of current resources. These initiatives should
allow CQD to handle its responsibilities, including increased
activity resulting from any "high visibility" incidents in a viable
manner through 1988. However, an increase may be necessary by 1989.

Have recent events resulted in workload increases for 1987 above your
projections and, if so, how will this affect 1988?

a
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To date, recent events have not prompted any workload increases
above our projections for 1987. However, we think that the added
efficiencies anticipated as a result of the use of outside
consultants and AMICUS II will enable us to handle any such
increases should they occur in 1988.
Ouesto:
You request an increase of 12 positions and $400,000 to allow the
U.S. National Central Bureau (USNCB) of IfrERPOL to operate 24 hours
per day. Please explain the need for this requirement.

The INEPP0Ml-WNC provides the means through which 141 countries,
located in every time zone around the world, exchange investigative
information with the Federal, State, and local law enforcement
commiuty. With 24-hour operations, the U.S. National Central Bureau
can improve the quality and quantity of service it affords U.S. and
foreign law enforcement. The following program demands will be met
through 24-hour operations:
" Immediate response and confirmation required by the National
Crime Information Center Foreign Fugitive File:
" Immediate response an/or relay of information required in
cases of international terrorism where critical decisions
demand up-to-the minute facts;
Immediate confirmation of INS entry/border point inquiries;
" Immediate response to the National Law Enforcement
Teleommunications System message traffic;
.

Support of the 30-nation CaribbearVCentral American
Teleocmnunications Network; and

" Immediate and improved responses to police departments

nationwide.

cuestion:

Miat would be the impact if it was denied?

A test of 24-hour operations has resulted in a substantial reduction
of a case-prooessitn backlog, that has continued to escalate yearly,
and in eliminati A of delays in responding to urgent message traffic,
with a co
r
reduction in delays for other-than-urgent
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message traffic. PrIKtivity increases have been achieved tbrcv4i
implmetation of oontirmmw case processing and maximm utilization
of eliminating 24telec
minicatiaw resources. The pact
of X
hour Operations would negate theme benefits and limit the ability of
workload increases that are anticipated.
tSCto
Ouestt
What do you anticipate to be your total obligation for Independent
Counsel in 1987?

Based on discussion with the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts (AC), which is providing the direct administrative and
logistical support for the several Independent Comsel
investigations, total obligations in 1987 could exceed $3.5 million
and may reach $4 million.
Question
Do you now know whether any Ir epezent Ccunsel will be operating in
1988 and, if so, do you have any cost projections?

It is expected that at least one, and perhaps several, Independent
ounsel investigations will continue through 1988. Because of the

way in whidh these investigations are administered, the Department is
unable to provide detailed cost projectics, but discusions with
AaSC have indicated that potential costs in 1988 could reach $6
million.
Lial Activities Office Automation
Ouestion
Please provide a cost break cut for this office automation project by
type of expense by fiscal year.

Projected costs for office automation, based on leasing the system,

are broken out into the following three major categories:

site

preparation and installation; hardware and software; training and

system support.

Site preparation and installation are projected to constitute
approximately 25 percent of the first-year systems cost and 5 percent
of the seccrd-year costs. Training and systems support are projected
to constitute 10 percent of each year's systems cost. The remaining

costs, 65 percent in the first year, 85 percent in the second year,
and 90 percent in each following years will be for hardware and

software-related systems expenses.
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Ouestion:
Are there any off-setting cost savings to be derived if we fund this
more efficient office system?

he Department projects significant cost savings that will be
reflected through a variety of measu-able performance factors
" Di•anoed productivity and product quality;
.

Rapid and efficient electronic transfer of information,
dkoc ments, and work products ang the litigating components;

" Exanded availability and use of automated legal research and
litigation sport;
. E4onzies of scale for integrated system acquisition and
support and;
" Ixroved ompatibility among systems and litigating components;
For example, preliminary cost/benefit analysis indicates that the
omilative cost of the Land and Natural Resources Division system
will exmeed savings for the first three fiscal years, but thereafter
the benefits will exceed the cost. The Lands Division cuulative
summary of savings for the system for the next five years (1987
through 1991) reflects a cunilative cost avoidance of $5,855,000.
Question-.
Why is it that in General Legal Activities funds are
tested for
automated systems, but no reductions in positions are called for?

It is inapprpriate to request position reductions based upon an
expectation of future events. Once Congress appropriates the

requested funding, the system are put into place and the expected
efficiencies materialize, the Department will require that the
resultant staff savings be offset against current program
requirements.
DmmiuIation-Relate Unfair EloMent PracticesOuesti.
You are setting up a brand now office to handle inmigration-related
discrimination cases. Why is it necessary to set up a whole new
bureaum-acy for this program, including an Executive level chief and
associated administrative costs?
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Section 102 of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
requires the appointment of a Special Counsel for Irmaigratin-

Related Unfair Eployment Practic

within the Departmnt of Justice

for a term of four years. The Special Cunsel's ocupensation is set
by statute to be "at a rate not to exceed the rate now or hereafter
provided for grade GS-17 of the general sdedule ...

Why wouldn't this program be handled as a section under the Civil
Rights Division?

Establishing the Special Counsel and his/her staff as a section under
the Civil Rights Division or as a ccuponent of the Civil Rights
Division is one option that appears to be available under the Act.
It is equally permissible, in our view, to have the Special counsel
operating from a separate cxmponent within the Department of Justice
which focuses solely on enforent of the anti-discrimination
provision of the Act. Indeed, those provisions contemplate the
possibility of regional offices of the Special Otuisel to be
established, if necessary, to carry out the Special 0Cunsel's duties.
Ouestion:
What savings oculd be made if this program was brought under the
Civil Rights Division?

We do not anticipate that either option offers much in the way of
savings over the other. At the present time, we are oontinuir to
review both alternatives, and no final decision has yet been made on

this point.

Workloa

Throuqhcut your justification, you request increases based on
projected workload increases. For the record, for each of these
workload displays, please provide the actual experience to date for
1987 and explain whether you believe you will still adieve the 1987
projection you estimate in the request.

Revised workload data is available for a select number of

organizations:
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DYivso. The Tax Division's monthly case management reort for
February, 1987 provides year-to-date actual, or estimate as
Tax

obtained in our budet request, and a straight line projection. The
following figures are provided for case receipts and closings as of
FebrIary, 1987.

-Cases PeAiMe

Am
Federal Appellate Activity

Civil Tax Litigation

" Defense of Maretazy Claim
SRecovery of Hwey
. Federal Civil Prograim
SUBOITAL

Criminal Tax Prosecution
" Number of Defendants

" Grand Jury Investigatis
SUSIVIAL

OCDE
* Grand Jury 1aceipts

Est

Paoen

i

334

1,100

802

875
2,508
1.17
4,558

2,500
6,000
3.5
12,050

2,100
6,019
2.82
10,939

969

2,500

2,326

991

2,525

2,379

201

200

482

2

255

FY 1987
Cases Closed

Actul
Federal Appellate Activity

roJection

237

1,200

569

Civil Tax Litigation
" Defense of Monetary Claim
" Recovery of MW
" Federal Civil Programs
SUBTOTAL

764
2,306
1.203
4,273

2,100
4,700
3,80
10,600

1,834
5,534.
2,887
10,255

Criminal Tax Prosecution
" Number of Defendants
" Grand Jury Investigatios
SUBTOTAL

1,124
11
1,135

2,500
2,600

2,698
26
2,724

103

370

247

OCE
. Grand Jury Receipts

1

L-ad and Natural Resources Division. Traditionally, case referrals
for the Land Ac*isition and Enviromental Protection programs of the
Land and Natural Resources Division are concentrated in the last
quarter of the fiscal year due to the operating procedures of
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statistics bear out this theory. Case receipts in 1987 are higher
through February than in 1986 or 1985 in the two programs for which

increases are requested, Gmral Litigation and Erwircrital

Protection. The Lards Division's overall workload receipts through
mid-February are lagging slightly behind the pace we had expected.
Case closings also lag at this tim though rot significantly based
upon the past two years statistics for the same period.
February 1987 Federal Appellate
Land A quisition
Envirometal Protection
General Litigation
Total

116
318
532
1.272
2,238

59
176
218
1.152
1,605

Budget Projections
420
1,000
1,745
2.005
5,170

400
1,700
1,252
1.2
4,877

Civil Divisio.
Qarently, there are 22,543 cases personally handled
by Civil Division lawyers; up ft
22,174 at the beginning of the
year. Thus far in 1987, 3,457 now cases have been received. This
rate of reosipt confirms cur projection of a workload of 23,204 at
the end of 1987.
At this point, migration litigation is the only major area which is
relatively low in cmparison to the total projected reoeipts for the
year. Howver, in delopirq cur workload projection under the new
Imigpration Reform and Ooxtrol Act, we anticipated that the greatest
volu of cam will be received in the last quarter of 1987 when NS
begins to ixplamni major provisions of the Act. As expected, the
first fra of migration reipts has been class action cases. The
tt
major clas action suits
filed so far, ui~le small in number,

areuiring an em m dedication of staff reso r es.
Tat
addtional

the Mittte's
repet, will be happy to provide
ad data as it beows available.
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QUESTIONS FROM MR. EARLY

Antitrust Division
Question:
Your 1988 request for both positions and funding reflects decreases
across the board for all activities. In almost every instance you
state that these reductions will not affect your goals and objectives
because of the use of computer-assisted methods for case materials.
Please explain how these automated systems will make your case work
more efficient thus allowing you to save positions.
Answer:
The Antitrust Division has increased its use of automated computer
support in investigations and cases. The use of computer-based
statistical analysis and graphics has proven particularly valuable in
price-fixing and bid-rigging investigations. By loading relevant
data regarding pricing, sales, or shipments into the computer and
applying analysis techniques, large volumes of data may be rapidly
understood and evaluated by Division attorneys and economists without
burdensome hours of screening and reading of documents. Further, the
products of these analyses are introduced into pretrial negotiations
or in evidence in the form of computer-generated graphics, enabling
the court to grasp quickly the impact of complex price-fixing schemes
or the results of bid-rigging conspiracies.
Question:
In examining your workload displays, it appears that you are
estimating either no change or decreases in almost every instance.
Do you not foresee any new major antitrust efforts ahead?
Answer:
The Antitrust Division will continue to concentrate on its core
mission which is to uncover and prosecute unambiguously harmful
conduct and to review mergers. This task includes recent initiatives
that focus on uncovering and prosecuting collusion in government
contracts, including Defense procurement. At present, thirty-six
grand juries, as well as several other preliminary investigations,
are looking into possible antitrust violations in this area. These
efforts have been successful thus far. They have resulted in
nineteen cases that have produced $6.5 million in fines or damages,
as well as considerable jail sentences. The Division intends further
to increase our efforts to uncover and prosecute criminal antitrust
violations. We intend to do so with our current resources. If more
resources are needed, the Division will not hesitate to bring that
fact to the Department's attention.
Question:
Have you considered the impact of the Chrysler buy-out of American
Motors? What will be the impact of this action?
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As the Omnittee is aware, the Departmnt of Justice shares antitnt
enf~t
responsibility with the Federal Trade Comission.
Pursuant to the long-starding liaisr agreement between the two

agencies, the proposed Chrysler/American Motors transaction will be
reviewed by the Ozmission rather than the Antitrust Division.

Accordingly, we have no comment on any impact this transaction may

have, except to state that it will have no impact on the Division's
resources.
Question:

Management and Administration is reduced by twenty-two positicas and
W4at is the
$414,000 for no apparent programatic reason.
rationale? Is this reduction a result of ftwwagment irmprovements"

directed by COB?

These reductions were made possible through increased automation and
management irtproverents, which the Antitrust Division has initiated
on its awn. The Division has undertaken an ambitious office
automation program and virtually all employees will have access to an
ADP tfrinal by 1988. These terminals, linked by miniomputers, will

make roqmptor, legal research, and word processing support directly
available to professional staff, resulting in savings of support
personnel. In addition, the Division has recently consolidated its

washington-bed personnel into two building locations rather than
three, permitting increased logistical efficiencies. In the area of
and case tracking will
office management, automated correspoe
also produce substantial savings.

It appears from yowr chart on page K-30 that a disproportionate share
administration and clerical
of the reduction comes frum lower-gra

positions. Why is that?

Increased efficiency in the use of word processing equipment and
automation of other procedures will reduce the need for lower-graded
support staff.
Ouesti:
We did observe one unique feature that might set you apart frum
almost every other agency of the Federal government. You propose a
fifteen percent reduction in positions and they are all fram the
Washino headquarters, none from field activities. Were there no
savings in the field?
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Answer:
The Division's field offices have absorbed reductions in previous
years so that they have reached the size appropriate to performing
their law enforcement functions efficiently. Further reductions in
the field would result in insufficient resource flexibility.
Moreover, the field offices have been on the front-lines of our
criminal enforcement initiatives, and, as we have stated on numerous
occasions, we do not intend to decrease, but rather to expand, our
criminal enforcement efforts.
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QUSlTIONS FIRO

MR. EARLY

U.S. Attorneys
Criminal Litigation
Question:
You request $500,000 for Security for U.S. Attorneys offices. Aren't
these offices generally tenants in Federal buildings already protected
by security personnel? What exactly will these funds provide?
Answer:
Although guard service is provided for most buildings housing U.S.
Attorneys' offices, the primary function being performed is the
screening of non-authorized visitors from entrance onto the premises.
In many districts, there is minimal control over the movement of
authorized visitors, such as witnesses, after entry has been gained.
Such visitors, as well as employees of other agencies who work in
these buildings, constitute a threat to the security of sensitive
files and other repositories of information, evidence, and cash
collections.
The Justice Management Division's Security Staff conducted compliance
reviews on personal and physical security in the U.S. Attorneys'
offices and identified many deficiencies. The recommendations made
by that office have been incorporated into this request. Among the
measures planned to restrict movement of non-employees is the
installation of receptionist work stations.
The funding requested will also be used extensively to protect
information re-ources. Funds will be used to upgrade cabinets for
sensitive files, install intrusion alarm devices to detect break-ins
to locked offices, install television monitors and cameras to watch
over entrances to offices, and purchase mcard-key" systems. Funds
may also be used for the securing of telephones, facsimile machines,
word processing equipment, and personal computers with devices that
prevent unauthorized personnel from intercepting messages or
accessing data bases.

Question:
What has been the growth in positions in past years for white-collar
crimes? Why do you request additional positions in 1988?
Answer:
The only specific increase in the white collar crime area
appropriated in the last five years provided 22 Assistant U.S.
Attorneys (ALISAs) and 22 support personnel for tax enforcement in
1985. Other increases in recent years have been targeted at
combatting drugs and keeping pace with workload created by new

legislation such as the Comprehensive Crime Control Act (OOA) and

72-165 0-87-U i
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the Federal Judgeships and Bankruptcy Act. The 28 positions
requested for 1988 would be applied in the areas of defense
procurement fraud, money laundering, government program fraud,
bankruptcy fraud, bank fraud and embezzlement.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation projects an increase of 1,000
investigative matters in this area in 1988 over their 1987 figures.
Likewise, bank frauds have increased well over 100 percent since
1981. This trend will accelerate with added use of the new bank
fraud statute included in the COCA. Referrals involving defense
procurement fraud are expected to mushroom given the Defense Contract
Audit Agency's addition of over 200 plant-based auditors.
Civil Litigation
Question:
You are requesting 80
Litigation program in
of monies by the U.S.
recoveries will these

positions and $3,970,000 for the Civil
1988 in order, you claim, to maximize recovery
Government.
fat estimates of additional
positions provide?

Answer:
The Affirmative Civil Enforcement initiative is expected to increase
recoveries to the U.S. Government by approximately $60 million in the
first full fiscal year after implementation. Our estimates of
potential recoveries in this program are premised upon the experience
of the Affirmative Civil Litigation Unit in the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania which has had recoveries of $25 and $23 million in the
past two fiscal years, based upon a commitment of five workyears to
affirmative litigation. This result is unusual, but we believe that
$2 million per Assistant United States Attorney workyear, based on
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and similar numbers in the
Southern District of Florida, the Northern District of Alabama and
the Eastern District of Virginia can be conservatively projected in
other offices, given existing and potential caseloads in such complex
and labor-intensive areas a.:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

defense proourement fraud,
medicare/medicaid fraud,
forfeitures (including drug cases),
program fraud, and
bankruptcy litigation

Question:
You discussed on page L-12 why the number of referrals decreased from
1985 to 1986, but you fail to justify why you believe referrals will
begin to rise during the latter part of 1987 and during 1988. Please
explain why they will increase?
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Answer:z

In the past couple of years, we have solicited our principal client
agencies, requesting litigation referral estimates for upcoming
budget cycles. We then combine these survey results with our
historical data and our knowledge of principal program initiatives,
developments and workforce and project future workloads accordingly.
Even so, our projections, particularly in the civil litigation area,
have been known to require significant and immediate revision on
occasion such as when Congress enacts ne legislation, when the
courts issue rulings on salient program areas, or when the
Administration undertakes new initiatives. Examples of such
occurrences would include the 5,000+ drop in Social Security
disability litigation referrals experienced in 1985 as a result of
statutory amendments contained in P.L. 98-460 passed in 1984. An
example of a court decision significantly affecting referrals to the
U.S. Attorney offices would be Coleman v. Block (D.N. Dak. 1984)
which created a backlog of unreferred Farmers Home Administration
ClnrHA) cases; we now expect a surge of 5,000 to 6,000 foreclosure
referrals in 1987 over the level of 1985 due to the outcome of this
one case. A final example of workload variation entails this
Administration's 1986 implementation of the IRS tax-offset program.
This initiative caused five of our principal client agencies to defer
a significant number of referrals to us as they awaited the results
of the pilot run involving hundreds of thousands of accounts. Our
estimates for 1987 and 1988 still appear to be realistic
approximations despite all the variables, primarily due to the influx
of FWTicases referred to previously.

Question:
You state that one of the major civil litigation objectives is to
collect monies owed to the United States and to increase the
effective rate of return. Vat was the amount sought, settled, and
collected by U.S. Attorneys on delinquent debt cases handled in 1986?
Answer:

The United States Attorneys began fiscal year 1986 with 72,464
delinquent civil debt cases and matters valued at $905,655,120 on
their books. At the end of the fiscal year that inventory was 69,441
debt cases and matters valued at $961,044,489.
During the fiscal year, the United States Attorneys opened 34,709 new
debt cases and matters valued at $1,077,203,022 and closed 37,732
debt cases and matters.
During the fiscal year, the United States Attorneys recovered
$472,224,840 in cash, property, and the like; while $549,588,813
worth of debt was written off as uncollectible.
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Question:
What is the status of Justice efforts to develop a Uniform Federal
Debt Collection Bill that would among other things minimize state law
restrictions on the Federal Government's debt collection efforts?
Answer:

The draft legislation has been reviewed by U.S. Attorneys across the
country and is now being circulated elsewhere within the Department
for comment. A proposed bill will be forwarded to the Office of
Management and Budget when all comments have been received, and any
pertinent suggestions have been addressed in the bill's language.
Question:
Does Justice plan to use the IRS tax refund offset program to collect
delinquent debts referred to the Department for litigation?
Answer:
In tax year 1986, criminal fines/assessments were referred under the
IRS Refund Offset program by the United States Attorneys. They
served as a Opilot" entry into the program. We hope to add civil
claims at a later date after a management review is made of the
existing system. At this time, the system and procedures are still
being refined. Until all the glitchesm are worked out for the
limited system, it would be imprudent to expand the system to include
all referrals. When the management review is completed, a cost/
benefit analysis will be done on 1986 data to determine the merits of
this expansion. Data is too preliminary right now to make such an
assessment since only now are 1986 tax returns being filed.
Question:
Has Justice entered into contracts with private attorneys to litigate
outstanding debt collection cases as authorized by the Federal Debt
Recovery Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-578)? If not, what is the status
of using private attorneys and what types of cases will they be
handling?
Answer:
Within the Department, the Justice Management Division is responsible
for contracting with private attorneys to litigate outstanding debt
collection cases. A number of important steps have already been
undertaken to ensure that this newly-authorized program begins on
sound footing. Critical among these steps is the selection of five
pilot" districts which have especially large backlogs of debt
collection cases. These districts are: the Eastern District of New
York, the Southern District of Florida, the Southern District of
Texas, the Eastern District of Michigan and the Central District of
California. A working group of Assistant U.S. Attorneys from these
districts has been established, both to solicit their advice and to
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initiate an inventory of these backlogged oases for eventual referral
to private counsel. Another important organizational step already
acoomplished at the local level is tfle formal mailing of notices to
all Bar Associations and legal publications in these districts to
advise them of this program's opportunity. These actions will
contribute toward a smooth and effective conduct of the later formal
bidding process.
Highlighted below are a number of other steps which we have
undertaken to expedite program implementation and ensure proper
management controls:
" written requests to every federal agency asking for.an
inventory of the kind and amount of debts which each expects
to refer to the five pilot districts over the next three
years;
*

completion and internal circulation of draft regulations
which, upon revision, will be published in the Federal
Register for comment and later transmittal to Oongress;

" meetings with debt collection officials at the Department of
Education to assess options for designing a central intake
system for debts being readied for litigation;
" preparation of synopses for both the central intake and the
private counsel contracts for publication in the Commerce
Business Daily.
Beyond these specific efforts, we have met with other government and
private organizations, including the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation and the Cmnmercial Law League, to solicit their
suggestions for conducting this program. In summary, we are pursuing
every avenue available to tap into existing expertise in this
relatively new area so that the Department's debt collection program
proceeds in an effective manner.

Cpnpensation
Question:
On page G-26 you identify program changes for Criminal Litigation
which shows compensation increases of $11,190,000 for 194 positions.
Using a 25 percent lapse rate, this equates to an increase of
approximately 150 workyears at an average annual salary of almost
$75,000. How is this average salary derived?
Answer:
The amount of $11,190,000 cited in the "Financial analysis-program
changes exhibit is the amount necessay to pay the coxpensation for
a full year of 194 Assistant U,.ited States Attorneys. The average
salary for these positions is $57,680. After applying a slightly
lower lapse rate to these attorney positions than to other new
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positions in the request, the result was a total of 159 0orkyears.
The cost of coupnsation for these wokyears is $9,171,000.
Question:
Since these added positions are primarily new lawyers, how can you
justify such a high salary?
Answer:
As noted above, the annual salary for attorneys in the criminal
litigation request is $57,680 per attorney, not $75,000. This rate
is less than the average amount computed for the existing attorney
workforce in 1988 (approximately $60,000). It is anticipated that
most of the attorneys hired to encumber the new positions requested
will have significant levels of experience in government or in the
private sector, and that it will be necessary to provide compensation
commensurate with that experience.
Workload
question :
Throughout your justification, you request increases based on
projected workload increases. For the record, for each of these
workload displays, please provide the actual experience to date for
1987 and explain whether you believe you will still achieve the 1987
projection you estimate in the request.
Answer:
Below are workload statistics for all litigative decision units as of
January 1987 for Criminal and Civil Litigation, and as of February
1987 for Organized Crime Drug Enforcement.
Criminal Litigation
Item
Matters received
Matters closed
Matters pending
Cases filed
Cases terminated
Cases pending
Grand Jury proceedings
Cases closed by trial

1987 Actual
January
24,730
14,385
58,702
9,575
8,895
24,916
5,204
971
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Civil Litigation
Item
Matters received
Matters closed
Matters pending

1987 Actual
January
27,627
28,017
33,723

Cases filed
Cases terminated
Cases pending

25,856
23,189
157,416

Appeals filed
Appeals terminated
Cases closed by trial
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
Cases initiated
Cases in which indictments
are returned
Indictments returned
Defendants indicted
Defendants charged with Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organization
Defendants charged with Continuing
Criminal Enterprise
Defendants convicted

622
827
341
1987 Actual

February
117

180
495
1,417
60
59
729

In some instances, the actual data displayed above may appear to
indicate that end-of-year projections for 1987 are overstated. Such
a conclusion is premature because of several factors. First, due to
the holiday season, productivity in the first quarter appears iuw
regularly because client agency personnel use much of their vacation
time during this period. This affects the referral rate. Second,
many offices experience backlogs in the entering of data into the
various information systems at the beginning of the fiscal year. As
the year progresses, data entry becomes a higher priority. This
problem of delayed data entry is compounded further by a high vacancy
rate among clerical staff, including data entry personnel. The high
vacancy rate is a carryover from a hiring freeze imposed in 1986 to
comply with the Gramn-Rudman-Hollings Deficit Reduction Act. This
hiring freeze also significantly reduced the number of attoTeys onboard. When the attorney vacancy rate declines to n)re normal levels
(which a survey of United States Attorney offices iriicates will
happen fairly quickly), it is expected that workload indicators will
rise significantly. Some of the vacancies involve attorney positions
for the Southwest Border Drug Interdiction program which were funded
for three-fourths of the year. When these positions are filled, it
is expected that narcotics and dangerous drug case filings will begin
climbing in the third and fourth quarters.

THURSDAY, MARCH
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FOREIGN CLAIMS SETTLEMENT COMMISSION
WITNESSES
BOHDAN A. FUTEY, CHAIRMAN
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET

Mr. SMrrH. Next, we will hear testimony on the fiscal year 1988
request of the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission. Ydur request is for $510,000, a decrease of 11 percent, from fiscal year 1987
amounts.
[The budget justification material follows:]
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Forei n Claim settlent omission
Salaries and expenses
summary Statement

Piscal Year 1988
The Poreign Claim SettlementC oisson is requesting a total of $$10@000, nine permanent positions and nine rE wrkyears for 1988.
This rt emt represents a hiet decrease of $61,00 from the 1987 appropriation anticipated of $571,000, nine positions and nine PM
wriyears.
The principal mission of the Commission is to settle the claim of American citizens arising out of the nationalization, eqxoptiation
or other taking* o their propeties and interests by certain foreign governments. Ihe Commslon has compiled and evaluated such
claims against 14 countries under the International Claim Settlement Act of 1q49, involving Yugolavia, Panaa, Poland, Bulgaria,
Hugary, &mania, Italy, the Soviet Onion, Czecioslovakia, OQta, China, East Germany (GDR), the Socialist Republic of VLetnam, and the
Provisional Military Goveont of Socialist Ethlopia. Th Cosaion and its predecessor agency, the War Claim Comission, have also
undertaten and completed nmeous program arising out of World War it under the War Claims Act of 1948.
The Forelqn Claims Settlement omission functions with one budget activity covering the adjudication of International claim an well
as the salaries and other osta of the three Presidentially appointed members of the Comisaion, a legal office ant an administrative
support operation.
The Comusidon consists of a Chairman ad two part-time OwMmieioners, all of whoa are appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate. The part-time Comeisioners r ceive ov nation at the executive Level V rate of pay for performance of
official Ihsiness of the Omisaion at the direction of the Chairman.
fthe Commision will certify all final marda for payment to the Department of the Treamiry on the
also prepare and issue a final rpot to the Congress on this program.

ithiopian Claims Program.

It will

The Commission will assist the Department of the Treasury in the payment processing of claim for losses on which the Commission has
issued awards payable from existing claim funds such as the Czechoslovakian claims fund and the Ethiopian claim fund.
We will assist the repartment of State in ongoing negotiations between the United States and Past Germany.
The Ormsision will continue its advisory function to the ongress. and the Deartmerits of State and Treasury concernin claim before
tw United Rtate&-Iran Claims Tribunal at The HIgu.
Ukder the War Claims Act of 1948, a emended, the commission will autitie payments to American military prisoners of war captured by
hostile forene in qouthenet Aaia during the Vietnam conflict.

the Oo limion viii uplat a volim entitled "Oecisions and Annotatiow of the reign Claim Settlemn Comision for the priod
aoverilnq 19A to 196R. Soch a volum viii omplete the doosmtation of the history of the emission and Its deteminatiom an claim
ion on prram involving looe in COba,
for loeaes of Amwican citimna in foreign oountries. This voime will include inf
China, Est Germmy# the Socialist Impublic of Vietnam, Czehosovakia and thiopia.
Also, during I9M, the Oimison will provide ontinuirn service to for er and p o ective claim ants on a total of 3S onopleted
interrotLonal and war claimed related rirgrm. This staff will aIs be providing advice on policy deftrainatinis, preliminary
planning, evaluation of pending claim legislation aml liaison with Congressional committees considering legislation intended to
Provide Omlpnstion to now categories of claimants.
The 4eAcreaae in the Comission's ago-riation results from the completion of a program under the International Claim Settlement Act
of 1949 against the Provisional Military Govenent of Socialist Lthicpia.
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Foreign Claim Settlemnt Commission
'Salaries and expenses
Justification of Eqaed

.

in

vr

laton Language

Th 1988 budget estimates include proposed dwvies In the sopropiation language listed and explained below.
Ne6w
languae is undersord and deleted matter is enclosed in br&*ets.
Salaries and

.MMM,Foreign Claims Sett.ent 'ommision

Pbr expenses necessay to carry out the activities of the Foreign Claims Settlement ommission,
including services as authorised by 5 U.S.C. 31091 allowances and benefits similar to those allowed
under the Foreln Setvice Act of Ig9) as determined by the Commission; expenses of padding,
shipping, and storing personal effects of personnel assigned abroad rental or lease, for much
periods
may be necessary, of offIce pace and living quarters of personnel assigned abroad;
maintenarce, impo~vemnt, and rqxir of ptpertLes rent or leased abroad, and furnishing fuel,
water, and utilities for suc pripertie insurance on official motor vehicles aroads advances of
funds sbroed; advances oc reimbursement to other GoverwmPnt agencies for use of their facilities
and services in carrying out the functions
of the Coardssion) hire of motor vehicles foc field use
4
only; and eployment of aliens;

($SG ,000]

.A.

(94 Stat. 6-ge; 22 U.S.C. 1621-164S 50 U.S.C. Ap.
Deatment ot Justice A
Elation

of

$51080

2nM1-2017;

rVVVrIatiOn Act, 1987.)

ha.gess

No substantive charges proposed.

4

Forei%! Class Settlemnt ComissLon
Sa ries and expenses
Crossalk of 1987 _Ouvg
(Dollars in thuad)
f

1987 President's
Bud!! West At.
Pois
1.

Adjuication of International Claims .....
Total .................

9
;
W

9 $596
-W

Congress onal
Appropriat ion
Actions an.
ues:,.
1987
PE-G

...
-...

...

-$32
--mi

l
POS.

iamngs
AM.

NY
....

.

-

...

1987 Supplementals
Requested
can
Pa &-ma
FO.NY,'.0

...
...

-7'

$7

1987
A Propelation
Anticipated
At
9

T

9

1

$7

5

ftr!egn Claim Settlment Comisaton
Salaries sn

dJutmnft

to bae:

1987 an e

ed ..............

,

1967 Pay ad retitwment muplental t
1987 iqprno-Lation ancpictpated .....
.

Moontroliable inc ass ..

1968

a6

expenSM

......

estimates by

bu&qt activity

bae.......

e...................................................
.
.............

wte ....................................................................
.
..........................................

................................................................

Per".
Poe.

TxkYOW

AsMOt

9

9

$564

...

47
-108

7

d............

..

1986 Biacted
Pelm.
Poe. wi hot.

196 Actual
pers.
Poe.
wY Mt.

1987 Apropciation
anticipated
Poe.

NY

Amt.

9

9

$571

1988 Base
Peru.
POG. wI
Mk.

i986 Ctimate
Per.
Poe.

WY

Amt.

9

9

$510

dmidication of
international
Claim". ....

16

16

$670

16

10

$97

9

9

$s0
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Foreign Claims Settlement Omission
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Suwary
(Dollars in thousands)
1987 Apprpriatinn
Anticipated

Activity: Ad-udication of
International
Claim .........

Perm.
Pos.

WY

9

9

1988

ase

A ount

Perm.
POs.

WY

Amount

$571

9

9

$510

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY pnount

9

9

$510

Increaser'becrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount

...
P-A

.o S Goal% To make effective detersinations of all unsettledd claim of American nationals against foreign governments
Sthinthe framework of Oongressional modifications to the International Claims Settlement Act of 1949 and other pertinent
stoSutes and to provide assistance to former and p-oserctive claimants on past international and war claims related programs.

" To provide assistance to the Department of State in the presentation of United States claims before the United States-Iran
Claims TribL-nal at 'he Hague.
STo provide general information ooncerning past programs and to respond to requests about specific decisions the Commission
has made on past claims.
" To avise other agencies and the Orresas ooncerninq potential future programs and to comment on pending legislation.
" To assist the Departmnt of State in ongoing neqotiations for the settlement of claims against foreign qovensuents including
Past Germany, the Socialist hpuic ot Vietnam and Cuba.
" To assist the Department of the Treasury in making distributions on past awards.
" T0 provide executive departments and private attorneys with legal precedents ipIsze.
by the Ocmmisslon.
" To coAjct pre-proram planning of pending new programs.
" To respond to requests for policy determinations on matters relating to the settlement of international claims.

7

ease Emam Descrrtion:
During 19M, the Oomssion will provide oontinuinq service to former and prospective claimants on a total of 39 completed international nd war claim related prram. ?his staff will also be providing &]vice on policy determLnations, preliminary planning,
evaluation of pending claim legislation ad liaison with ongressional oaittees considering legislation intended to provide
compensation to ne categories of claimants. At present the Comeission is autorized by Public Law 99-93 to oonduct a program for
American losses under $250,000 in Iran, pending a new settlement a;rent.
Other areas of potential claim include Albania a d the
U.S.S.R., as well as additional losses in East Gpr~wn.
The Comuission will serve in an advisory caacity to other government agencies in matters of policy on claim of United
States citizen against foreign governmnts. The planned staff for the bu.iet year will provide advisory service to
potential ctaim"t nd their attorneys concerning actual or possible claims agreements or legislation authorizing future
program. during 1968, the oission will provide technical assistance to the Department of State in its efforts to
negotiate claims settlement aegenm ts with foreign governments. under the provisions of Section 6M(e) of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961. the Foreign Claims Settlement Commisslon is authoried to evaluate expropriat prOperty upon the
instructions of the Presid nt.
'Ider the WiarClaims Act of 1948a as mnded, the Oisission authorizes payments to herican military pricxers of war captured by
hostile forces in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam conflict. The Cromission to date has qranted awards to 736 prisoners of war or
their airvtvors in the nox* of $S,347,773; $229,337 to 41 civilian internees; mul $65,675 to mbes of the crew of the USS Pueblo
for a total of $5,645,785. I he status of a mall nunr of NIA's with prisoner of war classification remains to be detetmined by the
Department of Defense. Upon receipt of these fLnal determinations, this program will
be o~mlete1.

-3
Cn
LO

Accompl ioeents:
The Comission will hre o letad a pL0oqm under the hiopian Ccqensation Agremnt of 198S and title I of the international Claim
Settlement Act of 1949, reviewing Nd investigating 45 claim of nationals of the United States asserting losses of property in
Ethiopia as a result of nationalization, exop nation or other taking by the Provisional Military Government of Socialist .thLopia.
To date, the Coatssion has issued 17 warAs totaling $10,554,916.46.
Pursuant to its authority under the War Claims Act, the Omission continued to make determinations of claims of survivors of
prisoners of war in the Vietnea conflict.
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Foreign Claims Setleent O3missin
Salaries and expsua
Detail of Pecmanent Positions by Cate*ory
Fiscal Years 1986 - 1988

1966
Authorized

Cateory
Atrney (905) ....................................
General Adinistrative
Clerical and OffLce Services (300-399 ...........
)

'3

Owmissioners ...................

1

0..................-

Total ............................................

W

shi
n tn .........................................

Ibtal ..................

*.........................

I

1987
Authorized
Reust
2
4

16

9

16

9

16

9

-

9

Foreign Claim Settlement Omisson
Salaries and epe
Justification of Mjustments to Base
(Dollars in thousands)
Perm.
Poe.

W0kyear

_mu

Unwontr l1ble increases,
1. One additional o

spesmble
day ........................................

...................

.

The annual salary rate for Federal employees is based on 260 paid days. TY 1988 has
one axe cmensable day (262) than 1967 (261). (Permanent persnnel ovpensaty^
$326 - 260 - $1,254 plus $1N foe benefits.)
2.

Annualizati n of Federal Oplyees' Retiremert Stem Ooeta ...

1.............................5...

This request provides for the additional costs in 1986 necessary to continue Iplemetation
.of the Federal Mqloyeea' Retirem
System Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335. This act established
a retirement progrm for Federal civilian emloyees aid postal workers hired after
Decer 31, 1963 %to are covered by social seowity, and foe employees under the Civil
Service Retirement System who choose to transfer into the now system. The calculations
were determine from an O approed foreula. Total annualization required is $15,000.
3.

Annualization of 1967 pay increase........................................................

....

.

S

this request proLde for the nualizatLion of the January 4, 1987 pay increase. The
calculation of the amount required for annualization is based on 261 omeensahle days in
1987 and 68 paid days (October 1, 1986 throtyuh January 5, 1987) were not included in the
pay raise mount of ",000.
Mditionally, $4,500 of the 1987 pay requirement was aborbed.
Total annualization required is $5,000.
4.

Within-grade increases ..................................................................

...

...

3

This repast provides for an eq*" increase in the cost of within-grate increases
and performance managemn and reongnition system salary increases. This increae is
qenerally consistent with Increases empience in recent years w5 is qapoptimately
one percent above the base for ooqmenatinn ami related benefits for permanent employPent. (Personnel oqensation $2,700 and benefits $)00 - $3,000.)
10

PeLI.
Poe.
5.

........................

.........................................................

Iotk-

years

Amunt

...

...

$11

...

...

I

...

...

6

...

...

3

...

...

47

in 1987 the Rent System replaces the Standard Level User Chazes (SWC) system. GA
will charge rental rates that t
brite those charged to commercial tenants for
equivalent space and related services. An unontrollable increme of $11,000 is
required to meet our comtment to GMA.
6.

Federal Telecommunications System (rS)

...................................................

The General Services Administration has advised of a 16 percent increase in Federal
Telco
esxicatlons System (FIL) Intercity costs for 1986. "is increase is mainly due
to unanticipated tariff increases, wings G8Ahad built into their original budet
estimate which will not materialize and FY 198S costs which were not billed by GSAlat
year. An Increse of $3,000 over the 1987 based of $8,000 is requested.
7.

GPOprinting cost ......................................................................
An additional $6,000 vii be retired in 1986.

8.

employee data and payroll services ........................................................
Centralized employee data and payroll services Are provided to all Departmental organitatiemn except the Federal Suresa of investigation. Charges for these services, %hich
include information sytm maintenance and payroll aonmting are based on the KWier
of records maintained. The rate of $145.64 per Moot in rY 1986 will be raised to
$155.76 per record for VY 1968. The dhne Is based on anticipated uncontrollable
cost increases of 6.9 percent for the operation of the Justice eployee Data Service.
Total unoontnllable in

eaaes ..........................................................

11

Perm.
Pose

crease
1.

Xyar

Amun

..

...

-$2

...

...

-1

...

...

(Autat lc non-volicY)

Reduction for change in hourly rate ..........................

*...........................

Pblic Low 99-72, the onsoidaed Omibs Idlet Reotltation Act of IQAS required
that the mtatin of anual salary rates be based on 2,087 hourl rather
n 2,080.
The a
am t that was relaca in 1964 and restored in 198A in rae*Mted fnr re ction
in I91M.

2. Rs9ucttmn in Realth Denefit

.............................................................

The Federal iployea' Health Bnfits Act (Puhlic Law 93-246) pioe~ that the
menaient'e b -e- of health insuranoe would be 60 percent of the total rate
ommenLin in 1975. ZtfEctive for the first pay period after January 1, 1986, the
Department's actual contribution to health insurance decreased approximately ait
percent due primarily to reduced carrier rateD.
3.

Monreowring coets for awqgleted program

...........

....................................

-105

The Comldein alted
a ProrL
under the International Claims Settlement Pct
of 1949 against the Provisl a Military Oovernmnt of Soclalist htopia.

Total e
Total, a,j

......................................
tents to be

............................

..............................................................

...

...
...

-108
...

-61

12

Poreig

Clai s Settlewent Comission
Salaries and Expenses

Sumsary of Lowiresents 12xGrade and Object Class
(nIollars in thousands)
1987 EstImate
Fos it tons B
Workyears Asxwmt

Grades ani salary ranges
Executive Level V, 870#8 .............
9
GG/(]-14, $45,763-59,4 ...............
...............
7-50,346
08/0A-13, $38,72
GS-t1, $27,172-3S,332 ..................
AW,
4
Vi ...................
G-9
2-19,268
...................
'M-51 $14 ,2
ITtal, q pxo x iateA positions ........
Pay above stated annual rates ..........
Laps

. ..

.

...

o ..

..

......

.. e ....

Savings deje to lower pay scales for
part of yar .........................
amnet
..............
Met full-time perm
Other than permaents
Part-time enplqyvr .................
Total, vocyears ani
personnel o-Apensatton .............
Average ES Salary ......................
Average (;S/*ASalary ...................
Average WG/qGrade ....................

l1cryea,s

Aal

posi t LOWts4
Workyears Amont

3

3
1

9

1988" Et Lmate

PosIt Ions
_
Workyears Amount

2

$37S
1

-1

-46

")

325

1

2S

9

35S

9
.2

-1

-5

$27,

10.2

$381

-77
..

...
...

...
...

$6
1

-31
5

3W6

...

-19

1

25

...

...

9

331

...

-19

"

$28,331
10.2

13

Foreign Claim Settlement ComIssion
Salaries and expies

Supwury of

uirepns by re

1987 btimate
gjFcyears
Kawmt

biert Class
11
Personnel ocuawsations
i1.1 Pull-tine pe
.............................
11.3 Other tha
............................
Ttle ... t
12

13
21
23.1
23.3
24
25
26
31

and Obiect Class

(Dollars in thousands)

..

..
ttt

a .. t

..

..........

.............................

_t

8
1

$325
25

8
1

$306
25

9

350

9

331

-19

42
72
5
55

52

10
-72
-1
11

20

23
16
11
6
1

Personnel benefits ..............................
Benefits bo fo r personnel.................
Travel and trampoctatiLon of persos.........
Rental payments to 4M... .... 0........
Cooennication, utilities, and
miscellanos cares .......................
Printing ind repco&xtion .......................
Other services............................
Supplies and materials ..........................
6......................
squipens.............
Total iliq.at!r

1988 Pstlaste

66

10
10
6

9

571

...

9

510

-19

3
6

1

...

-61

Relation of obligations to outles
obligated balance, start-of-year ......................
Obliqat d balance, ed-of-year ........................
Outlays ..... 0....... . ..............................

113
-98

98
-87

86

521

14
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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. SMITH. We have the Chairman of the Commission, Mr.
Futey. Do you have a statement?
Mr. Fumy. Yes, I do. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the
opportunity to appear before you in support of our 1988 budget request. If I may, I would like to summarize my previously prepared
and submitted statement and ask that such prepared statement be
made part of the record.
Mr. SMrrH. Okay, we will do that at this point.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Futey follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BOHDAN A. PUTFY
FOREIGN CLAIMS SETTLEMENT COMMISSION
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE
DEPARTMENTS OP COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND STATE,
THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you in
support of our Fiscal Year 1988 budget request for $510,000; nine
permanent Positions and nine workyears.
$61 ,000

This is a decrease of

from the anticipated appropriation of $571,000 in Fiscal

Year 1987.

The $510,000 requested includes an amount of $383,000

for personnel costs and benefits and $127,000 for support costs.
The reduction in the Commission's 1988 budget request is the
direct result of initiatives

taken in

1987 to reduce the legal

and clerical staff of the Commission and its office space.
During 1988,

the Commission will be involved in determining

claims related to prisoners of war in the Vietnam conflict under
Public Law 91-289,

certifying

to the Secretary of the Treasury

awards granted on claims for losses in Ethiopia and assisting the
Department of State in ongoing negotiations
American losses in East Germany (GDR)
the Commission.

for a settlement of

previously adjudicated

by

The Commission will also continue to assist U.S.

claimants and the Department of State with claims against Iran,
presently pending before the Iran-U.S.
Hague.

Claims Tribunal at The

761
-2By the end of 1987,
adjudication of
Ethiopia.

claims

the Commission will have completed the
of

American

citizens

for

losses

in

These claims are authorized under title I of the

International Claims Settlement Act of

1949,

and a

as amended,

lump sum compensation agreement between the United States and
Ethiopia reached on December 19,

1985.

The agreement provides

that Ethiopia will pay $7 million between 1986 and 1991.

To

date, the Commission has acted on 39 claims and granted awards

totalling over $11,000,000.
In

1988,

the

awards

granted

will

be certified

to

the

Secretary of the Treasury for pro rata payments out of the funds
available.
The Commission will continue in

1988 to act on claims based

on the internment of U.S. military and civilian personnel by
hostile forces in Vietnam.
time,

as information

Such claims still arise, from time to

becomes

available to the Department of

Defense regarding prisoners of war.
The Commission has participated in and continues to assist
in ongoing talks with representatives of the East German government in

an effort to obtain a settlement for American losses in

the GOR.
Germany

The Commission has adjudicated claims against East
in

the

million, plus

total principal amount

of

approximately

$78

interest of 6% per year from the dates of

the

losses to the date of a future settlement agreement.
Should a settlement be obtained, as in the case of other
settlements including the recent one with Ethiopia, 5 percent of
the funds received would go to the U.S.

Treasury to offset the

762
-3Commission's expenses.

To date,

the amount recovered

in this

manner has exceeded the Commission's expenses since its inception
in 1954.
I would like to call to the Subcommittee's attention the
fact that the Commission is unique in that its operating expenses
are only partially,
States taxpayers.

if

at all,

ultimately borne by the United

In most instances the authorizing statutes

have provided for the payment of the Commission's awards from
funds obtained either from the liquidation of foreign assets
blocked

in

the United States or

from foreign governments by

negotiation of claims settlement agreements.

The statutes have

for the deduction of a certain percentage from such

provided

claims funds for deposit as miscellaneous

receipts in

the United

States Treasury to defray the administrative expenses of the
Commission and the Department of the Treasury in carrying out the
programs.

The total

obligations of

the Commission and

predecessors from the beginning of 1950 through
have amounted to approximately $27 million,

its

the end of 1986

whereas $32 million

has been recouped.
As

in the past,

the Commission will continue to provide

information to the Congress

and other agencies on past program

activities and will continue to assist in future negotiations and
efforts

to obtain

legislation

compensation to U.S.

when required,

and

to provide

citizens who have not yet received

any

payments for their losses caused by violations of international
law.

763
-4Pursuant to Public Law 99-33 passed in August 1985, the
Commission has been directed to adjudicate some 2,600 claims of
U.S.

nationals against Iran, contingent upon a lump sum settle-

ment

agreement

between the United States and Iran.

Such

agreement has not yet been achieved and therefore it

is

an

impos-

sible at this tine to project the time period when these claims
will

be adjudicated.

Even without a settlement agreement,

the

Commission will continue to be in close contact with the Department of State in

providing information and legal precedents to

assist in the presentation of the claims which are presently
before the United States-lt i; Claims Tribunal.
The Commission and the Department of State are also aware of
current efforts to obtain legislative relief for a small number
of American citizens, who,

through no fault of their own,

were

not able to present sufficient evidence to establish their losses
in Czechoslovakia during the 3-year time frame established by
Congress for the determination of such claims under Public Law
97-127.

The Commission

had

requested

information

Government of Czechoslovakia on these claims,
under a 1981 claims agreement.
Government of Czechoslovakia in

from

the

as provided for

However, due to delays by the
responding to these requests,

evidence which now establishes a number of compensable claims was
not received until the statutory deadline for completion of the
program had expired.

Should the efforts to obtain authority for

the Commission to reconsider these claims be successful, the
Commission

would

adjudicate them

and certify

awards

to

the

764
-5Treasury

Department

for

payment,

on

an equal

footing

with

previous awardees, out of residual funds remaining from the 1981
settlement of $81.5 million received from Czechoslovakia.
Finally,

the Commission is aware of possible claims for

property

losses

hlbania.

However,

of

U.S.

nationals

at present,

in

the Soviet

Union and

there is no imminent prospects of

any settlement for these losses.
In

addition to our other functions,

in 1988 the Commission

proposes to publish a second volume of its Decisions and Annotations,

which would bring up to date its precedent decisions on

international claims.

The new publication will include informa-

tion on some twelve claims programs since 1968,
Cuban,

China,

East

German

(GDR),

including the

Czechoslovakian

(Second),

Vietnam and Ethiopian claims programs.
Mr. Chairman,

this concludes my statement on behalf of the

Foreign Claims Settlement Commission's approoriation
Fiscal Year 1988.

request for

I will be happy to answer any questions you or

the other Members of thb Subcommittee may have.
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Mr. FuTEY. We are requesting $510,000 for nine positions and
nine work years in 1988. This is a decrease of $61,000 from the anticipated appropriation of $571,000 in 1987. The $510,000 requested
includes an amount of $383,000 for personnel costs and benefits
and $127,000 for support costs. The reduction in the Commission's
1988 budget request is the direct result of initiatives taken in 1987
to reduce the legal and clerical staff of the Commission and its
office space.
During 1988 the Commission will be involved in determining
claims related to prisoners of war in the Vietnam conflict under
Public Law 91-289, certifying to the Secretary of the Treasury
awards granted on claims for losses in Ethiopia, and assisting the
Department of State in ongoing negotiations for a settlement of
American losses in East Germany previously adjudicated by the
Commission.
The Commission will also continue to assist U.S. claimants and
the Department of State with claims against Iran presently pending before the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal at The Hague.
With respect to prisoners of war, the Commission, in addition to
handling any new claims, will continue to provide information
from our records to ex-prisoners of war, their families, and veterans organizations. This information, which is only available from
Commission records, is used by veterans and their families to
obtain benefits under State and Federal programs.
Since the Commission finished its adjudication of claims of
American citizens for property losses in East Germany, the Department of State has conducted ongoing negotiations with representatives of the GDR for settlement of claims in the total principal
amount of $78 million plus interest from the dates of loss to the
date of the claims settlement agreement.
To assist the Department of State in these negotiations, the Commission staff has provided information on specific claims and has
participated directly in the negotiations by explaining the reasoning behind its determinations under international law to the GDR
representatives. In 1988 we will continue this vital function.
Finally, the Commission has been authorized by Public Law 9933, enacted during the summer of 1985, to adudicate some 2,600
claims of American citizens for losses in Iran. While this activity is
contingent upon a lump-sum settlement agreement between the
United States and Iran, the Commission staff is providing and will
continue to provide technical support to the Department of State in
formulating the terms of such an agreement so that the claims of
U.S. citizens may be fairly and expeditiously determined by the
Commission.
As you know, the settlement of American claims with foreign
countries not only provides funds for the payment of Commission's
awards, but also provides funds to defray the Commission's expenses. To date, the United States Government has recouped approximately $5 million more than the Commission's expenses since
1950. Additional settlements with East Germany and Iran will provide further offsetting funds. The adjudication of Ethiopian claims
programs will bring $850,000 to the United States Treasury.
In addition to our other functions in 1988, the Commission proposes to publish a second volume of its decisions and annotations
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which would bring its previous work up to date by including recent
precedent decisions on international -laims. This new publication
will include information on some 12 claims programs since 1968, including the Cuban, Chinese, East German, Second Czechoslovakian,
Vietnamese, and Ethiopian claims programs.
This volume will be immensely helpful to the Commission staff
in future programs, claimants, scholars, and other Federal agencies
seeking detailed information on the Commission's adjudications
under international law.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be happy to
answer any questions.
ETHIOPIAN CLAIMS
Mr. SMrTH. What is the nature of the claims in Ethiopia?
Mr. FUmTv. It is the settlement of American interests and American property taken right after the revolution. The agreement was
concluded in December of 1985 for the sum of milliono.
VIETNAM CLAIMS

Mr. SMrrH. Are you still receiving any Vietnam claims?
Mr. FUTEY. We concluded the program with Vietnam a year ago,
and there haven't been any payments made yet because there are
no assets. No settlement agreement has been concluded. However,
there are blocked assets in the United States that can be used at
some time to make the awards.
Mr. SMITH. What do they total, do you know?
Mr. Futrrg. I believe they are presently in the neighborhood of
$170-$180 million. Are you talking about blocked assets in the
United States?
Mr. SMITH. No, the amount of the claims.
Mr. FuTEY. The value of the claims is in the neighborhood of
$100 million.
Mr. SMrrH. And what is the amount of the assets, did you say?
Mr. Fum. Well, there are blocked assets in the total amount of
about $175-$180 million.
IRANIAN CLAIMS

Mr. SMrrH. What about Iran? What did you say about Iran?
Mr. FuTm. Well, there has been a statute passed by Congress in
the summer of 1985 authorizing the Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission to adjudicate some 2,600 claims, the so-called small
claims presently pending before the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal at
The Hague. Congress has authorized the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission to adjudicate these claims whenever a settlement
agreement is negotiated between the United States and Iran. That
agreement has not been concluded yet.
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Mr. SMrrH. You don't know what these claims will total?
Mr. FuTny. The small claims total about $200 million. The Denartment of State represents American claimants on claims below
50,000. For all claims above $250,000, the claimants have their
own counsel at The Hague.
Mr. SMmrH. Okay. Thank you very much.
Mr. Fuy. Thank you.
[The questions for the record and answers submitted thereto,
follow:]

72-165 O-87-25
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QUESTIONS FROM MR.NEAL SMITH
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission
Question:
In 1987, the Commission reduced its staff from 16 positions down to
nine. %bat was the workload impact on the staff of this reduction?
Answer:
The Coamission closed out its Vietnam Claims Program in February of
1986. Because the current Ethiopian Claims Program is smaller, the
remaining staff was able to absorb the additional workload without
difficulty. Some of the 16 positions abolished to reach the nine
current positions had not been filled during 1986. The reduction in
force began in August of 1986 and ended in October of 1986, with two
of three required terminations of employees taking place in 1986.

One employee terminated was eligible for immediate retirement,

another was able to transfer to a position in another division of the
Justice Department and the remaining attorney took advantage of an
opportunity for paid study in West Germany through a private
fellowship program.
Question:
Has any backlog of claims developed due to the inability of the
reduced staff to process them as quickly?
Answer:
No backlog of claims has developed and the Commission is on target to
complete successfully the Ethiopian Claims Program by the deadline of
September 30, 1987 as previously announced in the Federal Register.
Question:
Are there any more plans for staff reduction?

Answer:
Thbre are no more planned reductions in staffing. We feel that, with
the past reductions, the Comission has the minimum staff necessary
to carry out its functions in 1988, if no additional programs are
initiated during the coming fiscal year. However, should the

Commission's workload decrease significantly after the completion of
the Ethiopian Claims Program and should no new claims programs
materialize, we will have to review our staffing requirements.
Because the remaining Commission staff members have relatively long
Federal service, it is not possible to effect large savings by
reductions in force. Other means of dealing with a reduction in
workload, such as transferring employees to other positions in the
Justice Department, of course, would be given first consideration.
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Question:
Do you foresee any large scale claims actions anywhere in the world
which may impact on your program?
Answer:
There is a possibility that new programs for American losses in
Albania, the Soviet Union or the Baltic States could be authorized in
the not-too-distant future. Also, there have been a number of
inquiries relating to claims for losses in Libya. We are living in
an unstable world with a constant threat of governments coming into
power which may well expropriate American owned property and require
a mechanism to seek compensation for such losses.

THURSDAY, MARCH

12, 1987.

UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE
WITNESSES
STANLEY E. MORRIS, DIRECTOR
ROBERT J. HAYES, BUDGET OFFICER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET

Mr. Dwym [presiding]. Good morning.
Continuing with our review of the Department of Justice, we will
now hear testimony from the United States Marshals Service. The
Marshals Service requests $216,092,000 in fiscal year 1988, an increase of 31 percent over fiscal year 1987 amounts adjusted for proposed supplementals.
We will insert in the record at this point the Marshals Service
fiscal year 1988 budget justification.
[The justifications follow:]
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United States Marshals Service
Salaries and expenses
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
For 1988, $216,092,000, 2,948 permanent positions, an] 2,933 full-time equivalent workyears are requeste-d. for the Marshals
Service appropriation. This is a net increase of $51,242,000, 224 positions, and 139 FIM workyears above the 1987 appropriation anticipated.
The Marshals Service is charged with protecting basic Constitutional rights by maintaining the security and integrity of
the judlcial process. The primary responsibilities for protecting the federal judiciary and endangered witnesses, executing
warrants and court orders, managing seized assets, and maintaining custoly of unsentenced prisoners are central to this
mission. Because of the Service's unique role In the administration of justice, it must respond to workload 5emants largely
beyond its control. Mthat the Service does, or falls to do, in response to these demands affects all facets of the judicial
process.
It is primarily because of external factors that the Service requests an additional $18.2 million and 224 new positions
for 1988 program increases. ongoing concern for enhanced security and prisoner productions, as well as added responsibilities resulting from the government's drug initiative and ,an3ated program changes all contribute to this need.
Mindful of the difficult economic situation confronting the nation, our request reflects reduced costs wherever possible and
still allows us to perform our mandated functions in the corpetent, professional otnner the public expects. The resouro s
requested address these problems in a comprehensive and coordinated fashion. 11v_major activities and resource requirementa
are summrized below.
Witness Security
The Marshals Service's Witness Security Program remains the government's "est effective way to obtain testimony against
In trials where protected witnesses testify, four out of five result in.
meters of organized crime and drug traffickers.
conviction. However, providing for the care and safekeeping of these individuals is extremely costly. By 1988, it is
expected there will be over 5,900 witnesses in the program, a 14 percent increase above the 1986 level. Moreover, witnea.s3
and family members must receive the support they need to survive in a protectA environment. To ensure the continued asfety
of these witnesses and their family members, and to operate the new Washington, n.C. area safesite and assessment center
requires 36 nov positions ard $1,141,000 in 1988.

Pugitive Investigations and Court Orders
As additional funds are appropriated each year to develop cases aid try m.eers of criminal organizations and narcotics
violators, more resources are needed to apprehend those who flee the criminal justice system. Often those who escape
return to their former practices. Marshals Service involvement in international extraditions continues to grow, and is
projected to increase to 250 extraditions in 1988, 84 percent above the 1986 level. People we extradite are among the
most publicized and dangerous in the world. To ensure adequate resources are available to meet these needs, the Marshali
Service requests an additional $300,000.
Judicial Security
Protection of members of the federal judiciary and court facilities is the Marshals Service's highest priority. However,
protecting the over 1,800 federal judges and magistrates and almost 500 federal court facilities is becoming more and more
difficult. Not only does the time devoted to criminal proceedings continue to grow -- it is projected to rise 20 percent
from 1986 to 1988 - the types of cases we now face are becoming increasingly dangerous and complex. Trials involving drug
dealers and organized crime are now assuming international proportions. And the threats and violence displayed by groups
such as the lMdceteros, the ryan Nation aid the May 19th Comounist organization demand extreme security be provided. ilireats
against the judiciary are projected to increase one-third from 1986 to 1988.
When placed in the context of more and longer court proceedings, and a growing number of threats and violence, the Riri -ats
Service needs become obvious. To meet the increased responsibilities in this area the Marshals Service requests 160
positions and $8,126,000 for judicial security, including 42 positions and $2,263,000 for enhanced security as a direct
result of the government's accelerated drug apprehension efforts.
AD and Telecommnications
The data requirements placed on the Marshals Service are staggering. Rach year 80,000 warrants are received, some 170,000
prisoners transported, over 250 threats analyzed, and about 250,000 checks issued and 170,000 vouchers certified. Yet,
full automation is lacking. Presently, less than a third of the districts can use the Warrant Information Network, and
only 12 have automated accounting. moreover, enhanced management information is necessary to improve prisoner transportation
and analyze threats in a timely fashion.
Only through improvements in autontion and modernization are savings in time and effort realized. Por 1988, four new
positions and $1,341,000 will be required to improve the automated threat analysis capability; for enhanced automated
ticketing and maintenance scheduling for NIT; and for similar improvements in warrants information, prisoner data and
accounting.

Field Support and Training
The Marshals Service has assembled the most comprehensive and sophisticated training program to develop the bast operational deputies possible. Specialized classes In officers survival and protective services help prepare the workforce for
the complex and dangerous Marshals Service missions. No increased resources are requested for 1988.
Handling of federal Prisoners
The growing overcrowding of federal jails and the increased length of prisoner stays continue to present increase demar-s
on the Marshals Service. Each prisoner is presented to court an average of three times while under Marshals Service
custody. Given the surge in the prisoner population -- the Service has about a third more prisoners in its custody than
it did just two or three years ago - we now have prisoner transportation requirements which are increasing 10-15 percent
annually. Arrests generated as a result of the government's new drug initiative will only accelerate this trend.
National Prisoner Transportation System (NPTS) laprovements are a major component of the Marshals Service's 1988 budget
submission. In that year, NPTS movements could easily reach 100,000. An average NPFS movement costs about $100, almost
seven times less expensive than a commercial airflight. NM is also much safer and secure for the public, our personnel
and the prisoners themselves.
The 1988 budget request includes
including deployment of a second
of efficiencies in ticketing and
meet the workload demand in this

an additional $4,047,000 and 10 positions for NP'N. 'This is for essential improveirents
large aircraft, performance of major maintenance on existing aircraft, and introduction
scheduling. improvements s9ch as these are necessary if the Service is to continue to
area and re&.-ize even greater efficiencies.

An additional 8 positions and $1,106,000 are requireJ for prisoner handling requirements associated with the relocation
U.S. attorney offices and grand jury room in WshLngton, D.C. These facilities are now located in the new Judiciary
Center building, and require on-site Marshals Service presence to ensure appropriate safeguards are followed in transporting
prisoners between this building and the D.C. District and Superior Courts, and for necessary detention facilities.
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
The Marshals Service coordinates fugitive felon investigations, witness relocation and protection, prisoner transportation,
judicial security, and asset forfeiture in support of the Task Forces. Service personnel also actively participate
in drug, financial, and other Task Force investigations. The effect of the Task Forces on the workload of district office
support personnel, and increases requested to support this workload, are described in the Fugitive Investigations and
Court Orders, Judicial Security, and Handling of Federal Prisoners programs. No increased resources are requested for
19898.

Management and Adinistration
To improve
administrative and program coordination, for 1988 the Service requests six new positions and $600,000. hlso, an additional
$1,540,000 is required in 1988 for renovations to holding cells and prisoner handling areas. These renovatious are
critically needed to improve security and safeguard public access areas.

This program provides necessary services to support the conplex and diverse missions of the Marshals Service.

Protection of Witnesses
For 1988, the Marshals Service again proposes that the "Protection of Witnesses Program" in the Fees and Exioenses of
Witnesses appropriation be transferred to the Marshals Service appropriation. Witness protection costs such as subsistence and travel for witness/family visits, and Pafesite construction are directly related to the Witness Security
program operated by the Marshals Service. They sre also distirt-tly different from the fact and expert witness costs
typically associated with the Fees and Ixpyoses appropriation. It makes more sense, both progranmtically and administratively, to include both Protection of Witnesses , nd Witness Security functions under the Marshals Service
appropriation. No increased resources are requested for 1988.
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United State3 Marshals Service
Salaries andfepenses
Justification oI Pro qsed Ch
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The 1988 budget estimates include proposed chanjns in the appropriation language, list

t olIj

e

and explained below.

New langinge

is underscored and deletod matter Is enclosed In brackets.
Salaries and expenses
For necessary expense -s of the United States Mrshals Servicel
Including acquisition, lease, maintenance, and operation of vehicles
and aircraft, ($142,000,0001 l Al Mh)h W&
eed
$1,350 000 ma be made availab e for Pangcstuct on, renova,tenance
Tma
ing, and rpir
of dings ad--chase of equipMent incident thereto for prote
witne
sae t

:Provided That notbithstandirl the provisions of

-te-rt-er Vs§.'. 3MY,--W Dfrector -o-t. ....
GnMe4-StatesMarV
Servce n-yoTI-E Weis
Zr expenses for the service of civilT'p
s,,

id similar poceee anseiures, levies, and
sie--asocated with jdi-or8'
f-execution; andcei not toiexceed 56000 of.
safles
to the Aepensiion to i
snr for
thes
ervt
5
er
xessnu ~i~dn
(18 U .C. 1963,
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Public

3053

, 3059

3192C 400,

3521-3528

19 U.S.C. 1613; 21 U.S.C. 881; 28 U.S.C. 510, 524L561-562, 565, 567,

2 1921j1 U.S.C7 33241 48 U.S.C. 1424t{FbI u-f 19-4(UT( Y- -- e'i' Rules
r---ii- roc99-500 and 99-591, section 101(b)

e -F--eir'-

additional

(Omnibus Orug Supplemntal APprrjations Act of 1987 as included In P.L. 99-500 and 9-591, Title

II.)
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Explanation of Charms,
I.

The Protection of Witnesees program of the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses appropriation Is proposed to be. be transferred
to the U.S. Marshals Service appropriation in 1968. The above provisions are identical to those proposed for the Marshals
Service and the Protection of Witnesses program in 1987.

2.

The second propoed language dange would clarify the U.S. Marshals Srvice's authority to collect fees related to its
service of civil process, admiralty seizures and similar functions as provided for in section 39 of Public Law 99-646.
The change also would permit sud fees to be credited to this appropriation to be used for salaries and other expenses
incurred in providing these services.

United States Hrehals Service
Salaries and ez

ssm

Croewwalk
9une
(DollarsofLn 1987
tlwusanf)

1987 President's
Activity/Program
1. Witness security ..................
2. Fugitive investigations &,court
orders ...................
.
3. Judicial security .................
4. ADP and teleowmsction ........
s
5. Field support and training ........
6. Handling of Federal prlsoners.....
7. Organized crime drug enforcemnt..
S. Hanagement and administration .....
9. Protection of witsmmes ...........

301

279 $23,530

301

279 423,061

757
396
a
173
960
13
116

616
399

42,925
23,164
7,935
5,156
46,069
732
7,737
17.511

757
396
8
173
960
13
116

816 42,412
399 25,495
8
7,060
167
5,094
995 47,510
13
723
117 7,645

167
"S
13
117

Total

TbO ia ... ......
o..............
_(Mnressional Appropriation Acton

Congressional
Appropriation
Actions an
197
t

2,724

2,794

176,759

ReHrogram',ngs
Pos.
WY hut.
....

....

....

.... ....

...

$405

lo,

2,724 2,794 159,000

....

....

1987
Appropriation
-Anticipated

1987 Suppplementals
Requested
Fi. - Proram
ti
Amt.

... ...

...

405

$733

301

279

1,781
773
22
200
1,590
29
317

757
396.
8
173
960
13
116

816
399
6
167
995
11
117

44,193
26,268
7,487
5,294
49,100
752
7,962

2,724 2,794

164,850

5,445

$23,794

The 1987 Congressional appropriation closely approximate the President's budget. The principle difference was the disallowance of the transfer of Protection of Witnesses from the ftes and Expenses appropriation.
Supplmentals
The supplemental request for $5,445,000 meets increased pay and retirement requirements pursuant to P. L. 99-500 and 99-335.
7ba supplemental request for $405,000 provides for the additional costs of
S service.
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United States Marshals Service
expenses
Salariesof and
Swungy
Requir
ement
(Dollars In thousands)

Perm.
Poe.
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1987 ...................................................
omnibus Drug Supplemenkal Appropriation Act of 1987 ............................................
1987 as enacted ............................................................................
1987 Pay and retirement supplemental requested ...........................................
1987 Program supplemental requested .......................................................
1987 appropriation anticipated ..............................................................
Transfers to and from other accounts:
Transfer of Protection of Witnesses Program from "tes & expenses of witnesssO ..........
Transfer of FAS3 group from General Administration ..........................................
Uncontrollable increases.....................................................................

Workyears

...

Amount

...

$142,000
17,000

...

5,445

405

42~

...

42

.1.4* 15,866
-380

... ...

Decreases.......................................................................................

1988 base...............................................................................

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Vi Amount
Poe.

1988 Base
Perm.
Poe.

FatimAtes by Program
Witrnes Seority .................
Fugitive Investigations &
Court Orders ...................
.Judicial Security ................
ADP & Telecomaunications .........
Field Suort & Training .........
Handling of Federal Prisoners ....
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement.
Management & FAdinistration
Protection of Witnesses ..........

Total ........................

Total .......................

Wt

Amount

279

$23,794

301

279

757
396
8
173
960
13
116
...

816
399
8
167
995
13
117
......

44,193
26,263
7,487
5,294
49,100
752
7,962

757
396
8
173
960
13
116

826
48,417
401
28,3%
8,099
8
167 5,966
997 53,799
13
912
117 8,772
17,618

-,r2FM,-u
l.
Feib.

2,724

18

171

.

Amount

301

*
OYMployuents
Full-time pers ...............
Other-than perm ...............

Wk

Pes.
Poe.

2,895

18

Reib.o. Total

Total f
2,724

2,724

171

171

2,913

2,895

18
...

337

$25,912

Reisb

2,724

2,948

171

171

L8 2,913

3,119

18
...

18

i8

36

297 $27,053

826
757
556
492
10
12
173
167
978 1,006
13
13
120
122
...
...

N

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount

48,717
36,522
9,440
5,966
58,952
912
10,912
17 618

-4
00
wi

$1,141
.00

160 91.8,126
4

2

1,341

8 "ii

5,153

6;

3' 2,140

'

Total VET.
2,996
171

224

3,137

224

...

Reih,.

Total

...
.

224

...

724

.
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United States Karshals Service
Salaries and eqwwes
(Dollars Ln thousands?

estimates by ProrMm
Witness security .........
Fugitive investigations
f court orders ..........
Judicial security ........
ADP& telecouwnications
Field support & training
"Nedling of federal
prisoners ..............
Organized crime drug
enforcement ............
Kvwnqeent and
administration .........
Protection of witnesses..
Total ..................

1986 acted
Perm.
POO.
Wt Amunt

1986 Atual
Perm.
Poe. Wt Amout

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Poo.
Vi Amot

1988 se
Peru.
Pos.
Wt htvunt

301 279

$23,794

301

279

$25,912

337

297 $27,053

36

44,193
26,268
7,467
5,294

757
396
8
173

826
401
8
167

48,417
28,396
8,099
5,966

757
556
12
173

826 48,717
492 36,522
10
9,440
167 5,966

160
4
...

91
2
...

300
8,126
1,341
...

49,100

960

997

53,799

978 1,008

18

11

5,153

3

2,140

307

273

$21,369

307

262

$21,178

684
378
8
173

760
385
8
167

39,747
23,438
5,852
4,754

684
378
8
173

731
370
8
161

39,385
23,350
5,805
4,717

757 816
396
399
a
8
173 167

945

984

43,165

945

947

42,802

960

13
116
2,624

13
117
2,707

670

13

7,155

116

113

...

...

13

146,150 2,624 2,605

665
7,099
...

13

995
13

116

117

.. ;

...

145,001 2,724 2,794

752
7,962
.

164,850

13

13

116

117

..

...

2,724

2,808

912
8,772
17,618

1988 EstLmate
Perm.
Poo.
WY Awmt

13

13

58,952

1ncrease/Decreae
Peru.
Pos.
Wt INr~ut
18

$1,141

912

122

120

10,912

6

...

...

17,618

...

.......

224

125

197,891 2,948 2,933 216,092

...

18,201

Other Vrkyearst
holiday ................
Overtime
AW

....o .o.............

other.....................
TtAl compensable
wor1 yoars ............
Reimbursable Worlyears...
TO!aI workyears ..........

32

327

327

327

3,034

2,932

3,121

3,135

3,260

54

54

54

54

54

3,088

2,986

3,175

3,189

3,314

125

125

In

United States Marshals Service
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summary
(Dollars In thousands)
Activity:

1987 Appropriation
AnticIj~ted

U.S. Marshals

Perm.

1988 Base

1988 Estimate

Perm.

Pos.

WY Amount Poe.

Perm.

WY Amount Poe.

Witness security ....................

301

279

$23,794

301

279

$25,912

Fugitive investigations and court
orders ............................
Judicial security ...................
ADP & teleoommnicAtions .............
Field support and training ..........
Handling of federal prisoners .......
Organized crime drug enforcement....
Management and administration .......

757
396
8
173
960
13
116

816
399
8
167
995
13
117

44,193
26,268
7,487
5,294
49,100
752
7,962

757
396
8
173
960
13
116

826
401
8
167
997
13
117

48,417
28,396
8,099
5,966
53,799
912
8,772

Protection of witnesses .............

.

Total...... ...................

Ti,

~

17618

,I56

fit 1,966 IfI

337

Increase/Dxrease
Perm.

WY Amunt Pos.
297

$27,053

757 826
556 492
12
10
173 167
978 1,008
13
13
122 120

48,717
36,522
9,440
5,966
58,952
912
10,912

T

17618
216,092

WY Amo.unt

36

18

$1,141

160
4

91
2

300
8,126
i,341

18
...
6

U
...
3

224

~

5,153
2,140

f~iY

lis budget activity provides vital support to the Pederal Goverrorent's administration of the Justice system in the ,areas of
operational support and protection of the federal Judiciary incluLing court securityl execution of fugitive investigations
and court orders; seizure, mamaement and disposal of assets subject to judicial forfeiture; protection of key government
witnesses custody and transportation of unsentenced federal prisoners liaison with tlhOCOS Task Forces; contracting with
local detention facilities for the housing of unsentenced prisoners; and enforcing federal law under the direction of the
Attorney General.
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Witness security..............

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.

Perm.

Poe.

mount

Poe.

W

Amount

Pos.

$23,794

301

279

$25,912

337

301

1fY
279

1988 ease------

1988 Estimate

Perm.

Increase/Decrease

Pers.
WY
297

amount

Pos.

$27,053

36

WY

mount

18

$1,141

tRaoneGeaj: To administer the Departent of Justice's Witness Security program serving those witnesses, potential witnesse3, and their dependents whose lives are in jeopardy as a result of testimony against organized crime, .irug dealers, and
other crLminal elements.

Major Objectives.
To protect those endamjered witnesses and their families who have been approved (or program services by the DVpartment of
JustLce's Office of Enforcement Operations, Criminal Division.
To ensure that endangered witnesses may testify against individuaLs being tried for organive1 crime, drug activity and
other violent criminal activities without fear of retribution.
To assist the witnesses in becoming self-sustaining through relocation under new identities.
Ase Pr ram Description: Sirxe its inception, the Witness Security program has been the government's mt effective
way to obtain testimony against and ultimately convict vejor organized crime members and drug dealers. ihis projrva
encourages testimony by providing the secure envirom-ent and support services necessary to eliminate the fear that such
testimony would jeopardize the safety of the witnesses and their families.
Authority is provided in Title 28, U.S. Code, Section 524, to use r)eprtment of .lstice appropriations for the paynent
of compensation and expenses of witnesses and Informants, at the rates authorized or approved by the Attorney General
or the Assistant Attorney General for Adsinistration. Deparboent of justicee OB Order 2110.42, dated July 19, 1983,
prescribes the procedure for establishing a person as a protected witness and gives the United States Marshals Service
the responsibility for the security and maintenance of witnes.e and th-ir dependents. The Comprehensive Crime Control
Act of 1984 also commits program resources to provide physical security for secure child visitation between program.
children and non-program parents, ant requires court-ordered child support for children not relocated umler the wLtness
Security program.
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Accomplishments and W)rkl(c;

s

Accomplishments of the Witness Protectioii program are presented in the folloityj table.
Estimates

Item

1985

1986

1987

Newly accepted witnesses .....................................
189
Witnesses funded/maintainLd ...................................
847
Average months witnesses are funded........................... 13 to 17
Total witness workload ....................................... .. 4,961
Total participant workload" ..................................
11,349

217
781
13 to 17
5,181
11,566

342
1,500
13 to 17
5,523
11,908

Notei 1987 and 1988 workload includes impact of the government's accelerated drug apprehension efforts.
new witnesses will enter the program in 1987 and 1988 as a direct result of this effort.

1988
390
1,560
13 to 17
5,913*
12,298
A. many as 101)

*ldxiated since submission of President's budget.
"Includes principal witnesses and family members.
The Witness Security program continues to produce dramatic results; four out of five cases involving the testibiny of protected witnesses have resulted in convictions. Criminal cases now pending underscore the importance of this pr(xjram.
At present, a number of major drug dealers and organized crime members await trial. For example, the =Yed$ellin Cartel,"
a ODlomblan drug organization said to be the largest cocaine .mgjgling organization in the world, is facing four separate
prosecutions in which the most damaging testimony will he provided by two protected witnesses. Ten members of the
"Banditos Motorcycle Club" will also be prosecuted on narcotics charges based on the testimony of a protected witness.
Moreover, the Luchese, Gambino, and Bonnano organized crime families are under prosecutions which are expected to convict
86 career criminals. Important testimony provided by 27 protected witnesses will do much to determine the oitccme. And
in Boston, two protected witnesses will implicate seven numberss of the "Winter Hlll Gan , a group of terrorists involved
in a full-range of criminal activities, including sul plying weapons to the Irish Republican Amy.
It is estimated that in 1988, 5,913 witnesses will he in the programs, a 14 percent increase above the 1986 level. This is
a result of the goverrnicnt's continued efforts to fight organized crime and the accelerated efforts to convict major
drug dealers. As the Administration dedicates more manpoaer and funcj to counter these criminal organizations and vast
narcotics enterprises, the value of the Witness Protection program becomes obvious. The recent murder of Barry Seals,
a drog informer who testified against numerous drug traffickers and refused our offer of protection, demonstrates the
measures criminal elemnts will take to prevent testimony. Had Seals accepted our protection, he would still
be alive, and
available to testify.
In 1986, the Marshals service received 217 new witnesses, reactivated 96 witnesses for funding because of new threats or
other reasons, and funded an average of 344 witnesses per month. Additionally, the Witness Security program provided protection and/or funding for 781 principal witnesses, or sone 1,800 persos including family members. Since 1971, about 12,000
witness
and family members have participated in the Witness Security program.
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If witnesses are to survive the rigors of protected life, they mst he prepared for such life. The Witness Security pr, jran
provides extensive and ongoing support for protected witnesses. This includes a comprehensive orientation for x*h wit,.s.3s
and family members explaining the hardships involved in relocating and assuming a new identity, and continued distancee
in adapting to the precautions required once in the program.
Eroram C g
New witnesses and those already on-board must be protected in a secure environment, and remain available
and willing to testify against organized crime elements. The fact that these responsibilities are increasing in volume
and complexity cannot be ignored. An additional 26 criminal investigators, one employment specialist, nine adminstrative
support positions, and $1,141,000 are needed for 1988 to meet the complex and costly needs of protected witnesses and to
operate the new assesaient center and safesite in the W1shington, D.C. area. "his center removes the danger it x)eed by
having prospective witnesses and family win ers processed in their district of residence. It will provide the safe atmosphere and maximum security needed for proper assessment and orientation.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Pem.
Poe.
V
mount
Fugitive investigations and
court orders..............

757

816

$44,193

1988 Base
Perm.
Poe.
757

WY
826

Amount
$48,417

1988 Estimate
Pem.
Poe.
WY Amount
757

826

$48,717

1ncreaWe/Ucrea.
Perm.
Poe.
WY Anount
...

...

$300

jenr-arQ! Goals To investigate and arrest fugitive felons, other federal violators, foreign fugitives in the United States,
and U.S. fugitives living outside the U.S.I to carry out international extraditions to provide a timely respoXnse to all
major injunctions; to execute court orders effectively and to improve the "net return" from departmental asset forleituios
by employing sound business practices.
Major Ublectivese
To initiate criminal investigations to apprehend fugitive felons and otler federal violators, and to produce prsocutive
or arrest reports on all felony arrests.
To respond to requests from foreign countries for assistance in investigation
United States.

and apprehending foreign fugitives in the

To coordinate, fund, and implement the extradition of federal fugitives back to the United States, and in some instances,
to return foreign fugitives to the requesting country.
To provide a highly trained civilian force, known as the Special Operations Group (19M), which responds to emergency
situations to provide law enforcement and security assistance L other federal and State agencies designated by the
Attorney General; and to enforce major injunctions of the U.S. Courts.
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1

To provide timely service of process, court orders, and warrants in support of the federal judiciary.
To seize, maintain, manage, and properly dispose of assets seized by and forfeited to the Federal Government.
e Prram Descripon: Through this program, the Marsh l Service coivucts criminal investigations designed to locate
and appre-end Eeeral fugitive felons and exeutb arrest warrants on behalf of those federal agencies whtid lack tha.
power of arrest. In coordination with 1W120C,-U.S. National Central Bureau, the Marshals Service also investigates and
aprehends foreign fugitives in the United States and perform international extraditions.
The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 added a new dimension to the base fugitive workload. Now, investigative reports
must be produced in increased quantities to meet the requirement which penalizes all %to violate the conditions of pretrial
release. The Act also permttted an increase in the n-Mer and omsplezity of goverrant criminal forfeitures and seizures
by codifying into the Controlled Substances Act and the Racketeer influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RIO) statute
mny of the legal concepts recognized in civil forfeiture law. The change in criminal forfeiture law affects the payment
of mortgages and liens incurred between the illegal act and seizure of the property by the goveripset. This program
ensures that court-ordered seizures, restraining orders, and trustee arra.monts are carried out effectively. The
Assets Forfeiture Fund has quicly become one of the most advanced and effective tools in the government's fight against
organized crime and drug trafficking.
A 1984 Memorandum of Understanding among the FBI, M6A,INS, and Marshals Service established the National Asset Seizure and
'orfeiture (NASA?) program. HSA Eield units are located in each OCOS Task Force city, and in Seattle. Under the direction
of Marshals Service headqurters staff, HAW field offices provide support services ard techniol assistance to OCDC
Task Pore and Marshals Service district personnel, manage the Department's Assets Forfeiture Fund, and dispose of assets
seized by other Deparment of Justice agencies.
Beyond the efforts required to secure, inventory, appraiem, store, and manage properties, the Marshals Service participates
in extensive pre-seizure planning with investigative, prosecutive and seizing agents, and the courts. NASAP pre-seizure
guidelines sehaize that the investigative agency and U.S. Attorney must be careful in establishing the scope of the
planned seizure, and that a comprehensive inventory and plan for post-seizure management be prepared, so that post-seizure
management problems are minimized. The January 1905 seizure of aets
of a mutti-million dollar mrijuana distribution
operation in Leesburg, Virginia, demonstrates the need for, and benefits of, pre-seizure planning. Lessons learned Eros
this case are now standard elements in pre-seizure planning,
tecally as these seizures continue to grow in volume and
complexity. NaW's efforts focus primrily on complicated seizures of real property and businesses, and on high volume
categories of seized property. Also, the Marshals Service noa accept ostrAy of all properties seized administratively
by the FBI but nt targeted for official use cash and real property subject to administrative seizure by DeAl and a good
portion of vehicls seizd by D1I along the southern border of the United States. At the end of 1986 the total value of
property under seizure exceeded $385 million.
Along with the natiowide fugitive investigations, the Marshals Service places a
mhial
hasis on the 015 Most Wanted*
fugitive felons. Fugitive cases which ake that list are given special funding, national attention, and mobilized task
forcs work to ensure quick apprehension.

Is

Marshals Service Fugitive Investigation Strike Teams (FISr) continue to bring federal, State and/or municipit law enforcvlnt
officers together in a coordinated effort to apprehend fugitives. FIST remains the safest, most cost-effective way yet
devised to apprehend large numbers of fugitives. Almost 20,000 fugitives have been apprehended through this program this
program since 1981.
The Special Operations Group (500), a specially trained group of Deputy U.S. Marshals designed to respond to emerq..ny
situations, is also included in this program. Under such situations, this group can quickly mobilize and employ a variety
of techniques Including mass arrest, confrontation managent, airborne operations, scuba, anti-sniper and explosive
ordinance device operations. This permits rapid and safe control of a large number of critical situations from large-scale
civil disturbances to terrorist incidents and hostage situations.
The Marshals Service is expanding its foreign liaison outside lITERPOL and utilizes law enforce nt contacts made through
the State Department to enhance cooperation with foreign governments in returning fugitives to our custody. The extradition
of U.S. fugitives from foreign countries is a responsibility which has becow especially dangerous in light of Increasing
foreign hostility towards U.S. agents.
This program is also responsible for the following: the service of the majority of process emanating from the federal
courts and regulatory agencies; providing law eyorcement assistance in nuclear weapoum movement through reimbursable
agreements with the Joint Cruise Missile Project office of the Department of Defense and the U.S. Air Force; and providing
specific assistance to State and local law enforcement agencies.
The principal authorities governing the activities of this program are found in the following: 11 U.S.C. 11; 28 U.S.C. 569
and 570; 18 U.S.C. 3193 and the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, which mandates due diligence in the prompt execution of warrants.
The Comprehensive Forfeill re Act, as a part of the Comprehensivs Crime Control Act of 1984, strengthens deparbwntal authority
to seize, manage, and dispose of assets subject to both administrative and judicial forfeiture.
Accomplishments and Workload:

Fugitive Investigations and Court Orders program workload is presented in the following table:

item
Fugitive felon warrants received .............................
USMS arrests/clears of fugitive felon cases ..................
Warrants received (all categories) ..........................
LKM clears (all categories) .................................
Felon arrests (all categories) ...4..........................
Vbrrants unexecuted end of year (all categories) .............
International extraditions*..................................
Government property seizures (judicial only) .................
Private property seizures ....................................
Process handled ..............................................
* excludes FIST-related extraditions.

**Ldated. since submission of President's budget.

1985
10,945
9,748
76,447
55,687
13,297
42,171
112
3,596
1,773
382,732

Estimates

1986

1987

11,645
10,604
77,120
55,719
14,303
48,267
136
6,0900*
1,9524*
296,000

12,200
10,600
78,600
55,700
14,270
55,000
200
7,500*
2,000**
300,000

198W
12,800
10,600
82,530
55,700
14,270
66,000
250
8,000"*
2,000th
300,000
10;

of t',
the Marshals Service continues to place special eorhasls on the investij~it ion aiid ajjrehen, ;,n
histories of violence, organized crime and narcotics activities.
In 1986, nearly i6,000 wrrants--,iclljiq

tiljii iv.-; wit i
.,w.r ?(),li

felony warrants-ere cleared by the Marshals Service. This resulted in the Service's arrest of over 14,0100 fi'lis.
use of $70,000 of infonint furds led to 60 felony arrests.

'

The Marshals Service concluded its most successful FISTr operation in 1986, captin iroj ioer 3,5(10 fujit ive fol oo in the
southwestern United State. and Mexico.
FIST operat ions remain the safest and imit cost-effective way to apprehlr1 larj
numbers of fugitives. The 1986 FIST was the lowest-cost FIS'T operation to date, costim only S495 per arrest. lAst year,
the Marshals Service also egn mini-FIST operations in various cities, caiturirj An)ther 5,000 fel(ons. Ibtis hriny; the vlPtelon arrest grand total to 19,770.
in 1986, 10 felons on the Marshals Service "15 tst Wanted" list were appreherded. TIwoof the rmot dan ersqs woo 1inkrotbers/kidnappers William Dougherty and Terry Conner, who operated an incredible outwork of criminal enterpri-As while otlarge. They were arrested in mid December. The Marshals Service also recaptured Samntha lFez and Ronald iint(sh after
they made a daring helico pter escape from a federal fa.lity in Pleasanton, and arrested Exigene Gesuale, a ,um-vtr of the
(enovese crime family responsible for operating a multi-million dollar narcotics riej.
Marshals Service extradition responsibilities are increasing not only in volume (frmn 136 in 1986 to 250 in 19881)ind
cost, but in the danger and crfIplexity of the cases involved. Peqle we extradite are arxg tl most publi-iz.si aind
dangerous in the world. /Vrong the criminals the Marshals Service recently extradited are several major drtbj traffickers
operating throughout the Caribbean and apprehenk In Colrohia, lnclutlinj Jose Antonio Cabrera-Sanriento and ,-;evero Esc')r,
Requisite security, travel precautions and coordination with other federal agencies and foreign goverrlents moke this
activity both dangerous and costly.
In a similar matter, the Marshals Service was contacted by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to assist in the apprehension
and return to the United States 6f James Bryan, considered by IPS to he one of their most wanted fugitives. Ilryan was responsible for a $40 million illegal tax shelter scheme. The tUitS and IRS co)rdinated an effort to lure Bryan froin Costa Rica into
Belize where the UsMS gained the cooperation of the Belize government in expelling Bryan to Miami. Upon his arrival in Miaml,
Bryan was arrested by tSMS on his outstanding indictment.
Also in 1986, the Marshals Service quadrupled the number of districts uling the new Warrant Information Network (WIN).
This automated system, nov fully operational In 28 locations around the cotuitry, assists in locating fugitive felons and
will eventually provide a base of warrant information for Marshals Service investigators.
1he process demands on the Marshals Service remain constant, Last year, the w)rklod generated by paupers and court orders
was received at a rate of ap)proximately 7,000 per month.
In addition, the Marshals Service receives an average 15,000
pieces of process per month from other government sources.
Section 39 of Public Law 99-646 permits the Marshals Service to collect fees related to the service of civil process,
admiralty seizures and similar functions. These fees will he credited to the Salaries and expenses appropriation to he
used for expenses Incurred in providing these services. The proposed Marshals Service 1986 appropriation language has
been amended to reflect this change.
During 1986, the apartment'ss asset seizure and forfeiture initiative continued to prove its inaortance as a powerful to)l
for dealing with major criminal enterprises. The Department performed increasingly complex financial investigations,
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multiple asset seizures, and faced difficult and time constiming asset managjent problems. Valuable operatin. Nisnes;se.,
such as the Plant Recording Studio in California; the Accurate Brass and Aluminum Foundry in Wisconsin; and Paron Rl
Garden, a florist and nursery in Massachusetts; were successfully managed under seizure and disposed of when forfited.
Major forfeitures and sales included the forfeiture of Oertificates of Deposit worth more than $7 million in Ikuiston,
Texas; a consolidated auction of jewelry and other valuables in Chicago, Illinois, which earned $600,000; and the forfeiture
of the Shelburne Glebe, an historic estate in Loudoun County, Virginia, whose sale by the Marshals Service broujht $4.1
million, approximately $2 million more than the appraised value.
However, the largest single seizure took place as part of a major Organized Crime Drug Enforcement {(XtE) Task Force
operation entitled "operation r'-destalP. This operation involved the simultaneous arrest of 31 persons for violations ot
drug statutes and the seizure of 16 properties in 8 locations in and around San Juan, Puerto Rico. 'itese properties Included houses, condominiums, stash houses, a farm, and a slum complex. Without the benefit of the Asset Forfeiture Fund
to ensure adquate funds to inventory, secure and manage pro.arties, the Department could not perform operations such as
these.
In 1986 the number of real properties in custody again doubled. As of Novemeer 1986, 863 real propertios were urndr Seizure.
The total value of these properties is in excess of $175 million.
Program Crans
As additional funds hecome available to develop cases and try meetlers of criminal oraniitions aofl
nirootics violators, more resources are needed to apprehend those who flee the criminal justice system. Often those iwli
escape return to their former practices. Marshals service involvement in international extraditions continues to .jrrn, and
is projected to increase to 250 extraditions in 1988, 84 percent above the 1986 level. To ensure adequate resources are
available to meet these additional extraditions and mect the rising costs and security precautions required in ixrformibj
this function, the Marshals Service requests an additional $300,000 in 1988.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Petm.
Pus.
WY IAount
Judicial security .............

396

399

$26,268

1988 Base
Vvrm.
P a

WY

Amount

396

4UI

$28,396

1988 Estimate
('erm.
Poo.
WY Amount
556

492

$36,522

Increase/Decrease
lrm.
WY Afumit
PUs.
160

91

$8,126

!
!-Ran GoalI To ensure the integrity of the federal judicial systo by providing security at all places in which fe.k'ral
3uicial uiness is conducted, and to eliminate fear of intimidation, retribution, or physical harm on behalf of all judicial
participants.
Major Objectives:
To establish a baseline assessment of existing security safeguards at the nearly 500 judicial facilities across the nation;
to evaluate new and changing security requirements as they arise; to recommend security measures and provide technical
security expertise and advice to U.S. marshals and the federal judiciary on security procedures; and to provide the latest
state-of-the-art security equipment.

is
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To provide personnel and security systems to protect all high-threat trials, other criminal proceedirkjs, and certain civil
proceedings, where warranted, through the ongoing assessment of the security requirements for all judicial proceeding.
To establish and maintain a threat assessment and risk management methodology and provide adequate and comnrehensive
24 hour-a-day security services to meters of the federal judiciary, including employees and families threatened as a
result of performing their official duties, as well as for all sequestered juries, grand juries, judicial conferences,
and judicial workshops.
To provide appropriate numbers of contract security officers and security equipment items to adequately secure all
judicial facilities and those judicial proceedings not covered by deputy U.S. marshals.
nase Prrum Dmscription: This program is designed to maintain the integrity of the judicial process by ensuring that
each of the 480 federal judicial facilities are secure and that all federal judges, magistrates, prosecutors and
participants are able to conduct judicial proceedings in an open and safe environment. Over the past few years, this
responsibility has become increasingly difficult. The number of judges and maistrates has grown, and the proceedings
they hold have not only increased in number, but last longer, and are more dangerous and complex. Moreover, the
Administration's initiatives against organized and drug-related crime increases the chances of courtroom violence, threats,
escapes and intimidation of judicial officials. These groups have demonstrated both the capability and willingness to
commit acts of violence to meet their needs. Ensuring the continued safety of this process requires a comprelensive
approach to judicial protection.
The Technical Assistance element provides
The Marshals Service uses four program elements in providing judicial security.
highly trained judicial security specialists to assist lJ.S. marshals, prosecutors, and Judges in evaluating security risks
and planning and implementing appropriate responses. aidditionally, technical assistance is provided throjh coordinated
planning with and training of other federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies.
1he Cort Secu.ity element uses personnel and proven systems and procedures to ensure the integrity of judicial process.
4prop rate security measures include screening courtroom participants, packages, and spectators with x-ray equipment
ami metai detectors outside federal courtrooms; searching courtrooms for weapons or contraband prior to and after proceedings controlling the seating of courtroom spectators and members of the press; isolating the criminal defendants
umber of deputy U.S. marshals are assigned to the courtror, to preclude
from the public and ensuring that an appropriate
or minimize any disruption that could reasonably be anticipated.
The Protective Services element provides information concerning threats to Marshals Service personnel and to those who are
under the protection of the Harshals Service. A centralized Threat Analysis Group supports operations involving judicial
security, high-threat trials, witness security, and enforcement operations (especially the execution of warrants involving
violence-prone groups), by preventing rather than allowing acts of violence and intimidation. This comprehensive threat
analysis capability provides an indispensable tool in countering highly organized, dangerous groups which frequently rely
on terrorism and violence to stop judicial proceedings against them.
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When a threat emerges, the FBI is immediately contacted to investigate, and the Threat Analysis Group becomes involved.
Notification of the threat is also given to other appropriate federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies. The
following protective service precautions are also performed: access and admittance to the threatened individual's office
is limited through the use of closed circuit television monitoring, buzz lock entry control systems, and controlled mill
or package reception; information is gathered about the individual's medical history, personal physician, emergency
hospital facilities and food restrictions; the individual is given a bulletproof vest, If warranted; and, the individual's
travel patterns are analyzed and home security assessed to determine what precautions are needed. The extent and duration
3f protective services for individuals vary with the severity of the threat and the capability of its being carried out.
Personal security services are most effective through the close mnitoring and cotroliing of the immediate environment
of the threatened invdividual. A protective services assignment always involves at least two deputy U.S. %mrshals. If
the assignment requires 24-hour coverage, the assignment may involve using six or more deputy U.S. marshals, depending upon
the threat circumstances and whether family members must also be protected.
The Judicial Facility Security element utilizes authority delegated by the General Services Administration to contract
with the private sector for highly qualified contract guards called Court Security Officers ((SOs) and for the installation
and maintenance of physical security equipment. All direct costs for this program element are funded by the judiciary
through a Memorandum of Understanding with the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (AOJSC).
Under this arrangement, the marshals Service provides an initial allocation of CS9 in 93 of the 94 judicial districts. These CSOs monitor
both fixed and roving checkpoints throughout the court facilities. A limited special deputation is conferred upon CSOa
which allows them to enforce federal laws and regulations at the duty site, including using X-ray machines and metal
detectors to prevent illegal weapons and contraband from being taken into the judicial areas. Recently, the duties of CSon
were expanded to require their presence as security officers at judicial proceedings which do not warrant the presence of
a deputy U.S. marshal.
The second vital aspect of this program element is contracting for the acquisition, installation, and maintenance of
physical security equipment. The Judicial Security program has been designated by the Deputy Attorney General as falling
under the purview of Office of Management and Budget Circular -109.
Under the Delegation of Procurement Authority issued
by the GSA, the Iarshals Service awarded the first part of a two-phase contract for national court security systems on
September 21, 1984. This contract will lead to a single national contract to satisfy the Judicial security systems
requirement.
The effectiveness of the Marshals Service's management of the Court Security Officers program has been praised by Federal
Judges, who unanimously agree that the Judicial Facility Security program element has significantly increased the overall
security of the U.S. Courts. A recent exaffple illustrates this point. On August 20, 1986, a letter bomb addressed to
Federal Judge Paul Benson was sent to the Federal Courthouse in Fargo, North Dakota. One of our Court Security Officers
recognized something suspicious and took linmediate steps to isolate the package and protect the Judge. Only through the
CSO quick action was tragedy averted.
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principal statutory authority (or judicial security is contained in 1-Stat 73-87-Judiciary Act of 17891 Title 211I.S.C.
Section 569, Powers and Duties Generally (of U.S. Marshals); and Title 28, C.F.R. Subpart T, Section 0.111, Geowral
Functions. These statutes authorize and empower the U.S. Marshals Service and rake it principally resixmnsihle for
security for the federal judiciary. Judicial security is enforced along guidelines established by the A.torney General
and endorsed by the Chief Justice of the United states.
Accomplishments and Workload:

The workload of the Judicial Security program is presented in the following table:

Criminal trial bench hours .........................
Civil trial bench hours .............................
Other proceedings bench hours .......................
Magistrate proceedings ..............................
Security systems projects - required................
security systems projects - completed ..............
Threats received .................................
Protective services detli s perfocmed..............
Judicial conferences .................................

1985

1986

1987

95,462
174,845
139,308
419,163
751
501
240
.
57
39

106,882
169,219
146,471
445,575
731
731
207
53
42

117,097
176,225
153,662
481,268
700
700
250
60
45

Estimates

1988

128,290
176,964
161,206
519,821
560
560
275
75
49

judiciall security remains the Marshals Service's highest priority. The Marshals Service has had to provide more and
higher levels of protection to ensure this safety. During the past year, extraordinary security measures were eq)loyed
at proceedings involving the Macheteros, a Puerto Rican Iriloendence/ Terrorist group; a Neo-Nazi group called The order;
the May 19 Coasunist group; and other similar organizations.

W
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Federal court facilities and judges frequently are targets of violent threats, and destruction of court facilities has
occurred and will continue. For example, the Macheteros are accLsed of using anti-tank weapons to attack the U.S. Federal
building in Hato Roy, Puerto Rico damaging a U.S. Navy bus in Sabana Soca, Puerto Rico, killing nine U.S. military
personnel in the process; and destroying U.S. military aircraft. The service has already provided extraordinary protective service details for Puerto Rican magistrates threatened by this group and must maintain utmost security for
their upocing trial in Oonnecticut, where they are accused of attacking a W1ells Fargo armored car depot. This group and
others employ a new type of warfare, which means resources for new weapons and tactics are required. The recent bb
attempt against U.S. District Judge Paul Benson underscores this point.
The Comprehensive Crime Control Act and similar initiatives have had a profound effect on the Marshals Service's judicial
security workload. Since passage of the CCA in 1984, the number of criminal proceedings and their length of time have
increased dramatically. The time devoted to such procodirjs is projected to rise another 20 percent from 1986 to 1980.
Bail Reform and other provisions man that sensitive proceedings now last longer, are more dangerous and use a disproportlonately high amount of resources.
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Overall, for the 12-oonth period ending June 30, 1986, Judicial security vs provided for some 7,000 criminal proceedings.
The -n'er of criminal cases filed in the U.S. district courts rose from 39,500 in 1985 to 41,500 cases in 1986, an
increase of 5 perent. %bisrepresents a worload of 72 cases for each authorized Judgeship. Criminal case terminations
roes 6 peront to 39,328 cases. Since filings were greater than terminations, the increase in pending caseload continued
a aix-year trend. On June 30, 1986, there were 24,000 pending criminal cames, almost 10 percent more than a year ago.
r Abuse Prevention and Control Act cases ne red 7,000 in 1986, up 18 percent from the previous year. AOUSC
indicates
one-third of all illicit drug trials last four days or sore, largely because of the complexity in prosecuting these cases.
Security is also more difficult because of the resources available to these people and their proven willingness to use
violence and intimidation to aco=Vlioh their objectives.
cases tor other serious offenses also increased. For example, weapon and firearm cases increased 15 percent, forgery
and counterfeiting cn rose 12 peroente and fraud cases were up 9 percent.
It should be noted, however, that these figures fail to reflect the workload and aooyplisthments adequately. Because of
this Administration's initiatives against organised crime and illegal drugs, the marshals Service has had to provide more
and higher levels of security than ever before.
The types of cses range from civil proceedings involving prisoner petitions, selected civil rights cases, tax suits,
environmental aspect cases, and political ffigures to the most dangerous of criminal proceedings involving motorcycle gans,
drug dealers and organized crime figures. In addition to maintaining security at all criminal trials, and soae civil
trials, the Marshals Service must provide security at U.S. magistrate hearings, bankruptcy proceedings and, as a result
of recent changes in the U.S. Code, at U.S. tax trials and hearings before the U.S. Court of International Trade in the
Southern and Castern Districts of New York.
In addition, threats against the Judiciary are projected to increase by one-third from 1986 to 198A. Of the 207 threats
recorded in 196, 170 were against Judges and magistrates, 23 against U.S. Attorneys and 14 against other staff members.
The Marshals Service mst be prepared to encounter the increase and severity of threats against meor of the Judiciary
and federal property. To fail to respond only encourages these groups to perpetuate violent activities to meet their
goals.
Progra eMpM
Nhen placed in the context of more and longer court proceedings, additional responsibilities such as
the Tax
the Court of International Trade, as well as as a growing number of threats and violence, the marshals
Service Judicial security needs become critical. To meat the increased responsibilittes in this area requires approprLato resources. 1he 1988 budget includes a request for 160 positions and $0,126,000 for enhanoed Judicial security.
Of this total, $5,863,000 and 118 positions are required to meet the incre4se in ongoing demands. Another $2,263,000
and 42 positions are requested to meet the new security requirements directly resulting from the government's accelerated
efort to capture msJor drug criminals and bring them to trial.
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1987 Apprpriat ion
Anticipated
Peru.

AUP and telecow uinicat ions....

Pos.

WY

Amount

8

8

$7,487

1988 Base
Penn.
Pos.
8

WY

Awont

8

$8,099

1988 estimate
Perm.
WY Amount
Poe.
12

10

Increase/Lxcrease
Perm.
WY hImiunt
Poe.
4

$9,440

2

$I,141

-Pange Woall To develop and iplement automated and telecommunications system to support all operational, administrative, and managerial functions of the Marshals Service, and to continwrisly provide staff support for all automated
system.
MaJor Objectives.
To broaden implementation of the radio and telecoamnuications system in order to strengthen operational law enforcement
capabilities.
To implement and improve system of autrmation including the istrict Automation Project, prisoner population mmnkjamont,
warrant information network, district accountirj, and office automation functions as well as various system to support
the numerous operational missions of the Marshals Service.
Program Descr
ion: The Marshals Service telecommications systems provide rapid data/voice communications via tlhe
latest state-of-th-art equiient, Including telephones, facsimile transceivers, aid visual display terminal system as well
as radios and base stations to support all Marshals ervice missions.
The ADP support function is designed to implement and maintain automated systems for the administrative and operational
activities necessary to support the Marshals Service mission and permit field offices to perform in a cohesive and efficient manner. This is accomplished by systems development and hardware acquisition for all Marshals Service entities.
8oMlistnents and WoIrkload:

The workload of the ADP and Pelecommsticatons program is presented in tle following table:

Item
JUST and WL N' teletype messages ....................
NCC clears and hits ........
.
............
Districts automated:
District Aounting .......................
.......
Prisoner Population Managenmnt........O.............
Warrant Information Network ......................

Est inmates

1985

1986

1987

11110,100
4,946

1,122,286
5,847

1,130,300
6,432

1, 138,20
6,R18

9

12
9
28

33
33
48

76
76
76

13 8

1988
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The Marshals Service tele ommnications systems have been upgraded with new state-of-the-art visual display terminal
equipment to provide full service to our field locations and support Marshals Service operations. Where permitted, every
Marshals Service terminal user now has the capability to access State data banks via the National Law Enforcement Telecommmications System (NLMI3). Other systems presently being accessed are: 1) National Crime Information Center (W&IC),
2) Treasury enforcement Comnications System (TE(), and 3) Wlarrants Information Network (WIN).
Installation of a number of secure telephone units has been completed within the Marshals Service. Various districts
throughout the Marshals Service have received upgraded telephone system, such ass 1) Eagle, 2) Merlin, and 3) 1W2.
The 1986 acomplishment of the AM management program are: 1) completion of the mnaement review of the District Autonation Project including selection of distributed processing as the appropriate technical alternative and cost benefit
justificaton 2) iqlementhtion of the Mrrant Information Network system in a total of 28 districts; 3) iRplementation
of the District AccountLng System in four additional districts for a total of 121 4) development of automated procedures
within the District Accounting System to capture financial data on seized property 5) ongoing maintenance and enhanocents
to the employee Skills Profile, Merit Promotion, Deputy Recruiting, and Jail Contracts Mnagement System.
Program ge s Ih continued svicess of Marshals Service operations depends on the availability and assessment of timely
and accurate information. With more than two-thirds of the districts still lacking significant automation, delays affect
every facet of field operations. Bach year the Service receives over 80,000 warrants, transports 170,000 prisoners, analyzes
250 threats and Issues over 250,000 checks and certifies another 170,000 vouchers. Nat only does automtion generate savings
in time and effort, the continued safety and effectiveness of these operations depends on a significant coo.itirent to automation. Life-threatening situations must be analyzed quickly and thoroughly.
A program Increase of $1,341,000 and four positions will provide effective automation for increased timeliness and efficiency
In intelligence analysis, accounting reports, prisoner mweent and managerial assessments. Specifically, $233,000 and one
position are requested to develop and implement an automated system to support the Threat Analysis Group (TAG). Enhanced
intelligence analysis is necessary to dispel threats by using a sophisticated data base capable of producing timely, accurate
and oomplete data about threats and other criminal act.Ivities affecting Marshals Service activities. The Marshals Service
also requests $701,000 and two positions for continued iqlementation of the District hutomation Project Including prisoner
population mvqemmn, warrant information systems and district accounting. It Is expected that 33 districts will be automated by the end of 1987, and 76 by the end of 1988. Another $407,000 and one position are needed to enhanm the existing
ADP system for the National Prisoner Transportation System (ilTS) to realize improvements in ticket scheduling and maintenance
tracking and to axouodats the increased workload of moving federal prisoners.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Poe.
Wi
Amout
Field support and training...

173

167

$5,294

Pero.
Poe.
173

1988 Base
Wi

Amount

167

$5,966

1988 estimate
rm.
Poe.
MY hmot
173

167

increase/Decrease
Pem.
Poe.
WY hnount

$5,966

Lo2j;nan Goal: To develop the moat comprehensive and sophisticsted training poesthle for all employees and to support the
de o
atonal mission of the Marshals Service in the area of financial management.
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Major Objectives
To develop and maintain the Marshals Service's human resources by providing an ongoing conprehensive sot of internal and
external training courses to achieve a level of excellence in the Marshala Service's personnel.
To collect and disburse fonds in a timely and efficient manner.
Base Program Description: This program is responsible for providing financial support and developing, conducting and overseeing the training of Marshals Service personnel.
The Financial Support Services program area is responsible for the pronpt payment of debts and for collection an.1 deposit of
funds doe the government by law or court order.
In response to the ever-increasing demands placed on the Marshals Service by the judicial and executive branches, the Wirshals
Service Training program provides initial, refresher and specialized courses of instruction which produce a highly cowpetent
operational and administrative workforce.
Training is essetial to the arshalsaService because all employees do many different jobs that must be done efficiently,
professionally and safely. Marshals Service training focuses not only on the operational responsibilities of the deputy
U.S. marshal, but also on the Important management and administrative jobs that Service personnel perform each an every day.
Accomlishenta and Workload:

The workload of the Field Support and Training program is presented In the following tables

Item
q....
Check Issuance ......................................
Vouchers Certified ........................................
Basic Deputy Marshal Training ..............................
Advanced Training (number receiving training) ..............
Supervisory Management Training ............................
Court Security Orientation .................................
Special Operations Group Training ..........................
Interagency/Mon-Gov't. Training ............................
red/StatefAcl Training Assistance ........................
FIT Coordinators Training ..................................

1985
242,783
155,201
192
398
90
703*
160
750
90
130

19_6
254,922
162,961
405
339
91
205*
78
700
470
65

1987
268,100
171,000
192
495
220
522*
175
750
152
100

Estimates

1988

268,000
171,000
240
456
220
192*
175
800
202
t0

* Cost is reimbursed by the Aministrative Office of the U.S. Courts.
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In the area of Financial Support Services, the Marshals Service issued various directives to improve the accounting and
reporting system for the collection and disbtrseent of funds in the district offices. The district offices processed
162,961 vouchers and Issued 254,922 chedk amounting to $308 million during 1986. Collections for this period were approximately $148 million.
Training remins an essential ingredient in the quality of a law enforcement agency and the MarshaLs Service has developed
the meet effective, coomprehensive, state-of-the-art, training program in its long history. A cosbination of high-tech
equipment, dedicated instructors, and priority attention to the training mission make Marshals Service personnel among the
best trained law enforcement officers in the world. During 1986, the Marshals Service Training Academy trained 1,741 agency
and other law enforoeent personnel in 53 separate schools and conferences. This consisted of 29,846 student training days
at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (Fg1), a 38 percent Increase over the 1985 level. In 1986, there were nine
Criminal Investigator Schools and seven follow-up Basic Deputy Schools, compared to eight of each In 1985. Specialized
advanced training conduted included the following: 1 Fugitive Investigation Courser 5 Advanced Deputy Training classes that
incorporated Protective Services training; 2 Witness Security Inspector Basic classes; I Administrative and Financial Management Seminar; 5 State and Local Court Security Seminars; 2 State and Local Fugitive Investigators courses; 1 State and Local
Protective Services seminar; 5 Court Security Officer Orientation classes; I Court Security Seminar; 1 Firearms Instructor
Training program; I Prisoner Detention School; and I U.S. Marshal Orientation. The Training Academy also arranged for 10
Marshals Service personnel to attend the Federal Law enforcement Training Center's Basic Instructor Training program, while
five others attended the Drivers Instructor Training program and 22 Deputy U.S. Mrshats attended the Law Enfororment banishh
Training Program. In addition to those 37 individuals, 16 Marshals Service personnel attended a Detention Officers Training
program conducted by the Bureau )LePrisons.
was $17,092, and the
The average length of time for each course at the Academy was 16 days. The average cost per course
average cost per student was $520.
The establishment of the Special Operations Group (91-0) Training Center at Cap Beauregard, Louisiana, in 1984, provided the
Marshals Service with a facility to train operational personnel in Officer Survival Technlques and related advanced law
enforcement training courses. The State Departient has requested that SOGassist with the training of foreign law enforcement personnel through the Anti-Terrorism Assistance program. During 1986, S0 trained on a reimbursable basis the Federal
Judicial police of Mexico, and the Costa Rican Rural Guard for the State Department. In cooperation with the Department
of the Interior, 900 also trained the Virgin Islands and St. Croix Police and National Guard. SOG continues to receive
requests seeking training assistance in such areas as officer survival tactics, marksmanship, organizing a tactical unit,
assaults and barricades, and teaching operational planning. Such training not only produces tangible benefits for foreign
law enforcemnt, it improves cooperation and good1wilt, directly benefiting our international responsibilities, such as extraditions.
The Employee Development Division administers the Service's management and administrative training. In 1986, 61 nmanaera
and supervisors attended a one-week seminar on personnel and financial management techniques, and 30 first level supervisors
attended a supervisory management seminar. Sixty-five Coordinators were trained to support the Fitness-in-Total Program
(FIT) which was implemented in 1985. Currently, there are almost 200 PIT coordinators Service-we who provide the physical
conditioning training our personnel need to meet the demds of our law enforcement responsibilities.
Program gvr

INoprogram changes are requested.
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1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
SPerm.

Poe.
Handling of federal prinoters..

960

WY
995

1988 Base
Porn.

Amount

Poe.

$49,100

960

WY
997

Amount
$53,799

1988 Est imate
Perm.
POS.WY Amount
978

1,008

$58,952

IncreamV/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Anount
1

it

$5,153

L
Goal: To ensure expeditious, economical, and secure methods for the custody, receipt, processing, Pr auction
Png-Range
and transportation of federal prisoners and to acquire and maintain sufficient and acceptable detention space for federal
prisoners in non-federal facilities.
major Objectives:
To obtain adequate and sufficient detention space in federal court cities to permit the efficient and cost-effective (Lily
production of federal prisoners in accordance with court schedules.
To efficiently receive and process all federal prisoners remanded to custody and move and transport prisoners in a safe
and secure manner within court-imposed deadlines.
To expand the National Prisoner Transportation System (NPIS) capabilities, further reduce costly commercial rdexs and
increase transportation services for other agencies (such as the Bureau of Prisons and the Immigration and Naturalizatixn
Service) on a reimbursable and cost-effective basis.
To reduce staff time, both regular and overtime, travel costs and jail expenses asanciated with the prockiction and transportation of prisoners by improving scheduling and processing techniques and maximizing the utilization of mass transiprtatton systas.
To develop and maintain an on-line prisoner management information system to provide the Marshals Service with the capability
to locate, track and monitor federal prisoner populations to provide economy and efficiency in transportation
expenses and to produce prisoner reports required for financial management.
To accomplish all on-site jail inspections in order to measure contract facilities' level of compliance with State, local
aid national detention standards and to assist such facilities in designing and implementing projects to improio substariarl
conditions of confinement, thus reducing court orders and inmate litigation.
it) s=cessfully administer the Cooperative Agreement Program and Excess Property Program in order to obLain guaranteed
detention space from qualified contract facilities in federal court cities.
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Bass Proram Dehcriptiont ibis prcjram sports the federal judicial system throtkjh its responslhility for: (1) the r..xij,
administrative procesing# and production for judicial proceedinija of all prisoners in Marshals Service custtyy (2) the
transportation and movement of federal prisoners; (3) the NIEIv and (4) the supervision of unsentenced prisoners.
Receipt and Processing - Individuals arrested or detained for violation of federal statuLes by any law enforcement or1fier
are brought before a magistrate for one or more detention hearings. Upon completion of the initial detention hearing, the
prisoner is reminded to the cmtody of the Marshals Service until such time as the charges are dismissed; the prlsoier is
released on bond or personal recngnizancel or is tried, acquitted, or onwicted ard delivered to an institution for service
of the sentence. Each individual arraigned is processed by the Marshals Service. Processing includes the assigrsnnt of a
prisoner control .M er, fingerprinting and photographs, establishment of criminal and personal data records, property
records, medical records and other data. Inquiries are made through the National Criminal Information Center (NCIC) to
determine if there are other outstanding charges. Requests for name and fingerprint checks are forwarded to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Each day, prisoners are moved to and from contract or federal detention facilities and district
holding cells for production in accordance with court calendars, and for outpatient medical care and hospitalization as
required.
Transportation and Movement - Federal prisoners are transported and moved within and between districts for stdtmy, olservat ion
and competency examinations; delivery to designated institutions for service of sentenced as well as for transfer hetweo
federal institutions. Such moves must he accomplished in accordance with court directives in a secure and cost-effective
manner. The current modes of transporting federal prisoners include automobile, bus, van, and air. Short distance prisoii:?r
movement.q are routinely completed by district personnel in government vehicles. The long-distance movements are centrally
controlled to ensure the maximum number of prisoners are moved in the most efficient and cost-effective manner possible.
NPTS - tong distance prisoner movements are acomplished through NMTSwhich is comxesed of airlift and suVporting bus, van
and mall plane feeder systems. When NPrS cannot meet court imposed deadlines due to limitation of air routes and limited
frequency of airlifts, alternative usage of regularly scheduled commercial air service and chartered aircraft mnust be
wade. The scheduling of prisoner moments is completed through coordination of data received from 94 judicial districts
and 41 Federal Prison System institutions. Management information, including the number of trips performed and prisoners
moved, travel, guard, and overtime cbligations, and mode of travel utilized is collected. The Marshals Service als.)
coordinates and schedules the majority of the sentenced prisoner transfers between Federal Prison System institutions.
Supervision of Unsentenced Prisoners - The supervision of unsentenced prisoners function h.-a the rosponslbility for thi?
acquisition of adequate and sufficient detention space for federal prisoners in custody in
-o.n-t-aral
facilities located
in or near federal court cities. This program also administers the Cooperative Ajreement and federal Excess Property
programs which were specifically designed to improve the level of inmate services, halt the loss of jail space, and oi)tain
guaranteed space for prisoners in federal court cities.
Detention space is obtained through the negotiation, award and administration of an estimated 825 interagency ajretxnonts and
contracts with State and local governments which generate an annual requiraent for approximately 1,100 on-site jail iioc-tions. Jail inspections are designed to ascertain coampliance with established national detention standards and to identify
those conditions f confinement which are substandard and could result in prisoner legal actions against the jail and th"
Marshals Servl-'
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As a result of severe overcrowding, an ever increasing tide of prisoner lititjatinn, and court orders on riiiet,%ilardl culitions of confinement, the Marshals Service has experienced a serious decline in the nu*r of local jailk; in mntrqoxIlitan
areas which are willing to continue to house federal prisoners. Since 1980, a total of 263 State and local facilities he"
terminated or severely restricted space for federal prisoners.
the result was a significant increase in the rusber of unsentenced federal prisoners who had to be diverted to already overcrowded federal institutions or outlying rural jails.
Since 1979, the n.er
of prisoners housed in federal facilities has increased by 55 percent and federal institutions are,
at present, approximately 47 percent over their rated capacity. It is interesting to note that the 13 Federal priwwo syt.-i
facilities met frequently utilized by the Marshals Service are currently 62 percent over their rated capacity. 1W4ie
federal detention space is unavailable, districts must produce much of their displaced prisoner load from outlying facilities, Which in turn generates a drain on agency personnel and transportation resources. Such overcrowding also netjaLes tlc
recent gains of the Cooperative Agrearent program, since this overflow population is housed in State and local facilities.
The government'ss accelerated effort to apprehend drug traffickers will exacerbate the jail space problem. Tn oyler to
produce prisoner for court, deputy U.S. marshals are required to travel several hours to these jails, often on ovorthwstatus, at the beginning of the day and repeat the process at the end of the court day. From 1979-1986, the nud)er of
operational workyears devoted to this essential function increased by 71 percent. The opportunity for prisoner escape,
highway accidents, and deputy fatigue increases dramatically with the distances traveled.
The Criprehensive Crime Ontrol Act of 1984, continues to have a significant impact oxn Marshals Servico priswer production
and detention programs and related workload.
Flrom 1984 to 1986, the Marshals Service's average daily prpulation loireonos
36 percent. From 1985 to 1986, prisoner productions increased six percent, contract jails days incre&*Ae
14 percent, aol

the average stay per prisoner increased six percent.

being released on bond or
for judicial proceedings.
in a significant increase
increased 18 percent from

The hail reform provisions of the Act resulted in fewer prisoners

self-recognizance and, in toorn, increased tle requirement for secure escort and prisoner prrxikctievi
The growth in Marshals Service prisoner loads and prediction requirements has also resulted
in the level of operational resources required for this function. overall, operational workhrxrs
1985 to 1986.
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A2canplishmants and Workloads The worklo&d of the Handling of Federal Prisoners program is presented in the folLowing table:
item
Wuber of prisoners received and
pro
..................................................
tkuber of prisoners produced .................................
Number of prisoners moved ....................................
Number of prisoners moved via SM ...........................
Number of trips completed ...................................
Average receipt and process hours per prisoner...............
Jail inspections performed ..................................
Jail agreements written or modified ..........................
Jail agreements in force .....................................

1985
92,390
244,098*
127,049
64,345
27,408
14.9
294
158
615

1986
89,558
259,325
143,484
74,828
29,288
16.1
429
135
820

Estimates

ff92,300
275,000
160,557
85,374
31,847
17.4
550
145
825

97.000
291,500
179,738
97,402
34,635
18.8
600
155
830

*1985 Morkload revised to delete prisoners handled for IWMIto correspond to new reporting system (USK 268).
in 1986, the Marshals Service received 90,000 Individuals charged with violations of federal law. Of this total, 93
percent were detained in custody (56,000 in contract jails and 28,000 in federal institutions). On the average, each
prisoner received was produced three times for appearances at detention hearings, trials, other court proceedings,
medical care, or transfers between detention facilities to alleviate critical space shortages. The increase in the
number of federal Judges and magistrates and the loss of critically needed Jail space close to the courts, has forced
district personnel to expend 96 percent are workyears than in 1979 for within-district movement of prisoners.
During 1986, the Marshals Service conducted over 143,000 prisoner move nta, of which 75,000 were by PTS. The cost
per prisoner moved via NErS was $112 as compared to $699 if moved by comercial air. NWTS
remains the safest, fastest
and most economical way to move prisoners long distances and produce them within court-ordered deadlines.
The Marshals Service has acquired small single and multi-engine aircraft to reduce the number of coin racial air charters
used in certain locations. Use of Service-owned (SOAP) aircraft is necessary because of the increasing requirement to
transport more dangerous criminals under the most secure means possible. The SOAP aircraft were acquired at no cost from
seizures (forfeiture proceedings through the U.S. Oourts) and surplus from the Federal Aviation Administration (Fm).
During 1987, over 160,000 prisoner movmnts are expected to be conducted, of which 85,000 will be via EMS. A total of
30,500 prisoner movements should be c*qWleted by the NM airlift (35 percent of total NMIS movements).
The Marshals Service has continued to expand its highly successful Federal Excess Property (rE) program for contract
detention facilities. Since its implementation in 1982, the VUPprogram has provided approximately $8.2 million in
personal property (the majority of Aifch Is conumble property such as clothing, linens, and supplies) to over 300
jails in 75 Judicial districts.
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During 1986, the Marshals Service developed a comprehensive handook for the districts and all participation contract jails
which clarified and streamlined policy and procedures. The first on-site inventory of jail accountable Fi.. ipromerty wan
conducted. The survey involved on-site inspections in approximately 175 jails with an estimated accountable property value
of $2 million.
Through its jail inspection program, the Marshals Service has rapidly become the focal point for on-site technical asistAnoo
for State and local jails. Training materials on conditions of oonfinmient by the American correctional Association ani tv
American Medical Association are mailed out routinely to district inspectors for use in regional training seminars, and Irovided to local jail administrative staff for use in upgrading detention policies and procedures. National Ileriff's Association slide presentations on jail operations have been developed and coordinated by Marshals Service headLuarters and district
inspectors for use in regional jail seminars as a part of a concerted effort to place increased emphasis on the jail inspection program, two classes to train approximately 90 criminal investigators on the Prisoner Support Program were held in
September and October 1986. As a result of this new training program, the level of inspection activity for 1986 increased 4F
percent ovr the 1985 level.
Programshanges
The Marshals service is requesting an additional 18 posltions and $5,153,000 in 1988. of this, $4,047,0(X)
a I10 pot ons support management improveants for the Marshals Service's National Prisoner Transportation System (NPM).
In 1988 the Service expects to perform over 97,000 movements via NPTS. Considering the government's accelerated drug efforts,
that figure could easily reach 100,000 in that year. This represents almost a one-third increase above the 1986 level.
The resources requested are for essential improvements including deployment of a second large aircraft, performance of major
maintenance on existing aircraft, and introduction of efficiencies in ticketing and scheduling. Improvemnts such as these
are necessary if the service is to oontinut to mest the workload demands in this area and realize even greAtor efficiencies.
Another $1,106,000 and eight positions are required for additional responsibilities associated with the District of olumbtia
Superior Court. Relocation of U.S. Attorney and grand jury facilities to the new Judiciary Center building requires .1.1tional resources to ensure public safety and proper handling of prisoners to and from this facility and the D.C. District
and Superior oourts, and to construct a new celthlock for grand jury detainees at this site. Moreover, resourcis are
requested to relocate Marshals Service personnel and equipment from the U.S. District Courthouse into D.C. Superior Court,
thereby ombining the administrative functions of Superior Court in one building and eliminating the need for the public to
conduct business in two separate facilities.
1987 Appropriation
,Anticipated
Pe n.

organized crime drug
enforcement ...............
[ng-tange Goals
tion.

Pcs.

W

Amount

13

13

$752

1988 Iase
Per".

1988 Estimate
Pen.

Poe.

W

%AsoutPoe.

WY Amount

13

13

$912

11

13

$912

increase/Decrease
Pem.

Poo.
...

W

...

To participate in the presidentially mandated enforcement and prosecutive effort of the Task Force

Amount
...

~nora31

major Objectives:
To promote a coordinated drxj enforcement effort in each 0LTm Task Force region.
To make full use of financial investigative techniques and forfeiture actions, thereby enabling the government to size
assets and profits derived from organized crime and narcotics trafficking.
lb provide an effective liaison between the Marshals service and the OCLt.Task Forces.
Base Program Description: ibis program provides the fording for the 13 positions and rel. .ed resources assigned to
the regional headquarters cities of the (CE Task Forces. Those cities are: Boston, Massachusetts; New York, New York;
Baltimore, Marylandl Atlanta, Georgia; Detroit, Michigan; Chicajo, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri; Ikxastnn, Texasl Denver,
Colorado; San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego, California; and Miami, Florida. The focus of Marshals Service participation in the OCDE Task Force activity is on coordination of fugitive felon Investigations, witness relocation and protectiot, prisoner transportation, and asset forfeiture in support of the program.
istlishmennts
The Marshals Setviceoplays an essential role in the federal criminal justice system and continues
to support the activities of the OCIE task forces throxjh witness security, judicial security, fugitive investigations,
international extraditions, seizure and management of forfeitable assets, process :xocution, and prisoner handl i j.
N
specific workload is available, because the witnesses, prisoners and warrants are not always identified with
OWl
Task
Force aqtivity when the Marshals Service receives them. The Marshals Service is looking for ways to identify and track
OOE Task Force workload in the future.
The Marshals Service is closely associated with oCng efforts, Thirteen criminal Investigators on site'at the Tsk Force'
locations provide liaison awl coordination between the task force ancl the Marshals service. They also devote mxmhof their
time as fully participating members of OCDEinvestigative teans. Rrinj 1986 all Ii WiE coordinators attontl regional
conferences to their respective areas. A one week conference was held in New Orleans where the 13 coordinators wre
addressed by representatives from the various divisions within the Marshals Service.
Many of the cases brought to trial in 1986 were high risk, dangerous, and expensive.
These trials often involve many
defendants, thus increasing the chances for violence and disruption of the judicial process. The Marshals Service was
able to prevent any serious disruptions such as jury tearing, assaults and threats on federal prosecutors, elaborate
escape attempts or civil disruption in the courtroos. As a result of Oim cases, 27 new witnesses entered the witness,
protection program.
The National Asset Seizure and Forfeiture program of the Marshals Service is providing increased support to (91V preand post-seizure efforts. OCIE seizures--such as the seizure of the Shelhurne Glebe Farm in Lotuloun COvrty, Virginia-tend to be more publicized and complicated.
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As the moet experienced federal law enforcement agency in the field of fugitive investigations, the arshals Service h-*.
ere the Mrshals Service shares jurisdiction, ui
greatly assisted OCDE. 1his assistance is provided in fugitive matters
well as in cases where the Service would not normally have investigative jurisdiction.
Other programs of the Marshals Service that are increasingly affected by the efforts of the OUC1Task Forces are the service
of process, movement of prisoners, and the contract housing of those prisoners.
Program Changes:

No program changes are requested.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Poe.
WY Amount

Management and admini,jtration..

116

117

$7,962

1988 Base
Pern.
PUe.

W

nount

116

117

$8,772

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY PAmont
122

120

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
,
Poe.
WY Nmunt

$10,912

6

3

$2,140

Range Goal: To address thu managerial and administrative requirenents in the ,areas of planning, policy development and
direction, budgeting and administrative services necessary to support the Marshals service's diverse mission and diverse
law enforcement responsibilities.
Major Objectives:

OD

Tfo provide executive leadership and policy guidanc'e to operational and atninistrative staff in order to operate in an
efficient and cost effective wanner.
To ensure that the highest standards of integrity, loyalty, and conduct are maintained among all Marshals Service
personnel.
To disseminate information about Marshals Service activities to public officials, agencies and the public.
To provide efficient and effective personnel management.
To assess personnel and financial resource needs by program, obtain adequate resources and mane them effectively.
To maintain an effective Pljual Bmployment Opportunity program throughout the Marshals Service.
To procure and maintain equipment, and fully supx)rt district rmuirements.
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scription: The various activities of the Management aoid Mninistratin prajra reflt-ct the diverse mission
a
Pror
or tee varsnals servIce and are organized to provide effective managerial guidance and to ensure a high degtee of consistency in the application of policies and procedures. ' This streamlining of staff management functions mniniies the timi
line managers in the 94 district offices must spend on administrative matters. The activities included in this prjran
are: 1) Executive Direction and Control and 2) Administrative Services.
Through the Executive Direction and Control program area, esseotial direction and effective management of the Marshals Service
b achieve this adjective,
is provided in order to facilitate the successful accavllssent of its operational mission.
management must formulate policies which guide and assist field personnel and headquarters' divisions. Further, this program
officials of other
Congress,
the
of
to
meters
involves the oversight of such key managment operations as: 1) responding
government agencies, thp news media, and the general publicly 2) coordinating, reviewing, and making recomendations on lejal
issues and legislation which will or may have an effect on the Marshals Service's mission; 3) providing financial support
and ensuring the prompt payment of debts and the collection and deposit of funds due the government by law or court order;
4) maintaining a high level of integrity and competence anong Marshals Service personnel; 5) conducting managornt audits
to ensure that district operations are both efficient and cost-effective; and 6) constantly monitoring and improving the
Marshals service's management information systems.
The Administrative Services program area provides the staff services necessary to support the operational divisions,
thereby enabling them to accomplish their mission requirements with a high degree of safety, effectiveness, efficiency,
and economy. Specifically, this area encompasses persomel management, employee development, Equal Esployment opportunity,
and the management of other administrative functions including space, transportation, communications, property,
and procurement.
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Aciplcislments and Workload:
tables

The workload of the Managewent and Adainistration program is presented in the followirt

Item
Public information/congressional res
ponses
..........................
roIA/Privacy Act responses ..........................................
Administrative tort claims and legal proceedings
against US1S processed ............................................
Misconduct allegations investigated by headquarters .................
District and program audits/managetnsnt reviews completed ............
Preliminary background investigations conducted ....................
Limited background investigations conducted .........................
Background investigations conducted ............................
Personnel actions processed ....................................
Employment applications reviewed ....................................
EO complaints
........................ eled
d.......................
Property and procurement actions co meleted
..........................
Printing actions ....................................................
Major ellblodck and office renovations completed ....................
Major cellblock and office renovations in progress ..................
Space actions process] .............................................
ArchLtectural/Engineering reviews ...................................

Estimates

1985

1986

9,470
613

9,750
675

9,900
775

10,120
875

350

350
135
38

375
145

165

300

300

115
28

1T7

38
t0

250
15,000
20,000
16

9,220
742
21
96
110
580

20,6000

17,500
19
8,500
850
23

25,000
20,000

20
9,200
1,000

198

400
38
300
150
275
30,000

25,000
20

9,200
1,000

25

25

120

125
130

585

590

130
140
595

117

During the past year, program managers continued to impletent and expand upon a number of major initiatives signedd to
improve the Marshals Service's ability to perform its mission in a responsible and cost-effective manner.
The Office of Congressional and Public Affairs, a staff of five people, will be working with the Department and congressional
committees to enact a major legislative package designed to modernLze the statutory underpinnings of the Marshals Service.
Legislative and oversight hearings before the Judiciary Committees of the Senate and Hkuse are expected during the year
and will require continual interaction between the Marshals Service and Congress. Moreover, in preparation for the 14rshals
Service bicentennial, this office will be working closely with the media, other government organizations andi Lnterested
parties to promote a clear sense of the history and purpose of the Marshals Service, and to instill a sense of pride among
its employees. This activity will include the development and distribution of written material and direct communications
with district pefsonnel, news media representatives, and congressional offices.
During 1986, the Office of Legal Counsel provided defense for the Marshals Service In personnel matters and other cases
directly affecting the operations of the Marshals Service. Legal defense was provided in liability suits for injunctive and affirmative relief and monetary claims in the millions of dollars. In 1986, the Legal Counsel staff responded to:
675 Freedom of Information and Privacy Act requests and appeals; 185 tort claims; 30 employee claims for prcerty damage.; 80
personnel actions in administrative proceedings and arbitrations; and issued 190 legal opinions.
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In 1986, the Office of the Assistant Director for Inspections conaleted 135 criminal and administrative investigations on
the conduct of Marshals Service personnel, which result in criminal and administrative sanctions or letters of clearanae. This office also extens investigative guidance to management officials who conduct some 45 investigations involving
less serious allegations. 7he audit program will continue to operate under the resource utilization/compliance/operational
audit, which provides management with the information needed to evaluate field and program management effectiveness and
distribution of resources. A a result of these audits, savings were realized through tighter controls on overtime,
intermittent deputy hours, guard hires, government vehicles, storage of evidence and seized property, and the collection
of past-due fees, earnings and reimbursable items. It is anticipated that approximately 35 district audits and three
program audits will be completed in 1987. The Internal Inspections Program will be expanded to include conducting preliminary
background investigations as well as providing policy and control over security clearances for all Marshals Service personnel.
It is estimated that approximately 300 security clearances and 300 preliminary background investigations wilt be conducted.
The Marshals Service is assuming this responsibility from the Office of Personnel Management (OPI) as a result of backlog
at O1Fand a critical need of the Marshals Service for expeditious handling of background investigations. 1hese investigations are essential if the Marshals Service is to continue to employ the type of individual needed for the sensitive
positions within the Marshals Service.
During 1906 the Resource Analysis Division collected more than 62,000 reports of time utilization from field offices, and
significant workload indicators and time data were analyzed to produce an equitable allocation of FrP positions anong 94
field offices. The Division also produced major reports of 1985 Marshals Service activities and performed an in-depth
review of the impact of the Conpreheneive Crime Control Act on the Marshals Service. Currently the Division Is working with a
group of program analysts and field office managers to review and make recomUndations on reports management and autoration.
00

In the area of Adm.Aistrative Services, the personnel staff successfully developed and implemented four two-week basic menage.ment training seminars. These seminars are required training for all new chief and supervisory deputies. The merit promotion
program for specialists was computerized, thus substantially shortening the application procedures for these posttLons. New
recruits In 1984 achieved the highest level of academic scores at the Pederal Law Enforcement Training Center of any deputies
recruited since 1975. The Chief and Supervisory Deputy U.S. arshals Hxamination was administered to candidates in cities
nationwide. The Employee Development Division began developing an assessment oenter to supplement the current writ pronetion process. Fifty-one applicants for witness security specialist, GS-1811-12 positions underwent a modified version of
the assessment center. This assessment center consisted of an oral interview, written exercise, self assessment and fitness
assessment. The Marshals Service will Implement a full scale assessment center for Chiefs and Supervisory Deputy U.S.
Marshals In 1987.
As a result of a substantial workload increase placed upon operating offices in recent years, the Marshals Service initiate
a major recruiting drive in 1985. To accelerate the hiring process, the personnel staff trained over a dozen chief deputy
U.S. marshals in interviewing techniques, so that interviews can be conducted nationwide as the needs develop. Because of
Its size, this recruiting effort will have a noticeable and long-term effect on the Marshals Service in the years to
cme. The Office of Personnel Mngement has turned over to the Marshals Service its responsibility for maintaining the
register of eligible candidates resulting from the test for deputy U.S. marshal. Since the register contained several
thousand names, this activity imposes a significant increase on the workload of the personnel staff. In 1986, the ar,hals
Service Exam was given to 8,600 people. Aa a result, 3,750 people were placed on a roster for future consideration. Iurini
J
iJ
.
Marshals Service interviewed over 1,200 deputy U.S. Marshal applicants, which resulted in the hiring of 305
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In the area of Bqual Fmployment opportunity, the W) Advisory Qamittee, a group within the U.S. Marsiais Service, met will
the Director regularly and, as a result, crMpiled a set of affinative action objectives such as ensuring that maoviprs
within the Marshals Service receive EEO training; enhancing the representation of women in law enforcement 1xsitions, and
eliminating underrepresentation of minorities and women in the Marshals Service, by establishing methods to maintain
minority and women's representation in the Service. Also among the initiatives was the reestablishment of the oooperative education program as an additional means of recruiting qualified minorities for deputy U.S. mareIal positions.
Formal cmplaint activity remains at a level well within manageable proportions, due in part to aggressive investigative
efforts by the Service, an emphasis on resolving EM concerns before they develop into formal complaints and ongoing mranjoment training. Nineteen newly appointed supervisory personnel and twenty-three chief deputy U.S. marshals were trained in
their EM responsibilities. Forty-one collateral duty EEX)
personnel in both cCmplaints and aff imative action were given
enhancement training in their program responsibilities and personnel policies and procedures. Another 35 students
successfully completed the recently established ongoing .panlsh language training program, designed to enable Marshals
Service personnel to commuicate sore effectively with the ixblic it serves and in turn to perform the Marshals Service's
mission mxe efficiently.
Improvements were also realized in the General Services Support Program which has o erienced workload increases in the area
of transportation, space management, renovations, and materials management. Program personnel managed over 1,300 vehicles arnl
367 facilities, monitored over 117 major GSA construction projects, funded 240 minor renovation projects, completed 8,5M) procurement and accountable property transactions, filled approximately 13,000 individual requests for stock items, and handled
850 printing orders. The Marshals Service continued a program, begun in 1984, to utilize seized vehicles for official usu.
Program 2 w
The Marshals Service requests $1,540,000 for critically needed cellblock renovations and similar inp-ovoment
At time all federal prisoners, including the most dangerous ceding maximum security, are detained in one of the
Marshals Service 305 cellblocks. At least 63 of these facilities are known to nned major renovation to ensure security,
especially in light of the ever-increasing destructive measures taken by criminals. Upgrading of five substandard courtougo
cellblocks will require $1,040,000. The violent nature of the prisoners requires holding cell facilities which provide
security equal to that in penal institutions. Facility surveys demonstrate that many Marshals Service holding cells do
not meet minimum federal standards and have many safety and security violations. Critical renovations of four other prisoner handling areas, at a cost of $460,000, are also needed to provide secure prisoner/attorney interview roove allowing
voice privacy and preventing the passing of contraband. A prisoner elevator project costing $40,000 is nwed as well.

Another six positions and $600,000 are requested for enhanced maragomnt and administrative support. The resources requested provide the employee development, personnel management and acinistrativu services needed to support the Service's
growing operational responsibilities.

1987 Appropriation

Anticipated

Per.

WY

Poe.
Protection of witnesses .......

Amount

.

1988 fase'
PerM.
Poe.

WY
...

laount
$17,618

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Poe.
WY Amount
...

...

$17,618

Increa.2I l.

reasu

urm.
Pos.
...

WY

ftmPui L

...

...

*The Protection of Witnesses program was part of the Fees and Expenses of Witnemses appropriation 1987.

ong-M Goals To increase the effectiveness of the department's efforts to combat criminal activity in suLh areas a.%
organized orije, drugs or narcotics, and murder or conspiracy to commit murder, by obtaining testim)ny fro, potentially
endangered or threatened witnesses.
Major CtJectivest

To obtain which can be used to prosecure persons accused of organized crine or other serious criminal Activity.
To protect witnesses and their families when the testimony of the witnesses may jeopardize their personal security.
To compensate witnesses for subsistence costs such as housing, food, relocation, and incidental expenses -is proviu.kI by
the Witness Security Reform Act of 1984.

To provide orientation, documentation and family-oriented services, etc., to new entrants into the Witness Secrity prrxjr n,
Hase Prgram Description: The procedure for designating a person as a protected witness is set forth in 1Xparbiont of Justt(:t!
This order places within the U.S. Marshals
Service the responsibility for the security of those witnesses and their families. This program provides for their financial
maintenance including the followingi subsistence exjx'nsos: housing; medical and dental expenses travel; dr(xuentatin expensos for identity charcmpsl one-time relocation; costs for obtaining employment and other miscellaneous expxurscm. Rates aru
authorized by the Assistant Attorney General for PlfnitratLon. The U.S. Marshals Service will continue its develcimnt of
strategically located safesite facilities to house protected witnesses before and during trials, and the operation of thu
Safesite and Orientation Center.
OW Order 2110.2 'Witness Protection and Maintenance Policy and ProaeOures."

tA m)lishments and W'orkload: This program cannot report warkload aml performance in statistical form. All data reflectlinj
the activities of this program are incorporated in the Witness Security program. A recent General Accounting OMfice reN)rt
entitled 'Witness Security Programs Prosecutive Hosults and ParticilAnts Arrest Data" (GNDQ.GD-84-87) found that tpo
reviewing 220 case summaries involving the testLmony of protected witnesses, 78 percent of the defendants in those cases
were found guilty. eight-four percent of those found guilty were sent to priFon for a median sentence of 4.4 years. ltrm:
prosecutions resulted in significantly more severe sentences than thoJse received for federal felony prosecutions in general.
This activity has also provided sufficient funding to ensure the protection of witnesses willing to testify for the cvvernrent in all organized crime cases requiring such testimony.
Program Changest

No program changes are requested.

0
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United States Marshals Service
Salaries and .

eson

financial Analysis - Program Changes
(Dollars in thousands)

AD&
,ItLive
HandLing
Invest. &
Witness
Judicial
Management &
Telecmonof Federal
Security Court Orders
Security
ications
Prisoners
Administration
Tvtal
knount Poe.
mount ifoe.
Amount Poe.
Amount iPoe. AwxzntlIPos.
Amount
Poe. AMountiPos.

Item
Grades
05/G-15 .................
GS/G4-13 .................
GS-12 ....................
GS-I ....................
S-9. ...

...... . ...
.

.

1
26

$38..
686

......
...

o

GS-7................... o
05-6 ....................
OS-S.o
......... o.........o

8
1

128 ...
14

Total poe. & annual rate...
Lapse (-) ................

36
-18

866
-414

...
...

Pern. vkyrs. & co .......
Other than full time pemu..

18

452

...

...

Total wiyrs. & pers. cop..
Personnel benefits ........
Travel.......... ........
Transportation of things...
SimC.....................
Comm, util & mis chgrges..
Printing..................
Other services .............
Supplies- ..............
Equipment .................

18

Ttl wkyrs. & oblig. 1988..

1.

502

...
...

83
162
10
49
29
5

52

$ ii

... 108
..

..

...

..

...

160
-69

...

91

300
...

91

$3 0...

...
...

193
...

300

1

_91

2'

...
$76..

64

7

222 2
1
5,'
, ...
36 2

.

7

..

2

..

. ..

3,727
-1,373

4
-2

139
-60

18
-7

2,354

2

79

3,753
469
1,439
46
303
136
29

...
...
...

$75
233.

2,3S4
....

1399 ...

...
...

8424

1,141

..

i

2

8,126

8
224
-99

11

289

3

75

125

11

587
52
436
5
66
16
4

3

80
12
121
2
10
5

125

298 ...

431

2,724

5

1,155

1,341

...
...

176
-101

100
2

349
79
2,085
115 2,507
35 4
71

26

6
-3

...

415
186

...

11

5,153

5 ...

...

1,890

108

2,140

128
14

00
P,.A

5,395
-2,146
3,249

2,056

5,305
629
2,181
63
430
870
38

5,544
1,370

2
3

$52
189

...

487
-198

4...

83
13
23
...
2
684

...

$52 S1
63 11
...

1,771
125

18,201
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United States arsalls Service
Salaries and eieTp221

Base Program
Judicial Security
Fugitive Investigations
and Court Orders
Organized Crim Drug
Onforcetnt
Witness Security
Handling of Flederal
Prisoners
Protection of t4Ltnetses
Field Support and Training
ADP ard NlecL-onLeations
Management and Administration

tr
12

3
4

5

Program Increases

Judicial Security
n.knltlng of Federal Prisoners
Witness Security
Fugitive Investigations
and Court Orders
management and Administration
ADP and Telecommneations

---m
2
3
4
S
6

6
7
8
9
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United States Marshals Service
Salaries and expenses

Detail of Permanent Positions b Category
Fiscal Years 186-

1987

1986
Category

_

Attorneys (905) .................
Other Legal ard Kindred (900-988)..
Criminal Investigative Series (1811) ....
U.S. Marshals (082) .....................

Authorized
68
858

7
68

1,030

884
1,089

24

24

Other Misc. Occupations (001-099) .......
Social Sciences, con ics
and Kindred (100-199) .................

Personnel Management (200-299) ..........
General Ahadn., Clerical
and office Services (300-399) .........
Accounting and budget (500-599) .........
Engineering a Architecture
Group (800-899) .......................
(ntormation and Arts Group (1000-1099)..

AuthorLzed
Revised

3

3

29

29

415
123

430
123

2
5

1988

Prog ram
Increases

TIotal

-

...

7

...

68

79
115

963
1,204

24

...

3

4

33

15

445
123

...

2.
5

2
2

Business and Industry Group (1100-1199).

33

33

...

33

equipment, Facilities and
Services Group (1600-1699) .............
Education Group (1700-1799) .............
Supply Group (2000-209) ................
Transportation Group (2100-2199) ........

1
3
9
14

1
3
.9
14

...

...
...
"9

I
3
9
23

2,624

2,724

224

2,948

134
2,489
... I..

114
2,589
1

10
214

144
2,803

2,724

224

2,948

Total .................................
Washington ..............................
U.S. Field .............................
Foreign Field.........................
Total ..............................

.2,624

0

'it

United States Marshals Service
Salaries and expenses
Summry of Ajustments to Base
(Dollars in thougi&ET-

Perm.
Pos.

1987 as enacted ..................................
e.......................................
1987 Pay and retirement supplemental requested .........................................
1987 Program supplemental requested ....................................................
1987 appropriation anticipated .......................................................
Adjustments to base:
Transfers to and from other accounts
Transfer of PASS group from General Administration .................................
Transfer of Protection of Witnesses from "Fees & l1xpenses of Witnesses ............
Total, transfers .................................................................

2,724

Amount
...

$159,000

...

5,445
405
161,850

2,794

42
17 '511

Uncontrollable increases
One additional compensable d3y .......................................................
AnnualLution of additional 1987 positions ...........................................
AnnualizatLon of Federal employees' Retirement System Costs ..........................
AnnualizatLon of 1987 pay increase ................. I................................
Medicare costs .......................................................................
toclity based per diem .............................................................
Federal &Vloyees' Compensation Act (F A)-orkers' Compensation ................
GSA Rent.............................................................................
GSA recurring reimbursable services .................................................
Federal Telecomunications Systems (Pr9) ............................................
Telephone service ...................................................................
GPO printing costs ...................................................................
Employee data and payroll services ..................................................
General pricing level adjustment .....................................................
Subsistence rates for protected witnesses ............................................
Total, uncontrollable Increases ...................................................
Decreases
Reduction for change in hourly rate .................................................
PAkwtion in Htealth Senefiit .............................................
Total, decreases ..................................................................
1988 Base ................................................................................

Work-

14
...

...
...
...
...

315
800
8,086
1,275
11
783
360
3,146
13
213

00

5
8

...

...

118
628
107

-174
-206

2,724

2,808

197,891
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United States Marshals Service
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Adjustments to Base
(Dillars in thousands)
R)rkyears

Transfers to and from other accounts
1. Trans er of PASS group ....................................................................
This represents the transfer of the Financial and Ajministrative System Support Group
front the General Administration to the Wobrking Capital Fund. The transfer of this
group will place all of JMD financial, administrative systems support services on a
user-reinbursable basis.
2.

Transfer of Protection of Witnesses ..................................................
This represents the transfer of Protection of Witnesses from the Foos ami Expenses of
Witness Appropriation to the Salaries and Expenses of United States Marshals Appropriation.

...

...

Amount

$42

17,5it
00
0n

Total transfers............

..................................................

17,53

Uncontrollable increases:
1. One additional compensable day ..........................................................
The annual salary rate for Federal employes is based on 260 paid days. FY 1988 has one
more ocepensable day (262) than 1987 (261).
(Permanent personnel oamponsation $315,0001
260 - $274,000 plus $41,000 for benefits.)
2.

Annualization of 100 additional positions approved in 1987 ....................
Approved
1987 Increase
Annual salary rate of 100 approved position ........
Less lapse..*..........
..........
.......
Net campensation........
...........
..............
Associated employee benefits ......
......
........
Total costs subject to annualization ..................

...

$2,596,000
725,000
1,871,000
308,000
1,563,000

0...........

115

14

800

Annualization
Required
$725,000
75 000
800,006
43

Work-

years

OAinut

3.

Annualization of Federal Employee.' Retirement System Costs ..............................
This request provides for the additional costs in 1988 necessary to continue implemntation of the Pederal Dvployees' Retirement System Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335. This
act established a retirement program for Federal civilian employee, and postal workers
hired afb r Doember 31, 1983 who are covered by social security, and for employees under
the Civil Service Retirement System who choose to transfer into the new system. The
calculations were determined fro an OMBapproved formula. Additionally, $800,000 of
1987 requirement was absorbed. Total annualizaton required Is $8,086,000.

...

$1,086

4.

Annualiation of 1987 pay increase .......................................................
The request provides for the annualization of the January 4, 1987 pay increase. The
calculation of the amount required for annualization is based on 261 compenable days
in 1987 and 68 paid days (Octdber 1, 1986 through January 5, 1987) were not included
in the pay raise amount of $1,275,000. Additionally, $407,000 of the 1987 pay requirement
was absorbed. Total annualizatLon required is $1,275,000.

...

1,275

69/261 x pay raise amount for 197 ......... $868,000
1967 absorption of pay .....................
407,000
1,275,000
Total annualization...................
5.

0
...

Medicare Costs .........................................................................
Beginning January 1, 1985, the base on which earnings for medicare computations are
calculated increased from $37,800 to $39,600. Additionally, beginning January 1, 1986,
the base for computation Increased to $42,000 and the rate changed fram 1.35 to 1.45
percent.

6.

locality based per diem ................................................................
Public taw 99-234 authorized a new locality-based per diem and lifted the $75.00 ceiling
in certain geographic areas. An uncontrollable increase of $783,000 is required to
meet the expected 9.5 percent increase to total travel funds.

7.

Federal Employees' Conpensation Act (TWCA)- workers' Compensation ......................
This increase reflects the billing provided by the Department of tabor for the actual
costs in 1986 of employees' accident compensation.
The1988 amount will be $2,308,000
or $360,000 over the 197 base.

8.

GSA Rent ........................................
1........................................
In 1987 the Rent System replaces the Standard Level User charges (SEW) system. GSA
will charge rental rates that approximate those charged to commercial tenants for
equivalent apace and related services. An uncontrollable increase of $3,146,000 Is
required to meet our comment to GSA.

it

...

781

......

360

3,146

Work9.

10.

GM recurring reimbursable services .......................................................
Rsfrbursable payments are made to GSA for heating, ventilation and air conditioning
provided in excess of normal working hours and for guard service. GS has estimated
a 4.2 percent increase of $13,000 in fees for these services In 1988 over 1987
charges of $315,000.

...

$13

Federal TelecommunIcations System (FM) ...................................................
The General Services Administration has advised of a 16 percent Increase in Federal
Telecommunications System (MTS) Intercity costs for 1986. ibis increase is mainly due
to unanticipated tariff increases, savings GSAhad built into their original budget
estimate which will not materialize and FY 1985 costs which wre not billed by GSAlast
year. An Increase of $213,000 over the mended 1987 base of $2,173,000 is requested.

...

211

11. Telephone Service .........
.....................................................
On February 25, 1986, the District of Oolufmbia Public Service Omeission (PSC) issued
Its final order in the Chesapeake and Potomac telephone company (C&P) rate case. The
P9C, in its order, allowed C&Pto increase its rates by $31 million and set the. rates
for CaP's Intrastate services.
The PSCorder affects the rates the Federal Executive Agencies will pay for basic
exchange service, CElIRr services, service connections, direct Inward dialing
services and channel services. Thee changes will increase the FY 1987 cost of
operating the Justice Telecommunications Service (JTS) by an estimated $552,000.
12.

GPOPrinting Costs ........................................................................
VTh Government Printing Office (GPO)is currently projecting a I to 4 percent increase
over the 1967 printing coot of $233,347. An additional $8,000 will be required In
1988.

13.

Dployee data and payroll services ........................................................
Centralized employee data and payroll services are provided to all Departmental organizations except the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Charges for these services, which
include information system maintenance and payroll accounting, are based on the number
of records maintained. The rate of $145.64 per record in FY 1986 will be raised to
$155.76 per record for ff 1988. The change is based on anticipated uncontrollable cost
increases of 6.9 percent for the operation of the Justice employee Data Service.

1t8

Vk'rkyears

AMxit

An addittonal increase of $87#000 has been included to irqtove the llsaan
Resources
Management Information System (HFI4I). This improvement will enhance the productivity
of all Department components as well as the support units f &N.nunting, Wiugeting and
procurement. This retooling of stqport systems will allr the Ixpartment to operate
an efficient, effective and businesslike adLinistrative ration.
14.

General pricing level adjustment ................................................
This request applies (MN pricing guidance as of Docembr 1486 to selected expense
categories. The Incresaod costs Identified result frm api)lying a factor of 3.5 percent
against these subobject classes whore the prices that the Government rays are established
through the market system instead of by law or regulation. Generally, the factor Is
applied to supplies, materials, equipment, contracts with the private sector, transportatton costs and utilities. Excluded from the ohputation are categories of expenso
where inflation has already been built into the 1987 estimates.

15.

Subsistence rates for protected witnes..............
.............
This increase Involves the adjustment of subsistence rates for protected witnesses in
t
Wltnmssm
Security p",
rrm. An a.,iitnrnal ilfl ,O
4wer he L907 transfer of
617,511,000 will be required In 1988.
Total uncontrollable increases .......................................................

107

14

00
00

15,Bf.8

Decreases (Automatic non-policy) :
1.

reduction for change in hourly rate ......................................................
Public Law 99-272, the Connlidated Omnihtes Wiget Pleconciliation Act of 1985 required
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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. Dwymi. The committee is pleased to welcome back the director of the Marshals Service, Mr. Stanley E. Morris.
Mr. Morris, you may proceed with your statement at your own
pace.
Mr. MORIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a full statement
which I would request the committee submit for the record. I
would like simply to highlight the key points of that for the committee's edification.
I am pleased to appear before you again in support of the 1988
appropriations request for the United States Marshals Service.
First I would like to thank the committee for its prompt and favorable action on our 1987 supplemental request which, quite honestly, is desperately needed in order to keep pace with the many requirements being placed upon the Marshals Service.
In the next few years we will be challenged as never before.
Recent anti-drg initiatives, combined with the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act, the anticipated sentencing changes, and similar
mandates are reshaping the administration of Federal justice. The
resulting strains placed on the criminal justice system are enormous. The pressures on the system continue to grow.
Because of our overall responsibilities to the judicial process, we
at the Marshals Service are directly affected by this activity. The
increased demands for improved court security, efficient prisoner
handling, and safe witness protection require our full attention.
Proper attention also must be must be given to apprehending fugitives and the timely extradition of international criminals. And, we
must deny criminals the fruits of their ill-gotten gains. This requires proper management of seized assets and the realization of
maximum profits once the goods and property are sold.
The request before you, as you mentioned in your opening remarks, provides the resources essential to meet these responsibilities. For 1988, we are asking for 2,948 positions and $216.1 million
for the Marshals Service appropriation, a net increase of 224 positions and $51.2 million above the 1987 appropriation anticipated.
However, only about one-third of this amount, $18.2 million represents actual program increases. Uncontrollables, and a transfer
between appropriations comprise the other two-thirds of the increase. Every addition results from factors over which we in the
Marshals Service continue to have little, if any, control.
Let me highlight the major programs and resource requirements
described in our 1988 budget:
JUDICIAL SECURITY

Maintaining the safety and integrity of the judicial process is the
Marshals Service's highest priority. As the Government continues
to move against dru traffickers and major criminals, the types of
cases tried become increasingly dangerous and increasingly complex.
Los Macheteros, a Puerto Rican terrorist independence group, is
accused of using anti-tank weapons to attack the U.S. Feeral
building in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico- fiing at a U.S. Navy bus, killing military personnel in Sebana Seca, Puerto Rico; and destroying
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military aircraft. Currently, 16 of its members await trial in Connecticut for a $7 million Wells Fargo robbery.
The United Freedom Front has allegedly conspired to overthrow
the Government by force. Raymond Levasseur, Thomas Manning,
and seven other members of this group await trial in Boston for
numerous bombings, bank robberies, and murders. Last year, Levasseur and Manning were convicted in New York of similar
charges.
Carlos Lehder-Rivas, a major figure in Colombia's Medellin drug
cartel, is considered responsible for distributing over 80 percent of
the world's cocaine-80 percent of the world's cocaine. LehderRivas is believed to have murdered a number of high-ranking Government and judicial officials in Colombia, and is principally responsible for the attack on the Supreme Court in Bogota a little
over a year ago. Threats have been made against United States judicial officials as well. We cannot afford to let him or his associates
make good on any of those promises.
These trials and others present us with security requirements
unheard-of just a few years ago. It is estimated that these three
proceedings alone will run a combined total of nearly a year, involve over 100 deputy U.S. marshals, and cost over $2.5 mil ion.
COURT SECURITY OFCERS

Security problems arise not only before and during trials, some
of the more serious actions take place well after proceedings have
concluded. For example, in August of last year, a pipe bomb addressed to Federal Judge Paul Benson was sent to the Federal
courthouse in Fargo, North Dakota. Judge Benson was not participating in any high-proffle trial at the time, although he had handied a number of major trials in the past. One of the Court Security Officers recognized something suspicious in the materials that
were being brought in by the law clerk, ran the package through
the magnetometer recently put in place there in Fargo, and found
the pipe bomb, the wires, and the like. Through his quick action,
tragedy and perhaps loss of human life was avoided.
The CS)s, the Court Security Officers, around the country,
funded out of the judiciary appropriation, and managed by the
United States Marshals Service, have done an outstanding job in
providing perimeter security for the Federal courts.
I would like to point out that that is not the first pipe bomb that
we have grabbed and seized this year. Just a few months ago in
Philadelphia we seized a pipe bomb on its way into the courthouse.
For 1987, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has 1,114
court security officers authorized nationwide. They are requesting
another 240 CSOepositions in 1988 for this vital function. I would
point out that this is a level about the same size as the Capitol Hill
police, and yet the CSO have responsibility for perimeter security
or over 250 courthouses around the United States. I would make a
pitch on behalf of the Marshals Service in support of the judiciary's
request in that regard.
In another instance, Chief Judge Charles Brieant of New York's
southern district was sent a box of poisoned valentine candy the
day before Valentine's Day allegedly by a person convicted and
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sentenced by, Judge Brieant six years ago of manufacturing LSD.
Regretfully, his wife consumed some of the Godiva chocolates, and
when he came home, he found her in a comatose state. She was in
intensive care for a while, and fortunately, she survived. With the
quick assistance of the FBI, arrests in that case were made.
When placed in the context of more dangerous and longer court
proceedings, a growing number of threats and violence-plus added
responsibilities for the Tax Court and the Court of International
Trade, added recently in new legislation enacted by the Congressthe Marshals Service judicial security needs are critical, For 1988,
we request an additional 160 positions and $8,126,000 for enhanced
judicial security, including 42 positions and $2,268,000 to meet new
security requirements directly resulting from the government's accelerated efforts to capture major drug dealers and bring them to
trial.
I would like, at the close of this hearing, to discuss some of these
issues in a little more detail in a closed part of the session.
WITNESS SECURITY AND PROTECTION

In yesterday's New York Times, a major story on the front page
concentrated on the fact that today's Mafia is divided and under
seige. The reality is, as is pointed out in that article, and as confirmed by Director Webster of the FBI and Rudy Guiliani of the
U.S. Attorney's office, none of those cases that have basically divided and put the Mafia under seige would have been possible without
the effectiveness of the witness protection program. My people who
work in that difficult area don't always receive the credit, I believe,
that they deserve, but clearly, those who know, understand how
critical that program is to the success of this Administration's efforts against organized crime.
I We are requesting an additional 36 positions and $1,141,000 for
witness security in 1988 to continue to meet the complex and costly
needs of protected witnesses and to operate the new safe-site and
assessment center in the suburban Washington, D.C., area. If the
Government is to continue to rely on the valued testimony of these
witnesses, then it must be willing to provide the safe atmosphere,
maximum security, and quite honestly, the humane services necessary to protect these people both before and after testimony, and
give them a fair opportunity to start new lives in new locations
under newly assumed names.
Also, we are once again requesting that the Protection of Witnesses Program be transferred from the Fees and Expenses for
Witnesses appropriation to the Marshals Service appropriation.
Protection of Witnesses comprises a small portion of the Fees and
Expenses of Witnesses and is distinctly different from the rest of
the activity funded under that appropriation.
HANDLING OF FEDERAL PRISONERS

The demands placed on the Marshals Service for timely and efficient prisoner production continue to grow. We expect to conduct
180,000 prisoner movements in 1988, most 100,000 of which will
be via our National Prisoner Transportation System. This represents a one-third increase in NPTS moves in just two years.
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Considering the safety afforded the public, our personnel, and
the prisoners themselves, as well as comparative costs, the National Prisoner Transportation System, we believe, is the best way to
move prisoners long distances and produce them within court-ordered deadlines. The cost of an average Marshals Service airlift is
$112 per prisoner, more than six times less expensive than commercial air trips.
This system allows us to realize safety and economies of scale not
obtainable on commercial air flights. On our NPTS flights we can
transport 90 prisoners with seven deputies, on a commercial trip a
single prisoner requires two deputies.
I would point out, too, that the Department, on several occasions,
has used the initiative that we have undertaken in this area as one
of its top productivity improvement initiatives.
As more and more mayor drug and organized crime figures are
apprehended, greater reliance is going to be placed on the NPTS
for secure and prompt prisoner movement. For 1988, the Marshals
Service requests an additional 10 positions and $4,047,000 for enhancements in our prisoner transportation program.
FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS

The Marshals Service places special emphasis on the investigation and apprehension of those fugitives with histories of violence,
organized crime, and narcotics activities. Last year, we cleared
nearly 56,000 fugitive warrants and arrested over 14,000 felons,
more than 20 percent of whom were wanted for drug-related offenses.
Finally, as the fugitive problem assumes international proportions, our extradition responsibilities grow increasingly important.
By 1988, we expect to conduct 250 international extraditions,
almost twice the level of 1986. The people we extradite are among
the most dangerous in the world, and include Latin American drug
dealers such as Jose Antonio Cabrera Sarmiento and Severo Escobar.
Requisite security, travel precautions, and coordination with
other Federal agencies and foreign governments make this activity
both dangerous and costly. We are requesting another $300,000 in
1988 to ensure adequate resources are available to meet both the
additional extraditions and the rising costs of security precautions
required for this function.
COURT ORDERS

Marshals Service responsibility for executing court orders remains essentially constant through 1988 and is projected to serve
300,000 pieces of process annually, about two-thirds in person. Over
200,000 pieces are served on behalf of other government agencies;
much of it relating to the debt collection area. The remaining 30
percent is served on behalf of paupers and in response to specific
court orders.
MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT SERVICES

As our operational responsibilities increase, it becomes vitally
important that proper management and support services be provid-
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ed, to augment this activity. In the past few years, we have done
much to improve the quality of the administrative service and systoms available to support our program mission.
For example, the law enforcement training provided by our Marshals Service Training Academy ranks among the best in the
world. We are also becoming a leader in survival and anti-terrorist
training in our special Operations Group Training Center in Louisiana.
Last year we successfully implemented a wide range of administrative improvements including enhancing recruitment and application techniques, establishing requirements for Equal Employment Opportunity training, and handling increased demands for
transportation, space and materials management.
However, administrative support has not kept pace with operational demand. Program increases generated from the Comprehensive Crime Control Act and the most recent anti-drug initiatives have outstripped our ability in many cases to support them.
To begin to add= this situation, in 1988 we are requesting 10
positions and $3,481,000 for badly needed management improvements. This includes four positions and $1,341,000 for automatic
data processing enhancements for threat analysis, prisoner transportation, and district automation.
I would point out here that in past years this committee and the
Congress have supported our ADP requests, but often we can't
spend the money that the Congress gives us because the uncontrollable parts of our budget have eaten that away.
I would also point out that what we are talking about here in
terms of ADP support is not big, huge computers that you hear
from many otner organizations. We are talking here, quite honestly, about, in many cases, IBM personal computer type machines in
our local offices so that we can count the number of prisoners and
locate where they are and keep accounts of our records. These are
computers much like many families have at home, but which we
have not had the resources really to provide in many of our field
offices. One of the challenges we have in this agency is that we
man some 350 different offices in parallel with the Federal courts,
and that makes ADP system needs, I think, even more acute than
they are for some other agencies.
Also, another six positions and $600,000 are requested for enhanced management and administrative support.
Finally, $1,540,000 is needed for cellblock and prisoner handling
area renovations. In many cases, in the vast majority of the cities
around the United States, we have the only Federal cell to hold
risoners pending trial and the like. In many cases, those cells
have deteriorated and in many cases were not built to deal with
the nature of the current Federally indicted individual who is
coming into the Federal criminal justice system. Upwards of 20
percent of our cellblocks are in urgent need of renovations and this
will provide funding for five of our most critical projects.
SUPPORT OF U.S. PRISONERS

Let me turn fmally to the Support of the U.S. Prisoners appropriation. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act initiatives, par-
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ticularly the Bail Reform provisions, have swollen our prisoner
population to thepoint where we now house nearly 8,000 prisoners
a day, 30 percent more than we did just two years ago. Two-thirds
of these prisoners are in local jails, the average daily rates for
which have nearly tripled in the last decade. By 1988, we expect to
use 1.7 million contract jail days, 20 percent more than in 1986.
The drain on our resources, both personnel and funding, are
enormous. To meet our immediate needs for prisoner support, we
are requesting $76,914,000 in 1988 for care of U.S. prisoners,
$7,284,000 above the 1987 appropriation anticipated. This increase
is necessary to meet the over 108,000 day increase in contract jail
days
almost
increase
in the
Pail out
daythat
rate when
anticipated
for
next and
year,the
from
$37 $2
to $89.
I would
point
that rate
goes up one dollar, it adds about $1.5 million to the Support of Prisoners account.
I would also point out that part of the reason for this problem
that we in the Federal Government are facing is our heavy reliance on State and local facilities. Iose State and local facilities
are now crowded well beyond their capacity-in many cases because of all of the initiatives being made at the State and local
level-and we are the first ones who get moved out when available
jail space disappears.
Another $5 million is requested for the Cooperative Agreement
Program for two major projects to provide an additional 250 guaranteed spaces for up to 15 years.
SEIZED ASSETS PROGRAM

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act that I mentioned earlier
also expanded the basic authority to seize assets from drug traffickers. The U.S. Marshals Service's primary job h re, is the management and disposal of these assets in a businesslike manner.
Real property, which accounts for 40 percent of the property
seized, presents the Service with its greatest challenge in the management of assets. We have made significant accomplishments in
this area, and we continue to learn.
Our recent success stories, however, are encouraging. The Shelburne Glebe estate in Loudoun County, Virginia, just down the
road, worth an estimated $2 million, was targeted in a major drug
investigation by the mid-Atlantic Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force. This historically significant property was seized,
managed, and eventually sold by the Marshals Service for more
than $4 million, twice its appraised value.
In late 1986, the Marshals Service also moved to get out of the
foundry business. Since its seizure in November of 1985, we -oversaw the continued operation just outside of Milwaukee of the Accurate Brass and Aluminum Foundry, Inc. We kept it running, we
met the payroll and we actually turned a profit. Now that the
owner has been convicted, we hope soon to close the sale of the
foundry and expect a net return or a million dollars. Before the legislation was passed and before this fund was created, what would
have happened in that seizure was that we would have gone in, we
would have padlocked the doors, and we would have closed the
business down. What we would have sold would not have been an
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operating business. What we would have sold was some machinery
and a warehouse. I think what we did was a significant improvement, we managed it to the ultimate benefit of the taxpayer.
In January, we left the flower business when the business known
as "Pardon My Garden", on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, was sold for
nearly $600,000. The business was operated under the control of
the Marshals Service since it was seized in September 1985. I
would like to point out that during the time of Carolyn Kennedy's
wedding we were doing so well that she bought half of her flowers
from Pardon My Garden. [Laughter.]
Other recent sales of Florida properties in Fort Lauderdale,
Miami, St. Augustine, Palm City, and Key West yielded over $7
million.
Seized cash sounds like an easy job, but we found it to be one of
the most difficult challenges we faced because it accounts for 87
percent of all the property seized, and represents an area of concern. As a result of our efforts at improving the handling of seized
and forfeited cash, we saved the United States an estimated $8 million through effective cash management.
What had been going on in the past was that various offices
would either keepthe money in a safe or they would look around
and find a local CD that they thought was a good place to invest it.
Instead, we have created a special account at the Treasury. We
have over $73 million in that account to date, and by putting the
funds directly into the Treasury it serves as an offset against borrowing needs, so we get basically whatever the Treasury bill rate
is. And, of course, it has the total protection of the United States
behind it. Next year we think we may be able to double the
amount of savings through that effective cash management technique.
Another important aspect of this unique program is the ability to
share benefits with assisting law enforcement agencies. In 1986, we
disbursed a little over $17 million to assist State and local law enforcement agencies through this equitable sharing program, and we
estimate sharing disbursements in 1987 to exceed $28 million.
As of December 1986, we had nearly 6,000 properties on hand
worth $423 million, including $149 million in seized cash. By 1988,
we expect the total value of seized assets to be in excess of $600
million. In both 1987 and 1988, thtal income to the fund is estimated to be $140 million. We returned, at the end of the last fiscal
year, a net $51 million to the Treasury.
I am proud of the critical role the U.S. Marshals Service plays in
the dispensation of justice in America. Almost exactly 198 years
ago, legislation was being debated in this body to create a Federal
court system and establish a marshal to serve it and to carry out
its orders. There is no more fundamental role in a free society, and
I assure you, Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, we
will carry out that historic obligation.
This concludes my prepared statement. I would be happy to
answer any questions you and other members of the committee
may have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Morris and the biography of Mr.
Hayes follow:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE
STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR
STANLEY E. MORRIS
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, STATE,
THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommitteet
I am pleased to appear before you today in support of
the 1988 appropriation request for the United States Marshals
Service.

As you know, the Marshals Service is involved in

every facet of the judicial process.

Our responsibilities for

safeguarding the judiciary and endangered witnesses, executing
warrants and court orders, managing seized assets and handling
unsentenced prisoners are central to maintaining the timely and
orderly administration of justice.
In the next few years, we will be challenged as never
before.

Recent anti-drug initiatives, combined with the Compre-

hensive Crime Control Act and similar mandates have reshaped
the administration of justice.

The resulting strains placed on

the criminal justice system are enormous.

Court calendars are

now jammed with high-profile trials--taxing both federal judges
and U.S. Attorneys--while jails are overcrowded with more prisoners awaiting trial.

And, as efforts to investigate and capture

major drug and organized crime figures accelerate, pressure on
the system continues to grow.
Because of our overall responsibilities to the judicial
process, we at the Marshals Service are directly affected by
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this activity.

When a person is put in our custody, he has

already entered the system; we have no choice but to provide
To do otherwise promotes inefficiencies in the system

service.

or, far worse, jeopardizes the safety of all involved.

The

increased demands for improved court security, efficient prisoner handling and safe witness protection require our full
attention.
To be successful in the war against drugs and organized
crime, proper attention also must be given to apprehending fugitives and the timely extradition of international criminals.
And, we must deny criminals the fruits of their ill-gotten
gains.

This requires proper managing of seized assets and

realizing maximum profits once the goods and property are sold.
If we are to meet these challenges, we must continue the
efforts to upgrade the professionalism of our personnel.

We can

no longer rely on part-time staff and guard services to get the
job done.

Protection of the judicial process and continued

response to a growing number of emergency situations requires
nothing less than well-trained, full-time law enforcement professionals.
The request before you provides the resources essential to
meet these responsibilities.

For 1988, we are asking for 2,948

positions and $216.1 million for the Marshals Service appropriation, a net increase of 224 positions and $51.2 million above
the 1987 appropriation anticipated.

however, only &bout one-

third of this amount, $18.2 million, represents actual program
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increases.

Every addition results from factors over which we

continue to have little, if any, control.
Let me provide you with an overview of the major programs
and resource requirements described in our 1988 budget.
Judicial Security
Maintaining the safety and integrity of the judicial process is the Marshals Service's highest priority.

As the

government continues to move against drug traffickers and major
criminals, the types of cases tried become increasingly dangerous and complex.

In the upcoming months, the Marshals Service

will provide security at a number of high-profile proceedings.
Three pending trials demonstrate this point.
Los Macheteros, a Puerto Rican Terrorist/Independence
group, are accused of using anti-tank weapons to attack the U.S.
Federal building in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico;

firing at a U.S. Navy

bus and killing military personnel in Sebana Seca, Puerto Rico;
and destroying military aircraft.

Currently, 16 of its members

await trial in Connecticut for a $7 million Wells Fargo robbery.
The United Freedom Front has allegedly conspired to overthrow the government by force.

Raymond Levasseur and seven other

members of this group await trial in Massachusetts for numerous
bombings, bank robberies and murder.

Last year, Levasseur and

Thomas Manning were convicted in New York of similar charges.

Carlos Lehder-Rivas is a major figure in Colombia's
Medellin drug cartel, considered responsible for distributing
over 80 percent of the world's cocaine.
-
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Lehder-Rivas is believed
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to have murdered a number of high-ranking government and judicial officials in Colombia, and has threatened to murder federal
judges if ever brought to trial in the United States.
afford to let him make good on that promise.

We cannot

In anticipation of

his upcoming trial, we are providing the most intense security
ever given as a result of one criminal.
These trials and others present us with security requirements unheard-of just a few years ago.

It is estimated these

three proceedings alone will run a combined total of nearly a
year, involve over 100 deputy marshals and cost about $2.5
million.

This is on top of the nearly $1 million spent on

earlier Macheteros arraignment and suppression hearings, and
the nearly four hundred thousand dollars being spent on the
trial of Gaetano Baialamenti and others involved in the "Pizza
Connection"--which used pizza parlors as fronts for heroin distribution in major U.S. metropolitan areas--and the trial of
New York crime boss John Gotti.

Simply put, providing security

at such proceedings is very expensive.

However, anything less

than full security only invites these groups to employ their
terrorist tactics inside the courtroom.
These examples are symptomatic of a larger trend.

Overall,

time spent on criminal proceedings is expected to rise over 20
percent from 1986 to 1988.
Security provided during in-court proceedings is only part
of the story, however.

Protecting the 1,800 federal judges

and magistrates and the 500 federal court facilities is not a
9 to 5 job; it requires constant attention.
- 4 -
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In 1988, it is
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expected that 275 threats will be made against members of the
judiciary--one-third more than were made in 1986--and that at
least 75 protective service details will be required.
Threats not only occur before and during trials, some of
the more serious actions take place well after proceedings have
concluded.

For example, last August a letter bomb addressed

to Federal Judge Paul Benson was sent to the Federal Courthouse
in Fargo, North Dakota.

Judge Benson was not participating in

any high-profile trial at the time, but had been involved in
the previous trial of the neo-Nazi group, the Order.

One of

our Court Security Officers (CSO) recognized something suspicious
and took immediate steps to isolate the package and protect the
Only through the quick action of the CSO was tragedy

Judge.
averted.

The CSOs have done an outstanding job in providing perimeter security for federal courts.

Not only do they keep danger-

ous elements from entering the courtroom, they allow us to focus
our efforts on safeguarding judges and witnesses and maintaining
the order of courtroom proceedings.

We could not do our job

without the assistance from the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, AOUSC.
For 1987, the AOUSC is authorized 1,114 CSO positions nationwide.

They are requesting another 240 CSO positions in 1988 for

this vital function.

By comparison, there are 1,227 Capitol Hill

Police currently authorized.
In another instance, Judge Charles Brieant in New York was
sent a box of poisoned valentine candy early last month from a
-5-
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person convicted six years ago of manufacturing LSD.

And, a

deranged mental patient was recently captured outside the
courtroom of Senior Judge Ted Milburn of the sixth U.S. Circuit
in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

The individual had vowed to kill

both the President and the Judge.
When placed in the context of more dangerous and longer
court proceedings, a growing number of threats and violence-plus.added responsibilities such as the Tax Court and the Court
of International Trade--Marshals Service judicial security needs
become critical.

For 1988, we request an additional 160 posi-

tions and $8,126,000 for enhanced judicial security, including
42 positions and $2,263,000 to meet new security requirements
directly resulting from the government's accelerated efforts to
capture major drug dealers and bring them to trial.
The amounts requested for judicial security represent both
the increased workload in the area and the true cost of conducting these operations.

If we are to fully staff high

security trials, protective details and the like, we must use
out-of-district deputies.

Not only does this help maintain

ongoing district activity, it would be impossible to conduct
proceedings for the Macheteros or Lehder-Rivas in the venues
selected without outside help.

No district can afford to assign

30 deputies--even if they had that many--for up to six months
and hope to keep operating.
districts.

They must receive support from other

The request reflects this reality.
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Witness Security and Protection
To obtain convictions against major drug dealers and
organized crime members requires testimony from people with the
courage to testify against these elements.

Since its inception,

the Marshals Service's Witness Security program has been the
government's most effective way to obtain such testimony and
safeguard both witnesses and their families.

In trials where

protected witnesses testify, four out of five result in corvictions.
The recent murder of drug informant Barry Seals demonstrates the measures criminal elements will take to prevent such
testimony.

Seals, who testified against the Medellin cartel,

refused our offer of protection, and was murdered last year in
New Orleans.

Had Seals accepted our protection he would still

be alive, and available to testify.
By 1988, it is expected that over 5,900 protected witnesses will be in the program, a 14 percent increase above the
1986 level.

They will be counted on to provide crucial testi-

mony at a number of major trials, including the aforementioned
MacheterQs, United Freedom Front and Lehder-Rivas proceedings.
We are requesting an additional 36 positions and $1,141,000
for witness security In 1988 to continue to meet the complex
and costly needs of protected witnesses and to operate the new
assessment center and safesite in the Washington, D.C. area.
If the government is to continue to rely on the valued testimony of these witnesses, it must be willing to provide the safe
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atmosphere, maximum security and humane services necessary to
protect these people both before and after testimony.
Also, we are once again requesting that the Protection of
Witnesses program be transferred from the Fees and Expenses of
Witnesses appropriation to the Marshals Service appropriation.
Protection of witnesses comprises a small portion of the Fees
and Expenses of Witnesses and is distinctly different from the
rest of the activity funded by that appropriation.

About two-

thirds bf the expenses charged to Fees and Expenses are handled
by U.S. Attorneys and involve obtaining fact and expert testimony in non-threatening situations.

The remaining one-third of

the funds are used by the Marshals Service to ensure endangered
witnesses are protected and remain available to testify in major
criminal cases.

Witness protection costs such as subsistence

and travel for witness/family visits, and safesite construction,
are directly related to the Marshals Service's Witness Security
Program.
Placing this program in the Marshals Service appropriation
corrects the historical anamoly of having two separate funds
provide for like functions, and improves overall program management by having all activities associated with the safeguarding
of endangered witnesses handled in a single appropriation.
makes sense, both programatically and administratively, to
include the Protection of Witnesses program in the Marshals
Service appropriation.

- 8 -
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Handling of Federal Prisoners
The demands placed on the Marshals Service for timely and
efficient prisoner production continue to grow.

We now receive

and process over 90,000 prisoners annually, with each prisoner
being produced for court or similar proceedings an average of
three or four times.
We also expect to conduct 180,000 prisoner movements in
1988, almost 100,000 of which will be via the National Prisoner
Transportation System, NPTS.

This represents a one-third

increase in NPTS moves in just two years.
Considering the safety afforded the public, our personnel
and the prisoners themselves, as well as comparative costs, NPTS
is the best way to move prisoners long distances and produce
them within court-ordered deadlines.

The cost of an average

Marshals Service airlift is $112 per prisoner, more than six
times less expensive than commercial air trips.
NPTS allows us to realize safety and economies of scale :aot
obtainable on commercial airflights.

On NPTS flights we can

transport 90 prisoners with seven deputies; on a commercial
trip a single prisoner requires two deputies.
As more and more major drug and organized crime figures are
apprehended, greater reliance must be placed on NPTS for secure
and prompt prisoner movement.

To ensure continued efficiencies

in ticketing and scheduling, to perform aircraft maintenance and
training, and to deploy a second large aircraft to meet the growing transportation needs, for 1988 the Marshals Service requests
an additional 10 positions and $4,047,000.
-9-
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In addition, the relocation of the District of Columbia
U.S. Attorney and grand jury facilities and service needed in
support of the District of Columbia Superior Court present us
with unique requirements.

Another eight positions and $1,106,000

are requested to ensure proper handling of prisoners to and from
Judiciary Center and D.C. District and Superior Courts; to construct a cellblock for grand jury detainees at the Judiciary
Center; and to relocate Marshals Service personnel and equipment
from the District Courthouse to D.C. Superior Court.
Fugitive Investigations
The Marshals Service places special emphasis on the investigation and apprehension of those fugitives with histories
of violence, organized crime and narcotics activity.

Last year,

the Service cleared nearly 56,000 warrants and arrested over
14,000 felons, more than 20 percent of whom were wanted for
drug-related offenses.

These arrests were made as a result of

our own criminal investigations and on behalf of federal agencies
lacking arrest power.
The Fugitive Investigative Strike Team concept, FIST, once
again produced significant results.

The 1986 FIST operation in

the southwest United States and Mexico captured over 3,500 fugitive felons at a cost of only $495 per arrest.

And mini-FIST

operations in various cities yielded another 5,000 felons.

Since

this program began, almost 20,000 felons have been apprehended.
By any measure, programmatic or economic, FIST is the safest,
most cost-effective method yet devised to apprehend large numbers
of fugitives.

-
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Furthermore, our 015 Most Wanted" program is one of the
most visible ways to maintain public awareness of the most
dangerous fugitives and concentrate our investigative resources.
In 1906, 10 individuals on the top 15 were apprehended, including
bankrobbers/kidnappers William Dougherty and Terry Connor, and
Eugene Gesuale, a member of the Genovese crime family responsible for operating a multi-million dollar narcotics operation.
Since the Top 15 program began in 1983, 44 felons on this list
have been apprehended.
Finally, as the fugitive problem assumes international
proportions, our extradition responsibilities grow increasingly
important.

By 1988, we expect to conduct 250 international ex-

traditions, almost twice the 1986 total.

The people we extradite

are among the most dangerous in the world, and include Latin
American drug dealers such as Jose Antonio Cabrera-Sarmiento ani
Severo Escobar.
Requisite security, travel precautions and coordination
with other federal agencies and foreign governments make this
activity both dangerous and costly.

We are requesting another

$300,000 in 1988 to ensure adequate resources are available to
meet both the additional extraditions and the rising costs and
security precautions required for this function.

For the War

on Drugs to be successful, people like Sarmiento and Escobar
must be extradited promptly and safely.
Court Orders
Marshals Service responsibility for executing court orders
remains constant.

Through 1988, we project to serve 300,000
-
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pieces of process annually, about two-thirds in person.

Over

200,000 pieces are served on behalf of other government agencies
much of it relates to debt collection matters.

The remaining 30

percent is served on behalf of paupers and in response to court
orders.
Section 39 of Public Law 99-646 allows the Marshals Service
to collect fees related to the service of non-pauperous civil
process, admiralty seizures and similar functions and to credit
these fees to our Salaries and Expenses appropriation to offset
costs incurred in providing these services.

The Department's

current legislative proposal seeks to expand this authority by
allowing us to charge fees covering the full cost of serving
private process.
Presently, we collect $3 for every piece of private process.
However, the true cost is $18-$20, the difference being subsidized by the Nation's taxpayers through the Marshals Service
appropriation.

We propose charging the full cost for such

process and using the proceeds to offset our expenses for providing this service.

This is one way we can continue to meet

demand while not overburdening our appropriation.
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
The Marshals Service also plays an important role in
support of Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces initiatives.

In addition to providing witness protection, prisoner

transportation and court security, Marshals Service personnel
actively participate in drug, financial and other Task Force
- 12 -
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investigations.

Our commitment to Task Force efforts is

reflected throughout our program areas, and will continue to
grow as the government's efforts in this area intensify.
Management and Support Services
As our operational responsibilities increase, it becomes
vitally important that proper management and support services
be provided to augment this activity.

In the past few years,

we have done much to improve the quality of the administrative
service and systems available to support our program mission.
For example, the law enforcement training provided at the
Marshals Service Training Academy ranks among the best in the
world.

Overall, nearly 2,000 Marshals Service and other law

enforcement personnel were trained at the Academy last year,
including over 400 candidates who successfully completed basic
deputy training.
We are also becoming a recognized leader in survival and
anti-terrorist training at our Special Operations Group Training
Center in Camp Beauregard, Louisiana.

At the request of the

Department of State, we have trained groups such as the Federal
Judicial Police of Mexico, the Costa Rican Rural Guard, and
similar organizations on a reimbursable basis.

This training

not only produces tangible benefits for foreign law enforcement,
it improves cooperation and goodwill.
Last year we successfully implemented a wide range of administrative improvements including enhancing recruitment and
application techniques, establishing requirements for EEO
- 13 -
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training, and handling increased demands for transportation,
space and materials management.

Progress was also made in

improving ADP and information systems for warrants, prisoner
management, witness security and accounting.
However, administrative support has not kept pace with
operational demand.

Program increases generated from the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act and the most recent anti-drug
initiatives have outstripped our ability to support them.

In

a law enforcement agency that must respond to operational
demands, management improvements, equipment purchases and the
like must necessarily come after the provision of emergency
services.

But, we have been unable to keep pace with program

needs to the point that our internal control reviews demonstrate
deficiencies exist in areas such as AOP, information systems and
building security.
To begin to redress this situation, in 1988 we are requesting 10 positions and $3,481,000 for badly needed management improvements.

This includes four positions and $1,341,000

for ADP enhancements for threat analysis, prisoner transportation and district automation.

Right now, less than one-third

of the districts are fully automated.

Full automation is

necessary if we are to address the ever-increasing demands for
more and better information in response to program needs.
Another six positions and $600,000 are requested for
enhanced management and administrative support.

This includes

the employee development, personnel and administrative services
necessary to support the Service's growing operational mission.
-
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Finally, $1,540,000 is needed for cellblock and prisoner handling
area renovations.

Upwards of 20 percent of our cellblocks are

in urgent need of renovation.

This will provide funding for five

of the most critical projects.
Support of U.S. Prisoners
Comprehensive Crime Control Act initiatives such as Bail
Reform have swollen our prisoner population to the point where
we now house nearly Q,000 prisoners a day, 30 percent more than
we did two years ago.

Two-thirds of these prisoners are in

contract facilities, the average daily rates for which have
almost tripled in the last decade.

By 1988, we expect to use

1.7 million contract jail days, 20 percent more than in 1986.
Given these circumstances, it is not surprising we needed
two supplementals in 1986 and have another pending in 1987 to
meet our prisoner needs.

However, stati-tics alone do not

adequately portray the problem.

They don't fully show how a

court order In Puerto Rico results in housing up to 100 prisoners as far away as Miami and New York; how prisoners are sent
300 miles from Oregon to Boise, Idaho, for lack of closer jail
space, or the results of sending prisoners from Rhode Island
and Massachusetts to New Hampshire and elsewhere because of
overcrowding.

The drain on our resources, both personnel and

funding, are enormous.

To meet our immediate needs for prisoner

support, we are requesting $71,914,000 in 1988 for care of U.S.
prisoners, $7,284,000 above the 1987 appropriation anticipated.
This increase is necessary to meet the over 108,000 day increase
- 15 -
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in contract jail days and the almost $2 increase in average jail
day rate anticipated for next year, from $37 to $39.
Another $5,000,009 is requested for the Cooperative Agreement Program, CAP, for two major agreements to provide an additional 250 guaranteed bedapaces for up to 15 years.

This CAP

increase will allow us to obtain detention space in critical
shortage areas.
As the length of stay and number of prisoners continues
to grow, both federal and local facilities are increasingly unable to meet these demands.
is required.

Clearly, a comprehensive solution

Towards this end, we are working with the Bureau

of Prisons, Immigration and Naturalization Service, other
Department of Justice agencies, and state and local correctional
experts to develop long-term recommendations about the care and
housing of federal prisoners.
Seized Assets Program
In order to have any effective leverage against vast
criminal enterprises, you must stop their illegal profits and
turn them to positive advantage.

The seized assets program pro-

vides just such a vehicle.
The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 supplied the
basic authority to seize illegal assets.

Moreover, recent

amendments included in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 significantly expand this authority by allowing law enforcement
agencies to use these profits to fight crime and drug abuse.
Now the Marshals Service and other Department of Justice
- 16 -
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agencies can use these proceeds to equip vehicles and aircraft
for drug law enforcement purposes.
These funds are also being used to improve assets management systems, which directly contributes to enhanced property
value and increased return on sale.

And, it does much to

eliminate any management weaknesses previously identified with
assets management.
Thus, we are able to achieve maximum return on the
criminal's investment, deprive him of his source of income, and
use his profit, all at no real monetary expense to the government.

To maintain this progress requires we continue to improve

our ability to manage and dispose of these assets in a businesslike manner.
Real property, which accounts for 40 percent of the property
seized, presents the Service with its greatest challenge in the
management of assets.

We have made significant accomplishments

in this area, and we continue to learn.
Recent success stories are encouraging. IThe Shelburne Glebe
estate in Loudoun County, Virginia, worth an estimated two
million dollars, was targetted in a major drug investigation by
the mid-Atlanta Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force.
This historically significant property was seized, managed, and
eventually sold by the Marshals Service for more than four
million dollars, twice the appraised value.
In late 1986, the Marshals Service also moved to get out
of the foundry business.

Since its seizure in November 1985,

the United States Marshal for Eastern Wisconsin oversaw the
- 17 -
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continued operation of the Accurate Brass and Aluminum Foundry,
Inc.

We kept it running, met the payroll and actually turned

a profit.

Now that the owner has been convicted, we hope soon

to close the sale of this foundry, and expect a net return of
$1,000,000.
In January, we left the flower business when the business
known as 'Pardon My Garden', on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, was
sold for almost $600,000.

The business was operated under the

control of the Marshals Service since it wai seized in
September 1985.

As in the case of the Foundry, we were able

to maintain the value of the business, keep the employees working, avoid the costly process of shutting-down and wound up
Other recent sales of

selling the business at a profit.

properties in Ft. Lauderdale, Miami, St. Augustine, Palm City
and Key West yielded ovet $7,000,000.
Currently, we are in the process of selling many other
properties, including a golf course in Michigan which, while it
was under seizure by the Marshals Service, won a prestigious
landscaping award.

We are also marketing commercial properties

in Dallas and Houston formerly known as the Cutter Bill Western
Wear Stores, and hope to realize another $5,000,000 from the
sale of these two properties.
Seized cash, which accounts for 37 percent of all property seized, also represents an area of concern for the Service.
As a result of our efforts in improving the handling of seized
and forfeited cash, we saved the United States an estimated $3

-
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million through effective cash management in 1986 alone.

These

savings are expected to continue to grow.
Another important aspect of this unique program is the
ability to share benefits with assisting law enforcement
agencies.

In 1986, we disbursed over $17 million to assisting

State and local law enforcement agencies through the equitable
sharing program.

We estimate sharing disbursements in 1987 to

be $28 million.
As of December*31, 1986, we had nearly 6,000 properties on
hand worth over $423 million. This included $149 million in
seized cash.

By 1988, we expect the total value of seized

assets to be in excess of $600 million.

In both 1987 and 1988,

total income to the fund is estimated to be $140 million.
The establishment of the Assets Forfeiture Fund has
truely been a timely benefit to all involved in the war against
drugs.

By improving our management techniques and realizing

maximum profit upon sale, we will ensure that the success of
this program continues.
Conclusion
In summary, I must emphasize we face a crossroads in the
administration of justice.

The ultimate disposition of drug

and organized crime elements must be through the force of law
and the workings of the criminal justice system.
What distinguishes us from other nations is our sense of
justice and fairness.

If we are to preserve this system of

justice, we must have the will to enact measures which protect
- 19 -
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society and the firm resolve to-enforce them.

We at the Marshals

Service are committed to this endeavor and, with the resources
presented in this request, we are confident we can fulfill our
obligation.
This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman.

I shall

be pleased to answer any questions the Subcommittee may have.
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U.S. MARSHALS SERVICE ACT OF 1985

Mr. Dwyn. Thank you, Mr. Morris.
Just prior to the conclusion of your statement you mentioned legislation. Are you planning to reintroduce the Marshals Service Act
of 1985?
Mr. Molmm. We have a revision that we have submitted to the
Department of Justice for review, and it is our hope that following
that review and clearance through the Office of Management and
Budget, that we will introduce a revised version of that legislation
in the near future.
Mr. Dvw. What are you trying to accomplish with this Act?
Mr. MORRIs. Well, we will see how it comes through the process.
As I mentioned in my conclusion, the role of the United States
Marshal was established in 1789, under the initial judicial act.
Many of our basic statutes go back to 1789 and it is a hodge-podge
of the various laws and the like. We want to clean that up. We
want to establish in statute the position and the role of the United
States Marshal and the Director, and we want to make a number
of improvements in the law.
One area I would tell you, for example, we have historically-I
mean historically going back to the da in wch Wyatt Earp
would call together a posse-hired guards to assist us. Now, with
the various changes in personnel procedures and the like. We need
to clarify authority to hire guards and other temporary services.
It's those kinds of areas that we think need to be clarified and improved on.
Mr. Dwyu. There has been, apparently, some reservation expressed by a number of judges over the last few years that the
Service, through its fugitive activities and its sting operations, is
getting away from their primary role of serving the court and is
seeking to become a major law enforcement agency. Would you like
to respond to that?
Mr. Moium. Well, I think we are a major law enforcement
agency. A few judges-and they are a small minority-believe that
the function of the Marshal should be as a bailiff in the court, providing various servile kinds of services. That is gradually fading
out, but there is some unhappiness with that as a change.
There is also some unhappiness that the Marshals are required
to operate under policies and procedures from its headquarters.
That has caused, I think, some degree of concern on the part of a
minority of the judiciary.
The reality, of course, is that all the functions that we do today
are precisely the same functions that we did in 1789. What is going
on with the Marshals Service is major changes that are going on in
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the Federal criminal justice system itself, forcing major changes
upon the Marshals Service.
In the days in which the FBI handled Dyer Act cases, car theft
cases, and in the days in which civil ]roceedings were the primary
focus of the Federal court, the Maishals could basically hang
around the courthouse and get the water pitchers filled and wait

around for a specific law enforcement mission. Those days ate

gone. The nature of the prisoners, the threats against the judciary,
the growing fuitive problem, the seizure of aeets, the need to protect witnesses in organized crime and drug trafficking trials have
changed the nature of what the Marshals Service does. But those
changes have been directed both by the Congress and by the Attorney General and by the changes in the courts themselves.
JUDICIAL 8CURITY

Mr. DwYmi. Was judicial security a problem in 1789?
Mr. MoRms. I think judicial security is probably a greater problem now than it ever has been in our history. But the answer is
yes. I know that in many cases when judges rode the circuits
through all the various areas, given the attitude of locals about
the Federal Government, the Marshal was providing security to
the judge who made such moves. Of course, in Pennsylvania, in the
Whiskey Rebellion, if we take our history in 1793, that whole Whiskey Rebellion began when the people kidnapped the marshal who
was trying to carry out an order of the judge, and George Washington had to call in the troops. So the threats and the anti-Washington feelings go back a long way.
Mr. Dwym. Do judicial security personnel fill the water pitchers,
and demand that you test the water? [Laughter.]
Mr. MoRRIs. I hope not.
Mr. Dwym. What do you do with-the case of the poisoned
candy-was interesting-what do you do now, just put out an order
or suggest an order that judges not take any candy home?
. Mr. Moams. Well, he didn t take it home. It was sent to his home. I
would encourage all senior Federal officials who may have enemies
not to consume packages of candy sent to them from sources they do
not know. On the other hand, I told my daughter, when she was five,
the same
thing. [Laughter.]
thing.
[Laughter.]
hIwy.
For Halloween.
Mr. MoRas. Yes.
Mr. DwvicR. Who has the final say over a deputy*marshal who is
present at courtroom proceedings?
Mr. MoRRIS. Thejudge.
Mr. Dwyvm. The juge. What percentage of courtroom proceedins occur without the Service security?
Mr. MoRms. You mean withoutMr. Dwvz. Without a deputy marshal being in the courtroom.
Mr. Moius. Let me take a step back. Back in the beginning of
the Administration in 1981 and 1982, it was agreed to by then-Attorney General Smith and Chief Justice Burger- that a deputy
would be present whenever there was a security need-for his or her
presence, but that there was no automatic requirement that when-
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ever the judge was on the bench that there was to be a deputy
marshal in the courtroom. We didn't have the resources to do that,
nor did it provide really adequate security.
Let me give you an example. At a status hearing, a judge calls
the two attorneys in and he is having a status hearing between two
lawyers. Or let's take another case. We've had a long-running case
on General Motors here, or an antitrust case. Sitting a trained law
enforcement officer in the courtroom for the pendency of that trial
is not providing security for the judge, The security the judge
really needs in this instance is protection at the perimeter; that is,
that nobody can enter the courthouse armed and we screen them
at' the beginig. That is what the court security program is intended to do, so that we can have trained Court Security Officers
screen devices at the entrance.
The agreement with the judiciary was that we would not be required to be in court all the time, but that we would manage that
urt Security Officer program so that the perimeter of the courthouse itself was secure, and then we would not have to waste a resource by simply hai a deputy sit in the courthouse. Instead, he
could be doing other jobs, serving processes, seizing assets, protecting witnesses or moving prisoners and the like.
Mr. DwYE. All right. In a particularly sensitive case, where the
judge is at high risk, do you provide 24?hour service for that judge?
in the
hearing,
session,MoRm.
I wouldYes.
like A
to little
talk inlater
moreondetail
about
that. in the closed
ISSUE OF VENUE

Mr. Dwyim. One other question. Who determines the venue? You
mentioned a couple of really sensational arrests and they are going
to be very sensational trials, from everything I read about in the
papers. Who determines the venue?
Mr. Mowm. The court where the case is originally brought determines the venue--for example, Carlos Lehder, the first and primary case there in the extradition agreement that venue is the
Middle District of Florida.
However, the court has the authority to change the venue, and
as a matter of fact, I know an issue of some interest to Congressman Early, is this particular trial in Boston of alleged terrorists
Levasseur and Man
, a very difficult case. This morning-as a
matter of fact I think it has just happened-the judge in that case
is going to rule on a change of venue motion and is going to move
that case out of the First Circuit, I believe.
But the judge can make that determination unless there has
been an extradition related to it which might bind the court.
Mr. DwYm. Well, I know that the judge is the one who makes
the determination, but does your Service have some input there?
Mr. Mosms. Yes, sir.
Mr. DwYm. It would seem to me that some of these trials might
be better off in western Montana or somewhere.
Mr. Moams. Well, yes.
Mr. Dwym Than in Miami.
Mr. MoRRs. As a matter of fact, in that particular case--let me
measure my words here-the United States opposed the changing
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of venue; that is, because of the nature of the case. On the other
hand, we spent some time talking to the judge about security issues
because in these cases we really have a primary responsibility to
the judge and that may or may not be exactly parallel with the interest of the U.S. Attorney, which puts us sometimes in an awkward posture-if that makes any sense to you.
SrATE AND LOCAL SHARE OF SEEM

ASSETS

Mr. Dwym. It does. You mentioned you have been able to share
some of your profits from the arrests with the State and local authorities. Are they always satisfied with their pro rata share of the
gains, or do you have a lot of debate and dialogue going on back
and forth?
Mr. MoRam. Well, nobody is ever satisfied in this. It depends a
little bit on the nature of the case. The process, however, I think, is
important to note. The initial determination is made by the investigative agency, the FBI or DEA or INS. Then they make a recommendation which is reviewed both in DEA and by the U.S. AttorneT. Our role here is fairly modest. We simply write the check.
There are some concerns that the Attorney General is addressing
that there have been delays in the processing of some of those
sharing requests, particularly at DEA, and it is obvious the problem is that DEA employees thought they came into this job as
being DEA agents arresting drug traffickers and they find themselves being grant managers. There are obviously some initial adjustment problems, but I think they will be worked out.
Mr. DwYEm. Mr. Smith?
SEIZED ASSETS

Mr. SnmH. Have you gone into seized assets?
Mr. Dwyn. Not yet.
Mr. SMmi. Tell us about seized assets. What has happened in the
last year? Are there any more problems? How is it working?
Mr. Moium. Oh, I think it is working increasingly well. It is an
odd job in some ways for a law enforcement agency to be doing,
and I think we have learned and we have made some mistakes. We
find ourselves dealing with issues that we never thought we would
have to deal with.
One particular concern of ours, which I talked about with some
degree of specificity recently in Tucson when all the United States
Attorneys were meeting with the Attorney General, is our relationship with the U.S. Attorneys. Whereas the initial seizure order is
an important step, there is an essential step even before that. That
is, we make a strong case that the United States shouldn't be out
seizing property of no value. One way to determine whether there
is any value is to assess both value and liability. Obviously if you
seized a bunch of crack houses in New York and they're all mortgaged to the hilt, they are of no worth. If we seized them, we would
not be running a seized-asset program, we would be running a
seized-liability program. I don't think that was the intention of
Congress in passing the law. So there needs to be some care at the
beginning of the program.
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A year ago that was a problem. Today that is much less of a
problem. We are building new relationships here because when an
investigation is going down, usually the Marshal knows about it
when the prisoners get brQught to him and we book them and
begin taking care of it. Now, suddenly we've got to be a part of the
investigation at the front end because the seizures occur at the
same time the arrests occur. So that is a new set of relationships. I
think that is working better.
Another aspect that is perhaps more difficult is what happens
after the seizure decision. The United States Attorneys have all
kinds of different jobs and responsibilities, and they have a need to
go off after they have made a case and handle the new cases. We
then come along and say we need to have you now do the second
order of the case; that is, we now need to try the property and get
it forfeited because, just like General Motors and Ford, I don't like
inventories.
We keep trying to get rid of the property as fast as possible-for
a lot of reasons: one, although we think we're managing a lot of it
well, if we were really good at managing this stuff, -we d probably
be out making a lot of money managing condominiums and businesses and the like, rather than the jobs we're doing.
Secondly, we can't put the kind of capital into an ongoing business that is necessary in many cases to keep at it. So the longer we
have an operating business, the more difficult it is to maintain its
value.
The U.S. Attorney has a number of concerns and may not assign
as high a priority to the disposal of the property, the ancillary
hearings and the related issues as we do in trying to clear title. For
example, we may have a property in seizure and if the fugitive is
gone, title insurance companies don't know how to give a clear title
transfer in that area. So we need a lot of legal help, and the U.S.
attorneys have not always been available in the past to help us
with that. As I say, we had quite a lengthy discussion of that, and I
think it will, like the earlier problem, be resolved.
PROTECTING LEGITIMATE CLAIMS TO SEIZED PROPERTY

Mr. SMIm. How do you get around this problem? Let's take a
simpler case now, of a house, for example, and the question inevitably arises as to whether the owner really knew it was being used
for illegal purposes. How do you protect the rights of or do what's
right with the owner in that case without endangering the raid?
Mr. MoRuus. Well, that is a difficult issue. That is why the preseizure part of this planning is so important. That is, right when
the case is being developed, we want to be involved in what the
various targeted properties are and we want to be able to go out
and check the title on that property and we want to have some
sense of whether or not that property has some relationship to illegal activity that the suspect has been involved in. We just do that
as carefully as you can.
Then there is a series of protections in the process. That is, if we
go and seize the property and we have made a mistake, we can pay
through remission and mitigation for that mistake out of the fund.
We have had to do that in a couple of places.
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Or, in some cases, the property has been litigated and the courts
have determined for one reason or another that it wasn't a part of
the case or, a more serious instance actually that seizure had been
pled away in a separate case in another jurisdiction.
It is a very complex area and one that I would not want to fool
the committee does not have some difficulties. But I think in general, given the short period of time that we've been involved in the
program that we're doing quite well, and in a number of cases I
think we've got some really good success stories. And we did return
over $50 million to the Treasury last year.
JUDICIAL SECURITY

Mr. DwyzR. Mr. Mollohan?
Mr. MoLOAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Director Morris, I want to commend you. You must be doing
something right in your property seizure and management program. We have had several foundries in my district in West Virginia
go bankrupt during the period of time that you are representing;
you are successfully running this one.
Mr. SMrTH. You couldn't compete with them? [Laughter.]
Mr. MOLOHAN. Yes, I was going to follow up on that a little bit.
Butthais not an easy period in which to be successful running a
foundry.
Director Morris, during your discussion on the difficulties of
maintaining judicial security, you mentioned that Carlos Lehder
has threatened to murder Federal judges if ever brought to trial in
the United States. Are those threats directed towards the judge
who would be presiding over this trial, or directed at random
judges throughout the country?
Mr. MoRRIs. No. They are very general, and when we go into
closed session, I would like to discuss that in detail.
REFUSAL TO ENTER WITNESS PROTECTION PROGRAM

Mr. MoLowHAN. Okay. I will back off of that for the moment.
Why did Barry Seals refuse protection?
Mr. MoRRIs. My understanding was that he did not want to
follow the normal requirements of protection and felt reasonably
secure in Baton Rouge. It was offered to him. We never got to the
phase of actually sitting down and going through the memorandum
of understanding process with him, but protection was offered both
by the investigating agency, DEA, and the U.S. Attorney.
Mr. MoLOwm. Would that be a subject that would better be explored after we go off the record?
Mr. MORRIS. We can certainly try to do that in general terms. I
don't know the detailed specifics on Mr. Seals's refusal, however.
DRUG-RELATED ARRESTS

Mr. MouOHm. You mentioned that 20 percent of the felons arrested last year were wanted for drug-related charges. Would you
expect that number to increase in the next few years, and if so, at
what expense to investigations of other types of crimes?
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Mr. MoRius. Well, yes, I would expect it to increase. As one sees
in the Federal prison system, the number of individuals serving
time for drug offenses has increased dramatically over the last
three or four years. I think the order of 35 percent.
Mr. RoPER.- Up from 27 percent to 37.
Mr. MoRRs. That is fairly significant. Well, when those people
complete teir sentence,, if they violate parole or probation or
something, they become fugitives, or they may escape. Then in
many cases at the front end of the system, thers is bond jumping
and the like.- So I think that, given the thrust of the administration
to deal with drug trafficking, drug fugitives will grow significantly.
Currently, of the 20,000 Federal fugitives we are responsible for
pursuing, we have evidence, there are about 8,000 who were originaly arrested for drug related offenses. That is really 40% of our
caseload. I think that will continue to climb.
Mr. Moi)HAN. Does that increase in drug-related investigations
detract from your investigations in other areas?
Mr. MoRms. Well, we believe that drug fugitives ought to be targeted more effectively, and we have had some discussions with both
DEA and the FBI and the Department on doing that. We are probably going to concentrate more attention on that and less on the
fugitive investigative strike team initiative, the sting kind of things
we did in past years, because of the growing drug problem.
ADP INITIATIVE

Mr. MoLwOH"N. You asked for additional resource* for ycur automated data processing requirements, and you indicated chat you
needed support in the IBM personal type computers and that you
have over 300 different offices with some of them having this capacity and some of them not.
As you explore equipment and software programs to meet that
need, do you lay down design criteria requirements or do you invite
them to meet performance requirements with their own suggestions? Do you understand the distinction I am trying to draw
there?
Mr. MouRm. Yes, I do. I am not sure I understand as well as I
perhaps should, the complexities of the procurement process. But
we tend to set down our own design criteria and our needs down
and we will let people compete against that. We are not, as I mentioned, talking about anything here from a computer standpoint
that is terribly sophisticated.
What we are doing is trying to keep track of our basic activities.
I make a joke, that until quite recently in some of our districts we
kept track of prisoners on a chalkboard and kept track of process
and payments in a ledger, not dissimilar, probably, from what the
first Marshals diAi in 1789. So we are looking here at basically
using the small computers-because of the incredible capacity that
a lot of the PCs have to do a lot of things for us. But I think that
we are basically laying out our design criteria and letting people
compete against it. I used the IBM PC only as an example because
I think we've got a series of different vendors that have indicated
an interest in competing for this work.
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Mr. MoLuOHAN. Do you find that laying down the design criteria
tends to limit the number and variety of providers that are able to
participate n the bidding process?
Mr. Moxms. I don't think I am informed enough to answer that
at this time, but let me try to have my people who know more
about this than I do, provide a fuller and more accurate explanation for the record.
Mr. MoLLwHN. If you would, I would appreciate it. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
PaocuaRzuzw o ADP EqunaNT
In the Service's procurements of ADP equipment for our field offices, for both
single user microcomputers and multi-user super microcomputer, the Service sets
technical requirements based on the processing to be performed by the system. For
single user micros, we have set our requirements as IBM PC-At compatible systems.
There will be a procurement for this type of equipment in the near future. The
number of bidders is expected to be quite large (a very open competition). In regard
to multi-user super micros, the Service has set processing requirements and also reuires that the equipment support the Unix operating system and the Unify data
ase management software. Unix and Unify are required because that is the environment under which our prisoner and accounting systems were developed. Any
other environment would require a major program conversion effort. Nonetheless,
these restrictions still allow for a large number of bidders to compete. We believe
that a very full and open competition is possible and will occur as the Service goes
forward with its procurement actions in this area.
ASSETS FORFEITURE

Mr. MoLowHAN. Have you ever considered- following up on the
chairman's line of questioning a little bit-have you ever considered establishing some sort of victims compensation fund with the
proceeds of your seized assets?
Mr. MoPmus. There is a Victims Compensation Fund that comes
out of criminal fees administered by the Department of Justice.
There have been a number of inquiries about how to use what has
been rumored to be hundreds of millions of dollars in theMr. MOLLOHAN. And you wish it were true?
Mr. MoRm. And I wish it were true. [Laughter.]
My own suggestion here, which has no endorsement beyond the
person sitting at this table, I might add, is that I would like to see
some of those resources go into the jail problem, because I have a
very serious jail problem. But I am one of a long list of people who
have ideas about how to spend this money.
Mr. MOLLOHAN.

How much money is involved again? $50 million,

was it?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, we returned $50 million to the Treasury last
ear We are looking at receipts this year on the order of about
14e million.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. Wow. That's a tripling. Do you expect that to be
a trend into the future and multiplying?
Mr. Moaus. Well, at some point in time we expect that-I think
when I was before the committee last year, I told it that I thought
by the end of the fiscal year we're talking about that we would be
approaching a half a bil ion dollars, and we are. And we are looking at about $600 million in terms of the value of assets,
I think as we get better at targeting them and as we use some of
the funds more creatively, I think that we could be-I don't think I
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will reach the billion-dollar phase any time soon, but I don't think
it's unrealistic to think that we will have three-quarters of a billion
dollars.
[CLuK's NoTa-The following information was submitted for the
record subsequent to the hearing:]
Assrrs Fom=Rmxu FuwN
Income to the Fund in 1986 totalled approximately $93 million. After expenses
and other authorized payments, a balance of approximately $55 million remained.
Of that, $50 million was transferred to the Treasury, and $5 million remained in the
Fund.
In 1987, we anticipated income of $140 million, approximately 50% higher than
1986 income.
Income is derived from forfeited assets. Thus the value of seized property in our
custody allows for some general idea of what potential income to the Fund will be in
the future. ' is not unrealistic to think that we will have an inventory worth threequarters of a billion dollars but since it is udnikely that the entire inventory will
ultimately be forfeited, and because other factors will reduce the value of the inventory, income to the Fund will be considerably less.
OPERATION AND USE OF SEIZED ASSETS

Mr. MoLLOHAN. What kind of statutory or regulatory requirements do you operate under as you administer and dispose of this
fund?
Mr. MoRuRs. Well, this is relevant to my discussion Congressman
Dwyer, at the beginning. One of the reasons that we need some
changes in our legislation is because we are probably not following
to the letter all the various procurement rules and requirements
when we run a business, and we are not quite sure if we're going to
need some exemptions and changes and adjustments. For example,
in the area of getting somebody to do title searches, we obviously
can't go out and say we're going to seize the following properties.
Maybe we need somebody to come in and do title searches. So we
need to have some of the same kinds of protections the Congress
has given us in the Witness Protection Program. We will probably
need to parallel that a little bit.
Obviously, we're still inside the law, but this is an area where
there are so many different rules, regulations, and laws that impinge. For example, suddenly we are running a florist shop and
putting money into expansion or hiring people or something-it is
the United States taking this responsibility-and I am not sure it
meets the normal standards of a Government agency doing business.
Mr. MoLOHAN. Well, let me ask it this way. How do you spend
the proceeds from your asset seizures? Would there be assets or the
operational profits of it?
Mr. MoRRis. Well, we can use the fund to basically secure the
property, pay for counsel, pay for enhancements of equipment.
Then basically, when we get to a certain process, we pay or hiring
somebody who handles the auction, handles the appraisals. All of
that we contract out to various people.
Mr. MouwHOAN. Assuming you have money left over after you
spend money administering and operating the properties, what do
you do with the profits?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, some of those funds can, under the new laws
passed last fall, go to enhancements in ADP. Ninety percent is
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seized assets, some to program management resources and some to
retrofitting of vehicles from all the various law enforcement agencies.

Mr. MoLOHAN. So you can spend those proceeds?
Mr. MORRIS. In very limited areas as identified within the statutes. The remainder of the money was returned to the Treasury at
the end of the fiscal year except for $5 million which was carried
over
in the
fund. So it was that $50 million that went to the Treasury
last
year.
Mr.
MOLwOHAN.
I see. You return monies back to the Treasury.
Mr. MORRIS. Yes.
[C=sK's Non.-The following information was submitted for the
record, subsequent to the hearing.]
CmmoE io Assrrs FoRFruTR FuwN
The Anti-Drug Abuse of 1986 amended the legislation which authorizes the Assets
Forfeiture Fund. The requirement to transfer amounts in excess of $5 million at the
end of each fiscal year was deleted. Thus, the law currently allows the Assets Forfeiture Fund to retain the entire balance.
PROBLEM OF HOUSING FEDERAL PRISONERS

Mr. MOLLOHAN. One more question, Mr. Chairman.

You mentioned a comprehensive solution to the growing problem
of housing Federal prisoners. What is the status of that comprehensive solution?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, we have provided to the national drug enforcement coordinating group committee which was established to deal
with this a five-year projection of what was happening in the handling of people who are in our custody.
As I mention in my testimony, that has more than doubled since
the beginning of the administration. And we rely heavily on local
facilities, and local iocilities are overcrowded and there really is no
give in the system. All the push to deal with drunk drivers and nobond decisions and all the rest have caused the sheriffs around the
United States to have very serious problems. So, when the Feds are
in there-and our prisoners tend to be more of a problem in many
cases; they know a little bit more about their rights, I guess, and
they cause the sheriffs a lot of difficulties-we are the first ones to
be thrown out. So, for example, for Portland, Oregon, we're using
the jails in Boise, Idaho, and our Rhode Island prisoners were recently thrown out of the jails in New Hampshire. We had already
been thrown out of the ones in Rhode Island and now we're using
Otisville, New York.
Moving prisoners lonf distances like that, the security isMr. MOLLOHAN. You re not taking all this personally, ore you?

Mr. MORRIS. No. I blame it on the judges. [Laughter.]

BENEFITS OF COOPERATIVE AGREKMFNT PROGRAM

But it has caused us a lot of problems, and really CAP, the Cooperative Agreement Program, has been of great help to us. It ended
up guaranteeing us several thousand beds. But we really don't
know. We have not 'put in place a plan to determine whether or
not we need Federal jails-because we do have some Federal jails
now, Metropolitan Correctional Centers, MCC, in New York, Chica-
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go, Miami, San Diego soon to be Los Angeles. We should have a
plan for smaller facilities and where we're going to have to rely on
the locals.
That's going to cost us, because quite honestly, the U.S. Attorney
is taking the position before the judge in which the judge realizes
that the Marshal, if he were taking a position, would be recommending bond rather than no bond. If you've got no place to put
them, a no-bend decision doesn't make a lot of sense. And then
you're beginning to see public defenders and defense counsel complaining because their client is 300 miles away.
Mr. MoLuOiA. Yes. Does the CAP program, which I am not
thoroughly familiar with, involve in some part sharing construction costs with either State and local Government and therefore
guaranteeing the FederalMr. Moius. That's precisely what it is. It's basically a lease arrangement in which we, by putting some money up front during a
construction project, get a guaranteed lease for a specified number
of beds. Now, we continue to pay the daily rate, which averages
about $37 a day but can go as high as $100 or as low as $15, but we
then have a priority use of that facility.
Mr. MoLuOiAN. Is that for renovation and new construction
both?
Mr. Mowms. Right. Yes.
Mr. MoLOHAN. Is that a program that experience would suggest
has been successful and one that you look to expand in order to
meet this growing need?
Mr. MoRms. It has been very successful, and we have spent, I
think, about $50 million over the last four years. We have guarantees for nearly 3,000 beds. That is a significantly cheaper option
than prison construction. The problem is thatMr. MoLuOiw. You mean cheaper than prison construction by
the Federal Government?
Mr. MoRams. Right. Yes. The problem is that we saturated the
good buys in the beginning. To five $300,000 and get 25 beds for 20
years; those kinds of deals aren t there anymore. Now we find ourselves having money given back to us. That's what's happening in
San Francisco. We had an arrangement there, gave them over a
million and a half dollars; they're giving us the money back because they're throwing the Federal prisoners out effective April 1.
Mr. MoLuwHAN. You mean because they need the space?
Mr. Modus. Yes.
Mr. MoLwww. Just one more question, Mr. Chairman.
Were you suggesting, or did I hear part of your suggestion for
spending this asset money might be in the area of additional construction of confinement facilities?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, I prefaced that by saying that that was the
view of the person sitting at this table.
Mr. MoLOIHAN. Okay.
Mr. Mowms. It's not shared necessarily by others.
Mr. MoLowHAN. You think that suggestion merits exploring.
Mr. MoRws. Yes.
Mr. MoLOH"AN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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OPERATION OF SEIZED BUNS

Mr. DwYm. Returning to the asset seizure for just a moment,
you speak in your statement about some businesses that made a
profit. Have you ever seized a business that didn't make a profit?
Mr. Morms. Oh, yes.
Mr. Dwym. What happens then?
Mr. MoR . Well, you end up taking a loss and moving on. What
has happened in some cases is that we have seized property and we
found out that the mortgage holders had 95 percent and the prol
erty had deteriorated so much that we actually ended up putting
more money in the property than it was worth.
Mr. DwYm. What happens with seized property if you seize a
particular type of property and there is no conviction, for whatever
reasons? Do you return the property?
Mr. Morms. The property is returned.
Mr. Dwma. What has your exposure been on returned property?
Mr. MornI. It has happened only a few times. But probalyth e
largest example of it was a major horse ranch in Denton, Texas,
called the DKG Ranch. In this case the person went to jail, was
convicted, but the Government couldn't make the case that this
ranch should be forfeited. When we seized it it was worth about $7
million, and when we returned it to him it was worth about $11.5
million. So he didn't complain very much about the management of
Mr. Dwym. Where did you get the $4.5 million?

Mr. Morns. This was just the appraisal. This was the equitythe appraised value. We did spend money, obviously, providing security and the like, and I think the Government has made a case
to try to recoup that.
Mr. Dwymi. So he got the fee back. But how about in the case of
an ongoing business, have you had the experience in an ongoing
business where you returned the business, when you took it it was
making a profit, returned it, it was showing a loss?
Mr. Morms. I am not aware of any circumstance like that. I
think probably it will occur, but in those cases we can pay out of
the fund through remission and mitigation any losses that were incurred by the innocent party as determined by the court.
Mr. DwYm. How much money has been paid out of the fund for
cases like this?
Mr. MORRI. Through remission and mitigation? $214,000 last
year.
Mr. Dwmy. I beg your pardon?
Mr. MORnS. $214,000 last year.
Mr. Dwym. Thank you. In the course of operating a business and
it is making a profit every month, do you get to keep that profit,
though?
Mr. Morn. Yes.
USE OF AIRCRAFT

Mr. DwYm. You are buying an airplane, and I think the justifications refer to a "large airplane." Can you tell us something about
your aviation fleet?
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M. MoRms. Sure. We are not actually buying an airplane. We
acquired through excess from the Federal Aviation Administration FAA, a 727 jet about 18 months ago. My good friends at the
F
are telling me that they have another one that may be excessed, and we are standing first in line. That would give us two
large-body aircraft acquired through excess from FAA, which
would allow us to serve 33 cities on a regular basis and move all
the prisoners around the United States that need to be moved
around the United States.
Right now, given the nature of using a single airplane, whenever
it's down, it's down, and all these prisoners tend to build up in all
'these holding areas. In the past they were moved mainly by bus.
We still have long bus routes, from Seattle to Sacramento, or example,' we move prisoners on a bus. What we want to do with the
extra aircraft is service the Northeast, Northwest, and the like.
We have some smaller forfeited aircraft that serve shorter distances. We have one stationed in Atlanta and several in Oklahoma
City, and we hope to get one up here in the Northeast that will
help move some of the prisoners out of the Boston-Maine area
down into the Federal Prison System.
What is being moved in this prisoner transportation system-and
we operate this jointly with the Bureau of Prisons-are prisoners
who have now been designated to institutions, prisoners who are
being moved out for other trials, and the like, plus prisoners who
may be arrested in Los Angeles and tried in Miami. We run the
aircraft at about 80 percent of capacity. If Eastern Airlines had operated at 80 percent of capacity, it wouldn't be owned by Continental.
Mr. DwYm. What do you have to pay FAA for the plane?
Mr. Moium. Nothing.
Mr. Dwym. Nothing? How does the FAA-I don't expect you to
have the answer, but the question in my mind is how do they dispose of that asset?
Mr. Moius. When an aircraft or property is excessed, before it is
sold, it basically goes through a GSA process, and any other Federal agency that needs itMr. Dwymx. The same as a piece of land or othtr asset?
Mr. MORRs. That's right.
Mr. Dwym. All right.
Well, thank you, sir. We have some other questions that we will
give you and you supply the answers for the record.
Mr. MoRm. I will do that.
[The questions and the answers thereto follow:]
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QUESTIONS FROM MR. DWY
U.S. Marshals Service
aqment and Administration
Question:
Concerns have been expressed about the rising demands on the Marshals
Service. Has the Department developed long-term goals and objectives
for the Service to use in managing its workload? What plans has the
Department formulated for accomplishing its long-term goals for the
Marshals Service?
Answer:
In recognition of the central role which the Marshals Service plays
in the criminal justice process, the Department has proposed
legislation which would elevate the Service to bureau status. This
would enable the Marshals Service to function as a full partner while
working with other members of the criminal justice system in
planning, scheduling, and performing its duties.
As the Comprehensive Crime Contxol Act, anti-drug legislation and
similar mandates increase the workload on all elements of the system,
it is essential that the Marshals Service continue to maintain a
close working relationship with their clients, i.e., other DoJ
agencies, the judiciary and the U.S. Attorneys. This relationship
must be based on a mutual exchange of information and a recognition
of the specific problems facing each partner. This should result ir
a comprehensive approach leading to higher levels of cooperation,
efficiency and economy.
The increasing demands on the Marshals Service are largely
uncontrollable. Once a prisoner is taken into Federal custody, the
Marshals Service is required to provide a wide range of services.
Obviously, major initiatives on the part of investigating agencies
add to the Service's involvement in prisoner handling, witness
protection, and assets seizures. The Service must find additional
jail cells for unsentenced prisoners in spite of the national
shortage of jail space. And, in connection with court proceedings,
it must provide protection for the judiciary and all involved in the
judicial process. None of these requirements is generated by the
Marshals Service, yet it needs to take part in the planning of each
step of the process. The Department's proposed legislation would
create an atmosphere in which the Marshals Service participation will
be most effective.
Question:
On page 35, you present a list of accomplishments and workloads. For
the record, please provide a list in the same format, of actual
workload to date in 1987 and any revised estimates for total 1987 and
1988 estimates and their impacts on your funding request for 1988.
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Answer:

item

1987

TD

Public information/congressional
responses ..........................
4,125
FOIA/Privacy Act responses ...........
380
Administrative tort claims and legal
proceedings against USMS processed.
200
Misconduct allegations investigated
by headquarters ....................
73
District and program audits/management
reviews completed ..................
14
Preliminary background investigations
conducted..........................
188
[-imited background investigations
conducted..........................
67
Background investigations conducted..
117
Personnel actions processed ..........
10,000
Employment applications reviewed .....
8,000
EEOcomplaints filed .................
11
Property and procurement actions
completed ..........................
4,900
Printing actions .....................
211
Major cellblock and office renovations
ccmpleted..........................
15
Major cellblock and office renovations
in progress ......................
119
Space actions processed ..............
50.
Architectural/Engineering reviews ....
221

1987

1988

9,900
775

10,120
875

375

400

150*

165

38

38

300

300

100
250
25,000
20,000
20

150
275
30,000
25,000
20

10,100*
800*

10,100*
800*

25
125
130
590

25
130
140
595

*The minor revision of estimates for misconduct investigations in
1987, and property and procurement actions and printing actions in
1987 and 1988 do not change our funding request for 1988. The
relatively modest increases proposed in the areas of employee
development, personnel management and general administrative services
are needed to support properly the Marshal Services' growing
operational responsibilities.
Fugitive Felons
question:
The number of unexecuted arrest warrants at year end in 1988 is
expected to be 37 percent more than at the end of 1986. %hy?
Answer:
The Marshals Service arrest or clear rate remains relatively constant
and is consistent with the level of resources currently available.
However, the number of unexecuted warrants continues to rise faster
than the apprehension rate for fugitives. The Marshals Service faces
increasing numbers of unexpected warrants each year.
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Question:
How much of the increase in unexecuted warrants involves fugitive
felons?
Answer:
'The increasing backlog of warrants includes 9,500 felony warrants at
the end of 1986 for which the Marshals Service is primarily
responsible. The number of warrants represents approximately the
same number of fugitive felons, or wanted persons, remaining at
large. In 1987, the number of fugitive felons at large will increase*
to approximately 10,900, and by the end of 1988 will reach 12,900.
Question:
You note that the fugitive strike teams involving Service, State, and
local law enforcement officials is the safest, most cost-effective
way to apprehend large numbers of fugitives. What percentage of the
20,000 fugitives apprehended through these operations were federal
fugitives?
Answer:
The Marshals Service has conducted nine major Fugitive Investigation
Strike Team (FIST) operations resulting in 14,770 felony arrests,
1,258 (or 9% of which were based on federal warrants or offenses).
The regional FIST operations resulted in 5,000 arrests of which 7%
were federal fugitives.
Question:
How much of the operations' costs to date were funded by the Service?

Answer:
The nine major FIST operations cost the Service $11,132,908 or $754
per felony arrest.
Judicial Security
Question:
You use contract guards called Court Security .-ficers (CSOs) to

provide security at checkpoints in court facihies.

Why use CSOs?

Why not use GSA Federal Protective Service Officers or deputy
marshals?
Answer:

From 1978 to 1980 the Department of Justice sought the Office of
Management and Budget approval for the establishment of a Judicial
Security Officer (JSO) program in the U.S. Marshals Service. The
Department proposed to transfer sufficient funds from the
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Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (AOUSC), and positions and
employment ceiling from the General Services Administration (GSA) to
centralize the management and operation of a judicial security
program in the USMS. The Department's proposal would have fulfilled
the 1978 recommendation of the Interagency Study Group on Judicial
System Security. However, the full-time employment ceiling for 1980
was insufficient to begin a JSO program, requiring the Marshals
Service to continue to reimburse GSA for Federal Protection Services
(FPS). In 1982, GSA began replacing FPS Officers with private
guards. GSA contracted for these private guards who had limited law
enforcement experience and could not be supervised directly. This
-action seriously concerned the U.S. Judiciary. Further, there were
insufficient funds to satisfy demands by the judiciary for improved
quality and increased quantity of security guards at judicial
proceedings. In testimony before the House Appropriations
Subcommittee in 1980, the Judicial Branch noted that it was not
receiving the level of security it had envisioned.
Therefore, it was proposed that the Marshals Service and the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (AOUSC) work to create the
CSO program and assume authority for contracting guard services and
providing security to judicial personnel and proceedings in judicial
facilities. Since then, CSOs have been assigned responsibility for
securing the perimeter of court facilities while deputy marshals have
provided in-court protection during proceedings involving risk.
Question:
If CS0s cost less, why not use them instead of deputy marshals to
provide courtroom security?

Answer:
C0s do not necessarily cost less; their average salaries are roughly
equivalent to those paid to deputy marshals. However, cost is
neither the only nor the most important consideration.
The Attorry General's Task Force Report of March 1982 defines the
threat level of trials which require the use of Deputy U.S. Marshals.
Deputies are the officers of the court who are required by statute to
protect and maintain the integrity of the federal judicial system,
ensure the personal safety of all federal judicial officers, and
maintain an acceptable level of security at all federal judicial
facilities. They are highly trained to perform these duties and are
both mentally and physically prepared for making and acting on sound
judgments in routine and emergency courtroom sit,1ations. CS)s are
not trained for - nor do they have statutory auttrity to handle -proceedings where the threat level is high.
However, with the endorsement of the Judicial Conference, a Pilot
Program using C:S0s in courtroom during low-risk proceedings was
tested and deemed successful. As a result, districts are now
authorized to assign C:Ds to low-risk proceedings when such
assignments will not compromise perimeter security.
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Question:

You note that judicial security remains the Service's highest
priority. As you know, however, many judges believe that too many
courtroom proceedings are occurring without the presence of Service
security. Do you agree? Please explain.
Answer:
Most decisions to provide security are made jointly between the local
marshal and the judge. In 1982, the Attorney General's Task Force
Report on Court Security was published indicating the proceedings
which require attendance by deputies. The Marshals Service has an
excellent track record and enjoys a good relationship with the
judiciary. However, limitations on available resources make it
difficult to respond in the manner each judge would like, especially
in the case of lower-risk proceedings.
Question:

You request a 40-percent increase in positions for judicial security
in 1988, from 396 to 556. Considering the increased threat,
especially due to the prosecution of violent drug dealers, do you
believe the growth will meet the needs of the judiciary?
Answer:
Based on current 1987 workloads, we feel that the increase of Deputy
Marshals from 396 to 556 in 1988 would give us the resources needed
to handle the increased threat of major violent drug cases, and
provide the federal judiciary with the required manpower needed to
maintain an acceptable level of security. We will be in a better
position to assess this situation later in the year, once a major
portion of the 1988 court calendar has been developed.
Question:

Do you plan to request additional positions in 1989?
Answer:
The Marshals Service is in the process of developing workload
projections for 1989, and careful attention will again be given to
meeting the continuing needs of the judiciary.
Transportation of Federal Prisoners
Question:

You-plan to expand the National Prisoner Transportation System to,
among other things, iix.:rease the transportation services provided to
other agencies. What other agencies transport prisoners?
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Answer:
In addition to the Marshals Service, the Bureau of Prisons and the
Immigration and Naturalization Service are also involved in the
movement of federal prisoners. We plan to begin providing limited
service to the military early in the summer.
Question:
What services do you now provide to these agencies and what
additional services are planned?
Answer
The National Prisoner Transportation System (NMS) controls and
schedules most movement requirements of the Bureau of Prisons. These
services have been made available to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and on oocason NS has assisted them by
transporting detainees aboard the airlift and on other dedicated
modes of transportation.
Combined with the projected increases in prisoner movements
(averaging 14 percent per year) and the oonstruction of new federal
institutions, expansion of NI'S is necessary to maintain basic
services. Operation of a second large aircraft coupled with the
establishment of additional small aircraft locations will satisfy
this basic need to provide the opportunity to assist INS in meeting
some of their transportation needs.

9.estions
Are there any strong arguments for combining, or at least
coordinating, all prisoner movements in one agency? Is there
potential for some dollar savings here?
Answer:
There is a potential for significant savings by centralizing the
control and scheduling of all prisoner movements. Using NI'S as an
example, in 1979, 274 wrkyears were expended for the movement of
31,407 prisoners. In 1986 there were 74,824 prisoner movements
completed using 119 wrkyears. If the workyear to prisoner movement
ratio of 1979 had remained constant the movement of 74,824 prisoners
in 1986 would have required 653 wrkyears to accomplish. This is
only one example of many possibilities for savings when the
scheduling of prisoners is controlled by one agency.
Question:
Do you transport State and local prisoners who are being extradited

from one jurisdiction to another?
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Answer:

Lkxder terms o. a Cooperative Prisoner Transportation Agreement the
Service is assisting, on a space available basis, with the movement
of State and local extradition cases via NFrs.
Question:
Do you believe that many State and local fugitives (as some claim) go
unpursued because the States can't or won't pay the extradition cost?
If so, would it be feasible, given that your system is much less
costly than commercial means, to transport those fugitives on a
reimbursable basis back to the State requesting extradition? Would
that result in more fugitives being apprehended and would you need
additional resources?
Answer:
On a space-available basis, NPrS does extradite State and local
prisoners that otherwise would not be moved because of the high
transportation costs involved, especially if they are being
transported long distances. The Mrshals Service is reimbursed for
all costs incurred, including transportation and staff time. The
average cost ranges from $400 to $500 per prisoner, a fraction of
whav,. it would cost commercially. For 1987, we estimate moving some
600 State and local prisoners, which i about the maximum we can
achieve given current NPS capacity.
Question:
What percentage of federal prisoners are allowed to transport
themselves and voluntarily surrender at the federal prison in which
they are to be incarcerated? k much does the Service save on
transportation costs of individuals allowed to surrender voluntarily
to the designated federal prison?
Answer:
The USMS Headquarters has not collected this data from our District
offices in past years. Starting with 1988, the Service will collect
data on the number of individuals who surrender themselves to
institutions at government expense.
We can not readily provide any information this fiscal year on the
estimated cost to the government if all self-surrenders were
transported by the Marshals Service.

Is there potential for greater use of voluntary surrender?
what are the *road blocs?

If so,
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Answer:

Many judicial districts are making good use of personal recognizance
or pretrial service release of persons awaiting trial, while other
districts are very conservative in the use of any release or selfsurrender program. There are some indications that the use of pretrial release and self-surrender could be expanded without the loss

(escape) of prisoners.

QestiQn:
You are asking for 10 additional positions and $4,047,000 to support
management improvements of the prisoner transportation system. These
improvements include deploying a second large aircraft, performing
major maintenance on existing aircraft, and introducing more
efficient ticketing and scheduling. Would you please provide a
breakout of what this $4,047,000 is required for?
Answer:
The following table provide is a breakout of the requested $4,047,000
increase:
Personnel compensation and benefits ...........

Travel ..............................
Transportation of things ........ e.. ..... o......

Space, communications and utilities ...........

$451,000

424,000
fJ40,000

30,000

Training of pilots, Inspections and
maintenance of aircraft..................1,931,000
Fuel and other supplies for aircraft operation 1,143,000
Small aircraft engines ........................
63,000

Thtal............

.........

4,047,00

Question:
Was a study conducted to determine the need for an additional large
aircraft, the proposed routes, and the associated costs of acquiring
and operating such an aircraft?
Answer:

The need for a second large aircraft was based on an on-going
assessment of current and future prisoner transportation
requirements. The system must be expanded to meet the projected
growth in prisoner movements and to avoid an increased reliance on
commercial airlines, which is both more costly and less secure. By
1988, we anticipate nearly 100,000 NPTS moves, about one-third above
the 1986 level. The cost per prisoner moved via NPTS airlift is
$112, more than six times less expensive than commercial flights.
The present operation of one large jet aircraft is simply not capable
of meeting the projected increases in prisoner movements. The
Marshals Service 727 jet is currently operating at almost 80 percent
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capacity, approximately 14 percent above the industry standard for
this type aircraft.
Route schedules for a second large aircraft have been proposed and
the associated costs of operation have been established based on
prior experience in operating the present 727 jet. These funds are
included in our 1988 request for NPTS.
Question:
What exactly are the improvements in ticketing and scheduling you are
planning to introduce? What are their costs?

Improvements in aircraft operations include limiting the ground time
of our planes by revising the scheduling of maintenance; enhancing
service to our districts and.'Federal correctional institutions
-,through development and implementation of an improved four-day
dedicated air route; maintaining movements by com rcial air at less
than 2.5 percent of the total prisoner movements; and reducing
dependence on the bus routes.
To achieve these efficiencies, a computer system will be developed to
automate all aspects of prisoner movements. Currently, these
functions are done ffanually. This is very time consuming because as
every request is made, a ordinator must manually arrange the move
point-by-point. Not only does this require increasing amounts of
time, but it also presents the possibility of human error. The
automation of prisoner scheduling permits a more timely and
coordinated nation-wide system, and ensures maximum use of available
conveyances.
.For 1988, $407,000 and one position are requested in the ADP and
Telecommunications program to develop this necessary ADP system.
Moreover, a small portion of the increase in the Handling of Federal
Prisoners program for NPTS will provide for support staff time to
operate this system once it is implemented.
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
Question:
Considering the ever increasing involvement of all federal agencies
in drug enforcement, why are you not requesting any increases for
your organized crime drug enforcement (OCDE) program?

Answer:
About 39 percent of the Marshals Service workload is drug related.
Although funds were not specifically requested in the OCDE program,
judicial security, witness protection, extraditions, and prisoner
handling activities reflect this drug activity including those cases
generated through OCDE Task Force efforts.
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Question:
Vfat is the Marshals Service primary role in OCDE?
Answer:
The Marshals Service has an investigator assigned in each of the 13
task force locations to assist in criminal investigations and to
coordinate the requirements of the task forces with the Service.
In addition, the Service fulfills a very valuable role in ensuring
the integrity of the criminal justice system through: I) the
protection of judges and witnesses who have become vulnerable due to
the potential for violence during drug trials; 2) the preservation
and conversion of millions of dollarsworth of assets from the drug
trade; and 3) investigations to apprehend- persons who flee the
jurisdiction of the court by becoming fugitives.
Assets Forfeiture Fund
Question:
Wat is being done to address the problem of the U.S. Marshals
Service not conducting regular audits of its seized asset activities?
Answer:
The Marshals Service does not believe there is a problem in
conducting regular audits of its seized asset activities. The Office
of Internal Inspections, within the Marshals Service, conducts
operational and fiscal audits of the ninety-three district offices on
a regular basis based upon an annual audit plan. Incorporated into
these routine audits is a review of the U.S. Marshals seized property
activities and accompanying records for each federal judicial
district. A report of the~audit is provided to the district and to
Marshals Service management staff for review and follow-up.
Question:
6*bat is being done to establish accountability for seized and
forfeited assets within the Department's accounting system?
Answer:
Prior to 1984, the Marshals Service had a manual recordkeeping system
to aoount for seized and forfeited assets. An automated inventory
and management information system was implemented in 1984 to improve
accountability for seized and forfeited assets by'making information
about the number and value of forfeited assets available to Marshals
Service decisionmakers. In 1987, we plan to award a contract to
further enhance this inventory and management information. system,
mainly in terms of making information more timely and ustiful to the
Marshals Service, the Department of Justice, and other dkcisionmaking
entities.
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In 1987, we have also provided for improvements in financial
accounting in connection with the automation of district accounting.
Transactions involving the Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund--reoording
income as well as charges against the Fund--will require an
identification of the purpose (i.e., by subobject classification
code) as well as the case. Thus, we will not only be better able to
monitor and audit transactions involving the Assets Forfeiture Fund,
but will have more useful and detailed information to manage the
program. The detailed transaction-level forfeiture accounting
information will be available to both the USMS and the Justice
Management Division through the Department's official accounting
system.
Question:
You estimate that you will collect $140,000,000 in asset forfeitures
in 1987, with expenses associated with the program amounting to
$112,000,000. How aluch will go to State and local law enforcement
agencies?
Answer:
The amount to be shared with State and local law enforcement agencies
in any fiscal year is proporticrial to the amount forfeited to the
Department of Justice and the level of participation by State ond
local agencies that led to those forfeitures. During 1986, 18
percent of all income to the Assets Forfeiture Fund was shared with
participating State and local law enforcement agencies. For 1987 we
are estimating that approximately $28,000,000 in cash will be shared
with State and local law enforcement agencies. Additionally,
forfeited property--other than cash--is also "shared" with State and
local agencies based upon their participation in a seizure. Thus,
sharing with State and local law enforcement agencies is beneficial
not only in terms of cash, but also in terms of property which would
otherwise have been purchased using State and local tax dollars.
Question:
Wh4y do you assume expense will go up in 1988, but not collections?
Answer:
Our assumptions regarding both the income and expenditure projections
are surrounded by the uncertainty inherent in the overall asset
forfeiture process. We cannot predict the number of assets that will
be forfeited in any given timeframe, much less the total number and
value of valid liens involved, and the amount of net proceeds that we
can expect after disposal of the assets.
Generally, while receipts to the Fund may not increase substantially,
the costs associated with the management of those assets do increase.
The skills required in managing, and maintaining, the diverse
inventory of seized assets which fall under Marshals Service control
require more specialized management services in order to achieve the
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maximum return for the Goverrnent. Further, any delays in the
processing of a forfeiture action not only increases management costs
but reduces the net return to the Goverrnent.
This factor, combined with the changes recently authorized by the
AMti-Drug Ausa Act of 1986, account for the increased expenditures
from the Fund. Examples of newly authorized asset-specific and
program-related expenditures include expenditures for computer
equipment and services, training, printing of program-related
materials, case-related travel, storage and destruction of controlled
substances, and contract services related to the processing of and
accounting for asset seizures.
Question:
Does the Department have any proposals on what to do with the ever
increasing amount of unobligated balances in the Fund?
Answer:
There have been no final decisions made by the Department for the use
of any future unobligated balances in the Fund. Two generally
expressed viewpoints are that the first priority of the Fund is to
provide funding for new and continuing forfeiture cases, and that the
Fund should not be used for any program which would require a source
of fixed or continuous income. An immediate and continuing interest
on our part will be proper implementation and oversight of the newlyauthorized purposes and activities which may be financed by the
Fund's revenue. To the extent that there may be funds surplused to
the above-stated forfeiture program needs, they should be returned
unencumbered to the 'reasury.
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EXEUTIVE SESSION

Mr. DwyzR. At this time we will go into executive session. I
would ask that those people who are not cleared to remain in the
room please leave.
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE
WITNESSES
WALLACE WARFIELD, ACTING DIRECTOR
BERTRAM LEVINE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
H. DALE MEEKS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION
RICHARD GUTIERREZ, COORDINATOR, IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE AFFAIRS

MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
INTRODUCTION

Mr. SmrrH. Next we will hear testimony on the fiscal year 1988
request of the Community Relations Service. Mr. Wallace Warfield
is the Acting Director of the Community Relations Service.
[The justification material in support of this request will be inserted in the record at this point.]
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, Ouamnity Relationts Service
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988

Ie Oousnity Relations Service (CRS) is requesting for 1988, a total of $29,123,000s 18 permanent positions, and 113 workyears.
request represents a net decrease from the 1987 appropriation anticipated of two workycars and $704,000.

Thi.i

(HS' budget contains two budget activities: Prevention and conciliation of community disputess and, Reception, processing, and care
ot Cabans and Haitians. Itese activities include five program: Technical Assistance; Program Operationsl Executive Direction and
Control Administrative Services; - . Reception, Processing and Care of Cubans am] Haitians.
Prevention and Canciliation of COmmunity Disputes
This activity is responsible for providing assistance to communities in preventing and resolving conflicts involving racial and ethnic
minorities. by bringing disputes to the negotiating table before they are acted out.in street violence or in litigation, CRS forestalls
the eventuality of more drastic federal intervention in the form of investigation, prosecution or use of marshals or the military to
preserve or restore the peace. CRS thus makes an essential contribution to the federal responsibility to fulfill the Constitutional
mandate of ensuring the domestic tranquility.
The Technical Assistance program is an integral part of this process. It makes possible improved program performance by enabling the
field staff to mure efficiently and successfully resolve disputes by providing technical information and the assistance of program
specialists and outside experts. A slight decrease is requested in resources for this program which is to be achieved through
asainistrative sport decreases.
ThePoram 94rations program consists principally of the Agency's 10-region field staff of conciliators and mediators-the Service's
primary aechAnism [or resolving the many racial and ethnic conflicts which disrupt harmonious relationships and threaten the peace of
the community. Problem areas include, but are not limited to, law enforcement, migration,
corrections, educational disputes,
employment, housing, community development, Indian rights and economic development program. CRS' intervention in such disputes as a
third-party expert capable of enabling antagonists to work out voluntary solutions helps to avoid the prolongation and escalatiqn of
social conflict, racial violence, economic loss, and cowunity estrangement. A decrease in resources is requested amounting to two
workyears did] $364,000, which are to be achieved through a reduction in the use of other-than-permanent employees and a reduction in
ahainistrative support areas; i.e., travel, equipment, other services, etc.
2

The Executive Direction and Control prongraa ebraces those principal areas of activity by which the Director establishes, transmits,
and monitors the planning and execution of policies and programs. A slight decrease in administrative support resources is requested.
The-Admnlstrative Services program is responsible for supporting all the activities and programs with administrative, budget and
pers4mel services'. A slight decrease in resources is requested based on the overall program decrease.
Reception, Pr cessing and Care of Cubans and Haitians
This activity is responsible for the care and processing of Cuban and Haitidn entrants as authorized by Title V of the Refugee Education
Assistance Act of 1980, Public Law 96-422, and by executive Order 12341 of Janudry 21, 1982, transferring these functions to the
Department of Jstice. Through this activity, CM provides outplacement, resettlement, and medical and mental health care services
to CuLmn and Haitian entrants paroled by the Immigration and Naturdlization Service (INS) from INS detention facilitiese, the Atlanta
Federal Penitentiary, and the Oakdale Federal Detention Center. These services are provided through grants with voluntary and private
agencies and through an interagency agreement with the Public Health Service (PS). These outplacement programs provide the Department
of Justice with a safe and oost-ef ective alternative to prolonged detention of ibns and Haitians whom the INS determines are not
likely to pose a threat to the public.
A new initiative in 1986 will permit a program decrease of $1,795,000, in the mental health program through the consolidation and
reduction of in-patient capacity at St. Elizabeth's Hospital. A second initiative would reduce by $46,000 the cost of long-term care
for physically and mentally disabled Mariel Cubans who will never be capable of independent living.
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, QCimnity Relation

Service

jstification of proposed Changes in Aororiation Language
lhe 1988 budget estimates include protoed changes in appropridt4Ali language listed and explained below.
lriuage is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

Salaries and expenses, 3oensnitty Relations Service
For necessary expenses of the Couuanity Relations Service, established toy title X of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, ($29,b37,00U,& of
ich
I$23,266,000L., shall remain available until expended to make parents in
advance for grants, contracts ati reiiibrsable agreements aijd otler expenses
necessary uivler Section 501(c) of the Refugee lucation4,Act of
198U (Puo ic law 96-4221 94 Stt. 1809) for the processing, care,
maintenane, security, transportation and reception and placement in the
United States of Cuban and Haitian entrants: Provided, That nutwithstindiny
section 501(e)(2)18) of the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980 (Public
law 9b-422j 94 Stat. 181U), funds may be expected for assistance with
respect to Cuban And Haitian entrai
as authorized under section 0l(c) of
sihch Act.

t$9123,00
$;21,74fiffi
Assistance

organizationin Plan No. I of 1966; DeMrtment of Justice Appropriation
Act, i987, as included in
lic i
99-500 and 99-591, section LUl(b);
additional autliorizing le islation to be proposed.)
._,lanation of changes:
No substantive changes proposed. However, supplemental appropriation language is requested relating to
a co tational error in the amount earmarked for reception and placement of Cuban and Haitian entrants.
In addition, tlmCongress should correct the reference to the Refugee Education Ac. to include the word
"Assistance" at tie proper point.

New

!gal Activities
Salaries and expenses, (0omiunity Relations Service
Crosswalk of 1987 Changes

(Lx)liars in thousands)

Congressional
1987 President's

Activity/Program
i.

Prevention and Oonciliation of
Couunity Disputes

a.
b.
c.
d.

Budget Request
Pos. WY
Amt.

Technical Assistance .......
Program Operations .........
Executive Dir. & Oontrol...
Administrative Services ....
Subtotal ................
2. Reception, Processing and Care
of Cubans aid Haitians .........

6
63
13
6
88

6
67
13
6
92

$421
5,278
1,12
355
7,180

30

23

24,829

Total ..........................

118

115

32,009

.
..
..

.

1987

19187 Supplementals

Appropriation
Actions on
1987 Request
Pos. WY
Amt.

Reprograinnings
Pus. WY
Amt.

Requested
Program
Pus.

WY

Amt.

rkS

$7
81

-$42

...

...

...

...

...

$29

-587
-100
-60
-8U9

...

...

...

...

...

508

~

-1.563
.
.
. .

......- 2,372..

...
...
...

.- - .

...

...
...
...
...
... ...
- .- .

.

............

...
...
...
.- - .

Appropriation
nt icipated
POs. WY
Amt.

17
6

6
63

III

13
6
U8

6
67

13
6

1,124
326
6, 990

-467
..

38..

30

23

22.837
.

41

149

118

115

29,827

...
373
...
81
ooo 25

.- - .

Pay &

$395
5,145

oWqressional Appropriation Actions

The Congress reduced the actxvit, "Prevention and Conciliation of Omounity Disputes* by $809,000 and the activity, Recept ion, Processing and
Care of Ouans and Haitians" by $1,563,000 from the 1987 request level. The Congressional allowance was derived by using the sequestration
level of $28,614,000. Added to this was $541,000 for uncontrollable increases and a program increase of $500,000 for time outplacement and care
of Cuban entrants. rils was offset in part by $18,000 in Federal Telecormaunications System savings.
S& iemrentais Requested
The supplemental request for $190,000, provides for increased costs associated with the Federal bEployees Retirement System of $85,0001
increased costs associated with Federal Te leconmwnications Service (FS) increases of $41,000; and, $64,000 for the increased pay coats. In
additLon, the 1987 Appropriation Act provided the Oommanity Relations Service $541,000 of the $590,000 requested for uncontrollable
increases. Ut this amount, $36,000 was inadvertently allocated for the activity, Prevention and Oonciliation of Community Disputes and
$505,000 Mr the activity, Reception, Processing and Lare of Cabans and Haitians. The distribution between these two activities appear to be
in ereor since the Prevention and Oonciliation of Coomunity Disputes activity had requested $560,000, and the latter activity had only
requested $i0,U0. The 1987 supplemental request corrects the distribution.
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, Oommunity Relations Service
bumiary,of Requirements
(Do~llars in thousands)

Perm. Work-

Adjustments to base:

its

1987 as enacted .........................................................................................................
1987 Pay and retirement upilemental requested .....................................................................
1987 Program suplemental requested ...............
*.................................................
19U7 appropriation anticipated ..........................................................................................
Savings resulting due to management initiatives .......................................................................
Transfers to and from other accounts:
Ilfansfer of Financial and Administrative Systems Support group f;ow General Akiiinistration .......................
Unm itrollable increases ..............................................................................................
Decreases (non-policy) ...............................................................................................
1988 base ..............................................
............................
....................................
1986 Actual
Perm.
Poo.
WY Anint

Estimates by budget activity
L. Prevention and conciliation
of oumuwnity disputes ..........
2.

88

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
eDs.
Pos.
WY Amount

1988 Base
Perl.

POS.

WY

AI~W1Lk

88

92

$7,888

9b

$6,285

30

23

26,414

30

23

22,837

30

23

23,535

Total............. 0........ 118

119

32,b99

1L8

115

29,827

118

115

31,423

reception, processing and
cdre of Cubans and Haitians .....

MY
ull-te
permanent .............
Ote
...........................

Years Alount

PUs.

112
7

88

92

$6,990

..
...

_7

4
III

...

III4.

III4

...

4
III

..

t31,423
-7
Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amut

$7,383

...

30

23

21,740

...

118

113

29,123

...

2

il

-2
...

-$505
-1,795

.. -2

Reib. Total A
I2L2.

11

1,638

90

Reiub. Total Approp. Remb. Total Approp. Reiub. Total A

-46

...

1988 st iate
Pete.
pos. WY Amount
88

115 429,637
149
...
41

.-2,300

Reib. Total

.2
-

...

"

-2
6

Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, O(suwnity Relatitms Service
Suary of Resources by Program
(Doliars in thuwnrds)

Estimates Py Program

1986 as Emacted
Perm.
Pe. WY Amount

Prevention arJ (Qonciliation
of OuJsmuJLty Disputes:
Techiucal Assstane
e......
6
6
Progrdw Operdtions ........
63
67
UXecutive Lirect Lon
anduOtroL .............
1
13
Adainistrdtive ervices..
6
6
Siitta........II**~
Reception, Processing and Care
ot
wb and HaLtians ........
lutal ..................

30
18

other Wuckyearki:
IWLL(:y .......................

(.erttme......................
ktl
xLpenisale
workyers ...................

19ft Actual
Parm.
POS. WY Amout

1987 Appopriat ion
Anticipated
Pea.
PUS. WY Aunt

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pou. liWy Amount

6
63

6
71

$353
4,83l

6
63

6
67

$395
5,145

6
63

6
67

$447
5,799

6
63

6
65

$419
5,435

1,020
294
,39

13
6
8

13
6
6

1,010
291
,25

13
6
8

13
6
2

L,124
326
b,990

13
6
88

13
1,262
6
380
5-2 -- ,888

13
6

13
6

1,186
343
7,383

......

22,837

23

22,265

30

23

26,414

30

23

28,6L4

118

119

32,699

118

115

...

15

Amount

1988 Estimate
Perm.
pos. WY Amount

$357
4,678

115

...

1988 Base
Perm.
]Poe. -WY

..

I8

...

-

30

23

23,53b

30

23

21,740

......

29,827 118

115

31,423

118

113

29,123

...

.....

-2

-2

...

...

L19
1is

115

115

113

-76
-37

-:~

-1,795
-2
...

...

-$28
-364

-2

-2,300

el Activities
Salaries ad expenses, Ommunity Relations Service
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summary
(Dollars in thousands)
Activity:

Prevention and O(nciliation
of Oxmnlty Disputes

Technical Assistance ...............
Program operations .................
Executive Direction and Oontrol ....
Administrative Services ............
o
Total......................

1987 Apprqriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount

6

63
13
6

6

67
13
6

-U _Y

$395

5,145
1,124
326

6,990

1988 Base
Perm.
POS.
WY
Amount

6

b3
13
6

6

67
13
6

-B _V2

$447

5,799
1,262
380

-77W

1988 Estimate
Perm.
POS.
WY Amount

6

63
13
6

6

65
13
6

$419
5,435
1,186
343

7H -

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
unt
FOa. WY

... -2

-$28

.. -2

-0

...

...

-364

-76
-37

This budget actlvity includes resources for the primary mission of the Comnity Relations Service. Funds retpested for this activity
are used to provide assistance to communities in resolving disputes, disagreements and difficulties arising from discriminatory practices
based oi race, color or national origin which iipair the rights of citizens and threaten to disrupt peaceful relations.
1987 Apropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
WY
Amount
Poe.
Technical Assistance ...............
toong-Range Goal:

6

6

$395

1988 Estimate
Perm.

1988 aase
Perm.
Poe.

WY

6

6

Amount

$447

PDe.

WY

6

6

Amount
$419

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
WY Amount
POS.
......

-$28

To enhance the delivery of expert conflict resolution services to state and local officials and community leaders.

Major ObJect ives:
T assist administration of justice agencies to overcome problems that cause conflict and confrontation, arL. -) iwplemenrt policies,
procedures, and program that reduce friction with the local comrumnty.

8

To help school system to reduce interracial and interethnic conflict manifest in classroom violence, youth gangs, disproportionate
discipline and performance and community confrontations, and to reduce the impact of those problems on educational achievement.
To provide conciliation staff with technical resources and expertise to improve the effective achievement of casework objectives.
To maintain a resource center of technical periodicals, articles, and materials pertaining to issues affecting the work of the Ommunity
Relations Service.
Sae Program Description: This program function is an integral part of the conciliation ard mediation process. It improves program
performance by providinj field staff with essential background and technical information to more efficiently and effectively resolve
disputes. Omminity Relations Service' conciliators and mediators are trained and experienced in the skills of community conflict
management. Often their role Is that of a catalyst, enabling resources within the community to combine in a new pattern in order to
resolve a specific problem. Frequently, however, local resources need bolstering from the outside. Such assistance is provided by
and througn the Office of Technical Assistance and Sup4port (OTRS).
Wirious categories of case are given support by OTAS through staff program specialists, whose role is to: 1) provide expert assistance on-site; 2) identify and arrange fur the services of other experts, as needed; 3)update the background and skills of field
staft through training and the provision of materials 4) coordinate the inter-regional transfer of experience and technology
5) identify and distribute models of program used successfully in other communities; 6) conduct special research to meet the needs
of specific cases and, 7) develop new program tools to respond to new types of problems. Program specialists also maintain liaison
with private sector institutions and public agencies to exchange information, provide technical support, encourage collaborative
program and co-aponsor seminar conferences and other national programs. Such activity often stimulates the use of private sector
resources in lieu of federal program. Because community conflicts relating to law enforcement and education are the source of
the most frequent aid complex types of cases, OTAS dedicates two technical assistance positions exclusively to these areas.
ccMpishments and Workload:

Mccomplishaents of the Technical Assistance Program are presented in the following table:

Item
case consulations ...................................................
Items of technical information provided................................
'Nchnical publications produced .........................................
Training models distributed .............................................
Status Reports on case activity .......................

................

1985

1986

576
2,534
2
34
5

604
2,567
2
36
4

Estimates

1987
604
2,567
2
36
4

19a

554
2,067
2
36
4
9

In 1986, OTAS provided 2,567 items of technical materials or service packages to CR5 staff in education, the administration of
justice, and other agency program areas. It also conducted 604 consultations with regional statf on various cases.
Amajor area of CRS involvment continued to be conflicts arising from police use of deadly or excessive force. crAS has been active
in coordinating national resources that address the issue, and providing police departments and training academies with strategies and
program models (or dealing with excessive force. ThbeOffice has focused on stimulating and disseminating information about innovative and
cooperative efforts between police agencies and coalitions of minority groups. Finally, OTAS has been instrumental in sensitizing iocal
pMlice departments to the issues of civil liability.
gcjam
Chan=: A decrease of $28,000 is requested in 1988 for the Technical Assistance program.
p
trough a red action in administrative support areas.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
FOS.
WY Amount
Program operations .................

63

67

$5,146

1988 Base
Perm.
Amount
WY
Pos.
63

67

$5,799

This decrease will be achieved

1988 Ea imat e
Prm.
WY Amount
Pos.
63

65

$5,435

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
WY Alount
Pos.
...

-2

-$364

-Rane Goal: To assist in reducing racial community conflict and violence through such voluntary means as: conciliating or
iating sjecitic conflicts; preventing or reducing violence, establishing mechanisms for better communication and dispute resolution;
providing an alternative to litigation; and helping coumnities to peacefully address underlying problem.
j

Major Objectives:
To nelp resolve approximately 1,100 racial-ethnic community disputes and conflicts.
To identify and provide special assistance to vulnerable communities to reduce the risk of racial violence.
Base mogram Description: ouumanity confrontations and disruptions related to disputes based on race, color or national origin
occur throughout the United States, in many areas of numan endeavor, and involve all of the larger and many of the smaller
minority populations. Efforts to redress inequities, and resistance to such efforts, create many thousands of conflicts which
disrupt harmonious relationships and threaten the peace of the community. Problem areas include law enforcement, immigration, corrections,
education, employment, housing, community development, Indian rights, and economic development, among others. In 1986, increases were
10

evidenced in interracial, physical violence against and between minority groups. CRS intervention in such disputes as a third-party expert
capable of enabling antagonists to work out voluntary solutions helps to avoid the prolongation and escalation of social conflict, racial
violence, economic loss and cosnmrnity estrangement.
Qwmwniuty conflict related to racial inequities in education is prevalent throughout the nation. Problems proliferate as more and more
school districts seek to educate an increasing number of minority students in a school environment inadequately prepared for change.
There is a growing schism along racial lines on such issues as school closings, bilingual education, unequal discipline standards,
resegregation of once-desegregated schools, displacement of minority school teachers, and the choice of new programs which seek
educational excellence in ways that serve the needs of minorities as well as whites. With minority school populations growing steadily in
,t. areas of the oountry, conflicts over these issues will present a growing demand for CMS intervention in 1988.
Demographic changes also contribute to the volatility of minority relations. Seven hundred thousand Indochinese refugees who have settled
in American communities in recent years have begun to visibly assert their claims to social and economic equity. Other Asian-American
groups (such as the Chinese and Japanese) also report increasing incidents and tension levels with other racial groups. The Hispanic
population, native and immigrant, as well as undocumented persons, is growing rapidly and moving to non-traditional areas of settlement;
and no effective solution has yet been fou d to steady the influx of undocumented people. Recent changes in inmigration law--particularly
provisions for legalization of undocwented persons, guest workers and tighter border patrols--are likely, at the outset, to be
accompanied by coirmnunity tension along racial and ethnic lines.
Accomplishments and Workload:

Accooplishments of the Program Operations program are presented in the following table:

1985

Item

1986

Est inmates

1987

1988

Alerts received .........................................................
Assessments processed ..................................................

2,060
1,528

2,056
1,487

2,200
1,500

2,200
1,500

ocLination cases conducted ............................................
Onciliation cases closed...............................................
Wpdiation cases conducted...............................................
mediation cases closed ..................................................
tmunity Tension Appraisals conducted ..................................

1,069
1,069
28
16
60

1,031
766
30
22
60

1,100
800
36
24
125

1,100
800
36
24
150

While the 04S mandate requires the agency to resolve conflicts in individual caimunities, the net effect is to help assure the

domestic tranquility of the entire nation.
conflicts would have either:

There were approximately 766 conflicts resolved in 1986.

If unresolved, these

a) escalated into violence; b) required stringent and costly measures of law enforcement; c) lead to

costly and embittering litigation; or d) added to the smoldering pile of unresolved grievances which already burden the minority
consciousness. The 0tS annual assessment of racial tension gives evidence that the resolution of conflict by CRS in a manner which
reduces the minority perception of inequity and which demonstrates the responsiveness of established institutions, significantly
reduces the risk of violent confrontations.
Local law enforcement agencies continue to seek CRS' assistance in improving police-community relations as more jurisdictions become
sensitive to their vulnerability to heavy costs of liability suits alleging police misconduct. In most instances, such requests
ive led to revised programs, policies or training with respect to police use of force.
C S efforts throughout the country have assisted state and local law enforcement agencies to develop a non-federal response to minimize the
destructive effects of hate grou activity.
For more than a dozen years, CRS has provided special assistance to police agencies and cwromnity groups in an effort to reduce the loss of
life by police officers and civilians which too frequently companiess police encounters. A recent nationwide study of 57 cities has shown
a steady and startling decline in the number of police officers killed during that period as well as significant reductions in the number
ot minority individuals killed by. police... . OS mediation in 1986 of a federal court case on bilingual education in Center, Oolorado,
building on earlier successes in Lynn and Worcester, Massachusetts, is being hailed by some as a landmark settlement which may serve as an
example for the resolution of similar thorny conflicts throughout the country... . A CRS-sponsored consultation involving the police
agencies of 15 Gulf Coast communities and leadership of the Southeast Asian population groups which have settled there, resulted in new
cooperative approaches to overcome burgeoning community relations problems. OS will assist and study these new programs in order to
extract models for use in other parts of the country.
Proram Oanges: A decrease of two workyears and $364,000 is requested in 1988 for the Program Operations program. This decrease
will be achieved through a reduction in the use of other-than-permanent employees and a reduction in administrative support areas;
i.e., travel, equipment, other services, etc.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Amount
WY
lUs.
Executive Direction and Control....

13

13

$1,124

1988 Base
Perm.
Amount
WY
Pos.
13

13

$1,262

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Amount
WY
pos.
13

13

$1,186

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Amount
Pos. WY
......

-$76

tong-T
e Coal: To implement those principal areas of activity by which the Director establishes, transnits and monitors the planning
and execution of policy and program.
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Major Objectives:
Tv develop and iplement agency policy and provide management and supervision that assures maximum agency service delivery.
To oondut and coordinate pertinent cczmanications with the public, other Departments, Federal agencies, and the O(ngress.
To provide legal review and analysis to headquarters and field personnel.
To prepare the annual budget and determine how appropriated resources shall be allocated.
To coordinate program planning, related at all levels to operational analysis and evaluation.
TO evaluate and to assure the quality of CRS services.
Base Program Decrigtion: The program of executive Direction and Control embraces those principal areas of activity by which the Director
establishes, transmits, and mcnitora the planning and implementation of policies and programs. Efficient utilization of agency personnel
and funds is made possible though the operational Planning System, a cyclical process involving the planning of programs in response to
guidance provided; the reporting, monitoring and evaluation of program iplementation; the study of program and policy issues; the Quality
Assurance System; and develqmnent of the budget and subsequent supervision of the achievement of its objectives.
The runctions of executive clrection and control are performed directly within the Office of the Director and within the Office of Policy
Development. Respusibilitf for the Interpretation of the Agency, for legal counsel, and for legal technical assistance to the regions are
all lodged in the Office of the Director. Media and Oongressional relations dre conducted by the Director and his personal staff.
Accoupitstuents ad Worklead:

Accomplishments of the tbecu!'-ve Direction and Oontrol program are presented in the following table:

Item
Office Plans reviewed ard approved ......................................
Budget Submissions and ftqporttve testimony and briefings ........... ....
Reports on Statistical evaluation and Analysis of Operations ...........
Uiarterly Statistical reports to Regional Directors ..................
Issue papers prepared ...................................................
Analysts of Regional Trends.............................................
Responses tu pubiic/Ongressional inquiries .............................
Responses to LVIA/PA inquiries ..........................................
Responses to Requests for Legal Assistance from Regioxal Offices ........
Proposed Leisiatton studied .............................................
Periodic reports to itheAttorney General or Deputy Attorney General.....
Judicial and Legislative items for review ...............................

1985

1986

15
3
4
40
4
2
50
39
65U
6
36
750

15
3
4
40
4
1
50
45
650
5
3b
750

..

Estimates
1987
1We
15
3
4
40
4
1
50
45
650
5
36
750

15
3
4
40
4
1
50
45
624
5
36
700
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Program Changes: A decrease of $76,000 is requested in 1988 in the Executive Direction and Control program.
in rewris ts requested based on planned administrative support decreases:
1987 Apprupriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Pe".
WY Amount
kninistrative Services ............

6

6

$326

1988i Base
POO. WY
6

6

Amount
$380

This slight decrease

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
6

6

$343

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos. WY Amount
......

-$7

L~oM-Mre Coal: To provide support for all the activities and programs with administrative, budget and personnel services.
Major Objectives:
To provide-timsly fiscal control and effective position management over resources flowing to or from the Service.
To provide for the timely processing of all administrative related requests for space, security, procurement, travel, financial
ceim1~rsement and all other administrative requests.
To provide direct financial and administrative control over the grants aspects of the OMan and Haitian Entrant Program.
To provide for other required services such as timely and efficient mail and messenger service, security, equal employment
opportunity and centralized records management.
kae Program Description: Necessary administrative services are currently provided primarily through a liaison process with the Justice
nt Division (JMD). The Administrative Services Program provides direct input of vouchers, personnel requests, requests for goods
and services, obligating documents, inventory control, etc., to the JM accountability systems through a centralized administrative office
located in the CRS headquarters. In addition, security and equal opportunity systems are provided directly by personnel assigned to the
unit. Beginning with the transfer of the OJban and Haitian Entrant Program, this office assumed additional responsibility in the direct
monitoring ot grants.
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osrCliistwneits and Workload:

Accmpllshtents of the Administrative Services Program are presented in the following table:

Item
Personne! actions reviewd and pr
................................
o
Procurement actions revised and processed ..............................
Buclets prepared ........ e.......
....................................
adjustments processed .............................................
Financial reoards created ............................................
Invoices processed .................................................
Management analyses performed ...........................................
04S directives published ................................................
Special reports prepared ................................................
Special projects conducted ...........................................

1985

1986

236
761
3
4
4,126
1,568
iL
6
80
24

225
700
3
4
4,100
1,600
11
b
80
24

Est iates
198__ 1
25
700
3
4
4,100
1,600
11
6
80
24

215
650
3
4
4,000
1,500
11
6
8o
24

Mat major objectives contained within this program are ongoing in nature, and are not copleted except for planning stages of new system.
P!!Jtam O!
w es: A decrease of $37,000 is reqgested in 1988 for the MAnistrative Services program.
will be achieved through planned decreases in the acinistrative support area.
Activity:

Reception, Processing ant
Care of OJbans and Haitians

Reepton, Przocessing ant 0(re

1987 Apropriation
Anticipated
Peru.

Poe.

WY taunt

1988 Base
Perm.

Poa.

WY Aount

Ibis slight decrease in resources

1988 Eat ate
Perm
Poe.
mount

Increase/Decrease
Peru.
Pes.
WY Amount

of Obans and Haitians ...........
30
23
$22,837
30 23
$2J,535
30 23
$21,740
......
-$1,795
IMN-M!2e God_.l: TUadminister the orderly placement and resettlement of Oan and Haitian entrants in such a manner as to avoid
community onflict and minimize the impact on public assistance and public safety.
Major Objectives:
lT provide cos effective resettlement services to OAan ard Haitian entrants released by the Imigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) through the use of various voluntary and private agencies, and to monitor these resettlement.
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To provide shelter care and child welfare services to Cuban/Haitian entrant minors and to arrange eventual sponsorships and placements
for these minors.
To provide seondary resettlement assistance for Haitian entrants An South Florida who have not attained economic self-sufficiency.
To provide follow-up care and services to Cuban entrants approved for release from Public Health Service mental health care
outplacement projects.
Base Program Description: This activity addresses the needs of Cuban arv-1Haitian entrants who continue to need reception,
presIiWrr reseFULOlnE, placement and other services from the Federal government. The primary populations served include certain
OAbana who arrived in this country during the ariel boatlift of 1980 and those Haitians who arrived in 1980 and each year thereafter
and who have subsequently been detained by the INS for their undocumented entry into the United States.
C5'

outplacement and resettlement services to Cuban and Haitian entrants are structured around four program areas:

Outplacement from the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary, the Oakdale Federal Detention Center, and INS detention facilities of Marlel
Cubmawho are reparoled by the INS District Director after screening by both the INS and CRS to ensure that they do not present a
danger to the cufmnity.
2. Outplacement from the INSome Special Processino Center of Cuban and Haitian detainees, including unaccompanied minors, who are
paroled by the INS District Director tor htranitarian reasons.
3. Secouaary resettlement assistance for Cuban and Haitian entrants living in South Florida whose initial resettlements did not lead
to their achievement of economic self-sufficiency.
4. Follow-w care for mentally ill entrants who have completed psychiatric treatment programs provided by P1tSand who are ready to
make the transition to semi-indepndent living.
I.

In addition, through an interagency agreement with the U.S. Public Health
at the INS/Krome Special Processing Center medical facility. Specialized
Disease Center in Carville, Louisiana. mental health care is provided at
programs. Mental health evaluations are performed on Kariel Cubans being

00
QD

Service, medical care is provided to Mariel Cubans and Haitians
medical care is provided to five Cuban patients at the Hansen's
St. Elizabeth's Hospital and community-based treatment
considered for reparole by the INS.

Aco0lislhants and Workload: Acosnplislinents of the Reception, Processing, and Care of Cuban and Haitian Fttant Program re
preseoted in the following table:
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Item

1985

1986

Estittes
1987
198

Entrant Poplat ion:

N mn/Haitian Entrants in INS/Krom at beginning of year ........
Cuban nitrants in APP at beginning of year ......................
Wimn Entrants Revoked toftderal Custody .............................
Backlog of Mentally ILL Cuban Entrants at APP .........................
C

394

345

345

345

1,474

1,845

1,800

1,500

IO'U
250

1,080
260

1,080
320

IU80
422

333
33

109
47

110
30

110
30

269
5b
28

278
64
2J3

278
78
353

278
78
353

439
318

446
155
291

363
125
236

318
80
238

...........

11,594
10,943
651

8,805
8,000
805

8,805
8,000
805

8,805
8,000
805

Mental Headlth Evaluations ..........................................
- St. Elizabeth's .....................................................
- AP........................
s.................................
- Other tfJ Facilities .....................................
..........

3,367
552
2,755
60

3,009
1,142
1,742
125

2,092
1,060
932
100

1,990
1,060
830
100

36
6

22
..

4

5

Reaettlements:
Fros IHS/Krome SR:
- Adults & Unaccompanied Minors ......................................
- tkaccwpanied Minors/Shelter Care ...................................
Secondary Hesettlemnt Assistance in South Florida ....................
From PUS Outplacement Projects ........................................
From AFP & INS Detention ..............................................

PUS Services
Long-Term Health Care ................................................
- At Federal Facilities ..............................................
- At Nun-Federal Facilities ..........................................
(Outplacement Projects)
Sturt-Term Health Care .....................................
- * Clinic Visits ................................................
- # Hospital Days .........................................

Grant Activities
-(;rant Proposais processed:
- s.......................................
-HS...................................
....

121

..........

o....................
o..................

0
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Grants Awarded:

-a

..............................

-

..................................

................................................................

Agencies Receiving (rants:
-06 .................................................................
.................................................................
On-Site Visits:
-

- 1S ...............................................................

10
8

6

8

16

15

22

7

10

iO

7

5

4

3

66
44

9U
9..
24

120

120

4

16

3
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The Community Relations Service was selected to administer the Cuban and Haitian Entrant Program in 1983, and received direct
administrative control on March 6, 1983. During 19U6, the following accomplishments were realized in each program area:
1.

Outplacement fom the Atlanta federal Penitentiary. This outplacement activity had been suspended during 1985 while the
repatriation agreement with the Government of Cuba was in effect. Henewed outplacement in 1986 was necessitated by the
suspension of that agreement and by the resulting shortage of secure detention space for the 80-100 Martel Cubans being
returned to federal custody from state and local detention facilities each month. A major recent development in the Mariel
Cuban detention and outplacement program during the first quarter of 1987 has been the initiation of the consolidation of
Martel Cubans in detention at the Oakdale Federal Detention Center in Oakdale, louisiana. In addition to the 203 Hariel
Cubans from the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary that 0HS placed in structured halfway house program during 1986, CRS used its
carryover resources to fun4 the outplacement of an additional 30 Mareel Cubans from INS detention facilities other than the
Atlanta Federal Penitentiary.

2.

Outplacement from flS/Krom Sotvice Prooessing Oenter. Although the number of Haitians arriving in South Florida has declined
as a result of the Coast Guard interdiction program, the decreased number of Haitians released under humanitarian paroles aid
the increased nmber of Mariel Cbans being transferred to the INS/Krome S1C have caused the population at the INS/Krome S 2C to
remain relatively constant. The reduction in the number of CRS outplaements from 333 in 1985 to 109 in 1986 has had a
negligible impact on U3S resource needs because of the low per capita cost of this type of outplacement service. The
number of u.mcccmnled Haitian minors requiring shelter care ad family placement services increased to 47 in 1986.

3.

Seoundar Resettlement from South Florida.
In 196, (=6 provided secondary resettlement assistance to 278 Cuban and Haitian
entrants. Reduced funding in 1986 caused the suspension of the Planned Secondary Resettlement Program, which would have
provided comprehensive and highly structured resettlement services to 125 entrant families willing to move to specific cities
outside Florida where prospects for upward mobility existed.
18

4.
0

Aftercare for Mentally IlI Entrants. During 198b, this aftercare capacity was expanded to ac*omodate 64 entrants. The additional
capacity will permit an increased flo of clients out of the-commoAnity-based treatment programs, thereby freeing up space for
mentally ill Hariei Cubans still in the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary.

In additLon, C]S funds the provision of health and mental health care services to Mariel Oubans and Haitians who are detained at

the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary or other INS detention facilities, primarily the INS/Krome Service Processing Oenter, through
an interagency agreement with the Public Health Service.

1. Medical Care. Medical screening, examinations, and medical care are provided to Cuban and Haitian entrants at the
INS/Krom Service Processing Center medical facility, operated by hS, and by community hospitals and other health
care providers in the Miami area under contract to P1tS. Specialized medical care Is also provided to five Cuban
patients at the Gillis W. Long Hansen's Disease Center in Carville, Louisiana. Management and operational cost savings
ilq)lemented at these facilities during 1986 included the renegotiation of health care cost rates, increased use of
on-site verses off-site services, increased monitoring of lmpital billings, and increased use of office automation.
2. Mental Health Care. 198b represented the first full year of operation of the expanded 155 bed PUS/INS evaluation and
treatment facility at St. Elizabeth's Hospital. This secured facility provides services for the seriously mentally ill
and mentally retarded entrants in need of intensive psychiatric care. The expansion was intended to remove from the
Atlanta Federal Penitentiary the acute mentally ill entrants. About 20-30 mentally ill Mariel Cubans are returned to
the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary from state and local jails each month.

0
'n

The coamnity-based treatment program provide comprehensive treatment and rehabilitation services following the Oban's
release from St. Elizabeth's
pital. Budget reductions in 1986 caused a decrease in the number of outplacement beds
from 318 to 291. This level of
aity was achieved only through the use of a 9-sionth budget period for six grants
and the application of unexpended balances to completely fund two other grants. Cost savings were achieved at
St. Elizabeth's Hespital by reducing the staffing costs of the health care contractor. Management actions were also
taken with regard to the comunity-based treatment projects to reduce average per diem rates, centralize all travel
accounts to obtain discount fares, limit use of express mail, apply a,term admission policy, and discontinue personal
allownces for (Uban clients.
3. Mental Health Evaluations. PUS screens entrants in the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary and other sites to determine their
mental health status and to make placement recommendations.
Program Changes: A decrease of $1,795,000 is requested in 1988 for tiwis activity. This decrease is possible as a
oxnsolidatLon and reduction of in-patient capacity at St. Wizabeth's Hospital into one building.

result of the.
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, community Helations Service
Financial Analysis - Program changes
(Dolars in thousands)
Prevention and conciliation of cownity distes
Technical
Program
Executive Direction Administratived
Assistance
Cperations
and Control
Services

Item

Total positions and
annual rate ............
wip" (-) ..............

.

Fos.

mount

Pos.

...
. .

...

...

Permanent wrkyears and
coepensat &on

0....

...
...

...
. ..

personnel cuoa ensation ...

Travel and transportation

o persons ................

...
...

...

Dpuiment .....................
Grants ............

.

-2

-44
-12
-10
-2

...

Amount

pos.

pos.

....

. ...

...
...
...

.

-73

...

...

...

...

...

-20

-2

.

...

--

...

$6

-44

...

-124
-106
-17
...

...

...
...
...

-33
-28
-4
...

...
...

-3b4

...

-7b

...

...
...

.

...
...

...

-37

...
_...._,_

.

Amount

.

.

-2

-73

-2

-73

...

-65

-500

....
...
...
...

-185
-1,452
-25
-500

-1,195

-2

-2,300

-$1,295

......

...

Total
Pos.

...

...

...

-16
-13
-2
...

,_,__

..

......

Total vorkyears and
ouligations, 198 .....

Amount

...

...

......

mount

...

.

permer ...............

rbtal workyears and

(A Rent...
............
Other services......

os.

.

........

Other than full-time

Amount

Reception, processing
and care of Oubans
and Haitians

=

-
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, OUmWnity Relatitns Service
Priority Rankings

Prq

Base Program

~Rnig

ELoiutivw Direction and
Oxtrol
Program Operat ions
Reception, Processing and
Care of Ooans and
Haitians
AdmhintrCatLve Services
L c-inioel Assistance

Progra

I

2
3
45

Program

Program Decrease

neeption, Processing and
care of Obans and Haitians
ecthnical Assistance
A ministrative Services
Executive Direction and
Otwtrol
Program operations

Banking
1

2
3
4
5
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Legal

ctivties

Salaries and expenses, OaMUnity Relations Service
Detail of Permanent Positions t5(Cat eory
Fiscal Years 1986 - 198

1986
Authorized

197
Authorized

10
10
39
4
L
54

10
10
39
4
I
54

Category
11eionaL Directors (340) ................................
Seroc Conciliation Seciaiists (30 ...................
0
Conciliation Specialists (301)0.)...
...............
Technical Ausistant b1pecialists (301)...0........e......
Acoknting and budget (50-55) .........................
General Ain., Clerical and Office services (300-399)..
oral .........

1...............

Washington .....................
......... ..
U.C. Field (Located in Washington) ..................
0
U.S. Field .........................................
r"aI .....................

............

.............

..

118

1988
TaI
10
10
39
4
I
54
118

i

32
7
79

32
7
79

32
7
79

118

118

118
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.
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................................

00o

9
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1987
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a
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within-im

iniw

da
s&ee*e

..

$

r
p

.............

easmseees......e
se

o,,*os,,,,,,,

.......

bnf

eve

-46

of*

*so

11

*oe

251
109
4,
17
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13
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o,

o

toeo

,,,,
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set

m.e

t

seao
Goo

s
.

.

.

so@

ego

eat

seae

foe

s.00**es

*o

AWdo
veeal W d eowvicw...........................
.......... i.............e........
eOwra
el ig lewmt
....................... ........ a.....................................

mt... ..............................

seee

seee

GSA Meaarrng tei~bursb1e
s
ev
ie
Federta
leeammmicaaw By m (
) .....................
PO Pitssa
...
..........
mwye data ad payrol O 0,00
0..0ofs*es$0vtea @ggyoese

hedictias ~ete
in health
ISm

41

wio

s

...

eplmi
tal ..........

metlrmo cotributlaw - reviled Isede
tamlitysd pr di

e eg

149

be*

M3i
?ute
t VfMot goma
14ustet
idtoun
banf1e
mnxt o
ae4uD

4,637

.

..........

1

feee
foeo
JA
eo

A"J

.

111

115

-7
31.423
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Legal Activities

Salaries and expenses, coMurity Relations Service
Justification of Adustments to Base
(Dollars in thousands)
Amont

Savings resulting due to management initiatives:
Lon-term care cases ...............
..................................................................................
Savings ot $46,000 viii be generated by the reduction in the per diem rates for lariel Qibans at the
coimunity-based mental health programs actainistered by the Public Health Service.
Transfers to and from other accounts:
Transfer of Financial and Ai inistrative Systems Support group ........................................................
This represents the transfer of the Financial and Adinistrative Systems Support Group from the General
Administration to the Working Capital Fund. The transfer of this group will place all of JMD financial,
administrative systems support services on a user-reiffixrsable basis.
Uncontrollable increases:
I. *is additional ;Rsenaable day ........................................................................................
The annual salary rate for Federal employees is based on 260 paid days. FY 1988 has one more compensable drAy
(262) than 1987 (261). (Permanent personnel compensation $5,195,000: 260 a $20,000 plus $2,000 for benefits)
2. Anmualization of Federal Exployees' Retirement System Osts .........................................................
This request provides for the additional costs in 1988 necessary to continue implementation of the Federal .nployees'
retirement System Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335. This act established a retirement program for Federal civilian employees
ana postal workers hired after Decemter 31, 1983 who are covered by social security, and for eplyees under the
Civil Service Retirempnt System who choose to transfer into the new system. The calculations were determined from an
U approved fomla.
3.
nnualization of 1987 pay increase.. .............................
............................................
This request provides for the annualization of the January 4, 1987 pay Increase. The calculation of the amount
required for arnUallzation is based on 68 paid days (October 1, 1986 through January 3, 1987) which were not
included in the pay raise amount of $46,000. Additionally, $63,000 of the 1987 pay requirennt was absorbed.
Total annualization required is $109,000.

-$46

LI

22
251

109

68/261 x pay raise amount for 1987 .......... $46,000
1987 absorption of pay .......................
63.000
Total annualization ........................
109,O0
24

4, Within-grade increase .

..........................
..........
This request provides for an expected increase in the cost of withLn-grade increases.
this increase is generally
consistent vith increases expert enwd in recent years and is approximately om pecant above the bae for
coupnsain aid related benefits toc peirmam siLcyrt. ieromeI ccagnsation $42,000 and benefits
4,o00 - $4,000).
'
S. Retirement contributians - revised Federal plan
fee***@$
an •e
Beginning Jauary 1, 1967, eloyeas hired after .huiay I, 1984, my elect to contribute up to 10 percentma
their salaries to special tax-deferred accounts and the Gover--im
will watch up to 5 percent ot te employee's
contribution. It is estimated that aproximately 2.5 percent will take adwvage of this option
Locality based pet d.m ...........
.
PubIlc Law 99-234 authocnd a nw locality-based per dim and lifted the $75.00 ceiling In certain g rqrphio
acea.
An umcoarollable Increase of $19,000 is required to meet the expected 2.9 percent incree to to
funds.
7, SAtrawl
R"too@*ooa
o**
o
in 1987 the Rent 8ytem replace the Standard Level Woer Charges (SUWC) syse. GM will charge rental rates that
approinte those chaged to commercial tenants for equivalent apae ad related services. An wuoontroable
increase of $202,000 is required to mt our cmitment to GSA.
B. GSA recurring reimbursable services.............................
.............
.....................
Rainbucsable payments ace made to GSA for heating, ventilation and ait conditioning provided in excess of mnI
working hours ard for guard service. GSA ba estimated a 4.2 percent increase at $13,000 in fee for the services
in 1988 over 1987 charges Of $299,000.
9. ,ederal
lecom ncatin System
.......................................................................
a*I).
. .
The General Services, Administration has advised of a 16 percent increa e in Federal TelecommAnications Bytm (M')
Intcity cost for 1986. This increase i mainly due to umaiipated tariff Increases, savings GSA had built Lao
their original budget estimate which will not aterialise and 7f 1985 cost&which were not billed by GSA last year.
An increase at $20,000 over the 19 base a $125,000 is requested.
10.
O printing costs .........................
.....................
.................
Ow GOerment Printing Office (CPO) is currently projecting a 3 to 4 percennc re
over the 1987 ptUing cost
0f $20,000. An additional $,000 will be retired in I
.

1

17

1
203

13

20

25

Amount
bplcyee data anA payroll
..
Centralie employee data and payroll services are provided to all Departmntal ognizations except the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Charges for these services, which include information systems maintenance and payroll
accounting ate based on the number of reord mintained. ghe rate of $145.64 per record in F '1986 will be maid
to $155.76 per record for F! 1988. The change is based on anticipated unoontrollable cost increase of 6.9 percent
for the operation of the Justice Employee Data Service. An additional increase has been included to isrove the
"m
sources aNwageent Information System (1l418). this improvement will enhance the productivity of all
Departwet cORXMpneS as Well as the saGpott u*ItS of accouting, budgeting and proaaremt. This retooling of
suprt system will allow the Deparment to "perate an off icent, effective and businesslike adinietrative
perati on.
12. Audio visual and media services....
.
..
...
.
..
This increase reflects proposed rate increases for various types of audiovisual services that range from seven to
240 percent higher than present rates. An ftiinted 16.5% overall increase will be assigned to each af ected
organisation for 1986.
U General ricing level d m
.
sea................................
.
.................................
. .
This request applies OMB
pricing guidance as of December 1986 to selected expense categories. 2th increased coets
identify ied reult from applying a factor of 3.5 percent against those sdobject classes Mhere the prices that the
Goverment pays axe established through the market system instead of by law or regulation. Generally, the factor
is applied to applies, materialat equipment, contracts with the private sector, transportation coats and utilities.
Excluded from the coi~utatin are categories of expense where inflation has already been built into the 19i7
estimates.
%ibal
uncontrollable increases*#** so**..................................................
ta
s
..
11.

$vic

Decreases (Automatic non-golicy)

Reduction

in IAlth Benefits ....................

.....

...............................................

The Federal Impluees Health Benefits Act (P.16. 93-246) provided that the Gvoermuent's. share of health insurance
would be 60 percent of the total rate comencing in 1975. effective for the first pay period after umay 1# 1986,
the D apartments actual contribution to health insurance decreased due primarily to reduced carrier rateo. The
requested decrease includes $7,000 for d4rceisd rates below the 1987 budgeted base.
Total, adjustauts to ba"e ....................
S
f*
as

. -
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, OomanitY Relatiuns Service
SWWu Y of Reqirements by Graue and Object Class
{Dollars in thousands)

Grades and salary ranges
Executive bevel IV, f7z,]00 ......................
8S-4, $6, T00 ..............
..............
G6/0-15, #53,830-69o976 ....................
GtA/;-14, #45,763-59,488 .........................
GS/GM-13g #38,727-50,346 .........................
GS-12, $32,567-42,341 ............................
GS-i, $27,172-32,148 .....................
GS-9, $22,456-29,199.............................
GS-, #20,333-26,435.......................
(B-7, #18,35823,866.......................
GS-6, #16,521-21, 480.......................
GS-5, $14,822-i9,268.......................
GS-4, 13,248-17,226.......................
GS-3, 111,802-15,339..
...................
1Toul, apprqprated positions ..............
Pay above stated annual rate ................
Lses .........
00..0.06
.
...............
Savings due to lower pay scales for part of year.
Net full-time permanent ........
........
Other than permantnt:
Pact-time peranent ..........................
Other personnel oompensation:
Ovectm
u........0.0 ........ 6.
.............
Specl1 personal srvioes payments ...............
TotAl, workyears and personnel comoersation ....
Average HS Salary ........................
Average SA Salary ...........................
Average GS/G Grade ......................

1987 Est imate
Positions &

Workyears
L
2

Aun

1988 estimate
Positions 6 Amount
Workyears
2
12
12
46
3
1
5
10
7
2
3

12
12
46
13
1
5
10
7
2
3
3

3
I

1

118

#5,049

-7

-337
-45

20

lie

"S,200
40

...

-7

-337
...

iii
l4l.7 4,903
4

114

Increase/Decrease
Positions
A
Wockyears
Amount

252

2

255

...

12

...

4,97b
(468,700)
($37,843)
(11.6)

113

186

...

4151

...

20

.

...

216

-2

-66

-2

172

25
34

5,148

22

($68,700)
(437,843)
(11.6)
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Legal Activities
Salaries and exPenseS, Oxmwnity Relations Service
Sumary of Requirements by Grade and Object Class
(Dollars in thousau

Obect class
11.1
11.3
11.5
11.8

12
21

22
23.1
23.3
24
25
26
31
41

1987 bstirate
Workyears
?eount

Full-tim permanent ..........................
Other than full-time permanent ...............
Other personnel compensati ...............
t
Special personal services payments .......

i11

Total, workyears and personnel cospensation..

115

Pe rsonne I benefits ...........................
ravel and transportation of persons .........
Transportation of things .....................
GSA rent .............09...6.............
Communications, utilities and miscellaneous
charges.............................
Printing and reprodiction ....................
. *............ .....
Other services ......
Supplies and materials .......................
Gipment........
.... s.
...............
0..
Grants...................................
.Total obligations ..........................

Relation ot obligations to outlays:
UnObligated balance, start-of-year ...............
UnobLicpte'J balance, end-of-year .................
'lital raquirelwnts .........................
Relation rA obligations to outlays:
Obligated balance, start-of-year .................
Obligated balance, end-of-year ...................
...........
Outlays ....................

4

$4,687
252

}

1988 Bestimate
Wurkyears
Amount
111
2

2b
12
4,97b

$4,903
186

-2

$216
-66

-2

172

25

34
113

5,148

22i

612

976

364

67J
19

635
20

-38
1

911

928

17

532
2
18,663
68
52
6,049

568
3
15.007
71
30
5,737

36
1
-3,656
3
-22
-312

32,557

29,123

-3,434

-2,730

29,827
4,239
-7 589

...

29,12J

-2,730

-7U4

7,589

-9,' 646
27,066
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, Cowmnty Relations service
oxnsultinq and Related Services
(oliars in thousands)
1986
Actual
OxnSlting Services ........

.

ve......s....

......................

Management and Professional Service .......
Special Studies and
Olotal ....

........

.....

.......

......

1988
Estimate

418

*16

18

16

I..............................

nis.....................................

a

$18

1987
Est mate

.....................

.....

i8

Oxwultants' services are used by the Comanity Relations Service only for those asaignmenta which cannot be performed
in-house. Consultants in various specialized areas of education and the administration of justice assist field staff in
uLipiny to resolve disputes and working with ommnity grc-"ps and major institutional leaders. Examples are police
departments, school superintendent and school staff as well as cemmunity organizations which generally are led by business
persons, as well as, civil rights organizations. A slight decrease is requested for 1988.
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Mr. SMrrH. Mr. Warfield, do you have a statement?
Mr. WAwIzw. I do, Mr. Chairman. If I might, I would like to
touch on just the highlights of the statement I have submitted.
Mr. SMrrH. All right. That will be acceptable.
[The prepared statement and biography of Mr. Warfield follow:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE
STATEMENT OF THE ACTING DIRECTOR
WALLACE P. WARFIELD
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMW:TTEE
ON THE DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE,
AND STATE, THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGJ7NCIES

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR IN SUPPORT OF THE 1988 APPROPRIATIONS;.
REQUEST OF THE COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE.
THE REQUEST IS FOR $29,123,000, 118 PERMANENT POSITIONS, AND
113 WORKYEARS.

THIS REPRESENTS AN INCREASE OF $1,596,000 FOR

ADJUSTMENTS TO BASE ITEMS AND PROGRAM DECREASES OF $2,300,000.
THIS DECREASE IS DRAWN FROM TWO SOURCES:
$505,000 REPRESENTS SAVINGS IN ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT AND
OTHER-THAN-PERMANENT EMPLOYEE CATEGORIES.

WE ARE IN THE PROCESS

OF MODIFYING OUR PROGRAM PLANNING EFFORTS TO MORE EFFECTIVELY
TARGET RESOURCE ALLOCATION TO CASE ACTIVITY.

THE CRS CONFLICT

RESOLUTION PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE AT THE SAME LEVEL.
$1,795,000 REPRESENTS PROPOSED SAVINGS IN THE PROCESSING AND
CARE OF CUBAN AND HAITIAN ENTRANTS DUE TO REDUCED PER DIFM RATES
FOR THE CARE OF MENTALLY ILL MARIEL CUBANS AND REDUCED OPERATING
COSTS AT ST. ELIZABETH'S HOSPITAL.
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MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN AND SAID LATELY ABOUT RACIAL HATE
INCIDENTS AND THE STATE OF RACE RELATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.
IN ITS MORE THAN 20-YEAR HISTORY OF RESPONDING TO RACIAL TENSIONS
AND CONFLICT, WE IN CRS HAVE LEARNED THAT IF WE ARE GOING TO BE
INSTRUMENTAL IN HELPING TO RESOLVE RACIAL CONFLICT AND TENSION,
THEN IT IS CRUCIAL WE UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT IN WHICH IT TAKES
PLACE.
WE FIRST BEGAN TO CATALOGUE INCIDENTS OF RACIAL VIOLENCE IN
1978 WHEN SOME EIGHT INCIDENTS CAME TO OUR ATTENTION--ALL LOCATED
IN THE SOUTH AND ALL INVOLVING THE KU KLUX KLAN IN SOME FASHION.
IN 1979, THE NUMBER OF SUCH INCIDENTS RECORDED BY CRS, STILL
INVOLVING THE KLAN OR SOME KNOWN ANTI-MINORITY ORGANIZATION,
INCREASED TO 44 AND INVOLVED LOCATIONS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE
COUNTRY AS WELL.

THE NEXT YEAR, CRS NOTED 30 INCIDENTS INVOLVING

THE KLAN AND SIMILAR HATE GROUPS.

WE ALSO BEGAN IN 1980 TO RECORD

OTHER RACE-RELATED INCIDENTS THAT WERE BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION
INVOLVING SUCH ACTS AS CROSS BURNINGS, FIREBOMBINGS, DESECRATION
OF RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS AND OTHER SUCH ACTS WHERE THE IDENTITY
OF THE PERPETRATOR OR PEPETRATORS WAS UNKNOWN OR DID NOT BELONG TO
A FORMAL HATE ORGANIZATION.

THERE WERE 69 SUCH INCIDENTS THAT

CAME TO OUR ATTENTION IN 1980.
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THE NUMBER OF CRS ALERTS INVOLVING KLAN OR KLAN-RELATED
ACTIVITY PEAKED AT 69 IN 1982 AND APPEARS TO HAVE DECLINED TO AN
AVERAGE OF ABOUT 45 FOR THE PAST FOUR FISCAL YEARS.

AT THE SAME

TIME, IN PART DUE TO INCREASED PUBLIC AWARENESS, AND IMPROVED
REPORTING PROCEDURES, WE HAVE SEEN THE NUMBER OF ANONYMOUS
COMPLAINTS RISE STEADILY.

A PORTION OF THIS INCREASE CAN BE

ATTRIBUTED TO A THIRD CATEGORY OF INCIDENT REPORTS:
COMMUNITY-BASED RESISTANCE BY PREDOMINANTLY ONE ETHNIC GROUP TO
THE MOVE-IN OR PRESENCr OF ANOTHER ETHNIC GROUP.

AN INCREASING

PERCENTAGE ALSO INVOLVES INDIGENOUS MINORITIES WHO ARE RESISTING
THE SETTLING IN OF OTHER, MOSTLY ASIAN, MINORITIES.
IT IS NOT MY BELIEF THAT ENCLAVES SUCH AS HOWARD BEACH, NY.
OR FORSYTH COUNTY, GA. ARE A REFLECTION OF A RISING TIDE OF RACISM
IN THE UNITED STATES.

AS DISTURBING AS THESE INCIDENTS ARE, IT

CANNOT BE OVERLOOKED THAT SOCIAL INTEGRATION IN THIS COMPLEX
MOSAIC OF A COUNTRY IS MOVING AHEAD AT A DETERMINED PACE.

IF

ANYTHING, THESE INCIDENTS MAY BE AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THIS
TREND.

A RECENT STUDY BY THE URBAN INSTITUTE, BASED ON 1980

CENSUS DATA, INDICATES THAT BLACKS AND WHITES ACROSS THE NATION
HAVE BEGUN LIVING IN MORE INTEGRATED SETTINGS DURING THE 1970's.
INDEED, AN UNDENIABLE REFLECTION OF THIS PHENOMENON WAS THE 20,000
FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS AND FELLOW AMERICANS WHO MARCHED IN CUMMING,
GA. ON JANUARY 24, 1987.
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NONETHELESS, WHILE THESE INCIDENTS ARE COMPARATIVELY FEW IN
NUMBER MEASURED AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF EVERYDAY POSITIVE RACIAL
RELATIONS, WE IN CRS CANNOT AFFORD TO BE SANGUINE ABOUT
POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS.

FOR IF LEFT UNATTENDED, THESE INCIDENTS
ORGANIZATIONS ACROSS THE COUNTRY ARE

COULD SPREAD LIKE A CANCER.

CONVENING HEARINGS ON HATE VIOLENCE.

GOVERNORS' OFFICES, POLICE

DEPARTMENTS, AND COMMUNITY GROUPS FROM RHODE ISLAND TO IDAHO TO
CALIFORNIA ARE REQUESTING CRS ASSISTANCE IN DEVISING EFFECTIVE
RESPONSES TO HATE CRIMES.

WE HAVE NOTED A FEW INSTANCES OF HATE

VIOLENCE AND INTIMIDATION TAKING PLACE IN PUBLIC HOUSING.

TO THIS

END, WE BEGAN EXPLORATORY DISCUSSIONS WITH HUD'S FAIR HOUSING
STAFF AND WE ANTICIPATE A CLOSER WORKING RELATIONSHIP IN FY 1988.
CRS CASEWORK IN THE AREA OF ADMINISTRATION OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT SERVICES HISTORICALLY HAS BEEN HELPING TO REDUCE THE
CONFLICT AND TENSIONS THAT FLOW FROM ALLEGATIONS OF EXCESSIVE USE
OF FORCE, AND STRAINED POLICE-MINORITY RELATIONS.

THE MARKED IH-

PROVEMENT WHICH WE HAVE NOTED IN THIS AREA HAS BEEN CONFIRMED BY A
RECENT NATIONAL STUDY WHICH INDICATES THAT THERE HAS BEEN MORE
THAN A S0 PERCENT REDUCTION IN POLICE AND CIVILIAN FATALITIES
RESULTING FROM POLICE ENCOUNTERS OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS IN THE SO
LARGEST CITIES IN THE NATION.

WE LIKE TO THINK THE WORK OF CRS

HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH THIS REDUCTION.

WE ARE DISTURBED

NONETHELESS, BY A PERSISTENCE IN POLICE-MINORITY INCIDENTS THAT
CONTINUE TO MAR THE POTENTIAL FOR EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIPS IN THE
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FIGHT AGAINST CRIME.

IN THIS REGARD, WE WERE PLEASED TO SEE OVER

200 POLICE EXECUTIVES ATTEND OUR FORUM ON POLICE-COMMUNITY
RELATIONS. AT THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE
CONFERENCE THIS PAST FALL.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS THE

FLORIDA STATE ASSOCIATION OF CRIME PREVENTION OFFICERS, AND THE
BEAUMONT, TEXAS POLICE DEPARTMENT ARE SOLICITING CRS ASSISTANCE TO
BETTER REACH AND SERVE MINORITY COMMUNITIES.

IT HAS BEEN

GRATIFYING TO WITNESS THE PUSH FOR POLICE PROFESSIONALISM AND WE
APPRECIATE THE SUPPORT OF THIS COMMITTEE IN OUR EFFORTS TO ASSIST
THIS MOVEMENT.

THERE IS, HOWEVER, MUCH STILL TO BE DONE.

OPENING THE CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN POLICE AND
MINORITIES HAS BEEN MADE MORE DIFFICULT IN RECENT YEARS WITH THE
CONTINUED IN-MIGRATION OF NEW ETHNIC GROUPS.

INTERFACE BETWEEN

MANY SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEES AND GOVERNMENT AND AGENCY
INSTITUTIONS HAS BEEN IMPEDED BY LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES.

THE SAME PROBLEMS HAVE HAD A DOUBLE EDGE, REFLECTED

IN THE VICTIMIZATION OF ASIANS WHO MAY BE SEEN AS EASY TARGETS OF
CRIME.

TOO LITTLE INTERACTION BETWEEN ASIANS AND POLICE OFFICERS

IN THESE INSTANCES EXACERBATES THE PROBLEMS OF PROVIDING EQUITABLE
LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES.

IN AN EFFORT TO ADDRESS THIS DILEMMA,

THIS PAST YEAR WE CONVENED A CONSULTATION FOR IS GULF COAST
CITIES, FROM TEXAS THROUGH FLORIDA, TO IMPROVE THE PROVISION OF
POLICE SERVICES TO REFUGEE COMMUNITIES AND OTHERS IN THAT AREA.
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ANOTHER MAJOR DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE WILL BE GENERATED BY THE
RECENTLY ENACTED IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT.

CRS IS

PREPARED TO ASSIST THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE TO
ACHIEVE ITS GOAL OF FAIR AND EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT BY PREVENTING
OR RESOLVING COMMUNITY-RELATED PROBLEMS THAT COULD ARISE DURING
THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS.

ETHNIC AND RACIAL TENSIONS COULD

OTHERWISE INCREASE THE COSTS, DELAYS, AND TURMOIL ASSOCIATED WITH
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW LAW.

TOWARD THIS END, WE HAVE

ALREADY BEGUN TO ESTABLISH COMMUNITY TASK FORCES TO WORK WITH THE
IMMIGRATION SERVICE TO HEAD OFF POTENTIAL CONFLICT.
WITH REFERENCE TO OUR RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER TITLE V OF THE
REFUGEE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1980, WE EXPECT TO OUTPLACE
THE.SAME NUMBER OF MARIEL CUBANS FROM FEDERAL DETENTION AS THIS
YEAR, 353.

MOST OF THESE ENTRANTS WYLL BE RESETTLED THROUGH OUR

HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAM.

A SELECT FEW WILL BE PLACED WITH CAREFULLY

SUPERVISED FAMILY SPONSORS.

AN INCREASE IN RESETTLEMENT CAPACITY

FROM LAST YEAR TO THIS YEAR WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE
REDUCTION OF THE RESIDENTIAL PHASE OF THE HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAM
FROM SIX TO FOUR MONTHS.
WE ALSO EXPECT TO CONTINUE OUR SHELTER/CARE PROGRAM FOR
CUBAN AND HAITIAN CHILDREN WHO ARE DETAINED BY THE IMMIGRATION
SERVICE.

THIS PROGRAM ENSURES THAT CUBAN AND HAITIAN CHILDREN IN

FEDERAL CUSTODY ARE NOT HELD IN ADULT DETENTION FACILITIES AND ARE
PROVIDED APPROPRIATE CARE AND SERVICES.

4
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IN SUMMARY, WE SEE SOME TROUBLING EVENTS THAT COUNSEL OUR
CONTINUING VIGILANCE:

VIGILANCE TOASSURE THAT HATE GROUPS ARE

NOT PERMITTED ,TO DEPRIVE CITIZENS OF THEIR CIVIL RIGHTS.;.VIGILANCE
TO ASSURE THAT PREJUDICE, ETHNIC RESENTMENT, AND THE FEAR OF
ECONOMIC COMPETITION FROM MINORITY AND IMMIGRANT GROUP MEMBERS ARE
NOT PERMITTED TO DEPRIVE CITIZENS OF THEIR CIVIL RIGHTS. 'THE
BASIC CHARACTER AND DECENCY' OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, HOWEVER, WERE
REFLECTED IN THE TURNOUT OF SOME 20,000 MARCHERS IN FORSYTH
COUNTY, NOT IN THE RELATIVE HANDFUL OF HECKLERS AND BOTTLE
THROWERS.
THERE IS A NEED TO MAINTAIN A BALANCE SO THAT THE NEGATIVE
FORCES DO NOT OVERWHELM THE PROGRESS THE COUNTRY 4AS MADE THUS
PAR.

WITH YOUR SUPPORT, WE INTEND THAT THE COMMUNITY RELATIONS

SERVICE CONTINUE ITS WORK IN THAT EFFORT.

THANK YOU.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS

THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE.
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Wallace Warfield is currently the Acting Director for the Community Relations
Service, Department of Justice. Mr. Warfield joined the agency In 1968 and served
in several capacities including conciliator, mediator, Deputy Relpional Director,
Ati Regional Director in the New York Office and Associate Director for Field

Coordination before assuming his present position.

Before joining the Community Relations Service, Mr. Warfield worked at the
Lower West Side Community Corporation in New York as Deputy Director. Prior to
this, he worked with the New York City Youth Board as a Street Gang Worker.
Mr. Warfield was born in New York city. He received a B.A. degree from Howard
University and his Masers in Public Administration from the University of Southern California extension in Washington, D.C.

OPING STATEMENT
Mr. WARniLw. My colleagues and I are pleased to appear in support of the 1988 appropriation request of the Community Relations
Service. The request is for $29,128,000, 118 permanent positions
and 118 workyears. This represents an increase of $1,596,000 for
adjustments to base items and program decreases of $2,800,000.
The decrease is drawn from two sources: $505,000 represents savings in administrative support and other than permanent employee
categories; and we are in the process of modifying our program
planning efforts to more effectively target resource allocation to
case activity.
$1,795,000 represents proposed savings in the processing and care
of Cuban and Haitian entrants due to reduced per diem rates for
the care of mentally ill Mariel Cubans and reduced operating costs
for the program at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
We come before this committee in an atmosphere of renewed
concern about racial tensions and race relations in the United
States. When we came before this subcommittee to testify on fiscal
year 1987 appropriations request, we noted the rise in racial hate
incidents. we began to catalogue incidents of racial violence in
1978. While the number of incidents pertaining to the Ku Klux
Klan, or formal hate organization, has declined to an average of
about 45 from 1983 to 1986, the number of anonymous incidents
has risen steadily since 1980.
Despite the persistence of these incidents in enclaves such as
Howard Beach or Forsythe County, it does not hold that America
therefore is a racist country. Integration is moving ahead at a determined pace and, if anything, these incidents may be an acknowledgement of this trend.
Nonetheless, while these incidents are comparatively few in
number, we in CRS cannot afford to be sanguine about their potential implications where, if left unattended, these incidents could
spread like a cancer. Governors' offices, police departments, and
community groups from around the country are requesting CRS assistance in devising effecve responses to hate crimes, and we anticipate continued activity in this area in 1988.
CRS case work in the area of administration of law enforcement
services historically has been helping to reduce the conflict and
tensions that flow from allegations of excessive use of force which
strain police-minority relations. Some studies have suggested a
marked decrease in police and civilian fatalities over the last sever-
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al years, and we believe that CRS has had a role in this reduction.
But this only tells part of the story. We are disturbed -by the persistence of police-minority incidents, short of deadly force, that continue to mar the potential for effective partnerships in the fight
against crime. We continue to receive large numbers of requests for
assistance from members of the police community as well as civilian organizations.
With respect to the Immigration Reform and Control Act, CRS is
prepared to assist the Immigration and Naturalization Service to
achieve its goal of fair and effective enforcement by preventing or
resolving -community-based problems that could arise durmig the
implementation process. Toward this end we have already begun to
establish community task forces to work with the Immigration
I
Service to head off potential conflict.
With reference to our responsibilities under Tit4e V of the Refugee Education and Asistance Act of 1980, we expect to outplace
the same number of Mariel Cubans from Federal detention as this
year, 353. Most of these entrants will be resettled through our halfway house program. A select few will be placed with carefully supervised family sponsors. An increase in resettlement capacity
from last year to this year was made possible through the reduction of the residential phase of the halfway house program from six
to four months.
We also expect to continue our shelter care program for Cuban
and Haitian children who are detained by the Immigration Service.
This program ensures that Cuban and Haitian children in Federal
custody are not held in adult detention facilities and are provided
appropriate care and services.
I might note that 1989 will be CR8' silver anniversary, and I
came across a bit of legislative history that I thought would be of
interest. Senator Lyndon B. Johnson said in- his introduction of a
bill for the Civil Rights Act of 1959 that "Civil rights involves the
idea of human understanding and of human dignity. The outward
manifestations of tolerance can be enforced by guns, clubs, and
bayonets, but understanding does not exist until the people themselves will it to exist." I believe that CRS is a very important mechanism in helping the country move to that level of understanding.
I would be happy to answer any questions that you have, Mr.
Chairman.
ORIGINAL FY 1988 REQUwET

Has your
budget
been amended or changed since you
Mr. SMrrH.
originally
proposed
it back
in September?
I
Mr. WAmmzm. Yes. We asked the Department for a budget of
$37,857,000, and 126 positions. What went into the Office of Management and Budget was for $28,614,000 and 118 positions, and the
nal request is for $29,123,000 and 118 positions.
Mr. ST.
Why did OMB add the $500,000 back? What was that
for?

Mr. WARFIm. Well, if I may ask Dale Meeks to respond?
Mr. Mzms. It was primarily the difference in the base on which
it was all calculated. The base that we went to originally this fall
was based on anticipated congressional levels from last year and
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did not take into account the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings reductions
-or the recent pay and retirement increases.
Mr. SMITH. There was an agreement, then, on the strength level?
Mr. m . Yes.
INCMD

OCCURRENCE

Mr. SiTH. The incidents you spoke of in your statement occurred after that time. Do you view them as isolated incidents,
which
change your budget requirements?
Mr. don't
WARIPLE.
Well, sir, I don't know if I would consider them
isolated as such. An analogy that Ilike to use is the Vietnamese or
the refugee program that was taking place after the fall of Saigon,
from 1978 to 1983 or so. At one point 14,000 refugees were coming
in from Southeast Asia per month. Now, we in the Community Relations Service at that time experienced a number of conflicts related to that, but I think you would have to say that we witnessed
a successful integration of these people into communities around
the country, virtually without incident.
So I am saying that I think that these race-related incidents are
very serious. There are enclaves. I would not want to indict whole
States or jurisdictions on the basis of this, but, yes, I think we need
to be very concerned about them.
CHANGES IN ETHNIC GROUP CONFLICTS

Mr. SMrrH. Are your needs changing between ethnic groups?
Mr. WARFm. Somewhat, sir. I think that we're noticing more
conflict now of an inter-ethnic nature. That is, even within the
area of hate activity, although the basic aspects of this deals with
white-against-black move-ins, if you will, increasingly we see activities occurring of interracial conflict between blacks and Southeast
Asians who are moving into their communities, and between Hispanics of varying groups with each other. So I think the conflict
now is becoming much more interracial, less blacks against the establishment than it was when we first began many years ago. I
think that is increasing, and that is Pmething we are going to
have to be paying increasing attention to.
Mr. SMrH. You are the Acting Director?
Mr. WAzRF D.That's correct.
Mr. SMrrH. Has a Director been named or is one going to be
named?
Mr. WAmrLD. No, sir, not yet. I have no idea as to what the
timing is on that.
Mr. SMrr- . How long have you been acting?

Mr. WuuqxD. About ten-and-a-half months.
Mr. Swim. OK. Thank you.
The subcommittee is adjourned until 9:00 tomorrow.
[The questions for the record, and the answers submitted thereto,
follow:]
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QUESPION FWOM MR. NEAL SMITH
OOMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE
Prevention and Conciliation of Community Disputes
Question:
On pages 9 and 11, you display workload tables to justify your
reduction. Based on your actual 1987 experience to date, do you
still believe your total 1987 and 1988 estimates are accurate? For
the record, for each item provide the actual workload to date for
1987 and the similar workload through the same date in 1986.
Answer:
On the basis of estimated workload data for the first half of 1987,
projections for 1987 and 1988 still appear to be valid. The
exception is the stability shown in the number of alerts, which could
conceivably justify a downward adjustment of our projection from
2,200 to 2,100, a figure closer to the 2,056 experienced in 1986.
The actual workload to date for 1987 and comparable data for 1986 are
presented below:
1987
6 Months
Estimate
Alerts Received..............
Assessments Processed ........
Conciliation Cases Conducted.
Conciliation Cases Closed ....
Mediation Cases Conducted ....
Mediation Cases Closed .......
Community Tension Appraisals
Conducted. .
...
.

.1,076
712
703
296
20
9
...

*

1986
-6Months

Percent
Difference

1,077
742
670
285
24
11

-0.1%
-4.0%
4.9%
3.9%
-16.7%
-18.2%

60

*Annual Appraisals of Racial Tension have not yet been completed for
1987.
Partial-year figures for Technical Assistance workload data, found on
page 9, are not presently available. The $28,000 reduction proposed
for this decision unit is directed at administrative support
activities and is not expected to have any impact on casework
productivity.
Reception, Processing and Care of Cubans and Haitians
Question:
What is the basis for your program reduction of $1,795,000 for the
Reception, Processing and Care of Cubans and Haitians?
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Answer:
The decrease of $1,795,000 will be absorbed through reduced per diem

rates for the care of mentally ill Mariel Cubans and reduced

operating costs at St. Elizabeth's Hospital. Reduced operating costs
will be possible as a result of a reduction in bed capacity at
St. Elizabeth's Hospital from 125 to 80 and the consolidation of the
program into one building.
To accommodate this reduction in bed capacity, the Public Health
Service will be able to transfer some of its long-term patients from
St. Elizabeth's Hospital to the new 300-bed health unit at the
Oakdale Federal Detention Center in Louisiana.
Question:
In 1986, you actually obligated over $4 million more than was
appropriated. Why?

Answer:
The appropriation for the Reception, Processing and Care of Cubans
and Haitians is without fiscal year limitation. In 1986, therefore,
this budget activity was able to draw from its annual appropriation
of $22,265,000 as well as from unobligated balances from prior years.
Because of the repatriation agregnent with the Government of Cuba in
December 1984, which led to the temporary phase-down of the CRS
halfway house program, CRS did not obligate all of its 1985
appropriation. A significant portion of the unobligated balances
were able to be used in 1986 to fund an additional halfway house
program, provide funding to the Public Health Service for the care of
mentally ill Mariel Cubans, and fund two interagency agreements with
the Immigration and Naturalization Service for the Cuban Adjustmentof-Status Program and guard service at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
Question:
Based on obligations to date, do you anticipate that 1987
appropriated amounts will be sufficient?
Answer:
The Reception, Processing and Care budget activity will be able to
meet all of its programmatic needs and budget obligations through its
annual appropriation, the pending 1987 supplemental request and
unexpended balances from prior years.
Question:
Again, based on actual 1987 obligations, are you still confident in
the accuracy of your 1988 request?

I
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Anser:
The 1988 request reflects an accurate projection of Reception,
Processing and Care program needs for that year. The request
generally represents a continuation of this year's level of
obligations and services for Cuban and Haitian entrants in federal
custody.

FRIDAY, MARCH
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UNITED STATES TRUSTEES
WITNESSES
THOMAS J. STANTON, DIRECTOR AND COUNSEL, EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR
UNITED STATES TRUSTEES
ROBERT N. FORD, COMPTROLLER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
U.S. TRUSTEE JUSTIFICATION

Mr. EARLY. Next we are going to hear from the United States
Trustee System. Continuing with our review of the Department of
Justice, we will now hear testimony concerning the United States
Trustee System Fund.
The Fund requests $53,525,000 for Fiscal Year 1988. This is an
increase of 90 percent over the Fiscal Year 1987 amount.
We will insert in the record at this point the Fund's Fiscal Year
1988 Budget Justification.
[The justifications follow:]
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United States Trustee System Fund
Summary StatemenL
f'iscalYear 198

The 1988 budget request for the oversight of bankruptcy cases is 893 positions, 713 rull-timo equivalent (FT£) vorkyears and
$53,525,000. In addition to transfers and uncontrollsble increases or $15,713,000 and non-policy decreases of S'i,Si9,000 the
request includes a net program Increase of 339 positions, 174 FTEvorkyears and $14,182,000. The proposed personnel increases
represent the second year or a three year phase in to a nationvwde U.S. Trustee program prsuant to the Bankruptcy Judges, United
States Trustees. end racily Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986, Pub. L. 99-554, ("the 1986 Act ). By the end of IFY1988. at least the
Initl
starr viii have been hired In each of approximately 78 field offices needed to adinister bankruptcy cases in all federal
Judicial districts.
Administration of Cases
The Administration or Cases program involves the oversight or bankruptcy cases filed In federal Judicial districts specified by the
196 Act. By the end of 1988. the district: viii be served by 21 U.S. Trustees and at least 78 field office or sub-office
locations. According to the phase In schedule in tie 1986 Act, during 1987 there viii be a total or 11 U.S. Trustee regions
operating by Aujust 211 1957, encompassing a total or 52 redersi judicial districts. The rewilning 10 regions encompass 36
districts and v ii phase in during 1988 (no later than October 27, 1988).
The U.S. Trustees vill continue to place major emphasis on performing ihe Congressional mandate to "serve as bankruptcy watchdogs
to prevent fraud, dishonesty, end overreaching In the bankruptcy arena (See i1.R.Rapt. no. 595. 1971, pago 81. in addition to
aggressive monitoring or raes charged by bankruptcy practicloners, the U.S. trustees vii maintain their highly effective
procedures For referring criminal matters to the U.S. Attorneys and providing them with Information needed ror elective case
prosecution. Referrals are made to the U.S. Attorneys or to state and local liw enforcement or regulatory agencies as appropriate.
Another major program focus viii be to guard against tax losses during bankruptcy proceedings. in 1968, tie U.S. Trustees viii
continue to work closely vith the Internal Revenue Service IIRS) to monitor debtor a prompt payments or withholding, social
security and unemployment taxes to the U.S. Treasury. Financially strapped businesses often use taxes withheld from employees for
their own working capital needs, rather than remit them to the IRSvhen due. This represents a significant loss of revenue to the
federal government. The U.S. Trustees vigorously monitor financial reports and tax payment receipts to ensure that such
accumulation ot no tax liabilities does not occur.
Mnseaement and Administration
The Management and Administration program concerns the centralized legal, policy and administrative support for the bankruptcy case
administration program. The major focus In 1988 viii be to obtain the personnel, space, equipment, furniture, ADP systems and
other resources needed to Implement the program expansion.
goroortation structure Change
The 1986 Act established a no and separate appropriation, the United States Truatee Systom fund, to pay for the necessary expenses
of the U.S. Trustees. in 1987, the U.S. Trustees are funded from the appropriation, "Salaries and expenses. Oversight of
Bankruptcy Cases for part of their resources I$11,7'3,000) end from the United States Trustee System Ftnd for another port
ii,1988. The 1986 Act established a number of nov
$:6,I.6.
00I. All program resources vili be provided by the fund beginiiing
fees end charges in bankruptcy cases vtilchare to be deposited to the Fund. Once expansion of the program is completed, the fund
Is expected to be 5elr-sustainlng; future U.S. Trustee resources viii come from the receipts to the Fund.
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Justification of Procosed Chances in Ap-ropritton Lsnjgq
The 1988 budget estimates

Include proposed changes in the appropriation language Itsted and explained below.

New language Is

underscored and deleted matter Is enclosed in brackets.
United States TrusLee System Fund
S~al-01
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A
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"Sn ruot
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SacS
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IV 8'OP.-1)986 " I PuO. L. -2
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available In such amounts usma
e~~a
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L
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[Salaries and Expenses, Oversight or Bankruptcy Cases
ror necessary expenses of the bankruptcy trustees, $11,500,0u0.
Effective
moodiaetely before November 10, 1986, section 408(c) of the Act of November 6,
1978_Public Law g5-598, 92 Stat. 2687), is amended by striking out "Novembor 10,
C
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
"September
30,
19818.1
1986
Lxplenaston

fChan

Public Law 99-55i, the Bankruptcy Judges, United Statos Trusteos, and Family
farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986, amended title 28 or the United States Code to
establish a United States Trustee System Fund. 1h1s special fund, authorized
without fiscal year limitation, provided that roes should be available for
certain expenses as may be speciied in appropriation Actt.
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Least Activities
United States Trustee SYsl es

fund

Crossvalk or 1987 Cha~nqes
(O~llars %n thousands)

1991 President's

I eist

Congress iona
Approp r tot Ion
Actions on

.81eue st

& gA 61IL
1. Bankruptcy Matters
a. Administration at cases.
173
b. Management and administration. _M
Total ............................ 193

162 $9,958

-a

1.7053

6

r

fl

11

......
.- $163

181 11,663 ......

i98
k

-163

____

IL& Zu

...

Supplemontsis
Reguesed

-IER

am

1987
Appropriation

N

pay&

A&&,

AlLL,6

85
U

$14,507

$210

-U

500
5%

247 $24.512

A

327
_J

-36

3,66

...

361 102

16,436

243

554

283

28,179

...........
...

ft

.1.929

Conaressional Approprlation Actions on 1g87 Reauest
Congress reduced the appropriation amount requested by $163,000.

1981 SURle"ntajL Reagestod.

A program suppleeentai of $16,436,000 Is requested to fund the first year of expansion to a

itionidepogra
pPy uppIlMntai of $93,000 is requested to meet Increased pay requirements pursuant to P.L. 99-500 and
$15 ,000 is requested to cover costs associated with Implementation of the new Federal Employees Retirempnt System (FERS).
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Legal Astlvite
United States Trustee SYstpmlusW

Peru. Work-

ASUflfnts to Base:

Fos,_ years

Department or Justice Appropriations Act, 1987 .........................................................
1987 Pay and retirement supplemental requested .......................................................
1987 Program supplemental requested ..................................................................
1987 appropriation anticipated ...............................
Transfers ............................................................................................
Uncontrollable increases ..................................................................
Decreases (automatic non-policy) ............................................................
1988 Base ..............................................................................................

193

Amount

181 $11,500
243
2

.. 2e8
"

15.711
.1-

1987 Appropria-

Enacted
,11!6
ToL Mo ryL

Estimates by

budaot ac

itx

1. Bankruptcy matters

179

1841 9,759

Remursable voricysare..
TtlWorkyeare...........11
Overtime................3&.Total compnal
vorkyears................. 1841

179

rL

183 9,675

a
5511

WY
283

N_
28,179

"
554

- rs9.c
Y
AL
ee
3
A172 Pa,..6.
5111 39.3413 893 713 53,525
339 172

8

283

5"

713

172

183

283

5441

718

1711

reesLLe
14,182

I
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Leall Activities

United States Trustee SyStu Fnd
Justification of Program and Performance

Activity:

BSankr-,.tcy

Matters

Administration or cases ............
Management and administration....

Total ............................

Activity Resource Summary
(Dollars in thousands)
1987 Appropriation
Aniipated
19
Basa
faer
LAl PoPs
L;erim
6l
500
5n

2147$24,512
A.6l

832TV7I

500

h8g

554

5f, 793-4-3

$34,072
5-21

Pok
re.AL
Q-

839

594

Estimter
l
61

Y

661
5

A

Pe5r

.
lL
PerWuha

6148,254 339
,271

53,525

172

$14,182

1441i

This budget activity includes aill of the resources for the United*Statos Trustee program. Funds requested for thisactivity
support the U.S. Trustee program personnel Involved at headquarters and in the fimld offices in the supervision of bankruptcy case
administration in a total of 88 federal judicial districts.
1987 Appropriation
Ei naced

1988

ase

1o
gH

Eatimate

Inc &Lse/Decreasee

form.
Per9.
Pot,
u ..CL
6M.L.
P_
W
&L.L
Administration of cases ............
500
$34,072
839
661 $48,254 . 339
172
$14i,182
CnooRr
ol: To assure the effective administration of bankruptcy casesiith the maximum confidence or creditors, debtors and
L
the courts. Also. to permit judges to focus on legal matters in the cases before them, by removing judges from case
idalnistr ion.
in creating the U.S. Trustee system, the Congress cited thenecessity for separating administrative and
Jori Ob.ligtiggis
Judicative functions Oto afford bankruptcy litigants the fair and Impartial justice to vhich eli other litigants in the federal
courts are entitled. J/ Within this broad responsibility theobjectives or the U.S. Trustees are:
To supervise the performance of Chapter 11 debtors-in-possession (or trustees and examiners) to preserve the going-concern value or
the business, prevent administrative insolvencies and guard against tax losses to the Treasury.
To maximize assets or estates and distributions to creditors.
To monitor the costs of estate administration primarily fees).
To recruit, select, train and maintain panels of qualified Individuals to serve as private trustees in Clapter 7 cases.
To supervise the administration of Chapter 12 and 13 cases by ,.tanding trustees and, if possible, to reduce the costs thereof.
To encourage creditor participation In bankruptcy cases.
To ensure that parties in a bankruptcy case act In conformance with the law, and that fraud, dishonesty, and overreaching in the
bankruptcy arena are prevented.
To assign cases to panel members on a fair and Impartial basis and supervise their performance.
PePe

PoQ..E
AL

ALL
217 $24,512

1/

M.R. Rep. No. 595, 95th cong., tIt Seso. 91 (1977)

Frm,
fri,
ilL
500
489

Baroroares Oqscrtioa
n.
The Bankruptcy Reros Act or 1978 established the U.S. Trustee pilot program in 18 Federal judicial
districts to address the problem or administering bankruptcy cases. Based on the successrfI test or this pilot program, the
Congress passed the Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees, and family Farmer Bankruptcy Act or 1986, extending the U.S. Trustee
pilot program concept to as roderal judicial districts by October 27 198.
The expanded program wilIIphase-in over the 1987 to
1989 period.
The major thrust or bankruptcy reform is to separate thwe adjudicative and administrative functions in cases.
Prior

to the Bankruptcy Refrm Act or 1978, Judges performed both functions.

trustees and other professionals they appointed
members or the bankruptcy bar, who would appear
perceptions of lack of judiolal propriety arose
to supervise the administrative aspect of cases

the legal issues which arise in cases.

They adjudicated legal issues and also aspervised the

to administer the cares.
The judges oron developed close relationships with
before the judges in court.
The appearance or conflicts or interest and
out or the judges' duel role in handling cases.
The U.S. Trustees' role, then, is
while
having to the bankrutcy Judges the more traditional role of adjudicating

The PAdministration of Cases' program consists or persons located in field offices *leaded by U.S. Trustees and a smaller number of
sub-offices.
These offices are responsible for supervising the administration or cases riled under Chapters 7. 11, 12 and 13 of
Title I of the Act. During1987, U.S. Trustee offices viii be located in Boston; Now York City; Newark, Now Jersey; Alexandria,

Virginia; Tempa,Florida, elies; Chlcago Minneapolis; Los Angeles; Denver; and Wichita.
Chapter 7 liquidation cases are actually administered by private trustees.
The appointments to Individual casos are made by the

U.S. Trustees from a panel of qualified trustees, Under Chapter 1, the trustee liquidates the nonexempt assets or the debtor and
distributes the proceeds to creditors. The individual debtor then receives from the court a discharge or his or her unsecured
debts and a financial 'fresh start.'
Under Chapter 11 business reorganization cases, the debtor usual ly continues to operate the business. However, the court may order
appointment or a trustee where a need exists for an outsider
run the business.
During this time, errorts are made to develop
do
a
reorganization plan which may totally restructure the debtor a balance shot.
if a plan Is confirmed by the court, Chapter 11
provides a framework for the eventual retiabilIltation or the business.
One of the most significant accomplishments of the pilot program has been the U.S. Trustees' substantive wanitoring of the
financial condition of debtors-in-possession during the pendency of Chapter it proceedings. This close scrutloy often revels
mismanagement or dishonesty by the principals of an ongoing business concern, which, in turn. causes the U.S. trustee to seek the
appointment of en examiner or a trustee in the case.
1f the company cannot operate profitably, and there is little
likelihood of a
turnaround, action is taken to convert the case to a Chapter 7 liquidation proceeding.

Chapter 12 and 13 cases are adelnistered by standing trustees appointed to serve in a particular geographical area. Under Chapter
12, certain family farmers can restructure their debts and repay them through a chapter 12 stai8Ing trusttee, avoiding the loss of
the Family fare. Under Chapter 13 Individual debtors with a regular source of income can propose to pay all or some part of their
debts over a period of time through a court-approved repayment plan.
Under either chapter, the standing trustee collects the funds
and disburses them to creditors. The prinoipai role or te #U.S.
Trustees In these cases is Lo appoint end supervise the standing
trustees, ensuring that there are adequate managerial and financial controls over their operationS.
PoliCy guidnce Is also
provided on over I case administration.
The U.S. Trustees have always put major emphasis on performing their congressional mandate to "serve as bankruptcy watchdogs to
prevent fraud, dishonesty, and overreaching In the bankruptcy arena." In addition to aggressive monitoring or fees charged by
bankruptcy practitioners, the U.S. Trustees viii continue their highly of rectIve.procedures ror referring criminal matters to the
U.S. Attorneys and providing them with information needed for effective case prosecution.
The U.S. trustees will also continue to
work closely with other government agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service to assist in the realization of poet-petition tax
payments, and with state and local regulatory agencies on matters such as consumer fraud.

Principal statutory authority for the U.S. Trustees is contained in 28 U.S.C. I 5al - 589. Ihe substantive bankrupty provisions
are In Title I of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, Public Lv No. 95-598, 92 Stat. 251i9, codified as Title 11 United States Code.
Specific duties and responsibilIties or the U.S. Trustees are round throughout Title 11 United States Code.
Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees, and family farmer Bankruptcy Act or 1986, Public Law No. 99-554,

Trustees' program become permanent within the Department of Justice.

With enactment of the
100 Stat. 336, the U.S.
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pilotbelow
summarizes the bankruptcy cases under chapter 7. 11, and 13 of the Bankruptcy Code
The Intable
121

2

1211

1911

I. Cases Administered under CIltpter 7:

a. Active, start of year
66,054
714,765
99,868
137,660
b. Filed
72,180
127,772
100,123
1 1,,500
a. Inactivated
64.069
75,000
90.000
100.000
d. Active, endo-year
714,765
99,888
137,660
179,160
2. Cases Administered under Chapter i1:
a. Active, start of year
9,306
10,756
11,971
13,036
b. Filed
6,615
6,715
7,565
7,565
C. Inactivated
5,165
5,50
6,500
7,000
d. Active, end-of-year
10,756
11.971
13,036
13,601
3. Cases Filed under Chapter 11
30,339
35,367
39,766
14,271
Tie data presented above show the steady increases in Chapter 7, and 13 bankruptcy cases Fiied and the substantial increase in the
backlog of Il active caseloads handled by U.S. Trustee pilot districts. The active caseloads erg considered to be the best
measure or the work handled by each office, because work is perrormed on the cases in n active status.
If supplemental 1967
funding and increased 1968 funding are app roved, the progrems caseload will increase to reflect the addition of
Judicial
districts and new U.S. Trustee orices. These Jurisdictions end offices are specified in Soc. 302 or the 1966 Act, in 1986, the
ttalnumber or cases flied in the Judicial districts to be added during 1987 was 120,157.
Those districts to be added in 1966 had
total 1966 bankruptcy case filings or 2145,183.
Chapter 11 business reorganization cases are the east complex and time consuming in the pro ram and use the greatest percentage or
staff resources. Since most of the Choptr 11 work requires legal or financial analysis skills, staff resources devoted to Chapter
II cases arm primarily professional rather than clerical. The professional staff role in Chapter 7 cases is less time consuming
and involves primarily the supervision or the appointed panel trustees and the monitoring or attorney fees and other costs of
estate administration. The routine admInistrative aspects of Chapter 7 cases are handled by parelegals.
Abt Associates or Cambridge, Masschusetts, a private research firm, performed a 15-month evaluation of the U.S. Trustee program
for the Department or Justice, which was reported in April 1963 end updated in August 1965. 0ath 3tudies compared case
administration in the U.S. Trustee pilot districts with that in the non-pilot districts, in both the original study and the
update, evaluators found that case administration was slgnificantly more errective in the pilot districts. They concluded that the
program has been successful in schieving the goals set for it by Congress.
The differences between pilot and non-plltt districts wore particularly pronounced with respect to Chapter 11 business cases -- the
e0s important cases in terms of size andcoeplexity end impact on Jobs, taxes and the economy. The evaluators found that the
pilot districts had almost double the percentage or confirmed reorganization plans as tim non-pilot districts
This Is a meassu-4
of ho successful the rehabilitation efforts were in ensuring that economically viable business enterprises get beck on their
feet.
The evaluators also found that the non-pilot districts had about two and one-hair times the percent of Chapter 11 cases
where no action was taken, compared with the U.S. Trustees pilot districts. This Indicates how closely the cases were being
monitored. The Abt Associates evaluators also found that U.S. Trustees were more diligent about meeting with debtors immediately
after the Chapter I filing to gather*facts about the cases and to take action where needed. U.S. Trustees wore more successful In
securing the timely appointment of creditor committees, In 1985 they appointed over 2,100 committees, a result of having made
14,600 phone calls end sending over 72,000 letters soliciting meeoersh ip. Abt Associates also reported that U.S. Trustees ware
successfully filling the void in those cases which had no active creditor committeesb were more aggressive in pursuing end
reviewing debtor financial reports P ' operating statements and ware making motions efore the courts for remedial action when
necessary. U.S. Trusees yore founu to be revievng disclosure statements thoroughly and that disclosure statements fulfilled
their role or fully informing creditors on the provisions or the Chapter 11 plan. In most non-pilot districts, there is no
substantive review of disclosure statements by the clerks' offices.
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In the Chapter I area, the Abt Associates evaluators found that more training, guidance and support to panel trustees wss given In
U.S. Irustee pilot districts than in the non-pilot districts. U.S. Trustees vere also more aggressive in monitoring rees or
roresalnais and challenging Inappropriate requests for compensation. In 1985, the U.S. Trustees Issued directives to the Chapter
panel trustees to institute nay recordkeeping and reporting systems. These systems standardize the U.S. Trustees' monitoring of
estate funds administered In Chapter I oases assure that panel trustee records are suditable. and strengthen interval controls
over the handling ot estate funds. Fol the first time, the assets being administered by Chapter 7 panel trustees viii be
quantified vith respect to piiOdstrlots. Additionally, at the request or the Oirector end the U.S. Trustees, the Audit Staff,
Justice Management DvslOn, oonduots a series or fihancial audits Involving pilot district panel trustees.
Although U.S. Trustees commit a low percentage of their staff resourimes to the Chapter $3 area (est cose matters are handled by
standing trustees), the evaluators indicated the pilot program offered a better support system for the standing trustees by
providing poic, guldence end assistance as needed. 1he primary impact or the pilot program was on riacal control or the standing
trustee operations. A national audit program provides standard led audits emphesizing internal controls end managerial erficlency,
Standardlzed budget submissions and procedures for fixing compensation end percentage roe levels were Implemented as new Chapter 13
Initiatives
7r1985. standing trustees finance their compensation end orrice expenses by Investing idle tunds and imposing
percentage rees on pants
oadunder approved Chapter I plans, if funds rroe these sources are greater than those need
for
approved compensation and expenses, the surpluses are due to the U.S. Treasury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. I 506(s).
Through aggressive
monitoring of budget., annual financial reports end audit reports, the U.S. Trustees have torvarded deposits to the U.S. Treasury
totallng $1,656,000 fbr surplus runds generated in chapter 13 cases over the period Including 1981 through 1916,
Frtrn iiu Oo: The Ig9 request Includes a program increase of 339 positions. 172 voritesre and $11,182,000.
the increase viii provide the resources for the second year of expansion to a nationwide U.S. Trustee program. Section 302 of the
1966 Act specifies the Judicial districts for which the program assume its case supervision responlbilities as Of October 24
19.
The increased resources in this request would permit the Attorney Ceneral to certify all of these regions by September kt,
1986. Approximately 36 offices viii be opened to supervise the cases in the Judicial districts covered 6y the 1988 port ion of
prolrm expansion. The liglons and their groups of Judicial districts are as follows:
UST

Judicial

,

N.D.s

Suis

UST

Distriol
N.D.

LA

W.D. LA
S.D. TX
W.D. TX

7
S

CD.
N.D.
W.0.
(.0.
U.O.

TN
TN
TN
RY
KY

Real

9
.0 AS.D.

Judicial

Dlstrctfl1

13

C.D.
S.D.
M.D.
S.D.

HiR91"

Judicial

01trictali

14

0.AZ

ORl

15

IL
Ii.
IN
IN

D. GUAM
S.O. CA
P. I

17

E.G. CA
N.D. CA
D. MV

is

E.0. WA
W.D. WA
0. NT
D. AK

.O.I14
N.D. OiH

10

UST

P. N
W.D. AR
(.0. AR
W.D. No

(.O. NO

D. OR
D. ID
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Resource levels to supervise cases in the now regions are justified by the number of judges assigised to each judicial district in
each region, the expected caseload to be handled, the geographic area, and autoeated data processing needs. Starting ratios Vere
used to estimate the personnel requirements for the expanded program.
Professional positions include the U.S. Trustees, Assistant
U.S. Trustees attorneys, bankruptcy analysts and case management specialists. The 10 U.S. rrostnos in'the 1988 request and the
regions for ;Alch they will be appointed are noted above.
At least one Assistant U.S. Trustee is assigned to each region, with
more If the caseload or geographic dispersion so indicate. Theneed for attorneys and bankruptcy analysts was estimated on the
basis of expected caseload. The attorneys perform all senior legal functions including appearing before bankruptcy courts to argue
motions negotiations with creditors' committees or debtors, and monitoring cases for substantive compliance with bankruptcy lavs.
The bankruptcy analysts monitor the financial health of chapter I1 debtors and provide financial and accounting assistance to
investigatIve agencies in pursuit of bankruptcy frauds, embezzlements, misappropriations and other bankruptcy related crimes.
Case
management specialists gone per U.S. Trustee region) are included in the request to operate the automated case management system.
Support personnel Include staff assistants, legal data technicians, paralelal specialists, legal clerks and secretaries. One staff
assistant position and one secretarial position were estimated for each U.S, trustee region the staff assistants will perform
office administrative duties and be responsible for fee wollection., The paralegal, legal clark ard legal date technician positions
were estimated on the basis of caseload and the projected numbers or professional positiopa each would support in the regions.
The audit function will be performed on a contract basis, either byreimbursement to the Justice Managemont Division's Audit
Staff, or by a private sector concern, or both. During the operation of the pilot program, audits of the books and records or
private trustees have uncovered financial irregularities and led to successful prosecutions. Hero successful prosecutions are
expected as the program ventures into areas previously supervised by the bankruptcy courts. In timenon-pilot districts, it is
unlikely that auditable records have ever been maintained by private trustees, and serious problems are expected.
A strengthened corps or bankruptcy analysts is included in the estimate to provide financial and accounting assistance on
bankruptcy matters subsequent to referral to appropriate la enforcement authorities. Experience with the pilot program shows that
prosecutors are filing
to;proceed with cases only when they are adequately documented.
Existing investigatory resources and the
prosecutors' offices otdsl'meck the accounting and bankruptcy expertise to develop cases. Also, the new priority assigned to
bankruptcy related proseculions will still
compete with higher priority matters. Where auditaor financial, reports required to be
filed with the U.S. Trustee office indicate the possibility or criminal behavior, these analysts will be proficient in
reconstructing bankruptcy case records to determine whether crimes have been committed and whether appropriate Investigative or
prosecutory agencies should be Involved.
Installation or an automated case management system will be a priority project during expansion of the program.
Congress included
a requirement for a demonstration automted system in the 1986 Act. The pilot case management system in the original U.S. Trustee
program has been operating successful ly in two offices for two years. The system monitors the status of open cases, generates

correspondence, drafts legal pleadings according to the case status, and assists with chapter 11 financial analysis and scheduling
of meetings of creditori.-

High lapse rates were used bema1.s most offices opening in 1988 will not be ready in time to allow for the ordinary 25 percent rate
to apply. New permanent positions in the 1988 request are lapsed at a 116percent rate, and other lapse rates vere applied to
non-personnel object classes to reflect expected funding needs during fY 1988.
After reduction for non-recurring decreases
associated with the new positions, net annualization costs in
1989
aY are estimated to involve 170 workyears and $S,831,O00.
1987 Appropriation

Anticiat
Perm.
Pas,
_M_
Management and administration ......

51

hw

36 $3,667

Vars.

Pos.

54

198

ase

_MX_

5
52

_a
estimate
Pea. r.. _10
Affil PoG.
60L
$5,271

54

52

Increase/Decrease
fos.
_ly_
bt

$5,271

Lena
Rana*
To furnish U.S. Trustees with arfective and efficient management, policy direction, legaladvice, administrative
support
andGoal.
coordination.
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Me-for Objectives.

To develop policies which foster stricent Implementation of the program created by the Bankruptcy Judges United States Trustees,
and Faily with
warmertheBankruptcy
Act of 1986,' (Pub. L. 99-554), including assuring that actions taken in bankruptcy cases re
law.
consistent
To develop program priorities.
To Implement the nationwide expansion of the U.S. Trustee program.
To review the management operations or field offices and recoemend systems and procedures for improving the operational efficiency
and orreetlveness of these offices.
To provide a full range of administrative support services to the field offices, Including personnel, procurement, and space
management.
To provide legal and paralegal research and support services to field offices.
To determine ADPand word processing requirements of field ofrices'and provide for the necessary procurement, installation and
maintenance of suitable systems.
To pertore audits of private trustee performance.
To develop and maintain administrative, substantive and law enforcement, operating manuals for guidance of U.S. Trustees.
To allocate field office staff and otter resources and control the expenditure of funds in a manner which permits program
accomplishments within appropriated levels and consistent with OHS Circular A-123.
To provide for liaison with other Department of Justice offices, boards end divisions with respect to administrative and legal
matters.
To provide for liaison with Congress and with central administrative bodies, such as the Ofrice of Management and Budget, the
orrice of Personnel Management, the General Services Administration and the Administrative office or the U.S. Courts.
coltlon. The U.S. Trustee system requires centralized policy guidance, coordination and administrative support.
jhaL Prgorisjfl
trectrand Deputy Directors of the CxecutIve Office for United States Trustees provide policy and management direction to the
U.S. Trustees and their staff In the field. The legalservices staff is responsible for giving legaladvice and opinions to the
U.S. Trustees and for assistance in maintaining the quality of legal work perrormod in the rie d offices. The management and
administrative staff is responsible for budget development and execution, resource allocation, procurement and contracts,
personnel, space, accounting, automated management information systems, prog rem sodlting, and management assessments of field
office operations. There are numerous federal regulations, laws and executive orders which mist be flowed by the U.S. Trustees
and which require the services or the Executive office. For example, the General Services Administration regulations governing the
acquisition and use of space require centralized handling or these responsibilities. The complexity or federal personnel
regulations likewise precludes the delegation or this function to fIlId office personnel.
Procurement can be handled more cost
affectively At the headquarters level.
Program-wide legal and administrative policies can only be established and monitored
effectively r,oM one central location.

~lsh~m~

to meet the requirements of field personnel witha i m ni muof d layo
has beenin able
staff
loa. The
W~rk
0 esOno
peOnsliveness Stand
t field
orrice
needspresent
has been
excellent
spite of the heavy demands pieced on the administrative section,
particularly In the areas of personnel and procurement, and on the legal starr, particularly in view of dealing with now
substantive provisions of law.
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The word processing component of an automated case tracking system has been implemented in all pilot field offices. During 1986,
the computer portion or the system was pilot tested in the Alexandria field office and then implemented In the new Santa An&
office. Based on an evaluation of the computer test, expansion will begin to the Los Angeles and Chicago U.S. Trustee office (the
largest in the country) during 1987. The expansion to other fleld orrices is expected to coincide with program expansion over the
period 1987-1989.
A U.S. Trustee administrative manual and guidelines for Chapter 13 standing trustees have been issued, several other operational
manuals are being prepared for guidance in case administration. A national audit program for standing trustees has been
implemented.
Chapter 7 audit activities commenced during 1985.
Training programs have been conducted for bankruptcy analysts and
paralegals.
For enhanced policy development and coordination, program-wide meetings are held periodically.
In 1988, only base program resources are being requested. This funding level represents an annualizatlon of
ProQiram hsa.
supplemental 1987 resources* providing a larger Executive office to service the expanded field off ice program.
By the end or 1988,
the larger Executive Office will coordinate policy legal and administrative activities and audits for offices serving all 9i
federal Judioial districts.
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Leasl Activties
United States Trustee System Fund
""ouam Changes
financial
Anavslsn i Program
(oillsr

Administration of Cases
Executive Level IV, $72,300 .......... 0.
GS/GM-15, $53 830-69 976 ...............
GSIO-14,
45,M3-59488
$38.727-50
346................
...............
Gs/GM-l11
GS-12,
132,6--42,341 ................
GS-Il, $27 172-32,148 .................
CS-9, $22,58-29,199..................
05-8, 520,333-26,435..................
GS-7,
a16,358-23,866 ..................
OS-6, $16,521-21,480 ..................
GS-5 514,822-19,268..................
Ungraded ..............................

Total
and annual rate .......
La
pse positions
(-) ..............................
Other then permanent positions.
Other personnel compensation ...........
Total vorkyears and personnel
compenastion .................
.......
Personnel benefits ...................
Benefits to former personnel.........
Travel and transportation of persons...
Transportation or things ...............
Standard level user charges .........
Other rent, communications and
utilities ............................
Rental payments to others ..............
Printing
.........................
Other services....................
Supplies and materials .................
Equipment and furniture ................
Total vorkyears and obligations,
1988...........................

6&
10
13
21
50
35
32
37
38
51
8
15
29

Amount

$723
781
1,052
2,162
1,273
971
928
863
1,045
148
248
2,034

10
13
21
50
35

$723
781
1,052
2,162
1,273

37
38
51
8
15
29

928
863
1,045
148
248
2,034

32

971

339
-169
2
2

12,228
-6,708
46
57

339
-169
2
2

12,228
-6,708
46
57

174

5,623
651
11
104
120
888

174

5,623
651
11
104
120
888

581
225
91
2,717
586
2,585

174

14,182

58 1
225
91
2,717
586
2,585

174

14,182
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Leas Activities
United States Trustee Svstem Fund

Priority anking
Rage Proars

Administration of Cases
Management and Administration

Ranking

PErQsEh

liamu "I

Administration of Cases
2

14

Legal ACOtVIlIls

United States Trustee SysteM Fund
Detail af PermnentF P1 ons b category
Fscal Yers 12V6
1985

19ST,
Autlrlzed

Authorized
-

23
22
18
41
51
1
0
22
1

23
22
20
45
56
1
2
22
2

179

193

1

209
51

20
173

--

179

193

1986

Category
U.S. Trustees or Assistant U.S. Trustees (301)............
8anlruptcy Analysts (301) .................................
Attorneys (905) ...........................................
Paralegal Specialists (950)...............................
Other Legal and Kindred 4900-998) .........................
Personnel Menageeent 1200-299) ............................
Management Systems Specialists (301) ......................
General Admin., Clerical and Office Services (300-399) ....
Accounting and Budget (500-599)............................

--

Total ..................................................

Wa
U.S.

s
h
i
a oild
n .........................................
........................................
Total ..................................................

g

t

o

n. . .

,19 a

Program

Supplenlal

Total

26
51
65
66
100
5
26
10
6L

49
79
85
Il
156
6
28
32

32?
34
361

Inc res'
i111
50
55
64
96
0
10
20
0

T5'
339

361

1

Program

-

1

Totl
93
1?9
140
115
252
6
38
52
8
W)83

5a
500

0
339

5'l
1

554

339

a93

is

United States Irustee Systq.__Fujr
Summay
orAd~lstfits
to 8ase
(C~
las
i thusandsj

1987 appropriation anticipated...................................................................
Adjustments to base:
Transfers to and from other accounts:
Transfer of ASS Group .....................................................................
Total, transfers ........................................................................
uncontrolIlabla increases:
One additional compensable day .............................................................
Annualization of 15 additional positions approved In 1987 ..................................
Annualization of 361 additional positions requested in supplemental ........................
Annualization or Federal Employes' Retirement System Costs ................................
Annualization or 1981 pay Increase .........................................................
Within-grade Increases .....................................................................
Pay for performance awards system ..........................................................
Locality based per diem ....................................................................
GSArent ...................................................................................
GSARecurring reimbursable services ........................................................
federal TelooommunicatIons System (FTS) ....................................................
Telephone service ..........................................................................
Employee data and payroll services .........................................................
General pricing level adjustment ...........................................................
Administrative salary increase
...................................................
Total, uncontrollable increases.
.................................................
Oocreasea:
Nonrecurring costs for equipment for 15 now positions authorized In 1987 ....................
Nonrecurring costs for other services for 1s now positions authorized in 1907 ...............
Reduction in Health Bene r ts ................................................................
Non-recurring costs associated with 1987 supplemental request ...............................
Total, Decreases .........................................................................
1988 Base .......................................................................................
Program Changes:
AdminIstration or Cases ......................................................................
Total, program changes .....................................................................
1988 RequeSt .....................................................................................

Perm.
p
555

Work-

Ysrs

Amn
$28,179

283

°,°
2iiO
248

26
561
301
156
65
24
59
169
2
100
2
9

14,090

99

-17
-12
-9
:ILIU
555

551

39,343

893

713

53,525
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United States Trustee Uystem Fed
LWoIhBss
Justiflfton ordiIeN
Perm.
Pn,

WorkyarsA

Transfers to and rfo. other accounts:
ASrm
I.
Insfer
hit represents the transfer or the Fincal end Admlnistrative Systems Support Group rrom
,anonI
Admailstrotlon to the Working Capital fund. The transfer of this group will place
the
all of JNMfinancial, administrative systems support services on a user-reimbursable basis.

$2

Uncontroil sble inreasaa:
. . ........................................................
1. no
ddl iim ! €Ma nsble gom ....
salary rate ror Federal employees is based on 260 paid days. FYI 19M has one
theaal
permanentt personnel compensation $6,220.000:
62) then 19? (261).
more compensable day
260 a U4.000 plus 12,000 for benefits.1

2. TAIvu

10

i n 198.........................................
Dositionsa
orqf ,djlitional
zTiprvdsfor
positions approved In 1961.
of ,rovd
15 additional
the annulzatlon
19I87Inr~m.Ui.

Annual salary rate of 15 approved positions ................
.......................
Lass lapse (66 percent).......
Wet co
Imstion... ........ i..........................
AssocIted employ be its ...............................
Travel............................. .......................
Transportation of things ...................................
..............................................
GSA rent
ComMMicstIons, utilities and mlso. charges ................
Printing ...................................................
Other services .............................................
Supplies and materials ............................... .....
Equipment ..................................................
Totalcosts subject to annualIzation ...............

.26
561

ization
Annual
Recu Irod

$426,000
22,000
41,000
3.000
33.000

2-1,000

,O00
29,000
9:000

35,000

19,000
2.000
91.000
59.000
3.000
48.000
81000
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Pere.
tn
3. Annualization of 361 additional positions requested In supplemental .............................
This provides for the annualization of 361 positions requested in the 1987 program
supplemental.
1987

Rkg~s-k
Annual salary rate or 361 requested positions ...............
Less Lapse (73 percent) .....................................
Net compensation .........................................
Associated employee benefits................................
Travel ......................................................
GSA rent ....................................................
Communications, utilities and misc. charges .................
Other services.............................................
Total costs subject to ennualization ......................

~ Workvrs
2118

$14.090

...

301

Annualization

ttIrft

l1.095
3,87

9,592

612
227
1,632

1,556

319

1,141

11,569

14090

4.

Annualization of federal Employees' Retirement System Costs .....................................
This request provides for the additional costs in 1988 necessary to continue implementation or
the Federal Employees' Retirement System Act of 1966, P.L. 99-335. This act established a
retirement program for federal civilian employees and postal workers hired after Decombur 31,
1983 who are convered by social security, and for employees under the Civil Service Retirement
The cIlculations were determined from an
System who choose to transfer Into the new system.
ONOSapproved formula. Total annualization required is $301.000.

5.

Annualization or ig 7 pay Increase ..............................................................
The
This request provides for the annualization of the January 1. 1987 pay Increase.
calculation of the amount required for annualization is based on 261 compensable days in 1981
and 68 paid days (October 1, 1986 through January 5, 1987) were not included in the qay raise
otal
amount or $93,000. Additionally $63,000 or the 1987 pay requirement was absorbed.
annualization required Is $156,000.

6.

Withln-g qde increases ............... I .................................................
This
This request provides for an expected Increase in the cost of within-grade increases.
increase is generally consistent with increases experienced in recent ycars and is
approximately one percent above the base for compensation and related benefits for permanent
employment. (Personnel compensation $5,912,000 and benefits $684,000 = $6,596,000).

7.

Pay for performance awards system........................................ ...
The Office or Personnel Monagement is finalizing the implementation procedures for performance
This performance management system
management for General Schedule and Wage Board employees.
will replace achlevoment awards for sustained superior performance, but assumes within-grade
increases will remain intact. Insufficient resources are available to fund the required
Full year funding
performance pool from which expenses should begin accruing in April 1987.
is requested for FY 1988,

6.

Locality based per diem ........................................................................
Public Law 99-231 authorized a new locality-basod per diem and lifted the $75.000 coiling In
certain geographic areas. An uncontrollable increase or $49,00o is required to met the
expected 12 percent increase to total travel funds.

156

....

Q:

65

...

24

i.9

18

Peru.
9.

GSA rent ........................................................................................
GSA wi I I charge
In 1987 the Rent System replaces the Standard Level User Charges ISLUCI system.
rental rates that approximate those charged to commercial tenants for equIvalent space and
related services. An uncontrollable Increase of $169,000 is required to meet our commitment
to GSA.

10.

GSA recurring reimbursable services .............................................................
Reimbursable payments are made to GSA for heating, ventilation end air conditioning provided in
excess or normal working hours and for guard service. GSA has estimated a 4.2 percent increase
of $2,000 In fees For these services In 1968 over 1987 charges of $0s,000.

I1. federal Teleco mmunication System (IFTS) ..........................................................
The General Services Administration (GSA) increased the 1986 FTS budgeted figure by
approximately 16 percent to reflect unanticipated cost increases. In their development of the
1967 and 1988 estimates GSA used the Increased 1986 base and Included projected tariff
increases and costs savings rrom projects underway. An increase or $100,000 over the revised
1967 base of $118,000 is requested.
12.

..
,

Work.$169

2

... ...

100

feiephone service ...............................................................................
On February25, 196, the District of Columbia Public Service Commission (PSCj Issued its final
eh PSC, In its order,
order in the Chesapeake and Potoeso telephone company (COP) rate case.
allowed C&P to increase its rotes by 31 million and set the rates ror COP'S intrastate
services.
The PSC order affects the rates the Federal Executive Agencies will pay for basic
exchange service, CENTRE,,services, service connections, direct Inward dialing services and
channel services. These changes will increase the FY 1987 cost of operating the Justice
Telecommunications Service (JiTS)by an estimated $522,000.

W
lob
1-6

13. Employee date and payroll services .............................................................
Centralized employee data and payroll services are provided to all Departeental organizations
Charges for these services, which Incltide
except the Federal bureau of Investigation.
information systems maintenance and payroll accounting are based on the number of records
maintained. The rate of $11I0.61 per record in FY 1986 will be raised to $155.76 per record
for FY 1988.
The change is based on anticipated uncontrollable cost increases of 6.9 percent
for the operation or the Justice Employee Data Service.
An additional increase or $9,000 has been Included to Improve the luman Resources Management
This improvement will enhance the productivity or all Department
Information System (HMl4iS).
components as veil as the support units or accounting, budgeting and procurement. This
retooling or support systems will allow the Department to operate an efficient, effective and
businessl Ike administrative operation.
14. General pricing level adjustment ...............................................................
The
This request applies 014 pricing guidance as or July 1986 to selected expense categories.
Increased costs identified result free applying a Factor or 3.7 percent against those
subobjecL classes where the prices that the Government pays are established through the market
system instead or by law or regulation. Generally, the factor Is applied to supplies,
materials, equIpment, contracts with the private sector, transportation costs and utilities.
Excluded from the computation are categories of expense where inflation has already been built
into the 1988 estimates.
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Pert.

WorkYMers
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15. Administrative Salary Increase .................................................................
the request provides for an expected increase in the cost or administratively determined
salaries. This increase is generally consistent with Increases experienced in recent yoars arid
Is approximately 3.6 percent above the base for compensation and related benefits for
positions with administratively determined salaries. (Personnel compensation $1,458,00U and
benefits $160,000 = 1,618,000).
Total,

uncontrollable Increases ...........................................................

258

1,164

Nonrecurring Decreases
1.

Nonrecurring costs for background investigations ...............................................
for the 15 new positions authorized In 1987, it is estimated that 9 additI unal background
investigations viii be conducted on e nonrecurring basis. (9 x $1,375 = $12,375).

..

2. Nonrecurring costs for equipment ...............................................................
Equipment .iIf be purchased for new employee authorized in 1987 on a nonlrecurring basis.
These purchases are estimated to total $17,000.

1i. Non-recurring decreases associated with 1987 supplemental request ...................
This provides for the automatic non-policy decreases associated with the 1981 program
supplemental request.
1987
Decroasnts
1,11111
225)
3.719
;.
3
tlP 2
9.307

-11

-9

3. Reduction in Health Benefits ...................................................................
Thm federal Employees' Health Benefits Act (P.L. 93-246) provided that tire Covornment's share
of health insurance will be 60 percent or the total rate commencing in 1985. Effective fur
the first pay period after January 1 1986, the Department's SctLualcontribution to health
Insurance decreased approximately $9,000 due primarily to reduced carrier rates.

Communications, utilities and misc. charges .................
Rental payments to others ....................................
Other services ..............................................
'.
Supplies and materials....................................... .
Equipment and furniture ..................................... .....
Total non-recurring decreases ..........................

-12

...

...

2 -4,511

to

-551
-200
-510
-360
_.
-14.511

Total, decreases ..........................................................................
Total,

adjustments to base ...............................................................

..

258

11,161
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Legal Activities
United States Trustee SYstg- Fund
Summary of Reguirements by Grade and Object Ciaj
(Dollars In thousands)
128f11t i ma t ePositions &

PosItions &
Grades and salarv ranges
Executive Level IV, 72,300 .............
ES-5.................. ................
GS/GM-15, $53,830-69.976 ...............
GS/G-14, 45,763-59,488 ................
GS/GC-13, $38,727-50,346 ...............
0S-12, $32,567-42,341 ..................
GS-11, 527 172-32,148 ..................
GS-9, $22,458-29,199 ...................
GS-8, $20,333-26,4 35 ...................
GS-7,
18.358-23.866 ...................
GS-6, 16,521-21,480 ...................
GS-5, 514,822-19,268 ...................
Ungraded ...............................
Total, appropriated positions .......
Pay above stated annual rates .........
Lapses (-) .........................
Net savings due to lower pay scales...
Net full-time permanent ...............

Worky:7

Amount

12
3
19
75
92
56
40
80
41
49
30
20
37
55

Amou6nt

223
32
96
1112
91
72
117
79
100
38
35
66
$20,480
24
-10,572

276

Workers

-141

9,791

so
PoiionsIseDecFrea
&
Workyears
Mul.a~

10

.ii
21
50
35
32
37
38
51
8
15
29

893

$33,323

-186

48
-7,810

707

25,561

339
92

*i

$12,843
24
2,762

Other than permanent:
Part-time permanent .................
Temporary employment ................
Other personnel compensation:
Overtime ............................
Other compensation ..................

1
3

29
207

I.

238

1
1

27
31

3
...

122
44,6

5
...

180
446

2
0

58
0

lotal, vorkyears and personnel
compensation ........................

283

10,595

718

26,481

435

15,886

Average ES Salary .....................
Average GS/GM Salary ..................
Average CS/GM Grade .................

$72,000
$33.784
10.58

Ca,

15,770

$Si.000
$33,771
10.40
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Leaal Activitie
United States Trustee SIvtem Fund
Summary of Reoulremntsbv Grade and Object Class
thousands)
Dolar

Ah leet Class
!1
11.1

11.3
11.5
11.6

Personnel compensation:
ruli-time permanent ..................
Other than full-time permanent .......
Other personnel compensation.........
Special personal services payments...
Total, vorkyears and personnel
compensation .......................

12
13
21
22
23.1
23.2
23.3
24

25
26
31

Positions &e
Wokor munt

MI'O
Poins
h
Worky'ers

$9,791
236
568

707
6
5

$25,561
29
626

1031
2
2

283

10,595

718

26,181

1135

283

fslereiof
su

$15,770
58
56

15,686

1,296
52
635
229
3,213
225

3,813
63
1,192
353
5,917
250

2,517
11
557
128
2,700
25

2,306
169
4,624
1.070
3,522

1,147
263
7,512
1,313
3,221

611
911
2,6
243
-301

27,936

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligated balance, start-of-year .........
Obligated balance, end-of-year ...........
Outlays ...............................

Aon

276
4
3

Personnel benefits ...................
Benefits to roreer personnel .........
Travel and Transportation of persons.
Transportatoon or things ............
Standard level user charges .....
Rental payments to other .............
Communications, utilities and
miscellaneous charges..............
Printing and reproduction ............
Other services .......................
Supplies and materials ...............
Equipment ............................
Total obligations .................

Positions"
korilears

718

53,525

435

25,589

1,167
3,843
26,769

50o649
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LOWe

Activities

United States Trustee System Fund
Consulting an1 Related Services
Oolrinthousands I
1986
Consulting Services .......................................
Management and Professional Services ......................
Special Studies and Analysis .............................. ....

Totai .................................................

1987

$11

$28

32

1,351

.1

200

4
1

1,579

1988
$63
h11

909

Consulting and related services are required to provide those services beyond thq scope or skills available within the U.S.
program.

Trustee

For the three fiscal years above, consulting services involve assistance to the Director or the Executive office for U.S. Trustees
in areas beyond the expertise or the permanent staff.
Expenditures for management and professional services are made when it is more cost effective to contract for services than to hire
permanent staff. These specialists have assisted the program with computer programming, specialized accounting services,
graphics, training, and technical systems development. A large increase in 1987 and 1988 reflects the expansion or the automated
case management system and development of a more comprehensive demonstration electronic system for use by the program, the
bankruptcy courts, and the general public.
Special studies and analysis are required to be performed in connection with the development of the automated systems; for
example, as a requirement for continued procurements after design and development phases are complete, a return on investment
evaluation must be performed.
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OPENING STATMUNT

Mr. EARLY. The Committee is pleased to welcome the Director of
the Trustee System, Mr. Thomas Stanton.
Mr. Stanton, we recognize that the increase is because of the nationwide expansion. We have your statement, if you want to submit
the entire statement, then and you may summarize.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stanton follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR AND COUNSEL,
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR UNITED STATES TRUSTEES
THOMAS J. STANTON
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND STATE,
THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcomm ittee:
I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you
today to discuss the 1988 appropriation request for the United
The request is for 893 positions, 713 full-time
equivalent workyears and $53,525,000. This is an increase of 339
States Trustees.

positions, 172 workyears, and $14,182,000 above the 1988 base
budget level.
As you know, we are in transition to a nationwide program in
1987 and 1988 pursuant to the "Bankruptcy Judges, United States
Trustees and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986."

The Act

placed 17 of the 18 former pilot judicial districts and 32 former
non-pilot federal judicial districts under the purview of the
United States Trustee program in 1987.

By the end of 1988,

United States Trustees will supervise the administration of
bankruptcy cases filed under chapters 7, 11, 12, and 13 of the
Bankruptcy Code in a total of 88 judicial districts in 21 regions.
United States Trustee program oversight may be deferred until
October 1, 1992, in six of the federal judicial districts.

These

districts may elect to join the system as early as August 1987.
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$14,182,000 will provide the resources to appoint ten additional
United States Trustees and bring 39 additional judicial districts
into the nationwide program in 1988.

The United States Trustee

regions to be added in 1988 appear on page 9 of the budget
justification materials.

Each United States Trustee region

reflects the judicial districts it will include.

A program supplemental to accomplish the 1987 portion of the
transition to a nationwide program is also pending before the
Committee.

The 1987 supplemental request would add 361 positions,

102 workyears, and $16,436,000 to finance the first-year segment
of the expansion.

If the 1987 expansion is to succeed in meeting

the August 23, 1987, deadline established by Congress in section
302(d)(1) of the Act, it is essential that resources in the
supplemental request be appropriated at the earliest possible
date.

In the interim, existing resources are quite limited and

have permitted us to begin only a very limited expansion effort.

Key areas of the request may be of special interest to
members of this Committee.

These include the United States

Trustee System Fund, the demonstration electronic case management
system and other ADP funding, and increased vigilance resulting
from our audit program and staff accountants to address fraud,
embezzlement and other bankruptcy related crimes.
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The United States Trustee System Fund was established by the
Act to provide self financing of the program.

Two primary sources

provide most of the revenues going into the fund: first, an
increase in the fee paid when a bankruptcy case is filed; and
second, a quarterly fee for chapter 11 cases under the supervision
of the United States Trustee offices.

This quarterly fee is

charged only until a plan of confirmation is approved by the
court.

The quarterly fee would be payable for less time if, prior

to confirmation of a reorganization plan, the case is converted to
another chapter or dismissed.

The Fund started with a zero balance at the beginning of
We request that Congress finance our 1987 and 1988

1987.

appropriation needs from general government revenues during the
transition years.

If deposits from increased bankruptcy case

filing fees and quarterly chapter i

fees are allowed to

accumulate through 1988, the Fund should accrue sufficient
balances to finance estimated appropriation needs for the
nationwide system in 1989.

For 1990 and subsequent fiscal years,

annual revenues should be sufficient to finance appropriation
needs.

A recent accomplishment that I am pleased to report to you
today is that we have already established the needed process to
collect the fees authorized by Congress to fund the program.
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I would like to acknowledge the cooperation and responsiveness we received from the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts (AOUSC) to establish procedures for collecting the
increased case filing fees and to earmark the Fund's portion for
credit to the appropriate Treasury account.

Through January 31,

1987, filing fees credited to the Fund from this source were
approximately $2.8 million.

United States Trustee staff in both the headquarters and the
field offices worked nights and weekends to develop the means to
collect the chapter 11 quarterly maintenance fees.

This effort

required the establishment of an entirely new collection process.
When the President signed the Act on October 27, 1986, we had only
two months to establish a workable method of collecting these
fees.

No system existed to collect user fees from bankruptcy

cases.

At our request and on very short deadlines, the field

offices produced mailing lists of their active chapter 11 cases,
which were subject to the fees.

Using these lists, notices were

sent to all affected debtors to inform them of the new fee, how to
determine the correct fee, and when it was due to be paid.

A

billing system was designed and approved by the Department of
Justice and the Department of the Treasury, and successfully put
in place.

This permitted us to collect the fees due from the

quarter ending December 31, 1986.

The procedures needed to

implement the billing system not only considered the United States
Trustees' program needs, but also integrated government-wide cash
management initiatives into the billing process.

Every check
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received is deposited on the same day, maximizing the value of the
money to the Government.

Collections for the Fund from chapter 11

quarterly fees for the period from November 26, 1986 (the
effective date of the fees), through December 31, 1986, now exceed
$1.7 million.

During the debate on legislation to expand the program
nationwide, several assumptions were made to estimate revenue
potential of the chapter 11 quarterly fees.

The Administrative

Office of the United States Courts kept a running total of pending
chapter 11 cases, but many of these cases had confirmed plans and
were not subject to the quarterly fees.

As a result, we could

only estimate the number of pending cases that would be subject to
the new fee.

The law also provides a sliding fee schedule, based

on ability to pay, hinged to disbursements made by chapter 11
debtors in possession.

Again, only estimates were possible to

determine what percentages of debtors would pay at what level.
Another uncertainty was how many pending cases actually had the
funds available to pay the fee.

Our brief experience with

revenues suggests that assumptions made to project quarterly fees
were reasonable, although there were fewer total cases but more
large cases subject to the fee than we had assumed.

More accurate

projections of revenue to be paid to the Fund are being developed
as actual data accumulate.

Since the pilot districts include the

large urban areas of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, it is
difficult to project from our receipts so far what the national
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nationwide program.

The revenues from filing fees in all cases are determined
easily from the actual numbers of cases filed.

They should remain

fairly constant from month to month unless there is
in the economy.

The quarterly fees will phase in.

a major change
As new

judicial districts are brought into the United States Trustee
system, the chapter 11 cases subject to our supervision then
become subject to the quarterly fee.

Therefore, quarterly fee

receipts from chapter 11 cases will increase steadily over the
two-year transition period.

Beginning in 1989, revenues from

quarterly fees should stabilize, and variance will then be the
result of changes in the rate of overall chapter 11 case filings.

Section 310 of the Act requires that the program develop and
operate a Demonstration Electronic Case Management System.

Three

judicial districts have been chosen to test the system, the
Central District of California, the District of Kansas and the
District of New Jersey.

We are working to expedite the

development and procurement phase of the project.

The

demonstration system will address bankruptcy case data needs of
the United States Trustees,

the bankruptcy judges, clerks of the

court, panel trustees, debtor and creditor attorneys and the
general public.

The request includes $460,000 to complete the

1988 phase of the three-year test project.
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operate our existing automated case management system in new
United States Trustee regions as they are added during the year.
This system can be viewed as a small subset of the demonstration
electronic case management system noted above, in that its main
purpose is to serve only the United States Trustee office by
tracking and monitoring pending bankruptcy cases under the
office's direct supervision.

The automated dase management system consists of a minicomputer in each United States Trustee regional office.

Local and

remote terminals provide the work stations for employees in the
regional office or in sub-offices located in other cities in the
region.

The system handles a variety of office automation tasks,

including case tracking and reporting, mail and litigation
control, trustee appointments, calendaring, financial analysis and
text processing.

Development of this system began in 1983 and was

completed in 1985.

The control and operation of individual systems have been
decentralized, while the Executive Office staff perform centralized support, training, software maintenance and development,
quality assurance and programming functions.

A total of

$3,230,OQO is requested to continue the non-personnel costs of
installing the automated case management system in United States
Trustee regions as they are added during 1988.

This system has

been found to be very cost effective and has permitted a lower
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8 request for personnel resources.

As you know, bankruptcy is paper

intensive, and automation has gone a long way to reduce the staff
time necessary to control the great paper flow that burdens each
office.

In establishing the nationwide system, one area of concern
has been how to handle bankruptcy related crimes.

Given human

nature, those entrusted with estate funds live each day with
temptation.

We take very seriously our job to reduce the

temptation by screening the applicants for appointment to these
positions of trust.

For example, under the expansion, standing

trustees will be subject to FBI background investigations and
credit reports prior to appointment.

When crimes do occur in the

bankruptcy cases we supervise, we want to know that they will be
detected and prosecuted to the fullest extent.

Two areas of

program activity should be mentioned, the audit program and how we
use our professional staff.

The audit program continues to produce results for the
program.

The request before you proposes to expand the successful

efforts of our outside auditors and the Justice Management
Division's Audit Staff.

These audits are a critical aspect of our

program, and the cost to do true audits of the financial records
of panel trustees, standing trustees, and debtors in possession
should be reflected in our appropriation.

Through the audit

activities to date, one standing trustee was discovered embezzling
funds, and a chapter 7 panel trustee was also caught in an
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In each of these cases, indictments and

convictions were obtained.

Accountants on our staff did complete

reconstructions of the trustees' records.

This involved extensive

review of microfilm bank transaction records and court case files.
As a result of our close cooperation with the FBI and the United
States Attorneys in North Dakota and New Jersey, each trustee
received a prison sentence for his crimes.

We propose to bolster the role of the program's bankruptcy
accountants who hold the job title of bankruptcy analysts.

We

need added strength in this area to monitor cases for criminal
activity and to provide support to assist the United States
Attorneys in preparing these cases for trial.

The financial

schedules required to be filed with United States Trustee field
offices can often suggest patterns of criminal behavior.

Our

accountants must have the expertise and skill to detect cases
which need to be pursued by the appropriate law enforcement
authorities.

They will be working closely with the United States

Attorneys and the FBI on criminal referrals and the reconstruction
of books and records needed to develop cases for the grand jury
and to prepare them for successful prosecution.

This concludes my prepared statemert, Mr. Chairman.
be pleased to answer any questions you or any member of the
Subcommittee may have.

I will
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SUMMARY

Mr. STANToN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased
to have the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the
1988 appropriation request for the United States Trustees. The request is for 893 positions, 713 full-time equivalent workyears and
$5,525,000. This is an increase of 339 positions, 172 workyears, and
$14,182,000 above the 1988 base budget level.
As you know, during 1987 and 1988, we are in transition to a nationwide program. And, as you mentioned, this is the result of enactment of the Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees and
Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986.
The Act placed 17 of the 18 former pilot judicial districts and 32
former non-pilot judicial districts under our jurisdiction in 1987.
In 1988, we will assume responsibility for all of the other districts except for six, three in North Carolina and three in Alabama,
which were excluded from the System from the period of the enactment until 1992. These areas have the right to come into the
System sooner.
Under the request, we would have the resources to appoint 10 additional United States Trustees, which would bring us from 11 to
21. And we would have a total during the year of 39 additional judicial districts into which we will expand.
And, as you know, our 1987 request for the supplemental was approved on Tuesday during the mark-up.
I think a matter that may be of special interest to the Subcommittee is the United States Trustee System Fund, which was established by the Act to provide self funding for the program.
We have requested that Congress finance our 1987 and 1988 approriations from general government revenues. In 1987, we began
with a zero balance, and during that year and in 1988, providing
we are allowed to accumulate money, we should be able to fully
fund the program starting in 1989.
We have already established the needed process to collect the
filing fees, which we do with the cooperation of the U.S. courts.
The Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has been very cooperative and responsive in establishing new procedures for the court
clerks to earmark our portion of the filing fees collected for the
Fund. Through January 31, we have now accumulated $2.8 million
for the Fund.
There was no system to collect the chapter 11 maintenance fees.
Those are the fees that are charged on chapter 11 cases as long as
they stay in the system and prior to any confirmed plan of reorganization. We really worked nights and weekends to develop the collection system so that we could put it into place in time to collect
the first quarterly fees that were due in January 1987. And for
that quarter-it is a shortened quarter-only from November 26th
until the end of the year, we have collected more than $1.7 million.
So the Fund, to start with, has everything in place. It is functioning well. We have worked with the cash management people at the
Treasury Department. None of our receipts spend any time not on
deposit. We have a lock box in a bank that the U.S. Attorneys have
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been using. All of these deposits go to that bank and are immediately transferred to the Treasury on the same day as received.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my oral statement. I will be happy
to answer any questions.
PROGRAM EXPANSION

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Stanton, the appropriated funds are requested

for this program only until the expansion is completed, at which
time filing fees collected are expected to offset the entire program;
is that correct?
Mr. STANTON, Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EAuy. And when do you expect the program expansion will
be completed?
Mr. STANTON. The expansion will be completed by 1989, except
for those six districts. Those districts can come in as late as 1992.
FUTURE APPROPRIATIONS

Mr. EARLy. Do you have any estimate of the appropriated funds
required until completion date?

Mr. STANTON. Well, they would be the amount of the supplemen-

tal that was approved on Tuesday and the 1988 request before the
Congress.
Mr. E mLY. Do you think this will be the last appropriation?
Mr. STA

N. I think this will be the last appropriation.

Mr. EARLY. I would like to think that.
During the expansion, once an office has been opened and in full
operation, is it funded through filing fees or appropriated funds?
Mr. STANON. Once they are opened, during 1988 they would be
paid by appropriated funds. In 1989, they would be paid out of the
filing fees and maintenance fees, no appropriation.
COLLEION PROCEEDS

Mr. EmmRy. The collected fees will be going into that?

Mr. STANTON. Yes. Our projections so far have been very accu-

rate. I think the money we are collecting is exactly what we pro-

jected.

Mr. EARLY. How much do you anticipate collecting in filing fees
in Fiscal Year 1987?

Mr. STANTON. In Fiscal Year 1987, our projection for 1987 was

relatively low, I think about $16 million. That is because we only
take responsibility for the cases as they phase in.
Mr. EALmy. Didn't you just tell us you have already collected $5
million?
Mr. ST rTON. Yes. That is why I think we are in better shape
than we thought.
Mr. EAmLy. Soyou anticipate a lot more than $16 million?
Mr. STANTON. I am not sure of a lot mole, but more than sixteen.
The problem is initiallyMr. EARLY. Do not be so conservative. Provide for the record
what you think the collections might be.
Mr. STANTMN. I think they will exceed $18 million.
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POSITION INCREASE
Mr. EARLY. On page 8 of your justifications, you state that chapter 11 business reorganization cases are the most complex and
time-consuming cases in the Trustee Program. Why do you require
a 68 percent increase in positions when the workload associated
with your most difficult cases grows by less than 10 percent?
Mr. STAmON. Because we have never had a program increase

since the program started in 1979.
Mr. EARLY. Why don't you expand on that for the record.
Mr. STANTON. Because this was a pilot program, you will remember the Department was, to some extent, in the process of phasing
the program out in the early years. We never received an increase
until last year, and that was a very small one, 12 positions. It was
the only increase of positions since, I think, 1981.
Mr. EARLY. I want you for the. record to identify the number of
positions associated with each type of case administered by the
Trustee Program for Fiscal Year 1987 and 1988.
[The informaiton is inserted in the record following the testimony:]
Mr. EARLY. One final question: Mr. Stanton, your programs are
going to be as good as your personnel. With the different costs of
living we have around the country, I think you probably can recruit in Arizona and Massachusetts; but how are you going to recruit in L.A.? Have you had difficulty?
Mr. STAN. We have had chronic difficulty recruiting in Los
Angeles. To some extent, we were very lucky recently, we got a
senior attorney who is independently wealthy. He has tired of the
practice of law and he has agreed to come with the Program. Literally, they pay lawyers so much out there at any kind of senior
level, that they are very difficult to retain. The longest any lawyer
has been with the program is 18 months. And we have had a very
difficult time selecting a U.S. Trustee for that office.
Mr. EARLY. That is going to be one of your problems; your program is only going to be as good as the your people.
I am going to yield to Mr. Rogers.
Mr. ROGS. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions. I will
yield to Mr. Kolbe.
SYSTEM FOR COLLECTION

Mr. KoLB&. Mr. Chairman, just very quickly. You referred to the
fact you collected, through January, $2.8 million, but you said no
system exists to collect chapter 11 maintenance fees. What do you
mean by saying there is no system, when you refer to a system
being put in place?
Mr. STA TON. There are two kinds of cases in cases, one was an
increase in the filing fees in a bankruptcy case. And the clerks already had a system of paying money into the Treasury.
All we had to do was establish a new account with the Treasury
and get the clerks, when they make the allocation monthly, to allocate that money to our account. There is no additional expense
with collecting that.'
The other half of the money that comes in chapter 11 maintenance fees is not collected by the Clerk, it is collected by us. The
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Department has a criminal fine collection system which, to some
extent, is administratively similar. But other than that, there was
not any infrastructure at all to collect that money. And we had to
develop a contract and a contractor to do the data processing, the
bank reconciliations. We had to get a bank to take the money and
make arrangements with the Treasury-in fact, Treasury designated this particular bank to use at least for the initial stage, because
we had to have the account almost immediately, because the
money would come into it two and a half months after the effective
date of the legislation.
Mr. KoLB& How do you determine those maintenance fees?
Mr. STANTON. They are on a sliding scale set in the legislation.
In most chapter 11 cases they are $50.00 per month, and in the
largest cases they are $1,000 per month. That is the spread.
Mr. KoLus. They are automatically collected by the trustees?
Mr. STANTN. They are collected quarterly. They are done really
like a withholding tax. We will generate a statement'to them without the amount, and they will fill in the amount, based on their
disbursements.
Mr. KoU E. And that amount is transferred from their account to
your account?
Mr. STANON. It is like you mail in your taxes to IRS, it is mailed
directly to the lock box bank, at a mail stop number which goes to
that bank.
Mr. KoLBE. When this system is in place and fully operational,
do you see it having a significant impact on better administration
of our bankruptcy laws? I guess what I am driving at is I am hearing from people that the explosion of bankruptcy in the United
States is threatening our whole economic system.
Mr. STANTON. That is exactly why the system is needed. Bankruptcy is an essential function, but it has to be monitored closely.
Right now, in both the criminal side and the civil side, there is just
too much abuse. And the whole idea of this program is to put a
watchdog on to make sure it is functioning properly. The judges do
not have the time. The judges are really under an avalanche themselves.
Mr. KOLBE. The Trustee System itself is actually going to monitor through reporting mechanisms to Congress?
Mr. STANTON. Well reporting mechanisms based with the Department of Justice. Wye have an oversight hearing next week on
the annual authorization.
Mr. KOLBE. The Trustee System itself is actually going to be
monitored through reporting mechanisms to Congress?
Mr. STANTON. No, we bring any kind of abusive action to the
court's attention. We file a motion to either convert their petition
to chapter 7 or dismiss it. Sometimes we will also. take action to
protect the money.
Last year, we developed a criminal system with the Criminal Division of the FBI. I think we have really made a difference in the
districts where we are operating.
Mr. KOLBz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
72-165 0-87-31
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QUALIFICATION FOR TRUSTEES POSITIONS

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Stanton, you say your expansion will be 21
trustees?
Mr. STANTON. Twenty-one.
Mr. KOLBE. Twenty-one lawyers.
Mr. STANTON. The U.S. Trustees will all be lawyers.
Mr. KOLBE. Why would not a competent accountant with a CPA
be eligible for this type of position?
Mr. STANrON. I think statutorily they would be. The statute does
not make a requirement that they be attorneys. I think the feeling
at the Department of Justice has been that it is very difficult for a
non-attorney to supervise some of the litigation that we have to do,
and to provide real legal leadership in the office.
Mr. EARLY. Is not the trustee more of an administrator?
Mr. SmNToN. I do not think that is the way it has developed. It
is not a papermoving process as much as it is litigative and a proactive attorney function.
We need the financial analysis to give us the tools through which
we go to court and try to shut the debtor down and so forth.
Mr. EARLY. I think a competent CPA might argue differently and
say that you need the data and we need the numbers. Then we get
the lawyers to do what they are going to do. Lawyers do nothing
but delay everything. Your agency is supposed to reduce and minimize. You say you are going to get confirmation and bring it down
to the Justice Department, another group of attorneys. I would
think, for example, that in L.A. where you cannot recruit lawyers
because of the cost of living there that we could try CPA's?
Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, this is proof of bi-partisanship.
In all sincerity, has this developed in a way not anticipated?
Mr. STANTON. No, only that originally all of the trustees that
were selected were attorneys. There has never been a U.S. Trustee
in our program who was not an attorney.
SKILL REQUIREMENTS IN U.S. TRUSTEE OFFICES

Mr. KOLBE. It seems to me the success of the thing is administration, not litigation.
Mr. STANTON. Well, a lot of our offices ended up with a lot of
complex litigation. There was a case in Chicago about four or five
months ago that took almost a month and a half to try. These were
a number of complex issues they had to deal with, and decisions
had to be made how to handle them.
From the other side, I can understand what Mr. Early is saying.
In fact, we are at least going to experiment in our office in Albany
where the Assistant U.S. Trustee in that office will not be an attorney. That is the first time we have done that. We will see how that
goes.
We have had Assistant U.S. Trustees who were not attorneys,
but they have always been on the administrative side. Two assistants in an office, one legal and one administrative. We have done
that, but we have never had a U.S. Trustee who was not an attornr. KoLBE. We do understand there is a litigation side and an
administration side. The Chairman and I are simply suggesting you
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do not need lawyers to fulfill all of these functions, and it might be
worth experimenting where somebody at the top is a lawyer and
CPA, that kind of management.
Mr. STANTN. Sir, we are lucky. We have two U.S. Trustees who
are lawyers and also CPA's.
Mr. KOLBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Stanton, having been one who has championed
and supported this program from the start, I would like to commend you. And now you are going a head with this nationwide expansion and a revolving fund in which bankruptcy pays for itself.
People get service, not only rich people, but poor people too, and I
think you are going in the right direction. I certainly hope, however, that you look at other than attorneys for administration and for
the key roles.
My final question, Mr. Stanton, is what will happen when you
are self-sufficient. When you have collected more fees than your
appropriation, will you still come back here for funding?
Mr. STANTON. The law is such that you will be looking at us
yearly, as you do now.
Mr. EALy. Mr. Kolbe and I will be extremely interested in that.
We will recess until Monday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
[Questions and answers for the record follow:]
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QUESTIONS FROM MR. EARLY
U.S. TRUSTEE SYSTM FUND
Collection of Filing Fees
Question:
Are you offsetting any of the trustee program costs with filing fee
collections in 1988? If so, bow much? If not, why not?
Answer:
We are requesting that none of the filing fee collections be used to
offset appropriations for the United States Trustees during 1987 and
1988, the two transition years to nationwide expansion of the
program. During transition, receipts from chapter II quarterly fees
will grow as additional chapter 11 cases in new districts become

subject to the fees.

If Congress approves our request, we anticipate that deposits to the
United States Trustee System Fund from filing fee collections and
quarterly maintenance charges will accumulate adequate deposits so
that, beginning in 1989, the Congress can appropriate from the Fund
all monies needed to operate the nationwide United States Trustee
system.
Workload
Question:
Please identify the number of positions associated with each type of
case administered by the 1987 and 1988 Trustee Program.
Answer:
The Program does use time spent on the different types of cases
supervised or administered in estimating resource needs.
One can extrapolate the approximate level of staff effort by case
type from what is known about how the employees use their time.
The chapter II caseload continues to be the most complex and time
consuming from a resource allocation perspective. The review of
financial schedules filed by the debtor in possession, appointment
and organization of creditors' committees, monitoring of fees paid to
professionals, and appearing in court on matters involving chapter 11
cases are some examples of this activity. We estimate that about 60
percent of field office staff time is devoted to chapter 11 case
related matters.
The chapter 7 caseload involves a much higher number of case filings,
but less staff time is devoted to individual cases. Rather, the
appointed members of the panel of chapter 7 trustees do the actual
work involved in administering the cases. The role of the United
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States Trustee in chapter 7 cases is primarily a supervisory one.
estimated 22 percent of the staff time is devoted to chapter 7
matters.

An

Chapter 13 cases are also filed in higher numbers than chapter 11,
and the standing trustee actually administers the collection of
payments under plans, disbursements to creditors and other individual
case related activities. The primary role of the United States
Trustee is to recruit qualified individuals, maintain the integrity
of the process through regular audits, and set the compensation and
expense levels of the standing trustees. An estimated 3 percent of
the field office staff time is devoted to chapter 13 matters.
Chapter 12 cases are being administered by standing trustees similar
to the chapter 13 standing trustees already supervised by the
program. The time associated with supervision of the chapter 12
standing trustees is based on the program's experience with chapter
13 (about three percent), although actual experience may differ from
the estimate.
Field office administration accounts for the balance of the time
spent by field office personnel. These activities would involve
staff meetings and coordination of assignments, processing personnel
actions, ordering furniture, reporting statistics, maintaining office
supplies and machines, handling travel arrangements and
reimbursements, preparing time and attendance records, leave, and
training. These activities are estimated to consume the balance of
the time of field office personnel, or about 12 percent of available
time.
The table below shows the time equivalent of positions in the request
associated with each case type.
Positions Associated with Case Types
or Administrative Activities
United States Trustee Field Offices
1987
Supplemental
Case type or activity:

1988
Appropriation
Request

Chapter 11 .....................
Chapter 7.....................
Chapter 13 .....................
Chapter 12 .....................
Administrative activities ......

300
110
15
15
60

503
185
25
25
101

TOTAL POSITIONS.................

500

839

Note:

Position levels include total resources contained in the base
budget and those in the respective requests.

MONDAY, MA1cH

16, 1987.

DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
WITNESSES
JOHN C. LAWN, ADMINISTRATOR
DONALD P. QUINN, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONAL SUP-

PORT

DAVID L WESTRATE, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS
PHILIP V. CAMERO, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR, INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
GENE R. HAISLIP, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR, DIVERSION CON.
TROL
JAMES J. HOGAN, CONTROLLER
JAMES IL WILLIAMS, BUDGET OFFICER
ROBERT N. FORD, COMPTROLLER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET

Mr. Dwm [presiding]. Continuing with our review of the Department of Justice, we will now hear testimony from the Drug Enforcement Administration. The DEA requests $522,047,000 in fiscal

year 1988, an increase of six percent over fiscal year 1987 amounts.
We will insert in the record at this point the DEA fiscal year 1988

budget justifications.
[The justifications follow:]
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I

Drungforcement hdintstration

Salaries and exp.ses
, nmry Statement
Fiscal Year 1988

The Drug Enforoement 4slnintration (DEA)is requesting 5,730 positions, or which 2,891 are special agents, 5,568 FT woerkyears, and
$522 07,000 in order to carry out its responsibilIties in 191A. This represents a net increase of 50 positions, 419 Irr werkyears, and
$31,454,000 above the anticLpated 1987 appr"riation of 5,680 positions, 5,149 F1Rworkyears, and $490,193,000. Included in the proposed net
increase are program inreanes of 100 positions, including 36 special agents, 82 FIE workyearm, and $24,552,000; base reductions for management
and productivity savings or 58 positions, 58 FMS workyears, and $911,000; and net other adjustbents to base of 395 FTC workyears and
$8,213,000.
In 1986, IEA reported a dramitto increLe in the agency's arrests and seizures. Arrests of' violators in major cases jumped 35.8 percent
between 1985 and 1986, from 9,41 to 12,819. In all, 18,746 drug-related arrets were made during the year. Convictions in major cases during
this same period increase d 22.1 percent, from 6,2PI to 7,595. Asnets seized by DlA during 1986 totaled $378,814,291, an Increase of 53.8
parent over 1985, when mssets valued at $26,344,308 w.re seized. Drugs removed in the United States by DEAincreased an average of 30
percent during the fiscal yesr. Cocaine seized increased by 52.6 percent, marijuana and hmhish removed jumLpd 11.4 percent, dangerous drugs
wioh include stimilants, depressant-s and halluolnogens, w.re marked by a 76 percent rise. The seizure of clandestine laboratories producing
illicit drugs also went up during the 1986 fiscal year. Ihile 329 laboratories were put out of operation in 1985, 1142 ware seized in 1986, an

increase of *3.3 percent. International oonperation has never ben stronger, and the major drug-produoing nations are taking serious measles
to control drug-crop prodwt ion. Nonethelens, drug trafficking rema mn the nation's number one oriJinal problem.
During the past year, drug trafficking and drug atbpse have merged as a pre-eminent national policy and health concern. In response to this
cri3is the President approved two policy initiatives as part of a camprehensive and systematic effort to create a 0drug-free society". On
April 8, 1986, Ittional Seurity Decision Directive Number 122 was signed identifying drug trafficking as a threat to U.S. national security,
thereby bringing t?" ,nation'n nttional security apparatus into the fight against drug trafficking. On August 4, 1986, te President announced
a 6-point program against dro.wase. Included in this announceent was a new Initiative intended to reduce the demand for drugs and a renewed
call to strengthen existing law mnforcement efforts. Finally, pam-vige or the Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriation ot or 1987 significantly
strengthened thm overall TEA enforcw'aent capability, ard reaftirmed the coinitment or the President and Congress to rid our society of the
catastrophc effects of drug trarffickng and abuse.

The 1988 request i based not on optimal requir-ments, but on a practical approach of seeking a reasonable level of resources for high priority
security and investigative ni.3, plus other investments which will enhwnce the productivity and effectiveness or existing resources. DEAhas
a atrategio planning pro.4is which provides the agency with comprehensive and long-range plans that serve as the foundation for annual
budget requests, systematicatly identifying and prioritizing not. only investigative requirements but teohnologcoal and management resources
necessary to continue tne nucensful fight igainst drug trafficking and abuAse. The 1988 request is based on policy initiatives that wer
developed in the DF.A1988 mtrat-gto plan.

-

Ai

following Is a summary of thi 1988 initiatives:
Continue Unhancemnt o rtr

Fnfforc mit ADPand Teleomamunications Systems

This initiative continues the strengthening and modernizing of ADIand teleecmunicAtions systems. These increases will provide the support
systems needed to maxtmiy and protect DE's erforts to'combat drug trafficking. A total of 15 positions, 1173 workyears, and $12,417,000 Is
requested for the ADPand Telecommunications prgram to provide necessary resources for the second phase in securing, through TOMCT-rated
capability, the remaining iegmenta of the Office Automation System, and to provide necessary UP staff support to the DFAinfotation
environment. An addLttonal .6 p)ositions, 20 PT workyrs and $4I,450,000 is also requested for the Damestio nforoement program to provide
increased DEAand contracted ADPtechnical start support for field and heAlquarters data entry requirements.
Immobilize Targetted Major DrLS Taffickers aid Their Trafficking Organizations
The trust in 1988 is to Again rocus new resources on areas wh're the increased investment will provide a maximum return through disruption ot
drug trafficking organlzAtions. Increases requested include 30 positions (20 agents), 22 FTK.*irkyears and $2,759,000 for asset removal teems
in sele.tet domestic divisions. W.4A
seized over $2116,000,000 in trafficker assets in 1985 and $379,000,000 in 1986. These resources will
contribute to the imobtlizatton of drug trafficking organizations by exploiting OA's authority to seize traffticker assets. A pilot program
has shown that systematic methods for identifying, seizing, and processing trarfickers' assets will produce substantial results.
F

Dr& Ehoreement Maru~emet and Administrative Services Capabilities

DEA's invetigative goals and objectives cannot be achieved unless management and administrative support systems and services are strengthened
and modernized. Further, adequate support services will increase the overall productivity of the agency. The increases In this area are those
which are considered ensotial in 1988 in order to meet mandatel responsibilittes. DEArequests 9 positions (6 agents), T F workers,
and
$930,000 to provide for Lmprvod security of staff and facility ie, ensure starr integrity, and provide physical fitness services.
Met Raw Technical Operations Support and EcaUipent Rquirments for Dru Eforement
This request provides ror an increase of 28 positions (10 agqnts), 22 TH wrkyears, and $3,996,000, inolufing $2,000,000 for technical
equipment, to provide effective support for DEA investigationa. This Initiative provides a care of special agents specially trained in the
covert installation anJ adaptation of technical equipment, and a aire of highly skilled technicians to perform installations and repair of
technical investigative and ratio communication equipment. The denar d for skilled technical assistance and technical equipment far exceeds'
availability. Equipment such as dialed number recorders (pen registers), video surveillance cameras and recordLng equipment, satellite
tracking devices, direction finding devices, and Title III devices are in constant use, greatly enhancing Investigative and Intelligence
gatherir,; capabilities while providing a greater margin or safety for agents.
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Dr% I1fo cement hAminitration
Salaries and expenses
Justirication or Program, and Pertormeae
Activity Rearotce wumary
(Dollars in thmmands)

Activity:, Rforcewent

1987 Appropriation
Pt.Antio tr~ted

P03.
ikmestio enfor
'
................
ant
Organized or'me drug enforcent....
ForeigA Oooperative invmtigat ions..
Diversion control ...................
M.ate and local task rore.i .........
Total ...................

w_

?iw

. 1988 Base

.nt

2,028 1,766 $1118,366
762 7419
58,553
1181 h26
51,511
580 520
30,299
30 63
259 225

Iw1,

055

POS.

,WY

Amoun~t

2,017 2,008 $157,212
762 749
62,865
1481 154
58,565
580 562
33,271
259 254
3
4,09

198 tite
P0'.

WY

Inree/Dereas

mount

Pon.

2,013 2,050 $36,421
762 7119 62,865
. 81
451 58,565
580 562
33,271

56
-w-

WY hmoit
12

$7,209

ee

ee

q

TXf-

This budget activity Liol,ls all program directly responsible tor drug investigations leading to the prosecution, conviction and
btwobilizAtion or drW trairtckers and their organitions. Inludoed in this responsibility are all domestic and foreign inveetigativo
erfor--s and regailatory activitte" under the diversion control progim.
1987 ntt
Appropriation
ipted

...
Per.

Pos.
[omstio enforcement ................
!o-?wan.
mOoal:
Ume
drup-.--

Pens.

Wt

Asuont

2,0". 1,766 $18,366

To reduce the domestic supply of illilt

1988 Base

1988 Estimate

1!

kunt

2,017 2,008

*157,.12

Pos.

Pos.
2,073

Inrease

rease

WY 1oun2t

FOe.

WY

mont

2,050 $1641,421

56

112

$7,209

drugs and to seriously disrupt or eliminate the organizations trafriking in

II

To eliminate all dmwstic prol.ition and/or cultivation or illicit drugs.
lb Litentify anl seite as m'ri drug evidence ant related assets as Misible from those individuals and organizations involved in the
itlegal drug trade.
To investigate and pirere for succesful prosecution all njor drig caso. dovelopel

or received.

7b respond to all appropriate repmts for asi stance from deral, state and local law enforcement agenoles involved in the fight
nigas t illegal drug produ tion, cultivation and trafficking.
ftse ProgEam Desoriptinn: Thin program adresses the national problems of: the mnnufacture, cultivation and distrbution of illegal drugs;
Ue
i nal TintvDexaT nns relating to the diversion of' legally produced druW into the illicit market; and, the disruption or elimination of
the individuals and organizations who distribute these Illegal eutastances. The major thrust of the Doimestic Eforceent, program is the
elLmination or imbilization of the individuals mn groups at the highest ehelons of douestio drug production, smuggling and distribution
organizations.
lo ddress these problems, r A utii
vario methods a nativitiei in sapryt of the major objeotives stated above. The first step in
eliminating the supply or ,listritution of illegal drigs is the identirication or the source ard individuals involved. This is aomplihed
through confidential infonmrnts, intelligence gathered from other wurets A referrals from other Federal, state and local authorities. Onoe
this
e'acomplished, evidence is gathered through undercover and reverse undercover operations, audio/video surveillance, Title III
op rattone, and here wmrantmd, entbliluent of a Speinal Poroement Operation (80). Mhen sufficLent evidence is gathered, Federal, state
and local prosecuting authoritie receive the cane for preparation for prosecution resulting in the indictment, arrest, ad trial of the
defendants involved. Oxnctrrent with criminal prosecution is the soizure and initiation of forfeiture proceedings to remove all drtg related
assets from the individual or organization charged. Major violatorm a heeds of organizations are targetted for continuing criminal enterprise prosecution which carries a 10-year to life sentence and allows for forfeittre of those items identified as pert of the original
enterprise pt''.eds. Prosecution or individuals or groups need not be confined to violation of drug laws. Utere warranted, more and me use
is being made of Icketeer Influenedt
n,
rupt Orgmnization (RICO) and IRS statutes. Those laws are oonapiretorlal in nature and upon
conviction allow oonnecutive sentences to be iiuqne, in conjunction with the sentence for drug law violation. In all these efforts and
activities, maximum coordinattion and asistance is roe e
to and received from other Federal, and 3tate end local enforoment agencies Amr
appropriate.
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AeM Ulshrrnts and Vhrklodl:

Ax-npitimPents and workload or the Pr'wstito Fbtorcement proKram are presented in the following table.,

Dmrest Lo '!!wE

InvestliaLtve workhout.u by case ntass:
Clas I .................................
Cl. qs It.................................
Clm5- MT................................
Class IV..........
Sbtotal .......
General file worhd ................
iaos
Totalo............................
Ar sts by ose clpan:
Clasq I .................................
lAs.
TI
...........................
III ...............................
Cl:3..
Cl1fts IV ................................

Subtotol ..............................
Federal rererral art
Ass
................
DFAooperative arrests ...............
Total ...............................
Conv actions:
Federal oomt ............................
State oourt ..............................
Drvp,

Removed:

HeroIn (Kilo.) ...........................
OCitne (Kilo.) ..........................
>.nahtism (Kilo.) .........................
Dangeroka d,'rgs (000 D.U.) ...........

1985

1986

1,221,5418

1,321,212

255,959
318,226
43,352
1,H72,025

26,453
293,n06

Estimates
19117
1,377,613

1,329

1,199

1,427
371
1,381

1170

5,73
1,W06

393
19,952.
723,727
21,373

1,202

1,015

P81
23,909
680,901
28,267

315,949
347,098
-2,271013

2383,
2,3344

1,5M11.

1,566,536

279, 5
3,5324
2,000 h

2192,
T59
22 .796

M95

11,601.
1,26o8
1,5111

11,1.111
1,109

3,3
25,1241
680,901
31,402

255876
-7

5,50
1,501
1,802

5.139
1,315
341
29,669
680,901
11,009

HieroLn
Because or its virulent Impact on national health and crim, herofn remains one or DFA's mojor priorities. Since virtually all heroin abused
in the U.3. is Imported, doanvtlo efforts are aimed at preventing heroin from reaching Amerloan markets through the disrution and
1imobilirAtion of drug amuggling and distribution networks. The major sources or heroin imported into U.S. are the Southwest Aian oontries
of Pakistan, AfShanistan and Iran. lbwever, there are recent identifiable lncreaes in the heroin imported from Southeast Asia and Maloo.
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During 1986, DA continued tt. intensified efforts a .isnst the importation of heroin from Mexioo through the establishment of S1eoial
Ehrorcement Operation COU*I4LS. This SODtargets major at 14*xtean heroin traffickers on both sides of the 1xioan-therloan border.
Additionally TWA
continued SFVFUILPRESS uiLdihIs DRA's participation in Operation At2.IAMME.
With the increased heroin ranoir-ces provided in 1987, MA expects the following additional statistioal reults in 1987 and 1988: 18 601
wdditionai heroin investigattve w.)rkhours in 1987 and 514368 more in 1988; 91 additional heroin arrest4 in 1987 a9d 200 more in 1igM; 46
miditional heroin convictions in 1987 and 105 more in W and 19 Mddttional kilograms of heroin removed In 1987 and 111more in 1Wge.
Patimates

1985

1TWB8

1986

Heroin
inventitative wrk I,,m-s by olasn or case:

Class I ..................................
Clans IT .................................

. Clapq III ................................

CL.ats
IV..............................
Subtotal ............................
General file...........................
Total............................
MA initiated arrest-i by cla" of case:
Clas ..................... ............
Cl.ans IT.
........................
Class III ..............................

ClI.L IV ..............................
Subtotal ............................

FederaL rererral arra.s ...................
DFAcooperative arr.sLa .................
Total domestic hen)ln arsts ........

319,33? 253,226
11,827
56,133
65,577
97,164
5 71111

265,109
16,981
68,733

26 096

23 189
IM11T

ou ts ..............................

Heroin seized (KS.) ........................

510
171
223

241,5118
u

390
226.
236
18

171

201

160

168
436

191

56?

599
153
303

682
175

291

Convictions:
Federal co rt ............................
State

2P 259

301,957
53,1153
78,1 7
11357

302
393

162
207

22

24

3116

111

2841

to
00

590
198
253
27

344

Cocaine

OCeaine oontinu. tx ho-thn pnoular drug or alse for sunli groups as yoig arftuent professionals, entertainers and athletic figtweS. Sinoe no
cooa plants are grown .o s.eatealty, the domestic enforooeent effort will begaitmd at the following: the prevention or smuggling of oooaine
fro Latin American sorce oxntries; the identifinAtion, location aMisetzure of domeatio clandestine cocaine conversion laboratories; and the
disruption or alalnetion of consin, trarickers and their organizations.
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In attacking these tireget, flEA wilt continue to employ the proven investigative techniqpm identified earlier in this package. Additionally,
lEA will continue 1.o work cloaely with the other Federal, and ntatn and local enforcement agencies hich, as in the case of heroin, has
proven so suocesstul.
During 1986, a new dr, phenomenon, known as "crack" cocaine hinrt onto the illicit drug scene. Coack is ai inexpensive, highly addictive form
or cocaine that is designed to he smokd. The attraction or crack is its low price and intense "high". The bad side or craok is that it Is so
highly addictive and cates acme dangerous physiological side effects.
As part of the 1987 supplementnl MA received increased resources to establish crack cocaine task forces in the Following cities:
Atlanta
E1ltlmore
Boston
DR1llas
Denver
Detroit

Ft. Lauderdale
Ft. Meyers
Houston
Kansas CitJ
Los Angeles
Miami

MinneapolLs
Newark
New Orleans
New York (2)
Itiladelphia
Phoenix

Portlar
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis

Also, as part or the 1993 sipplemntal, DFAreceived additional resources to enhast.e traditional cocaine investigative efforts.
or these enhanced reoouIN4es will he against cocaine being transtpped from 1hxico across the Mexican-kmerican border.

A major thrust
00
-

1urlng 1986, EAcontinued SWOPISCES. This SEO is aimed at the money lairdering activities of domestic cocaine trafficking grous thile
Operation PIS= is based In 1iami, it has resulted in drog and asset seizures from Miami to New York to Los Angeles. Since its inception in
198A1,enforcement eFrorts uwler Operation PISCES have netted the following results: $40,000,000 in assets seized, 10 tons oF cocaine seized;
6.5 tons oF hashish seived; and 250 individuals arrested. Cunent planning for 1987 Identifies 175 potential additional arrests.
Alao, during 1986, PEAcontiiu1 SEWPIPFLINP.. This SM is aimed at training primarily State and local officers on how to interdict drugs and
money being tramqportef on the nation's highway system. In 1986 State, local and U.S. Border Patrol officers produced the following results:
3,000
300
,o00
7,8
150
66

State and lool officers trained.
1rder Patrol officers trained.
Pouns of cocaine seized.
Pounds or marijtam selzed.
Porids or liquid hashish seized.
Pounids or nethamphetamine seized.
$8,721,600 in canh neizedl.
With the additional cocain, investigative resources provided in 1987, DEAexpects the following additional statistical results in 1987 and
1988: 17,697 additional cxtaiaine worikour- in 1987 and 173 118 more in 19M; 3.9 additional oocainr, arrests in 1987 and 1,276 more in 1988; 121
additional ocAine convictions in 1987 and 464 more in 19M8; and 1,215 additional kilogram of coavitne removed in 1987 and 81,515 more in 1988.
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pressure has been
IEA anticipates an increase of conaLnemn+t5in along the 1,900 mil, W-xinan-1I.S. border in the future. A interdiction
lncreewed In Florlda and the Oribibrn, a nunber or major Colombian trarfickors have switched their modus operandi to utilize Mexico as a
not.
has
it
transshipment point. Whether this trend will diminish samggling activity in the Caribbean is unownrl. To date
Estimates
1985

1986

Cocaine
Investigative workhorse by class of case:
Class I .....................................
class It ....................................
..............................
Class II t ..
CIa.ss IV.................................
Subtotal ...............................

General file ............................

..
..

........
.....
Total ...............
IA initiated arrests by class or case:
Class T.........................................
class 11 ................................... ....
Class 1 . ......................................
Class IV................................
o......................
Total..............
Federal referrel arrests ......................
DRA cooperaCive arrests........... ...............
Total domestic cocaine enforcement arrests....
ConviLotions:
'
Federal wurts ...............................
State courts ....................................
Cocaine seized (Kg.) .............................

573,611
7;2, 202
180,970
145,067
183,792
190,809
10 988
10 7
1*,QT
1117992
4
e7
961_ 1 11
1,016:235
1,473
509
861

2,1137
770
980

156

123

r+uj
1 708

267

2 123

?,1 8
783
19,952

1,97
165
23,909

196

710,796
876,296
187,9112 213,666
216,998
190,873
12,9
11,122
1,161:033 1,31995
129001
1141795
1,275,62"14q!q
2,577
81
1,036

135
277
Y5-+
2205
2,074
1189
25,121

tW
00

3,105
981
1,2119

to

315

50
21150
577
29,669

Cannabis
The cannabis products abucNol In this country include marijarnn, hashish and hashish oil. Since betwe 86 and 88 percent or the osnmabis
products abused in this country are produced in roreign countries, a major thrust or [YA's enforcement activities is the use or traditional
investigative methods aimed at the immobilization or elimination or the traffickin organizations st iing cannabis into this country.
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To deal with the prohlnm of ,omestically produced marijuana, WA continued Its highly s.cewsrul program of dom stio cannabis eradication.
Agaln in 1986, all fifty states part ikipated in the program. lP.A's strategy in this program Is to provide varying levels or support to each
participating state in relation to the scope or the marijuana problem and the level of' effort being performed by the state. In Implementing
this strategy, DFAprovides training, equipment, funding, aircraft and investigative
support
to encourage the state to develop an aggressive
program ofr cannabis er;ication within its boundaries. Additionally, T)A encourage the states to employ the use or herbicides.
During 1986, MA eatahlis.ed Op ration HAN,aimet1 at stopping marijuanA traffickers from using ralse oorporations to lander marijuana
snuggling profits. Operation MAN
han already resulted Ln the arrest or 9 class I violators and the seizure of $15,000,000 in real property
assets. As a result of 1996 enforcement efforts under this effort PEAis ready to move against an anticipated $9,000,000 worth of boats in
early 1987.

I Another high

point or l's cannahis enforement program wan the !Vmrestlo Ihrijuana fladlcation Program. In 1986, 23 eradication schools were
conducted to train a total of 887 law enforcement officials from other Federal, state and local agencies. DER flew 281 at' missions totalling
730 hours flown. Direct eradication efforts resulted In an 18 percent increase In plants eradicated, a 7 percent Increase in plots eradicated,
and a 7 percent Increase in arrests.
Again in 1987, empha n will he placed on booby-trap detection and avoidance during mestio Marijuana D-Ication Program training schools.
This steps from the trend toward the use of dynamite, pipe bonh and other explosive devices encountered in 1985. Also on the increase was the
use of guard dogs nnd animal traps. All or these efforts were almed at preventing anyone from entering the area or cultivation.

1985

F.'timsates
19%1

1937

IM!R

Oannabis

Investigative workhours by clas' of case:
Clnss T..... ,....................................
Clans

.........................................

Class I1........................................
Cl s IV ...................................
Subtotal ..........................
.....

General file .....................................
Total........... ..... . .... . ..... .........

192,611

20,090
20,175

3304
.

ni

50,332

125,664

22,887
17,252

125,664l 125,664

22,887
17,252

22,P8T
17,252

19626
19626
_' FB51a5*

19626
i9www2

64,554

64 554

64I554I
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MA initiated arrests by cls., or case:
Class I........................................
Class 1I .......................................
Clas III ......................................
ClIa.s IV .......................................

1985

1986

646
158
P09

686
167

Too . ...................................
t
a
.
Federal referral ar
.........................
rt
931
I9A cooperative an
r ..........................
res
272
Total dowrstLo cannabis e,,rfrceacnt arrests..
Convctions:
1,92.1
federal courts .................................
State courts ...........................
302
Onnabts seized (Kg).....................
723,737
Iowstlc irijuana adieatiui:
Cultivated plants eradinatel ..................
11,000,000
Plots eradleated ..............................
33,000
A r
r
e
st................0......
5,000
.1,500
Weapoms ei ................................
z e d
Frdinatton schools co
................
-state and local ofrieers train ..............
931

686
167
132
188

686
167

937
308

937

9P

1,020
I5
3,901

1,02)
155
680,901

1,020
155
680,901

188

6&
4171Y3,000
!,200
3;
5,340

A

Estimates
987 T1W

11,700,000 4,700,000
33,000
33,000
5,600
5,600
1,650
1,700
1,700
23
25
25
887
90
900
'gerous, N'ugs

In contrast to heroin, encaLn anrd cannabis, uhtch are all derivatives or plants, dangerous drugs are all chemically manufactured. The four
mt,' drugs or concern to this program are aetlhvmqetamine, aspiwtamlne, PCP and LSD. All or these substnces are produced 4omtioally.
These four drugs and the other teaser abused dangerous drugs rind their way into the Illicit drug market In two ways. The first Is through
diversion of legally prndtreJ drugs into the illegal market, end the second i, the illegal produntion of these substances in olandtestine
lWa torles located throughout the U.3. Since productLon or dangerous drugs requires processes and substances not assooLated with the
other drugs or concern to MA P
or DFA's enforcement efrorta are aimed in two directions not associated with the usual drug
Investigation targets. The first is the identirication, location and eradication or the clandestine laboratories established to manufrture
Illicit dangerous drugs. S ca is the restriction or the availability or the precursors known to be required for the manufacture of
dsngeromu drugs. TEAhns ha m.cess gaining the support of precursor manurf.turers in reporting large sales or these ettetancee. ite
these investigations are important, the primry thrust or A's efforts is the investigation, arrest and prosecution of the Individuals and
groups trarficking in these illicit drugs.
rngerous drugs investigations eminate rrom the traditional aouros dLoused in the opening
section or this package and from the Diversion Control Prorm, Aich is a separate DEA program. With the increase in both elmudeW4ne
laboratories end the olandent Lne production or controlled stastanc analogs, VI)A is now Identifying analogs for control and studying safety
precautions, procedure and equLpment to be ,sed in clandestine laboratory investigations and hazardous chemical disposal.
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00 a mtter of invnntlptlve policy, MA decide) to concontrate its dangerous drug inv "tigative efforts against clandestine produ.tion
laboratoretsn. As a result, IEA n,1lvd ainreme
record over
4111clandestin
laboratorLen, a 111 percent increase over 1985. DIA seisa 28,267,000 doage
1985.
units or danerous drugs, a 32 pnret

With the additional dangerous dry. resources provided In 1987, DWAexpects the rollowtng dditional statistical results In 1987 and 1988:
21 987 additional dangeis dru, *wklytnr in 1987, and 65,963 more in 19-M8 IPA additional dangerous drug arrests in 1987 and 570 more in
198 103 additional daVerous 'krug conviction In 1987 and 315 more in 1984; and 3,135,000 additional dosage wits of dangerous drugs removed
in' 198 A 9,607,000 morn in 1988.

Est bstes

Dangerous lb-ta

195

I[nvetigative wOrkIors by ncae clAss:
Class I ................................
Class II ...............................
CtPLs III...............................
Class IV......... ..................
Subtotal..........................

178,9911
31,369

110,078
3 697

General le .......................
Total ...................... ..........
IWA initiated arrests by clas or ease:
Class I...............................
Class II ......................
Class III ...............................

36,811

.........

21,3

Class IV............................

53

tal ............................

Federal referral arrests ...............

D A cooperative arrests ...................
Total dangerous hilg -arrests..........
Convict tons.:
Federal court........................

State court .............................

Dangerous drugs seized ((00 D.IJ.) .........
Clandestine laboratortes seize ..........

16
669

777

1119
21,373
3111

1986

200, 120
19,769
26,405
3,400

27 8041

732
I)
10

.14
17
689

6416
28 1
28,267

44;.)

2.15,711 262,619
21,312
25,9113
28,67
311,651
111162
3665

30 297
83'

113

3f77
1,135
155

123

168

18
7113

22
901

718

9.7

-rw 7
312
31,1102
"-(5

1108

111,009
500
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Asset Roval Teom
DEAreqtmts 30 positions (0 agents, 10 technicAl/clerical), 2VF7, wriyoe re, and $2,759,000 to establish an asset removal team in the Mimi,

hiceg

Now York, huston, W hingt.on, D.C., nnd San FranLso domestic division offices, and to expend the tow in San Diego.

The resources reguested to establish asset removal team vill. dramatically contribute to the Imobiization or drn traffiokin organizations
by fully exploiting DVA's authority to seize trafficker assets.
eaLdes increasing the amount of trafficker assets seized, Ue rwourves
will also allow the ass I nje cso agent to concentrate on the criminal aspects of the ease, leaving the asset seizure to the aeet removal
tem. DeA's Smn Diego Division wes the site or the first asset removal team and posted the following results:
1980 - No Asset Removal Team
1981 - Asset Removal Team in Operation for Ilir the Year
1982
1983
1981
1985
1986

$1,000,000
$1,900,000
$13,700,000
$8, 10,000
$13,800,000
$23,700,000
$29,000,000

seized
seized
seized
seized
seized
seized
seized

Field Data Fhtry
DA requests 26 posttlomm, 20 FTE workyears, and $4,450,000 for field data entry support. It is estimated that 100 contract
positi-ns will be required at a cont or $3,550,000.
Ihet or DEts system have been converted to operate under MxioA 204 NDta f.ae fhnaement, System (DO). We the office automation pro ject is
Implemented, DV'as Inaormtiw system will be(om accesible worldwide and the usefuIness or the information will depend upon the aocuraoy and
timelines of the data entry.
herefore, it is necessary that lWA computer technicians, and contreot data entry and analysis technicians be
assigned to the MA field orrtce and headquarters to perform data entry runotions. It Is proposed that each division, including SIC, be
supported with contract data analyst personnel varying from 2 to 5 positions, depending oi the division size, wxrkload and operational
requiremta. Also, a grow of contract personnel would be employed to support headquarters elements end would be available, on short notice,
to be deployed to the field to eliminate backlogs, as well as supporting tIoe periods of time when data input is a critical issue. In
addition, MA employees positions will be required to provide contract and technical monitoring, workload quality control, continuity of
operations and retention or instructional knowledge stld
onntraot lapses occur, and to provide support in particularly sensitive
investigations.
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Inrormntion syst m training nlassno have been developed ror scme of the information system that are operating under IRO* to instruot
IEA personnel on how to use the system mid how to input th data* Additional training alasses will be developed for new and recently
conrertel systems m the sy.tmea are implemented. As tWAr prnri el are tranP4 In the use or the nrormation systems, the timely
input of the data bans mut be otinteined In an up-to-date status ir the opt mum use or data is to be realized.
ie applioatton or data analysis and me or data entry cotract personnel will allow the information system data bases to be kept ourret.
It will improve the credibility of the Information and provide ror the maximn application of the nfrontlon system data. The emmal
adminlatrative stafirs in the divtstms wilt not be Impacted by the Inereied requirement for data entry and the fuyotions win be performed
by contract data entry per.sml. The use of' highly trained md experience data entry personnel In the various system will reduce errors
and permonal/personnel frustrations.
1987 Approprint ion
Anticipated

rm.

Pos.
OrganirMnd crime drw enror.met .......

762

WY
7119

Perm.

Anoint

P03.

$58,553

762

1988 Base
WY

Pel.

Amount

Poe.

1988 Estmate
VT

Amount

PriInorese/heoress

FOS.

WT

Mount

*62,865
762
79
$62,865
...
!ons-Rnoe r0oel: To tdntlty, investigate, AM proseeute members or high-level drug trafricking enterprises and to destroy or Immbiliet
the opera ton or tuse organtttnns.
749

betives:
To promote a ooordinatd dro
&,ant
agenctea.

esmroreaent effort in each task force region, anti to enoorage maximum cooperation sna

all Federal enforoe-

lb work fully and effectively with state and local drug enforce... agencies.
To make fuli use or tlnannia investigative tedsmtqes, including tax law enrorcement and forfeiture aotlons, In order to identity and
convict high level tralrickers and to seize assets and prcrlts derived from high level drug traffloklng.
Base Prcj
Description: ",antM1 crime is involved in drug trafficking. The major organizations that this program address are:
- 'Trational organw crime figures;
- "ajor outlaw motorcycle gangs (e.g., Hells Anets, Pagans, Outlaws, PAMdldos);
- Other organimcst criminal proips (e.g., major street ganv.n, priso ganes);
-- Organizations that Impr't Arnsior distribute large emunts of controlled sttacesm, or finance the foregoing; or
- Physloin or phesuacists
llteallj dispensIng substantial qmtittes of prescription drugs.
/
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Thirteen Organli ed CriAmDlrug Fbirowcvapnt ftak Forces (OaCR)
oh or the task fore"e In IntleAted in parenthesis:

have been established in the following regions.

The core oity for

r -eat Lekes (Detroit)
ountin States (Denver)
Los Angeles/Nevada (Los Aneles)
orthwast (San Franoisoo)
Southwest Border (San Diego)
Flor ida/CariLbbean (Miami)

*-r# )wvJri (Boston)
Nw York/New Jersey (New York)
Mid-Atlantic (Baltimore)
.SutMeant (AtlAnta)
fuilr oast (Notmton)
S*iLh C'ntral (Mt. Louis)

North rmtral (Chlcago)
The overall program goal Is aocosplihol by:

- Adding new Federal reasouros to the investigation and prosecution of these major drug trafficking organizations; and
- Fostering Improved interagency coordination and ooopeoration In the investigation and prosecution or major drug oaes
Task force operations are planned anrl coorlinted through a network or c(mittees representing participating agencies and under the general
direction or the Woolate Attorney Oeneral, At the nAtional level, a working group fornalates general policy and monitors the program with
the assistance or a ml.l *dmlnistrative unit in the Department or justice. In each or the 13 regions, the U.S. Attorney In the "core
oity" manages task force operaitinns through the Task Foree Coordination arop. This group approves and monitors all task force Investigatio s in the region to ensure that Investigations are consistent with program goals and objectives, sad that appropriate interagenoy
oq"rd Lotion takes place.
Individual task forco oases are Investigated and prosecuted by multi-agency team in the judioial districts within each region.

Agent% and attorneys in tndividuml task force cases remain under the direct supervision of their respective agencies, but oohduot
investigations Jointly with other tesk force agents and attorneys. Leadership responsibility for a specific case is decided on a oase.by-oase
basis and assumed by one or tive investigative agemiens.
h.om plammeta and
rkload: DIlng 1986, DRAoapitalise on a Omalest 3 per-rew Investigative worlkhow increase by producing a 24 percent
Inceas in arrests, am nr. s"rtsre increase of 19 percent ror cocalne, 4I5 peremt for cannabis, ad 395 percent for dangerous drugs. As
the full force of the resource enoxK-" provided In 1985 ow" to bear in 1987, DA expects atatistiopl results as reflected in the table
below.

Item
OME cases involving

W95
A ..........

Investigative workhours ...........

1986

108irt-1mw

315

325

350

102,1116

81R,325

938,450

350
93A, 4W
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Item

1985

1986
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DEA/OCDR arrests .................

P,041

2,547

2,859

2,859

DEA/OQ E convcttions ..............

959

1,1t8

1,633

1,633
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27
1,821
7,929

Drugs removed:
Heroin (kilo.) .................
Cocaine (kilo.) ................
Cannabis (kilo.) ...............

DAngerous drugs (000 D.U.) .....

29
1,356
4,951

23
1,616
7,179

698

2,740

Assets removed ($000) ............ $110,010

$123,382

1,821
7,929

2,845

2,845

$142,500

$143,000

1987 Appropriation
kitteitted
.Perm.
pos.
Foreign cooperative investigations ...

Long-ane Goal:

'

81

WY
126

aount
$51,511

Perm.,
Pos.
1181

1988 Base
WY
4151

$Ant
$58,565

Perm, 1988 Estimate
Pos.
"
k/ount
481

154

Increae/Dmm

Poe.

WY

Amount

$58,565

To reduce the supply of~drugs of foreign origin ds.gttned for the United States illicit market.

Major Objectiveg:
To conduct high quality cooperat ive investtg~tions aimed at eliminating the supply of illicit drugs destined ror the United States, and disrupt

or eliminate the organAttions trafficking Ln those drugn.
To gather and anulyzo -s m,.eh intelligence As possible concerning Illicit drugs of foreign origin destined for the United States.
To satiary all appropriate requests from t'relgn govs.'tfmts for training' of their respective law enforcement officials.
B
ra Description: lIbis program addresses the problem of drugs of foreign origin destined for consumption in the United States illioit
W
The majority of illicit drugs available in the United States are of foreign origin. DEA's overseas efforts are directed at assisting
host governments In the development of programs to reduce the supply of drugs at or near the agri oltural source; immoblite foreign
clndestine oonversion labfw.atories; identify export staging areas and interdict the drugs; and reduce the diversion of legitimate drus from
international comeerc.
In L986, the Administration an
.igres
recognized the ongoing need for additional resources to asist foreign
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narcotics control Atithoritt in the suppression or ilLicit narontics traffic actually or potentially impacting the United States. DA
overseas presence is at the invitation or the host country.
TA Is represented in 64 offices in 42 countries. The basic authorities for this
program are Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973 and Executive Order 11727 of 1973. This program is carried out in coordination with the
Detrment of Statn In for gn areas, Departsnt of Jntice gjidelines and in accordance with P.L. 94-329, which is referred to as the
Mansfield Asendeent, an svnved by Section 2008, Title It of the Anti-drug Abuse Aot of 1986.
In addition to the social and economic threat
posed by the supply of foreign-source drugs into the United States, there are other rectors uhLoh directly relate to the activities or this
program. These include:
* The level of acceptance or DEA's presenoeand assistance in foreign countries varies because of so taotors as the degree of motivation,
national pride, political instability an law enforement cnp-ilities or the host country.
" Many foreign government appear to consider drug atne e western phenomena; however, with the proliferation or drug abuse problem in
other countries, this attitude appears to be changing.
SSowme source countries have not boen able to establish effective drug control in rural areas due to such obstacles as geography, limited end
antiquated cominleat ion,, and tLme-distance oonsiderationa.
enied access areas such as Iran, Aghanistan, Las and Northern Bum pose
even greater obstacle. due to a complete lack or dtplomatto dialogue.
The consequences of traditions, conflicting Jurisdictions, and divided provincial and tribal authority prelude effective narcotics control
in many countries.
Illicit drug cultivation provides a significant Income which, In many areas, is traditional and not easily replaceable.
International "legal" moey transectioe are an essential element of the world illicit dru traffic.
Foreign governments drug Intelligence collection, production, And dissemination systems, particularly those directly supportive or u.S. drug
enflorement efforts may he in need of improvement.
DeA foreign aectivitins foctis on the provision or expert advice and authorized Investigative, intelligence, and training assistano in those
foreign areas deemed most critical to the reduction of drugs destined for the U.S. A natural extension or these program is MA encouragement
and assistance in the implementation or substantive intergovrrmnntal enforcement cooperation and intelligence exchanges.
Intelligence collwction ativities overseas are suppleented through the development and implementation of Special Field Intelligence Program
(,1[P) operations. The purpose of sFIp operations is to provide funding to exploit highly specialized or unique collection opportunities
against a wide variety of Intelligence problems in foreign areas. These efforts are largely targetted toward collection of data on all phases
of narcotic raw material production, mmling routes and methods, trafficking and abuse patterns, as well as other matters of collateral
interest, such as terrorist or financial matters relatipg to narcotica activities. This material reported and disseminated through DEA
charels provides foreign, Iomestto and head arters line and management personnel with detailed and accurate information mhich an be used
for investigative as well e, planning purposes.
specifically, DPAhas in recent years worked with such countries as Paklstan, ,'rkey, France, Italy and Mexico to develop the necessary
intelligence to move against clandestine conversion laboratorLe, smuggling organizations, cultivation areas, and the organizations
responsible fbr the trafficking of illicit drugs around the world. Additionally, DEAhas maintained the necessary political liaison to
influence the legislative press in various host countries in an effort to establish drug laws where none previously existed or were weak.
Finally, DEAis making inro-ds into international financial investigations through.the cooperation of host countries and the international
banking and financial commnties.
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The diversion or lgitbmntely-producod controlll substances from Internatfonel channels has become a problem directly affecting the United
States. DEAhas respocn"ed to the problem by establlshing tnternmtiml diverse, p4.rss in such cities as Bonn, West Germany and Mexico
City.
As a result or dtpinantic initiatives unertaken by TWAart the Derpartment or State, foreign oountries continue to make aignifloant advances
toward curbing the diversion of legally-1rodu nAl drug mtntancoa. For example, all known methaqualone source countries have either ceased
production or severely limited its exportation.
COrrent PEAplanning ror this program call. ror continued expansion o PIA's presence overseas. With the mse of existing resources in
1986, and the additional resources pr)vlded as pert or the 1987 supplenntal, DFAwill be able to open new country and resident offices
according to the following plaamed schelle:
--iralia and Nigeria Oountry Offices
1987
IThguay, Trinidad/Trhbeo, Haiti end Belize Country Offices; Maracai6o, PAroelona, and Naples Resident Offices
1988
K-a, Portugal ai

littel rab

pirates Cojntry Offices; Sao Paulo RM Toronto Resident of fices

1989

ri7 Ooast, Itrocco and Sri Lanka rnuntry Orfices; C lctta Riesident orrice
Heroin

Since virtually all heroin comsM in the tt1nited States is or foreign origin, MA ha active heroin programs in 58 roreign locations. The
primary source reg i . for production or heroin are the following: the Suthwest Asian countries of Paklistan, Afghanistan and Iran; the
Southeast Asian countrtes or arme, Thailand, and Laos; and Mexico. rWAs rocus in combatting heroin in these areas Is to provide expert
,Ilvtce and/or invetigative assistance, authorized investigative intelligence, and training in the areas deemed most critical to eliminating
heroin production and mgi ing. La a result of U.S. Government encouragement and support, the-Pakistani (overwment has agreed to an serial
poppy spraying program ror 1987-1988.
PA efforts in Fgypt rd Nigeria have resulted in increased heroin setzureo and intelligence for these countries and the continent as a
whole.
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Ocaine
Virtually all cocaine ablviw in the United States comes from the South American oountries or Oolombia, Peru and IklLvia. Additional, Mexico
Is a major transshipme.t ootp.t-y. Traditionally, the cocaine traffickers have been extremely powerful in these countries with strong
tnrluenoe at the upper echelons or government and JudloL L systewa. That situation is beginning to cwug as the governments in then
comtrLes am starting. to assert their legal authoritLen and pursue the cocaine traffickers. MA will continue to support these goveNments
In their quest to control co,.Lne trafficking.
specifically, DEAfocuses Its efforts in three major artas or emphasis to help South Amerioa government tight cocaine traffic. The first
area is the eradication or the coca plant end crop saustitution efforts to plmevide a viable economic alternative to cities growing the
plant. Oeoond, DrA continues its efforts to control the essettal ehamicals necessary to convert the raw materials into coalem
hydrochloride. lmse precursors are ethyl ether, acetone and potassium peravenanate. Finally, DEA, with the assistance and permission of the
hbst government, runs internAttonal Title III operations and requests extradition of traffickers to this oatry (hr trial.
Cannabis.

The tradittnl sorce countries for marijuana are Colowbia, Jamtea, Mexico and Thailand. Hashish end hashish oil are predominantly importgO
from the Middle Eastern countrLes or Lebanon, Pakistan and Afghanistan, with Jamaica becoming a major source country for hashis? oil. These
products tend to be aevrgil Into this country in ton quantities using all land, ea and air routes.
In combatting the flow of cannabis products to this country, MA uss all the &*ie methods ai in heroin and cocaine.
of the Speotal Field Intelligonce Program and Special Eaforcement Operations.

Extensive use is made

L~Agerous DN!
This program is aimed at oombt.tting the flow or dangerous drws ami their precursor materials into this country and between ocuntries. In
this case, since most of the drugs or abuse in this category sire manufactured here at home, the main target of DA oversees el.Torts is the
control of the flow or precursar chemicals into this country. It has become absolutely clear that them is an ongoing and gruuing need for
increased liaison with foreign governments iuere these precursor. are manurectured. Of special interest In this area is the training or
foreign orficiats in the enforneoont of the laws governing the international trade of the precursor mater ials.

Training Foreign OWicials
lEA requires the cooperation and asmtstance or competent law entorcement officials In and near the source countries or illicit dru

production
and smigling to ensure sxce.s in lWAforeign cooperative investigations and assistance. To achieve this goal, DRAcarries out a variety of
training classes, both in the United States and in het countries with funding from the Department of State.
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Istml
ents atid Workload:
stimates

Item
Warkdiours:
Invest,Rtive .................................

General ftlv ..................................
Tnto telge ..................................
Laoson .......................................
Cooperative arrests by drvg typ:
Heroin ............ t ...........................
G ...............
e
c
ne

...

Cnnabi ......................................
nb
Dangerous drugs ...............................

Totaw .... . ...... ... .........
,... .
Cooperative drug ra vls:
Heroin (Kilo. ..............................
Cocaine (Kilo.) ...............................
Cannabis (Kilo.) ...........................
Dangerous drus (000 I).O.) ....................

Special rield intellignce piraram:
equeqtut ....................................
Cnoducted .....................................

Intelligence reports:
R
requested.
o..............
Prepared.
Foreign orfiolals trained:
Trained .......................................

1985

1986

116, 409
.36,711
9,124

131,8411
95,713
7,251

25,212

2,50i

71
375
103
15

571

110
101

TrrM
3,644
3,151

9,318,4100

172

-

1,A48
1,460

20,448
141,82

ME87Tg8
146,300
106,200
7,500

199,800
137,700
8,250
29,500

620
30

810
590
150
50

1,600
1,600
22,900
18,500

2,100
2,100
28,700
3D,900

25,800

150
120

455

45
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30

30

30

120
105

121)
105

1')
105

120
105

1,300

1,300

1,552

1,31

'
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1987 Appropriation
AntioLpated

Poe .
Diversion control ....................
tong ratzvI rml:

580

WE khint
520

$30,99

1988 Base
r.men.
Po.
580

WY
562

1988 Estimate
Amount

Pr.
Fog.

$33,271

580

WY
562

heoutt

Inoreese/Deorease
Ru.
Poo.
WY
Amount

$33,271

To prevent 1egit4mately produced controlled substArkes from being diverted into illicit channels.

To condutt high qulity and timely criminal investigation of O-DFP I ar
participate in joint InvesttgRtioos with other Agencies.

IT violators responsible for large sale drug diversion and

To conduct nniministrative revocation invest gatt ions which may result in the imvadlate revocation, denial, surrender or suspension of a DEA
registration.
To conduct periodlo, unannouerm.

investigations of drug manufacturers, distributors and wholesalers on a minimum three-year cycle.

To oonduat pre-registrant investigatioms on a timly basis prior to the issLxance of DEAregistration.
To respond on a timely basJ. to the most critical requests from state governments to assist thea in their drug diversion effors though
violator targetting, investigative techniques, drug control actions and in specific problem areas.
To establish on a tl*.,ly basis, manufacturng and production quotas on all substances with abuse potential to ensure that production does
not exceed legitimate mcdial needs.
To swiftly identify all new n ,stances skich are being abused or haWe abuse potential and determine their placement in the appropriate CSA
scdule, and provide a timely response to all requests from the Unit,-- ations concerning drug control issues.
To initiate and oordinate diplomatic efforts to eliminate diversion of (ontrolled suhstAnces rrom International omerce and to respond
to requests from loreLirn cottries to assist thmein improving their o',e;tional efforts to prevent international drug diversion.
To issue declarations and permits to pharmceutical firm authorizing the Impx-t/export of' controlled subetanoes end provide the united
Hationm with statistical reports or Import/export transactions as required by tWe Single end PsyohotropLo conventions.
To register all legal handlers of controlled substances on a timely basis and
to purchase schedule I and II sutrtanwe.

provide to registrants the order forms necessary for them
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Base Program Description:
le Diversion Cotrol program sekcs to reduce to the maximum extent possible the diversion of legitimately produced
controlind sttstance-lmn.o Illicit channel. at all levels of distribution And to provide leadership and support to ensure that state and local
agenoti and the pharmacu.icat Industry establish and mRintain programs and policies to control diversion. Drug abuse is one of the more
serious problems facing Amrta today. The hlgh cost or drug abuse can be seen in our homes, schools, and factories. That is not well known
is the role legally proluoed dru.s play in the abuse problem. The Pro-ident's Strategy council on Drug Abuse reports that over seven million
people use prescription drugs (barbiturates, amphetamines, tranquilizers) ror non-medical purposes. Additionally, GAOhas oite the report
that legal drugs are involved in as much as 70 percent of' all drug-related Injuries or deaths.
It is estimated that over 700 million dosage
units are diverted annually from the legitimate channels in which they are manufactured, distributed and dispensed. Or this amount, 90 percent
are diverted at the lower level or dispensing level or the distribution chain.
As part or Its responsibility to protect the health AM general welfare of the American people, the Federal government must respond to this
problem. DEAis responsible for enforcing the provisions or the Cntrolled hstances Act, the Controlled Sbstances Import/hport Act, 21
U.S.C. 801-966 et., seq., ary the Comprehensive Crime Control Act or 19841as they pertain to legitimately produced oontrolied substances.
Criminal Diversion Investigat ions
It is estimated that approximately 12,000 practitioners are involved in violative acts. ider the Targetted Registrant Investigations Program,
DEA identifies the highest level violators responsible (or large scale diversion and conducts high quality and timely criminal investigations
of their diversion activities. These investigations are made more complex because they involve legally registered practitioners as well as
financiers backed by organized criminal elements. The aforementioned groups hire physicians who prepare a constant stream of' illegally
controlled drug prescriptions which result In millions or dosage units being diverted into the illicit market.
Public interest Revocation Investigations
The Comprehensive Crime Control Act ofr 1984 created the ArinistratIve Revocation Program through which DEAmay deny an application for
registration or Ismmdilately revoke or suspend a registration if it is determined that the issuance of such registration would be inconsistent
with the public interest. This new authority allots OVAto Impact on the violative registrant population which could not be effectively
attacked through former existing authorities. As previously stated, approximately 90 percent or all diversion occurs at the practitioner
level. This new investigative program will he directed entirely at that level and should result in significant reductions in drug abuse
Injuries and deaths.
CSA li dated Cyclic Investiatons
To ensure that diversion does not occur at the manufacturer, distributor or wholesale levels or the distribution chain, TEAperiodically
conducts unannounced investigations of these pharmaceutical firms. By regulation, PEA is required to conduct nyolic Investigations or these
firms at least once every three years.
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Pre-

Qit ranj. Investigati ons

Pre-registrant investigations ar- coMdu!tel r
ritvtdual:; and rm; applying fr. PEA registration which ensures that only qualified
itlivlduals or companies arc auithoriz,.i to acquire or dispense controlled suh:taes. The prescreening is the first line or defense against
the obtaining of a vail, rEA regkitratlon by a potential diverter.
State and Loeat Assistance
The rmprehen3ive Crime Conitrol Act of 1984 includM a st.ite .vae:znont provinlon which requires DEA to assess state programs aimed at
3uppressing the diversion or controlled substances from steintlfl,
antcal, research and legitimate distribution channels. DEA is now
r,':sponsible for identify,
nreai or n.ed and area where asistaue:, arivto and counsel should be provided to state and local government
o(ffttils In order to mak' qntsting ntate div-rsionp prevent program nor,; ,rTective.

IMA in responsible for detennining the approprtate placement or controlled nbstances in the CI3Aschedule. There are five established
sed~ules, eacii or whieh impros varying degrees of control over prescribing, distribution, production, physical security and recordkeping. Domeste set dul tng n,:t iona are initiated in resgxmse to tw drug applteatons referred from the Food and Drtg Administration and
changes in trafficking pattern an abi,
trends. In addition to d 'estie scheduling actions, DEAIs heavily involved in international drug
control issues. DEA is the Iun ngorcy iri the [Jited Staten in providing diversion data to the United Nations Secretary General. Approximately 50 percent of DEA's solhdlling activities involve international drug control issues which PEA is mandated by treaty to address.
Pursuant to the Drug Diversion Control Anenriments of 198I, DEAis aatlrized to schedule a drug In Schedule I for up to one year on an
emergency basis it it is detennlnd that such scheduling in necessary to avoid an imminent hazard to publio safety. Generally, there are eight
factors to be considered in schedling a sub.tanee. Under this new authority, DEAmust eosider only three: (1) the history and current
pattern or abuse or the. drug; (2) the .scope, duration and signifiav.e or its abuse; and (3) the risk to public health. This amendment
reflects the concern caueel by thu,. rapid proliferation of controlled substance analogs (the -so-called "designer drugs") including narcotics
slch as "China White," ;uxJ the hallueinogens P( or PU1Pwhich mimic the effrcts or rPP.
It should be noted, however, that even with the
energecy scheduling legislaivl,
new controlled substance avalogs continue to be a problem.
Schedules I and 1a conaint or the most highly abused substance. DEA impose a production quota on each substance listed in these schedules
which limits the authorized peoduottnn to the estimated legitimate metal and industrial requirements. When investigative information
doYcuments the substantial diversion and abuse or a scedule I or II drug, the proxLt.tion Ouota for that substance can be reduced.
*o irvlvtwlual or ritm may dinpnuse controlled substance unless they are registered with DEA.
An annual registration requirement is
currently imposed by DFA. The provision for three-year registration has been included in the Drug Diversion Control Amendcments and
regulations implementing this will be issued soon. The thr#e.-year registration period applies to practitioners and pharmacies. The annual
registration requirement for distributors and manufacturers will not change. In order for a registrant to order Schedule I or II
substances, a DEAorder fum must be utilied. It is critical that DEAbe prompt in providing these order forms to registrants because
failure to do so precludes the.r being able to condctt businers as usual.

T0

l)4ring 1986, 353 criminal diversion Investig tons were conducted resulting in the arrest of 118 individuals.
Acoomplishnents and Worklond:
T
Asse.t removals arxl criminal Lnes or civil penalties in exces or $t4.3 million were invoked. Also, during 1986, DEA conducted 740 cyolio
investigations, 307 ,iblic t"Icrest revocation investigationj anti 1,32.6 pre-registrant investigations. Letters of admonition were sent to
266 rirms, 45 administrative honrtngs were held, and 181 orders to show cauie
ewrereferred for administrative action.
Special q

rations

'Special operations initiate against drug diversion have xoduce,ld significant results. The Michigan Diversion Impact Program, for instance,
has resulted in licensing action against eight pharwicirs and ten rpgistered pharmacists, with pending action against an additional six
pharmacies, nine registered phiarmaists and one wholesaler. The Michigan State Attorney General has filed civil complaints in all cases
under investigation with prop)se! fines ranging from $52,000 to $12,000,00. Approximately 800,000 dosage wiits of schedule II drugs were
sezled. Operation WIMTECOAT, which took place in Nashville, is another example or them special operations. To date, there have been
nineteen a'rests incliling four doctors, two pharmacists and thirteen street traffickers, financiers, and organizers. Approximately 200,000
dosage units of Schedule I anti 11 controlled substances and $100,000 have been seized.
Operation .ST BUSTEM was initiated in 1986 in Buffalo, New York, in response to fifteen reported deaths in the past three years in rle,
Pennsylvania, which were due to overdoses or the deadly combination or [brlden and coleine compounds called "sets.0 The source or these
drugs were pharmacies In Bffalo, New York. Two pharmacists were inicted in Nay 1986, and at least six additional indictments against
phatmac sts and three aglin3t physicians are pending.
Operation QUAKER
STATE ha. br.. proposed to deal with the significant amphetamine, methamphetamine and phenmetrazine problem in Pennsylvanla.
B-*J on the per capital coimLmptinn in relation to all other states, Pennsylvania ranked 01 in amphetamine, 01 in phenmetrazine and #2 in
methamphetamine during the period 1982 through 1985. PEA personnel initiated investigations on twenty pharmacies. In addition to the
pharmacies, nineteen doctors have been targeted for investigation. The operation is continuing with the assistance of the Pennsylvania
FBtreu of N-arootics Investigations.
International Diversion Activities
DEAhas achieved great stride: In curbing international diversion. Through air diplomatic initiatives and operational efforts, major
advances have boen made thromiot the world to prevent the international diversion of controlled substances. A striking example is the
vIrtul elimination of most known foreign sources or diverted methaqualone in the Untted States.
In July 1986, a Sino/United States policy level conference on the issues of drug abuse and illicit traffic was held in Beijing, Peoples
Reptblto or China. This visit afforded the first opportunity for a comprehensive discussion of major drug policy Issues on a bilateral basis
and established an envirorment of cooperation between the United States and the Peoples Republic of China.
Two eminwas relating to the diversion of drugs and chemleals were conducted with foreign officials. One was held in Argentina and the other
in Chile. These seminars provided the forum to bring together for the first time forty host country officials from the Ministries of Health
nnd Justice, Oistcms officials, etc., to discuss the diversion of legitimate pharmaceuticals, precursors and e.sentlal chemicals and
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techniques for detli' ' I-i. .Similar seminars have been held In Pnama, haxiztl, Venezuela, Ecuador, Buenos Aires and Chile. Another seminar
e res. Seminars
held in San Juan, Pturto Rico, wen apelfically aimed at training Dominican Republic officials in regulatory control pir
are planned for Peru at the (4ritbean cotitries In 1987. DEAin also Instrumental in initiating the first Diversion Investigations
were
representatives
from
15 countries
Instruction was provided by DFIAand others, and there
Training Se minar giveti by Interpol in Franc..
present. Due to tin favorable re.s.ponse or the first scminar in F-ance, two others were held in) 1986, one In Thailand and the other in Kenya.
A follow-up to the 19?8 n'.orxan Source Country Conference was held in Weisbaden, West Germany in December 1986. The conference, wich was
organized by Interpol and DEA, chaired by DF.Aand hnted by Wst Germany, was attended by seventeen countries.
MA is planning an Asian
Cyifnrence on Diversion in Kni.a Lanpur to be held In April 1987, which will be similar to the European conference and will Include law
enforce-vent, regulatory at- Oistoos officials from seven natLon.'. The seminars have been extremely well received in each country in which
they have been presented, andl both the seinars and multi-riton conrdrences provide an excellent forum to develop solutions to international
diversion matter.4 affecting the United States.
DPA, working with t. State Department, has taken an active role In deveLopin a new inter-national convention for the suppression of trafficking of drugja of abuse. Reprne ntatives of DPAhave been t-rkine with other governments on issues throughout the yew. This new proposal
is now in a draft form ai will be presented to the UIntted Nations CrAiision or Narcotic Drugs in Petruary 1987. This new treaty addresses
problems of international trafrickig that are not being covered under existing treaties. During 1986, WA processed 2,194 import/export
declarations and pemits.
DrLg &chelul te
Sinc-e 1985, D. has tj.s
its new emergency scheduling authority five times to control thirteen of the most dangerous and prevalent of the
controlled substance analog3 (designer drugs) under the CSA.
The substances scheduled were: 3 methylrentanyl, a narcotic substance
one
thousand times more w)tent than morlhtine; MIMA,a netrotoxic halluctrwignic mphetnmine; NPPP, a narcotic analgesic whose by-product, IPfP,
has been responsible for a Parkinsontan syndrome in a number of irvJividuals; PEPAP, a meperldine analog similar to IPPP; and nine fentanyl
ar.ilogs, extremely potent analgoites.
A major effort is now underw-iy to place th,?'e urgency schedulcd substances unter permanent scheduling. Emergency scheduling is effective
for only one year. Since many of the analogs have never been produced comercially or studied in laboratories, the data required for
permanent scheduling must. b,- developed. The criteria ror scheJultng under the CSArequires that the pharmacology and chemistry be known
before a scheduling action can be taken. Once the emicals arc acquired, we then obtain the pharmacological data necessary to meet the
legal requirements for tOn schedl iog or these most danrre'ons analogs. DEA I-As had the compounds synthesized so that the necessary data can
he collected and the required standards can be prepared for analytical labovratory purposes.
In June 1986, DEAheld a national conference on the problems of controlled substance analogs. The attendees, who were experts in the fields
of medicine, science, law, law enforcement and education, exchan"grJ information and formulated recommendation and guidelines to deal with
the problem. Additionally, PEA, in conjunction with the Departmeuts of Justice and Health and Human Services, drafted legislation which
prohibits the manufacture, distribution and pusession with intent to distribute controlled substance analogs for human consumption unless
done in conformance with provi.tons of the Federal Food, Drug ani Covmetic Act. This legislation was Incorporated in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act

of 1986.
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In addition to the thirt'en nbntances thich underwent emergency scheduling actions in 1986, TEA proposed the scheduling or three
pharmceutical drts coincident with their anticipated approval for marketing, finalized the scheduling or three other pharmaceutical drugs,
and removed one drug from tho .SA. To satisfy international treaty obligations, rEA established more than 900 procurement md manufacturing
quotas and provided techntcal expertise In a lengthy administrative hearing related to the scheduling or MEMA
and quota hearings. DA is
frequently called] upon to provide technical misltance In congressional hearings on controlled substance analogs and precursor chemicals. In

respoms to requests from the 11.N., the World Helth Crganization and Interpol, DEA prepared reports on the abuse, diversion and illicit
trafficking of 33 selative-hyoxiot Les.
Seminars/Brier tnr/Train
2 2!

In March 1986, DFAcondirted the snotn

Domentic nr

Policy Conferenoe on the control and diversion or controlled substances thich was

attended by officials from IIe states and Uo.S. territories, iho have the authority to Influence and establish controlled drug policy.

Altogether, there were 72 state officials selected by the governors of the states to represent law enforcement and regulatory efforts at the
state level concerning the control of legitin-ately manufactured controlled sulbtances. The conference provided a forum to share and exchange
current information regarding legitimately marketed controlled dnms, explore the issues or drug control and diversion and provide guidance
to both Federal and st-aLe offilals respomsible ror maktng policy as It relates to controlled suhstances. As a follow-up to the national
conference, DEAspomord and held three subcommittees on Model State Programs, legislative initiatives and multiple copy prescription
systems.
In 1986, TEAparticipated In 24 national, state and local meetings using bRA orriciats in the field and 29 portable exhibits in fittherance
or the program. The revlsions or the PfYSIr.IAKS MANUAL
and i1IARAClST-S MANUAL
were conducted to include provisions or the Omprehensive
Crime Control Act or 1984 ned the ContToll-R .kfl ta
"itrant
Protection Act or 19811. Fight DEAworking committee meetings with
industry, pharmacies, practitlon.rs and drnv m1olesiaers were held and continue to provide the agency with a forum for discussing matters of
utual concern. Thene meetlongn provide an opportunity to update the pharmaceutical industry on DlA requirements and supplies DEAwith
information concerning problems these groups may have in meeting the requirements or the A.
EA also conducted three eguinars for state
board and drug control invetigatnrs. he three-day sessions were attended by a total or 208 participants representing 13 states.
Asecond Advanced Diversion Training Institute was conducted for state regulatory officials.
and state programs initiate.d a a follow-up to the Second Domestic Drug PolLcy rCnference.

Topics discussed include CSA amendment changes

tider the State ALssitance Progrem, TEA conducted an asssment of each or the fifty states to determine their current capabilities and to
idorjtry those states which have the greatest need for Investigative assistance, diversion control training, information collection and drug
control legislation.
Other 1986 accompliahwrnta incloe the processing of 7P,00 registration applications and the issuance or 365,000 order form books.
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lies
Cyclic investigations inducted .......................
..........
Qiminal diversion investigation ..............................
Pre-registrant investigations eon
ntd
.t.d............
Public Interest revocation Investigations ........................

.......

Poe.
259

WY
225

1986

579
3V8
1,276

740
353
1,3P6
3D7

72

1987 Appropriatin
Antlelt. M.

State and local task forces ..........

Fatiaates

1985

ftount

Per"n.
Poe.

$30,632

259

620
400
1,276
700

1988 Base
WY

251

875
1100
1,30
150

1988 Estimate

Amount
$31,1119

Pos.
259

_'T
2511

mount

Dnse/Decrease
PoS.

WY

Amount

$31,119

Liong !Lbre Goal: To reduce drt availability and lmenblltze or eliminate significant drug trafficking organizations within the specific
geographLelpoiltical boMundaries ,uder the juriadiction or slate and local law enforcement agencies involved in the task forces.
ajor Objectives:
To conduct, in cooperation with the appropriate state and local agencies, high quality investigations leading to the arrest, prosecution and

conviction of drug ,>rrnelers significant to the specified area.
lb seize as much drug evidence and drt

related asseta as possible from offenders arrested and prosecuted.

To establish and mintain an effective intelligence exchange with participating state and local police officers and agencies.
1b conduct high quality on-the-job drug law enforcement training for partioLpating state and local police officers.
Base Program Description: Tis program addrenses the problem or reducing the drug availability and trafficking in speoifio
geographio/poltia area wider the jurisdiction or state and local law enForcement agencies. Under this program, lEA special agents and
state snd local police officers are united into cohesive unilt that:
-

Enhance inter-department/Interagency cooperation during drtE investigatons and the ensuing prosecution;
Facilitate the exchange of information and intelligene; and
Permit State and local officers to receive first hand experience and on the job training in the conduct or Federal level drtS
invest Igat tons.
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This program is not a untilatprl assistance program.
receive. This is based on the following factors:
-

The state and local officers provide as much or more assistance to DEAas they

By their sheer numbers, state and 10.4l police officers contribute significant amounts of manpower to tho national drug law
enforcement effort;
By virtue of their presence in every city and state, these police officers cover areas SEA, with its fewer numbers, oould never
consider;
State and local officn9rs apply pressure to local drtw dealers, thereby disrupting the area drug market and raising the oosts of
doing drug business;
State and local ofrflnors develop Investigative loads, informants and intelligence. mutual exchange or this date with DEAagents
assists both levels of drug law enforcement agencies in accomplishing their missions.

The Task Force program ha.s proven Itself an effective complement to the Federal drug enforcement effort by increasing the effectiveness of
state and local drug enforcement activities aimed toward disruption or all levels of illicit drug trafficking. As part of a comprthentive
national and international drug effort by Federal elements and their state, local and foreign counterparts, the Task Force program plays a
critical role by attacking the mid-level violator, the link between the supplier and consumer. With disruption or removal of this link, the
cycle of drug production and consumption--supply and demand--is significantly impeded. Moreover, the Task Thre program provides DA
to the lower levels of the trafficking spectrum, where inve-tigations of new on previously unknown trafficking organizations are generally
initiated, without a anjor investment of Federal resources.

I-A

At the end of 1986, thrrc were 35 State and Local Task Forces operating out of the following metropolitan areas:
Baltimore, HD
Niffalo, NY
F)rlington, VT
Charleston, WV
Oioiago, IL
Cincinnati, off
Cleveland, CII
Denver, 00
Detroit, HI
Fort Worth, TX

Ibnolulu, I
Long Island, NY
Loulsville, KY
L)hock, TX
Minneapolis, l
Newark, NJ
New Orleans, LA
New York, NY
Orl'anlo, FL
Philadelphia, PA

Phoenix, AZ
Portland, MR
Reno, NV
Sacramento, CA
San Antonio, TX
San Diego, CA
San Jose, CA
San Juan, PR
Savannah, CA
Seattle, WA

St. Louis, MD
Tucson, AZ
Washington, DC
Wichita, I(S
Wilmington, NC

Acplishments and Workload:
WA produced the following state and local task force results for 1986: 276,014S investigative orkhors, a 28
percent Increas from thWp5 level; 5,026 cooperative arrests, a 27 percent increase over the 1985 level; 2,261 convictions; 582kilogrms
of heroin removed, 1,318 kilogras of cocaine reomvedt 137,679 kilograms of cannabis removed, and 15.9 million dosage units of dangerous
drugs removed.
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As a result or the nrlditional resources provided in 1987, 1WA expects the rollowing results: 29,501 additional investigative workhous in
1987 and 76,8711 more in 1988; 1430addttional arrests in 1987 and 1,119 more in 1918; and 224I additional conviotions in 1987 and 624 more in
1988.

198_9

It__
Number or supported task rnr.e-. .........................
State and local orflcers m.lgned .......................
WA Invetigative work ors by cla.-s or c qe:
Class I ...............................................
Class It ..............................................

34
1130

142
528

148,1451
115,954

164,306
50,862

49,218
10,859

11,012
8,208

Subtotal.................................................
1"I
General file .........................................
15,"66

205,563
63,633

514,1475
12 019
281 i6

68,153
15037
X5218Y

7,04

30,15

Y21U

Z448
21,532

7VIW

Total................................................
State and local task roree arrests by clans or case:

195_7

35
4305

125,1167
25,206

Class III .............................................
Class TV
..............................................

Estimates
1
19

19w6

Class I...............................................
Class I ..............................................

823
1I23

1,557
697

1,723
771

2,156
965

Class III .............................................

(97

1,205

1,3314

Clasis
IV..............................................

1,669

92-9

567

Total ...........................................
Convictions:
Federal courts ........................................
State cortn..........................................
trus removed:
Ieroin (Kilo.) ........................................
Coc.wine (Kilo.) .......................................
Cannabts (Kilo.) ......................................
rangeroou dmugs (000 D.11.) ............................

.

.

.

886
1,139

21
219
11,577
3,802

.

.

.

1,026
1,235

142
1,348
137,629
15,917

.

628

785

1,136
1,349

1,421
1,688

.7

146
1,1492
152,329
17,650

58
1,867
190,577
22,082
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irorc-rint 41'iniritratdon

Drug

afl1
&ilji1rie,

xrie

J.,;t rina ion or Prop,r.we an. P,)ronrances
rce Sumlary
Act ivity R.L&m,
(

1987 Appropriation
..
Ant totln
Activity:

Inventiative Support

Intelligence .......................
DEA laxoratory snt-cer ............
DEA training .......................
Research, enginertrig arid
technical operations .............
.........
nn
ADPand tele.ommntlcaatt
Records manAgsnent .................
Total ...........................

tl:rs in toiar4)

1988 Base
Pen-- "".
W
Pon.

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Amount
WY
P".

re i, .
Pos.

WY

Aont

362
223
42

341
202
4O

$28,807
12,740
4 ,8'6

362
223
39)

352
218
Ti

$214,129
12,809
5,7

362
223
39

352
218
37

$24,129
12,809
5,277

2P3
131
.8

233
118

50,A83
37,929

253
106
85

2/43
99
80

37,097
39,191
1,3

281
121
85

265
110
80

41,093
51,608
1

813 3,86

Amount

1,681,q 122,V

g-IrIT

Increase/Decrease
Peru.
Amount
WY
Poe.
I-'

Tr-

iT394-;V

28
15
...

-t

22
11

$3,996
12,17

tiff 1,43

This activity provides ror the necessary collction ary disateirntion or strategi, tacttcal/operational, and financial intellince
information, laborat.ory servLees, training progra ,q te.hni al engineering drvelopment, ADP, and investigative record keeping support required
for DA ,nfornmoent errorts to meet their qonls. Included in the technical operations portion of the Research, Fngineering and Technical
Operations progran amn: r.dio c.us-rications and support: tchnicat ejtlcent and -vipport; the air program; and the motor vehicle program.
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1987 Appropriatrwi
Antiotpa,,d
Peisi.
n'.

P, _.

Intenltgenee .......................

L.,o

aGo(nl:

To provt,

362

WY

411 $2i.plaO

all Infornmatlon n e.ary

19

._sint

Pos.
362

fa3a.

WY
3,2

&ojnt
$

,129

1988
Perim.

Pos.
362

tijmate

WY
352

Amount

Increase/Deorea3e
Perm.

Poe.

WY

Amount

$241,129

to aiht-ve ,drlv law nnrorc'.oant objectives.

Jtivev:
To provide ccu-erato, (ooprlimn'
nvn aid timely .trategL
To pxovide twly tAetO-dl.
efforts worldwide.

Intelligence on drug trafficking patterns.

apA operational int.ligm". whLth nupVrt.q active inve.,stiatione and operations and maxlaiizeA drug law enforcement

To collept, proc vi, analy'.- ant dt..u-iinate drug-related Int.elligene to meet the reeds and requirements or all agencies with drug law
enforfxment, or drug intellt ,,.'nce roaponiihlitte-i.

Ra

,Povam
Descript tni
Strate Lo Int'ullLigence

Strategic intnlllgeno develops a comprehensive and "irrent picture or (1) drug trafficking and availability, (2) the scope and severity or
present amidproJet.Vdx1 abuae pattern., and (3) the long-range prope.cts or reducing the supply of illioit drug.m. The roct that drug trafficking
patterns are constantly chiglng cuopounis the difficulty or ,tovotoptng definitive estimates.
One major tool used for collection of vittl narcotto intelligence is the Spetat Field Intelligence Program (SPIP). These probes are used to
gather information whieh c muvot he determined through normal colloctlon methods. In addition to strategic information, SlIP's also provide
valuable taoticAl/operatirxvi
arp] financial intelligence to field Inveetigatitn.
Strategto intelltgence, irni at.nrs have bncn developed, infimation reporting. syatqss Ptablished, and statistical methods used to produce
estimates and pruojectLoa. or drup cultivation, production, .msAling patterns and abuse.
To broaden the informal.tin hmo, appropriate liaison V. eoduct.ed with other, law enforcement and intelligence agencies to enhance the exohaige
of strateito intellitgorrn . irex-vation. Thiq c-Yodination fincttrAi
ensueq that significant gaps and deftotencie in intelligence collection
efforts are identifiti arv I
Clit
p reolution r
iiments arn g,.,rtml.

scng the pblication, ,or tv Strategic Tntelligence Program are the anrn-ti Narcotics Intelligence Estimate, the Quarterly Intelligence Trends,
anl the Mnthly lgont ofr nrug Tut llierco, n- well ais special reprt,1 nn courntry profiles. Taken collectively, these publications form the
mont comprehensive a.s nithritetive nvironeents available, to the Federal Government of the major trends which Impact on the worldwide illicit
drug situation. They provil',t ne lor nnagnsr.s with emn.ential Information required to make realistic threat assessments and critical resource
allocation den Ltons.
TacLU-a_1/Oporat lonal Intell igmec
The tactial/operational I,,.el Iien
information avallahlr to (WA.

pro,'.n amkIrensso.

the nei to achi44ve the greatest impact from investigative resources by filly exploiting

This activity is partloilarly challonging h.an ae of the va.it amoiunt of infNation b)c h must be collected, collated, analyzed and
disseminated in a timely m.inner. This inrormAtionn t nraestis.s conflicting, and links between events and individuals involved in the drug
traffic are not readLly alpparent. To develop meaningrl actionahle drug intelligence, the data is selectively and carefully analyzed.
Analysts develop ietelignce rile reviews (which consist of al av-ailable data on a particular violator), identify co-oonspirators and
their roles in an organi-ntL i, tintify modu.s operandi, analyze seized dorisonts ad telephone tolls, debrief cooperating individuals (Cl's),
develop investigative lmi-l,, arid recommend the initiation of SPIP's to fill operational Intelligence gaps. The extensive use of ADPsystems
to manage and analyze inrtmation is critical to this program.

p-a

Analysts provide aistlance. to case agents and Asi.stnt U.S. kttorney-s throh the management, organization and graphic portrayal of analyzed
information for grMnd jury hIeartr.
Following indLctent, analysts continue to refine their analysis of new information, prepare association
charts and often provide exiprt testimony in court.
Finntcial Intelligenc
The financial intelligt.nce program focuses domestic arnt
ramifications from internRtional illicit drug sales are
such as the United States, (M) drug finarned corruption
significant amounts or the world's drug proceeds either
whitch makes it sometim) difficult to colleAt financial

roreign resources on the fiduciary aspects of
enormous. They innulo
(1) the likelihood of
in source or producing countries, and (3) the
pass or are permanntly held. Many countries
intelligence.

narcotics traffic. The financial
significant capital flight from countries
creation of offshore havens through which
do not yet fully recognize these problems,

Donestically, the [)RAfirnm al intelligence program encourage law enf
iormmnt personnel to Increase the use of existing laws to obtain
doo4mentary evidencul and intelligence on the flow of drug-related currency, to identify major, money laundering methods, and seize all a.sets
derived from the profits of ,r w, trafficking.
Using provisions or the ruxpreiwnoive Crima Otrol Act of 19811and data provided by the Plank Secrecy Act, financial Intelligence analysts
track drug curiency to ataco the economy Impact on con.mmer, transit, sourcn. and "haven" countries. Foreign governments and "haven"
countries, in prtiLr'n" , are b-ing encourage'! to enter into metal leal assistaRnc treaties and agreements and to enact asset forfeiture
legislation similar to ii.S. law,.
These activities craplrf ni. efrorts to deprive rnmtte. traffickers of their drug-related assets, immobolte major trafriking organizations
and disrupt drug trarrckiviR.

A9

The El Paso0Intelllgece ('peter
The El Paso Intellitv,-c CentIor. (EPIC) is a mlti-ageny facility starrd by nine Federal agences. It was established in 197P to facilitate
the. exchange or"dn.;g inl,'II igu
itong law enrorepmelit naencesto and to provide law enforcement agents with inms late responses 214hours a day,
seven days a weok to InqtiLries dealing, prinarily with dn,
alien and wiapon trafficking.
EPTCacmplishes its itanLtn through the Watch ant Analysis Sections. Thesee sections are starred by experienced investigative and analytical
personnel drawn fira the nine! Federal agencies. The Wtch concentrates primarily on two areas: (1) responding to inquiries regarding
indiviluals jspecteJ or ctmnitting crine3; and (2) placing loola)iss wtth approprLate agencies on suspect nDividuals, vehicles, vessels and
nircraft.The Analysis Sect on int..griten Watch activity with a] I investtgative reporting from participating Federal, state and local agencies and
provides law enor n-nt ofrictals with current intelitgnce a;.aeqnents. In adition, the section uses the Watch intelligence and
inestigative reporting to produce Specls1 Reports concerning criminal nranlzations, concealment technicues, smuggling routes and other
drug-related topics.

EPIC

serves as the sole repos itory arv analytical exploitation center for inter-agency, high-frequency radio Interception. This activity
provides valuable tacti,-al data Inclding real-tim, geo-locattnnal data on air and maritime smuggling vehicles al high-validity leads in
long-tern investigatLonan. The EPIC Watch provides tactical ari operational Intelligence, and the EPIC Analysis start provides the long-term
research aivd analysis .
During 1987, DEA is planning to utilize 17,500,000, provided as part or the 1987 appropriation, to construct a new facility.
will be built at Ft. Bltn, Texas.

The new facility

ccasjlishaents and Workload:
Stratonic Intelligence
The Stratpgio Intel ItRen,! pmgram provided georaphe epe.rtise, asnmmentn, estimates, and alerts on drug cultivation, production,
smuggling, and avallahitity tre s to foreign, Federal, stale, and local authorities.
* Published recurring reports: The Monthly Digest or Dr
Intelligece.-q an the Quarterly Inte!iene Trends.
These are global in scope,
with incisive analysisq n--------the
mst i
i---a-t2-rF-elopnent, in internai-ni narcotics trafikiru. The Office of
Intelligence also pblished the annual NarcoticsInte)lligence stimate, the Ntlonal Narcotics Intelligence Consumers Committee
compendium or wotd-wid- illicit drug cif-tiMaton- '6Ii-W"cir
gglng trends ad projections.
Published the Wrldwide Drug Asment: Threat to the United Sta
which we-sused to formulate the national strategy for prevention of

Du Abuse aniT

f~i

kFj

-

Published special reports and ,,nntry profiles regarding drug trafficking in countries of Latin American, Southeast Asia, Southwest Asia,
and the Middle Fa'st and Africa.
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Initlatod a new hi-w ,kiy report, the flat Trick Titellisgoe tmvtuiry, in soinport or the National Narootic Border Interdiction System
(NN[S) operations 'r ierwsy in the CarLbbean. With the- shirt or e-nrorc' nont fom on trafrickir westward, this publication series became
the Uxico/U.S. Tr._rri_,kinr. Assos
,
ment.
Tact .tal/OQp.rat tonal Intsiii
t.ele

The Tactical/Operational and Fin.in,!Liol/Spccial Tntellgence program provided support to invertigations directed against high-level
traffickers, their organization apil financial asets, and prepared brierinp, papers, congressional testimony and position papers for use by
DEAman gnont. Support was atlai provided to the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (ODETF) and the National Narootios Border
Interdiction System. Other( aecu1pl.Itmentn include the following:
*

Intelltorce support t0 Operation STOPPROP/itA.3T FUIRNACE,
the bilateral anti-drug effort in Bolivia, included: a list of 1100airstrips and
photographic information betiPevd to be a.sociatd with cocaine trafricking; headquarters and field division TDY analysts Whoassisted in
violator and operational t.srgnttin; and direction to Joint a.gency Intelligence collection, analysis and dissemination.
SResParched and prepared in-depth anntysis of DRAinventigattons from 1981 to 1985 dntating the extensive amount of diazpm (valiu)
diverted from lieut chann-l.s in Canala, processed in cl.nde.stie labs into q'nlidye and smuggledd in the United States. This study provides
tl basti for an Impenling reque-st from the United Statenv Coverrnment to the Canvitan Government to impose stringent controls on diazepam
iiportaticn, produclbio and distribution.
Financial En .tl

*

enice

*
Encouraged
and provided oversight ror the develosermnt of the field .s:,et removal teams program.
Providml guidance and
nti.sae .'to nnmeroue foreign contrin.s in the u-vlorsent of asset seizure and anti-money laundering legislation and
enocxrapeJ arrangments whi'roby MFAwill have access to offshore financialrecords.
Rl Pa-o IntelligeneCenter

The R1 PAto Inteltigenne rnter continue! to provide an intelligence clearinghnuse ror drug law enforcement information and comprises a unique
form n continuous9 Ini.tigl.nc .support to orrtcials at the Foieral, statn and local levels:
During 1986, there w.re 363,5490 intelligew.e transactions. In 1986, EPIC lookout. were instrumental in set7ures of 175 kilograms of
heroin, 5,980 kilogrami or cocaine,
1,607,917- pounds of mariJuana, 62 aircraft, 100 vessels and $525,000 in currency.
1
* EPIC continue. to provide 2 -hoor-a-day s-pport and coverage to several prominent enforcement activities, particularly the Caribbean-based
intenliction operation as well a., the Organizd Crime Drug Friforusament Task Forces and the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System.
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Estimates
1985

1986

800
10
17,000
351,577

855
21
17,000
363,580

tcn

1

Intel . Cnee report: .............................
Special field intetlivncl program ..............
Information responeen............................
El Paso Intelligence renitr,' 1,amrntion .........

1987 Appropriation
Ant Ltited
Pern.
WY
An"mnt
Pos.
DEA laboratory snrvlcen .............
Long-Ranse Cral:
vcENftfIeC-1

223

22

$12,7110

r

900
21
17,000
385,000

0
21
17,000
375,000

1988 Estimate
Peru.
:Aount
WY
Po.

1988 Base
Per.
Pos.

WY

Amount

223

218

$12,809

223

218

$12,809

Increase/eorease
peru
kount
WY
Poe.
.

To proved, i.qtired laboratory support to ensure aiximum achievvnent or" enforcement, Intelligence and diversion oontrol

Ha~oObjeotivLes:
To provide timely analysts or f)EAad FBI drug evidence.
To provide expert l

Initimony
in court.

To provide field n.st.staevr (clarp1tlne laboratory LnventLat.iona and snlzure.s and crie.
PHI special agents.

scene searches for trace drug evidence) to DPf and

To assist DEAand the FH in the dvellnpnet of conspiracy cas., the e it.orbig of foreign drug distribution patterns, and the determination
in illtcit channels by cond.ting in-depth and signabre analyses.
of origin of controlled
To provide inromation on the retail level price and avaLlability aid the doeretio distribution patterns of heroLn through signature analysis
of Domestto Mntor Progrv evidence. In 1987, the Poaetio Montor Progrm will be partially replaced by the SFITRY program which will
provide infonation on the available ty andl d,(stto ditstribution patterns of substances other than heroin, e.g., oontrolled -substance
analogs.
To

oiduct ballistAc

ec:vsinat.ton

on DRAand PIl evidence

(tablets, capanles, aid papers).
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To improve foreasi

caprtha itioe

To assist other Fterat agn, ,i

or law enforcement ag,Le.j worldwide.
. In f'orenslu

To condint, research on inew ,ndt Improvesl mols

d'rug .xamination.
or analytical techniques al to monitor the emergence or' new drugs or abuse.

Base Pro rau Deri.rption: This program address supp,'t for the enfononwent, intelligence, and diversion control attvities of DA.
iPW66TFi
-v-iitTUtii. _gm :;uppo'.ted through: the tsmml, analysis or drug evidence by forensic chemists and presentation or expert testimony
in court; providing field assistance to agents on olandestne laboratory investigations and crime scene searches for trace drug evidence; and
o"umting ballistics, in-depth and signature analyses ",r .he development or conspiracy cases. Intelligence activities are supported through
the heroin signature analyei to d-termine the origin of controlled substancn s and foreign drug distribution patterns and through signature
analyses or Domestic
Ionit, Program evidence to monitor domestic drug distribution and price/purity data at the retail level. Diversion
control activities are supportal through ballistics examinationi (cmparison or microscopic tool markings with those of authentio/referenoe
material) of tablets, cspsuleJs and npers which provide information on illegal distribution of licitly produced drugs to identify possible
illegal activity by rGA registrants, and through field assistance In conducting" inspections of CSA registered firas.
This program also prove ide forensic drug laboratory support to the F1I, which ha concurrent Jurisdiction for the enforcement of Federal drug
laws, and provides support to other Federal law enforcement agences that do not have their own forensic drug examination capability or which
require the special expertise or DE& forensic scientists. Additti ally, other Federal and foreign drug law enforcement officials will receive
the training and assttan.e required to onmplesent and enhance t.hWmission of' nPA.
The expeditious analysts or drug evidence suhtutted by DEAand FI special agents and the presentation of expert testimony In court is
essential to the succesnul investigation and prosecution of drug law violators and is therefore the primary purpose of the DEAlaboratory
system. The timely analy i of drug evidence is an integral aspect of DEA's compliance with the Speedy Trial Aot of 1974 and Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984.
Additionally, the DEA laboratory system, which is cc'prLsel of seven field laboratories and the Special Testing and Research Laboratory,
assists other Federal agencies such as the Coast Guard, Naval Investigative Service, Army Criminal Investigative Division, Marine Corps,
National Park Service, TnLp.ration and Nturaliation Service, and f;eneral Services Administration through the analysis oF drug evidence,
provision of court teYimony, and training.
DEA forensic chemists also provide field assistance (clandestine laboratory investigations and seizures and crime scene searches foe trace drug
evidence) to DEAand FBI spental ag nta and field support to PEAdiversion control investigators.
The DFALaboratory Services proram utiltes the System to Retrieve inronmation Crom Drug Evidenoe (STRIDE). This is a series of inter-related
computer systems designed to spprt enfornmement and intelligence operations through the processing of data generated at the DEAlaboratories.
-STRIDE provides data regarding Pvidence examined at the DEA laboratories to produce information which is used to determine trends in drug abuse
and trafficking of narcotics, to warn of new drugs of abuse, and to identify common sources of illegal drugs. This System Is also used to
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-I

provide Information no l t,'-al Ittributton of licitly proJu ce ,ru g.q, data n the availability of drugs on the street, statistics on drug
rcwoval, and a syt-n for monitorbg the location or evidence. Informatir from the System is provided to local, state, Federal, and foreign
law enforcemnt agperxta. TTRIDR is ala) a mninagnmert tool to ansit in mea-uring laboratory efrectiveness and allocating resources as well as
a mechanism of internal controls t.o monitor evidence Inventory. The subsystos of STRIDE are: laboratory analysis program, ballistics
program, laboratory manpowtx-er utilization program, and evid nee inventory program.
drugs and
DEA's laboratories are catted upon, with increasing frequency, to provide information on the retail level availability of illicit
trends of the lhltei Stntes Illicit
market. The Drooettc Wxitor Progrwa requires subjecting street level heroin samples to source analysis,
as well as qualitative and qunntitative analysis to obtain price./pujrity data. This approximately triples the time of analysis for eah
exhibit. However, strategic
intelltgenc*e is provided on area of origin det.erminattnns in addition to retail level availability data.
used together
The DEAar d FBI laboratory system
us each hive separate fnotiosL and uniqueIeKpertine in the field of forensic sciences. im
for the ,scintific o-n.ilyst or evidence in dr'ug inve'tigatinns, thoy provide an expanded capability to the enforcement activities or both
agenoten' analysis. The WEAlaboratories conduct qalitative and quantitative chemical analysis on drt evidence and the FBI laboratory
provtLdas niperous criminal tittc eKMI1Tint tons which are perfoom1 on the non-drug evidence resulting from these investigations. The individual
erpertine of the two labo~rt.,cry system-s ccnpianent one another and result iW improved efficiency for the overall drug law enforoent effort.
Aecapli.lmnents andi Wcirklnoi: rlzrlng 1986, PEAi.boratorles analyzed 31,689 exhibits of evidence (or which 2,979 exhibits were for the
efforts), testiftd in 776 trials, conducted 712 ballistics exwminations, and identified 24
FKi/PrA wwCTEF
mn
Feaf
-l'nei
new illegal prototype or tablets and 15 or 1S) blotter paper that have entered the illiolt
drug traffic. Additionally, 78 logos have been
added to the no.wpackaging logo file which was recently added to the balltics data base to identify conon distribution patterns of
illegal drugs through eharateristie packaging markings.

-A
C

During 1986, PEAlahetratorio also provided field asnistance on 46 occasion, conducted 707 Heroin Signature analyses and 175 Domestlo Monitor
analyses and develop and pibli-Aihel or presented 7 new mthods for th.a tdentiftcation and/or analysis or drugs for the international
forensic comity.
Work Is cotinuing on the identification of new controlled substance analogs.
Estimates

Iti.
Laboratory exhibits, ,tnRlyd-y, ......................................
Rllistics examtnatlons. ..........................................
Heroin signaturp analyses .........................................
Court appearances .................................................
Ftld asistance or ,otandeitine laboratory raids ..................
Average evidence turn-around time (days) ..........................
Domestic monitor program exhibit, analyses ..........................
Issues of Miorogrm...............................................

.9,502
720
929
662
208
13
225
12

1985 1986

t

31,689
712
707
776
246
13
175
12

33,300
1,107

9M

311,500
1,107
1,093
1,1113
875
825
2110
255
13
13
200
200
12
12
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1987 Appropiation
Anticipated
Perim.
Pos.
WY Amunt
DEAtraining ......................
Lo

.Ranqa Coal:

42

10

$4,846

19PAi,
Base
erm.
Pos.
39

1968 Estimate

WY

Amount

Peru.
Pos.

37

$5,27?

39

WY

Amount

37

$5,277

Zncrease/Decre9e
Pern.
Poo.
WY
Amoun.t
...

...

...

'To ei-tidllh and Lmprove the capabilitien or r're personnel to carry out their responsibilities through specialized training.

"'cr Objectives:
To provide high quality entry-lo-vel training ror special agents, dtvorston investigators and intelligence analysts.
To provide high quality advar.,"1, ln-serviroo and specl-lize

training to investigative and other personnel in response to all identified needs.

To provide high quality oxe-cutIve, mid-level management and ssper'viso*y training for appropriate agency officials.
To provide high quality for-gi langge training for all D.A personnel signedd to overseas and border offices In need of such training.

I==
0

it-e Puam Deserl.Lb..: During 1965, DEA's training center .am program.s were relocated from the Federal Law Enforement Training Center
(FEI)
in Glynco, ro..rgla, to the FBI's Training Acadnmy in QvOintil,.), Virginia. This collocation of training is a oontinuation of the
interaction between the tv, agsnctrs and results in a more erfec.tive Feeral drug enforcement capability.
The skills and ioowledge required to tmpimnent the DEAmLsiton munt be developed throuh specialized training. DA meets these requirements
through the following training programs:

INA

Recruit Training
Specialized entry-level training for DEA core staff ensure% the availability of well-trained personnel to perform the functions mandated to DEA
by the Controlled rog)stancrs Act of 1910 and the Comprehe.sLve CLme Control Act of 19811. The training consists of the most innovative
technkies knowi to coutiLr-,.w..4pisticated drug trafficking. Drug identiricatlon, interrogation, informant handling, undercover techniques,
firearms, and many ol.her e aent.tal subjects are master-d at thIs basio level:

* The entry-level agent curriculum .ws increased in 1985 to 13 weeks, du. to the Introduction of new subjects such as computer and financial
training, and the need to adequately prepare new agents for the increasing threat of violence, terrorism, and the additional ocplexity of
"

narcotic invest Igat ions.
Because of the broadtiv, of authority aryJ responsibility under the Cimprohetisive Crime Control Act of 198,
was increased to 8 we.k. in 1985.

Diversion Investigator training
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*

9

The growth in PEA ise or intelligence analysts h.% r.siulted In a two-phase, -week entry level Intelligence training program to better
accossodate Jntggatig aalynt trainees into their wark. Phase I traintng failJartzes new analysts with drug enforcement responsibilities
and methods. Phae I provides the more specialtzed operational skills.
Mivarocil andl In-Soqvic- Spnialit1 Training

OperatLoial pers .iel neeJ to receive training, at all levels of career progremston to perrorm the specialized tasks commensurate with that
particular phase or thnir de vloptient.:

*
"

*

A variety or reafielir rind advanced progrin.s are oferr'de to spectal arnti, diversion invetigators, intelligence analysts and chemists
through qoviront a,l non-government scourcps. For irmitane, assiet rwnoval training requires instruction from representatives or banking,
real estate, U.S. Attoreys, and the FB[, as well as DWft's most eworienceAd invsttigators in this field. Use or a variety or instruction
sources is essential to provide a full unerntaning of finanlial ti'a.Atiton and money laundering activity such as collections, letters or
credit, wire transfers, and associated fiduciary mattar3. This powerful tnvenstigative approach is proving effective against the
highest-levet violators.
Marine Law Enfor,,trI trainik, which requires both rrc arid 1)74 r instnctors, provides the capability to more effectively and safely
impact the nii9aji ing of drugs by boat though coastal w.atrways. This tratntng will continue at FLEYC for the foreseeable future due to
equipment and rr
roximity requiremnts.
Clarvestinn lnl.ratoy training enihanes IpEA',s efrectiver.ss in eltmLratig the illegal manufacture or dangerous drugs. "Hands-on*
instruction is provLded by DEAspoi.tall7
chemists and Is reinforced by the synthesis or controlled substances in a clandestine
laboratory.
The office of Trainlig itntctos/supervisory staf f receive two weeks of training, to include Methods or Instruction and EEO
counselor training, w4lIr,' c.ertiries them as quIlfied arter.y Instrutors. Instructor training is also provided to the divisional training
coordinators who coruAt DA in-service training in the rieli, as well as state and local police training.
The Individual T,rrorist Awrenss program is destgned to enable DRAperson el to recognize and counternct narco-terrorists and terrorist
oriented organ! vat ions. The instruction is presented by spectallyiqua lfted PE.Ainstructors with the assistance of recognized experts from
otAide the agency.
To ensure that PA's workrnrce possesses specialized skits, training is also provided in many technical skills, Investigative aids,
T
polygraph examining, covert transponder installation, fiv.ts
instructor training, advanced law enforcement photography, and intelligence
collection and antysiis.
In-service training han also beem developed to provide continues exposure to modern techniques concerned with agent safety and survival.
Hanasjntzld

-

uporvtisort Training

The level of performance r-quired of DEAprogram managers and supervisors to achieve effective and efficient operations calls for a hig
of expertise and kIiowlod,
in managment science.
lDA requties that all newly assignsi PA supervisors receive appropriate management training.
marngement training at hoth the aid-level and executive level is provided in Washington, D.C.

degree

The supervisory training as well as thYe
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*

provided to
The Ofrte or Trainlngi also ovrsees awl controls all proraminonal, administrative, technical and clerical training (PATWO)
employees throghlojto IiPA. This trainir conssts or many diverstric.d subject areas and comes from a variety or sources as the employees
require.
r
hilltten
art
re.qpoo
funottons

DEt personnel n e to be- fiuw.t in the lanuago of the countries In which they operate in order to effectively communicate and coordinate the
employees' litatson ,ties.
To met this objective, PEA requiren language training prior to the employees being assigned to a foreign post-orduty, or working in a pont-of-duty proximate to a rorelgn ]angJt.e,: Irnntry.
Accn.mplismments and. bkr'kl,ad:

*

In 1986, DEAcnmpletrwl the tran.fer or training operations rrum Olynco, reorgta to Qeantico, Virginia, and commenced eight basic agent
classes, graduating 331.
DEAtrained three nlamns of now diversion investigators, gr-ti'ating 88.
SEAtrained one intellLgence analyst cl-is or 37 students during 1986.
Effective with the sirnl quarter 1986, all new -special Rgents received training In asset removal techniqes in their basic entry level
training program.
* Core in-service training program ware held for 5,217 partictpant-s in 196. This figure included 12 participants in executive management
and supervisor .r9mol and 111 in foreign language training. Non-corm Pnployees provided in-service training included 62 in foreign
languMes and 37 in noevitartal schooling.
General and special Izorl in-service training was given to 708 proresstonal/aiktnistrative and technical/clerical employees in 1986.
* DEAtrained 815 erapioyoes in MA information sys.to
in 1986.
SDuring 1986, DPA's audiovisual training staff produced 9 training vidno tapes for issuance to the field.
*
*
*

-'

W

Estimates
itm1985
Total entry-level core s;tu4ents.................................
Foreign language training - ftuents ............................
flanagomnt and supervismry traintng ...........................
Dployee developMent--PATCO) students ..........................
In-service core training ......................................
Automated information systrm training .........................

Students traitnd..........................................

1986
319
1015
138
1 ,030

4,438
4530

0,8SW

19M

4556

4550

151
1118
708
5,217
815

200
150

T

750

5,300

1 000

198M

4150
2
150
800
5,00

T,920

t17

1937 Approprttton

. titol

Peln.
Pos.
Resnearch, feg neri tn, at! t chnical
operations ..................
Lonu-I.an _ noal:
o
x-Iiii
_sj Ob

WY

253

233

.

Amount
S50,803

.
Perm.
Px".
293

1988 n
WY
213

Increase/Dec ease

1988 Estimate

.ano
_Amount

Per.
Pos.

$37,097

281

WY
265

_mnt

Pens.
Pos.

$11,093

28

WY

Alout

22

$3,996

To ;uplp'L DEAenfo'sent anM Intellitgeno.e program . through research, development, procurement, maintenance and management

a-l nivestgatLve "'ni0M.nt,
st:ves:

and provision of tiret teohninal an.,stance to ensure maxi im achievement or" the agency's mission.

To increa-e the prrvucttvity of :tarr by providirt qick-rnaetin
high quality technical vil,,.e a., invest.l native support.

qulpfport to curr.nt field operations to meet Increasing demands for timely and

To increrane the efrieJnr.y or ags y field operations by the developnient or now or improved devices, systems plans and procedures that require
applied seLentific r#):,reh aivl engineering development.

-

teohneloioal inronnatton, training, ordination aRn iatmn services for DEAand the national and international
Ra
To provide scientific
drug law enforcement arnd tnt.nlligence cmnnittes.
To increase the prolutivity am1 effialpny of sientiric ar t chnical personnel by providing advanced scientific tstrumentation, electronic
laboratories, tenting equilmint and data processing eqirwant,
To provide high quality aroi timely radio ci-ssanications capabilities respon ive to all operational and adainintrative requirements.
To provide high qual ty aivl tlmely tcchni'nl and investigative
To acquire, maintain anil operate an aircraft

fLeet

To Acquire a fleet of high quality a)tor vehicle

+nintanceand support to all operational and administrative requirements.

with sufftient. capabtlitiesi to meet all operational requirements.
which Is reaponsivo to all operational and admtinistrative requirements.

Base Program Description: Tlin Roarn'rch and ngineering program element addresses the problem of providing new technology and scientific
suport to te ritFTG.ila elements of DEA. A.9law enforcement ban become more erfective, there has been an ongoing response on the part or
criminals to employ advance)' tecihn)logy and sophi.sttated countem-asures Lo protect their criminal enterprisen. Various improvements in
documenting telephone utilivvattn and electronic surveillance and tracking al havh greatly increased agent productivity and have became
essential to assure hifh coivtotton rates for, drug proneut, loms.
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The imse program deocrItI In this pnckge provtds.i th, stute.s, anly.eq, lever-lnpent, testlng and evaluation or communications, surveillance
and agent protectivr'nyt'+t.is aryl processes to provide dirwet r(nld invest gitive support (or special investigative support applications. Some
fo, velltes; aorvettlanoo equipment; communication systems planning; and Agent
tratring and locating dv,'n
or tie areas inluitw ;r:
protective equLpment.. Th, c Leaits served by thi Re.earch and Fnginowring t,or'm elcimnt are primarily DEA's special agents, Planning and
Inspection Division, Op.ralionq lvttqion, and the Office of tntelligene an w41 ms other Federal, state, local and foreign law enforcement
1he DEAand the FHT have ental[shed a joint technology review groNup to ensure that critical law enforcement research
activities are being pAr',"nl anl that both agenies are not duplicating their efforts. In addition, all DEAresearch
activities are noodinsitAd with all other law enrorcew'nt, intelligence and defense oisunity technical activities to
previous research ard engineering, to negate any potential for duplicative efforts and to identify areas ror joint or
As a result of the joint DRA/FRI technology review process, the followtng are.;
Technolny Area
* Fingerprint Scanning f'or ADPSecurity
* Remote Sensor Hnitori ng
* Satellite Communict on
'rape Processing
* Video Technology
* Resote Switches
SAudioe Radio Freqtienry
"Dialed Digit Recordir Trhnol y
* Mic-ropmcesors
* Telephone Technology
" Recording Devices
* Pager Communication
" Power Sources
" Antennas

and development
and engineering
maximize the benefits or
cooperative ventures.

of agency responsibility have been assigned:
tead Age
DEA
DEA
DrA
FBI
DEA
Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint
FBI
FBI
Joint
FBI
Joint

CJI

The Technical Operations program element Is de signed t make! optimal use of E's limited technical equipment, aircraft and personnel resource
in a manner that allows DEA investigative personnel to maximize their efforts, enhance their personal safety, and accomplish the agency's
mission. DEAtechnical personnel and their counterparts with the Fi3l are working closely through the Organied Crime Drug Enforoement Task
to ensure that technteal resources or each agency are being used to provide maxima support to
Forces, meetings, study groups and other mo-ams
the Federal drug law enrorcemont effort. As one example, FBI and PEAtechtical operations programs have and will continue to issue Joint
procrement dociments to ensur m xbaum benefits and .st navings to the Federal Government.
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The radio ch nlnttix./nvitigste equipment support is a-roepliihed by a group of special agents and technical personnel assigned to
headquarters and dmeitic aj rer tn field orrices. Tho special agents and technical personnel assigned to the field program fail under the
direction or a Tehntal Ou.,ations Oricer. The teclitcal officer e.nures Lhat available equipment and personnel are strategically and
rapidly deployed to b,:'t iiipport law enforcement rctivl.tios. Beca se or the Limited quantities of equipment and personnel resources, special
agents a x tvniLcal por ,onnel mst travel extenstvely sul equipment must he rapidly shipped from office to ofFice to support DEA
investigation.
Rid In CcvnmuLrat iols
Tactical radio e, pmnnntcattoon a provided by a nal.tonwtde ultra-high frequency (UHF) law enforcement radio system of' mobile, portable and
fixed station radios. The WA UHFra tio synt.ne provides support. fix, sjrvetllance, license plate queries, aspect information queries and
emergency or potentially darirun situation. At present, only nevoi DFAdivisions and the Quantioo, VA training facility are operating in a
voice privacy mxe. PA will ho converting all of itn dcmet.ir, r.lio crm, inications to voice privacy as part of a combined radio initiative,
which include. P)tA, the Flit, and the U.3. itr~ohals .Service. lo-ng-rng el mmnnieattons support is being accomplished by a combination of
DK-owm eJ voice prLvacy q'tpp d mo-ile ard ba-se -Atto high frequency single side band' (HF/SSB) radios and the contracted services or
Rockwell Collin.%in Cedr Rapt-in, Iowa. ThevCollinq control center in Cedar Rapids provides support 2l-hours a day for DA's long-range
communications. BRA also provides lotg-range cominLtattets to denignated overseas offices, EPIC and Headquarters through the use of a
system providna both improved communications and security For our agents assigned
satellite comnunicat ions network known as SATQO4. The. SATOOM
to often volatile posts or duty in Central and South Wmerica.

P-a
Q

-

Invest tpattve. Equipment
A wide range of technical invetigative equipment is availahle to support and enhance investigations, including video surveillance systems,
audio transmitting devicos, a.,lio recorders, Title III (wiretap) devices, long-range tracking devices and others. These investigative aids are
uned to improve DEA's inve:itlgative capabilities to provide greater evidence for Federal prosecutors and to provide greater safety for DA
personnel.
Air Program
The aviation program is structured to support five operational areas, the western, southwestern, northern, southeastern regions of the U.S. and
overseas areas, with Pach .tpervined by an area supervisor. It is the responsibility or eAch area supervisor to direct the activities of all
special agent/pilots physically assigneI to his geographic area. This tnoluies reserve pilots during their involvement in flight operations.
The supervisors in turn report to and receive, supervision from the Deputy Chief Pilot. The overall responsibility for the management of the
air program rests wlth the otier, Aviation U1nit, DEA Heaqiarter3, Washington, D.C.
PEA's aviation program consists of 641 operational aircraft, Incl'rlirng five twin-engine turbo prop fixed wing aircraft and one twin-engine
helicopter to support long rangi over-water intelligence gathering misiions. Two of the twin engine turbo props are stationed in Addison,
Texas, to support DA's ws'ldwLde mission; twi turbo props are penmanently stationed in Panama City, Panama, to support Central and South
American operations; ati, ne turbo prop is stationed in Miami, Florida, to support undercover and intelligence gathering missions in that
region. The twin engine holieopter is now stationed in Nasaj to support Operation BAT; Additionally, procurment action is now underay For
the purchase of a helicopter for an ignment to Hawaii to support marijuana eradication operations.
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The DEAair program provides support by the following means: air-to-surface 3urveillace or drug investigations, undercover alrcraft and
pilots; air-to-air surveillance of aircraft suspected or being useed in illegal drug activities; as a oammunioatioms coamand and control relay
station for remote areas or widely dispersed investigations; transportation of investigative teams, equipment or evidence for time critical
operations; transportation of personnel and equipment to remote sites not regularly serviced by commercial carriers; ferrying or aircraft and
flights to develop or 'modify .,
enforcement methods. Other fun.tions for which DEAaircraft are utilized include recurring training;
evaluation of safety prooedures incliing cockpit workload and coonlination1 initial pilot qualification checks, and aircraft performance
evaluation following maintenance or repair.
With the resources provided as pirt or the 1987 suppleental, IRA is authrized to purchase 3 replacement helicopters, 4 replaemeit single
engine fixed wing atroraft, 2 no.w twin engine turbo prop fixed wti aircraft, and a new medium lift helicopter. The new medium lift helicopter
is specifioally authorized for use in lawaii. Torrent plans call for delivery of this helicopter in February 1987.
Motor Vehicles

DEAhas been following a six-year/60,000 mile motor vehicle replacement :tania,l for agony automotive requirements. Vehicle resource needs
are based upon accepted ratios or vehicles to DEAstarr ceilings as follow: One vehicle for each field Special Agent, one vehicle for every
two Diversion Investigators and variable ratios for Task Force :ataff (approximately 2:3 for state and local star), EPIC, FLEW and
headquarters. Bemd upon the prram criteria, the required fleet should approximate 3,000 vehicles. DEAwould normally replace 89
vehicles or the currently projected motor vehicle fleet. An additional 36 vehicles are also required to support new agent positions for
1988.
D9Aplaces approximately 250 seizedl vehicles per year Into service. The bajio criteria for placing a vehicle
into service Is Its relative operating condition. Or the 250 vehItcles, approximately 30 percent are other-than-standard sedans associated
with undercover use. The ranainder of the vehicles are basically a cross section of the general civilian vehicle population.

C

Accompl isments and Workload:

Research and Esinetng
Research and AnaLyses
This work element attempts to improve the collection or scientific data by MEA,and to provide analyses or DEA plans, programs, and systems by
onduOting system analyses, operations research, prototype develoment and operational evaluations. Further, oter analytical methodologies
and scientific and technical information are applied where appropriate. Training and liaison services are also provided.
a.

b.
o.

The earth orbiting sataliite radio ommunication system (SATOX) was orilly turned over to DFA field operational personnel in 1984
for use and control. The system consstaLs of a base station at the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC), eight portable radios deployed
in the field, and five telephone remote termtnals to be used by various hindquarters elements. Developments are continuing on SATaOH
It, an improved, -seoood generation system.
Continuing engineering support has been provide to the Office of Information Systms on the Text Analysis System.
The development of the automated currency reader by the U.S. Custms Servt.e has been closely followed by DEA. It is our intention to
enter into contractual arrangeements by means of a single requirfmnt document after all design problems have been solved by both U.S.

Customs and the FBI.
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

High altitulo 1hotography of the State or Florida was obtoilne frxon USDA and was evaluated for application to DEA's investigative
requirements. It. was f~u
that cvlndestine airfL.lds could be dete.:ted ani located froia the photographs.
An evalusatin or medium gain, covert, JHF mobile radio antennas wL3 conpleted. This effort identified potential candidates for DEA
operational use and defired the technical ltmitations or this concept.
A research progrm-, was completed which resulted in a more acqurat-t ;rnd valid method for estimating heroin user prevalence. These
e.qV1tmtes will be used in future research efforts as well as for congres-stonal aid OMBqueries.
Technical support was provided to the Office of Inftrmal, on SySt3s for the procurement of a system for Office Automation. This
support inolded coitracLual procedures, and soft4are aid hardware evaluation ail selection.
New initiatives include: o amination of the means by
hic a video disc storage system can be used to augpment the development or the
Office AutomAtion effort; coordination with the Defese Intelligtnce Agency in the product evaluation of a second generation fingerprint scanner; an experuental program with the IISAF to establish an aircraft interdiction program of activities to evaluate and
recommend voice privacy devices for selected components of DF'A', radio system; an evaluation of various methods of disposal and
destruction of hazardous materials seized from clandattne cocaine laboratories; an evaluation of the investigative file system in DEA
and the application of automation to rile matntenanoe; and the application of new techniques in photo eitanoement to define areas of
interest to DEA.

Technology Development
Technology development involves the application of new and improvel technoogy and procedures to increase the efficiency or agency field
operations by oonducting applied sclentifio research and engineering devlopment necessary to meet long-term operational requirements. Iajor
projects underway are discusse below:

00

a.

Satellite Tracking. The purpose of the satellite tracking project Ls to develop systems capable or worldwide tracking of vessels,
ehicT[fesi,a-re- rt arid containers. The initial system which tncluJde Local User Terminals capable of providing position location was
operational in 1981.
New tramiLtters were delivered during 1982. During 1984, the Local User Terminals were upgraded for better
position location, transmitters were modified for a now itlltte,
acoustic-coupled data terminals were installed at EPIC and
Washington, D. C. and a transmitter test set was procured and tested. During 1985, new, smaller trarcsmitters were delivered. In 1986,
new, remotely operable Local User Terminals will be installed in the Western Hemisphere; additional transmitters will be delivered, and
development efforts will be initiated for improved transmitters.
b. Search and Resc"e. In 1986, a search and rescue program wa~s initJatd which will provide transmitters to DEApilots and other
speolal agents operating in remote aras. The Search an Rescue Satellite (SARSAT) system will be used to determine transmitter
location and initiate appropriate action.
a. Automatic Phone-number Recording System (APRS).
The mental processing of DEAdialed digit recorder tolls Is inordinately expensive in
terms of *anpoe--r-.
The purpose-oftis project is to attnmate the data collection from up to three (3) dialed digit recorders,
producing the data on ca s-tte tape and storing tn electronic memory for MODEM
tramfer to the M-204 Data Base Management System
(DOMl). Engineering and operational testing was completed during 1983. A specification for production systems and production contract
was awarded in 1984. Delivery of 22 production systems is %cheduIld for first quarter 1987.
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Direct Automatic Phone-umber Rncording System (DAPS). The DAPRS
significantly reduces the manual processing or dialed digit
reoraer tolls by preeMing data rrom up to 1b dialed digit recorders, transmitting this data over telephone lines into the DEA
M-204 DM. Engineering and operational tests or the prototype DAPRS
began in 1984 and are continuing.
e. S
,iced
Dialed DLit Recorder. Anoperational requirement whioh combines the features or a dialed digit recorder and oomterized
data olilectlon, storage, an analysis system has been Identified. 'When developed, this system will reduce the need for dialed digit
recorders, Including APIRVDAPRS systems. A contract award ii anticipated in 1987.
f. Toll Report Analysis System (TRAS) Study. The objective of this study is to Investigate the feasibility of developing a low cost,
user friendly, computer system to be used by special agents and intelligence analysts as a regionally distributed data base system.
This system, it realized, could complement the Ewncd Dialed Digit Recorder system. A contract was awarded in early 1986 for a
feasibility study whih will be completed in late 1986.

d.

Techniol Services
The objective of this work effort is to Increase the quantity and quality of Investigati, evidence by providing quick-reaotion technical
support for application on current investigations, and to support ad hoc requests for short-term technical development and special engineering
services. The output or this program is directed toward's more efficient utilization of enroroment resources by minimizing the starring
required to conduct investigative operations, and Improving the quality and quantity or evidence and protection or agent personnel.
Requests for Quick Reaction Support (QRS) are normally originated by a case officer and require a response time from several hours to several
days to complete. These efforts are usually conducted In-house and take priority over other longer term research and engineering projects or
tasks. In direct support of field operations, QRSincludes the design aixd fabrication of special devices and transmitters such as the concealment of transmitters in n.sorted packages, and audio tape recording enhancement which significantly enhances the studio intelligibility of
evidence tapes. Off-the-shelf hardware or pre-existing techniqim and xiterials are used exclusively for these efforts.
The direct application or technology to speofio short-term tasks is also accomplished under the technical services objective. These efforts
consist of applying state of the art techniques to the development of surveillance equipment and system. Tasks are aooplished using a
combination of in-house and contract personnel and require from one to eight months to complete. Examples of this efort include the design,
fabrication, test and evaluation or: special timers and motion sensors; audio systems secreted in omtmon packages such as cigarette paks; and
video system packaged and camouflaged in s4uoh
a manner as to make their presence difficult, if not Impossible to detect.
Technical Operations
The 1eohnioal Operations pcgram element continues to play a vital role within DEA. Technial/investigative, radio comauncations, air support
and polygraph support are actively songht to support DEA1s most complex investigations and are now routinely used in all phases of enforcement
operations to enhance Investigations and provide a safer environment for DEA'a law enforcement personnel.
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In 1986, Technical Operations program element personnel and e9utpment continued to participate in the South Florida Task Force, tte OXETF,
Operations TRAICA, BAT, STOP PROP,Marijuana Eradication Program, and others providing:
-

air support for the identification and location of suspect vessels and aircraft;
tactical and long range ocmunioations;
polygraph examinations;
video, Title III and other investigative aida; and
boats to support the marine requirements of these operations.

All the activities have been coordinated with the other Federal participants, including the U.S. Customs Services, the U.S. Coast Guard,
the FBI and U.S. military elements.
drugs being shipped to the United
Satellite tracking devices (SATTRAC) have become an important Inve.3tigative aid in the location of illicit
States and of precursor chemicals being shipped to drug source mntries. The use of SATTRAC devices ih relation to the shipment of preoursor
chemicals has resulted in the location, seizure and destruction of major cocaine conversion laboratories in South America. Much of the
success of DOA's CIOIOf operation is directly attributable to the use of SATFRAC.
The continued installation or satellite com nications equipment In the Caribbean area and Central and South Amorica has provided DA personnel
in those areas of the world with a reliable and effective means of communication with EPIC and DEAHeadquarters.

-.

Tn early 1986,' voie privacy equipped radio systems were installed in DEAfield divisions located in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, San
DLego, Mimi, Alanta, and Wishington D.C. and at DEA'n Quanticn, Virginia, training facility. )EA is now participating in a "teat-bed" radio
program In Boston which combines the radio communications requirements of the FBI and WA. With the resources provided as part of the
Pireident's 1987 budget request ($6,500,000), DEAwill proceed with the conversion to voice privacy of the DEAoffices in the northeast
corridor. This will include predinantly the Boston and Hew York field divLsions.
The number of air missions flown by Oft totalled 5,379 in 1986 Involving 14,255 flight hours for our special agent/pilots.
of air operations, the following accomplishnents were realized:
-

t

As a direct result

25 clandestine laboratories were seized. Tn many Instances, aircraft were the only effective means of detection and surveillance of these
laboratories becaLse of their location in remote almost inaccessible areas.
30 aircraft, 23 vessels, 409 vehicles and $57.7 million were seized in 1986.

In 1986, 213 polygraph examination/authorizations were granted and over 550 examinations were performed to support DEAinvestigations (80
percent of the examinations were performed In support of enforcement operations). The polygraph continues to be an important tool for
supporting major drug enforcement operations.
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e: A requests 28 positions; 22 FiS workyears; and $3,996,000 for expansion of the technical and investigative
ot program. The request includes $2,000,000 for the purchase of technioal/investigative equipment whloh is simply not
available now. This initiative fulfills an integral part or DEA's 1988 Strategic Plan, that or substantially increasing the special agent
and non-agent personnel who are technically trained and possess the skills that are required to operate and maintain much of DEA's technical
investigative equipment.
This request is made up or two distinct areas: personnel and technical/invnstigative equipment. 'Te personnel seg-.,t o? this request
includes 10 special agents, Il investigative assistants who serve as rrdio/electrono technitans, snd 4 support personnel. As drug
violators continue to become more sophisticated in the use of counter surveillance techni(p
and the use or communications and electronic
devices, DEAmust continue to provide specially trained agents to support and participate in investigations. Requested special agents and
techniclans will be trained in drug law enforcement application, adaptation and installation of technical devices intended to etance D
investigations and provide greater safety for DEAagents.
eit starring Increase
The 10 agents will perform court authorized covert entries or businesspn, residences, vehicles, vessels and aircraft. They will perform covert
installations of Intelligence gathering devices, e.g., room bugs, vide6 systeas3, spectalized microphones, tape recorders, etc., in conjunction
with Title III and major conspiratorial investigations. They will work in an undercover capnity. They will advise other agents on the
practicality or using certain types of technical equipment to support an investigation and reoammnd different approaches to Improve the
investigation based on their unique expertise as both Federal law enrorcemeAt officers and technical specialists. They will also Individually
adapt technical equipment to meet the specific needs or an investigation.

C

Technical .5taS~ri Increase
The 1 investigative assLstants (teehniolans) will be assigned to DA's domestic and overseas offices. DEAcurrently has a total of only 27
investigative assistants to support the oommunications and investigative equpment needs of the entire agency. The technical personnel will be
trained in the installation, operation and maintenance or both radio communications and investigative equipment. These duties will include the
installation, repair and operation of all types of radio equipment utilized by DIA including (1F, WVF,HF/8
and satellite ocmmunications and
the voice privacy devices that operate with thee systems. They will also have expertise in the operation, installation and repair of DEA's
investigative devices such as Title III equipment, video surveillance devices, covert transmitters, and tracking devices. They will work
closely with DEA's technical agents in providing sophisticated technical support for the agency's major conspiratortal investigations.
The agents and technicians are needed to ensure that all technical equipment and devices are installed, used and maintained in a manner that is
supportive of DEA's objectives.
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Technical Investigative Equipment
DEArequests $2,000,000 in 1988 for the procurement ofr new and replacement investigative equipment to support and enhance DEAoperations.
Technical investigative equipment serves a two-fold purpose within DEA. The first being the enhancement or this Aministration's law
enforcment capabilities and the second being the Improvement or security and safety for our law enforcement personnel.
In order to initiate and complete complex conspiratorial Investigations, DEAutilizes investigative equipment in every phase or an investigation including the proseutorial stage. Audio and video tapes and other electronically gathered evidence documenting illegal
activities often provide the conclusive evidence needed by Federal prosecutors to gain convictions of drug violators.
For example, an agent
wearing a body-worn transmitter can alert back-up personnel when a dangerous or potentially life-threatening situation develops. The
personnel monitoring these tranimissions can then respond in an appropriate and expeditious manner to protect the DEAundercover officer.

or equal importance, technical investigative equipment serves to improve the safety and securitV of agent personnel.

The requested technical investigative equipment will enable DEAto purchase approximately 20 percent or the investigative devices needed to
meet DEA's operational requirements through 1988, to meet the levels of equipment listed in EA's Table of Authorized Equipment and, to replace
obsolete, damaged or inoperable equipment. Without increased ftnding, investigations will continue to be impaired due to the lack of equipment
Based on operational neOds, technological advances and normal wear and tear on equipment,
and agents lives could be unnecesarlly endangered.
it is anticipated that the $2,000,000 will be a recurring annual requiremeit for the purchase or technical/investigative equipment.
The following is a breakdown by type or equipment to be purchased at this increased ruling level:
Video Equipment, e.g.
Cmeras (color, medium light, low light)
Monitors (color, black and Shita)
Recorders (tabletop, portable, time-lapse, editors)
Special Application (video transformer cans, video lamps)

Audio Recorders, e.g.
Cassette Recorders
Covertly Worn Recorders
Court-Rom Systems
Tape Duplicators

Transmitters and Receivers, e.g.
Covertly Worn Transmitters
Remote Tracking Devices

Title III Devices, e.g.
Pen Registers
Covert Microphones

Intelligence Kits
Relay Kits
Satellite Transmitters

Optical Equipment
35um Still Cameras
Photocopy Kits
Binoculars
Night Soopes and Goggles
"Hug Shot" Cameras
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Federal Bureau or Invest.tio
0I

ReiMbursqmet

An increase of $211,000 in funding has been included to reimburse the FBI for direct staffing provided in support and coordination of the
Integrated Voice Privaoy System under the FBI's leadership.
It the FBI, DEA and U. S. Ptrshals Service are to work closely in developing this system, then the utmost oooperation is required.
This initiative, while primarily in support of DEA's operational per sonnel, will impact to some degree on all Federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies involved in drug enforcement.
The additional agents and technical personnel will ensure that all DEA technical devices are installed, used and maintained in a manner that is
thoroughly supportive of DRAand administration objectives in the War on Drugs. The technioal/investigative equipment will be used in
support of DEAoperations and this contrtutes to arrests or seizures resulting from such operations.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.

M"unt

Pe.
ADPand teleocnamications .........

131

118

$37,929

1988 Base
Peru.

Pos

106

Y

mt

99

$39,191

1988 Estimate
Perm.

Pos

121

_

110

Inorease/Deorease
Peru.

M_ount Pos

$51,608

15

Amount

11

$12,417

!onj-!Iange Goal: To provide high quality and timely automated data processing and telecamuunioations support sufficient to enable maximum
achievement or the DA mission.
W&mJor
Objectives:
To support, iwier applicable, statutory requirements of the Controlled Sbstance Act of 1970 (Publio Law 91-513) and the President's
Reorganization Plan Nunber 2 of 1973.
To increase the value or DEA's enforcement, intelligence and management inronation through systems integration.
To increase the information systems and technological flexibility needed to respond to DEA's ohanqing environment.
To eliminate teo'mologioal ohsolescence which hepers the delivery or information services.
To increase the productivity in the delivery of information services and the effectiveness of ADPservices.

To reduce the costs isolatedd with D8A's AlP and Teleoomminication support.
To improve the quality or infotmation within the DEAADPsystems.
To provide for greater exploitation of information in sport or *'A's mission.
To provide and ensure security and integrity of DRA's automated iurormtion.
To assure ADPavailability to meet flA's mission needs.
Bass Pc
D
iption: This program provides all ADPand Telecommunication services to DEAon a nationwide and worldwide basis.
1he office or information Systems ensures DtA's information processing needs are implemented in accordance with DEA' a long-range plan.
The ADP and Tulecommunioation program provides for the implementation of modern Data Base Hanagement Systems (PDOW),
wtich provide tor
retrieval capability that can establish relationships between various DA data bases ttile also significantly improving the ability to
query any file within these data bases. The increased retrieval capability is being made available to a larger number of DEAoffices,
both domestic and foreign, through expansion and increased sophistication of the DIA ADP,Telecommunication, and Reoords Commnmiaticns
System. The highly flexible nature or DIE, ease or programming and "user friendly" characteristics provide an increased capability
to support routine and new PEA investigative, mission and operational requirements.
The following are brief descriptions of the DEA's major ADP/Telecoommnication Systems:
Narcotics mAtDarw us [rtj

InFormatton System (NADOIS)

NADIS is the major enForement support system ror DEA. This data base, which consists or about 1,800,000 records on persons, businesses,
ships, aircraft and certain airfields, is the centralized index of all DP.Ainvestigative reports. NADDIS enables an authorized user to
determine the subject's past criminal activity or assoolations which have been documented by DEAagents, and provides references to the
location of further information on the subject of the query. Due to the worliwide, transient nature of illicit drug operations, it is not
unusual for a single individual to be documented by DPAcriminal investigators in varies parts of the world. NAVIS, therefore, provides not
only background information on individual subjeots or interest to DA, hut also supports conspiracy inveattgations by showing linkages between
individuals and separate PEAinvestigatlons.
NADDIS is aooessed via the PEA Automated Teleoommusications'System (DATh) by over 300 terminals located nationwide and in Mexico,
England, Italy, Germany, Thailand, South Aekrica, the Netherlands, France, Canada, Austin, Belgium, the Philippines, Korea, Egypt, and
Pakistan. Current plans call for additional overseas teminals to be located in other Muropean, South America, iddle East and Asian
countries via a Secure Toleomuntections System operated by the State Department. NADIS operates at the Jwstice Data Management

Center (OHC).

NADDIS is interaced with the FBI National Crime Information Center (NCIC) Wanted Persons File, Stolen Ours ile ad Criminal History Smmary
File. It is indirectly interfaced with the Stolen License Plates Pile and Stolen Vehicle Pile using the Justice Teleommunioations System

(JUST) network.
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1nforcement Ma-agement Information System (BIS)
Da1 provides a method ot tracking specific DEAinveatigatiws to determine management information. It includes the capability to evaluate
case activity, status, agent manpower use, and oonflential source utilization by the Operations Division. EllIS is being developed in two
phases. 9MIS I primarily involves the purchase of evidence, which enables DFAto determine whether money seized as evidence includes currency
previously expended by FiAfor the purchase of evidence. This systeM also provides a summarization of case and drt violator class statistics.
bC13 II will provide information on the utilization or intelligence analysts and compliance and criminal investigator resources under the
anpower tilization application. Information will also be provided on the current status of DEAuse of confidential sources of information.
M13 I and I will automate and widely disseminate information whioh was previously prepared manually and had only limited use doe to the lak
of accesslbillty by other DEApersonnel.
PAIfTH IR 1I
PATWI"NER is a component of the National Intelligence System, mandatol by the President's Reorganization Plan Number 2 of 1973. This system
provides DEAwith centralized automated storage, retrieval andianalysis or law enforcement intelligence information relevant to Illiit dru
activities. Intelligence and enforcement personnel acces the syste via on-line terminals. The data bases include information on
Individuals, activities, events, aircraft, vessels, movement reports of individuals and associated drug distribution nettrks. It includes a
graphics output capability.
PAT1 INDM Information is made available to other Federal, ,state and local law enforcement officials who have a proper need-toknow and are
signaxoy members or EPIC.

0otrolhI Substances Act System (CA)
The Office of Diversion Oontrol is supported by the Controlled Sustances Act System. CSAis used to control the registration and annual
re-reistration of more than one half million legltibte sources of Federally controlled drgs. The volume of data this statutory requirement
impose precludes manual processing. The system was established to implement the provisions of the Ontrolled Statanoes Aot of 1970 (P.L.
91-513), requiring that all legal handlers of controlled sdstances annually register with the Department of Justice. The system processes new
and renewal applications for registration, applies changes to prevLously established master records, issues order forms for the purchase, sale,
ov transfer of Sohedule I and 11 controlled substances, and produces various fiscal accounting, control, and statistical records. The master
records contain information on legal handlers of controlled substance, tn.luding name, address, DEAregistration number, business activity,
initial issue date of registration, expiration date of registration aad drug schedules authorized. The CSAdata base is used by suppliers for
verlrying physician and hospital order forms prior to delivery of controlled substances. The verification consists of an on-line inquiry by a
network.
DKAdiversion investigator into the CSAdata base via the DATS
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System to Retrieve Information frnm DrnEvidence (STRIDE)
STRIDE supports DA by processing inronmation derived from drug evidence. This system supports DEAagents, intelligence, enforcement, administrative and laboratory personnel, primarily through monthly and quarterly reports of drug trends. STRIDE provides data resulting from forensic
examination of drug evidence for tactical and strategic intelligece As wll as planning and management purposes. The system is used to detect
unusual ooourrences and other matters related to drug intelligence. S'RIDE consists or three subsystems: (1) anpower Utilization,
(2) LAboratory Analysis, and (3) the Ballistics program. The Manpower Utilization Program is used by the Forensic Sciences Division as a
management information system to produce a monthly report of hours spent by chemists and laboratory technicians on various tasks, suoh a drug
analysis, court appearances, training, assistance to agents and research. The Laboratory Analysis Program is based on data developed by DEA
forensic chemists, such as the controlled substances chemical noparlson of Lablets and capsules. Data derived by the forensic analysis of
drug evidence throughout the WAlaboratory system are input via computer tenmirts located in each laboratory by scientific intelligence
technioians. The system Is available for on-line quries to detenulne characteristics of drugs obtained during an investigation. STROP and
allistics derived information is ,ted to link investigations based on the similarity of exhibits and provides strategic intelligence on
worldwide illicit drug trends.
DBAAooounLn Sys ,, (DFAAS)
This system was developed to automate highly labor intenstve aocinting and clerical functions. These Include DEAfunds obligations,
expenditures, costs, and revenues for which program managers are responsible, generation or financial reports to meet internal needs and
external requirnmenLs and to provide a basis for developing and reporting costs in aoordance with programs, budget activities, special
projects and organizational oost centers. The system is DEA-wide, Ineorporating budget and firnanial data or domestic offices, foreign
offices, laboratories, intelligence centers, aircraft section, nnd Headqurters activities. DEAAS
does not interface directly with the
Department of Justice Accounting System. It does, however, use an abbreviated version or the DEApayroll file from the 00.J Payroll System as
inp t on a bi-weeldy basis. Detailed accounting transactions are transmitted via the DATS network to the JDMC
and are collected for a bath
processing update. Information is derived from basto dooumerts such as allotmmt advices, operating plans, payroll data files, obligation
documents, receipts documents, aoorual documents, reimbursement agrwemnts, manpower activity reports, and expenditures/disbursement documents.
Teleco0mmunications
DEAhas a requirement to support Investigations of illicit drug operations vrldwide. The highly transient nature or subjects under
investigation requires the support or a worldwide, rapid and Secure Record Ccmmnication System. DEA'a requirements, both for domestic and for
certain foreign offices, for secure voice, secure teletypewriter, facsimile and general communications, are satisfied by the following:
* Secure Voice. Nine S1T-II secure vole devices are now operational. They are located at DEAHeadquarters, EPIC and Miami, San Diego,
Dllas
ton and San Juan. This equipment meets national cryptographic requirements, and provides DEAintelligence and enforoement
personnel with the capability to rapidly and securely exchange inrormation with all elements of the United States Intelligence Conunity.
Many of DEA's offices overseas are accessible through the Department of State secure voice network. The secure voice equipment program Is
scheduled for expansion aM ST-II's and S111-i's are delivered to IWA.
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* Facsimile. The DEAFacalinile System consists or 103 terminals, including all divisional and resident offices, laboratories, some airport
details, Mexioo City, Montreal, San Juan and Honolul,.
Ofrfries equipped with raosimile equipment can conuwnicate with each other or with
any other government agency or oonmeroial fir that has compatible equipment (e.g., Xerox, Magnarax, Steward Warner, Graphic Sciences).
upgrading or the system has included placing unattended machines in several larger offices and by replacing six-minute per page models with
a faster capability. Fingerprint facsimile machines are operational In 13 major field locations. This system is used to send prints to the
FBI and receive a prompt response.
* Secure Teletypewitr C mnunicatLons. Domestic - The PEA Secure Domestic Teletypewriter System presently consists or a Headquarters
TeleoiiiU tio c e -t i i14 -Tminals in field offices, including Honolulu and San Juan. The short-range objective is ror 130
operational locations. This is a private system within DEA;however, communiatios with other government agencies are available through
the Headquarters Telecommunications Center. The DEATeletypewriter System employs circuit switching as opposed to the previous data-phone
operation. This allows any station in the network to send a mesage to all other stations In the network with any one transmission. KW-7
cryptographic hardware is being replaced by KGi-Ps. Foreign - Access to foreign offices is prvided through the Department or Defense
Automatic Digital Network and/or the State Department Diploatic Telecommunications System, both of Witch are electrically connected to the
Headquarters Teleommmunieat tons Center.
SCsmmoationj Security (0WiSEC) Accounts. DEAhas one or the largest COMSEaccounts within the U.8. Government. COSEC accounts are
adIinistered by the Headquarters Center orrice of Record ((OR), by the DEAQmSEC officer and (OXSEC Custolians at each or DEA's 119 offices

receiving cryptographic material. Custodians operate under policy promulgated by the National Security Agency for the positive and
oontinuous recording and reporting oC accountable WIMSEC material from the time of receipt within DEAthrough destruction or final
disposition. Regularly scheduled inspections or cryptographic facilities are the most effective means of ensuring that the
required security standards are maintained at all times. "ie National Security Agency requires that all C(XSEC accounts be inspected
and audited at 18-month intervals. The purpose is to ensure that OJMSF. material is used, stored, distributed, or accounted for, and that
CWIS equipment is employed and maintained in accordance with current standards. This material supports the PEA Secure Teletypewriter
System.

Law
rCrcement Informatio Access Systems. Headquarters, EPIC, and 55 field offices have access to the U.S. Customs TECS and/or their
State Police computers.
Pagl2 System. DPAHeadquarters utilizes the NECPaging System for 120 senior orricials and duty agents. The Paging System is used by the
Air Prgram 'to alert the DFApilots in 23 field locations.

Office Automation (OA). DEAis engaged in the installation, testing anl implementation of an office automation system. Acontract was
awarded during April1986. Phase I, the Pilot program, is being conducted duing the first hair or 1987. Phase I, full implementation, is
scheduled for completion during the 1988. Phase I equipment will not be TEEST rated, Phase IT equipment will be TEIPES rated.
Accomplishments and Workload:
Overall Hision or DEA:
*

DEAhas begun the
will be conducted
Exxon Information
E
far, 600 machines

installation, testing, and implementation or an office automation system. Phase I, the pilot program,
during the first hair or 1987.
Systems was awarded the contract to supply DEAdomestic offices with word processing equipment. Thus
have been installed.
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*
*
*
"

Niorcprooessors have been introduced to support various missions. Among these were: an investigative/Judicial information system in
support of a conspiracy investigation and trial called "Operation Bushmaster"; a document tracking system was developed to support the
Washington, D.C. Divislon Offices; several management systems were developed on a microprocessor for use by the Administrator- a budget
appropriation and audit system were developed for the Office of Training In support of domestic, state, local and international accounts; a
microprocessor w&aused to develop an application In support of 014 Circular A-123, taste, Fraud, and Abuse; and to support store front
operations, automated mail order, inventory and accounting activities programs were designed, written and installed to support daily
operations.
A capability was provided for the Office of Personnel to identify agents and chemists that are due for an annual physical.
The laboratory system (STRIDE), is being rewritten to operate under Model 2O1 DBW. This rewrite will enable STRIDE to saare data with
other DU systems.
The Property Management System has been rewritten to operate under M-204.
A system was developed for the FM office to support the Segar vs. Smith lawsuit.
An EMS 11 lnpower Utilization program was developed. This program captures and provides access to manpower utilization
of special agents, intelligence analysts, compliance investigators and confidential informants.
A Personnel Locator System was written under M2O4. It will provide, in an interactive mode, the capability to query by employee name,
telephone number and current office location.
Encryption equipment h ve been installed on the DATS network. This equipment will be used until the network encryption can
be accomplished usWng NSAprovided KG-84 devices.
Six additional overseas locations have become operational on the OATS network (Saito DomIngo; Panama City, Panama; Kingston,
Jamaica; Lima, Peru; Bogota, Columbia and Islmahad, Pakistan).

• In an effort to improve ease of operation, reduce downtime, and improve system responses of DEASecure Teletypewriter System,
21 existing model TI-732's are being replaced.

Enforcement Activities

* Microcomputers have been acquired to support Title Il[ investigations. The equipment will be used throughout DEAfield offLoes.
Anagent Application System was developed which provides a full range or reports concerned with tracking the status of DEAagent
applicants.
• An agent Career File was developed for use by the Career Board in performing their functions. The information contained in the
file allows decisions to be mae and plans developed which normally require extensive manual labor.
The Offender Base Transaction Systen/Defendant system is being rewritten to operate under M201,.
The Controlled Substances Information System which will allow, interactively, queries or chemical data bases indicating hazardous
and toxicity chemical content, became operational under -204.
Diversion Control Activities
• The capability for the N.ARegistration office to query new applicant information in an interactive mode was developed, thus
reducing the registration users' response time.
* CSA is now operational under Model 204 DBMS.
* The Prescription Information and Survey Systfm (SCRIPT) is being rewritten to operate under M201.
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This system will now provide mocesn to Information
* Th Precursor system has been rewritten to operate under Model 24 DFM.
pertaining to sales and other transactions concerning precursor chemicals. This includes the Identification of cooperating
ompanies, both public and private, engaged in the manuF nature, wholesale and retail distribution of such chemicals as well as the
identification and address or the individuals and companies purchasing or inquiring about preoursor chemicals.
* The SCRIPT system was developed to support field investigations whieh require the collection and analysis of prescription
information. SCIPT support has been provided in Philadelphia, St. Louis, Atlanta and Detcoit.
Intelligene Activities
*

This conversion, enables the PATFINDER system to
The PATHFINDER system has been rewritten to operate under control or the lWsdel 204 DBMS.
share data with other DEAsystems.
A Text Analysis System (TEXAS) was Implemented at EPIC which automates the communication trafFic.

rgra ChLges: Threats to information systems incorporating data from the Intelligence Onmunity sources have not diminished. In fact,
recent national and international events have highlighted the consequences or neglecting the protection or information systems. For this
priority initiative, DEA is requesting increases of 15 positions; 11 FrE workyars; and $12,017,000.
The resources requested will both modernize and protect DEA's investigative and administrative information systems, which are critical to
effectively support drug law enForcement operations in the fight against drug trafficking. The ADPand Telexommniations program provides
data on a world-wide basis in accorlance with DEA's Iong-range plan. The AP and Taleoommunioations program provides For the implementation of
modern DOK3,which provide for retrieval capability that can establish relationships between various DEAdata bases while also significantly
improving the ability to query any rile within these data bases. The increamr! retrieval capability is being made available to a larger number
oF PE orfioes, both dome-tto and Foreign, through expansion and increased sophistication of the ADP, Teleoomunication, and Records Comusnicaeaso of programming, and "user Friendly" characteristics provide an increased capability to
tions Systems. The highly flexible nature of DB3MS,
support routine and new DEAinvestigative, mission and operational requirements.
security
In order for DEAto receive, process and transmit national security information, it is necessary to have total encryption and TEPE
or its ADP,office automation, teleprocessing and telecommunications activities. This type oF secure system will allow DEAto have direct
interchange of classified data with other agencies, as required, for drug investigations.
TFMEST
Program Funds of $10,571,000 are required for the TFEST9 program. A contract For office equipment has been awarded to Federal Data Corporation which Includes the option to TEPEST that equipment. The EA Offien Automation System will provide a multi-Funotional standardized
workstation that will perform as a 3270 DATSterminal, stand-alone word and data processor, and a messae and document transmission terminal
over an encrypted telemmnications network througlrnt the domestic United States. Phase I, the pilct program, is being conducted in the
first halF oF 1987. In the 1987 appropriation, there is an enhaNceaent package of $8,173,000 for the first stage of the DEATIPEST program.
program are as follows (hardThis funding lays the foundation for the TEMPEST system. Fudling requirements in 1988 to complete the TEMPEST
tare, software, and vendor support costs are based on the awarded contract) :
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Cost Element

1987

Kardware
Purchase
Lease
I/

OT
R

Software
Purchase
Lease

OT
R

$1,582,53

1989

1990

1991

$165,000
1,900000

$165.000
530,0W

$180,000

S8,900,000

280,000

280,000

280,000

280,000

20,000

737,000
2,200,00
25,000

810,0W
2,420,000
25,000

890,000
2,660,000
25,000

980,000
2,926,000
25,000

900,000
3,219,000
25,000

500,000

500,0W

200,00

Vendor Support
Technical
Maintenance
Installation

R
R

arr

205,008
222,021
190,428

670,000
2,000,000
75,000

KO8

OT

t,685,000

1,688,0W0

K0J81 Safes

OT

900,000

KG 8 MAIN?.

n

Site Survey

OT

35) 000

OT

1,238,000

R

1,000,000

Purchase

M

r TY

Computer I
C

Other 2/ R

t

Tottl CAts

-

_

_

_

*10.70

500,000

500,0W

1,000,00

4,0000,

4" W O
1

F2 a1.8i4
.00Z

1 16.Wr!.ooo

4,000,000

4,00Q,000

112.710 .0W

21251500

11000.00

1992

1993

1988

180,00

$180,000

4,O00,00

4,000,000

1 00 000

. 000,00
13.104.00oo

8, 173,000
1,625,000
85I,0W0

610 000

8,173,000
1,625,000
854,000
610,000

I *1.620O
fii.629 .ooo

$1.842.000

2 12!iV9l .OOfl

Available

PY1987

Wardprosoesing
DATS
OA
Total Stat'in Ba j_
Iundin

Reouirements

936,0W
854.000
610 000
/1.17:1,00L

8,173,000
1,625,000
851,00
610,000
*10.571.000

8,173,0
1,625,000
856,O
610 ffn
15.S45.000

8,173,000
1,625,00
891,00

610,o

11.468.00

8,173,000
1,625,0W0
654,000
610 000
11.274.00

I/ DEA is leasing the orrice automation equipment with the option to purely e (LWO).
The lease ooats are the LW3P costs.
I/ Based on experience with the DS6, an addittlal compjt.epr will be required to support DEA's information systems.
Funding requirements 1988-93, represent total octs per year above a static base of $11,262,000.
In 1989-91, there is
a substantial docrease in funding requIrt.-it.

3/
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Continuation of the THPES1/Oftioe Automation project wiI ensjire that D.A has a seore system that allows for direct interchange or drug
enforcement classifted data with other qenones. The implementation or the orrioe automation system will provide the capability to enter data
directly Into the wrcstations at the field locations and up-load the riles to a host computer at a later time. The field wilI no longer hav*
to mail input into the data base.
ADPTechnical StafL

t

DSArequests 15 positions (13 computer specialists, 2 teohnical/olerical); 11 MI workyears; and $3,016,000 to support both the increase in
demand for ADPproducts and the increase tn the number or start positions within iIA.
The VIA core positions have increased over the past years with no increase in tho ADPsupport positions. if the core positions are to receive
the support that is required in order for thee to perform effeottvely, then their h is a need to increase the support positions. The personnel
resources will be used in an Intoruation Center environment, and wilL include C%tSC, technical control, DATS, system software, ommaiioations,
ocmeunioations operators and application epecialists.
/
1987Anticipated
Appropriation
Pam.
ecrsingun........Poe.
, ement ..................

88-

WY
83

heowit
$3,866

1988 Estiate

1964]
Base

Perm,Pe.

Pos.
/YUT
85 / 80

hAt
$a,363

Pos.
85

80

Amount
$,363

1nraf/eoes

Pos.
.

WY

-Amount

/
!Mj-Ranje Goal: To provide erfeotive and etiLoient records managmey,
optimum s
aooes mission requirements.
ofI)DA's
/

Preed.aA of Intormation/PrIvaoy Aot and library support to ensure the

HjrObjectives:/
To upgrade the maintemanme, retrievability, and disposition or,/FA riles through the application or records management praotioes and
technology.
/
To provide responsive directives management services for p4mpt dtsemination of policy and procedures.
To maintain and upgrade NADOIS.

/

To maintain BUS II.
To maiqtaiq files or all drug investigations inLti ted by DEAfieid otfices and to provLde a records retrieval se-vice for Headquarters
enforcement fM intellience personnel.
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To provide training in HADOIS operations to agents, intelligence analysts and selected administrative personnel.
To maintain a central record of all DEAdisclosures of Inrormation to individuals and agencies outside the Department of Ju;tloe, as
required by the Privacy Aht.
To provide an initial acknowledgement within 10 days for all FOI/PA r-uests.
To continue to Improve and update the Ol/PA prooessing systems.
To provide efficient and responsive library services for all D9A elements.
To provide information from on-line retrieval systems to meet the needs of DEAIn pursuit of its mission.
BaseProgram Description:
flooord

enagemt
s

and
The Records Hanagament program element provides development and implementation or policy and procedures for DEArecords management progr
system, including reports management, forms analysis and design, files maintenance, records disposition, directives disposition, oorrespondence management, and systems and procedures studies.
Investigative Records
The Investigative Records program element maintains a large volume or hard copy files on dru investigations conducted by DgA vrldvide field
offices, and of drug intelligence reports received from the FBI and other agencies. Reports in these tiles are source documents from NADDIS, a
computerized data base, and are used extensively by the Headquarters starf. The Investigative Records Unit is responsible for extracting
pertinent information from these reports and entering this infrmation into NADDIS. The Investigative Reoords Unit also maintains a central
file of all disolostres of information to individuals and agencim outside DOJas required by the Privacy Act or 19(4. Names in these hard
copy records are extraotMA and recorded on microfiche to provide an al t trail.
The program also maintaLns the following: the Case Status subsystem of W)13,an on-line information system that has been designed to store,
organize, and provide infortion about Wk oase and general rile; a crtral file on all DEAconfidential informants, and enters information
from these files into highly secure, computerized data base (EKIS 1I); ad a central rile of all disoloswrs ot information to individuals and
in these hard copy records are extracted and reoorddd on microfiche to
agencies outside DOJas required by the Privacy Aot of 1974I. Wnmes
provide an audit trail.
Treem or Information
The Freedom of Inrormation Operations program element prepares and prdvides responses to requests made pursuant to tOl/PA throOh use of
specialists. The Litigation Unit xsi-sts in defending rMA against FOI/PA lawsuits.
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Library

The PEA library serves as a single source for historical ant current Information concerning the PEA mission. The library staff, and
oolleotion of 15,000 volumes of legal, solentific and general refereneo provide support for the DEAstarf in planning and executing the
strategies for control of those substances under Federal Jurisdiction.
The library's on-line computer information services, Dialng ani Nexis, contain over 300 different data bases with approx1mtely 80 million
records. These services provide information on a variety or subjects ranging from ottations on oorporatioms and individuals to
bibliographic citations.

Accomplisments a

VarklOad:
aRrds
Ri ment

* Provided briefings on records aaintenanoe and disposition requirements to DEAadministrative officers, to promote reduction of the volume of
riles with subsequent cost savings in procurement or rile equipment and acquisition of floor space.
* Conducted surveys of Heaquarters offices in developing file plans to improve filing efficiency, reduce lost time for retrieving fries, and
dispose of valueless records.
* Provided detailed review and analysis of files operations that Increased the number of accession requests made by DA offices to Federal
Records Centers.
* Visited two foreign DA offices to reduce the volume or records and to faoilitate the retirement of records.
Invejq~ative Records
The Investigative Records program element process! 403,917 Investigative reports in 1986 and opened 23,917 new investigative files. It
created or updated 786,602 NADDIS records in 1986, Increasing the data base to 1,951,917 records. The unit processed and reduced to microfiche
11,473 records. Installation of 70 ADP*POD" fut iture work stations and carpeting without loss of production, will increase the efioienoy and
security Involved in the highly detailed duties of this automated work environment.
Piling backlogs were reduced from approximately 50,000 to 3,000 Urogh the eorts of summer help, clerical pool and program personnel in
1986.
HADDIS data base became operational tamler M-204 DBMS
on January 21, 1986.
FrelMm of Information
During 1986, the Freedom of Infonmation Section receive! 2,046 requeits for FOI data and completed processing of"2,185 FOI requests.
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Library
The Library has maintained an active program of replacing bound volumes of journals and law books with microforms. At the end of 1986, the
library had 2,500 rolls of microfilm and approximately 3,500 miororiohe. The subatitution of sioroforms for bound volumes enables the library
to better utilize available space.
The Library has acquired three on-line computer system. Dialog and Nexis are systems ktAih together contain over 300 different data bases
with approximately AOmillion records. The Information provided from these systems will enable DRAstaff to do a more complete Job in
investigation and research. The third system, 0n-line Computer Library Center ((U), is a library system geared to cataloging and interlibrary loans. OC will enable the DMAlibrary, collection to become better knowu to outside uers as the library enters more material into
the system. The library maintains 130 special studies and reports for state reference.
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Dru

En 6rc00nt Atinistration
Salaries and expensen

Justification or Progra

and Performance

Activity Resourue .%nmry
(Dollars in thousands)

Activity:

State and Local Assitance

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Peru.

Pos.
State and local training .............
State and local laboratory service ...

Total ..............................

30
25

5

1988 Base

WY

Amount

Peu.
Pos.

29
25

$2,690
1 ,

30
25

5

-,f293

-

1988 Estimate

WY

Amoint

29
25

$2,998
1 800

,

T

Perm.
Po3.
30
25

55

__
WY

29
25

unt
$2,998
1 R00

5

Inrease/Decrease
Peru.
Pos.
WY Amt
...

...

This budget activity enocap~sses training for state, local, military and other Federal profesionals; laboratory analysis of drug evidence;
and resources targetted for prevention of drug abuse.
1987 Appropriation
Antic"lated
Pelm.
Pos.-

State and local training .............
Long-Range Goal:

30

WY
29

1988 Base

aount

Perm.
Pos.

$2,690

30

1988

WY

hount

Peru.
Poe.

29

$2,998

30

stimate

WY

Amount

29

$2,998

Inorease/Derease
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
...

To inrOase the ompetency or personnel Frno other organizations involved in controlling drug abuse and drug trafficking.

HaJor ObJectives:
To provide training in balo, advanced, and special f.,1z drug law inve.ttgation techniques and methodologies to state, local, military, and
other Federal officers and forensic chemlit,.
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To provide training in management and supervision of drug investigative units for state, local, military and other Federal professionals.
To develop agenoy-wide resources for prevention or drug abuse.
as Proram Desertptlon: DRA's training programs were relocated from Fl.ETC in Glynco, Georgia, to the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia.
Thitransfer resuT sIn more effective drug enforcement training for state and local recipients.
Adva

and peolalzed

Law Enfment Training

* The National Drug Wforcment Officers Academy is an eight-week course or basio instruction taught at Quantioo. The Academy provides the
investigator trainee with skills required to eftectively conduct a criminal drug investigation. It develops expertise in the folloving:
surveillance, undercover operations, search and seizure laws, drug Identification and pharmacology, financial a set investigations,
physical fitness, A firearms proficiency. The academy employs a unique "methods-ot-instruotion" training whioh enable graduates to share
their academy instrotinn knowledge with fellow officers upon returning to their units.
DBgAconducts a variety or training throughout the country under thn auspices or its nineteen division training units. This field training
is in response to the needs or investigators who cannot attend the Acad smy.The ourse vary rrom the two-week Basic Investigators School
through one-to-thrne-day seminars on specialized topics, e.g., Clandestine Lab Operatims, and Conspiracy Swminars.
Cannabis Detection and &-adioatton Training is coordinated by the Office or Training and presented throughout the United States. Training
enpasIzes utilizing aerial observation technology as a primary tool in identifying and locating illegal cultivation sites.
Nanagen

nd SupervisyDi

Law Enforcement Train

• Supervisory Drug Enforcent Officer Seminars provide managFaimet orrioials with the skills required to direct a comprehensive drug
enforcement program within their area of responsibility. The currLoulum focuses on manageAent techniques, priorities, inter-departmental.
cooperation and available Federal support.
DR Demand Reduction and Prevention Program Training
SDA is continuing the Sports Drug Awareness Program (SOAP). The program is a joint undertaking or 40 organizations, including the FBI,,
International Association of Chiefs of Polie, National Football League (NFL) and its Players Association (NFP) National High School
Athletic Coaches Association, National Hookey Leage, and National Asociation or Broad.asters. In SOAP,DEAprovides prevention and
education material and programs about drug abuse In order to reach the 57 million school age-youth, including out of school Juveniles,
primarily through clinics for sport coaches, teachers, and stulent-athletes. The MOAP
program also includes providing prevention publications whioh: emphasize the special rapport between' the coah a;d athlete; present information (x the signs of drug abuse; and' provide
guidance on how to establish prevention programs.
* DEAdevelops and provides technical assistance in drug prevention training to other law enforcement agencies. This encourages their
participation in community prevention programs.
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hooaypltsiments and Worload:
0 Due to the relocating or DEA's domestic training operations to the FBI Academy during 1985 and 1986, and to the academy's priority workload
or commencing DEABaslo Agent Classes. in the first quarter of 1986, no state and local orfloers were trained in the academy's basic
instruction olasses or in supervisory orfioer's school.
* State and looal training olases ocnduoted in field locations have trained 8,576 state and local officers during 1986.
* Fitty military personnel have been provided narcotics training during 1986.
SThe 195 Cannabin Detection and Eradication Training program gave field olasnes for 873 state and local officers.
* Due to priority for the Dl.A ftiio Agent demands, only one Narcotic Specialization Training class was held during 1986, which prolded
in-servioe training for 17 FBI special agents at Quantico. DRAprovided narcotic orientation training to 280 FBI new agents during
1986.
* DEA provided narcotic orientation training to 2,600 Border Patrol Offters and 210 Army Criminal Investigation Officers at field sites.
* During 1986, DEAsponsored and partictipted in prevention clinics and seminars involving more than 3,500 coaches anil teachers and provided
packets of material to partioipants. DE&will conduct seminars for an additional 3,500 participants in 1987 and provide agent speakers for
related training and prevention events. Over the past two years, DEAhas distributed approxiatly 200,000 publications including "For
Coaches Only" and "Team Up For Drug Prevention".
item

1985

State and local officials trained at DEAtraining center ......
State and local officials trained at DEAfield locations ......
FBI special agents trained ....................................
Participants in sports drug awareness clinics.................

1986

350
9,105
650
3,500

1988

1987
350

350

9,105

8,576

9,10

650
3,500

230
3,500

650
4,000

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Pos.
State and local l aboratory services....

25

WY

Am2$,t

25

$1,603

Peru.
Pos.

25

1988 Base
WY

Amount

25

* 1,80

Peru.
Pos.

25

1988 Estimate
Wr

Amount

25

$1,800

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
Vf
Amount
...

...

Long-"a Goal: To providA support to state and local law enforceent agencies through spplemental laboratory analysis of drug evidence,
meeting apgloable State Speedy Trial Act provisions and to aid and encorage state and local agencies in achieving forensic analytical
self-surriienoy through provision of' technical assistance.
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Major Objectives:
To assist state and local laboratories to achieve self-suffieienoy through the following:
- Publish technical information and participation in national and local forensic sciences meetings;
- Provide training to forensic ohem!sts on drug analytical teohnl pies; and
- Support to programs that assist in enhancing state and local laboratory capabilities (participation in American Society of Crime'
Laboratory Directors, American Acadmy or Forenst Solences and regional professional associations).
To provide quantitative and qualitative analysis of dng evidence for those agencies that do not have laboratories, primarily the Hetropolitan
Police Department, Washington, D.C. (IWDC),and on difficult and complex exhibits requiring highly-speolalized examinations for those agencies
that do not have the necessary expertise or instrumentation.
To provide expert testimony in court relative to analytical findings for prosecution purposes.
To provide analytical drug rerene standards where there is no commercial source.
To conduct ballistics examinations of tablets and capsules to Identify common origins of olandestinely-produoed dosage units and to identify
lioitly-manufactured dosage units diverted to the illicit market.
Base Progrm Description: The State and Local Laboratory Services program- Is responsible for providing state and local agencies with
technical aIsistanoe, icn is beyond the expertise of the forensic laboratory servicing the agency and for helping state and local forensic
laboratories achieve selF-urfitency in the analysis or drug evidence for criminal investigations and prosecutioms.
This program seeks means to upgrade the analytical capabilities or state and local laboratories. When state and local agencies ennct provide
laboratory services or need technical assistance In the development or prxsecutorial presentatiors and cross-examination of expert defense
witnesses, DEAprovides asistan e. The major component Is the analysis of drug evidence for duly constituted state, cotty, and municipal
law enforcement agencies, assuring that cases developed will not be dismissed ror lack oF competent laboratory support. This program, in
oonJunotion with other assistance programs, will help rowus state amt local law enforcement attention on the appropriate response to the drug
problem.
DA assists other agenoLes through the following: a.hieving forensic analytical self-sufficiency by oonducting training in drug analytical
techniques; publishing an] distrtbuting the scientific newsletter Hooram; providing intelligence and technical information to the forensic
oamunity; publishing technical information in scientific journals; jettaiipetlng in national. and local forensic meetings; and providing
analytical drug reference stanlards. The program mission, under PA Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973 and 21 U.S.C. 872'and 873, is to
conduct training programs For -state and local forensic chemists and to provide laboratory support for state and local law enforcement agencies
including analysis of drug evidence and expert testimony in state prosecutive cams.
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This program analyzes drug exhibits in a timely manner in support of prosecutions, provides expert testimony, and conducts highly-speoialized
ballistics analysis or tablets and capsules to identify ocmaon origins or licitly an illicitly-produed dosage units diverted to the illicit
market. Expertise in the ballistics examination or drug dosage units rests solely with DEA.
[EA provides forensic analytical support to the Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, D.C. (6PDC), which Is completely dependent on [EA
for forensio drug analysis. Related to this analytical commitment is the. resultant need to offer expert witness testimony in the D.C.
Superior Court.
In general, other evidence analyzed within tho state and local program which is or an tuumal or difficult nature is analyzed by the DEA
laboratory system as an aid to state and local forensic laboratories incapable of' perrorming such analyses.
Acooiiishlents and
lrrklod:
In support of other agency drug Investigations during 1986, DEAlaboratories analyzed 7,963 exhibits of drug
i----dence, t
led ih 98trials, conducted 112 ballistics examinations, published 12 issues of I4or m, published a new forensic chemist
training manual, and conducted 4I state and local chemist seminars to train 55 forensic chemists.J dttionally, [EA forensic chemists continued to participate in regional, national and international forensic science organizations by holding officer positions, parttlpating on
ovmnittees and presenting scientific papers. Representatives or the laboratory system held several meetings with officials of foreign law
enforcement agenoes to coordinate activities.
The success of this program in assisting self-sufficienoy of state and local agencies can be signirintly measured in teams of the reduction
of evidence analyses from almost 16,000 exhibits in 1975 and 1976 to Just 9,000 exhibits in 1984. However, in 1985, there was an increase to
almost 11,000 exhibits analyzed (aooomplished through the use or large amounts of overtime) due to escalated workload generated by the PIDC,
Washington, D.C., which relies totally on DEAfor analysis of its drng evidence. Since tabulation of MPD(evidence submissions began in 1978,
the percentage of exhibits analyzed for HPDC has increased from 53 percent of state and local exhibits analyzed to 89 percent in 1985.
In
1986, 7,174 MPDC exhibits were analyzed accounting for 90 percent of the total state and local analyses.
Program measures include the following:
Itemn
Drug exhibit analyses ............................................
Ballistics examinations .........................................
Issues or microgram ..............................................
Training onduoted seminars" ....................................
Court appearance .................................................
Evidence backlog ..................................................

1986
_985
.10,766

82
12
4
64
1,153

7,963
112
12
4
98
961

Estimates

I9__7

1999

8,513
100
Q

8,543
100
12
II
90
3,975

90
2,418
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I.

I

Drug Enforwement Administration

Salaries and expense
Justification or Prog,-am and Performance

Activity Resmve &amary
(Dollars In thousands)
Activity:

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

Program Direction

Perm.
P_.3.

Executive direction and control ......
Administrative services
............

..

m"

WY Amount

Pos.

$15,4410

29

26

249

152

1

9108

151

1988 Base

S................

WY

P.r.
kount

234

$16,672

142

10,097

1988 Estimate
WY

Amount

Poe.

241
1 142

$17,602

9
.....

PO.
258

Per

27,699

Inorease/Decrease
WY
7

Amount
$930

This budget activity provides all management and administrative services in such areas as fiscal/budget, personnel, supply/facilittes, internal
security and inspection, transportation and congresstonal/public affairs.
1987 Appropriation
Increase/Deorea3e
1988 Base
_
Perm. Anticipated
Peru.
Peru. 1988 Estimate
Per
Pos.
Exective direction and control .......
Lo2-Range Goal:

M1joi

264

WY
249

Amoun't

Pos.

$15,110

249

WY
231

Amount
$16,672

WY

Pos.
258

21

Asoont
$17,602

Pos.
9

WY

Amount

7

$930

To develop, maintain and provide effective and elftent management, executive direction and control functions.

jectives:

To provide quality management direction ard control through policy development.
To provide accurate and tLaly information to oogresstiona
activities.

requests, to specific interest groups and to the public regardir

To provide a full range of legal services to the agency..
To provide effective budget planning, formulation and execution.

DEA'a mission and
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To provide an efflient. DEAfinancial aooounting and reporting system in compliance with OW/GAO directives.
To strengthen managriment procedures and internal controls tiroigh (148 Circulars A-123 and A-76.
To investigate ins'arnes of i,Legrity misconduct within [EA.
To maintain financial ao'reacy and timeliness through internal audits.
To effectively monitor and evaluate all programs within DFAthrough inspections for mission accomplishment and operational performance.
To provide physical, racility and information security to [lEA.
To continue an effective strategic planning process for DEA.
To establish statistical systeRs for governmeit-wide and lEA drug seizures, drug arrests, and asset seizures a
all DEAoperational statistics.

serve as a clearinghouse for

To provide centralized program coodination and reporting or assets seized during agency criminal investigations.
Base Program Deseri tion: Tits program is responsible for setting policy, aryl providing solutions to problems in program formulation, manageseit runctionsnd IMternal control as well as ensuring the effective development and utilization or resources so that strategic goals and
objectives continue to be met.
Office or Congressional and Public Affairs
* The (ongressinnal Affairs Section responds to congressional requests, provides DEAofficials with reports on congressional activities,
provides assistance in preparing for testimony and serves as congressional liaison.
* The Public Affairs Section resp ds to media, public and government inquiries, and issues press releases to inform constituents about
•
drg-relatn1 tisues.
* The Onmtmieations Services Staff prepares texts of speeches, outlines, talking points, and congressional testimony. They prepare recurring
reports for tle White House, Department of Justine and key [lEA officials, and they produce DEA's major internal and external publications.
The Demand Reduotion Section develops and implements drug awarera', and prevention programs and curriculum to impact nation-wide.
Office of Chief Counsel
This program's functions include: preparing legal briefs, opinions, presentations AMdproviding technical legal training in regulatory and
criminal matters, civil litigation, seizures, forfeiture or assets, personnel, LW, procurement, and International matters. Met of this work
is directly oontlngent upon the amount and complexity or agency enforcement and regulatory activity.
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Office of the Controller
This program consists or the hlget Operations, Management Analysis, Acunting and Ralget Execution, and Voucher Review and Aalyss. This
Office's primary responsibilities innml~te: fornulatinn and presentation of (WA's budget, ihioh is integrated with the DEA's Strategic Planning
process, to DaJ, W and the Congress; developing aid maintaining ranourne allocation plans; and the design, operation and supervision of DEA's
accounting systems. In accordance with OM Circulars A-123 and A-76, this office maintains a system of internal control and accountability for
programmatic and operational functions in all areas. Detailed studies are conducted to determine the erfectiveness or PEA's organizational
structure and its worc mettiis and procedures. The Accounting Section was reorganized in 1986 into two sections by, in part, merging the staff
and former functions rro the ablgnt Exoution Unit and establishing additional units to correspond to the Increased aoountability mandated by
recent laws, regulations and policy. This will enable the Controller's O'fice to align those functions that are similar and interrelated as
well as provide starr to functions requiring increased effort and attention. It will produce a more direct relationship within and outside the
orfice to support mission objecttves and improve productivity and program improvement. The new Accounting and Budget Execution Section
consists or a Financtal Systemss and General Accounting Unit, Financial Policy and Assessment Unit, and Budget Execution Unit. The Voucher
Review and Analysis Section consists or the Payroll and Cash Management Unit, and the Voucher Processing and Analysis Unit.
Board of Profesatnal Conduct
Responsibilities Include enhancing the DEAdisciplinary system by bringing a balanced perspective of fairness, oonsistenoy and timeliness to
its Jeliberations. Board activity involves close analysis and inquiry into integrity and accident investigations. Mitigation and aggravating
factors are considered in determining the apropriatene& of Board proosals for clearances and disoiplioary actions.
P1Lins andIqwption Division

This program is the principal advisor to management on all matters pertaining to planning, evaluation, organization control, statistical
system, policy analysis, personnel, document ad plant security al integrity/misoonduct matters. These functions are coordinated and
conducted through the ofrioe or Inspections, Security Programs, Planning andl Evaluation, Professional Resposibility and Security Programs.
Their responsibilities are delineated as rollow:
* The office or Ins etions is responsible for eondactinq inspncttons and audits. Inspections determine if investigative, administrative and
finanoiat operations a
rfictent, effective and in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. The Office conducts investigations in
connection with underover operations, tqual Bployment Opportunity mattorn as well as surveys and inquiries ordered by the Administrator.
All field divisional entities will be inspected every two years, DEALaboratorie3 at the rate or two to four per year, and selected Headquarters offices at the rate of 5 to 7 per year. Inspect ions also conducts approximately 16 FM investigations each year.
* The Office of Professional R.sponsibility investigates integrity misconduct allegations directed at eployees. The investigations are
* The Office or Securiy Programs ensures the enhanoemnt or all PA-wide security programs and plans for the protection of personnel,
proper 76ff-,
a-W-Wifmation, including the promulgation of DW/DP.A policy and procedures and auditing for compliance. The Office
of Security Programs as marIated by Order DO)2600.2A will ensure the security of PEA and the follow-up necessary to implement security of
ADP/telooomxncatinns, documents, personnel, awl contingency planning.
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*

The Office of Planning and Evaluation consists of the Planning and Program Evaluation Section and the Statistical Services Section. Iis
office is also responsible for the following specific duties: conduct special studies or MA operations and evaluate programs within DEA
world-wide; coordinate all outside agency audits and evaluation within DEA; and coordinate and implement pilot program
and special
projects developed as a result of evaluation findings. Specific responsibilities are:
-

-

ibe Planning and Program Evaluation Section is responsible for providing management direction and control through policy and program
analysis and strategic planning. The Strategic Plan identifies agency policy and the action required to Implement agency action over a
three-year period. Various studies and evaluations of operations and programs successfully identify problem areas within DA. This
enables management officials to efficiently redirect reanotroes, if necessary, and take corrective actions.
The Statistical Services Section implements and maintains statistical systems to meet DEA's needs. All ISA statistical ftotions were
consolidated into this section in January 1983, in order to eliminate the previous fragmentation of statistical programs and to
standardize the methodology used In the management o. the various systems.

Accomplishments and Workload:
Achievements in the Office of Congressional and Public Affairs covering 1986 include:
*

*
*

Coordinated the preparation and appearance or ISA officials in 25 Congressional hearings and 62 formal Congressional briefings, and prepared
responses for 80 letter inquiries from Congress and responded to 897 Conressional telephone inquiries. Prepared and distributed 43
legislative sumnaries.
Processed r spouses to 30,000 media Inquiries and distributed three and one-halr million publications.
Represented the agency and participated in 60 drug-related confevences throughout the country.
Prepared approximately 50 major speeches for the Administrator and the Deputy Administrator during 1986.
Wrote three articles for Administrator's byline which appeared in criminal justice journals.

Office or Chief Counsel
The Office of Chief' Counsel represented DEAmanagement in skuinistrative hearings involving regulatory, personnel and COD
matters. As a result
of the expanded jurisdiction provideJ by the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, administrative litigation, forfeiture Widcriminal
matters increased greatly. For example, the compliance and regulatory caseload increased from 6' in 1985 to approximately 100 in 1986, with
corresponding increases expected in 1987 and 1988. Forfeiture cases totalled approximately 5,500 in 1986 and should increase to over 12,500 in
1988.
Office or the Controller

* A more intensive analysis and coordinated review ,r the budget has been implemented with the FBI.
* Integration of the DA Strategic Planning process with the formal budget process was also accomplished.
* The Accounting Section was realigned to: inorcase effectiveness and efficiency in support of the agenoy*s mission; establish a monitoring
program on travel advances to minimize outstanding travel advances and timely collection of outstanding fins; and Improve cash management
practices in DEAto maximize the usage or government funds.
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The ftadget Section evaluated agency base program resources and reallocated them to more accurately reflect operations and secured approval
or a revised program structure to better reflect DEA'a utilization or resources.
* The Management Analysis Section satisfied DOJ, OM8,and GAO
requirements for Implementation of CM Circular A-123 through the diection and
coordination of vulnerability asessrments of [WA'a programs, aduministrative functions, and ADPsystems. Further analysis in the form of
quality assurance reviews was conducted on eight of the 65 assiasents. Cue material weakness and three areas or significant concern were
reported to the Attorney General as exceptions to DEA's reaonible assurance for 1986. flw-ee of the four functions designated by 048 for

*

Circular A-76 commercial activity reviews were exempted by DOJ after the initial stages of analysis. Due to OMBCircular A-127, review for
contracting in the accounting function has been deferred until DOJ completes do.velopment of Financial and Admnistrative Management Information System (FAMIS) anil WA converts to an automated system that is oompatihle with FAIIS or the FBI's accounting system.
Board of Professional Conduct
* Completed decisions on 72 Integrity and Misconduct cases referred by the Office or Professional Responsibility and 529 accident oases,
submitted by field offices, involving Official Government Vehicles during 1986.
Planning and Inspection Division

* During 1986, the orfrie of Inspections Inspected twelve domestic divisions, seventeen foreign offices, two laboratories, one follow-up
inspection, one specialty program, and two Headquarters divisions. Twelve audits were conducted concurrently with inspections, four Special
Phforoement Operations (SW.s) and four special audit studies. These Inspections and audits resulted in the issuance or 481 Schedules of
Findings (totaling 862 recomnendations) that, when fully implemented, will result in increased efficiency, economy and effectiveness of
operations, assure management that compliance with applicable laws, regulations and rules is achieved, and assure adequacy of internal
control over agency assets and expenditures.
Office or Pr

silonal Re~n2M-sbility

Between 1985 and 1986, the number of integrity/misoondLct investigations exceeded the planned output by 59.5 percent. This irxoease is
B
considered significant, not only in the percentage increase, but by the complexity of investigations. These Investigations continued to be

conducted on a collateral duty basis by operational field DEAagents under the direction of DfEA
Inspectors.
Standardized investigative and reporting procedures were established in 1984 to ensure uniFormty in procedures and timely completion.
S
Continued use or these procedures into the future will ensure srficiency of the investigations and agency needs. Additionally, steps have
been taken to automate the Indices which will allow for on-the-spot analysts of Investigative activity.
Office of Planning and Evaluation
* Coordinated the Integration and completion of all aspects of the DlFA1988 Strategic Plan and Its production and dissemination.
* Provided major leadership in the development or the 1986-87 National Strategy for Prevention or Drug Abuse and Drg TrafFicking by
participating In three out of five aubcommittees.
* Conducted a review or policies and procedures regarding conditions adversely affecting the accountability or utilization of Federally owned
property and developed an iibecutive %mmary or findings and Recwmrjdations.
Initiated a Review of DEA's Special Agent Reoruitment Progra.
* Developed EA's aubmission for the 1985 Attorney General's Annual Report andl copleted a draft of PeA's submission for the 1986 Report.
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"
Initiated a review of Sick Leave and Related Issues-.
" Initiated

a review of KA's Fugitive "ram.
Ooordinated on-site activities ar/or requests for information or responses to reports on over twenty-five GAO
and DW Audits ot DA.
* Coordinated OHBCircular A-123 reviews and provided reoomwnations to resolve issues identified in them.

"

Statistical Services Section

Sommenced the development or the Federal-wide Drug Seizure Systesm, kbIoh will be fully implemented in early 1987.
* Initiated and completed 90 percent of the work required to redesign pgg'i Defendant Statistical System in order to atrewmline the processing
or arrest and conviction data.
Produced six issues or uie Quarterly Statistical Report and two issues or the Annual Statistical Report, a comprehensive statistical
reporting series for use by DEAmanagement.
SParticipated in the Design and implementation of the new Computerized ksset Processing System.
* Provided statistical informiation in response to more than five hundred requests for information annually from other DEAoffices and sources
outside CPA.
* Initiated a study regarding the statistical quality of DEA's drug seizure data.
Physical Fitness Program
* Selected and trained 60 Physical Fitness Coordinators and 35 Senior &eoutive Managers.
SDefined the screening and testing mechanism for all special agent recruits.
• Oompleted two cyclio health and medical screenings and field &sivemient testing for special agents.
* Initiated health and physical fitness screening and testing, and provided exercise prescriptions for non-agent participants, and developed a
computer program to store and analyze health and medical screening and field assessment testing results.
Established and published a bi-monthly Health and Fitness Newsletter for the entire TWAwokrforoe.
• Provided exercise training equipment to major field division offices. Provided corporate IPA meberships for special agents in resident
offices.
Orffce of Security Programs
SBetween Hy ad Deo mber 1986, the Office of Security Programs conducted the following: 75 COprehensive Physical Security Surveys of
domestic DEA offices and laboratories; 8 OnIrehensive Physical Security Surveys of DEAforeign offices; conducted physical Seourity
assessments of more than 30 foreign DPAresidences; and 2 extensive Technical Surveillance Countermeasures Surveys.
Si'a
joint effort of the AP and Physical Security Units, a computer program has been formulated for the rapid extraction of synopsized
security data pertaining to TWA
facilities by division, country office, idiLvidual office, survey date, criticality of security posture and
servicing security specialist.
* The ftecutive Protection Detail, received in excess of 1,000 hours of specialized training in protection and anti-terrorist courses. this
unit provided around-the-clock protection for seven days to the Italian Minister of Interior and his delegation at the request of the
Attorney General's Office.
Aneu; computer program was Implemented to monitor, synopsize, and report world-wide terrorist information that could Impact on DEAoperations and personnel.
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ProQgam Increase: Nine positions (6 agents 1 Intelligence specialist, 1 professional/administrative, I technioal/olertoal); 7 73 wor1cyears;
and 9uw1 tlpoludung contract funds of kOO00 for the physical Fitness program) are requested for the Office of Planning and Inspection.
These resources are needed in the subject ervicp areas to keep pace with the growth in agency size and to handle several new or expened
functions. Specific enhancements are required for the following services:
Fonotion

Positions

Services E*hanoed

Office of Profesional
Responslbt Ity

3

Handle an Increase in the more serious and complex employee misoonduot
and integrity investigations due to higher-level caseload in agency
criminal dr~g investigations and its oomaensurate greater potential
foe staff impropriety.

Office of Security

5

Respond to recent trend of increased threats to staff and facilities,
and to provide for more timely completion of background
investIgat ions.

Physical Fitness Program

I

Formalize the establishment of an agency-wide physical fitness
conditioning and nutrition counseling for all staff to be coordinated
at Headquarters. Two non-agent administrative support positions will
he contracted out In lieu of establishing full-time permanent
employees.

Expected benefits follow:
* The ethanoed staffing for the Office of Professional Responsibility will assure that the integrity of DEAoperations and staff remain at an
unassailable level.
" The staft increase in the Office of Security will help to preclude costly damage to both DUAphysical facilities and staff frh terrorists
and other hostile drvS trafficking organizations.
* The new physical fitness program will ensure a more healthy, durable, and produotive workforce by minimizing injury, sickness and
stress-related disabilities, throat nutrition, exercise conditioning, ooumeling and incentives. The program is particularly designed for
the hazardous special agent work.
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1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Peru.
Pos.
WY hwaont
Administrative Services ..............
Long-Range Goal.

152

143

$9,108

1988 Base
Per.
Pos.
151

WY
1142

1988 Estimate
Amount

Perm.
Pos.

$10,097

151

WY
1112

Amount
$10,097

Increase/Deoreaae
Peru
Pos.
WY
mount
...

To provide effective and efficient administrative support to enable the optimum achievement or the DA mission.

MaJor ObJectives:
To provide effective position managaaent and appropriate canpen ation of employee.,
services.

including merit pay, benefits, awards and retirement

To provide guidance and assistance and to process all disciplinary actions, and grievances and to establish policy and advice on performance
appraisals.
To validate personnel procedures and practices, which will withstand legal etvallenges in areas or employee performance appraisal, selection,
promotion, and dis ipline.
To provide health services, incluling employee assistance on personal and behavioral problems affecting performance and well being.
To recruit, staff and manage DEAstaff according to Federal Equal Bploynwit Opportunity regulations and procedures.
To provide and manage office and special purpose space to meet various DEA requirements.
To provide permanent change or station orders processing and the necessary support services to employees who are being transferred.
To provide an efficient and responsive contracting and procurement program with full' and open competition andl to increase the level or
participation of small, mintxity-ownetl businesses and finmr that hire the handicapped.
To provide furniture, office eqitiuent, and motor vehicles In support of all DFAoperational and administrative activities.
To process and distribute office supplies and mail and to provide graphic arts services for DEA headquarters and field elements.

Base Program Description:
Persoeel Operations
An efficient personnel program is required to recruit and bring on-board a variety of dedicated and proficient starr in order to carry out the
difficult and diversified ftmictions inherent in DEAmission respomsibilitles. The need for a highly mobile force for locations in every state
and over forty ootmtries throughout the world, adds to personnel operation problems and workload.
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All personnel work, other than limited clerical runctions are centralialM in Washington, D. C.
D requires comprehensive personnel management which incliaics the following: classitfication; pay and position management, employee
LEA
relations, assistance, and beivrits; recruitment ant placement; health and safety; personnel systems automation development; and
validation and analysis of personnel procedures.
* The Office or Personnel advises and assists managers and employees on personnel matters, develop policy and provides guidance for the
effective management or the workrorce. Processing actions involved include those associated with discipline, adverse action,
grievances, appeals, performance appraisal, job de-ription, retirement, awards, benefits, oompensation, safety, health and employee
relations assistance.
Personnel resources have been expended to assist in fully automating the personnel systems during 1985, 1986 and 1987. This will culminate
in a streamlined and more efficient operation, but it has and will continue to increase personnel staffing workload during the planning,
designing anl implementation stages.
* The Office of Personnel is also involved in validating personnel processes of selection, employment, promotion and appraisal. These
efforts, which will also require automation, will continue tiroogh 1987.
BquaL Bmployment Opportunity
E1Wprogr-a are needed to ensure that. DEA focuses on the legal and moral responsibilities in acquiring and managing its workforce in order to
prevent discrimination and morale problems and to achieve equLtable treatment or its employees as follow:

program report for minorities and women and the Affirmative Action Plan for Handicapped and Disabled
Persons. The Orrice or Personnel develops the Federal Equal Opportunity Recrtitment program plan. These plans form the basis for
coordination and definitive actions to meet major E1W
objectives.
* The EMO staff works closely with the DEAorfioe of Personnel to plan and Implement special employment programs. The EEO staff also
presents training programs for managers and supervisors on EFD and Affirmative Action responsibilities. Personnel policies, practices
and procedures are reviewed to ensure there is no adverse impact on minorities, *men or handicapped persons.
An EO specialist has specific responsibility for managing the DEA's ctmplaint systm in order to process complaints of
discrimination in a timely maimner.
The EEOstaff develops an E)

General Services
The General Services staff responds to all administrative support requirements identified.
served by this program as follow:

All worldwide elements and employees or DEAare

The acquisition and utilization of space are centrally managed. Requests ror expansion or apace and changes in current office dimension configurations as w3ll as apace problems are evaluated, with appropriate action taken.
All permanent change of station orders are processed on a timely basis. This includes processing necessary information concerning
reloction benefits ant financial details for each employee undergoing transfer.
* Stocks of frequently used office supplies and forms are maintained. Limited art, photographic and audio visual services are provided
through in-house capabilities. Contract services are used ror the moving of furniture.

•
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* Requests for formal contracts and requisitions ror all other types or procurement are processed in accordance with applicable regulations and agency policy guidelines by the DEAContract and Procurement staff. Representative samplings or field office procurements
are also reviewed for accuracy and conformance to these guidelines and regulations.
* Furniture and equipment requisitions are carefully screened for need prior to authorization. Use of rehabilitated items are recom-

mended whenever feasible.

M otur vehicle resources are controlled and maintained through a central management program to insure that existing and future vehicles
are adequate and efficient, properly utilized, economically maintained, and replaced as required by appropriate regulations.
Aoomplistments and Workload:

j
Personnel Operations

During 1986 the following major achievements were realized:
* Essential technical assistance was provided to key individuals in various divisions, resident offices, and laboratories in pay
administration (including Time and Attendance (T&A) reporting), classification, etc. Trips were made to various division, resident offices
and laboratories to provide essential individual assistance on a variety or critical personnel matters. Presentations on more chronic
personnel problem matters were also prepared and given to various groups or employees and management at conference, management meetings and
training. Plans call for increases In these personnel field assistance trips.
* The new T&ADesk Top Guide was revised, updated and distributed throughout DE.A,and has and will continue to provide valuable reference
information on procedures and thereby prevent many errxs. Standard operating Procedures were developed to cover work done throughout the
Office of Personnel, and will serve various purposes. Plans call for mre and improved guidance to the field.
* Personnel has been providing the program assistance and working closely with the FBI in the initial efforts to establish a Joint FBI/DEA
Payroll/Personnel Information System. In early 1986, the Requirements Anlysts phase was completed. Micro computers were obtained in order
to utilize the DO) Personnel and Payroll System 'hen the Department of Justice Payroll/Personnel System files are aooe-ssed. Personnel
specialists will have immediate access in 1987 to a variety of personal and payroll information appropriate to servicing needs.
Personnel/payroll system development will be an ongoing process f-or the next several years, to progress to full implementation.
Continued progress has be.en made on expansion or health services and programs. Procedures have been implemented to ensure that examinations
are completed annually for agents over 110and every 3 years for agents under 40. An Employee Health Services contract was awarded to
provide on-site services to all DEAdivision offices. DEApost ineldent/injury tratn teams were established, and implemented agency-wide.
The second phase of a survey study was completed to analyze Injury cause tncluding a cost comparison for DEAand FBI.
During 1986, identirteation or elements comprising valid special %snt perfor-uwnce appraisal criteria an the vartou3 levels of subject Job
knowledge, skills and e'priences was completed for all agent positions. A contracted statistical analysis was then completed which
compared the agency's Ineumbent agent status to the identified valid elements of these positions. Development was processed into an
automated DA Validation Reporting Information System, which will provide ongoing assessments .- agency personnel recruitment, placement and
promotion practices to ensure eritable treatment of all agents.
New Job elements irM work plans were developed for all agents and will be utilized by supervisors for criteria, procedures, and training in

1987.
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*

*

In 1986, DEA avirded approximately 59 percent of
approximately 16 percent or its forml contracts
Rusiness &tmintitration's 8(a) program.
SEO complaints are continuing to be processed in
E
A cooperative education program to recruit women
Handicapped has been trmnsferred from the Orfice

Its prime contracts, which amount to more than $29,326,000 to small business concerns and
over $10,000, wh ch total $18,582,000, to minority business concerns under the Small
a timely faslion.
and minorities has b-enn eitahlishet and the Selective Plaoesent Program for the
of Personnnl to the EMO staff.
Administrative Services

The Transportation Unit dp.veloped an Improved voucher subMl:siton suspense styl follow-up system and recovered a total of $1,330,000 to be
made available for adittionaI transfers that Wo4uld have otherwiti had to he d.ferred.
* Tighter controls were inplrmsr-nteI in the Property Managoment Unit to limit the ntmbor or transfers or donations or Official Government
Vehicles to other agencies so that DR&was able to recoxp greater sale proceeds for the purchase of replacement vehicles.
* Cost reductions weve achieved by the Office Services Uit through rehabilitation of over 3110pieces of office furniture, replacement of' 78
copiers worldwide, and through implementation of nw controls foe outgoing mail in 1986.
New an] improved procedures wrre implemented in the Cntracting arvi Pro urement Unit to aid in scheduling of work, interface with DEA
technical staff and clients served, and ensure full ,ni open competition.
* The workload in the Facilities Management Uinit was realignd ,ufg!t the spaeo manag.emnt specialists to roster cloce working relationships
with field clients, and to provide better monitoring and follow-up of ongoing projects, which totaled over 150 separate actions in 1986.
•
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Dru qgirqrcqmcnt_ministraton
Salaries and expen.o
,_

[eLD!

,aol Rvaluatiom

The Senate Report relating to Department or Justice Appropriation Act; 1)87 (Senate Report 99-25) requested that:
. In the conference report on the 1986 Suppleental Appropriations Act, Public Law 99-349, the conferees directed the Attorney
General as Chinman of the National Drug Enforconnt Policy Board, to convene the board to address on an emergency basis the
crisis pnenom'mon that. cocaine freebase, "rock" ant "crack" have causa In oomounities throughout the Nation. The Committee
wishes to reiterate the importance of this report to State and local law enforcement authorities who are engaged in the battle
to suppress "crack" houis-3 and laboratories in areas such as Newark, NJ, New York, NY, and Miami, FL Wtere this form of cocaine
abuse is moat prevalent.
This report was nent to
2.

ongress on October 1, 1986.

The Attorney Genral, in coordination with Drug Enforcement Administration, is directed to submit a report to the Committee on
Appropriations no later than July 1, 1987, attlining the specifics ror the use of funds reomAended by the Comeittee for
construction of a new all source Intelligence center to modify or replace the El Paso Intelligence Center. This report shall
include the location for such a center and detailed rationale for such site selection. It is the Committee's intent that this
report will identify current usage or EPIC by all participating Federal agencies, as well as proposals for increased
participation in a now or modified center.
a This matter is urler review at the Department of Justice.

The House Appropriations Committee Report on the epartment or Juistice Authorization Act, 1987 (House Report 99-669), directed the Drug
Enforcement Administration to submit a report to the CGnmittee in writing by January 1, 1987, on efforts to coordinate activities
between the National Institute of Drug Abuse, the Centers fr- Disewse Control ad the Department of F4uoation and the DEA. This report
should include long-tenm plans at coordinated prevention activities.
a This report was sent to Congres.s on January 27

J2§I.
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Fliforcement Adlmnistration
Salaries and expenses

Justirioaton-of AQUtMent3 to Bs
(DolLars In thousands)
Per.

Work-

-58

-58
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SaviM Due to Managament

Initiatives ..................................................................

Ze!

Awx t
4911

Uioontrollable increases:
1. One ad t iona 2
sable da ......... o......................................................
....
Th
Eaual
stary rate ror eeral employees is based on 26n paid days. 1988 has one wore
ocmpensable day (262) than 1987 (261). (Permanent pernonnel compensation of $171,790,000 divided by
260 a $641,000 plus $91,000 for benefits.)
2. AnnuslizatLon of additional
sitionsapproved In 1987 ..............................................
This proves ror the annualization or 705 aditLL--a-positions approved in 1987.
Approved
1987 Increases
Anutl salary rate or T85 approved positLon ..........
Less lapse (50 percent) ...............................
Net oepenesation ....................................
Assocated employee bonfits ..........................
btal oosts sDbJeot to annualization .............

732

395

11,181

0

Annualization
Required

$18.976
-9 9188
1 693

This estimate does rot include the effect or employees transferring Into the Federal lAployees
Retirement System (FPE).
3. Annualization or Federal Rmpoyees, Retirement System Osta ........................................
This request provides frr the a ditional costs in 19I necos.ary to continue implementation of the
Federal Hoployees' Retirement System Act of 1986, P.Lo. 99-335. This act established a retirement
program for Federal tivlltan employees and postal workers hired after December 31, 1983, Wo are
covered by sooial seority, and for fmploye"s under the Civil Servico Retirement System Who
choose to transfer lto the new system. The calou' atio3 were determined from an CMBapproved
formula.
dditionally, $1,683,000 of the 1987 requirement vas absorbed. TotWAl annulization
required is $18,557,000.

..

18,557

191

Perm.
Pos.
4. Annualization or 1987 pay Increase .................................................................
IT request
i
ovldes rorTe annualization of the January 4, 1987, pay increase. The calculation
of the mount required fr annualization is based on 68 paid days (October 1, 1986 through
January 3, 1987) Which were not included in the pay raise amount or $2,593,000. Total annualization
required is $4,806,000.
68/261 x pay raise amount for 1987 ............
1987 absorption of pay ........................
Total annual nation ...................

Workyears

Aount
$11,806

$1,301,000
3,505 000
,O0,00

5.

Withi grde increases .................................................................. ...........
IThis
request povides ror an expected increase in the anst of within-grade increases. This increase
is generally oonsLstent with Inoreases experienced in recent years and is appt'oximately one percent
above the base ror compensation and related benefits for permanent employment. (Personnel
ocpensation $1,610,000 and benefits $225,000 % $1,835,000).

1,835

6.

Retirement contributions - Social securityy (FICA) ..................................................
Beglnng January 1. 19t)5, the base on Which earnings for Social Security computations are
calculated increased from $37,800 to $39,600. Additionally, inning Tanuary 1, 1986, the base
for computation increased to $142,000 and the rate changed from 7.0 to 7.15 percent. This increase
is computed for 4,786 eligible employees.

36

7. Medicare costs ......................................................................................
BeginainNU
ry 1, 1985, the base on Which earnings for medicare computations are calculated
increased from $37,800 to $39,600. Additionally, beginning January 1, 1986, the base for
amputation increased to A42,000 and the rate changed from 1.35 to 1.45 percent. This increase is
Oomputed for 5,680 eligLblm employees.
8. Locality based pe die .........................
.
.
.................................
PFuliO Law 99-234 authorized a new locality-based per diem and lifted the $75.00 ceiling In certain
geographic areas. An uncontrollable increase of $2,000,000 is required to meet the expected 10
percent increase to total travel costs.

0

7

2,000

92

Petr.
Poe.

Workyears

Amount

9.

Federal uployees' Compensation Act (FECA) - Workers' C22e!sation .................................
Tils increase reflects the killing provided Dy the Departmnt or Labor for the actual costs in 1986
of employees' acident compensation. The 1988 amount will be $1,280,000 or $172,000 over the 1987
base.

$172

10.

GSArent .........................................................................................
In-1967 the Rent System replaces the Standard Level User Charge.s (SWC) system. GSAwill charge
rental rates that approximate those charged to commercLal tenants for equivalent space and related
services, An uncontrollable increase or $K,781,000 is required to meet our ocmitment to GSA.

11,781

11.

M1GA
reourri n reimbursable services ................................
......................
neimbtraabie payments are made to MLAfor heating, ventilation and air conditioning provided in
excess of normal working hours and for guard service. GSA
has estimated a 1.2 percent Increase
of $201,000 in fees for these services in 1988 over 1987 charges or $4,854.000.

12.

Federal Telecommications .ystem (FTS)
...............................................
The Genra Servlcs hi~iiiitIaini advised of a 16 percent Increase in Federal
Teleccmunioations System (PTS) Intercity costs for 1986. This lncrese is mainly due to
unanticipated tariff increases, savings GSAhad built into their original budget estimate viioh
will not materialize and 1985 costa which were not billed by GSA last year. An increase of
$417,000 over the 1987 base of $11,676,000 is requested.

13.

204

......

17
€0

Telet.!ne service ....................................................................
un rFebrary 25, 1986, the District or 0Ilumbia Publio Service Conmission (PSC)issued its final
order in the Chesapeeke and Potomac telephone company (C&P)rate case. The PSC, in its order,
allowed CAPto increase its rates by $31 million and set the rates for CAP's intrastate services.
The PSC order affeot4s the rates the Federal Executive Agencies will pay for basic exchane service,
CNTREX services, service connections, direct inward dialing services and channel aservioes. These
changes will Increase the 1987 cost of operating the Justice Teleoomuwications Service (JTS) by an
estbated $552,000.
An increase of $12,00 over the 1987 base or $660,000 Is requested to pay DEA's portion of these
charges.

14. G Q renting costs .................................................................................
The Government Printing Office (IPO) is currently projecting a 3 to 1 percent increase over the
1987 printing coet of $399,000. An additional $12,000 will be required in 1988.

12
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Perm.
Pos.
15.

Workyears

Amount

$215

lnployee data and payroll services ................................................................
Centralized employee data and payroll services are provided to all Departmental organizations
except the Federal Fmeau or Investigation. Charges for these services, which include information
systems maintenance and payroll accounting are based on the nwiber of records maintained. The rate
of $145.64 per record in 1986 will be raised to $155.76 per ecord for 1988. The change is based on
anticipated uneitrollable cost increases of 6.9 percent for the operation or the Justice
1hployee Data Service.
An increase of $215,00 has been Inoluded to improve the Htmin Re-sources Management Information
system (HM4IS). This improvement will enhance the productivity or all Department oomponents as
well as the support units or accounting, budgeting and procurement. This retooling or support
systems will allow the Department to operate an errilent, erfective and businesslike administrative
operation.

16.

Flweign allowances ............................................................... ....... .........
Allowances roe Goernment employees in foreign areas are determined by the Department or State.
The State Department anticipates a 7.9 percent increase in 198. The requested increase of
$3211,000 provides 7.9 percent more than the $11,105,000 budgeted for 1987.

..•324

17.

Distributed administrative support .................................................................
Uer the Foreign Arfairs Administrative Support agreement, An annual charge is made by the
Department of State (DOS)for administrative support items. The amount of this charge is
determined by the DOS. The DIS advises that a 5 percent average increase in foreign operation
costs is anticipated. The increase or $70,000 is based on a 1986 base availability of $3,620,000.

...

18.

General priCing level adjustment .............................................
.......
This request applies CVIB
prlcing- guidance as of December 1986 to selected expense categories. The
increased oosts Identified result from applying a factor of 3.5 percent against those subobject
classes where the prices that the Government pays are established through the market system instead
of by law or regulation. Generally, the factor is applied to supplies, materials, equipment,
contracts with the private sector, transportation cost. and utilities. Rxcluded from the computation
are categories or expense where inflation has already been built. into the 1988 estimate,.

...

2,691

395

-[,754

Total uncontrollable increases .....................................................................

...

7412
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Work-

Perm.

Par

Pos.

Amount

Norecurring Decreases:
1.

ReduotLon for change in hourly rate
Publio Ma 99-Z72, the Consoltdated Omibus &tv1got Reconciliation Act or 1985 required thri the
computation or annutl salary rates be based on 2,087 hours rather than 2,080. The same amount
that was reduced in QRQ4
and restored in 1986 is requested for reduction in 1988.

2.

Reduction in Health Benefits ........................................................................
7We FM&eral Flpioyees' reath Ienefits Act (P.L. 93-2116) provided that the Government's share of
health insurance would be 60 percent of the total rate commencing in 1975. Efrecti-, for the first
pay period after January 1, 1986, the Department's actual contribution to health insuran. decreased
approximately 6 percent due primarily to reduced carrier rates.

3.

Reduction in per page cost or the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Rlati

The Legislative Branch Appropriation Actor 19f P.L. 95-9111) aod t

-269

-7

.n.............

eFedralReIister Act to

require Federal agencies to reimburse the Government Printing Office for costs
and distributing the Federal Register (FR) and the Oode of Federal Regulations
cost estimates from GPOindicate a per page cost or $390 for the FH andxfl ifor
This represents an $18 per page decrease ror the FR and a $5 per page'deorease
I.

-$459

or printing, binding
(CFR).
The current
the CFR for 1988.
for the CFR.

Nonrecurring costs for 156 posttions included in the 1987 Continting Resolution (P.L. 9-500)
a.

Nonrecurring costs - background investigations ..................................................

b.

Nonrecurring costs - motor vehiole3 .............................................................

...
...

...
....

-5,164

a. Nonrecurring costs - equipment ..................................................................
d.

Nonrecurring costs - permanent change of station .................................................

e.

Nonrecurring costs - training ...................................................................

. 96
.1,9113

-636
...

-689

95

Perm.

Pos.

5.

Nork-

years

Amount

Nonrecurring costs for 629 positions approved in the 1987 Omnihiht Irug Suppls3ental (P.L. 99-500)
a.

Nonrecurring costs - motor vehicles .............................................................

b.

Nonrecurring costs - equipment .................................................................

...
....

c. Nonrecurring costs - training ......................................................................

...

-$5,044

...

-1,752

...

-1,84I7

d.

Nonrecurring costs - radlo equipment ............................................................

...

...

-2,135

e.

Nonrecurring costs - technical investigative equipment ...........................................

...

...

-1,630

6.

Nonrecurring costs - aircraft program approved in the 1987 flnittus Drug Sipplenental (P.L. 99-500)

...

...

-11,500

7.

Nonrecurring or the Intelligence Center construction funding provided in 1987 .......................

...

...

-7,500

Total decreases (automatic non-policy) ........................................................
Total adjustments to base ...............................................................................

...

...

-410,541

-37
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Construction
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Year
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kmnt

Total

Eudnd
I

Total
Current
Cost
Estimate

Partially rounded:
9l Paso Intelligenoe
Center

1987

...

1987

$7,500

$7,500

$7,0

Status Current
- January 1981
obligation
stage or
to Date
Pr- LMa

Expected
Completion
Date

Pursuant to
P.L. 99-500,
rtdllng to be
relecLsed upon April, 1988
subotssion of
detailed plan
to Congress by
Jolly 1, 1987.

Expeoted
Activation
Date

April, 1988
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OPENING STATEMENT

is pleased to welcome back the AdMr. DwYii.of The
ministrator
DEA,Committee
Mr. John C. Lawn. Mr. Lawn, you may proceed with your statement and at your own pace.
Mr. LAWN. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you today
to discuss the 1988 budget request of the Drug Enforcement Administration.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Congress, and
this subcommittee, for its support. The passage of the 1983 OCDE
and 1985 drug initiatives suppementals, the Comprehensive Crime
Control Act of 1984, and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 have and
will continue to strengthen the overall U.S. Government and DEA
enforcement capabilities. We are now beginning to see tangible results from our efforts.
1988 BUDGET REQUEST

This request reflects the Administration's dedication to a drugfree society in America. In this year's State of the Union Message,
the President called for continuing the crusade against drugs to
defeat the scourge of drug abuse, the principal cause of criminal activity. Consistent with the President's commitment to fiscal responsibility, the Nation's war on drugs remains one of the Administration's top priorities.
DEA has a strategic planning process which provides the agency
with comprehensive and long-range plans that serve as the foundation for our annual budget requests. The plan systematically identities and prioritizes investigative, technological, and management
requirements and resources which are necessary to continue the
fight against drug trafficking and drug abuse.
DEA s budget request for 1988 is for $522 million and 5,730 permanent positions, of which 2,891 are special agents. This represents
a net increase of nearly $32 million and 50 positions above the 1987
appropriation anticipated level. The 1988 budget includes program
increases of $Z4.6 million and 108 positions, including 36 special
agents. These increases, however, are paeially offset by reductions
for management and productivity savings of $911,000 and 58 positions.
A brief description of our proposed program increases are as follows:
A program increase of 15 positions and $12.4 million to provide
the necessary resources for the second phase in securing through
TEMPEST-rated capability of the office automation system, and
necessary support staff.
A program increase of 26 positions and $4.5 million to provide
the additional DEA and contracted ADP technical support necesuirements.
to meet field and headquarters data entry
sA program increase of 30 positions including 20 special agents,
and $2.8 million to establish asset removal teams in the Miami,
Chicago, New York, Houston, Washington, D.C. and San Francisco
field divisions, and to expand the team in San Diego. These teams
will enable DEA to make maximum effective use of the expanded
asset forfeiture laws.
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A program increase of nine positions including six special agents,
and nearly $1 million to provide improved security of staff and facilities.
A program increase of 28 positions including 10 special agents,
and nearly $4 million, including $2 million for technical equipment, to provide for special agents and highly skilled technicians
trained in the covert installation and adaptation of technical equipment to enhance DEA investigations,
ACCOMPULSHMENTS

DEA has made dramatic gains in arrests of major violators and
seizures of assets. For example: The arrest of violators in major
cases jumped more than 35 percent between 1985 and 1986, from
9,441 to 12,819. In all, 18,746 drug-related arrests were made during
the year.
Convictions in major cases, increased more than 22 percent, from
6,221 to 7,595, between 1985 and 1986.
Assets seized by DEA during 1986 totaled more than $386 million, of which more than 40 percent was currency. The value of
assets seized by DEA represents an increase of 51 percent over
1985, when assets valued at $255 million were seized. In 1986, for
the first time, the value of seized assets exceeded our appropriation.
Drugs removed in the United States by DEA increased substantially during the fiscal year for example:
Cocaine seized increased by 49.4 percent.
Marijuana and hashish removed jumped 9.4 percent.
Dangerous drugs, which include stimulants, depressants and hallucinogens, were marked by a 76 percent rise in removals.
Although heroin seizures have slightly declined, this is in part
due to increased foreign heroin seizures, which have prevented opiates from reaching this country.
The seizure of clandestine laboratories producing illicit drugs
also increased dramatically during 1986. Over 480 laboratories
were seized in 1986, an increase of nearly 28 percent from the prior
year.
STRATEGY

It is now clear that our efforts are becoming both more visible,
and indeed, more effective. We are making progress and we have
reason to be optimistic about the future. However, our efforts in reducing the supply of illicit drugs must continue to include mobilizing a world-wide commitment to international drug control efforts.
Although statistical performance indicators illustrate the general
level of success DEA enjoyed in 1986, the following provides some
insight into our cooperative world-wide efforts:
During 1986, DEA initiated Operation FULL PRESS, which is
our participation in the multi-agency Operation ALLIANCE. The
overall operation includes investigative efforts by DEA, the INS
Border Patrol, and the U.S. Customs Service. Operation ALIAANCE is a coordinated effort to combat drug smugling from
Mexico into the United States and includes efforts against heroin,
cocaine, and marijuana. As part of this program, 2,800 Border
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Patrol agents have been given special authority to investigate suspected drug violators. This initiative has already resulted in the
opening of over 150 additional investigations.
DEA coordinated a joint Bolivian/U.S. military/DEA anti-cocaine operation in Bolivia, "Operation BLAST FURNACE." The
Operation was a success. Between July 15, and November 15, 1986,
the effort accounted for the immobilization of 22 cocaine processing
labs, and 24 staging areas, which included airstrips, ranches, warehouses and dormitories. These laboratories had the, capacity to
produce 15,000 kilograms of cocaine hydrochloride weekly.
Operation PISCES continues as a long-term undercover enforcement effort targeted against the principals of major cocaine organizations, focusing on the monetary proceeds and laundering activities.
Operation PIPELINE continues as a mechanism to train, primarily, State and local officers, on how to interdict drugs and money
being transported on the Nation's highway system. In 1986, state,
local and INS Border Patrol officers participating in this program
seized 4,000 pounds of cocaine, 7,800 pounds of marijuana and $8.7
million cash.
These examples of enforcement operations demonstrate the diversity of DEA's efforts, cooperation at all levels of drug law enforcement, and the achievements possible from coordinated, cooperative efforts.
CRACK PROBLEMS

Also, during 1986, a new drug phenomenon known as "crack" cocaine burst onto the illicit drug scene. "Crack" is an inexpensive,
highly addictive. form of cocaine that is designed to be smoked but
with dangerous physiological and and psychological side effects.
The attraction of "crack" is its low price and intense "high".
DEA plans to establish 24 "crack' cocaine task forces around the
country in those cities that have a demonstrated "crack" problem
and where there is the most potential for meaningful enforcement
results against the traffickers of this new, highly dangerous form
of cocaine.
INTERNATIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT

In addition to enforcement operations, DEA encourages and supports other multinational activities which foster international drug
control. The creation of the International Drug Enforcement Conference (IDEC), formed in 1983 at DEA's recommendation has facilitated the cooperation and communication among the Latin
American countries and the United States. Until IDEC, there had
been no nation-to-nation, face-to-face dialogue by narcotics law enforcement agencies from all these countries. As a result of this
union, certain Latin American iuntries have assumed regional responsibilities and have taken initiatives in narcotics control efforts.
The fourth IDEC meeting was held last June with 13 Latin
American nations and the United States participating, and 5 European countries observing. This meeting was the most ouccesful to
date, because all countries displayed a greater willingess to work
together and develop practical solutions to Qur mutual problems.
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The conference concluded with resolutions in support of regional
communications and information systems, drug abuse prevention,
regional aircraft interdiction, and regional control of precursor
chemicals. Participants unanimously endorsed eradication as the
best action for source countries.
Over the past year there has been a shift in emphasis from information sharing to regional enforcement strategies, such as the current campaign to target pilots, aircraft, and clandestine airstrips
involved in drug trafficking. In addition, a regional communications and information system has been developed and implemented
with the State Department's Bureau of International Narcotics
Matters providing secure voice communications and radio teletype.
Communications equipment has been installed and is operational
in Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Bolivia. The fifth
IDEC meeting is scheduled for this month in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
While DEA will continue its international enforcement efforts,
we believe that cooperation among national and international officials in education programs is a vital key to our continued success.
is DEA conducted a European drug prevention seminar in Belgium
this past March, and is now in the process of preparing for a seminar to be held in Bonn, Germany, next month. We anticipate participants from the United States Department of Defense; international schools; foreign ministries and the U.S. Embassy in Bonn.
We are also preparing for an East Asia Regional Drug Abuse Prevention Seminar tentatively scheduled for this fall.
Finally, I participated actively with the U.S. delegation at the
Heads of Narcotic Law Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA) meeting
in Vienna where we addressed the problem of international drug
abuse and trafficking. At this meeting, we developed recommendations and resolutions regarding international drug control which
will be presented to the first United Nations Conference on Drugs
this summer in Vienna.
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACTIVITIES

As you are well aware, Mr. Chairman, I regard education and
prevention as a fundamental and essential component of our drug
control strategy. DEA is sharing information about current drug
abuse prevention initiatives with Federal and State governments,
national associations, independent organizations, and the private
sector. This interagency contact and forum provides the necessary
opportunity to discuss current research results and to identify
major trends and unmet prevention needs, as well as promote collaboration, identification, and sharing of resources.
Most recently, DEA has consulted with the Center for Disease
Control regarding its school health education and teacher training
programs, as well as its compendium "School Health in America.
DEA has continuing coordination activities with the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the Department of Education.
DEA participates in meetings, conferences, and seminars, as well
as sharing publications and other materials. Some examples include: NIDA provided DEA with technical assistance in developing a videotape on drug prevention entitled "Say No to Drugs-It s
Your Decision."
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DEA disseminates NIDA and Department of Education publications and pamphlets, as well as DEA materials, to schools; parent
organizations and civic groups through a network of DEA field offices.
DEA participated in the NIDA/National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) first National Conference on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention.
DEA provided assistance to the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Administration's (ADAMHA) recent national strategy conference to develop the new ADAMHA Office for Substance Abuse
Prevention (OSAP).
DEA plans to continue working closely with ADAMHA and the
Department of Education to identify needs, priorities for action,
goals and objectives, and program options for the field of drug
abuse prevention. Monthly coordination meetings with ADAMHA
and the Department of Education are being held.
In support of the President's drug prevention program, DEA also
undertook several internal management initiatives in 1986. First, a
demand reduction section was established in DEA Headquarters to
provide a comprehensive coordinating role in agency-wide drug
abuse prevention efforts. Second, a full-time special agent was assigned in each of DEA's 19 domestic division offices to serve as a
field coordinator for this program. Finally, DEA expanded its current drug abuse prevention program by enlisting the leadership
and role model efforts of the Explorer Scout element of the Boy
Scouts of America, and introduced the highly successful Sports
Drug Awareness Program on the international scene by enlisting
the efforts of international athletes and coaches.
In conclusion, we have come a long way and more can be expected from the new resources recently appropriated. We have experienced much success, as well as some profound loses. I see the determination of the country strengthened to bring drug abuse under
control; and, speaking for DEA, we are proud to be part of this
fight.
This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I shall be pleased
to answer any questions you or other members of the committee
may have.
[The biographies of the witnesses will be inserted in the record at
this point:]
JOHN C. LAWN, ADMJNIrRATOR

Mr. Lawn was born and raised in New York City. He received a Bachelor of Arts
degree from St. Francis College and a Master of Arts degree from St. Johns University. He also served as a Captain in the United States Marine Cor
Mr. Lawn joined the FBI in 1967 and served in the Savannah, Georgia, and Wash.
ington, D.C. Field Divisions. Mr. Lawn also studied the Russian language at the Defense Language Institute in Monterey, California. In 1973, Mr. Lawn transferred to
FBI Headquarters and supervised the handling of inquiries from the House Select
Committee investigating the assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr., and President John F. Kennedy. Mr. Lawn's last appointment in the FBI was as Special
Agent in Chare of the San Antonio, Texas Field Division, where he supervised the
investigation of the assassination of Federal Judge John H. Wood, Jr.
In 1982, Mr. Lawn was appointed Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforcement
Administration and March 1985 was nominated by President Reagan to be Administrator of t.w DEA. Mr. Lawn was sworn-in by Attorney General Meese on July 26,
1985.
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DoNAW P. QUINN

Donald P. Quinn is presently serving as the Assistant Administrator for Operational Support of the Drug Enforcement Administration: Prior to that he served as
Assistant Administrator for Administration and Management, Drug Enforcement
Administration. His previous appointments include Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Administration and Management, Assistant to the Assistant Administrator for
Administration and Management, Drug Enforcement Administration; Chief, Organizational Analysis Section, Drug Enforcement Administration; Deputy Comptroller
Career Program Manager, U.S. Army Material Command, Department of the Army,
Alexandria, Virginia; Senior Management Analyst, Theater Army Support Command, Department of the Army, Worms, Germany; Program Analysis Officer, Office
of the Comptroller, U.S. Army Material Command, Washington, D.C. and Chief,
Management Systems, Army Aviation Material Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Virginia.
Mr. Quinn was born in Scranton, Pennsylvania on July 9, 1940. He received a
Bachelor of Science Degree from the University of Scranton in 1962, a Master of
Science Degree from George Washington University in 1966, and is a graduate of
the National War College (1983). He served with U.S. Army in Korea and Fort
Eustis, Virginia as an Adutant and Company Commander from 1963-1966.
Mr. Quinn and his wife Bonita have four children.
DAvID L. WusTw

z

Mr. Westrate was born on November 15, 1942, in Grand Rapids, Michigan. He
graduated from Michigan State University with a B.A. in Criminal Justice. From
1965 to 1971 he served in the United States Marine Corps Reserve.
Mr. Westrate joined the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (the predecessor agency to the Drug Enforcement Administration) in 1964. Since 1964 Mr. Westrate has held the following positions at DEA and its predecessor agency: Special
Agent, Detroit, Michigan and Los Angeles, California; Staff Assistant, Office of Enforcement; Special Assistant to the Deputy Director for Operations; Assistant Regional Director, Miami Regional Office; Deputy Chief of Operations, Office of Enforcement; Executive Assistant, Office of the Deputy Administ-ator; Deputy Assistant Administrator for Intelligence, Office of Intelligence; Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enforcement, Office of Enforcement; and Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field Division.
Mr. Westrate was named Deputy Assistant Administrator for Operations in June
1984 and on July 5, 1985, he was appointed to his current position of Assistant Administrator for Operations.
Mr. Westrate is married and has three children. He has been the recipient of the
following awards: Meritorious Service Award-1971- Sustained Superior Performance-1972; Quality Step Increase-1972; Special Aciievement Award-1972; Quality Step Increase-1974; Quality Step Increase-1975; Special Achievement Award1980; and The Attorney General's Distinguished Service Award-1983.
Mr. Westrate is a member of the International Association of Chiefs of Police and
is on the Board of Directors of the Michigan State University Criminal Justice
Alumni Association.
PHILIP V. CAMERO

Mr. Camero was born in Aparri, Cagayan, Philippines on June 16, 1938. He received his Bachelor of Sciences degree in 1972 and is Master of Sciences degree in
1975 from The American University.
Mr. Camero served in the United States Air Force from Januar 1963 through
Janaury 1967. Upon leaving the military service, he joined the civil service as the
Chief, Computer Programming Unit at Scott Air Force Base from January 1967
through May 1968. Mr. Camero started as a computer programmer at the US Army
Personnel Center Computer Directorate in Washington, D.C. in June, 1968. In
August, 1969, he was promoted to Chief, Computer Programming Team. He was
again promoted in March 1970 to Deputy Project Manager and in August 1973
became Chief of the Directorate Planning Branch. Mr. Camero moved to Macon,
Georgia in January 1978 where he assumed the position of Director, Information
Technology Division for the Office of Personnel Management. In June 1980, Mr.
Camero returned to Washington, D.C. to work at the Drug Enforcement Administration as the Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Information Systems.
Mr. Camero is married and has one daughter.
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Gimz R. HAisLP
Gene R. Haislip s presently the Deputy Assistant Administrator of the Office of
Diversion Control, Drug Enforcement Administration. Prior to that appointment, he
served as Executive Assistant to the Administrator, Drug Enforcement Administration. Previous appointments include Assistant Chief Counsel; Acting Assistant Administrator for Proram Planning and Evaluation; Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Program Plannn and Evaluation; Deput Assistant Secretary of Health, Department of Health, Education and Welfare; Chief of Congressional Relations; Special Assistant, Office of the Deputy Director, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs; and Attorney, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Haislip was born in Danville, Virginia, on July 14, 1938, and grew up in Norfolk, Virginia. He received a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the College of William
and Mary (1960), L.L.B. from the College of William and Mary (1963), and L.L.M.
from George Washington University (1966).
J~szs J. Hooc
Mr. Hogan was born October 9, 1940, in Lexington, Kentucky. He is a graduate of
the University of Kentucky with a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration with a major in accounting. He is a member of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (CPA) and maintains a current license with the State
Board of Accountancy, State of Kentucky.
Mr. Hogan was employed by a CPA firm and was Controller and later Treasurer
of the retail discount group of a conglomerate in Louisville, Kentucky before entering on duty as a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in January 1971.
Mr. Hogan was assigned to the El Paso, Texas and Dallas, Texas offices of the FBI

before being transferred to FBI Headquarters as a Supervisor of the Budget Formu-

lation Unit. He has served as Chief of the Budget Unit, Chief of a Program Evaluation Unit and Chief of the Audit Unit of the FBI.
In November 1982, Mr. Hogan was assigned to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to establish an Audit Section in the Planning and Inspection Division.
For his work here, Mr. Hogan received the Association of Government Accountants,
Washington Chapter, Outstanding Achievement Award in 1984. In July 1984, he
was assigned to the position of Controller of DEA.
J is K. WiLti Ms
James K. Williams is presently Budget Officer of the Drug Enforcement Administration. Prior positions held have been in the field of Financial Management in the
Drug Enforcement Administration and its predecessor agencies, the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drug in the Department of Justice, and Bureau of Narcotics
in the Treasury Department.
Mr. Williams was born in Paintsville, Kentucky on July 26, 1936. He attended the
University of Baltimore and received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Accounting in
1963.
Mr. Williams is married to the former Carolyn Larson, and they have two children.
COCAINE SEIZURES, PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

Mr. DWYER. Thank you, Mr. Lawn.

On page 4 of your statement you talk about cocaine, the amount
of cocaine seized increased by 49.4 percent, while marijuana increased by 9.4 percent. What has that done to the street price?
Mr. LAWN. The street price, Mr. Chairman, either has remained

stable or has been reduced. In the case of cocaine, there has been a
reduction in street price and this reduction is one that had begun
several years ago.
Mr DWYER. Is the price of drugs subject to the vagaries of the
market place like most other products, in the case of supply and
demand?
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Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. There certainly is a direct correlation between the price of the drug and the availability of thatdrug on the
market.
Mr. DWYER. With an increase in seizures of almost 50 percent in
cocaine, does that mean that there has been a significant increase
in the amount of cocaine coming into the country?
Has it increased by some tremendous amount to be able to carry
that type of seizure loss and at the same time have a reduction in
price?
Mr. LAWN. Yes. Certainly, a cultivation in South America has increased substantially.
Mr. DWYER. Then let me phrase the question this way. Can you
give me an estimate of how much cocaine was coming into the
country in 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 up to the current year?
Mr. LAWN. No, sir. We can give you an estimate of the cocaine
based on a number of figures, such as emergency room admissions,
and price, for example, but that is a variable. I can't give you a
fixed amount.
I can give you a range between this amount and that amount
consumed within the United States. I could say, for example, between 75 and perhaps 140 metric tons.
Mr. DWYER. A year? A day? A month?
Mr. LAWN. A year.
Mr. DWYER. A year?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DWYER. So it has gone from 75 toMr. LAWN. No, sir. I am saying that in a given year, last year,
for example, I don't have the exact figure, but I would say somewhere between 75 and 140 metric tons of cocaine entered the
United States.
Mr. DWYER. Can you come up with the same type of figure for
the year before and the year before that?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DWYER. Can you do that for the record, please?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. I will.
[The information follows:]
Estimated rangeofthe amount of cocaine entering the United States,1 1982-86
[In metric tons]
Year

1982 ...................................................................................................................
1984 ...............................................

.....................................................................

.......

:....... "

Amount

40-6

4-7 1

1984 .....................................
....................... 45-1
1985..................................................
1985.105-107.75-140
1986 ............................................................................................................................
2N /A
1 Source is the "National Intelligence Estimates."

a Estimate for 1986 will not be available until April 30, 1987.
DEA/FBI RELATIONSHIP

Mr. DWYER. Y3i share the responsibility with the FBI for the enforcement of the criminal drug laws. Is that done on a concurrent
basis or does one agency supersede the other agency?
Mr. LAWN. No, sir. In 1982, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
was given concurrent jurisdiction in Title 21, and in fact, has allo-
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cated I think about a thousand agents to work in drug law enforcement, to supplement the work of the Drug Enforcement Administration.
We work closely together. Today, we have supervisors working in
FBI headquarters and FBI supervisors working in DEA headquarters. We share space in 17 locations around the country. We work
very closely in our domestic enforcement activities.
Mr. Dwym. We understand there has been some discussion
about merger of both agencies.
Mr. LAwN. There has been discussion about merger for a number
of years; yes, sir.
Mr. DwYE . Would you care to comment on the pros and cons of
that type of discussion?
Mr. LAWN. Certainly. I certainly believe that with the scope of
the drug problem that we face, it is imperative that we have a
single mission agency with the responsibility to enforce the Controlled Substance Act.
The Bureau has supplemented those efforts, but the Bureau also
has other priorities such as foreign counter-intelligen6e, white
collar crime and terrorism. I think it is critical with the scope of
the drug problem faced by this country that there continues to be a
single mission agency responsible for and accountable for the efforts against drug traffickers.
Mr. DwYm. Have you ever extrapolated how much money might
be saved if we had a single agency?
Mr. LAWN. No, sir. I have not. Since both agencies work within
the Department of Justice, our budgets are prepared in working
with one another, so that requests from the FBI are supportive of
requests that come from DEA.
As far as the budget requests are concerned, we are not operating at separate purposes. We are doing that work concurrently.
"CRACK" COCAINE

Mr. DwYm. You also mentioned crack and its low price. Why
should crack be so available at such a low price?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. Crack is an additional process after the processing of cocaine into cocaine hydrochloride. Because of the
manner in which it is used, generally smoked, it can hit the nervous system within six seconds. A very small quantity of crack can
be utilized to effect the high, so small a quantity that it can be purchased in major cities around the country for as little as $5.
Mr. DWYER. Can you take a certain amount of cocaine and increase it by adding hydrochloride?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir, you can take cocaine hydrochloride, mix it
with baking soda and go through a very simple process that can be
done in someone's kitchen. The crack can be sold seemingly inexpensively for $5; but, so many grams of crack can be manufactured
that actually the price would be substantially more than it would
cost someone to purchase cocaine hydrochloride.
The problem we see with crack is the fact that the high is so intense, and the effect on the individual is so, overwhelming that the
crack user will immediately think about when he or she can come
back for more crack.
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Dr. Mark Gold from the Cocaine Hot Line has told us that he
has dealt with cocaine abusers who didn't feel they had a cocaine
abuse problem after having used cocaine for a number of years;
however these same individuals who have now tried crack have
found that it is almost instantly addictive. These same individuals
who were cocaine users for a number of years, now find that their
use of crack is out of control.
INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Mr. DWYER. You mentioned a conference in your statement, 13
Latin American nations and five European countries. Is that the
one held in Vienna?
Mr. LAWN. No, sir. The conference to which you are referring is
the IDEC conference, International Drug Enforcement Conference.
Mr. DwYmi. Let's stay with this conference that talks of 13 Latin
American nations and five European countries.
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir, IDEC.
Mr. DWYER. How much cocaine did they seize, those 18 nations?
How much heroin have they seized in their own countries, at their
own borders? How successful have they been in trying to interdict
the flow of drugs?
Mr. LAWN. In the case of Colombia, for example, several years
ago, at one lab site, a substantial seizure, 12,000 pounds, was seized
and destroyed. They have continued to be effective in Colombia. In
Bolivia, as I mentioned, with Operation BLAST FURNACE, 22 cocaine refineries and 24 transshipment sites were seized with a potential for manufacturing 15,000 kilograms a week.
I don't have the cumulative figures from those countries. All of
those countries would be involved in cocaine, not in heroin seizures.
Mr. DWYER. What constitutes the principal market for cocaine,
what country?
Mr. LAWN. Colombia predominantly.
Mr. DwYxR. That is the source. I am talking about the retail
market.
Mr. LAWN. The major retail market is the United States.
Mr. DWYER. By a very large amount?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. Initially, a source country like Colombia said
that the United States was responsible for the actual cultivation of
coca, because if it weren't for our demand, they would find some
other commodity to use for their economy. Now, the cocaine problem has surfaced throughout the world, so while we are still the
number one consumer, most countries of the world are concerned
about the potential of cocaine abuse within their own societies.
DEMAND VS. SUPPLY REDUCTION

Mr. DWYER. Of the monies we are spending in our war against
drugs, we are spending about a six-to-one ratio on supply reduction
versus demand reduction, if I remember the Attorney General's
statement.
Does that sound accurate?
Mr. LArN. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I don't know the ratio.
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Mr. Dwym. I think he soid we are spending about six-to-one.
That is the ratio.
Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DwYza. Do you think we should be spending more on market
reduction rather than supply reduction?
Mr. LAwN. No, sir. I think that enforcement is absolutely critical. I think that we must be dismantling these major organizations,
but at the same time we must begin a serious effort to do something about demand reduction.
I don't think that we can sacrifice the enforcement effort, the
effort to get the traffickers out of the business, to sacrifice that in
order to work on demand reduction.
I think both must be done in balance, but I, for one, take great
singular pleasure in recognizing that in DEA's efforts to seize
assets, the assets that we are taking from traffickers, are now
being used in demand reduction. There is something wonderfully
ironic about having the trafficker pay for the problems that he
causes within our society.
ASSETS SZURES
Mr. Dwym. Mr. Rogers.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me ask ou about your asset seizures that you just talked
about. In 1985 f am told you seized $255 million worth of assets. In
1986, that increased to $386 million worth of assets; is that correct?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir, that is.
Mr. RoGms. What impact, if you can tell, have these measures
had on the big traffickers?
Are we beginning to disrupt their operations to the point that
they are feeling the results of these asset seizures?

Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir. I believe that we have disrupted their activity, and that they are experiencing problems. Historically when we
would make arrests at mid-level or at the upper levels they could
have readily been replaced because of the tremendous wealth that
is engendered by drug trafficking.
Now, with asset seizures, the information we are receiving is
that this is having a major impact on the trafficking organizations.
Trafficking organizations are changing their patterns of activity.
Threats again enforcement personnel in the major countries are
increasing, and we think that these threats are surely a sign that
we are having some success.
ASSET REMOVAL TEAMS

Mr. Roomzs. You are requesting $2.8 million and 30 new positions to establish asset removal teams.
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Roozas. This would be in Miami, Chicago, New York, Houston, Washington and San Francisco, and for expanding the San
Diego team. How would those new teams contribute to what you
are already doing?
Mr. LAwN. Initially, when we began the asset program, we began
it in one office, in our San Diego office. It was effective in San
Diego. We expanded it to several other offices, and based upon the
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91.ccess, we now believe that we should have an asset removal team
in each of our 19 divisional offices around the country.
With this enhancement of personnel, we are requesting 20 special agents to participate in these teams, and these teams will be
different from the criminal team that does the investigation. As
the case is ready to be indicted, the asset team will then move in
and prepare a profile of the financial worth of the trafficker, so
that not only can we hope to have the trafficker prosecuted, but we
can go after whatever monetary gain he has enjoyed from his traffickitg activities. We feel by having these teams in each of our offices around the country that we will have an increasingly positive
impact against the drug trafficker.
Mr. R6ons. What would a team consist of?
Mr. LAwN. A team would consist of several special agents, a
prosecutor from the U.S. Attorney's Office, and support personnel.
Mr. RoGoms. Stich as?
Mr. LAwN. Someone to put developed information into the computer, clerical personnel, and stenographic personnel.
Mr. RoGcin. Would you have CPAs or financial experts? Is that
where the money would have gone?
Mr. LAwN. No, sir. We have the capability within our special
agent work force, our backgrounds are diverse. We have individuals within the organization who have, for many years, worked on
financial investigations.
This would not require the influx of additional personnel, although in our teams we include personnel from the IRS, and we
use any expertise that we can find.
Mr. Rooxas. You say that you seized around $886 million worth
of assets in 1986. Can you tell us what you did with it, how much
you realized out of that?
Mr. LAwN. Of the $386 million, about $140 million was in cash.
The Department of Justice, through the Assets Forfeiture Fund, returned to the Treasury in excess of $50 million during 1986. Based
upon our ability to share assets with State and local counterparts
working in drug enforcement matters, the Department shared with
its State and local counterparts in excess of $24 million.
Mr. Romons. Is that the first year that that has been done?
Mr. LAwS. The first year wai in 1985, based upon our ability to
work on assets from the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984,
and 1987 is the first year under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986
where we had that facility.
Mr. Rooms. How much went back to the States?
Mr. LAw. About $24 million.

Mr. Rooms. How was that allocated to them?
Mr. LAwN. For example, when a local or State law enforcement
agency works with DEA or with any other Federal law enforcement agency and tho case is brought to trial, the individual entity,
be it local or State government, has 80 days to file a request to
share some of the assets seized.
Under the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 we have administrative authority to seize up to $100,000. Anything over
$100,000 requires a judicial process, unless the defendant wants the
court to look at the seizure.
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Based upon the effort of the State and local governments, the determination is made for equitable sharing. If, for example, the Los
Angeles Police Department worked hand-in-hand with DEA on a
case in which $5 million in cash was seized, they would be entitled
to up to 90 percent of whatever was seized in terms of cash.
Mr. ROGERS. Who makes that determination-as to who gets what,
when?
Mr. LAWN. It really is made jointly. The Los Angeles Police Department, in filing their requests, indicate what they felt their involvement in the case was. We would 'review that involvement, discuss it with them, and agree or disagree. We have had no disagreements that have come to me about the sharing of those assets.
OPERATION PISCES

Mr. RoGms. Can you give us some additional details on the
PISCES Program? What kind of success you are having in your efforts to combat money laundering?
Mr. LAWN. Yes. In general PISCES is an ongoing operation. It is
a money laundering investigation.
In one part of the country we have seized about $25 million as a
result of the PISCES operation. It is ongoing, however, and I prefer
not to get into specific detail on it.
ASSETS MANAGEMENT

Mr. RoGERs. You said of the $386 million worth of assets recovered, $140 million I think you said was cash, and that you returned
around $50 million to the U.S. Treasury.
Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir.
Mr. RoGmS. And you shared some with the local police departments. What happened to the rest?
Mr. LAWN. Some continues to be tied up, as evidence in the judicial process, and other money which hopefully will be shared with
our State and local counterparts is tied up in problems associated
with getting the administrative handling of those assets taken care
of. Some goes to seized assets management expenses.
We have a tremendous backlog of requests from our State and
local counterparts as a result of this asset sharing program, and
that is something we are working on.
Mr. Rooms. That is getting to be a rather huge program, with
$386 million last year.
I assume this year it would be that much or more. That is getting to be a rather hefty amount of money and property. I assume
that you have got a whole host of property on hand in one form or
the other.
How are you handling the physical assets, other than cash that
you seize?
Mr. LAWN. The assets are all turned over to the United States
Marshals Service. They are the custodian for the assets. In some
cases the actual handling of the property may be by hiring an individual familiar with horses, if we seize race horses, and have that
individual take care of them, and the money to take care of those
horses will actually come out of the Assets Forfeiture Fund itself.

9
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The monies associated with taking care of the seized assets actually comes from within the Fund. It is not something that requires
any additional expenditure of money outside the Fund itself.
INTERNATIONAL MATTER

Mr. RoGmts. On the international front, eradication, extradition
matters, the program to control the chemicals used in processing
cocaine, the CHEMOON Program, and so forth, can you tell us a
little about the division of responsibility between you and the State
Department, for example, on drug eradication?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. We work very closely with the Bureau of
International Narcotics Matters (INM), in the State Department.
The State Department would do the funding, for example, of an
eradication program in a given country. They would work with
DEA on the actual planning of the eradication, and in some cases
the verification of the eradication program would become the responsibility of DEA and representatives of the State Department.
We work very closely with them.
Mr. RoGFm. And how would you assess the efforts to eradicate?
Mr. LAWN. I think, in general, the efforts have been very successful. Five years ago, there were two countries involved in eradication efforts, with source countries believing that it was a United
States problem.
Now, there are, I believe, 14 countries involved in eradication effoits, and every country in the world now concedes that drug abuse
is either a real problem or has the potential for becoming a real
problem within their own society. So I think the efforts are generally very good.
Mr. RoGEms. Would you say the same about the CHEMCON operation? That is, the control of chemicals used to process cocaine?
Mr. LAWN. Yes. The CHEMCON program has been a most effective program. We would like to see programs like the Chemical
Control Program expanded, and have other countries in the world
initiate programs similar to the one initiated in the United States.
Mr. RoGEs. Is there anything that Congress can do to help in
the efforts between you and State, either in terms of encouraging
State or in terms of legislation in any of these efforts?
Mr. LAWN. Thathk you, but I think that we are doing what can be
done. I don't believe that there is a need for additional legislation
at this point to assist in the diversion program. Certainly, we
would like to go to the conference in Vienna with the message that
our Congress is most supportive of any country that would be involved in working in programs like the CHEMCON Program. But,
as far as legislation at this point, I can't think of any.
Mr. ROGERS. It is my understanding that some of the South

American countries, the cocaine countries, many of them are on
the verge of an anarchy as a result of enormous power amassed by
the drug traffickers, indigenous traffickers. Is that a correct assessment?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. It certainly is. When we talk in our country
about threats and about intimidation, we need only look at a country like Colombia, where the Minister of Justice, their Attorney
General, was assassinated. His replacement, after his tour of duty
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was over became a Colombian ambassador to an Iron Curtain country. He was shot five times in an assassination attempt.
Twelve -of their Supreme Court judges were killed. Thirty judges
were killed. The editor of a newspaper was killed. Thirty reporters
were kiled for writing articles supportive of anti-drug efforts.
Several hundred enforcement personnel involved in programs
are killed each year. Not only was a very close associate of DEA
from the Colombian National Police killed within the past six
months, but at the time of his assassination, his wife and two children were also shot.
The Government of Colombia is experiencing some very, very difficult times because of their very strong stance against the drug
traffickers.
EXTRADITION PROBLEMS

Mr. ROoRS. Has that changed since you extradited-Mr. LAWN. Carlos Lehder.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. LAWN. It has changed only in that the extradition of Carlos
Lehder was a clear indication to the world that Colombia is not
backing down on their very strong stance against drug traffickers,
because they see the potential, that drug traffickers with the power
that drug traffickers and their finances have for actually destroying the society as it currently exists in Colombia and Bolivia and
many other countries in South America.
Mr. ROGERS. Has there been any retaliation or attempted retaliation by these people since his extradition?
Mr. LAWN. No, sir. Information always surfaces from sources,
some reliable, some not so reliable, about the potential for such activity, but we have not seen anX, attempts at retaliation.
INTERNAL INSTABILITY IN OTHER COUNTRIES

Mr. ROGERS. Are there other countries in the same throes as Colombia, facing internal instability because of the local drug traffickers?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir, certainly. Bolivia is a country that has those
same concerns. Peru would have those same concerns. Terrorist activity is increasing in Peru.
That is just in this hemisphere. Mexico is recognizing increasing
problems. The Mexican Government has told us that they are concerned because they see an increasing number of weapons being
smuggled from the United States into Mexico, so each of these
countries potentially are concerned about problems within their
own society.
HEROIN PRODUCTION

Mr. ROGERS. Just a minute's worth here about heroin. Is Iran
still the largest source of poppy out of the Asian nations?
Mr. LAWN. Yes. The golden crescent, Iran, Afghanistan, and
Pakistan, accounts for almost 50 percent of the heroin that comes
into. the United States. Iran probably is the greatest source for
heroin.
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Mr. Rooms. Can the sources in Iran in any form or fashion be
linked to the Iranian Government?
Mr. LAwN. No, sir. I have no information of a direct link between the Government of Iran and the cultivation of poppy in Iran.
Those countries traditionally have been source countries for opium
poppy, and the cultivation .in those countries unfortunately continues to increase.
Mr. ROGERS. Who cultivates it in Iran?
Mr. LAw. Farmers, substantially, because Iran also has a tremendous drug abuse problem internally. Five years ago, the Government of Pakistan professed that there was no drug problem, even
though Pakistan is another major source country for opium. Now,
the Government of Pakistan is saying that, within this short span
of five years, their addict population has gone from zero to 500,000.
Mr. ROGERS. How does the poppy get out of Iran physically?
Where does it go to?
Mr. LAwN. The poppy goes from Iran probably into Pakistan.
From Pakistan through Europe and other countries, but Europe
predominantly, through India, and then through a network of
other countries.
Mr. ROGERS. What about Turkey or Lebanon? Is that a transit

country for Iranian poppy?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, Sir, it is.
Mr. ROGERS. Both are?

Mr. LAwN. Both are, yes, sir.
Mr. RoGERS. Major?
Mr. LAwN. Let me turn to Dave Westrate, our Chief of Operations.
Mr. WESTRATz. Yes, sir. The heroin from that part of the world, I
think is a great concern as would be Afghanistan. The flow is from
Afghanistan into Pakistan and then into the United States. We are
seeing some transiting through Iran, but as Mr. Lawn states, the
user population in Iran absorbs an enormous amount of heroin
that is trafficked there.
In Lebanon we do see the flow of heroin but also some major
hashish cultivation and trafficking in that part of the world.
Mr. RoGERS. Where does that hashish originate?
Mr. WFrRATE. In Lebanon? In the Bekaa Valley and up in that
area.
Mr. ROGERS. It originates in Lebanon?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes,*sir, and most of that is shipped to the U.S. in
cargo containers on commercial ships.
Mr. ROGERs. Mr. Chairman, I have far exceeded my time. I have
more questions. I will come back later.
ASSET FORFEITURE PROCESS

Mr. DWYER. The assets you seized, they are ultimately turned

over to the Marshals Service; is that correct?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DWYER. How is that going? Are you pleased with the way
that is working out?.
Mr. LAWN. Certainly, we are pleased with the asset program. We
think that this is having a tremendous negative effect on traffick-
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ers. We wotld like to see the procedure accelerated so that State
and local counterparts who work with us receive the assets to
which they are entitled under the law considerably more quickly
than they are now receiving them.
Now, the turnaround time for those assets is in excess of 100
days. I believe GAO did an audit indicating about 102 dayi turna-.
round time. We would like to see a turnaround time of 30 days, so
that local police can be able to plan ahead as far as their enforcement activities are concerned, based upon the monies they know
they are entitled to.
Mr. DwYmE. What you.are really saying is you would like to &ee
the Marshals Service turn it around quicker, is that it?
Mr. LAwN. I would like to see DEA, as well. All of us have some
culpability in the problem
Mr. Dwm. I am not trying to play one agency against the other.
Mr. LAWN. No, sir. I realize that.
Mr. Dwym . I just want to find out if you are really pleased with
the way the Marshals Service is handling it.
Mr. LAwN. I am not pleased with the way any of us are handling
it, quite frankly, sir.
ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG ENFORCEMENT

Mr. DwYER. Organized crime drug enforcement, you didn't ask
for any increase in that area, nor in the drug supplemental. Can
you tell us why? I thought this was kind of your major target at
some point.
Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir. The Congress with the $60 million that we
received in the Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriations Act of
1987, placed us in a position where we received tremendous support
as far as agent resources are concerned.
This year, we will graduate almost 450 new agents. The agents,
who are currently in training, or will be training this year, will be
a part of our entire enforcement effort, the organized crime effort,
cocaine effort, and heroin effort.
In 1988, we are focusing on those areas where we feel that there
is a shortfall based upon fiscal constraint ADP is a major problem.
The asset program is a major problem. The $24.6 million we are
asking for is where we feel the focus should be.
AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING REQUEST

Mr. Dwyn. You mentioned ADP. You are requesting 26 permanent positions, and also an estimated 100 contract positions, and $8
million for field data entry support. Tell us a little more about
that.
Mr. LAWN. Mr. Camero is in charge of our Office Automation
Progam.
I will be very happy to, sir.
Basically, for that part of our program, the workload that is currently in the field divisions relates to the need to input information
into various information systems, as well as to retrieve information
from them. Primarily, it is to input information such as fiscal and
intelligence information.
Mr. CAMRO.
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The package is constructed in such a way that we propose to put
contract personnel out in the field divisions as well as to support a
certain number of government employees who will retain the institutional knowledge, should the contract lapse or we'have problems
with contractor personnel. It is basically to support the field function.
ORGAN=D CRME DRUG ENFORCEMENT

Mr. DwymR. Going back to the organized crime enforcement
effort, does the FBI identify organized crime as their special area
to investigate?
T
.
Mr. LAWN. The FBI has identified organized crime as one ,of
their criminal priorities, yes. If, Mr. Chairman, you are referring to
the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force they are requesting additional personnel for the task forces. That is true..
We have not. We have many assets involved in the OCDETF program, that is the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force
program. In 1987, we plan to do an internal audit of our participation in the OCDETF program to see if additional support is necessary. Right now we think, and the U.S. Attorneys concur, that the
support for that program had only one serious failing. That failing
was not enough attorneys, which is being addressed by the current
U.S. Attorneys budget request.
Mr. Dwym. At one point the GAO was critical of the DEA practice of assigning personnel to that particular unit on a detail basis,
instead of designating, them on a full-time basis. Would you care to
comment on that?
Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir. I think for management control purposes, it
is absolutely critical that we maintain control of our own personnel. It would be a very difficult thing to take X number of DEA
agents, 500 agents for example, and have them assigned on a fulltime basis to the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force
program. In effect we would be creating a new entity.
This is something that was tried in the mid-seventies with a program called ODALE, Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement,
which was operated out of the White House, where people were
specifically designated.
From a management viewpoint, I think that approach would be a
mistake. I would rather assign -the work hours to the program
rather than assigning or divorcing agents from DEA to work on the
OCDE program.
Mr.' WnrILATu. If I could just add one comment. The Organized

Crime Drug Enforcement program is supposed to address the most
complex, major cases that we have, and an investigation is developed a considerable way before it is nominated and then accepted
into that program.
The difficulty here is that once the case goes over, if there is a
cadre of assigned people, you would have to transfer the case to
those people, which would be very inefficient, because the case
agents, the agents who are handling the informants in the case,
the agents who are familiar with the entire background, are the
ones who should pursue the case. So, we assign the agents who
worked that investigation over to the program for the duration of
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that investigation, and it works much better. That, of course, turns
up as agent work hours assigned on a temporary basis, but, in fact,
it is more efficient.
Mr. DwYEi. Is it a safe assumption to say that most of the drug
importing and distribution is being done by organized crime?
Mr. LAWN. Generically, organized crime? Organized crime families? Certainly, organized crime families in Colombia have control
of cocaine trafficking. Organized crime families in terms of La Cosa
Nostra, no, sir. La CosaNostra does not have any strong element of
control in cocaine and in marijuana. Their predominant role was in
heroin, and their power has been diminished severely in the past
18 months by some excellent prosecutions in the United States.
Mr. DWYER. So when you talk about organized crime, you are
talking about the organized crime families domiciled in the country
of 'source.'
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. The organized crime in that line of thought,
the Colombian organized crime families do control cocaine trafficking.
OPERATION BLAST FURNANCE

Mr. DWYE. You mentioned Operation BLAST FURNANCE in
your statement.
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DWYER. Is that continuing?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. Operation BLAST FURNANCE was initiated
at the request of the Bolivian Government last year. We, the
United States Government, were able to furnish Blqck Hawk helicopters to assist the Government of Bolivia in attacking refineries
in their country.
DEA provided manpower for training and for onsite supervision.
At the end of November, the Black Hawk helicopters left Bolivia.
They were replaced by other U.S. helicopters. Bolivian pilots are
currently in training to fly those helicopters. So operation BLAST
FURNANCE will continue this year and, hopefully, for the foreseeable future.
INTELLIGENCE-BOLIVIAN REFINERIES

Mr. DWYER. Does your intelligence indicate that any of those laboratories in Bolivia have re-opened?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. Our intelligence has indicated to us that
during the course of the time period, the down period from November until March, several of those refineries have re-opened and are
processing cocaine. They will be the immediate targets when operation BL T FURNANCE begins in the next few weeks.
Mr. DwYER. Mr. Rogers.
BUDGET REQUESTS FOR COCAINE, HERION AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

Mr. ROGERS. Your 1988 request calls for no increase for cocaine,
heroin or dangerous drug clandestine lab investigations. Can you
that? Yes. As I mentioned earlier, with the $60 million that
explain
Mr. LAWN.
we received in 1987 as a result of the Omnibus Drug Supplemental
Appropriations Act of 1987, resources were provided for us to ad-
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dress the area of clandestine labs. We are putting substantially
more manpower into clandestine labs. We are hiring additional diversion investigators and hiring almost 450 additional special
agents to handle a host of other enforcement priorities.
Our request in 1988 is one in which we hope to address those
areas in support of enforcement, which were not addressed in the
Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1987.
FBI/DEA ENGINEERING RESEARCH
FACILITY

Mr. RoGEs. Is there anything in your 1988 budget request for
the oint FBI/DEA engineering lab building, or is that all in the
Mr. LAwN. No, sir. The funding for that is coming out of the FBI
budget.ta~
Mu.

R

m. Not out of yours?
Mr. LAWN. No, sir.

A-76 MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY SAVINGS

Mr. RoGms. Your 1988 request calls for A-76 savings in productivity totalling 58 positions and $911,000, leaving you with a net increase of 50 positions for 1988. Can those reductions be absorbed
without substantial impact to your operations?
Mr. LAWN. I would have to say no, because those 58 positions
come from not one particular element within the Drug Enforcement Administration, but come from throughout the organzation.
They come from training and from the ADP area.
It will certainly cause disruptions. Can it be done? Yes, it can,
but not without d-isruptions.
Mr. ROGEms. Is there a portion of it that can be done without disrupton?
r. LAWN. When did I stop beating my wife?
Mr. RoGmw. I think you have answered it.
Mr. LAww. Thank you very much.
GENERAL COMMENTS

Mr. RoGom. Mr. Lawn, I want to congratulate you and your
people, in closing here, for my part, on a good year. I think you
have certainly, to use an old phrase, set the woods afire. Probably
physical you have done that, too.
But the seizures that you have made and the raids that have conducted around the world-are a great tribute to you and the dedication and courage of your people, so I congratulate you.
Obviously you know as well as the rest of us that that is only
scraping the surface. We are still flooded with unparalleled floods
of drugs and narcotics, in spite of the efforts of your good people,
which I guess all goes to show that the answer is not in law enforcement as. much as it is in perhaps trying to change the atti
tudes of people about using the drugs here or elsewhere. I guess
that is a chore for the rest of us, but you and your people are doing
a good job.
I want to congratulate you.
Mr. LAWN. Thank you very much. I will pass that on to a very
dedicated work force.
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Mr. DwYmi. In talking about seized absets in your statement, do
you use any of the these assets for an educational program?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DwymR. What percentage?
Mr. LAwN. Unfortunately, a small percentage. I say unfortunately a small percentage, because with the seized asset program, the
mandate to State and local law enforcement authorities is the
money that is derived from the asset program should be used for
law enforcement purposes, and in the case of major police departments, some consider putting police officers in class for drug education a good investment.
That is a law enforcement purpose. The Los Angeles Police Department, Chief Daryl Gates uses some of the money for education.
It is something endorsed by the International Association of Chiefs
of Police, and it is something that I would certainly endorse.
Mr. Dwvmi. I will come back to that in a second, but does your
agency get to use any of the money for education?
Mr. LAwN. No, sir.
Mr. DwYxR. It does not.
Now then, you would support a provision that would require
local law enforcement agencies to use a certain percentage of their
money for educational purposes?
Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir. Some States, in fact, require that when a
police department within a given State receives additional money,
that a certain portion of the money they receive must go into rehabilitation, must go into treatment, and I would certainly like to see
increased efforts to have that money go into education.
DRUG EDUCATION FOR AMERICANS IN EUROPE

Mr. DwyR. There is no doubt about that. Going back to your
statement, you mentioned I think you are going to hold a conference in Europe.
Mr. LAWN. We held a conference in Brussels in the spring of
1986.
Mr. DwYER. Was that sort of an educational program?
Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir. We had spoken to the U.S. embassies in
Europe, and wanted to initiate a program wherein American dependents attending embassy schools would get the benefit of some
drug education programs that we had initiated. We held a conference for our European embassies, to shown them what was available. So that American children going to school in embassy schools
in Europe could get the benefit of the same programs that we are
making available within the United States.
Mr. DwYmi. Is that a concern with our our embassy families
going to school in Europe, families of Service people, and other
Federal employees? Do we have an indication that that is on the
rise?

Mr. LAwN. Yes, sir. Our establishing that program in Europe
was based upon the request of embassy personnel and of the joint

military command in Europe, to ensure that American dependents
overseas were given drug education programs. It was initiated only

because there was an interest in that program.
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Mr. DWYER. I am led to believe that the military has such a program now.
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. And we work very closely with the military
in Europe on that program. We try to share the same assets, the
same experiences, and are putting together videotapes or are bringing together editors in the United States involved in drug education, to share with the military.
We think it is part of what is necessary on the demand side.
SPORTS DRUG AWARENESS PROGRAM

Mr. DWYER. Tell me, do you bring programs into the school districts in this country?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. DWYER. You do?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DwYm. Do you want to describe one of those programs?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. Let me describe for you a program that was
begun several years ago. The genesis was the program that a high
school coach in Washington D.C. came to us and askedMr. DWYER. I think I know that program.
Mr. LAWN. This program has now expanded to every State
within the United States. It is called our Sports Drug Awareness
Program. We have spoken to countries throughout the world about
using it, at least in their own countries, and this is how it has expanded worldwide.
DEA EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS

Mr. DWYER. I guess what I am trying to get a handle on is what
type of a program do you put on m Bonn, Germany?
Mr. LAWN. In Born, Germany, we would do, of course, what we
did in Brussels. We would bring an educator, a principal of a
school, who would sit down with educators, U.S. teachers who are
working in those schools, vocational counsellors, to talk about how
to deal with an individual who comes in and says he has a drug
problem.
We are the facilitators that bring together a Dr. Mark Gold, who
talks about the cocaine problem and the principal in the school in
the Northeast who has a very effective drug education program to
discuss the drug problem.
We just facilitate the sharing of information currently available
domestically in international schools.
Mr. DwYm. How many people will be at a conference like the
one you anticipate to incorporate in Bonn?
Mr. LAWN. The one that I actually did in Brussels involved about
100 persons from U.S. embassies in Europe.
Mr. DWYER. This same type of group that you take to Bonn and
Brussels, would you take it into a school district in this country?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. They are the same people.
Mr. DwYm. And have you taken them into school districts?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, I have. As recently as last week I brought this
same group to Massachusetts, where we spoke to 2,000 educators in
the State of Massachusetts.
72-165

0-87-86
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Mr. DwYm. Who has to originate the idea, the concept, the State
and DEA or the State educational association or the State commissioner of education?
Mr. LAWN. Or all of them?

Mr. DwYm. Or altogether?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. In our case, the Governor of the State of
Massachusetts has a drug education program, and asked if we
would come up and discuss with educators from throughout the
State of Massachusetts the programs that exist throughout the
country. We did the same thing in San Diego recently with 300
educators.
Mr. DWYER. Have you ever done it in New Jersey, which is my
home State?
Mr. LAWN. We are currently working with Governor Kearn in
New Jersey. We have done smaller programs, but none to the
extent as the one we have just completed.
Mr. DWYER. You say you were working with the Governor? In
what regard? To plan such a program?
Mr. LAWN. Yes, sir. I spoke at the National Governors Conference which was held in New Jersey, and explained to the Governors the drug education programs which we initited and are effective in the States.
The Governor of New Jersey hosted that conference. He was most
interested in establishing an educational program within the State
of New Jersey, and we are currently working with him to see if we
can participate in that program.
Mr. DwYm. Thank you. We will have some questions that we
will submit to you and you will supply the answers for the record.
[Questions and answers for the record follow:]
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QUESTIONS FRaM MR. D
Drug Enforcement Administration
Domestic
o
n

To what extent do the FBI and DFA jointly develop cases?

Over the past four years, the FBI and LEA have developed and
maintained a close working relationship. In addition to the
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force cases, the FBI has over
300 joint drug investigations with LEA. The FBI/LEA relationship is
based on the Imlementation Direct
of March 12, 1982, which
defines specific roles for each agency.
mm guidelines on informants, undercover activities, and
investigations are being developed. This direction will continue
with further integration stemming from common national strategies.

Common strategies which direct resources against ColcrbianVSouth

American and Mexican drug trafficking organizations will enable
investigators from each agency to work together to dismantle major
drug trafficking organizations.
0uestion:
Have DEA and FBI truly integrated their drug law enforcennt efforts

or are they working bireperdently?

In 1986, DEA and the FBI continued to integrate operations where
feasible to promote economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
For example, DEA completed the relocation of its training function
fruu the Federal law EnfoXoement Training Center at Glynco, Georgia,
to the FBI Academy at Quahtioo, Virginia, and combined several
courses fron each agency's curriculum. DEA and FBI instructors
jointly teach courses on legal issues, firearms, physical training,
special operations and research, management sciences and executive
development, and practical exercises. To enhance the effectiveness

of FBI special agents, entry level training now includes training in
drug law enforcement taught by DEA instructors. In addition, it is
not uncomn to find LEA and FBI personnel collocated in several
field office operations.

Presently, DEA utilizes the FBI's vehicle maintenance program.
Further, DEA is locating its Data Processing Center within the FBI's
eto
ensure secure ociputer operations.
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Tb ensure contiued progress in the integration of EM and FBI drug
law enf-orcai1nt efforts, there is a committee for the oordination of t
FBI/DA activities hdh exists to avoid duplication, effect
eocwies ard make the operations of the FBI and MEK more effective
and efficient. Further, suocamittees meet periodically to identify
link-up oprtunities, assess progress and isolate cbstacles which
require elevation for resolution.
OM Proclivity Redtuctions

Does CMB expect you to contact out individual positions or

ftyutions?

CMB expects us to follow the policy in GEB Ciroalar A-76 to ccuipare
the price of performing support services with Goverment employees or
comnercial sources. In doing so, a thorouii man
analysis will
be completed to determine the most cost effective way to provide
these services. Goverment operations nust be made as cost effective
as possible before we compete. If omrcial sources can provide the
same quality service at less cost than the Governmmt, CMB would
expect the LEA to contract for the service. If the Government
operation proves to be the most rcot effective, then the operation
would be retained in-house. The A-76 policy does not authorize us to
contract for a Government operated function if the contract would
cost more. We do have the ma
*age
t option, for activities with 10
or less full-time-eqiivalent (PIE) employees, to solicit commercial
prices without cordcting a full mnaant efficiency study of the
Goverrunt operations, but we must compare total costs and cannot
convert if ccmmrcial sources are not more economical.
Based on LEA's initial inventory of commercial activities, containing
231 PTE, 3MB
estimated we could save 58 PIE in 1988. We distributed
these potential savings as shom below. The reductions are based on
average reductions obtained through the A-76 ocupetitive process and
will be appropriately adjusted if we complete our studies and the
ocupetitive results prove these reductions wexe too severe.
We have some concerns that we have included in our inventory
positions that cannot be evaluated or cumpeted with commercial
sources to determine a more cost-effective operation. We will
meet with OMB in the near future to discuss our concerns and propose
a revised inventory.
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DW DfocIu

Adinistration
A-76 Reductions in 1988
_Poitions

I

Domestic Enforcement
EM Traing
ADP and Teleoz.micatcns
1or
Xanamnet
Emcutive Direction and Cmtxol
dinistrative Services
Total

14
3
25
2
11
_

f
CMB 2Mvitvj

58
Reducio

question:

Are there functions within DEA that are possible to contract out?

Yes. Dm has already contracted cut a number of commercial
activities to the private sector. Some exam les include:
1)
2)

Mawzeril/admiJxstrative training
Aircraft minteanc

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10).
U1)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Selected chapter poraL i and system design functios
Office auction
Namml labor -uotn
the supply equipnent ftnictim
Selected employees assistance activities
Entry of invoice anx! vouler payments
Printing
Interpretation and translation
Full-field investigations (non-agent personnel)
Ardtectural design
Selected research and design of investigative equipment
Selected graphics function
Preventive vaintenane of radios and office equipment
Facilities maintenance of janitorial services
Guard services

3) Selected data entry funCtions

18) Relocation services

Additional, contracts for functions of this type will be pursued in
the fTture, as the need arises.
A is curently pursuing a contract
for the processing of asset forfeiture cases which will include
aditonal data entry personnel, and possibly, limited case analysis.
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Diaital Voice Privacy

The FBI took the lead in developing and implementing a single,
integrated digital voice privacy radio system for FBI, DEA and the
Marshals. Are you satisfied with the FBI's progress so far?

Although the FBI has the lead for the implementation of the
Integrated Digital Voice Privacy (ID P) radio system, DEA has direct
and daily input into the program. Prior to the implementation of an
integrated system, many factors need to be considered. This includes
issues such as how many radio frequency resources were available to
each agency and how many more frequencies would be required to

support IDNP. Also, questions regarding the frequency resources

within the VHF spectnm versus a combination of VHF and UHF resources
were also considered.
The majority of these and other questions have now been resolved.
are proceeding towards the full implementation of IDVP and are
satisfied with the progress of the IDVP program.

We

How quickly will you be receiving this system in the field?

In 1987, DEA will order sufficient fixed, mobile and portable digital
voice privacy radios to convert the northeast corridor, including the
Boston, New York, Newark and Philadelpiia Divisions, to the
integrated system. It is our intent to complete the system by the
early 1990s.
I
esion:
Are you reimursing the FBI for your proportionate share of the cost
of the system? If so, how much is requested in 1988?

In the President's 1988 budget request, DEA has requested $211,000
for the reibursement to the FBI for direct staffing provided in
support and coordination of the Integrated Digital Voice Privacy
system under the FBI's leadership. This amount is a jproportionate
share of the cost of the management and adinistrative support of the
system. WA and the FBI are independently funded for the hardware in

the system.
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FaCilly

lbs FBI has reqmsted funds in 1988 to expand their original design
and- ocntzucion of an Engineering Research Facility in Quantico to
include DMengineering and R&D activities. Mhy is it necessary for
the EM to collocate themselves with the FBI?

At the FBI Acadmuy in Quantioo, Virginia, tEA and FBI personnel can
consolidate their efforts to research, develop, adapt and provide
advanced technical investigative and radio coouications devices to
its ef-ceit
personnel. 7bere will be little duplication of
effort since both agencies will be aware on a daily basis of ongoing
and/or proposed projects. Joint contracts will be issued for
projects serving both agencies. Laboratories and testing facilities
will be shared by both agencies. As a result, both agencies will
benefit fro this relocation.
Ouesit
Will the DEA pay a proportionate share of the operations and
maintenance costs of the facility?

A does plan on paying a proportionate share of the operation and
maintenance costs of the facility. DEA will occupy aroximately 16
percent of that facility. However, at this time, no specific amount
has been determined.

will TEA experience any costs savings associated with closing down
their facilities here in the Washington, D.C. areas?

The current annual cost of leased space for lEA's research and
engineering function is aproximately $178, 000. With the move to
Quantico, Virginia, = anticipates paying a proportionate share of
the shared space, operation and maintennce costs of the new joint
facility. Because no specific amount has been identified, it now is
impossible to report any potential cost savings at this time.

A
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question:
In 1987, the Congress provided EA an increase of $68,171,000 as part
of the Cmnibus Drug Supplemental. Can you tell us the status of
these apprcpriations?

The $68,171,000 in supplntal funding provided in 1987 bas been
allocated to program areas of immediate need to allow DEA to achieve
the most effective and efficient use of resources. The additional
funding will be allocated to the Domestic Enforcement, Foreign
Cooperative Inwestigations, Diversion Q Itrol, State -and local Task
Forces, Intelligence, DEA Laboratory and Researdh, Engineering and
Technical Cperatiors programs to ocubat the bureonin problems of
cocaine traffic, manufacture of illicit drugs and to enhance the
airwing program. Further, the funding will be used to enhance
programmatic efforts in foreign countries that cultivate, process,
and serve as transshipment points for the cocaine trade. Cocaine
investigative units are being established in major domestic source
cities to include emphasis on "crack" cocaine. Also, clandestine
laboratory toaims are being formulated in Boston, Detroit, Denver,
Dallas, Houston, San Diego, San Francisco and Seattle dedicated to
the identification and seizure of these labs. The public interest
revocation and retail level diversion investigative activities in the
Diversion Control program will be emasized. Also, six new State
and Local Task Forces will be established and other existing Task
Forces will be augmented. In support of the investigative
enhancements, DEN's laboratory services will be augmented. Finally,
funding will be used to construct an all source intelligence center
to be located at Fort Bliss, Texas, by expanding the El Paso
Intelligence Center.

This supplemental provided an increase of 629 positions for DEA
enforcement, almost an 18 percent increase. Are you going to be able
to fill all of these positions?

DEA expects to have 95 percent of all positions filled as of
September 30, 1987. The training schedule during 1987 will permit
the filling of the additional 359 agent positions within the total
increase of 629 positions appropriated in the cOnibus Drug
Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1987. There are eleven basic agent
classes of 44 each scheduled to fill tnese new positions as well as
vacancies from existing positions.
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Drug Supplemental funding provided you 315 workyears for these
positions, which assumes you will have them onboard for an average of
six months. Will you achieve this goal?
Based on present hiring plans, lEA projects that it will utilize all
315 workyears in 1987. Frther, MA anticipates Teaching 99 percent
of the planned total of 5,149 workyears for 1987.

It appears that you are planning to reprogram resources within your
enforoment activity. My are you planning to shift appropriated
funds and positions out of foreign investigations, diversion control
and State and local task forces and into domestic enforceent?

During 1986, the burgeoning problem of cocaine traffic and the
manufacture of illicit drugs reached crisis proportions. In addition
to recognizing a need to enhance traditional cocaine investigations,
EA was faced with a requirement to respond to a ivw drug phenomno
- "crack" cocaine. Further, the domestic production of illicit
dargerous drugs such as methanrhietaminet, anrhetamdne, PCP and ISD, as
well as new and dangerous drug analogs, continued to play a
significant role in the illicit drug market.
This reprogrammng action reflects lEA's efforts to reallocate a
portion of the resources from the Omib s Drug Supplemental
Appropriation Act of 1987 to areas of imediate need. The major
portion of this reallocation involves the movement of 157 positions
aid $16,764,000 from the Diversion Control program as follows:
132 positions and $13,438,000 to the Domestic Enforcement
program,
25 positions and $1,632,000 to lEA's Laboratory Services program,
and
$1,694,000 for DEA's airwing in the Research, Engineering, and
Technical Cperations program.
The transfer of positions and associated dollars from the Diversion
Control program, to the Domestic Enforcnt program, the DEA
Laboratory Services program and the airwing, is not a matter of
changing priorities, but rather an effort to reallocate these
resources so as to reflect DEA's operational requirements and meet
the overturdening demands on our resources. Between 1984 and 1986,
staffing in the Diversion Control program increased 36 percent and
will increase by another 17 percent in 1987. Additional resources at
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this time simply could not be absorbed effectively. Further, these
resources are urgently needed to enable lEA to focus on the
burgeoning problem of the manufacture of illicit drugs in clandestine
laboratories. Both diversion of licit drugs and clandestine
laboratory investigations fall under the umbrella of dangerous drugs
investigative activities. As such, it should be noted that more than
170 of the 241 positions as allocated by Congress are being applied
to licit diversion and clandestine laboratory investigations. The
remaining positions are being directed towards lEA's primary effort
against cocaine as well as the laboratory program required to support
that effort.
EA also seeks to reallocate 37 positions and $1,476,000 from the
State and Local Task Forces program, and nine positions and $174,000
from the Foreign Cooperative Investigation program to the Domestic
Enforcent program. Those actions will more equitably distribute
clerical and administrative support positions to agent positions and
will permit EA to apply investigative pressure against the immediate
problems of cocaine and dangerous drug trafficking.

We are especially concerned about, cutbacks in State and local task
forces. Don't you think that making State and local law enforcement
agencies more aware of the problem and more effective in dealing with
it, will produce considerable results?

The State and Local Task Forces program is the most effective and
productive means to draw on the resources at that level. This
program has consistently proven to be an ecorncical way for the
Federal Goverment to achieve significant results in drug enforcement
for a minimal investmet. The transfer of a portion of the resources
provided for this program beginning in 1987 by the Omnibus Drug
Supplemental Appropriation Act is only to more equitably distribute
support positions to agent positions. The increased agent staff
remains intact within this program. DEA will open six new task
forces and enhance 12 others in 1987.
Asset Forfeiture

You request 30 additional positions and $2.8 million to establish
asset removal team in six offices and expand another. How many such
teams do you currently have, and how many positions?

At present, there are 27 full-time positions dedicated to asset
removal teams in lEA field offices. The nine teams average three
full-time positions per team and are located in san Diego, Chicago,
Miami, Houston, Washlrotmn, D.C., New York, San Francisco,
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idIadel phia, and Detroit. Asset removal efforts, hwver, are
generally handled as collateral duties and team members are rarely
available for uninterrupted asset removal work. It is for these
reasons that it is vital that full-time positions be made available
for this important work. Experience has shown that dedicated
personnel develop an expertise in asset removal wi-ch makes them far
more efficient and productive in that area than the combined efforts
of several people, even though the workyear -u-itment may be equal.
on page 20 you identify the results of asset removals by your San
Diego team which adds up to about $95 million between 1980 and 1986.
Do you have any projections for 1987?

In 1986, San.Diego was responsible for the seizure of approximately
$29 million in trafficker assets. In 1987, that total will probably
remain more-or-less constant. There are three full-time team members
in San Diego, all of whom are working at full pace. Without
additional staffing, it is unlikely that more can be acoceplished in
1987. There is of course, always the possibility of an unforeseen
large seizure which will boost the projected total beyond the 1986

figure.

Question:
iHow muxh do you anticipate seizing with these additional resources?

EA seized a total of nearly $390 million in trafficker assets during
1986. In 1987, we will surely pass $400 million and probably
approach $500 million. Because it is now impossible to predict the
exact date certain investigations will be terminated and assets
seized, it is not possible to provide a firm projection for 1988. We

can expect sm overall increase due to the increase in workyears
being detailed to asset removal team activities and the growing
expertise of the personnel staffing those team.
Ouesti n:
OMat percentage

the suspect?

of these seized assets do you eventually return to

During 1986, = returned $2.3 million in a sets seized to the owner
or lien holder. Measured against total assets seized in 1986, that

is a return rate of only 0.6 percent. This is based on current data
in DEA's automated assets information system.
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ouestion
How are field offices currently managing data entry and why do they
require adi ional support?

Only limited data entry is performed in the field. Most data entry
is acmlished by forwarding forms to headquarters where the data is
entered into the appropriate application. Data entry in the field is
currently performed by special agents, intelligence analysts and the
clerical/technical staff. This type of work results in delays in
addressing other investigative and support activities.
Ouesto:
Since you are automating what was apparently a manual or at least
less efficient data system, won't there be sum personnel savings?

There are no anticipated personnel savings since the utilization of

contract data entry personnel will allow DEA employees to handle
delayed or unaddressed work in a more timely fashion. Since contract
data entry personnel are solely dedicated to that task, an additional
benefit anticipated by EA frcm utilization of these personnel is
more timely data entry.
Ouesti:
Local law enforcement agencies have complained about long delays in
obtaining their share of forfeited assets as allowed by the
Oaprehensive Crime control Act of 1984. Some requests are
apparently two years old and the agencies are still waiting. How
long does it take DEA to approve such requests?

7he delay in processing equitable sharing requests is directly
related to the delay in processing forfeitures. Because the amount
of equitable sharing is based not upon the value of the seizure but
upon the amount actually forfeited to the Federal Goverment, DEA
does not process equitable sharing requests until forfeiture
proceedings are cr!umleted. Given DEA's four-month backlog in
processing administrative forfeitures, there is a considerable time
lag before processing can begin. In October 1986, the U.S. Marshals
Service reported that the average period of time between the date of
forfeiture and date of decision on sharing requests at LEA was 102
days. Mis was at the height of the backlog and processing time has
since improved. The U.S. Marshals Service's report also indicated
that the requesting agencies contribute to the delay in that nine
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percent of the 3,127 recests on file as of October 1986 had request
dates ]
than the forfeiture date. tEA estimates that oce the
bcklog is aleviated, equitable sharing reqmsts will-be processed
within 10 days of forfeiture. (This applies only to administrative
forfeitures valued at or unler $100,000. lbe Attorn General has
the authority to nile on Judicial forfeituires valued over $100,000.)

My are these delfts oc=ring?
The delays in forfeiture are caused by a dramatic increase in the

volume of seizures aId insufficient resources to process the
workload. In 1984, DM seized $84 million in trafficker assets Qhile
the 1986 seizure total was $386 million. Further, the Omreheuuive
Crime Omtrol Act of 1984 changed the ceiling on administrative
forfeitures frm $10,000 to $100,000, their
shifting a sumstantial
workload fro the court system to seizing ageries. Ile Act also had
the effect of exouraging State and local govexxmiits to seek
processing of their seizures through the Federal system in order to
capitalize on the provisions of the Act. These adopted seizures,

coupled with D's own inreased effort in financial investigations,
led to a case workload of 1,000 per month in 1986.

I has been the victim of its own _uooess in term of prooessing
forfeitures and has been unable to match an effective seizure progr
with an efficient forfeiture processing system. rhb volme of the

seizure caseload is magnified by the lack of .esources to process
forfeitures. To date, resoures have been redirected interrlly.

Mie total authorized staff for asset forfeiture has recently been
increased to 27. In addition, 18 professionals have been detailed
from other offices to create a task force to dress ra backlog.
EA is exploring the feasibility of contracting m of the

forfeiture prcsing fWUctiors.

requests funding for a National Mug Performnce Iricators

System uhdi potentially will be extended to capture of Federal-wide
asset seizure data as well. lHat would be the relatihip ot the
[% system to the National Asset seizure and Forfeiture Program
property informtin system maintained by the Marshals Service to

provide Iepartmet-wid

information on seized assets?

'b Federal-wide Asset Seizure System (FASS) will be deveqped as the
third ocmponent of the Federal Drug erformae Irdicator System.
The first crpoxent, the Federal-wide Drug Seizure System, was
implemented in 1987 and the secnd owionent, the Federal-wide Drg
Arrest Sytm, will unergo development during 1988.
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FASS will provide for the collection and sunmary of statistical
information regarding the seizure of assets from drug traffickers by
onents of the Federal
the Federal Goverrment. Like the other r
Drug Performance Indidator System, it will involve cooperation with
several other Federal agencies having involvement in drug law
enfAoeen and my well lead to system and/or reporting
modifications within those agencies. It is presently anticipated
that the Drug Eforemnt Ad inistration, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the U.S. Customs Service, the U.S. Coast Giuard, the
U.S. Marshals Service, and the Criminal Division of the Department of
Justice will all be involved in this project.
Ouestion
Does EA intend for its system to service the Customs Service?
so, has it reached agreement with the Customs Service?

If

Under the umbrella of the National Drug Policy Board, the U.S.
Customs Service is a full participant of the National Drug

Performance Indicator system.
Foreign Intellience
Ousion:

EA's presence in foreign countries is being expanded. The
Administration has also expanded the role and activities of the U.S.
intelligence ocanunity in an attempt to reduce foreign production and
trafficking of drigs destined for the United States. What have been
the results of our increased intelligence efforts abroad?

The increased intelligence collection has provided the U.S. with a
better understanding of the magnitude of the problem in terms of
production and trafficking of controlled substances. The insight
which has been gained has played a role in the development of shortand long-term planning. We are better equipped to marshal the full
range of the U.S. Goverrment agencies from enforcement activities to
diplomatic strategies. Several initiatives currently in final
planning stages are based, to a large extent, on the enhanced level
of intelligence received and developed by DEA.
Ouestin
Are we obtaining more and better intelligence to target drug
traffickers and their organizations?

As a result of the increases in personnel and budget, DEA ha. greatly
expanded its intelligence collection and data bases in many of the
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Latin American ooumtries. Mh has successfully oczpiled profiles on
the major organizations responsible for production and distribution
of cotrolled substarcs from that part of the world.

Has EA been able to take advantage of the increased intelligence
activities or do barriers exist to coordination and sharing of
intelligence?

Although some legal questions remain regarding the fusion of

sensitive/classified information into case files that may be used in
a U.S. courtroom environment, IEA has been able to take advantage of

many of the assets of the Intelligepce Commmity.

Mrandun

of

Undertardiir have been formulated and coord iv-lng e
have
been established for the sole purpose of explc,4ting all aspects of

the Intelligence Coarmity and the intelligence is flowing quite
well.

Organized Crime DuM Enforomjmt
Ouestio
Don't OCDE effcrts result in prosecution of the major drug
organizations, which is the real target of your agency?

For most agencies, drug investigations are one of a nurker of
priorities, while for DEA, they are its single mission. Since most
OCDE cases progress from DEA cases, the OaE program can be
considered an eriaicemnt of LEA's investigative efforts. BEA
targets major drug violators and organizations; hmwer, designation
of a case as an OCDE case facilitates interagency investigative and
prosecutive cooperation.

Do you believe you are providing sufficient funds for this effort?

The OCIE program has had a rapid groth since its inception and has
developed into a stable operating program with significant funding.
In 1987, LEA will evaluate the program and its performance levels to
determine what operating increases and new resources will be required
in the future. If new resources are needed, they will be requested
through the appropriate budget mechanism.

I
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How many of the 762 position shown as DEA Oc F represent
individuals workir on the Task Force Program on full-time basis?

The 762 positions shown in the OCE program for 1988 are determined
by an allocation of investigative workhours during each fiscal year.
Once the total agent investigative workhours are determined for a
particular year, they are converted to agent workyears. For 1988,
DEA projects 554 planned full-time agent positions for the OCDE
program, while the remaining 208 positions are for field overhead
agent workyears and the non-agent positions necessary to support the
program.

Trinia
0uestion
How much of your 1986 training fund of $7,235,000 was required for
relocation of your facilities frum Glynoo to Quantico?

Total actual tunds spent on DEA Training during 1986 was $7,235,000
of which $123,896 was expended for the final stages of the relocation
frum Glynoo to Quantico. The majority of the expenses incurred
related to travel of the instructors between Glynco and Quantioo,
prior to their permanent change of duty station moves, expenses of
office moving ccxpanies, and rental of office trailers.
OuestiQ:
In 1987, lEA will hire and train about 750 additional enforcement
personnel. In 1988, the number of new enforcement personnel you mist

hire and train goes down to 45.

Considering the large decrease in

training requirements, why don't we see an associated reduction in

your 1988 request?

In the Justification of Adjustments to Base portion of the 1988 DEA
budget, a total $2.5 million in training costs is reflected as non-

recurring decreases. The remaining funding is necessary for training

of neow agents hired to fill vacancies, in-service training of agents
and other training programs for the various personnel of DEA.

You have a long-tenr program to TMPST DEA hardware and software.
Please describe what benefits TMEST provides?
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TEMPEST addresses only hardware and teleomnications.

Software

security is dressed through the security packages which are part of

the data base
g
system or through other specifically
designed software packages to enhance system security.

As a result of separate needs assessments by the EA, the FBI and the
Justice Mnagenent Division'g Office of Security Programs, it was
determined that DFA has a contxirsin requirement to access National
Security Information (HSI). In order to receive, process, or
transmit NSI, it is necessary to have encryption at NSA standards and
TEMPESTing of all ADP equipment and telecommunications. A system •
protected to this level will allow DPA to have direct exchange of NSI
with other Federal Government agencies, including the Intelligence
Ocam.ity, as required to support narcotics investigations.

ouesti :Will the TEMPEST program extend to all DEA activities or only those
directly involving intelligence and enforcement? If so, why?

All of EEA's ADP and telecommunications activities will be on a
single secure network consisting of TEPSTed hardware and National
Security Agency approved encryption devices. This will result in
savings for EA. since there will be a single telecommunications
network rather than two networks to meet the DEA requirements.
Additionally, with increasingly sopisticated techniques being
utilized by drug traffickers, the TEMPEST system will provide better
protection to the DEA data. In compliance with Department of Justice
instructions, tEA and the FBI are currently preparing to locate the
DEA Data Processing Center within the FBI. The FBI operates the
Department's designated secure computer facility. It will be
necessary for the DEA system to meet TEMPEST and encryption standards
to operate there.
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AstForfeiture

A Vashinaton Post article last November noted that you are seizing
more than $1 million every day in assets from drug traffickers. I am
very interested in the process by which these seizures are turned
back to the U.S. Treasury. I am also interested in the ways that
State and- local police agencies, through assisting in drug cases, can
tap into these seized assets. Hm exactly does the procedure work
for State and local claims on these assets? How is it determined
what pct
should go to the local agencies? Are these local
agencies then restricted in what activities they can fund with these
seized assets?

The procedure for State and local police agencies to share in assets
seized and forfeited to the United States is set forth in the
"Attorney General's Guidelines on Seized and Forfeited Property." (A

copy has been provided to the Subommittee.) Under these guidelines,

State and local police agencies may request an pquitable transfer of
forfeited property to reflect the direct contribution of such agency
in the seizure of the property. The amount shared generally is based
upon the percentage of participation of the agency in the seizure.
In terms of seized cash, the Federal Government may share up to 90

percent of the forfeited amont. With respect to property, the

Federal Government may provide up to the entire amount to State and
local authorities. The only restriction on use of the shared
property is that shared assets mist be used for law enforoement
purposes, and that the transfer of the assets will result in an
increase of law enforcement resources for that specific agency.

Ouestion
How much will it cost the DEA to establish asset removal teams around
the country? Please provide more detail on these teams, such as
-their precise missions and locations.

DEA requests 30 positions and $2.8 million in 1988 to establish asset
removal teams in six cities including Miami, Chicago, New York,
Houston, Washington, D.C., and San Francisco. Further, resources
will be used to expand the existing team in San Diego.
In order to establish an asset removal team in eabh of DEA's 19
domestic divisions, and provide them with the necessary clerical
sport and headquarters processing support would require 97
positions and just over $8 million in first year costs.
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L&A's dcmest1c divisions ae located in:
Atlanta, G
Bostoni MA
Chicago, IL
Dallas, TX
Denver, 00
Detroit, MI
Houston, TX

"

Lo Angeles, CA
Miami, FL
Newark, NJ
New Orleans, LA
New York, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Thoenix, AZ

San Diego, CA
San Francisco, Ch
Seattle, WA-.
St. Louis, MD
Washington, DC

The mission of the field teams would be to identify, seize, and turn
over to the U.S. Marshals Sekvice, for safekeeping, any and all
seizable assets of the individual or organization under
investigation. This would relieve the case agent of having to
perform this function and allow them to oorentrate on the criminal

aspects of the case, thereby enhancing the prospects of successful
prosecution when the case is brought to trial.

The mission of the - a
staff is to assure that the
centralized asset program data base is aocurate and current and,
thereby improve the monitoring, reporting and prooessinq for
forfeiture of assets seized in any particular case.
Diuital Voice Privacy
Guest i

:..

The Justice Department's budget request seeks $11.1 million for an
Integrated Digital Voice Privacy (IDVP) system to provide secure
radio conutmmications among the FBI, DEA and U.S. Malmhals. Do I
understand that yOU presently do not have secure radio cmunicaticns
with the FBI and Marshals? gat is the state of your present radio
systems and what is proposed?

At present, the Organized Cime Dug Enforcement Task Force
activities (OaErI) have a limited interomumnication capability with

the BI. Other than this interaction, PEA does not nowhave secure
radio communications with the FBI and the U.S. Marshals.

In DEA, tactical radio communications are provided by a nationwide
ultra-high frequency (UHF) law enforcement radio system of mobile,
portable'and fixed station radios. The E1 UHF radid system provides
support for surveillance, license plate queries, suspect information
queries dnd emergency or potentially dangerous situations.- DEA
currently has six divisions (los Angeles, Sai Diego, San Francisco,
Seattle, Miami and Atlanta) of a total of 19 Divisions operating on
UHF digital voice privacy radio system. Thirteen divisions' have a
non-secure system. As the consolidated DEA, FBI, U.S. Marshals
Service 11VP system program proceeds', these existing voice privacy
-

systems will be incorporated into the-'IDVP system. Because of

limited frequency resources, the MM syStem will include both UHF
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and VHW equipment intercnn

d to

oplish integration. . E

will

also be conected with the FBI's bacfbone micrcave system for
onand and control of its fixed station traruitters. 7he
r imate conwersion will total $40 million and is expected to be
ocupleted by 1991.
ZMineerin

The eI

FBI/T

t'iea

Research Facilit

is also seeking $13 million for the omtruction of an

Engineering Pleseardh Facility for the OdevelpMent of

eqiimont equallirg or surpassing that available to the criminal
element#'. Wat sorts of equipment does this description enoccus?

MIS following is a breakdown by type of equipment:

Video Equipment, e.g.
Special Application Eqiipment.
Tranmitters and Receivers, e.g.
Covertly Worn Trr.itters
PA*.e Trackg Devices
Intelligence. Kits
Relay Kits

Audio Recorders, e.g.
Covertly Worn Recorders
Title III Devices, e.g.
Pon Registers
Owert Micr=

Wat is presently available to the DEEin terms of such a research

facility?

Presently, we have no research facilities available other than for

the develcpmen of prototype equipment.
can acoodate
,
oe or a
few items imarufactured in-house. wA and the FBI contract out for
the develcpazt and procuremet of large volumes of equipment.
Cuesti.

How is the criminal egipwit developed? In other words, X am
assuming the criminals are not using such research facilities, but,
rather, are relying on ccumercially available ecaiient for their
use.
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Ihe purchase of criminal eq.roent is through major ma turers.
The criminals have unlimited resources to keep them supplied. In
s
stances, M has been notified if an usual aount of
has been recpmsted by potential cuistoers.
-1.dn
Ouestion
Why can't the Departmnt tap into the c mmiercially available
facilities presently in place for the latest equipment?

NEA
purchases and will continue ,to purchase the majority of its radio
communications and technical investigative devices -frox private.

inIdustry sources. However, DM must also have the capability to

develop special devices for investigative enhancement of agent safety
that are not readily available to the public, or in particular, to

drug traffickers. The relocation of tEA to Quantico, Virginia, will
of the pro=rement of comercial
not mean the a
investigative devices for Federal Goveent-developed projects.
will, however, mean that EA will have a greater capability for
developing devices that may save lives or result in greater
investigative rewards.
Oueston

It

Please provide more detail on this facility, its mission, and its
proposed contribution to the fight against drugs.

The FBI/EA Engineering Raseardi Facility's objective is to provide
improved technology to our agent workforce and enhance our
intelligence and investigative gathering capability. To this end,
plans have been laid to collocate FBI and DIA engineering activities
in a single facility on the grounds of the FBI Academy. The detailed
architectural design has been completed. Qintruction will be in
modules to promote as early as possible use of the facility. Site
preparation is now underway.
Quest

:

I am also interested in its proposed staffing.

The proposed staffing based on 1987 resources is as follow:
FBI 250 employees
lEA 40 employees
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We have provided the attached "Attorney General's Guidelines on
Seized and Forfeited Propertym to the Ccaittee in response to
r.Regula's question regarding asset forfeiture.
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Mr. Dwyu. Thank you very much.
Mr. LAWN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DWYnu. The Committee will stand adjourned until 10:00 a.m.
-tomorrow morning.
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BUDGET JUSTIFCATIONS

Mr. SMIH. We will continue our review of the Justice Department today with the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
We have with us INS Commissioner Alan C. Nelson.
[The fiscal year 1988 budget justification follows:]
(1118)
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
The [migration and Naturalization Service (INS) is requesting a total of lb,453 permanent positions, 14,169 full-time
equivalent (FTE) workyears and $838,828,000 for 1988. This request represents an increase of 2,208 FTC workyears and
$106,859,000 over the 1987 anticipated appropriation. The 1987 anticipated appropriation Includes a supplemental appropriation request of $146,843,000 to fund partial year start-up costs of Implementing the [migration Reform and Control
Act of 1986, P.L. 99-603, as well as the non-Service detention of Mariel
Cuban criminals. A more detailed supplemental
appropriation request will be forwarded separately.
The mission of the Immigration and Naturalization Service is to administer laws relating to admitting, excluding, detaining, deporting, and naturalizing aliens. The Service Inspects persons to determine their admissibility to the United
States; prevents Illegal entry into the United -States; investigates, apprehends, and removes aliens in this country in
violation of the law; and adjudicates requests of aliens for benefits under the law.
In addition to the traditional activities of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, this 1988 budget request Incorporates
the first full year of Service effort towards Implementation of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. Passage of
this landmark legislation marked a new chapter In the history of the Service and willhave a profound and far reaching
Impact on its mission and activities. The Service will be completing its staffing and training of new personnel to improve
enforcement of the Immigration laws, including the Imposition of sanctions against employers of illegal aliens; the expeditious processing and removal of criminal aliens from this country; strengthening control on the Nation's Southern
Border; completion of the temporary residency phase of the Legalization program; and implementation of the the Agricultural
Worker programs.
Significant workload increases related to the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 will first appear in 1988 (the
greater part of 1987 will be spent In hiring and training activities). As a result of the passage of this legislation, new
workload indicators appear for the first time In this budget. For example, in the Adjudications program, the categories
'Applicants for Temporary Resident Status' and "Applicants Granted Temporary Resident Status' are new additions, as is
'Site Visits,' in the Investigations program which related to the employer sanctions provisions of the new law.
A summary of the mission and resources for each budget activity and program InINS follows:
Enforcement

This budget activity contains the resources dedicated to both preventing illegal entry to the United States and facilitating
the entry of qualified persons. This Includes inspection of applicants for admission, patrol of the border, and the appre-
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hension of undocumented aliens who are in the United States subsequent to Illegal entry or In violation of status after legal
entry.
Inspections inspects each person seeking admission to the United States to detenine admissibility.
Border Patrol prevents illegal entry, and detects and apprehends aliens smuggled into the United States. In addition
to operational responsibilities in the immediate border area, the Border Patrol has enforcement responsibilities in the
vicinity surrounding the border. The funding will enable the INS to continue recruiting, training and hiring the
additional agents added as a result of the mmilration Reform and Control Act of 1986. Funds will also be used
for necessary supporting equipment and supplies.
Investigations detects and prosecutes criminal violators of the immigration laws and general criminal laws, and conducts
inquiries to support administrative decisions on applications for benefits and orders for removal. The funding will
provide for the placement and training of pervonnnl involved in the employer sanctions program and the location and
removal of criminal aliens, as well as tradition.:; investigative activities.
Anti-Smumylin curtails the growth of the undocumented alien population by locating and apprehending alien smugglers,
particularly organized alien smuggling operators. The funding will meet current operational needs as well as the
provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act.
Detention and Deportation detains deportable aliens whose freedom represents a danger to public safety or whose lack of
funds or permanent address indicates that they are likely to abscond, and expeditiously processes and removes aliens
from the United States. Contract detention funding will support the long-term detention of Nariel Cuban criminals
until their repatriation can be arranged with the Cuban government or until another long-term solution to their
detention In INS custody can be found. Funding is included to enable the Service to effectively meet the criminal
alien provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act.
Citizenship and Benefits
The resources necessary to provide the benefits of the Immigration and Nationality Act are provided in this activity.
Included are the adjudication of applications and petitions submitted for benefits, and the processing of naturalization
and citizenship petitions and applications.
Adjudications and Naturalization adjudicates applications and petitions for benefits provided by the [migration and
Nationality Act and processes aliens eligible for citizenship.
Refugees and Overseas renders decisions on refugee applications.
Immigration Support
This activity includes the resources for construction, coimunications, records management, automated data processing,
personnel training, research and development, field management, legal proceedings and the alien documentation program

O-A

In addition. It provides a capability to scientifically examine and analyze documents to assist in the Identification. investigation and prosecution of major conspiracies which provide fraudulent documents to smuggled aliens.
(AJIT).

Training provides the systematic development of all key occupational skills necessary for the effective enforcement and
idiThIsation of INS programs including all basic officer training at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
(FLETC) Glynco, Georgia.
Data and Communications Systems improves INS' effectiveness and efficiency through the use of computers and associated
data communications to process information and also provides electronic and communications support to INS' operating
elements. Funds will be used for digital voice privacy radio equipment, and the development and implementation of new
systems relating to the Immigration Reform and Control Act: apprehensions, case management, employer information, and
alien employment eligibility systems.
Information A Records Management provides timely and accurate information to the public, INS,
agencies concerning INS plans and activities.

and other enforcement

Intelligence provides predictive, tactical and strategic intelligence to INS' policy officials and line managers.
Funds will be used to increase Intelligence gathering and analysis in the United States and overseas, and for positions
and equipment at the forensic document lab.
Research and Development examines the technical problems which tend to impede accomplishment of INS' mission and attempts to develop technological means for their solution.

0

Construction and Engineering maintains and improves INS' physical plant by designing and constructing new facilities
and implementing energy conservation programs.
Field Management A Support provides day-to-day management direction to field units that implement major policy and
management decisions made by IriS'
Central Office management.
Legal proceedings represents the Federal Government in all cases, matters and administrative hearings in which INS is
Involved, and provides legal advice and support to IllS' operating personnel and managers.
Funds are included for
attorneys and support personnel to process additional cases arising from passage of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act.
Program Direction
This activity provides resources for the overall administration and management of the Service.
Executive Virection and Control establishes and maintains policy and program direction for INS.
Administrative Services provides administrative support to INS operations. This program Includes funds for full-field
investigations and payroll processing costs and provides administrative support for the officers and personnel
requested in other programs.
4

lmigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
of Proposed Changes in Appropriation Language

0

IJustification

The 1988 budget estimates Include proposed changes In appropriation language listed and explained below.
underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

New language is

Salaries and expenses
For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary tor the administration and enforcement of the laws relating to lmmigration, naturalization, and alien registration, including not to exceed $50,000 to meet
unforeseen emergencies of a confidential character, to be expended under the direction of the Attorney
General and accounted for solely on his certificate; purchase for police-type use (not to exceed&_
four hundred ninety, rall of which] shall be for replacement only) and hire of passenger motor
vehicles; acquisition, lease, maintenance and operation of aircraft; and research related to immigration
enforcement; [$b93,0UU,O(J3 A. of which not to exceed $400,000 for research shall remain available
until expended: Provided, That none of the funds available to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service shall be available for administrative expenses to pay any employee overtime pay In an amount in
excess of $25,000 except in such Instances when the Commissioner makes a determination that this restriction is Impossible to implement [:Provided further, That uniforms may be purchased without regard
to the general purchase price limitation for the current fiscal year: Provide further. That no funds
appropriated in this Act may be used to implement inmagration and Naturalization Service reorganization
proposals which would have the purpose of or would result in the closing of the Northern Regional Office
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service at Fort Snelling, Minnesota: Provided further, That
effective immediately before September 30, 1986, $3,38b,000 made available for 'construction" for the
Imiigration and Naturalization Service in Public Law 99-88 shall be available for the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, 'Salaries and Expenses.'J

1,670 of which
$838,828,U00
1-

Explanation of Chanyes:
The first change will accommodate the Service's need tor additional passenger vehicles to implement provisions in the Imnigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
The second change aeletes language lifting the ceiling on the amount that can be paid for uniforms. The Department's legislative proposal will propose specific unifurm allowances for specific categories of employinent. The deletion of the language
prohibiting the closing of the Northern keijionl office at Fort Snelling. Minnesota, was deleted by Congress in the 19B1
Appropriation. rhe $3.385,0U for construction applied to 1986.
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Congressional Appropriation Actions
The Congress provided $1,OUO,OO for the Implementation of the Systematic Allen Verification for Entitlements (SAVE)Program
and annualized the 1986 supplemental of $3,000,000 for the detention of Hare] Cuban Criminals. Funding of $14,584,000 was
provided for uncontrollable cost Increases. $5,266,000 was included to alleviate the impact of the 1986 reduction pursuant
to P.L. 99-177 for the detention and inspections programs. Finally, funds were included in the amount of $883.000 to reduce
the lapse rate In the inspections program. The net result was an appropriation $16,393,000 below the agency budget estimate.
Reprogrammngs
The reprogramming of positions and budget authority reflects the permanent effect of the September 26, 1986 reprogramming
notification. In the narrative accompanying the notification it was stated that the reprogramming was of a permanent nature
and would carry into 1981.
Rescissions
The rescission request for $24,59tUJO provides for a reduction of budget authority as a result of the availability Of
funding from immigration inspection fees for payment of inspectors overtime and information systems/data processing costs.
Supplementals Requested
1. The supplemental request for $141.793,000 and 4,316 positions provides for the Implementation of certain major provisions
of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-603), the detention of ariel Cuban criminals, and the
funding of increased costs for communications service under the Federal Telecomunications System (FTS).
2. The pay and FERS(Federal Employee Retirement System) request provides $15,774,000 to meet increased pay requirements
pursuant to P.L. 99-bO and to meet higher retirement system costs pursuant to the provisions of P.L. 99-335.

hI-A

I-

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and Expenses
Summary of Requirements
(Dollarstn
thousands)
Perm.
Pos.

Adjustments to base:
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1987 .....................................................
1987 pay and retirement supplemental requested .................................................
1987 Program supplemental requested .............................................................
1987 Rescission proposal ........................................................................
1987 approprlation anticipated ....................................................................
Savings resulting from management initiatives ...................................................
Transfer of FASS group from General Administration ......
.................................
Uncontrollable increases .......................................................................
Decreases ..............................................................................
1988 base ................................................................................
1987 Appropriation
Anticipatedl

1988 Base
Perm.
Pos.

Estimates by budget
activity/prograin

Pos.

WY

1. Enforcement ...........

10,635

7,695

$452,823

10,635

Citizenship and
Benefits ............

1,431

1,451

59,678

3. Immigration Support...

2,717

2,198

4. Program Direction.....

670

2.

Total .............
1/

Amount

WY

Work_/ years 1/ Amount

11,694

11.762 $593,000
15,774
626 147,793
-437 -24 598

4,316
-557

-219

-2,572
20
146,916
2-428
-1 -37 505

TrIM

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Amount Pos.
WY
Amount

T
Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount

9,147 $538,223 10,635

9.147 $538,223

1.431

1,714

74,593

1,431

1,714

74,593

...

182.399

2,717

2,639

183,813

2,717

2.639

183.813

...

607

37,069

670

659

42,199

670

659

42,199

...

15,453 11,951

731,969

15,453

)4,159 838,828 15,453

14.159

838,828

...

...

...

...

...

Includes a technical adjustment in the distribution of directly appropriated and reimbursable positions and workyears
shown In the Budget Appendix.
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Program and Performance
Summary
Activity Resourc
in thousands)
(Dollars

1987 Appropriation
Activity:

Enforcement

enm.

Anticipated

Pos.
Inspections ...............
Border patrol .............
Investigation .............
Anti-smuggling ............

Detention and deportation

Total..................

1.108
5,541
1,952
390

1 644

WY

Amount

Peru.

Pos.

1,496 $68,039 1.108
3,731 188,579 5.541
884 70,181 1,952
317
16,784
390

1 267

1K.

1988 Base
WY
1,518
4,157
1,507
358

109 240 1 14 1 607

increase/Oecrease

1988 Estimate

Perm.

Perm.

Amount
$74,667
217,829
85,817
19,640

140 270

WY

Pos.
1,108
5,541
1,952
390

1 644

Amount

Pos.

WY

Amount

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...

1,518 $74,667
4,157 217,829
1,507 85,817
358
19,640

1 607 140 270

4 8 Tr639 V, M 538:223

.

-T&:T

2

..

This budget activity contains most of the re urces dedicated to both preventing illegal entry Into the United States and facilitatin the entry of qualified persons. MIs includes inspecting applicants for admission, patrolling the border, locating undocumented aliens who are In the United States following illegal entry or are In violation of status after legal entry.
and detaining and deporting illegal aliens.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

Perm.
Pos.
Inspections ................

1,108

WY Amount
1,496

$68,039

Perm.
Pos.
1,108

1988 Base

1988 Estimate

WY Amount

Perm.
Pos.

1,518 $74,667

1,108

WY Amount
1,518

$74,667

ncrese/Decrease

Pos.
...

WY
...

Aount
...

ong Rane Goal: Ensure that the entry of applicants for admission to the United States Iscontrolled In a manner which Is
consisnt with the national Interest, facilitate the entry of qualified applicants, and identify and deny admission to those
not qualified; provide support to the Adjudications program by approving or denying applications and petitions for benefits
which are sent to ports of entry for adjudication during standby time; and Issue Border Crossing Cards at ports of entry.
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Major Ubjectives:
Inspect (incooperation with other Federal agencies) all applicants for admission to the United States.
Facilitate the entry of qualified persons through ports of entry.
Prevent the entry of Inadmissible applicants through ports of entry.
Detect fraudulent documents representing false claims to U.S. citizenship or permanent residence and seize conveyances
used for Illegal entry.
Adjudicate applications and petitions at ports of entry in order to efficiently use inspector standby time.
Base Program Description: Applicants for admission to the United States are Inspected at ports of entry to determine if
they are qualified for admission and if so. under what conditions. This process Is coordinated with the Department of State,
U.S. Customs Service, Department of Agriculture and local port authorities.
Cross-desiunated inspectors are utilized at both land borders And selected air ports of entry under the dual inspection concept whereby the officers of each agency conduct the primary inspection required by all agencies. "Citizen By Pass,"
"Une-Stop" inspection and foreign pre-clearance inspections have been developed In cooperation with the U.S. Customs Service and the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service of the Department of Agriculture to facilitate entry for the
traveling public and better use of Inspection resources at all ports of entry.
Determination of Inadmissibility is based on examination of the applicant., related documents or prior Information. Local
and national lookout systems containing information relating to excludable aliens are available for use at each port of entry.
Required documentation is examined to determine validity and relationship to the applicant. Inadmissible aliens are
denied entry into the United States. Any criminal activity discovered in the Inspection process is referred for appropriate
investigation.
Consistent with the Enforcement provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, additional permanent Immigration Inspectors will be assigned to high risk border ports. These resources are part of a 1987 supplemental appropriations request. The Impact of these additional resources will be felt most strongly In 1988, because In 1987 most efforts
will be directed toward recruiting, hiring and training these individuals. The goal of this enforcement effort Is to
improve the rate of detection ot fraudulent attempts at entry into the U.S. Recent studies have demonstrated that a small
increase in available officer time results in a large rise In detection productivity. The full deployment of Reform Act
resources will essentially allow these results to be permanently maintained at major crossing points.
Applications and petitions for a full range of benefits under the Immigration law are adjudicated during periods of standby
tfine at most ports of entry during non-peak workload hours.
Applications for border Crossing Cards are presented directly to ports located on the United States/Mexican border where
they are adjudicated and issued by Inspection personnel.
11

Accomplishments and Workload:

Accomplishments of the Inspections program are presented in the following table:

Item
Persons Inspected-Port of Entry ...........................
Persons Inspected-Pre-Inspection ..........................
Inadmissible Aliens Intercepted - Port of Entry ...........
Inadmissible Aliens Intercepted - Pre-inspection ..........
Remote Adjudications Completed ...........................
Border Crossing Cards Issued ..............................

Estimates

1985
300,826,336
6,830,111
b00,717
14,053
668,000
218,039

1986
321,067,196
6,974.689
701,072
18,989
643,797
233,695

1987
321.000,000
7,000,000
586,000
19,000
700,000
200,000

1988
321,000,000
7.000.000
768,000
19,000
700.000
200,000

During 1986, the Inspections program experienced very high levels of workload. Total Inspections were 328 million of
which 134 million Involved U.S. citizens. Pre-inspection functions at 10 major overseas airports accounted for 6.9 million
additional Inspections; a total of 720,061 inadmissable aliens were intercepted, equaling a rate of 2.2 detections per
1,000 inspections--up twelve percent from 1985. Improvements in methodology and techniques of detecting fraudulent
and malafide attempts at entry into the United States continued throughout the year. Significant rises were noted in
measures pertaining to detecting Inadmissable alien applicants. For example, between 1985 and 1986 false claims to
U.S. Citizenship were up twenty-four percent; alien registration card fraud increased by seventy-two percent; and border
crossing card fraud rose by thirty-eight percent. Operational innovations leading to improvements In both border enforcement and facilitation of international travel continued to receive high priority during the past year. The new Nonimmigrant Information System and the National Automated Immigration Lookout System continued to be improved.
Workload figures are
Act at major border
entry; this will be
tionalization of the

expected to rise substantially following implementation of the enforcement provisions of the Reform
locations. The enforcement provisions mandate that INS improve control of admissions at ports-ofaccomplished through deployment of additibnal officers at hiyh-risk locations, and through Institufraud task force concept to allborder ports.

With the passage of P.L. 99-600, the Department's 1987 Appropriation Act, an Inspections User Fee Account was established.
The legislation, which provides for the collection of a $5 user fee from each alien and U.S. citizen arriving in the U.S.
from foreign locations (other than Mexico, Canada or adjacent islands) by commercial air or sea transportation will allow
the Inspections program to more fully provide effective services at all airports and seaports nationwide. On a continuing
basis INS will be able to supplement its appropriated Inspections resources by charging the Immigration User Fee Account
for the cost of existing and new officer positions at certain locations, inspectional overtime, and costs associated with
improved fraud detection. Of the total Inspections program annual workload, approximately 13 percent involves inspections
that now fall under the provisions of the User Fee legislation. During 1986, 41 million air and sea inspections were
c(npleted with 72,UU inadmissable aliens detected.
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1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Per.PeruPerer.
Pos.
WY
Amount
Border Patrol ............... 5,541

3,731

1988 Base
Pos.

$188,579 5,541

WY

1988 Estimate

Amou.ntPos.

4,157 $217,829 5,541

WY

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount

Amount

...

4,157 $217,829

...

...

Long Ranye tioal:
Ensure that the entry of persons Into the United States between ports of entry is controlled in a manner
which is consstent with the national interest as established and provided by Congress, by preventing entry of, persons who
have not been inspected and by detecting and apprehending illegal aliens within the United States.
Major Objectives:
Oeter uncontrolled entry Into the Interior of the United States by the rapid detection, interception, and apprehension
of illegal entrants before movement to the interior can be achieved.
Interdict drug smugglers, potential terrorists and criminals and deter such entrants from attempting entry.
Cause persons seeking admission to the United States to present themselves at designated ports for Inspection.
Base Proyrai,
Description: Approximately thirty-nine percent of Border Patrol officers' time is devoted to an activity
knoo as Itnewatch. This activity prevents entry or promptly apprehends entrants after they have illegally crossed the
border.
Officers engaged in linewatch are supported by computer monitored electronic ground sensors which alert them to illegal
entries. Further support Is provided by a fleet of observation aircraft, low light level television systems and infrared
viewing devices. The Border Patrol officers use a wide assortment of vehicles adapted to local terrain and operational
requirements, including motorcycles, all terrain cycles, boats and horses.
In addition to linewatch, traffic check operations are conducted along major routes of travel to restrict access to the
interior by illegal aliens. Transportation centers are placed under surveillance for the same reason. Farm and ranch checks
and city patrol operations are conducted to locate Illegal aliens who have successfully entered the country.
The recently passed Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 mandated a vigorous, comprehensive enforcement effort to
discourage, prevent and deter the illegal entry of aliens into the United States. The Border Patrol program will assist
in this effort through the implementation of portions of the Employer Sanctions Program, as well as by significantly increasing its overall presence.
Accomplisivnents and Workload:

Accunlishments of the Border Patrol program are presented in the following table:

Item

Ueportable Aliens Located ..............................

1985

1,262,43b

1986

1,692,b44

1987

Estimates

1,900,OOO

__M

2,198,2UO
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Estimates
Item
Smuggled Aliens Apprehended .........................
0..
Smugglers Apprehended ...................................

1985
95.741
14,678

1986
114,665
19,225

1987
127,950
21,470

1988
146,530
24.350

The Border Patrol apprehended a record 1,262,436 Illegal aliens nationwide in 1985, the third consecutive year in which
over one million Illegal aliens were apprehended along the southern border of the United States. The number of apprehensions did not abate In 1986 with the total reaching 1,692,544. During 1986, southern border apprehensions increased by
29.2 percent to a level of 1,615,854. In addition, the Border Patrol Is encountering and apprehending Increasing numbers
of other than Mexican ntionals who are attempting illegal entry Into the United States. For 1986, 56,842 illegal nonMexican nationals from over 80 different countries were apprehended, almost double the number apprehended just three years
ago. These upward trends indicate that Mexican nationals are not the only people Increasingly seeking illegal entry
across our borders.
On October 1, 1986. the Border Patrol stepped-up its drug interdiction efforts by placing special emphasis along the southwest
land border. The new role undertaken by the Patrol is part of the Administration's Southwest Border Drug Task Force. This
task force, which Is coordinated by the National Narcotic Border Interdiction System (NUIS) Is made up of Federal, state
and local agencies, and is aimed at cracking down on drugs coming across the southwest border. The Patrol has been assigned
the major role for drug interdiction on land between the ports of entry. A selected number of border patrol agents have
recently received expanded drug Interdiction authority from both the Drug Enforcement Administration (Title 21) and the
U.S. Customs Service (Title 19). In 1985, border patrol agents made 885 narcotic seizures, a 26 percent increase over
1984, with a valuation of $119.9 million. During 1986 agents made 1,300 seizures, valued at over $185.9 million.
The Border Patrol Crime Prevention Unit in San Diego, California, and the El Paso and Laredo, Texas, Foot Patrol Units have
continued to be successful cooperative law enforcement activities that are conducted by border patrol agents and local
police officers. These activities have been valuable in reducing the number of crimes committed against both U.S. citizens
and illegal aliens because they facilitate the apprehension of Increasing numbers of criminal aliens within border cities
and the surrounding border areas.
The Air Operations program Is a vital element In the total border enforcement effort. Total flight hours for both rotary
and fixed-wing aircraft for 1986 has exceeded 30,000 hours for the third consecutive year. Apprehension assists from
these operations are in excess of lO0,OUU annual ly. In addition, many lives have been saved as a result of the air operations units, from locating aliens lost In the desert to thwarting crimes being perpetrated by border bandits against aliens
crossing the border.
Helicopters have become an essential component of Border Patrol operations In areas with high volumes of traffic. In
addition they provide the Patrol with night air capability. Helicopters equipped with light bars provide an added
dimension for the Interdiction ot aliens and enhance officer safety during hours or darkness. An officer's call for
assistance will be answered In a rapid manner regardless of the type of terrain.
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The Border Patrol has continued to increase Its effectiveness by using the latest technological innovations available In
detection and surveillance equipment. Those innovations Include the use of remote Image low light television and the most
modern Infrared scopes. These devices are Invaluable In assisting agents during night operations when the majority of
illegal aliens are attempting entry.
The border Patrol is experiencing, with rising concern, increases In the number of persons seeking entry with criminal
Intentions, such as border bandits, alien and narcotics smugglers, kidnappers and persons suspected of terrorist involvement. Violence along our borders has been Increasing at an alarming rate. This violence Is especially prevalent along
the southern border where last year there were over IbO recorded assaults against our agents resulting In 93 injuries.
The trend has continued this year with 48 reported assaults occurring in 1986. These individuals pose a serious threat to
the safety of the citizens of this country. Suspected terrorists must be prevented from entering the country.
The estimated workload Is Increased in 1988 as a result of passage of the Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
to this legislation, significant statf increases will begin In 1987 and will be annualized into 1988.

Due

There is no appreciable workload associated with the new positions in 1987 due to hiring beginning well after the start
of the fiscal year and the fact that formal training will be required for all officer positions before they actually enter
on duty at their new duty stations.

Investigations .............

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount

Perm.
Pos.

1,952

1,952

884

$70,181

1988 Base
WY

1988 Estimate
Amount

1,507 $85,817

Per.
Pos.
1,952

WY

Amount

1,b07

$85,817

Increase/Decrease
er.
Pos.
WY
Amount
...

...

...

Long Range Goal: Control and prevent illegal migration by enforcing the Immigration and Nationality Act within the
Interior o the United States; identify violators and gather evidence of violations of the [migration and Nationality
Act and other related criminal laws; and initiate appropriate criminal prosecution or provide Information to support
administrative action to effect deportations and removals.
Major Objectives:
Ensure the Investigation and apprehension of aliens involved in narcotics traffic, subversion, terrorism, and other serious
or violent criminal offenses.
Identify employers who hire Illegal aliens And deter the employ ent of Illegal aliens.
Prosecute or stop Illegal activities by persons or entities who conspire and assist aliens to obtain Immigration benefits
through the use of fraudulent documentation or schemes to perpetrate fraud.
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Prevent aliens from fraudulently or illegally applying for and receiving benefits from government entitlement programs,
and support prosecution or civil proceedings to recover benefits Illegally obtained.
Investigate matters referred by other Service branches to locate aliens who have absconded from Service proceedings,
develop grounds for denial of petitions and applications, and obtain evidence to support other administrative proceedings.
Base Program Description: Investigators detect criminal law violations and identify violptors through various covert
technlquesandadministrative procedures, and Initiate appropriate criminal prosecution or administrative action. Categories
of cases Include investigations of multi-national criminal alien organizations involved In racketeering, smuggling, counterfeiting, prostitution, official corruption, weapons and narcotics traffic, as well as Investigations of individual aliens
who have entered the United States illegally to find employment. The experience of the Service and other law enforcement
agencies has shown that the prosecution of individual street-level violators has no lasting effect on the operation of
large criminal organizations. The Service is increasing its use of investigative task forces and undercover techniques to
identify individuals at the upper echelons of criminal organizations who provide the guidance and resources for large
scale operations involving either immigration violations or general criminal activities perpetuated by aliens.
Investigations personnel are deployed in more than 70 offices In metropolitan areas In the Interior of the United States,
A priority assessment system for case management is Implemented at all offices to direct investigations resources to work
those cases which are considered of greatest Importance and have the most Impact on controlling Illegal imigration in the
interior of the U.S.
Covert investigations gather evidence of criminal violations through undercover techniques which include consensual monitoring and video recording, use of confidential Informants, purchase of illegal goods and services with confidential funds,
dnd infiltration of criminal organizations.
Investigative task forces concentrate the resources of a local office, or combine the resources of several offices, to
identify the inmbers and activities of a criminal organization. Task forces often include Investigators from other law
enforcement agencies because of the wide variety of criminal law violations which are uncovered. Cooperation with other
agencies increases the level of task force resources and enhances the ability of the Service to effectively uncover large
scale criminal alien organizations.
Aliens involved in organized crime, subversion, and terrorism are taken into custody for Service deportation proceedings
upon the completion of any term of incarceration imposed after criminal prosecution. Weapons, documents, vehicles, and
equipment used in the commission of criminal violations are seized under search warrant for safeguarding as evidence, and
vehicle forfeiture proceedings are initiated under the Immigration and Nationality Act. While these activities are effective In depriving violators of the assets to continue their criminal enterprise, the Service's forfeiture authority is
limited to the confiscation of conveyances. Jurisdiction for other forfeitures must be passed to other agencies.
Administrative investigations are accomplished through the use of traditional overt investigative techniques, such as
interviews at places of residence and employment, and reviews of civil and business records. Investigations often require
the service of subpoenas and search warrants to obtain evidence or to gain access to employment sites where Illegal aliens
are working.
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The level of effort of the Investigations program has been drastically increased as a result of passage of the Imigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986. Two provisions of the Act that greatly affect this program are the employer sanctions
provision and the MacKay amendment.
The employer sanctions provision makes it Illegal to employ Illegal aliens. Commencing with a six-month period after
enactment, employers will be provided with detailed information about the law. During that time the Investigations program
will provide employers with literature ang will conduct an active public Information campaign. The actual enforcement of
the law against the employers will begin after this education/information phase Is completed In May, 1987.
The second provision affecting the Investigations program is the MacKay amendment. The MacKay amendment mandates that INS
take affirmative action to locate, process and remove criminal aliens from the United States. Itrequires that the Service
Initiate deportation proceedings as expeditiously as possible after the conviction of an alien on a deportable offense.
This initiative is targeted directly at aliens engaged in criminal activities. These aliens comprise a growing threat to
the domestic and internal security of this Nation. In fiscal year 1985 alone, there were over 13,OU() criminal alien
referrals to INS from Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies. Of this number, 42,277 had been convicted and
found to De deportable.
Accomplishments and Workload: Accomplishments

of the

Investigations

program are presented in the

following table:

Estimates
Item

Cases received ......................................
Cases completed ......................................
Cases completed successfully............................
Cases Authorized for prosecution .........................
Apprehensions:
Resulting from casework ...............................
Other apprehensions......**..........................
Productivity: Cases completed per workyear... .............
Apprehensions per workyear:
Nesultiny from casework ................................
Other apprehensions...................................
Site visits ...........................................

1987

98'8

45,245
26,463
12,019
6,189

45,000
26,500
12,000
6,000

66,900
46,436
20,600
6,100

22,664
37,614
30

23,000
38,000
77

96,592
38,000
92

21
71

26
43

198
43

196
43

...

...

...

1985

1986

43,b19
28,418
12,204
3,567
16,217
54,700
37

C4
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19.900

The Investigations program places highest priority on cases involving criminal aliens, fraud schemes to obtain Imigration
benefits, and aliens who illegally receive benefits from government entitlement programs. These investigations are considered of great importance and impact on maintaining control of illegal immigration into the United States.
The effectiveness of the Investigations staff is not limited to the numbers of cases and apprehensions, but can also be
demonstrated by the potential cost savings in terms of entitlement benefits saved, fines from prosecutions and wages not
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paid to Illegal aliens. There are also immeasureable benefits acquired by reducing the number of illegal aliens holding jobs
that subsequently become available for citizens.
In 1986, Investigations identified nearly bO,000 ineligible aliens who were applicants for or enrolled In government
benefit payout programs such as unemployment Insurance, welfare, etc. The cost savings to State and local governments
resulting from the removal or nonenrollment of these aliens In entitlement programs was calculated to exceed $100
million.
o

In 1986, Investigations located 15,$93 deportable aliens holding jobs In this country. Using average annualized Incomes.
it can be estimated that U.S. citizens and resident aliens were displaced from jobs worth over $180 million.
Also 968 cases targeting notorious employers of Illegal aliens were completed in 1986. Over 6UOof these resulted in
successful cessation of hiring of illegals by target employers. Since employment opportunity is the major cause of
Illegal Immigration, reduction of the number of employers hiring illegal aliens also alleviates one of the "pull"
factors drawing people to this country illegally.

* Investigators closed down 593 major fraud schemes in 1986. Typically, the targets in fraud cases assist several aliens
through the sale, distribution, manufacture or alteration of fraudulent documents. Other targets arrange marriage or
other relationship frauds.
A major thrust for Iniestigations has been to redirect investigative resources to focus on large scale criminal schemes.
This is being accomplished through a task force concept targeted against crime rings and nationality groups. The task
force operations to date have identified multiple conspirators and complex organizations that are International in scope.
involving the manufacture of counterfeit immigration and other Identification documents, the arrangement of fraudulent marriages, and the corruption of foreign-based travel agents. Extensive utilization of undercover operations and consensual
monitoring equipment has resulted in successful prosecution and/or plea bargain agreements.

C4
to

Other task force operations are ongoing. One Investigation involves 1,100 suspected fraudulent petitions submitted by one
nationality group. In 46 cases Investigated, a 92 percent rate of fraud was uncovered, involving the Interrelationship of
eleven principals, two attorneys, immigration consultants, and notaries public. In another Instance, a joint task force
operation in Washington, D.C., with the Department of Health and Human Services involving the counterfeiting of alien registration documents and social security cards resulted in the arrest and charging of 10principals, 15 additional aliens,
and the recovery of a significant volume of the aforementioned counterfeit documents. A third extensive investigation
Involves Middle Eastern aliens engaged In fraudulent marriages, the sale of immigration documents to aliens at various
locations In the United States and Europe for upwards of $7,500, sale of fqod stamps, and weapons and drug trafficking.
This long-term inquiry has additionally targeted two attorneys who have knowingly submitted fraudulent documentation to
the Service on behalt of these same aliens.
The estimated workload is increased in 1988 as a result of passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 19F6. Due
to this legislation, staff Increases will begin In 1987 and continue into 1988. The large increase in apprehensions
resulting from casework is attributed to the expectation that 'most of the resources received In Immigration Reform will
focus on that type of work.
There is no appreciable workload associated with the new positions in 1987 due to hiring beginning well after the start of
the fiscal year and the amount of time required for training new officer positions.
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1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Per.
Pos.
WY
Amount
Anti-Smuggling ..............

390

317 $16,184

1988 Base
Peru.
Pos.
390

WY

Amount

358

$19,640

198 Estimate
Pos.
390

WY

Amount

358

$19,640

Increase/Oecreas u
Pem.
Pos.
WY
Amo unt
...

...

Lon4 Range Goal: Reduce the number of Illegal aliens in the United States and prevent the entry of unqualified persons
by detecting and successfully prosecuting those individuals involved in smuggling and transporting aliens.
Major Objectives:
Identify smugglers of aliens.
Investigate and apprehend smugglers of aliens, concentrating resources on major violators.
Prepare sufficient evidence to support the U.S. Attorneys inobtaining convictions of smuggling violators.
Increase deterrent efforts such as conveyance seizures, extraterritorial prosecutions, fines and sentences.
Bass Prouram Description: While the large majority of alien smugglers apprehended by INS enforcement personnel are considered minor violators operating independently .and Infrequently, a growing number of these violators are associated with
large-scale, highly organized criminal conspiracies. Quite often, these professional organizations are simultaneously
involved in other illegal activities such as narcotics and weapons smuggling, extortion, kidnapping, peonage, and document
fraud on an international scale. Criminal investigators assigned to the Anti-Smuggling program identify and Infiltrate
these organizations through interviews, the use of Informants, surreptitious surveillance, and undercover and task force
operations.
To Increase Its effectiveness In Infiltrating and combatting alien smuggling conspiracies, the Anti-Smuggling program works
closely with the U.S. Attorneys and with officials of the Republic of Mexico and Canada. The Mexican Government has Instituted assignment of special units at interior road checks In Mexico resulting in the apprehension of a number of Central
American aliens before they reach the U.S. Border. Further, Canada has changed Its laws to permit prosecution of smugglers
in Canada who violate United States laws.
Accomplishments and Workload:

AccomplishMents

of the

Anti-Smuggling program

Item
Smuggling Principals Apprehended
(Anti-Smuggling) .........................................

1985
3,399

are presented

in the following table:

1986

1987

3,016

3,500

Estimates

19
4,20.
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Estimates
Item
Smuggling Principals Apprehended
(Servicewide) .......................................
Cases completed .........................................
Prosecutions
. ............................
.
Major ...........
Minor ..................................................
Convictions (Defendants):
....
Felony ............................
Misdemeanor ............................................
Sentences (Months-All charges) ...........................
Conveyances Seized .......................................

1985

1986

1987

1988

18,017
2,607

22,241
1,804

24,97U
2,000

27,850
2,400

1,073
5,687

1,810
6,189

1,800
6,200

2,200
6.800

1,463
3,660
23,084
10,348

1,379
5,200
33,501
13,965

1,600
5,200
36,000
14,000

1,900
5,800
40,200
14,700

A number of significant Investigations of large-scale smuggling organizations were conducted during 1986 by Anti-Smuggling
units. In one such case, a U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel was apprehended as the leader of an organization smuggling
Illegal Dominican aliens Into the United States for fees ranging from $4,000 to $6,000 per alien. In another case, a
convicted narcotics trafficker was convicted of alien smuggling, three counts of second degree murder, and threatening to
kill one of the witnesses who testified against him. This smuggler was attempting to smuggle illegal Chilean aliens into
the United States by boat. When his boat broke down, he forced three of the aliens overboard where they subsequently
perished.
Other successful prosecutions included: several joint Federal Bureau of Investigations and Drug Enforcement Administration/
INS investigations; labor contracting smuggling; and smuggling with tractor trailers, motorhomes, and other 'unusual
vehicles.
The increased focus by the INS on reducing illegal immigration is reflected in the higher numbers of alien smugglers
apprehended and successfully prosecuted. The Service apprehended 22,241 smugglers, an increase of 4,164 over 1985. Reflecting the Intensified efforts ot the Anti-Smuggling program to identify and break up large-scale alien smuggling
organizations and Improve the quality of criminal investigations, a total of 7,999 prosecutions of alien smugglers was
authorized, resulting In 6,b79 convictions (an eighty-two percent conviction rate). As an adjunct to criminal prosecutions, the Service seized a total of 13,965 conveyances (cars, trucks, vessels, airplanes) used in alien smuggling, with
an appraised value of more than $31 million. This is a considerable increase over the 10,348 vehicle seizures in 1985.
The Service transferred more than $8million to the Asset Forfeiture Fund from the sale and disposition of seized vehicles
and Incorporated 252 suitable vehicles Into the INS fleet during 1986.
In 1986 the program continued Its focus on the identification, apprehension, and successful prosecution of major alien
smuggling organizations, particularly in those Instances where there Is the likelihood of conspiracy. The program continues
to conduct extensive investigative efforts against broadly diversified smuggling organizations engaged in Infant smuggling,
hostage/extortion situations, corporate smuggling, drug and counterfeit document trafficking, extraterritorial prosecutions, and terrorist activities. Beginning in 1986, the program was asked to be a part of the Southwest Border Interdiction
Program under Operation Alliance. The Anti-Smug1ling program responded by cross designating one hundred and twenty-three
of itsspecial agents for drug interdiction.
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The estimated workload is increased in 1988 as a result of passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
to this legislation, staff Increases will begin in 1987 and continue Into 1988.

Uue

There is no appreciable workload associated with the new positions in 1987 due to hiring beginning well after the start
of the fiscal year and the time required for training new officer positions.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

Perm.
Pos.
Detention and Deportation....

1.644

1988 Base

Amount

Perm.
Pos.-

1,267 $109.240

1,644

WY

WY

Amount

1.607 $140,270

1988 Estimate
Pens.
Pos.WY
Amount
1.644

1,607

$140.270

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
...

...

Long kange Goal: Adequately detain until ready for removal those aliens subject to exclusion proceedings and those subject
to deportation proceedings who are likely to abscond or whose freedom at large would clearly represent a danger to public
safety and security. Maintain and further develop a system of control which ensures that every case Involving a deportable
or excludable alien is processed expeditiously and that the alien is removed from the United States when appropriate.
Major Objectives:
Promptly remove deportable and excludable aliens and avoid detention to the greatest extent possible.
Ensure that adequate alien detention capability is available by staffing and maintaining seven accredited INS Service
Processing Centers (SPCs), and detaining aliens when necessary in non-INS fdcilities--including contract facilities which
meet INS standards.
Allow apprehension activities to operate at full capacity by maintaining a parity of removal capability. Fully support
apprehending activities In Implementation of the Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Maintain an automated control system necessary to cope with the increasing numer of illegal aliens apprehended.
Base Proyram Description: The Detention program and the Investigations. Border Patrol and Anti-Smuggling programs are
Interdependent in that (1) Detention is reliant upon the other three to apprehend tne aliens to be detained; and (2) the
Investigations, Border Patrol and Anti-SmugglIng program activities must be paced to the availability of detention space.
Whenan alien's freedom at large would clearly represent a present danger to public safety or security, or when an alien's
lack of funds or fixed address supports a finding that she/he is likely to abscond, that alien must be detained by INS
pending a determination of deportability. Additionally, the Immigration and Nationality Act mandates that aliens who
appear to be excludable be detained for further inquiry. To accomplish these detentions, INS utilizes Service Processing
Centers ( l's) and non-Service detention space.
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The Detention program currently maintains seven permanent S's. These centers are located In Manhattan, NY; Boston, MA;
Miami, FL; El Paso and Port Isabel, TX; El Centro, CA; and Florence, AZ; and have a combined rated detention capacity for
2.239 Illegal aliens. The Imigration detention officers assigned to these facilities' are responsible for all matters
relating to the care and custody of the aliens detained. In addition to the SPC's, an INS/Public Health Service facility
isoperational at St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, D.C., for the detention of mentally Ill Cubans. INS also
maintains a full-time staff in the Atlanta Penitentiary because of the criminal Cubans detained there, In addition to
these overnight facilities, the Service operates a number of Service Staging Areas for the temporary holding of apprehended
aliens.
In 1986, Congress added resources to INS' appropriation for the staffing and operation of the Oakdale Federal Alien Detention Facility. Although originally intended for use as an Allen Detention Facility, Oakdale is now being used temporarily
as a detention site for Nariel Cuban criminals. This use of Oakdale Is one initiative of an overall Department of Justice
strategy designed to handle this serious detention problem. The Federal Prison System (FPS) continues to handle the
operational aspects of the Oakdale facility while INS Is responsible for case review and transportation.
It is often cost-effective for the Detention program to use non-INS detention facilities. More than 900 of these non-INS
facilities throughout the United States were used in 1986. About 45 percent of the aliens detained were kept In nonINS facilities. INS will continue to utilize non-INS detention facilities as much as possible to enhance Its detention
capability. Unfortunately, available detention space In State and local jails has declined because of escalating prison
populations. In addition, some of the facilities previously used cannot continue to be used because they failto met
INS detention standards which were developed with the assistance of FPS.
The Deportation program accomplishes the removal of illegal aliens under either voluntary departure procedures or formal
deportation proceedings. The major responsibilities of Imigration deportation officers include the supervision of aliens
while under bond, released on their own recognizance, or in detention. Additional responsibilities include maintaining
liaison with the Department of State and foreign governments to obtain travel documents In order to effect deportations or
removals expeditiously.

)

An alien removal capability Is provided by various methods. INS operates Its own fleet of passenger vans, buses. and an
aircraft to transport aliens. In addition, an alien travel fund is maintained to cover the transportation expenses of
those aliens expelled at U.S. Government expense.
The recently passed Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 will increase the workload in the Detention and Deportation
program especially due to the employer sanctions provision and the MacKay Amendment, which requires INS to initiate deportation proceedings as expeditiously as possible aftqr the conviction of an alien for a deportable offense.
The additional Detention and Deportation positions added in the 1987 Supplemental Appropriations request to implement the
Imnigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 will allow INS to process, detain and transport the large number of criminal
aliens expected to be apprehended through drug enforcement efforts, as well as those who must be held on detainers In
State and local facilities after completing sentences for drug crimes and other criminal violations. Those aliens who are
involved in lengthy deportation proceedings will be detained to prevent them from absconding and possibly returning to
their various criminal activities.
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Accomplishments and Workload: Accomplishments of the Detention and Deportation program are presented in the following table:

Item

1985

Detention
a. Aliens detained (Total) .................................
145.989
* INS Facilities ................................... .
68.691
a Non-Service Facilities.............................
77,298
b. Number of detention days ............................. 1,476.430
* INS Facilities ...................... ...............
916,970
o
Non-Service Facilities.............................
559,460
c. Average stay in detention (days) .......................
10.1
Expulsions
a. Aliens expelled (b+c~d+e)............................. 1,069.680
b. Voluntary departures under docket control ...............
44,538
c. Voluntary departures not under docket control .....
*..... 1,001.766
d. Deportations effected ...................................
21,588
e. Exclusions effected...................................
1,788
f. Deportable aliens located, percentage expelled ..........
81.2%
g. Expelled aliens, percentage detained ....................
13.6%
Recognizance, Bond and
Supervision
a. Aliens released on recognizance .........................
5.259
b. Aliens placed on bond ...................................
41.224
c. Aliens placed under supervision .........................
139

1986

1987 Estimates

1988

137.332
75,114
62.218
1.437,266
896,962
540.304
10.5

115,000
69.000
46.300
1,651,000
982.000
690,000
14.4

136,800
69.000
67,800
1.957,000
1,036,000
921.000
14.3

1.614.M19
28,665
1,559.838
23,681
2,33b
91.5%
8.5%

1,797.000
32.000
1.733,000
29,000
3.000
95.8%
6.6%

2,136.700
56,800
2,012.200
63.700
4,000
90.4%
6.4%

8,696
33.016
116

8,000
33,000
100

9,000
56,200
100

The Detention program accomplished Its mission during 1926 through the operation of seven SPC's. Through an expansion
program, the combined rated capacity of these seven facilities Is now 2,239 detainees. INS also utilized contract detention facilities, located In Los Angeles, Denver, Laredo, and Houston. A standard statement of work for contract facilities
has been developed and will be used In future opportunities to utilize private sector entities for the safeguarding and
care of Service detainees.
The Deportable Alien Control System (DACS), an automated docket control and detention booking system, is now operational in
the SPC's and in Oakdale, as well as In the San Diego, Chicago, New York and Philadelphia District Offices.
Before the suspension of the United States/Cuba agreement on the Cuban Removal Program, five successful flights were conducted
on which approximately 200 Marlel Cuban criminals were removed from the United States.
Several long-term improvements to the SPCts have been recently completed. The Krome North SPCnow has an In-house kitchen
and a medical clinic. Expansion of barracks, improvement of sewage and water treatment plants and an outdoor recreation
facility have been completed at Port Isabel.
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INS has worked closely with the Public Health Service (PHS) to ensure that adequate medical and mental health care services
are available in the SPC's. PHS has provided a medical staff for two INS facilities on a reimbursable basis, provided medical escorts when necessary, inspected INS facilities, and recommended improvements where required.
Because of the suspension of the Cuban repatriation agreement, and overcrowding at FPS facilities, INS has had to detain
an increasing number of Mare) Cuban criminals In its minimum security facilities. Supplemental funding was provided by
Congress in 1986 to address this problem and additional supplemental funding is requested in 1987. DODinitiatives to
address the Marlel Cuban detention problem include:
* Change of mission ot the INS/FPS Oakdale Federal Allen Detention Center to house 5U0-600 Harae) Cuban criminals through
1988.
" Additiorel 300 beds (maximum security) at Oakdale will come on-line by February 1987.
* CRS halfway house placement programs will remain at 360 beds.
" Vocational, counseling, and educational programs for Cubans will be established at Oakdale and result in a population
segment who become eligible for release to invrediate family members.
* The population at the Atlanta Penitentiary will be reduced from its current ceiling of 1,800 to 1,500 In February 1987
to allow for renovation.
" A Case Review Plan will be established at Oakdale by the end of the second quarter of 1987. It will operate fulltime
to determine and review appropriate placement for more than 3,000 Cubans now in INS custody as well as the anticipated
7U-BU releases per month to INS custody from state and local jails.
The estimated workload Is increased In 1988 as a result of passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
to this legislation, staff Increases will begin in 1987 and continue into 1988.

Due

There is no appreciable workload associated with the new positions in 1987 due to hiring beginning well after the start
of the fiscal year and the time required for training new officer positions.
Activity:

Citizenship and
Benefits

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Pos.
WY
mount

Adjudications and
naturalization .............. 1,326
Refugees and overseas .........
106

1,309 $51,408
142 8 270

Total .......... ........ UWI I

1988 Base
Perm.
Pos.
1,326
106

WY Amount
1,540 $64,141
174 10 452

1

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
1,32S
106

1,540
174

$64,141
10.

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Mount

...

...

...

...

...
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The resources necessary to provide the benefits of the Immigration and Nationality Act are provided In this activity.
Included are the adjudication of applications and petitions submitted for benefits, and the processing of naturalization
and citizenship petitions and applications. All operations conducted overseas except preinspection are within this activity.

1987
Perm.
Pos.
Adjudications & Naturalization. 1,32b

Appropriation
WY Mount
1,309 $51,408

Perm.

Pos.

1988 Base
WY

1,326. 1,540

Amount
$64,141

Perm.1988

Estimate

Pos.

WY

Amount

1,640

$64.141

1,326

Increase/Decrease
Perm....
Pos.

WY

Amount

Long Range Goal: Provide for and facilitate the efficient, timely adjudication of applications and petitions for benefits
provided by law, and naturalization of all eligible applicants.
Major Objectives:
Assure that benefits are provided to those entitled to them under the migration and Nationality Act, and denied to
those not entitled, ina prompt and courteous manner and without undue burden on the public.
Attain and maintain a current workload in adjudications cases, which equates to a projected total of 230,000 pending cases
(5 1/2 weeks' receipts).
Attain and maintain currency In naturalization and citizenship cases, which equates to a projected total of 156,000
pending cases (four months' receipts).
Attain and maintain currency in asylum applications,

which equates to 6.000 pending cases (four months'

receipts).

Manage resources in response to workload so that applicants will receive decisions of consistent quality and timeliness
in allgeographical jurisdictions of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Base Proram Description: The Adjudications pro4ram--The principal statutory authorizations that this program administers
are Sections 20 204
,
,
212, 214, 245, 248 and 249 of the Immigration and Nationality Act. The purpose of the program
is to provide prompt, consistent and correct decisions to persons seeking benefits, and to detect fraudulent applications.
The Naturalization proram--Article 1, Section 8, Clause 4 of the U.S. Constitution mandates the establishment of a uniform
rule of naturalization%. The Congress. incompliance with its Constitutional mandate, has specified in Sections 301 through
36u of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1962 (8 U.S.C. 1401 through 1503) the means by which an alien may become a
U.S. citizen. It vests exclusive jurisdiction to naturalize in certain Federal and State courts. Italso reserves to the
Attorney General the authority to prescribe the nature and scope of the examination of petitioners for naturalization as to
their admissibility for citizenship and to make appropriate recommendations to the naturalization courts. This authority In
Section 33Z of the Act (8 U.S.C. 1443) is exercised through INS employees designated by the Attorney General to administer
the naturalization laws.
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The Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 provides temporary resident status to aliens who entered the U.S. illegally
or lapsed Into Illegal status prior to January 1, 1982, who resided continuously In the U.S. since then, and who are not
excludable. Aliens may apply for this benefit between hay 5, 1987 to May 4, 1988. It also allows these aliens to apply
to adjust their status of these people to permanent resident after 18 months of temporary status upon showing general
admissibility and basic citizenship skills. Section 202 further provides for adjustment to permanent resident status of
certain Cubans and Haitians who entered the U.S. prior to January 1, 1982.
It Is anticipated that fees collected from applicants seeking benefits under the Legalization provision will fund the
Legalization aspects of the Act.
Section 301 of the Act creates a separate and distinct temporary worker program for agriculture, the "H-ZA" program.
Section 3U2 of the Act mandates adjustment procedures whereby aliens who can demonstrate they have performed seasonal
agricultural services In the United States for at least 90 mandays during the 1 month period ending Nay 1, 1986 can apply
for temporary resident status. Temporary workers can apply for resident status between June 1, 1987 to November 30, 1988.
These new provisions will significantly Increase the workload In this program.
Accomplishments and Workload: Accomplishments of the Adjudications and Naturalization program are presented in the following
table:
Estimates
Item
1988
1987
1985
1986
Adjudications:
Adjudications cases received ................................. 1.897.160
End of Year Pending ..
..................................
347,387
Adjudications Completed within the Program .................. 1,298,946
Adjudications completed using immigration
inspector standby time at ports of entry.
(These case completions are not Included
in'the "adjudications completed within the
program" figures above.) ...................................
668.000
Naturalization:
N-4UU and N-600 received 1/...............................
442,42b
N-400 and -60U completed ...............................
b23,b73
N-400 and N-600 pending at the end of the year .............
154.106
Persons naturalized ........................................
251,667
Certificates issued .................................
31,5b8
Applicants for Temporary Resident Status ...................
Applicants (UrantedTemporary Resident Status ................
Deportation Proceedings ....................................
...
Appeals to Board of Immigration Appeals ....................
Appeals to Court of Appeals ................................
...

-A

)-A
2.203,631
324,000
357,018

2,300,000
324,000
1,400,00

2,300,UO0
274,000
1,450,000

643,797

750,000

700,000

452, ,964
434 .060
173000
310, 351
39' 810

460, 000
473, 000
160, 000
300. 000
40, 000
1,812, 000
l.1000
...
...

...

460,000
473,000
147,000
300,000
40,000
2,818,00
3,273,000
36,OU
1,700

•-..350
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Estimates
Item
Major Fraud Investigations..............................
major Fraud Prosecutions ...................................
-I/

1985

1986

....

...
...

...

Form N-400 is entitled "Application to File Petition for Naturalization."
Certificate
of Citizenship."

1988

1987
...

...

1,470
27b

Form N-600 is entitled "Application for

During 1984, the Adjudications program established the Balanced Adjudications System for processing Adjudications casework.
Within this system, emergency cases, fraud cases and cases requiring an Interview are handled by district offices. Simple
non-Interview cases are sent to ports of entry tor completion by inspectors during standby time. Complex non-interview
cases are remoted to the four Regional Service Centers (RSCs), where personnel are free from collateral duties, telephone
calls, and walk In visits by the public. Completions at ports of entry have increased by 33 percent in the last two years,
while RSC completions have Increased by 75 percent.
On April 1, 1986, the Adjudications Program implemented a quality review system at all four regional service centers. These
centers adjudicated 27 percent of the Service's applications for 1986. This quality review program provides for a supervisory review of a statistically valid ample of return and approvals. One hundred percent of denials are reviewed by
supervisors. The system will be refined and improved In 1987. INS Is also testing a quality review system for district
offices in 1987. It will be implemented at selected offices in the fourth quarter of 1987, contingent on available resources.
-A

INS continued development of the direct mall initiative in 1986. Eastern Region implemented Phase I of direct mail on
August 1, 1986. Northern Region Implemented Phase I on October 1. 1986 and Southern Region implemented Phase I on
December 1, 1986. Western Region is scheduled to implement Phase I-on February 1, 1987, but workload and space problems may
require a deferral. Phase I Includes five form types and, on an annual basis, over 202,000 applications and petitions
are expected to be handled this way. Phdse two of direct mail has been deferred until Immiration Reform priorities have
been resolved.
The new categories of workload for 1987 and 1988 reflect new functions mandated by the Legalizaticn provision of the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
1987 Appropriation

Anticipated

Pos.
Refugees ano overseas .........

106

WY
14Z

Amount
$8,270

1988 Base
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
106

174 $10,452

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
106

174

Increase/uscrease
Perm.
Post WY Amount

$10,42
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Lon Range
e
Goal: Approve qualified applicants for refugee status and for admission Into the United States; adjudicate
petitions and applications for benefits under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA); verify claims on applications
and petitions by conducting Immigration Investigations; and coordinate other enforcement related activities.
Major Objectives:
Coordinate with U.S. missions abroad and represent U.S. Immigration policy interests and concerns to host governments,
international organizations, and private voluntary agencies.
Receive and adjudicate applications from persons requesting entry Into the U.S. as refugees in accordance with the INA and
yearly consultations betwera the President and the Congress.
Adjudicate applications and petitions related to Individuals seeking admission into thea United States as Immigrants, and
other benefits under the INA.
Conduct investigations in order to verify entitlement to benefits under the INA and prevent fraud, alien smuggling, and
other violations of U.S. Immigration laws.
Provide planning, coordination, review, and evaluation of the Service's asylum and interdiction programs.
Base Provram Description: Under the INA, as amended, the Attorney General Is responsible for the review and approval of
apications from Individuals seeking to enter the United States as refugees. Under a delegation of this authority from
the Attorney General, these refugee determinations, which exceeded 65,000 approvals and denials In 1986, are made by the
overseas offices of INS. In addition, these overseas offices receive and adjudicate petitions, applications, and waivers
from the inadmissibility provisions of law, submitted on behalf of aliens seeking to enter the United States as Immigrants
and obtain other benefits under the INA.

-'

The Service also provides assistance to citizens and lawful permanent residents abroad regarding adoptions, immigration or
parole of alien spouses and children and other benefits under the IRA. In support of overseas refugee and adjudications
work, investigations are conducted to verify entitlements, and if possible, prevent fraud, smuggling, and other violations
of U.S. Immigration laws in Service offices in the U.S. and in U.S. overseas offices.
Overseas offices, In coordination with U.S. missions abroad, carry out the Attorney General's responsibility for controlling
the entry of aliens Into the United States by representing immigration policy interest and concerns to foreign governments,
International organizations, and private voluntary agencies. In representing these concerns to other institutions and
Individuals, the overseas offices provide for increased sharing of information In the International community on refugees and
trends in international migration, the immigration laws and policies of the U.S. and other nations, Immigration fraud and
international smuggling, and possibilities for collaborative enforcement and other immigration related efforts.
This unit also plans, coordinates, reviews, and evaluates agency field efforts in processing applications from individuals
seeking asylum in the United States. These individuals, though distinct from refugee applicants In that they are already
physically present in or at the border of the United States, must satisfy the requirements of the Refugee Act of 1980.
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Finally, this unit is responsible for reviewing requests for the use of the Attorney General's authority to grant humanitarian
parole into the U.S. for deserving individuals, and coordinating the Service's interdiction program with other participating Federal agencies. The latter program, with the assistance of the Coast Guard, provides for Interdiction and
return to countries of embarkation, individuals attempting to reach our shores illegally.
Accomplishments and Workload:

Accomplish ents of the Refugees and Overseas program are presented in the following table:
1985

Item

Refugees Applying for Entry
*Pending/Backlog ................................

13,70

Received ....... se,.......,............................
o.......o.........
Completed ..............................

93,415
79,108

Adjudications Completed

*Pendtng/lbacklog ............ 0............................
,....
o.,... .... ..................
Received ................
Completed ..............................................

Investigations
Pendaing/backlog .............

0..........................
Received ...............................................
Coelpleted ..............................................

Diplomatic Liasonr
Completed ..............................................
Public Service Completed ...............................

.

1.762

Estimates

1988

1986

1981

15,85

12,000
100,000
90.000

12,000
100,000
90,000

96,000
81,000

196,000
141,000

81,017
65,122
4,952

65,604
66,896

57,725
55,468

5.239

5,147
4,434

5,700
5,600

6,i0

...
...

273
2,949

325
3,000

400
3,000

b,580

1,762
6,150

I1

* Tnese are uncompleted cases at year-end, adjusted for cases withdrawn and other types of termination actions.
In 1986, major accomplishments included: revision of the Worldwide Guidelines for Refugee processing; participation In
refugee consultation; development of a proposal for a private sector alternative to meet refugee admission needs; and
commencement of a humanitarian parole program for Khmer on the Thai-Cambodian border. In addition to these achievements,
the Service has also begun to Increase the ability of overseas offices to contribute to the agency's domestic goals and
operations through strengthened and more closely coordinated adjudication, investigation. and enforcement related activities.

S

Accomplishments in the Service's asylum program have Included: the elimination of the agency's asylum case backlog, the
establishment of monthly processing goals, the installation of new asylum officer training programs, and Improved coordination of the Service's asylum operations with the Department of State, and the Executive Office of Imigration Review,
whose immigration judges receive asylum claims during expulsion proceedings. The unit has also revised the asylum regulations In coordination with the Attorney General's office.
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To facilitate the Service's tnterdiction program, the Refugees and Asylum program has continued its 1986 efforts to
strengthen cooperation between participating Federal agencies and the countries of the Caribbean from which most of those
intercepted embark.
1987 Appropriation

Activity:

Immigration Support
Peu.
Pos.

Training ...................
Oata and communications
systems..............
Information and records
management............ 1,414
Intelligence............
b3
Research and development ....
2
Construction and engineering
18
Field management and support 314
Legal proceedings.........
618
Total ..................... 2 =.

Anticipated
1988 Base
Peru.
WY 'Amount Pos.WY
Mount
$9,192

89

191 60,639

209

73

1,323
45
2
19
290

25b
2,191

42,W? 1,414
2,314
53
516
2
45,216
18
14,303

314

17.662
618
182,399 U7I7

87

$9,960

19b

0,.774

1,488
bI

89
209

48,36b 1,414
2,709
53
539

2

19
289
508
Te,M9

1988 Estimate
Peru.
Pos.
WY Mount

Pos.

07

$9,960

...
...

195

63,774

1,488
51

48.365
2,709

2

539

2

14,046
18
15,961
314
28 459
618
18'.1 T.7

Increase/oUecrease

Perm.

NY

Amount

19
14,046
289
15,961
58
28459
269 183.81

This activity Includes the resources for construction, communications, records management, automated data processing,
training of personnel, research and development, field management, legal proceedings and the alien documentation program
aditT). In addition, It provides a capacity to scientifically examine and analyze documents to assist in the Identification,
investigation and prosecution of major conspiracies which provide fraudulent documents to smuggled aliens.
1987 Appropriation
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
Training ..............

89

73

$9,192

Perm.
Pos.
89

1988 Base
WY

Amount

87

$,960

1988 Estimate
Peru.
Pos.
WY
Amount
89

87

$9,960

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
...

...

...

Lon Range Goal: Establish and maintain an employee development system that meets the needs of management and individual
eployees and complies with regulatory requirements.
Major Objectives:
Servicewide Uperdtions Training:
1. Basic training for all new recruits to the officer corps Including those recruits related to the implementation of
the Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
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2. Advanced technical training primarily for the Journeyman officer corps.
3. Updated curriculum for the basic and Journeywan officer corps training programs.
Servicewide Support Training:
1. Training for INS supervisors, managers, management officials and executives.
2. Technical training programs to meet requirements not satisfied by in-Service programs.
Regional and Local Training:
1.

Training for organizational and individual requirements that are not accomplished through national or Servicewide
programs.

Base Program Description: INS training requirements are identified annually and revised during the year as dictated by
new regulations, legislation or organizational needs such as those related to the Imigration Reform and Control Act of
1986. Actual training Is accomplished by In-Service training programs using INS Instructors, training programs conducted
by other agencies, private firms or a combination of the foregoing. In-Service training programs are primarily related
to specific INS subjects. The following Is a brief description of the activities:
Servicewide Operations: Comprises the law enforcement, supervisory and other operations training (basic and/or advanced)
delivered to the officer corps personnel and any other employees directly involved In Servicewide operations (e.g..
contact representatives, and deportation docket clerks). Training is conducted primarily at the Officer Development
Training Facility (UOTF)in Glynco, Georgia. Included under this activity are the positions permanently assigned to
and the general administrative costs at the OOTF.
Servicewide Support: (1) development and implementation of technical training programs for executive, managerial,
clerical and administrative employees; (2) technical training not conducted at the OOTFfor all other occupational
groups; (3) development of policies and procedures regarding employee development; (4) determination of effectiveness
and efficiency of all INS Servicewide training programs; (5)evaluation, consultation research and implementation of
new training techniques to improve curriculum; and (6) the formulation and execution of the INS training budget.
Included in this activity are the positions permanently assigned to the Central Office (excluding the training officer).
ke-lonal and Local Training: Includes specialized training and development needs of employees In the Central Office
and the regions. These needs primarily have individual or local Implications which are not presently required for
Servicewide programs. These programs are conducted either locally, in-house or by external sources. Included In this
program element are the training officer and support positions permanently assigned in the central and regional offices,
and those resources needed to cover tqition costs, travel and per diem.
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Accomplishments andWorkload:

Accoylishments of the Training program are presented in the following table:

Item

1985

Workload Production/Training Completions:
Border Patrol asic ...............................
b82
Immigration Officer Bsic................................
230
Detention Officer Basic ..................................
73
Journeyman Officer Training ..............................
396
Basic Supervisory Development ...............................
222
Management Development ......................................
150
Executive Development .......................................
22
Extension Training .........................................
560
Contact Representatives and Docket clerks ...................
46
Regional/Central Office Training .......................... P. 2,745
Workload Production/Training Starts:
Border Patrol Basic ......................................... 1,218
Immigration Officer Basic..-*.............................
187
Detention OffiCer Basic .....................................
74

Estimates

1986

1987

539
141
72
504
216
170
32
580
48
2.658

90O
390
124
860
216
200
30
600
1SO
2.550

1,320
390
124
650
266
260
30
600
ISO
2,550

984
370
124

920
390
124

637
160
71

198a

In 1986, 752 officers completed the basic officer corps training program at the OOTF.The length of these basic officer
programs Is as follows: Detention - 6 weeks, Immigration - 14 weeks, and Border Patrol - 17 weeks. Journeyman training
was provided for b04 officers, and 222 INS supervisors and managers attended supervisory training sponsored under Servicewide programs.
In addition to Servicewide programs, 2,658 Individual training courses were provided to INS employees to
meet regional and local training needs.
.The workload indicators for 1987 and 1988 reflect the Impact of the Implementation of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986, particularly due to the permanent expansion of major existing enforcement programs.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
Data and Communications Systems

209

191 5b,639

Perm.
Pos.
209

19U Base
WY

198S Estimate
Amount

Pos.

WY

Amount

195 $63,774

209

195

$63,774

Increase/Uecrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY
Amount
...

...

...

Lony Range (6oal: Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of INS' operational, administrative and managerial functions by
providing the optimal level of data automation support; provide the modern data communications required to support all of
INS' information needs; produce and issue alien identification documents; and provide radio and electronics equipment and
systems required by the INS to support its service and enforcement functions.
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Major Objectives:
AOP Systems-Operate and maintain systems with upgraded access by Service employees through enhanced software and additional user hardware:
(1)Current mission support systems: Non-Immigrant Information System, Central Index System, Student/Schools Database,
Systematic Alien Status Verification System in conjunction with the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE)
Program, (in1988, the SAVEautomated system will become available to designated entitlement agencies under the U.S. Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services. Housing and Urban Development, Education, and Agriculture, for implementation in all states except in those areas where waivers are granted by the appropriate secretaries of the departments
noted), Operational Activities Special Information System (OASIS), National Automated Information Lookout System, Cuban
Adjustment Program System, Naturalization Casework System, Deportable Alien Casework System, Legal Case Tracking System,
limirant Visa Data Capture System; and (2) Business support systems, i.e., Uirectives Access Information System, Freedom
of Information Act System, and Performance Analysis System.
Operate and maintain new ADPbased systems and databases: Remot Adjudications Tracking System, and those systems Identified
with the responsibilities of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 and User Fee legislation.
Continue with the implementation of the AOPPlan through the installation of hardware and word processing, data communications
and facilities operations.
Data Comunications-Operate the Immigration and Naturalization Service 36.000 mile Communications Network (INSINC).
Provide INS field
offices with inter-office data communications and remote access to centralized databases and computing resources with
the capabilities to expand to support new applications contained In the Long Range AUP Plan and those needed to support
new leglfslation by upgrading the backbone network with higher speed lines to maintain system operations with Increasing
transaction volumes. The INSINC contractual support for the network will be continued until It Is replaced by the new
Department of Justice Telecommunications Network (JTN). The competition for the new JTN has begun and will be continued
through 1987 and 198.
Allen Documentation, Identification and Telecommunications (ADIT) Systems-Maintain high volume, cost-effective production and Issuance of secure Identification cards and updates to computer
databases associated with Identify information.
Electronics Support-Provide INS operating units with reliable, modern radio and electronics equipment and systems through expanded use of
MICROWAVE
systems. These will support the mission goals associated with enforcement and control of illegal migration.
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Provide automated intrusion detection capabilities at selected Border Patrol sectors consisting of a variety of sensor
and Imaging equipment with centralized monitoring at the sector for dispatch and reporting purposes through the CADRE
System.
Provide an effective maintenance program and equipment replacement and upgrade schedule. This Is required to ensure
effective operation of communications and electronics capabilities.
hase Program Descrilption: Development, operation and maintenance of existing and developing ADPsystems a, accomplished by:
(1) computerized support provided on a reimbursable basis by the Justice Data Service Center in Washington D.C.. and the
dedicated Southwest Data Center'in Dallas, Texas; ?) INS Satellite Data Centers; and (3) purchased or !eased hardware.
Systems will be maintained at current and expanded levels of service through the operation of existing and recently developed
systems defined In the long range ADP Plan.
The Data and Communications Systems program will continue to operate the tecently Implemented data communication, network
providing remote access to central computer records.
The operation of a single facility will accomplish: the issuance of large numbers of immigration Identification cards,
database establishment and maintenance, and the collection of data from immigrant visas and adjustments of Immigration
status to update the database. These services will be merged through a combined recompetition of both services In 1987
with start up operation in 1988. The facility will operate under contract with technical and operational direction and
performance monitoring performed by on-site INS personnel,
The Radio Comunications program provides Service operational elements with radio communications, intrusion detection
(electronic sensors and imaging equipment) and electronics security equipment and systems. Radio frequency management.
Inventory and replacement schedules are maintained through the use of microcomputer and time-sharing se-vices.
Accomplishments of the Data and Communications Systems program:
i. AUPSYSTEMS
1. Systems Planning-The 19187
requlest represented the fourth full year fur the INS automation program as defined in the Service's existing
Long Range AUPPlan. Three accomplishments that continue to allow early Implementation of the plan are (1) a contract for
software development and (2) the Oepartiment of Justice Southwest Data Center that supports the software systems which are
developed, and (3) the ADPhardware and facility operations contract. These Initiatives have provided a continuing source
of AL)Pprofessional and computer processing resources for development dnd implementation efforts underway as Identified
below.
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2. Systems operation-The following operational systems have been recently expanded and/or proliferated and are available at 149 INS sites: (1)
The Central Index System which houses records on over 20 million individuals and supports State government access to the
SAVEprogram; (2) the Non-Immigrant Information System has been Improved to a point that over 62,OOU records can now be
loaded in a 24-hour period and currently maintains over 55 million records on the database; (3) the casework systems including the Deportable Alien Casework, the Naturalization Casework and the Legal Case Tracking Systems were proliferated
to additional sites; (4) numerous Improvements were made to the various subsystems of the Service's Financial Management
information Systems; (6)the Anti-Smugglidg Information System which supports the El Paso Intelligence Center, was redesigned and renamed as the Operational Activities Special Information System (OASIS) and Includes subsystems of AntiSmuggling Information, Seized Vehicle Information System, Fraud System and a yet to be developed Criminal Information
System; (6)the A-File Tracking System (AFACS) which records the movement of alien files Indistrict offices was Installed
In six district offices.
3. Data Exchange-A significant accomplishent in 1986 was the successful Implementation of a pilot project with the.Department of State for
the electronic exchange of data. The project was Implemented at the Consulate in Montreal that allows the transmission of
immigrant visa data through the Department of State In Washington and then to the INS INDAC facility In Rockville, Maryland.
This automated sharing of data Is cost effective in that It eliminates the re-keying of Information at the INS facility.
-

II.DATA COMMUNICATIONS
The Service's data communications network (INSINC) has been expanded to over 149 INS field offices allowing for immediate
access to INS systems on the Justice Data Centers. INSINC has been expanded to Include access to at least two non-INS
Information sources--the National Law Enforcement and Telecommunications System (NLETS), which provides information from
State law enforcement systems and the FI's National Crime Information Center (NCIC), which provides information on Federal
offenders.
111.ELECTRONICS $UPPORT
1. Radio Systems-The Southern California Microwave System was installed and Is being used for that portion of the joint INS/FAA microwave
backbone established under an existing INS/FAA Interagency agreement. Implementation of the microwave backbone for the New
Orleans segment (Texas and Florida) and the Southern California segment (Los Angeles to Arizona) is continuing. Installation
of the Dallas-San Antonio-Houston microwave system Is continuing. A substantial amount of portable and mobile radios were
replaced in 1986.
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2. Intrusion Uetection-Contracts for both land mobile infrared imaging equipment with remote image TVand airbone Forward Looking Infrared (FLI)
imaging equipment have been awarded. Low Light Level TV Systems (LLLTV) are being expanded to additional border partrol
sectors.
Software development and system design continued for a uniform detection system (CADRE).
3.

SAVE Program--

The SAVE
Program, standardized since October, 1985, Is now available to every State and all entitlement agencies.
sent, 15 States are participating in the program either formally or through pilot projects.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

Perm.
Pos.

Information & Records Management 1,414

WY 'mount

Perm.
Pos.-

1,323 $42.b57

1,414

1988 Base
WY

Amount

1,488 $48,365

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WVY Amount
1,414

1,488 $48,365

At pre-

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
...

...

...

Long Ranye Goals: Information Services--Provide timely, accurate information to the public and the INS cohcerning immigration benefltisand procedures, policies, plans, activities, and immigration reform policies and procedures.
Records--Provide timely, high quality records responsive support to INS' operating components and other U.S. law enforcement agencies and administer a Servicewide program designed to ensure the utility and reliability of data generated by INS
Information systems both In-house and those which are contracted.
Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts--Ensure Servicewide compliance with the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts.
Statistics--Provide analytical, technical expertise on statistical matters, and timely, accurate, statistics upon which to
base policy decisions.
Base
Provram Description: Information Services--Inquiries received by telephone, in person and In writing are handled by
immigration informtion Officers.
Records--- Provide for the control and access of records support to INS' operating components. Alien files and various
other records are maintained at bS field offices throughout the United States, including Regional Service Centers and offices
established to implement the Imigrdtion Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts--Requests for access to or amendment of INS records are received at INS offices,
throughout the nation. The determination to grant or deny a request is made -t the district or regional office receiving
the request and maintaining the approjridte records.
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Statist ic -- Statistical data is submitted to the Central Office from a variety of sources, and tabulated and analyzed by the
Statistical Analyzis Branch. This Includes both workload data and statistics on immigrants, refugees, nonlmigrants, deportable aliens and nttionality from manual and automated sources. As appropriate, monthly, quarterly, annual, or special ad
hoc reports or bulletins are published. Statistical Information and analyses are provided to Service management, the
Interested public, other agencies and Congress. Technical advice is provided within the Service on statistical matters.
The Statistical Analy-ols Branch also maintains liaison with other agencies and outside groups which have related statistical
and policy interests.
Accomplishments and Workload: Accomplishments of the Information and Records Management prograic are presented In the following table:
Estimates
Item
19_1
1988
1985
1986
Information Services:
Pending Beginning of Period - Correspondence ..............
9,810
Receipts - Correspondence ................................
439,588
Completions-Correspondence ...............................
445,893
Inquiries:
Ask Immigration Telephone System ......................... 2,220,052
Non Ask Immigration Telephone System ................... 2,332,116
Inperson......................o........................... 4,182,777
Records:
Receipts Files opened ................................ ..........
828.668
General searches.,................
..............
4.085.391
Files transferred or forwarded on loan ............
552,733
Filing material into *A*files ................... 1,532.624
Completions Files opened .............................................
82,668
General searches ........................................
4,085,391
Files transferred or forwarded on loan ...................
552,733
Filing material Into "A'files .......................... 1.532,624
FUIA/PA:
On Hand/Receipts - Freeoom of Information
Act A Privacy Act Action...........................
19,326
Completions - Freedom of Information
Act & Privacy Act Action ...............................
Statistics:
ReceiptsUnedited and unvalidated Reports .................

15,303

11.6651/
339.728
339,367

2b.OUO
100,000
687,000

38.000
900,000
900.000

2,914,290
1,329,629
4.852,832

4,50,000
1,800,000
6.90,OO00

5,000,000
1,800,000
7,700,000

b27,706
3,280,556
472.778
1.784,285

2,600,00
4,300,000
1,450,000
4,000,000

3,400,000
4.700.000
1.850.000
4,700,000

b07,627
3,255.682
463,074
1.661,768

2.600,000
4,300,000
1,450,000
4,000,000

3,400,000
4,700,000
1,850,000
4,700.000

21,434

27,500

28,500

22,768

24,500

?5,bOO

27,bU 2/

27,600

27,600
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1985

Item
Inquiries ..............................................
CompletionsEdited and validated Reports .........................
Public Use Tapes .....................................
Inquiries Answered .............................. ..

1986

1987

Estimates

1988

2,700

2,700

24,500

2,700

7.225
Is
2,700

27,600
18
2,7U0

27,600
20
2,700

27,600
2.700

NOTES:
I/ Includes adjustments for changes at the beginning of the period.
2/ New method for calculating the workload for this Item.
In November 1985, the first of two comprehensive on-site reviews of the contractor's quality control performance of data
collection, document control, and data conversion operations was completed. An extensive review of INS' NIIS quality
assurance on-site program was concluded In 1986. Current workload volumes received and processed through quality assurance
at both contractor work-sites were completed during 1986 without developing backlogs.
Informatibn Services In 195 Installed two totally automated *Ask ImmigrationO telephone answering services. The first
began operation at Charlotte, N.C. in Nay 1985. The second began operation at Portland, Oregon, in June 1985. Workload
reports from these two locations Indicated that telephone assistance almost doubled at these two sites. In 1986, a fully
automated disk expandable system was Installed at San Jose to test and evaluate the equipment capability to provide direct
local access to the Ask Immigration library tapes and then forward calls needing assistance to Western Telephone Service
Centers.
The Records Systems Division implemented a workload resting program on January 7, 1985.
reduce excessive records workloads at selected field offices.

01
M

This program was designed to

Statistics--Ine production of the INS Statistical Yearbooks, which had been delayed In previous years, was returned to
schedule with the publication of the 1984 and 1985 yearbooks during 1986. Other polications during the year included
quarterly reports on nonimiyrants arriving In the United States and an advance report on immigrant arrivals during 1985.
The 1965 through 1985 yearbooks were made available for purchase through the National Technical Information Service.
Oata collection was completed in a joint INS-Census Bureau Current Population Survey supplemental to monitor changes in
the resident undocumented population. In addition, a project was initiated by the INS and the Census Bureau to project
labor force growth and potential future migration from four major countries.
As a result of the enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, workloads for 1987 and 1988 are projected
to Increase substantially, based on planning estimates developed for the implementation of the new Act. The impact Is
primarily reflected in Information services, Inquiries, and in records receipts and completions.
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1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

Pe rm.

Pos.
Intelligence ...............

3

WY
45

Perm.

Amount

Pos.

$2,314

53

1988 Estimate

1988 Base
WY

Pem.

Amount

Pos.

51 $2,709

53

Increase/Decrease

Perm.

Amount

Pos.

WY

Amount

51 $2,709

...

...

...

WY

Long Ranve Goal: Develop an international Immigration intelligence capability for the collection and dissemination of
Information regarding global migration patterns and trends, and provide meaningful intelligence support on a regular basis
to INS operational components for enhanced effectiveness and efficiency.
Major Objectives:
Provide intelligence support required for maximum operational efficiency of INS field components.
Provide regularly scheduled strategic intelligence assessments to INS management for consideration in short and long-term
operational planning.
Maintain liaison with appropriate U.S. and foreign government agencies on matters regarding immigration and national security, including the movement of known or suspected international terrorists.
Furnish assistance to international immigration and enforcement agencies and International air carriers.
Provide technical support and assistance in the prosecution of major document counterfeiters, alien smugglers and other
violators of the Immigration and Nationality Act and new provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
dase Pro ram Description: The INS Intelligence Program provides strategic and tactical intelligence support and technical
assistance to INS policymakers and field personnel. This support enhances Service efforts to prevent the entry of illegal
aliens, terrorists, and narcotics traffickers, as well as assists in the detection and disruption of alien smuggling operations and fraud schemes designed to gain Federal benefits.
The Forensic Document Laboratory (FOL) provides scientific analysis of questioned documents and subsequent expert testimony
in Federal criminal cases involving the production and use of such documents. The FDL produces working aids and develops
training programs to assist INS officers in the detection of fraudulent documents, conducts surveys and research Into the
technical aspects of document fraud;establishes technical reference resources relating to International travel documents,
and develops intelligence Information regarding the technical aspects of recent document fraud schemes. The FOL also is
responsible for assistance In the development In counterfeit-proof travel and identification documents. The laboratory
will play a major role in the enforcement of new provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, particularly
In the legalization and agricultural workers programs where large numbers of alienk may submit counterfeit documentation
In support of fraudulent applications for permanent resident status.
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INS continues to participate with the Drug Enforcement Administration (OEA)In the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC). At
EPIC, INS maintains databases on alien smuggling and false claim to U.S. citizenship. INS intelligence analysts provide
tactical and analytical intellivence support to operational field units'upoh request. Additional intelligence Is disseminated via periodic EPIC reports and responses to INS field Inquiries. The utilization of Joint intelligence efforts and
the access to multi-agency information systems has proven to be a cost-effective means of producing and disseminating
Intelligence information.
The INS representative to the National Central Bureau (NCB) of INTERPOL became part of the Intelligence program during
1984. The INTERPOL representative enhances the international enforcement liaison capability for the Service and provides
enforcement support and assistance to INS field components regarding foreign police records information.
The INS Intelligence Program also maintains responsibility for the coordination of INS resources associated with the
National Narcotics Border Interdiction Systea (NNSIS).
Accomplishments and Workload: Accomplishments of the Intelligence program are presented In the following table:

Item

1985

Scientific examination and analysis of Fraudulent
Documents Conducted ........................................
INS Data Inputs Processed at EPIC ...........................
Queries of INS Databases at EPIC ............................
Positive INS Responses Provided to Queries.................

1986

1987

Estimates

18

4,7UO

48,400

81,00U

26,077
30,16b

21,320
31,452

26,200
31,700

27,400
34,000

6,177

5,394

6,300

6.600

265,00

The estimated workload Is Increased in 1988 as a result of passage of the Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
to this legislation, position Increases will begin In 1987 and continue into 1988.
1981 Appropriation
Anticipated
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
Research & Development .....

2

2

$516

Perm.
Pos.
2

1988 Base
WY
2

Amount
$539

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
2

2

$539

Due

lncrease/Oecrease
Perm.
Pos.
MY
Amount
...

...

Lony-Range Goal: Increase INS' capability to rapidly, reliably, safely, and economically detect and apprehend illegal
entrants at the border before they move Into the Interior. Develop a formal method for more accurately estimating total
Intrusions into the U.S. between ports of entry. Improve secure documentation techniques supporting the Immigration processes. I
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Major Objectives:
Research, develop, apply, and evaluate surveillance technology and systems to more effectively cover alien and drug intrusions
over thousands of miles of border with emphasis on automation, reliability, and low cost.
Develop methods based on statistical techniques to support Enforcement and Examinations In detecting alien and drug smugglIng, setting bond levels, minimizing costs of detention/deportation, and detecting marriage fraud.
Provide liaison with the Federal,'industrial, and university research and development communities to stimulate, maintain, and
integrate technical work relevant to high priority interests of INS.
Base Pro-ram Description: The Research and Development staff defines problems, develops concepts of technical solutions.
fabricates laboratory models of solutions, designs and implements tests and evaluations of potential solutions, directs
contractors, initiates and directs interagency technical programs, and provides technical consulting to the Central Office
and operating groups.
The objectives of the programs are being pursued through in-house, contract, Interagency agreement and Information interchange activities. These activities cover signal processing, radar, Infrared imaging, low light level video, stationary
and mobile platforms, communications, mircoprocessing, data processing, automatic controls, digital and analog techniques,
pattern recognition, simulation, test and evaluation, and systems analysis.
Accompl istents:
o

-

The Image Enhancement Vehicle Program was expanded to Integrate the joint Interest of the Army and INS in the research
and development of a low cost, automated, mobile surveillance system.

Cr

A 2-year study was Initiated to investigate the feasibility of a novel approach to high quality but low cost infrared
Imaging based on old semiconductor fabrication technology combined with new miniaturization fabrication techniques.
* The first year of a 3-year research grant was completed by the University of Texas at El Paso for adapting software and
hardware to provide automatic means of interpreting video images and tracking Images of interest, thereby removing need
of manned video terminals for surveillance purposes.
A review of INS's.past research was completed for automatically and rapidly detecting people hidden In large and small
vehicles. It indicated that the research should be resumed, applying newer and much more capable signal processing
techniques to achieve decision time and accuracy goals of 15 seconds and 95 percent, and to maintain operational effectiveness under high wind speeds, greater levels of ground noise, and. most Importantly. without the need for turning off
engines or refrigerator motors.
o

Initial studies were completed and reported on applying artificial intelligence and linear programing techniques to
Enforcement and Examinations problems In traffic checking, bond setting, and marriage fraud.
A comprehensive survey was completed citing and evaluating all known and anticipated technologies which may be applied
to the protection of documents against fraud and to the support of Enforcement and Examinations against misuse of
authentic documents.
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1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Peru.
Po. •
WY Amount
Construction and Engineering...

18

19

$45,216

Peru.
Pos.

1988 Base

18

WY
19

Amount
$14,046

1988 Estimate
Peru.
Pos.
WY Amount
18

19

$14,046

Increasel1ecrase
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
...

Long Range Goal: Provide adequate facilities for all INS operating units so that they can fulfill their requirements to
administer the Immigration and Nationality Act and to provide maximum service to the public.
Major ObJectives:
Construct, alter and maintain adequate, energy conserving, accessible to the handicapped, attractive facilities required
by the operating elements to perform safely and effectively.
Base Program Description: Construction and Engineering performs the administrative functions related to the INS space and
facilities requirements, provides design and construction capability for alteration of existing and- new facilities, and
plans and Implements the energy conservation program and facilities for the handicapped program. As a result of permanent
program expansions required by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, the base program has been broadened to
provide adequate support.
Space is acquired through the General Services Administration (GSA), by INS lease, by INS built and subsequently owned
construction, by Joint INS/Customs Service construction and through assignment by airport authorities. New inspection
facilities are coordinated as necessary with the Customs Service, Public Health Service, Department of Agriculture,
GSA,state, county, local, airport and foreign authoritez, Office space requirements are coordinated with GSA. The
development and support for the design of facilities, using quality of life office systems techniques and visual Identification aids, are being actively pursued.
Accomplishments and Workload:
table:

Accomplishments of the Construction and Engineering program are presented in the following

Item
Major New Construction Projects ............................
" Review Federal Buildings Fund .......................... .
Building Audits ..........................................
G-68 - Alterations/Repairs ...............................
.
Airport Projects......................................
SF-81/144 (Request for Space) sent to GSA ..................

1985
10
354
35
155
.5
82

1986
5
357
20
172
15
84

1987
23
497
40
340
17
215

Estimates

1988
23
497
45
180
20
75

" Verification of Quarterly GSAbillings for allfacilities Servicevide to determine accuracy.
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As a result of the enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, workload for 1987 and 1988 are pr6jected
to rise due to the increased number of construction projects to be executed and new office space to be planned, acquired
and occupied by Service personnel.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated

Perm.
Pos.
Field Management

A Support .....

314

WY
290

Amount

Peru.
Pos.

$14,303

314

1988 Base
WY
289

Amount
$16,961

1988 Estimate
Peru.
P
WY Amount
314

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY,
Amount

289 $15,961

Lons Range Goal: Provide day-to-day management direction to field units that implement major policy and management decisions for more than one program.
1aJor 0bJewt1vje: Ensure effective law enforcement and uniform implementation of INS policy, procedures and operational
goals; provide efficient service to the public and devise techniques and procedures for responding to regional and
local conditions and circumstances.
Base Preram Description: Field Management and Support is responsible for providing line management and staff support
the Implementation and operation of the field activities and functions associated with the INS mission of controlling
facilitating Immigration, nonimhigrant foreign travel and citizenship Including support for the implementation of
Imlgration Reform and Control Act of 1986. It Includes managers and supervisors who are charged with responsibility
and authority over multiple programs, where more than one decision unit exists, at field locations.

for
and
the
for

Accompl i shments:
The measuring Instrument used for this program is the feedback received from the managers at the Central and regional
offices, 003. 0MBand Congressional delegations and INS employees at all levels.
Specific accomplisheents of the program personnel are not qu.intiffable since this program is made up predominately of
top management officials and their staff located at the many INS field offices. These officials oversee all facets of INS
operations, Including a support role for the implementation of the Immigration Refom and Control Act of 1986.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Pos.
WY
Amount
Legal Proceedings ..............

618

255

$17,662

en
Pen.
Pos.

1988 Base
WY Amount

618

508 $28,459

1988 Estimate
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
618

508

$28,459

Increase/Dcrease
Per.
Pos.
WY
Amount
...
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Long Range Goal: Provide legal representation for the U.S. Government In all cases and matters arising before Imigration
Judges and the Board of Imigration Appealsi provide representation for INS In all other contested administrative hearings
in which the agency Is involved; provide legal advice and support to INS operating personnel on all legal matters, Including
those arising from passage of the [migration Reform and Control Act of 1986; and provide litigation assistance In all INS
cases being tried in the Federal courts.
MaJor ObJectives:
Try exclusion and deportation cases expeditiously.
Provide prompt and professional representation for INS at all other administrative hearings.
Provide legal counsel to INS officers operating in the field.
Provide more litigation assistance and achieve more successful results in Federal court litigation involving INS.
Base Poram Descriptlon: INS attorneys represent INS before Immigration Judges. the Board of Immigration Appeals, the
Merit systems Protection Board, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and Boards of Contract Appeals. Attorneys
provide litigation support In agency litigation being conducted In U.S. District Courts, Courts of Appeals, and the Supreme
Court. Attorneys also advise the Central Office, Regional Comissioners, District Directors, and Border Patrol Sector
Chiefs regarding legal problems arising at all levels of agency operations.
Accomlishmints and Workload: Accomplishments of the Legal Proceedings program are presented In the following table.
Workload projections reflect passage of the Im1igratipn Reforq and Control Act of 1986.

Item

1985

Workload Demand Estimates
182,152
Trial Attorney Appearances...............................
Workload Production Estimates
..
159,239
.....................
Cases Prepared ...........
8,258
Preparation of Legal Briefs.............................
54,970
Legal Consultation -- Liti gatior ........................
69,333
Legal Consultation -- INS Branches.... ...................
Collection of overdue debts (S's) ........................... 2.600.000

Estimates

1988

1986

1987

237,191

270,400

517,800

194.158
13.509
64,678
80.636
2,459,962

225,800
15,800
75.300
93,900
2,500.000

461JOO
31,900
153,700
191,800
3,000.000

The attorney consolidation and other organizational improvements made over the pSst several years to streamline the Legal
Proceedings program are now complete and producing dramatic results. Wenow have the structure in place and an attorney
staff that Is individually well trained to carry on exclusion and deportation hearings, work with the U.S. Attorneys, and
provide optimum legal administrative support to INS management and operations in the field. The Office of the General
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Counsel continues to move aggressively on many fronts, e.g., planning for the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986,
and launching new initiatives to continue the trend of Increased litigative success and Improved administrative legal
support to the Service:
* Productivity irovement. In 1985 there were 1,103 appearances and 965 cases prepared per attorney. In 1986, this had
Tnreased to 1,340 appearances, up 21 percent, and 1,096 cases prepared, an increase of 14 percent.
* Recruiting has been Imuroved. INS has assumed a major role In the Attorney General's Honor Law Graduate Program. In
1985, 20 candidates were Interviewed, and 12 were hired. In 1986, 250 were Interviewed and over 30 were hired.
The Honor Law Graduates represent over 50 of the top law schools in the country.
Equal employment objectives were also furthered by this effort In that some twenty percent of those hired are minorities,
and fifty percent, women.
" Relations with U.S. Attorneys have been improved . INS has historically faced difficulty In the prosecution and presentation of Its cases in the U.S. Attorney's offices because of the legal complexity of the cases. The Office of
General Counsel has made considerable progress in eliminating this problem by conveying the importance of the INS mission at U.S. Attorney conferences throughout the country, and by continued meetings with the U.S. Attorney. It has
instituted a Special Assistant U.S. Attorney's program In 15 large U.S. Attorney's offices. The benefits of the program can be seen by such cases as the successful prosecution of the sanctuary defendants in Tuscon, Arizona and the
authorization of 1,810 major felony prosecutions in 1986, as opposed to 1,073 in 1985. On the civil side, denials
of writs of habeas corpus have Increased dramatically and the number of successful injunctions and class action lawsuits against INS have diminished.

0-,
1-4

0. Bad debts are being collected. In 1982, INS collected $190,000. In 1985, INS collected $2,653,794 and in 1986,
$2,459,962. The General Counsel has developed and recommended two innovative steps in the debt collection area; new
surety regulations (8 CFR103.6) and a "Transportation Agreement" Aich would revitalize and update existing agreements
with transportation carriers, It would correct deficienvies In the collection of fines for "transits without visas"
aliens, 31 Act Overtime and fines that now exist. One major debt collection litigation case, now In discovery stage,
has a potential for collecting $10,000,000. Legal Proceedings continues to actively assist operating divisions to
improve their debt collection activities.
" Class action suits involving Sanctuary, INS Transfer Policy, and Salvadorans are being contested. INS Is actively defending lawsuits regarding the above Issues. A temporary Injunction filed In the Orantes case regarding asylum rights
for El Salvadorans has caused a substantial increase in detention costs for aliens filing frivolous applications for
asylum. A task force consisting of Office of General Counsel attorneys, the Office of Immigration Litigation, and the
U.S. Attorney's has been set up to defend these cases. In one case, Orantes-Hernandez v. Meese, over fifty INS witnesses have testified during the trial.
* Interaction with clients continues to Improve. Attorneys have moved Into the mainstream of Service operations as the
benefits of their Involvement are recognized by program managers, regional commissioners and district directors. At
the same time the attorneys have become better informed about the operational needs of the Service.
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* Significant litigation and litigation support. More than 3,700 cases were heard in federal district courts and courts
Of appeals where the service-s position was upheld more than 80% of the time.
In Hector v. !1S. the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Service's position that a niece was not a 'child* for purposes of
obtiingsuspension of deportation. In two other cases the Supreme Court granted certiorari: in Cordoza-Fonseca v.
proINS to resolve the issue of whether the "well founded fear" standard for asyIu is more generous Van the'clear
'iillty" standard for withholding of deportation; and in United States v. Nenoza-Lopez, to determine whether an alien
defendant in a prosecution for re-entry as a deported alien may collaterally attack his previous deportation order.
Other significant litigation victories during the year Included:
- Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in U.S. v. Merkt khich upheld that the defendants convictions for trar.,,orting
aliens for the Sanctuary Movement were not barred by the first amendment.
- Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals In Garcia-Mir v. Smith affirmed the authority of the Executive Branch to detain and
deny parole to Illegal Mariel Cuban criminals.
SImmigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 and other ne legislation. The General Counsel has taken a number of steps
to assist in the implementation of the new law. including assigning two senior attorneys to work full time on the
Legalization and Employer Sanctions programs. The General Counsel also established a Prosecuting Unit to prosecute
employers who violate the Sanctions provision. A senior attorney has been appointed whose principal duty will be to
develop training materials to train attorneys and Service personnel about the legal aspects of the new law.
The attorneys in Legal Proceedings have also conducted extensive liaison with the Subscmmittee on Immigration, Refugee
and International Law; the Executive Office of Imigration Review; Office of Immigration Litigation; and other offices
In the Department of Justice to assist in implementing the following new legislation impacting on Immigration:
-

Immigration Marriage Fraud Amendments of 1986
User Fee Legislation
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986
Consular Efficiency Bill
Omnibus Territories Bill

In addition to liaison functions, attorneys spent a great deal of time drafting regulations, producing legal opinions
and memorandums to management and the field interpreting provisions In the new legislation, and establishing legal definitions for significant "key' phrases of the new legislation to assure consistent legal guidance to the field.
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Activity: Program Direction

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Pos.

Executive direction and control
Administrative services ........
Total ........................

200
470

WY Amount
184
423

$9,486
27 583

7 "7I

Peru.
Pos.

WY

Amount

Pos.

J988 Estimate
Peru.
WY Amount

200
470

194
465
5'U

$10,814
31 385

200
470

194 $10,814
465 31 385

1988 Base

UTW

11

Increase/Decrease
Pos.
...

...
.

WY Amount
..

...

This activity providel for the overall administration and management of the Service.
1987 Appropriation
Pos.
Executive Direction A Control..

200

WY
184

Amount
$9.486

Perm.
Pos.
200

1988 Base
WY
194

Amount
$10,814

1988 Estimate
Peru.
Pos.
WY Amount
200

194

$10.814

Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Pos.
WY Amount
...

...

...

Long Ran Goal: Increase the effectiveness of INS through the use of Mission Plan goals and strategies; formulate and
coordinate meaningful and consistent policy; provide program direction throughout all levels of the INS. and evaluate policy
with a view toward recomending practical changes.
MaJor ObJect iyes:
Provide for continuity; coordination and control of the overall management and administration of INS.
Direct Servicewide policy and Implementation responsibilities.
Implement major immigration refGrm legislation.
Improve agency responsiveness through continued enhancement of management systems Including:
-

maintaining and refining delegations of authority and requirements for accountability for national policy direction,
for regional implementation and district and sector execution, Including appropriate control of resources;

- continuing to emphasize and Institutionalize INS' Management by Objectives (HBO) system with further integration
between mission and priority planning and systems of resource allocation and control,
-

continuing rapid development of Information systems to meet the needs of INS management and national immigration
policy formulation.

Increase leadership in the formulation of national immigration policy.
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Bse Projram IDescrition: This decision unit addresses the maintenance and enhancement of the capacity for responsive,
consistent and effective overall direction of the agency In a situation of expanding workload, rapidly emerging challenges
to national Immigration policy and Increased expectations for the control of immigration and service to the public.
Accomplishments and Workload:
table:

Accomplishments of the Executive Direction and Control program are presented in the following

1985

Congressional Affairs:
Telephone replies ......................................
Written replies ........................................
Professional Responsibility:
Major cases received ...................................
Major cases completed ..................................
Field Inspections aod Audit:
Field inspections and audit reports production .........
External audit reports production......................

Estimates

1986

1987

37.048
6,123

2bb12
4.871

97,000
15.000

353
247

443
299

805
375

77b
375

1
1

26
17

Item

26
6

ZO
14

1988
97,000
15,000

Major areas of emphasis have been Improved and more effective management of the agency has enhanced operational effectiveness through the concentration of effort on high -rlority activities and leadership for national Itmigration policy.
Improvements In the organization of the agency's management and decision processes have been expanded by clear structuring of the roles and responsibilities of line and program managers, supported by institutionalizing management by objectives, which now implements strategic planning through annual priority objectives Integrated with resource planning
allocations. Progress in control of the border will continue based on direction of carefully coordinated multi-program
resource acquisition and corresponding program development for the Southern Border. Management direction has also insured
progress In the Service's broad policy renewal approach to effect the detention and removal of illegal aliens, Including
aggressive and consistent litigation. Consistent and comprehensive action for improved service to the public has been
Initiated and coordinated to reconfigure programs and practices, and concentrate resources to eliminate backlogs and provide better service to those who operate within the system.
In 1987 and 1988 the impact of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 will be reflected in workload changes In
replies to congressional Inquiries, professional responsibility cases, and In field Inspections and audits performed and
reported.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
198 Base
1988 Estimate
Increase/Decrease
Perm.
Perm.
Perm,
Pos.
WY
Amount Pos.
WY
Amount Pos.
WY
Amount Pos.
WY
Amount
Administrative Services........

4?0

423

$27.583

410

465

$31,385

470

465

$31,385

...
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LoanRange Goal: Provide the full-range of administrative support services to all INS units on a timely basis in compliance
with laws, poiTcies, and external and internal requirements.
Major Objectives:
Personnel and EEO support services and program direction on a timely basis.
Accounting support services and program direction on a timely basis.
Property management, procurement support and program direction on a timely basis.
Overall management direction and control for all management programs and the full-range of security, safety and
health support activities.
Full support for the Implementation of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Base Program Description: Administrative Services Isresponsible for the development, implementation, direction, evaluation
and operation of administrative support systems and services that meet Internal operational and managerial needs and externally mandated requirements. The major functions within this program include: personnel; accounting; EEO; procurement and
property management, fleet management; security and health; A-123 program; and other miscellaneous general services, which
serve all programs within INS. These functions have been expanded to provide the support critical to the implementation of
the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Accomplishments and Workload: Accomplishments of the Administrative Services program are presented in the following table:

Item
Personnel Actions .........................................
Bills ........................ ...........................
Vouchers ..................................................
Collection of Fines, Fees, etc. (000's)...................
EEOEvaluations and Assistance to Management Officials ....

198
56.215
79,782
150.612
57.000
334

1986

1987

38,619
101.612
162,148
75.908
209

106,789
38,000
163.000
177.000
350

Estimates

1988

125,000
46,700
169.500
308,600
450

Major areas of emphasis have been: (1) Improved and more effective management of the agency; and (2)enhanced operational
effectiveness through the concentration of effort on high priority activities and leadership for national immigration
policy. Improvements in the organization of the agency's management and decision processes have been expanded by clear
structuring of the roles and responsibilities of line .and program managers, supported by Institutionalizing management by
objectives, which now implements strategic planning through annual priority objectives Integrated with resource planning
allocations. Progress in control of the border will continue based on direction of carefully coordinated multi-program
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resource acquisition and corresponding program development for the Southern Border. Management direction has also insured
progress in the Service's broad policy renewal approach to effect the detention and removal of illegal aliens, Including
aggressive and consistent litigation. Consistent and comprehensive action for improved service to the public has been
Initiated and coordinated to reconfigure p-ograms and practices, and concentrate resources to eliminate backlogs and provide better service to those %*ooperate within the system.
A new area of emphasis in 1987 en 1988 will be the managerial and administrative support which will be required for the
implementation of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. Additional hiring and personnel actions will be Impacted
significantly. Purchase of additional equipment and supplies for new employees will be a critical major undertaking.
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l_._,",#-atlon and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Status of Congressionally Requested
Studies, Reports, and Evaluations

1. The Conference Comuittee Report 99-414 required the [migration and Naturalization Service to undertake a thorough
review of Its ADP modernization program and to share the results with the General Accounting Office and appropriate
Committees of Congress. The Uata and Communications program has been assigned this task. The Imigration and Naturalization Service has entered Into an Interagency agreement with the Federal Computer Performance Evaluation and Simulation
Center (FEUSIM).
Under this agreement FEDSIM will perform an analysis and evaluation of alternative systems architectures. Each alternative will address ADPequipment, systems and applications software, and data communications.
FEUSIN began work on February 3, 1916. The effort, scheduled to be completed the week of September 22, 1986, has been
delayed and is scheduled to be completed February 27, 19817.
In performing the analysis of architectural alternatives FEISIM will perform the following tasks: Identify objectives; define constraints and assumptions; define evaluation criteria; document information flows and workloads;
define alternative architectures and implementation approaches; model alternatives; develop cost analysis of alternatives; compare alternatives and recommended architecture; and produce final report.

_.

2. Tpe Senate Appropriations Committee Report 99-82 required the Attorney General, In consultation with the Secretary of
Labor and the Secretary of Health and Human Services to conduct a study to evaluate the use of a telephone verification
system for use by the Department of Justice in determining employment eligibility in the United States. The study
shall concentrate on those databases that are currently available to the Federal Government which through the use of a
telephone and computation capability could be used to verify instantly the employment eligibility status of job applicants. The Investigations program of the Immigration and Naturalization Service has been assigned this task. An
Initial meeting has been conducted with representatives from the Department of Health and Human Services. Agreement
was reached on the method by which the study would be conducted.
3. The Senate Appropriations Committee Report 99-4?b required the Immijration and Naturalization Service to conduct a
Study, using information obtained from the Naturalization Casework System (NACS), of citizenship applicants who are
turned away as nonfiles and returns.
The IACS software has been modified in order to determine the number of nonfiles and returns by nationality. The study
isonjoinq and is expected to be completed and reported by the April 1, 1987 deadline set in the Committee Report.
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4.

The Senate Appropriations Comittee Report 99-425 required the Imigration and Naturalization Service to submit a report
by January 1, 1987. on Its proposals to reduce existing inspectional delays In clearing arriving International passengers
for entry Into the country.
The Committee, in its report accompanying H.M. 5161, addressed the issue of Inspection delays occasionally experienced
by foreign travellers at the nation's larger International airports. While the Service has In recent months taken
actions to minimize these delays, consistent with its overriding mission of enforcing the law through control of applicants for admission to the U.S., there continues to exist a structural Imbalance between available resources and workload
demand.
The User Fee Legislation, contained In P.L. 99-50D was formulated to alleviate this Imbalance by providing resources
sufficient to allow INS to staff airport and seaport facilities at a level that will Insure that Inspectional services
are sufficient to meet the demands of the travelling public and that a consistently efficient enforcement posture Is
maintained in the inspection of all arriving aircraft and vessels.
To implement the specific provisions of the legislation, and to conform to the program objectives outlined in the
appropriations committee report, INS is taking action to hire an additional 300 airport Inspectors for assignment to
major airports and seaports Nationwide.

Also Included are requests for authority to expend funds on the expansion of

the preclearance concept to major airports worldwide, since the Service's ability to effectively manage arriving passengers is greatly enhanced when preinspection processes have been employed. Additional User Fee cost items are:
expansion of AUP Support Systems at major airports, detention of aliens deemed inadmissible to the U.S. and development
of a National Debt Collection System.
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Priority Rankings

Base Program
Inspections
Border Patrol
Adjudications and Naturalization
Information and Records Management
Detention and Deportation
Legal Proceedings
Data and Communications Systems
Investigations
Administrative Services
Executive Direction and Control
Field Management and Support
Anti-Smuggling
Training
Construction and Engineering
Refugee and Overseas
Intelligence
Research and Development

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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[igration andMaturalisation Service
Salaries
and expenses

Detil or Peruane t Position by.ategory

I"?
program

Cateor,

7

Authoriel a5pIe198
AuthorIze Reques0
t
netil

Attosnlys (90S)......................................
29
Papale"0 Speilist (9$0)...........................
41
Other Legal and indrem (900-998)
....................
432
Contact foersontatilv (962) .........................
29
attention
an Opcrtatlo Officar (1001 .............
1
846
Criminal Investijacors (1
........................
8
1
3
1.1712
llgration
Inspector$ (1816)........................
1,904
order Patrol Agents (1800189) .....................
3.232
Other i4oallIanouS Ocupatioos (001-D) ............
6
Social Sciences.comicss and Kindred (10-199)
..
2
personnel "a"Aleot (20-29) .......................
199
1
General
........
Aiainastrative
andClerical (300-3993
2.548
Port Rieceptionits(310) ..............................
3
Accounting and 6udget(S0U-S99)......................
134
Medical. lentalandPublic Health (600-79) ..........
9
[ngtolslni and Architecture (s00.899)...............123
Inoraultie and Art Group (1000-1099)
............... 30
Business CadIndustry Group(1100-1199.............. 37
Physical
Sciences
6roup(1300-131)
...................3
MatimnnatiaS
and Statiatics Group( U-1599).........
I
Equlpant Facilities lad Service (1600-169")
......... 2S
Education
Groap(1100-179)..........................
4
SupplyGroup(2000-20 ) .............................
92
Border
PatrolPilots
(21833..........................
76
Transportation (2110-2199)
...........................
9
Other(G)* ..........................
I...............
145

11.137

Total ..............................................
Washlngton
...........................................
U.S. Field .......................................
Foreign Field ....................................
Total ..............................................
Jlnitorill/wllatanco andForeign service locals

291
41
432
295
$46
1,172
1.437
3.232
6
27
59
2.S48
3
134
9
123
30
37
3
1
2S
4
52
7
9
14

2S3
...
126
...

13S
913
140
1.571
...
...
is
15
1.010
s
2
7
...
...
...

1
S
37
...
30

Total
544
41
5S8
9
91
2.0S
1.77
$.803
6
21
170
3.618
3
139
9
129
30
44
3
I
2S
11
S?
13
9
175

19188
I.Oat
544
41
$58
981
2.085
1.57?
4.803
6
21
114
3,618
3
139
9
121
30
44
3
I
2S
i1
57
113
9
1M

4.316

15.S3

11.453

1,005
1.045
10.395 |
.83,
234
4230I

(3
3.976
40

1,369
13,14
274

,365
13,814
214

11.694

4.318
M

35.433

IS.453

11.13?
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and Naturalization Service

Salaries andexpenses
S

Q d 1 ai~ntzms to sasa
fms
I(1ilers BMn hlIeS

IN? as enacted
...............................................................................
......................................................
Pay as FENSsupplemental requested

.....................................................
Pragroe supplental requested
Tol

splr

tais requested ..........................................

: .........

:

Porm.
Pes.

FT!

11,117

11.325

tedest
Authority
193.000

...
.174
...
62 14
IIM
t.i1i
=

requested de to rolilmrsaets froi user foes ..................................

...

1981 epproprietion anticipated ...............................................................

IS.453

Adjustments to bass:
Savings rtsaitng frn mesm ent initiatives .............................................
Transfer%to andtr other accounts:
Transfer of FASSgroup...............................................................

...

-219

...

nW

20

2.428

$79.20
31.991

Settissls

Total Adjustmets .....................................................................

...

Ucontrollable Increases:
Partial 4nssltstioe of additional positions approvedIn 1961............................
..................................................
Aanlizatiom of SN? pay raise and FENS
Oneadditional compensileday............................................................
hi thi-grade increases..................................................................
Loclity based W dife ...................................................................
act (IECA)- workers' comensation ........................
Federal emloyees' compensation
..............................................
GSArent.... .....................
...
GSArecurri g rolemrsable services.................................................
Federal telecosusicetion systo (FTS)....................................................
Telephone service.........................................................................
GPOprinting cost .........................................................................
Employee
dat andpayroll services ........................................................
Foreign allowances
.......................................................................
Distributed adminlstrative support ........................................................
......................................
Audiovissel em owla services.........
Generalpricing level edJustlnt .........................................................
,.......................................
Total. unscotrollable Increases ............

...
13.9S1

e .....................................................................................

-24112

ICA

2.942
SC

...

1.193
10.114
195
1.459
Sy
III

491
l4t
324
2

Decreases:
snorecrri s costs for ne construction ..............................................
..........................................
onrecaurring COsts for ftllfioldIvestigatlons
rate........,.................................
NwrecarrinVcOsts
for changeIn hourly
...
...
Nonrecurring costs for reduction in health benatits ......................................
..
.. 1
Norecrriev costs for reduction par pagecost or the federal register end the codeof
....................................................
feeral regulation
... ...............................
Adjustments due to Imisretion User PeeAccost
.
...............
Total, decreases
......................................
19 8

-14.59
134.M44

S,53

14.159

4W2
417
-S

fl
-T

-

8311.21
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Adjustments to Base
(Dollars in thousands)
Perm.

Pos.

FTE

Budget
Auth.

Transfers to and from other accounts:
Savings resulting from management initiatives:
1. Management and productivity savings ....................................................

.-219

-$2,b72

This Initiative will achieve a 219 FTE savings by utilizing cousericially
available services. open market competition should yield lower cost on commonly
required general maintenance and repairs. This reduction Is in conformance to
the Administration's initiative to achieve production improvements ingovernment
agencies.
2. Transfer Qf FASS group .................................................................

20
I-

This represents the transfer of the Financial and Administrative Systems Support
Group from the General Administration to the Working Capital Fund. The transfer
of this group will place all of JMO financial, administrative systems support
services on a user-reimbursable basis.
Uncontroli,.bles increases:
1. Annualization of 1987 pay Increase ....................................................

9,748

This request provides for the annualization of the January 4, 1987 pay increase. The
calculation of the amount required for annualization Is based on 68 paid days (October
1, 1986 through January 3, 1987) which wre not Included in the pay raise amount of
$11.176.Uu. Additionally, $6.836,000 of the 1987 pay requirement was absorbed. Total
annualization required is $9,748,000.
68/261 x pay raise amount for 1907 ................ $2,912
1987 absorption of pay .....................
6,836
Total annualization ..............
... ..
74~
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Perm.
Pos.
2. AnnualizatIon of Federal Employees' Retirement System Costs ...........................

..

FTE
*..

Budget
Auth.
$27,243

This request provides for the additional costs In 1988 necessary to continue Implementation of the Federal Employees' Retirement System Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335.
This act established a retirement program for Federal civilian employees and postal
workers hired after December 31, 1983 who are covered .by social security, and for
employees under the Civil Service Retirement System who choose to transfer into the
new system. The calculations were determined from an OMB
approved formula. Total
annualization required Is $2,243,00U.
3. Partial annualization of 4,316 positions approved in 1987 ...........................
Approved
1987 Increase
Annual salary rate of 4,316 approved positions .......
Less lapse (80 percent) ..........................
Net compensation..
........................
Associated employee benefits
Total costs subject to annualization..............

$99,191
-89 051
8840

...

2,428

79,200

Annualization
Required
$63,360
15...................

4. One additional compensable day ......................................................

...

1,327

...

2,942

The annual salary rate for Federal employees Is based on 260 paid days. FY 1988
has one more compensable day (262) than 1987 (261). (Permanent personnel compensation and benefits totalling $345,020,000 - 260 - $1,194,000 plus $133.000 for
benefits.) This Isbased on personnel costs prior to computing Immigration Reform
estimates. Costs for Immigration Reform are included in the additional positions
approved in 1987 (See uncontrollable increase 3.)
S. Within-grade increases ..............................................................
This request provides for an expected Increase in the cost of within-grade Increases. This increase is generally consistent with Increase experienced In recent years and is approximately one percent above the base for compensation and
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Perm.
Pos.

FTE

Budget
Auth.

related benefits for permanent employment. (Personnel compensation $2,648,000 and
benefits $294,000 - $2,942,000). This is based on personnel costs prior to computing
Immigration Reform estimates. Costs for Immigration Reform are included in the additional positions approved In 1987 (See uncontrollable Increase 3.)
6. Locality based per diem .............................................................

...

$850

Public Law 99-234 authorized a new locality-based per diem and lifted the $b.00
ceiling incertain geographic areas. An uncontrollable Increase of $850,000
is required to meet the expected 12.b percent increase to total travel funds.
7. Federal Employees' Compensation Act (FECA) - Workers' Compensation... ..................

...

...

1,193

...

...

10,Mb4

This increase reflects the billing provided by the Uepartment of Labor for the
actual costs in 1986 of employees' accident compensation. The 1988 amount will be
$1,193,00 over the 1987 base.
8. GSA Rent .........................................................................
In 1987 the Rent System replaces the Standard Level User Charges (SLUC) system.
GSAwill charge rental rates that approximate those charged to comerical
tenants for equivalent space and related services. An uncontrollable Increase of
$5.878,000 is required to meet our commitment to GSA.
9. GSA recurring reimbursable services .................

.............................

O

...

...

195

...

1,459

Reimbursable payments are made to GSA for heating, ventilation and air conditioning
provided in excess of normal working hours and for guard service. GSA has estimated
a 4.2 percent Increase of $195,000 in fees for these services in 1988 over 1987
charges of $4.642,857.
1U. Federal Telecommunication System (FTS)................................................
The General Service Administration has advised of a 16 percent increase In Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) Intercity costs for 1986. This Increase is mainly due to
unanticipated tariff Increases, savings GSA had built into their original budget estimate
which will not materialize and FY 1985 costs which were not billed by GSA last year. An
Increase of $1,058,000 over the 1987 base of $6,612,500 Is requested.
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Peru.
Pos.

11.Telephone service ....................................................................

FTE

...

Budget
Auth.

$51

OnFebruary 25, 1986, the District of Columbia Public Service Comission (PSC)issued
its final order in the Chesapeake and Potomac telephone company (C&P) rate case. The
PSC, in Its order, allowed C&P to increase Its rates by $31million and set the rates
for CAP's Intrastate services.
The PSCorder affects the rates the Federal Executive Agencies will pay for basic
exchange service, CENTREX
services, service connections, direct inward dialing
services and channel services. These changes will Increase the FY 1987 cost of
operating the Justice Telecomminications Service (JTS) by an estimated $552,000.
An increase of $bl,OMJ over the 1987 base is requested to pay these charges.
12. GPO printing cost.......................................................................

117

The Governaent Printing Office (GPO) is currently projecting a 3 to 4 percent Increase over the 1987 printing cost of $3.904,926. An additional $117,000 will be
required in 1988.
13. Employee data and payroll services .....................................................

...

497

Centralized employee data and payroll services are provided to all Departmental
organizations except the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Charges for these
services, which Include Information systems maintenance and payroll accounting are
based on the number of records maintained. The rate of $145.64 per record In FY
1986 will be raised to $155.76 per record for FY 1988. The change Is based on
anticipated uncontrollable cost Increases of 6.9 percent for the operation of the
Justice Employee Data Service.
An additional increase of $366,0UU has been Included to Improve the Human Resources
Management Information System (HRNIS). This improvement will enhance the productivity of all Department components as well as the support units of accountIng, budgeting and procurement. This retooling of support systems will allow
the Uepartment to operate an etficlent, effective and businesslike administrative
operation.
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14.Foreign allowances ..................................................................

...

FTE
...

Budget
Auth.
$742

Allowances for Government employees in foreign areas are determined by the Department
of State. The State Department anticipates a 7.9 percent increase In 1988. The
requested increase of $742,000 provides 7.9 percent more than the $9,392.4U4 budgeted
for 1987.
15.Distributed Administrative Support .....................................................

...

324

...

2

Under the Foreign Affairs Administrative Support agreement an annual charge
ismade by the Department of State (DOS) for administrative support items. The
amount of this charge is determined by the DOS. The DOSadvises that a 5 percent
increase In foreign operation costs is anticipated. The increase of $324,00 is
based on the 1986 base availability of $6,480.000.
lb.Audio visual and media services ....... ................................................
This Increase reflects proposed rate increases for various types of audiovisual
services that range from seven to 24U percent higher than percent rates. An
estimated 16.5 percent overall increase will be assigned to each affected organization
for 1988. This equates to an increase of $2,000 over the 1987 base of 512,000.
17.General pricing level adjustment ...

-

....................................................

10,162

fnis request applies OMB pricing guidance as of December 1986 to selected expense
categories. The increased costs Identified result from applying a factor of 3.5 percent against those subobject classes where the prices that the Government pays are
established through the market system Instead of by law or regulation. Generally.
the factor is applied to supplies, materials, equipment, contracts with the private
sector, transportation costs and utilities. Excluded from the computation are
categories of expenses where inflation has already been built into the 1987 estiimtates.
Total uncontrollable increases ...................................................

...

2,428

14b.916
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Decreases (automatic non-policy):
1. Reduction for new construction ...................................................

........

-$35.000

$35 million was requested for new construction In the 1987 supplemental appropriations request.
2. Reduction for fullfield investigations ...............................................

...

...

-832

...

.. .

-772

Nonrecurring cost for fullfield Investigation conducted in 1987for new positions
received in that year.
3. Reduction for change in hourly rate ..................................................
Public Law 99-272, the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 required that the computation of annual salary rates to be based on 2,087 hours rather
than 2,080. The same amount that was reduced in 1984 and restored In 1986 is requested for reduction In 1988.
4. Reduction in Health Benefits ....................................................

.........

-897
CA

The Federal Employees' Health Benefits Act (P.L.93-246) provide that the Government's share of health insurance would be 60 percent of the totalrate comencing
in 1975. Effective for the first pay period after January 1, 1986, the Department's
actual contribution to health insurance decreased due primarily to reduce carrier
rates. The requested decrease of $897,000 was derived from the decreased costs from
pay period #1 ($426,063) to pay period 12 ($391.567) projected for 26 pay periods.
5. Reduction In per page cost of the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Regulations.

...

...

-4

The Legislative Branch Appropriation Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-941) amended the Federal
Register Act to require Federal agencies to reimburse the Government Printing Office
for costs of printing, binding and distributing the Federal Register (FR) and the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). The current cost estimates from GPO Indicate
a per paye cost of $390 for the FR and $55 for the CFR for 1988. This represents
an $18 per page decrease for the FR and a $5 per page decrease for the CFR.
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6. Adjustments due to Immigration User Fee Account .......................................

...

FTE

Budget
Auth.

-1

This Is a technical adjustment made to reflect the 1987 rescission tn 1988. The 1987
Department of Justice Appropriations Act provides for the establishment of an "Imigration User Fee Account.
Since this Act authorizes the Secretary of Treasury to

refund the amounts paid for certain expenses incurred, this workyear Is double
accounted and-needs to be removed from the direct appropriatio4 and madea reimbursable workyear.

Total decreases ...................................... ...............................

...

Total, adjustments to base .........................................................

...

-1

-37,505

2.20E 1 104,859

I-A
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414
69
2.263
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III
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1.214
413
1.0
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1.000
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.
....
IS63.310.814-13.411 ......................
8S-1.11.669- HAM .....................

Obiect Class

1W

21.51
1,146
.103.4%

141
...
-2.492

21.75s
2.715
-1274

...
...
1.949

11114
5...4
4,41

290.612

12,9I

34.367

1.94

17.535

..
1O.9
12
III.....
456( 243)

2. 28
7,414

111
14(2631

21262)

1.04

112(2)

6

9.62M

841

117
1,924
i5 191)

26$)

10.46
28.242
2.334
M94
21.7241

(51.294)

3.454
11.4
1,41
11,171

No
1.14
2,410
34.671
S
159(191) 2,334
296
...
16,429(231

4".11s

.. o

2
...

24
1.010
|9

113

1.941

113
44
...

114
6.333
...

3.940

12.174

(5,294)

(522.911)
(6.49)
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Salaries
andexpenses
Siinallrv
of |Ieqoirinen1t.
jtffL!ad Object
Class
(boll em In tb~oslndil)

Object
Class

97 stimate
1986
t
U
110ears
nof aVo irI

[
asige/e
Dcrease
mount V"IIVI
AMiF

31.1 Full-tinm pefrsnmnlt
10,912 SZ9.S2
..................
12.961 1348,38?
11.3 Other then pemanent .................
959
IS,626
1.19
21.51
11.5OtherpersOnn4 iC lnSation .........
3,438
10.467 6.270
19.61
11.8 Special
personnel
services
pAymntI...........................
..
296
...
%
Total, workyears andpersonnel
compensation...............
15,309

357,241

18,429

430,111

31969
239
632

57,136
1,121
,414

...

3,040

72.874

Oher objecs:
Personnel
benefits ...................
Benefits
to former personnel ...
Travel andtransportation of persons.
Transportation
of things
.............
Standard
leveluserclargs ..........
Rental payments
toothers............
communication,
utilities,
and
otherPent.........
..........
24
Printng andreproductin,...........
25 Otherservices.................
...............
216 Supplies and materials
31
Equipment
............................
32 Lads andstructures.............
42
Insurance
claims
and indemities.....
44
Refund$......................
91
Unocered. ........................
it
13
21
22
23.1
23.2
23.3

Totalobligations...............
Unoblvatiaobalance, start-of-year...
Unoblet0d balance, end-of-eer.
Tntel requirements ............

Relation
of**ligations
tooutlays:
totel oCiiWations..................

41,379
2S%
37,099
2.641
31.30
2.049

10S.51
2M.
S3,87
1,541
42,184
2,049

16,1
-1,100
10,864

11.009
10.4,1
96,047
2S.S
13,928
38,332
27
19

18,424
4,494
135,837

1,41S
.,97
I7,79

33,782
201
27
19

-20.147
-3,131

738,446*

838,2S6

103.362

.3,477

30,174

4,90

...

131,89

dim......
630,8

735,446

838,820

Obligated
balance,
start-of-year
7,104
OblIaVtld
balance,
end-of-year
.....
-5873
Outlays
............................ 6512,47Y

44,122

15,8673

-12.4
75,54
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Status of Construction and Summary of New Factlities Requirements
(dollars in thousands)

Project

Budget Request or Appropriation
New Construction
or Expansion
Planning and
of Existing
Site Acqulsi.
Facilities
Fcal
Fiscal
Total
Year
Amount
Year
Amount Funding

Total
Current
Cost
Est. or
Actual

Current Status
January 1987
Obl1, "Stage of
to Date Programs

$182

Estimate
Completion
Date

Estimated
Activation
Date

1. Under construction or
fully funded:
1. Imperial Beach. CA
BPS ............... 1985-16

$182

1987

$1,825

$2,007

$2,007

2. Douglas. AZ
BPS end Garaye ..... 1985-86

102

1987

1,002

1,104

1,104

1U2

1. El Paso, TX
BPS ............... 1985-86

195

1987-88

2,600

2,795

2,795

195

2. Ajo, AZ
BPS ............... 198-t-b

86

1987-88

850

936

936

3. Naco, AZ .......... 1985-86

70

1987-88

650

720

720

In Procurement for BID
Solicitation

11/87

11/87

In BID
Evaluation

7/87

7/87

Design 95%
Complete

9/88

9/88

86

Design
Complete

8/88

8/88

70

Design
Complete

8/88

8/88

I-'
.4
t0

11. Partially funded:
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Budget Request or Appropriation
New Construction
or Expansion
of Existing
Planning and
SiteAcquist.
Facilities
Fiscal
Fiscal
Total
Year
Amount Year Amount Funding

Project

Total
Current
Cost
Est. or
Actual

Current Status
19
January 87
uTig. Stage of
to Date Programs

Estimate
Completion
Date

Estimated
Activation
Oate

Ill. Planned facilities:
1. Temecula, CA
Traffic Check

1987-88

2. El Centro, CA
Traffic Check (2)

1987-88

67

1987-88

3.

Las Cruces, NM
Traffic Check (2)

1987-88

67

4.

Laredo, TX
Traffic Check (2)

1987-88
1987-88

5. Under consideration:
Brownfield, CA
Las Cruces, NM
McAllen. TX
Calexico, CA
Cotulla, TX
Tecate, CA
Noyales. AZ
El Centro, CA
Uvalde, TX
Yuma, AZ
Yselta, TX
6.

Modification of
Topographical features 1987-88

7.

Oakdale II

$2,000

$2,000

...

Site prep.
Stateof CA.

7/88

7/88

600

667

667

...

Under study

7/88

7/88

1987-88

600

667

667

...

Under study

7/88

7/88

66

1987-88

600

666

666

..

Preparation of
A/E solicit.

7/88

7/88

790

1987-88

7,110

7.900

7,900

...

Under study

10/88

10/88

400

1987-88

3,600

4,000

4,000

...

Under study

10/88

10/88

1987-88 13.S00

15,000

15.000

...

Under study

10/88

10/88

$200

1987-88 1,500

1987-88 $1,800
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Legalization
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
The Imiyration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Title I, Sections 201-204, establishes a Legalization program
which provides temporary resident status to aliens who entered the U.S. illegally or lapsed into illegal status
prior to January 1, 1982, who resided continuously In the U.S. since then, and who are not excludable. It
also adjusts the status of these people to permanent resident after 18 months of temporary status upon showing
general admissibility and basic citizenship skills. Section 202 futher provides for adjustment to permanent resident status of certain Cubans and Haitians who entered the U.S. prior to January 1, 1982.
To implement tnis program, the Immigration and Naturalization Service will require S125,241,000, 292 permanent
positions, and 1,002 FTE workyears in 1987. Due to growth in application processing workloads the program will
require $144,44b,OO, and 2,369 FTE workyears in 1988. The cost of the program is to be paid from fees paid by
applicants for temporary and permanent resident status.
Section 201 calls for the Attorney General to prescribe a fee schedule to charge aliens for filing for adjustment.
The fees collected will be available, without fiscal year limitation, to cover all the administrative and other
expenses incurred in connection with processing applicants for Legalization (except adjusting Cubans and
Haitians), and will include expenses of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and other Federal agencies.

1

Imigration and'Naturalization Service
Immigration Legalization Account
Summary of Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)
01

Amount
$125,241

1987 estimate of obligations .....................
Estimates by budget
activity/program

1987 Estimated
Obligations

1988
Base

1988 Estimate

Increase/Decrease

$556

$556

$1,981

$1,425

Citizenship and
Benefits ............

36,100

36,1UU

60,360

24,260

3. Immigration Support...

66,336

66,336

71,130

4,794

4. Program Direction .....

22,249

22,249

10,974

-11,275

125,241

125,241

144,445

19,204

1.

Enforcement .........

2.

Total .............

Imigration and Naturalization Service
Immiyration Legalization Account
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summary
(Do'llars In thousands)

Activity: Immigration Legalization

1987 Authorization
Anticipated

Detention and deportation ..........
Adjudications and naturalization...
Training ...........................
Data and communication systems .....
Information A records management...
Intelligence .......................
.
Research and development ...........
Construction and engineering .......
Field management & support .........
Legal proceedings...................
Executive direction and control ....
Administrative services ............
Total ............................

$56
36,100
3U5
27,000
9,700
800
126
27,300
305
800
449
218uUU
125,241

1988 Authorization
Anticipated
$1,981
60,360
0.0
26,1U0
18,611
2,286
145
20,019
357
3,612
985
9,989
144,445

Increase/Decrease
$1,425
24,260
-305
-900
8,911
1,486
19
-7,281
52
2,812
536
-11,811
19,204

3

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Legalization
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Sumar
(Dollars In thousands)

Activity:

Iminigration Legalization

This budget activity Includes resources for the payment of specific expenses necessary in conducting a nationwide
imigration legalization program, pursuant to the [migration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Title 11, Sections
2U1-204. This part ot the Act provides temporary resident status to aliens who entered the U.S. illegally or
lapsed into Illegal status prior to January 1, 1982, who resided continuously in the U.S. since then, and who are
not excludable. It also adjusts the status of these people to permanent resident after 18 months of temporary
status upon showing general admissibility and basic citizenship skills. Section 202 further provides for adjustment to permanent resident status of certain Cubans and Haitains who entered the U.S. prior to January 1. 1982.
The program will be complex and large in scale. INS will establish temporary offices to receive applicants and
large regional processing centers in which applications will be reviewed and approved or disapproved.
Long Range Goal: To receive, process, review and subject to final action all applications submitted for temporary and permanent resident status under the Immigration Legalization Program, authorized by P.L. 99-603,
Title i, Sections 201-204.
Major Objectives:
-

To establish up to I00 temporary legalization offices in key locations throughout the country for the purpose
of receiving applications for temporary and permanent resident status.

-

To establish four regional processing centers to receive completed applications from the legalization offices,
review, and approve or disapprove the applications.

-

To enter into deportation proceedings those aliens not approved for temporary and permanent resident status
who do not elect to leave the country voluntarily.
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-

To provide training for the personnel who will be staffing the legalization offices and regional processing
centers.

-

To provide high speed data and communications systems support for the various offices to support the application
receipt, review, and decision making processes.

-

To provide reliable and accurate information and records support for the various offices so that information
needed for the review of applications is correct and provided in such a way that processing is expedited.

-

To provide necessary intelligence and document analysis to prevent the approval of fraudulent applications
supported by falsified documents.

-

To conduct limited research into the development of fraud resistant documents and cards for use in the legalization program.

-

To provide the representation needed by the Service in all legal proceedings generated by the program, primarily due to deportation proceedings and hearings which will result from the denials of applications for
temporary and permanent resident status.

-

-

-

To assure that adequate management and administrative support is available in the field and in the Central Office
so that the operations of the legalization offices and regional processing centers are efficient and chat
services to those offices are timely.
To provide increased staffing for the Office of Professional Responsibility and the Office ot Program Inspections
and Review so that they can expand their activities to cover the legalization program.
To provide additional staffing for the Plans and Analysis staff to develop the reports and studies required
under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 pertaining to the legalization program.

Base Program Description:
INS plans to provide the administrative review, approval or denial of applications for legalization by utilizing
as many as 100 temporary legalization offices strategically placed throughout the country. The agency plans to
use a combination of reemployed annuitants (300), and new hires to staff the legalization offices; it will rely
on a temporary workforce to do the majority of the work.
Beginning Nay 5, 19B, the legalization offices will accept applications from aliens for legalization. ApplicaIf
tions will be reviewed for completeness, and interviews of aliens and alien families will be conductor.
claims appear legal then applicants will be conditionally approved and temporary resident cards will be issued.
Voluntary agencies will be paid a fee by the Service for assisting the aliens in completing their application
packages and in scheduling their processing through INS offices.
5
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After the Service has accepted an alien's application, final approval will be reserved until name, fingerprint
and other security checks can be made$ These checks will be made at one of four regional processing facilities.
Fraud profiles will be developed and matched against incoming alien applications. To the extent possible, fingerprint checks with the FBI and State law enforcement officials will be done on a tape to tape match. Data entry
will be a major cost item at these regional processing facilities.
At the regional processing facilities there will be adjudications, records, and intelligence personnel. Adjudications staff will review all conditional oenials and sample the conditional approvals. Intelligence personnel
will use sophisticated document examination techniques to analyze alien applications and supporting materials.
Aliens who are denied temporary or permanent resident status will either voluntarily leave the country or enter
into the appeals process to have denials overturned. Additional personnel are included for the Detention and
Deportation program in order to meet the workload requirements of the legalization program. In the Legal Proceedings program, attorneys and support staff must be added in order to represent the agency in litigation arising from the new program, in appeals, and in deportation cases which will result from denials of applications
for temporary and permanent resident.status.
The Research and Development program will use resources to conduct work on the development of fraud-resistant
documents and inigration identification cards. This will build upon efforts by the Service in an area of longterm importance to the nation.
The Construction and Engineering request largely supports the leasing and furnishing of the legalization offices
and the regional processing centers. Lesser amounts are included for increased space requirements in other
offices, and for additional space management staff.
Within the Administrative Services program, efforts will be directed toward the maintenance of the current level
of administrative support by the Central Office and the regional offices in the face of substantial growth in
operations. 1onpersonnel resources will provide for a publicity campaign contract, vehicles, equipment,
supplies, a guard services contract for the legalization offices, background investigations for temporary INS
employees, printing, supplies and various other expenses.
The amount requested for the Executive Direction and Control program will allow for the expansion of the Office
of Professional Responsibility and Program Inspections staffs as they confront a substantial new program; the
Plans and Analysis staff will also be increased to accommodate the reporting requirements under the new law.
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Accompllshients and workload:
table:

The workload for the Immigration Legalization Program is presented in the following
Estimates

1986

1987

...

...

...

...

1,635,000
50

...
...
...

...
...
...

1,635,000
500.000
3,100,000

Item

1985

Applicants for temporary residence status ..........
basic officer training completions .................
Other training completions .........................
Allen files opened ..................................
General searches completed ..........................
Information services Inquiries ..................
Scientific examination and analysis of fraudulent
documents conducted ...............................
New INS data Inputs at El Paso Intelligence Center
......................
(EPIC) processed ........
Queries researched at EPIC ..........................
Positive INS responses to queries received by EPIC
provided ..........................................

3WO

198

2,285,00U

50
100
2,285,000
70UO00
4,100,000
ZO.O00

...

18,000

...

...

1.200
2,000

2,400
4,000

...

...

30

600

Workload figures are based on planning assumptions developed for the Immigration Legalization Program taking
Into consideration the interrelationships of the indicators and the growth of the workload in 1988 when the
greatest impact on operations will be experienced.
Program Chanyes:
The 1988 request includes additional FTE workyears and related costs due to the additional staff needed to receive
and process nearly 2.3 million applications expected to be submitted during 1988. Other changes reflected in
the 1988 request include reductions due to the nonrecurring cost of equipment purchases, full field investigations, and contractual services which have been completed.

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Status of Congressionally Requested
Studies, Reports, and Evaluations
Under the immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986

1. Study on Telephone Verification of Employment Eligibility
The Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 requires the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretaries of Labor and Health and Human Services to conduct a study on verifying employment eligibility via
telephone. A status report is to be made to the Congress by April 1987 and a final report is due by NJovember
1987.
Status: Planning for a telephone verification study is in the initial stages. Various approaches are under
review.
2. Visa Waiver Pilot Program
Under the Act, the Attorney General and the Secretary of State are authorized to conduct a pilot program for
certain nationals from up to eight low-risk countries to enter the United States for up to 90 days without
nonimigrant visas. Prior to implementation of a pilot project, the Attorney General must certify to the
Congress that a system to monitor such entries and subsequent departures is in place. A report evaluating
the visa wavier program and Its impacts must be made to the Congress no later than two years after the start
of the program.
Status: INS is currently studying its honimigrant Information System to determine how it might be modified
to serve the program. In addition, the visa waiver pilot program has been placed on the agenda of the INS/
Consular Affairs Quarterly Consultation Group for coordination.
3. Triennial Report on Immigration Impact!
The Act formally assigns responsibility for a triennial report on immigration to the President. Actual
responsibility for the preparation of the report will be shared by the various affected Federal agencies.
including INS. The INS will be responsible for gathering and analyzing data on the numbers and types of
aliens legally admitted to the United States and an estimate of the resident illegal alien population. The
first report to the Congress is due no later than January 1, 1989 and every three years thereafter.
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Status: Preliminary discussions have been held with concerned agencies.
data availability to provide the requested information.

Plans are being developed to ensure

4. Report on Implementation of Employer Sanctions
For three years after the implementation of employer sanctions, the INS will report
on the operations and impacts of this program. Included In the reports will be an
of the employment verification system, the results of demonstration projects, the
and violations of nonimmigrant visa status and the enforcement impacts in the U.S.
in cooperation with the Department of Labor).

annually to the Congress
analysis of the adequacy
number of illegal aliens
labor market (to be done

Status: In-house discussions have been Initiated in identifying information needs and the most appropriate
ii-iids for data collection.
5. Report on the Legalization Program
Two legalization reports, one due no later than November 1989 and the other by November 1992, are require i by
the new law. The first report, which will provide the Congress with a description of the legalized population
and include information on their origins and demongraphic characteristics, will be the responsibility of INS.
Status: INS is currently considering the most cost effective approach to gathering the Information required
bTte report. Discussions have also been initiated with the other involved agencies and with persons
knowledgable in the field of immigration research on the most appropriate methods for collecting the required
data.
6. Report on INS Requirements to Implement the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
The new law requires the Attorney General to submit a report to the Congress on what resources--type of
equipment, physical structures and personnel resources--are needed by INS to implement Its amendments and to
carry out ongoing service and enforcement activities. The report Is to be submitted within 90 days of
enactment.
Status: INS is In the process of drafting its report on resource requirements.
Congress in early February.

It will be forwarded to the
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[migration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Legalization
Financing and Requrements by Object Class
(Dollars in thousands)

Increase/Decrease

Obligations by Object Class

1987 Estimate

1988 Request

26.0 Other services

148,540

180,692

32,152

11,310

11,310

Financiny
Unappropriated balance,
start-of-year

...

Collections

159,850

233,330

73,480

Transferred to INS, S & E

-125,241

-144,445

-19,204

Transferred to FBI, SAE

-23,299

-36,247

-12,948

Unappropriated balance,
end-of-year

11,310

63,948

b2,638
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration User Fee
Summary Statement
Estimates for Fiscal Year 1988

In the 1987 Appropriation Act for the Department of Justice, (P.L1. 99-500), the Immigration User Fee Account was
established effective December 1, 1986. Section 205 of the law directs the Attorney General to charge and
collect $ per individual for the immigration Inspection of each passenger arriving at a port of entry in the
United States, or for the pre-inspection of a passenger in a place outside the United States prior to such
arrival, aboard a commercial aircraft or commercial vessel, with the exception of Canada, Mexico and adjacent
islands. All fees collected are to be deposited in an Immigration User Fee Account.
Section 205 of the law
directs the Secretary of the Treasury to reimburse, out of the Immigration User Fee Account, to the
Immigration and Naturalization Service's appropriation the amount paid for: providing immigration inspection
and preinspection services for commercial aircraft or vessels; providing overtime immigration inspection services; administration of debt recovery, including the establishment and operation of a national collections
office; expansion, operation and maintenance of information systems for non-immigraot control and debt ,collection; detection of fraudulent documents used by passengers traveling to the United States; and providing detention and deportation services for excludable aliens arriving on commercial aircratt or vessels.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service estimates collections of $120,000,000 in inspection fees for 1987 and
$1bU,UUU,UUU tor 1988. INS' anticipated expenses resulting from the Implementation of the law are $7U,389,UUO
in 1987 and $74,UO,UO0 in 1988. The Immigration and Naturalization Service's 1987 anticipated appropriation
will be offset by a rescission of $i4,598,OUu associated with salaries and expenses of immigrattor, inspections at
air and seaports and the non-immigrant related automated record systems. These items, currently paid for out of
appropriated funds, will now be funded through receipts to the user fee account. INS' 1988 President's budget
request reflects a reduction in the 1988 estimates of $26,428,00U associated with these base Items, which will
now be funded through user fees.
In conformance with the specific provisions of the legislation and the program objectives outlined in the Senate
Appropriations Committee Report 99-42b, the Immigration and Naturalization Service will be 4ble to staff airport
and seaport facilities at a level that will ensure that immigration Inspection services are sufficient to meet
the demands of the travelling public, that fees are collected and deposited in a timely manner, and that a
consistently effective enforcement posture is maintained in the inspection of all arriving aircraft and vessels.
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Immiration and Naturalization Service
Immigration User Fee
Sumaru of Reovurements
(Dollars in thousands)

Amount
1987 estimate of obligations ..............................................
Anticipated additional amount for full-year ..................................
1988 Base ..........
.....................
.......................
1987 Estimated
Obligations

1988 Base

$70,389
3 611

1988 Estimate

Increase/Decrease

Estimates by budget activity
lmtiyration User Fee Account..

$70,389

$74,000

$74,000

2

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration User Fee Account
Justification of Program and Performance
Activity Resource Summary
(Dollars in thousands)

Activity:

Immigration User Fee Account

i

This budget activity includes resources for the payments of specific expenses necessary in providing Immigration
inspection and pre-inspection services for commercial aircraft and vessels, providing overtime immigration inspection services for commercial aircraft and vessels, administration of debt recovery, expansion and operation of
Information systems for non-immigrant control and debt collection, detection of fraudulent documents, and providing
detention and deportation services for excludable aliens arriving on commercial aircraft or vessels.
Long Range Goal: To utilize the capabilities provided in the establishment of an Immigration User Fee Account
(P.Lo 99-bOO); to provide and maintain sufficient resources to carry out immigration inspection and preinspection
services for commercial aircraft and vessels; to administer debt collection activities and enhanced data systems
support for non-ilmnigrant control and debt collection; and maintain an effective enforcement posture regarding
the inspection of passengers on all arriving aircraft and vessels.
J

Major Objectives:
-

To pay expenses incurred in the inspection of aliens and citizens arriving from foreign territories other than
Mexico, Canada or adjacent Islands.

-

To expand pre-Inspections activities to other locations worldwide.

-

To increase the Inspections program staff at selected airports and seaports.

-

To Improve the administration of debt recovery, including the establishment of a National Collection Office.

-

To develop new data systems, and expand dnd upgrade existing ones to monitor and control non-immigrant travel,
detect fraudulent documents, and manage debt collection.

-

To provide for the detention and deportation of excludable aliens arriving on commercial aircraft or vessels.
3
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-

To increase resources devoted to conducting investigations of major smugglers.

-

To conduct training for foreign carriers and immigration authorities on the detection of fraudulent documents.

Base Program Description:
The Senate Appropriations Committee, in Its report accompanying H.R. 5161, addressed the issue of inspections
delays occasionally experienced by foreign travellers at the Nation's larger international airports. While the
Service had recently taken action to minimize these delays, consistent with its overriding mission of
enforcing the law through control of applicants for admission to the U.S., there continued to exist a structural
unbalance between available resources and workload demand.
The user fee provision, contained in P.L. 99-500 was formulated to alleviate this imbalance by providing a
mechanism to allow for sufficient resources for INS to staff airport and seaport facilities at a leiel that
will insure that inspections services are sufficient to meet the demands of the travelling public and that a
consistently efficient enforcement posture is maintained in the inspection of all arriving aircraft and vessels.
The funding requested here will enable INS to be reimbursed for expenses related to the inspection of aliens and
citizens arriving at airports and seaports from noncontiguous foreign nations, i.e., the cost of existing and
new officer positions and related inspectional overtime, costs related to fraud detection and improved debt
collection, ana expenses associated with the detention and deportation of excludable aliens arriving on commerdial aircraft or vessels.
Accomplistnents and workload:
table: If

The workload of the Immigration User Fee Fund Program is presented in the following
Estimates

Item
Total persons inspected at airports and seaports ...................
Smugglers apprehended (anti-smuggling) .............................
Deportable aliens apprehended (investigations):
Non-casework ..............................................
0....................................
Casework ..........
............................
Cases completed investigation)
Cases completed (anti-smuggling).
Convictions of smugglers (total) ................. ................
Number of detention days ...........................................
Average stays in detention (days) ..................................
Detections .........................................................
.................................. ........
Aliens expelled .......
Inadmissible aliens Intercepted (inspections) ......................

1987

1988

33,330,000 40,OO,O00
...
200
...
...

42,000
2.4
9,900
7,425
41,700

4,500
600
86
100
225
51,00U
2.4
12,000
9,000
50,000

O-A

1/ Note that this workload will differ from the workload depicted in the 1988 Congressional Submission because
only a portion of INS' total Inspections workforce and related activities will be funded through user fees.
This display reflects only the workload associated with those activities funded through user fees.
The increased number of inspectors at airports and seaports will uncover more smuggling violations with frauduItnt documents. This will obligate INS to pursue these investigations for criminal prosecution. Investigators
will be stationed at airports and seaports to keep pace with the additional workload.
The resources provided to INS from user fees will be used across various programs, consistent with Implementing
this provision of the Appropriations Act. They will be distributed as follows:
Program

FY 1987
Amount

Inspections ......................... $41.426
Anti-Smuggling/Investigations.......... 1.499
Detention and Deportation..............
5,544
Refugee and Overseas ...................
374
Data and Communications Systems ........
19.801
Legal Proceedings ...................
1.085
Administrative Services...............
66U
Total ............................
389

FY 1988
Amount
$47.076
1.576
6,307
450
16.626
1.250
715
V"D
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Inigration and Naturalization Service
Status of Congressionally Requested
Studies, Reports, and Evaluations

Section 205 of Public Law 99-500 In providing for the collection of an immigration Inspections user fee directs
under part (h) "disposition of receipts" a periodic review of the status of the account. The purpose of this
provision Is to insure that the funds being obligated in providing Inspectional services under the user fee
equal the receipts collected in the special user fee account. The Attorney Gereral is further directed to recommend changes in the fee to allow such equity to be maintained.
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Imnlyration and Naturalization Service
Immigration User Fee Account
Financiny and Requirements by Object Class
(Dollars In thousands)

Obligations by Object Class
25.0 Other services ..................

Estimate
1987--ou
nt

1988Aent
Request

Increase/Uecrease
Amount

$70,389

$74 ,000

$3,611

Collections .............................

120,000

150,000

30,000

Transferred to INS, SA .................

-70,389

-74,000

-3,611

Transfers to the general fund ...........

49,611

76,000

26,389

Ftnanciny
Unappropriated balance, start of year...
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Mr. NLSON. I appreciate the opportunity to be with you again.
I would like to introduce Mark Everson, Executive Associate
Commissioner of INS, who is here at the table with me, and we
have other staffers here also who can bail me out as we have questions.
Mr. Chairman, we have a prepared statement which we would
like to submit for the record.
[The statement of Mr. Nelson follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
STATEMENT OF THE COIISSIONER
ALAN C. NELSON
BEFORE THE HJUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE OEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE,
JUSTICE, AND STATE,
THE JUUICIARY, AND RELATEU AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you in support of
the 1988 budget request for $838,628,000 and 15,453 positions for the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

When funds from the nonappropriated Immigration User

Fee ($74.0 million) -and Legalization ($144.4 million) accounts are Included, total
resources available to the agency will exceed $1 billion in 1988.
first budget

which

contains

full-year funding

This is the

for the implementation

landmark Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.

of the

This legislation provides

what the country has needed for years--a credible large-scale enforcement effort
to control

Illegal

immigration,

employer

sanctions,

a humane amnesty program,

and new agricultural workers programs.

Earlier we submitted a request for a supplemental appropriation of $147,793,000
for 1987 to begin implementing the Act, as well as to provide resources to detain
Nariel Cuban criminals ($9,000,000) and cover Federal Telecommunications System
tariff increases ($950,000).

Most of this amount is needed to hire, train and

equip the personnel needed for employer sanctions, border enforcement,
Alien Verification for

Fntitlements

(SAVE)

program expansion,

Systematic

the control

and
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removal of criminal aliens, and the special agricultural workers program.

I

would like to take this opportunity to thank the Subcommittee for its positive
response to the requests

contained

in the supplemental.

The 1988 budget

request before you annualizes our 1987 supplemental appropriations request.

The budget for INS has grown from about $440 million in 1982 at the beginning of the Reagan Administration to a request for over $1 billion in 1988.
These increased resources are required to provide the country with the type of
comprehensive immigration program it has needed for some time.

Now I would like to discuss the work we have under way to implement the
Reform Act.

Extensive work has been done to develop the regulations under

which the new programs will be operating.
process when we released

Weintroduced an extra step in the

draft regulations to obtain the greatest possible

input from the public before the publication of the regulations in the Federal
Register.

This openness allowed us to obtain and consider numerous comments,

many of which were taken into account before the regulations were published for
formal comment.

I amcertain that this approach has led to the development of

a superior final product.

Legalization Program
As you know, Title 11 of the Reform Act establishes the Legalization Program.
o

o

The law provides temporary resident status to aliens who:
entered the U.S. illegally or fell into illegal status prior to
January 1, 1982
resided continuously in the U.S. since then, and

" are not excludable.
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18

months of temporary status upon their showing general admissibility and basic
citizenship skills.

The Heform Act stipulates' tnat the cost of this program Is to be covered
from fees paid by applicants for temporary and permanent resident status.

We

are prepared to process as many as 1,635,000 applications oy the end of FY
1987, with up to 2,285,000 more in FY 1988.
U

approximately 1UU local

INS is getting ready to open up

offices to receive the applications, and four major

regional centers to process,

review and

take final

program is expected to cost $148,540,000 In 1987,
the "peak" year of activity.
majority of the costs.

action on

them.

The

and $180,692,000 in 1988,

Of these amounts, INS is expected to incur the

However, to provide fingerprint and record checks on

applicants we expect to reimburse the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI)
$23.3 million in 1987 and $36.2 million in 1988.

We are planning to use a

combination of reemployed annuitants and new hires to staff the majority of
positions In the legalization offices,
sufficient to do most of the work.

where a temporary workforce will be

Arrangements are also being made to have

qualified designated entities assist aliens in completing their applications.

With regard

to the fees charged

for legalization,

I

have determined

that a separate fee for temporary and permanent applicants will be charged.
The fee for temporary status will be $185 per applicant, and the fee for permanent status will be determined after the Service identifies the number of
approved temporary applicants (by July 1, 1988).

To ensure that large families

will not be unduly burdened by a per capita fee, we will charge $185 for each
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child living with his or her parents,

and

establish an overall family cap of $420.

I believe that such an-approach protects the taxpayer, consistent with the
language of the Reform Act, by ensuritg that the Government's costs are covered
by the revenue generated by-the fees collected.

It also assures that a reason-

able fee is charged, and provides the flexibility to charge a fee for permanent
residence which will ensure that costs equal revenues.

The fee of $185 for

temporary residence is reasonable based on the service provided and the benefit
obtained by the alien.

It assures that the costs of the temporary residence

phase of the program are covered if only 2 million aliens (of the 3.9 million
we originally estimated) apply.

Should a surplus occur, the excess funds can

be used to offset our expenses for the permanent residence phase of the program. This

fee compares favorably with the $185-$200 in fees charged for

aliens seeking entry into the United States as immigrants--specifically. $35
to $5U for the relative petition approved by INS, and $150 for the immigrant
visa issued by the Department of State.
In view of the value of the benefits under this program,

we expect that

some aliens will attempt to obtain temporary status by submitting fraudulent
applications. To counter this, our intelligence and documents analysis capabilities will be expanded.

We must also expand our Investigations resources to

investigate and prosecute those who supply aliens

with bolds documents or

facilitate the filing of fraudulent applications.

Enforcement Improvements
The Reform Act provides INS with important resources and statutory authority
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to control illegal immigration.

This comes at a time when we are assuming a

much greater role In fighting crimes perpetrated by criminal aliens and 19 the
fight against illegal drugs.

The employer sanctions provision is the most importantart of the enforcement effort.

We are currently in a national informStonal/educationa

phase

during which employers are being advised of the contents of the law and what
they will have to do to comply with it. We will enter the actual enforcement
phase in June of this year.

We expect the availability of jobs for illegal

aliens will be greatly curtailed with the full Implementation of sanctions
a ainst employers who ignore or refuse to comply with th2 law.

The Service is committed to providing public education with the goal of
establishing a well-intormed business coanunity regarding the sanctions provisions of the Reform Act.
been created within

INS for

The Otffice of Employer and Labor Relations has
this purpose.

Seventy-one positions will De

assigned to this unit Servicewide.
Another major provision of the Reform Act mandates the expansion of the
Border Patrol.

This effort Is being planned over a multi-year period in view

of the magnitude of the undertaking in terms of recruitment, training, acquisition of equipment,
total of 1,84

expansion of facilities, etc.

positions for the Patrol expansion.

The budget includes aSome of these will be in

support areas which are necessary to operations (radio operators, electronics
technicians, auto and truck mechanics, and clerical support).

The 1988 budget

includes resources for this expansion which will have begun with funding In
the 1987 supplemental appropriations request.
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Uther enforcement improvements begun with the 1987 supplemental request
are under way in the Inspections,'Investigations, and Anti-Smuggling programs.

Additional inspecturs will be added at high-traffic/high-risk border ports
of entry to'reduce illegal entries into the country.

The increase in personnel

will allow more time for inspections, which results in the detection of greater
numbers of -fraudulent entry applications.

In addition to the number of in-

spectors requested in our 1987 supplemental appropriation request,

we also

plan to augment inspections staff through the establishment of user- fees as
provided for in the Department's 1987 Continuing Resolution.

An increase in the Investigations program will provide the staff which is
needed to improve productivity while meeting the provisions of the Reform Act
regarding open land entry warrants.

Failure to add personnel to deal with this

new requirement would dilute the effectiveness of our basic investigative program.

New staff will also be committed to the investigation, and prosecution

of aliens using fraudulent entry documents and facilitators of immigration
fraud schemes.

The Anti-Smuggling

program is receiving a moderate increase to expand

efforts directed at large-scale,

sophisticated smuggling operations.

These

groups are expected to become more diversified--offering aliens transportation
into the country, fraudulent documents, and "safe" contacts at their destinations--in return for higher fees for-their services.
The Reform Act requires the Service to expedite the deportation of criminal
aliens.

This comes at a time when serious crimes involving aliens constitute

a significant problem for INS investigators and a growing part of their workload.
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trafficking, extortion, prostitution, and gambling.

When alien criminals are

convicted of (or plead guilty to) deportable offenses,

it

is imperative that

every possible effort be made to prevent them from doing further damage.

We

are moving ahead with the recruitment of our expanded staffs for the Investigations, and the Detention and Deportation programs to expedite the deportation
of criminal aliens.

Public safety will benefit greatly when these undesirable

individuals are permanently removed from the country.

The Act expands the SAVE Program, turning It into a national effort to
prevent illegal aliens from receiving benefits through federally funded entitle-

unemployment compensation,
assistance.

to Families with Oependent

such as Aid

ment programs

food stamps,

Children,

housing assistance,

This is an important step for the country.

Midicaid,

and educational

It has the potential

to reduce government benefits costs by hundreds of millions of dollars in a
period when our efforts must be concentrated on containing costs.

The results

which have been achieved by the SAVE program have been very promising.

During

1986, Investigations identified nearly 50,000 ineligible aliens who were applicants for or were enrolled in benefit programs.

The estimated annual savings

was in excess of $100 million. Preparations are now being made to create a
separate data base outside of the Department of Justice Data Center to support
this expansion.

This will facilitate nationwide access to the data and make

the program more cost effective.

Agricultural Workers Programs

The Reform Act includes provisions for two agricultural workers programs
to meet the labor needs of farmers and

growers.

The largest of the two,
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aliens who can demonstrate they have performed seasonal agricultural services
in the U.S.

for at least 9U days during the 12-month period ending May 1,

19b6, may apply for temporary resident status.
Agricultural Workers

(SAW) program will

Applications under this Special

be received at American consulates

overseas and at our domestic offices established for the Legalization program.

SAWapplicants will pay the same fees as temporary resident applicants under
the Legalization program:

$18b per adult applicant, $50 for each eligible

minor child living with his or her family, and an overall family cap of $420.
Evidentiary standards will be firm but fair.

An applicant must provide evidence

of eligibility apart from his or her own testimony.
will be subject to verification.

All evidence submitted

The information provided is confidential and

will be used only to determine eligibility and for enforcement of the statutory
penalties for false statements.

Preparations are under way to receive and

process as many as 8UO,000 applications during an 18-month period from. June
1, 1987 to November 30, 198.

The second agricultural program, which we call the wH-2A Prograqi,
allow growers to import temporary

will

workers after establishing that qualified

domestic workers cannot be found and determining that admission of these workers
will have no adverse effects on similarly employed domestic workers.

Operation

ot this will require only limited additional staffing.
Immigration User Fees
The 99th Congress also took significant steps to permanently Improve the
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immigration inspection process by passing legislation to permit INS to collect
a fee for the inspection and screening of each passenger arriving at a port of
entry aboard a commercial

aircraft or commercial

through overseas pre-inspection airports.

vessel or for processing

Arrivals

from Canada,

Mexico and

nearby Islands do not pay the fee.

In 1901, wnen- this fee is in effect for only a portion of the'year,

we

expect to collect up to $120 million, while In 1988 we anticipate this will
rise to approximately $1bU million.

Of these amounts,

we expect to obligate

$70.4 million In 1987 and $74 million In 1988.

Tnese obligations will fund a variety of activities, consistent with the
enabling legislation.

These

include:

providing

Imigration inspection and

overseas preinspection/preclearance services for commercial aircraft or vessels;
providing overtime immigration inspection services; administering debt recovery,
including the establishment and operation of a national collections office;
expanding, operating and maintaining

information

systems for non-immigrant

control and debt collection; detecting and investigating sources of fraudulent
documents used by passengers traveling to the United

States; and providing

detention and deportation services for excludable aliens arriving on commercial

aircraft or vessels.
The benefits to the country are considerable.

First, these resources

offset costs in our appropriation, allowing a reduction in appropriated funds
of $24.6 million in 1987.

This amount is associated with salaries and expenses

of Immigration officers at airports and seaports, the non-immigrant related
automated records systems, and associated support to the inspections process.
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efficient and effective Inspections program.

It Is important to recognize that the Service has continued to carry out
its existing statutory mission with &!reat effectiveness.
you some highlights of our basic program accomplishments.

I would like to give
I think they are

impressive ana indicative of the hard work being done by dedicated Service
personnel.

In the Inspections program a total of 3Z8 million persons were inspected
at ports of entry and at overseas pre-inspection locations.

Out of this

number, 72U thousand inadmissable aliens were intercepted and denied entry-an increase of twelve percent over the 1985 denial rate.

This is attributa-

ble to our concentrated efforts to improve the detection of fraudulent and
malafide attempts at entry.

These efforts have led to an impressive one-year increase (1985-1986) of
more than 76 percent in the detection of fraudulent documents and -false
claims to United States citizenship, a 70 percent Increase In vehicles seized,
and a 39 percent increase in drug seizure cases made by immigration inspectors.
I expect similar results In the future, once we have recruited additional staff
for airports and seaports with funds :provided by the new Immigration User
Fee, and when we begin planned operations
terrorism, drugs and fraud detection teams.

at selected ports of entry oy
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In 1986 the Border Patrol set another record in the apprehension of Illegal aliens--1,692,544 apprehensions.

Increasing numbers of aliens other than

Mexican nationals were encountered--a trend which began several years ago and
is expected to continue.

Uver 19 thousand alien smugglers were arrested, up

almost 5 thousand from 1985.

The Patrol has become much more involved in drug interdiction operations
since I met with you last year, and is now playing a key role in the 'Operation
Alliance".

There were 1,300 seizures of druys by the Patrol in 1986, with a

value of over $186 million.

These figures will certainly be surpassed this

year, as we expand Patrol resources in the anti-drug effort.

The results we

are getting through *Operation Alliance" are a very good indicator of what is
being encountered on the border.

In the first six months of participation,

the Patrol seized 50,600 pounds of marijuana,
40,UO0

units (f various dangerous drugs.

3,392 pounds of cocaine, and

It is clear that an effective Border

Patrol presence on the Mexican border is now more important than ever before.

The Investigations program continues to concentrate its resources on more
serious cases involving criminal and narcotics violators, fraud facilitators,
and aliens who attempt to illegally receive benefits.from government entitlement
programs.

In 1986, Special AVents shut down 593 major fraud conspiracies involving
facilitators of fraudulent immigration schemes, such as unscrupulous attorneys,
notaries, arrangers of sham marriages, and manufacturers and vendors of counterfeit documents.

An additional 7,212 investigations of individual perpetrators

of fraud were successfully completed.
marriage fraud and smuggling ring,

In one notable case a million dollar
involving over 1WOfraudulent marriages
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and conviction of 24 conspirators,

including an immigration attorney.

As a

result or the operation, Canadian police seized over $35 milIo n in 801 pure
Southeast Asian heroin in British Columbtia's largest narcotics seizure.

Agents also completed 12,543 investigations of criminal aliens through the
arrest and initiation of deportation proceedings.

Another 44 complex investiga-

tions of alien organized crime groups were completed, many of which involved
newly emerging non-traditional ethnic crime groups.

For example, a task force

operation successfully closed down a sophisticated alien prostitution ring
operating in New York City, San Francisco, and Denver.

Over 50 Taiwanese women,

either smuggled into the United States or provided with fraudulently procured
visas, contracted to work in brothels until they each paid off their $5,000
smuggling fees to the operators of the ring.

The case resulted in one of INS'

first uses of the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations (RECO)

statutes,

substantial periods of incarceration for the convicted principals, and seizure
of over $14U,OUUin \s sets.

The Anti-Smugyling program continued to yield positive results in 1986 by
concentrating its resources, on major criminal

conspiracy -cases.

Arrests of

alien smugglers Servicewide topped 22,000 and a total of 7,999 prosecutions
resulted in 6,579 convictions.

The severity

convictions continued to increase in 1986,
convictions averaging over 17 months.

with

of

sentences

for

smuggling

sentences in major felony

At the same time, nearly 14 thousand

vehicles used in the smuggling of aliens were seized. They were valued at more
thar $31 million.

If current trends continue, future cases are expected to

become increasingly more complex in that major smugglers have also begun to
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document vending, and other profitable and violence-prone criminal activities.

During 1986 the Detention and Deportation program continued to process and
manage extremely heavy workloads.

A total

of 137,332 aliens were detained for

a total of 1,437,266 detention days, using service processing centers and contract detention facilities in Los Angeles, Denver, Laredo, and Houston.

Weare

now detaining approximately 3,360 Mariel Cuban criminals--as of March 6, 1987
we had: 611 In our Oakdale facility, 1,806 in the U.S. Penetentiary in Atlanta,
118 in St. Elizabeth's Hospital, 304 in Service Processing Centers, and 526 in
non-Service facilities.

WorK

continues

on

the

development of

solution for the detention of this dangerous group of aliens.

a long-term

However,

we are

appreciative of any assistance that this Subcomittee could be in encouraging
liaison with other entities under your jurisdiction, such as the State Department, to assist in achieving a long-term solution to the problem.

The Adjudications program continued to meet its objectives during 1986.
Over 2.2 million cases were received for processing.

Of these,

644,000 were

processed by Immigration Inspectors during "down time' at ports of entry.
four Regional

Service Centers

functioned

up by 75 percent over the last two years.

very effectively,

Our

with completions

These accomplishments are expected

to continue into the future as a result of- our efficient* resource management
activities.

During 1986 the Data Systems program continued to make substantial progress
in expanding

the data

communications

network and making

available to service personnel throughout the country.

additional

systems

The network now includes

13 INS field offices, allowing immediate access from approximately 1,500 work
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in deportation,

naturalization, legal case processing, and enforcement opera-

tional activities.

The A-File Tracking System has been completed and installed

in six district offices.

The Non-Immiyrant Information System has been improved to the point that
over 625,000 records can be loaded in a 24-hour period.

Over 55 million records

are now maintained on this database.

In 1986 INS maintained
counterparts in Mexico.

and improved

good

working

contacts

with our

For example, Mexican authorities continued to Intec-

cept groups of aliens destined for the borde

where they would have attempted

to entry the U.S. illegally.

Border crime and violence persist as areas of

concern for both governments.

Efforts are being made to determine tne causes

of these problems and to resolve them.

Wealso expect to be in more frequent

contact with Mexican law enforcement authorities as border Patrol personnel
become more involved In anti-drug operations.
Wehave made a number of organizational changes in the last year which
will be of benefit to the Service. In the future.
mentation of the Reform Act.

Most pertain to the imple-

We have in place new units for Legalization,

Legalization Appeals. Special Agricultural Workers, Employer and Labor Relations
(Sanctions), and

Operations Support.

These are essential

to implementing

major provisions of the Reform Act.

Conclusion
The budget which you have before you today is the largest ever submitted
for INS.

I believe that it is enough to-do thqr job which the Congress expects
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the Service to do In carrying out its basic program and In implementing the
Reform Act In a sound, efficient manner.

Never before has INS had the opportunity which it now has to address and
resolve the problems stemming from illegal immigration.

With the legislation

and the resources to carry it out, we will have what we need to accomplish the
goals of reform and complete the job of restoring control of our Nation's
borders.

Thank you, Mr. Cnairman, I will be happy to answer questions you or other
members of the Subcommittee may have.

72-165 0- 87-89
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SUMMARY OF 1988 REQUEST

Mr. NELSON. I will summarize some of the chief points and give
you a couple of items that we covered in our press conference
where we announced some of the new proposed regulations and
rules for the implementation of the Immigration Reform Bill.
We appreciate the good hearing we had a week ago on our 1987
supplemental, and appreciate your prompt action in marking up
that bill. I am here today on the fiscal year 1988 budget request for
$838,828,000 and 15,453 positions for the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
In addition to these appropriated funds, there are severed areas
of non-appropriated funds: a user fee in the amount of $74 million,
and a legalization fund in the estimated amount of $144.4 million.
So if you add these non-appropriated amounts together with the
$838 million that we request as appropriated, we are talking about
resources available to the INS for fiscal year 1988 in exces of $1
billion.
[The following information was submitted for the record subsequent to the hearing-]
IMMIGRATION LEGALIZATION FUND RESOURCES

The 1988 budget request identifies budget authority of $180,692,000 for the Immigration Legalization Fund. $144,445 is an estimate for obligations for the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the remaining $36,247,000 will be provided to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Mr. NmLON. This is the first full year of funding, as you note, for
the implementation of the Immigration Reform legislation. I think,
as we have testified before and as you and others have indicated,
this major legislation gives us an opportunity that has been needed
for many years to gain control over our immigration policies, particularly the illegal immigration issue.
The INS budget has grown during the Reagan years from about
$440 million in 1982 to the figure as noted of over $1 billion for
1988.
IMMIGRATION REFORM

The Immigration Reform Bill implementation is going forward,
we think, in an orderly, deliberate process. Yesterday, we announced and received the approval from the appropriate Federal
agencies, including OMB, to publish regulations in the Federal
Roster to implement the Immigration Reform Bill, for at least a
major part of the Bill, sanctions and agriculture workers. Other
pieces are moving down the track.
We did announce several aspects yesterday, one, the legalization
fee, and the special agricultural worker program of $185 per applicant. In the case of family we would have a family cap of $420. S
if you had a husband and wife together, they would each pay $185,
which would be a total of $370, then each child pays $50, but we
would limit it at $420.
So in the case of a family, a family of three would pay the $420.
Any other children would not pay, and we think that is fair, reasonable and a good balance.
Mr. SMrm. ISthat regardless of the age of the applicant?
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Mr. NELsoN. Under 18 in the home. This fee is identical to the
individual fee of $185, that a legal immigrant pays for their immigrant vie# so we think it is not only fair and reasonable, but proper
that the illegal alien who can be legalized pay a comparable fee.
It also meets the Congressional mandate of covering the cost of
the program and also the Congressional mandate' that it be comparable to other fees. As indicated, it is that.
We think those fees will cover the anticipated numbers. The key
issue is that it would be a user fee concept for those getting the
benefit and that the taxpayers not have to bear that burden. We
think it is balanced, fair and based on the best estimates we can
make of costs. We feel very confident and comfortable that that is
reasonable, and certainly allows the illegal alien to make it.
That fee is quite reasonable compared to the money they have
already probably put out for alien smugglers lawyers, other items
they have, so we don't think there should e any problem with
those eligible in applying, and we encourage that.
COMMENTS ON NEW EMPLOYEE VERIFICATION FORM

We also, yesterday, Mr. Chairman, put out the draft employer
verification form that will be used by employers. We think it is a
good form.
We have already conferred with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
AFL-CIO, other business groups, and think that we have boiled it
down to a one-page form, but we are still asking for comments.
We are sending it out as part of the regulation package and if we
can get further ways to simplify it, we welcome that. Before they
are finalized, we will continue that process, but we think that is
moving along well.
Of course, there is a 30-day comment period that will end roughly in the middle of April. We will review the comments and put out
interim regulations, if we have to, allowing us to get them in place
before the May 5th opening for the Legalization Offices and the
June 1st formal beginning of sanctions.
We did, as you know, Mr. Chairman, use a unique process and
one that I think worked well of going out not only asking for input
initially from any interested groups on what the regulations should
be, but in January of this year issuing informal draft regulations.
We reccmved numerous comments. That helped us in the product
we have now just announced. We think that has been well received, even though a number of people don't necessarily agree
with all the points. That will never happen. We feel the process is
in order.
OPENING OF LEGALIZATION OFFICES

We expect to open the Legalization Offices, over 100 of them, by
May 5th, as scheduled. We are meeting extensively with employers,
unions, community groups, asking for their input and suggestions,
and also telling them what we are planning.
In the next few months we will be accelerating public information campaigns, distribution of these forms, and procedures. We
think we wil1 be able to move forward in a proper manner to implement the law.
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As noted in the testimony also based on the Congressional authorization, we have been hiring a number of re-employed annuitants to bring experienced people and a temporary work force to
help us in this program.
Since legalization is a temporary program, we need to staff up
with several thousand people, but obviously not to add those to the
permanent payroll. That is going forward.
We have had excellent cooperation from both the General Services Administration and the Office of Personnel Management as
well as OMB in processing and space, and in bringing on these
people. Again, there will be some difficulties, I am sure, but over
all we are pleased with the way it is working.
LAW ENFORCEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

I turn now to several of the enforcement improvements. As you
know, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the bill is an
enforcement bill, the Immigration Bill, the employer sanctions
being a key part. The investigative positions we asked for are a key
to enforce the employer sanctions.
Another aspect that the Congress mandated, and we welcome, is
more attention to criminal aliens, more efforts to investigate and
deport those involved in crimes, particularly narcotics related, so
there is money in there and positions to deal with these.
When we are talking about employer sanctions, we concentrate
as much as we can, and we think appropriately, in working with
the employer community, the labor community and others to
obtain voluntary compliance.
We are not interested in penalizing people unless we have to. We
want people to comply. We want them to hire American citizens
and legal aliens. That is what the thrust of the law is. We think
there are economic, social and moral reasons as well as the legal
ones. We are working and will work very hard with the entire community in those areas, but of course will enforce the sanctions provisions, particularly against those more blatant violators.
We did create the new Office of Employer and Labor Relations,
which I think will emphasize the point I just mentioned of a cooperative approach there.
We testified at length about expansion of the Border Patrol at a
hearing last week. That recruitment is going on.
We think that we are achieving the mandate of Congress, to ncrease the Border Patrol by 50 percent. The positions are there,
and the dollars are there for maybe a 39 percent increase, which iq
about the phase-in that we think is appropriate for the time involved. That is going forward.
There will also be additional equipment and other facilities. We
think the Border Patrol, with the Interior Enforcement program,
SAVE which will keep the illegal aliens from getting benefits to
which they are not entitled and dealing with the criminal issue,
which I mentioned, is the proper balance in the enforcement area
that will allow us to do the best job we can.
We have talked about additional inspectors at our ports of entry
at both airports, land border ports, and seaports. The user fee that
I mentioned, the $74 million, will fund substantially increased posi-
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tions at the airports and seaports. Since that comes from the airlines, it covers those areas.
That will give us the ability to facilitate people coming through
as well as do better inspections, and hopfully deter more of the
eg entrants
illegal entrants. We certainly have substantl
coming through our airports as well as our land borders.
In addition, at the land border, some of the positions there which
we have talked about, I think will help us do a more effective job.
We have improved in the anti-smuggling area. We will be expediting the deportation of criminal aliens. I certainly don't want in
any way to give the impression that all illegal aliens are involved
in crime, not so at all. But there are substantial criminal activities
by groups of illegal aliens, and particularly some of the organized
crime rings. We are now a formal member of the Organized Crime
Drug Enforcement Task Force.
DRUG OPERATIONS
We are as you know, a lead agency in the narcotics area. We
have the lead role in Operation Alliance on the Southwest border
now, and have been responsible for the largest percent of the drug
seizures. We are there. Our people are there. We know the border.
We know the territory and the language and we are very effective
in both interdicting illegal aliens and illegal narcotics.
SAVE PROGRAM

As I mentioned, the SAVE proam is a very significant part of
this legislation. We have run this program on a voluntary basis
and I think we have 16 or 17 States participating.
We believe we have saved well over $100 illion and identified
about 50,000 ineligible aliens. That is just scratching the surface. If
we can get this program implemented in all the States and in all
ation enforcethe benefit programs, not only will it help our
ment, but it will certainly save the country hundreds of millions of
dollars and carry out the laws as they are meant to be carried out.
VARIOUS LEISLATIM PROGRAMS

We do have, as you know, Mr. Chairman, the agricultural worker
programs, the SAW programs. Again, as I mentioned, the fees are
the same, $185, with the family cap of $420. It is important that an
applicant for this program especialy produce the evidence of eligiVility because of the short timeframe, the 90-day period. We have
set out procedures in our regulations to cover that.
We believe we could have as many as 800,000 applicants under
that program. We don't know, of course, but that could well be.
In addition, the H-2 program is part of the legislation. It is another vehicle to assist the growers as well as others in getting temporary agricultural help. That program, which has the lead by Departments of Labor and Agriculture, is to provide a temporary
work force as necessary.
OVERSEAS PRE-INSPETION

Several of the other areas that we are talking about funding are
in the inspections area. We have had, as you know, Mr. Chairman,
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pre-inspection in Canada for a number of years. It has worked extremely well.
Last year we had the first overseas pre-inspection in Spain and
Ireland. It is appropriate on St. Patrick's Day to talk about that.
That worked exceedingly well. The Irish Government is very supportive. All indications are that it worked well. The Irish want to
reinstate it, effective in June, on a permanent basis, as we do.
We have talked to many other countries in Europe, South America, and Asia about the possibility of similar programs where
people are inspected at that end. This can avoid a lot of delays at
our incoming airports, and obviously also can screen out ineligible
travelers before they get here and cause the problems once they
are here of trying to get them out. That is going forward.
With the user fee we will be able to improve our information systems. Our whole data processing to cover the detention and deportation services for those people who do come in illegally, improve
our debt recovery on finance, and so forth. We think that will work
very well.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Just a few other things, Mr. Chairman, not to take too much
time, on reviewing a few of our program accomplishments. I will
just cite a few.
The volume of inspections, I think, surprises people. Last year we
inspected 328 million persons, both returning citizens and aliens
coming in. That is almost one-and-a-half times our population. Out
of that, 720,000 inadmissible aliens were intercepted and denied
entry. That was a 12 percent increase over 1985.
In fraudulent documents, there was a 76 percent increase in the
detection of fraudulent documents last year; a 70 percent increase
in vehicles seized, a 39 percent increase in drug seizure cases inade
by immigration inspectors in addition, of course, to the Border
Patrol. On Border Patrol, there were nearly 1.7 million apprehen,
sions at the border, and 19,000 alien smugglers were arrested. This
was up 5,000 or a 20 percent increase.
As indicated, in drug smuggler interdictions, I think our record
has been outstanding. Last year in the Border Patrol, there were
1,300 seizures of drugs-I am talking about fiscal year 1986-valued
at over $185 million.
It is interesting, in the first quarter of 1987, we have e'ready
seized $95 million, almost half of what we did over all of last year.
That figure will go up.
As I said, we have a very significant lead role in Operation Alliance. We think that has been a very good program, a good start,
and one that will bear much more fruit downstream.
We had marriage fraud legislation, as you know, enacted last
year that has worked well. It is just beginning. We are dealing
more with the vendors of counterfeit documents and the sham marriage issues, and we expect that to expand over last year.
In tho Detention and Deportation program, last year we detained'
over 137,000 aliens, a total of almost 1.5 million detention days.
Again, these are significant numbers when you look at the tremendous numbers we are dealing with.
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In adjudications, we adjudicated over 2.2 million cases, and again
we are very proud of it. Our inspectors at the ports of entry, when
they have down time between flights for example, are working in
the office adjudicating cases. We think that is a good use of time.
We have made significant progress in our data systems. This has
been an important area for the volume we deal with. We think we
made very good progress, and that is certainly essential as we go
forward in implementing the immigration bill.
RELATIONS WITH MEXICO

In Mexico we have had, I think, good relations. We have met
with the Mexican officials. I was in Mexico in December, met with
President de la Madrid and other top members of the cabinet and
our ambassador, (at our invitation) to assure them that we do not
anticipate mass deportations. There will be impacts, but we are satisfied those will be gradual and orderly. We believe it is in everybody's interest downstream to have a legal system and not the current illegal system.
We are working with Mexico. We have set up a new position on
the border to coordinate border issues, particularly border violence
to be sure we cut that down. In the mutual interest of both countries we are working to deal with the other issues on the border.
We are working, we think, well with the Mexicans on some tough
areas for them in difficult economic times.
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, this budget before you today is the
largest ever submitted by INS. We have had excellent cooperation
throughout with the Administration and Congress. We believe that
this budget request is necessary to carry out the Immigration
Reform and Control Act.
We thank you for the opportunity to be before you, and will be
pleased to respond to your questions.
LEGAL OPINION ON FEE STRUCTURE

Mr. SMrn. This fee that you set yesterday or announced yesterday, do you feel that you are directed by Congress to set it within
certain parameters and that the fee you have set is required by
law?
Mr. NELSmON. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Do you have a legal opinion on that?
Mr. NELsoN. Well, I have the statute and I think that is pretty
good legal opinion here.
Mr. SMrrH. But you didn't have it reviewed in the Department?
Mr. NELSON. I don't recall whether we had a formal legal opinion
or not.
Mr. SMrrH. If you did, put that in the record.
Mr. NELSON. We will do that.
Mr. SMrriH. Then put in the record also the statute you rely on,
and any supporting evidence that you used to establish the amount
of the fee.
Mr. NELSON. We will do that.

[The information follows:]
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STATUTr AND LEGAL OPINION ON FEES

The Immigration and Naturalization Service did not prepare a legal opinion or
request one from the Department. The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
is very clear regarding the collection and use of fees. In Section 201(cX7XA) the Act
states "The Attorney General shall provide for a schedule of fees to be charged for
the filing of applications kor adjustment ...
" "Section 201(cX7)(B) requires the Attorney General to deposit fees collected".., in a separate account and amounts in
such account shall be available, without fiscal year limitation, to cover administrative and other
expenses incurred in connection with the review of applications
)

filed ....

In view of the explicit nature of these sections of the Reform Act, we do not feel
that a formal legal opinion regarding the collection and use of fees is necessary.
FEE STRUCTURE

Mr. SMrrIH. Do you have any indication that your fee structure
will exclude anyone because they won't have the money?
Mr. NELSON. We do not, Mr. Chairman. First, as you know, the
law is clear too, that people are not eligible if they are a public
charge, and $185 is certainly not very high considering the tremendous benefit they are achieving.
As I say, it is the same fee that a legal immigrant pays willingly.
Most of the people are employed. Most, of course, have cars, TVs
and other amenities, so that $185 is hardly going to be discouraging
for the benefit.
If it happens to be, it would almost be a matter of logic, we believe, that it would put them probably in' the public charge category and they wouldn't be eligible in any event.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Kolbe, do you have a few questions?
Mr. KOLBE. I have a few questions. I'll make this brief. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you, Mr. Nelson.
I wanted to follow up on the Chairman's comments about the legislation fees. The section of the law says that "the Attorney General shall deposit payments received under this paragraph under separate accounts and amounts and such accounts shall be available
without fiscal year limitation to cover administrative and other expenses covered under applications filed under this section."
You prop
a legalization fee of $185 per individual with a cap
of $240, I t in i is?
Mr. NELSON. Four hundred and twenty dollars.
Mr. KOLBE. And the revised statement now is that only two million people will be processed under this, is that correct?
Mr. NELSON. Again, Mr. Kolbe, these estimates are difficult. Our
planning estimates are that as many as 3.9 million would come forward, so we are gearing up our offices to handle that number, but
our estimate is, at this point, about two million.
Mr. KOLBE. I realize the law on the one hand says it has got to
cover the cost and on the other hand it says it should be comparable. The proposed regulations, regarding verification of continuous
residency in the country are going to imply a great deal of deeper
investigation than is now conducted. Isn't that going to mean much
higher investigation costs? Are these fees really and truly, are
these costs going to cover the expense?
Mr. NELSON. In our best estimate, they will. We are opening up
new offices and, of course, there is the cost of acquiring offices, the
personnel I mentioned, the additional investigations. In addition,
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some of the money is reimbursed to the FBI for performing fingerprint checks.
Some goes to State or local governments for checks on public
charges and so forth; a small fee, $15 goes to the qualified agencies
who help people, so there is a certain outlay there. Our projection
of our overall costs indicates that the $185 fee will cover that, if we
process two million applicants. This is our best estimate.
If more applicants come forward, we could actually have a surplus. As we indicate, if we do have a surplus, that could be applied
to the permanent residence phase.
If we happen to run short, then of course we would have to seek
a supplemental appropriations request, but our best estimate is
that with two million applicants, we should be able to cover our
costs. We think our estimates are accurate.
Mr. KOLs. That is what I am trying to get at in terms of identifying whether these fees will be sufficient. Given the additional investigations that are going to be required, if the current fee for
legal immigration is an accurate fee, and covers what really are
the expenses to INS, then how do we reconcile that with what appears to be greater investigations and presumably expenses that
are going to be involved in the legalization program?
Mr. NELsoN. I think, again, Mr. Kolbe, volume is a relevant
factor. If we receive two million or so applications with that
volume, you can centralize a lot of your efforts. It is true there will
be more investigations, but we have charted out what we think appropriate.
The other fee for the legal immigrant, of course, is combined.
Most of that goes to the State Department, because that is a visa
fee for overseas, and a small part goes to us.
There is activity there, too, but all I can say is that our estimate
is based on our total anticipated costs. This fee is just about on
target. We do not want to try to charge too much on the one hand.
We have gotten a lot of flack, as you know, from people saying
we are charging too much. We think we are as close as we can get
based on the overall cost estimates as well as the appropriate level
and the comparability factor.
NEW REGULATIONS

Mr. KOLBE. Let me ask you a couple of questions about your new
regulations, -which I haven't had a chance to read in detail, but I
saw them in the draft form.
As I understand it, you are going to require no more than 45
days of absence from the country during a period in the aggregate
of 180 days since 1982?
Mr. NELSON. Correct.

Mr. KOLBE. And no absences since the date of enactment of this
legislation?
Continuous residence is going to be awfully tough to prove to an
investigator. How do you intend to go about doing that?
Mr. NELSON. There are a lot of areas that are difficult to prove
here, but I think the basic thrust is that it is up to the applicant to
prove his or her continuous residence. We recognize these absences
are probably a little tougher than some other aspects of it. If appli-
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cants for example, have been employed and there are some significant gaps in their employment, then it would be up to them to give
proper evidence to explain that. That would be one aspect.
Mr. KOLBE. Lots of employment, as you know, is done on a cash
basis. It is going to be very hard to find records on this kind of
thing.
Mr. NELSON. Again, the burden is on the applicant. We think, of
course, we are going to be reasonable, but they must have the
burden of proving their employment, their continuous residence
and the other factors.
Mr. KOLBE. I assure you if the burden is on the applicant, you
could act quite reasonably within the basis of this law and turn
down virtually every applicant. I don't think you are going to be
able to find the documentation. I would think it is going to be the
toughest aspect of your whole job trying to prove their continous
residency.
Can you give me some indication of how those periods were
picked, 145 and 180 days aggregate? Is it just kind of a compromise? How do we decide that this constitutes continuous residence?
Mr. NELSON. Let me make a run at it. Maybe others can elaborate.
Certainly in the statute and in the Congressional history there
was, you might say, the direction that limited absences would not
prevent qualification. That Congressional direction was clear. Then
it is merely a matter of trying to determine what is reasonable.
Initially, in the draft we came out with in January, we picked 30
days and 150. There were a lot of comments coming in. Of course, a
lot wanted six months, so we made some adjustments to go from 30
to 45 and from 150 to 180, thinking that that was reasonable, with
the idea that if somebody was out of the country for, in this case,
45 days, that that would not necessarily disqualify them. Again, it
was trying to balance both the practical aspects of it, what made
sense.
ANTICIPATION OF LITIGATION

Mr. KOLBE. Do you expect litigation on this point?

Mr. NELSON. It is probably fair to say we will have litigation on a
lot of points, but we are ready for it.
Mr. KOLBE. Have you included litigation in your budget estimates?
Mr. NELSON. Yes, we do have substantial increase in the number
of legal positions as well as immigration judges which will be
funded through another appropriation within the Justice Department's budget.
QUALIFICATIONS OF QUALIFIED DESIGNATED AGENCIES

Mr. KOLBE. I have one last area of questions, Mr. Chairman.
Again I appreciate your allowing me to go ahead of others.
I am interested in the role of the qualified designated agency,
such as the Catholic Diocese Church, support groups, different
groups that are going to be doing the initial screening.
How does a group become officially qualified? How do you select
them?
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Mr. NELSON. Mr. Kolbe, we put out within the last week or so a
proposed form of agreement or contract, if you will, that had been
distributed to all of the people that are interested, and we have
several meetings with them. We set forth some very specific requirements. We would be happy, if we haven't already, to provide
it for the Committee.
It sets forth what their duties are, what ours are, and what fees
they can charge. They will be charging for their services. I think
that is appropriate as long as it is kept within certain limits.
We will reimburse them $15 per application that they submit to
us. They have helped us in that regard, but again, it provides what
they must do and what they can not do.
IMMIGRATION FEE STRUCTURE

Mr. KOLBE. Is the application and the $15 charge, is that an application for an individual or can it be for a family?
Mr. NELSON. That would be an individual application. Now, if we
end up with a family package-but I think we would probably pay
them the $15.
Mr. EvERsON. That would be a reimbursement for each individual.
Mr. KOLBE. Each individual, if there are five in a family, it would
be five times $15 or $75?
Mr. NELSON. If we got over the $420 cap, I am sure we wouldn't
pay them the $15 in that case, but for all intensive purposes, $15
per anlicant.
Mr koLE. I have heard from some of these agencies that this
fee, this reimbursement is not even going to touch the real costs.
Have you been hearing that? I realize that the investigation is very
limited.
Mr. NELSON. But they are talking about charging on their own
up to $75.
Mr. KOLBE. They will be permitted to charge?
Mr. NELSON. They can charge on their own. As far as we are concerned, $75 is the maximum they can charge in addition to $25 for
reimbursement for photographs, fingerprints and that. They can
charge an applicant up to $100 and in addition, they get $15 a
person, so these groups are not going to be hurting financially from
this program.
Mr. EvERSON. I might add one thing: We have distributed over
1,200 applications to interested parties in connection with the program, and they can continue to apply until April 10, 1987.
Mr. KOLBE. To serve as an agency?
Mr. EvwsN. To serve asORGANIZATION INVOLVEMENT

Mr. KOLBE. Are you going to do it on a national basis? Are some
going to be just local?
Mr. NESON. Yes, clearly, like the Catholic Church will be deeply
involved, the Catholic Conference will be involved, and they have
sort of an umbrella, national organization. Lutherans would be another example, American Council of Nationality Service and so
forth, a nationwide structure. But local agencies can do it, and it is
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not just voluntary. Church groups, labor organizations, employer
groups, growers associations and others can also qualify.
Mr. KOLBE. Will they get up-front monies to set up their programs?
Mr. NmEoN. Well, not up front in the sense of any grants. We
will advance some money to them, limited amounts to get started.
Mr. KOLBE. And that will be a draw basically on the applications
that they process?
Mr. NELSoN. Correct.
Mr. KOLBE. What kind of information or training are you going
to do?
Mr. NELSON. Through our outreach people, we have had a series
of meetings. Those will be continuing. We are developing a specific
training package. We will train the trainers, so to speak. They in
turn will follow up on that. That is under way already.
Mr. KOLBE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

NUMBER OF LEGALIZATION APPLICANTS

Mr. Dwym. Mr. Rogers.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You said you expect around two million applicants?
Mr. N SON. That is our best estimate, Mr. Rogers, again in a
difficult area.
Mr. ROGERS. Is that just adults or is that the entire number of
people?
Mr. NELSON. Again we don't break it down. It is hard to know,
Mr. Rogers, how many children are involved here. Mostly they are
going to be adults, we believe. In rough estimates, we are talking
most of those being adults.
Mr. ROGERS. You are talking about the entire group of people,
children included?
Mr. NELSON. Yes, but again that is a very, very general estimate,
so we haven't tried to make a breakdown, just because there is no
way of doing it. As I say, we plan on the basis of almost twice that
many.
We think that two million applicants is a reasonable target.
Probably half the people say we are going to be low and half say
we are going to be high.
Many outside group seem to think there will be more than two
million. As you know, other countries that have had a legalization
program have almost traditionally had the experience of fewer
coming forward than anticipated. All indications here have been
that many will come forward. In Los Angeles, for example, which I
think will probably be the heaviest area, there have been indications already that up to 800,000 potential applicants are lined up.
Mr. EVERSON. This ought to put to rest the issue of a 1987 supplemental on legalization. Nationwide we already feel there are one
million people out there who are more or less queued up.
In Los Angeles alone, our district director told me last week they
have over 300,000 names and addresses of people who have been in
touch with these various entities, and are on record as already intending to come forward. By just canvassing some of these larger
offices, we came up with about one million people who are pretty
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firmly identified and would certainly carry the program through
those early months of 1987.
CAP ON FAILY LEGALIZATION TEES

Mr. RoGms. From what you know now, from those people who
are queued up or you have information on, what is the average of
size the family that would be admitted?
Mr. EvEoN. It is hard to say, but I think to buttress what the
Commissioner is saying, the indication is that most of the people
will be principals.
You have to remember many children have been born subsequent to arrival here. They are citizens. If somebody is going to
qualify under this program as having been here since 1982, he or
she may have children born here who are already citizens. There
doesn't seem to be as many children as one might have thought
earlier based on the discussions we have had.
Mr. RoGots. What I am driving at is the proposal for schedule
calls for $185 per adult, and the cap of $420 a family; $420 a family
would be two adults and one child obviously. You are assuming
that the family unit would consist of three people, the mother,
father and one child under 18; is that correct?
Mr. NELsON. Right, for the cap.
Mr. Ev=wN. I don't think that we are assuming that the family
unit will be three or four. We are just saying we are going to stop
charging at three.
Mr. ELSON. And of course a lot, too, Mr. Rogers, are singleparent families. In that case you would get four or five children
paying the $50 each before you would reach the $420.
Mr. RoGERs. Suppose there was a mother, father, one minor child
and one 21-year-old child, what is the charge?
Mr. NELsoN. We are talking about the cap relating only to children under 18 in the home, so if they are either over 18 or outside
of the home, they would be adults and would pay $185.
Mr. ROGERs. The cap would not include them?
Mr. NELsoN. That is correct.
FEES FOR LEGAL APPLICANTS

Mr. RoGRS. What is the charge again-I think we have heard
this before-for a legal applicant for citizenship?
Mr. NELsON. That is also $185. I note you raised that question at
the hearing on the 1987 supplemental last week. We think that is a
significant factor, that the legal alien shouldn't pay more than the
illegal alien in this case. We think that is a proper comparability
and fairness factor. That is one reason we fixed on that fee.
We had obviously explored different fees in the range from $150

to $250.
Mr.
Mr.
factor
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

ROGER. And what is paid for a child under 18?
NELSoN. My understanding is that there is not a discount
on the legal immigrant fee,
RoGER. The legal immigrant child would also pay $185?
NzuSON. That is our understanding.
RoGns. Not $50?
NzEsoN. That is correct.
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Mr. ROGERS. Is there a family cap for legal applicants?
Mr. NELSON. Not to my understanding.
Mr. ROGERS. In effect, you are giving the break to the illegal immigrant here. The person who broke down the barriers to the country and came in illegally as opposed to the person who waited patiently for ten years. You are giving the violator of the law a break
here, aren't you?
Mr. NELSON. In the sense of the cap, we certainly are giving
them a break in terms of the cost. That is correct.
PERCEPTION ON INEQUITY OF LEGALIZATION FEES

Mr. ROGERS. What does that say to the rest of the world? Doesn't
that say, to forget the laws, we are going to sneak in and get a
better deal?
Mr. NELSON. We hope not. That is, of course, one reason we have
set the overall fee.
As you might know, many of your colleagues attacked from the
other side that this fee is outrageous and way too high. As we
stated in our testimony, we think it not only meets the statutory
direction for comparability but that it is fair and balanced.
I think the idea of the family cap, though, was a recognition that
for a family unit, a cap is reasonable. As indicated, we don't expect
to have a lot coming in under the cap because of either singleparent families or applicants not having children at all.
Mr. ROGERS. If I were a person determined to get into the U.S.
and I had been on the waiting list five years from some other country other than from our southern border, where most of these illegal immigrants are coming from, I would say, to heck with the
American laws; I am going to go to Mexico and I am going to sneak
across. Or I am going to find a way to get around this thing, because there is a better deal. The way to get into the U.S. is to violate the laws and they will give you a reward.
That is just the way this thing smells to me. Obviously you don't
think so, because you said it the other way, but I just wanted to
register that.
Mr. NELSON. I appreciate your opinion.

Mr. ROGERS. I suspect there are going to be a lot of people in
Congress and outside 'that feel exactly the same way. I am a little
bit irritated by it-more than a little bit. I just think it is rewarding the violators of the law.
You are saying the way to get by in this country even as you
come in the gates, is by illegal actions.
Mr. NELSON. I appreciate, Mr. Rogers, your comments and there
is certainly strong backing for that. I would say the whole thrust of
this immigration law is to avoid the problem you just addressed.
If we can get the appropriation we request here to enhance the
Border Patrol, enhance interior enforcement, keep illegals off of
benefits to which they are not entitled, identify and remove criminal aliens from the United States plus improve inspections, we can
accomplish what you want and what we all want, which is to cut
down the illegal flow into this country and regain control of our
borders.
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I think the legalization fees are balanced. I think we have to recognize, that. 1-s you know, the debate in Congress was very emotional and haed.
I think another thing, in our defense, is that we have to try to
follow the guidelines of Congress also in saying that the fee should
cover the cost of the program. That really wouldn't authorize us to
try to gain more than the cost. We think that is another factor.
Mr. ROGERS. Also, have you considered the part of the law affirming that the guidelines for setting the fee should be consistent
with what we charge legal applicants?
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
Mr. Roo~s. Do you agree that there has been a prejudice here
in favor of the illegal applicant in the rates for a child application
and the family unit that doesn't exist for legal applicants?
Mr. NELSON. You used the word "prejudice." I maybe would use
the word "benefit." Yes, there is some benefit to the illegal alien
family group. For the individual, no benefit.
We don't think there are going to be all that many family
groups. We think there is an equity factor, that needs to be balanced with the statutory mandate to cover the cost of the program.
The flip side of that is that we certainly should not be charging
more than the cost of operating the program.
There are several somewhat competing rationales. We had to do
a balancing act. We think it is proper.
Mr. ROGERS. Does it not violate, though, that guideline that applicants for illegal aliens should be the same as legal aliens? There
is a difference, isn't there?
Mr. NELSON. There is no special guideline for the charge. It was
our decision that we ought to charge a comparable fee for legal and
illegal aliens.
The legislative history basically, indicates that we should charge
comparable fees. There are other fees that are in the low one hundred dollars, for example, so I think we did a fair job and I think it
is a balanced one that we feel is proper.
APPLICANT SCREENING

Mr. ROGERS. What kind of enforcement can we expect, that is in
terms of screening of applicants, to be sure that we are not getting
some people coming in in violation of the time required to be here
before the expiration? What kind of screening are we going to get
to be sure we don't get a double illegal, that is a person who is here
illegally and then illegally states his or her tenure?
Mr. NELSON. The procedures, of course, will include a fairly thorough application to be filled out with the payment of the fee. It is
up to the alien to have the back-up documentation that would
verify his or her status, and that that can be checked.
We will routinely run fingerprint checks and criminal record
checks. We will make contact with state and local agencies regarding the public charge issue.
Each person will be interviewed. There will be appropriate
follow-up checks. We will be as thorough as we can.
Obviously, if somebody is guilty in our mind of using fraudulent
documents, there are provisions to penalize them. They will be in-
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eligible for legalization. They are also subject to other penalties,
which we will pursue.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand that the presses are already running?
Mr. NELSON. I am sure they are.

Mr. ROGERS. It is going to take some pretty tough investigative
techniques. You are dealing with, you say, upward of two million
people here, and you are already understaffed in terms of personnel.
I am just not very satisfied we are going to get a really good
screening of the people who are applying to become citizens of this
country who came in here illegally.
Mr. NELSON. Our intention is to do just that. If we can get the
approval of Congress for the requested appropriation, we think we
have the investigative positions, the intelligence positions and the
inspections positions that will allow us to do just that.
Mr. ROGERS. Here is one member who is going to be keeping a

real close eye on you.

Mr. NELSON. Very good. We welcome it.

Mr. ROGERS. I hope to see that you dot every "i" and cross every
"t" three times.
Mr. NELSON. We welcome that, sir.

DETROIT STAFFING

Mr. DWYER. Mr. Carr?
Mr. CARR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Commissioner, I have a few questions that zero in on Detroit.
Have you got somebody there with a book who can tell me the
number of positions currently at Detroit?
Mr. NELSON. I don't have that with me, Mr. Carr. I don't know if
our other staff do or not. We will happily provide it to you. We
have a district office, as you know, in Detroit that covers all of
Michigan.
Mr. CARR. I am most interested in the inspector slots that you
have there. I am told, and this is just a ball park figure, that for
the tunnels and the bridges there you have about 30 inspectors.
Some of my information may be a bit outdated, but I am also told
that you have no permanent inspectors at the airport.
That probably was a good way to operate for a long time, because
the international flights out of Detroit, the non-stop internationals,
were pretty limited, but now with the merger of Northwest Airlines and Republic Airlines, the fact that both airlines have hubs
at Detroit and now are in the process of creating a huge hub, in
fact while the new Northwest Airlines is headquartered in Minneapolis, the largest hub in this system is now Detroit.
I am told that they are going to be commencing, on April 17,
non-stop Detroit-Tokyo Service three times a week, and starting
June 1st there is going to be daily flights to Tokyo. In addition, I
believe they are commencing Frankfurt operations out of Detroit. I
think we need some permanent slots at Detroit metro international
terminal.
Can you tell me anything about what is going on up there?
Mr. NELSON. Let me speak generally, if I may, because I don't
have the breakdown of positions in Detroit or any other location as
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indicated, we will be pleased to provide those to you. Speaking of
the airport first, we use bothpermanent and temporary inspectors.
I think this is a proper use- of manpower, because obviously you do
get summer peaks and other times when you can use additional
staff at other times we don't need them so much.
That is a good way of using your dollars and your resources. I
would be very surprised if it is correct that we have no permanent
positions at the airport.
Mr. Cm. You may now. We are shooting at a moving target
here. A few months ago, I was told that whenever an international
flight came into Detroit, they were borrowing people off of the
bridge and the tunnel.
Mr. NELsoN. We will have to check that.
Mr. CARR. You may have recently moved some permanent slots
to metro, but we are going to have a big log jam there if we don't
do something.
Mr. NElSON. Normally we, of course, have a balance of permanent and temporary staff in our supervisory levels, and so forth
where there are permanent people. Another aspect, Mr. Carr, that
you touched on, is that with this user fee and the funds we expect
it to generate, we will be enhancing our inspections at airports nationwide. I don't know, again, what the breakdown is regarding Detroit, but I am sure there will be additional positions coming there
as there are to almost all major international airports.
The bridge and tunnel issue has always been a difficult one.
Again, we have, as we have been able to, added staff there to deal
with the issue. I know I have had extensive discussion with Senator
Levin and others in the past. Overall, I know there can be some
problems, but I think we are doing the best we can. Again, hopefully, although there could well be some additional positions funded
through the user fee receipts.
Mr. CARR. I would like you to give us a breakdown for the record,
and perhaps you and I can agree to meet later to discuss the adequacies of the staffing out there. I don't want any delays occasioned by the Federal Government for an already very congested
airport that is suffering under the strain of this huge growth that
it has undergone in the last six months with this merger, and the
commitment of Northwest Airlines, and I think that we are probably lagging there. I want to make sure that we have enough inspectors to handle the job.
If you could supply that for the record, I would appreciate it.
Mr. NELSON. We will be pleased to do that.
[The information follows:]
INS INSPECTOR STAFF AT THE Drorr AIRPORT
The INS inspector staff at Detroit currently is comprised of forty-five full-time
permanent officers and twenty part-time temporary employees. Six of the forty-five
permanent positions were recently assigned to Detroit, under the Inspectors user fee
provision, to perform air inspection work in anticipation of expansion in the international inspection activity in Detroit.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

Mr. CARR. Last year the computer upgrade contract known as
hardware acquisition II was a subject of concern for us here. In
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view
of the
importance of this, has the service neglected a rate ceiling with
regard
to the GSA price list on this contract?
Mr. NELSON. I will lot Mr. Everson respond.
Mr. EVERSON. As you probably remember, in 1986 the Service
was precluded from purchasing any additional equipment under
that contract. We concurrently went outside to FEDSIM, which is a
study group associated with GSA to do a long-term look at our architectural needs Service-wide. Those studies have just recently
been completed, and we are in the process of assessing options on
how we would go in terms of the long-term computer confiuration
for the Service. But even in fiscal year 1987, we have made no purchases under that act to the contract you referred to.
We have appointed a new Associate Commissioner for Information Systems after a long and extensive search. We think we are
making real progress in this area. The instructions are, in the
words of Mr. Rogers, to dot the I's and cross the T's three times in
that area in particular.
Mr. CARR. When do you expect hardware delivery?
Mr. EVERSON. We are going to be getting hardware now under
separate procurements in connection with the legalization offices.
We are going to be getting a large number of personal computers.
We are going to have some machines in regional processing facilities. But the Service-wide big acquisition, if we go in that direction,
(1) and there are some questions based on the Federal system
study, whether we should go out with some grandiose scheme, perhaps better to go just on individual targeted areas (1) that will
follow on, I would say in fiscal year 1988, by the time you would
see any real acquisitions taking place.
HARDWARE ACQUISITION FORECAST FOR 1989

Mr. CARR. So you are anticipating a request for fiscal year 1989
for some hardware?

Mr. EVERSON. We have an ongoing budget in the information sys-

tems area. It has now been supplemented to some degree through
this user fee account. One of the things we are going to be doing is
upgrading our ability at the airports through that user fee, the
monies that are available that way. I think it is too early to say
whether there will be a big blip, if you will, in 1989, solely because
of hardware.
Mr. CARR. Whatever you can do to keep us informed to forecast
these things. We intend to roll along with studies here, there and
everywhere. If we can have advance notice, it helps our committee
to understand the numbers.
Mr. EVERSON. I understand.

Do you have any idea what a supposed hardware acquisition contract would mean in terms of reducing the number of
positions, say, for border patrol?
Mr. EVERSON. I don't think you would see an impact on the
Border Patrol, per se. We follow a strategy of trying to localize as
many of the systems as we can. We have something called CADRE,
which is a system that runs off of PC's. It is a sensor system. The
drug seizures that the Commissioner mentioned earlier were in
large part a result of sensors being tripped down along the border.
Mr. CARR.
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We then radio deploy agents who determine in these instances
that there were criminals going across. But you are not necessarily
tallng about a big, huge sensor system. These are localized systems. They don't run off of main frames. Sure we will be going out
with a need to improve all our technology. That is one of the things
the Commissioner stressed to me. The Attorney General said we
need to be increasing the people, for the hands-on work, but trying
to upgrade the sensors in the other technical areas, too, to limit
that personnel increase.
Mr. CARR. I understand that hardware acquisition to contract did
include some sensor monitoring equipment.
Mr. EVERSON. I think we have some of that put in place. I have
seen some out along the border, but as we say, a lot of that acquisition was stopped in its tracks.
A-76 EVALUATIONS

Mr. CARR. In view of the past management of information processing in the Service, have you performed an A-76 evaluation for
contracting for your data processing operation?
Mr. EVERSON. We look at every application, particularly with
these new programs to determine whether we can contract out. We
followed such a strategy in relation to legalization program. In this
program we are going to have 100 plus offices that will receive app lications, and then interviews will take place. The applications,
or instance, will be forwarded first to a data entry center, which
will be a contract facility at this facility all the keying will be done
by a contractor. The applications will then be sent to a regional
processing facility. There will be one facility in each of our four geographic regions paralleling what we have done with regional service centers, to date, to process some of our existing applications. A
combination of officers and contract personnel will be working
there.
At every turn we are trying to use contractors in these new programs. When you are building something new, it is sometimes
easier to bring the contractor in right up front than it is to make a
change elsewhere.
Mr. CARR. Thank you.
INSPECTIONS PROCESSES

Mr. SMrrH. I want to ask you about something I have had on my
mind for several years. If one is coming from Europe to Dulles and
the plane touches down at Boston first, as quite a number of flights
do, what are the requirements for the showing of papers and so
forth in Boston?
Mr. NELSON. Let me answer and others can correct me.
Normally the inspection takes place at the first location flights
enter the United States. I believe that is the normal situation. If
you are a returning citizen or an alien, you go through the inspection line, both for immigration and for Customs, and show the appropriate documentation.
The immigration inspector reviews it, determines whether it appears to be valid. If aliens have the appropriate visas they are then
admitted.
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Mr. SMIrh. They would go through Customs also in Boston?
Mr. NESON. Yes, normally that is the case. If they are transiting
through without getting off the plane, they might not, but normally they would be inspected at their first location.
ON PLANE INSPECTION SUGGESTION

Mr. SMrI. This is a little experience I had and 40 other people
had in Boston that has always stuck in my mind, our final destination
was Dulles. It was raining. There was a woman with two or three
children, there were three or four elderly and disabled people.
They made everybody get off the plane that was coming to Dulles
and go into the airport where an official sat there at a desk and
made them line up, showing their papers, and then go back
through the rain to get on the plane. I have never seen a worse
case of public relations in my life. Is that required?
Mr. Nj soN. It is hard to say from your example. Most of the
international flights arrive at the end destination, where people
are getting off.
Mr. Sihmm. Why do they have to get out? Couldn't they go up the
aisle?
Mr. N'ELSON. Again, it is hard to give a reason in some cases on
that. Normally, of course, people are getting off and are leaving.
Let me come back on your question. If that leg from Boston to
Washington is a domestic flight, at Dulles they wouldn't be alert to
inspect those people. Someone who was an illegal alien in that circumstance might stay on the plane and never be inspected.
Mr. SMrrH. But if they went up the aisle and asked for papers, if
somebody didn't have proper papers they could take that person
off.
Mr. NELsoN. The airlines might want to comment on this one,
too. Again, in the normal situation people are getting off in any
event. Obviously it is much easier to inspect off the plane than on
board.
INSPECTION OF LUGGAGE
Mr. SMmTH. Is it a normal situation to stop in Boston on the way
to Dulles in a lot of these flights?
Mr. EERSON. We are on the line jointly with the Customs people
in many instances. They are obviously looking for some different
things, but if you haven't left the plane, you don't have your luggage. Clearly operationally, at least, it is easier to have everybody
go through the one place. As the Commissioner is saying, on the
flight down to Washington, you would have no idea whether somebody was a domestic passenger not subject to inspection or in fact

had been on-board all the way from Europe.
Mr. SMrTu. Their luggage isn't unloaded there anyway, so it is
not going to make any difference to Customs.

Mr. EVEmON. You are saying that luggage doesn't get checked?
Mr. SMrTH. No.
Mr. EvERmoN. That is interesting.
Mr. SMm. It is not unloaded in Boston.
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Mr. Nz.soN. Let us look into that. I am not aware of that circumstance happening very often, because normally they would offload the luggage at the first point for inspection.
[The information follows:]
INSPECTIONS AT LOGAN AIRPORT REQUIRING DEPLANING

It is a matter of law that, on international flights arriving at a U.S. port of entry,
all passengers aboard the arriving flight must deplane and be inspected for admission to the United States. In these cases, the flight is considered domestic from that
point forth, and this is usually arranged in advance because many domestic airports
do not have federal inspection facilities. When the onward airport is equipped to
handle international arrivals, the carrier may request that those passengers continuing on be cleared at the second stop in the United States. (This is called "Progressive Clearance".)
Absent the carrier's request and Federal approval, all passengers must be inspected at the first U.S. port of arrival.
COURTESY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Mr. SMITH. It is the kind of thing that should never happen. I
could tell by looking, in fact I talked to them about it. The official
was about three years from retirement. He was at the point where
he thought he owned the place and he was doing them a favor to
sit there and look at their documents.
Mr. NESxoN. That might have been a Customs officer.
Mr. SMITH. Public relations is a part of your job.
Mr. NMsoN. Absolutely, Mr. Chairman. One thing we just adopted this last year, which I think is appropriate given that it is the
100th anniversary of the Statue of Liberty, is a new arm patch. It
is a chevron, which has the Statue of Liberty superimposed on a
diagram of the U.S. Each of our four regions have stressed the
courtesy and service aspects of our mission. We deal with 328 million people, as I said, coming in.
I think if you look at the record, even the number of allegations
of discourteous behavior are pretty small. Obviously, those are the
ones that get the attention. We are working this issue. We have
made a real effort in the last number of years. I can say from my
personal experience, having worked in State, private government
and industry, that generally INS employees do a good job.
Mr. SMITH. I haven't seen very many cases of discourtesy, but it
is important especially with this enlarged program.
Mr. NEr ON. Absolutely.
Mr. SMrriH. On the other hand, with Customs, I have seen very
few planes unloaded, where there wasn't at least one discourteous
employee handling Customs. But it is important, I think, that you
make a conscious effort, to handle with courtesy all these matters
under this enlarged responsibility.
Mr. NLSON. We are very aware of that, and we appreciate the
inquiries from not only Congress, but from outside, because obviously it is important that we do. We are public representatives of
the United States, and it is important that we do a good job. I'd
like to address the issue of lines that you touched upon, if I could
just digress a minute.
The present inspection program that has gone on for many years
in Canada, and very successfully, was recently expanded to Ireland
last year. That worked extremely well in cutting down the wait.
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We hope to expand that program. I think that is not only a good
service, but also a good security measure. We hope we can get more
of those programs going.
Mr. SMITH. Why did you start in Ireland? Because they are so
patient?
Mr. NELSON. They were interested in it. One of the issues we
have had, of course, is a sovereignty question. People question how
we can put American officials on their territory. I think the Irish
recognized that this was a good program. It also enhances tourism,
so they were willing to try it. It went as an experiment, once they
tried it, they really liked it.
EMPLOYER SANCTIONS

Mr. SMITH. The employer sanctions provisions require you to
survey employers. Have you established some kind of a priority list
as to what employers will be surveyed first?
Mr. NELSON. Basically, Mr. Chairman, of course, the law covers
all employers. All employers hiring any new employee must go
through the process of filling out the form, and asking the questions. We think that is fair. As I think I mentioned, we will want
to concentrate a great deal in working with employers.
Obviously, there are caseloads and man-power restraints. We are
doing as much as we can with employer associations, labor unions
and others to stress the positive aspect of this. As far as the enforcement side of that question, again we told all our people to be
alert for the blatant violators, the pattern and practice types.
Those are the ones that we will concentate our efforts on.
Mr. SMITH. Are there certain industries, or are there certain locations where you think they are more apt to have violations?
Mr. NELSON. Historically there have been certain industries that
have been more dependent on illegal labor than others. Certainly
the garment industry, construction, some agriculture, but it does
cut across the board. I think a misconception of many people is
that illegal aliens are all in the sun belt and so forth.
Certainly they are in large cities all over the country, and in
many other areas there are illegal aliens.
Mr. SMITH. You are not going to limit it then, to certain areas?
Mr. NELSON. No, sir.

Mr. SMITH. Nor concentrate necessarily.
Mr. NELSON. No. Of course, again, we think it is our mandate to
be fair and&.balanced and to cover the whole country. Obviously we
will use our resources in the best way, and as we get indications of
patterns, concentrate our enforcement efforts there.
REIMBURSEMENT OF STATE INCARCERATION COSTS OF ILLEGAL ALIEN
FELONS

Mr. SMITH. Now, this legislation authorizes the Federal Government to reimburse states for their costs of incarceration of illegal
aliens that are convicted of a felony. What kinds of resources are
we talking about and what kind of problems do you anticipate?
Mr. NELSON. That provision is not funded in either the 1987 or
1988 budget other than some assistance relating to the Mariel
Cubans. We are proceeding with a supplemental for that. We do
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have approximately $39 million relating to criminal offenders, in
terms of working with States and local governments for more
prompt deportation there. There will be more efforts in investigations in that area.
There no resources requested for direct funding of detention
costs for alien felons. I am hoping we can work out a lot of that by
these other enforcement approaches.
Mr. SMrrH. What kind of funding would that require?
Mr. NELSON. That is one of the questions and problems. I don't
know the answer to that, Mr. Chairman, but it could be very, very,
expensive.
Mr. SMrrH. Do you have any estimate?
Mr. NELSON. I don't at this point.
Mr. EvERSON. It would be well in excess of $100 million at a very

very low floor. It would be probably up in the hundreds of millions,
the way it was written, which is very broad.
DEPORTATION OF ALIENS FROM AIRPORTS

Mr. SMmTH. Any other questions?
Mr. Dwym. Yes, I would like to ask a question or two, Mr.
Chairman.
statement indicates you deported 720,000 illegal
immigrants.Your
I suppose
most of those are interdicted on the southern border, but what happens when you catch someone coming off
an airplane, say at JFK? Do they get right back on the next airplane?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Dwyer, I think the 720,000 were people in that
category that were intercepted at airports or at land borders,
during the inspection process. In addition to that, of course there
are about 1.7 million people that we apprehended coming across
the border illegall.
Basically, yes, if we apprehend somebody all Phe airport trying to
come in, and they don't have the proper papers, there are procedures with the airlines that they take them back to the country
from whence they came. Sometimes they will turn around immediately.
Other times they might have to stay a night or so and then go
back, but that is the normal procedure.
Mr. Dwym. The airline has tp foot that expense.
Mr. NELSON. Correct.
Mr. DwYm. I guess on the premise that they should have examined documents before they put the person on board.
Mr, NELSON. Basically correct, yes.
Mr. DwYmF. Where do you holdthem? Do you hold them right at
the airport?
Mr. NELSON. Usually at a hotel, unless there are security questions. Sometimes they will be put in detention facilities, but if they
are not they would be at hotels, motels usually in the airport area.
Mr. Dwymt. Seven hundred twenty thousand just at airports and
seaports that fit into that category?
Mr. NESON. That's correct, and of course many of them would
voluntarily return. You don't have to detain them. You deny admission, and they recognize they cannot enter the U.S. So, they
make arrangements and return.
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Mr. DWYER. That is very costly to the airlines. You would think
that they would be very, very sure.
Mr. NELSON. We work very closely with the airlines. I think this
user fee ties into that. Again, that can cover some of the detention
costs in addition to the inspectional services and others. We think
it is a good concept, and I think overall the airlines agree with
that.
Mr. DWYER. The important thing is that it is not costing us any
money.
Mr. NELSON. Correct, yes.
SAVE PROGRAM

Mr. DWYER. You mentioned the SAVE Program, and that 16
States cooperate. Have you had difficulty in getting the other
States to cooperate?
Mr. NELSON. It is like any marketing job. It takes time. We have
done that in a matter of the last three years. We had three States
involved initially- California, -Illinois and Colorado. We have gone
to 16 States. We have started a number of programs with New
Jersey. Generally it takes a little time, but in fact we have gotten
another 13 or 14 States on in a couple of years.
We think there has been good progress, and we are talking to
several more, we would expect more to get involved.
Mr. DWYER. There may be some States that have very few illegal
immigrants, I would think.
Mr. NELSON. Some States say that, and again we all know it is
very difficult to estimate the numbers, but I think one thing we
have learned is that there is probably no State that doesn't have
some illegal population. The SAVE system is so simple because it
merely says that if you are an alien and you apply for benefits, you
get your status checked. If you are here legally you are entitled to
the benefits for which you otherwise qualify.
If you are not here legally, normally you are not qualified unless
it is emergency help. It is a very simple system, and easy to do.
You can say it is a very nice program, but you don't need to worry
about it because you have no illegals. We say if you have none, it
will be a very simple thing to check, and it will have no impact.
We think it is a solid program and it makes good sense. It is
clearly a welfare reform proposal. We are, of course, aware that
Congress and the Administration are interested in significant welfare reform. The SAVE Program fits right into that category.
Mr. DwYmt. One hundred million dollars is no small accomplishment.
Mr. NELSON. That's right.
RELIGIOUS ORDER VISA PROCEDURES

Mr. DwYER. What is the difference between the regulations concerning the immigration, a vi&. issuance rather, for a priest or a
nun? I asked the question because I had some nuns in my district
offie a couple of weeks ago, who are members of the Order of
Little Seruant Sisters. It is a Polish nursing order. They basically
staff a long-term nursing home in my district, and also provide a
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lot of home care for people who are restricted to their homes because of long-term illness.
It takes a long time for these people to get visas, and they tell
me that it is a lot easier for a priest to get visa. Is this true?
Mr. NELSON. I don't know that, Mr. Dwyer. I know we have certain categories for people in religious orders to enter the U.S. I also
know that a number get processed through those special visa categories. Like many areas, of course, you hear of the cases where
there seems to be some problem.
We will certainly look at it. I won't say there is automatically
any special arrangement for a priest or a nun or anything like
that. If they are clearly in a religious mode, it might be a little
clearer that they are coming in under that category than if they
are doing some other type of work. That could raise some questions, and that might be the reason.
Mr. DwyR. The inference was that there was a difference. This
is what they stated, but they rotate some of these nuns who are at
the long-term nursing unit for three, four or five years, and they
may go to Africa or maybe back to Poland or maybe to Canada, but
they will go to some other country, and they run into problems
bringing the replacements in.
The visas become very, very necessary, because they have to be
able to drive a car, especially with the responsibility for home care.
I would like to get some information from someone.
Mr. NELSON. Let us get in touch with you.
Mr. DWYER. I appreciate that.
Mr. NELSON. I will be happy to do it.
Mr. DWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information follows:]
TRFATMzNT OF REuGouS PERSONNEL ENTERING THE UNITED STATES
Under the Immigration and Nationality Act no distinction is made in the requirements for admission--either as visitors or for permanent residence-of various
members of religious orders. During routine inspections at U.S. ports of entry, there
is no policy or procedure directive which would require the inspector to treat a nun
differently from a priest or, in terms of nonimmigrant admissibility to the. U.S.,
there is not directive that would compel the inspector to treat either nuns or priests
differently than lay people.
TERRORIST ACTIVITIES

Mr. ROGERS. Just a couple of questions, Mr. Chairman. On page
15 of your justifications you refer to increases in the number of
people suspected of having terrorist involvement, and I wonder if
you might elaborate on the trend you are seeing in that respect.

Mr. NELSON. I might answer it generally, Mr. Rogers. First, obvi-

ously, we must all have a concern about terrorism. Certainly there
have been threats that terrorist activities could be brought to the
United States. We have worked closely with the other intelligence
agencies and other enforcement agencies here in dealing with that.
In order to gain entry into the United States terrorists have to
come into the country through airports or over land borders. We
are, again, a major factor in trying to either deter them, trying to
identify them and so forth. Largely, I think what I am relating to
is the need for better coordination and intelligence exchange with
the other investigative agencies, so we get the names and informa-
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tion and we are alert to these problems. We have been successful
in the past in apprehending and identifying either known or expected terrorists, largely in that area.
I don't have any figures or numbers. I don't know that those are
even necessarily available for proper distribution externally. Clearly this is an area, as with the areas of narcotics, where there is an
-increased need for our participation. The Immigration Service is
needed to work along with the other agencies involved.
Mr. RoGERs. And you started what is called the Alien Border
Patrol Committee to coordinate anti-terrorist efforts with Customs,
FBI and the intelligence community.
Mr. NELSON. That is correct. There are a number of subcommittees and working groups with all of the different agencies involved
evaluating procedures. We are strictly in the early stages of planning.
SMUGGLING ACTIVITIES

Mr. ROGERS. And quickly switching ge-rs here and finally, let me
ask you about these anti-smuggling eff-tfs; that is, smuggling of
people across the border. I wonder if ou cai describe the kinds of
smuggling activities we are seeing today in numbers, whether it is
an organized system, organized crime or what have you.
Mr. NELSON. Again, let me take a crack, and if someone else

wants to elaborate it is fine. I think that smuggling operations, Mr.
Rogers, encompass everything from the solo operator who just has
a car, or leads somebody across on foot, to some very organized
rings which are often involved in other criminal activity-narcotics, particularly.
As our enforcement picks up, sometimes we are seeing what you
expect-more sophistication, more organization by some of these
smuggling rings. We have all heard some of the horror stories of
people being raped, murdered, robbed, and abandoned in the desert
to die. This happened obviously, in some cases. It is really some of
the worst examples of human behavior towards other humans you
can find.
We believe our efforts have been productive. I might note we,
have had good cooperation with the Mexican Government in this
area. I think there is recognition that smugglers are really hunting
everybody. As a result, we have had some good cooperation, some
investigations, some prosecutions and some interdiction activity
there.
Mr. ROGERS. My numbers indicate that in 1985 you had 3,400
smuggling principals apprehended; in 1986, 3,000; and you are estimating in 1987, 3,500 smuggling principals. I assume that is smugglers.
Mr. NELSON. Right.
Mr. ROGERS. What kind of a prosecution and conviction rate have
you had on those people?
Mr. NELSON. It has been very good. I will see if I can find it in
my testimony here. I know that the percentages have increased significantly in terms of the cases brought, those convicted and the
sentences served. According to our data, last year there were
22,000 arrests of alien smugglers, 8,000 prosecutions and 6,500 con-
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victions. As indicated, the severity of sentences for smuggling convictions continued to increase in 1986. Sentences in major felony
convictions averaged over 17 months.
Again, as indicated, there is a great increase in seized vehicles.
This has been helpful in deterring the smugglers to some extent,
and also making use of these vehicles for government use under
the new laws.
Mr. ROGERS. I would suspect now, with a system where there is a
legal way to get into the U.S., that you are probably going to see
an organized crime effort to get a package deal.
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Entry, papers, jobs and the whole bit, because it is
going to take that kind of expertise to run the gamut here, and I
hope you build a gamut large enough to snare the perpetrators.
Mr. NmION. Thank you, sir. We certanly intend to. We have an
excellent fraudulent and document laboratory, and I would invite
any members of the Committee or staff out there. It is located near
Tysons Corner. We have moved it from our own facility to get more
room. I think we have enhanced our ability to investigate and
detect fraudulent documents.
We have also done a lot. For example, the Justice Minister of
Belgium met with the Attorney General. I met with him. We have
had some good cooperation, particularly with the European countries, Canada, and Australia in sharing information.
Document analysis is increasing. We have teen also active there.
We won't catch them all, but, we certainly are going ourselves to
make every effort to apprehend the major smugglers, to investigate
and prosecute individuals using this. It is similar to the drug business, where the individual using these documents is also not
exempt.
But in the earlier question, to deal with those applications for legalization, if we get indication they are using fraudulent documents, we will take as strong a stand as we can.
Mr. ROGERS. As you embark on implementation of the Act and
all the difficulties you are going to encounter, we wish you the luck
of the Irish.
Mr. NELSON. Thank you, sir. We appreciate that. We can use it.
Mr. DWYER. May the wind be always at your back. Thank you,
Mr. Nelson.
Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DWYER. We will have some questions that we will submit to
you, and you will supply it for the record.
Mr. NELSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. DWYER. We will recess until 2:00 p.m. this afternoon at
which time we will take up Federal Prisons.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto,
follow:]
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QUESTIONS FROM MR. 3MITH
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Reform
Question:
Your agency is at the center of considerable controversy concerning
implementation of the immigration reform legislation. In your personal
and professional opinion, do you believe that the Administration has
applied sufficient resources to adequately implement the provisions of
the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986?
Answer
I am confident that the amount included in the President's budget
request will be sufficient to carry out the new mandates of the
immigration bill. In 1987, the Administration is requesting supplemental
appropriations of $137,843,000 for enhanced enforcement programs and
the Special Agricultural Workers program authorized by the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986, $9,000,000 for the detention of Mariel
Cuban criminals, $11,136,000 for increased costs of the Federal Employee's
Retirement System and uncontrollable Federal Telecommunications System
increases; and $5,588,000 for the Federal pay raise that took effect in
January of this year. Congress did not take action on a $24,598,000
rescission proposal to offset certain costs previously funded through
appropriations that will now be paid with inspections user fees. A
proposal involving reprogramming of funds in several programs, as well
as other adjustments in resources, has been developed and is under
review. The result is an appropriation of $731,969,000 in this fiscal
year. However, this will be augmented by $148,540,000 to be collected
from applicants who register under the Legalization program in 1987,
and by $70,389,000 to be drawn from the inspections user fee account to
pay associated Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) expenses.
Thus the total amount of program funds available to the agency will be
$950,898,000 in 1987--a 56 percent increase over the initial Continuing
Resolution.
For 1988, our requested appropriation of $838,828,000, which will be
augmented by $180,692,000 to be collected from Legalization program
applicants and $74,000,000 to be drawn from the inspection user fee
account, will provide a total of $1,057,273,000 in program funds
available to implement immigration reform.
With respect to the major provisions of the Immigration Reform Act:
-

For the Legalization program, INS has promulgated a fee structure
that is adequate to reimburse the costs incurred related to the
Legalization activities of the INS and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI).
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-

While the Special Agricultural Workers program is not self-funding,
we believe our planning assumptions are sound and that our budget
request is adequate.

-

For improved enforcement, our planning assumptions reflect what we
can reasonably expect to accomplish in 1987 and 1988, in view
of the time that will be required to recruit and train large numbers
of personnel without making any concessions that will lessen the
high quality and professionalism of our officer corps.

Question:
Concerns have been raised that the demands of immigration reform may
adversely affect the delivery of ongoing naturalization services in
1987. Have you, in fact, been forced to decrease normal services
because of your large reform workload, and, if so, what impact does it
have? What was the backlog in naturalization processing in 1986 and
what will it be for 1987?
Answer:
The Service does not intend ,.Iit Reform Act activities adversely affect
ongoing naturalization activities. Legalization offices will not be
placed at current Service locations where naturalization applicants
are processed; therefore, there will be little increased traffic to
disrupt routine activities.
There is no naturalization backlog when considered on a national scale.
Allowable processing time is four months from receipt to initial
interview. The statistics reflect less than four months of pending
workload. However, there are several instances of backlogged offices,
the most dramatic being Los Angeles. Ongoing efforts have been and are
being conducted to bring about currency at all locations. Our projections
indicate no increase in backlogs through the end of 1987.
Question:
These organizations also express that the proposed amount of "up-front"
funding to be provided by INS for staff, equipment and other expenses
for application processing is much too low. Does the INS now plan to
provide more than the proposed three percent of projected reimbursement?
Answer:
In response to requests from the national organizations, the Service is
studying the feasibility of increasing the "up-front" funding so that
they can maximize their organizational efforts. The Service has also
taken under advisement the feasibility of allowing ancillary expenses
and extensive counseling related to documentation retrieval to be
exempted from the $75 counseling fee cap. The Service has published a
revised version of the cooperative agreement in the Federal Register.
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Question:
Concerns have also been raised that INS has not done enough to provide
public information on the basic citizenship and English language skill
requirements of the legalization program. What are you doing to
publicize this aspect of the legislation and could it be improved?
Answer:
As an initial phase of the public Information program Pertaining to the
citizenship and basic English language skills required in the legalization process, INS is developing a taped telephone message to be included in the initial phase of the new 800 telephone number system
scheduled for operation on April 17, 1987.
The second phase of the public information program will involve inclusion of the requirements in a brochure which is now at the copy and
design stage. We will also consider their inclusion when we develop
public service announcements for television and radio in the near future.
Legalization Application Fees
Question:
How do you envision the fee to work, will there be an initial fee for
temporary status to be followed later with another fee when permanent
status is sought?
Answer:
The fee structure that has been established is designed to cover INS'
and FBI's costs for the temporary residence phase of the legalization
program. It assumes that the costs will be covered if only 2 million
aliens (of the 3.9 million we originally estimated) apply. Should a
surplus occur, the excess funds can be used to offset our expenses for
the permanent residence phase of the program.
We will in the future establish a fee for adjustment to permanent
residence that will cover the costs of that phase of the program.
Question:
Isn't that $185 fee actually made up of a $150 fee for temporary status
and $35 for permanent status?
Answer:
No, it is not. The $185 fee is for processing applicants for temporary
residence. The fee for permanent residence will be established once
we know how many people do, in fact, come forward and we have better
information on the total cost of the program.
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Question:
Do you believe that the comparable fee for the initial legalization
application fee is the $150 temporary fee or the $185 total fee?
Answer:
The comparable fee for a temporary residence applicant is $185. With
regard to the existing fees for one to immigrate to the United States
legally, the $185 represents $35 for the fee for the relative petition
filed with INS and $150 for the immigrant visa issued by the State
Department.
Question:
If it turns out that you have collected more from fees than you require,
do you plan to refund those amounts back to the applicants?
Answer:
No, we do not. We plan to apply them toward the program costs for adjustment from temporary to permanent residence.
Funding the Legalization Program
Question:
We understand that you have some preliminary estimates of possible
applicants that you have received from some of the voluntary agencies.
Would you provide those estimates by area?
Answer:
Traditional national voluntary agencies have estimated that they will
prepare from 1.5 to 2 million applications during the temporary residence program. Since these projections are preliminary, they have not
broken down the figures by area. However, one voluntary agency,
Catholic Charities of Los Angeles, had registered 230,000 potential

applicants as of March 13, 1987.

Immigration User Fee
Question:
Public Law 99-500 established an Immigration User Fee account designed
to alleviate the imbalance between available resources and workload
demand for inspections at air ltnd sea ports. Have you begun to collect
these fees, and what are your total planned collections for 1987 and
1988?
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Answer:
Immigration User Fee collections started on December 1, 1986. Based
upon planning estimates INS anticipates user fee collections of
$120,000,000 in 1987 and $150,000,000 in 1988.
Question:
Are you experiencing any difficulty in collecting the fees?
Answer:
Yes, we are. However, we feel that the initial difficulty is the
direct result of a rapid start up and experience limited only to the
month of December, 1986. December is historically a slow foreign
travel and ticket sales month. Many of the passengers traveling in
that month purchased their tickets In advance and did not have to pay
the user fee. The first remittances for December were received In
February 1987. The next remittances for January through March 1987
are due on April 30, 1987. At that time, a more comprehensive
evaluation of the collection process can be made.
Question:
How many inspectors did INS have at air and sea ports prior to enactment
of this legislation, and how many do you plan to have by the end of
1987 and 1988?
Answer:
The Service had 557 full-time-permanent inspectors performing air and
sea inspectional duties prior to enactment of the user fee legislation.
This number is being increased to 857 with the hiring of 300 reimbursable
positions for 1987 provided for in the legislation. Following full
deployment of the new inspectors, plans will be drafted to increase
airport staffing for 1988, if operationally required.
Question:
Are you confident that collection of these fees will correct the delay
problem being experienced at these ports of entry?
Answer:
The addition of the new inspectors should allow INS to facilitate the
inspection of all passengers arriving by air and sea. Undue delays
should be essentially eliminated at all major facilities.
Question.
Will funds be available from those fees for INS pre-inspection activities
overseas?
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Answer:
User Fee resources will be used to cover both the cost of our current
preinspeotion activities at ten facilities overseas, and to provide for
expansion of the concept to new sites.
Border Patrol
Question:
There are those who contend that the meat of the immigration reform
legislation is employer sanctions and not increases in the Border
Patrol. How would you respond to the contention that increasing the
Border Patrol by 50 percent is a waste of money because they still
won't be able to close off the border?
Answer:
We believe that Congress intended, as stated in the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986, that an essential element of the program of
immigration control is "an increase in the Border Patrol and other
inspection and enforcement activities of the Imigration and Naturalization Service and of other Federal agencies in order to prevent and
deter the illegal entry of aliens into the United States and the viola-

tion of the terms of their entry."

While employer sanctions are one

element in the deterrence of illegal immigration, Congress also recognized the fact that illegal entries are being made for purposes
other than seeking jobs in the United States.
These purposes include persons illegally entering the country for the
sole purpose of perpetrating criminal acts. The real waste of taxpayer's money is in the form of stolen property losses, the expense of
incarcerating criminal aliens, and the hospitalization costs of both
criminals and their victims, all of which aro unnecessary financial
burdens to U.S. citizens. The Border Patrol's mission is to prevent

the illegal entry of these criminals, to detect and apprehend both alien
and narcotics smugglers, and to secure the Nation's borders against
potential terrorist aggression.
With the 50 percent increase to the Patrol, there will be a stronger,
more comprehensive and effective border enforcement program to safegiAi'd against the wasteful destruction associated with the criminal
activities operating across and along the border. In addition, the
Border Patrol's enhanced presence is essential for ensuring that a large
illegal alien population which exists in this country today does not
recur and increase in the future simply because of a lack of commitment
to controlling our Nation's borders.

Question:
Of course there are others who are staunch believers in the 50 percent
growth in the Border Patrol and they claim that the Administration is
not complying with increases of 1,800 agents called for in the legislation. What will be the net increase in the number of Border Patrol

funded positions In 1987 and then 1988?

72-166 0-87-40
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Answer:
The Reform Act mandated a 50 percent increase in the Border Patrol.
Our planning for this substantial growth includes 1,608 additional
Border Patrol Agents and 240 support personnel which will accomplish
the required Increase. The number of full-time equivalent workyears
funded for these Border Patrol positions is 135 workyears in 1987 and
1530 workyears in 1988. By the end of 1987, 620 positions will be
filled. By the end of 1988, 1,068 positions are expected to be filled.
Question:
We have received reports that the anticipated number of graduates
from your training facility at Glynco for both 1987 and 1988, will be
approximately 850, and that when normal attrition from the Border
Patrol is considered, you will in fact have added fewer than 600
personnel. Are these figures accurate, and how can you justify such a
number when the legislation calls for 1,800 new agents?
Answer:•
The legislation authorizes an additional 1,848 Border Patrol positions.
Of the total- 1,608 are Border Patrol Agent positions and 240 are
support positions. The Patrol estimates that by the end of 1988
there will be an additional 828 Border Patrol Agents on duty, either in
the field or at the academy. This on-duty figure also factors out the
loss of about 276 agents from either the academy or the non-trainee
officer workforce. The hiring of new agents will be accomplished on a
schedule which considers both the financial aspects and operational
requirements of the Border Patrol program, including specialized equipment and office space and facilities, as well as increased staffing
levels. By the end of 1988 INS expects to achieve the hiring levels
supported by this budget request.
Question:
When does the INS plan to have the full authorized level of 5,541 for
the Border Patrol onboard?
Answer:
The Border Patrol onboard strength has historically been less than
the total authorized staffing level. The on-duty strength will usually
be less than the authorized level primarily because of the loss of
technical support personnel who are difficult to recruit and hire in
certain areas of the country and the associated lapse time in filling
those positions. The Border Patrol anticipates that by the end of
1988, nearly 85 percent of the authorized force will be on board.
Question:
If you are committed to the growth mandated by the legislation, why are
you planning to run only nine classes of 48 students in 1987 and 14

classes in 1988?
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Answer a
The Service is committed to strengthening border enforcement through
growth not only in agent staffing but also through the increased use
of technology, such as the use of night vision detection devices, sensor
equipment, and with additional aircraft support to increase the overall
effectiveness of border enforcement activities. The number of classes
which will be conducted in 1987 and 1988 will be based on a continuous
assessment of agent attrition both at the academy and in the field,
and limitations on the availability of training space at the Federal
Law Enforcement Center in Glynco, GA.

Questions:
Isn't it true that you ran 24 classes through Glynco in 1985, which
could provide approximately 865 new agents a year?
Answer:
The Border Patrol Academy did conduct 24 classes in 1985 which resulted
in an additional 690 agents on board at the end of the fiscal year. At
that time, however, INS was not training large numbers of other officers,
i.e. detention, investigations, inspections, etc., through Olynco
simultaneously with large numbers of Border Patrol Agents, as is currently
the case with the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Question:
Considering that the number of authorized positions for INS enforcement
increases by over 36 percent from 1980 to 1988, how can you justify an
increase in your training budget of less than half of that amount for
the same period.
Answer:
Training resources are also provided within the "base" budgets of all
programs receiving new personnel. These funds are added and remain in
each program's budget to meet entry level and future training needs.
Employer Sanctions
Question:
Reform legislation makes the hiring of undocumented workers illegal.
What plans has INS developed to insure that employers comply with the
sanctions requirement?
Answer:
The Service presently is developing a national strategy for implementing the employer-verification and authorized-worker hiring
provisions of the new law. Essentially it is composed of three
elements, noted below:
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0

Education and public awareness. A critical element in the successful
implementation of sanctionss" is a thorough and ongoing program
which ensures that employers, recruiters and referrers become aware

of their responsibilities under the law. This program places an
affirmative responsibility upon INS. In order to make the most
effective use of our resources in carrying out this responsibility,
INS will emphasize educational contacts with (1) large forus encompassing many groups, such as the Oamber of Comerce, manufacturing
associations, etc.; (2) major employers with large numbers of employees such as the Marriott Corporation; and (3) employers with
whom the Service has had contact in the past due to their hiring of
undocumented workers, in order to assist them in correcting past
deficiencies, with no stigma attached.
0

0

opliance site visits. Sites will be randomly-selected, using
statistical sampl
wehniques, from the entire population of
employers. This technique, by its very nature, ensures maximum
voluntary compliance on the part of employers, similar to the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) audits or Oocupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) workplace site visits. This
technique has been ruled upon by the Supreme Court (in the context
of OSHA) as an acceptable method of ensuring statutory compliance
with limited resources.
eted

uspected violators. Suspected violators will be investio-r
casisablL facts, investigative leads,
contacts with reliable informants, information received from other
agencies (such as the Department of Labor), and other substantive
information.

gated on the

Question:
Is INS focusing on employers who in the past have hired large numbers
of undocumented aliens?
Answer:
As noted in our response to the preceding question, INS will focus on
this category of employer primarily for our eductional efforts, to
attempt to work cooperatively and stress the importance of voluntary
compliance by the employer.
Our interpretation of the pattern-and-praotice penalties indicates that
past employers of undocumented aliens are not to be treated discriminately in the enforcement of the sanctions laws. It is our intention
to avoid focusing solely on such employers simply by virtue of practices
which were not in the past violations of law.
Question;
How many employers does INS expect to survey in 1988?
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Answer:
That question cannot be answered at this time. It is highly dependent
upon two factors: (1) the resources available to our enforcement programs with which to monitor compliance; and (2) the further development
of our national strategy of education, compliance site audits by
sampling techniques, and investigations of specific employers on the
basis of articulable facts indicating violations.
Questions
How long will it take before each large employer is surveyed?
Answer:
There are some constraints that-may inhibit surveys or compliance
checks of every large workaite in the United States in 1987. This
may be compensated for by using a random sampling approach in the same
manner as it has been used by other federal agencies with similar
responsibilities, such as OSHA, the Department of Labor, the Bureau of
Motor Carriers, the Pharmaceutical Diversion and Compliance Division
of the Drug Enforcement Administration, etc. This is a viable alternative to attempting to visit every site, which encourages compliance
and also makes efficient use of resources.
Question:
What types of employers will be surveyed?
Answer:
In a site compliance strategy which incorporates an element of validly
constructed statistical sampling of the population of employers, almost
every type and size of employer will receive some level of compliance
audit and enforcement checks, although each particular employer would
not necessarily be surveyed.
Question:
How many personnel will you have onboard for enforcing sanctions in

1987, and how many in 1988?
Answer:

The enforcement component which will have primary sanctions enforcement
responsibilities within INS is the Investigations Division. We do not
anticipate establishing separate entities within that division with
sanctions responsibilities. Our officers will continue to exercise
responsibility over other critical areas, such as the alien criminal
and narcotics investigations, and anti-fraud measures also encompassed

within the Immigration Reform and Anti-Drug Abuse Acts.
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Because tte Investigations Division is hiring personnel to fill posi-tions later in the year, by the end of 1987 there will be approximately
200 additional persons on duty, including All managers, supervisors,
special agents and support personnel.
By the end of 1988 we expect to have the full complement of 500
poritions on board to enforce employer sanctions.
_qestion:
Wcn't these investigators also be responsible for investigating fraud
and securing warrants to enter open'.agricultural fields?
Answer:
Yes, they will. However, given present on-duty levels of approximately
900 positions of all types, this is roughly a doubling in size for the
Investigatfions Division.

Question,
Do you believe the growth in investigators that you request is sufficient
to handle the workload?
Answer:
We believe that the increase in the Investigations Division is substantial. With management and productivity improvements, our agents
will be able to assume their new responsibilities in a professional and
efficient manner. It should also be noted that the Border Patrol will
also have responsibilities for enforcement of the sanctions and
open-fields warrants provisions, and thus share the w.rkload. In view
of this, we feel that the growth is sufficient at this time.
Detention and Deportation
Question:
It has been reported that INS has not been able to detain aliens who
are subject to deportation because of lack of facilities. The budget
shows that almost 50 percent of the 1988 detention days will be in nonINS facilities. Is this true? If so, what actions are planned to
reduce the problem?
Answer:
Yes, it is true to some extent. INS has requested fifteen million
dollars in the 1987 supplemental budget request for detention
facilities to help alleviate the problem. Another major effort
which will also reduce the problem of detention in non-INS facilities
is being pursued by INS, the Executive ,'f ice for Immigration Review
(EOIR) and State and local officials. Ths program will identify
incarcerated criminal aliens for the purpose of conducting hearings
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in identified State and/or local facilities in order to remove these
individuals from the Unitad -States'expeditiously upon completion of
imposed sentences. INS and EOIR are also fomulating a program to
conduct expeditious hearings for other aliens released to INS custody.
This will help free up existing detention space.
Question:
How.many additional aliens would have been detained in 1986 if
sufficient facilities had been available?
Answer:
Additional aliens, in direct proportion to the number of additional
available funded beds, would have been detained; i.e., if 20%more
funded beds had been available, 20%more aliens would have been
detained. Due to lack ot beds and funds to pay for such space,
significant numbers of aliens (other than Mexican) were released on
their own recognizance.
Questions:
What is the range of costs INS pays for non-INS facilities?
Answer:
In 1986, the average daily- detention cost for non-INS facilities ranged
from $20.33 to $41.95 per day.
Question:
What actions (such as deporting convicted illegal aliens) can INS take
to reduce the costs of this provision?
Answers
In a joint effort with State and local officials and EOIR, INS will
formulate a program to Identify incarcerated criminal aliens, and
arrangee to conduct hearings in identified State and/or local facilities
remove criminal aliens from the United States expeditiously upon
completion of. imposed sentences. Final plans are under way for the
implementation of this program in California and New York. On
February 26, 1987, INS and EOIR officials met with Florida officials
to discussimplemntation of this program. INS and EOIR are still
negotiating with the State of Florida and ,hope to reach an agreement in
the future. In the meantime, a program is being formulated by iNS and
EOIR to conduct expeditious hearings after these aliens are released to
INS officials.
Question:
Does INS know if State courts will agree to suspend incarceration if
the illegal alien agrees to be deported?

0
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Answer:
INS does not know at this time whether any State courts will agree to
suspend Incarceration If an alien agrees to be deported.
Question:
If funds are made available, will INS reimburse States for incarceration
of illegal aliens convicted of a felonywho may not be considered deportable?
Answer:
Illegal aliens convicted of a felony are normally considered deportable.
,However, if funds were made available, for this purpose reimbursement
to the states would be handled by the Bureau of Justiqe Assistance.
ADP Modernization
Question:
Does the 1988 budget request reflect the ADP resources INS expects to
acquire to support the modernization program, or. is a supplemental
request anticipated when the review is completed?
Answer:
The Immigration Reform and Control Act funding has provided a sound
foundation on which to build a modernization effort through 1988.
The Federal Computer Performance Evaluation and Simulation Center
(FEDSID) is conducting a long-range analysis to determine INS'
future needs. .
Question:
The 1986 and 1987 budget requests contained $7.5 million and $7.8
million respectively fQr the purchase and lease Of ADP equipment.
Since INS was prohibited from additional acquisitions during this
same timeframe, how were,thee funds uaed, and what amounts have been
carried over?
Answer:
INS' obligations in 1986 and 1987 support the lease and maintenance,
of the original inventory of equipment acquired under the Acquisition
II contract. INS is also continuing to Lpase equipment that was
installed prior to the .acquisition of equipment under tois contract.
INS was phasing out the lease of that equipment when it was stopped
.
from acquiring additional equipment.
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Motor Vehicles
Question:
In your 1987 program supplemental you requested an additional
1,300 motor vehicles above the number required for replacements.
In 1988 you request an increase of nonreplacement vehicles of 1,180
for a total over two years of 2,480. Why do you require so many new
vehicles?
Answer:
The Service requires a large number of new motor vehicles in 1987 in
order to implement the provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986. For example, the Border Patrol expansion will result in
the addition of 635 new police-type sedans and four-wheel drive special
purpose vehicles. The employer sanctions program and new efforts
directed against criminal aliens require increased Investigations personnel and the vehicles to support their operations. The request for
1987 includes vehicles essential to implementation of the Reform Act.
At this time the Service does not anticipate purchasing additional new
vehicles in 1988 to support Reform Act implementation activities.
Question:
What is the total net increase in the number of funded positions for
INS in 1987 and 1988?
Answer:
The net increase in the number of funded positions in 1987 is 1,837.
These are related to the implementation of the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986. In 1988, the net increase will be 3,681, if the
INS budget request is approved;
Question:
What funds are requested in 1988 for motor vehicles?
Answer:
The 1988 budget request includes $13,342,000 for the purchase of all
types of vehicles. Only replacements will be purchased according to
current plans.
Naturalization
Question:
It is my understanding that in many regions, permanent residents who
have passed their naturalization exams may face waits of five months to a
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year in order to be sworn in as U.S. citizens. Could you please give
us an update on the progress of Service negotiations with the courts
on this matter?
Answer:
The Districts and suboffices are maintaining liaison with local court
officials to facilitate the expeditious naturalization of qualified
permanent residents. In several instances, the results have been
remarkable. The Federal District Court in Newark has increased the
number of naturalization hearings from two per month to three per week.
It has also scheduled a mass hearing on April 16, 1987, for 2,000. Special
hearings were held in New York at the Statue of Liberty and several other
cities on July 3, 1986. New York also arranged for another special hearing
at the Statue of Liberty on October 3, 1986 and a large hearing in Battery
Park on September 3, 1987. The most ambitious and successful schedule of
mass hearings has been arranged with the U.S. District Court of Central
California in Los Angeles. During 1986, the following schedule was
completed in Los Angeles:
Date
March 28
April 4
June 3-4-5-6
July 8-9-10-11
August 26-27-28-29
September 17
December 10-11-12

Persons Naturalized
1,534
2,896
9,139
8,685
9,630
4,217
15,000

The following hearings have been scheduled in Los Angeles for 1987:
Date
April 17
April 29
July 9-10, 29-30-31
September 21-22-23
November 17
December 7-8-9-10,

14-15-16-17-18

Persons Scheduled For
Naturalization
4,500
7,600
7,600 each day
7,600 each day
3,600 each day

3,600 each day

Question
Please provide for the record a district-by-district statistical analysis
showing current waiting times for a court hearing in pending naturalization
cases.
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Answer:
Eastern Region
Months Pending

court
District of Connecticut

5

District of Delaware

3

District of Columbia

3

District of Maine

2

District of Maryland
Other Courts

3
6
6

District or Massachusetts
Other Courts

6

District of New Hampshire

4

District of New Jersey
Other Courts

6

3

Northern District of New York
Eastern District of New York
Southern District of New York
Western District of New York
Westchester Superior Court

2
3

Eastern District of Pennsylvania
Middle District of Pennsylvania
Western District of Pennsylvania

2
5
2

District of Purerto Rico

3

District of Rode Island

4

District of Vermont

2

Eastern District of Virginia
Western District of Virginia
Northern District of West Virginia
Southern District of West Virginia

6
2
2
2

3
2
4

Southern Region
Northern District of Alabama
Middle District of Alabama
Southern District of Alabama
Eastern District of Arkansas
-Western District of Arkansas

6
6
6
3
3
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Southern Region (continued)
Months Pending

Court
Northern District of Florida
Middle District of Florida
Southern District of Florida

4
4
12

Northern District of Georgia
Middle District of Georgia
Southern District of Georgia

6
6
6

Eastern District of Kentucky
Western District of Kentucky

4

Eastern District of Louisiana
Middle District of' Louisiana
Western District of Louisiana

2
4
3

Northern District of Mississippi
Southern District of Mississippi

6
6

District of New Mexico

4

Eastern District of North Carolina
Middle District of North Carolina
Western District of North Carolina

7
7
7

Northern District of Oklahoma
Eastern District of Oklahoma
Western District of Oklahoma

4
4
4

District or South Carolina

6

Eastern District of Tennessee
Middle District of Tennessee
Western District of Tennessee

5
5
5

Northern District of Texas

6

Eastern District of Texas
Southern District of Texas
Western District of Texas

11
11

3

6

Northern Region
District of Alaska

1

District of Colorado

2

District of Idaho

1

Northern District of Illinois
Central District of Illinois
Southern District of Illinois

2
6
6
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Northern Region continuedl)

Court

Months Pendin

Northern District of Indiana
Southern District of Indiana
Northern District of Iowa
Southern District of Iowa

3
3
3
3

District of Kansas

2

Eastern District of Michigan
Western District of Michigan

4
5

District of Minnesota

2

District of Missouri
District of Missouri

'4
5

District of Montana

1

District of Nebraska

3

District of North Dakota

2

Northern District of Chio
Southern District of Ohio

2

3
1

District of Oregan

1

District of Utah
Eastern District of Washington
Western District of Washington

3

Eastern District of Wisconsin
Western District of Wisconsin

2
1
1

District of Wyoming

2
Western Region

District of Arizona
Superior Court, Yuma Arizona
Northern District of California
*Eastern District of California
Central District of California
Southern District of California
Other Courts, Northern California

34
4
2
5

3
4
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Western Region (continued),

Months Pending

Co(Irt
District of Guam

.

3

District of Hawaii

3

D strict of Nevada

2

*The Bakersfield Federal Court in the Eastern District of California
has a 12 month pending caseload.

Question:
Has the Immigration and Naturalization Service obtained a formal legal
opinion regarding the legality of collecting fees from applicants in
order to recoup the costs of the Legalization Program?
Answer:
A legal opinion has not been obtained. The Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 is very clear regarding the collection and use of
fees. In Section 201(c)7(A) the Act states "The Attorney General shall
provide for a schedule of fees to be charged for the filing of applications for adjustment. . .. " Section 201(0)7(B) requires the Attorney
General to deposit fees collected ". . . in a separate account and

amounts in such account shall be available, without fiscal year limitation, to cover administrative and other expenses incurred in connection
.
with the review of applications filed..
In view of the explicit nature of these sections of the Reform Act, we
do not feel that a formal legal opinion regarding the collection and
use of fees is necessary.
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QUESTIONS FROM MR. EARLY
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Question:
How does the INS view the Mareh 9, 1987, Supreme Court decision
regarding political asylum and what efforts will the INS make to
protect those that the court finds will be politically persecuted or
killed if deported to certain Central American countries?
Answer:
We have been awaiting the opinion of the Supreme Court in this case,
which we hoped would provide a clear decision as to what the standard
of proof was in asylum determinations. Although the Court did not
provide asmuch olarification as we would have preferred, the followIng is clear from their holding:
* that Congress intended a different standard in establishing eligibility for relief under the asylum provision (section 208) than
under the witholding of deportation provision (section 213 (h));
0 that the standard for asylum is less than the clear probability or
"more likely than not" standard required in withholding cases;
and
that in conjunction with the.lesser standard, the granting of

asylum remains a discretionary decision by the Attorney General

and his delegatees.

Assuring that no one with a well-founded fear of persecution is
returned to a c-ountry where he or she would face persecution is a
prime consideration for Service officers. The Service has devoted
significant resources and provided specialized training to the immigration examiners who interview applicants and prepare cases for the
decision of Servlce district directors. Likewise our trial attorneys
who are present when immigration judges consider asylum claims are
also well versed in refugee and asylum law.
-This new decision of the Supreme Court will be transmitted to all of
our field offices. The practical effect should be the approval of a
somewhat higher proportion of asylum claims. (te,approval rate for
asylum olaims during the past four years has been 20-30 percent.)
The Court did not set forward a test of how the well-founded fear
test should be applied. Instead, it states that the ambiguity in
the term *well-founded fear" can only be given cononete meaning
through a process of case-by-case adjudication. In keeping with the
opinion of the Supreme Court, precedent decisions of the Board of
Immigration Appeals can be expected to provide further guidance in
applying the lesser standard of proof in asylum determinations. The
Board and our districts have already been applying a distinct and
lesser standard in cases arising within the jurisdiction of the
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Second, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeals.
This is due to prior rulings of those circuits. A recent General
Accounting Office study of asylum adjudications found that 24 percent
cf the asylum applications which tKey reviewed did not fall under
any of the five categories within the refugee definition and instead
feared harm based upon conditions of internal civil or military
strife. The change in the standard of proof would not affect any of
these claims.'
Question:
There is considerable concern that resource needs of the legalization
program will drain resources from ongoing services such as naturalization. What steps is the INS taking to ensure the timely processing
of naturalization applications since all position increases requested
for 1988 are earmaked for the Special Agricultional Workers program?
Answer:
Reform Act activities will not adversely affect ongoing naturalization
activities. Legalization offices will not be placed at current Service
locations where naturalization applicants are processed; therefore,
there will be little increased traffic to disrupt routine activities.
There is no naturalization backlog when considered on a national
scale. Allowable processing time is four months from receipt to
initial interview. The statistics reflect less than four months of
pending workload. There are however, several instances of backlogged
offices. Ongoing efforts have been and are being conducted to bring
about currency at all locations. Our projections indicate no increase
in backlogs through the end of 1987. Careful monitoring of workloads
and available resources should allow INS to continue controlling
backlogs in 1988.
Question:
What steps has the INS taken to inform legalization applicants of the....
Basic Citizenship Skills requirement, for adjustment to permanent
resident status? What administrative procedures is INS planning to
implement to inform applicants for temporary residence of the requirements to adjust their status to permanent residence?
Answer:
INS is currently preparing a public information campaign regarding the
legalization provisions of the Reform Act. This campaign will include information on language and civic knowledge requirements. We
will also rely on the qualified designated entities to inform potential applicants of the requirements of this legislation.
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Question:
How will the INS determine whether a legalization applicant has a
minimal understanding of ordinary English and history and government
of the U.S. in order to adjust their status to permanent residence?
Answer:
Although our planning efforts are aimed mainly toward setting up the
temporary residence program, our early thinking on this issue is that
we will use the standards used for naturalization proceedings.
Question:
Will the INS provide legalization applicants with lists of those
.English and citizenship courses that are recognized by the Attorney
General?
Answer:
We are in the early stages of our planning regarding the- language and
citizenship knowledge requirements for legalization.. Lists of currently certified programs may be provided. In addition, participating qualified designated entities using our texts may also be included.

A
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QUESTIONS FROM MR. DWYER
migration and Naturalization Service
Question:
Attorney General Meese told this committee in 1985 that the Administration was working on an exchange with the Cuban government to return
these criminal elements that were among the Mariel population. In
fact, you said that if the-exchange did not happen for some reason, "we
will take the necessary measures such as you suggest so that the burden
doesn't remain with the states."
Are there any efforts-being made to resume this exchange program with
the Cuban government?
Answer:
The original "ariel Agreement" negotiated by representatives of the
Department of Justice and the Department of. State was unilaterally
terminated by Fidel Castro upon the airing of Radio Marti in May of
1985. Since that time we have continued to comunicate with the
Government of Cuba with regard to a reinstatement of this agreement.
In July of '1986 our.delegation met with representatives of the Cuban
Government in Mexico City in an attempt to-seek reinstatement, but
found their representatives to be .unreceptive to our .proposals. We
have-remained willing to meet with the Cuban Government on this issue,
and have-communicated that to them on several occasions. When the
Cuban Government is. willing to discuss thiamatter we are ready to
'meet with them.
Question:
Once again, you have requested no funds to reimburse States housing
lariel prisoners. Are you confident that this is strictly a State
and local issue with no national repercussions?
Answer:
The Department of Justice believes that .anyone, including ariel Cubans,
who is convicted of a State.crime and sentenced to prison, is the
responsibility of the State where the crime was 'committed. In-addition
to ariel Cubans, there are-other groups of immigrants in this country
who oomuit crj3es at the State and local level for which the Federal
Government does not assume fiscal responsibility. It is a State
and county responsibility to define violations of State and county
law and to prosecute individuals who are convicted. While the Federal
Government Is responsible for enforcing immigration laws, it is not
responsible for inoaroerating those individuals who violate State or
county laws.
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Question:
How many Mariels are currently In State and local facilities serving
sentences for crimes?
Answer:
The Immigration and Naturalization Service has detainers placed on
3,038 Mariel-Cubans currently serving criminal sentences in State and
local facilities.
Question:
How many Mariel Cubans are being held by the Federal Government (detained
by INS and also for crimes)?
Answer
The Federal Government is presently holding 3,361 Hariel Cubans who
have served their sentences. In addition, there are 482 Mariel Cubans
serving criminal sentences in Federal facilities.
Question:
How many Mariel prisioners were actually moved out of State and local
prison facilities in 1986?
Answer:
Approximately 650 Mriel Cubans were moved out of State and local
prison facilities into Federal custody in 1986.
Question:
The Justice Department has requested a $9 million supplemental to fund
contract detention of certain Mariel Cuban criminal entrants who are
returned to the Attorney eneral's custody after completing sentences
in State and local prisons.
This would seem to indicate that the Mariel problem is indeed a Federal
problem. Would you provide for the record the number of Mriels that
these funds will be used to house, and from what States or localities
they are being released?
Answer:
Based on our calculations, these funds wili be sufficient to house
approximately 475 Mariel Cubans being released from State and local
facilities in Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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QUESTIONS FROM MRf.ROGERtS
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Halriel Cubans
Questions
What is the total 1988 level of resources requested for the detention
and care of Mariel Cuban criminals? Please provide a complete breakdown
of how these funds are allocated.
Answers
If the 1987 supplemental appropriations request is approved, our base
budget by 1988 will provide $13 million for the detention of Martel
Cubans. The allocation of resources will be made to fund the cost of
non-Service detention of Mariel Cuban criminals who must be detained
after completing sentences for State and local law violations, in
anticipation of eventual exclusion and removal of these aliens from the
United States. Detainers have been placed on 3,038 Martel Cuban criminals
serving State and local prison sentences, while the Cubans in Service
detention now number over 3,300.
Question:
Under the Continuing Resolution for 1987, INS was required to charge
fees for inspection services. These fees were added on to sea and
airline tickets for international travel, excluding Canada and Mexico.
What is the total level of revenues you expect to derive in 1987 from
the current provision of law? What additional revenues would be derived
if the exclusions for Canada and Mexico were eliminated?
Answer •
The Immigration User Fee was implemented on December 1, 1986. Based
upon planning estimates, revenues of $120,000,000 should be collected for
the 1987 period of December 1986 through September 1987. Of this amount
$70,389,000 is expected to be obligated by INS to cover its expenses.
If all exclusions were eliminated it is estimated that collections
would be $134 ,000,000 higher for 1987 and about $161,000,000 higher

for 1988.

Question:
The new immigration act calls for the nationwide expansion of the SAVE
(Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements) program. How many
States are currently participating in this program? What is the
timetable for the nationwide expansion? What savings have resulted
from the current program and what savings do you anticipate under the
nationwide expansion?
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Answer:
Currently, California, .Colorado, Florida,', Oiam Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Montana, .Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands are participating in
the SAVE Program under signed, formal agreements. New Jersey, New
Mexico, and Texas are expected to sign formal agreements in the near
future.
Under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, SAYS is required
to be operational and available nationwide by October 1, 1987. The INS
expects that benchmark testing of the SAVE system being developed at
this time will comence in May 1987. Full participation by the five
entitlement agencies (Departments of Health and Human Services, Housing
and Urban Development, Labor, Agriculture and Education) affected by
the new legislation is not required until October 1, 1988.
The current SAVE Program has been operational since 1983. Through this
cooperative effort, Federal and State benefit programs have avoided
paying ineligible aliens approximately $332,000,000 in benefits over
the last four years. When fully implemented by all Federally subsidized
benefit programs, the INS estimates a potential savings of $2.8 billion.
This figure should diminish gradually due to SAVE's strong deterrent
effect.
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QUESTIONS FROM HR. KOLBE
Imigration and Naturalization Service

Question:
Congress mandated a 50-percent Increase in 1,848 additional positions
to the border patrol by the end of 1988, yet the Administration is

only requesting funding for about 800 additional positions, a 22 percent
increase.

Why?

(If response is that the INS cannot train more agents and get them on

line in this amount of time, cite that they were able to run twice the
number of border patrol classes In 1985. In fact, during this one year
period (1985), the INS trained and put on-line over 1,000 agents and
are now claiming that they can only train about 800 in a two-year

period.

Please explain this disparity.)

Answer:
The legislation authorizes an additional 1,848 Border Patrol positions.

Of the total, 1,608 are Border Patrol Agent positions and 24i0 are
support positions. The Patrol estimates that by the end of 1988
there will be an additional 828 Border Patrol Agents on duty, either in
the field or at the academy. This on-duty figure also factors out the
loss of about 276 agents from either the academy or the non-trainee
officer workforce. The hiring of new agents will be accomplished on a
schedule which considers both the financial aspects and operational
requirements of the Border Patrol program, including specialized equipment and office space and facilities, as well as increased staffing
levels.
It is also Important to consider the major Reform Act generated expansions in the Investigations and Detention and Deportation programs
which place considerable demands on INS's ability to recruit personnel
and provide training at Glynco.

tI

QUESTIONS FROM MR. ROYRAL
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Question:
Regarding the implementation of employer sanctions, how much does INS
plan to expend for outreach and public education? How much does it
plan to expend for those functions with regard to the legalization
program, and with regard to the remedies available for discrimination'
that may result from the Act?
Answer:
Assuming that funds requested are appropriated as requested, planned
resources for public education of all phases of the new employer
verification and compliance provisions (Section 274A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act) are slightly in excess of $7 million.
Because INS has planned the educational and public awareness effort
as an integrated process, encompassing all phases of the law there is
no separate funding of the anti-disorimination provision. We do not
see discrimination as an inevitable outcome of the sanctions provisions.
Public education of employers will include efforts to ensure that, to
the maximum extent possible, employers are advised that their affirma tive responsibilities include not only compliance with the paperwork
requirements, but also the commitment to the principles of equal
opportunity to all lawfully entitled job applicants. We perceive our
educational responsibilities to extend beyond the specifically appropriated monies for advertising campaigns and similar efforts. It is
our intent to include continuing educational efforts in our compliance
checks, to ensure a rational balance between impartial enforcement of
sanctions against repeated offenders, and the willingness to work with
employers who do not comply out of ignorance or misunderstanding of
the law's standards.
Question:
Does the Service plan to coordinate implementation of employer sanctions
enforcement with the entities responsible for remedying imnigraticnrelated employment discrimination, that is, the Department of Justine,
the Office of Special Counsel, and the EEOC? If so, how is that to tpe
done?
Answer:
There is no doubt as to the desirability and necessity of Service
coordination with the entities responsible for anti-discrimination
enforcement. Our efforts to coordinate have already begun through
liaison with the Department of Justice and the EEOC on such matters as
the development of regulations governing all phases of the employer
law. We intend to incorporate anti-discrimination educational efforts
in our broader public awareness campaign.
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Question:
Is the Service aware of the interim policies those entities have
established, and whether a remedial scheme of some type will be in
place before employer sanctions are enforced on June 1? What is the
Service's current understanding of how potentially actionable allegations of discrimination are being handled?
Answer:
"During our regulatory and policy development phase in the last several
weeks, the Service has had the opportunity to engage in discourse with
officials from the EEOC, the Department of Justice and with
newly nominated Chief Administrative Law Judge William Tyson, whose
office will be responsible for conducting hearings under the employer
laws, including sanctions penalties and anti-discrimination. These
discussions have been extremely useful in ensuring that all parties
involved in various phases of the law's provisions are acting in concert
with one another. The Service intends to pursue a deliberative process
in the implementation of the employer verification laws. We do not
intend to abandon public education in favor of compliance/sanctions
efforts on June 1. We anticipate that the initial hearings before
the administrative law judges will not be sanctions-related, insofar
as our efforts with employers will not concentrate on penalties, but
rather on cooperative amendment of paperwork or hiring deficiencies.
With respect to allegations of discrimination, those which fall within
the jurisdiction of the EEOC should be filed with the EEOC. Charges of
discrimination following within the jurisdiction of the Special Counsel
may be sent to the Civil Rights Division, which will turn them over to
the Special Counsel when the latter official is in place.
Question:
Is INS aware of whether other entities now have procedures in place to
monitor discrimination related to employer sanctions?
Answer:
We are aware of the activities of the EEOC, the Office of Special
Counsel, and the Office of the Chief Administrative Law Judge. All
arc pursuing strategies for the processing and handling of job discrimination-related complaints within their respective areas of jurisdiction.
Question:
What is INS's role in monitoring discrimination?
Answer:
We believe that monitoring activities do not appropriately rest with
INS in the sense of legal or investigative procedures, either by statute
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or jurisdiction. However, we intend to pursue public awareness of the
anti-discrimination provisions aggressively through our education
campaign and to establish formal procedures for the routing of caomplaints to the appropriate entities (Office of Special Counsel, Civil
Rights Division and the EEOC). We hope to obtain the cooperation of
those entities in establishing training for our personnel who will be
visiting employment sites, so that they will be able to detect possible hiring discrimination problems for referral to those entities,
should the occasion arise.
Question:
It is my understanding that complaint forms will be made available at
INS offices. How does INS plan to assist in broadly disseminating
these forms and providing personal assistance to complainants?
Answer:
The Service has not planned for the development of any complaint
forms which relate to the anti-discrimination provisions of the
Reform Act. The Office of Speoia Counsel is charged with both
investigation ,and prosecution of such .complaints.' We expect that
any forms developed for the purpose of anti-discrimination complaints
must be developed by that office-. The law requires INSofficers to
_(1) receive and forward such complaints, and/or (2) file such.
complaints upon discovery of a discriminatory action. We expect to
fullfill that statutory obligation completely.. In the interim,
complaints forwarded by INS will be in accord with the language
of the Act, which prescribes that they shall be under oath. For
that purpose, standard INS affidavit forms may be utilized.
...

Question:

..

Are cooperative efforts with other entities being made at the regional
and district levels with regard to outreach and public education?

Answer:,

.

Yes, they are.. The srvice has developed a new Office of Employer
and Labor Relations which is primiarily responsible for all educational
awarene33 activities. At the Central Off ices tat.,Qrganization is
headed by an Assistant Commissioner. At each of the fcur regions,
there are dedicated resources reporting to the Deputy Distr ct
Directors. These parties are responsible for dissemination of
information over all aspects of public education, including the
anti-discrimination provisions.
Question:
In viewof the-fact that the legalization program must-begin in May.of
this.,yearr and. especially because it iq a onetime 12-month.program,.,
isn't it critical that there be sufficient budgetary resources to over
the full costs of the program, and especially the start-up costs this
year?
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Contrary to the Administration's view, many in Congrest Including the
Chairman of the House Judiciary Comittee, hold that Congress never
intended the tees to cover the entire cost of the legalization program.
Does the Service believe that Congress intended that any intended
.beneficiary of the legalization program should be denied legal status
simply. because the tee Is not affordable?
Apart -from the .issue of Congressional intent,, however, isn't setting a
fee as high as $185 going to act as a disincentive for families with
limited financial means, for example those who oould meet the public
ccharge exclusion that applies to application for permanent residency
but who face financial hardship In their.day-to-day lives now? Isn't
limiting 'eligibility on the basis of ability to pay contrary to the
whole intent of establishing a generous legalization program?
Answers
We believe-we have requested a suffiolent apporticoment to start up and
-cover the costs for the remainder of 1987.
We do not believe that. the fee charged will prevent any legitimate
applicant from coming forward.
ather, we see it as a reasonable charge
for the service provided and the benefits gained.. Additionally, with a
$50 charge for minors living at home and a $420 cap for a family, we do
not foree qualified applicants as being unable to pay these tees,
which are necessary to support the costs of the program. We do not
see it as fair for present citizens and taxpayers to have to pay for
these people's benefits.
Question:
How 'mch does INS plan to expend for public information in.1987 and

1988?

Answers
The Service plans to spend $8,000,000 for public information related
primarily to the Legalization Program in 1987, with a small amount
devoted to publicizing the Agricultural Program ($800,000).
In 1988, the Service plans to spend $ ,00,00. for public information,
$3,320,000 related to the-Legalization Program and $680,000 related
to the Agricultural Program.
Question:
How much isrequested for 1987 and 1988 for reimbursement of the costs
of qualified designated entities? Howwere those figures arrived at?
What does the Service now plan for a reimbursement rate and can qualified
designated -entities be assured that they will receive reimbursement for
assistance to all those seeking it?
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Answer:
The Service has budgeted approximately $26 million in 1987, 1988 and
1989 to pay the Qualified Designated Entities (QDEs) for submission of
approximately 1.6 million temporary residence applications from national
organizations and their affiliates and independent direct service
providers. The national organizations will be paid $16.00 for each
fee-supported application submitted by their affiliates; the direct
service providers will be paid $15.00 for each fee-supported application
the entities submit. Based on a time study, the Service calculated it
would take an INS contact representative $15 to perform the information
and assistance tasks required of the QDEs under the cooperative agreement.
Thus, the agency determined to pay $15.00 for each fee-supported application
submitted by QDEs. The extra (or "16th") dollar paid to national
organizations is to cover tasks involving training, technical assistance,
dissemination of information, monitoring, and coordination for their
field affiliates. The legalization program will be an overall success
if the QEs submit more than 1.6 million applications.
Question:
The authorization for increased funding for INS mandated that the
Attorney Oeneral "provide for improved immigration and naturalization
services and for enhanced community outreach and in-service training of
personnel of the Service."
Will the requested amount for ongoing activities of the Service fund
these expanded efforts called for in the immigration bill?
Exactly how much of the request Is for service-related activities and
enhancement of the Service's ongoing responsibilities to provide immigration services to the public?
Answer:
The 1988 budget request includes adequate funding for the expanded
efforts called for in the Reform Act. The resource level, combined
with continuing efforts to improve the management of public service
operations, is sufficient to meet the requirements of the law and
Congressional intent.
The INS request for 1988 contains $48,365,000 for service-related
activities and the enhancement of the Service's public service responsibilities.
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Mr. EAmY [presiding]. The Committee will come to order. Continu
ig with our review of the Department of Justice, we will now hear
testimony of the Federal Prison System. The Prison System requests
$981,694,000 in fiscal year 1988, an increase of 12 percent over fiscal
year 1987.
We will insert in the record at this point the Federal Prison
System fiscal year 1988 budget justifications.

[The justifications follows:]
(1275)

Federal Prison System
Priority Rankings

Base Program
Program

Program Increase
Ranking

Program

Ranking

Inmate Care

1

Inmate Care

Institution Security

2

Institution Security

2

Institution Administration

3

Institution Administration

3

Institution Maintenance

4

Institution Maintenance

4

Planning and Site Acquisition

5

Planning and Site Acquisition

5

Nev Construction

6

Nev Construction

6

Modernization and Repair of Existing Facilities

7

Modernization and Repair of Existing Facilities

7

Contract Confinement

8

Administrative Services

8

9

Unit Management

Federal Prison Industries, Inc.

9

Unit Management

10

Other Inmate Services (non-appropriated)

10

Inmate Programs

11

Federal Prison Industries, Inc.

11

Executive Direction

12

Inmate Programs

12

Administrative Services

13

Staff Training

13

Other Inmate Services (non-appropriated)

14

Staff Training

15

National Institute of Corrections
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Federal Prison System

Salaries ad expenses
Summary Statement
Fiscal Tear 1988
The Federal Frieon System is requesting for "Salaries and expenses' for 1988, a total of $760,851,000, 12,043
permanent positions and 11.326 1/ workyears. This request represents an increase of 786 positions. 413 vorkycars
end $112511,000 from the 1987 appropriation anticipated.
The mission of the Federal Prison System is to carry out the Judgement* of the courts for sentenced Federal
offenders, provide detention services for persons serving short sentences, provide for humane Incarceration of
offenders end encourage offenders to participate in programs and activities that can impact positively on their
capability for achieving a crime-free life. The Federal Prison System philosophy recognizes that Incapacitation,
retribution, deterrence and rehabilitation are all valid &aIs of corrections.
This appropriation will provide for the custody and care of an average of 44,878 offenders and for the maintenance
and operation of 50 penal Insttutions, S regional offices, 3 staff training centers, a central office, and
contracts with over 400 state and local correctional institutions, 30 Juvenile facilities and 350 coemunity
treatment centers. An average of 5,820 Federal prisoners will be in contract state. local jails and community
residential facilities i 1988. (On page 5 Is a geographical display of the Federal Prison System by regionn)
The appropriation "Salaries and expenses' contains four budget activities which incorporate ten programs. The
budget activities area Inmate Care, Custody end Programs, Institution Administration and Kaitenance, Contract
Confinement and Program Direction.
Imate Care, Custody and

programs

This activity Includes the costs of all food medical care (including salaries of Health Resources and Services
Administration comissioned officers); clothing; welfare services; security; release clothing, transportation and
gratuities; housing uait furnishings; academic, social and occupational educational courses; leisure time
programs; and religious and psychology services, and staff salaries. To carry out its mission in this activity,
the Federal Prison System conducts the following programs:
The Inmate Care program includes the responsibilities for providing Federal Inmates with a nutritionally
adequate, palatable diet; conducting farm operations at two institutions for the production of beef and silk;
providing adequate, accessible and quality health care for each incarcerated offender; and providing all
inmates with an adequate supply of clean clothing, footwear, linens, toiletries and writing supplies. In
addition, this program includes the costs of the clothing/laundry and conalssary trust fund operations.
/ Excludes reimbursable workyears.

Suimar

Statement (Con't)

t
Institution Scurity program consists of the correctional staff whose responsibility is to maintain
security, control and supervision consistent ith hma dignity.
The Volt Managemt program is a system of Innate management that decentralie an institution by breaking
the population don into group of 50 to 150 offenders. It provides administration. case management
services, drug/alcohol treatment programs and other needed services to the smaler groups.
Inte Picrmse offer the Inmates opportunities to develop or enhance their academic and vocational skills,
to Involve themselves in constructive leisure-time activity, to participate in religious programs of their
choice and to receive Individual or group counselling to deal with mntal health problems.
Institution Administration and Maintenance
This activity covers all costs associated with the Seneral administration, operation and maintenance of
facilities. Included are functions of the warden's office, legal counsel, personnel, financial nanageent,
records office, safety, staff training, mchanical services, motor pool operations, power house operations, and
other administrative functions.
Institution Adminitration finances the costs of the Institutions' executive staff (warden and staff), legal
counsel, personnel and finncial management, records office and safety programs.
The Staff Trainfns program provides training to all staff in all spheres of corrections.
It assures that
the latest policies, procedures and correctional techniques are communicated to staff. Staff training
consists of programs in each institution, training at the three Federal Prison System staff training centers,
and external training throuSh contracts.
The Institution Maintenance program finances the costs of repairs to buildings and facilities, purchase of
utility systems and stem power plants, tolcomunicaqions and transportation services. Services are
provided through direction of the technical facilities management staff.
Contract Confinement
This activity/proSram finances the costs of care of Fedrel offenders in contract state, local and community
residential facilities. Community Programs Managers (CPM's) develop and manage resources for the confinemeat of
offenders in non-Vederal facilities. This Includes contracting with State and local correctional institutions to
hoard certain types of Federal offenders, such as jurentles, offenders with short sentences and protection cases
and contracting with State, local and private agencies who provide residential resources for institution
releasees, direct comitments and persons requiring closer supervision than can be provided by U.S. Probation
Officers. The bureau ie responsible for ensuring that these facilities seet bureau standards and that inmates
houed in these facilities receive adequate services. CPM's also provide liaison between the Federal Prison
System, and the U.S. arshals Service, U.S. Probation Service, U.S Parole Coamission, Federal Courts, and state
and local law enforcement officials.
2

Summary Statement (Con't)
Program Direction
This activity covers the costs of regional and central office executive direction and managsent support functions
sch as the executive staff, regional and central office program managers, research and evaluation, program
analysis, budget development, policy development and implementation, system support, financial management,
personnel, AD?, space management, and legal services.
tecutive Direction and Control provides the resources for overall policy and program development, implementatito,direction and evalustIon to sure the effective conduct of the Federal Prison System's business. In
addition, resources are included to provide the Federal Prison System and the Federel Prison Industries, Inc.
with adequate legal counsel.
The Administrative Services program finances the central and regional office functions of personnel
management; maintenance of equal employment opportunity, medical services; financial management, including
procurement and property management; and ADP services, records management, mail, printing, reproduction, and
apace mmagment.
The ihly successful execution of this Administration's law enforcement initiatives, especially those directed at
major drug trafficking and organized crime has resulted in a 75 percent Increane in the Federal prison population
- from 23.783 to approximately 41,500 Inmates. Notwithstanding substantial recent increases in the capacity of
the Federal Prison System through the expansion of existing facilities and activation of now institutions, the
Bureau of Prisons' facilities are today overcrowded by almost 50 percent.
Prison overcrowding coupled with the continuing rapid growth of the inmate population has the potential for
creating a 'gridlock" in the Federal criminal justice system. This crisis would threaten the safety of staff,
inmates, and the general pubLic while at the sametime seriously impairing the Department's ability to achieve Its
high priority law enforcement obj'ctivea.
During 1988. the Federal Prison System projects that the average daily population will continue to grow from
42,432 in 1987 to at leant 44,878 in 1988. The 1988 budget request includes $10,322,000 for subsistence and
related support costs for the projected Increane of 2,446 in institution average daily population.
In addition, 786 positions, 304 vorkyears and $34,495,000 Is requested to activate two new Federal Correctional
Institutiona In Marianna, Florida and Fairton, New Jersey the Los Angeles, California letrcpolitsn Detention
Center; and new hoping waite at three existing institut.ions. These now facilities will provide an additional
capacity of 2,326 beds for the Federal Prison System.

3

Summary Statement (Con't)
Tbhe.requeat also includes $10.291,000 to further expand contract confinement programs including expansion of the
Contract Comunity Treatment Center (CTC) program from an average daily population of 3,050 to 3,775 offenders and
a proposal for a private sector firm to houae 500 short-term sentenced Illegal aliens for six months in T 1988. A
benefit of contracting for the confinement of Federal prisoners in non-Federal facilities, provided that space is
available, is-that contract based population results in a reduction to M institution based population and thus
reduces overcrowding.
The request also Includes $2,917,000 to continue important AD? automation activities; $1,378,000 t.*replace
vehicles that exceed Federal Property Management Regulation, replacement criteria and $400,000 to %xpand medical
training.
During the last five years, the Bureau of Prisons basic workload "input' - Federal offenders - has iscrossed by
75 percent while staffing levels have grown by only 23 percent. This achievement has only been possible by major
iacreaes in staff productivity achieved through automation, utilization of security technology and a general
management philosophy of "work harder and sarter."
I-A
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FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM
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0 REGIONAL OFFICE
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FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
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0 FPS TRAINING CENTER
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Federal Prison System
Salaries and expensee
Justification of Proposed Changes to the Appropriation Languale
%1e 1988 budget estimates include proposed changes in appropriation language listed and explained below.
language is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

New

Salaries and expenses

Vor expenses neceeuiry for the adminietration, operation, and
maintenance of Federal penal and correctional Institutions,
including purchase (not to exceed (forty, of which thirty
c as hundred forty-two of which one hundred six
are for replacemenrt only) and hire of law enforcement andI760.851 .OO0
paseenger motor veuicelsj [$598,807.000 I Provided, That there
may be transferred to the Reaith WAsoutcee and Services
Administration suck amounts as may be necessary, in the discretion
of the Attorney Central, for direct expenditures by that Adinistratton
for medical relief tnr inmates of Federal penal and correctional
institutions |t~rovlded further, That uniforms may be purcheed
without regard to the general purchase price limitation for the current
fiscal year.

9760 851 000

1 U.S.C. 3050, 3059. 3651 40011 40021 4007, 4008, 4011,
441.4042, 4081, 408j 4253 42511 5015i Department of Justice
AmProriationa Act 19571 as included in Public Lays 99-500 and
9Y-511, section 10t(b) additional authorsineg
s elation to be
proposed.)
(For an additional mount for "Salaries and expenses". $28,000,000.1
Omibus Drug Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1967.
Explanation of Changes:
The 1988 proposed authorisatiou language provides for a general purchase price limitetion for uniforms, eliminating
the need for similar appropriation language.
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Federal Prison System
National Institute of Corrections
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988

The Federal Prison System is requesting for the National Institute of Corrections (NIC) for 1988, 41 positions, 41
workyeara and $10,509,000. This represents an increase of $1,345,000 over the 1987 appropriation anticipated.
The mission of the NIC is to work with state and local governments to assist them in developing and training their
corrections staff, to conduct and support research regarding ways to improve correctional programs and to serve as
a clearinghouse for information on improvements in corrections. Given that the nation's prisons and jails are
critically overcrowded, the functions which RIC perform become even more crucial.
Recognizing the critical overcrowding in the Federal Prison System, the Attorney General has set a 1988 priority
of increasing prison capacity to house the growing number of Federal offenders. In direct support of this
priority, NIC's training and technical assistance activities lessen the likelihood that state and local prison
populations will "spill ovez" into the Federal prison system.
Without NIC's continuing assistance and leadership in providing relevant training and responsive intervention, the
deficiencies (i.e., training of staff) which plague state and local correctional agencies will be exacerbated
during a period when prisons and jails are experiencing unprecendented growth, crowding and diminishing resources
with no apparent relief in sight for the foreseeable future.
The services performed by the RIC are extensive, and at a comparatively low cost to the federal Government. In
fact, a large part of the resources made available to NIC is used for the delivery of services to the corrections
community. This is possible because NIC has in place cost saving Initiatives. For example, NIC contracts with a
private vendor to operate its clearinghouse function and certain accounting activities; enters Into agreements
with state and local governments through the Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) and uses consultants to deliver
technical assistance and provide training. The use of the IPA and consultants provide RIC flextbility to expand
or decrease its staff as program requirements dictate, without the attendant long-term fiscal commitment.
In 1988. the RIC is again requesting no program increases; however, an increase of $1,345,000 Is required to c',vpr
uncontrollable increases.

Federal Prison System
National Institute of Corrections
Justification of Proposed Changes in Appropriation Language

The 1988 budget estimates Include proposed changes in appropriation language listed and explained below.
language is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

New

National Institute of Corrections
For carrying out the provisions of sections 4351-4353 of title 18,
United States Code,
which established a Nstional Institute of
9
Corrections, ($ ,000,O004to remain available until expended.
$18 U.S.C. 4351-43531 Department of Justice and Appropriation Act.
987 as included in Pul c Laws 99-500 and 99-591, section 101(b);
additional authorizing legislatIon to be proposed.)
Explanation of Changes
No substantive changes proposed.

$lf,509,000

Federal Prison System
National Irstitute of Oorrectnraw
k of87
(Doll-s in tosns

ogressional
Appropriation
Action on

1987 President's
Activity/programa.
1. National Institute of (brrecttona .............

41

W

m

41

$9,495

Rclanation of Asklysis of hone

nrealona

&b.
......

WY

1987 Stupaitala

At.
-$95

$15

$149

1987
Appropritatio
kitt cipated
Pos.
N
Amt.
41

41

$9,164

from 1987 Appropriation Request

Proprition Actions

The Ourgress did not approve the policy requiring State and local Sovernment to fund certain costs of travel, food, ard todgtn8
related to NIO-sponsarad train(%g. However, the Oxgre believed that the appropriation enacted alorg with tnbligated carryover
balance@ would be sufficient to continue services at prievou levels.
Suplemntalas Reqwted
I.

The supplemental for $15,000 Is for incemed Federal Telecomamtcation

Systen costs.

2. The Pay/FMS request provldea $20,000 to met 53 percent of the Increamed pay requireanto pursuant to P.L. 99-5M0 ad $129,00n to
%pleamnt the Federal ftloyees Retire=t System At of 1986, P.L.99-335.
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atimiul Tztitute of Oxuctions
apq~vwt
ofw
Per. W tPag
M-

Adjutmets to base:
Department of Justice Affwg07

Act, 1987 ....
1967 pty am pw sufpls wA. l*rquated
..................... 987.............................................................
. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......
. ...... . .
.. ..
0..
mutd
1987 ?
t
a
atmq ................................
.
.
..

Mount

41

. ...

149

1987 Pqgamupommatl

1987

oo,

............

~euia. IH~.

O~eOl

~ ..i.P

mm.,

*.. .. ............

IeO.O•Ol

JOO• Ol

....

.

.,

, e e ,

,

15

-iT

11350-5

-Uf

Estime b

get sctivig7

atlonad Ivatituts at
OcrMt t"...o..............

1986 Enacted
1986 Actuul
Pm.
7Rau.
Pbs.
T Mount Poe. V

41

41 $10,527

1987 Approplaianw
ktilcipsta
1988 ame
Perm.
P .
nm
t Post
l Wfc.
VT
iat P .

41 " $14,4M

41

41

$9,164

Mount

41 41 $10,509

1988 Estimte
Pe.,
Pam.
foe.
VT .mnt:
41

41 $10,W09

......

...
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Federal Prisn System
National Institute of Oorrectltu
Justif

icatIonof Pr~rm and Perfornane
Activity Reasource &uwy
(Dollars in thousads)

Atitvitys National Inutitute of Cocrections

National tntitute of Oxrctto

.......

1987 Appropriatioa
Mttcljpated
Pern.
Foe.
W Akrunt
41

41

$9,164

1988 Base
Peru.
Poe. NY AMxat
4

41 $10,509

I8 Eathoste
Peru.
Poe. Vi Amunt
41

41 $10,509

Increme/Decresse
Penu.
WY kount
Foe.
...

......

Athorization for thin program is contained In the Juaveile Justice aid DellnqrMcy Preveltion At of 1974. Dhe primay purpoe of the
National Iutltuta of Correctionas (NIC) ts to offer antssice through grants and contract to state and local correctional isac e.
Iqrvvhg correctional practices at all levels continues to be a national need. NIChelps to ameliorate thia need through its train,
technilcal assiatnces research ad standards developmrt activitiee. The Institute offers rifortk and clearlfghmue services to tie
cOrrectional omnitty ad help state and local correctional q@c es build the capacity to do their ow research.
tac mawGoali ftvi& leadersip in aevlzr correctlons totmrd greater profeesions1is develop national policies froe the guidance ad
a national center to Wdichstate ad local correctional
rbuti of fede1 . ncies aid initiatives affecting correctoaw; oerve
to provide
mclas can turn to rceive aeW different types of asslstanc; and serve as a source of correctional information aid koxvla
ndlate aid accurate nfomastli about a wide variety of correctional prWrs., policies, plamnrn stavdards, and practices.
Mjx tbJectives:
To mist In the fiqcav
requirlnts.

t of Jail operations natlaids so they sy become has,

fair, effIcient, a d effectLve and comply with legal

Tb atregthmn correctional program by efective ad efficient utilization of staff aid organizational resotces.
lb lncrease the-effectivmiess of correctional programs by exarp ing the use of alternatives to incarceration and proeotli
and constitutional awironsit for thme offenders kfh mst be incarcerated.

a safe, humne,

To develop tm capacity to reoud quickly, accurately, aid fngorstively to a wide variety of inquiries an correctional program,
staidards, and practices.
To provide training to the correctional county to upgrade sklls of personnel.

policle,

hue Program Description: The prograR consists of three eleme ts. The technical assistance elemtt provides speciAttized nslstarwe to state
and local correctional agesies in response to specific requets thin
selected progrannatic areas md sopporta the collect ton and
dtemination of relevant correctional policies, program, practices and resource documents. The research, evaluation midt to y stmmards
elrmnt provides assistant to JurLqdtctiomn attempting to develop and Implesent cor.ectiort. st.nards. Thf training element advances
correctional ormiz tional performare through a systematic staff developsment pmot.:m.
In an effort to Incree coordination, redhe duplicstion, md upgrade state and local corrections, the National Institute of Corrections has
Initiated several activities, lnciludr developing memranda of munetstondLng between Federal S-encies, placing representatives of several
Federal agencies on the RIC Advisory Board, md conducting frequent meetings vith representatives from the entire spectrum of correctional
practice. Anamal plan Is approved by the Advisory Board, after tich the NIC staff develops a pIogram strategy utilizing trading,
technical assistance nd clearinghouse, policy/progrm development ad evaluation to accomplish the objectives In the plan.
ccomplsthsmets and liedosd: kceomlWIsmuta of the National Institute of Corrections program are presented in the following table:

item
ApplICstt peR. Processed ............................................
(kantsamd contracts sOded ............................................
Thcal asistane provided .........................................
Training partic4t .............................................
1Traiing requests .......................................................
Information requests ...................................................

1985

1986

1987

356
150
810
2,770
12,000
7,355

244
145
702
3,051
12,000
7,500

350
135
760
2,700
12,000
7,500

Estinmtes

1988

350
135
760
2,700
12,n00
7,500

During fiscal yea 1986, the National Institute of Corrections wseded 145 grants ad contract to state md local correctional agencies,
orgmlzations md ndividumls to carry out its edasion. The Tnstilute responded to 702 requests for technical assistant from state aid
local agencies In all 50 states, the District of 0oluibla and Puerto Rico. Training ws provided to over 3,000 mtwgrs, administrator, and
staff trainers wxrking in corrections. lhe provision of training to oe 3,000 participants icludes the psrtlcipatim of 980 staff trainers
from state aMl local ag'nces In NIC sponsored progrms at their agency site. Thess trainers subsequetly provided siilsr trainng for
narly 22,500 correctIonal staff in their agencies. ftmNIC Information Omter reop ed to over 7,000 Informatton requests from federal,
state m local practitioners.
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Federal Pria~m System.
Natioel Inhtitute of OCrr8Ctioi&
Detail of Permant Position by Cateery
Fiscal Yews 1986 - 1968

Catesroy
Ormtlonal Institution Abin. (006) ............. . ........... ........... ..........
oweral MAmnIstration, clerical and Office Services (30--3)) .......................
kwuflr
am b et (55))
......................................................
Informtio awd AM Go (1001999) .............................................
Mitatton Grvu (1
..........................................................
7
00--9)
l

tn . Ibta*.
. ,.

U.S. Fiedsp
Totl ....
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,...*o
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pay

FM se

.-

I..a.................
...................

mtA rested ..................................................................

requested .....................................................................

PmSrm

$9,000
149
15

1967 Aproprlatkm anticaed ......................................................................
Mjumta to bae:
Unoont roLlable increases
On additional . =umal day .................................................................
knolizatimo of Fedetal Eployeemn' lRti-'nt Syste ots .... W..t...... ......
..............
"huualls.f of 17 pay incresse ........... .......... ............
................
Wthir afe Iwncrees .........................................................................
................................
foclity boed per dim ....................................
fe real eo
Syst (M ) ................. .... ..............................
...........................
ra
l
lja1ustent ...............................
Rswtre on of mgeepi Neosl reduction ...........
.......
. .. t ....................
TOal, uiosrollable lrese .
..........
. .....................

...

...

...

...

9,164
7
212
31
15
60

...

......
...

183
8
339
'95
1,350

-ir

"-T1

io ,---

Decremes;
bdUrtkn for chuS In hourly rate ............................................................
in Health ftef IN ...............................
...................................
7bal, decreasem ........ I.....................................
I....... ......................

~ton

18

.......0*........
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........

...
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federal friaon Systm
National Institute of Oorrections
Justification of Ajustmts to Usse
tLDIo
In thWUMWs)
thmrntrollable increase:

.

2.

e addtonal opw able day ...............................................................................
The anmal salary rate for Federal employees is bosd on 260 paid days. FY 1988 No one more oqe:siabte day (262) then
1967 (261). (Permmt paervml compensation $1,510,000 divided by 261 - $6,000 ptu $1,000 for benefits - $7,000.)
nmlization of Federal DW1oyees' Retirem Systm costs .......
ThIa request provide for the additional costa in 1988 neceay to contlaw impWsentation of IV Federal floplOyas Rettrmnt
Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335. This act established a retiremen it ram for Federal civilian employees and petal workers hired
after Doaember 31, 1963 wto are covered by social security, sd for enloyeaye u r the Civil Service Retirment System %ho
choose to trav fer Into the ow system. The calculations were detemIn
from an " approved formula. Mdttinally, $23,000
-of the 1987 requiret
as orbed. Total anmuslizat/on required I $212,000.

3. Anuslfzation of 1967 pay increase ...............................................................................................
This request prvldes for the annualtzation of the Jauary 4, 1987 pay Increase. The calculation of the smxz*n required for
annuslizatton is based on 68 paid days (Ocotor 1, 1986 throh Jamry 3, 1987) Q&ih wre
mnot included i the pay raise
amnt of $20,000. Aditonally, $18,000 of the 1987 pay requirent was dabobed. Total annullzation required is $31,000.

$7

212

31

68/261 x pay raise amount for 1967 ....... $13,000
1987 abseption of pay ............
18 000
sr.soiatiyc
...................
3bral
4. Within-grade
...........................................................................................................
isreet provides fot an e1 leted Increme in the cost of vithin-grade Increases. This -vree to generally otsitent
with ncrme exprle in recent years ad is appxiately one percent above the bs for oisation and reate
benefits for per
t eloymet. (Perninel compensation $14,000 and benefits $1,000 - $15,000.)

15

5. toality based per dim ...................................
0.................................................
Public Lw 99-234 muthorzed a ne, locality-beed per dim aid lifted the $75.00 ceit/r In certain g-eo'grlIc a
Anuncontrollable Increase of $0,000 is required to met the expected 25 percent increase to total travel funds.

60
.aa.

6MA rent ........................................................
......................................
In 1987, the Not System repiceis the Standard Uav User Ohs
(SULC)system. MSA
will charge rental rate that appretadinet
those chaed to comercial tenets for equivalent spece and related
Anrv-e,
tunmitmllable. increase of $183,000 Is
required tom
ouraommitment to GRA.

18

7. Federal Telecomuncations System (FIS) ......................................................................................
The (eneral Services daintatrstion has advised of a 16 percent increase In Federal Telecomunicattans System (FrS) Intercity
costs for 1986. This increase is mainly due to umtictpated tariff Increases, savrsge CSAhad built into their original
budget estimte %iich
will not materials and FY195 costa utich wme not billed by CSAlast year. An increase of $8,000
oe the 1987 base is requested.

$8

8. rmeral pricig level aJtm
............................................................................................
Thi request applies O iM
prcbz guidance as of Dcner 1986 to selected aense cateorles. The increased costs idaifted
result frraplyiN a factor of 3.7 percent against iee sb-object classes where the prices tet the Omri t pro we
established tleoug the inet system insted of by lmi or reultion. Generally, the factor ts applled to supplies,
er/als, equi
t, contracts with the private sector, tranportation costs md utiities. Nluded from the coputaton
are catgries of erp aus wre inflation has already been built Into the 1988 estimates.

339

9.

495

storaton of Oxgreseional reduction .................. I..................................................................
This restoration adjusts for the lower than anticipated unobligatd balmee available and is required to provide sufficient
funds to maintain most services at current levels.
Total untrollble I
ases ............................................................................................

Dereases (Automatic esc-policy):
1.

eduction for cha' in hourly rate ...................
.
.................................................
Publ Ic Law 99-272, the ConsolMated ibs
aget Rconc itLatton Act of 1985 required that the ouputatlon of annual
salary rates be based on 2,087 house rather than 2,080. The sam swat that w reduced in 1964 md restored in
1986 is requested for reduction In 1988.

-4

-I
2. lietton In Health Beefits ...............................................................................................
7ie Federal bmployees' Health Benefits Act (P.L. 93-246) provided that the overmwt's share of health insuraie wxdId be
60 percent of the total rate camencirg in 1975. Effective the first full pay period after Jawry t, 1996, the Department's
actual contributim to health insurane decreased sppr cbmely 6.6 percent due primarily to reduced carrier rates. The
7he requested decrease includes $1,000 for decreased rates over die 1984 budgeted hese of $L5,000.
Total decreases
.....................................................................................
-5
Total, adjustmets to base .............................................................................................
1,15

10

Federal Prisms System
National Imtitute of Orsections
&

y of Pa

rman by Grade aind Obect Cl.
(Dollars In towainds)

1988 lAtleakte
'oe It ions &

1987 Eatleate
Os ttionr &
3-4 $70,700 ........... . .........................
06-15 $53,830 -9,976 ..............................
CS-14 $45,763-59,488 ..............................
CS-13 $ 7,7-0,346 ..............................
GS-12 $32,567-42,341 ..............................
W6-I $27,172-35,326 .............................
C" $22,4W-29,199.............................
0S-7 $18,3-23,866 .............................
C6-6 $16,521-21,490 .............................
M-5 $14,822-19,268 .............................
06-4 $13,248-17,226 .............................
M6-3 $11,802-15,339 .............................
Total, qfroprisad poetlon ..................
Py dove stated aul
lopme

rate .....................

e
•me.
...............

.ioo

..

.eo

.

5
2
i
2
2
3
3
2
6
-i

$1,637
6

I
41
...

$1,675

.
...

$1

12

...

6

1,687

...

.......

Seings du to lommr pay scales for part of yer..
WetfulL-tb Peruwtand total Wt and
pr1
*4oNt ........................
Aermq

t
5
2
II
2
2
3
3
2
6
I
1
41

Incremae/Decree
Positions &

ES Salary .................................

arskg s/C Salar ..............................
Aerage Gs/o Grade ...............................

41

1,630
($6,700)
($36,275)
(10.8)

41

($68,700)
(10.8)

II

Federal Prison Systm
National Intitute of Corrections
Suiaay of Rquire(Osmte by Grade ar) Object Cla
(00118Ma In thousands)
1987 Est late
Poott ons &

lnrease/Docreme
Poeitk w &

1988 Fat lite
Positions &

Object Cas
11.1

iull-t Inarvenent ................
Tbtal, vtdyeare and persa Iel coap ......

41
41

$1,630

1,630

41
41

$1,687

1,687

..
...

$57
57

Other objects:
12
2L
22
23.1
23.2
23.3
24
25
26
31
41

Personnel benefits ....
.........
.
..
Travel " trenspormtaton of perwm......
Trasportation of thin ...................
lRental ywts to GSA
.....................
Rental paymets to others .............
OmCunicat on , utilities ad misc. charges
Wnttx ad reod tion ..................
Other services .............................
Supples and am rials.................
ip et ..................................
Granta, subsid,, and contributions .......

Total obligation ..........................

Unobltgated balance, start-of-year ............
tknhligated balare, end-of-year .............
Total requiremt ..............................
Relatton of obligations to outlays:
Obligatons incurred, net .......................
Obligted balance, start-of-year ............
Obligated balace, end-of-year ..................
OLktfays .................................

41

228
1,110
60
200
8
45
95
2,943
100
30
2,800
9,321

445
1,170
60
383
8
53
95
3,090
100
30
3000

41

10,193

-1,057

100

9,164

10,509

9,321
10,814
-7,937
12,198

10,193
7,937
-8,01?
10,113

27
60
183
8
147
...
200
872
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Federal Prison System
Buildings and Facilities
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
The Federal Prison System is requesting for 1988, a total of 129 permanent positions, 122 vorkyears and $210,134,000
for the Buildings and Facilities appropriation. This request reflects an increase of 45 positions and 51 workyesrs
and a decrease of $8,915,000 from the 1987 appropriation anticipated.
A major objective of the Federal Prison System (FPS) facilities development program is to provide offenders with a
safe and humane environment which affords an acceptable level of privacy and is located, where possible, close to the
offenders' area of residence. Towards this end, the FPS believes in the construction of smaller, modern institutions
which in design and structure accommodate the offering of a complete range of programs and activities for improving
offenders' capabilities to achieve crime-free lives.
Current prison overcrowding coupled with projected increases in the Federal inmate population continues to be the
major challenge facing the Federal Prison System. Since January 1981, the FPS has experienced a dramatic 75 percent
growth from 23,783 inmates to an all time high of almost 41,500 inmates, an average growth of about 13 percent per
year. This population growth is primarily the result of law enforcement and prosecution efforts against drug
trafficking and organized crime.
During this period of rapid population growth, the FPS has taken every possible action within available resources to
reduce institutional overcrowding to manageable proportions to ensure that Federal Inmates continue to serve their
sentences in a safe and humane environment. These actions include Increasing utilization of contract Communtty
Treatment Centers and contract State and local facilities, expanding existing Institutions, acquiring surplus
facilities, and constructing new facilities.
The Federal Prison System's current population of approximately 41,500 is housed in facilities which are rated for A
capacity of 27,785 in accordance with standards developed by the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections. This
results In a 13,715 bed deficit or an overcrowding rate of almost 50 percent. Based on analyses of current inmAte
population trends, prosecution and court statistics and workload projections of the FBI and the DA, the FPS projects
that the Inmate population will continue to grow and will be at least 44,878 in 1988 and that it will reach 5,200 by
1993. Moreover, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 will, In all
likelihood, further increase the Inmate population.

Summary Statement (Con't)
The Buildings and Facilities appropriation contains three budget activities: Planning and Site Acquisition, New
Construction, and Modernization and Repair of Existing Facilities.
The activity Planning and Site Acquisition provides resources for the identification and location of suitable
sites for the acquisition or construction of new correctional facilities. It also provides for the design of
these facilities in a manner consistent with security and program requirements and architectural innovation. The
activity New Construction provides the resources required to construct new correctional institutions.
In 1986, the construction of the Federal Detention Center in Oakdale, Louisiana was completed. However, this
1,000-bed facility is for alien detainees under the control of Immigration and Naturalization Service.
In the northeast, the FPS has acquired sites in Fairton, New Jersey and in Bradford, Pennsylvania. Preliminary
site work has begun at both locations and major construction should commence in the Spring of 1987. Other
potential sites in Pennsylvania and New Jersey are being considered for the construction of one additional Federal
Correctional Institution.
In the southeast, preparation of the Harianna, Florida site was completed and construction of the facility is In
progress. FPS is also in the process of acquiring a site for the construction of a medium security facility in
Jesup, Georgia.
In the west, a Metropolitan Detention Center in Los Angeles, California is under construction and scheduled for
completion in 1988. In addition, a site was acquired in Sheridan, Oregon and construction construction should
commence in 1987.
The activity Modernization and Repair of Existing Facilities provides the resources to undertake essential
rehabilitation, renovation or replacement projects at existing institutions to ensure that structures, utilities
systems, and other plant facilities are kept In a good state of repair. Proper maintenance, modernization and
repair of our existing instituLions is essential, particularly since 50 percent of our facilities are over 30
years old. Failure to adequately maintain structures and utilities systems erodes capital investment and
multiplies the costs in future years for accomplishing the required maintenance and repair. This activity also
provides for the expansion of capacity at existing institutions.
To expand Federal prison capacity to keep pace with projected increases in the Federal inmate population and to
simultaneously reduce prison overcrowding continues to be the major challenge facing the Federal Prison System.
In 1988, 21 positions, 15 workyears and $130,200,000 is requested to construct two new Federal Correctional
Institutions (FCI's) (one in the northeast and one in the southeast); to construct a new Federal Detention 1nit;

Summary Statement (Con't)
to construct new satellite camps at the Ashland, KY, Memphis, TN, and Taltadegs, AL, FCi's; to construct new
housing units at the Morgantown, WV and Oxford, Wi FCI's; and to expand the satellite camp at the U.S.
Penitentiary. Atlanta, GA. These new facilities will add 2,400 beds to FPS's capacity.
The 1988 request also includes $30,000,000 to complete the construction of the Sheridan FC[ (the Sheridan facility
was partially funded in 1987); 7 positions, 7 workyears and $10,725,000 to maintain investment In plants through an
adequate program of institution renovation and repair; 18 positions, 18 workyears and $7,504,000 to continue fire
safety and environmental improvements and 5 positions, 5 workyears and $17,000,000 to modernize antiquated U.S.
penitentiaries at Atlanta, CA and Leavenvorth, KS.

Federal Prison System
Buildings and Facilities
Justification of Proposed Changes in Appropriation Language

The 1988 budget estimates include proposed changes in appropriation language listed and explained below.

New

language is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.
Buildings and Facilities
For planning, acquisition of sites and construction of new facilities;
purchase and acquisition of facilities and remodeling and equipping such
facilities for penal and correctional use, Including all necessary expenses
incident thereto, by contract or force account; and constructing, remodeling,
and equipping necessary buildings and facilities at existing penal and
correctional institutions, including all necessary eospenses Incident thereto,
by contract or force account, [$122,511,0OO0. to rem~Aa available until
expended: Provided, That labor of United States prisoners may be used for
work performed under this appropriation.

$210,334,000

(18 U.S.C. 4003. 4009. 4010. 4042 4125' Department of Justice Appropriations Act,
1987, as Included in Public Laws 99-500 and 99-591, section 101(b); additional
authoritins legislation to be proposed.)
(For an additional amount for "Buildings and Facilities", $96,500,000, to
remain available until expended.]
Omnibus Drug Supplemental Appropriatlons Act of 1987, as included in Public
Laws 99-500 and 99-591. Tl

e 11.

Explanation of Changes:
No substantive changes.
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Federal Prismn System
&"Ldhw

and Facilitis

Crosmw lk of 1967 Ohes
(Dollars in tIovi ds)
AproriAtlon
1967 President's
Activity/irogras
1. P
2. Ne

nari mAd Site

quiion .....................

onstctt n .........

t......................

3. Wbdemrzatlon ad Repair of Oxstin8 Facilitie..
Total ............h . 0. 0.t. .

*

* ........

Pbe.

WY

...

...

24

1967

Actios on

.B7 !!Mt
pbo. WY /alt.

Am
...

2

21 $133,795

12

46

44

70

65 1M9,152

ZS57

......

..

Etmato of Anlysi~s of hWue frn 1967 A

4

50,000

.. ..

-141
..

|

.

pey & M6

2 $10,000

14
or~re~

6

59859

1967
Appropratlm
Anticipted
IFe. WY Am.
2

2 $10,000

36

25

183,795

...
S238
T

9238

46

44..

25.456

238

84

71 29,249

WFest

Oggrmilonal Agprltion Ation
Ihe Qoress rekcxd the 1967 request by $30,000,000 due to anticipated delays In the construction of three Federal Orrectional Institution proposed
In the request and approve by the O gress. Also, a $6,4N,000 redutim resulted frm a 5.03 Pernt cut brought aboit by the freu* Awmndent. A
$152,000 reduction
attritud to roudngh.
The Oaibus Dnig 8.qplata Apnorr1*hn ct of 1987 pmvidl an aldtional $96,0,000 for "ui1dhls m- Facilitles". Of this mount,
$0,000,000 is for the deelg od titrution of to ne Federal pisons to relieve the severe overcrowdi that extsts in the Federal Prison System.
The resanin $6,50,000 offsets the $6,489,000 which resulted fnr the 5.03 percent cut 4tI pertialy offsets the roUnig reduction.
&Wsiental soqiested
The request provide $30,000 to Meet fifty percent of the latmrea
8sployee' ettrenet Systm Act of 1966, P.L. 99-335.

pay requke'wts pursuet to P.L. 9 -5W00

$M8,000 tu lplaesnt the Federal

Fadaral Prim pijte
Suldgg aid Fsoltties

Peru. wx
Pas. year
MJ5usbinit

_

to bas:

1987 SOetl(Mted ..............................................................
06...................... e.60.o.-0 ....................
1967 Pay ad retrmt
spm
tal
ted ..................................................................................
1987
AppLoI& n anticipated ...... I .............................................................................................
Utno11
ule fmWises ........................................................................................................
1965 base ................

....

........

......... es ...................................

....

......... ........... ...............

84

71 $219,01

...

It

78

77r 14,%0S

1,053

1967 agrariattn
1906 m ncted

1966 Artui
kimL.tltd
1968 awe
Perm
Perm.
Peru.
Pen.
Poe. YV Axzt Poe. 11! mont Pe.
WY Amut Pbs.
Wf "

Eattwttes by buxpt ativity/
Program:
1.

Plamin8 aid Site k

2.

Nw Oon

ui

.lon..

tlo................

10

8

...

3

1

...

1

1 $10,855

it

17 69,840

44 50 $44L082

45

51 55.1

57

57 69 16,667

2

2 $10,000

......

1968 btIte
Per.
Poe. Id tmunt

...

2
...

36 25 183,795

38 38

6 44

25,454

40 39 $14,905

84 71 219,249

78 77 14,905

2

Po.am.

$9,000

2

2

$9,000

51 45 124,500

13

7

124,500

76 75

76,834

36

36

61,929

129 122 210,334

51

45 195,429

3. I4amizaton and blpr of
bxtstig Farfllitti ............
TtW......................

59 44,082
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im System

bull ngs aid Facilities
Justification of Pr as

and Perforime

Activity Resource Suimsy

(IollDa

in thomada)

1987 Apqristikm
Activity:

Playdng and Site Acquisition

kilcipted
Pem.

Pae.
Plawiiq amdSite Acquislit .....

W

2

2

munt
$10,000

1988 Base
Perm.

Re.
.

WY Aunt

.

..

..

1968 Estlmate
Pern.

POe-

2

W

mmstt

2

$9,000

Increse/IDrease
Plem.

Pos.

2

Y

Moun"t

2

$9,000

This budget activity provides for the Idmtification, location and acquisition of suitable sites for, and design of rm correctional facilities to
be constructed. Suitable sites my Include suplus wveztit property or nrn-woven nt property.
tong-PW
: h provide safe, bumm swvrotmete for both buastes a&dstaff, wIdo est the basic huim needs for privacy and dignity, which
support voluntary pr~ao
of self-lrovmt dht preae uastes for their eveitual release Into the cosnunity, aid which slnifire the often
corrosive effects of institutional cOnfmsmt. To locate sites as nea as pIosile to larg retropolitan areas In order to asminmfe tie use of
cosaity resources, awP, staff recruituent aid place nsstes close to their release destinations.
Major Objtetls:

levies FPS capacity requirmnt.
Locate aid acqure suitable, surplus facilities as a alternative to prison cottruction.
Locate and scquin suitable sites for nmm

tsution.

Prepare design program ad Concepts for new facilities, Including now houlng units.
Base Program Descriptions tlaf g Imlves the initial Identification of Increased cepecity needs, as well as the geogrspical location of these
. FPScmtiMK ly review ce ity requirmite, ccniderln the zMse
t
population level, the Seo raphic origin of die confied population,
aid the ae and condition of preset facilities. If projected brust. population levels eel
capacity, FPS 1a1 a determination of either to:
/Lcrese capacities of atsating Institutions; acquire sulitble s-pla property; Increase the utilization of Osmaity Treatment Oeintrs; or
construct nev facilities.

7

The MPhas Alamys e
eized alternatives to the construction of new facilities aid the mot cost-effective approaches to expomton of prisi
capacity. Ibaever, If no suitable alternativs to re prison construction are available, FPS must plan for the construction of nw facititles.
A suitable site must be located and acquired. The site squisitton process also Includin notification of the public, preparation of the
Environmental Tipact Statisnt, coordination of the lega procedures necessary for acquisition of the properties mi some site preparatin work.
In addition, the design of the new facility outlinint the functim, size, type and retatlonship of the various apacas am wll as general
philosophy of operation aust be pt
ed. Architects aid engineers are hired to prepre preliminary concts,
designs and recoamismatione idch
are reviemad by FS staff. Finl contract docuvnte armethen monitored for corrective, complet nmessad cost effectivenes. The project is then
bid for construction provided that co1tructlion funds have been appropriated. This pLanrg ad site acquisition process takes from between 12 to
t8 man and usuly ovrlape the contruction process by three to six months.
It should be 1ri tied that within the bese program the Federal Prison System (FPS) wiii not have sufficient resources to satisfy Its capacity
requiremts. Efforts to date to Increase capacity by addig housing units at eisting lnstitutons, acquiring surplus property, twreastrig the
utilization of contract facilities and constructlig new institutis still leave the FPS significantly short of capacity.
lhe FPrte
PS
population recently reached an all-time high of approximately 41.500. This population Is currently being hoesol in facilities vith
a total rated capacity of 27,785, a system overeroaidig rate of almost 50 percent. Research studies on prison overcra/n ireicate that the
norml tensions of institutional living becm manified and cmn result in increased violence. In sedition, chanrv in proecuttn policies over
the pot several yeas heve resulted In a ne criminally so1ticatd and violent Federal Imte population.
Since Jamury 1981, the Federal imste population has increased from 23,783 to 41,500. This dramatic 75 percent tincrease is the result of timeta
enforement initiative taken by this Ahinistration, prtiularly the emphasis on drug trafficker and orgaisned crime. Based on tong-term
trends, short-term projeotl
are that the amual avmeae daily population will be at lest 44,878 in 1988 and that it will reach 55,200 by 1993.
The enacbsent of the C.prelve
ive Crie control Act of 1984 vil, in all likelih d, further Increase the bnste population. The aMit ton of
several new Federal offenses In the ae of dri traffickin, violent crie, terrorism and computer fraud ay all contribute to this Increae. The
Armed Career Criminal provisions of the legislation provide for a minifma midatory sentence of 15 years for offenders with prior robtery/burlary
convictions. Mditionally, the Act establies a min1m. seidatory five yew sentence for ,se of a firearm In a Federal crime of violence. Snih
provisions hav the potential for generatirg significant nmte population increases. In aMition to the creclon of several new Federal offenses,
the legislation's provision for the elimination of good tie and parole mid the establishment of sentencing guidelines by the new Senternrtg
Omission my lum a significant Impact on the resource requiremets of the FPS. The Marshals Service has estimated that the 1uireau of Prison'
detention populatin has already increased by 25-30 percent as a direct cnequence of the Beil Worm Act provision of the (eprehenstie Cr1me
Control Act.
Moreover, the rcent enactment of the hiti-tg Abiuse Act of 1986 and the &lnistrstion's border drug 1o enforomrot Initiatives
will also hIcreae the inat population.
?he FPS also sustained a large increase In its population in 190 as a result of the illegal entry of hrtel Cuba Into the United Statn. Ailn
In 1996, the (uban population grew from 1,800 to over 2,100 due to criminal conviction In state md local courts and eventual revocation of tho
Ohm' Imigration parole status.

The indefinite postponemnt of the agreement to return the ecludable Nalel COjmm ard the Deparmbent of Justice reement to accept all D.C. Code
felons ad euladeeawits seitaed to prsm and jail promise larger future populations in the Federal Prison System than previowly projected.
The FPS has traditionally assisted other correctional systems by accepting non-Federal inmates In Federal facilities on a contract reimburseent
basi . Within the current Federal prism population, approxmately 3,388 offeders are rkmt-Fberal fim es. The largest single group is
approximately 2,500 District of Columbia Code violators. In addition, there are 634 state and 253 territorial prisoners serving their sentences In
Federal primns. It should be noted, hover, Wiht the rapidly increasing Federal Inmate population and current overcroding precludes any
increase in this assistance. Conversely, the FPS maintain contracts to house'some Federal offeders In state and local facilities. Currently,
1,475 Federal offenders are being housed in state ad local facilities. Contractual showing arrangements enable Federal and non-Federal
correctional systems to better siage inmates with special needs ad those "hopose other maewsment problems.
In addition to constructing new facilities to reduce overcrowding, the FFS has pursued other options.
The Federal Judicisry ard the Federal criminal Justice ammoiLty hae traditionally made extenive use of alternattve to confinemast. In 1986,
two out of three Federal offenders under supervision were in alternatives to confnement. The FF9 homalso seotght to tnimise ovrcroading of its
facilities through using tract
OCtmnity Treatment Centers and contract state ad local facilities, exping existing institutions, ad by
acquiring surplus facilities.
Durlrq the pest four yeas, the FFS has Increased the Ommiity Treatment Center population from 1,40 to approximately 3,200 I-mates.
percent increase has reduced significantly the potential institution based population.
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PAother alternative to construction of additional capacity is the we of contract con! nmenit facilities. Presently, the FFS contracts with state
and local government for both ahort and some long-ter conf inn t. Any sibetantal increases in this program, th
uer,
are not possible at the
state level due to overroiding. W vill continue to seek out local capacity options as they
svailable.
From a cost perspective, the expansion of existing Institutions is the least expensive technique for ncresing FN capacity. Ihe FF9 (a currently
building additional ho sing tnits at facilities udere program space can absorb further population increases. Hbxven, there major program are,
such as food service ad utilities are already saturated, exp in may approach the cost of nemly conetruzited facilities.
The FPS continally review Federal surplus and other property for possible acquisition and conversion to a correctional facility. Ithe
acquisition and conersion of existing property and structures is mch less expesive than no construction and such facilities cat be brought
on-line in a such shorter period of tim. The FFS hs had eellent success In the conversion of surplus Air Force Das to mlnbn security
Federal Prison Cap such as those dch exist at Big Spring, Texas ad Boron, California. In the last four years, the FF9has acquired ad
activated a surplus Air Force facility in Duluth, Minnesota as a Federal Prison C
a former state mtal hospital In Plocester, Minnesota for
conversion to a facility for inmates requiring general medical/surgical and psychiatric treetmt; and a former Seminary in Loretto, Pemsylvais
for corrversion to a Security Level I institution.

WUe conversion of fecilities to minimum security institutions Is usually feasible, it generally Is not cost-effective to convert most surpli,
properties to higher security level Institutions because appropriate physical security must be designed into the facility. (lmvertng existing
ca-correctional popert les to sedlum and maxtu security facilities is frequently sxe expensive than desin and construction of new
instittons.

The prediction of future events is no less difficult In the 'priam setting than In other areas of socisi jpwosens. Pture policy and
discretionary decisions dthotgta the Federal criminal justice system wl signtficantly affect Inmate poplstlon levels. It has been the
experience of the FPS that highly accurate lng-rarge population projection wethdologies simply do ont exist. Uhile there are often factors that
have statlstically valid correlations with prison populations, such as Federal court activities, a basic difficulty arises %hanone attempts to
forecast those variables in order to project prison populations, or when other nm-court related variables like INS or D.C. ive t policies
com Into play.
It sOruld be uaindretood that the FS population projections treditlonally have been conservative in order to Inure that funds are not needlessly
expanded In constructing umecessary prison capacity. The Inmate population increase projected Is not over esthated but rather represents the
minimum level of increase utdich is likely to occur during the next five years. As discussed stove, this conclusion is based on four facts: 1) the
historically conservative nature of the FPS innate population projections; 2) the eolusion, at this tie, of the impact of the Oanprehensive Crise
Control At of 1984; 3) the urknown future of D.C. prisoner housing and (4) the ecluston of the Impact of the eactmnt of the tti-Ogr Abuse ct
of 1986.
Factors considered in the population estimate include:
Ciontiination of the dmlnistration's law enforcemt inititives.

ta-ters Inmate population trends.

Long-term fission and release trends.
Lbiited availablIty of state and local correctional spece.
The FPS is projecting a 41.5 percent Increase for the seven year period 1986 to 1993.

This is an annal rate of growth of 6 percent per year.

In 1986, a 1,00 bed Alien Detention Center In Oddale, Iuislans became fully operational. The Oduiale facility, however, is for alen detainees
under the control of the ILssigrtion ad Naturalization Service, aid will not reduce FP9 overcroWlng.
Currently, a Netropolitan Deteton Center In dcaintom los Angeles aid a Federal Correctional Institution in Marismia, FL are under construction
sad in 1987, the 9 will begin contruction of new institutions in Bradford, PA. Sherida, CR and Fairton, NJ. The FPS is also in the process of
acquiring a site In Jesup, GAand is consdering sites in Pnemsylvanis and Now Jersey for the cotatructin of oix more RL'.
These new facilities combined with previously approved capacity qmm on at 14 existing institutions and the 1988 request to i trn.t two new
FederaL Correctional Institutions (le's); to construct a new Federal Deteitlon Unit; tq construct new satellite came at Ahland, hephis id
Talladega FC1's; to construct now houing units at the Nogmtown and Wcford FyI's and to expand the satellite cAm" at the U.S. Penitentiary
Attnta, CAwilt increase the rated capacity of the Federal Prison System by 9,195.
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Acctpltsbments mndW dload:

Item

7he following table compares projected population levels throteh 1993 to capacity cmnew:

j1981 I1902 I1983

Average daily population, 24,932
Rated capacity ..........
Percent overcrowded .....

27,30

24,311 24,072
3%
152

....

Actual

L1984

29,178

11985
31,394
33.834

23,936
222

24,874
262

1986
39,008

25,532 27,785
33%
402

Approved charges to cap tty:
Ading capacity at existing Institutions:
Loretto, PA................................................................
Pochester, M..............................................................
Brown Hiusig unit .........................................................
Mam
Ing Uit .........................................................
n Uit .... o.... o...............................................
Milan
.......................................
Texarkana bouizU ihit ........
Seagoville Housing Unit Addition ...........................................
Allenwood "Ikn Uit..................................................
Hntaomery Housing tUits (3) ..........................................
ftli Hmatri Unit .................... o.....................................
u nw t .... ...................................................
T csotm nl
Erisleoaod Detention Unit ...................................................
Marion C Da nsion ..................................................

..........................................................
Phoenix Camp

Ne Facilities:
1JCLos kAgeles, CA........................................................
KCIFairton NJ ............................................................
Fa Mariana, FL ..........................................................
FC[ Bradford, PA .....................................................
FCISeridan, C( ....... ....................................................
FCI Jesup, CA..............................................................
Hortheast PCI ............................................................
Rated capacity adjusted for approved changes ...................................
DefIcit ......................... oo.............................................
........................................................
Percent overcro

I1987 I1988

Estlimed

1989 119901

11993

1991

1992

42,432

44,878

47,061

49,107

51,110

53,128

55,200

27,785

29,038

31,210

33,880

34,980

34,58

34,580

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
..

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

..

320
..
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
.

...
...
700

...
...
...
...

241
184
24
100
... 100
100
96
160
98
...
...
...

...
94
90

...

...
...

588
550
750
...
...
...

....
...
...
29,038
13,394

I

461

31,210
13,668

"Z

...

...

...

...

...

...

.

..

.0

1

800
700
....
3,8
13,181

392

.

.

...

...

.

...

.

...

...

...
,'0
14,527

42

34,8
3,8
18,58
16,530
QU j
4

34,580
20,

60

11

9

t

19 7

1968

1988 requested chanes to rated cq,.ty:
Newfarilitiest
Nbrthemt PCI ................................ o..........................
Southeast FMI.....0...
........
0................................0..
Federal Detmtio Cuter .................
.......................
Pddnrg capacity at editing InstitutIors:
Satlite Camp - Ahland, Wlqda and Taldegs (150 each) ..........
Atlants Caw Fzpauion....o........................................
Housi% Units - bgmaitom (150) and Oxord (100) ........................

KetlmarM
1199
19

1991

700
700
150

_9
M

191

00°

p°°

450
150
250

Rated capcity adjusted for 1988 n
ted changs ...........................
Deficit ........................ *.............................................
Pn
t overrowded ............................
.............................

29.038
13.394
462

31,210
13,668
44Z

1989 to 1993 planned chures to rated capacity:
1( Facliti.s:
Northeast
Pa (3)................................ .. .......................
.................
Southeast PC (3) ...............................
Addirn CVS1ty at aCdtl% nititUtloM:
Satelite Camps (8) .........................................
Ibawz Uts (8) ........................................................

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

00
800

1,650
1,650

...
....

...

...

300
30D

30D
3D

300
300

300
300

Rated capeic ty adjusted for p
chaves.
............................
Deficit .....................................................................
Percent overcroed...................................
................

34,730
35,430
:36,990
12,331
13,677
14,130
39%
36%
382

36,960
16,148
442

36,99D
18,220
49%

29,038

31,210

3473D

36,010

38,180

40 m 1 4,.180

13,394
462

13.668
442

12,331
362

13,077
362

12,930
34%

12,848
322

11,020
25%

In 1986, the FPS mquired three sites, one in Fairten, NewJersey; anther in Bradford, Penrsylvanla; and a third In Sheridan, Oregon. Catrirtkn
hmud woeme d&rirg 1987. 1he IS is also In the process of wAuirkn a site in Jesup, QeorgIa and conidering potntial sites In Pennsylvanla and
NewJerpey for the contruction of one additions Federal Owrectional btitution.
Progrm ohneo: In 1988, FPS is resting 2 positions ad 2 vxcyears and $9,000,000 for the planing ad site acquisition of two new Federel
prisons - one in the northeast ad one In the souet.
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Activity:

NewOonstruction

Iw (xtructon ......................

1967 Ahppristion
Atlcipstad
Peru.
Poe.

Wf

Amont

36

25

$183,895

1968 ae
Perm.
Pos.
3

W1

Aount
...

1968 Estimae
Perm.
Poe.
WY Aount
51

45 $124,50

Increae/Decrease
Perm.
PoO.
WY Amount
13

7

$124,50

The Bura'eas 1om-cang - utructlon program was nert* specifically to (1) reduce instituttonal overcrotlzng, (2) close or modernize large
antiquated facilitem, md (3) develop smaller, more humne fscilities that vil1 offer program designed to provide inmates an opportunity to
Ahave a crim-fre life.
SGR
Owlb -utruct safe, hImme enviroownts for both Inmhtes md staff, metig the basic hatm needs for privacy ad dignity.
major Ojectives:
To eml the capacity of the Federal Prison System to keep psce with projected Increases in the Federal Inmate
redu prison overcrowding.

pulatain md to simuttsumotly

Base Progrm Decriptlon: After the need for no construction hs been estdblils1d, a site is acquired ad a design is completed. 1~source
requests within this decision uit provide for the crtruction of new facilities. Esetially, the MSoverseas construction projects that Imve
been contracted out to private contructlon firm. oordhintion is developed with all neesary aacies to Mre that all Federal reVulations
ae followed, e.g., the awironmtal Protection imy, Omeral Services Afnistration, Depmrtment of Jumtie, etc. Coordination is also
maintained vith state aid local Jisdictions. Qflity control of all projects is mintained by FPS staff to ars
the most product ive ue of
resources and the timely cople on of all projects.
.A2MItshaantsi In 1906, the costruicton of the Fdral Detention Ceter in Oidale, Louistam use compltsd. OCgress provided funds for the
construction of tim Qisal facility In the Spplemntal Appropriations Act of 1982 (P.L. 97-257).
rrom funds provided in the "Jobs Bill" of 1963 (P.L. 96), Omxrese In Novmber 1983 approved a reprogrmm/ng to construct a Metropolitan
Detention bonter In Is Angles, California. The facility s Wder construction sad scheduled for completion in January 1988.
In addition, the IFS begm construction of a new institution In Mortamm, FL during 196. The FPS temporarly reprogramm funds provided In the
1985 Appropriation (P.L. 96-411) for the construction of a Northeast FM1(FaIrton, HJ) In order to begin omstructlon of the Marianna facility. The
1967 Appropriation (P.L. 99--00) provided full cn traction funding for the Maranna facility.
Durni 1987, 1S plans to begin construction of now prisms In Fairton, IJ; Bradford, PA; and Sheridan, OIL Funding as provided In the 1987
Approprltion for the Bralford ad S9mrlds facilitee. ibever, $30,000,000 will be required in tm 1968 budget to complete the Shertdn
construction.
ThmIFS hms full funding for two additional facilitlp mhich we currently at the plmning and site acquisition stag.
these facilities d ing 1968.

Contructlonshinuld begin on

Prorm Owen

In 1988, FFS is requeting 6 paitlos, 3 uwkyem and $46,500,000 to cotrut a 700-e Nxtheast Federal Correctional
Institution (ml); 6 positions, 3 wmicyssrs and $41,000,000 to corwtrut a 7O-bed Southeast Fa; 1 position, 1 iorkyear ad $7,000,000 to
construct a 150-bed Federal Detetlot Uhit; and $30,000,000 to complete funding of a Sheridm, Oresn lC1 *hch me partially funded in 1987. Ihe
need for these facilities In biad an our current and projected level of overcrowdin thro h 1993 which Is discuLsed in ors detail In the "IBe
Proraam" sectim of the decalon unit "Planning and Site cquiaItion.
Activity: iiermzatin and Ipair of
Existing Facilities

1987 a Enected
Peru.
POO. WY Asount

Modernization and Repair of Existing
Facllitie ...........................

46

44

$25,454

1988 eee
Peru.
Poe.
W
Amut
40

39

$14,9D5

1988 fatimate
PerM.
Poe.
W
Amoit
76

75

$76,834

Thiactivity provides rer ra for major rehabilitation, renovatin or replacement of structure. ad utilities system,
at existing institution.

Incmre/Decrease
Perm.
Poe.
WY Aumit
36
and mibo

36

$61,929

repair project.

b protect capital invested in facilities. To provide safe, efficient, ad adequately sized ad equipped facilities for the
tM Goals 7b
operation of correctional prog.
within Federal Prison System (F9) Institutios.
Ix

Major Objective.:
Repair ad renoate faciltiee s required.
Me

all facilities energy efficie

in accordace with Dr t

t of Energy Life Cycle Coste mehod.

Comply with all polution control requirements.
Comply with all requirents of the Joint Cmlaelon on Acreditaton of Hospitals (JM).
Comply with all requir-nit of the National Fire Protection Asociation (NFPA),101 Life Safety Code pertainlzS to penal facilties.
Modernize the Wited States Penitentiary, laveuAmth, Kamm.
Ioemize the United States Penitentiary, Atata, (orgia.
Increme the capacity of existing FPS facilities, where possible, to reduce overcroding.
Base ErnM Description: Became prisom operate on w24 hur a day, 7 day a week bais, buIMdngs ad grouds are subjected to heavy me.
Therefore, there is a oantimwig need to ugralae ad repair ares daed ad worn by conductirg nmal activities ad during esergewry statlone.
In a8ition, the norml e-qected useful life of bul~d/r without major repair and renovation is 30 yeas. Became 50 percent of the Imttuttons
t ad/or rehabilitation of obsolete structures and plait facilities Is required.
are over 30 years old, a progrm for the reply
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The Coef Abcute Officer of each Institution initiates a mernzation and repair progria considering the FPS's long re

goals and major
objectives. To msist hIm, reginal office facilities staff perform spae utilization studies at each institution on a 2-year cycle. These
studies Involve mining s
available at each Institution, assesing its tee, and developing m overall plan to be followed In space
utilization and renovation of the Institution.
In part, objectives are aocq liahed using Inste labor crew suervised by FS staff. Using huste crew to do newly all of the wok requires
c.Ilderably more ts and staff supervision but is cost effective and provides honstes with maingful work experience and tranig. Mny of the
larger projects, as ell s those projects requiring special diblls or equiposit, are accomplished by cotraettng with local construction firm tich
allow for fester completim of the work with minimal supervision.
Most
w
In this decision unit Is identifled by two specific catugries of projects: Mjor line ites requiremts (projects valued over $100,000)
for which funds ae specificaly requested by project in apropriatons requets; and repAir ad improveawt (P6) requirement (projects valued at
$4,000 to $100,000). RI projects address
mdiate eeds resultIng frm routine repair., emergncw i, correctional progr-- ch ws, etc., and are
considered the bse requirnts for this program. All p-ojects are closely monitored by the regional facilities staff for quality and timeliness
of completion.
Coordinatton with regulatory eries is required for pollution sintemnt and energy program. lhe bviroanetal Protection Agncy Is consulted for
guidance In the desgn of mng treat plants, acceptable fuel for heating ad cool ng, disposal of wastes ad other pollutants. The Departbm
of emrgy is consulted with rgead to availblity ad allocation of energy sources.
oord nation with the Oseral Services Ahinbatration is
required for the procuemnt of certain materials ad equimt. Repairs ad imrovments to buildings and facilities are accomplished within FPS
In acceordae with dsting occupational safety ad building legislation.
Aoomplishenta aid Wbr1oed:

Akoplisents of the

pgm Mdernization ad Repair of ExsthU Facilitins are pressed in the following table:

tea
Newrepair end Irrovemet projects established ................................
New line Item projects establlshed .............................................
Projects completed ad closed .................................................
Projects acti .........................................................

1985

1961

190
15
211
422

251
24
250
447

Estimates
250
16
250
463

250
20
300
433

In 196, FPS completed the lsse/pachse of the Federal Correctional Institution, Oxford, Wisconsin, negotiated with the State of Wisconsin In
Fiscal Year 1973. FF9 modean anmnul payment of $1.5 million throdm 1906 which totaled $20,912,247 at completion.
In 1983 FPS Pbsrke on a progreo to expand b
e house jing
cepity et existing institut ons s one of the met ecooneical alternatives of add ing
cmsity ad reducing oercratding. T date, nine of ts
projects, which added 1,007 baeds, were completed (Memqts Housing Unit, Peterburg Crp
lbmlnrg Unit, 11rn Ibusin Unit, Oxford Satelite Camp,Taltdinsee ousing Wit, Btner Housing Uit, Ailad Iousng Ukit, ta TIm Fbsing Unit,
and Lalngton HIeng Expansion). In addition, 14 projects, which will ad 1,58 beds are scheduled for ompletlon during the period 1987 - 1989
(M41ta being Wit, Mlmi Iusing Unit, Texaksna tbus g Unit, Seegoville IsIng Unit, Allemod HoubainUit, Tueson iban Unit, thres
trmtgoaery lbzing Units, No lbglr Unit, Eg1in Ibuing Unit, M rton Caw Eaivlon, Fhenix Satellite Comp, and Englewod Detention bUit).

is

1985, projects totalling aqwoxtately $4,000,000 wre completed throughout MSto brin housing units into coaplirc" with certain
101 Life Safety Oode and reqcdrixents set by FPS. VesA projected irrlue Installation of proper exits, ergny lights, smoke
aspects of the NUPA
detection system, standpipes ad hose cabinets aid remval of omtible building materials. This represents the initial luee of bringing tie
institions into c impliace wth all requlreit of the 101 Life Safety Oode. To data, 0 Institutions wre surveyed by outside professimals for
Life Safety obde1OplmKce. ftsults of these aurvey. Indicate dt the cost to bring institution nto total compliance with the Life Safety Onde
vill qaximste $1 aillin per institution. Ten of the highest priority projects Identified, totalling $702,400, were funded fram the 1985 repair and
lmprovemt bu*t. Jbe 1986 appropriation provided $1.5 million to continue this effort.
From 1979 troh

ergy comervtion is an ever increasing program requiring a large Inveasmt of staff Ad funds. Since 1981, approximately $2 million was obligated
to aomplish retrofit projects such as roof insulation, steaultrm insulation, lihting dwgse, electrical load desand controllers an heating,
ventilating " air cnditloning renovation.
A long-term sultiphass project to convert USPLeeveramth from m outdated inside five tier cellsiwe to a moderncorrectional institution with
Individual closed front cells began In 1982. The first phase, shich was to modernize "r cellmuse from a 5-story unit to 330 Inside cells on one 2
story unit aid am 3 story it ws completed In February 1985. Since completion of "N"cellhouse, FPS has decided that a much better destpi would be
to create three 2 story units of outside cells In each cealsiwe. This would provide approxumtely 400 cells In "A" cellhoue and 150 cells each In
"C" and " celhoues and provide outside wilndm In each cell. htex is nw proceeding on the nev design for the remaining cellhomues. The Interior
of "A" celmnes has been completely rved and the construction work is proceeding with completion scheduled for the fall of 1987.
Oxstruation of a 98-bed dnmim security ca at the 1f at Atlanta, Georgia began in 1983 aid wa completed in July 1984. Thi is the ffrst Otime of
the renovation of the pntaetiary to a modern correctional Institution. In addition, a conceptual design to convert the 5 tier cell blocks to three 2
of ikrlelito (uhsm, the agmasts for the mderni action two been shifted to
story housing units es been completed. Due to the contimad ea
utility and m-housing areas.
The renovaton of the deactivated Air Force Bes at Duluth, IMimesota, idch began In 1983, ad a former semnay in Loretto, Penmylvais were
completed In 1986. These facilities added 711 and 415 capacity respectively to the Federal Prison System. In addition, renvation of the former state
hospital in Rochester, inesota continues with completion expected In 1987. This facility will eventually have a capOity of 475.
In 1988, IFMis requesting 36 peitio, 36 workyelars W $61,929,000 to acomplish important mJjor eodernizatlon and repair
Lror Owen
projects; to continue fire safety and environmental hWrovients; modernize U.S. Penitentiaries; and to construct new inmate housing at existing
Instttut/io Increasing capacity by 850 beds.
Facility 1!eMMnts. The requet Iniludes 7 positlmm, 7 wrkysars ard $10,725,000 to Mintan Investment In plant through
institutional renovation and repair. Following are the proposed projects:
I. Oxwert PC[ Tmsal1 Island to a Security level 3 Facility.
Ienctions to outside th perimeter fence.

aeqmate program of

This request Includes I position, I woikyeer and $2,287,000 to relocate sensitive
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2. Ooostruct a Segregation Unit at Pa Tatliassee.
unit and receiving and discharge facility.
3.

ovvate Food Service at FCI El Rw (M me 2).
service facilities.

This request Includes I position, I worilyear ad $2,836,0 to construct a new 75-bed segregation
This request tnciudes I positin, I woe/dyar md $1,200,000 to complete the renovatton of food

4. Eqpoad rousing Unit at FCI Sandstme. This request of 1 position, 1 wotiyger ad $140,000 is required to modify existig space Into dormitory
style living quarters and ptovwio space for an additional 60 beds.
5.

ir

Roofs at PCI Br

!neaod.This request of $700,000 is required to replace existing roofs and insulation.

s-C La Tins. This request Includes $485,000 to design and cotruct a s
6. Construct Se
Treatment Laoon System at
present ad projected future needs.
7. Replace the Inner Fe e at

I Ray Brook.

system to provide for

This request of I position, I axkyear aid $500,000 is required to construct a new Inner fence to correct

security problems.
8. Improve Perimeter Security at PCa Ta

hasee.

This request totalling I position, 1 isfesar and $451,000 Is required to install a mLicrowve

detection system, ma barrier wire and razor ribbon arud the perimeter ad cmsrae at the rear gate.
9. Renovate "A" Cellivame at PCI El Rmo (Phmse 2).
Fire Safety/nwiro
clesw up ad r

Ths request Includes I position. I votiqmer and $2,106,000 for the renovation of 120 cells.

ital. Improvemets. This request incules $7,504,000, 18 pusitione and 18 xkyears to continue fire safety Improvements aid to
hazards materials from FPS institutions.

Moderntzation of At!iusted U.S. Penitentiaries. The Qnreas has directed the Bureau of Prisons to renovate the U.S. Pmitentiarte at Leavworth,
muem aid Attata, Georgisa. Scumwork has been sccmplIshed at both of these Institutlons. This request for $17,000,000, 5 positions and 5 wotryears wmld allow continuation of these projects a folow:
1. Oontlnue HMdernizaton at Lesveworth Penitentiary. The Oogress directed the Bureau in Htovener 1979 (P.L. W-1320 tpar tment of Justice 1990
Authorization Act), to begin the reswatto of the U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenwrth, Kusu
for conversion to a modern correctionml facility by
1%5. The project was begun vith inste labor bu It s later determined necessary to contract for the majority of work, at additional cost.
Rereview aid further cost analysis showed that continuaton of the project rmined more cost effective dm new construction of comparable
capacity. Approved funding through 1986 totals $21.2 sill:on. Panovation of Cllhouse '" has been completed md Oellhouse "A" renovaton is
snderway. No new funds were provided in the 1987 bugt. The requested funding for 1988 of 2 positions, 2 woriyears and $7,000,000 will provide
for the renovation of "C" aid "" Celthouses aid will complete the renovation of all cellhouses at Leavenorth.
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2. Ooutlnue

txernizatiom at Atata Flateotlamr.

In ahb

?wlantLar, Atlata, Gsorla in orW to pjoda
Atlant also be cwmttd to a -Jn ourectional
N -aIon of the callhotmee has not
1967 tbuiat.
Nuffort. facilities such as utilitie ops", M

y 1962, Ox ea appovd the Deprtmt'@ request to canol the plan to close the U.S.

bting for the Ibrialito o*Am dstin , At
faility. F adng apprved davo 1966 totals
be became of the Cubon detainee populatloi.
Innng aid recretm aeas, etw. This recpfu

ft am ti*, the 0x,1se directed tat
$12,378,000. lb new fund WKS provided in the
Wblk turs far has Invlved reiat Ion of
of 3 poeitions, 3 workyema and $10,000,000

pmI.ias the fu* mamd to begin trawaIon of huge tuski.

ixpai 2MqvEcty at BDilting Izwtibution. lb r"d aoeavromalbg and to ehlin thm amut ratSon of amwktitutkos, FPS oonitzues to review tie
u woM increase c city at existing
opportM tIs for aqvwanso of adstig facilitls. This request for $26,700,000, 6 posttov emd 6 a*
InstituIos by a total of 8M0beds. to projects ae as folhioa
I. (oxtnxt a Satellita C
caw.

at PCI PdlId. This t

2. Ontruct a Satellite Cup at PCI Mttsa
security caw.
3. (onstrupt a SetqUi* Ca. at

4.

(m at

F

LtI

This req

t iiuees I position, I veclyar ad $5,30D,00 to construct a 150-bed miniom security
t of I position, I wmIUy~waid $5,300,000D is required to owstruct. a 150-be! minion

TaledeLA. Tis rquet totals I position, I sxfye

aid $5,500000 to construct a 150-W minimon

nirlty

" r quept of 1 position, 1 vottyee ai $3,000,000 is required to construct a 150-bd aliton to the
. Thlts

S. Qxutruct a MW,HMO!%aut at 101. !brMtoua.
unit.
6. QOxtruct a NowHomlng nkt at 10M(Wford.

This request pmoIdea I position, I vockyaar and $3,500,000 to oonstruct a 150-b

ed t

This request totals 1 position, I isxkyew aid $3,700,00 to ontruct a 10-bed hotuing nit.

ta

Federal Prison System
ftlding aed racUttles

F

(navialAnalysis
- Pr rm Chages
(DDU.~u In t1ElK3UnI8)

Plaiilrng ad Site Acqisition,
Item
QG

Poe.
2

3/...............

(bIig.

...
...
...

.
2

..
78

Lapse............................

Total iexryears *-A persomel
compensation .................
Personnel benefits ..............
Travel and tram. of person ....
Tranportation of thirq ...........
Retal psyents to others
Com, utilities & miscder s..
Other services ..................
Supplies and wetrei1a ..........
Equpmmt .......................
tads and structure ...............
Imrrme claim ad tndm
Thtal wor-yeare obligations
and hvet authority .......

..

Auth.I/

$78

-12 ...........................
...
CS-I ...........................
CS-5.............................
tgrae .......................
Total poeitior an andnual rate.

"Oet

New&WetE-Ution
Poe.
.

4

78
2
1
8
2
476
38
3

2

$136
28
18
6
5
...
8,551
129
127

Auth.l/

....

Poe.

2

( lig.
..

82
30

13
5

353
75

4
13

128
372

16
36

512
1,006

7

-6

364
124
75
22
436
133
26,829
2,110
147

$1,881
401
261
81
67
2
113,963
1,830
1,814

...

3,529

4,200

...

...

...

608

9,000

33,769

BASet

Auth.1/

124,500

36

999
99
60
17
349
107
24,227
1,689
117

Poe.

6
16
7

1
27,665

$78

191

435
105

45

1,441
225
136
39
793
242
51,532
3,837
267

$2,953
626
408
127
105
3
181,313
2,860
2,834

3,529
1

4,200
...

62,042

195,429

...

61,929

Atih.I,/

640
1,456

-6

$936
197
129
40
33
1
58,799
901
893

Oblig.

20
51

...

...

36

-et

2

-7

...

7

earTtal

66

3
2
-6

2

Obli.

Moenzton

45

-15

1/ Budget authority for personel compmtion and benefits are for the life of the project.
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Federal Prison Systea
Rtld

nhs
and FaciUties

Statu of Oonstuctlon and Suamary of NewFacilities aquirmmtn

-1L

s

d~waidV)
Uii

Budget quest or Avutopdratti
NewConstruction
or btpm Im of
Planning amd

Total
current

oet

Statu - Decemer 1986

Fiscal

Estivate

Oblig.

Exstetn racUitles

Plw
a
yew

PEct (beds)

u
Amunt

Oddale ADC (1000) ...............
tose he

see
PC (5

to Date

Estimated
Ompltion

Ste of Prqam
ontruction 1002 coelete

Dae

$17,000
40,000

$17,000
40,000

$17,000
40,000

$16,987

1984

37,332

Oostructtl

UAnerin

5/88

Awertlalr

for aS

9/88
6/89

1982

8)
............

Total

2/86

5)
................

198'

3,400

1985

33,050

36,450

36,450

.....

1985

3,500

1987

45,800

49,300

49,300

3,456
2,820

HMartma PCI (750) ...............

1985

3,500

1987

39,675

43,175

43,175

38,727

herdm VPC(800) ...............

1964

5,000

1987
1988

18,32D0
30,000

23,320

00)
..................

1987

5,000

1987

40,000

45,000

45,000

NbrtlUaut FCI (700) ..............

1987

5,000

1997

40,000

45,000

Site search

3/90

xortheast FM (700) ..............

1988

5,000

1988

46,500

45,000
51,500

Site search

1988

4,000

19
198

41,000

45,000

Ste search

7,000

7,000

10/90
10/90
6/91

Rochester FMC (500) ..........

1984

24,350

24,350

25,411

toretto Pa (460) ............

194

4,800

4,800

6,547

rairton Fa (5

Bradford Fa (700))......

Jesup PCI (7

Southeast PCI (700) ..............
federal Detention Utit (150) .....

53,320

3,301
18

Finals

comtruction

finalizin ccr tnxion

5/88
4/89

Envfronetal review

9/89

Construction uniemy

Surplus facilities:
25,411
6,547

Part ally operationml
Part Lally operat onal

5/7
5/87
20

"W.

Sttus of Oswtrutk

.0on't)

Dubet M t or ApproriationToa
Rqmjn Of
Ozremt
I.Ifts
Cost
?att
TOa
Year

,o.,t (beds)

Status - Dsoer 1986
blig.
VIET

Estlintei
Comletton
Date

Expuukn of edatg fa 11ities:

2/86

1,154

3edeamed
Complete
Commie
Oamplet
Complete

2,028

Contractor defaulted

10/88

3,264
1,926

6mE
a~te
90 oomplet

7/87

2,956

672 Coaeta

6/87

177
396

Final design

8/87

2,050

(onstructim contrat to
be mmSed

1/88

1,925

1,925

1,810

2,250

2,250

Cstruton unftuy
mtto defeated

7/87

2,250

758

lavmwrth Coatrol/Seg Uatt (105).

1983

$4,870

$4,870

$4,870

&"w lAiU Widt (100) ..........
owm utn*
Rt (1oo) .....
TW

1983

1,650

1,650

2,099

1983

2,100

1983

3,000

2,310
3,00D

2,320

LaTum HlaIbg8 Wit (20) .........

2,100
3,00D

Butner Sq thit (24 beds)
..........

1983

750

750

1,095

1983

2,M

2,250

Hianr M us th it(
...........
10)
Alemooo Hxmhg thi: (M.5).......

1985

3,380

3,380

2,250
3,380

1985

2,000

(10i) ...........

1985

alit (96) .......
(94) ...........

1985

3,000
1,00

2,000
3,000
1,800

3,000
1,800

1985

2,(00

2,050

Muh

(IOD).......

1985

1,925

Nx~xmry Mtui

U4t (L1w)......

1985

2,250

Ik
g
,z

b
Mamwiry

iti

th

Hmit ezy
toSe H

S

Twom R"m. xk

Texma

W

(10) ......

(11).............. a........

2,000

$499
2,127
2,518

1985

750

750

750

ioJ(L6) ......

1986

650

650

650

......
:itsomry ethwir Uhit (L60)

1986

2,600

2,600

2,600

2,019

196

3220
2,720

2,720

30
2,72D

169

Odor-d Se Unit 1b;

Safford sq thit (10) ............
Tailwes Sq Umt replantt).

7/88
3/86
9/86
6/6

5/87

(amplete

76 Final desi
6M cuw1ete

7/86
12/87
8/87

Sqrogrmw
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Status of gontruxction (oont)
M~4 !m
t r-Ang
EKPBa of
FAsti g

-Year

xpwbJtl of exitus facilities (Oon't):
l no Seg it (60) ..............
Fglin "Img unit (98) ............
W~evood Detention Unit (90) ......
kro comp Hxmu IA (IOo) .....

1986
1986
1985
199

Phoenix Camp
%0) .................
Amhland COp (150).................
a AW(10) .................
STalla , Camp (M ) ...............

1987
1988
1988
1968

t.Ca Comp
Y rsauon ([50).......
Mbnmtom Housm blit (10) ......
Ofored 1b zg
- Wit (100)
..........
Atlanta Ooereion

...........

Total

Aont

Ot
Estite

or ctual

$2,800

$2,800

$2,800

2,000

2,000

2,000

5,400
2,000
4,900

5,400

5,0

2,000

2,000
4,90D

4, 0

Status - Dember 1986
Oblig.
F"

to Date

774

4o

Ftltei
Oompleti n
Date

* 12/81

99%coplete

2/87

0oretruction unk

10/87

Design tukveW
Des~p undeae

3/8
1/89

5,5w
5,500

1988
1988
1988

3,000

3,000

1983
1984
1985

770
2,400
7,744
1,464
10,000

12,378

66,000

7,222

1,850
5,465
1,974
7,071
4,250
7,000

20,610

42,3W'

19,663

19 1
1983
1984
1983
1906
1988

Stq ofro

$14 Planiln

5,500
5,500

[986
-eaevsirth
O verlon ...........

io Total
Orn

illties

Fiscal

Pvoject (bob)

t

3,500
3,700

3,700
Satelltte camp ccqlete
Dein of hotel unlt omplete
Hmter pla complete
Utility lg,, 1 1 tnierwy
(uspleted -"r 1lthouse
A" OCIm 152 oomptebe

2

1
dildiM

N
pwa1s

ystem

and F scitis

FMMSM
etanNstiom
lOf
1 !% atew"
FIscA YOM. I9 - 1988

1906
Athhorind

2!tm

1967
Aihdorizai

Adjwnl
to 3O

19F
Prvp
Inwremw

Totul

Omwal

Aflzdstration M1eicAl s
ofe Swkw (30D-399) ..........
Emtmusdg and kchbl"z Q'-T
(80-9) ......................
Owlin and Irdkatrim Gm
(11
) ........................
Ut
w .... .
... ..............

7

12

-3

6

24

42

...

850

15
11

19
11

-2
-1

2D
17

TOW ..............................

57

84

-6

51

129

49

8
76

...
-6

10
41

18
ll

57

84

-6

51

i29

i.to......................8
....
U.S. Firld........

Total...........

.......

.

.................

15

37
27

23

Federal Prisma System
aiD~hwandmFacilitias
196of
ajaotmteta to Bade
(Dlirs In thousads)

Pay

mplota,-raated.u

1987 as enacted ... 9.....0 .

Farm.

................................................

pay Apemna reqeted ....................... 0..................
1987

g-ranp

$r lat ion anxticipte ..... o..............

.. ...................

84

71 $219,011

84
84

11 9 236
71 219,249

0..... .........................

...............................................

UhcontrolliaG hbrema:
one adiional cmnble day ..................................
...............................
AwKuliatinm of additial positions aproml in 1997 .........................
7....... ....
aMuntliatlon of Federal BRo0yee's Retirwt System o t .....................................
nunaijlcfAton of 1967
9..7. psy Incnae ........................
............................
tocainty ae Inrases .........................................................................

8

Decrea" II
Fbeatiao ad
.atkyewsassoctated vith cloed project .......................
..............
tmrec 'rhl coots for project fu ed In 1987 ..................................................
bdmzxtik in fmalth Beeis...... mm.f....a......
. 0..0..a....
.......
Totai, den emlt. ec....
....................................................................
. o 0. 41

00.

. t.0.i
.

a.,e

..

.

.

........................

ee

.e
.

Ned al TI o amictio System (7M) ..................
..................
.............
Oaural pricing leval ju
................................................................
Total, u
i
......................... .
................................

1988 s

Wk-

il

-6

11

335
64
19
64
18
545

-5
-6
--- T

-q

78

77

14,905

24

/

311

Moral Prison System
baidiw ad Psotltim

Pm.

-

.ombol tble
Lmcom~:
ft anal s.17 ran for Me-ra1 epo
iJsbnoad o260 paid da.
am mo coaqd1a day (262) dm 19 (261).

1! 196h6m

2. 0wulia~ im of additomal postm Fir
190 ......................................
Tis pmido for them
aulisioa of tim poefilo @Ffrm Ci, 1987. Pirs we ar 1abl*
fmo =Uo*
Wbaees.
3. Aumoixim Of 2M-a1 &1OAs' IMtIrM V OMo~ ...................................
This 1-i1t prag
for the additi il os-s hk 196 mmeay to c=Aa
VIqmtatIm
at to f
blnpss' PaL t Sytm Act at 196, P.L 9-335. lhs met *MtMlIAhW
a r -etir
em Vv
r wa1 tylia. .aplwam and postal mbor, kird after December
31, 196 do am wrs- by soil iaortl, ad for ampsm ,nad thi Civil Srvi
Not fm- .Syste doi 0dmo-s to irmafor into ti m syste.. Me calcts, low mm deterhmi
frM m 06 appr fovmd
o97
l. &Mdftiuly, $42,000 of dhm
qrramw*
dso ted.
Imtal arodeliztion amq~draIs $M35..
4.

...

...

335

nwliztko o IW o In9em6 ........
s.............................................
ThU rs
: Is. WfoC thi SammlimtlIn of tin JaIUn 4, 197 PIWl~rMS. ft
calcala i
ti m
p.[ral for avmlimlo Is bnd m 261 uompale dos In
1987and66 paid do" (O
1, 1906 -mav$ Jmmy 5, L967) do m not Imb
I dhe w radin iat of *3000. Adkitin"
*30.0 of the 196 payrpdrmft ow
absorted. ThAA awualizetiai rqdrod is 464,00.
5. Ilitedn-lpal
h
t..sm
Ihs rquest prtXro for aan .ctsd I re
in tha cmot ofv in-pis Ia w.
Thi
s I" is generally castatn vith *a=moes a;m
las hi rin t ym ad Is
1,am. prot
voe
tia bon for c.amatmn ad rated benefits tot
Ixm
employee*

64

6. Localty bad per d& ......................................................................
WlklI 99-A madormd a am
ow l k-4mm per dim ad lifted the $75.00 ceilfr
I cartaht pqirqidc aves.
An
astoatollobl Itcrome of 04A Is required.

64

19

2s

juatulntim of m

to am (0't)

e!

(Dollas hI mcseats)

7. Mal

...
...............
f(
00 ...... ........
...............
k1amtraton I*tamd
hm
16 m Ibm-I fM by
100
u. Ly 16 pm to rnlact ummtemi
am ineemeu.
i tk
dlnomenot of
tim 19W WA1966 ealtm
m Usedtim Aoud 1986 base ad ht1ud mjsctod twit t
h~mes 4W coew SWrhW fun Froimet.
*4wrosmt is as b*m of 32 Pent
tm 1
m9 3.4 -pmI by 196. A lam of $18,000 is wqapm.

e OwmiuL fty

S. Ourau pief 1"A adutmn ..............................................................
I& MaTsat
m
LI ClM pOS rhMms - of Decmbrt96 to seacted apse
"asrn.
I* Icmmd cet Idntifid nmut trA qlybg a factor of 4.0 p
qMit
L
m6-bJct cles dwu td jie
m
dt tOm -ipa ammaAtdud
toqdo he it Oma hmlmw of by m or s suitiom. Ore11y, the factor I
qyvbi to swm at weub, epimmt, net-ectewith the Privae sector.
-atehim costs ad Wst1i.
1idel tarth dimqseeIm
t
w
iw ocC qm
des hlatis is alrly bmmbldt
o tIM968 stimats.

545

...

-

Total 100 0=

4

........

-a

...................
............................

vaurmme L(&afiic noyai)z
1. Positlms ad wsdw
2., Wg.,rCo
3.

asociaed with closed po* .t .......................

saeesea o with projets Imt

A

1o

s...............

.-

0.....
t.

.s .

to bo. ....

.................

.
. .

.

.

5

-

6..7..............................

d
A I
uIII ta .............. ... .........
...... .....
......... ........ .
In Mmmid OIorm belda Isfts
Act (F.L. W3246) pwibdt the Owcoma I
dun of luel" Anurac,would be 60 pumt ca tie total rew ofmm
Ji 1975.
Ufecthm fhe tu fint pq period ater Jmmy 1, 1966, tdo spot's actual
orgbAin to bm h a uurws demremd app
ely L m13j daum
priwfy to
Sa d crie t I.

Total ajusta
.

-6

. ........

.............

................

.....................

.. .

...

-0

-6

-5

-3D5,397

-6

-4

-334.344

f
raha Pram System
Dutlhw and Facitzl

J

1987
bthm"
VORtMx
I

(I II

alff ravm

0/04-13,

38,76...............

am-13,

wxim
....

.4.....................

0-12, $ ,
-%I..........................
08-W0, 7
,1 .. ,...
...........
-9, $P ,41- IM029
...............
04-9.
G0-5, $1,1292
66.............
094, $13,
..........................
4"
. ............
awpaded pe~n...,....
Ttal, qpqpriatd poe
.................
l. d
ab,,
M Mat
jbt

aP
--

se
ee .. 66.

-4

.......
esee

eoo 0e
...

hostmm/fti

$46

1
9
19
30
2
2
6
3
12
84

351
627
815
49
45
40
40
3O4
2,447

1
10
22
47
2
2
10
3
32
129

$46
340
7A6
1,277

-13

7
-273

...
-7

15
-14

..............

....

9lameqee

ex=

71

2.181

(28,653)
(10.7)

122

45

1
3
17

$39
99
462

4~

60
40
1.024
3,747

3,748

45
...

6
5L

640
1,100

0n

8
259
1.567

($U,072)
(10.6)
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- Fmrka1 Prim 9yetm
bltldinp1 od Tw.Ulim
lOM

BUM"br at
1987 INotla

Object ECI.
....
11.1 M11.3
r tdh PKMMat ...............
pwomul
ampwmttn
..............
11.5 Othw
TOlW,,woums ad
12
21
22
23.2
23.3
24
25
26
31
32
42
43.0

-

GIu bomits o..................
Trm1 mintmopotati ofi r -r.....
Iwpxtaka
m ofJ dq ..................

..,,rase1M
tO DO o...........

0304 salits" "in mincadI.....
prbrti am r
.................

tai fsa d

....................
.~d~r,
.,,........,

S~fdpmmt

Tsmrms cam ag ilmtlem........
Tntr ad dylidh ...............
meA clfa

.......................

Uw -fstWlmo, a
-,ltsd bm,

TAl

..............
.........

-Incumr, ..................

alaim of olptim to outlmyss
culsaou 8etrud, mt. ................
O11ipem bda=,
t-.w...........
..

CVx

1"Spa

71
...
.ea

$2,M
76
94

122

71

2,151

122

355
266
76
1,568
478
1
157,217
7,584
527
6,9751
2

...

m,.v

un
$3,748

51

610
293
84
1,725
526
1
113,050
8.342
So
7,673
1..
2

L77,401

136,928

-30,266
72.1t6

-72,116
145.522

21.9,269

210,334

177,41
107,W4
-155.5

136,928
155,525
-4,6076

129.080

206.377

$1,567
141

162
4,041

saw

51

68

1.690
255
27
a
157
48
-4,167
756
53
696
..
-0.473
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Federal Priem listos
Federal Prison Industries, *ncormorated
smary statment
Fiscal year IM6
the Federel ries. system Is requesting for Federal prison Industries, Incorporated to& 1986,
total of 1,047
permamnt poeifosas and 97 workygos
This request represents an increse of 83 positions sad 40 vorkyears
from the 1967 level.
Federal Prisom Industries
t
Iorporatod, was created by Ckogrees in 1934 sad to a whlly owned 0oversment
corporatloe. The Crporatice Is eutborised to operate Induetries In Federal penal d correction" Intitutione
mad disciplinary barracks (it U.S.C. 4121-418).
uprvisio is provided by the Director of the Federal Mon
system who has jurisdiction over all Federal penal and correctomal insutima. Profits from the Corporetfom's,
Industrial activities are used to food activities which benefit Federal inmates b providing vocational training
end for compensating Ismates performing to work details In institutional support function.
Ahtlistrativs.'exsesss - A board of eix director., appointed by the Presicant and serving without complaustion.

contrl the pli
of the Corporation.
eaeral a
nt of the Corporatioa is presently performed by a staff
of 29 smployes located In ahiagton, D.C. Ispeasee of this fanction ar subject to donmressional lilteotin.
V~eti
tralal S
- The vocational training expenses li-ltetioe provides foods for active educational
sad voatm l traaj
rogrme that are designed to pr epre
rates
for productive and meaningful empoymeat',
spom release. Efforts are being sed to explore am Increasing rge ad variety of vocational trcanlr4 oppor-'
twoities. Impeasea of this functio are subject to Cosressiosal limitation.

Edera fsa$12PAgf
wuatl
13,500 inates will he employed during 1966 in 4" locations In the
amoetLuie Of
h t#ed fumltur, elotb , electroces, metal sed camV
products. They also work In
service Indutries sael as furniture refinishing and data processing. All products of the Corporation are sold to
Federal agencies. Th Department of fes, the Postal service, and the General Services Adnistration are the
largest customers. i 166 am Increase of 89 positions ad 40 workyasre is requested to prow d supervision and
tranin for an additional. 1s00 imate employees through the expansion of factories at several Institution$sad
the establishment of a factories at tour latitatse.

Federal Prison System
Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated
Justification of Proposed Lanstuae. Chante
The 1988 budget estimates Include proposed change in appropriation language listed and explained below.

New

language is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.
Federal Prison bIuatries. Incorporated
The Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated, is hereby authorized to ske such
expenditures, within the limits of funds and borrowing authoriLy available, and
In accord with the law, and to sake such contracts and commitments, without
regard to fiscal year limitations as provided by section 104 of the Government
Corporation Control Act, as amended, as may be necessary In carrying out the
program set forth in the budget for the current fiscal year for such corporation,
Including purchase of not to exceed five (for replaceaet only) and hire of
passenger motor vehicles, except as hereinafter provided. (i U.S.C. 4121-41283
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1987 as ifnluded intPblc Laws 99-0t"
and
section 101(b)l additional cuthoristnjtal
station to
proof.
LIITATION 00 ADOIISTRATVIV

FDU

ANDVOCATIONAL TRAINING WPOSKS

f1ISM IUSTUIS, INCOORAT D

Not to exceed ($2,157,0001 of the funds of the corporation shall be available
for its administrative exfnas, and not to exceed [$7,208,0W0. for the expose
of vocational training of prisoners, both amounts to be available for services as
authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, end to he computed on en accrual basic, and to be
determined In accordance with the corporation's prescribed accounting system In
effect on July 1, 1946, and such amounts shall be exclusive of depreciation*
payment of claims, expenditures which the said accounting system requires to be
capitalized or charged to cost of comodities acquired or produced, Including
selling and shipping expanses, sad expenses in connection with acquisition,
construction, operation, mSinteUAce, Improvement, protection, or disposition of
facilities and other property be-4ng- to the corporation or in which it has an
Interest.' (Delrteaet of Jontict Appropriation Act. 1987 as Included in Public
Laws99-5no'ed 9-_9
sector
l b): additional authorisina legislation
to be propoaod.)

12,34700

Ixplasaton of Changes
no subetintive changes propored.
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Federal Prima. System
Federal Prison Industries, Inc.
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Fiscal Years 1986-1988
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Petsonel Managment (00-299) .....
.............
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........
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rducatioe Group (1410-14111 1700-1799) ...............
.
Supply Group"(2000-2091) .............................
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Ungtaded (culinary, fa.,
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OPaNINo STATEMN

Mr. EARLY. The Committee is pleased to welcome back the Director of the Federal Prisoh l
n, Nfx, No'man Carlson. You may
proceed with your statement.
Mr. CARWSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be back
again
thisyear the
andDeputy
appearDirector.
before you.
I" am acmpanied
apI thought
todaywould by
be Michael Quinlan,
propriate to have a Quinlan with me, a little moral support, for St.
Patrick's Day. Mr.
ian, [ have a pr
e statementwhich I
would like to introduce i the record and bpriefly summailze, if I
of
As youanmentioned,
are million.
requesting
budget
may.
over.athetotal
current
fiscal
increase ofwe$105
$981,694,000,
year. We are requesting a total of 12,213 appropriated positions, an
increase of 831 over the current year's appropriation.
PVLA OTI,NCRXA8E<

*'

Without question, Mr. Chairman, the most sigiflcantisiue that
we face in the Federal Bureau of Prisons itod4 is the ripid increase in population. As you know, the population has gone from
23,800 in. January of 1981 to 42,106 this morning. That i's an increase of over 18,000 inmates, or 77 percent in a period of six years.
Furthermore, we anticipate a continuation 'of this incriade m the
months and years ahead, We are project in this budget a population
in 1988
44,8(0, and projections,
we project:55,200
by not
1993.take
I er.phasize
bito conThey do
that those
are ofconservative
sideration the Ant-Drg Abus A t b.ch the Congress p
.ssed
in
the last session, nor 4* they WWihconsideration the sentencing
guidelines that will ihortlyb ubn4tfd bt the United States Sentencing
nAi.
rview.,
SWith Commission
the supr foro'- ot o "is
'te, Ve have increased our
prison capacity'
recent y
lo!
.-B r u of Prisons has added
4,500 new beds since j9&1 We'M. dOne so In tAree ways. First of
al, by expanding e'i
0unWas
with additional housing
units and opening minimum McuRity camps adjacent to those institutions; secondly, by
s
Ia facilites such as the former
seminary in Loretta, Pennsylvania; the Air Force Base in Duluth,
Minnesota and the mental hospital in Rochester, Minnesota; which
you and the committee assisted us in acquiring; and finally, by constructing new institutions.
This year we will be adding an additional 1,200 beds at existing
institutions, and we also have construction funds currently appropriated for seven new facilities, five of which are under construction. Construction of the other two will begin very soon. Those institutions will add another 4,800 beds to the system.
As you will note in our budget request, Mr. Chairman, we are
asking for two additional new institutions, the remainder of the
funds that were provided last session by the Congress for the construction of the institution in Sheridan, Oregon, and funds to construct a jail unit for pre-trial detainees.
In addition, we are requesting funds to expand existing institutions at six locations. We are also seeking funds to open the Los
Angeles Metropolitan Detention Center all of which is now officially under construction and the Federal Correctional Institutions in

.i
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Marianna, Floxida, and Fairton, New Jersey, Those institutions
a oss
[ fr fuds
e ~
will be opened
in~ 1988.
we
tho aresi
to inme
in~~~~rf~
~ y75
fimt
~ In addition
crease~
crease the number of inmates byo75e dn in f 0fwa houses,
and are planing a contract for the detention of 500 alien offenders, similar to the
contract we operate wit the Immigration and
Nationalization Service in Houston, Texas.
FWDER1 PRISON IND4bTRIE ROLE

Let me conclude my brief summary, Mr. Chairman, by commenting again on the important role that Federal Prison Industries plays in
the Federal Prison System. On any given day, we have over 13,500
inmates working in 79 factories that are run by Prison Industries.
This y ar we anticipate sales of over $270 million to other Federal
agencies.
As you know, Federal Prison Industries is a totally oelf-sustaining operation. No appropriated Ainds are required, and since 1983
the Grporation has re-invested over $67 million back in to plant
and equipment modernization. In addition, it funds over $4 million
annually for vocational training programs from its profits.
We are requesting in the 1988 budget, a total of 85'additional positions. These are not appropriated positions. -They require no funds
fram.the Congress, only the authority to use our profits to fund addtional staff so that we can expand the number-of factories at exiuting institutions and, establish factories at new'' institutions as
they open.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CORRECTION.

-

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to comment oh the National Insti-

tute of Corrections, g small organization which is an adjunct to the
Bureau of Prisons. The institute's budget request is $1,0.5 million
and 41 positions. Despite its iiall size, I believe NIC dds an excellent job in providing training and technical assistance to state and
local correctional agencies.
With that, I conclude my formal summary, Mr.' Chairman, and
will be pleased to answer any questions you ok your colleagues may
have.

.

[The statement of Mr. Carlson follows:]

U
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DEPAMMMT oF JUSTICE
BY T= DIRECTOR, FEDERAL. BUIEAU OF PRISONS
Nom"N A. CARLSOM
ON
ONSl.tOPR.ThltSSUBCOUNITTZ
SBiFORE TU. HOUIE
THE DhPARTDITS OF 'CIONKCE, JUSTICE, AND STATE,

STATUID

THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGNCIZS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subccuuittee:
I am pleased to appear before you again to discuss the-Federal
Bureau of Prisons' budget request for 1988.
As you will note, we are requesting a total of $981,694,000 and
12,213 appropriated positions for 1988, an increase of $104,941,000
and 831

positions:above ourrent.year levels.
SU

.ARY
Or MAJOR REOVES

The major thrusts of our FY 1988 budget request include:
Funding for two new Federal Correctional Institutions,

•

a new Fedral :Detention Unit, ard resources to complete
construction of the Federal.Correctional Institution
at Sheridan, Oregon.
* Activation of the Los Angeles Metropolitan Detention
Center. and new Federal Correctional .Institutions at Marianna,
Florida and Fairton, New Jersey,..additional .housing at
three-existing institutions; and construction of minimum
.securittcamps and additional housing at -six existing
institutions.
S

pension of contract confinement programs.

SEssential renovation, modernization, fire'safety and
environmental improvement projects.

2
OMMVThED GPQWMB IN DIATE POPULATION

Without question, the continuing increase in the inmate
population is the most critical issue facing the Federal Prison
System.

Since January 1981, the Federal inmate population has

increased more than 76 percent - from 23,800 to 42,000 today. We
project a continuationof this growth.

Our FY 1988 budget projects

that the population will increase to 44,878 in 1988 and will reach at
least 55,200 by 1993.
I want to point out that this projection excludes the potential
impact of the recently enacted Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the
sentencing guidelines to be submitted to the Congress in April this
year by the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

We anticipate that those two

factors will further increase the Federal inmate population above
current projections.

The Bureau of Prisons is working closely with

the U.S. Sentencing Comission to determine the impact of the
proposed guidelines on future Federal inmate population levels.
EXPANDING FEDERAL PRISON CAPACITY
With the support of the Administration and the Congress, the
Bureau has increased capacity by 4,500 beds since 1981 through
expansion at existing institutions, acquisition and conversion of
surplus properties and construction of new institutions.

Approved

expansions at existing institutions will add an additional 1,200
beds when completed this year.
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We now have construction .funds appropriated for seven major new
.correctional fAcilities which will eventually increase capacity by
4,800 beds.

Currently under construction are Federal Correctional

Institutions in Marianna, florida and.Fairton, New Jersey and a

Metropolitan Detention Center in Los Angeles, California.

Within the

next several months, we will begin construction of Federal
Correctional Institutions at Sheridan, Oregon and Bradford,
Pennsylvania.

We are now preparing the Environmental Impact

Statement preliminary to acquiring the site for the sixth facility

and are in the process of selecting a site for the seventh new
institution.
FY 1988 CAPACITY INCREASES
Mr. Chairman, I believe we must continue efforts to expand
prison capacity in order to address the critical overcrowding rate of
50 percent and keep pace with projected increases in the inmate
population.

Our FY 1988 budget continues this expansion with funding

requests of 96.5 million dollars for the construction of two new
Federal Correctional Institutions.

Together with the requested

expansion at existing institutions and the establishment of a
detention unit for pre-trial offenders, the FY 1988 budget requests
construction funds for an additional 2,400 beds.

Our ultimate goal

is to increase prison capacity to keep pace with the projected growth
in inmate population and reduce the level of overcrowding to about
20 percent by the mid 1990's.
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As new construction and housing are copleted, activation
funding is required to open and operate the facilities.

Our FY 1988

budget requests 786 positions and 34.5 million dollars to bring online an additional 2,328 beds.

Included are the Los Angeles

Detention center, the Marianna, Florida and Fairton, Nw Jersey
Federal Correctional Institutions and new housing at three existing
institutions.

In addition, we plan to increase the average daily

population in oamunity treatment centers by 725 to 3,775 inmates and
to contract for a facility to house 500 aliens serving short
sentences.
Without question, prison space is a scarce and expensive resource
that must be selectively used.

I believe this is occurring as

Federal law enforcement initiatives continue to focus on white collar
offenses, organized crime and major drug-trafficking cases.

For

example, in Just the last five years, the number of inmates confined
for drug-related offenses has grown from one fourth to more than one
third of the total population, a substantial increase.

We have and

will continue to undertake the expansion of the Federal Prison System
in the most cost effective manner possible.

Failure to continue

efforts to provide sufficient prison capacity could lead to a
"gridlock" in the Federal criminal justice 'ystem as has occurred in
several state -correctional systems.
I

A recent report indicates that

over 30 state prison systems are under court order for conditions of
confinement and that inmate population limits have been established
by the courts for jaost of these systems.
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U.S. PENITENTIARY, ATLANTA

GEORGIA

Mr. Chairman, the Cubans confined at the U.S. Penitentiary,
Atlanta, Georgia constitute the most difficult group of inmates to

manage which I have encountered in my thirty years of correctional
experience.
Since my last appearance before your Committee on March 10,
1986, two significant events have occurred which directly affect the
conditions of confinement at Atlanta.

On-going renovation plans for

the facility were modified to work around the uncertainty of the
status of the Cuban detainees while accomplishing other critically
Improving housing conditions is of the highest

needed projects.

priority and we have moved our cellhouse renovation plans forward.
As you will note, the FY 1988 budget requests 10 million dollars for
the continuation of essential renovation projects at Atlanta.
we have continued efforts to normalize the institutional
environment.

For example, 630 inmates are now employed by Federal

Prison Industries in the manufacture of products for other government
agencies.

Over 1,200 inmates are permitted movement in the

institution for meals, recreation, and other activities. A process
of evaluation and orientation for new Cubans arriving from state
prisons will allow many of them to move into the mainstream of
activities more readily.
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The second item of importance affecting the Atlanta institution
was the recent decisionA of the Bureau of Prisons and the Imnigration
and Naturalization Service to utilize the Federal Detention Center in
Oakdale, Louisiana for the housing of Cuban detainees.

As you will

recall, the Oakdale facility which opened in March, 1986, was
originally designated for the processing of alien detainees.

In

April of last year, we began the construction of a new secure housing
unit for Cuban detainees which will be completed this month.

This

new unit will house Cubans transferred from Atlanta who require
The remainder of the facility will house

mental health programs.

Cubans transferred from Atlanta whose behavior indicates their
ability to function in a lower security setting.
We believe the conversion of Oakdale to a Cuban detainee
facility is an important step which directly assists the immigration
and Naturalization Service.

It will also permit the Bureau of

Prisons to accelerate the major renovation projects at Atlanta.
These steps will not solve the Cuban detainee issue but rather
serve to mitigate current operating problems. As you are aware, Mr.
Chairman, Cubans with Imigration and Naturalization Service
detainers continue to be transferred to the Service and subsequently
to the Bureau of Prisons from state and local authorities on a daily
basis.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize, briefly, the specific
increases we are requesting in 1988.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
For the Salaries and Expenses appropriation we are requesting
$760,851,000 and 12,043 positions, an increase of $112,511,000 and
786 positions. Uncontrollable increases account for $52.7 million of
this increase for which $28.9 million is required to fully fund the
new Federal Employees' Retirement System costs.
The Federal Correctional Institutions in Marianna, Florida and
Fairton, New Jersey are scheduled to open in April and September of
1988, respectively. In addition, the-Los Angeles Detention Center is
scheduled to open in April of 1988.

Resources totalling $28.6

million and 696 positions will be required to open and operate these
new facilities in 1988.
Also scheduled for completion in 1988 are a 250-bed Cuban unit
at the Oakdale, Louisiana Federal Detention Center; a 90-bed
detention unit at the Englewood, Colorado Federal Correctional
Institution; and a 100-bed expansion of.the camp facility at the U.S.
Penitentiary, Marion, Illinois.

To furnish, equip and staff these

new housing units in 1988 will require $5.8 million and 90 positions.
Combined with the three new facilities above, all planned activations
in FY 1988 will provide for a total capacity increase of 2,328 beds.
To support the projected increase in inmate population in FY
1988, we are requesting $10.3 million.

This increase will enable the
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Bureau of Prisons to support an average daily inmate population of
44,878, an' increase of 2,446 abOve the level currently budgeted.

The population estimate for FY 1988 reflects an offset in
institution-based population based on our proposal to expand the use
of community treatment centers from an average daily population of
3,050 to 3,775.

An increase of $7.6 million is requested to finance

this expansion.

In addition, we propose to contract with a private

sector firm for the short term detention of 500 sentenced aliens for
six months in 1988 at an estimated cost of $2.7 million.

Finally, we are requesting increases of $268,000 to complete the
upgrading and productivity improvements to our ADP system, approved
and begun in 1987; $2.6 million to finance the projected I±zcreased
use of the Justice Data Services Center; $1.4 million to replace 106
over-agei vehicles which exceed Federal Property Management
Regulations replacement criteria; and $400,000 to finance training
for approximately one third of the Bureau's medical services
personnel, which is designed to advance skills and knowledge to stay
current with the rapil advances" in medical science and technology.

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
We are *requesting $210,334,000 and 129 positions for the
Buildings and Facilities appropriation in 1988.

Of this amount,
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$96.5 million is requested for the construction of two new 700-bed
Federal Correctional Institutions, one to be located in the northeast
and one in the southeast areas of the country.

An additional $30

million is requested to provide full funding for construction of the
Federal Correctional Institution in Sheridan, Oregon.

In addition,

we are requesting $7 million for the construction of a new 150-bed
detention unit for housing pre-trial prisoners at one of several
geographical areas where the absence of jail capacity has become
critical.
When activated, the three new facilities requested will increase
the rated capacity of the Federal.Prison System by 1,550 beds.

In

reality, of course,-we expect .that some 2,000 inmates will be housed
in theme facilities.
In addition to new prison construction, we are requesting $26.7
million and six positionsto further increase capacity at six
existing institutions.

These include satellite camps at the Federal

Correctional Institutions, Ashland,,Kentucky, Memphis,-Tennessee and
Talladega, Alabama; expansion of the camp at the U.S. Penitentiary
Atlanta, Oeorgias and new housing units at the Morgantown, West
Virginia and. Oxford, Wisconsin Federal Correctional Institutions.
These projects combined will add 850 critically needed beds-to the
capacity of the Federal Prison System.
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As you will recall Mr. Chairman, no additional funds were
request .d in FY 1987 for continuing the modernization of the U.S.

Penitentiaries at Atlanta, Georgia and Leavenworth, Kansas.

Work on

these projects has reached a point where additional funds are
required in FY 1988 to continue these modernization programs. We are
requesting $17 million and five positions as follows:
U.S. Penitentiary Leavenworth, Kansas.

The request of $7

million and two positions will provide for the renovation
of "C" and "D" cellhouses which will complete the
renovation of all cellhouses in Leavenworth.
a

U.S. Penitentiary Atlanta, Georgia.

Because of the

importance of improved housing, we have moved cellhouse
renovation forward in our modernization plans.

The request

of $10 million and three positions will enable the Bureau to
begin cellhouse renovaton in FY

1 98 9.

To continue our efforts to bring all institutions into
compliance with the Life Safety Code, we are requesting 18 positions
and $7.5 million to accomplish fire safety improvements at ten
institutions and remove hazardous materials at several locations.
Finally, we are requesting $10.7 million and seven positions

to

accomplish essential plant renovations at eight institutions. These
include renovation and expansion of inmate housing, perimeter
security improvements, roof replacement, renovation of food services
facilities and other critical facilities improvements.
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FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment briefly on the critical
importance of Federal Prison Industries to our operations.

As you

know, all Corporate expenses are covered by earnings and no
appropriated funds are required from the Congress.

There are now

over 13,500 inmates employed in a variety of industrial operations in
79 factories, some of which have installed second and third work
shifts to increase production and sales. The

ability to keep

increasing numbers of inmates employed and productive has played an
extremely important role in dealing with institutional overcrowding.
Since 1983, the Corporation has reinvested 67 million dollars in
profits from sales to expand, add and improve facilities and
equipment and upgrade and introduce new product lines.

This

investment has enabled Federal Prison Industries to significantly
expand the number, variety and quality of inmate work opportunities.
In addition, the Corporation has increased the number of
vocational training programs, established production training units
and conducted a variety of experimental vocational training programs.
In an innovative effort to provide inmates an incentive to advance
their education, an inmate's promotion beyond entry level compensation is denied until the inmate is certified as having attained at
least an eighth-grade education.
For FY 1988, the Corporation is requesting an increase of 85
positions to provide supervision for jobs and training for an
additional 2,000 inmates through the expansion of industrial
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operations at existing institutions and the establishment of new
factories at four facilities.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CORZCTZONS
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to note that the National
Institute of Corrections continues its role as an important force for
improvements in state and local correctional agencies through its
training and technical assistance services.

The Institute's National

Academy of Corrections has trained thousands of correctional officers
and administrators from all over the nation.

The Institute has

retained its effectiveness partly because it has remained small and
is able to respond directly and promptly to state and local needs.
For FY 1988 we are requesting $10,509,000 and 41 positions for
the Institute. The increase of $1,345,000 is required solely

to

cover the Institute's mandatory, uncontrollable increases.
That concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be
pleased to answer any questions you or your colleagues may have.
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SITE DETERMINATION

Mr. EARLY. -Mr. Carlson, we are delighted to have you here. I
really think your agency faces one of the most serious problems,
and it is not right if we don't prepare for what is probably going to
happen, in a few short years. Apart from $80 million requested to
complete the construction of the Sheridan, Oregon, project, the FY
1988 budget includes $103.5 million to construct new Federal Correctional Institutions, one in the Northeast and one in the Southeast,
and a new detention unit to house pretrial offenders. Mr. Carlson,
have you identified the sites for any of these facilities at this time?
Mr. CARISoN. Mr. Chairman, we have determined that the site
for the pre-trial detention unit will be at Pleasanton, California, a
suburb of San Francisco.
We have a critical problem finding local jails to house pre-trial
detainees in that district. We were just advised last month by local
officials in San Francisco that no longer will the San Francisco
County Jail accept Federal prisoners, so we plan to use the $7 million requested to build a jail unit on the grounds of the institution
at Pleasanton.
With respect to the two new Federal Correctional Institutions,
we have not identified sites as yet for either, although this week I
am m9kin a trip and will look at three sites that have potential.
Additional interest has been expressed in other communities which
may well develop into sites for additional Federal Prisons.
Mr. EARLY. As you noted, this Committee has supported and encouraged your efforts in acquiring and converting surplus military
facilities for prison use, as you did with the facility at Duluth, Minnesota. Do you currently have any such plans underway, and if so
are they reflected in this budget request?
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, they are not reflected in this
budget request, but we do have a number of projects underway.
Last week I was at Tyndall Air Force Base near Panama City, Florida, where I met with the Commanding General. The Air Force is
interested in establishing a small prison camp at Tyndall similar to
the one we have at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida.
That appears to be a definite prospect, and we anticipate that we
may be able to open such a facility, this fiscal year, or early next
year. In addition, we are looking at a former college which is being
closed as a possible minimum security institution for female offenders. We hope to come to cloture on that prospect within the next
several months.
INMATE POPULATION

Mr. EALY. I notice in your FY 1988 budget request, that your
projections are based on an average daily population of 55,200 inmates by 1993--six years away. In your opinion, does this estimate
appear to be on the low side or is this a real estimate?
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, I think that is an extremely conservative estimate. I fully anticipate it will far exceed the 55,200
figure, if the Anti-Drug Abuse Act produces the caseload we think
it will. As you know, the Congress toughened up the narcotics legislation. They passed legislation which will provide minimum man-
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datory sentences for many narcotics offenders. That, alone, I think,
will make the 55,200 estimate conservative.
Mr. EARLY. Last Friday, we had Deputy Attorney General Burns
in here, Mr. Carlson, and he suggested by 1990 you might have
67,000 incarcerated. What is your concern about that?
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, I think the 67,000 figure is much
more realistic than the 55,200 projected in this budget. The estimate of 55,200 was developed before the Anti-Drug Abuse legislation had been enacted, and before the United States sentencing
Commission guidelines were released in draft forms. I would say
the Deputy Attorney General's figure is probably much more accurate than the one I gave you.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, you projected in your statement 44,000
incarcerated for 1988. If we go to 67,000 that will be a 23,000 increase in about three years. You have told this Committee in the
past that an ideal prison, in your opinion, is what number of beds?
Mr. CARLSON. Approximately 500, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. Approximately 500. If that is true, we ore talking
about-being on the conservative side-a 20,000 inm,)e increase
from 44,000 to 67,000. That is 40 prisons. The average cost for a
new prison must be running in the area of about $50 million?
Mr. CARLsoN. That's correct.
Mr. EARLY. We have some serious problems.
Mr. CARLsoN. There is a substantial financial commitment associated with expanding prison capacity. There is no doubt that if we
provide the additional beds it is going to require substantial increases in construction money in future years.

STATE AND LCAL JAI CONTRACT
Mr. EARLY. With the objective of holding down future construction costs, is there any possibility of increasing the number of contracts with state and local agencies to house Federal offenders. Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, we continue to survey the state systems as well as local jails, and I can say. without hesitation that
there is simply no room at the inn. Many states are in far worse
shape than we are in terms of prison capacity, and there is no way
that we can house any large number of inmates in any state
system in 'this country.
NEW HOUs5JO FAcuTrm

Mr. EARy. In the past the Bureau has increased capacity at existing institutions by building camps and new housing units. Does
your FY 1988 budget proposes any further capacity increases at existing institutions?
Mr. CARLsoN. Yes, it does, Mr. Chairman. We propose to add additional housing at six existing institutions in the 1988 budget, and
we will also be opening three facilities during the year.
Mr. EARLY. Mr; Carlson, once you identify a site, ho* long does it
take, on the average, for the facility to open its doors?
Mr. CARON.

The earliest would be three years. That would be

an optimistic estimate. Three to four years would be a more realistic timeframe.
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Mr. EARLY. The probability that the inmate population will increase by 20,000 in three years, what do you think is going to
happen?
Mr. CARLSON. We have a massive undertaking to provide the bed
space, if we are going to keep the Federal Criminal Justice System
in operation. We certainly don't want it to develop into a situation
that some of the states are now facing where a gridlock exists,
where there is simply no space in the state prison, and as a result
the entire Criminal Justice System has to shut down, so I think we
do have a monumental task of providing the beds for these additional inmates.
CURRENT PRISON CAPACITY

Mr. EARLY. What is the current capacity right now? What is the
Federal Prison System bedded for?
Mr. CAR SON. Roughly 28,000.
Mr. EARLY. Roughly 28,000, and you have got 43,000. What percentage overMr. CARLSON. We are about 51 percent over design capacity
today.
Mr. EARLY. Does this overcrowding create some security problems?
Mr. CARLSON. Yes, it does. Obviously overcrowding tends to lead
to acts of violence on the part of inmates. It is a major contributor
to institutional unrest in terms of the inmate population, and it is
a factor that we are concerned about.
Mr. EARLY. And in your FY 1988 budget you are requesting beds
for another 2,400. In your professional opinion will that be adequate to accommodate the growing population?
Mr. CARLSON. It may take care of the anticipated increase in population, but it will not assist in reducing overcrowding.
Mr. EARLY. Can you give us an estimate of how many Federal
prisoners you have with sentences of less than two years and a

day?

Mr. CARLSON. I can provide that for the record. I don't have that
with me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. Would you?
Mr. CARLSON. I would be happy to provide that for the record.
[The information follows:]
FEDERAL Posomms Wrm SENTmezs LEss THAN Two YEARS
There are approximately 2,800 Federal prisoners with sentences of less than two
years.
POPULATION REDUCTION ATTEMPTS

Mr. EARLY. Are you considering any types of early release formulas or house arrests. I have been reading so much about electronic
surveillance, in an effort to reduce the growing population.
Mr. CARLSON. Yes.

Mr. EARLY. I don't want to give the impression I want to put everyone out on the street. But I also see that we can't accommodate
20,000 additional inmates by 1990.
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Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, as I commented in my summary,
we are requesting funds to place an additional 725 inmates per day
in halfway houses during the next fiscal year. In addition, we have
a house arrest program in conjunction with the U.S. Parole Commission and the US. Probation Service where inmates who have
been in a halfway house and adjusted well are permitted to spend
the last two months of their sentence living at home under strict
and regimented supervision.
In addition we are now working with the probation service as
well as the U.S. Parole Commission in developing a parole regarding the use of electronic monitoring for inmates being released
from custody.
Mr. EARLY. Would that be a hand-picked group? In other words,
we won't be freeing anyone from Marion, Illinois, the real hardened criminals?
Mr. CARLSON. No, you are correct, Mr. Chairman. This would be
for inmates who are not a threat to society. They have not been
convicted of acts of violence. They are offenders we think could be
adequately supervised in the community, using some of the new
technologies such as electronic monitoring.
EARLY RELEASE IN FLORIDA

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, are you familiar with what the State of
Florida just did with regard to early parole and releases?
Mr. CARLSON. I have read news accounts of what has happened
in Florida, as well as in some of the other States.
Mr. EARLY. In your statement you said you had how many state
prisons? Is it 30 states that are severely overcrowded?
Mr. CARLSON. I believe 38 states are now under some form of
Federal Court intervention, where the courts have mandated population ceilings on the prison systems. That, of course, has happened
here in the District of Columbia as well as in many of the states
that are in this geographic area.
ANNUAL COST PER INMATE

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, what is the estimated cost per inmate
annually for the Federal Bureau of Prisons?
Mr. CARLsoN. It is approximately $13,100 for the current fiscal
year.
Mr. EARLY. In your opinion, Mr. Carlson, what is the ideal bed
capacity for maintaining and controlling the inmate population at
a well-run institution?
Mr..CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, 500 is the optimum capacity for our

new design, and I think 500 has proved to be an effective baseline
to use in terms of new construction.
OVERPOPULATION
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, at what percentage over capacity do you

think the security risk increases?

Mr. CAmsoN. We can tolerate, Mr. Chairman, a 20 percent level
of overcrowding without any serious problems. Once it gets beyond
the 20 percent level, I become concerned and particularly as it
reaches 30, 40 and now 50 percent over capacity.
72-166 O-8-45
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Mr. EARLY. Can you estimate what the overpopulation is at the
45 Federal Correctional Institutes.
Mr. CARLSON. We are currently 51 percent over rated capacity.
FEDERAL PRISONERS WITH AIDS

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, how many Federal prisoners have
AIDS?
Mr. CARLSON. All of the AIDS cases are located in our Medical
Center at Springfield, Missouri. All inmates who have actual symptoms of the disease are transferred to the Medical Center and are
kept there for the duration of their sentence or until they die. We
have some inmates, who tested positive for the antibody located at
other institutions. Then are not transferred to Springfield until
they develop symptoms of the disease itself.
Mr. EARLY. Is that a hospital?
Mr. CAiSON. Springfield is a hospital, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EARLY. How many beds at this hospital?
Mr. CARLSON. Approximately 1,300 beds of which half are psychiatric and the other half of which are medical/surgical.
Mr. EARLY. All inmates?
Mr. CARLSON. All inmates; that is correct, sir.
Mr. EARLY. And how many have AIDS?

Mr. CARLSON. We have had a total of 65 diagnosed cases of AIDS
since 1981, and 32 of those have died; 12 have been released, and 21
are still at Springfield.
Mr. EARLY. The 12 that were released, had they completed their
sentences?
Mr. CARLSON. That's correct. They were released at the termination of their sentences.
Mr. EARLY. Do you know how many AIDS patients we have in

state prisons?
Mr. CARLSON. No. Based on some studies at the National Institutes of Justice, the number is substantial, especially in the states
of New York and California.
Mr. EARLY. It was alarming to me to see that the State of New
York is going to discharge prisoners before their term expires.
Mr. CARLSON.

Yes.

Mr. EARLY. I see, Mr. Carlson, the AIDS situation is getting
worse. Many of the 50 states won't be able to handle it when they
have a few AIDS patients-wouldn't that be a federal role? You
discuss how overcrowded you are, but shouldn't we have one Federal prison hospital for all Federal, State, and local inmates that have
contracted AIDS? We know the states can't handle that.
Mr. CAx soN. I hadn't thought of that before, but it is certainly
something we could consider in the future.
HOSPITAL FACILITIES

Mr. EARLY. How many prison hospitals do you have, Mr. Carlson?
Mr. CARLSON. We have a total of four institutions that have accredited hospitals. Springfield is the largest.
Mr. EARLY. That is 1,800 beds?
Mr. CARLSON. Approximately 1,300 beds.
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Mr. EARLY. And where are the other three located?
Mr. CRALSON. Rochester, Minnesota, the facility this Committee
helped us acquire a few years ago, has approximately 500 beds. We
have a hospital at Butner, North Carolina for mental health cases
and a hospital at Lexington, Kentucky in the former U.S. Public
Health Service Hospital, which we operate basically for geriatric
cases.

Mr. EARLY. How many at Lexington?
Mr. CARLSON. It has a population of approximately 1,600.
Mr. EARLY. And how many beds in the hospital?
Mr. CARLSON. The hospital itself is probably 100 to 150 beds.
Mr. EARLY. We will discuss this later, Mr. Carlson. I will yield to
Mr. Rogers at this time.
PRAISE TO CARLSON

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Carlson, it's good to see you.
Mr. CARLSON. Good to see you again, sir.
Mr. RoGES. Let me first off compliment you on running a very
fine agency. My staff tells me that they get better responses out of
your agency than out of any other in the Federal Government.
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate that.
Mr. ROGERS. I commend you. That is a sign of a good director and
a sign of a good staff.
Mr. EARLY. If I can interrupt, Mr. Carlson, he doesn't say that to
everybody. A lot of my colleagues say it to everybody, Mr. Rogers
doesn't say that to anybody.
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate it doubly.
CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS STAFFING RATIOS

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I think.

Let me ask you about your correctional officers. What is the current ratio of officers to prisoners?
Mr. CARLSON. One correctional officer for every 8.4 inmates.
Mr. ROGERS. Since all your officers are not on duty at any given
time, do you have the ratio for a single shift.
Mr. CARLSON. Yes, sir. Each institution has a master roster that
is provided and approved by our office, which gives them the
number of allocated positions that we believe are essential to maintain the security and safety, but as you point out, it takes five officers to fill a post for 24 hours a day, seven days a week, so that the
1 to 8.4 ratio is actually a misleading figure in terms of the number
of officers that are on duty at a given time.
Mr. ROGERS. Do you know what the ratio is for a single shift?

Mr. CARLSON. It varies from institution to institution, and of
course depends on the security level of the facility. Marion, Illinois,
for example, has a one-for-one ratio use because it is Security Level
6. The minimum security camps have a much higher ratio because
they don't require the same degree of security.
At any time during the day, the ratio is 1 to 50 and at night it is
1 to 150. That is the standard we use.
Mr. RoGERs. That is the overall average.
Mr. CARLSON. That is the overall average ratio.
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Mr. Roxans. How does that ratio compare to most state prisons,
do you know?
Mr. CARLsoN. The state average is one officer for every 4.1 inmates, so we, on the average, have fewer officers per inmate than
most states.
Mr. RoGztS. What are your guidelines for the maximum average
ratio consistent with safety?
Mr. CAroN. I would have to supply for the record what our optimum level would be.
Mr. Rooms. Are you under or over?
Mr. CARLSON. We are definitely under, because of the overpopulation. The Congress, as you recall last year, funded 400 additional
correctional officers because of the impact of the Anti-Drug Abuse
Act. We sincerely appreciate that recognition on the part of the
Congress, recognizing the problem we face.
Mr. RoGms. Over the last five years, my information is that the
number of Federal offenders in the system has increased by 75 percent at the same time your staffing levels have grown only 23 percent.
Mr. CARmsoN. That is correct.
Mr. RoGERs. What long-term growth in staffing levels would
you need to maintain a ratio that is consistent with some degree of
safety?
Mr. CAmsoN. I will have to provide that for the record.
Mr. Rooss. What kind of methods or technologies are you using
in your newer facilities to allow you to operate with lower staff
levels.
Mr. CARLSoN. Congressman Rogers, we are using technology to a
considerable extent. We have perimeter detection systems in most
of our institutions that provide an electronic alarm system which is
sensitive to anyone that touches the fence or comes near the fence
line. We also use closed circuit television in most institutions to enhance the performance staff.
We use a variety of other technologies which supplement staff in
certain positions.
[The information requested follows:]
STAPF/IMATz RATIo

It should be emphasized that there is no magic number that would ensure the
safety of all staff and inmates. Safety is a relative term, dependent on a host of variables much broader than the number of correctional officers available. Our staffing
guidelines, which are based on a current rated capacity of 27,889, call for a correctional staff to inmate ratio of 1:6. Further, our current staffing guidelines call for a
total staff to inmate ratio of 1:3. The 1988 budget projects a 1993 rated capacity of
44,180. In order to maintain the same staff to inmate ratio, we would have to obtain
about 6,200 additional positions between now and 1998. As we add new facilities and
expand existing ones, we will continue to request suitable staff complements.

MARINE CUBANS

Mr. Roomis. Let me talk to you about the Marielitos. How many
do you currently have in Federal prisons?
Mr. CARLsoN. Congressman Rogers, we have approximately 2,500
in the Federal Prison System.
Mr. RoGzRs. How would you assess them as a population?
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Mr. CAURLsoN. Congressman Rogers, I have been in correctional
administration now for 30 years, and there is no group that I have
encountered who have been more difficult to manage than the
Mariel Cubans. They are extremely dangerous, a volatile group
who present a tremendous challenge to our staff.
Mr. ROGERS. Are most of them in Atlanta?
Mr. CARLSON. Yes, sir, 1,800 are in Atlanta. There are 600 more
currently confined at the Federal Detention Center at Oakdale,
Louisiana.
Mr. RoGmS. What kind of long-term plans do you have for the
placement of these prisoners?
Mr. CARLSON. At the present time we hope to transfer 300 of the
Mariel Cubans from Atlanta to the Oakdale facility. We are opening a new housing unit which is reflected in the budget request
before you. That will allow us to reduce the population at Atlanta
to 1,500 which is a size that we think can be operated relatively
effectively.
Also, that reduction will permit us to begin a much-needed renovation program in the cell houses at Atlanta. The 300 Cubans
going to Oakdale will increase the count there to 900. We have
nothing futher under consideration at this time.
Mr. RoGERs. How many of them are serving in state prisons at
this time?
Mr. CARLSON. Congressman Rogers, I believe the most recent estimate that I saw from the Immigration and Naturalization Service
is about 4,000 who are now serving state sentences, and ultimately
will be turned over to the Immigration Service for us to manage at
some future date.
Mr. ROGERS. Do you know how many you are getting per year?

Mr. CARLSON. It has been running approximately 25 per month,
as I recall, from state prisons.
Mr. ROGERS. So you have roughly 2,000 now, and you will have
another 4,000?
Mr. CARLSON. If no other means is found to handle the Marielito
problem. We are of course hopeful that at some date we can re-activate an agreement with Cuba to return them to their homeland.
Mr. ROGERS. We need some good workers on the fences down in
Guantanamo Bay.
Mr. CARLSON. That has been suggested, Congressman Rogers. I
don't make the decision on what to do with them.
Mr. ROGERS. Again, let me congratulate you on a fine job.

Mr. CARLSON. Thank you, sir. I appreciate it.

GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA FACILITY

Mr. EARLY. I yield to Mr. Mollohan. Mr. Carlson, just one question. Don't we have land at Guantanamo Bay to build a prison?
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, there is a Naval base at Guantanamo Bay, but I have no knowledge of what acreage is available
there.
Mr. E.kRLY. They have a prison there, too, don't they?
Mr. CARLSON. I don't think the Navy maintains a brig at Guantanamo.
Mr. EARLY. I yield to Mr. Mollohan.
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INMATE POPULATION INCREASE

Mr. MoLwuHN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Carlson, there
have been a number of questions that have explored inmate population into the future. I would like to follow up on some of the
members' of the committee concerns as they have expressed them,
and explore some of those possibilities.
First, why did the inmate population increase so dramatically
over the past seven years?
Mr. CARLSON. Congressman, I think the answer is in two areas.
First, there has been a dramatic expansion in the Federal Criminal
Justice System. The Congress has provided funds for additional FBI
agents, DEA agents, U.S. Marshals, Immigration Service personnel,
more assistant U.S. attorneys and, of course, additional Federal
u e system has expanded, and I think the result of that expansion is now being felt in the prison system. Beyond that, Congressman, I think there has been a shift in the mood of this country in
terms of what to do about those individuals who chronically violate
the law. More people are being sent to prison by Federal judges
today than in the past, and the sentences they are serving are
longer than in the past.
I think both factors have played a role in the dramatic expansion
in the prison population.
Mr. MOLuOHAN. Why do you expect a growth in the inmate population to slow down over the next seven years?
Mr. CARLSON. Congressman Mollohan, I have to be candid and
say that I don't. I think that the impact of the Anti-Drug Abuse
Act alone, as I indicated in my earlier testimony, is going to cause
further growth in the prison population.
Mr. MoLLOHAN. The numbers that you relate in your testimony
don't take into consideration the Anti-Drug Abuse Act.
Mr. CARLSON. Congressman Mollohan, that's correct. This
budget was put together prior to the passage of that Act, which
was in the last week, as I recall it, of the last session of the Congress.
PROCESS OF INFTrUTION SITE SELE(nON

Mr. MoLLoHAN. What is the status of the site selection process
for the seventh new institution?
Mr. CARLSON. We are now looking at a number of sites where
communities have expressed an interest. We are now attempting to
finalize our decision and ultimately go ahead and begin the environmental impact statement on the site.
Mr. MoLuOHAx. How is that process initiated? Do you express an
interest in an area, or does an area express an interest in you, or
both?
Mr. CARILON. Both. We, of course, are not a very popular agency
in many areas of the country. Prisons are not attractive, as we find
out here in the District of Columbia. Whenever we find a community which does express an interest, we attempt to pursue the possi-

bility.

When do you project to have settled on a site.
Mr. CARLSON. Hopefully, within the next 30 days?
Mr. MoLuHAw.
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Mr. MoLOHAN. That is imminent.
Mr. CAreoN. Yes, it is.
Mr. MoLLOHAN. You have got your prospect, and you are well on
the way to reviewing them.
Mr. CAR8ON. We have several prospects for those that are now
funded. Of course, for the two requested in the 1988 budget which
is before you, we have not identified any sites.
CITICAL OROGRAPHIC ARRAS SHORT OF JAIL CAPACITY

Mr. MoLwHAN. In connection with your request for a $7 million
detention unit for pre-trial prisoners, you allude to "several geographical areas where the absence of jail capacity has become critical.P
What are those areas?
Mr. .CAReoN. Co
, there are several. One, of course, is
in the northern district of California, the San Francisco area,
where we have decided, to locate a facility. It will be built within
the confines of the Federal Correctional Institution at Pleasanton,
California.
We have no local jail space at all for the US. District Court in
either San Jose or San Francisco, and the U.S. Marshals Service is
now confronted with a dilemma having a caseload of 150 prisoners
per day.in custody, and literally no place.to keep them. They are
shuttling them back and forth for several hundred miles.
Other areas of the-country have a similar problem. Rhode Island,
in particular, has a very acute problem. Massachusetts has a problem. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, as well as the State of
Hawaii, all have significant detention problems. At the present
time, the San Francisco area is the most acute insofar as the
Bureau of Prisons and the U.S. Marshals Service are concerned.
Mr. MoLowHAN. It would be accurate for me to conclude from
that that you are looking for additional capacity in those areas
that you have just mentioned.
Mr. CARLsoN. Yes, we are.
Mr. MoLLoHAN. That you have critical need.
Mr. CAluaoN. Yes.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. Are there any other areas of the country where
you need space? Tell me where you are looking in the country.
Mr. CARLSON. In the 1988 budget, as you will note, we have asked
for facilities in both the Southeast and the Northeast. Our definition of the Northeast is the Virginia area and north; the Southeast
is south of Virginia. We are looking at both those regions of the
country for suitable sites for a prison.
Mr. MoLOwHAN. And that is for a permanent facility.
Mr. CARLSON. Yes.

Mr. MoLLHAN. That is not for transitory confinement?
Mr. CARmSON. That is for convicted offenders who are serving a
sentence.
ALTERNATIRES TO INCARCERATION

Mr. MoLwoHAN. What are the alternatives for providing custodial
capacity for prisoners? When yOu look at meeting this dramatically

4
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increasing need that already exists, and the trend suggests it is
going to increase, what alternatives do you see to satisfy that?
Mr. CARLsoN. One of the most extensively used alternatives to
incarceration, which is an option at the very beginning of the
system, is the judge placing a defendant on probation or some
other form of community supervision.
Mr. MoLwHAN. Non-onfinement.
Mr. CARLsoN. Non-confinement. However, I must point out that
in the Federal Criminal Justice System there are approximately
115,000 people under some type of jurisdiction on any given day
and two-thirds of that number are under some type of community
alternative supervision.
Most of those are on probation. I think Federal judges are aware
of the need to keep people out of prison who don't require the sanction of imprisonment.
• Mr. MoLuOHAx. Have you ever considered to what extent that alternative could take care of this expected increase in the population?
Mr. CARLSoN. Congressman Mollohan, I really don't think that it
can substantially impact on the future growth for several reasons.
One reason- is that the number of narcotic violators that are now
being convicted has increased substantially. At the present time,
nearly 88 percent of the total. Federal prison population was convicted for substantial narcotics trafficking offenses. Because of the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act, the courts really have no discretion.
The Congress required that courts impose a minimum mandatory
sentence for those convicted of narcotic trafficking offenses. So, in
a sense, the courts are precluded in terms of the use of alternatives
to confinement.
Mr. MoLLOHAN. Was that opinion you have expressed, based on
any kind of a study or an analysis, or is that more your intuitive
judgment on the subject.
Mr. CARLSON. I would have to agree that it is an intuitive judgment, although I do deal with Federal judges across the country on
a regular basis. My assessment is, that, in. most areas,, Federal
judges are sensitive to the use of alternatives whenever possible.
Mr. MoLLOHAN. That is an expert opinion, but I am wondering if
you are going to look more carefully at that alternative?
Mr. CArLsoN. Congressman, there are limits. We have no control
over what judges do, as you realize. When a court imposes a sentence, it is a term which we have to carry out, given the structure.
HALFWAY HOUSE USAGE

Mr. MOuoiww. Right, I understand. List other alternatives for
me to dispose of the increased population you expect.
Mr. CARLSoN. The use of halfway houses is probably the one that
we use to the greatest extent. As I mentioned earlier in the 1988
budget we are requesting funds to support an increase of 725 -inmates per day. Tis means we will have over 3,000 inmates per day
in halfway houses rather than in prison.
That translates to six Federal Correctional
If we
didn't have halfway houses, We would require sixInstitutiop.
more prisons. We
are using halfway houses for inmates' during the last 120 days of

\
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their sentence. We also have a House Arrest Program for those inmates who have been in a halfway house, have done well, have a
job and a place to go, and whom the Probation Service and U.S.
Parole Commission agree can safely live at home under some very
tightly controlled regulations.
ELECTRONIC MONITORING

Mr. MoLLOHAN. What are the other alternatives?
Mr. CARLON. The third is the use of the electronic monitoring
devices. We are now exploring where we can use these new electronic bracelets to assist in monitoring inmates being released from
custody. The idea, of course, is to insure the public is protected and
the inmates are where they are supposed to be at any given time,
and are not roaming the community at will.
Mr. MoLwHAN. Any other alternatives?
Mr. CARLSON. Those are the primary ones that we have explored
thus far.
ADDITIONAL PRISON CAPACITY

Mr. MoLwHAN. You plan on building additional prisons and
jails, don't you, with excess capacity?
Mr. CARLSON. Excess capacity?
Mr. MoLoiOAN. Well, you plan on building additional prison capacity, do you not?
Mr. CARLsoN. Yes, we do.
Mr. MoLOHAN. That is another alternative, is it not?
Mr. CARLSON. Certainly. These are in addition to the new construction.
Mr. MoLowHAN. When you look at the housing of additional prisoners, to what extent do you expect to satisfy this increased
demand through building additional capacity. How much additional capacity do you expect to build in the next five years.
Mr. CARLsoN. I can tell you what has been submitted to the Congress, and I believe about 9,000 additional beds are now funded or
are in the 1988 budget request. In future years we will in all probability ask for additional prison construction.
Mr. MoLwHAN. How much of that will be shared with State or
local governments both in the cost and use of the facility? Any of
it?
Mr. CARISoN. None of the direct construction costs will be shared
with States or local governments. I will point out that we house approximately 2,300 State prisoners under contract, where the States
reimburse us for the actual cost of caring for their prisoners. They
in turn take approximately a like number of Federal prisoners into
State prisons. We have that type of relationship with a number of
the State prison systems across the country.
As you probably know all female offenders that are sentenced by
the State courts in West Virginia are taken into Federal custody.
We have done this for a number of years.
Mr. MoiLwx. At Alderson?
Mr. CARLSoN. At Alderson, that is correct, sir, and of course it
eliminates the need for the State of West Virginia to provide a
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separate female institution for the small number of female offenders that are sentenced in that State.
JOINT FUNDING VENTURE FOR FACILITY CONSTRUCTION IN
WEST VIRGINIA

Mr. MOLLOw. What I am trying to get at, for example, is West
Virginia has a problem. They are looking at regional jails, for example, and they have a problem, as does the Federal Government
with pay, and I am wondering if there is any potential for the state
sharing the cost with the Federal Government in building a facility, and housing federal prisoners, as well as maybe county offenders.
Is that something you have looked at?
Mr. CARLSON. We could explore it but we have never explored
joint funding of construction of a facility. We have only taken State
prisoners into the institution such as I have described in West Virginia.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. We have Federal prisoners housed, for example,
in the county jail in Taylor County. Are you familiar with that?
Mr. CARLSON. I am not.
Mr. MoLLOHAN. In Grafton, West Virginia.
Mr. CARLSoN. I know where Grafton is, but I am not familiar
with the use of that jail.
Mr. MOLLOH.
That really helps them run their operation, I
know that, and evidently helps the Federal Government, too. These
are nonviolent types of offenders.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
PRIVATE SECTOR PRISONS

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, regarding Mr. Mollohan's questions

about alternatives, I read in the paper a few years back about the
private sector running some prisons of their own. To me it would
be a disaster, and I think you have expressed that you have reservations about that also.
If we don't do something and your population increases by
20,000, and we don't have the money to build enough prisons-you
won't have many alternatives. Is that going to be one of the things
we
will probably do. In your opinion, would that be healthy for the
country
Mr. CA LsoN. Not in my opinion, sir. As I have testified before, I
have no problem with the low security risk such as the alien offenders who are about to be deported. As you will note, we have
requested funding for a privately operated facility for those offenders, but these are far different than the typical convicted U.S. citizen who is serving a sentence imposed by a Federal Court.
These are people who are merely being housed until such time as
they can be deported, generally back to Mexico or one of the South
American countries.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, I have about 30 questions regarding

AIDS, because I think it will be a big problem in the prisons. I
understand the National Institute of Justice estimated that in
October of 1986 there were 784 Federal and state prisoners with
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confirmed cases of AIDS. This represents an increase of 300 over
.1985. Would you have reservations on that number?
Mr. CARLSON. No. I think that is a realistic number, because we
have approximately a little less than 10 percent of the total Federal-State prison population, so the numbers would tend to coincide. I
think that is a good estimate.
I share your concern, Congressman. I think it is a problem we
are just now beginning to fully understand and appreciate, and it
has far-reaching consequences not only for prisons, but obviously
for society at large.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, will you provide for the record a projection of the impact on prisons of recent legislation such as the Comprehensive Crime Control Act, the Immigration Reform and the
Anti-Drug? In your professional opinion what kinds of increases
and problems are we going to face?
Mr. CARLSON. Yes, sir.
[The information follows:]
MON IMPACT DUE TO RKcENT LEGISLATION

The Bureau of Prisons' 1988 budget, which was prepared prior to the enactment
of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, projects that the average daily population in
Federal prisons will reach 55,200 inmates by 1993. The Bureau's preliminary analysis of the impact of the Anti.Dug Abuse Act of 1986 indicates that the Federal
inmate population could very well increase to 67,000 inmates by 1993.
We also anticipate that the sentencing guidelines to be submitted to the Congress
in April by the U.S. Sentencing Commission will further increase Federal inmate
population levels. The Bureau and the U.S. Sentencing Commission are working
closely together to determine the impact of these guidelines. The Bureau continues
to review and analyze these and other factors to assess their impact on future
inmate population levels.
JOINT EFFORT WITH THE SENTENCING COMMISSION

Mr. EARLY. Are you actively working with the Sentencing Commission to determine the impact of their proposals.
Mr. CARLSON. Yes, we are, sir. We are working jointly with the
U.S. Sentencing Commission and developing projections as to what
the impact will be of the guidelines that have now been released.
Mr. EARLY. In your professional opinion, will the Sentencing
Commission decrease, hold stagnant or increase the prison population? What is the probability the prison population will change?
Mr. CARLSON. I think there is no question they will further increase the prison population.
Mr. EARLY. Drastically?
Mr. CARLSON. I would hope not drastically. I think the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act will have far more drastic impact at least in the shortterm on the prison population.
PRISON CONSTRUCTION

Mr. EARLY. Prison construction. Are you requesting full funding
for facilities in Fiscal Year 1988?

Mr. CARLSON. Yes, we are, and also for the completion of the

Sheridan, Oregon, project that was partially funded by this committee last year.
Mr. EARLY. Is Sheridan, Oregon new construction or was that a
facility?
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Mr. CARLsoN. No, it is new construction.
Mr. EARLY. That is new. You had such success with the Rochester, Minnesota site. That is a perfect example. Are we still searching for current construction?
Mr. CARLSON. Yes, we are. As I mentioned, there is now a college
which we are actively considering and hope to come to a conclusion
on shortly that may be available for a minimum security female
offender institution, which we need.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. EARLY. I notice in your statement, Mr. Carlson, on vocational
education, you say you have 79 factories.
Mr. CARLSON. Yes.

Mr. EARLY. Are those all factories on institution grounds?
Mr. CARLSON. They are, sir. They are all within the confines of
an institution.
Mr. EARLY. You have 13,000 inmates working there?

Mr. CARLSON. 13,500 on any given day.
Mr. EARLY. Do you have any statistics on the ones that work in
those particular factories and it's effect on their rehabilitation
rate?
Mr. CARLSON. We are doing that now. We are following up to determine what does happen, particularly for those who have the experience of working in Federal Prison Industries.
OVERCROWDING

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, if you reach 44,878, prisoners in 1988,
are you going to be able to house them with secure apparatus.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, with the support we have received
from the Administration and this Committee, as well as the Senate
Committee in the last several years, I am optimistic that we are
going to be able to stay ahead of a real crisis. We are not going to
be able to make any headway on the overcrowding problem in
terms of the percentage, but at least we will be able to keep our
head above water.
Mr. EARLY. You know this committee has such great respect for
you, Mr. Carlson. Are you bei"g fair to our friend Mr. Quinlan.
Mr. CARLSON. On St. Patrick s Day, I really can t answer that.
Mr. EARLY. Let me ask Mr. Quinlan what are your reservations
with regard to this overcrowding?
Mr. QumLA. I certainly appreciate the past support that
Bureau of Prisons has received from the Administration and the
Congress.
It is important that we keep our emphasis on trying to find new
alternatives and to obtain the resources from the Administration
and the Congress to continue the capacity expansion program.
Overcrowding is a serious problem, but if we keep our attention
on it, we can find a solution.
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson are you satisfied with the Federal
Prison Industries and how they are addressing the idea of competition with the private sector and labor and Jobs?
Mr. CARLSON. I am very appreciative of the support we have had.
From time to time that issue has been raised in the Congress, but I
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think that we have tried as diligently as we possibly can to insure
that we do not interfere with the private sector any more than absolutely is essential. We diversify whenever possible.
PRISON CONSTRUCTION RATE

Mr. EARLY. I have numerous questions on the Federal Prison Industries that we will submit for the record. Mr. Carlson, in your
professional opinion, what number of prisons should we begin construction on this year? You say they take three years to build. Since
there is no chance for a decrease in population, in your opinion.
How many should we start?
Mr. CARLSON. Congressman Early, the Committee has already
funded seven institutions. As you recall, we had five in the last
year's budget. The Congress added two additional in the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1986. We have requested two more in 1988. That will
give us a total of nine, which I think is about all we can handle at
this point in time.
Mr. EARLY. But won't the nhie be used to house the 44,700 in
rates that you are projecting for 1988?
Mr. CALSON. That is correct, but the nine institutions, Congressman Early, can be overcrowded as well, so at least we will be able
to have additional facilities with which we can spread out the overcrowding. I think we are making progress in the short-term in addressing the issue.
SOLE DRUG OFFENDER PRISON

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, you have told this Committee about the
numerous and unique types of problems you have had with drugrelated criminals. Now, with the passage of the drug bill we will
have a tremendous increase. Should we consider building a prison
for just drug offenders?
Mr. CARLSON. Congressman Early, some of our major penitentaries, for example, are becoming just that. This is by far the largest
offense category we deal with, and many of our higher security institutions are now accommodating a substantial number of narcotics offenders, particularly those that have histories of violence and
aggressive behavior in the community. I think in a sense the
system is evolving into precisely what you describe.
Mr. EARLY. Would you, for the record, provide us the feasibility
of building a prison in Alaska. Members of Congress have suggested that it might be a good idea. They would probably welcome that,
and for the record, show the number of prisoners we have from
that state that are incarcerated other than in that state.
Mr. CARLSON. I certainly will, sir.
[The information follows:]
FEASIBILITY OF A PRISON IN THE STATE OF ALASKA

The Bureau of Prisons is continuously searching for sites on which to locate
future prisons to help reduce the critical level of overcrowding. At the present time,
construction of a prison in Alaska does not appear econoncally feasible because
there are too few Alaskans in the inmate population and the majority of these are
State, rather that Federal offenders. Of the total 194 inmates in Federal prisons
with Alaska residence, approximately 90 percent have been convicted of State offenses. The bureau will continue to evaluate this situation in the future.
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Mr. EARLY. Mr. Carlson, I want to thank you for your testimony.
I echo the remarks of Mr. Rogers. I don't know of a Federal agency
that is run better, and I don't know of a Federal agency that is
'more difficult to run. You just don't have a friend anywhere. Until
you had the murder of the guards a few years ago, you were understaffed worse than you are today. I just hope we have the foresight
to continue to meet your needs. We have serious 'problems here,
and they are not going to go away.
Mr. CARLSON. Let me say thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
and Congressman Mollohan. This is as you probably know my last
appearance before the Committee as Director, and I want to sincerely express my appreciation to you and the staff, and all of the
members of the Committee over the years.
I go back to the time when John Rooney was Chairman of the
Committee, and of course Mr. Slack, now Chairman Smith and
yourself, and I sincerely appreciate all the help and support I have
consistently received from this Committee in terms of recognizing
the problems we face, and trying to help address those issues. I say
very sincerely, thanks,
Mr. EARLY. And it has never been a partisan thing.
Mr. CARLSON. No.
Mr. EARLy. Mr. Carlson, thank you very much.
Mr. CARLSON. I appreciate it.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto,
follow:]
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QUMCMaN

FRWM . EARLY

Federal Prison S
Altrnatives to Incarceration

Do you believe more could be dam in this direction and is the
Justice Departme t devoting sufficient resources to the study of
these alternatives?

'Ine Federal Judiciary and the Federal Criminal Justice Ctumuity
traditionally have made extensive use of alternatives to confinement.
In 1986, two-thirds of the 135,000 Federal offenders were under
supervision in the cmanmity. The principal alternative to
incrceration continues to be probation. The Bureau of Prisons has
also soght alternatives to institutional cxnfimint of prisoners.
During the past five years, the Omazity Treatment Center population
was expanded from 948 to approximtely 3,050 inmates. This 222percent increase has reduced significantly the institution-based
population. In addition, during the last year 1,168 offenders were
placed on special curfew parole status and we are considering the
limited use of electronic monitoring for those offenders who do rot

present a threat to society.

Since the Federal Criminal Justice System already makes extensive use
of alternatives to confident and the Federal irmate population is
i reasingly becoming more criminally sophisticated, we believe
finding aditional alternatives to institutional confinement will
become more difficult.

Prison

o

HwCmany new facilities are you requestirq funds for in 1988, what
capacity will they provide and when will they be completed?

Our 1988 budget includes $130.2 million for the onstruction of two
Snew Federal correctional Institutiors, a re Federal Detention Unit,
and housing expansion at six existing institutions.
lese now
facilities will add a total of 2,400 beds when completed.

We expect to complete the new Federal Correctional Institutions
during 1991 and the new Federal Detention Unit and expansion of
existing facilities during 1989.
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Mhat is the number of facilities and related funding and inmte
capacity you plan to build over the next three years?

Our current capacity expansion plan reflected in our 1988 budget
provides for the construction of six Fediral correctional
Institutions, eight satellite canps and ,aight housing units at
existing institutions. Miese now facilities will cost about $408
million and will increase the capacity of the Federal Prison System
by a total of 7,200 beds when ccmpleted.
Question
What alternatives exist to the construction of new prisons?

Unlike most law enforcement activities which can exercise choice in
which cases to investigate or prosecute and thus influence control
over workload, the Bareau of Prisons has virtually n6 workload
discretion and mist u-vcpt all inmates sentenced to confident by
the courts. Alternatives to new prison construction available to and
used extensively by the Bureau are:
" COAntacting with State, local and private agencies for ccmsznity
treatment centers and detention services;

" Mcpanding capacity at existing institutions through the

construction of satellite camps and/or new housing units; and

" Acquiring surplus or other properties for conversion to minimum
custody correctional facilities.
Since the end of 1981, the Bureau of Prisons has increased the
average daily offender population in contract cmnity treatment
centers from 948 to 3,050 offenders and plans to further increase
this level in 1988 to 3,775 offenders. During the same time period,
average daily Federal irmate population in local contract jails
increased from 175 to 1,700 inmates. Because of severe overcrcwing
in local jail systems, further expansion of local contract detention
of Federal inmates is unlikely at this time. We do plan to contract
with a private sector firm in 1988 for the short-term detention of
approximately 500 sentenced aliens.
Of the 4,500-bed capacity increase in the Federal Prison System since
1981, 3,000 beds have been added through a combination of expansion
at existing institutions and the acquisition and conversion of
surplus facilities to correctional facilities, such as the facilities
at Dluth and
e
, Minnesota, and Loretto, Pennsylvania. By
the end of the current fiscal year, an additional 1,200 beds will
have came "on-line" at existing institutions. Our request for 1988
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includes funds to activate an

Jitinal 440 beds at three existing

L-utituticrs and to undertake expansion at six., re existing
institutioru which,,. when cupleted, will further increase capacity by
850 beds.

,

Finally, Bureau staff recently visited the Base Cmander, Tyndall,
Florida Air Force Base, to discuss the possibility of establishing a

small minimum security cap for about 150 inmates. High mutual
interest indicates that the effort should be successful.

If you ware to ocawt new or expand old facilities to allow you to
fully house your 1993 prison population with reasonable overcrowding,
how nxh would it cost?

ur rent capAcity expansion plan, which would grease prison
capacity to 44,180 by 1993, requires an addLtional $568 million.

This plan wud allow the Bureau of Prisons to adhere to the goal of

reducing overaroding to about 20 percent. However, it should again
be eaphasized that this plan was based on a 1993 pcpilation
projection of 55,200 and that projection excludes the potential
impact of the recently enacted Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the

sentencing guideline to be submitted to the Oogress, Jn April of
this year by the U.S. SentLng COzsion.. We anticipate that

those two factors will further increase the Federal inmate population
above aczrent projections and thus will require further prison

capacity expansion.

Prociram Exeditures and Objectives

You expect to average 44,878 offenders incarcerated in the Federal

Prison

ten during 1988.

How many of these will be in Federal

prisons? How many in State or local governuent facilities?
in private sector-cperated facilities?

How many

We expect an average daily inmate population of 44,878 in Federal
prisons during 1988. In addition, it is anticipated that 2,066

Federal inmtes will be hosed in State or local govern

facilities and 3,659 in private s
-operated facilities, primarily
community treatment centers. The average daily population figures
include only those persons incarcerated in Federally-owned or leased
facilities.

Based on actual experience to date, are you still projecting 44,878
offenders in 1988?
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No. Preliminary estimates of the effects of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act
-utyear
of 1986 and sentencing guidelines inUcate 1988 arn
higher than those. included in the
population levels sly
1988 kudet.

"lat is the-expected anual cost per Federal prisoner in 1988 (a)
overall, (b) for those housed in Federal prisons, (c) for those
housed in contract State and local gcwer nt facilities, and (d) for
these housed in private sector o

r

facilities?

7he overall projected average annual cost per Federal prisoner in
1988 is $15,036. 7he projected antiual cost for these Federal
prisoners housed in Federal prisons should average $15,407. For
those irmtes housed in contract State or lcal gvermait
facilities, we project an average crt of $1,809 arually per
imate. The cost of those irmtes hosed in private sector- contract
facilities is estimated at $n1,777.
It should -be pointed out that programs and services provided in
contract facilities are significantly less than in a Federal
Correctional Institution. In addition, the higher -Xsts for Federal
prisons reflect the higher custody levels of these twiailities. 7he
majority of offenders in contract facilities are minimum security
offend ers. For purposes of cqpariso-, the average armual per capita
Ireau's
level one facilities is
cost. for an offender in the

projected to be approximately $9,500.

How many offenders housed in Federal prisons are not Federal
of fenders? Are you reimbursed for the cost of caring for these
n rate determined?
offenders? If so, how is the

Currently, there are 982 State ad territorial prisoners, and 2,293
District of Columbia prisoners serving sentences in Federal prisons.
with Title 18, United States Code, Section 5003, the
In acoda
Bureau of Prisons provides services to States and other jurisdictions
by housing their prisoners on an "actal boost" reimbursement basis.
Rehabilitio
Ouestion

You state that the Bureau of Prison's mission includes encouraging
offenders to participate in rehabilitation programs and activities
that can enianoe their capability for achieving a crime-free life.
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Wat percentage of the inmate population participates in educational,
vocational, and other rehabilitative type programs? Mat do you do
if they refuse to participate?

All inmates entering the Federal Prison System are retired to
participate in the Admission and Orientation process. They are

tested and counseled at this time and urged to participate in
programs that will be most beneficial to them.

The level of participation by inmates in rehabilitative-type programs
varies depending on the security level of the institution. Some
institutions have as low as 25 percent inmate participation while
others range as high as 75 percent. Includd in these percentages
are program designed to teach inmates how to use leisure time
positively.
Appruximately 25 percent of the inmate population who function below
the eighth grade level are required to participate in the Adult Basic
Education (ABE) program for at least 90 days. Those inmates who do
not acquire minimum ABE skills after 90 days are ineligible for
promotion above the entry level lbbor grade in their respective job.
Participation in all other rehabilitative-type programs is voluntary.
Another important rehabilitative program is the Federal Prison

Industries (FPI).

AppraKimately 30 percent (13,000) of our Federal

inmate population is currently employed by FPI. Mhese inmates are
learning a skill and acquiring work habits which we believe
oontribute to a successful return to society.

What is the annual cost per inmate for rehabilitative-type program?

The average annual cost per inmate for educational program is
approximately $575. This includes the cost of Vocational Training
programs funded by Federal Prison Industries, Inc.

low many of your inmates were functionally illiterate when they
entered the Federal prison system? Wat percentage of them will
achieve literacy before they are released?

Apprmdmately 25 percent of commitments function at less than 8th
grade level and may be considered functionally illiterate. While we
do not record how many achieve literacy before they are released,
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almost 6,000 inmates completed their Adult Basic Education (AB)
en
during 1986.
How many of your irmates lack a high school diploma? What percentage
of these inmates will receive the general equivalency diplomas before

they are released?

Approximately 45 percent of our imates lack a high school diploma at
the time of their incarceration. Over 5,000 inmates enrolled in the
General Education Development program during 1986 with about 3,000
sxxessful ompletions.

How many of your inmates lack a marketable skill? Vfat percentage
will learn a job skill before leaving prison?

Approximately 60 percent of Federal inmates lack a marketable skill
at the time of their incarceration. Each year approximately 15,000
inmates have an opportunity to participate in the occpational
education program. These programs, along with over 13,000 jobs
available for inmates in Federal Prison Indiustries, provide an
opportunity for most, if not all, inmates who lack a marketable skill
to obtain such a skill before they are released.

About a year ago, you initiated the Special Curfew Parole Program.

Wat are the advantages and disadvantages of this program?

Since its inception, 1,168 Federal offenders have been placed in
Curfew Parole Status. As a result, the Federal Prison System
realized savings in the cost of caring for these offenders of almost
$1.2 million. In addition, institution-based population and
therefore overcrowding was reduced and during the initial period of
parole the release has increased ccmmmuity supervision by a U.S.
Probation Officer. On the other hand, there are only a limited
number of offenders eligible for the Special Curfew Parole Program
and the already large caseload of the U.S. Probation Officers is
further increased.
Ouestion:
Does the Special Curfew require electronic supervision? How reliable
is this? Is this capability likely to lead to more offenders being
released under supervision?
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lbs Special Orfew Parole Program does not require electronic
moitoring. Mm electronic monitoring equipment on the market
appears to be reasonably reliable with san types uore reliable than
others. Mws Bureau of Prisons is coiiering the limited use of
electronic monitoring for these offe-ders who do not present a threat
to society. However, sin the Federal in ate ppiatio is
s
isticated and t-thirds of
icreasingly becoming
r crmiy
115,000 Federal offenders are already urer supervision in the
Ommnity, it is unlikely that the capabilities will lead to a
significant number of cktina1 offenders being supervised in the
cmumity.

You note that your Research Office completed during 1986 a major
reprt on recidivism among Federal offenders. Miat percenta-e of the
inmates released frau Federal prisons are subsequently convicted of

new crimes and reincarcerated in Federal or State prisons?

In recent recidivism studies, the Office of pearch and Evaluation

reported the percotAge of released inmates who were arrested after

release rather than the pecntg convicted or renniitted. Arrest
is used as the criterin for recidivism for two reasa: 1) arrest

is presumed to be a more accurate estimate of actual criminal
nitmet, and 2) rap sheets often
activity than reconviction or rc
do not contain information on the disposition of arrests; hence,
reconvictica/reommitmmt information is often unknown.

A sample of 489 irnates released in 1980 was sbzdied add post-release
arrest or warrant issued was the recidivism criterion. Nineteen
percent were arrested within one year; 31 percent were arrested

within two years, and 38 percent were arrested within three years.

What factors enhanOe an inmate's dcanes of living a law-abiding life
upon release?

Factors which are related to an innate's chances of scexs after

release include: criminal history; age; history of drug abuse; and
employment. Specifically, investigations of the Salient Factor
system which the U.S. Parole OQmmission uses to assess an inmate's
risk of recidivating, have demtrated that older inmates with no

criminal history, no history of drug dependence and a verified
history of'eployment have the best chances for "sucessw.
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Do inmates who participate in your rehabilitative-type programs have
a lower recidivism rate than those who do not participate?

Generally speaking, rehabilitative program participation is not found

to reduce recidivism rates. For specific subgroups of inmates,
however, rehabilitative-type programs have been shown to be more
effective than no treatment at all. One example is a Bureau of
Prisons study which found that halfway house plant
reduced
recidivism for minority offenders, but had no impact on the
recidivism rate for white offenders. In an attempt to clarify the
issue further, the Bureau of Prisons has initiated the Post-Release
Employment Project (PREP). This study will determine if
participation in prim industries, industrial or vocational
training, or participation in other prison programs is related to
post-behavior (including recidivism).

Is there any evidence to show that an inmate who achieves literacy,
obtains the equivalent of a high school diploma, or develops a job
skill is less likely to recidivate?

Questions relating recidivism to education and training of inmates
will be addressed in the Post-Release Efmloyment Project described in
the previous response.
Federal Prison Industries
Ouestion
What share of the Federal procurnt market do you have for each of
your major product lines? To what extent are you displacing small
business or minority-owned firms?

Federal Prison Industries (UNIOOR) is unable to obtain total
Goverrment procurnt data for Goverrment services organized in a
manner which parallels the corporation's four product divisions.
However, a oceparison with the total Government procurement market is
helpful. That market is in excess of $200 billion annually.
UNIOQR's annual sales for 1986 were $250 million, thus constituting

less than one-eighth of one percent of the total Government

procurnt market.

There are no aggregated figures available to indicate the extent to
which UNIOOR might be displacing small business or minority-owned
firms. However, from 60 to 80 percent of all UNICOR pro are t
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activity is returned to the private sector. A significant pento
business or minority-,
of UNI's own purchasing is diverted to w
wined flrms, thus further reducing any premed impact on these
firms.

ouesticn:
Federal Prison ndustries prices are usually established in
negotiation with custcmars at, or near to, current market prices.
Hw many of your products are based on current market prices?

UNIOCR establishes prLces in negotiation with aistamrs for non-stock
items, but also maintains a large number of cataloged item at fixed
prices, which are all priced in relation to the current market.
Thes prices are established through market checks ondAucted by
product divisions. Negotiated prices are used for nrn-cataloged,
custom production items, and all customers are still free to request
a waiver of UNIR purchase if the corporation cannot produce the
item or service at a capetitive price.
very few pricing appeals by aistcamrs. The
UNIO has eperie
General Aounting office (GAO), in a November 1985 report on UNICOR
products, reviewed UNI's pricing policies. 7he report noted that
'ICORI's clearance practices and the lack of arbitration cases
indicate few pricing disputes.'
Question
Do you charge higher prices than what a Federal agency would be
required to pay if the agency was allowed to procure copetitively
frmc the private sector?

rM's policy is to grant clearances whnUNIOOR's price is found
UNI
to exceed the market price, and when that price discrepancy cannot be
resolved in discussions between WNIC and agency officials. That
practice is in accord with the Federal Aoquisition Regulaticns. The
GAO study citd above indicated there were few pricing complaints and
their survey of UNIC0R customers indicated "UNIC0W's prices were
reasonable or ompetitive with other sources of supply.

current market prices are available for products identical or
Wnsimilar to those FM produces, where in the market price rane do you
set your price? How often do you exceed the lowest market price?
How is this Justified, given that your operations are quite
profitable and that the Federal agencies are required, whenever
possible, to buy at the lowest possible umrtet price? Hw much would
your anticipated 1988 profits be reduced if FP adopted a policy of

pricing at the low end of the market price range?
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UNIOIR sets prices quite differently throughout its hundreds of
product lines. here is no one set point of reference for choosing a
particular place in the market range. In many cases, pricing is
driven by the irmate employment envirorment, rather than the
product's relative position in the market's price range. In same
product lines, UNIOOR actually manufactures products at a loss in
order to keep inmates busy, while matching the price of privatesector ometitors who are more efficient in their operations.
his lowered efficiency in FPI production stems from the fact that
prison industries are necessarily labor intensive, rather than
automated. Moreover, there is an unusually high amount of security,
search and inmate acoountability activity associated with prison
industrial operations. These activities include inmite searches,
inmate counts, extremely detaied tool control and inventory

controls, as well as thorough iuarct of all incoming and outgoing

materials for contraband. Taken together, these factors
significantly offset UNIOR's lower labor costs, and in many cases
make it closely ocmpetitive with private-sector manufacture. For
that reason, the wide variance in our product lines makes it
impossible to ccmuit to any one posture with regard to pricing.
UNIOCV operations are not highly profitable when viewed against the
program costs which are added to the security constraints that limit
efficient production. These include using retained earnings for
funding noe-aMropriated educational and vocational training program

in support of industrial production, payments to nom-industrial

workers in sport of institutional operations, provision of special
funding for experimental vocational training programs, and
expansicn/remvation of UNIOOR's capital plant.

Are agencies charged the same price for the same item? Do some
custcners pay more than others because they accept your price and do
not insist on negotiation? If so, given your position as a mandatory
procureent source, shouldn't you either advise all customers that
your prices are subject to negotiation or avoid charging different
prices for the same item?

Customer products or services are negotiated on a per-jcb basis by

the individual product divisions. These negotiation options are

available to all customer agencies. With regard to items with
established prices on our schedule of products, all agencies pay the

sam price.

Federal Prison Industries sells products and services to other

Federal agencies at a profit, consistent with the goal of remaining
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financially self-supporting. Do you have any policy regarding the
amount of the profit the Corporation onsiders reasonable for overall
operations, for an individual product or service, or for a custamr
order?

There is no overall policy regarding the amount of profit the
Corporation considers reasonable at any level. Because of or

overall goal of euploying irmtes, products are mtimes produced

whid, while selling at a fair market price, actually result in an
overall loss for the Corporation. Product divisions are expected to
contribute to overall Corporate profitability in proportion to their
sales, but even within divisions, different products produce varying

degrees of profit.

Recognizing that earnings can always be used to benefit the
Corporation or the Federal Prison System, what policies or criteria
exist for determining the extent to which earnings will be allocated
to such uses, passed on through price reductions as savings for FPI
customers, or returze to the U.S. Treasury to achieve overall
budgetary savings?

The retained earnings of the Corporation are used to fund vocational
training and education programs for confined inmates, to fund a
supplementary pay program for non-industrial inmate workers, to fund

experimental vocational training programs within the scope of our

legislation, and to maintain, upgrade and expand ourcapital plant.
This latter category is quite important, as the Corporation is
presently undergoing a major construcion program. This construction
program has been necessary to keep pace with the rapid expansion of
the Federal Prison System. Its continuation will be equally,
important, inasuuch as inmate employment is expected to continue its
growth in response to the addition of a large number of new Federal

prisons in the next decade.

By using the Corporation's retained earnings to fund these inmate
program and the expansJon necessitated by the construction of new
Bureau of Prisons' institution, UNIOOR alleviates the need for
higher appropriations for the Bureau of Prisons. Moreover, since the
Corporation operates in a ccpetitive business environment, retention
of earnings across fiscal years enables flexible adaptation to
custame needs as well as the ability to respond to the inmate
employment needs of the Bureau of Prisons.
I

_Lte Federal Prison

How many inmates in the Federal Prison System currently have AIMS?
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Twnone.

How many in the State and local prisons have AID?

As of Octoer 1, 1986, there were 1,232 confirmed AIDS cases reported
by r xerKUtq correctional system to a National Institute of Justice
(NIJ) inquiry. Of this nzber,, the Feeral Prison System had 65
cases. Since only a limited nmtoer of correctional system responded
to the NIJ Inquiry, and since the n uber of onfirmed cases only
included those who were synptcmatic at the time, we assume the actual
number of AIDS cases would be higher.

How many prisoners in each of the Federal, State and local systems

have tested positive for the AIDS antibody (HV)?

h- breau of Prisons does not keep track of the mber of Federal

prisoners who have tested positive for AIDS antibody (HV) and are
not aware of any report which would include the number of the State
and local prisoners who have tested positive for HIV.

I understand that the National Institute of Justice estimated in
Ocder of 1986 that there were 784 Federal and State prisoners with
confirmed cases of AIS and that this represent an estimated
increase of over 300 since 1935. Do you agree with these estimates
or do you think it is higher?

7eh National Institute of Justice (NUJ) estimate regarding AIDS in

correctional settings is based upon a limited number of ret-Urn
correctional systems. Thus, we have concluded that the actual m*,er
of AIDS cases would be higher.
Quest:
I also understand that the AIM problem is particularly acute in the
New York-New Jersey and Florida areas, probably due to drug abuse. I
also understand that New York State has paroled 50 prisoners early
within the last two years because they had acquired AIDS and other
States have also followed suit. Have you done this at the Federal
level at all? Do you plan to?
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Dr. Raymond Broadus, Assistant Cmuissioner of Health Services, New
York State Departmbnt cf Corrections, reports that a large nmber of
their AIDS cases are drug abusers. However, he states that the New
York Department of Corrections has not paroled nor granted early
release because of the disease AIDS.
In regards to the Federal Prison System, the court has ordered one
male released from our custody due to AIDS. In addition, the Federal
Prison System petitioned the U.S. Parole Cammission and was granted
permission to release one female because of AIDS. These decisions
are mae on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration ccmunity
planning. Inmates must meet the criteria for release based upon a
terminal illness. Because of the nature of this disease, inmates who
meet this criteria are normally too ill to be released to the
community. If they are released, they must have a ocummity plan
that includes the availability for payment for the medical and
personal care they require. Commnities and many families are
reluctant to assume this responsibility. The final decision to
approve release does not rest with the Federal Prison System, but
with the U.S. Parole Commission.

How does the Bureau administratively deal with housing inmates with
AIDS or the HIV antibody? Are you relying on the single call
housing?

All inmates with AIM are transferred to one of our medical centers,
primarily the medical center for Federal prisoners in Springfield,
Missouri. However, inmates who have tested positive with HIV
antibody are not transferred to a special facility. Consideration is
given to providing inmates who have HIV antibody with a single cell
or multiple cell housing with other inmates who have had a positive
test result.
Ouestion:
If so, is this creating additional overcrwing problems for you?

No, since it does not result in an absolute population increase.

I also understand that several different types of lawsuits and cases
have already been filed regarding health violations and AIDS
prisoners? Would you care to comment on this and the projected costs
involved?
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Judgment has not been entered against the Bureau of Prisons

concerning AIDS. Same litigation is now pending but does not
significantly involve treatment of persons with the disease AIDS.
Ouestion:
Wouldn't the Federal Government be liable in these types of cases?

This, of course, will depend on the obligation and individual case
circmetarxes. In general, we do not foresee a great deal of
gove
n liability.
Ouesto:
Are all housing and treatment decisions determined on a case-by-case
basis or is the Bureau developing guidelines for hospitalization and/
or early release of AIDS patients such as in New York?

The Bureau of Prisons has issued guidelines to all facilities which
basically outlines the handling of all inmates with the HIV infection
including those requiring hospitalization. We make the housing and
treatment determination on a case-by-case basis.
Ouestion:
Vlat kinds of careful evaluation and ongoing monitoring of inmates

suspected of havx ARC an AIDS is the Reau conducting?

We evaluate each irmate on a case-by-case basis and provide or
monitor care as clinically indicated.
Wuestio:
What kind of mass screening is done for the HIV antibody?

The Federal Bureau of Prisons does not mass screen; however, we do
test for the HIV antibody when clinically indicated.
atestion:
How often do you test for AIDS? Are prisoners randomly sampled or
are all periodically tested for AIDS and, how often?

The Federal Prisons System only tests for AIDS when clinically
indicated.

gat kind of costs are involved in testing?

lhe cost of a basic Elisa test ranges fran $3.50 to $40.00 with the
average between $20.00 and $30.00. However, if any individual has a
positive test, adctional testing mist be dane for the HIV antibodies
with this cost ranging fr
$32.50 to $125.00. Those with synptas
req are
t
laboratory testing involving a cost up to $600.00.
(uestion:

How do you view the growth or spread of AIDS in the prison population
as compared to the general population?

Initially, syuptcmatic cases seemed to have acquired the infection

before incarceration; however, as time goes on the pool of
incarcerated HIV-infected individuals will increase. As this occurs,
we anticipate a more rapid rise of the disease in the prison

population ocmpared to the general population. Of coure this is
speculative at the present time and is beiM, monitored closely.
Question:

Are any prisoners who have contracted AIDS participating in

experiewtal testing programs with drugs such as AZT, DDC or HPA-23?

Five individuals were candidates to receive AZT. Two of those
participated and are receiving the drug and three refused. AZT is
the only drug presently bein used.

Have any Federal prisoners been "paroled" for that purpose? If so,
does this depend on their original sentence? In other words, is
their threat to society taken into consideration as well as their
medical condition?

No Federal prisoners have been paroled for experimental testing
PrCAgrw.
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question:
Has the E prtmnt of Health and Human Services or CDC yet camnented
on early release of AIDS prisoners?

No they have not, nor is it expected that they will take an official

position on this subject.

Do we know of any incident of recidivism among released AIM
patients?

The Federal Prison System had one case return to date. However, the
likelihood of recidivism of true AIDS is less likely to occur because
of the serious illnesses inrred with this disease and short life
eqxpcr-.

Mhat does the Bureau do with prisoners who contract AIDS or get
cancer, heart disease or other serious diseases, in general? How
many FCIs currently have adequate hospital facilities to care for the
seriously ill?

Prisoners with serious illnesses are transferred to one of the
Bureau's medical centers, or hospitalized in a ccmmnity hospital as
their condition permits.
Ouestion:
Mhat kind of costs are involved?

Those with AIDS or other types of serious diseases increase not only
the direct cost but cause a drain on personnel time available to
provide care to other individuals. This includes physicians,
paraprofessionals and security personnel.
OUestion
How often are you forced to house seriously ill prisoners in regular
hospitals near FCIs? If so, how does the hospital or general
population feel about this? And, what kind of security costs are we

talking about?
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During 1986, we housed 1,668 Federal offenders in local camnity
hospitals. All of these required medical care beyond the
capabilities of cur institutions. While there are some hospitals
that may not prefer to house prisoners, so far this has not become a
major problem. Additional security cost anted to almst $2.6
million during 1986.
Questi:

Due to the growing incidence of AIDS in the Federal, State and local

prison systems, particularly in certain geographic areas (i.e., New
York State, New Jersey and Florida have almost 75 percent of
correctional AIM cases in the State prisons), has the Bureau been
working with any of the State systems on the idea of cotructing or
renovating an existing building to be used as a hospital for AIMS
patients and/or other seriously ill prisoners?

1he idea has been discussed at various meetings, but action has not
been taken at this time. It is not expected that action in this
direction will be taken.
question:
Can you identify any potential sites for such a hospital?
estimates?

Or cost

Although this has not been looked into in-depth, one certainly would

have to consider sites in large metropolitan areas where there is an
availability of suportive medical care and other services. Such a
facility would be exremely difficult to staff and the cost is
projected to be extremely high.
Ouestion:

Are you currently conducting any staff and inmate auctionn programs
related to AIDS?

All newly committed inmates receive training about the HIV infection
and AIDS information paphlets during the admission orientation
program at the institution. All new institutional staff receive a

similar program that is updated on a yearly basis.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
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RICHARD B. ABELL, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF
JUSTICE PROGRAMS
VERNE L. SPEIRS, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
JAMES K. STEWART, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE
STEVEN R. SCHLESINGER, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS
ALLEN J. VANDER-STAAY, BUDGET OFFICER, OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
Mr. DWYER [presiding]. Good morning. Continuing our review of
the Department of Justice, we shall now hear testimony from the
Office of Justice Programs. The Office of Justice Programs requests
$78,303,000 in fiscal year 1988, a decrease of 81 percent from fiscal
year 1987 amounts adjusted for proposed supplementals.
We will insert in the record at this point the Office's fiscal year
1988 budget justification.
[The justification follows:]
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The Off ice of Justice Programs Is requesting for 1988 a total of $78,303,000, 267 permnent positions, and 301 workyears. This request
represents a decrease of 633N,756,000 and a decrease of 36 positions and 30 workyears from the 19e7 anticipated appropriation of $416,059,000,
which provides for 323 posltions and 331 wortyears.
Budget authority Is requested to continue five aissionst Research, Evaluation and Dmonstration program which onduot research into all
aspects of the criminal Justice syatmj Crllnal Justice Statistical programs which provide statistical information dealing with crime and the
operation of the criminal Justice system at all levels of government; Public So e.y Officers' Benefits which provides deth b fits
to the
survivors of public safety officers killed In the line of dutyl Kissing Childrou to comat the criminal and sexual exploitation of children; and
Emergency Assistance to Vespond to situations which exceed the capacity of local law emorioement resourom. The dLsontinumtlon of th Juvenile
Justice, State and Local Assistance, Antli
Abuse, Regional Informatlon Sharing System, and Mriel Oubns programs Is proposed.
RsarCh. tvaluaton and

eMstrat.on Proa z

The Naticmnl Institute of Justice (NI.) Is the principal sponsor of research on crism and the criminal justloi system in the United States, an
has broad responsibility for developing Iproved mthods of dealing with major crtinal Justice problems. I
arntly adinlstre
1) a core
program of research aimed at the came and control of *rime and the improvement of original justice prctioes, 2) a development prcrm
designed to tranlate policy-relevant research findings into practical proams and policies for u by rlinal Justice agnaIes; 3) a field
test program which provides for n-eite expriimentation with newly devised crime control strategies, ) mnevaluation program to provide an
early assessment of the effectiveness of noel State and local approaches to criminal Justice problems, and 5) a dissminatlon proam which
uses a variety of strategies to get Imortant research findings end criminal justice prcgrom Information to practitior
end policy-nkore as
quickly and o*cyletely as possible. The requested smount of M,094,000 provides a program Increase of $,70,OOC for ts
initiatives to
control the supply and
for Illegl drug.
Criminal Justice S&t itical Proarm
The Bureau of Juhstie Statistics (3M) is responsible for all of the mor national statistical series and other aomos of data concerning
crime and criminal justice with the sole exception of the FBI's Uniforf Crime Reports. The mission of the BDresu is twofold; to provide senior
officials of the Justice Department, the Whilte Hose, the C rtss, the Judloiary, and the public with valid and timely justice data and
analyses relevant to policy decisions, and to support the emerging capacity of Stat. and local gei
ets to ue data as a cornerstone of their
criminal Justice programs. The Bureau of Justice Statistios is requesting for 1968, a total of 20,300,000 In program funds. The request
provides anIncrease of *750,000 for a white-collar crime statisticel series initiative.

State ,it Local Assistance
The Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) administers the financial and technical assistance program for State and local criminal justice. Eighty
e awarded to the
percent of the finds appropriated for State and local assistance are available for the block grant program. Block grants
States with each receiving a base amount of $250,000 and the reminder allocated according to relative population. Block grant funds are
orLme
and serious
violent
on
mhasls
with
system,
justice
.the
criminal
of
Iiproving
probability
a
high
Intended for program which have
offenders. These funds mst be matched on a dollar for dollar basis to assure that the recipient jurisdictions share In the cost of the
projects. States and localities are to assme full project costs after three years. Twenty percent of the fists appropriated for State and
local assistance are available for the discretionary grant program. Dlscretionary fluns arm for training and technoal assltanco to criminal
Justice personnel and national or ulti-State projects and demotration program related to the priority objectives authorized for fr.ula
grants. No budget authority is requested for 1988. This program has been fised for three years during which time the States and localities
have had an opportunity to implement a number of suggested programs to achieve Increased efficiency, reduced costs, or improved services. The
States should be willing to pick up their costs from the Increased revenues they wilt be receiving in 1987 and beyond as a result of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986.
Eameruency Assistance
The Justice Assistance Act of 1984 authorizes the provision of funds, equipment, training, intelligence Informtion hid personel to a
requesting State, in the event of a law enforcement emergency. The Act envisions a Federal response to situations which exceed the capacity of
local law enforcement resources. Upon request by a governor, assistance my be provided whenthe Attorney General, after consultation with
appropriate membersof the Federal law enforomet community, determines that a law enforcement emergency does exist. The requested amount of
$1,200,000 provides a smll increase of $5,000 to maintain the program at an adequate level.
Juvenile Justice Proram
This program provides funds to States and localities for Juvenile justice and delinquency project In the areas of education, training,
research, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation. The mejor thrust of the program is to attain deinstltutionalization of status offenders
and the separation of juvenile and adult offenders at the State and local levels. Since 1975 almost one billion dollars has been made available
for the various progress authorized by the Juvenile Justice end Delinquency Prevention Act. The Administration believes that mch ha bon
accomplished in the past 13 years but that It Is now time for the States and localities to fund these programs. Therefore, no fisds are
requested for 1988.
Missing Children
Ftds are used to cobat the criminal and sexual exploitation of children by
This program was first authoized and fusted by Congress In 198.
assisting families, citizen grops, law enforcement agencies and government Institutions in a national effort to ensure the safety and
the
program at the sam level as 1987.
will
continue
$4,000,000
request
for
The
protection of children.

hPuo Safety Ofloerg' Benefits Prow"
The Publio Safety Offioers' Benefits Program provides a $50,000 death benefit to the eligible sarvlvors of Federal, State and local pIublo
safety officers wae death results from a trumtlo Injury sustained in the line of duty. Public safety offloer oovered by the propa

include but are not

mite d to police, corrections, probation, parole and judicial officers aid firefighters.

1968 is a sligt decrease of $650,000 under 1907 and results from the reduced nmur or eligible clam

The request or $10,000,oo for

paid over recent years.

Mrtel Wowbt

In 1965 Congress appropriated $5,000,000 to reLebure Sta'-s for part of the ocets of lnoarxratLng Iariel Oher.s wiashad been originally
paroled by the Federal Overneent.

No funds are requested for this purpose in 1988.

Ielonal Intormlon Sbarim System
This activity provides tUnd to maintain seven regionally based Information sharing centers throughout the United States which service some
State and local criminal justice agencies. Federal finds exceed ninety percent of the cost of maintaining the centers which benefit only a
mall portion of the law enforcement oomity. No funding is requested for 1988.
Anti-Draw Abuse Pramw
This Is a new program authorised by the Anti-ftW Abuse Act of 1986 to assist State aid local governmnts in their drug control and enforement
efforts. Types of program eligible for tumdLng include the apprehension, prosecution, adjudication, detention, and rehabilitation of drug
offenders, in addition to drug eradlctlon, treatment for drug offenders, demonstration projects ot new and effective drug control te4olques
and a pilot prison capacity program. S1oe no funds are requested for 1968, the funds appropriated and awarded in 1987 will permit the States
to increase their efforts in reducing the dru abuse problem. The oet of rich program increases can be funded by the States from the increased
revenues they will receive as a result of the Tax Deform Act of 196.
Ihneament and Administratlon
This activity provides for executive direction sandcontrol of the National Institute of Justice the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the Bureu of
Justice Assistsne, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the Office for Victim or Crime, and the Office of Justice
Progrm, as well as the fiull wi of sport sertvics. The request of $aJ709,000, 267 positions, end 301 wcrkyears provides a decrease of 32
posltionm, 26 workyear, and $92,000 due to the ternation of fuandlng for Juvenile Justice, State end Loaol Assistance, Anti-PDru Abuse,
triel Cuben, snd the Regional Information Sharing System proens. Included in adjustments to ban is a reduotion of four positions, fcur
imaoyream, end $100,000 representing management sad productivity savings.

Office of Justice EERi
Justice Assistanc
Justification of Proosed Changs

In Ippropriation-Language

The 1988 budget estlMatas Include proposed changes in the appropriations language listed and explained below.
and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.
Justice assistance
For grants, contract, Ooopertive agreements, and other assistance authorized by the Justice
Atssstance Act or 198, hxws Youth and Missing Qildren Act Amendments bf 195 and the
ssin gildren Assi
Ac ilud i
salaries and o
in Mo'ect iqn therewth..78,303,000
15,318
ri0 d of the unobliated fds previously approprsted or the Juvenile
(11tioe and ilinquency Prevention Act, other than funds subject tq provisions of sections 222(b),
223(d), and 228(e) of title I of such Act, 43,500,000 shaU be made available for program
authortzed.under parts D and 9 of the Justice Assistance Act of 198 , all funds appropriated
herein to remain available until expended aand for grants, contracts, cooperative agreements, and
other assistance authOrized by title 1l of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preveti Act
of 197, as amended, including salaries and expenses in connection therewith, $70,282.000J to
remain available until expended.
n addition, $5,000,000 for the purpose of making grants to
States for their expenses by reason of Mariel Cubans having to be ncarcerated in State facilities
for terms requiring Incarceration for the full period October 1, 1986 through September 30, 1987,
following their conviction of a felony committed after having been paroled into the United States
by the Attorney Generals Provided, That within thirty days of anactment of this Act the Attorney
General shall announce in the Federal Register that this appropratiton will be me available to
the States whose Governors cetify by February 1, 1987, a listin oft nm
of such Marlel Cubans
Incarcerated in their respective f&ollities. Provided further, That the Attorney General, not
later than April 1, 1987, will oomplete his review of the certified listings of such inornerated
Ibriel Cubans, and make grants to the States an the basia that the ortified number of such
Incarcerated persons in a State basis to the total certified number of such Incarcerated personas
Provided furth
That W amount of reimbursements per prisoner p J.
hl
not ex
112.
Not to exceed t18000,0% shall be oblo ted durl
fial
or vict
ta on
d
assistance programs, notw tha
ng sect on
,
3, or i
or the
0oq
or Crim At or
0itim
1984 (Public Law 98-473).
(Deartaswt of Justice Acroorlatlon Act, 1987. P.L. 99-500 end 9-591. sectton 101(b)).

Ear an additional amount for -Justice assistance', $225,000,000, to remain available until

exp
, for grants for drug law enforcement program, to be used only to arry out provisions
or title I of the Omibus -ime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended by UN.. 5
as passed the House of Representatives on October 8, 1986 or similar legislation if enacted into
laws Provided, That $2,000,000 shall be available only to carry out & pilot prison capacity irlgra-(Om"lbua Drug Supplemental Aproriation Act of 1987 as including P.L.

00nd 9-591. Title lI).

L_.lanation of Charde

1. The first change deletes language for the Juvenile Justice program.
2. The second change deletes language for the Hertel O*ban program.
3. The third change deletes language for the drug law enforceet and pilot prison capacity program.

New language is underscored
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Comtgiurotanl Aorliation Actions
I noreMad resources for administration or the progm by $550,000 md 22
Congress restored $67,600,000 for the Junilm e Justlce program SInd
positions. Congress also restored WPOO00,O00 for the State end 4 1 Aseistano prOgrm ad.
M $22,000 nd 10 postions for adnlstration of
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IL-1al Justice Statistical program,
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passed the Anti-1Dr Abuse Act of 1966In which *M,000,O0 was
0agprq
ted to assist state end local goverm nta in the wr against drugs.
Swoil~enta]s lenuested

1. The supplemmtal request for 21,000 Is for increased Federal Telao:mmiloatiom system ooeta.
2. The pay request provides $ 2,000 to met Lncreasad pay requirements pxwun to P.L. 99-0.
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Office of Justice Program
Justice asltaMe
Justifigltion of brge miS Performance
Activiltw Rsource Sumry
(Dollars In Thousands)
Activity:

Research, Evaluation and
Deonstration Program
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v To increase knowlede about the cause and control of crime and the efficlancy effectiveness, equity wd responsiveness of
"MO
at
l Imenforcement
ow
and Justice admLnistrtion system and to disseminate such knowledge to oderal, State and local aoverjmento.
Major ObJeotivs
To advano the oumulaticc and synthesis of knowledge sbout the causes and control of crime and to improve State and local criminal Justice
system through contizjed sport of Justice research programs.
To use research finding. to prevent end rduc

crime.

To evaluate the effectiveness or Justice prcgrama and to mke recowenaWtln

for proving their operations at the three levels of goveauent.

To develop model program for imrving Justice practices and procedures.
To disseminate the results of research, development, evaluation end technology transfer program to criminal Justice audilenoes.
Bm. Prraogria
iptiosThe National Institute of Justice is the nations largest end mot cooprehoaive criminal Justice research and
de'p t center. As the major national resource for policy-relovant information regarding crime and criminal Juetie In the Uiaitd States,
the Institute's programs are designed to Lro e society'a ability to control crime and to assist crialjal Justice practitior and
polloymekera in seleoting the most effective solutions to their urgent rie problem. The policy options developed through Institute research
serve as an inexpenlve means of providing Federal criminal Justice assistance to StAtes and cities. Institute researh products provide
polloymakers with a rang of alternative strategies for improving their crime control efforts without Imposing rigid and burdensom Federal
requirement*.

Each yer, the Institute develop. a program plan whlch cutlns the critical polICY Issues wLch will be addressed by Institute research and
development activities. This plan results from extenslve Consultation with State and local governts, related Federal agencies, Criminal
justloe proressional associations and academic researchers. At the request of such organization as the National Governors Associatio and the
U.S. Confen of Ikyovr, the Institute Direattr presents n policy-rlevant research fLnding at national metings, aid uses that opportunity
to diacuver which criminal justice p"Ims are most ptesIng at the Stats and local level. In this way, the Institute's research agerda Is
driven by the practical demands of pollcyekerm the principal market for research products.
The critical areas which currently are reeivizn priority attention includes controlling the supply of and demad for Illegal drugs;
alleviating jail and prison croding; assisting victims of crime;eiianolng Involvement of Commuity resouras end the private sector In
controlling orime; reducing violent Crise and aprhnIng the Career criminal; reducing delay ani improving the effectiveness of the
adjudication proossa; assessing the Impact of probation and pwrole on mbsequent criminal beheviorl end emining Federal, State and local
cooperation In crime control.
Most of the Institute's research projects am lplemented by various experts In their particular fields through grants, Contracts and
cooperative agreements. Moreover, the Institute has. establised a smll lhus research capability to provide quick-rosponse research on
important topics of immedita polloy-r lvant iterest. Institute studies on the Lmpact of the exclusionary rule, the economic and oclal coats
of Crise as compared to priso construction conts, the effects of Changes In dnk driving legislation, Si pattrm of public safety officer
deaths are products of this recent Innovation.
Institute research projects conducted by external researchers with grant flurds re selected primarily through a coqetitive iolioitation pr
which uses pee review. For all Institute projects, a staff project monitor works oloely with the researcher to asure mpoessful donpletion
of the project and to feed project findings beck into the planning process. The Institute's visiting fellowship program p
evdse
an opportunity
for qualified criminal justice ptittoner to undertae research of their owndesign at the Institute's office$, thereby providing staff with
an Occasion to draw on the resmar
r's field perspective and operational experience.
sd evaluation findings, nythem and program models are developed which detail the avntag Si limitation. of a vaety
o
fased
p
of prc
tio optn~s~ in a given topl area. Those products ar* aimed speoificaLly at practitonrm to &mistthen in deciding which
researh-based innovations m be appropriate for their jurisdiction. Selected model pr grme ae field tested Si evaluated to determlne the
likelihood of oume if replicated and institutlonalied by State and local govenmt eagles, the private sector, or cmmilty
"
organInationa. National conference aid training woritshops also are conducted In selected areas to acquaint sector off ioals with nowprogram
or new research fLndin with slgniflat Implicatlons for the management of their agencies. In reopose to requests from the field, the
Institute also produces &M disseminates brief policy papers for use b7 governors, State legislators, chief justios, court edminLtator or
local executives on topics of particular oncern.
Finally, In accordance with Its statutory au horlzation, the Institut4 o9w*a* the National Criminal Justice Reference Service %Michserm as
the principal national and international olarlnghos for the e dw4e of inf stion on criminal justice Issues.

t0

AMcMlishments and Workload:
areas

Following are recent major accomlishments of the National Institute of Justice categorized by major program

arcoties Enforcment and Preventions To protect the cummity, judges who are deciding to release defendants awaiting trial need information
on a Suspect's drug status. In 1986 NJ-sponsored researchers used advanced urinalysis technology too 1) determine the extent of drug use
among arrestees and 2) to examine whether urinalysis of users released on ball wasmore effective than other means of monitoring users. ELU
found that drug use Is suoh higher among arrestees than anticipated. In NewYork City over 50% had used an Illicit drug oLw than marijaa
within 48 hours of arrest. The findings showed that criminals on drugs comit four to six times as much crime as do thoee aumoffenders when
they are drug free. Finally, thp results showed that periodic testing of arrestees is more effective than traditional drug treatment program
or routine pretrial release suevision.
rugs and Wriminl Careers: NIJ and the National Academy of Sciences Issued a major report in 1986 which described the role of darly and heavy
drug involvmt in the Identification of serious and persistent offenders and in the prediction of future risk.
Prison and Jail Improvenowta: NIJ initiated three new activities in 1986 to disseminate Information on innovative methods to expand the
Nation's capacity to Incarcerate while reducing the time and/or coat of prison and jail construction. & &st & 1Ptn are 3meuries of
Individual construction projects where time and coat savings have been achieved through better management. T
tons Construatin
i
provides profiles of the 200 construction projects ompleted since 1978, mndthe
a o9data
plmtting exchange of plans and coat Information on facility types. In rosponss to the &US epidemic, NIJ and the Americen Correctional
Association published M in Correctional Facilitles. Ispsgs and Options.

Wte

Less the Lethal Umapms NLIJ
sponsored a oonferenoe in June 1986 at which the State of the research on nonlethal alteWnatlves to firearm was
presented to highlavel policy makers, researchers, and police exeoutivee. Les than lethal weapons have applioations for policing when deadly
force is not required as well as for anti-terrorist procedures. Further research and development activities Lms agreed upon and are being
implemented.
Feamly Violecoet NIJ disseminated the results of its experiment evaluating the effectiveness of different police resporm to spouse asamult.
The principal finding was that arrest of the offender wanmore effective in reducing recidivim than on-scene police oemetm
llng or separating
the ouple for a few hours. 014 also detailed state-of-the-art procedure involving the policep proaeoutors, and courts is frnti
m tin
Violence, A O4d for Criminal Justice AonDies.
Victims In a study, NLI found that inadequate notice to victim of crime prevented m then halft of the study gr
from being informed that
they could give their views on sentencing or parole decialons for offenders. Morethen 200 judges participated in a oonfereme on courts Wa
!.te
NIJ also funded the first comprehensive victim services program at a California hospital which wiil be a model for other
ifiiditions.
Sentemoings Several research projects were funded on the use of incarceration, fines, commity service, and oommlty based programs to
provide moe effective punishment as wel as control. LI is also Intensively investigating the rapidly Lnerovasng use of electronic monitors
as en aid to probation officers. Using data from EIJ research, the Institute has been advising the Federal Sentencing oaaslon in Its
'deliberations.
it

-

ised orle Infiltration of logtumate business.
organized rIn NIJ sponIored research on drug trafficking, mxwy laLering, d
Institute hold a sYMPOeiuma
to synth"siz knwledge of organized crime operations and to establish nowresearch priorities.

The

Polie-fryoecutw orCMd mti
Six expements are being conducted to teat the imact of a variety or plloe-proeoutor coordination
atragls on reduoin4 felor cae attritio andaon inore a ng proeecutorial effectiveness. A project underway in Imeport News,Virginia is
Ilsmeting a nw crime analysts concept called protive policing. IU offered training to micipal police departments on differential
poOE response which olasslfies calls for ervite to esprove
the match between
the nature of the call ad wide range of potential responses to
minimize wumaranted dispatch or polloe cors. tus aving time and mey.
Immatlme 1Af eamt.t In cooperation with the IhS, two mthods of matomation are being investigated to reduce the iabor oceto of monitoring
illegal imigration across the U.S.flbxioo border. Onei the use of a buried cable in Arizona to detect illegal immigrants the other Is the
use or artificial intelligence to scan the border with ameres and alert a start person when the monitor detoots scmone oroaaing Illegally.
MJ Is also funding research into the extent and coeta of undominted alien crime i n Diego andE1 Paso.
National rImIaml Justice NIeee Souvi (NCJM)o KIJ operates MJ , the largest national andInternational information center on criminal
Justice policy ard issue. Over 180,000 documents were distributed, by issue andupon request, to pratltioners and researchers in 1966. NO
operates on a fee-for-aervice basia. The net Incomefrom the saese offset operating expenses. Sale. Increased from $260,000 In 1954 to
360o0 in 1966,end gmAth Is antiolpated to contime.
?
T2,700,000
hsrie An Increase of
is raqusated for initiatives to control the supply end demand
for Illegal drugs. Funds will be used
to"WIdlem
"ut
'u"aly amaing syatea ($1,350,000), oondut research into the effectiveness of intensive cradcdowmon street-level
drug dealer (*60,000). end disseminate puatIo service arxwcammte targeted for youngsters and teenager. ($M5,000.
The drug use *early marngO system would conist of a pre-trisi drug testing program in 25 American cities fom wdich urine ampls of 200
persona each would be dram from the arreate population. The 8mle groups would be test once each quarter to determine if th wore
e nLg in Illicit drug use. Test results end anlyei wuld be moplied to law enforcement authorities, tru mnte dIcal system, end the
DrfugRforommnt Administration. It is anticipated that the drug use index developed from this activity would allow. quick notice of ohmages in
drug use pettemn and of variations. in rqioml Use. There Is Increa ing evidence that drug umers commit feuer crtma whille on pra-trlial
release, probation and/or parole waen they abetain from drugs. eoently oomlted research in the Dietrict or Columbi and IWNTorc City has
established that uilsLa i a particularly effective means
of idnifying ad controlling drug use
defendants released pending trial.
The District of Colbi has &ound the full oet of the adult pre-trial drug testing program beoause 1) It identifies the worst risk for
pre-tril relesse.. 2) it reduoee pae-trial crime by oloealy monitoring user releases to ensure they rommin drugfre 3) It Idetiries the
current drug of o0ice ao% the user population, perhitting the city to &llocate it. prevention, Investigation modtreatment resource.
socordingly. (For example, in D.C. the out commonly used drug i PCP, while in Newtort it is oaine.) In both NowIork mndD.C., urine
testing has established that drug use
amon
ateea Is far more prevalent that previously estimated.
While relatively expensive, urine testing La neveethlsm a coat-effective teohnolog. OTrently, Jeill and priso orowdIng has resulted in
higher risc offenders being released to the ocmmity. Periodic urine testing, wblh 13 far cheaper tm the daily coat of Incareration,
reduce the ride to the public by idntifying drug-usLng arrested end notifying tem that Uey will be reiLncrcerated if they do not abstain.
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in Wa ington, arrestees wo wae monitored and sanctioned for drug-use had a rearrest rate 50 low than arresteem whoee drug ush wa not
being mnltored.
The street drug-dealer orackdown research would be replicated in eight cities, permitting variation In city size, starting state, and
Intensity and duration of onforcement. Recently completed studies of local drug enforcement strategies suggest that targeted eforcement
against street dealers sight have not only a deterrent effect but also disrupt vital Information on whee to ake buys. These strategies rag
laxm sustained enfor cement of targeted areas to Intensification of enforcement at random intervals. The enforcement methods used -er vigorous
arrest and prosecution of offenders in the targeted neig-,orhoofs. initial research also showed a
nificant reduction in property orime wte
the orackdow technique m used. Local law enforcement agencies would contribute the necessary mapwier for this effort. The Institute's
evaluation would track the extent of enforcement
aether
dealing was displaced end the effect on property crim rates. rindings from the
replication would then be dLsseminted to local law enforseant agencies to ake their intedlction aotivities; mre effective.
The public service sannouncement campaign would follow NUI'3 successful 4lsport, Identify, TestifyR ompsaign, focusing on the produotlon of drug
prevention avanoucments targeted at teenagers. Recent tragio deaths of young athletes underscore the need for a natioide drug education
progre that spells out the dangers of drugs like cocaine. High quality pull service announoomente developed by professional advertising
personnel will bring messages that spell out the dangers of drugs like cocaine to young people throughout the country. The oct of this program
will be split with.privat sector donors and will include evaluation of Its effectiveness.
The National Institute of Justice ba reiantbility for a broad range of research, development and dissemination activities dir%.ted at
These three projects, pioneered and pilot tested by the Institute, will be expended
'oid
in measuring the extent to uhih our poliis have an impact on reducing drug use Md drug related oriae. While we need to spend
resources on operations to reduce the supply and de
for drugs, we also need to s4ppot experimental program and measure their results to
assure that weare allocating resoces to the most effective program.
Activity. Criminal Justice Statistical Prvgmm
1967 Antieito
ApprcprIoton
I-a
i9ea BM
8 Estmat
FPi,
rjduclng orime and lIproving the orimial Justice aystea.

Criminal Justice Statistical rorMs

...............

.......

~t

ram.

Tom.

$16,002

...

...

$19,550

...

...

$20,300

...

...

$750

" =ion i9oa To assist policy and decision smcee at the Federal, State and local levels of govmeot 'by providing for the collection,
analyals, publication and dissemination of comprehensive and saurate statistical informtion concerning crim and the operation of this
nation's criminal Justice 4satem.
Major Object ives
To collect, analyse, publish and disseminate statistical information on crime and the operation of justice system to the President, the
Congress, the Judiciary, the Departmnt, State and local executives and officials, and the public.
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To mintaLn aid develop an snslytlo program which vill address the Implicatios o rational criminal justlot statistlo for Departmetal |klc.
and Leislative initiatives.
To reoommd national standards for justice statistics and to ensur the Inter-State omprability, reliability and validity of justice
statietics.
To oonduot and sport evaluations to improve the quality of justice statistics and to Implemnt the riomendatlons therefrom.
To encourage the development, mlatnanoe, and utillzation of State and local governmental ortganiations and fallitles responsible for the
collection and snmlysla of criminal justice data and statistics.
To ensure cmliance with requiremta relating to confidentiality and security of data.
B Proam D
me The Bureau of Justice Statistics '(S) Is responsible toe aU mJor national statistical series and other data
soaores conow
ar91 and criminal justice except the MI's nlorm kIme kpcrting (003) Program. The mission of the Buremau
is twofold to
provide amicr officials of the Justice Deprtt, the White House, the rwgress, the judiciary and the publlc with valid, tisly, and policy
relevant justice data and malyms, and to sport the amIng oapsaity of State and local goveromna to use data as a ownertone of their
criminal justice prormm.
3S iintal a numb of major statistical ries, the data from whichh are used in nswu ing requests for Intonation from Congrnes, the lite
House, the judiciary, th Departsnet of Justle, orminal jmtk-i ge i and worl iztlons, acadea o resmrdws, the madia, anth general
public. US also publiale A regular eri of bulletLn and spnial reports ihich dismiazata data from U Swies.
noe National Qi10 u
( 1 ), the largest 31Wswls, Is the nation's principal sourm of In ovation on drie viotimizatio end the victim
of crime and the third Uretsrvey onduoWe by the fedwral. 0ovrment. Under the MMB
prngr , Intsrviews ameconduted with 135,000
persons in 60,000 households In order to obtain data on the Impact, trequencW end omnequisoce of criminal victiaLmatica an the hseriom
publio. The
corrections statilstics prlo m provide. systemtlc iafuumtion on coan ticmal populations and facilities gatLered f tc
ede l, State, and local governmnts, ad overs the majr aburits of the corrctions system - pr4bstion, Jail&, prisons, and parole. The
overall prng"w consists of five cometal (1) annual Mtimni Probation Reports; (2) annual Uniform Parola Amprt.; (3) sanua Rhticnal
Friponer Statiatiosi (4) saal counts end chereoteristios of.
eetnce
toodeth; and (5) quizquemuial arveye of national =*Ism of
prison ad jail iamtis and onnm... of State efd local Zcorrec I ;
antes.
Nost orlmial justice activities In the motion take place at the Stats and local lvels of gove n ent.
prim ry objective and legislative
smidatO of DJMis to sWort the States in t e accurte and timely oollectln, aggatt, and anaelis, or State-level original justice data.
This objective is ecocpllabed primarily tbrvW the mgport of Statiatioal Analysit Centers (SiLCs)whiob aly e and dissmiarte stattical
Information, ocdclats Stat crimlvial juattoo statistical activities smeng State, county si city agencies, m-dpvd e iq
e statea tstfor
13 anlym l suprt Is also givan to State U pr
p
hih capIle and malye Tlom'law enforcmet data and
* it to the i.
Tbrouh eatensive Federal funding over the year, IJS ta heated
s end bas sport
the development of epproalmtsly 45 State-level UC
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AomcclieIn

andWolrkomd

Aoomplishment of the Bureau of Jutice Statistics ae presented in the foll witg tables
9stimte

Item
Statistical sees pa
tnally mintalined ................................
Statistiol wles intermittentl mintained ..............................
Statistical Andrelated repot prepared for BJSby granted end
contractor& nd pUished by M ................... .....................
State statistical projected supote .......................................
Numer of request for data sets and docmetation tilled
y criminal ustoo date arhive .........................................
of inforuetion and teohnlel mistnme requests filled
uiderBJ spotedprogm ............................................

ift

198

M

10
2

10
2

11
2

12
3

1
57

10
58

10
79

9
79

600

600

625

625

1,002

1,060

1,120

1,120

The Bureau of Justice Statistics u established itself as at Independent andObjective natiulaonter to provide bua Informtl on onri
and criminal Justice to the President, the ongreii, the Judiciary, State and local g
ove
,uee,
the" geeraMl Publo. andthe media. In metlng
Its Statutory mandate, UJSmintalin aore tiWwtwo domesdata collection series wing 5 misty of thoses thet inOd household Interviem,
oneuAes and simple amveys of criminal Justice agencles endof prisoners d Jail inmtes, and omplatlons of administrative records. Using
the data oclleoted, S prepared aOndi ssm ted 3 reports anddata release during 1966. Tbesereports Lncludse
aeual Bulletins, thich
present in a notticaL format the latest statistics from US' data mrlp on.particular aspects of orlm or the edministration of Justice,
Ad Special Imports, also written La nontechnical Lasge, suich provide data on topics or current public Interest md polloy ddate. During
19%6,otrk cmtiwed on the e d edition of
a No ftLS
M
M
e . The first edition wona nmber of national stards end
w the first publication to provide a cepreohnsive portrait of orlme
the Psmtioe system I" a nnte ila fomat.
During 1966, U bogn Implementation of the redtslgn of the Eatiomnl Crime Survey. Hodification JNd to be norate affecting were d to
provide needed Improvements quickly while still mintasLng copershllLty with previous years data. The dongee included en expenslon of
questions on the vltim's IM of self-proteotive mesmres, the addition of a question shout dru um by offadere, andthe addition of questions
shout the victim's contacts end empa
reme with the orleIMl'Jstice sytem. Playing fr -maJor modifications to be de sing lsate 196
continued throughout 1966andre lted in the selection of proposed dela package. In addition to quoatimuire revisions, US tue also been
Investiating the us of Computer-Aist,ed Telephone Inteviewing (CATI)technology for 1N data collection.
In 1966,major steps have beawtaken tomards establishing a statistical ris dealing with the
isneCmat and admlnisLration of law
enftoment. In July 1906, a report we ismed thlb deoribed th content aid timing of the eSS, all
Ail s draft qu*tiCmiVLe.
In
November, US convened
a meeting of r.,esentatives of the mJor police professional risltions ad produod a draft final queetiotre
prepared an
clearance pecksge, Ad inds plan for a hy 101 mailing to a mtinally representative sampl of pollc e
ts.
e
remlts will yield the first truly oeprdiat=ive statistical profile of Ia enforcement agencies in term or swon end civiliMapesomuel, their
salaries, the full ra4o of police Astotione, equipsimnt, apadilturee policies, md operations. Another potential use of the data will be for
comparison purposes, i.e. at asenoy oat cepare itself to other aesl or groups of geanoies with like cearateristics.
Is

CA

/

3J3took seveal steps to lisich a new national crime reporting system by beginning Implmentation of the IAlfm0Crime0 Peporting (01CR)
ledasign, in ooperation with the FMI. In 1967, W3 received an increase to Its appropriation of olo to $3 million for this purpose. iWring
1966# specific data element definitions, ooding instructions, ad Incident reporting form revisions were developed. an mard wm m" to the
State of South Carolina to test a major overltul of its system to oeptur* and report the expande data eleants; the JS Director wrote a letter
to each overnor, describing the effort to makethe first ohme In UCRin over 50 years end ildicatIn the availability of Federal supports a
full program aminonement describing the availability of 197 grant fisdi was sent to each State UCIprogr in Auguet 1966 with a deadline for
applications in October 19861 and awards wer asde to establish a omputer laboratory to assist local police department. in acquiring now
management information system, lcludLng a UM component, as well as to detail specific analytic benefits of the newdata elements in the
experience of 25-30 Identified police agencies.
Thy W'S Adjudioation Progremt is tmdwrgoic a major expansion to increase Its comrehensiveness by establishing a national cort statistics
series. Owe established, the series will provide information never before reported about justice administration in the nation. Signiflat
madein 1966 with the ompletion of a national wvey of trial onns. Approximately 3,500 trial courts
progress toward the owle me
participated by completing a questi aire designed to document such bate as the nmber of fely convictions end the number of acquttals in
1986. The survey is prellminary to a more extensive ne planned for 1967 that will provide data on the outcomes of key court actions auch as
arrainment, disposition, end sentencing. Also during I , data colleotion began for a major expansion of the number of jurisdictions incb/Ji
(S Special Peport, June 1905). That project used court and
in the project that producd Felow aInMeM in 1 1opl ur iiota
prosecutor records to collect data on the type d lenth or asntan, received by felony defendants for seven offenses. The expansaon is
expected to provide data f(r &s may as 35 jurisdictions with publication of the data in fiscal 1987. Anadditional project Is collecting &eta
an case processlag dateriltios and other relevant varilabls fro a simple of 10,000 defendanta charged with robbery or burglary. In 1986
data collection was completed L- three sites. Data oollsotion in seven others is planned for 1967. The study will asinine the mpaot diffeMre.
polioles and practices have an the dlspoitio andMcorrectional Outcomes of robbery and burglary oame.
I An Increase of $750,000 is requested in 198 for a white collar crime Initiative. This initiative wll provide'the first
espiriel esMtate of the number of white dollar crime incidents reported, Investigated, prosecuted or ' t;hvie handled by Fedal and State
government agencies end responds directly to continued Interest of the Depertment of Justice, Congress, the States, and the public as evidenooxi
uc data aro
throuh Conressional hearings, State legislation, establi enat of Federal and State fraud units, ad aiozw. mei cer.
particularly relant a" madis coverage of recent securities, batin end govenrent progrem fraud my nave distorted pubHlio parptons of
white collar crime rates and maywell have given the public Inadequste understanding of the level of Department of Justice efforts in thia
arm. The data will facilitate long-ta cost savings by permittn evaluation of alternative crime control strategies, will provide sirioal
data to port
legislative, budget end corretinal strategies at the Federal AndState 1els, and will re accurately reflect the fUl
extent of the government's omitmant to white collr crime control. Program oets would be ainiied by using data already collected by
different agelnas and by incorpomting the analysis effort into the already ex Isting Federal date analyses progrm.
The current initiative proposes the collection and enalyto of Federal data and the review of State data resouroes. Undo the Federal data
omsponent, data (both manal and amutmeted) maintained by Federal regulatory agencies, operating departments, and office of Inspectors General
will be collected and analysed. Preliminary anmlyses of mU data splaes will alo be conducted at the State level. Ifforts wiU be me to
identlfy relevant units of State Sove 1et in order that future attempts to obtain State data can be made. It Is anticipated that at a later
time, State data will also be Integrated with Federal data to produce the first overall description of white collar cres
16

Ove the lon tam the proposed white oollr crim series will proVide oet-outthi benefits to all
cies argagd in White collar orlm
control activities. Speolilally, data on the nature, coat nd extant of white ooa crimes will ao such units to target rescuures more
efficiently ard to evauate the orootlveneII of varos. replator and enforcement strateies. The proposed initiative will also establish
liaison with businesses end other privat, sector orgenrlatione ingglle In whit. collar prevention activities. Coprahoivo Indloaton of white
collar crime data will prlde a basis for developmet of mr effective nd fiscally cundAstrategies to control whitt collar crime lases.
Additionally, since statistical attention to data has been directed almost eclusively to violent and other Ostreet' crimes, the data series
wculd fill a ourent void In criminal justle knowledge and, for the first time, permt the development of a mwe ooqmrhawnive outUne of
crimliml activity In the nation. Over time, the avallabillt of trend data will also pemit evaluation of alterrative strategies so as to
emnsre the met cost effective use of reemucs. The initiation of this new series represents a clear ocmitment by the Federal goamm t to
the implementation of more effective white collar crime control stratelges awl the enforcement of white collar crime legislation.
Activity. State ard Local Asistance
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To provide financsl wA technical asistaene to State md local Jurlsdiotione and organisatlo to enable then to eecute
truwith
a hlAh probbility of Limqrovnlg the operations of the orilil
Mtioe system, with Pquim-is on violent crime nd serious
offenders and to provide assistance to pcblio end non-pr fit g
for the ppose of oandating education and training programs, providing
Weno
technical guidance, carrying ot national r mlti-State projects, Md demenstatig nW Progrms.
Waor ObJectlvmo

Io assist, via formula prnts, States end units of local government in carrying out specific proorem wulh

offer a high po bability of

eprovtng the ftnotionLng of State sud loal criminal Justice systems.
To undertake eduational end tralainn

prr

foar clrmnal Justice peemel,

To provide technical assistnce to recipients of forwla md diaretimry grant ftrds.
To develop and Implement national or multi-State prog
vioti s or crime.
WPooitM
a diettieasr

%blabeddree violent orim,

mrious offenders, narcotic Mnr

sant Impact and

L i This prqra deals eith the problem of crime - particularly violent crime 4 its effects on the victim. The
ct of I1 established two new mt pcsw& a criminal Jttioe formula grant prgeqmm for State madlocal emts
md
peant prorm for Vk*llo mud nm trofitegeaieo .
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The Aot snamrates eighteen purposes for State and local formula grent program that have a high probability of Improving criminal justice
functions, with emphasis cn violent crime and 3erioua offenders. Forsula funds are awarded for various progrm such as crime prevention
progrw which join the cmmty and law enforemeit In cooperative anti-crime effortal career criminal programs that fous on repeat
offenders; court delay plans that help expedite proecutioni victia/witness assistance programl prosecuti n Lanegement sport ystma; STIN0W
programs that Intercede In the illioit commerce of stolen goods and property programs that enhance police operations such as the Integrated
criteria of the Act. Mreovor, as mfl as ten
oA
Criminal Apprebusloi Program (ICAP)i and several other program that meet the purposes
percent of a State's formula grant fuiung maybe designated for innovative program. States that eleot to participate in the forla grant
program receive a ba3e allocation of $250,000. Thereafter, funds are allocated among the States based upon population. States disperse to
local governments a actionn of their allocation equivalent to the local share of total State and local criminal justice expenditure. Federal
formula fids are matched dollar for dollar by State &d local tiuds appropriated for criminal justice improvement.
The Justice Assistance Lot also established a discretinary grant program Intended to enhance the formula grant program. Discretionary rta
may be awarded to both public and nonprofit uo~nole fort (1) technical assistance, education, end trainings (2) national and multl-State
projects; and (3) demonstration programs. Grants mWbe awarded for up to 100 percent of total project costs.
oSl hmeto miadWcload, rollovii are recent major aooplisheents achieved with State and Local Assistance grant funds, separated by
enit programs.
8nd Dtorot&
aloek
BIoer eat Progrst Over 1,200 State ad local criminal justice projects were ftnded during the past fiscal year, Four program areas wer
Identified by the States as high priorities, aoocunting for m than 50% of the funds& Jail/Prison Capacity (05%), C unIty Crime Preventlon
(14%), Career CrLminal/Court Delay (13%), and Information System (10%). A performance appraisal system was developed and Implemented which
will provide t .f tion during the next year to asse the effectiveness of the program. Kxoplea of anticipated Impact In two program areas
Includes organized orme/drug traffilcking program in 17 States are excited to rewlt in the disruption of at least eight organized crime
operations and 30 drug trafficking organizations and the reov7 of over 430 million in contraband aid an estimate 5,000 to 49,000 Serious
crime per year will be prevented by the proeecutlona and sentencing of offenders under career orl il prceeoution proects in 18 State..
rgraa Deotration program, which test and Implement now program strategies and approaches for improving the criminal
Detection and Monitoring of Drug-lsing Arrestees, Child Abse Prooeoution, LawZnforIent Crime Prevention anwdIntensive Probation Supervision
Programs. The Polioe/School u Use Prevention Program plaes uiformed police officers in elementary and middle school classroom dollvering
a seventeen part currlOulm 0hich equips student with drug information, methods to enhance self-esteem, aalytioal and deoiolon-lmking akilla
and the motivation to eaploy the skills. The Detection and Monitoring of Drug-Using Arrestee Program lo a Demonstration program, based on
research performed by the National Institute of Justice, which uses drug detection technology to identify drug users and m itor drug use as
condition of release. Unaonltored drug usw are at least W% more likely than nm-user to be rearested before trial, while monitor usere
have the same rearrest rate as non-users. The Child Abuse Prosecution Program, funded in eight juriodltions, is designed to Isprove the
vertical
soreening, handling and effective prosecution of child abuse oasesand eu1asl as the use of Interagency child abuse tes
prosecution, speolally trained proeecutors and sensitive treatment of child victim. The Intensive Probation Supervision Irc pQ, with projeOts
in five aites, provides highly structured, non-custodial supervision as an alternative to or in conjiaction with incarceration, so that
penalties are both punitive and rehabilitative.
Discretionary

justice system, include Family Violence Intervention, Police/School Drug Use Prevention, Organizled Orlaadar otioa Trafficking Enforcement,

is

o

Train
and Tecdical Lmite is provided to block grant and dennetration program reclpients to assist with program
development,
Implemetation strategies, aid transfer of information on new propms. For temple, under the Adjudication Technical Assistance end Training
Program, over a00 lndivialsa representing 110 eeperate State and local jrisdictions, reclved formal ti'alning to Implement cout delay, jall
capacity and ermer criminal prosecution progromm. Appromimately woe-thLrd Implemented program uoang black grent funds. The balance
Implemented prorme using in wAce. of $3 million In State and local revenues. Trainiag ma alo provided to lowa law enforoment and
1) methods of using emet removal and forteltre in drug came 2) creative new setategle for prosecuting
proeoutora In the following areas
complex &reo for profit cee; end 3) mthods for targeting law enforcement roeavoe o repeat offen4er.
Program. of national ecape initiated or continued with disaretlon7 funds include the LawIngfromeent Aooreditation Program, Naticnal Crime
Development, end
Prevention Capaign Crime Stoppers International, Alternatives to Deadly Foroe Model Policies Program, Maq Control Strate
r
In the pat yeer, 10,000 teem
The Crme Preventlon Compa provides en example of the Impaot of these pr
Victim Aesistance rogm
in 62 high a1oo1s bcome involved in crime prevention prgrms. New?ouff Pllic Service A nmwmxnvts ($75 million of free TV. tlm) wo,
vrff temsed up with MVeb"er (T.T.shov)
viewed by 200 million people. A crime prevention puppet program ma initiated in 60,000 schools.
in front of 11 million vipers. Teolmical aseistnoo m provided to over 300 crime prevention prvgrmm in all 50 State. and 22 million
oitizes were actively Involved In otme prevention end neighborhood watch prog .
nges go Uaskt authority ia requested for this progr m in 198. In view of the budget deficit and the require snto of the Balanced
ency Deficit Control Act of 1903, mer difficult budget decistons had to be made. One of them decisions remlted in m
t am g
lstration policy that the States or localities which receive prora benefits should pey for them. In 196, the States will be in a good
taxe
The Tax form Act of 1986 reduce the Federal rate. oft Im
ition to pick up prorome no longer funde by the Federal gov ert.
of most Individuals. Since most Stat. tax
Ii
ellminates many provisions of the previous tax code which wiU Increase W adjusted
States will be receiving greeter
rates have not yet been adjusted dow wrd and since they use the Federal definition of adjuted gross im,
tax collection. bqnnU in 1987. This Increased level of State inome taxes will permit the States to continue program Waohas this.
In addition, the three years of funding wlolh have bee provided by this program, have given the Statee and loalities ple opportunity to find
out if the projects they have funded with Federal funs have resulted In inoreased effioieny nd/or redwood costs. If tby have, then the
State. end localities should be willing to ume their Increased reveines to ontimie the" projects.
Aotivitys

morgenoy Asaistarnc

1967 Astiobstad
pproprLation

Emergency Amistanc ...............................
IaK-Nlm

Oal

...

...

....

I

POO " Be

..

Etimate "
g

....

....

na~GAW

"

Pam.

er .

er .

?s .

...

$1,200

$5

To provide finanolal and technical m4pport to assist State. in responding adequately to law enfcromiet emergenole.
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Mklor Obeetives:
To assist States in providing an adequate response to uamon law enforement situations atlch are, or threaten to beoe, of erlus or
epidemic proportion, when 3tate and local reources are inadequate to protect the lives and property of oitizenu or to enfor- the criminal
law.
To provide a rapid and oord Inated Federal determination of State eligibility for assistance.
To asure a ooordinated law enforcement response to emergencles and to avoid unneoesary Federal involvement n letters primarily of State mid
local concern, including planning activities and the enforcement of lam associated with scheduled public events.
b
ilUotion Natural dieastere and crime epidemics strike States and localities arbitrarily end without airing, often mecding
the caity
of
fo mt resource to protect life and property, mndto enforce the law. Over the past few years. Federal law
enforce nt assistance has ben required by mac States and localities inoludLng Seneca County, NewTorts to provide adequate law entfoment
during the demonstrations at the Soneca Arq DepOtj Atlanta, Georgia, to provide an adequate response to a ori of child m
;rdere;
the State of
Florida to provide en eder.aete response to the South Florida drug problem; the State of Nshtn to providesa adequate responde to the
devastation of Mt. St. Helenel Miemi/Dade County, Florida, to provide an adequate respond to the najor civil disturbance following the
'toilaffiei
ase; the State of Alabem to provide en adequate response to the situation created by Hrrlcane Fredeikiiand the State of Nwe
Meioo to provide an adequate response to the riot at the State prison.
Assistance, in the past, has Inolud
technical asitance, training,
have varied in size, in accordatc with the scale of the emgency.

prasnnel, equipment,

intelligence Inflormtion, and funding.

Grant awarded

It is clear from the Juatice Asistance Act of ig9e ed its legislative history that certain situations are viewed as appropriate for
OCY
l= enforcement asiatance.
equally lear is the fLrm Intention to avoid unnecessary Federal imolveent or Intervention In matters ieh are
prlmrlly of State A local conoen. 'To this end the Act excludes assistance for planning or other activities related to co control for
general public safety projeate and assistance for a situation requiring the enf brment of laws aasoated with scheduled public evnts. Thum,
the high law enforoment costa associated with political convention aindInternational sporting events should be borne by the localities that
sot
them.
The Act authors the Attorney General to receive requests fm State chief executives for' designation of a State or loc Jaladliotion 4aa a
law enforcement emergency jursdiotion. One submitted, the application is to be approved or disapproved within 10 days. The Attorney General
will make his deterdnation to approve or disapprove the application, after conoultation with appropiate mn
of the Federal law enfromnt
oesnity. It the Attorney sna
approves the application, the Federal le enforcement cemity will proceed to provide appropriate
equIpment, training, Intelligenoe inforestion, end pessenel.
oa
t
orws Viga

MP o lo s In 196, ur
requests for emegency assistance were received.
ror oddwe incuarred by excessive rain.

Ofe grant wae aweded for *f7000 to the State

Staff wort required to alminstw the prvgr included assistance in application preparation epUcatlon review; reocmendaticna to the
Attorney General and Assiltant Attorney Gonerall rent adminlstration; financial adminiatrotionj end, assltene coordination.
The Attorney General can mke Federal assetiance available In the form of equipment, traininS, intelligence Infocmtion, persomel or funds.
The us of finds will only be mede Mw other form of assltance are Insufficient to aiat the State.
V An Increase of 62,000 is requested in 1968 for the Emergency Assitance program in order to maintain the program at en"
fnding.
igof In 1987, funding for this pr
to wa provided from available unobligated balanms oarrled over from 1966.
Activity.

Juvenile Juatlo ?rogrin

1967Appropriation

Poo
Juvenile Justice Prorem ...........................

...

VT M
...

$67,600

Poo

_W_

Amount
67600

Pa.L WY
...

..

A!u
....

Poe,

Y
...

Amoun
467,600

,"q g0Q, To aid in the prevention, reduction, und treatment of Juvenile crime end delinquency end to leprove the administration of
Juvenile jubtlo b providing financial and tolnmiml rapport to State end local unite of goermnt, public end private agencies, xgnizations
ad Institutional.
To facilitate, throuh provision of teoWa
l/flnenolal resouro and ational leaderhips
a. A 75% reduction in the moer of status offenders and am-offendera hold In secure detention end correctional feoilltite within three ears
from the date that each State/terrltry =
pertlcipation n the Juvenile Justice and Delinwency Prevention (WJiP) Progrow.
b. Ismoval of all status offenders acd no-offeodern ft* ea re detention nd ooreotiwal thollitle within five year from the date that
each State/tmiltay began participation In the JJP Progrm.
To develop and iplement a nationwide strat for achlevimg by 1967, a TS -edution in the member of Juvenile hold in
ue in all States and territories haich participate in the .1W Progre.
To-facilitate separation of all Juveniles fond to be delinquent or status offe des from detention or ooflnm
they have regular contact with adult persons incwerated for ri nal 4tfenses.

adult Jegll and io-

t in my Institution in shgcid

To develop knowledge regardingJ uvenile delinquency end related deviant behavior including serious end violent Juvenile crime amon youth,
which can be effectively used to parent, treat mad redue delinquent and deviant youth behavior.
To use knowledge acquired through applied research for the development of pragnme which prevent Juvenile crime, offer alternative, .to the
system end improve the adminietration of Juvenlle Justlce.
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i.

To dissemLnate knowledge acquired through research, data collection, and synthesis to the Juvenile justice oommlty.
To develop nd aaort training program for juvenile Justice and alternative system practitioners u4 citizens involved In volunteer efforts.
To replicate, on a nationwide basis. program andstrategies which have been proven through research, demonstration, and evaluation to be
effective in the reduction and control of Juvenile delinquenc, Including Merloue/violent juvenile cries.
To provide for the development and support of nowapproaches, techniques aid ottas with respect to Juvenile deliquency programs, in
particular violent Juvenile offenders.
To provide technical assistance to State and lcal goerments nd other service providers, on the deopme
t and isplimentation of proram,
related to violent Juvenile ariae, while at the sem tise s4dressing the Isais of delnstitutionaliution, separation, end jail removal.
Buo!RM DOW IP~tlons The FormalsGrnt ProgI represents 64%of the total mount appropriated for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
even on. This program provides ftmle to States and territories on the basis of population under the ageof 18. To reoelve Its ore of
flads, a State or territory mnt abalt en wmim plan tmt meets the criteria of the Juvenile Justice end linquency Prevention Ao of 1974.
Thelaw require that the priority of Ienditures for these fu
mat be to provide alternatives to incarceratlon of status otenders end
separation of Juvelles snd adults t institutions. In 1966, 52 States mndterritories participated In the program. The non-partlolpating
States were. Wevads, lTcang, kali, North kota, sad South Dekota.
The National Institute of Juvenile Justice endDelnquency Prevention (RWJOP)
within the O=W?,mmrds grats nd contreote inpanting a
broad s
of applied research to add to the knowlede bae regarding the oames and correlates otrenlle rile and delinquency. The data
gained Is used in designing and refining OWit?' discretionary get pr o m, which are also evaluated by llJJlP. In addition, IIM/ 4&
authorized to develop, onduct and provide for training program. The Institute also serves as the inforeatlon ollecton synthesis and
dissemination center for the Office aid a mecanLm has been established to gather iforatton on the nature endextent of delinquny, justice
sstem operations, mndpro omiforeation. Theprincipal mthod of deeaslasting information, data, statistics, end prgr ifrmation in
Uhrugh the Natical Criminal Justice efere ce Se-viol.
TM Special emphasis programhas been struouresd and fawed tn me which call national attention to distinct juvenlas juetoo Issues. Specific
perfornace stqndarda are set for delivery of servloes. Each Initiative las been faed a a group of projects, with sephals on Overall
program goals a well as specific project objectives. Sizeable granto are adeto permit omrehensive plming, end progre plaminn, design
aid Iqplemtation are coordinated with the VJMI snd the formula rents aid Technical Aseistsn Divisions.
Temigal assistance is provided to address -j
problem being experiened by juvenile justice agencies for mich solutions lov beenfouid.
Thedelivery methods that are used Include struotured observation at model operations, documentation, service brdcerLg, workshops, traln1n,
Olbster meet1 s sd ocaultations. In carering out its coordinating functions, 0WIJ woris closely with the Coordinatifg Cowunil on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquen Prevention. Theoffice provides staff sin
e for the Coord nbting Camil. En addition, WJ1 ards,grenta end
contrets to awport activities of private nonprofit grave and interagency eforts which lead to ioreased coordLntion of Federal juvenile
program
d policies.
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Acoenlisihnt end Wotlced

The following table repreerta acoolishamnts of the Juvenile Justice "r

Item
States and territories psrtioipating inpc
....
........
States In full compliance with deinstituticlisatM provisions
........
States In compliance with separation requirements .......................
States with establahsd, adequste monitoring system ...............
NewSpecial bphaLs Initiatves funded .
Special Doasis initiatives contnusd ..................................
Inter-uacny agreements entered into .............................
Ate of discretionary greants wmred ............. ....................
Insansms or delivery of co-site teohniol aseltane ...................

s,

i
53
50
i
53
3
3
6
95
750

52

50

18
52
1
6
8
TO
750

52
51
M9
49
52
6
To
500

51
.

52

.
50

Since eitmnt of the Juvenile Justice at Osliqun*
Prevention Act of 1978,the provision of Federal technical at financial resources has
enabled participating States to undertake a mber of systm-wide Iqprovemesmo.
The Formula Geants Progras has lad a significant Iqact on
rates of inoarceration tirar gint the United States.
Fifty of the States participating In the prem have achieved full ocomplance with the statutory mdate to 6anstitutionali s status offenders
endno-offemders. In pratical team, this sas that newly 200,000 mon-criiml jiMniles have been reoved fro Inappropriate Institutional
onfinement, leaving apprcingtely 22,000 to comflnent in participating States.
ftg.fl'
No flats srm requeted for this program In I"&. Theaccmlidaente section of thi activity clearly tows that the major
abjective of. the Juvenle Justice end Doliueny Prevention Act have been set. One of the prMiary purposes of the Ant wasto
deinstitutionalise status offenders b diverting them from the Judicial system ad out of sears detention ftllitles Md lto ocmnaty-ased
no-JudLoial settings. To date, fifty States lava hlqvm4 full c~lisoce with this provision and 51 States .t territories we mgated to be
In compliance by the end of this fiscal year. Webelieve that the RatcA hh now partiolpate in the prgrem will continue to
deinstitutioralise without the Federal goverme's mone, atd will be able to do so m sucocesfllly without the syiding A strict
requirements of Federal Law. NSa State hs a different set -of oromstanose and, without the weed
to ceqaly with Federml mndates, will be
able to adjust its program to met its on loca problem and conditions. Since the funds 0,1.1W
has provided to States over the yeasrwere
inamurficint to oove- the full cst of denstitutitnlsation, the idivital States have om comiltent to dolnatitutionallss status
otfndrs by participating Is the prer.
With the termination of future 00.W funding there Is no reason to believe that the States will no
retreat fromtheir cmltent, with te aepti of praps amendin the statute& to we nearly onform to local ondition.
The 44WP
Act also provides that in order to pertiip tA L the proogre, delinquent Juveniles toll ot be heM in Institutions in %liobthey
have regular oontaot with adults, (Section V23(a) (13)). Thom States participating in the programhave ode sufficient progress ader this
section to dem these separation re*remts e almost total suoces. Over the pest thirteen ymrs, from 195 trug 197, almost onebillion
dollars has been mde available for Juvenile Justtoe prqrm t p wts by the Federal goveroment. There will ays be propme ad
projects %bioh em improve, the Juvenile Justice Syt
but it is amwtim for the States at localities to fund sac projects It they we of
sufficient priority lo1a .
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The Dqwot of Juatice has been sive a member of new Foderal Justloe responslbilities by the O22gres.
Th
new reMPasIbllitiem require
considerable additional resources at a tim when the Federal deficit is very high. Since resomore em mme, they mint be allocated to only
the highest priority ppvms. The Department belevee it must classify aUl Its umiquely Federal responsibilities as a higher priority then
financla essistane o State and looal goveriasnts. Since the States will benefit from an increase In income through State Inome taxes as a
result 5f the Tax Befors Aot ot 1986, they are In a such better poltion to ftundjuvenile projects they believe ae a high priority.
Aot'vltyo Kissing Children

I7

AppropriatIon

B~
,- Atcptd
sng

Children ..........................................

I,000

Vil
...

...

e

oi

esa
0,000

...

...

$,O00

s To reduce the Incidence of crime against children, particularly kidnapping and sexual exploitation and to lnmprae the
o crimilal 9jutioe, socal services and treat ment ystem
ich are responsible for dealing with these crime *en they occur.
Major 0biectlves.
naurewthat there Is effective

Ioordinationamoel Federaliy fmnded prrm;

related to missing children.

gatablish end maintain a national resource center end cleeragizsh e too
a. provide technical as instance to local and State Sovernmts, ptblc and private non-profit agencies and individuals in locating end
recovering missing children;
b. cordinaots public and private program to locte and recover alsolg abildren;
a. nationally dissmoLnata information on Innovative miming ohldrnm' program, services, end leSIlation; ad
d. provide technlcal assistance to law eforcement agencies, private non-profit agencies, end individuals in the prevention, Investigation,
proeeoution and treatment of the missing or eploited child cae.
Periodlcally conduct national Incidence atudles to determLn'the actaml mber of children reported Misai each year, the mmberat children
who are victim of strange abductlons, the mmber of children who are viotime of parental kidnapings, md the mber of missing children who
are recovered each year.
ompile, analyze, publish and disseminate an annial mry of research currently being conducted on aising children.
Prepare an atwail omprehensive plan for asswing cooperation and coor ilntion among all agmois and aom lsatloan with reapoibilitile
related to mlsaing children.
Provide a program to establish and maintain a national toll-frme telephone line Mwe individuals
of missing children.

repot information regarding the location

rd
"
S1 1..lt The pblio end the criminal Justice oomemilty have b1cm inoreasigly conoaned about rnmays and o r missing
g
or cases of abadotiono aeual as
sem l aloitation and mrder of children, are being found. latiste of the.
.era or aming children vary extensively. Wedo not knwprecisely howm:W children are ab6.,cteds o many' run wAm or howmnan
r
homeless. But even the met conservative estimates ageet Ut several hundred thnsnd children are missing.
The Missing Chilldren's Act of 194 stabliehed an Advieory Board on Missing Children. The Board Ia ohmered vith. ooordInating all Federal
programs and activities related to Mieing Chldrenl eatasblU Lg priorities for =dking grets and contracts fureded from this activity; bd
approving an animal o--ehesive plan for fecllitatn cooperation eang all agenoi with responsibilities relating to Hiss g Children. In
Its role of setting ftndlng priorities the Hising Children's Advisory Board endorsed sevn genml fIndiLg priorities for 1986. They are as
fol~losI. National inside study to determine the ,xbers of missing children.
2. National study of Im enforcement egenoil poUles end practices ragaring aislin children end boneless youth.
3. Assistance to the Federal LawBoforoeent Training Center at Olyco for a training proprm for handling missing and eploited children
cases.
I. Twoarea of rosmrob wLl be explored (1) relationship between missi and abdtted children and sexual xploltation and the
5 psychological conquems of abduction and s ual exploLtatin| end (2) the child victim as witness.
6: TanLnnablla
's proprenonieal% and aloted children.
6. Assistant to State olewLnOumm for nis'-g end exploited children.
7. Assistance to private voluntary orgn .,' a n* wakIng on the Isms of missing and exploited children.
AcmHsl

t

and Worklov

The following table presents ao

li

ntsa of tbe Hissing Qildre.

rgrm.
Bttle

Law nforoemsnt ad social service profseionas trained ...........
Telphone calls received reuesting inftoation (31C) ........ ....
Telephone calls received relating inforn tion"
(State clear-Ung
ms)........................................
Missing or alotted cildrmn's easInvistited (KMC) .........
Mimin or exlolted &.cildren'smcses investigated
cltste
earLaShouee) ........................................
hoo~hu~a~s a
a
child safety guides delq*p,
publishe nd niled ........................ e....................

7,50
150,000
...

T,60

...

46,000

7,500

150,000
...

7,605
...

456,0)

,000

6,000

80,000 •

y0,O0

70,000
5,000

80,00
,500

2,605

3,105

58,000

5a,000

e

Rep."szts workload ".tlmtsfor National Center for sing and NploiLed Oildren. Deoease in warload is due to frndLng of State
(pklio) missing Childwen oloalnghouoesl in accordace with Title IV of the Juvenile Justice ed Delinquiacy Prevention Aot, as seded,
Section 40(b)(2)(A-D). Stat, operated olmerr4w me have a rage of respxnatbiLtiess operate toll-free in6-tate telhoe ines to •
accept introntion about sigttLnp or mixing children; asit
in the investigation of missing child cos; expedite the entry of missing
child Iffosmtion Into the NCICmqtml and etalish a data system to collect and disseminate Information that cm asist aeCies in
reoverIng mising children.
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Activity

Public Safety Officers'
Benefits Program

Public Safety Officers' Benefits Progrm. ............
reitof

1987 Appropriation
Antiolatsd

Po.

VT

Aalnt

...

...

$9,910

Pncea

98B.

Aamount

Poe.
.

$10,650

Poe.

VY

...

...

Amont
410,000

Po..o T
...

Au

...

.4650

asGoals To provide a death benefit of $50,000 to survivors of federal, State and local public safety officers who have died as a
personal injury sustained in the line of duty.

aJior Objectivesi
To pay eligible claims within two weeks of the filing of a fully docuented olaim.
To Ismue determinations on ineligible claims within four weeks of the filing of the fully doomented claim.

To conduct an appeal hearing within 60 days of an appellant'e request.
To Issue the appeal determination within 30 days of the official close of the appeal hearing.
Base Promram Description
This motivity addresses death benefits for the eligible survivors of Federal, State and local public safety offiors
whodie frm injuries received in the line of duty. P.L. 94-430 (42 U.S.C. 3796) euthcrizes a *50,000 death benefit when a Federal, State or
local law enforcement officer, fire fighter, prison guard, cr judicial official dies, in a duty status, as the direct and proximate resist of a
tretumtio injury. If a widow and eligible children survive, the widow. receives $2,000 nd $25,000 Is apportioned among the children. If there
are no eligible children, the widow receives the full $50,000. Dependent parents are eligible for the death benefit when a widow e d/cr
eligible children do not survive the deceased public safety officer.
Geerally, the 150" progoma staff receives a death report within one week of the public safety offioer'e death, usually from the employint
qency. Claims are initiated by the 150B start whe the death report Is received.
Emloying agertes generally take fram 75-80 das to file a
ocplete claim. Eligible claim are paid within two weeks of being filed and documented; Ineligible claim are processed within four wets or
betng filed and documented.
When a claim is denied, appeal instructions are provided to the olaimint. Appeals are heard within 60 days of the olaimsnt'e request end
deoislons are rendered within 30 days of the official oloee of the appeal hearing. Hearing ofloer denials my be appealed to the Director.
OWoean appeal is heard by the aency and the denial affirmed, the claimant mayappeal directly to the U.S. Claim Court. Claim entering the
Federal court system my tkoe from 6 monthsto 2 years or a-a to resolve, depending on how rapidly the court Andthe lalmant's attorney
respond to statutory and procedural requirement.
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A
w~cc
liahepts and Workloadi AotuLl and estleated moccmplil i
presented in the followtrg tbls

to of the hDblic Safety Offlcers' Duefits Program from 1985 through 1965 ar

Ital

Claim initiated ...................................................

277

mM

25?

300

253
12
12
0
1

304
10
12
0
2

Claim Closd .....................................................
Agency Aps 111suated ...........................................
Agency Appeals Closed' .............................................
Outa Appeals Initiated ...........................................
Court Appeals Cioeeds ..............................................

98

300

290
15
13
1
1

290
15
13
1
1

SFigures include nouly Initiated claim and appeals amwell as active claims and appeals cared over from a prvloua year.
Claim prcesaing objeotive have been mt in that the averqs eligible olaim wa paid within two weeks of coleted filing, aOdthe averae
ineligible claim ws losd within four veks of certified dommntation.
The rmber of public safety offloe death claim which were fowi eligible durng the period 1979-1986 follow
UiS$

Irct

1980

1961
19
1983
1964
1985
1966

1929

"

~i

Amount ParI
million

8$12.90
236
269

$11.70 million
13.45 million

217
214
I8
226
I80

910.85 million
10.70 million
$9.60 million
011.30 million
$9.00 dilion

The 1985 Increae to 226 paid clain at $11.3 4llon wsmgenrated by two fotos s (1) there m an increse to 259 In C22
deaths in
(2) en m xndmnt
t the P538 statute authorized pqsmnt of the dath bafit for
t964. This was reflected a n n rese in 1965 M S
Federal public a fety offiloers. This brooaned overamg also contributed to the increase in 1985 pqsts.
The following is a breakout of claim pai4 by type of public safety officer,
Law3nfcrcant Offioera ........................................
Firer Figters ...................................................
correction Officrs ............................................
OU rs ..........................................................

152
56
7
2

160
63
6
5

131
66
8
2

146
61
7

16

130
37
5
8
27

E m ga=
Although $9.9 million mas appropriated In 198?, about $10.7 million is available due to unobligated funds arried over frm
955. The requested dooreas for 1988 below the 1967 base level of funding reflects a favorable reduction in the umber of claim fild and
paid over recent years. Based n prior experteno . it Is axpeoted that about 200 claim will be paid In 198? and that this averege will
contInue through 1988. ThIs projection Inoorporates the recent inclusion of resue squad members under public safety offiir eligibllity
criteria. Despite the dosnturn in claim paid, It Is Important to note that major mooldents or catastrophic events can aignfimtly Increase
the umber of claims to be paid.
Ativity.

Mrtel Cubans

1987 Appropriation

irem.PW
Poe. VY
iniel Cas .......................................
Lcna-Itame Goalt

...

...

"Un
Amun
,000

Poo.
...

e.PI

M!Y hAsom.Poe...

*5,OO

...

WYJ. hAMi
...

...

Poo. .. yL Amun
...

...

45,000

To provide financial asstatama to thoUe States which have Incarcerated Martel Cubens.

Major Objectives To awrd grants 'to retlburse States for mqpenses Inourred by reason of Mtiel Cubans being Incarcerated in State facilities.
I= Po
[sri~tions In the 1985 appropriation sot, Congress provided $5,000,000 for the purpose or mking grants to States for their
expenses by reason o Harlot Cubans being Incarcerated In State facilities for terms requiring incarceration for the period October 1, iJ6
through September 30 1905, following their conviction of a felony oqmtted after having been paroled Into the United States by the Attorney
General. In the 1984 and 1987 appropriations, Congress spin provided aWZd $5,000,000 for remursement of expenses to States for
incarcerated tariel Cubans for the periods of October 1, 1905 through Septeber 30, 1966 end October 1, 196 through Septemr 30, 1987
respectively.
Acoom
eli n d Workiced. In 1986, tisenty-four States homing 2,363 irel
Cubans revived $208.3 Per tmte month. The overnor of each
pplicant ate provided a certified listing of Martel CUbans requirig tncarceration. The list was then verified by the Iinigration end
Naturallatlon Service. On the basis of per capita allocation of $208.-43, all States received a pro rats halrmpf the $4,785,000. For 1987, Iw
have projected that reimbursement requests would equal wd might exoeed the total numer of eligible verified turt" processed in 1986. In
1986, there wa a verified incease of 642 additional inmte, over and above the 1985 mber.
Sr
No funding is requested for 198 since thia program benefits las then one half of the States. In the current period of scarce
Federal funds this program is not of sufficient priority to comand a sham of the limited fuods available. The Deprtment must first use uq
available funds to meet Its Federal Justice rmponsibllIties.
Activitye Crime Cmtrol Program

Crime Control Program .............................

1967 Appropriation
Tom.

?a.

Pe.o VT Aulk

Pos.

...

...

r

WY Au

P...T

Eimat

Amt

e

Po.

_H_

Amount

...
is

This activity provides for expenditures from programs uhch are not authorized by existlng legislation but which were authorized by precedin
legislation. The prqprm have been terminated and require no new budget authority in 1988. However, thia activity Is used to reflect outlays
and adjustments to prior year obligations.
Activity.

Regional Information Sharing System

197 Appropriation
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"1900
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PAount
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Poo.
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rstLmate

-n_ AMct
... 412,000

regional ico rmton Sh ring System ................ .*... ...
.12,000
...
...
j9
o G5jI
To enbnce the ability of State and local criminal justice agenoles to Identify, target, and remove criminal conspiracies Od
kofftites tope In Jurisdictonal boundaries.
iLb

Obaetiveso

To encourage and facilitate the rapid exchange and aharing of Information pertaining to known or suspected criminal or criminal activity aenng
Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies.
To enhance

ordmnatlon/cam

ation
among thoee agencies In addressing aultI-juriadiotional crime.

To provide technical and financial resr
training, and Investigative expense).

to spent existing mlti-jurisdictional enforcement resources (Including specialized equipamt,

r The ISS Proprs was Initially designed to establish regionally based Informetion sharing centers throughout the
U
t
tes toSerce State and local criminal justice agencies. Since then, the specific stategy has been to maintain the operations of
the six existing regional information esrlng centerse the Hid Atlantic-Oreat Lakes LawEnforcement Metwork;
the 4d-Statea Organized Crlme
Informtion Centeri the SawEngland State Police Informtin Network; the Regional Organized Crime Information Centerl the Vestern States
Information Network ad the Roft Momtain Information Network. Bach of these projects i comprised of a infomtiai sharing capability, an
Intelligence analyala opponent, and a telsoommmioattons system, ad provides for investigative expenses in extrrdery situations,
Investigative equipment, technical aselstance and training. In addition to these six inftauoticn sharing projects, tbere is one other,
LZITISQ,
tdich Is a oos rtium of 18 agenIes In al States ommitted to the Investigation and prosecution of conspirators Ongaged, In major
white collar crime, prlmarily crimes related to enerW Industries. Each participating agency provides its enforoment resOUrcei BP1amtSd
by Federal funds, and ooedinsates these resources with other agents to foas on multi-jurasdictinal offenses.
ane8d
M loads The a
l.sheents of this activity are divided between the al llegional Infcrstlon Saring Systems and
h T.
To Mla
dat,
ha referred over $332,000,00 in tax fraud cases to the IS. In addition, criminal charges have bee filed
against 263 defendants and civil dorgeu filed aainet 182 individuals and buatneas entities. The sooempllMto of the Magional latrustion
Sharing System are shown belom.
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Ierahip .........................................................
Inqu iris ..........................................................
sits ...............................................................
Arrests ............................................................
Narcotics Seizures
.........................................
Property Se
.........................................
e
irs
Civil (RIO) Seizures ...........................................

1892

..

2,: 0

26,788
8,689
3,$98
$68,138,271
$62 934,902
.
i, 10000

3, 178
10,243
3,0T6
*168,000,000
$16 000,000
010,o0O

2,289

...

45,280
13,690
4,370
*395,000,000
$2 000,000
1700,000

...

...

P
"
s No funding I requested for 1988. The original RI projects were fimded by the Department of Justice in the 1970's on a
Gemonstrationasis with the expectation that financial support for these intellgenoe networks would be assumed by the State and local law
enforcement emgenolea
w iOh they save. Since the Carter £dministwatin, the Department has urged that federal funding of RM projects be
phased out. Bach yee, however, the Congres has ocotinued the finding of RIMSprojects through the Depertamit or Justice appropriations ects
or cwntinultn resolutions. in the meant e, the RIM projects have undertaken no significant action toward eeouring a system or selr-funding
through contributions frm the Stat, and local la enforcement agencies tAlh use their services. Since their Inception in 1980, the Federal
gowenlnt has appropriated W,609,000 for these projects. IM projects ar the only State ad'Io al law enforcement activities funded almost
entirely by the United States goveunt and they benefit only a fraction or the law enforoemnt commit.
The Deprtment believes that If
these projects arm providing a useful ewvloe to their moera, then the mera should financially support tase netwrks.'
Actlvltye Anti-bug Abuse Program

1967 Antlgobeted
Appropriation
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42 ,0-

I To provide asistance to State and locl uits of gove
t through the formula grant program and to public end private
isa through the discretionary grant program for the purpose of enforcing State and lool drug la.

To assist States and units of local government In developing a State-wide drug control attegy ed in oarryi&
ialement that stretgy.

ut apeflo prvgem to

To esLat States and units of local gmvemment with implementation of their drug control strategy through training, technical assistance and
subsequent Intensive mite monitoring.
30

o

I

To
develop
and need.
implement program to enhnce State and local drug control
areas
of great

efforts,

wich are national or ulti-State in soap., or wih assist

To develop aid ispleset demostration prognms wih test naw mndeffective drug control techniques.
Ptit
This activity deals with drug control efforts at the State and local levels. Fasponsabillty for addressing te drug
r9obln in thlmtryarealrd
ae
Federal, Statq end local Jurisdictions. The Fedeal 'effort to concentrated on reducing the mqply of
dug brought into the country ai an major drug traffircing operations. State Adlocal reepon ibilities focus on local prodtion of drugs,
Intra-State drug operations, street sales and crimes ommitted to obtain moneyto purchase drugs. The State end Local Assistance for Narcotics
Control Program of the Anti-Dug Abuse Aot or 1986 aists the States and local units of goverclet in increasing their drg control efforts aid
enhncing the criminal justice system's response to d
offenders.
The Aot defines seven purpose areas eligible for drug control efforts. These include the apprehienlon, preoeution, edjudication, md detention
and rehabilitation or drug offenders. Eradication prog , treatmt progrs for drug offenders and demonstration program for ujor drug
offender are also included. The States are required to develop a State-uide dru strategy which defines end analyzes the natureand extent of
the drug problem in the State, anlyzes current drug control efforts and identifies resource needs. The stratey establishes prormV
priorities and identifies legislative and administrative nations which will have the greatest impact on the drug problem In the State.
The Act establishes a formula grant program and a discretionary prnt program. States electing to participate in the farmla grent program
receive a base allocation of $500,000, with the balance of the funds allocated on the basis of population. Local govrumnt mest receive, in
the aggregate, a portion of the total State allocation that is equivalent to the local share of total State snd local ar-inal justice
e;p-nditures. The Federal fomula funds must be mtde with non-Federal funds equnl to 2% of the total cost of the project. The
discretionary grant program io intended to eonnce State and local drug control efforts in the seven authorized purpose areas. The
discretionary program will be used to provide training mid technical assistance, for national and mlti-3tate efforts, to provide additional
Fedem l aslstanoe in areas of hih need and for program ics h demonstrate new and effective technique and practices.
The 1967 appropriation mode$2 million available for a pilot prison capacity program.
confronting prison id jail arises.

The purpose of the program Is to assist States that are

A
li en4 and
.19di
Since the signlng of the Antl4rug Abs Aot on October 27, 1966, the Bureau of JjatloesLssistsnce has moved
rapidly tolplem
pr
m md ake the fuids Imediately available to the States. An Implmentation Plan, which outlines the activities
id achedle for Implsmentation of the program as developed by early ovemb.
The Covernor in eah State ss laediately notified of the
provisions of the Act and the availability of the Federal assistaoce mid was eabed to desinate a State agency to administer the program. The
Buemau also notified the Oovernor that the funds authorized in the Act for administration of the program would be lmediately available to the
States to begin the dvelopement of the State-wide strategy. Both in enbt, reelected and mealy elected Goverors love responded to the program
with enthusiastic interest; over two thirds have designated a State agency end 13 applications for administrative fluids were received by aidDoob er. hny States haovealready developed a State strategy and ara eseoted to smbait applications for proem fids in 1987.
The bureau prepared sad distributed to the States a draft Program Policy mndAdministrative Ouldanoe moment designed to ast
the States In
developing drug trateg, prerLnl the application for flads, and dminstering the program. A caspeanin Question aid Anmierg dooment poses
the types of questions about the program being asked in the hundreds of inquiries the BDwm has received, and provides a written response.
, i

Tho documents were diatributd to the States in Doo er for review andosmnt. The Bmreau, with assistance from the National Institute of
Justice, the Drug Enroromant Administration and other federal, State and local egenoles, Is developing Prorg Briefs, sAich describe effective
progr
and the elements road to be critical to their suoces. These Program brlefs will be distributed to the States for consideration for
ivIlmentation as part of the State-lde drug stmtay.
Recommendations for discretionry program ich would be of greatest benefit In State and local drug control efforts were solioited from
criminal justice agencies thruout the o-mtry. Progres to mddress drug investigation and prosecution training needs, resources for
mdercover officers, surveillance equipment andbWumany, .,lti-Jw-ladlational task forces, treatment for drug offended and increased use of
d" screening are amongthe types of pro inenomenWe. This information provides valuable assistance in program development and the
establishment of program priorities. The prrm announcement and request for proposes Viii be published In the redfrl Register in early
1967.
The prion capacity program to currently under development. It is anticipated that it will be mowunoed In the Federal Register during the
second quarter of 1967. O tentwil be awarded d-ing the third quarter of 1987.

Ii

No budget authority Is requested for this program In 1968. The Adinistration believes that the $225 alUlon ame available to
I overneent$ 1n 16
I
Will permit these ttits of gove et to expen their efforts to enforce State and local d"q laws. Sinoe
the Tax Reform Act of 1966will remlt in a subtantial inurese in revenue for the States in 1967wA beyond, the Administration believes that
the States will be in a fiscally anrd position to continue efforts begun with Federal fulds in 1967.

The Cogress W nmsoted new leislation iIh
hia necessitated the Dearteent to request a significant Increase in its 1966budget request to
address these newresponsibilities whic mr miquely Federal In nature. However, the Balnoed Budget and bEmrency Deficit Conteol Act of 19 5
requires that Federal peditures be redod. Since funds ae limited, the Administration must first utilize available funds to met the
. requirements of the Federal Justice system. This requires thet State amdlocal assistance programformerly handedby the Federal governmt
mst nowbe funded by the State or local jurisdiction Witch benefits from the serve.
Activity.

IMgeament mid Adinistration

1967Appropriation

pe.
Executive direction G control, N ..................
xowtive direction & omtrol, L3 ..................
Exeutive direction A control,
N ................
iecutive direction & omtrol, 3JA ..................
Executive
direction
&
control,
0WC
..................
0JP Prga suisrt sov los .....................

Tot..................................

52
96
62
36
2

V

A I

52 93.126
47
2,197
62
2,759
38 1,709
28
1,39
!M

ce.
52
46
62
38
26

.AY

Aimont

52 $3,266
97
2,891
2,892
62
38
1872
26
1. 32
1.00
0*

F.
52
96
90
28
26
R

W1
52
47
96
26
26

moLnt Poo
43,286
2,691
2.392
1,950
1,932

VY
A mout

...

...
...
2
-16
-10 -10
...
...

WOamaopoteervio:k

...
-4550
-922
...
*
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This budget activity consists of six m*-stivities for office which provide the executive direction ad control and support services for aUl
prOgrms authwa,
or
by the Justice Assistance Act, the Juvenile Justice mndDelinquen y Prevention Aot, the Missi g Childreals Assistance Act,
the Victims of Crime Act, aid the nt-Drug Abuse Aot.
Loma R-ar gA i To administer program in the most effective and efficient maner possible.
Wor Objecttve.
To provide executive direction, control and coordination ovr the various 01 programs.
To develop anml research, development, testing, evaluation and dissemination program plans.
To monitor all on-SoLng research projects.
To develop a renge of program models which describe effective criminal justice strategies.
To maintain an effective mid efficient criminal justice reference service.
To collect, analyze, and publish statistical information an crime end the operations of the justice system at ll levels of govenmmt.
To mag major national statistical series regarding crime, Its victim, and the operation of the justioe syate.
To develop national standards for justice statistics io enawe the int4r-State comprbillty, reliability end va dity of justice statistics.
To provide suprt to State and local governmtal rgeriation
data ad statistics,

and teolltl

-.

repo ible for the collection ndanalysis of criminal justice

To develop statistical reports, focused analytic reported, buletis md national advisories aimed at Improving the understanding of the general
public concerning crime, crime prevention, and the fimtions of law en oroment, Judicial Adocrrectinal elea.
To provide technlcal assistance to eligible Institutions, agencies and Individuals regarding Iplmentation and operation of programs.
To direct and adMinister the Federal Surplus Property Transfer Progra.
To direct and administer the Private
To administer the

eotor/Prison Industry Kdanceient Certification Program.

triel Oubn program.

To prepare and dissemlnate progr
and cooperative agreeets.

ecoliotationsj review applications, oncept papers or proposals

rate applicants and ward grants, contracts,
33

To direct and minister the State and local assistance block grant progri

.

To direct and adalnIster the Anti-Dru Abuse program of State and local distance for narcotics control.
To direct end administer the Juvenile Justioe Program.
To direct and Sdeinister the Kissing Children Program.
To direct and arbinlster a program of bargency Federal Law Enforement Asistance.
To direct and administer the Regional Informtion Slaring System program.
To mna.itor all active pcents, contracts and interagency agreements.
To prepare animal reports as required.
To close out grants and contracts within 180 das of their end-date.
To develop and administer a program whloh provides grants to eligible crime victim opensation program of 35$ of amounts mrded deing the
PrC e
year.
To develop and adminlter a prop which awrds grants to States to provide victim assistance program.
To develop and &eMinister a pror

which provides services to victim of Federal crimes.

'To provide prant review and mnerdfunctions in the most economical and efficient oentrsilzed mim.
To process and determine elgibility of claim for payment of benefits under the Publlo Safety Officers' Benefit program within two weeks of
receipt of omplete claim documentation.
To provide the full rne of support services to the progrm offices.
Ban Pepn jaoretions The Office of Justice Programs onsists of the National Institute of Justice (NLJ), the Darsm of Justice Statiatios
(W3)o the Office of Juv ile Justioe end Delinquency Prevention (0J3.W), the ureau of Justioe Assstame (CJA),theOffice for Victim of Crlms
(OVC),and the offices which provide direct program aport as weUlas the traditional administrative sport to the program offices. The
functions and responsibilities of the five progm bureas and offices are described In the Justifications for those pere , Andtherefore are
not re te here.

Acomliaments and Vorcloed:

The following table reflects mam of the mjor acocoplisamts of the Office of Justice Prgrems

amtamR
tents and contracts sarted by
................................
XIJ
Resesroh, develoment and evaluation projects moni t ............
e
Orimsnal justle conferencesn d warkhops sponsored by J ........
Statistical bulletir and special reports prepared
reviewed ....
Statistical reports diagminated (in Uw
asnds)
....................
Responses to requests for statistical information ..................
Juvenile justice formula srtans
......................
a
reed
Juvenile Justice special em sis granta awarded ...................
National institute of Juvenile justice grente awrdd..............
Juvenile Justice tecniela asistance delivered instance ) ........
Juvenile Justice active grats m onitnrd ...........................
PGS olais losed .................................................
P
appeals c
l
.o
. s
. e
. d.....
.
tMnts,t contracts & inter-ageny agreements cloed ............
National Victim flsscuroe Center req

....................

Victim correspondence.............................................
trent awards to victim copenstion providers ....................
rent words to States for victm msLtance program ..............
State and local assistance block gratstaerded
(no. or States partioipatbn} .....................................
Anti-d4qu abme formula gents warded ..........................
Tecnical amistanoe provided to State and local
enm n ta by RA...............................................
V tim tedmical asistance provided to private no-prorit,
educational end hospital Institutiona ......................
Demstration projects rounded by A...............................
Training wtscl~a oonducted b WA ...............................

r

L

Yo
lgoing

120
2*5
35
21
*23
4,078

53
50
44

750
300
12
351

3,11

120
250
**

19

52
40
30
750
300
253
12
315
3,500
2,50

115

139
279

240

32

27
472

21

472
5,250

5,250
52

40
30
500
300

290
13
265
3,500
2,8W0
43
S7

500

200
290
13
2W0
4,200

38

53

53

56
56

so

300

150

150

3DO
30
60

300
30
W

300

300
50

55

-a,

3,20D
45
57

36
51

A
s A
deore
of 32 positions, 26 waoryora, and *972,000 below tL 1988 base is requested for 1986. This r
two
sumtivities

-1

tIn ocora In

1. nexeoutive Direction ed Control, WJ0 The Presldnt's 1968 buet provides no props funds for the Juvenile Justice program. Thus, a reduction of 22 positions, 16 workers,
and *550,000 i requested in 198. The program will require at lat
mnth to dloes dam after the last year of fundLng, which will be
1987. This Is because frmsa grant. are sared for a project period of up to three years (two jepa plus the year of sward). In
35

addition, discretionary grats re trequmtl amarM late is the fiscal year of appropriate sma ae nomily active for on eighteen month
prod. The grmateee &Wab-rantees then have 90 days to coplate eg ditures and 5 di to coee out the grants. A cLtly, there
will be a need for ma eaistio staff to sloe out the program for a period of time after the first yar of terminticn. The requested
reduotioa will Iev a tet of 40 to edminister the Mieslag Chlldren prass &d to reeposlbl y cose out the Jwuele Justice prr
.oae-out.
In 1990 maadditional 10
ma further redutim of 16 poeitian for the e nd yeer of
durg 19M. In 1969, wewiVl mpm
positions would be out pad in 1991 anothe reduotion of 10 would take plae. The rsmainirg far positions wuld admnlaster the Misig
Children pegren.
2.

Executive Direction and Control, WJAA reduotion of 10 posltions, 10 wor eare, nd $2,000_io requested in 1908 for the bxgm of Justice Asstance. This request relates to
e
pomed ellination o ftwdifg in 1968 for the following preqpms State and Locl Assistoe, lbriel ubae, Ngioel
the ocepn
Information haigSymtem, ad Ati-"u Abuse. Like the Juvenile, Juetice peree the formula gemta for State ad Wocal, £Aistm ad
Anti-VM Abuse are active for a three year per id. In ceder to tamlea s thaee progem In a fiscally repmonible.enee ad Insure
omplete sosmatability foe thos ftnda which hava bo appropriated to date, a gradual reduction of staff over a three yer period is
prcqpmmd.
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Of foe of Justice Proarems
Sttu

of Cowrssoumlly Reeted

1. Section 102(b) of the Justioe Assistance Act of 1984 requires the Assistant Attorney Gemea to submit an annual report to the President and
Congress by Mrch 31 o each year. The report will be emitted on time.
2. Section 810 of the Justice Assistance Lot of 1984 requires the assistant Attorney General, the Director or the Bureau of Justioe Assistance,
the Director of the Bureau of Justice Statistics, and the Director of the National Institute of Justioe to submit to the President and the
Speaker of the House of epresntatives and the President of the Senate by April 1 of each year, a report an their activities from the preceding
fiscal year. The annual reports for each unit will be submitted on time.
3. Section W05(o)(3) of the Missing Chilldran' Assistance Act requires the Advisory Board n Hisslng Children to smit to the President and
Congress an annual coprehensive plan for facilitating cooperation end ocordnation aeeng all agencies end organizations with responsibilities
relating to missing children. The report will be mmitted during fiscal year 1907.
4. Section 20l(b)(5) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 197 , as mended, requires the Administrator of the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to submit to the President and Congress by December 31 each year an analysis and evaluation o
Federal Juvenile delinquency propm. This report was eumitted on December 30, 1966.
5. Section 20a) of tho Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, es mended, also requires the President, within 90 days of
receiving the annual report addressed in item I, to eubmit a response on the report to the Congress and the Federal Coordinating Counol on
Juvenile Justice. Tht.e report will be msmitted on time.
6. Section 609U of the Notice Asistanoe Act of 194 requires the Attorney General to submit to the President and Cmnrss by April 1 o each
year, a report describing Fderal 1w enfWoment emergency assistance provided during the calendar year preceding the date the report Is
me. The report will be submitted on time.
7. Section 1306(b) of the State aod Local law Inforoeent Assiatance Act 1906 requires the Director of the Bureau of lustioe Usetanon to
sumit to Cogreas not later then ninety days after the end of each fiscal year a report that includes with respect to sach state - (1) the
aggregate mount of grants me under sections 1302 and 1309 to states for each fiscal year (2) the mount of grenta expended for each of the
purpoes specified In section 13021 and (3) a amiary of the information provided in compliance with paragraphs (1) and (2) of subection (a).
The report will be sutltted on time.
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Office of Juatlc

Program

Justice Assistance
Priority Barin s

,Pirvym ImM

o.wm

?Mom
Ibnagient and Administration
Criminal Justice Statistical Program
?*search, Evaluation, and Demonstration Prgr ms
P"lio Safety Officer.' Benefits Prcpm
Kising Chil dren
burg wy Assistance

1
2
3
'65

Research, Evaluation, and Dmonstration Prcgrams
Criminal Justice Statistical Progrgm
Emergency A distance

i
3

Office of Justice PrqeVi
just Zoe Amiltawo
Detail of eS]
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Attorney (995) ..................................................
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0 -

-199).... .:::::

9
9 )....
General ain., Clerical end Other Service (300-39..........
Accounting end budget(50O-599) ..................................
ringinewrkg am Arcblte uw rou- (8
.....................
09)
Information end Art& kroW (1000...........................
09)
Business isnd Industry aroup (110-11) ........................
Library and Archives r
(Gro 0 ............
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o.........
Mathemtic end Statistic. Orem (500)9).
Equipment, Facilities and Servioe Group (I6001
99).
Spply Grup (2000-M) .....................................
Total ........................................
as

. ...............

.......................................................

n

10

2
65
10
28

1
9
18

198?
AuthoIAd
10
2
65
10
155
28

1
9
6

fl' 1et.
Prinitilative. ... r
...

...

*

-78

...

..

...
4
...
......
......

-15
...
...

.

Tot

10
2

10
10
20
I
9
6

28
I
2

...
...
...
...

...

338

323

-4

-32

267

338

323

4

-32

2ej

24
1
2

...
...
...

00

8

2
I
2
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198? as enoted....................................

323

........

Wok-

Iw
-§331

Aont
15,650

Pay and retirement supplemenal ................................................................

382

Pr grm applemntal request ...............

21

1987 appropriation anticipated .....................................................................
AdMstmnts to bases
Transfers to and from other acoountes
Transfer
er of SS g
.......................................................................
Savings resulting from f
e
t. initaati
..................................................
Programwfned from
Wobli
At la es ......................................................
Uncontrollable inoreasuei
One additional cmpeneable day ...............................................................
Lnaliation of Feder l Employees Retirement System Coot...
Anoualization of 1987 PaIn
...........................................................
Within grade
reass .......................................................................
Locality based per dim ......................................................................
GSArent .
ent.....
...
..........................................................
* GSArecurring reitebele aervicese.................................................
Federal Telso iloatione System (M) ..................................................
Telephone sevios .........................
e.......
CPOprinting cott ...............................
Employee data and payroll services ...................
ei
......................
c
.........
Asdovisual and media s
e .......................................................
r v
ic
e
s
General pricing level a
.............................................................
d
j
attnent
Total, uncontrollable Ln
............................................................
Deoreasesi
Reduction for chans in hourly rate ......
Reduction In health benefits ........................................................
Reduction in per page owt of n and cRi ............................................
rederal playle Compenation Aot (PICA) - okers Cmpensati.o ..............
Total, decreases ............................................................
988 Bs

..............................................................................

-4"

...

-100
11,640
I0
650
330
113
25

306
39
25
16
15
a

ALL

-32
-1

.........

a
319

327

q30,W4
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.
This represent, the transfer or the Financal end Adlatrative System S&pport Qrcp fro the
General Administration to the Wogici Capital Fund. The transfer of this group will place all of
JDfinancial, adinistrative system suprt servioe.n a user-reiambsable basis.
Sautna

Due to 14rnen

Inittiatv

...........................................

f poe twi,
Thia request prMides r •
consolidation of administrative support activities.

,..................
6 FIT mnd$100,000 d'e to ntiolpated savi s o

hfrmt~ddrom
Utoblingti
.....................................................................
"This request
rersente
an a
tmt gklne
required
in order to reflect actual base levels for oertan

-100
.11,610

program. The 1967 sproprlation Ilmp and Conferme Comittee report speoified tht carryover unds
be added to now budget authority fbr several Oft program.
Follown we the program Aich require adjuatmets
Crimiml Justice Statistiral
M
State and Local Asslstance
Pblia Safety Offoers'I eefit Progrm
Emrgency Asistance
Regional Informtion Sharing System
Total
Ihnstgent
and Adlnistration

$2,960
4,400
760
1,18
2,100
TVI

Uncontrollable increases
1. One additional e
le
.........................................................................
The
ea s sMar rate for Federal eplojess is baaed an 260 paid days. rT 1988 has onesore
ociineb.s
day (262) thUn 1967 (261). (Paeranent pareomel oompnnation *9,50,000t 260 a $36,000
plus $,000 for benefits.)
43

Perm.
ha.
2.

Anmallzation of Federal sp~laeee' Retirement 3 ICts
............................................
This request provides fo- the ddlitimi costa in 1908n9ceer to Ontiie i1Meentatlon Ot the
Federal IqpIoeee' Metirement 3ystm Act o 196, P.L. 9-3Z. This act establieusd a retiement
progrem for Federal civilian eqplayes and postal workers hired after Dooeber 31 1963 to are
covered by sooal seoxity, md tar eqployeses wer the Civil Svia Netirenent Jtm whodw
to trexiater into the now system The caloulatton. were determined b'om en CU spixwed tormila.
Additionally,
3,000 or the 1987 requirement ms A-sorbed. Total anmalisation required Is *W,000.

3. Annusaliation of 1967 pay incmm ....................................................................
Ths request provides for the mmu nation or the Jammr7 is 1967 pay increase. Thecalculation
of te amunt requred taor eaaaliation is based on 68 paid days (Gotober 1, 1966 tfrouh
Jemary 3, 1987) tih were not Included in the pay raise smat o $M2,000. Additional,
$172,000 or the 1907 ps requirementmwa absorbed. Total enmu!tzatia4 required is $330#000.
4. WithI -grde Inc
.................................................................................
This request provides ftr an expected incrae in the cost or within-grade Inoreases. Iis
increasis generally ocnsitent with increase experienced in recent yems end is
ipprainmtely
on percent above the bassefur c'enstion md related benefits ao permanent e lopmt.
(Fersoixel onqieneation $102,000 and benefits $11,000 a $113,000.)

Worirow

W50

330

.. 113

5. Lonality based per diest ...............................................................................
iublio Lw 99-234 m.thorited a new locality-based per dim and lifted the *5.00 ceiling in oetLan
georapi aree.
Anunoontrolishla increase of *Z,000 is required to met the expected 5 percent
Inorme to total travel fLwAs.
6.

WOA
rent ...............................................................................................
In 1987 the Sent Systm roilaoea the Standd Level Uer CO s ($AUC)system. WA will *harg,
rental rates that approxim thos abused to ocmerial tments for equivalent pene and related
ervioes. An unnoontrallsle Increase ot $306,000 is required to meat ou amiteent to 03A.

7.

OU recurring releburebli
hiniu&meble payments ar
eotse o ocmil woricing
*8,000 in tew for these

service ..................................
medeto GSAtr heating, ventilatton Andair o cnditonng p4roved in
hours and tar uArd service. WAhae etinati ed a 4.2 parent increase of
service. in 198 over 1967 'es ato*180,000.

6
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Amnt

$39

S. Federal Teleommnicatlons System (5) .................................................................
The General ServLcs Administration Ms advised of a 16 percet Increase In Federal Telooomioattons System (15) Itercity costa for 1986. Thl Increase is mainly ue to unantloipated tariff
a nd
increases savis OA hld built into their criginal budget estimate hich will nt mterialie
rl 1985 costs whIch were not billed by WA last year. An Increase of $39,000 over the 1967 base of
$14,000 is requested.
..

.............
se vtoe .........................................................................
On Firvue7 25, 1986, the DLstrict of Colmbia Pali Service CLeslon (PSC)Issued its flrsl order
allowed (IP
PSC,
in
its
order,
rate
cam.
The
comp
((IP)
telephone
and
Potomsc
in the Qesepeake
to Increase its rates by $31 million mndset the rates for CIP's Intrastate services.

9. T Ie

The PSCorder affects the
(3 3 nrvice, service
changes will Increase the
by an estated $',2,OCO.
pay these dmase.

rats the redeml fxeoutive Agencies will pay for basic sxdMen service,
cmneotions, direct imn dialing services and chamel servi es. Then
FT 196? coat of operating the Justice Teleootamications Service (M1)
An increase of $25,000 over the 198 baen or $275,000 is requested to
... ...

10. CPOprinting ents .....................................................................................
The 0ovesnmnt Printing otloe (W) Is urrently projecting a 3 to I pere tIncrease over the i98T
Anadditioal $16,000 will be required i 1968.
printing cost of V$MOf..
I.

25

16
C,'
15

......................................................................
epl oys data end payroll se
Centralized emplayee date and payrol services are provided to all Deprtsental orgmisations except
hiidh Include Informticn ystme
the Federal Bureau of Invetigtioc. Charges for thes service,
maintenance and payroll ooomting are based an the nmber of records mintained. The rate of
is based
In FT 1906 will be aimd to $155.76 per record for n1 1968. The m
$15.64 per rcd
an anticipated umontrollable coat Increase of 6.9 pevrnt fr the operation of the Justice Ipoyse
ata Serv toe.
An additional Increase of $10 000 has bee Included to IWove the i hasroe IHngm nt
is lroivmmt will enhance the produotivity of all Depertsent
Information System (NNW).
c onent as well as the support mnits of aomuitin, budgeingti p- ureent. This
reJtoling of support systms will allow te Dupertt to operate em effitiet, effective old
business-like admit native operation.

3

........................................................................
12. Audio vlul and media servio
Thie incres reflects proposl rate Increases for various types of sdlovimal services. An
estimated 16.5% overall increase will be assigned to each affected ormaltation for 1966. This
qutes to an incremie of $3,000 over the 19M bumsof $W0,000.
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13. General pricing level adjustment .......................................................................
This request applies OMBpricing guidance as Ot December 19(6 to selected expense categories. The
increased costs identified result from applying a factor of 3.7 peroent against those subobject
Classes where the prices that the Government pays are astaolished through the market system instead
of by law or regulation. Generally, the factor is applied to supplies, materials, equipment,
contracts with the private sector, transportation costs wd utilities. Excluded from the ocputation
are categories of expense where inflation has already been built into the 1987 estimates.
Total uncontrollable increases ......................................................................

orkYears

...

...

...

...

...

...

2,98

Nonrecurring Dereamss
1.

Reduction for change in hourly rate ....................................................................
Public Law 99-272, the Consolidated Ocmibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 required that the
omputation of annual salary rates to be based on 2,087 hours rather than 2,080. The same amount
that was reduced in 1984 and restored in 1986 is requested for reduction in 1988.

2.

Reduction in health benefits ............................................................................
The Federal Employees' Health Benefits Act (P.L 93-246) provided that the Oovernment's share of
health finance would be 60 percent of the total rate comenoing in 1975. Effective for t*e first
pay period after January 1, 1986, the Department's actual Contribution to health insurance decreased
ap roximately 5 percent due primarily to reduced carrier rates. The requested decrease includes
$18,000 for decreased rates over the 1987 budgeted base of $340,000.

3.

Reduction in per page oost of the Federal Register and the Code of Federal Regulations ..................
95-911) amended the Federal Register Act to
The Legislative Branch Appropriation Act of 1978 (P.L.Printing
Office for costs of printing, binding,
Les to reimburse the Governent
require Federal ag
e current
federall TR).
aiter (FR) and the Cd of
and distributing the Feral
indoate a per page coat of #39o fro the FRa nd1 55 for the (YR for 1988.
cost estimates from
This represents an $18 per page decrease for the FR end a $5 per page decrease for the CFR.

4. Federal EmploYe3' Coespensation Act (FECA) - workers compensation ......................
This decrease reflects the billing provided by the Department of Labor for the actual costs In 1986
of suployeas' accident compensation. The 1988 amount will be $62,000, or $114,000 less than the
1987 bae.
Total decreams .....................................................................................
Total, adjustments to base ........................................................................

-32

411
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'8,mr of ftm inmto by Oroe od ObJeot Class
(VoUars In tbouasena)
Wedea urd salary rtm

Worikmrs

eAoutive Level, IV, $72,300 ..............................

15.5,

l341

0,500............................................

.. I..00
............

....................

1-2, F63,?67 ............................................
0WN-i5, 53,830-69,96 ..................................
WOSS-1,4,53-59,8.................................
W/IM-13 , 3,727-50,3 .............................
03-12, *32,567-j2,a 31 .....................................
00-11,
:/,172-35,326 .....................................
00-10, *2,
& 5-.,32199
18 ..................................
.... ; ................................
00-9,
20,3-26, .......................................
0-,
0
, 8,38-,3,866 ......................................
054:
00-5,
008,
0--3,

2
5

30

64
58
43

28

-5

...
13,05

•..

189
68
...

131

150

5
3

%1W1dzx#

39(11.17rrg

81,65

-36

65

5
3
...
..

88..

68
MA

15e
72
......
....
12
... ]§]

,''11+.

41+,83

,,.

12Of

12

13
t3

'-1

84

for prt of ye ..................................
Net fu4ir pw . ............................

Avoe
8:5Salay ........................................
Average 05,I alar.
...........................
Avet age 0/WI Chd..............................
...

-8

UszT

88-,

not
due
to low .................................
payacalso
Lo saings
t .u.
l..
.......

oo0e r t Ion........................................

38
a

Payabo, stated amumal
rte .............................

Other mn permnent o
Part-time nemt
.........
...................
T.l8m
Ok9.rs O
.
t.... ......................
Other
l
s and In'u
m..
I omtIoim
OUW peo mel

-7.
-8

16
19
17

.. .. . 13,175

....................

57
58
20
2
10

2
15
8
20

16,521-21,80. ...............................
14,822-19,268 ......................................
13,2 8-17,226 ......................................
11,802-15,339................................

otalaprolated poton .....

haut

8
5

l

25
-1,05

..
...

..

12.1

8

.13
-

-1.172

%qwoAzpcp
(439,
5V
(II.
to
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(Dollars
In thotuNAa)

c Clan

323

$1308

Obeot Claw.
we.
11.3Otbwtim
fewatlltape
pr tt-oi
n .............................
t
11.5
w
11.5 Other
OUaerthen
um ralonaams
11.8 Speal peronal elosa pm ............... e
..................
Toa l ...................

n .

2
13
21
22

Pweotm I benefits .........................................
Wasoit for tormer perooml ..............................
Tralml and trrsfspotation of peaM ..................
.......
TranportaLo. of thlnp ..................
tuedd level user dwg.m ..................
23.1
..........
23.2 Dental p jnat. to otue ................
23.3 €0mlastlola, utilitle and
o...............................
illansed k
24
PrLatling ad aeproazao................. .........
.......... ................
uOe IMV
......
25
o......
materials. ......................
26 Suplie mind
EqUkaen- ........................................
31
Orants, su.ldlas, and oontrlbutlon ......................
41
Insemtla ...........................
82 Insurm"o clstm mand
s
Total obliaticn ....................... .................
of prior yew obllptlmiS ...............................
weoovury
Oobllgated balane, start of yew ...............................
Omobl
d balwme, ad of yel .................................
Relation of oblIgations to outliWa
Total oblictions ......................................
Obipted balano, etart-or-par ......................
...............
Oligted balance, end-of-.eer .......

8

iii

217
100

13,5M
1,0918

645
3

1,531
56
1,0??
70
27.996
254
-I3
150

390,306

293
8

41,035
13

$12,033

230
100

3

12,3j

-30

-,12

2,271
18..

583

587

-8

.3

1,83

58

1,169
715
23,253
5

25,78

3D6
2
92
10
-41745
-6
-100

-368,600

-537
-32,160

22,171
-807,S7

w7:?12
-165,07

. . ..............
.............
oos ....
,:.................
Sjt mnepired 60se
" lays .................
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...
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6,200
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Office of Justice Prorames
CGrime Victims Fund

AMa Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
The Crime Victims Fund was established by the Victims of Crime Act of 198 4, as amended by the Children's Justice Assistance Act of 1986.
Current legislation provides for the depoelt into the Fund of Federal criminal fines, bond forfeitures, and penalty assesments up to
$110,000,000. These funds are used for four programs: 1) reimbursements to States for victim compensation programs (up to 35% or their prior
year expenditures); 2) each State receives an allocation for the purpose of providing services, other non-finanoal assistance, and limited
emergency financial assistance to victims of crime; 3) training and technical assistance services to eligible crime victims assistance programs
and for the financial support or victim of Federal crime by eligible crime victim assstance programs; and 4) Chilldren's Justioe/Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment grants. Any funds currently collected which exceed $110,000,000 are deposited into the General Fund of the Treasury.
The request for 1988 proposes an obligation limitation of $35,000,000 which will still be aufflolent to encourage development of additional
crime victim programs at the state and local level. In addition, the savings gained can be used to offset the Federal defloit.

0.I."

Office of Jtustice Programs
Crime Victims Fund
Justification of Proposed Changes in Appropriation Language

The 1988 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriations language listed and explained below.
and deleted maLter la enclosed in brackets.
Not to exceed [j6I, 000, 00 ^ shall be oblI&aWe during fiscal yer
1981' for victim comensatioti and assistance Drograms, notwithstandilnz
ection 1 02, 1403, or 1404 of the Victims of Crimo Act of 1984 (Public
Law 98-473).

New language is underscored

$35.000.000

Eplanaton of Change.*
An obligation limitation Is proposed for 1988.

2

Of fico of Justice Programs
Crime Victims Fund
Summary of Requirements

(Dollars In thousands)
1986
Actual
.Collections a/ ........................................
............
Total obligations b/ ................
,'roposod reduction of obligations ......................

Proposed obligation limitation .......................

Outlays related to proposed obligation limitation ......
Obligations by activity
Victim compensation ..................................
....................
Victim assistance o/ ...........
Total ..............................................

a/ Includes adjustment in available collections.

1987
Anticipated

1988
Requested

$62,506

$70,000

$75,000

64,899

65,920
-1

71,920

64,000

35,000

65,479

55,428

64,899
8,806
23,017
.41 422

28,296

17,325

64,00

35,000

4

17.675

Obligations incurred In fiscal year following year of collections.

j/ Does not include offsetting collections erroneously credited to account.

o/ Includes Federal Victim Assistance and Children's Justice Assistance programs.

Office of Justie Programs
Crime victims fund
Justification of Program an

Performance

Activity Resource Summary
(Dollars in thousands)
Activity Crime Victims Fund
1986
ObliaaticnM
Victim Compensation .............
Victim Assistance .............................
Total ...........................

.............
:
..........

23,177

1987
Anticipated
Obligations

1988
Requested
Oblixations

$28,296

$17,325

_.

The Crime Victims Fund les established by the Victims of Crime Act of 198 as amended by the Children's Justice Assistance Act of 1986. Funds
collected from Federal criminal fines, bond forfeitures, and penalty assess~m~ta up to $110,000,000 are deposited in the Fund. The funds
collected in one year are-then awarded to the states in the following year for victim compensation and assistance programs.
Lon Ran Goal. To ensure that victim. of crime have access to compensation and asistane programs designed to reduce the emotional,
financial, and physical effeots of victimization and to support and facilitate the participation of crime victims in the criminal Justice
process.
Major Ob.ectivye,
to implement the provisions of the Victims of Crime Act of 1984, as amended.
To monitor state oompensation and victim a3sistance program to ensure ompliance with Iederal guidelines.
To provide technical assistance to the states in implementing victim assistance and victim copensation programs.
To oompile and armlyze data submitted by the state programs.
To prepare a report to Congress on the progress and achievements of the victim compensation program.
To monitor compliance with the Attorney General's Ouidelines for Victim and Witness Assistance.

Base Prolram Description: The victims of crime program is funded by collections of fines, penalty assessments, and bond forfeitures from people
convicted of Federal crimes. Funds are deposited on a regular basis Into the Crime Victims Fund, up to $110,000,000. Funds are not obligated
during the year of collection. They are allowed to accumulate for one year so that the total amount is known for computation of the amounts to
be distributed to each state for compensation and assistance. Therefore, funds collected In 19M16
are awarded in 1987 and funds collected in
1987 will be awarded In 1988. Approximately $62.5 million was deposited in the fund during 1986. It is anticipated that collections will
increase in 1987 and that they will total $70,000,000.
Funds are targeted at four program areas.
the Fund:

Following is the distribution of funds by program, based on the availability of uo to $100 million in

1. Crime Victim Compensation - The legislation sets aside 19.5 percent of the Fund for this purpose. These funds are distributed to the states
on the basis of 35% of their victims compensation payouts during the preceding fiscal year. Money. from the Fund cannot be used to pay
administrative expenses of the state's victims compensation program. Any money unspent by a state within two fiscal years of receipt will
be deposited in the General Fund of the Treasury.
2.

Crime Victim Assistance r Forty-five percent of the Fund is set aside to be awarded to states for the purpose of providing services, other
nonfinancial assistance, and limited emergency financial assistance to victims of crime. In addition, money set aside in the Fund for
victims compensation that was not awarded because of the 35%cap would be added to the assistance portion of the Fund. Priority mist be
given to eligible crime victim assistance programs which provide assistance to victims of sexual assault, spousal abuse or child abuse.
Each state has named a state official to administer the assistance funds awarded under the Act. The designated official is responsible for
awarding the fwids to eligible victim assistance recipient organizations In the state, administering the awards, and monitoring the fiscal
and programmatic performance of f.nd receipts. Recipient organizations eligible for victim assistance funding would be non-profit
organizations, agencies of state or local governments (or combinations of such entities) whlih provide services
to victims of crime,
Including crisis intervention services, emergency aid, and assistance to victims participating in criminal Justice proceedings.

3.

Federal Victims Assistance - The Attornr General shall make available one percent of the total Fund for training and technical assistance
services to eligible crime victims assistance programs and for the financial support of services to victims of Federal crime by eligible
crime victim assistance programs.

4.

hlldren's'Justlee - The legislation requires that 1.5 percent shall be made available for Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment grants. The
Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to award grants to states to assist in developing, establishing, and operating
programs designed to improve the handling of child abuse cases and the investigation and prosecution of cases of child abuse, particularly
child sexual abuse.

If deposits in the Fund exceed $100 million, the first $5.5 million would 'e available for the Children's Justice program.
in excess of $105.5 million and up to $110 million would be available for the Victim Assistance program for States.

An available amount

Afimlib
te a W
ao:als
During 1986, the Office for Victims of Crime awarded $23,1177,000 to 38 states for victim ocmpensation programs
and $41,233,000 to 55 states and territories for victim assistance programs. In 1987, the Office anticipates awarding $28,296,000 to 1i0 states
for victim compensation and $30,772,000 to 57 states and territories for victim assistance. Four regional meetings qf appropriate state
officials were convened by the Office to facilitate successful Implementation of the compensation and assistance awards.
5

The Office continued grants with the National Sheriffs' Assoolation, the National Association of Attorneys eneral, the National [istriot
Attoindys' Association, and the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Exeoutlves to Atther the isplementation of the recommendations
of the President's Tai Force on Victims of Crime. The Office provided staff sport for the President's Child Safety Partnership, and
organized its seven public hearings and' four business meetings.
A training conference oncerning the treatmet of victims of Federal crims for U.3. Attorneys' Viotim-Witness Coordinators was held Decemer 2-4
1985, Jointly sponsored by the Office for Viotim of Crime and by the Executive officee for U.S. Attorneys. Mailouta were subsequently made to
all U.S. Attorneys and numerous questions have been responded to by the Office. A seminar on victim assistance guidelines development for
Federal law enforooment agencies was sponsored by the Office in Auput 1966, and the Office his provided $171,000 to the Federal Lw Enforoement
Training Center to improve the training of Federal officers oonoerning vLot"- of crime. Finally, preparations have been made to monitor the
compliance of Federal entorcemnt agencies with the requirements of the Victim-Witness Proteotion Act of 1982.
program. C~M: It is requested that an obligation limitation of $35,000,000 be placed on the Crlme Victim Fund. This reduction is requested
In order to reduce the negtLve Ispact on the total Federal deficit caused by expenditures from the Crime VLtims Fund. The amount requested
will still be sufficient to encourage development of additional orime victim program at the state and lool level. In addition, the savings
realized would be used to offset the Federal defloit. A request to amend the mathorizing legislation to reduce the tmd limitation from
$110,000,000 to $35,000,000 will be transmitted to Congress in the near future.

Crime Viot.im E
Status of cixrsea~mll
Studies, R~ort".

Reueatr

and Bvaluntloms

Section 1117(h) of the VlotLms of Crime Aot of 1984 requires that a report by the Attorney Genermal on the effectiveness of the Act be
sObltted to the President and Congress on the revenue derived from each source described in section 1302 and on the effectLveness of
activities supported under the Act. The first report is due on Deoehe 31, 1987.
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OPENING STATEMENT
c

Mr. DWYER. The ommittee is pleased to welcome the Assistant
Attorney General for the Office of Justice Programs, Richard B.
Abell.
Mr. Abell, you may proceed with your statement at your own
pace.
Mr. ABELL. Thank you, sir. I would also like to quickly introduce
the other witnesses that are here with me today: Mr. Verne Speirs,
the Acting Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice; Mr.
James Stewart, Director of the National Institute of Justice; Mr.
Steven Schlesinger, Director of the Bureau of Justice Statistics; Mr.
Allen Vander-Staay, Budget Officer; and Mr. Michael Roper,
Deputy Comptroller for Budget, Office of the Comptroller.
Now sir, I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before
you in support of the 1988 budget request for the Office of Justice
Programs. The request is for $78,303,000 and 287 positions, which
represents a net decrease of $337,756,000 and 36 positions from the
$416,059,000 appropriation anticipated for 1987.
Included in this request is an increase of $14,464,000 for various
adjustments to base and program increases of $3,502,000 for Research, Evaluation, and Demonstration Programs, Criminal Justice
Statistical Programs and Emergency Assistance.
Decreases totaling $354,972,000 and 32 positions are requested to
terminate the State and Local Assistance, Juvenile Justice, Mariel
Cubans, and the Regional Information Sharing Systems programs.
A decrease of $650,000 is also requested for the Public Safety Officer's Benefits program. In addition, a reduction of four positions
and $100,000 is requested for management and productivity savings.
PROGRAM INCREASES

This budget request includes an increase of $2,700,000 for Research, Evaluation, and Demonstration Programs to fund three
new initiatives to control the supply and demand for illegal drugs.
Of the funds requested, $1,350,000 will be used to implement a
druguse "early-warning system"; $600,000 will be utilized to conduct research into the effectiveness of intensive crackdowns on
street-level drug dealers; and $750,000 will fund the dissemination
of public service announcements targeted at youngsters and teenagers.
For Criminal Justice Statistical Programs, an increase of
$750,000 is requested for a white-collar crime statistical series initiative. This initiative will provide the first empirical estimate of the
number of white-collar crime incidents reported, investigated, prosecuted, or otherwise handled by Government agencies, and responds directly to continued interest of the Department of Justice,
Congress, the States, and the general public by filling the current
void in our knowledge of criminal activity in the Nation. Project
findings will provide empirical data to support legislative, budget,
and correctional strategies at the Federal and State levels.
Our request includes an increase of $52,000 for Emergency Assistance, simply to maintain the program at its current level.
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A decrease of $44,400,000 is requested to terminate the State and
Local Assistance program. The three years of funding which have
been provided for this program have given the States and localities
ample opportunity to determine if the projects funded have resulted in greater efficiency and/or reduced costs. If results had been
positive, then those States and localities should be willing to use
their own revenues to continue the projects.
A decrease of $67,600,000 is requested for Juvenile Justice Programs.
has provided
about $1 billion
over
the pastThe
13 Federal
years forGovernment
this program.
e Administration
is pleased
that much has been accomplished over those years with Fderal
funds, particularly in the areas of deinstitutionalization of status
offenders, separation, of adults and juvenile offenders' and jail removal, which are the major thrusts of the legislation. The responsibility for any further funding for Juvenile Justice Programs should
be at the State and local government levels.
A reduction of $650,000 is requested for the Public Safety Officers' Benefits Program. The reduced level of resources requested is
the result of a decline in the number of eligible claims paid over
recent years and does not represent a lower program effort.
The budget requests a decrease of $5 million for the Mariel
Cuban Program. As you are aware, these prisoners are incarcerated in State and local facilities because they have committed State
and local offenses. Upon their release, they will be transferred to
Federal custody. The Department of Justice must first utilize available funds to meet Federal responsibilities. ,
A decrease of $12 million is proposed for the Regional Information Sbaring System Program, RISS. The original RISS projects
were funded by the Department of Justice in the mid-1970's on a
demonstration basis, with the expectation that financial support
for these intelligence networks would, in time, be assumed by the
State and local law enforcement agencies which they serve. Since
1975, when the first project was funded, the Federal Government
has provided over $74 million for these projects and although the
number of RISS projects has now grown to seven, only a small portion of the law enforcement community is benefited. These projects
are the only law enforcement activities at the State and local level
which are funded almost entirely by the Federal Government and
no significant action has been undertaken toward achieving fundingby the State and local agencies which are served.
Te budget request also includes a decrease of $225 million for
the Anti-Drug Abuse Program. This is another grant program for
States and localities which should not be viewed as a permanent,
ongoing source of funds. These funds were first appropriated in
1987 and can be used at the State and local levels for a three-year
period. The Department of Justice is confident that this funding
will help State and local governments to coordinate and improve
their drug enforcement efforts. They can then continue to build
upon these efforts with their own funds. The role of the Federal
Government must be that of encouraging the development of,
rather than sustaining, locally-based programs to deal with drug
abuse.
The reduction of $972,000 and 32 positions requested for Management and Administration is due to the proposed termination of
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funding for the Juvenile Justice, State and Local Assistance, AntiDrug Abuse, Mariel Cubans, and RISS programs. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention will be decreased by 22
positions, and the Bureau of Justice Assistance will be decreased by
10 positions.
CRIME VICTIMS FUND

I also wish to address the Crime Victims Fund, which is financed
by Federal criminal fines, bond forfeitures, and penalty assessments. Currently, legislation allows the deposit of up to $110 million into the Fund. In 1987 the Justice Assistance appropriation
language provides an obligation limit of $64 millibn. Our 1988 request proposes an obligation limitation of $35 million. This level of
resources will be sufficient to encourage the development of additional crime victim programs at the State and local levels, and the
savings realized can be used to offset the Federal deficit.
LIMITED FEDERAL FUNDS AVAILABLE

With regard to the various program decreases requested in this
budget, I wish to emphasize that these State and local assistance
programs must now be funded by those jurisdictions which have

been receiving the benefits over the years. Since Federal funds are
not unlimited, we must first use available funds to meet the requirements of the Federal justice system. The Department's position on funding of these grant programs was perhaps best summarized by the Attorney General in his testimony before the Senate
Judiciary Committee on February 4, 1987, where he said, "I think
it is very important in allocating resources and in recognizing that
there is a limited amount of funds available that we decide where
the Federal Government ought to be spending its money. There is
no doubt in my mind whatsoever that it ought to be on the Federal
functions."
This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I shall, of course,
be happy to answer any questions.
[The biographies of Mr. Abell and Mr. Speirs follow:]
[CLERK'S

NOTE.-The prepared statement was read verbatim

during the hearing and will not be repeated again in the record.]
BIOGRAPHY OF RICHARD BENDER ABELL

'The President nominated Richard Bender Abell to be Assistant Attorney General
of the Office of Justice Programs, Department of Justice on February 24, 1987. He
has served as the Acting Assistant Attorney General since October 20, 1986. Prior to
that appointment he was the Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Justice
Programs. His previous employment includes Director, Office of Program Development, Peace Corps; Representative for Central Pennsylvania for United States Senator Richard Schweiker; Assistant District Attorney, Chester County, Pennsylvania;
and Associate, Law Offices of Reilly and Fogwell, West Chester, Pennsylvania. On
January 10, 1985, he was appointed by the President to the Federal Prison Industries Board of Directors serving as Representative for the Attorney General.
Richard Bender Abell was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on December 2,
1943. From the George Washington University, he received both a B.A. degree in
International Affairs in 1966 and a J.D. degree in 1974. He served in the United
States Army, First Air Cavalry Division, from 1969 to 1971 and received an Air
Medal, the Purple Heart, the Army Commendation Medal for Heroism and the
Combat Infantyan's Badge.
Richard Bender Abell is married and has three children. He currently resides in
Alexandria, Virginia.
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BioGRAPHY OF VERNE L. Spr.is
Verne L. Speirs was named Acting Administrator of the Office cf Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, U.S. Department of Justice, on June 9, 1986.
Mr. Speirs also continues as Administrator of the Office for Victims of Crime in
the Department's Office of Justice Programs, a position he, has held since October
13, 1985, Before joining the Justice Department, Mr. Speirs was Executive Assistant
to the Chairman of the U.S Merit System Protection Board from 1982 to 1985. Prior
to that appointment, he held positions in a number of criminal justice agencies in

the State of California, including the California State Office of Criminal Justice
Planning, and work with the Sacramento County Law and Justice Agency.

For three years, from 1975 to 1978, Mr. Speirs was in charge of planning and pro-

gram development with the Sacramento County Department of Probation. In that
position, he was responsible for planning and managing grant programs for adult

and juvenile offenders. From 1966 to 1974, Mr. Speirs served as a probation officer
with the Santa Clara and Sacramento County Departments of Probation, rising to
Senior Deputy Probation Officer in Sacramento County, where he was responsible

for the supervision and treatment of serious adult felons and hard-core juvenile of-

fenders.

IoMr. Speirs also has held teaching positions with Golden Gate University and the

Los Rios Community College District, and in 1977 he was named Golden Gate Uni-

versity's "Instructor of the Year."
He received a Master of Science degree in correctional counseling from the California State University at Sacramento in 1972 and a B.A. in corrections and psy-

chology from the California State University at San Jose in 1966.

Mr. Speirs, who was born on June 10, 1942, is married and has two children.,
LAW-RELATED EDUCATION PROGRAM

Mr. DWYER. Thank you. In its report accompanying the fiscal
year 1986 appropriation bill, the House and this Committee instructed that the coordinated national law-related education program be supported at a level of not less than $2.2 million. Nonetheless, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
only provided $1.5 million for the implementation of the program.
lasthow
year, in report language, the position was reiterated.
And
. Now,
much of that $2,200,000 is going to be obligated to that
program?
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir. With your permission, I would like to ask
Mr. Speirs, the Acting Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice, to respond 0o that question.
Mr. SPEIRS. Last year, I believe $1,535,000. What we have asked
them to do is submit. their budgets, and I do think we have the
budgets coming in at about $2.2 million, and we are in the process
of looking at their budgets, looking at the program, and seeing
whether they are implementing the program at that level.
Mr. DWYER. What about the budgets that were submitted in the
prior year, were they not up to $2.2 million? Or had you objected to
some of the things that were included in the budget?
Mr. SPEIRs. I was not there. I did not look and object at that
budget level, and I cannot tell you what they had submitted. I just
know what the level of effort was at that period of time. I know the
language this year does talk about $2.2 million.
Mr. DWYER. I wonder if you would provide for the record a report
on the requests that were made in 1986?
Mr. SpaiRs. In 1986?
Mr. DWYER. Yes.

Mr. SPEIRS. Certainly.
[The information follows:]
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LAW-RELATED EDUCATION PROGRAM
Grantee

amount
RequestedAward
amount

Aadaon

In fiscal year1986 the following requests for funding were made:

Am
erican Bar Association ...............................................................................................................
National Institute for Citizen
Education inthe Law .......................................................................
Law ina Free Society .....................................................................................................................
Constitutional Rights Foundation
.....................................................................................................
Phi Alpha Delta ...............................................................................................................................
Total ..........................................................................................................................................

$176,410
43 ,082
456,400

$176,410
431,082
456,400

336,000
135,000

336,000
135,000

1,534,892

1,534,892

MARIEL CUBAN PROGRAM

Mr. DWYER. You propose to eliminate funds for incarceration of
Mariel Cubans and not reimburse States for the costs that they are
suffering.
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir. For fiscal year 1988.
Mr. DWYER. If the Congress decides in itz wisdom to continue the
Mariel Cuban funding, how much would be required for the fiscal
year 1988?
Mr. ABELL. I do not know, sir. In terms of what would be required, I do not have a response.
Mr. DWYER. You don't have any idea how many Mariel Cubans
are now incarcerated in the States?
Mr. ABELL. That we can supply.
Mr. DWYER. Yes.
Mr. ABELL. For 1987, it would be anticipated that there would be
12,416. Now, that number was supplied by the States requesting
funds. INS and the Bureau of Justice Assistance have not yet verified those numbers.
Mr. DWYER. How many Mariels have been moved out of the
State and local prison facilities in 1986?
Mr. ABELL. The Immigration and Naturalization Service would
have those figures. I would be happy to supply those for the record,
if I may.
Mr. DWYER. Well, would you do that, supply it for the record?
Mr. ABELL. Certainly.
[The information follows:]
MARIEL CUBANS RELEASED FROM STATE AND LOCAL FACILITIES
According to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, approximately 650
Mariel Cubans were moved out of State and local prison facilities in 1986.
MISSING CHILDREN PROGRAM

Mr. DWYER. Most of the accomplishments and workload for the
missing-children program, displayed on page 25 of your justification, increased from fiscal year 1987 to fiscal year 1988, and yet
your funding remains level. Why is that, even though you expect to
have a larger burden?
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir. Well, with your permission, I would like
again to ask the Acting Administrator, Mr. Speirs, to respond to
that.
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Mr. SPEIRS. May I ask you to repeat the question? I am not sure
exactly what you wanted me to respond to on that.
Mr. DWYER. Most of the accomplishments and work load for the
missing-children program, displayed on page 25 of your justification, increased from fiscal year 1987 to fiscal year 1988. Yet your
funding remains level. Why?
Mr. SPEIRS. So I can be accurate and give you the best information, I would like to submit that for the record.
Mr. DWYER. Okay. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
MISSING CHILDREN'S PROGRAM WORKLOAD AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The workload and accomplishments information on page 25 of the budget justification does not show an increase in workload in FY 1988. The information shows an
increase in the workload associated with the State (public) missing children clearinghouses and a decrease in the workload estimates associated with the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children.
REGIONAL INFORMATION SHARING SYSTEM PROGRAM

Mr. DWYER. You are again recommending to eliminate the funding for the Regional Information Sharing System. Don't you believe
that this program is of immense value for State and local law enforcement offices who otherwise could not afford it?
Mr. ABELL. Well, it may or may not be of value, but after some
11 or 12 years of funding, we feel that the use of $74 million for
what should have originally been start-up funding has more than
expired in its time. If the programs are good, the States and locals
should, in fact, contribute and pick them up.
Mr. DWYER. Have you approached the States on that basis to see
if they would pick up the costs?
Mr: ABELL. I understand there has been some discussion about
picking up more of the cost. I have heard that between five and ten
percent of the cost is being picked up this year.
Mr. DWYER. Who held those discussions with the States?
Mr. ABELL. I believe our Office of the General Counsel has had
some discussions, sir.
WHITE COLLAR CRIME STATISTICS INITIATIVE

Mr. DWYER. You request an increase of $750,000 for a whitecollar crime initiative.
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DWYER. Why is this required, and what benefits do you foresee coming out of the initiative?
Mr. ABELL. With your permission, I would like to ask Mr. Schlesinger, the Director of the Bureau of Justice Statistics, to respond to
that.
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Mr. Chairman, the initiative would provide the
first empirical estimate of the number of white-collar crime incidents which are reported, investigated, prosecuted, and otherwise
handled by Government agencies.
Moreover, the data would permit evaluation of alternative procedures for controlling white-collar crime-for example, civil versus
criminal versus an administrative approach-and thus would facilitate long-term cost savings in crime control programs.
72-165 0-87-48
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Project findings will also provide data to support legislative,
budget, and correctional strategies at the Federal and State levels.
Program costs would be minimized by using data already collected
by different agencies and incorporating the analysis effort in the
already existing Federal data analysis program at BJS.
In light of recent events, especially in light of the insider-trader
cases, and the continuing concern over Government integrity, we
anticipate that congressional and public requests for data on whitecollar crime activity will increase markedly in the future.
Finally, I would add that any effort to control white-collar crime
would increase the integrity of America's work place and would enhance our competitiveness and productivity in the world trade
arena.
Mr. ABELL. We could supply that for the record.
Mr. DWYER. Well, maybe you could tell us something about who
came up with the idea to go into this white-collar crime initiative
study?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. This is an idea that I had originally talked
about with former Deputy Attorney General Lowell Jensen. He
agreed that there was a real lack of data on the processing of
white-collar cases both at the Federal and at the State levels addressing that void is very important.
[CLERK'S NOTE.-This more detailed information was prepared for
the record subsequent to the hearing:]
PURPOSE OF WHITE-COLLAR CRIME INITIATIVE

Subsequent to the hearing, the following information was provided:
The study will also provide data on the estimated losses associated with such incidents; the nature of individual and corporate offenders involved; the extent to which
such incidents are investigated and sanctioned through the criminal, as opposed to
'civil, administrative or regulatory process; the percent of offenders prosecuted, convicted and sentenced; the extent and impact of civil sanctions; and the nature of
correctional experiences faced by convicted offenders (including, for example, time
served by offenders, nature of correctional experiences faced by convicted offenders
(including, for example, time served by offenders, nature of correctional institutions,
etc.)
The proposed program would collect data on each of these matters, initially at the
Federal level, and eventually from the States as well. Data would be obtained initially from operational records maintained by Federal agencies (e.g., the Department of Justice, the Securities and Exchange Commission, Cornptroller of the Currency, Inspector General offices). At a later date, data would be obtained from
sources such as State Attorneys General and state fraud units in order to develop
overall national estimates of white-collar crime activity and costs.
In order to ensure that project products respond to actual needs, criminal justice,
legislative, judicial and academic experts would be convened to identify the relevant
crime categories and data elements which are of priority interest. An initial report
would describe the general Government response to white-collar crime incidents.
Later reports would describe particular subject matters, including, for example, the
impact on corrections and the advantages of criminal vs. civil processing. Trend
data will also be developed to evaluate the effect of changed policies and processes.
The data described do not now exist. Initiation of such a comprehensive program
would accurately reflect the Government's commitment to white-collar crime control.

Mr. DWYER. What purpose would it serve?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Well, for example, one of the things that we
would very much like to know is the kinds of sentences that whitecollar criminals are receiving at the Federal and State levels. Once
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we know the sentences, it would be very interesting to know the
length of time those individuals are in fact serving in the Federal
prison system.
It would also be interesting to go back to the beginning of the
process both at the Federal and the State levels-what kind of
prosecutorial discretion is being exercised in the prosecution of
these cases, what kinds of cases are Federal and State prosecutors
deciding to prosecute, and what kinds of cases are they declining to
prosecute.
The purpose of this effort would be to trace white-collar crime
cases at the Federal and State levels, all the way through the
system, starting with arrests, then through the courts and finally
into the corrections system. We would trace each stage and
produce data about how the cases are being handled at each stage,
so as to ultimately produce policy-relevant data that can guide policymakers like yourselves in making decisions about alternative
strategies in handling white-collar crime.
Mr. DWYER. Is this engendered by the general belief that whitecollar crime does not suffer the severe sentencing procedures that
other types of crime does?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. I think it's fair to say that there is such a general belief, and we at BJS have tried to make some initial efforts to
address that question. We have a series at BJS called "offenderbased transaction statistics," which follows cases and people
through the criminal justice systems of a few States, and we produced an initial report on white-collar crime in those few States.
This was perhaps six months ago.
The findings, I thought, were quite interesting. The report compared the processing of white-collar felons to other kinds of felons
in those States. What we found was that generally speaking whitecollar felons were convicted as often and had sentences which were
approximately as long as the other kinds of felons, including violent felons aid public order felons. The actual stay in prison, however, was shorter.
Mr. DWYER. Hsw about the facilities that white-collar criminals
are housed in?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. That study did not address the question of
what facilities they were housed in.
Mr. DWYER. It is the general impression of the public that most
white-collar criminals are treated like juveniles, with short sentences and 'early-release programs and housed in very, very, very
minimum security camps and things of that nature.
Mr. SCHLESINGER. That was not a question that was addressed in
that study.
Mr. DWYER. Your study will address that question?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. It certainly will. One of the data elements we
would certainly pick up would be that.
Mr. DWYER. Would your study make a recommendation?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. The Bureau of Justice Statistics never makes
policy recommendations. We understand ourselves to be a statistics
agency, and we supply the data for the use of the policymakers.
Mr. DWYER. Would your study, do you think, indicate that the
policymakers then would make a different recommendation when
it came to white-collar crime?
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Mr. SCHLESINGER.

[Laughter.]

Could you repeat the question, please, sir?
ANTI-GAY VIOLENCE

Mr. DWYER. It's actually a statement.
I had somebody come into the office from the American Psychological Association a week or two ago who was talking about your
division and wanted to know why you people were not making a
study of the violent treatment of homosexuals in our society at this
particular time, and in fact, is this actually happening? And I
couldn't answer the question because I didn't really know. But that
was the question that was asked of me.
Mr. SCHLESINGER. I am not aware that-Mr. DWYER. Well, apparently, with the frightening increase of
AIDS, people now are starting to attack the homosexuals as they
meet them on the street. At least, this was the claim. I don't know
whether it's true or not.
Mr. SCHLESINGER. I think I may have read in the newspapers
that in some cities such studies have been undertaken. I would be
more than happy to meet with individuals who are interested in
such studies and we can discuss the matter.
Mr. DWYER. Fine.
Mr. Smith?
NECESSITY FOR WHITE COLLAR CRIME STATISTICS

Mr. SMITH. I am not quite clear what you are going to get, that
you don't already know. We already know that when they are
faced with turning out one or two criminals, they try to turn out
the ones least apt to commit violence again on society. There is
nothing unknown about that, is there? I mean, we know why
white-collar criminals tend to be released. If they have to turn
somebody out of prison, they tend to keep the one that committed
violence, probably a couple of times before. I mean, that is already
known, isn't it? What are we going to get that we don't already
know?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. I think in some jurisdictions that is undoubtedly true.
Mr. SMITH. Well, everywhere they have a shortage of jail space
don't they? And there is criticism for turning out anybody that
committed violence.
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Well, I do know that States and jurisdictions
vary a good deal in terms of how many individuals receive early
releases. I would add in general that this white-collar crime study
covers a good bit more than just corrections. It would cover the
treatment of white-collar felons in the entire system.
Let me add one other thing. In gathering data at the Federal and
State levels, we will be asking not only the usual criminal justice
agencies to provide the data, but we will be asking regulatory agencies such as the SEC and the Comptroller of the Currency and
other regulatory agencies to provide this data. This would be a
much wider study.
Mr. SMITH. How much would this study cost?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. The request is for $750,000, Mr. Chairman.
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TERMINATION OF JUVENILE JUSTICE PROGRAMS

Mr. SMITH. You are proposing to eliminate the shelters for runaway youth, for example, as a part of the juvenile programs. Do
you think that gathering- statistics is more important than providing shelters for some runaway youth?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. I don't believe that I normally address-budget
questions of that kind if I could-Mr. SMITH. Well, it's in your budget, you are proposing to eliminate that program but you want money to do this. Now, I mean we
are dealing with alternatives, we must determine what's the most
important one. You are proposing again to cut out the juvenile justice program by $67,600,000, as you have done in the past. That's
where we have the runaway youth program, and where we have a
number of those types of programs. We don't have enough money
for that, but we're going to spend the money for this? We are dealing with alternatives. What is the most important in our society?
Mr. ABELL. Mr. Chairman, I think I should probably respond in
general to that query. The research element and the statistical element that are part of our Office of Justice Programs are seen as
uniquely Federal responsibilities that only the Federal Government
can address itself to. The Administration has prioritized and put
the Federal elements in a superior position to those which are
State and local in nature, and it's seen that the Office of Juvenile
Justice in that prioritization is at the bottom of the spectrum, if
you will. Therefore it comes out to a prioritization issue.
Mr. SMITH. But he was talking about statistics on what State
courts do. That is a State court matter. Why is it a Federal matter?
Mr. ABELL. Well, I believe it's the Federal Government that
would be able to do the cross-statistics between one State and another in terms of comparing them, in terms of analyzing them.
That would be appropriately a Federal function, sir.
1988 BUDGET REQUEST TO OMB

Mr. SMITH. You are proposing to cut $337 million out of the $416
million appropriation we had last year. That is almost all of it.
What did you ask in your proposal to OMB, your original proposal?
What did you ask?
Mr. ABELL. That would have been essentially the same, sir.
Mr. SMITH. The same as last year?
Mr. ABELL. Yes. I think there is a small cost-of-living increase
that would be included in that, and of course there would be the
small increases for the $2.7 million for NIJ and the $750,000 for
BJS.
Mr. SMITH. So you're asking for $416 million plus a little bit?
Mr. ABELL. No. We asked-I think last year we asked for $74
million and this year we requested $78 million.
Mr. SMITH. You had $416 million in programs last year and you
then asked OMB to cut it back to $78 million, is that it?
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMITH. Well, if you're so opposed to three-fourths of the programs that you are administering, why do you want to administer
them? Shouldn't somebody be in charge of a program that at least
is somewhat for the program?
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Mr. ABELL. Well, programs must be managed efficiently and competently and managed well, and the position of the Administration
is that those programs that were mentionedMr. SMITH. I wasn't talking about the Administration's position
after it had been through OMB and decided. We are talking about
before the Administration had made their decision on 1988. We are
talking about your proposal to OMB. Your proposal to OMB was to
eliminate all these programs.
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir, that is the complete Administration position.
In fact, it is the Department of Justice's position as well as the Administration's position.
Mr. SMITH. But the first proposal is yours. First, you propose in
your Office of Justice Programs.
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMITH. You set the budget level as it goes through the process. You eventually get it back and you can't do anything about the
end result. But you are telling me that your original proposal in
this process was to cut it clear back to $78 million.
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir. Our budget requests have proposed the termination of these grant programs for some years, since long before
I came on board.
Mr. SMITH. Yes. I know. But here you are administering a program when you're opposed to three-fourths of the programs.
Mr. ABELL. Yes, sir. We were given guidelines in terms of what
the Administration and the Department are looking for, and I
know that their primary concern has been one dealing with the
deficit, and therefore, prioritizing within the Department of Justice
what are uniquely Federal concerns.
Mr. SMITH. On the first draft, though, each part of the Department sends up what they think they would like to have, and then
you get your guidelines after that. You are not told after you do
the first step that you are to cut back a certain amount.
Mr. ABELL. Excuse me. We are given some initial guidelines from
the Attorney General's office, in terms of, what direction the submission should take. I know that in our own case budget submissions have been proposing termination of these grant programs for
five or six years. So there is certainly an indication of what would
be entertained.
[The following information was submitted for the Record, subsequent to the hearing:]
Subsequent to the hearing the following information was provided:
1988 BUDGKr REQUET

The Office of Justice Programs request to Congress was $74 million in 1987 and
$78 million in 1988. However, the Department's revised request to the Office of
Management and Budget was $303,804,000 which includes funding for programs enacted after the requests were transmitted to OMB.

Mr. SMITH. That's all I have.
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION DECREASE

Mr. DWYER. You recommended, I think, a decrease in management and administration of 32 positions and $972,000 resulting
from your program reduction in juvenile justice and the Bureau of
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Justice Assistance programs. Should the Congress decide in its
wisdom to fund those programs administered by these offices, how
much would be required in fiscal year 1988?
Mr. ABELL. Well, I certainly do not want to be futuristic, but if
the Congress in its wisdom should decide to make the funding
about or at the same -level, then I would presume that the cut in
management would be inappropriate.
Mr. DwYER. How many people how many people would stay in
their jobs, seeing as how they don't like the programs?
Mr. ABELL. Oh, I couldn't-I don't know, sir.
Mr. DWYER. Do you have any more questions, Mr. Smith?
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

1988

BUDGET PROCESS

Mr. SMITH. Who is here from the Comptroller's Office? When
this process started, when did it start, a year ago now?
Mr. ROPER. The 1988 budget process, sir?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. ROPER. Yes. In May of last year.
Mr. SMITH. About May. What is the very first step?
Mr. ROPER. The very first step that we go through in the Department, sir, is the issuance of the spring planning call, which requests organizations to submit their estimates for the budget year.
Along with that-it tends to follow slightly later-is a set of Attorney General Policy and Program guidelines.
Mr. SMITH. How definitive are those guidelines?
Mr. ROPER. They tend to be-the ones last year are more general
as opposed to definitive.
Mr. SMITH. Well, in this case, what would they say to it?
Mr. ROPER. Sir, off the top of my head, I cannot recall exactly
what they said.
Mr. SMITH. Did they say leave out three-fourths of the budget?
Mr. ROPER. I don't believe there was a direct statement to that
effect.
Mr. SMITH. Well, do you know whether or not the guidelines
were specific enough that you expected them to leave out all these
programs?
Mr. ROPER. I believe as Mr. Abell testified, that the general
thrust of this Administration is that there is a higher priority on
the Federal mission and related programs in the Department than
there is towards State and local assistance grant programs.
Mr. SMITH. Well, is that instruction in writing?. Those guidelines,
were they in writing?
Mr. ROPER. Again, without looking at them, I cannot recall that
there was exact language on that. I would like to look at them.
Mr. SMITH. Are they in writing? Do you have a copy of that? You
don't have it with you?
Mr. ABELL. No, sir.
Mr. SMITH. We would like to look at those to see what the process is down there. It's a little different than it is in some of the
Departments, apparently, to set out guidelines at the very initial
stage.
Mr. ABELL. Yes. I don't myself recall the specifics of the guidelines.
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[The information follows:]
Subsequent to the hearing the following information was provided:
SPRING PLANNING E5rlMATFC

In about May of last year, we received spring planning estimates in response to a
spring planning call issued in April.
Also, we have provided the attached Attorney General's Guidance for the 1988
Project Budget Estimates.
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TO:

HEADS OF DEPARTMENT COMPONENTS

FROM:

EDWIN NEESE III
Attorney General

SUBJECT:

Guidance for 1Y 1988 Project Budget
Estimates

As difficult as it may be in thm light of recent events, it
is tine now to begin formulating your budget estimates-for Fiscal
1988. This memorandum provides guidance for your resource
requests by informing you of my priorities for the future.
The fiscal picture for FY 1988 is cloudy at best. The
District Court's decision that the Gramm-Rudsan-Hollings
automatic deficit reduction process is unconstitutional is Vie
position we argued to that court and again to the Supreme Court.
It is, however, not yet the final decision on that Act. Nor does
it strike the Act's alternate deficit reduction process pursuant
to which the report prepared by the Directors of the Office of
Management and 7vtget and the Congressional Budget Office is
submitted to a special joint committee of the Congress, which
must report to both Houses a joint resolution setting forth the
contents of the Directors' report. If the joint resolution is
passed and signed by the President, it then serves as the basis
for the presidential sequestration order. Therefore, the GrammRudman-Hollings process may yet survive to guide us to budgets
calculated to eliminate the federal deficit by Fiscal 1991.
In any event, whether via Gramn-Rudman-Holling or some
other process, all of you must remain as committed as I am to
supporting the President's pledge to reduce the federal deficit.
We must look closely at all of our operations with a view toward
facilitating the transition to lower levels of resource increases
for Fiscal 1988 and beyond.
Having said all of this, I remind you that I continue to
adhere to the following priorities as basic to our mission In
this Department and that I will fight for the resources required
to implement them:
0

Support for the Administration's national
security ad law enforcement initiatives in
the area of foreign counterintelligence and
combatting international and domestic
terrorism.
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-2
"

Vigorous investigation and prosecution of
those engaged in narcotics and dangerous dfug
trafficking and organized criminal
activities, including the corruption pf
public officials, infiltration and control of
legitimate businesses, money laundering,
'white collar' crime, and the forfeiture of
assets acquired through illegal activities.

"

Affirmative litigation to enforce the tax
laws, protect our environment, and collect
the money owed the U.S. as well as litigation
essential to defend the Administration's
policies and programs and to protect the
federal treasury against inflated and
unwarranted claims.

"

Providing the needed prison space to house
the growing number of prisoners sentenced to
federal institutions as a result of our
investigative and prosecutive efforts.

In addition, I believe that adequate resources must be
available for the wide variety of our other activities which
support these specific priorities. I will continue, for example,
to seek the funds required to support the important functions of
the Karshals Service which are essential to the federal justice
system. So, too, aust we have resources to control our country's
borders by enforcing present immigration laws while simultaneously seeking comprehensive immigration reform legislation.
Finally, I charge each of you to become creative managers-to ensure that all of your line, staff, and support operations
are as efficient and productive as possible. Each of you should
review your organization to identify areas where you can
restructure your activities to better carry out your mission. I
include in this a review of your field structure and privatization initiatives where benefits outweigh costs. Look at your
organization and ask yourself whether or not you have the best
organizational structure to accomplish what has been requested of
you and the priorities and objectives I have outlined. Excessive
management layering, administrative overhead and labor intensive
practices must be reduced wherever possible. I want you to
consider aggressive restructuring, especially of marginally
productive offices and programs, to improve, consolidate, or
abolish such offices and programs if necessary. I believe such
restructurirI will permit us to use already acarce resources in
more productive ways.
It is my intention to curtail or eliminate prog Ams of
marginal value and to permit only limited real growth for val1
justified initiatives. I have directed the Deputy Attorney
General and the other members of the Department Resources Board
to operate under these guidelines in ming their recommendations
to as on our final Department budget request for FTY1988.
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Mr. DWYER. That is all we have. We have some questions that we
will give you and ask that you submit your answers for the record.
Thank you.
Mr. ABELL. Thank you.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto,
follow:]
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Office of Jutice P-rLo
Naticnl IMatgtza of itan

You request an increase of $2,700,000 for the Natioal Institute of
Justice in 1988. Would you briefly discm the initiatives to be
furded with this rquest?

The Anti-Dtug kAe Act of 1986 appropriate fur for grants to
States and oinmities to help them -- It ileal drugs through
detection, anathmson, and prosecution p
mre
.
The Act did rot, however, authorize or provide funds for research
into controlling the m:ply of and wand for illegal drugs. Th
National Irstitute of 3tie
(KJ) has faded a modst alohol and
drug research effort for several years and has funded drug-related
grants in a number of or oU-,er research progr . We are reuesting
an additional $2.7 million in reose to the urgency of the drug
crisis.
The $2.7 million would fund three initiatives. First, $1,350,000
would be qiPnt in 1988 toadd 15 cities to the Drug Use Foresting
([7) system being pilot tested in 10 cities in 1987. Previous
research has established that the type and extent of drug use varies
by geogralic region, thich has iplicaticra for la enforcinsnt and
treatment activities in each region. M7 tests the urine of randoly
selected arrestees for illicit drugs. Findings frao the testing
wIld, for the first tie establish a local and regional drug is.
irdex; give judges information about the extent of arrestees' drug
use to help in assessing the arrestees' danger to the comunity if
released on ba l; and allow qaick notice of changes in regional drug
use to be given to law enforcement, treatim facilities, and the
Mg Enfonmnt Adinistration.
Secod, $600,000 would be used to rqlicate a prvvics NU study
which sugested that targeted enforcemnt agairt street dealers
might hae a deterrent effect as wll as disrupt street information
cn duere to mak buys. The replication would be axdertaken in eight
cities, perkittirg variation in city size, targeting strategy, and
the intensity and duration of enforcement. The furds retested by
will be used to aplemut ard then evaluate how street dealer
rU
cracdos can be undertaken most effectively.
Finally, $750,000 would fund a public service anuncement drug
preventic campaign direted toard
ilden ad teenagers, gras
particularly vulnerable to drug us. These matoevents uld he
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developed by professional advertising personnel and would follow
successful "Report, Identify, Testify" crime campaign.
NIJ's rent

Will any studies or research programs be concluded in 1987?
what results do you anticipate?

If so,

We anticipate
Yes, a number of studies will be completed this .r.
funding subsequent grants in each research prog.-m to build on the
these studies fall within
findings fr. grants completed this year.
the broad range of criminal justice areas that are part of the

Institute's mandate.

In all instances, the Institute emphasizes

policy relevant research that assists State and local agencies to
prevent and reduce crime. Major program areas under which studies
oampleted in 1987 were funded include, b L ire not limited to: drugs
and crime, drugs and criminal careers, fa.,Ly violence, sentencing,
prison and jail crowding, court delay, less-than-lethal weapons,

victims, and organized crime.

Representative examples of the types of studies and their intended
use follow:
" The study on Drug Use and Pretrial Criminality involved screening
arrestees through urinalysis for drug use, and placing identified

users in a continuing testing program to monitor abstinence during

pretrial release. Pretrial criminal behavior of drug users versus
non-users was compared. The study, results will be used to 'inform
pretrial release on reoognizAnce ard bail decisions. Amor the
other research projects on drugs tiat will be concluded are: p=
Use as a Predictor of Behavior on
;tig;
Retail Level Heroin
Enforcement and Street Crime; rugs and Youth Violence; Hih Leyl
Drp
Markets; and Crime Reduction Cost Benefits of Drue

In 1987, NIJ funded a national conference jointly sponsored by the
National Acadeny of Sciences to commuicate to criminal justice
policymakers and practitioners the results of the body of research
on criminal careers, erphasizing the prediction of long-term
careers of serious and frequent offenders. Several studies to be
completed in 1987 have also investigated models for predicting
future criminality based on individual histories of crime and
delinquency. Previous research had relied on self reports of
criminality to identify a number of factors associated with
persistently high rates of serious offending. Building on this,
the newer work hasexamined the power or limits of prediction
devices based on information contained in official records - the
kind that typically would be available in case disposition

decisions.

* Two studies involved intensive supervision of high risk
prcbaticners and parolees. A related effort was a feasibility
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xty exanining the use of "electronic bracelets" to monitor an
uffeder on house arrest. 7hese study results wil be used to
shape policy on controlling offeders in the community as an
alternative to in.arrtin.

STo
studies have examined the impact on sexually abused children

of testifying in criminal court against ther abusers.
Preliminary findings suggest that changes are needed in court
policy with regard to granting continuances in these kinds of

cases. A related study ocuparin the sentences of offenders who
commit sexual crimes against children to similar offenses against
adults indicates that offenses against children result in lighter
sentences. These findings will inform sentencing policy in child
sexual abuse cases nationwide.
"A study on Prbe-rene
oi
examined ccimnity
involvemnt in law en's
a poach to solving neighborhood
crime prblev. 'Th police
tett
developed bons with local
residents, organizations, busl-nsses, and other local public
agencies to Identify the crime problem, gather infor
about
it and oooperate to solve it. Specific burglary and robbery

problem were d

tally redwred using these tecdmiqes.

An Ei#Xt-Year Follow Up of Formerly Incarcerated Violent Juveniles
collected extensive information on 119 former delinquents
incaroerated in 1977. 7be study results wiLl show the
contribution of psydciatric, neurological, social, and educational
factors in the etiology of violent crime.
" A study was ootxkwted to evaluate three projects using pr2o,
or J
judges, two at the trial level, and one at the
appellate level. Tbe positive results of these programs suggest
that pro bcrK/pro t- woe judge? can be efficient and effective in
redcing cae backlog.
SThe FlorensicS

will have completed studies on the

validity of polygraph examination in criminal investigation, the
develoment of a data base for use in identification of skeletal
remains, and the analysis of genetic mrkers in human semn which

will aid in collecting evidence in sexual assault cases.
*7e Technol= Assesen

develops standards for law
enfor-Lt equimeAt such as bulletproof
vests, and tests the

equipn InI
of various mnfacbzrers against those standards.

Fifteen documents will be published under this program in FY 1987.
Ema
icude a standard an COmrtrxxm Pel-,to-Reel Audio MW
ers an evaluation of eleLrL z 4 toring devices; a

report on police vdhicles, and a standard on 12 GauM Shotagu For
Further details and/or publication from the hstitute's completed
studies are available upon request. 7he National Institute is also
currently preparing a report on its 1986. research results. This
report will be available in April, 1987.
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Sirce you are constantly beginning and ending studies and feseard
initiatives at the Institute every year, why do you require this $2.7
million increase? Can't this increase be offset by the cost
reductions associated with studies and initiatives being trarsnitted
in 1987?
Ans~we
The Institute's authorizing statute, the JUstice Assistance Act of
1984, requires not only that it fund research studies but that it
also play a major role in the development and dissenination of
improved criminal justice practioew for use by State and local
governments. Appraximately 40 percent of the Institute's budget is
devotedto these core functions %hichinclude:
The National Criminal Justice Reference Service, a national and
international clearinghouse for the dissemination of information
on crime and criminal justice;
" The Tecnology Assessent Program which, in conjunction with the
National Bureau of Standards, tests and develops standards for
criminal justice equipment;
S

he Research Assesent Program which surveys practitioners to
determine which crime and criminal justice issues are of critical
concern to practitioners and develops information packages in
remp uek to these concerns; and

" 7he Research Utilization Program which supports training and
education of State and local practitioners on new crime
prevention, ef
unit and other practices and programs

discovered thrh

research.

These programs are cngoinq and are operated uder contract by the
Institute.
An additional ten percent of the Institute's budget is allocated to
technical assistance, peer review, printing and publications, and
other functions necessary to fulfilling the Institute's mission.
The remainder of the Institute's budget must be spread across the
full range of crime and criminal justice problems of concern to State
and local practitioners and critical to the Nation's urirtarding of
and ability to deal with crime and its ornsegumoes.
hee span the

range from prevention, through law enforosim*, adjudication,

corrections, private security, victims, violent offenders, and, of
course, drug abuse. Very few of the issues addressed by the

Institute are resolved by a single 18-moth study. Many, such as

classification and prediction of offender behavior, may even require
multiple awards for five to ten years before any conclusive evidence
is available. We have provided copies of selected Research Briefs
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published by NLT as an indication of the range of criminal justice
issues addressed by otr reserch efforts.
W6dhle Wma
to the Corress' directia to maintain a balanced
program of basic and aplied research in a number of areas, th*
Institute has, over the last two years, substantially ireased the
amount available for studies to control drug abse. In 1987 aid 1988
an estimated $5.5 mi~llcn, or 30 percent of ou base budget, will be
allocated to drug control research, dkvelcmunt and disminatio.
To comply with its legislative mandate for a balanced and responsive
research, development and dissemination ;rogram, as wll as to undertake now, vitally needed research into illegal drug use requires
additional reonroe.
The Natioal Institute of Justice has not requested a budget increase
in the last seven years. Oost cutting measures and productivity
improvements have been initiated in a number of programs to allow for
ontirsied progress on research problem such as career criminals,

problew-oriated policing, jail and prison crwiM, spouse assault,

etc. New initiatives such as those requested for FY 1988, which have
the potential for significant advances in a srt
period of time,
2ht be sorted
by additional ftnds if any imdiate impact is to
be acieved.
Bureau of Justioe Statistics

Are tler no lower priority statistic program that could be
eliminated in order to offset the additioal costs of this now
initiative.

Althoug BJS is one of the two smallest Federal statistical agencies,
our mndate covers the entire spectnm of Federal, State and local
criminal activities which are of vital oaccern to all sectors of the
American public.
R
ly, ur fds
are currently targeted at
only those uses which have high priority am=q
legislators, academic
diolars, rimnal justice practitioners, and the general public.
Elimination of any existing program would, therefore, create data
voids in priority areas wAich are currently bei addressed.
Adtionay, -in light of the aetsive start-ip costs associated

with data series, elimination of existing program would not be
fiscally Justifiable or efficient.

Specifically, BS supports, collects and analyses data frm thirtheen
major statistical series. In 1986 these series required the
expenditure of approximately two-thirds of the B2TS authorized
a Rnpriation (the National Crime Survey alone required anzooimately
36%).
-itionally, funds are required each year for the regular
evaluation of these series to determine their statistical validity

and the need for any necessary system modifications. on the basis of
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an indkpth program analysis, it was also determined in 1986 that

statistics desribing the operation of State courts and the
i~a~t
of law efoaetatvts
in aovenent of these progressi is~e

national, !: of'the BS azrw

idqate.
It
bceed
to require an est~mtod

aticsm in 1987 aid beyond.

Apprcvdzately, 13% of the WYS kuet. is*also used to provide finarria

and tehnicaL
t

to the States- f

the' establidtmnt and

of -a criminal. Jiistt A statistical capbility as

specifically required by .statute.

The limited ruainirq fuds are requred to SUIOrt, for example, the
Federal statistics series, program to insre data quality,
recidivism studies, preparation of the Ho= to the Nation an Crime
and
an
Ocaiparative international criminal taitics,
prosecutiondx public deferdersi series.'
lhe white collar crme inititive is a direct respot
to-the
public's need fo information on this bi.ortantI so
There are no
disoreticnaty fund that can be targeted to this program issue

witbut the elimination of other priority progress currently being
drsd.
Iiti~l fuMng will be retired if any bediate
impact is to be
in this important area.
Elmlnation of State

Local Ass

Can you assure the O meittee that, if these very important program

are not federally fund, they will not just cease to exist?

No, we cann t, assure the tmmittee that these program will not ceae
to exist. Hower, the three years of funding which have been
provided by thi
pPr'
hve given the States and Iocalitis ample
cnpccttmty to findl out if the projects "We~have funded with Fedsceral
funds have been successful and to determine which' projects - tKdJd be
cxitinued with State and local resources. Since Federal fuds ate
limited, the dmnistration =xst first utilize available funds to
meet the reqiaet
of the Fed~eral J~.stce sastem. There simply
are inzufficient Federal fund to met the needs of Federal, State
and local criminal justice pro
. This requires that State and
local assistano ro gram, forgerly fuded by the Federal Goverrzent,
nust
no be funded by the State or local Juri
on.
J veilte JJtM1

Porm

Another
t
thogram
you
PEano to terminate is the juvenile
Justio Program, whichd you state has succesfuly met its bjectives
and is no longer required. Can you briefly state what the various
objectives of the prczam were and he you have aocaplished thm?
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.hwrjh the Juvenile Justice and Delinqgucy Prevention Act of 1974,
as ameded,. Congress gave the Offioe of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (03JX)

a mandate to assist the States in

atitutionalizing status offendrs
three specific areas: (1) die
(thse -juveniles whose offenses would not be offenses were they

adults), diverting them from the Judicial system and out of secure

detention facilities and into cownunity-based, non-Judicial settings;
(2) separating delinquent juveniles' frcz institutions in which they
have regular contact with aerlts; and (3) removing juveniles fro

adult jails or lOclwps.

The mot current data that we have indicates that 47 States and
territories are in full compliance with deinstituticnalization; 41 of
the 52 participating jurisdictions have
ote
mpian with
the separation r
and seven national States have been
found to be making progr
toward achieving ccmpliaxe. Finally,

the deadline for States to be in subtntial compliance (75 percent)

-with the Congressional jail removal mandate was December 1985.
States must be in full compliance with regard to jail removal by

December 1988. 'It 1986 monitoring ocpliave reports, the first

time that the States have bee required to submit compliance figures
regarding Jail removal, were due in December 1986. They are
currently under review.

can you assure the Comittee that no new juvenile justice prclems or
initiatives have arisen which would warrant the attention of this
program?

No, we cannot assure the Committee that no new juvenile justice
problems or initiatives have arisen which would warrant the attention
of this program, however, we believe that these problems and/or
initiatives should now be funded with State and local resources.
Cuestion

How can you be sure that the states will continue their individual
programs without Federal funds?

The Federal Government has provided about a billion dollars during
the past 13 years and as previously stated, the major thrusts of the
Act have been, to a great extent, achieved. We believe that the
States that now participate in the CJJDP program will continue their
.cuitment to the deinstitutionalization, separation, and removal
mandates even without the relatively small amount of Federal funding
provided for these purposes. In fact, since the furs .JJDP provides
to States are insufficient to cover the full cost of deinstitu-
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tionalization,
lpration, and ralwy,
States paticpating in the
Program alreedy have imn their ocimitment to the gals of the Act
and to a large oxtui have sM rted oxpVianie with State and local

funds. It is now tim to return req wnibility for full fwuxin of
this program to the States and loI litie Aidi receive its bemfits
and who are paying most of the cost of the Act's mandates. mm
States can than decide how best to ocaply with the mw4ates without
Federal "inezre.
Matrial Cuan

Your budget reaqst also prqyses to elimfte the funds to reimburse
states for a portion of the costs of IImw-oratim Maril OCtuan who
have been ccwicted of felonies under state 1aW. HOWv tony of those
prisoners are inroerated at the present tim in state irstituticms?
Following is a chart for 1987 Which reflects the ruzber of arno
Cuban irmtes incarcerated in each State. Ihe ranbers, hich were
submitted by the States, are now being verified by the Mmigraticn
and Naturalization Service and the &Lrea of Justice Assistance.

Awards will be made by April 1, 1987, based on the verified mrer of
inmates
izmarcerated in State facilities.

Number of Imates

amoitoe

Alaska
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Conecticut
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

3
20
5
4
18
889
44
2
140

Iowa

Kansas
Lmisiana
Maryland

Michigan

Sytates)

6

~2

10
11
17

60

Minnesota
Nebraska
Nevada
Now Jersey

14
3
42
210

Now York

469

New Mexico
Ohio

Oklahom

Oregon

7

11

10

4
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37
17
10

Pennylvania
Mode Island
Saft Caolina

~1

Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washingtc
Wisconsin
TOTL

178
5
12
35
2,416

Ouestio:
Since the Federal Government permitted these persons to enter the
United States initially, shouldn't the Goverrmnent help fund at least

a portion of the cost of incarcerating them in State prisons when
they have been convicted of serious crimes?

The Department of Justice believes that anyone, including Mariel

Cubans, who is convicted of a State crime and sentenced to prison, is
the responsibility of the State where the crime was committed. In

addition to Mariel oubans, there are other groups of im grants in

this country who ocmmit crimes at the State and local level for which
the Federal Government does not assum fiscal responsibility. It is
State and county responsibility to define violation of State and
county law, to prosecute individuals who are accused of violating
these laws, and to incarcerate those individuals who are convicted.
wile the Federal Goverrment is responsible for enforcing immigration
laws, it is not responsible for incarcerating those individuals who
violate State or county laws.
Reional Information Sharing_ System

Assuming Congress determines that this program should be continued,
how nuch would be required in 1988?

The Department believes that since Federal funds are limited, RISS
projects should be supported by the States and localities receiving
the RISS services. In 1987, the Federal Government will provide
$12 million to the States for the RISS projects ($9,900,000
appropriated in 1987 and $2,100, 000 in carry-over funds). If the
congress intends to continue funding theae projects, we suggest that
the funding be at a decreasing rate so as to encourage the projects
to obtain a greater share of their support from the recipients of the
services. Qirently, these projects only receive from five to ten

percent of their funds fron other-than-Federal sources.
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cOngres provided $225,000,000 to the Justice Deprtmunt for a
formula grant program to provide assist
to State and local
gover!Ments for mnforoM
of dru laws. Would you briefly describe
how you have ipl uited the program, how many States are
participating and hol uch you plan to obligate by Sq*Awbe 30,
1987?

Of the total A rc iated, $2,000,000 was targeted for a pilot prison
capacity program, $178,400,000 was set aside for the formula grant

program, and $44,600,000 was provided for discretionary grants. Mis
Bureau of Justice Assistance (BMA) has moved swiftly to implement
this program while being careful to obtain the xiu amount of

input from Federal, State, and local agencies. be Anti-Dug Abase
BJA sent letters to all
governors or chief executives by Nmwdter 7, notifying then of the
Act was enacted on October 27, 1986.

now assistance program and reguestir that they designate a State
agency to administer the program. Each State had designated an
office by February 27, 1987, even though man States were delayed in

doing so due to changes in governors.

In December, draft formula

grant guidelines were sent for comment to all State chief executives,
U.S. Attorneys, State offices a
BA grant prvgmr, and

interested private groups. WA is currently reviewing those comments
before issing final guidelines. Three regional worksh" are being
held in March 1987 both to help the States to design their dru law
enforosnt strategies and to adminlster the program effectively.
Each State is required to submit to BEA the statewide strategy prior
to receipt of its total formula grant award.

Ten percent of the formula grant may be used by a State to adinister
the program. In order to assist the States in prepAring the drug
strategy and in setting up the necessary a
t ve pr :,,::
es,
OJP permitted the States to apply in advance for an award of their
adminstrative funds. To date, 32 States have received an award of
their administrative funds. After the regional workshops have been
held, WTA expects to receive statewide strategies and applications
for full formula grant funds. Once the application is received, BWA

will complete the review process and award the grant within 60 days.

The first full formula grants will probably be awarded in May. To
date, no applications for full funding have been received. Because
each State and territory has designated an office to administer the
program, they all are expected to participate. A chart representing
each State's foniula grant allocation is provided.
Tb discretionary grant program is being designed to enhance State
and local efforts in drug coftrol through national and multi-State
programs. TO help establish priorities for the discretionary

program, ETA enlisted

v Inat-dations from more than 800, agencies,

including national crm-inal justio associations, State and local
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I

criminal justice agencies, and Law Enforcement Coordinating
Coumittees. Other Federal agencies were also contacted to avoid
duplication of effort and to identify drug programs likely to be
successful. The program announcement identifying priorities and
requesting proposals was punished in the Federal Register on
March 19. Applications for these funds should be received by June
and grants may be awarded as early as June or July. All of the State
and local drug law enforcement assistance funds, including the Prison
Capacity Program, are omitted to the States. However, it is

possible that not all States will have their State strategies
completed and applications filed by September 30,1987. Therefore, a
portion of this money way not be obligated until 1988. It is too

early in the process to determine exactly how many States will
receive their awards in 1987, but we expect that the majority, if not
all, of the funds will be awarded this year.
OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Distribution of Anti-Drug Abuse Formula Grants by State - FY 1987*
Amount

State
--bam
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

823,000
2,478,000
1,964,000
16,866,000
2,506,000
2,470,000
886,000

7,555,000

4,210,000
1,154,000
1,124,000
7,660,000
3,913,000
2,290,000
2,021,000

2,813,000
3,282,000
1,222,000
3,226,000
4,114,000
6,141,000
3,103,000
2,122,000
3,622,000
1,013,000
1,497,000

State
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas
Utah

Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming,

American Samoa
Dist of Columbia
Guam
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

N. Mariana Islands
Total
Note:

Amount
*1,0 1,000
1,119,000
5,194,000
1,400,000
11,539,000
4,383,000
925,000
7,169,000
2,549,000
2,168,000
7,858,000
1,101,000

2,578,000

939,000
3,456,000
10,662,000
1,521,000

832,000
4,042,000
3,237,000
1,702,000
3,464,000
816,000
522,000
889,000

574,000
2,530,000
567,000
512,000

178,400000

State population figures are based pn Bureau of Census' Provisional
Estihates as of July 1, 1985 except for the territories which are based
on 1980 Census.
*As of February 9, 1987.

-~4.
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y have yo dece not to reest funds for this prngzu in 1988?
Available resources in 1988 must first be utilized to address nw
rquirns
at the Federal level in the Depa rt-r.
T Anti-Dmg
Abuse program funds mae available in 1987 will give the States and
localities an opportunity to start new program and expand their
efforts to enforce State and local drug lAws.
MU M
and Adnistration

You are recxzmeding a decrease in Mavaement and Administration of
32 positions and $972,000 resulting fh. your program reducti
in
Juvenile Justice and Bureau of Justias Assistance program. Should
the Qongress decide to fund the program administered by these
offices, how iuxh would be requied in 1988? Please provide the
breakout for each office for r cih program you r
for
termination.

If Congress decides to fund the Juvenile Justice and Bureau of
Justice Assistance programs, full restoration of $972,000 and 32
positions would be required. The Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquecy Prevention would require an increase of 22 positions and

$550,000 and the Bureau of Justice Assistance would require an
increase of $422,000 and 10 positions to

minister these program.

Crime Victim Fund

7he Deparb=tt again
-4s lowerlng the obligation limitation
for the Crime Victims Fund from $110,000,000 down to $35,000,000.
Your rationale for this action is to help reduce the deficit. In
reality, is it not true that this lomer limitation will only reduce
the deficit if authorizing legislation is passed lowering the
limitation? Do- you foresee this as a reasonable possibility?

The deficit is measured by outlays. An obligation limitation will
reduce outlays and thus reduce the deficit. Collections in excess of
an uollgation limitation up to the legislative oeAling will remain in
the fund until legislation in passed to reduce the ceiling. Mm the

calling is reduced, the excess funds will go into miscellaneus

receipts and will be used to reduce the deficit even further. We
cannot ommnt on whether or not Congress will concur with the
Administration's request to lower the legislative ceiling.
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Can you provide the Committee with an idea of how this program has
been received by the States and whether the States are contributing
funds also?

The State grant program authorized by the Victims of Crime Act have
been received extremely well. In 1986, 37 of the 38 eligible States
applied for victim ompensaticn grant funding and 55 of the 56
eligible States and territories applied for victim assistance grant
funding. For 1987, it is expected that three or four additioal
States will qualify and apply for victim compensation funding and
that all 56 States and territories will apply for their victim

assistance fading.

Significant contributions of funds and resources are made by the
States. Since the Victims of Crime Act does not authorize the States
to utilize Federal funds for grant administration purposes, the total

cost of ministering both the Victim C0zpensation and Assistance

program is borne solely by the State agency receiving the funds.
Thlemting and monitoring the necessary subgrarrt process that
channels the Federal funds to the many local ocmmity-based victim
assistance programs has required a considerable investment of Stateresources for administrative purposes.
The Federal victim compensation grants provide a State up to 35
percent of the previous year's payment of State funds to qualifying
crime victims. This formula no doubt has served as an incentive, but
many States have actually put increases into effect that exceed the
minim Victims of Crime Act eligibility requirements. For example,
in 1985, the total qualifying victim compensation payments submitted
by the States was $80,845,593. This was a significant increase over
the 1984 victim cmernsation payments of $67,504,484. In order to
qualify for a seocd-year Federal grant, many State compensation
program have expanded their eligibility criteria. nherefore, more
crime victims are eligible for State victim compensation benefits and
individual victim reimursenents are higher.
State revenue is also being omitted to victim assistance program.
before enactment of the Victim of Crime Act, m-t States were
providing State funding to the specific areas of spouse and child
abuse with about two-thirds of the States providing support for rape

crisis program . Since enactment, mnre States are making a

cmitment of their funds to general victimization needs. While it
is impossible to determine the exact amount of State and local
contributions, it is clear that the Victim of Crime Act and State
victims assistance funding has combined to significantly increase
services available from existing program, and often expanded victim
services into previously unserved geographic areas.
We are encouraged that several States have or are contemplating

adopting laws like the Victims of Crime Act which will prvd fines
and fees to pay for victims services.
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going to
i frcn 1987 aritawis
m~how mxii
for jialcia tHowng
2
Uixii money Was soft
aMLable frm 2986 m
I rPimtiaw for such training? To.
%it
ate
rs funds going to be =do available for t~ainin bythe
National college of Juvenile and Fadly Cut Law of the
ounil of uvnUie a -Family ourt Judkge? Please be specific.
el
Can
beaaile1

In 1M7, there Is
Mizadtely $90, 000 availale for the National
O~zwil of Juvenile andi Family Cmzzt Judges (2N7FC) training grant.
In 1986, NMJ

reoeivei $770,725 and in 1985 $935,622.

Pleas provide a description of the mount of furds ne available
for training by the National College of Juvenile and Family Crt
Judges on annual basis for the past five year with specific rerd
to the arnnl grants provided to the Naticnal Oournl fcw its
training Prorm

For the past five years N W received the following grants:
196
1985
1984
1983
182

$770,725
935,622
875,000
794,889
299", 70

For L987, do you intend to redkoe frc the 1986 level the arnml
grant to the National Council for training by the National College of
Juvenile an Family court J~.?

No, we do not.

NaFc7.

In 1987,

$90,000
900y is set aide for
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Mr. Dwyn. The committee will stand adjourned until 2:00 p.m.,
this afternoon.

THURSDAY, MARCH

5, 1987.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
WITNESSES
ARNOLD I. BURNS, DEPUTY A'FORNEY GENERAL
ALAN C. NELSON, COMMISSIONER, IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION
SERVICE
THOMAS J. STANTON, DIRECTOR AND COUNSEL, U.S. TRUSTEES
HARRY H. FLICKINGER, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR
ADMINISTRATION
ROBERT N. FORD, COMPTROLLER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
BUDGET JUSTIFICATIONS

Mr. SmrrH. Next, we will consider the fiscal year 1987 supplemental for the Department of Justice. Testifying on behalf of the
Department is Deputy Attorney General Arnold I. Burns.
[The supplemental justifications follow:]
(1529)

DEFARTMENI
OF JUSTICE
1987SUPPLEMENTALREQUESTS
(DOLLARSIN THOUSANDS)
19B7 ENACTED
APPROPRIATION

P0S.

FTE

GENERALADMINISTRATION
..............
1,Ol1 1122
NORKINTCAPITALFUND................
...
43
U.S. PAROLE CSA9ISUUON
..............
179
179
GENERALLEGAL ACTIVITIES
SOLICITORGENERAL
.................
49
04
TAS DIVISION......................
639
643
CRIRINALD1V1S1ON
.................
769
724
CIVIL DIVISION....................
868
O82
LAND AND NATURALRESOURCES
........
349
422
OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL
...........
35
39
CIVIL RIHIS DIVISION
.............
404
430
IRTERPOL- USNCI..................
44
4N
INDEPENDENT
COUNSEL
....
...
LEGALACTIVITIESOFFICE AUTOM'ATION
.
SPECIALCOUNSEL...................
TOTAL, GENERALLEGAL ACTIVITIES. 3,157 3.23

AMOUNT

TOTAL, FEDERALPRISONSYSTER

11,32 12,199
323

SUN-TOTAL,DIRECTAUTADRITY
.........

4N5,450

...
...
.

.

...
..
...
.

13,000
...
...
6,506

40,533 6,470 N,772,596

a,Ro
,4
Iorkyeaf
ad)ustoets made fora
variety
b- Reflects arti|Spated increaes in the newly enacted

FIE

84

SS

..

5
226
429
504
195
19
216
22

39
412
520
651
302
24
261
25

...

...

...
...
...
4
...
...

...
I
45 a
I
...
...

...

.
...
1,646

...
...
2,213

315
430
3
a
2,10
3,510
2,224 3,211
...
.
..
.
.
44
AS
93
1SO
9,309 20,003
2,593 7,324
5,S6S 10,156
3,932 17,053
20
129
30
208
......
...
3,982 17,390
172

210

......
.....
...
..

29,476 66,651

POS. FIE

11212
.
...

13

1,359

34

47

...
7,706

AMOUNT

.

..

.

.

..

...
...

...

..
N

404
44
NA...
0
0
30

..
C

D

.

...
...

..

...

...

543

...

...

27

4,961

...
4,961

..
....
...

s
.

3,430

205,530
...

...
3,4'0

..

...
..
0

I

0
...

(571 1371 12P,591

.
70,289 5
14,540 b
.....
424,459

...

.

..

..

..

...

(3571 (437) 124,591

te hmcl and dministrativereasons, most,y charges in
isANN
N
rit1on pecial fuIds.

reimburement.

2,191

AMOUNT

176

79,565
0
U67
10,539

54
G43
724
NM9
467
40
430
44
0
0
Is

3,661
34,319
47,N21
7&,83
23,909
2,445
23,736
3,059
2,000
1,537
1,359

1,202

.R

..

54

FTC

1,21
0
179
49
659
749
S
349

...
...
299
...
...
...
...
...
887
...
...
403
...
..
...
9,630
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
41
..
361
102
16,436
...
125 a
9,67
.
..
...
...
25 a
776
4,sl6
2,295
147,793 (557 14571124,5991
...
...
...

1917 REVISEDREQUEST
POS.

....

32
295
1,479
1,997
217
147
237
2
2,000

...
2...
30

..
...
...

PROPOSEDRESCISSION

AMOUNT

0
29
43)

1,756
4
33,456
44,993
73,751
23,195
2,255
23,002
2,919
...........
1,'37

154,118

FOR.
250

65,533 66,470 4,591,090 29,476 68,651

ASSET FORFEITUREFUND.............
IRMIGRATICNLEGALITION ....
.
IMMIGRATIONUSER FEE..............
CRIME VECTIS FUND.............
TOTAL, NEW AUTHORITY
..............

331

REQUESTED
PROGRAMSUPPLEMENTAL

778

575

201,934

FEARS

AMOUNT AMOUNT

67,000
.
10,300

ANTITRUSTDIVISION
..................
649
631
43,000
FOREIGNCLAIMSSETTLEMENTCOMMISSION
9
9
54
U.S. ATTORNEYS......................
5,958 3,65E 31,000
U.S. MNARSALS
.......................
2.7k4 2,41
109,000
SUPPORTOF U.S.PRISONERS
.......
.
.
.
.
0,0C0
FEES A EXPENSESOF NITNESSES
...
2,7.
COMUNITYRELATIONSSERVICE.........
its
13
29,637
U.S. TRUSIE SYSTENFUND
............
193
155
11,500
FEDERALBUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
.....
22,456 22,385 1,262,000
SMUG ENFORCERENTANDINISTRATION..... 5,680 5,174 479,500
IRMIGRATION
A NATURALIZATION
........
L1,69k 11,762 593,000
FEDERALPRISONRYSTER
SALARIES& EXPENSES
..............
11,237 11,042
3,1,07
NATIONAL IRSTITUTEOF CORRECTIONS
41
41
9,000
RUILDINSSk FACILITIES
...........
54
71 219,011
FEDERAL PRISONINDUSTRIES
........
.
957
...
COKISARR FUNDS
.................
.
s

OFFICE OF JUSTICEPROGRAMS
..........

PAY
RAISE

3,305

220,79

554
22,456
5,490
15,433

431
44,044
9
575
5,NSA
311,215
2,141
144,150
0
69,0
U
53,137
It
29,N27
253
21,079
23,220 I303,90
S,9
490,193
13,20
701,649

0,257
41
N...
14
0
0

11,042
4
71
97
IS

641,340
9.164
211,249
0
N

11,312

12,199

476,753

323

325

ARM
9
3,95
2,724
0
A

69,93
0
A
0
0
49,937

416,059

$9,443 4,177,10M
0
0
0
69,463

112,000
70,339
148,540
62,106
5,270,584
04-Fb-187

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Increased Pay Cost for FY 1987
General Administration: "Salaries and expenses", $575,00; United States Parole Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $84,000;
Legal activities:
"Salaries and expenses, general legal activities", $1,646,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division", $315,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Foreign Claims Settlement Commission", $3,000;
"Salaries and expenses, United States Attorneys", $2,818,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Oversight of Bankruptcy Cases",$93,000;
"Salaries and expenses, United States Marshals Service", $2,234,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Community Relations Service", $64,000; of which not to exceed S16.000
for the Cuban Haitian entrant program shall reMain available until expended;*
Federal Bureau of Investigation: "Salaries and expenses", $9,309,000;
Drug Enforcement Administration: "Salaries and expenses", $2,593,000;
Immigration and Naturalization Service: "Salaries and expenses", $5,588,000;
Federal Prison System: "Salaries and expenses", $3,932,000;
"National Institute of Corrections", $20,000;
"Buildings and Facilities", $30,000;
* "Limitation on administrative and vocational training expenses, Federal Prison Industries,
Incorporated" (increase of $27,000 in the limitation on Administrative expenses, and
*7106,000 on Vocational Training expenses);
Office of Justice Programs: "Salaries and expenses", $172,000.
*

The language regarding the Cuban Haitian program was inadvertantly omitted from the
President's budget, however, it is the Administration's intent that these funds remain
available until expended.

09-Feb-67
10:35 AM

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1987 PAY REQUEST & ALLOWANCE
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

APPROPRIATION

TOTAL
INCREASED
PAY COST

AMOUNT
TO BE
ABSORBED

REQUEST FOR
ADDITIONAL
APPROPRIATION

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION ..............
WORKING CAPITAL FUND ................
U.S. PAROLE COMMISSION ..............
GENERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES ............
ANTITRUST DIVISION..................
FOREIGN CLAIMS SETTLEMENT COMMISSION
U.S. ATTORNEYS ......................
U.S. TRUSTEES .......................
U.S. MARSHALS .......................
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE .........
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.....
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION.....
IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION ........

$1,083
372
165
3,293
639
9
5,665
187
2,559
131
19,149
5,186
11$511

$508
372
81
1,647
324
6
2,847
94
325
67
9,840
2,593
5,923

$575
0
84
1,646
315
3
2,818
93
2,234
64
9,309
2,593
5,588

FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM
SALARIES & EXPENSES ..............
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CORRECTIONS
BUILDINGS & FACILITIES ...........
FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES ........
COMMISARY FUNDS ..................

8,181
40
61
952
76

4,249
20
31
952
76

3,932
20
30
0
0

9,310

5,328

3,982

OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS ..........

681

509

172

TOTAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ........

59,940

30,464

29,476

TOTAL, FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM

PS/ACONGPAY

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Increased Retirement Contributions
The Federal Employees' Retirement System Act of 1986, P.L. 99-335, established a new retirement
system for Federal civilian employees hired after December 31, 1983, and for employees currently
under the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) who choose to transfer to the new system.
Employees hired after December 31, 1983, will be covered under the new system starting January
3, 1987. Employees who wish to transfer to the new system will be covered at the time of the
transfer. Such employees may transfer between July 1, 1987, and January 1, 1988.
The two chief assumptions used in calculating our requested increase are that: 1) 20 percent of
the payroll is related to post-1983 hires and 2) that 40 percent of CSRS enrolles will switch
into the new system. It is our understanding that these assumptions were developed and agreed
upon jointly by the Office of Management and Budget and the Congressional Budget Office.
The Department of Justice (DOJ) request may appear disproportionately, high, as a result of the
large number of law enforcement personnel who are eligible for special retirement benefits,
chiefly early retirement, under the new system. In addition, the new system must be fully
financed by agency and employee contributions. Because employee contributions are fixed, agency
contributions must make up any shortfall. This shortfall is larger for law enforcement
personnel as a result of the additional retirement benefits. The final result is an agency
contribution of 15.3 percent higher for law enforcement employees than for other employees.
As a result of the growing proportion of employees who will be covered by the new system, there
will be increased agency contributions for retirement through at least FY 1992. These increases
will show in the DOJ budget requests as uncontrollable adjustments to the base. However, there
will be reductions to the amount the Treasury pays to the CSRS fund as more and more Federal
employees move into the new retirement system. Estimates developed during debate on the Act
show that the reductions will more than offset the requested agency increases.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Increased Costs for Retirement Contributions (P.L. 99-335)
General Administration: "Salaries and expenses", $778,000;
United States Parole Commission:
"Salaries and expenses", $155,000;
Legal Activities:
"Salaries and expenses, general legal activities", $2,213,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division", $430,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Foreign Claims Settlement Commission", $4,000;
"Salaries and expenses, United States Attorneys", $3,510,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Oversight of Bankruptcy Cases", $150,000;
"Salaries and expenses, United States Marshals Setrvice", $3,211,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Community Relations Service", $85,000 of which not to exceed S22.000
for the Cuban Haitian entrant Rrogram shall remain available until expended;*
Federal Bureau of Investigation: "Salaries and expenses", $23,005,000;
Drug Enforcement Administration: "Salaries and expenses", $7,324,000;
Immigration and Naturalization Service: "Salaries and expenses", $10,186,000;
Federal Prison System:
"Salaries and expenses", $17,053,000;
"National Institute of Corrections", $129,000;
"Buildings and Facilities", $208,000;
"Limitation on administrative and vocational training expenses,. Federal Prison Industries,
Incorporated" (increase of $25,000 in the limitation on Administrative expenses, and $30,000
on Vocational Training expenses);
Office of Justice Programs: "Salaries and expenses", $210,000.
* The language regarding the Cuban Haitian program was inadvertantly omitted from the

President's budget, however,
available until expended.

it

is the Administration's intent that these funds remain

06-Feb-87
10.04 AM

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1987 FERS REQUEST & ALLOWANCE

APPROPRIATION
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION ..............
WORKING CAPITAL FUND ................
U.S. PAROLE COMMISSION ..............
GENERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES ............
ANTITRUST DIVISION ..................
FOREIGN CLAIMS SETTLEMENT COMMISSION
U.S. ATTORNEYS ......................
U.S. TRUSTEES .......................
U.S. MARSHALS .......................
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE .........
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .....
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION.....
IMMIGRATION & NATURALIZATION ........
FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM
SALARIES & EXPENSES ..............
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CORRECTIONS
BUILDINGS & FACILITIES...........
FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES ........
COMMISARY FUNDS ..................
TOTAL, FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM
OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS ..........
TOTAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ........

TOTAL
INCREASED
FERS COST

AMOUNT
TO BE
ABSORBED

REQUEST
FOR ADDITIONAL
APPROPRIATION

778
253
155
2,213
430
4
3,510
150
3,211
85
23,005
71324
10,186

0
253
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

778
0
155
2,213
430
4
3,510
lbO
3,211
85
23,005
7,324
10,186

17,053
129
208
1,410
38

0
0
0
1,410
38

17,053
129
208
0
0

18,838

1,448

17,390

210

0

210

70,352

1,701

68,651
AiFERS&87

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
General Administration
Salaries and expenses
SuDplemental Estimate. Fiscal Year 1987
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
General Administration
Salaries and expenses
For an additional amount for "Salaries and expenses", $11,212,000.
The 1987 Appropriation Authorization has not been enacted. Public Law 96-132, the Department of
Justice Appropriation Authorization Act FY 1980, was the last enacted authorization legislation
for the Department. This act, including funding levels for these activities, has been extended
for 1987 by Public Law 99-500 dated October 18, 1986. A 1987 authorized funding level
commensurate with this request should be provided.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
General Administration
Salaries and expenses
FY 1987 Supplemental Authorization Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)
Total 1987
Authorized
Fundina Level

2Qs

General Administration ............ 1,011

Amount

$68,353

Proposed
Supplemental
Request

Pos.

Amount

250

$11,212

Total 1987

Authorized
Level Reuired

Pos.

1,261

'Amount

$79,565

2

Salaries and eXRnens

Summary Sheet
(Dollars in thousands)
Permanent

ositLdne

Ho

x

1987

ApproDration

1,011

1'089

$68,353

Revised estimate ........................... 1,261

1,160

79,565

250

71

11,212

Presently available .......................

Proposed supplemental ....................
Explanation of Reguest

The requested supplement 1 would provide additional funding for:
1. The implementation of the Executive Office for Immigration Review's (EOIR) priority ADP
system (ANSIR) to four additional offices by the end of FY 1987, and to address anticipated
workload associated with deportable criminal aliens, convicted annually in the State and
Federal court system.
The expanded implementation of ANSIR will be a critical component of EOIR's program response
to the Immigration Reform and Control Act, providing the case management and tracking
capabilities required to coordinate the hearings.
2. Administrative responsibilities resulting from the passage of Public Law 99-554, "The
Bankruptcy Judges, U.S. Trustees, and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986." This act
expanded the pilot U.S. Trustees program to a nationwide program.
3. To promulgate and implement regulations to collect debts owed to the United States. S.209
was enacted to amend 31 U.S.C 3718, and authorizes the Attorney General for a period of three
years, to retain private counsel in five to ten judicial districts to furnish legal services
including representation in negotiations, compromise, settlement and litigation.

4. Three Justice Management Division (JMD) requests to: 1) enhance the overall security of the
Mai Justice Building; 2) staff and operate the Department's crisis management facility and
3) support the National Security Emergency Preparedness '(NSEP) program in the event of a
severe national security emergency.

5. Additional
adjustment
the method
$60,000 is
building.
request).

GSA rental charges associated with the-relocation to the Bond Building. An
of $700,000, for the General Administration appropriation is required because of
used to charge for space in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. In addition,
required for shuttle services between the Bond Building and the Main Justice
(For additional information, see the General Legal Activities supplemental

6. Additional GSA rental charges of $1,180,000 and Federal Telecommunication System (FTS)
Intercity costs of $106,000.
In 1987 the Rent System replaces the Standard Level User
Charges (SWC) system. GSA will charge rental rates that approximate those charged to
commercial tenants for equivalent space and related services.
Also, the GSA has advised the Department of a 16 percent increase in FTS Interoity costs for
1986. This increase is mainly due to unanticipated tariff increases, savings GSA had built
into their original budget estimate which will not materialize, and F¥ 1985 costs which were
not billed by GSA last year.
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General Administration
Salaries and exDanass
ummary of Reguirements
(Dollars in

Immigration

U.S. trustees
Exoane ion
_

Reform
Comparison by Activities

Poem.

Perm.

Private Counsel
Peru.

?reZ. M

and Program
Z"LL

thousands)

IM

L

mL

National
.bourLty

Bond

OSA Rent

1967 Proposed

Luldina

and Pt

SunolemontaL
Farm.

Per.

NX
Z2AL,6

&%.

ML

WL&

2j

ML.

0105
9'

...

...

$214
164

14

$1

...

...

45

829

50

29

4,504

61

50

29

4,947

425

200

1. Program Direction and
Policy Coordination,
a.
b.

Executive

a.

Intelligence Policy

d.

end Planning ............
Justice Henadement

Departmental Leadership.
Support .......

...

2.

...

...

.

.

$109
Go

Division ................

Subtotal ............

...

...

...

16

12 $557

22

11 $2,234

12

6

0550

5)4

16

12

22

11

12

6

550

725

557

2,234

.

...

Administrative Roaley and
Appeals ...................

Total Requirements..

200

42 $5,823

200

42-

5,625

...

16

...

12

...

157

...

22

...

11

...

2,234

...

12

.

...

6

550

37

762

42

6,285

w

Oeirml Admin aionsu
salaries arid ean
AWry or I
(Dollars in thmd)
y

1987
vali1_
amvarison by Activities 6 Proar m Peru

Pam

1.

2.

___tli

1987 Revise

1987 Proeemd

l~Un.

m t

Perm.

$5,457

......
...
50
50

...
29
29

45
4.504
4,927

Fw
pa.

P21. ku

am

Program Direction and
Policy aDotUnation:
a.
b.
c.

departmentl LsaderghiP
Emetlwv Support ......
Intelligence Policy

d.

Justice Mgmt.

an

laudM .........

56
71

58

22

22

Division.

5W4

Subtotal...............
Administrative Pieview and
.eal....................
A

713

Total i

r

78

746

298

343

.......... 1,011

1,089

$5,243

5,467

56

71

58

78

5,631

...

*

$214

164

22

22

38,970

614

617

51,220

763

775

43!474
56,147

17,133

498

385

23,418

200

42

6,285

68,353 1,261 1,160

79,565

250

71

11,212

1,540

*his amout includes sulePmntals for pay ($575k) and FEU

($778k).
6

1967 IBRW"u
Flezu

26Iff

Item:

Imigration Rform .............

ASUA,
...

1907 Prqposed
MEM*A.
Alrm
200

42

$5,823

1987 Revised
kIl,

W

200

.42

$5,823

Requsted resOO rO for FY 1987 include fwads to expad the lmpimutatiOn of BDIR's priority ADP
system (ANSIR) to four additional oftlo by the end of ri 1967, and to adress anticipated
workload associated vith deportable criminal aliens, conicted anuually, in the State and Federal
crt
system.
The ex

nded Iuplemntation of ANSIR will be a critilcalogmmit of B)DIR'

programrespose to

the I igratn Warm and Ontrol ct, pmvidigg the c ! m
ent and trackin capabilities
tequirud to 900ttizU hearings of onwicted aliq
in Oder
and State prison beginning in FT
1987 ad to prapam for anticipated wrkloade
In FY 1987, DoIR'. wokload, based on DE' a

to depoUation proceeding, for criminal al r".

neae
F 1906.
ommptlo,
aam

adtinlal caseload related only

he rqwest includes heaftiarters positions

e the criminal alien adjudications, and to recruit, hire and
required to coordinate and
develop training progrPm for increased Ju
, suport staff and field manager positions.

Perm

B.
Item:

U.S. Trmtees Eqxa sion

In huamt
.

.8.

1987 Prosd

198? revised

Par.

Peru.

DA.

16

MX haws
12

$557

P

16

MI

hugmt

12

$557

P.L. 99-554, the Mu*r cy Jtudges, U.S. Trustees, a Fmally Phrser 9e*rpt-cy Act of 1986,
signed Octder 27, 1986, equrds the current U.S. Trustee pilot Iprgcz
to a twenty-cu region
nationwide program enompassing all ninsty-four Juidoial 1districts.
A supplemta1 Sircrease of 16 posltio,
21 M (of thidh 9 am rsmbtreable) aid $557,000 is
rxpasted for the General Administration a1pSgr nation to irovids the necessary administrative
sport for the U.S. Trustees' Hatioovide pr nrm.
The Trustees are anti
ting an Inresm in tull-tims staffing from 193 positions currently to
893 posltions by the ed of FY 1988, and an mgmsion from 10 offices to over 70 natiowide. This
unique currency wiU not only increase the reourrlin d
ll for 336) services, but will also
create special demands on 3MD staffs for the next to to three yas, including.
1.

An Intensive staffing effort will be -mA
to bring the Trste s' prgrm to a ftull peration
level involving recruitment, applicant sreninq,1 pay and position managmt, and employee
relations services.

2.

DqmW security service for planning aid esuring c:pli
with laws and regulations
regarding storage aid safeguarding of flincial Informtion, an well as the adjudication of
requisite secuity Wadqnrcnx invstiatios.

3.

A need to acquire, outfit, baerood and aoocunt for personal property assets for the newd
offices. Spcm management specialists will be recdrsi to coordinate the acquisition,
alteration, oocupncy and building maniwint fnctions associated with the no spce.

4.

Additional procurwelt services dus to the Immediate need for major office automation and ce
manag t system procurmnts and the increased volum of contract activity associated with
the expanded proegrm.

R

5.

An ica

in finaial ad wwx*iM suqpot regqaik

by the qpuiM of Trutee offices in

newly certifld districts, as well as the need to monitor tJt row Chapter 11 service fee
collection
rPn1. This inoludes the deelq t of finzWLal mana
* reports ad the

pro uctLn or these reports m a regular basis.

1997 Propowd

IN7 HUMNt

2u memtal

Frlperm.

M.
Item:

Private OaU

.............

U

1987 Revised

RQE
Pae.

X

Ihunt

1

EM
22

MI
11

wamt
$2,234

.

22

X mhat
11 $2,234

A 1987 sumlenmw*al (22 positions, 11 FlS wrkyearm and $2.234 million) are requested for the
General Administration al gpriation to prvIde the necessary administrative sport for the
Depatbont',, Private Oinoel initiative. Secifically, the reacuroes are needed to establish the
Financial Debt, collection Unit within the Jutitce 3Iwmi,* Division to lploeint S. 209. 111e
resource will fad a mll staff to
wp the prjeot, procure aid 'iwa
the requisite
contracts for rention of private courm
,e audit the reemlts of the collection priogram, aid to

collect data needed for r.pidtvd report, to the oCW8ree.

8. 209
asu
eected on October 28, 1966 to ownd 31 U.S.C. 3718. It athorizs the Attorney
General for a. period of three year to retain private oumel in five to ten judtoial districts
for the collection of debts owed to the U.S. Goverrmuut. the Attwe Gueal will amrd
contracts on a ompetitive basis to at least fouw private oauel firm in each district. The
specific te
and provision of these oixracts will be as deemed neumary by the Attorney
General.
The Dprtaut believe that ra ropated Meed
is
the private counsel for few %bichare repaired to file
effect service on the debtors. Of the fuds requested in
filinq/service fees. Uw Depar t reqets these fVI

reiibirsing oaunel bills in October each yer.

neeed to iqple
8. 209 to raiwarse
uits in state and looal oourts and to
1987, $050,000 is requested amally for
for a two year period to avoid problem

The Private counel initiative amames that all ttzmctioni will be the reupnuibility of the
Justice wangen*
Division, except for periodic local oversight of the private ooauel Whdch will
be perforwed by the U.S. Atto&neya. The amended 31 U.S.C. 3718 will becoe effective for a period
of three years beglzinin on the date %*idhthe Attorne Genral's iunpi -uting
regulations beom
effective. At the e! of this three yea period, the Coptroller General will aWit the prrn
to determine the remlts of the debt collection efforts of private cousel under contract.
9

In FY f986, the U.S. Attoneys and the Departint's litiating divisions collected $362.6 million
in cash on debts referred by client agecies. If the private counsel prram can increase cash
collection by 25 percent, the fuwding being sought by the Departimnt to establish the progra- vill
yield an investment return of $90.6 million. The Private 0ounnel initiative ton be one of the
best investments that the Federal Go
ent has mde.
1987 Proposed
Pam
Bw. ]a
Item:

National Secarity ...............

am=t
...

Prm.
M U1
12

AA
6

$550

1987 Revised
Parm.
2.
M
12

ARMn
6

0550

A smplemental increase is requested for the General Abdinistration
poopiation to provide the
necessary administrative uport for three ptvposed security initiatives: Juticm Oo nd OCtr,
National Security Mrgulay Program (lM
and the Visitor Oonter.
The Security Staff (SS) is currently r
,x
sible for two pgr
%*idchhae recently expanded to
the point uhere they can no longer be spocted by the existing staffs dedicated to their
nnmnent. flise t
program are the Jstiiae comnd COnter and the National Security MKVWVKY
ftepare&bu
001) program.
otios
md Oter. With the Attorney General's ed ced requirmnts regarding oversight of
and reaction to dmtio and, in limited owes, Intiznational terrorism, he has directed the
establistnet of an all sourc intel1igus/information crisis inr
nt facility including data
irit
and support by the Department's five major counts
(FBI, MEA,INS, usa andd BM and the
united States National Central aires - wmaiL Staffing this facility in i 19e7 will require
an additional 5 positions, 3 FIB and $112,000.
1he HSM PvairM. 9e SS'
eagecYT Planning Gropa(M) is currently remposible for the
planning for D[r ilvolvemnet in several HSEP pogrnm designed to provide for a viable fore of
government in the event of a severe national security snrxeny. Sh MG In also responsible for
continuity of the presidency playing. Planning in regard to ctastrdo
esrqakesmen
mobilization, owbatting terrorsm, legal advice on wany novel Iseos. that arise cut of these
activities int also be aoomplished. Training for, planning and coordinating exercises to test
these progr
is also an Ml responsibility.

10

artment of Defen hie
Agency ad
Ihe Natloal Security Council, Fderal emergency anagem
required the DW inzolveMnt in virtually all aspects of RWP programs. The NO does not have
It the ever iuaslng demand, therefore is requesting
adequate staff and related reur os to
4 positions, 2 711 and $103,000.
Viitor
t.
Te Attorney General has directed the upgrade of the present low level of
security in the rin Justice He frteuso ilding. In respne to this directive, the Justice
managment Division requires reeurces of 3 position, 1 FI1 and $335,000 for the realigrMW* of
BuildInM entranowl establitment of strict aamms control through tA use of visitor proessng
centers autm tm of visitor verificaton! installation of a card ky access system for
executive protiOn.
employees; replaomet of Federal Protective Service guarni and e har

11
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saasa
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Personnel benefits ..............
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11
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a
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...
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7ot

$I.tg0
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OEPARI"1 Or JUSTICE
GENEM AOMWNISTRTMNt
SAPAI ANDEXPES
Program ard financing (in thousands of dollars)
1987

1 q-h12q-l-x

1987

1987

-Promly
a-al

Available

ppod~w

estimate

lementail

Program by activities

ect wogram
1. Programs direction ard policy
coordination., ............

2. administrative review and
appeals....................
3. FI3.......................
..
.
Tbtal, direct

rogrm.........

$51,220

$56,147

$4,927

17,133
263

23,418
263

6,285

79,828

11,212

.68,616

iibureabil wogrm ................
L0.00 70tal pcogm csts, fmded -

88500

8 500

77,116

88,328

...

(8,500)

(8,500)

21.40 t~obligated balance available,
start of
r.................
toa

(263)

(263)

...

68*353

19,565

11,212

obligatios ...................

...

11,212

rinancngs
Of fttng

1.00

39.00

collections from:

deral funds ..............

Budgt author Ity (supleenta L
a

o

ation)...........

Budget Autorityi

40.00 APFlCWiation ................

67,000

78,212

S75

575

778

778

11,212

44.20 Suplm Ial Ior civilian pay
raines.. ..........
44.40

..

...

Supplemntal 6oc retirement
contributions (P.L. 99-335)..

ialation of obliaaticm

to outlayss

71.00 obligations incurreS net ...
72.40 Obligated balance, start of
........
e
year... ... ......

68,616

79,828

74.40 Obligated balance, end of
year..o.... .. *.*..... 0....

9,580

9,580

(13,393)

(13,907)

)0.00

64,803

75,421

I

outlays...............

...

11,212

(594)
10,618

13

1550
Supplemental requested
OF0JUST MCE
mvme~
300DEPA.R152f
sem
GERMA ADMINTSTPATION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

•

1"0W,

.-,

oJETCr aASSIFICATION (in thousands of dollars)

1987

1987

zIar.e

$36,707

$38,859

$2,152

2,414

2,463

49

11.5 Other personnel compensation .....

845

845

...

11.8 Special personal services pay....

114

114

. ...

TItel personnel conpensation...

40,080

Presently
Ava115J.e

Revised

1987

Proposed
.Wlement

15-0129-1-1-751

Personnel cpeneation:
11.1 Permanent positions ..............
11.3 Positions other than permianent...

42,281

2,201

Personnel benefits:

12.1 Civilian .........................

13.0 Benefits for former persomel ....

4,922

5,187

36

36

265

21.0 TWavel and transportation of

1,113

2,506

1,393

22.0 Transportation of things .........

200

232

32

23.1 Stardard Level User charges ......

6,648

8,920

2,272

23.3 Rant, camuncations, & utilities

3,082

3,419

337

488

516

28

10,256

14,408

4,152

1,469

1,537

68

322

786

464

persons ........................

24.0 Printing and reproduction ........
25.0 Other services ...................

26.0 Supplies and materials ...........
31.0 Equipment ........................
Subtotal direct obligations.....

68,616

Reimbursable obligations ........

8,500

99.0 Total Obligations ...............

*

77,116

79,828
8,50) ....

88,328

11,212
...

11,212

The 1987 proposed supplemental obh "t class distri btion differs from that
Immgration
sulxnitted in the galleys due to a ralignment of sources for t
Reform supplemental.
14

1551
supplemntal requsted

I"m

-

IC
OP J
DPAR
GEML Ar94INTPMON
AND XO
BMLARZEB

197
15029-1-1-751

1

1987
evised

1987

L

a

Direct&
of full-time
o......
pemanent poetio

Total i1ber

Total ceipernable workysars:
Full-time equivalent em1oyment.
Full-tlme equivalent of overtlm
.
an hoUday ho us.
AVerage ES salay....

..

Average G8*qradee.....*.....
Average GS sla

.. a........*....

Average salary of ungraded
*........
poxit~on ...........
eiabloi
workyeares
nebens~
lbtal
Full-tine equivalent mployment.
Average GS grade...
Average GS salary ..............

1,011

1,259

1,089

1,169

21

21

67,403

$67,403

10.0

. 10.2

-34,961

$35,826

120,926

$20,926

42

42

10.56

10.56

33,446

$33,446

250

so

10.9
$39,511

IC
15

1552
I
Supplemental requeated
1~imm -00

GEL &MNISTPATION
SDLL
AM Va CINSES
O! ,It OF PIERMNENT VSITMMN

1

....

u

1987

cwtive Lavel I .................
Excutive Level II.................
executive TVel 1II..64 ..............
B:ecuttve Level TV.............
SUbtotal ....

....

ttl..

o

...

1987

ftvlsad
Etiaate

1
1
1
2

2
I
1
2

77
9
12
6
6

9
12
6
6

CMd
ailawntal

...............

,.....

E15.. 0........... .. *.......0 6... 0....
Mos5........... ......0........ 0...
ES-4*...... ......................
E8-3..4..................oo......o..
ES-2.......o...
CS"1 ....
........ o
... eoo.
.o o
oe
oo.
S

- 1987

VrsmntL
Avalable

l"-129-1-1-751

t

o eoee o.

o

..

(;S/04]-15o
..... o....o......0....a...........
GS/G-14 ............................

Gs/
t-13.
.......................
GS-121..........................
(3 -10 ...........
0.. ...................
GS-0...........................
G;381.......
.......
.........
GS-7l... .. o.................
(3S-.o
............................. ......
......
(e-I')............
GS-3...................o
G-...........

I
....

6........ .. 0...

S(t3-2l...........................

Total permanent positions .............

48

48

153
117
102'
52
33
8

225
135
124
69
39
a

so
79
117
74
63
22
3

53
128
154
75
63
22
3

62

935

81

1,185

..
...
...

72
iA
22
17
6
•
3
49
37
1
..

250

23

23

1,011

1,261

25n

...

nf ilied positions, end of year .......

-28

-28

• ••

Total permanent asployment end of year

983

1,233

250

I
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lalarle and eze, sses.

Lunulesental

General Leaai Aetltlee

UEtimate.

PI'ea: Year 1917
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DIPAITMENT OF JUSTICE
Legal Activities

Salaries and ezoense.

General Leal Activities

For an additional amount for 'llries
and Expenses, general legal aativlties,'
7,1786,000, of
which $2,000,000 requested for independent counsel expense. shall remats available until expended.

Iznlanattcn of KeaueM
The fupplemeontel reqosest would provide $2.287.000 for the Criminal DivlaLon's forced relocation to the Bond
Suilding located at 1400 Nov York
Avenue an4 $444,000 Zor Inesaed telecommunioatLons charges.
In addition, $1,359,000 is inoluded to establish a spocal counsel for
dLaOrimination in response to recent changes in Lmigration lawi $2,000,000 to fund the sats of
independent counsel appointed pursuant to Is
U.S.C. So1, at. aeq.8 $120,000 for legal documentation related to emergency preparednesai and, 81,570,000
for immlration and antl-fraud
related litigation.
The 1950 Rudest Appendix provides language supporting the merger of the Antitrust and U.S. Attorneys
accounts with the General Logl
Aotlvi ties (OLA) appropriation. the Appendix also reflects Antitrust data in the 1987 column of the
lose budget request for OLA. This
supplemental request dos not include the Antitrust Divisions the Division's 1987 supplemental request
has been submitted under separate
over.
Authoritation Reouirements
the 1967 Approprtat-ion AuthorLastLon bill has not been enacted. Public Lawv6-132, the Department
of Justice Appropriation Authoriaetion Act
for 190, was the last enacted authoriaation legislation for the Department. This Act, including
funding authority for the Department's
activities, has been extended for 1937 by the Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 1907 contained
in f.L. 99-500 signed October 18,
1986. Additional authortisaton of $7,786,000 tl required by thia request.

1

Legal ActiitiLea
|leartea
. .
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and cc tDea&&e
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General
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Leaa

&Ativttas
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B

Summary of fleuLcenonts
(Dollars in thousands)

19817 Presently
AvaLlabLe
Calt[Sen by aetLvftia*

1.
a.
S.
4.
S.
* 6.

7.
O.
9.
10.
11.

Conduct of Suprqme Court proeseednas and
review of appellate matters .................
general tax matters ...........................
Crimenal matter ..............................
Claims, customs and geaeral oLvll matters .....
La, satural resouroes and Indian matters ....
Les l opinions ................................
Civil rlSbto matters ..........................
INTIRPOL-U ICS,................................
Independent couasel ...........................
Legal aotivitiee office automation fund .......
Special couneol for diaoriminabion ............

Total ................................

Per.
pos.

wy

54
443

49
639
769
M66
349
35
404
44

882
335
33
424
44
...

Amount

$3,829
34,064
45,942
74,866
25,692
21,298
25,499
3,036
1,537

1987 Revised
Estinate
FoO.
PON.
V

49
639
769
902
349
39
404
44

34
64)
724
690
335
40
424
44

.. ,

1M1 Proposed
Suoplemental
Amount

$s,861
34,39
47,421
76,86
23,909
2,445
23,7136
3,059
2,000
1,53?

Pos.

WV

34

6

4

1

AMn

$*2
295
1,479
1,997
141
237
2,000

°,,

1,.

~k1
3,157

3,14S

212,79)

3,225

3,167

220,519

6

22

7,786

Relab rsable UT .............................

-,$0
Total MY Collins ............................

22

2

kuIdAsl-muJ"
|lL|lrLIII

U|

dllIHlltJlll.

IJaur|!

Ll|lL

AIELVLtLil

* .1.t Leatiea a ftboirs-a-t
(0.11.s. I. ihe.a~da)

CaEmaemp.
0

A*.1*am hw hat Lvltia

ISA.

Ml

COm t of supym own poseoodlAgI
&ad review of appellate matters
...
2. StuseeL %ea mton ..................
3. OwltaI
ttmt ....................
4. Cla,
Oustem a
$sesel
oivaltt
...................
34
.
eatumra rosoeoa MA
n
-audLo
s
t'eoe .....................
4.Losal eptais ............
4
I.
Clvi ] clhts attee .................

haL.

Nead SOi&dIa

kbLABt

-

Item.

Iaeoa..

A"dLtLomal
Lit IgtLe

lmoLgratLon
ReformL

10 cPep.eed
I.

Peg.

Uts
tarf

lin.

s

PonD.
It,,.

IT

in .,

1.

.8. uiI

$51
295
1,479

oeqouk

almta
..............

.35

$7

1,354

123
101

a

1,g97

si0

3

217
147
t27

161
23
184
25

...
...

a)

oi,-sm .....................

0 .
dopeud
o
..................
10. Losel eativitie oflse eutomation
i1. Sp4oLsl OMWel far doelALetl.a
Total

...
...
..

l.
...
1&

...
12

2,000
...
1A30

6

22

7,746

is

3

$036

S4
33

21

$

1

4

~4St
its

°.°
13.

°..

1330

a,,00
,..

2287

444

43

16

2,20)

as

4

e,760

3

'A

'*~

laarLi. and aenensep. Canard
vetivttiesLActi

JustificatLon of Ranuinamanta
(Dollars In thousands)

I087
Presently

1931
Revised

Available

Iteml Relocation costs .........................

...

$2,267

1937
Proposed
Supplemental
Sttnatos
$2,237

Kest Criminal Division personnel located in Vashington, D.C. are currently housed in the federal Triangle Building. The lease on this
buildinj expired on JuLy 11, 1986, and the General Services Adainistration (GSA) has offered the Department of Justice replacement spae in
the Bond Building, located at 1400 Now York Avenue.
the Bond Building contains sufficient additional space to permit the Department to house
not only the Criminal Division components that are nov Located in the Federal Triangle Dulding but also to include at the same Location tva
other Criminal Division components, the Office of Special Investigations (nov located in the poorly confilured and wastefuLly expensive
2anLlton BuLLdLag at 1375 K Street, S.W.) and the DOD Procurement fraud Unit (nov located In the Domlnion Dank %utlding in Alexandria,
VLrginia, too far from fraud Section management for fully effectLve Inteagrtion Late the section). This opportunity vill allow the Dtvision
to coneolidate its Washington, D.C. personnel in two buildtnags, Main Justice and the Bond Building.
In relocating to the Bond Building, the Criminal Division will Improve its office space utilisation rate signifLcantly. In its present
location in the Federal Trlangle building, the avere* office space occupied by each employee Is approximately 165 square feet vhile the
utLi'etLon rate projected for the bond Building to only 145 square feet. There will be an even greater Improvement in the office space
utillatton in the Bond Building compared with the Hamilton Building and Dominion lank Building. Although there Is an increase in total
space attributable to special requirements such &a additional library end computer facilities, some important long-term savings vill accrue
to the Department by housing the same number of personnel Ln lass office apace.
The Genoral Services Administration will finance certain construction expenses, but only to the extent that they are necessary to replicate
the facilities now provided to the Division at the Pderal Triangle Building. Accordingly, the GSAwill not pay for any expenses relative to
housing the components that will be relocated voluntarily by the Department, some to percent of the relocation. Neither wLLL GSA pay for the
construction of facilities that are required by the Department but are not included in GSA's definition of 'government standard' lease
provisions. Most of these requirements owe to the nature of the CriinalDivision's operations as a law enforcement agency or to the design
of the Bond Bsi1dinS.

4

Se of the requiremente for which the Department of Justice requires supplemental funding relate to the construction and least stardards
aLlowed by GSA. For Instance, the building Owner is not required to furnish individual door locks and GSA will only provide door lehe for
the same number of doors as the number currently outfitted with Looks io the' Division's Federal Triangle Building site. Similarly, the
building owner will pay only for electrical circuits and receptacles to the extent that they are required by the Lease gComent with GSA,
and GSA will only pay for additional receptacles to the extent that they now exist in the Federal Triangle Buildlng. Other requLcmeote to
support the confidential obcracter of the Criminal DLvislon's operations Include an access control system to protect the facility fvom
intruders, document storage vault. and a secure reception area for each floor.
In addition to epeial foilities
that are necessary to secure the office space assigned to the Criminal Division, the Division also requires
conetruetlon of certain fOLLtLiee that vIll support the modernizatlon of its operations. Such facilltles include the construction of a
computer coos and several copier rooss and the installation of dedicated electrical circuits and data communication lines.
The provision of
euoh facilities will support productivity and operational improvements that are necessary to keep up with the work demands placed on the
Division.
Seeause of the method of charging Departmental organistions for space In the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area this move will result in an
4juetment to the rental charges for the other components of the General Legal Activities appropriation of $913,000. These additional rntal
charge break down as foelowal Office of Solicitor General, $25.0001 Tax Division, $198,0001 Civil Division, $320,0001 Land and Natural
Reouresa DiviaLon, $161,0001 Office of Legal Counsel.

$22,0001

Civil Right. Division,

19017
Presently
£Axa
iU
.k
Items

Increase In FTS tariff* ......................

114,0001

1917
Revised
estliate
$444

cAd ZITZPOL-USKCI,

$23,000.

1987
proposed
supplemental
64

4

The Department was notified of increased FTS costs for 1987 and 1988 by GSA in July 1986. The increase was approximately 161 greater than
the amounts included in GSA LnitlaL cost estimates on which the budget was based. Notification of this Increase was not timely enough to be
Included in the original 1957 budget estimate, however, increased Igoe costs have been Included in the current budget request.
The distribution of Increased cost of ectLvLty and program are provided on the preceding exhibit.
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43
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Civil DiviLas
The lamalgatle Raters ad Central Let of 1916 WiLl have &a Lmedite LImPat am the Civil DiVii1e's me*l8ad. the DivsiaoM
requires 11 position ead 105,000 to beadle the certain uLiL.. of Imiarattem 1Ltlgmie. thIs iued'.a Imeld* 44.O,000 for astematd
littgatiee support (At.) servloem.
The onferosimet
ee4
LoSdleelte provision viii tiger
emerms eSoel*6d iaagesOs lot the Civil livistes as &lie&* seok to reverse
deperteties desatosa I& courts of appeals o" ohalleage the Imlgrettoe m" Uturalteottes Sorvye's (INS) denials of itesL relief ta
dlstriet aeurts.
h amplepev satte
provision Will acrosse substanttally the e met of daeastve oeo
se espleere isitlet actloa
shlelmtasm earmeh varrants ead Ito. deteloateos. Pulther eases will be &e&rated by ILt9gattee lattLaned eat
employers okbitiag a
pattern ad praetie al bleing il
l sitea.
Coe.orvati"17, we GupNP: 115 new toial end IS0 new appellate emses is 1961. geproeesotio a
t00 powsoat *lee o i31.1 ease reeipts end a 20 preat else in appellate ease receipte var the eaLeta 1e64 orklsad.
the mat staLilaat aspect *9 this litigation is the statutory snd clmss aos&*&eallonoes to Limigrtlom retor.
Om seh "as k bees
fLied already a Wlg.taLisrglts V. Ma.r -- wheol plaitifas seek a matiolde lijunction thet would paralyse INS' ability to meetwol the
herder@. so provlsisM oi the mawLet is Lmme to thit typo of attack and we e&a Gaunt em Similar eballengee io oapleer Smetionme ad the
lystaentLa Altoe VortfL•otiee fog ILIibl Ltt ("ATN) powvitems. The e attack threaten to undermlne the viability of LmmgatLom retor
Mlees ddltleml attorneys and Support otfS are provided.
Is oemmst with the Lmoediato vAc.amtoLlsbilo iserese Is district 03rt
ad ceurt of appeals Acties, the CIviL Division will fae
1halleages
opected to reaeb the Oupreme Court. Additiol resreoes Sea essential to upheld the nation's imgraties lava Is this fimml
appal stage.
Tea positLoes ad6$082.060 are needed is the Ofieos of lamLiratLem lititte
(0IL) to defend ohalegee under the saw statute mad to apply
Its provimisasto exletin *aseloead.
the Appellate Stnf will require I posttoss adO4166,00O to hmdLe the critilal appellte litigatioa.
These mumts ioLudo $456.00 is At$ to provide speril das boes mad a document center. the data boes Will track todividual Litgiast.,
ellss se ezere ma documentsduring the various stages of Ltlastlea a0d the doeume0t peterr will organize doments ad support the attorneys
is peoparmg low trials ad appeals. Without AL$ support the attorsoys will be unable meet Judielil demands beecuse of the 8igsatte member
of eases that timisaltom rolor vILL eerstte.
Failure to approve this .uppleoestei request will forest the Divisio to delegate hureds ef eases to attorneys Who lack knowledgeof the
highly speoielSeod
bedy of Ltigrotite, law. Ve bel8 the defense of LmilgratLe, law by orelg emsesonto lmexpetod attrnys would be
eentewpwsdsative to the *eeprehomsLve reform of the Waited States LmLietLoa law.
lilies the required resources for the Civil SlvLolom sea
provided. the flndseeatai reforms that were 15 yemre is the mekig may be maLiLfiad.

A.

poel•l Cosas,
umlf I
al o :oqOtd
n
fO the ortabliabsphat of a I,po4ls
Cosol for IX tgfraties-alatod mefaLt &IGloYst Fa-.tioes
'poret
to the InlrstiLo, hfre sod ControL &ot lllO8.
th SI poit.L
and 1,,5
o,040
vill be seed to lvostilgto olL. Of
t
ratLas-ola4tod msfsLir labor prooatli.. These*lsiL as be proosto4 by la4vldasm. or by other s boboif of ldlvidualso. wSe
Wrihta to *qmol 4MLo,.at have bos violated.
pol Lavestiootios of these olsIs, the SoOLsLi Cmwooslis autherited to file oeoroes before
as admLsatrtiwLV Law Jodge If snob *LsiLa bave att.

Items

Additloal LitfestL

.............

1981 Footly
AvatLibts

ISO? Revised
list imte

Pare.

Peru.

Iu.+

NI

SL

...

...

...

bE
s

1"? Proposed
£namamt ae

Peru.

n

6102M

tsJu

$2T#0

Ii

NI

ML
.

hand L stisa
Iivil
oell utL-frad @"Grommet proposal wore
roo tly. osot1d lte low -- the Vol.. Ca11
l
el t Afmeadeostl of
190, th Progrm Fred Civil PemlOs Let of 1069 MAdU MtL-ZlosbMoo Lot of 19l.
"boao lve Uppsovo od *stead the Civil PLvLLol's
ability to brine &
fIt" d "rsi.
They
oO4i4LtS o n mmdLiate ashaemat of uesros dedlootod to fietto fraud *$&Lsat tbe
Sovorms sad rosovocLas Swss tappropristoly 4veutod free the Neltod Itatos treasury. to 1947 the Camoeelol LLttgslLoa
Irasm will
qelre 1
dltlMosal peostlems &" $44.0OO to heoL the 1l8roaso ta ItL&asLto a04 IvleatilatLes domed. of th mwI laVa.
Tis femlne
Ltolude $i.6.0
got automated lititioL Support (ALS) sorwLsos.
Wb oies Cloir.
e
m dmOAm4 ts seatsln severe' lectures whik vill result la otrmILo1at SlAeaso Is the DiVLIoU'o civil treads workload
lamLls4 a prolmtLOs authol"io the Attoe 1 Gearsl to obt$In roOSid MWdt&be tolnoLo6Y by eLvl lavemtigativo domos" toosestlli, 4
absO") a" a poviti1oA oUPoAdi84 the ability of private ottsMa to brise lit mm behalfof the melted Slteas for fread (the nL.l
aeodmoase).
llv..ttat
S ada IC l.
fiW
proviale. atbrLoes the Departat to Sea"e the produatico of ieoards &ad tabe mrOM
testimony Is order to Investigate grond alloatLemas bofrio domidlag whether or set ilut 1o worlastd. This
Iactsat advaSe VS$ mae
asecsIary by the noo-lepOmlblty Of "eLinthe freim of &rad jury isVaMtXSltL9a to litigate sLvLI frand e&s . Noom 00l
deoesitino a" latorrogatlLr s way bo ueod, th CID utnbarlty will provemoos moroe ase thea laaeott 0o2
aI bsa" S uiab oa
only omlpol Zbo prodnoLtm of doemsexto.
*Ctvtl

Milo the 4t lead, to stasitssat advassos I& IliLtiL sasaat
I
and. tbe provLiOs of the Lot b Its. a trommodoweworbloe burdes
so the s20l460 o the CI SnLtA-41Y.
Moat Jndoial preeoodites to obtalo osforsomot will be litigate4 by the DiviWete to &Sears s
orderly amd.Lfo
epoMelies od the I w law is the osurts. WhoLot plenos striLnmt esmr dy G reoordboopie roqLrzoatm no,the
L0formtLos obt ined oad will require the
tablmsot of a "eerl depository for Seek mterilsl.
laylmoastotLes '1 sh4 atto vLlk
be uoberseems srot Gore ia wroq"i tOsavoid prOoedrl gsew sA everyunse of the ontrLty requires the Attrioy SonosiLa personal
approval. Wkso attorys wL&Lbe sed" to ipplemat the CID authorlty.

kAs

The A ps%
rovidem ow 1AllstLvs for phivate mititosI to aittktto olvil IrondoLowsuis
nobeholl of the satod
stts 4a Moke It masterfor tho. to do so. Tho Lt also InvolveIeddltotal 1a'eOl" -Lbl
Qtofot the DivioLe. The mosesests
require tho bottles to provide the IlWlI
ith G aY of the material lvkeidpe meypotliag the fts" ollegaos. It mot be relw"
by Wtas lsleS
a a dtl210 meat be 80
wiLths"
das am to wether the coweeoot should ste se cse.

The Iow
Lt Impose great demeae goes *be civil bivlioea. Little ofgectualt will
set f9r avstiostLtef Were
odeeitiegWhether to
eli the eare. the LyetLgetesa Witt he to be sesomplebed through, LvIL diseevrys,
s sina oesusawim mthed ef lavatitLes.
lOe VeS the bepea t des at thso the ease, the As% riquiree that the tterse oGasl approve say disiessi by the LattttLtl
istes as weil as say Oas ettlasts. these reqio etssce viii eseseLatse that the DiLsLLS meioes pioseLase ed dloseoery sad
eaasooe
oats
1 litistive
risO md the tomeel ettieeeO~e. the et will gOWarate More them 1 0 teoos
erS. a year Whish, by LOv,
tet
be Laeettasted sA "oisuod.
the Progres fraud Civil &Leesioo Let viii ls* moosreessthe Clvit OLvisisaes worisd. Is the past, sal-dollar freed ases have bes
delegated to 5.S. Atterses fgo eeseldeostes.
etoRthis Lot, these
s WiLL be hs4ld eMLO1lttetLVely by the ageiosLs. Seven. the
L-t I"ses
s isareses preses as the system wlo" reqeL ees a doesioL
by the aeoLstat Attormas Saersi as to vhether the esas warreats
sotLa sead,if go, Whother the parts
t should Litigate Uto ese or euthetiLc the riertsI
sea2
to pressed dsioatetratively.
eseoees viii be seeded to Litlgate the" melt oedisa of the sases &ad sppoals sad to trak sod evaluate eass rferraes. We setLpat
that the Civil DtviwLesvii Litigate the e etod 0eetitetieaSt Ohasaseo to 1k e4tateto ead haadle te mrs thema 300 0 these s*&eO

PLalLy., the LAti-KLehohok Bforsoset got viti subetetielly saped the soveroe of the afletias statute, Uhe frmer law &ppiked ely to
kiebke
paid to staiaee setrest aea
Sad to hshbees paid te esmeetioa With lsettte4
eatrasts. The as set sosre ali oeotreots
betwes the Salted tates esd its prims eetraotere ed rodoelleoc hiohhek to prohibit a msb breeder rsate . aetlvitles. It aleso,provides
otr Laoreased amassosod elvil possLites. Nev peeLtlse WiLL aLov the DiviLers to eaLiSte iLtLoteoa to rcosver stilLeas for the Treasury.
The stresothi sad ooetiveeas of thee l~tsetiLv exerts will deteLft the sutoat to whish freed sad misuse of Savermoat ud to
deterred.
Utbhact these eddttesal reseroses, SiwLeosa attosaye would be severely lattd
is thot ability to Leptemost the provie se of the saw lave
cLae proset tvesosIss are already pursLaS Iltel
s ts the grovLas member of eLvil firs referrals, the QuL TeS esa Presas Freod
prevista toquLro asadatery aetkess -- iaegiosele Workload Sad sipheioss of limited Divielon reseuress.
hlese the requested r ceeress cre
madessvailebl the Siviete llii be usable to utiliS Its com CID ear a t-tkLkbsek pewoe orLpplmS the Sseartie of the ovsrameota
Laterests. failure to provide the requested findla will Load to the flofetaure of wlilles ia poteetLal resveriee saA WILL devastate the
DSvisio's efforts to eeubat waste, freed sad abses of CevrmNat metee.
Locl atLica - Ustimal Sasro
hts lrm
,
the OffTes of Less& Cews will require goe
eed poblth PreiLdetieL Seaoseenor Astte Dooiete (MAD I&a Los
oatissal
fi
osorseter.

poettisas and $120.000 i

order to proedues

to eoremat is rqaestiae 23.606,000 to fed lndepeoddst rouseel whoever possible visatloes of Vodeel law ar
.L sL'
alleged ssest cester asdmlietertisa effLosals pursuast to the proviestess f IS I.S.C. $51, et. seq.
nhoro are esrrectly five ladepoadest
OaeLL Is sporettoa with seats *estisats is aseat. The Irfalee erse Lsvestlatto ste" As erposted to last through Ft 1587 a" will
require eubetoatiel ftudLsg. the msher sa4 Sespe Of L4opsde:Lt sewari reseeds the bepairtoats espes6tetos and the cspeeLty te absorb
full guses fgot s sof the esuaol teialted.
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1563
Supplemental nov request-d, existing leslation
IM

DVlAgT or JUSTZZ(
E1RAL LUML ACmmIaIYs
SI.ARI AND iCP
%

MUNt

Prosmm and finamnin
L -0128.1.1.I
--

P

T--

'

--

I fir

(in hmsnds of dollars)
198?
1987
Revised •
Presently
esti-te
available

1987 -

, ro

.~

by activities

Direct progrian
1. Ondxut of Supreme Ourt
prooeedings and review of
appellate m ttws..........
2. Oenral tax =ttee ...... s ...
3. Criminal mtters ......... o......
4. claim, customs, and genma
ivil mtters ...........
5. Land, natural resources,
and Indian mtt
e... .
6. Lgal. opinio .................
ns
7. Civil rights matters ...........
8. Intrpol- ce .................
9. Indeendent COunwe1 .........
10. Eal Aotlvtties Offtoe
Automata..............
11. Special counsel for
discrilmintion ...........
Total, direct program .....
Reimbursable prog

.............

10.00 Total program os4ts, funded
obligations .............

3,829
34,094
It5,9112

$3,861
34,389

$32
295
1,479

76,l46

78,1t3

1,997

2, 192
2,298
23,499
3,036
250

24,t09
2,4t5
23,736
3,059
2,250

1,537

1,537

217
237
237
23
2,000

1.35-9

1.359

222,609

214,823
19,118

1

19,118

233,91

211,727

-19,118

-19,118

7,786
1

.0
7,786

Offsetting colletions from
11.00 Federal funds ...............
21.40 Owoblpted belanoe available
start-of-year ...............
39.00

ist authority ..........

I

-2,030

-2,030

212,793

220,579

7,786

208,931

216,720

7,786

1,6it6

1,646

Budget AuthorityI
0.00 Appr riaton ......
......
44.20 Supplemental for civilian pay
rla
... 0 e.. e g.o.. ..
441.i0 Supplemental foe retirement
oontributicns (*.L. 99-335).
wmeael~

2,213
410m=ea

2,213

*em

"wtme

10
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IVA~ffng
or .JUSTICE
GENERAL LEG L ACTIVITIES
SA ARISIND EPNSES

Program and financing (in thousands at dollars)
1987
,Pr~atly
available

1987
Revised.
estimate

1987ProP9sed
supplemental

71.00 Obligations incurred, net....
72.00 Obligated balance, start of
6-00p....
year .......
74.00 Obligated balance, end of

214,823

222,609

7,786

5,069

25,069

89.00

200Ong4§

207,.569

7-i475

196,372

203,817

7,475

15.-0128-1-1-752
Relation of obligations to outlays:

yeaw* .....

Outlays ......................

90.00 Outlays, exoluding pay and
retirement supplemental....
91.20 Outlays from civilian
pay/ralse supplemental .....
91.40 Outlays from retirement
contributions suppleetal.

-0109

1,597

1,597

2,125

2,125

-311

...

u~I
a-,,,f,

06=60

44

11

1565
.

pImmtal now requested, existing legislRtlon
GENERAL LEGAL
ACTVITIES

urn,,-.,.1987
15028--175

Direct obligatiors
11.1

Full-time permanent .............

11.3 Other than full-time

permanent ....................

11.5 Other personnel compensation
11.8 Special personal services payments.........................

'
.Presently

1987 .
Revised-

19&7Proposed

available

eetimite

spplemental

111,410

112,1941

,801

4,801

1,4122

7841

1,122

763

763

118,396

119,180

78

12.1 Civilian .......................

11,748

1)1,841

93

13.0 Benefits for former personnel

91

91

21.0 Travel and transportation of
persons.....................

8,949

9,257

308

22.0 Transportation of thins, ........

1,054

1,061

10

23.1 Rental payments to GSA
.........
23.2 Rental payments to others ......
23.3 Comunioations, utilities and
miscellaneous charges ........

-0,531
10

22,166
10

1,635
..

13,267

1)1,919

1,652

21.0 Printing and reproduction ......

2,0741

2,096

22

30,166

33,161

2,995

Total personnel compensation.
Personnel benefitsa

25.0 Other services ..............
26.0 Supplies and materials .........

2,359

2,119

51

31.0 Equipment ...........

2,616

2,852

236

562

562

'11.0 Grant.s, subsidies and oontribut.."O .. ...................

Total direct obligations .......

I

..

Reimbursable obligations .......

Total obligations ............

11,82309
19.1

223,941
0gmm aI

786
*8j

j19,

7,786

241,727
sdo*

I

sk"004A

12

1566
-Muwe.n 300

~
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Supplemental nov requested, existing legislation
WAM WT O JUSTICE
LZGAL ACTIITIS
GMMRAL
SALARIES
AND ZXPNS
PER0NNEL SUM*kRY

19&7

Presently
available

15-0128-1-1-752
Direct a

Froposed
amplementaf

0

Total nMbE of full-time
permanent positions ..............

Total ompensafie workyearst

Full-time equivalent mployent..
Full-time equivalent of overtime
and holiday hours ..........

Average

1987-

1987

Revised
estimate

salary ..................

Average S/GH grade ................
Average GV/GH salary ............

.

3,157

3,225

68

3,145

3,167

22

32

32

$67,594

$67,557

$63,135

7.96

8.03

11.05

36,635

$36,639

$37,759

Reimbursble and Allooations
Total number of full-time
permant poaltions ..............
Total oo ensable worlcyears
Full-time equivalent eployment..

6

6

138

138

S/GM grade ................

7.0

7.0

average s/Gm salary ...............

$19,000

$19,000

Average

13
.r.

'SIMMONS

slums

396

sumOlemental

now Meuested, existing leg1slation
DARTENT OF JUST7U

y

1HERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES

1987
I DLLZZM-I.l2Av
available

1 K-A1 R-1-1 __7

i

I

1987
4
= --Nestimate

1987
slementad

ExecutLve LAvel II .....................

1

I

Executive Level IV ........................

6

6

....

747
12
15
10

747
12
15
11

a..........................

120

121

1

657
417
342
189
173
10
176
130
1119
2116
1117
77
111
6

667
434I
319193
178
10
183
131
1127
2118
153
77
111
6

10
17
7
4
5
. 0i
7
1
8
2
6
...
••
.0_

Subtotal.. ........................
...
ES-6 ..... . ... a.........s*............
a...
ES-5.& ........
. ....... o*..... a... *...

FZ-1..

. ..

..... ...........

.......
ES-3..o.... %...

ES-2.... a.a.... ..

oo...........

o............ .......

ESl-i.......o$.....00......
Subtotal ....

......

*.........

-GS/G13 ................................
GS-11 ................................
GS-10.......
.. a..... 0......ts...... 0......0
05-9..ao...... .. ... 0.........vs..........0
05-8 .......
0.........0... s..,...... .....
GS-7 ......
9.... 0........sk... 0.............
GSA .......
o.....0$.......... p...........
05-5........
0..... ... *..............
0....
05-4 ......
o.......as........... a..........
G5-3....................................
05-20.....................
.....
.... ....
Subtotal .........

o....0.... ......

....

Total permanent position .............

3,030

3,097

3,157

3,225

Unftilled positions, en~d of yew.... 0......

-122

Total permnnt emloyment, end ot year.

3,035

...
...
•

_

1

68
68

-1211

-2

66

3,101

i
ohm

WMma")

age" 0a* U

(wem

. UI

tee

Not: 41
Fll, Iow

14

72-166 0-87-
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DEPARTI0WT OF JUSTICE
Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division
Supplemental Estimate, Fiscal Year 1987
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DEPARTIWff OF MOTICS
Waal Activities
Salaries and eenses, Antitrust Division
For an additional amount for "Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division", $299,000.
B

Explanation of Request
The 1987 Appropriations Authorizations Act (P.L. 99-500) was enacted on October 18, 1986. Additional
authorizing legislation, adding $299,000 to the amount available for the Antitrust Division, Is required.

w

2:1

Leal Ativitise
8alaries ad expenSges

Antitrust Division

Summary of ReMuIrements
(Dollars in thousands)
1987 Presently
Available 1/
Perm
Poe. Wi
Amount

I

1987 Revised
Estimates
Perm
Poe. WY
Amount

1987 Proposed
Sulmlemental
Perm
Poo.
NY Amount

forvement of antitrust and kindred laws:
1. Federal Appellate Activity..........

$11

23

23

$1,212

23

23

$1.223

2. Termination and Prevention of Private
Cartel Behavior ...................

222

202

15,366

222

202

15,462

96

3. Preservation of Competitive Market
Structure .......................

164

161

15,687

164

161

15,763

76

4. Policy Analysis, Legislation and
Training .......................

192

91

4,914

92

91

4,957

-

S. Competition Advocacy Program ..........

59

59

2,734

59

59

2,762

-

6. Management and Administration .........

89

95

3,832

69

95

3,877

631

43,745

631

44,044

Total requirements................00

649

649

-

-

--

I

43
-

28

-

45

-

299

I/ Includes proposed pay and FM supplemental request of $745,000.
2

Leqal Activities
Salaries and expenses Antitrust Division
Justification of Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)

1987 Presently
Available
Perm
Pos. Ni
Amount
Item:

1987 Revised
Estimates
Peru
Amount
Poe. WY

Relocation costs ................

$215

1987 Proposed
Supplemental
Peru
Pos.
NY

Amount

$215

-

The Departpent is requesting supplemental funding to support the forced relocation of Criminal Division
personnel to the Bond Building located at 1400 New York Avenue. Because of the method of charging
Departmental organizations for space in the Washington metropolitan area, this relocation will result in an
adjustment to the GSA rental charges for the Antitrust Division of $215,000.

"Item: Federal Telecommunication System
(FTS) increases...............

$404

--

-

$488

-

The Department was notified of increased FTS costs for 1987 and 1988 by GSA in July 1986.
approximately 16% greater than the amounts included in GSA initial cost estimates on which
based. Notification of this increase was not timely enough to be included in the original
estimate; however, increased 1988 costs have been included in the current budget request.
charged to the communications, utilities and miscellaneous object class.

--

$84

The increase was
the budget was
1987 budget
Funds will be

3

1572
Supplemental requested, esistim, legislation

r..

15-0319-1-1.752

...

DEPARTM
IT OF PJSTICS
LEGAL
ACTIVITIES
SALARIES
ANDIENSES , 198,7,mE
ATIUST DIVISION8....,19.
Pr ,1.lll.
ra t
-- ma
k AIMN
010s -am
Presently
Ievised
AVilI ab
g l etal.
*

ONle

87

Propoed

.Avfai

Program by activities:

Direct program:
1.

Enforcement of antitrust
and kindred laws . ......

10.00 Total program costs, funded
obligations ..................

43,745

446044

29

43.74S

44,044

299

43,74S

44,044

299

43,745

44,044

299

13,51

13,581

...

.- 15,616

-15,616

rinancIng40.00 Budget authority ..............

~lation

of obligations tooutlays:

71.00 Obligations Incurred, net ......

72.40 Obligated balance, start of
year .........................
74.40 Obligated balance, end of
year ........................

89.00Outlays.....................

41,710

42,009

299

I
I

09

it

06.

.U

4

1573
Supplemental requested, existing legislation

T

Trp
.t...
CO ie
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EPAR'.NT O JUSTICE
A
i
ALACTIVITIES
ot of11heLEG
lw bwc10
, t Sd SALARIES AND
EXPENSES,
ANTITRUS' DIVISION
..........
E CLASSIFICATION
C
ON (ial
(- sbosssods
a
n
i
ODJECT
ol dollars)
T

,so

d1S-0u,.

11.1

T-gn

,-1

Persnnel oipemJ
S
Permanent poitio

Available

tin:

..... ..............

1

..-

Estimate

22,052

22.050

1,00

1,008

1I.

Positions oher than permmnem
............

i.L

Other

ownlcompensation ...............

168

1I.

Special
personal services payments ......

3

3

Total personnel compensation .............

23,429

23,429

2,9 94

2,90A

os d ,87

Supplenental

368
---

personnel benefits:

12.1 Civilian .............................................
13.0 Bcnefits (or frmcr personnel: ..................

21.0 Travel andtransportation o( persons
.........
22.0 Transporti6en otthing. ........................
123.1 r A rent .......................

32

32

1,076

1,076

244

244

23.1 Comuncations, util. and misc.
24.0 Printing and rptbducuon ......................

4,172
2,561
275

4,387
2,645
275

15.0 Otherservices .....................................

6.118

6,1181

26.0 Supplies and materials

........................

863

Equipment ............................................
42.0 Insurance claims and indem .....

1,988
.
3

* 31.0

I

"'"

I

i

215
84
---

I

299

---

863
1,988
3

....................................................
|........................

990

...................................

Total obligations ................................

£4f

nil-

43,745

44,044

M
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United States Attorneys
Salaries and expenses
Supplemental Estimate, Piscal Year 1987
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PPPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

United States Attorneys
Salaries and expenses
For an additional amount for "Salaries and expenses, rInited States
Attorneys," SA87,lfn.
Explanation of Peauest
This supplemental request would provide funds for the HI.S. Attorneys to
pay increased rates announced by the General Services Administration
(GSA) for continued usaae of the Poderal Telecomnunjcations System.

-

1

United States Attorneys
Salaries and expenses
(In thus

8 or dollars)

Courarison by Activity

1987 Presently
Available
Perm.
Poo.
wY
P=Moit

U. S. Attorneys .......................

5,958 5,168 $357,328

1987 Pevised

19R7 Proposed
Rw
Jlevental

Estimates
Poe.

WY

mwunt

%vcAA 5,AAR $358,215

.o.

MY

hunt
$88ow
"7

2

I
United .States Attorneys
Salaries and eer-es
usti f ication .ojf ,Ruirn.Is
(in thousands of dollars)
1987 Presently
Available
Activity.

1987 Proromid
Surplewental

19117 Revised

rbrm.

U.S. Attorneys
pos.

WY

AMt.

Criminal Litigation .............
3,242 3,167 $195,942
Civil Litigation .................
2,024 1,909
112,989
J
.4
2,713
Legal Biucatlon.............
Organized Crime WkRifrcarnent.
502
-29,786
519
Management and Administration....
148
176
15 898
5,95K8" 5,858
357,328
Tbtal Requireomts

POS.
3,142
2,02a
25
519
148
5,9511

y
3,167
1,989
24
502
176
5,858

Mt.
$196,439
113,282
2,721
29,857
1
5,L..1.6
358,215

Poe.
...

...

...
...
. a9

Amt.

w

...
- -to
06

$497
293
000 A
71
18
887

Federal Telecommun ications System (fMS)
'i1 F1T costs for 1987 al 1988 by GSA in ,July 19R6. the
The Department was notifiex or ii.r.
imately 169 croater than the amounts inrlt~cvd in CA initial c,..t, ostJimtes on
increase was ap
Nhtificaton of 1his increaso wA.s not timely enough to he included in
%hich the txdjoet. ws bah%..
the original 1987 budget estiriate, however, increased 1988 costs lhave been Included in the current
budget request. The request encompAse, additional fundin, sloly for caivunications, utilities
and other rents.

3

Ifnited States Attorneys
Salaries and expenses
Financial Amlvsis
(rhlars in thn-sands)

Grade and object class
Omuncations, utilities, and other rents .......

1Q87 Ptx4Ysed
Surp] cvintal
-.'Y Aunt
a0

qR87

4

1579
SWPUMW&Al

*11

w
sea.

wemnt

WAM7E

Cr

, exftn lopilatton
"'TUT1e

SARM ANM
WUM8, U.S. Attcrmo
Prg
an
(inthouans of dolars)

15-0322-1-1-752

1987

'Presently
Available

1987

1987

Revised
Rat/mato

Proposed
Supplemental

Program by activities
Direct program:
U.S. Attorneys ....................

357,326

358,215

887

10.00 Total program costs, funded
obligations .......................

357,328

358,215

887

40.00 Budget authority ..............

357,328

358,215

887

40.00 Approprition ..................

357,328

358,215

887

43.00 Approprition Adjusted ......... .

887

Budget Authority:

351,000

351,000

44.20 Supplemental for civilian pay
raise ............................

2,818

2,819

44.20 Supplemental for retirement
system ...........................

3,510

3,510

357,328

358,215

...

Relations of Obligations to Outlays:

71.00 Obligations incurred, net....
72.40 Obligations, balance, start of
year...............................

34,797

34,797

73.40 bligations, balance transferred,
noet ..............................
-45,327

-45,327

345,798

347,685

89.00 Outlays

I

887

887

I

Imso .

5
mom- a

&lmt~

CEAEE

4
ra 30x"
204.04amw
c~s.lie

Cw.

No A-Il . |*

J04-1405ISAFM

-emse, m~dtig
OF

1eqs~tic

TIS

'imem
n E9AE10S, U.S.
OBJECT CASSIFICATION (in towand of dollars)
198"7

1987

Id*eanku.
to4,
&
15-0322-1-1-7521

I

1987

Personnel coe'pffossao:
.1

Permmat Po

$,596
0.........
4

........ .........

$204,596

t1.3

Poins o

9,126

9,126

...

11.5

O~her perSonnel coMope Oo...............

1,475

1,475

...

11.8

Specia peso

1,798

1,798

216,995

216,995

erhn per

sevi

ne----....

pymens.....

Total personnel compensan

...

Personnel be efs:
12.1

Civilian ............................................

1 13.0 Benefits for former personnel ...................

28,61.2

77'

77

8,149

8,149

22.0 Transporation of hin ..........................
•23.1 Standard level wm dhar9M
25-. 2
ta1 paymemta,mzdatiom
to
oei
............
utilities
&
nisc
23.3
24.0 Pri inS and reprol
........................

1,741
30,053
182
26,433
2,769

30,053
.82
27,320
*2,769

$8"7

2s.0 Oter services ......................................

32,750

32,750

...

andimrial .............................

2,892

2,892

...

6,695

6,695

...

357,328

358,215

21.0 Travel u

S26.0 Supplies

transportaion of persons ..........

28,612

31.0 Fq ipabnt ...........................................

1,721

...

32.0 Lands andstrcture ................................
meu. lo...............................
I".0
.a.l lnvcam,
414 Grants, susie sd Wcnriuin ...........
indemined ....... ......

42.o Iwmsm dsa ms

43.0 lowest ad dividents ........................
S440

-......................

. ..

.

......................................................
99.0

Total

.
Li _____________________
il.

m1.1

tHlMOOSA0;lo.1

_______ _______
N.aI19
tm~mocr 11.0)

..

M 9

(ooi €L 5 9)

877
_____6
Iinl
IN*"ec'.

S)

xmft of Justice
U.S. NiJtrei s Service
Sablries and Exenses
SIplnsantal ktiinte, Fisole Year 19B7
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Department of Justice

U.S. Marshals Service
Salaries and exe ses-

Por an additional amount for "Salaries an expenses, U.9. Marshals
lanaumn under
p ooriatton
that in the the
Service*, $405,000s Provided
end stereo+
-0 add at
this he dnm in Public Law #
*Mbbtkhetanding the provisions of title -31 U.S.C. 3302, the Director

collect fees, and e
c
of the United states marshals Service
g litsmm
ocesse inclu
of civil
w rvice
For
Gm a ]
es~u I ~tu
progese
N simlr
Orv the
Io
credit
andtion
executions
order
with judicial
associated
to benotuse
W WIqxp
1festo orthtis
Of
exee F11,O000
for sa1lares and other ble

s Incurred in [ ovidiny

hee

series."

ipianatLon of Reeuie.
The supplemental request for $405,000 would provide funding for additional costs associated with the higher than antictpmt<i
telecmnications tariff rates.
In addition, the proposed language ange is intended to clarity the U.S. Marshals Service's authority to collect fees
related to its service of civil process, admiralty seixtires, and similar functions as provided for in Section 39 of
Public Law 99-646. The change also permits up to $1,000,000 of such fees collected to be credited to this appropriation
to be used for salaries and other expenses Incurred in providing those services.

.

U.s. Irshals service
salaries and emenwe

1987
Presently Available
Pero.
279
816
399
S
167
95
13
II

$23,794
44,193
26,268
7,082
5,294
49,100
752
7,962

................................. 2,724 2,794

164,445

1.

Witness Security ........................

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Judicial security .......................
ADP and telocoministions ...............
Field s oirt and training .............
FIladling of Pederal prisoners ............
Organisd crime drug enforomt ...........
anagnt and administration ...........
Protection of witnesses ....................

2. Fugitive investigations a court orders .....

Total

301
757
396
8
173
960
13
116

1987
appropriation
Available
Pers.
f
A ut
Poe.
301
757
396
8
173
960
13
116

279
616
399

13
117

$23,794
44,193
26,266
7,487
5,294
49,100
752
7,%2

2,724 2,794

164,650

167

995

1987 Sppeental

Poe.
...

Amount
...

$,0.

405

Justification of Requirements
The Deparbent, was notifLed of increasel M75costs for 1987 and 1986 by GSA in .July 1986. the increase W- approximtely
16 percent greater than the aunts Lneluded in GSA initial cost estimates on ahidh the budget w based. Notification of
not timely enough to be included in the original 1967 budget estimteo however, incread 1980 costs have
this increase
been Included In the current budget request.
2
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DOAR"iI r of JUSTEcR
legal Activities
9

jpot of United States Prisoners

For an additional amuoit for =Sipport of United States Prisoners', $9,630,000.
3Mynawo" of fegest
As a remult of the Compreheneive Crime Control Act-epeciay Lplenentation of the ball reform provisionsthe Nrshal Service is eqmeriencing an increase in the number of prisoners held in contract jails and in
the length of time they are in the Service's custody. 1he projected increases in jal1 days and costs will
result in a requirment of an additional $9,630,000.
%AhorizationMmeirements
The 1987 appropriation authorlzation bill has not been enacted. Public 1ew 96-132, the Department of .'astlce
anpropriation authorization act for IM0 ws the last enacted authorization legislation for the Department.
This act, including funding authority for the Department's actLvtties has been extended for 1987 by the reprtment of Justice Apprprt:Lon Act, 1M87, as included in Public liws 99-500 and 99-591, section 1014b); addLtLonal
authorising legislation to be proposed.

Iegal Activities
9,mort of United States Prisoners
§sU!"a of PeM
i rments
(olrs
to thousandso)

1987 Presently
Available

1987 Revised
stivestes

1987 Proposed
$,6lemental

pqm0rlmon by activities
1. Care of U.S. prisoners in
non-federal institutions

$55,000

$6, 630

2. Oooperative agreement
program

5,000

5,00

Total Reqirements

60,000

69,630

$9,630

9,630

2

&2eet of Urted States Prisoners
Justification of

Items

Care of U.S. prisoners in
non-federal Institutione ...........

eqijirements

1987
Presently
AvailablAf

1987
revised
Estlmte

1987 Proposed

$55000

$69,630

$9,630

A $9,630,000 increase for jail days i urgently needed. These fands will provide for aditional inmate days in
contract facilities. V Marshals Service is experiencing an Increase in the number of prisoners held in contract
facilities and in thek length of time they are in the Service's custody.
this is a result of the Comprehensive Cctue
Control Act of 1985, especially implementation of the ball reform provision.
Prisoners orrently houa@ in Petersburg VCT and Milan ?CI will be relocated to contract facilities made available
in 1987 by the Cooperativ Agreement Program (Alexaria City and Wayne County). lhes two jails will cost the
Service, at the &inLm, an slitional $3.5 million in jail bill costs in 1987.
This and the projected growth of
contract jail days will result in 260,000 more jail days then originally estimated. *e large increase in jail
days will result in a reguirewet of an additional $9,630,000.
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~otof

PActivtie
Ukdbed
States ftlwmrs
1o

(0o11arm in umn

1987 ftopowd
It

-_

Other Services ................................

Total ....

............................................................

_

_

_

_

_

_

..................................
a..,

",630
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B&lntal raw requested, existing legislation

Progra aM financia

(in thosens of do11ars)

,-987 Presentlyl 1987 Wr!4sd 1987 Proposd
JAvailable
- ?tImt
I I wna

15-1020-1-1-752
Pzogr by activities
1.

Cers Of U.S. prisorsu in
$55,000

$64,630

12.124

12.12A

..........

67,124

'76,754

9,630

.............

67,124

76,754

9,630

21.40 Unabligated bh
asno
vailable
start of yew .................

-7,124

-7,124

60,000

69,630

67,124

76,7S4

9,630

71,443

8,956

renpfredes
2%*Ja Sroz
I gy

irtitu
00tfvse
0

10.00 7tal di

rn .........

$9,630

24.40 Kbligste8 balmwe awlable

andof

..........
w
........

40.00 Agygito ..................

71.00

Uietia

imrred, n

t......

72.00 a]:1it
bala=,
atut of 7w
74.00 agi9gSad bLaMM, and of yew.
90.00 Cut

s...................

23,284

-27.921

62,487

23,284

5

I
ohlm o

Uin
-m-w
U
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Sppleaental now requested, existing legislation
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304
A-Il

Cm~~mLEGAL
5ImI
oa~iosSUPPR

CP MMMI

snowS PRiscl;

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (ia thousans of dollars)

11.1

Personnel compansano:
Permanent positions ...........................

11.3

Pouinow other than pe

11.5

Other Pene €on

11.8

spealpeoA servicespayem.__

ne. .......
s

ToWi peo-and cm

...............

,,

.............

$1,130

$1,130

1,130

1,130

...

25

...

Ptrioend beneda:

12.1

ciihai

13.0

...............................

25

ts fo (o"er persond ....................

21.0 Travel and cranspoetnion of penin ..........
22.0

Traspocuaaon of things..................

25.0 Rest.'minu-icatioara,

2

and

te ............

Pr ting and repod tin ........................

25.0 Other erim ......................................

1s
"

qu.oea .....
Au

63,370

100

100

...

12,129

12,129

...

67,124

"6,754

. ...... ..............

WWsrcue ............... ................
-.,,&

33.0 Iueatmspe=e
and loun .
4.0 Ga

ilmi
n.m.n...... ....

mddiidends
....................
A

44.0 Rean,

99.0

.................

su lidies andcoribuoas .......

42.0 Insurance claims a
43.0

IL 9,630

53,740

26.0 SapphoMWdmaria .............

_

__

To.loblio.........................

9,630
6
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Legal Activities
Salaries and expenses, OomWnit

Relations Service

For an additional amount for "Salaries and eXPenWs, caunity relations services, $41,000:
Lation language under this heading in "Ltlic Law 99-500, delete
That in the
Provided,
1_29,637#,.O0 of Which 123#266g000 Shall remain available until expended and substitute the
following:

029#637,U00 Ot which V221791,000 shall remain available until expenqdd.

Explanation of Request

The Department was notified of increased Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) costs for 1987 and 1988 by GSA in
July, 1986. 'The increase was approximately 16% greater than the amounts included in GSA initial cost estimates on which
the budget was based. Notification of this increase was not timely enough to be included in the original 1987 budget
estimate, however, increased 1988 costs have been included in the current budget request.
hei change in appropriation language reallocates the uncontrollable increases of $541 thousand allowed to the Oommunity
Relations Service (CRS)in the 1987 Apropriation Act. The funding levels Wy budget activity 4d not accurately reflect the
intent of providing funds for uncontrollable increases. Of the $541 thousand, the budget activity consisting of the prevention
and conciliation of community disputes was allocated $36 thousand, and the reception, processing, and care of Oubans and Haitian
Entrants budget activity was allocated 4505 thousand. It appears that an error was made in the distribution of this increase
between these two budget activities as the prevention and conciliation activity had requested 0560 thousand, and the reception,
processing, and care activity had requested $30 thousand. This redistribution would correct this error and provide tne
prevention and conciliation activity with an additional $475 thousand in uncontrollable increases and the reception, processing
and care activity its full uncontrollable request of $30 thousand.
Authorization Requirements
TVe 1987 Appropriation Authorization bill has not been enacted. Public Law 96-132, the Department of Justice Appropriation
Authorization Act for 1980, was the last enacted authorization legislation for the Department. This Act, including funding
autlortty for the Department's activitie, Ihs been extended for 1987 by the Depirtment of ustice Apropriations Act, 1987
iontalned in P.L. 99-500 signed (Ctoer )., 1986. Aditionaluoization of $41,000 is required by this request.

Legal Activities
Salaries and egpen"e,

Oqjnity Relations Service

Summary of Reguiremets

dollarss in thousads)
1987 Presently
Available
Perm.
Ooarison ty activities

IA.

1987 Proposed

1987 Revis
Estimates

Form.

Pount
m

Pe.

wt

Amount

POO.

w

Amount

I.

Prevention and Oonciliation of Os sanity
tis
" te ........................ ........

68

92

$6,482

88

92

$6,990

88

92

$0

2.

Reception, Processing and Care of
Oubans and Haitians ..........

30

23

23

23,304

30

23

22,837

30

23

-467

1i5

29,786-

118

it5

29,827

i18

,total requirements ............

X)
118

115

41

This amount Includes $64 thousand for 1987 pay and $85 thousand for costs related to the Federal bployee' Retireent System.
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Lell Activities
Salaries and exPensef. OomunLty Relations Service
Jatification of Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)

OAnarison by Activities and Program
1. Prevention and Ouncliiation of
Ommiunity Disputes:
Tectmical Assistance ...............
Program operations .................
Executive Direction and Oxntol ....
Administrative Services ............
Subtotal .........................
2. Reception, Processing and Care
of Cubans and Haitians ...............
Total Requirements .................

1987 Proposed
Supplemental

$29
373
8L
25
508
-467
41

Increase in
cbets

naS

$2
23
5
3
33
8

Redistribution of
controllbles

$27
350
76
22
475

I.

-475

41

3
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MtALATVTS
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C0rogra
a
SALES Am ZxmrsSa
Program and financing (in thousands of dollars)

1

15-0500-1-1-752

.
=a...

ProgrAm by activities
viret
1.

iOPM8
F
preWtioa and coociliatos.
......
of cammiLty disputes

6,462

* ,990

2.

Deception, pocoessLng and
care of Cueabs and
.
aitians...................

26,034

25,567

6

*S

32,601

32642

o p
u ...............

bIjeborsable p
10.00

a

SOo

-447

Total program costs, funded
41

Financings
Offsetting collections from, n
d s
...............
Federal fu
Unobligated balance, start
....................
er
of y

-85

-8S

-2,730

-2,730

29,76

29,827

41

Obligations incurred, net ....
Obligated balance,
start-of-year ..............
Obligated balance,
end-of-year ................

32.516

32,557

41

4,239

4,239

-7,576

-7,509

Outlays .....................

29.176

39,207

11.00
21.40

•..

Sodget authority,
40.00

Appropriation ...............

Relation ef ,Cbligations to outlays.
71.00
72.40
74.40
90.00

I

-10
31

-4
,,m

go MA

040w.I
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Department of Justice
Leal Activities

United States Trustee SwatLM Fund
In addition to amounts made available under the head "Salaries and expenses, oversight of
bankruptcy cases = for the expansion of the United States Trustees program, as authorized
by See. 115 of the Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees, and Feel ly Farmer Bankruptcy
Act of 1986,0 (Public Law 99-55l) 116,36,000; Provided, that deposits to the Fund are
available In such amounts *a may be necessary to pay refund* due depositors.
Exolanstion of Reauest
Supplemental funding viii provide additional program resources to begin the expansion of the U.S. Trustees from 18 federal Judicial
districts where the program now exists to an additional 32 federal Judicial districts before August 23, 1987.
This dead$ ine was
enacted In Sec. 302 of the Act. Another 39 federal Judicial districts viii be added to the U.S. Trustee program in 1968, and the
final 6 of all 94 districts will be added no later then October 1, 1992.
The United States Trustee System Fund was established to receive new fees and charges In bankruptcy cases. Higher filing fees were
established by the Act, vlth a portion of the fees to be deposited in the fund.
Maintenance charges in chapter 11 cases will also
be paid to the Fund after a Judicial district's chapter 11 cases come under the program's supervision. Once expansion is complete,
the fees and charges paid to the Fund are expected to offset the entire cost of the program.
Authorization Reaulrements
Additional authorizing legislation, adding $16,436,000 to the amount available through the United States Trustee System Fund,
also needed.

is

tUnited Sitates lrrustees
MLeal
UILI1U
JvcLivi t i

niflteld States Trusteet Ivats.lFund
(Dollr

Intosns
Permanent
MEI t ions

Presently available ....................
Revised estlesate .....................
Proposed suppmientalI. ....

.
...................

...

Worlk•l rs

Apoloor lotion

193

101

$1,78#3

55

283

S28,179

361

102

$16,4s36

ExalnaltIon or Renemst

SupplementaI funding Is requested for nationwide expansion of the United Stetes Trustee p roram pursuant to Public Lay 99-551,
the Bankruptoy Judes, United States Trustees, and Family Farmer senkruptcy Act of 1986. O a total of 21 regions estbli shed
in the Act, 1
ii ruire resources to open during FY 198.
Sec. 3024d)(1) ot the Act). The remaining 10 regions are required
by the Act to be opened no later then tw years after the effective dle, or October 27, 1988. iSec. 302(d)(2) of the Act.)
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~United

States Trusteeis
LM&I Activities

)

United States Trustee System Fund
Just

Iic ts o

of Re11
augir45

1987 Presently

-n s

1987 Revised

PerlM

Comarison by motivity and oror
1. Bankruptcy matters:
Administration of cases

.....

Management and administration .
Total requirements....

p
173
19g

1967 Proposed

!er,

m

Amount

162

$10,005

11

Poe,
500
44

reril,

W

munt

ram,

2147
2
283

$214,512

327

3.

28,179

31

SO

y.

Amount

85

$14,507

17;

IN

$1.92

16,3236

In the columns shoving 1987 funds presently available and the 1987 revised estimates, amounts shown Include pending supplemental
requests of $150,000 for the Federal Employees Retirement System and $93,000 for the 1987 pay supplemental.
This request is to provide for the nationwide expansion of the United States Trustee program. The expansion Is part of Publio Law
in FY 1987, the
99-554, the Bankruptcy Judges. United States Trustees, and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986 (the Act)."
existing pilot program will expand, as viii one non-pilot region, according to the schedule and certification process included in
the Act. No later than 270 days after enactment, or August 23, 1987, U.S. Trustee staffs In these newly constituted regions will
begin to supervise bankruptcy cases filed under, hapters 7, 11, 12 and 13 of the Bankruptcy Code. Sec. 302(d) of the Act.
This supplemental Includes enhanced resources for former pilot program locations as weil as for the additional locations where
of ices viii be opened to supervise bankruptcy cases in formerly non-pliot districts. Additional FY 1987 resources are requested
because the existing FY 1987 budget of $11,500,000 cannot fund both the existing program and the expansion required to meet the
deadline In Section 302 of the Act. Increases in pilot program locations are necessary due to the expanded role or the U.S.

Trustees under the Act, most notably In the areas of geographic coverage, support of criminal investigations and prosecutions,
audits, automated case management systems, and foe c0 elections, and by increases in the number or federal bankruptcy Judges and the
number of bankruptcy cases filed throughout the country. For these reasons, only a very limited effort to expand beyond existing
locations can be funded prior to receipt of supplemental funding. The sooner additional funding is made a ,eilabie, the sooner the
expansion effort can attempt to meet the August 1987 deadline in the Act.
The timing of receipt of" supplemental funds is critical to the success In expanding before the deadline In the Act. The tabie below
shovs the federal Judicial districts covered by the former pilot program end those Judiclal districts added by the Act for which
cases must be supervised 270 days after enactment, or August 23, 1987. The table shovs that workload wl I I nearly double, once the
former non-pilot districts are annexed by the U.S. Trustee program. In two instances below (Region 1 and Region 16),the judicial

3

districts) 'comprising the region corresponds) to the ares covered by allot U.S. Trustee program regions and Judicial districts.
in the remaining nine regions, sme of the Judicial districts were formerly pilot U.S. Trustee districts, and others were non-pilot
districts prior to enactment of the Act.

FEDERAL JUDICIAL DISTRICTS GROUPED BY U.S. TRUSTEE REGION
196 Case filings in Regions to Open in 1987

UST

fia
i

Federal
Judicial

Distriat
0 D MA
0 DNH
C D M(
a D RI

Region Total
2

* s NY
ED NY
Io NY
MOY
N
D CONN
D VT
Region Total

3

a D NJ

8 0 DEL
WD PA
ED PA
ND PA
Region Total

FY 1966
Total

Cases_
2,115
555
021
902

11,723
3,522
5,57
3,013
3$1112
2,200
265
17I,9911

Federal
Judicial

UST

Sauna DiLsrit
1

D0DO

a EDVA
D 4D
WD VA

0 SC

SD WV
No WV
Region Total
6

ND TX
ED TX
Region Total
11
* Nid IL

FY 196
Total

Ca

_

890

6,566
5,667
3,867

3,973

1,769
777
25,709

9,216
1,764

11,008
22,231

7,953

W) WI

3,100

524
1,025
6.122
2,090
20,718

ED WI
Region Total

5,6111
30,981

UST

Ralos

Federal
Judicial

FY 1986
Total
cases~

USi

Beam

Federal
Judicial

District

FY 196
Tots I

12

8.215
1,1168
1,078
2,893
3.386
17,010

20

6,928
3,387
, 205
7,158
2,382
21,360

16 C 0 CO CA
Regi on Total
D GO
19
D UT
Regi © D WY
on Total

411,893
1111,893

21

1,161
9,773
4,033
12,069
11,953
3,1142
2,323
29
37,803

D
sNo
ND IA
SO IA
Regi Con Total

Total from former pilot districts
Total from former non-pilot districts

11,737
5,529
1,396
18,662

0 KS
ND OK
ED OK
WD OK
D kN
Region Total
ND FL
NO FL
SO FL
ND CA
NO GA
SD CA
0 PA
0 VI
Region Total

131,982
118,909

0 Pilot districts prior to the 1986 Act. ND AL Is excluded from workload analysis because under the provisions or the Act,
cases flled there revert to supervision or the Bankruptcy Courts on March 1. 1987. Sao. 3021d)(3)(0).
Resource levels to sugprvlse oases In the non-pilot areas are Justified by the number o judges assigned to each Judicial district
In each regIon, the expected caseload to be handled, the geographic arem, and automated date process i ng needs. 1he Office of
Policy and Planabrg, Justice Management Division, conducted a through analysis of the starr required to accomplish natIonwide
expansion of the protgrem. The study Included an analysis or the functions performed In field offices and in the Executive Office
for U.S. Trustees. The study also examined workload with a primary focus on the bankruptcy cases riled over the 1961-1985 period
In each Judicial district F ree these analyes, minimum staffing requirements were extrapolated for each nay U.S. Trustee region
In the nationwide plan.
Although the study s recommendations addressed minimum requirements. Its estimates of ersonnal
requirements formed the ba&Is for total staffing levels in this request. The starting assumptions may prove to C: conservative,

but actual experience with the nationwide program is needed beFore an assessment can be madeconcerning the adequacy of the
estimats.
Other recommendations In the report concern the organization and staffing or Individual field offices, types or
positions required In the field orricos end headquarters, and revenue potential for the United States Trustee Fund.

Staffing ratios were used to estimate the personnel requirements for the expanded program.
Professional positions Include the U.S.
Trustees, Assistant U.S. Trustees, attorneys, bankruptcy analysts and case management specialists.
The 21 U.S. Trustees and the

4

reglont for which they are appointed were established by the 198,5 Act. At least one Assistant U.S. Trustee is assigned to each
region, with more if" the caseload or geographic dispersion so Indicate. The need for attorneys and bankruptcy analysts was
atia1ted on the basis of expected caseload. The attorneys perform all senior legal functions including appearing
fore
benkruptoy courts to argue motions, negotiating With creditors' committees or debtors and monitoring cases for substantive
co lance with bankruptcy las. The bankruptcy analysts monitor the financial heaslti or chapter 11 debtors and provide financial
an accounting assistance to investigative agencies in pursuit of bankruptcy frauds, embezzlements, misappropriations and other
bankruptcy related crimes. Case management specialists one per U.S. Trustee region) are included in the request to operate the
auto-tod case management system.
Support personnel Include staff assistants, legal data technicians, parelegai specialists, legal clerks and secretaries. One staff
assistant position and one secretarial position vere estimated for each U.S. Trustee region. the staff assistant* will perform
office adeinlstrative duties and be responsible for fee collection. The parsle&l, leg!a clerk and legal date technician positions
were estimated on the basis of caseload and the projected number of professional positions each would support in the regions.
The audit function will be performed on a contract basis, either by reimbursement to the Justice Management Division's Audit Staff
or by a private sector concern or both. During the operation or the pilot program, audits or the books snd records of private
trustees have uncovered financial Irregularities and led to successful prosecutions. More successful prosecutions are expected as
the prog ram ventures into areas previously supervised by the bankruptcy courts. In the non-pilot districts, it is unlikely that
auditb e records have ever been maintained by private trustees, and serious problems are expected.
A strengthened corps of bankruptcy analysts is included in the estimate to provide financial and accounting assistance on
bankruptcy matters subsequent to referral to appropriate lawenforcement authorities. Experience with the pilot program shows that
prosecutors are willing to proceed with cases only when they are adequately documented. Existing investigatory resources and Lhe
roscutors" offices often ick the accounting and bskruptcy expertise to develop cases. Also, the now priority assigned to
Sanixrut, related prosecutions wilt still compete with higher priority matters, Where auditor financial rorts required t',be
filed wit the U.S. Trustee offices, indicate the possibl Ity of criminal behavior, these analysts wilII
be proficient in
reconstructing bankruptcy case records to doterine whether crimes have been committed and whether appropriate Investigative or
proseoutory agencies should be involved.
Installation of an automated case management system viii be a pri riy project during expansion or the program. Congress included
a requirement for a demonstration automated system In the 1986 Act
The pilot case management system in the original U.S. Trustee
program has been operating successful ly in two offices for two years. The system monitors the status of open cases, generates
correspondence, drafts legal pleadings according to the case status, and assists with chapter 11 financial analysis and .scheduling
of meetings of creditors. The original system will be duplicated region by region as now offices open according to the ixpanslon
schedule.
High lapse rates were used because supplemental funds wiII not be available in time to allow for the ordinary 25 percent rate to
apply. Positions in the supplemental request are lapsed at a 75 percent rate, and other lapse rates were applied to non-personnel
object classes to reflect expected funding needs during fFY1987. After reduction for non-recurring decreases associated with the
new positions, net annualization costs in FY 1988 are estimated to Involve 261 workysars and $9,579,000.
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United States Trustees
Legal Activities
United States Trustee System Fund
Financial Analysis

1987
banleProposed
Ita
Pos.
ARGUn
Executive Level IV..................
S'S................................
Ung9raded
............................
OS/001-115............................
5/011-14...........................
GS/GM-I1. ..........................
GS-123..............................
GS-12 ..............................
GS-9 ...............................
OS-................................
GS-I................................
05-6 ................................
GS-,5................................
Total, positions & annual rate ......
Lpse...............................
Net permanent positions .............
Other personnel coepenastIon ........
Total, vorkears and
related compensation ..............
aployee benefits ...................
Benefits to former personnel ........
Travel ..............................
Transportation of things ...........
GSA rent ...........................
Other rent, coweunicatlons
and utilities .....................
Rental payments to others ...........
Printing and reproduction..........
Other services .....................
Supplies and materials ..............
(qulpslnt and furniture .............
Total vorlkyears and
obligations, 1987 ...............

12
2
16
65
61
19
27
117
18
25
11
11

$868
137
962
965
3,330
2,661
1,789
822
1,179
409
513
258
112

Management and

Adlnistrstlon
Amount
1
2
0
5
5
6
3
3
3
a

361
-259
102
0

111,095
-10.217
3,6
*196

34
-17
17
a

102

41,374
612
24
227
1419
1,632

17

$16,436

I,J120
-1
jj.1709
1s
721t
101
8
75
17
111

11
0
11
12
60
56
43
24
46
17
22
11
11

$796
0
982
722
3,068
2, 139
1,564
728
I *1541
36
451
203
182

327
-242
85
0

12v675
-9.506
3,169
#11

85

3,650
511
16
152
132
1,521

181
0
19
0.113
29
221

1,411
225
110
3,779
823
3.01O
102

$72
137
0
2113
262
222
225
941
25
23
62
55
0

Administration
leases

17

$1,929

-A

I,260
225
91
3,376
791
85

$111,507
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1603

~I

Supplasastal requested, existing legislation

Urrwoji
STMTUTE

~

mnsD

sm.TEs=

sysm

pp AMR
UTM
r~63=(NTOSAD

F

FD~AS

93

1WANfff

U8

Program by activities:
Direct program:
1.
anrupt

11,743

28,179

16,436

11,43

28,179

16,436

10.00 Total obligtons ................

11,743

28,179

16,436

f0f0
w ,autlairI
(o
W~poenma apnr

11,743

28,179

16,436

11,743

28,179

16,436

mttes ...............

Total, direct program ..........

m
- on ......

Relation of obligations to outlays71.00 obligations incurred, net .......
72.40 Cbligated balac,

start of

74.40 Cbligated balance, end of
-822
90.00 outlays ..........................

11,743

-822

15,614

o

i

a
ftwm

7

.1604
8apem~tAl requested, existing legislation
I.rr.43w'.
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AMOMfl CV %7STZ(
ammI sTmwE TWJSTEM
kIE
u
am=.3asTWUM' SYSTD MWI
OBJECT CLASIFCATION (Is *masss& of dols,,)

IrANAID
OAM

mme*4
ie

~

~

1a1.~aI97

Wdk"co1987
Penasad coiapnid:
..
Pumsacm
e Pou i.as...........

j1.

1II1.5 PMuR omoemt.aPumaaw.......

S11.5 O
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Bureau of Investiatin
Salaries and ex=enseq
For
an additional
amount
for "Salaries and expenses",h hedn
$3,989,000:
,
*Uhe
4u%41amade%available une
That 0%f 4-h,&
Provided.
D2Rartment of JMES~i ARVriraton Act, 1987. aq inclued Tn P i
Laws 99-500 and 99-591., S5,686.000 for A classified Droject shall
remain available uintl expnded.
Exlanation of Request
Supplemental funding is requested to provide for increased FTS costs and increased

rental payments to GSA. Additionally, it is requested that funding provided
in 1987 for a special project be made available until expended.

Authorization Rmirement
The most recent authorization fo: this appropriation is the Department of Justice

Appropriation Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1980 (P.L. 96-132), as extended by the
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1987 (as included in Public Laws 99-500
and 99-591).

4k.

Federal Bureau of Investioation
Salaries and expenses
Summarzy Sheet
(Dollaxe in thousands),
Permanent

poitiona

Worumar

1987
Appropriation
AicIJte

Presently anticipated ............................

22,456

21,831

$1,294,314

Revised estimate .................................

22,456

21,831

l,303,989

Proposed supplemental .......................

9,675

Explanation of RgQuest

-A

Suplemntal funding is requested to provide for increased 1987 General Services
distration (GSA) rent charges and for increased Federal Telecommunications SystAM
(FTS) costs.
In addition, the proposed supplemental would reappropriate unobligated balances to provide
no-year funding for a special project.

2

-A

Federal Bureau of Investiaation
Salaries and expenses
Stauary of

Reaurements

(Dollars in thousands)

Coumarizon by activities

1.
2.

Criminal security and
other investlg~ions .......
Investigative support ........

1987 Presently
Available
Perm.
kQ*.
in

mQ,

15,196 14,692

$845,298

2,799

2,718

287,171

3. State and local assistance...

3,193

3,189

4.

12268

1,232
22,456 21,831

Program direction ............
Total requirements ........

1987 Revised
Estimtes
Perm.
22 .
]a
15,196 14,692

&MoMn
$852,984

$7,686
1,989

2,799

2,718

289,160

112,870

3,193

3,189

112,870

48,975

12268

1,232

48,975
1,303,989

1,294,314

22,456 21,831

1987
Proposed
uolenental
Perm.
M. WX AMOun

-A

9,675

3

Federal Bureau of Invetigaton
Salaries and e2X
(Dlas

Co marison by Activities
1.

2.
3.
4.

Total Requirenents ...........

ntouss

1987 Proposed
SMpw eiental
Peru.

RMs.

wU

Criminal security and other
investigtions .............
00
Invstga vesupport..'....,.,,
State and local assistance ..
Program Direction ............
. ••

z

AM

u

$7,686
1,989

$2,000

9,675

2,000

A3Qw

Amount
$5,686

1,989

5,686
C*

4

Federal Bureau of Investiaation
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Reauirements
(Dollars in thousands)
1987

Presently
Available

1987

Revised
Estimate

1987

Proposed
SuR~lemental

Item: Rent .........................................
$67,501
$69,501
$2,000
Supplemental funding of $2,000,000 is being requested to meet an anticipated shortfall in
funding for rent charges for FBI space holdings. Based on the actual rent charges for the
first quarter of 1987 for currently held space which totaled approximately $18,750,000, an
annual rent bill of $75,001,000 is projected. An additional $4,100,000 is required to pay
for space expected to be acquired during 1987. The gross annual rent charges are
estimated to be $79,101,000 for the FBI in 1987 reduced by $9,600,000 through the GSA
chargeback. The net rent funding requirement, 669,501,000 compares to available funding
of $67,501,000. Thus, a $2,000,000 supplemental increase Is required to fund total rent
charges to be incurred by the FBI in 1987.

5

Federal Bureau of Investigation
agaXticiation ag 1BW~rMntn
(Dollars In thousands)
1987

Presently

1987

Revised

1987

Proposed

Item:

Federal Teleamuni nations System (lmS.....
$4,404
$6,393
$1,989
The FBI was notified by M of increased 118 costs for 1987 due to divestiture,
deregulation, and the restructuring of the tel~oo..unications industry. The Wease was
approximately 16 percent greater than the amounts included in WA's initial oost estimates
on which the bud gt was based. Ratification -of this increase was not sufficiently timely
to permit a modification of the nBI a original 1987 budget estimate.
TS base-level funding for 1987 is $4 404,000. ITS obligations for 1986 exceeded
$4,900 000, ad it is projected that 1987 Tn costs will total $6,393,000, necessitating
an additional $1,989,000 in supplemntal funding.

AlA

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Sf.laries and expenses
Financial Analysis
(Dollars in thousands)

1987 Proposed

Item
grades
Total positions ao annual rates............
Full-time permanent iforkyears and related
compensaion.........................
,.:..
o..,
....
Reatpropriation.....
Renal paWi'ts: tO GSA. ....... misc...........
charges.
utilities and
Communicamior,

Total vorkyears and obligations, 1987

Sulemnental

mEn

--$5,686

2:000
1•989
9,675

Rent

Reappro-

Priation

FT-

--- ...

$5,686

$2,000
2,000,

...

989

5,686

7
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D.Vplmeental requested. existing legislation
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tI AN
ME Oi
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15-0200-1-1-751

(In thousands'of dollar)
*86
.87

"88

No1af

Program by Activities:
00.01 Criminal. security and
other investigations ...........
00.02 Investigative support ..........
..............
00.04 Program direction

2,000
1,989

$,686

10.00 Total obligations ..............

3,989

5,686

Financing*
21.40 Unobligated balance,
start of year ...................

-5,686

24.40 Unobligated balance,
end of year .....................

5,686

39.00 Budget authority ................

9,675

Budget Authority:
3,989
5,686

40.00 Budget authority ................
50.00 Reappropriation ................
Relation of Obligations to Outlaya:
71.00 Obligations Incurred, not ......
90.00 Outlays ......................

. 3,989

5,686

3,989
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DPARMNERr OF JUSTICE
DMg Enfomrenent Adinistration
Salaries and Expenses
For an additional amount for "Salaries and Expenses, Drug Enforcement Administration," $776,000 for increased
costs associated with the Federal Telecommunications System (M1').
Explanation of l

This supplemental request would provide funding for increased M1'costs. In 1986, the General Services
Administration (GSA) advised agencies that lower charges could be anticipated for 1987. The 1987 budget
request was reduced acoordingly. However, in 1987, GSA increased FrS Intercity costs by approximately 16
percent due to the divestiture, deregulation and restructuring of the teleocmmunications industry. This
increase was due primarily to higher than anticipated tariffs rates and prior year costs that are billed in the
current year and were not included in GSA's original estimates. This combination of events left a deficit of
$776,000 which this supplemental request seeks to recover. This funding would be added to DA's ADP and
Telecommunications program.
Authorization BeMiresents
The 1987 authorization/appropriation bill has been transmitted to Congress for approval.
authorization of $776,000 will be required.

Additional

'In44

Irug Fnforetnent Achnintstration
Salaries and Expenses
Sumnary of Requirements
(Dollara in tionanls)
1987 Presently
Available
Comparison by activities
1. Enforcement

..........

2. Investigative support ....

.

WY

11,110

3,711

. Program direction ..................
...

AmntiL
$315,592

Pen:l.
Pos.

1,110

WY
3,711

Amoiut

$315,592

U5,3962

1,(YJ9

1,017

136,73.

54

1,134

55

54

4,13

1116 392

23, q12

'116

392

23,812

5,1711

1130, ;76

,,,, 1,099

3. State and local assistance..........

Total requirements ...........

Penn.
Pos.

1987 Proposed
Suppleawntal

1987 Revised
F.atim tes

55

5,(M

1,01

5,1711

5 ,61.0

Pern.
1 .

WY

. 0

see

we*.
a

04

so@

Amount
off

$776
00

776

2

Immigration and Naturalization Service
FY 1987 Proposed Supplemental
Overview

The Imigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Is proposing a major program enhancement of $147,793,000 to
Implement the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-603), to detain Nariel Cuban criminals
who are turned over to INS' custody after completing sentences In State and local facilities, and to remedy a
funding shortage due to a change in Federal Telecomunications System rates.
[migration Reform
Two major areas of activity are to be funded by this portion of the supplemental request: Improved enforcement

and the new agricultural programs.
The Legalization program, mandated by Title 11, Sections 201-204 of the Act, Is a reimbursable program and Is
not Included in this supplemental request. Under this program, aliens who entered the United States Illegally
or lapsed into Illegal status prior to January 1, 1982, who resided continuously In the United States since
then, and who are not excludable may apply for temporary resident status. The law allows those granted temporary
status to apply for permanent resident after 18 months upon showing general admissibility and citizenship
skills.
INS has requested the following resources in FY 1987 to provide the administrative review of applicants:
292 positions, 1,002 FTE, and $125,241,000. For the Legalization program, INS will promulgate a fee structure
that isade quate to reimurse the costs incurred related to the legalization activities of the INS and the FBI.
Enforcement
Public Law 99-603, Title 1, Sections 101-103, 111; 112, 114-116, 121; Title 111, Sections 313; Title VII,
Sections 701 and 702: The enforcement effort mandated by the legislation Ispart of a balanced approach towards
a solution of the Nation's interrelated immigration and border control problems. The concept of a broad
amnesty/legalization program Is accompanied by a multifaceted enforcement program which will establish control
of the borders between ports of entry on a permanent basis, auV~ent inspections resources at the'ports of
entry, assure the expeditious deportation of aliens who have committed crimes, and eliminate the availability
of employment to undocumented aliens through Implementation of a program of legal sanctions against employers.
Title I of the Act mandates a vigorous, comprehensive enforcement effort to discourage, prevent, and deter the
IlleVal entry of aliens Into the United States, and to remove them If they are found here. Title I contains
tho teeth* of Immigration reform in three broad provisions: (1) the Employer Sanctions program to eliminate

the job mGnet to Illegal Immigration, (2) the Systematic Allen Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) program to
elimiate the entitlements and benefits magnet to Illegal immigrationj and (3) the Moorhead Amendment and
related provisions to enhance the security of our borders at and between ports of entry by augmenting the border
Patrol by 50 percent over 2 years. To Imlmeat the Employer Sanctions program In the Interior 1,237 positions
and $33,669,000 are requested In 1987. The SAVE
provisions will require. 85 positions and $1,958,000 in the
first year. The resources required to Imploant the Moorhead Amendment and related provisions of the law in
1987 are 2,261 positions and $70,479,000.
Title III, Section 313 of the Act authorizes the Attorney General and the Secretary of State to establish a
visa waiver pilot program, to be operated over a three-year period with up to eight countries participating, In
an effort to expedite the entry of certain categories of non-immigrants. Implementation of this pilot program
primarily Involves systems development and execution aitivitles to be carried out by the Data and Communications
Systems program.
Title Vii, Section 701--the MacKay Amendment--mandates the expeditious location and removal of criminal aliens
by the INS. This request Includes 616 positions and $16,781,000 In 1987 to carry out the provisions of the
Act.
Agricultural
Title 111, Sections 301-306: In recognition of the unique needs of growers, Section 301 of the Act creates a
separate and distinct temporary worker program for agriculture, the H-2A program.
Section 3UZ of the Act mandates adjustment procedures whereby aliens who can demonstrate that they have performed seasonal agricultural services In the United States for at least 90 mandays during the 12 month period
ending May 1,1986 can apply for temporary resident status. Italso calls for the establishment of procedures
enabling aliens to apply for temporary resident status at American consular offices outside the United States.
Resources totalling 117 positions and 514,956,000 are requested In 1987 to Implement the agricultural provisions of the Act.
Detention of Mariel Cuban Criminals
The Immigration and Naturalization Service Is requesting a supplemental appropriation of $9,000,000 to address
the serious national problem associated with detaining Nariel Cuban criminals after. they have served their
sentences In State and local prisons and jails. This request stems from an existing shortage of Service
detention facilities, the unsuitability of utilizing INS' mnilmum security facilities to detain hard-core
criminals and a shortage of resources to acquire additional non-Service detention space.
Due to the suspension of the December 14, 1984 accord between the United States and Cuba, IPS has not been
able to return Mariel Cuban criminals to Cuba since May IY8b. This has created a severe detention crisis In
INS detention facilities and In the United States Penitentiary at Atlanta. Atlanta has been operating under a
moratorium against accepting additional Marnle Cuban detainees since October of V185,forcing INS to detain
hard-core criminals in its miniue security Service Processing Centers and local jails.

.1

r

There are a number of problems, related to Iong-term detention in INS facilities. First, the detention centbrs
are mini.mn security facilities that were neither designed nor Intended for the long-term Incarceration of
serious offenders. As a result, security problems in the form of disturbances, riots, and escapes--Instigated
primarily by Hartel Cubans--will continue to occur. Second, the hard-core criminals Intimidate and victimize
more passive detailtees with whom they are comingled. Fundamental correctional procedures require the separation of detainees based on the degree of security risk. Placing violent criatnals in INS' minimum security
facilities clearly makes the Service vulnerable to litioation based on, the failure to protect essentially
passive non-Harnl Cuban detainees.

As available detention space Is occupied by Harie] Cuban criminals, space for aliens other than Cubans will
become virtually non-exiStent. Without this supplemental appropriation, the funds allocated for non-Service
detention will Ibe required to Cetain Cubans. The Congress recognized this developing problem In FY 1986 and
provided $3 million in supplemental appropriations to address it. This request extends and expands that action
into FY 1987.
Increase in Federal Tklecoemunications System (FTS) Charges
An increase in resources of $950,000 is needed in order to fund additional costs which will result from higher
charges for service from the Federal Telecommunications System (FTS).
This is mainly due to unanticipated
tariff increases and other system costs which are now projected to be above those originally established by
the General Services Administration.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and Expenses
For an additional amount for "Salaries and expenses', $147,793.000 of which $35,000,000 for construction shall
remain available until extended: Provided. That, In aeoropriation laniuagg under this head inthe Department of
Justice np r a on Ct, 1987,5as Included In Public Laws 99-500 and 99-9l delet e phrase (ot to exceed
for rp lacment oniy)" and substitute (not to exceed 2230- of Which
of which
four
hundred
49u shall
to ninety,
for re! all
cennt
.only).shall be
Explanation of Request
This proposed supplemental would provide for the Increased expenses for implementing Titles, 1, 111. and VII of
the immigrationn Reform and Control Act of 1986. This proposal would also provide resources to fund contract
detention of ariel Cuban criminals and higher than anticipated telecomnunications tariff rates. No year authority
Isrequested to allow funds to remain available until construction is completed. '/
1/ This clause was inadvertently left out of the President's Budget; however, it is the Administration's intent
that these funds remain available until expended.

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
of Re uirements
Summary
.(Dollars in thousands)

1987 Presently
Available
Peru.

WY

i

Comparison by Activity

Pos.,

1. Enforcement .................

7,239

7,389 $374,688

2. Citizenship ard benefits .....

1,305

1.335

53,660

3. Immigration support.........

2,023

2,025

123,184

570

676

32,844

11,137 11,325

684,176

4. Program direction.........
Total requirements.........*

Amount -

1987 Revised
Estimates
Peru.,
WY
Pos.

1987 Proposed
Supplemental
Perm.

Amount

Pos.

WY

10,636 7,695 $452,823

3,396

306 $78,235

1,461

59,678

126

116

6,118

2,717 2,198

182,399

694

173

59,215

607

37,069

100 ' 31

4,225

15,453 11,951

731,969

626

147,793

1,431

670

Amount

4,316

1/ Includes proposed supplemental appropriations request of $10,186,000 for Federal Employee Retirement System
(FERS) costs and $b,68,000 to fu.4 Increased pay costs. Also reflects a rescission of $24,698,000 associated with appropriated items that will now be funded thru Immigration user fees. The supplemental &Wd
rescission will be submitted separately.

-
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Immigration andNaturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Requirments

In tosands)
toollars

Comparison by Activities and Program

1987Proposed
supplemental
Por.
VY
POs.

M
nt
Amoun._t

ration Reform
ot
Pes.
Amoun__t
wY
Pos..

1. Enforcement
85
Inspections .........................
1848
order patrol ......................
932
Investigations ......................
67
Anti-smuggling ....................
Detention and deportation..........464
'M
Subtotal ..............

11
135
95
i5
JUD
so

52.607
25,836
26,161
1,658
21,973

a5
1,848
932
67
464

11
135
95
Is

78,235

M

2. Citizenship andbenefits
.... 86
Adju4ications and naturalization
40
andoverseas...........
Refugees
126
..........................
Subtotal

91
25
116

4.620
1.498
.5,118

86
40
126

91

2
9
114
:0

943
9.766
4.800
So1

19
19
2M4
13
2

2
_35

39,226
125
3,8S4

3. Imiration support
Training ...... #.....................
19
19
Data and communications systems.....
254
Information and records manavemnt..
13
........................
Intelligence
............ 2
Research and development
Construction and engineering ........
Field management and support ........
3719
Legal proceeding ...................
IN4
Subtotal .... ......................
4. Program direction
25
Executive direction and control .....
75
..........
Administrative services
100
.........................
Subtotal
TotalRequirements
........... 4,316

173
to

21
31

626

59, z15

790
31431
022

379

614
25
75

10

Detention of
Hares Cubans
un
Amount

$2,487
25.577

$120
2S9
92
28
92
591

12,681
W68,44

25
215
2

9
114
10

I

10
21
31

147,793 4.316 626

Increase In
FTSCharges
A
Amoun.t

4,514
1.498

106

uz

IUD11)

941
9.750
499

2
16
118
2

39.224
101
3,837

24
17

4.662

et'

5m934
770
3.383

..

4.13

137,843

9.00

20
52
72

960

a

Immlration and Naturalization Service

Salaries and expenses
of thousands)
Ijquirfents
Justification
''(Dollars in

1987 Presently Available
peru.
IN
Amount
Pos
item: [migration Reform.......... ..

...

...

1987 Revised Estimates
Peru.
Pos.
WY
Mount
4,316

626 $137,843

1987 Proposed SupplewntlI
Peru.
Amount
Pos.
WY
4,316

626

$137,843

Enforcement: Improve Enforcement-border
The enforcement effort mandated by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 Is intended to establish control of the border between ports of entry and Increase the effectiveness of inspections at the ports of entry.
Section itIof Title I of the Act mandates a vigorous, comprehensive enforcement effort *to prevent and deter the
Illegal entry of aliens into the United States and the violation of the terms of their entry

The Border Patrol will be expanded by adding 1,456 agents, 37 pilots. and 220 support personnel (in occupations

such as radio operations, electronics technicians, mechanics, etc). Automobiles, trucks, and all-terrain vehicles
will be acquired to support operations. Radios and night vision equipment will also be purchased In order to
make the additional personnel as effective as possible In the field. Finally, ten helicopters will be obtained to
expand air operations on the border.
The mandated Border Patrol increase must be supported adequately through the addition of resources to other
enforcement and support programs to provide for the expeditious processing and removal of aliens apprehended by
the Border Patrol. Increases In permanent positions are proposed In the Detention and Deportation, Data and
Communications, Information and Records, Construction and Engineering, Field Management and Support, Legal Proceedings, Executive Direction and Control, and Administrative Services programs.
The request Includes 85 additional Immlration Inspectors to staff high traffic/high risk ports of entry to
permit a permanent expansion of the implementation of the fraud intercept task fdrce concept.

4

The Investigations program will require 87 additional .special agents and limited support personnel in order to
carry out the added requirements of the open land entry warrant provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986. New vehicles and radio equipment will be needed to allow .he new gets to perform their duties.
INS has seen an increase in alien snuggling operations. To address this, 14 new positions and operational
resources are included for the Anti-Smuggling program to permit this unit to engage in a greater number of
Investigations of sophisticated smuggling operations.
The Adjudications and Naturalization program will require the addition of 75 personnel and supporting resource,*
In order to process additional claims for Imigration benefits as part of the effort to maintain acceptable levels
of service to the public. Likewise, the Refugee and Overseas program Is to receive 13 additional positions In
order to maintain adequate agency services in overseas offices.
Resources are also Included In the support programs to permit more efficient utilization of additional personnel
in the operating enforcement programs. Of particular Importance are Increases in data systems for digital voice
privacy radio equipment ($2,280,000 for 1,140 radios) for the safety of our officers and for increased operational
effectiveness, and the development and implementation of new ADPsystems (8 positions, 5 FTE's, $1;836,000):
apprehensions, case management, employer information, and alien employment eligibility systems. Also needed
are construction and engineering funds for a new detention facility ($15,000,000) to support the interior enforcement requirements mandated by law, funds for the modification of various topographic features on the borders
$4,000,000) and the construction and renovation of Border Patrol stations for Increased staff complements
$16,000,000).
Enforcement: Sanctions

V.

Title I, Section 101 of the Act establishes a major employer sanctions program making It illegal to employ undocumented aliens. Commncing with a six-month period after enactment, employers will be provided with detailed
Information about the law; funds are Included In the Investigations program for literature and an active public
Information campaign. Actual enforcement will begin after this education/informatIon phase. During the
first year of enforcement, employers' first violations Will not be prosecuted. Implementation of sanctions
requires a large permanent Increase of 500 Investigations personnel (including support personnel), vehicles,
and radios.
Border Patrol staffing and support are increased to permit the Patrol to take an appropriati role enforcing this law
along the border. Note that while the Border Patrol staffing n.luded in this initiative plus the staffing
outlined in the oorl ad Initiative Increase the Patrol positions by 60 percent as mandated by the Act, requested funding levels of workyears for these and other position Increases rea Istically reflect our ability to
hire and train top-flirjht applicants In the remainder of this fiscal year. In addition, the Anti-Smuggling
program Isexpected to play a role inthis area in the prosecution of employers of smuggled aliens who will be
discovered during Investigations. The Anti-Smutgling program will be expanded by adding 38 positions, vehicles
and radios.

Supporting resources are Included for Detention and Deportation to process the difficult and time consuming deportations of aliens apprehended during sanctions enforcement operations. Data Systems funding Is necessary to
handle the anticipated status verification Inquiries which will be made as employers comply with the new requirements.
A permanent increase In the Intelligence program Is'needed to accomodate a projected Increase In requests for
forensic examinations of suspected fraudulent documents.
Legal Proceedings personnel and funding are increased to handle the anticipated large Increase in casework In fine
hearings, appeals, and litigation arising from enforcement activities.
Other resources are included inInformation and Records, Training, Construction and Engineering (SLUC), Executive
Direction, and Administrative Services to provide essential support for the Implementation of the sanctions
program.
Enforcement: MacKay Amendment
This Initiative is targeted directly at aliens engaged In criminal activities. These aliens comprise a growing
threat to the domestic security of this Nation. In 198S alone, there were over 13S,000 criminal alien referrals
to INS from Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies. Of this number, 42,277 had been convicted and
found to be deportable. However, because of INS' resource constraints only 12,530 deportation proceedings
could be Initiated.
The new law mandates that INS take affirmative action to locate, process and remove criminal aliens from the United
States. It requires that the Service Initiate deportation proceedings as expeditiously as possible after the conviction of an alien on a deportable offense. To meet the statutory requirements of this provision, the Service Is
requesting 616 additional posItions. The additional 34S positions In the Investigations program will allow
INS to address the existing backlog and continue the workload of deportation cases with the focus on drug crimes.
Interagency liaison and investigations with Drug Enforcement Administration and the Federal Bureau of Investigation will be a high priority. Removal of aliens with criminal records can result In cost savings by avoiding
lengthy and costly litigation and Incarceration.
The Detentiop and Deportation program will need 100 new positions and supporting resources to allow INS to process, detain and transport the large number of criminal aliens expected to be apprehended through drug enforcement efforts, as well as those who must be held on detainers In State and local facilities after completing
sentences for drug crimes and other criminal violations. Those aliens who are involved In lengthy deportation
proceedings will be detained to prevent them from absconding and returning to drug trafficking and other.criminal activities.
Legal Proceedings requires 129 new positions to provide attorneys and support personnel to process additional
deportation cases and appeals resulting from Increased prosecutions of alien criminals. It is expected that
other litigation may also arise from increased efforts In this area.
6

Other resources are requested for Training, Data and Communications, Information and Records, Construction and Engineering, Field Management and Support, Executive Direction and Control, and Administrative Services to provide
essential support for the implementation of this sub-initiative.
Enforcement: SAVE
Title 1, Section 121 of the Act requires the States to verify the immigration status of aliens applying for benefits
under the Aid for Dependent Children, Medicaid, Unemployment Compensation, Food Stamp, Educational Assistance,.
and Housing Assistance programs. by October 1, 1987, the Service is required to Implement a sysem for the
verification of Immigration status and to make that system available to the States. The States then have u9til

October 1, 1988 to begin complying with the status verification requirements.

Data and Communications Systems

resources are Included In the supplemental request to expand the capacity of existing systems to process auto-

mated Central Index status inquiries.

Information and Records will require 82 additional positionss to respond

to secondary verification requests which will result when automated Inquiries cannot be processed due to data
base problems e.g., Incorrect or Incomplete records. It Is anticipated that the verification requirement will
lead to a general Improvement In the quality and accuracy of the data base. Investigations will print and distribute forms and information packets. Training will be provided to local offices of entitlement agencies
concerning procedures and documentation.

Agricultural
Title IlII,
Sections 301-305: In recognition of the unique needs of growers, Section 301 of the Act creates a
separate and distinct temporary worker program for agriculture, the *H-2A* program. Under the provisions of this
program, growers may petition to import temporary workers after establishing that qualified domestic workers
Cannot be found and that admission ot the H-2A workers would have no adverse effect on similarly employed domestic
workers. Six positions are requested for the Adjudications and Naturalization program to implement this program
at a cost of $115,000 in 1987.
Title I1I, Section 302 of the Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 mandates adjustment procedures whereby
aliens who can demonstrate they have performed seasonal agricultural services in the United States for at least
90 man-days during the 12 month period ending May 1, 1986 can apply for temporary resident status during the 18

month application period extending from June 1, 1987 to Novembor 30, 1988.

Such aliens will remain In temporary

status !or at least two years, at which time they can be adjusted to lawful permanent resident status (but not

before Oecember 1. 1990.)

Not more than 3bO,OOO of those who can also establish that they have worked in agriculture for at least 90 days
In the 12 month periods ending May 1, 1984 and May 1, 1985 will remain in temporary status for at least one year
before being adjusted to lawful permanent resident status beginning December 1, 1989.
Section 302 of the Act also calls for the establishment of procedures enabling aliens to apply for temporary resident status at American consular offices outside the United States. Applicants for the Special Agricultural
7

Worker Program (approximately 200,000) will be processed through American consulates overseas. It is thought
that 600,000 will be processed In and through legalization offices. If accepted by the consulates, aliens will
be given authorization to enter the U.S. All applications, whether from consulates or legalization offices,
will be processed through regional processing facilities.
Adjudications and Naturalization program, and Refugees and Overseas program positions and supporting resources

will allow INS to process in a timely manner the'large number of applications for temporary resident status that
are anticipated, both from within the
eligible applicants. Enhancements to
smuggling operations anticipated as a
the Intelligence program is needed to
suspected fraudulent documents.

United States and at consular offices abroad, and to adjust the status of
the Anti-Smuggling program are needed to deal with increases In alien
result of the Agricultural provisions of the law. A permanent Increase in
accomoate a projected Increase In requests for forensic examinations of

Finally, Section 303 of the Act establishes a mechanism to determine whether additional a ricultural workers are
needed in fiscal years 1990 through 1993. If such a replenishment need Is demonstrated, additional workers will
*be admitted in those years.
1987
Presently
Available
Item: Detention of Mariel Cuban Criminals ...

$3,000

1987
Revised
Estimates
$12,000

1987
Proposed
Supplemental
$9,000

Additional resources for Detention and Deportation are needed to fund the projected cost of non-Service detention of Mare] Cuban criminals who must be detained after completing sentences for State and local law
violations, in anticipation of eventual exclusion and removal from the United States. 2ance the Cuban Government suspended the December 1984 repatriation agreement with the United States, the number of Marie) Cuban
criminals in Service detention has been growing steadily. INS now has approximately 1.000 Mariel Cubans in
custody and expects this number to remain the same between now and the end of 1987. This Is a result of the
use of the Oakdale Federal Alien Detention Facility. INS has been receiving, and will continue to receive, 80
to 90 Cuban
criminals per ronth as these aliens are' released from state and local prisons. Since INS has
detainers ' On over 2,800 who are presently incarcerated, the flow Into INS facilities will continue for some
time to come. In addition, other NiTleTCubans are Itkely to be arrested, convicted, Incarcerated and eventually*
released from State and local facilities, Into INS' custody for eventual deportation.
8

Item: Increase in Federal Telecomnunicatlons
System (FTS) Charges ....................

1987
Presently
Available

1987
Revised
Estimates

1987
Proposed
Supplemental

$6,613

$7,563

$950

This supplemental request would provide funding for Increased FTS costs. In 1986, the General Services
Administration (USA) advised agencies that lower charges could be anticipated for 1987. The 1987 budget request
was reduced accordingly. However, in 1987 GSA Increased FTS Intercity costs by approximately 16 percent, due
to the divestiture, deregulation and restructuring of the telecommunications industry. This increase was due
primarily to higher than anticipated tarriffs rates and prior year costs that are billed In the current year
and were not included in GSA's original estimates. This combination of events left a deficit of $950,000 which
this supplemental request seeks to recover.

Inmsuration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
FinancalpAalysis

(Dollars In thousands)

Item

1987 Proposed
Supplemental
Pos.
Amount

Immigration
Reform
Pos.
Amountt

1
$54
1
259 11,853
259
48
1,859
48
171
5,569
171
629 17,091
629
1,747 39,234 1,747
GS- .....
..........
e..s
i............
373 6,848
373
e...........o..........
S
e-6e........
392
392
6,476
627 9,293
627
Us-5
S.............
0
.....4 .....
GS-4o........o..............&......
69
914
69

GS/ Mt-1b
.................................
GS/GH-14 .................................
GS/G(-13 ..........................
GS-12 ............................
US-Il .............................
GS-9 ..........
..........
0.... ....

Total positions and annual rates .........
4,316
Lapse.......... ............. ....... -3,827
Full-time permanent workyears and
related compensation .................
489
Other than permanent ......................
137
Other personnel compensation .............
...
Workyears and related compensation .......
626
Personnel benefits .......................
...
Travel and transportation of persons .....
...
Transportation of things ................
...
Rental payments to GSA ...................
..•
Communications, utilities, and misc.
charges ...............
o................
Printing and reproduction ................
...
Other services ..............
6............
...
Supplies and materials ...................
...
Equipment ...............................
..
Land and structures.. ...............
...

Total workyears and obligations, 1987..

$99.191 4,316
-89,051 -3,827
10,140
2,935
1,394

489
137
.

$99,191
-89,051
10,140
2,935
.394

626

14,469

6,08b
12,427
1,162
1,932

...
...

6,085
12,427
1,162
1,932

2,059

...
...
...
...
...

7,104
23,782
5,544
38,229
35,000

...

...

Increase in Federal
Telecommunications
System Charges
u

$54
11,853
1,859
5,569
17,091
39,234
6,848
6,476
9,293
914

14,469

...

Detention of
Mariel Cubans
Amount

1,109

7,104
14,782
5,544
38,229
35,000

626 141,19 ...6 11'a4

......

......
..

...
$9,0O

$950
...

......

9,000

9
10
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Program and financing (inthousands of dollars)

I
15-1217-1-1-7b1
Program b activities:
Direct program:
Operating expenses:
1. Enforcement .......................
2. Citizenship and benefits ..........
3. Imlgration support ...............
4. Program direction .................
Total, operating expenses .......
Capital investment, funded:
1. Enforcement .....................
2. Citizenship andbenefits ........
3. Immigration support ..............
4. Program direction ...............

IV87

Revised
Estimates

Proposed
Supl mental

366.235
53.277
116,502
32-807

413,671
59.119
134.168

47.436
5.842
17,666
3.620

556.621

643,185

74.564

8.353
460
9.982
237

5.M227

39.152
736
51,531
842

30,799
276
41,549
605

Total,capital
investment .......

19,032

92,261

73,229

Total.
direct program ...........

587.653

735,446

147,793

Reimbursable program ..................
1U.00

I WRI11
Presently
AvaIl able

6,665

Totalobligations ..............594,318

6,665

742,111

...

147,793

Financing:
Offsetting collections from:
11.00 Federal funds ..................
14.00 Non-Federal sources ............
21.40 Unobligated balance available.
start of year ..............
24.40 Unobligated balance available,
end of year ..................
25.00 Unobliuated balance lapsing....
Buduet Authority

-5,816
-849

-5,816
-849

-3,477

-3,477

40.00 Appropriation ..................

b84,176

731,969

71.00 Obligations incurred,
net......
72.40 Obligated balance, start of yea
74.40 Obligated balance, end of year.

S87,653
75,704
-116.796

735,446
75,704
-155,745

90.00 Outlays .......................

546,561

654,405

(mew"OL.0

09M MEL,
a

42.00 Transferred from
other accounts

...

...

147,793

Relation of obllations to outlays:

I

0940 so&I"

147,793
-39,949
107,844
cw*wow 4A
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B.,

T1981-

OlItJl:.- CLASSIFICATION (in thouands 4Jullas)

,,19,,

P

rS

l r..m elc, iun:

nn i

Presently
Available

Revised
Estim4tms

Proposed
Supplemental

280,683

Z90,823

10,140

a ...........................

11.)

I',aiiont ocher than ptem ncn .............

I!

.,.r prnnol rnmlpntqa;on ............

..........
.sSpecialpersonalservices payments

I

12.1

15,626

2,935

49,073

50,467

1,394

Z96
342,743

357,212

14,469

I'ersonnel beneicu"
Civilian .......................... :...................

b6,323

61,408

6,085

255

255

24.672

37,099

1,479..
29,388

2,641
31,320

. ,049
14,9b0
.3,377
74,265

2,U49
17,00g
10,481
98,047

20,U24

25,568

15,700

53,929

38,229

38,332

35,000

.........
Travel andtr;nsportion Qf pemrnnn

Transxratinn ofhinga .......................
1
........
Rectal paymentsto rSA..."
2.I
23.? Cc-munlcations, utilities, and
other rent.....................
23.3 Coma., Util.,& milc charges .....
24.4) Drntitn and reproduction .........
ZSo O14(r lectice .......................................
andmaterials ............................
26.0 Supplhse
E1quiprn n..
I o30

.

.

.

.

..

3t.0 Landsandstructure ...........*..............

3,332

/tel'u ls ................................................

19

19

50
,
So
91.UOnvouchered
.T6 dT'"dire*.6gatbj ons .......
587,653
735,446
..................
...... l... . .....o..
.. reimbursable
........
obllqati
.nS. 6,665
6,665..
Total

o

Total

, gatinns .................................

...
12,427
1,16?
1,932
2,069
7,104
23,782
5,544

27

,dunsandl ndetnn tln ......... ...
42.0 1ntserat,ce

44.0

296

Total ptsannnecormnpniation ...........

13.0 Benefits for fomer personnel.....
)1.o

12,691

594,418

742,111

...

147,793
147,793
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15-1217-1-1-761

Presently
available

1

Revised
estimate

IWar

Proposed
supplemental

direct:
Total number of full-tim
permanent positions .....

..... .

Total compensable workyears:
Full-time equivalent employment....
Full-time equivalent of overtime an(
holiday hours...................
Average ES salary ..................
Average GS/IM grade ..............

.11,137

15,453

4,316

11,325

11,9S1

626

3,274

3.438

$65,256

$65,256

164
...

8.42

8.49

8.65

Average GSIG salary .............

$22,503

$22,977

$24,062

Average salary of ungraded position...

$22,835

$22,835

...

I

U
IM

SeN
..

I,Min

4Mm

4. U~
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Revised Proposed

'-1217-15

Present ly

available
Executive ievel IV.........................

Subtotal
.................................
....................
ESS ......
.........
ES-4............... .......
ES-3 .......... ......................
ES-2 ............................... .......
ES-I......o................................
.................................
Subtotal
....................
US/GN-h...
GS/GM-14................................

GS/G -13 ...................................
G5-12 ......................................
GS-11 ......................................

GS-10 ......

o...........................

GS-9 ...................................
GS-8 ....................................
65-7....................................

GS-6........,......................
65-5 .................................... .
GS-4............... .....o...............
GS-3.....................................
GS-2.....................................

estimate

•

I 1

..

12

12..

4

44.

2

2

2
430
.. 446
123
1.634
45.
.. 3.412
127
460
822
1238
931
.. 473
.. 25
2

. , ..............................
GS-1.
Subtotal
...............................
-1nr
Ungraded .................................
Totalpermanent positions ...............
Unfilled
positions, endof year .........
Total permanent employment. end of year..

12
689
494
894
2,263
45
5.1b9
127
833
1,214
1,865
1.000
473
25
2

supplemental

117L

259
48
171
629
1,4
33
392
627
69
..
..

07
nr431
i-rsw -nm.
..
1
1.5 r -i-16
_r
""9t

(me"Cabo
I is aI

t13,4r
1 2,60
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Summary of Requirements
DollarsIn thousands)

Comparison by Activity

1987 Presently
Available
Perm.
Pos.
WY

1.

Enforcement....., ......... .

11,192

8,132

2.

Citizenshipand benefits .....

1,431

3.

Immigration support ..........

2,717

4.

Program direction............
Total requirements.. .....

Amount

.n/

1987 Revised
Estimates
Perm.
Pos.
WY

Amount

$467,421

10,635

1,451

59,678

1,431

1,451

59,678

2,198

192,399

2,717

2,198

182,399

670

607

37,069

15,453 11,951

731,969

670

607

37,069

16,010

12,388

756,567

7,695 $452,823

1987 Proposed
Rescission
Perm.
WY Amount
Pos.
-557

-437

...

..0.

-$14.598

-10.0
JJ.

-557 ' -437

-24,598

The entire amount proposed for rescission in the Enforcement activity would come from the Inspections program.
For the Immigration Support activity the only program effected would be Data and Communications Systems.
1/ Includes proposed supplemental appropriations requests of $10,186,000 for Federal Employee Retirement System
(FENS) costs; $5,bkW,UuU to fund Increased pay costs; and $147,793,000 for program increases to Implement the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-603), to detain Mariel Cuban criminals, and to remedy a funding shortage due to a change in Federal Telecommunications System rates.

Imigration and Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
Justification of Requirements
(Dollars In thousands)

1987 Presently Available
Amount
Pos.
WY
Activity:
Enforcement
Inspections ..................
Immigration Support
Data and Communications
..... a
Systems ...........

1,665

1,933

$82,637

1,108

1,496

$68,039

209

191

~O63Q

2flQ

191

E~0639

M'

60- 63
--

...

19..

.

143,276

1,317

Total....................1,874

2,124

1987 Proposed Rescission
Amount
Pos.
WY

1987 Revised Estimates
Aount
Pos.
WY

1,687

0

3

118,678

-557

-437

...
...

..

-537

...
....

-437

-$14,S98

-1U.OO0
I

---0

-24,598

The Department of Justice Appropriations Act for 1987, P.L. 99-500 provides for the establishment of an "Immigration User Fee Account.* This will allow the imigration and Naturalization Service to charge for the inspection
of certain passengers arriving Inthe United States aboard commercial aircraft or vesstis. This Act also authorizes
the Secretary of Treasury to refund the amounts paid for certain expenses incurred in providing Inspectional and
The proposed rescission reflects those
other Identified services out of the lImmigration User Fee Account".
resources currently Included in INS' 1987 appropriation that fund items which will now be funded through the
user fee account (effective December 1, 1986).
Because the Immigration User Fee Account merely switches the source of funding for certain functions, there will be
no adverse impact on INS as a result of this rescission.

2

Immigration end Naturalization Service
Salaries and expenses
(DoFinancial
llars inlAnalysis
thousand$)

1987 Proposed
Rescission
Pos.
Mount

Item
Lapse ...........

..............

.....

Full-time permanent workyears and

related compensation............
Other personnel compensation.,.... ....
Workyear$ and related comensation .......

Personnel benefits...................
Other services ........
..............
Total workyears and obligations, 1987..

-5b? -12,509
1,077
120
-437

-11,432

,..

-10,000

• ..
-208
-437 -11,64U
..* -2,98
-431

-Z49598

3

#4
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Program and financing (inthousands of dollars)
Mmm

e

Presently
Available

IS-1217-1-1-751

Revised
Estimates

1987

Proposed
Rescission

Program
by activitires:
Direct program:

Operating expenses:
1. Enforcement.................
2. Citizenship and benefits ..........
3. Immigration support ...............
4. Program direction ................

I

428,269
59,119
144,168
36.227

413,671
59,119

-14,598

134,168
36.227

-10. 000

Total, operating expenses .......

667,783

643.185

-24,598

Capital Investment, funded:
1. Enforcement ................
2. Citizenship and benefits ..........
3. Immtgratlon support............
4. Program direction...............

39.152
736
51,531
842

842

Total, capital investment .......

92,261

92,261

Total, direct program..........

39,152
736
51,S31
...

760.044

735,446

Reimbursable program .................

6.665

65

10.00 Total obligations ..............

766.709

742,111

-5.816
-849

-5,816
-849

-3,477

-3.477

756,567

731,969

-24,598

760,044
75.704
-158.590

735,446
75.704
-156.745

-24.598

677.158

654.405

-22,753

-24,598
-24,598

Financing:
Offsetting collections from:
11.00 Federal fundt...............
14.00 Non-Federal sources ........
21.40 Unobligated balance available,
start of year ...........
24.40 Unobligated balance available,
end of year.............
25.00 Unoblioated balance lapsina ....
Buyet Authority
40.00 Appropriation.................

42.00 Transferred from other accounts
Relation of obliVations to outlays:
71.00 Obligations Incurred, net ......
72.40 Obligated balance, start of year
74.40 Obligated balance, end of year.

I

90.00 Outlays ..............
CIdle fa:

BA

.

(mSii as: I0

01Mu wa 1

I.84

(WON
am
CC
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304

OllJI:(.)T CLASSIFICATION (in thousands c4 Jullars)
........

I9al
Presently
Available
S

J

Pc r,o.,,rI ci,ml'(~nat l 1i:
j i
...........................
I'rc, n n'

302.255

-

I SRevised

Estimates
,90.823

.___

IU I
Proposed
Rescission
-11,432

Pisitinns oher thin permancnt .............

15,626

15,626

0..

OCirri rtrnnnil cit.ivcnqation .....

50,675

50,467

-208

296

296

3 68 8 52

357,212

-11,640

Ciilian..........................

64.366

61,408

-2,958

personnel .....
13.0 Benefits for former

255

255

37,099

37,099

Transip.ns of things ..................
23.
Rental payiente to SA.........
23.2 Co.nica:ions, utilities, and
other rent .....................
23.3 Coms., Uil., 6 viikc hoarges.....
-24.0 ,tintina .and reproduction .......
o ; fltr set%ices .......................................
;I:

2,64,,
31,320

2.641
31,320

2,049
17,00Si

2.049
17.009

26.0 Supplies and materials .............................

25,568

25,568

3 1.0 Equipinant ...........................

53,929

53,929

32.0 .inds and sirscturcs ...............................

38,332

38,332

I.)

1i.5
11.8

Special personal iclvirs

payment ..........

Totll persnnel compens sion ............

t

Pcrsonnel lbncjtu:

12.1

J11.0 Travel andtrinsporution , fpersons...

1220

42.0

histira,,cc claims and nslemnituis ..............

44.0 Refrunds ............ ............. .....................
91.0 Unvouchered

.. ..e'..... f.... f. ..
44.0i

.-:-.+..

T..IotalI..
reimbursable.oblig.;t. ...
WO

Toutal o!,hIigt~i
ns .................................

27

27

19

19

76Q,044
6,665

50
735,446
6,665

-24,598

766,709

742,111

-24,598

__________________l_____*_______l___
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Federal Prison System
Salaries and expenses
Supplemental Estimate, Fiscal Year 1987
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Prison System
Salaries and expenses
For an additional amount for "Salaries And expenses", $548,000.
Explanation of Request
This supplemental request would provide funding for increased FTS costs. In 1986, the General Services
Administration (GSA) advised agencies that lower charges could be anticipated for 1987. The 1987 budget
request was reduced accordingly. However, in 1987 GSA increased FT8 Intercity costs by approximately
16 percent, due to the divestJture, deregulation and restructuring of the telecommunclations industry.
This-increase was due primarily to higher than anticipated tariff rates and prior year costs that are
billed in the current year and were not included in GSA's original estimates. This combination of events
left a deficit of $548,000 which this supplemental request seeks to recover.
Authorization Requiresents
The 1987 authorization/appropriation bill has been transmitted to Congress for approval.
authorization of $548,000 will be required.

Additional

Federal Prison System
Salaries and expenses
Summary of Requirements
(Dollars in thousands)

1987 Revised
Estimates
Peru.
WY
Pon.

Amount

Comparison by activities

1987 Presently
Available
Perm.
PoN.
VY

1. Innate cars, custody and programs ....

8,546

8,198

$374,143

8,546

8,198

$374,143

2. Institution administration and
aintenance ..........................

2,237

2,199

177,737

2,237

2,199

177,737

76

56,886

3

Contract Confinement....................

4. Program direction.....................
Total Requirementse... ........

'...

Amount

1987 Proposed
Supplemental
Perm.
WY
Pos.

mount

69

76

56,886

69

405

442

39,026

405

442

39,574

548

11,257 10,915

647,792

11,257

10,915

648.340

548

2

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Prison System
National Institute of Corrections
For an additional amount for "National Institute of Corrections", $15,00
Explanation of Request
This supplemental request would provide funding for increased FTS costs. In 1986, the General Services
Administration (GSA) advised agencies that lover charges could be anticipated for 1987. The 1987 budget request
was reduced accordingly. However, in 1987 GSA increased FTS Intercity costs by approximately 16 percent, due to
the divest ture, deregulation and restructuring of the telecommunclatlons industry. This increase was due
primarily to higher than anticipated tariff rates and prior year coats that are billeJ in the current year and
were not included in GSA's original estimates. This combination of events left a deficit of $15,000 which this
supplemental request seeks to recover.
Authorization Requirements
The 1987 authorization/appropriation bill has been transmitted to Congress for approval.
authorization of $15,000 will be required.

Additional

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Prison System
National Institute of Corrections
Supplemental Estimate, Fiscal Year 1987
Table of Contents
Item
Appropriation Language Sheet and Authorization Requirements.............................................
Summary of Requirements...............................................................................2

Page
Number

Federal Prison System
National Institute of Corrections
summary of Reputresents
(Dollars In thousands)

Comparison by activities
1. National Institute of Correettons....

1987 Presently

1987 Revised

Available
Peru.

Estimate$

Pos.
41

WY
41

Amount
$9,149

Peru.
Poe.

41

1987 Proposed
supplemental

Peru.
W_

41

Amount

$9,164

Pos.

W.
... ...

Amount
$1,

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Off oe of Justice Programs
Justioe Assistance
SD2lemental Estimate, Fiscal Year 1987
Table of Contents
Page
Number

Item
Appropriation Language Sheet and Authorization Requirements .........................................
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1111
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111

1111
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DEPARTDEIT OF JU3TICE
OffloO of JMtlo. ProKrats
Justice Aulistanoe
For an additional amount for Justioe Assistanoe, $27,000.
Explanation of Request
This supplemental request would provide funding for inoreaed FTS oosts. In 1986, the General Servioes
Administration (0SA) advised agencies that lower charges could be anticipated for 1987. The 1987 budget
request was reduced accordingly. However, in 1987 (SA increased FTS Intercity costs by approximately 16
percent, due to the divestiture, deregulation, and restruoturing of the telsooziioations industry. This
Increase was due primarily to higher than anticipated tariff rates and prior year costs that are billed in
the current year and were not included in 0BA's original estimates. This combination of events left a
deficit of $27,000 which this supplemental request seeks to rover.
Authorization ReQulrffenta
Authorization for the Office of Justice Program is provided in the CoreheMive Crime Control Act of 198
(P.L. 98-473). No additional authorization Is required.

Office of Justioe Programs
Justice Assistance
(Dmma
(DollarsofinRequirements
thousands)
1987 Presently
PS~_l son by aot~Lv~le3

Poa.

WY Amount

1.

Research, evaluation and
demonstration programs.................... $18,566

2.

Criminal justice

1987 Revised
Estimates •
Per .
Po,
WY Amount
...

...

$18,566

...

...

16,002

4,000

....

...

4,000

7. Public safety officers'
benefits program ................

9,910

...

. *s

9,910

8. ?arLel oubans ...........

5,000

.0.....

statistical programs ............

... 16,002

1987 Proposed

Supplemental
Perm.
Po,

WY

.

Amount.

4..
40,000

3. State and local asistanoe ...........
4. Emergency assistance..............

67,600

5. Juvenile justice programs.........
6. Hissing children ...........

.

....

.........

5,000.

9. Crime control program ............
10. Regional Information
sharing system.................
1i.

323

331

331 416,032

323

331 416,059

331I

12. 1bnagement and administration .........
323

23 000
20.081

225,000
20tO54

Anti-drug abuse program................

Total requirements ..............

9,900

9,900

,de.l

323

331

27
2
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OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. SMITH. Do you wish to place your statement in the record or
read it?
Mr. BURNS. I would like to put the statement on the record, and
then I would like to summarize it, if I may.
Mr. SMITH. All right. That would be fine.
[The prepared statement and biography of Mr. Burns follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION
STATEMENT OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
ARNOLD I. BURNS
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE JUSTICE, AND STATE.
THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES
MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:
I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE HERE TODAY TO
DISCUSS THE DEPARTMENT'S SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR 1987.

THE REQUESTS ARE VITALLY IMPORTANT TO THE DEPARTMENT'S

OBLIGATION TO IMPLEMENT MANY OF ITS NEW RESPONSIBILITIES
RESULTING FROM LEGISLATION PASSED DURING THE SECOND SESSION OF
THE 99TH CONGRESS. THESE LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES DRIVE OUR
REQUESTS.

THERE IS NO ATTEMPT TO ENRICH ESTABLISHED PROGRAMS OF

THE DEPARTMENT. WITH ME TO DISCUSS OUR NEEDS IS COMMISSIONER
NELSON OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE AND DIRECTOR
STANTON OF THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U.S. TRUSTEES.
I FIND IT DIFFICULT TO OVEREMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE
REQUESTS BECAUSE THEY ARE INDEED URGENT AND BECAUSE THEY ARE SO
CLOSELY ALIGNED TO THE PENDING 1988 REQUESTS.

THREE PIECES OF

LEGISLATION PASSED LATE IN THE 99TH CONGRESS REQUIRE SUBSTANTIAL
NEW RESOURCES IN 1987.

THESE ARE THE IMMIGRATION REFORM AND

CONTROL ACT, THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGES, UNITED STATES TRUSTEES AND
FAMILY FARMER BANKRUPTCY ACT, AND THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES
RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACT.

OUT OF OUR TOTAL REQUEST FOR $303,657,000

IN SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS, $231,605,000 OR 76 PERCENT
RELATES DIRECTLY TO THESE MAJOR LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES. WITH
$29,476,000 TO FUND THE JANUARY 1987 PAY RAISE, THE PERCENTAGE
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ARE REQUESTING FUNDING TO SUPPORT EXPANDED EFFORTS INVOLVING
LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES IN THE 99TH CONGRESS RELATING TO DEBT
COLLECTION AND PROCUREMENT FRAUD.
THE REMAINING ITEMS ARE TO FUND UNEXPECTED TARIFF RATES FOR
THE FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM, TO PAY RELOCATION AND
SPACE RENTAL INCREASES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTRACT DETENTION OF
CERTAIN MARIEL CUBANS AND UNSENTENCED FEDERAL PRISONERS, TO PAY
INDEPENDENT COUNSEL EXPENSES, AND TO FUND SEVERAL PRESIDENTIAL
SECURITY INITIATIVES.

IN ADDITION, A TECHNICAL LANGUAGE

PROVISION IS INCLUDED EXTENDING THE PERIOD FOR WHICH CERTAIN
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE. FINALLY,
SOME OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTS, PARTICULARLY THE PAY AND
RETIREMENT SUPPLEMENTALS, ARE IN AREAS THAT WE RECEIVED FUNDS IN
THE OMNIBUS DRUG SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION ACT OF 1986, ALSO
PASSED LAST FALL.

TO THE EXTENT THAT OUR REQUESTS ARE NOT

FUNDED, THIS SUPPLEMENTAL DRUG INITIATIVE AND THE ACCOMPANYING
SUBSTANTIVE LEGISLATION, THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986, WILL BE
IMPEDED.

TAKEN AS A WHOLE, OUR REQUESTS ARE NECESSARY TO CARRY

OUT FUNDAMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES TO ENSURE T AT THE-LAWS ARE
EFFECTIVELY ENFORCED.
IMMIGRATION REFORM
THE IMMIGRATION REfORNAND CONTROL ACT WAS THE PRODUCT OF
ONE OF THE LONGEST AND MOST DIFFICULT LEGISLATIVE UNDERTAKINGS IN
RECENT MEMORY.

ITS GOAL IS TO SEIZE CONTROL OVER AND ADDRESS

SUCCESSFULLY THE SUBSTANTIAL PROBLEM OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION THAT
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TO UPHOLD THE IMMIGRATION TRADITION OF THE UNITED STATES--THE
FIRM, FAIR ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS DESIGNED TO ENCOURAGE THE
CONTINUED FLOW OF LEGAL IMMIGRANTS.

IT CONFRONTS THE PROBLEM OF

THE ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT WHO HAS HAD TO HIDE IN THE SHADOWS, WITHOUT
ACCESS TO THE FULL BENEFITS OF A FREE AND OPEN SOCIETY.

THE

COMPREHENSIVE REFORMS OF THE ACT, HUMANELY SEEKING TO REGAIN
CONTROL OF OUR BORDERS WHILE PRESERVING ONE OF THE MOST SACRED
POSSESSIONS OF OUR PEOPLE, AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP, MUST NOW BE
IMPLEMENTED.
THE BIPARTISAN EFFORT THAT WENT INTO ENACTING THIS LAW MUST
CONTINUE.

THE DEPARTMENT HAS UNDERTAKEN A VIGOROUS EFFORT TO

IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF-THE ACT.

PART OF THESE EFFORTS HAVE

BEEN DIRECTED AT DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF RESOURCES
NEEDED TO FUND THIS RESPONSIBILITY.

WE APPRECIATE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE'S PROMPT RESPONSE TO OUR SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTS, NOT
ONLY IN THIS AREA, BUT IN OUR OTHER CRITICAL NEEDS.
WE ARE ALL VERY MUCH AWARE THAT THE ACT IMPOSED SIGNIFICANT
NEW RESPONSIBILITIES ON THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION
SERVICE, THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW, AND THE
CIVIL DIVISION.

OUR REQUESTS RELATE DIRECTLY TO THE REFORMS OF

THE ACT AND THE NEED TO ENSURE EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT.

EMPLOYER

SANCTIONS, THE AGRICULTURAL WORKER PROGRAM, IMPROVED VIGILANCE AT
THE BORDER, VIGOROUS PURSUIT OF FRAUD IN CONNECTION WITH THE
LEGALIZATION AND EMPLOYER SANCTION PROGRAMS AND THE EXPEDITIOUS
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OF SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES.
THE BULK OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION REQUEST IS SPREAD
ACROSS THESE ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES.

EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF

THE EMPLOYER SANCTION PROVISIONS SHOULD REDUCE THE JOB MAGNET OF
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION. SIMILARLY, WE PROPOSE A SUBSTANTIAL
AUGMENTATION OF THE BORDER PATROL AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
PROGRAMS TO REDUCE FRAUDULENT THE USE OF ENTITLEMENT AND OTHER
BENEFITS-BY ILLEGAL ALIENS. OTHER ENFORCEMENT INITIATIVES ARE
TARGETED AT ALIENS ENGAGED IN CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES AND AT
EXPEDITING THE ENTRY OF CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF NON-IMMIGRANTS FROM
SELECTED COUNTRIES.

THE SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL WORKER PROGRAM

WOULD ALLOW AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS TO USE TEMPORARY WORKERS WHO
COULD QUALIFY FOR TEMPORARY RESIDENT STATUS.
THE ACT ALSO REQUIRES THE DEPARTMENT TO ESTABLISH A SPECIAL
COUNSEL FOR IMMIGRATION-RELATED UNFAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES.

THE

SPECIAL COUNSEL WILL RECEIVE CHARGES OF UNFAIR PRACTICES FILED BY
PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS OR OFFICERS OF THE IMMIGRATION AND
NATURALIZATION SERVICE.

THE SPECIAL COUNSEL WILL BE OBLIGATED TO

DETERMINE WHETHER THE CHARGES WARRANT THE FILING OF AN
ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINT.

AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING MAY BE

SOUGHT BY THE SPECIAL COUNSEL FOR THE PURPOSES OF SEEKING
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, BACK PAY OR CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES.

THE

DEPARTMENT IS MOVING TO ESTABLISH THE STRUCTURE OF THE OFFICE OF
SPECIAL COUNSEL.
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OF SPECIAL COUNSEL.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE EMANATED

FROM A CONCERN THAT THE NEW EMPLOYER SANCTION PROVISIONS CREATE
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYERS, IN ORDER TO AVOID SANCTIONS, TO
DISCRIMINATE AGAINST THOSE WHO APPEAR TO HAVE FOREIGN ORIGINS.
THE DIVERSITY OF THIS NATION'S PEOPLE IS ONE OF ITS STRENGTHS.
THERE IS NO EXCUSE FOR AN EMPLOYER TO DISCRIMINATE AND DENY
EMPLOYMENT TO THOSE ENTITLED TO IT MERELY TO AVOID THE
POSSIBILITY OF SANCTIONS. THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE
WILL BE VIGOROUSLY PURSUED.
THE SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTS FOR THESE ACTIVITIES TOTAL
$145,961,000. THE REQUESTED FUNDS WOULD PROVIDE 4,559 POSITIONS
IN 1987.

NEARLY 95 PERCENT OF THESE RESOURCES WILL BE USED BY
THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE. ANOTHER INITIATIVE
OF THE NEW LEGISLATION, LEGALIZATION OF ELIGIBLE ILLEGAL ALIENS,
WILL, AS PROVIDED IN THE ACT, BE FINANCED FROM FEES COLLECTED
FROM PERSONS APPLYING FOR TEMPORARY RESIDENCE STATUS.

THE ONGOING EFFORTS WE HAVE TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT THE ACT CAN
ONLY BE SUSTAINED BY SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES FOR 1987. THE
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW FACILITIES AND THE HIRING AND TRAINING OF
ADDITIONAL BORDER PATROL MEMBERS TO INCREASE OUR VIGILANCE AT THE
BORDER, THE CONTINUATION OF OUR EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS UNDER-THE
ACT, THE ACQUISITION OF DATA AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT
THE NEW PROGRAMS AND THE HIRING OF PERSONNEL TO STAFF THESE
PROGRAMS, MUST NOW TAKE PLACE. WE URGE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO GIVE
EXPEDITIOUS AND FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION TO OUR REQUESTS.
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THE ENACTMENT OF THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGES, UNITED STATES
TRUSTEES, AND FAMILY FARM BANKRUPTCY ACT OF 1986 FULFILLED ONE OF
THE PRIMARY GOALS OF THE BANKRUPTCY REFORM ACT OF 1978.

BY

EXPANDING THE U.S. TRUSTEE PROGRAM TO A NATIONWIDE STATUS,
CONGRESS ACTED TO SEVER FROM THE JUDICIAL FUNCTION THE DUTY OF
ADMINISTERING BANKRUPT ESTATES. THIS AWKWARD CIRCUMSTANCE OFTEN
BROUGHT CHARGES OF FAVORITISM AND BIAS.

THE ENTIRE BANKRUPTCY

SYSTEM SUFFERED FROM THIS SITUATION.
THE U.S. TRUSTEES WILL BE RESPONSIBLE ON A NATIONWIDE BASIS
FOR SUCH MATTERS AS ENSURING PAYMENT OF WITHHOLDING AND OTHER
TAXES BY BANKRUPT DEBTORS, ORGANIZING AND SCHEDULING MEETINGS OF
CREDITORS, MONITORING THE FILING OF REPORTS AND SCHEDULES, AND
APPOINTING INDIVIDUALS TO SERVE AS PRIVATE TRUSTEES. MOST
SIGNIFICANTLY, THE U.S. TRUSTEES HAVE IMPORTANT OVERSIGHT
RESPONSIBILITIES IN PREVENTING FRAUD AND OTHER ABUSES IN THE
BANKRUPTCY SYSTEM.
THE U.S. TRUSTEE PROGRAM MUST NOW EXPAND FROM ITS PRESENCE
IN 18 FEDERAL JUDICIAL DISTRICTS TO ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY FOR
BANKRUPTCY ADMINISTRATION IN 11 REGIONS ENCOMPASSING 49 JUDICIAL
DISTRICTS BY AUGUST 23, 1987.

THE ACT CREATED 21 BANKRUPTCY

REGIONS ENCOMPASSING ALL 94 JUDICIAL DISTRICTS OF THE UNITED
STATES.

ANOTHER 39 DISTRICTS WILL JOIN THE PROGRAM BY

NOVEMBER 26, 1988, WHILE THE REMAINING 6 DISTRICTS HAVE FIVE
YEARS BEFORE THEY MUST BE BROUGHT UNDER THE PROGRAM.
DISTRICTS MAY ELECT TO JOIN AS EARLY AS THIS AUGUST.

THESE
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BANKRUPTCY CASES AND MADE PROVISION THAT PART OF THESE FEES SHALL
BE CREDITED TO A NEW "U.S. TRUSTEE SYSTEM FUNDf WHICH WILL
REPLACE THE PRESENT "OVERSIGHT OF BANKRUPTCY CASES"
APPROPRIATION.

THIS FUND, HOWEVER, WILL NOT BE ABLE TO FULFILL

ITS PURPOSE OF FINANCING U.S. TRUSTEE OPERATIONS UNTIL 1989.

THE

SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR $16,993,000 IN 1987 PROVIDES FOR 377 NEW
POSITIONS AND 123 WORKYEkS TO COVER THE FIRST PHASES OF THE
NATIONWIDE EXPANSION. THESE FUNDS INCLUDE RESOURCES FOR THE
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION APPROPRIATION FOR ITS EFFORTS IN SUPPORT
OF THE U.S. TRUSTEE PROGRAM.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ARE REQUESTED

IN 1988 TO BRING THE PROGRAM TO NATIONWIDE COVERAGE.
WITH THE DEPARTMENT'S SUPPORT, CONGRESS HAS CONCLUDED THAT
THE U.S. TRUSTEE PROGRAM IS SUCCESSFUL AND SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED
NATIONWIDE.

THE PROGRAM HAS IMPROVED THE SPEED AND EFFICIENCY OF

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS, INCREASED THE LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESSFULLY
REHABILITATING DEBTORS, AND APPEARS TO INCREASE THE RECOVERIES OF
CREDITORS.

WITH OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT, IT WILL MAKE

SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS IN UNCOVERING FRAUD.

OVERALL, THE BANKRUPTCY

SYSTEM'S INTEGRITY WILL BE ENHANCED. WE ARE COMMITTED TO A
VIGOROUS U.S. TRUSTEE PROGRAM.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NEW

OFFICES REQUIRED BY THE EXPANDED PROGRAM AND THE HIRING OF STAFF
TO SUPPORT THESE OFFICES, HOWEVER, CANNOT BE FULLY IMPLEMENTED
UNTIL ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ARE PROVIDED.
THE NEED TO ACT EXPEDITIOUSLY ON THIS SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
IS GREAT. THE PILOT PROGRAM APPROPRIATION FOR 1987 IS RELATIVELY
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UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, TSERE IS A SMALL BASE AGAINST

WHICH EXPANSION COSTS CAN BE ABSORBED PENDING ENACTMENT OF A
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION.

ANY SIGNIFICANT DELAY WILL

SUBSTANTIALLY DISRUPT THE PROGRAM.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
OVER THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS, CONGRESS CONSIDERED A NUMBER OF
PROPOSALS TO PHASE OUT THE EXISTING CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT
SYSTEM AND OFFER A NEW SYSTEM THAT IS MORE FLEXIBLE AND
COMPARABLE TO PLANS OFFERED IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR.

THE FEDERAL

EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACT OF 1986 REPRESENTS THE
CULMINATION OF THIS EFFORT.

THE PROVISIONS OF THE NEW ACT ARE

MANDATORY FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1983. MANY
CURRENT EMPLOYEES HAVE THE OPTION OF JOINING THE NEW PROGRAM AND
WE BELIEVE MANY WILL DO SO, PARTICULARLY LAW ENFORCEMENT
PERSONNEL WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR SPECIAL BENEFITS UNDER THE NEW
SYSTEM. AGENCY COSTS ARE DISPROPORTIONATELY HIGH FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL CHIEFLY BECAUSE OF THE EARLY RETIREMENT
PROVISIONS AND BECAUSE ANY SHORTFALLS IN FUNDING MUST BE BORNE BY
AGENCIES INSTEAD OF THE OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.

THE

OVERALL NET INCREASE TO FINANCE 1987 COSTS OF THE NEW SYSTEM IN
THE DEPARTMENT IS $68,651,000.
OTHER LEGISLATIVE ENACTMENTS
DURING THE 99TH CONGRESS, IMPORTANT LEGISLATION WAS ENACTED
TO ASSIST OUR EFFORTS AGAINST THOSE WHO ATTEMPT TO DEFRAUD THE
GOVERNMENT.

THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT AMENDMENTS, THE PROGRAM FRAUD

CIVIL REMEDIES ACT OF 1986, AND. THE ANTI-KICKBACK ACT OF 1986
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AGAINST SUCH CONDUCT. MOST APPROPRIATELY, OUR EFFORTS-WILL
CONTINUE TO FOCUS ON PROCUREMENT FRAUD, PARTICULARLY IN THE
DEFENSE INDUSTRY. THE ENACTMENT OF THESE NEW LAWS IMPOSES
ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIVE AND LITIGATION DEMANDS ON THE
DEPARThENT.

AN ADDITIONAL $640,000 WOULD PERMIT FILLING 21 CIVIL

DIVISION POSITIONS TO MEET OUR NEW RESPONSIBILITIES.
AT THE END OF THE 99TH CONGRESS, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL WAS
AUTHORIZED TO RETAIN PRIVATE COUNSEL IN FIVE DISTRICTS FOR THE
COLLECTION OF DEBTS. WE REQUEST $2,234,000 TO GET THIS DEBT
COLLECTION PROGRAM STARTED.

MOST OF THESE FUNDS WILL BE USED TO

PAY THE LITIGATION COSTS--FILING FEES, SERVICE OF PROCESS FEES
AND FEES TO RECORD LIENS--WHICH THE PRIVATE COUNSEL EXPECT TO
INCUR, AND TO CONTRACT FOR A SYSTEM TO TRACK CASES REFERRED TO
PRIVATE COUNSEL AND THE PAYMENTS THEY COLLECT. THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT MUST VIGOROUSLY PURSUE AMOUNTS OWED TO IT. WE THINK
THAT THIS INVESTMENT WILL HAVE SUBSTANTIAL RETURNS OF UP TO $91
MILLION.

PAY INCREASE
ANOTHER SIGNIFICANT COMPONENT OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL IS THE
$29,476,000 TO FUND THE JANUARY 1987 PAY INCREASE OF THREE
PERCENT. THE TOTAL COST OF THE PAY RAISE IS ESTIMATED AT ALMOST
$60 MILLION.

WE HAVE ALREADY ABSORBED MORE THAN HALF OF THE

COSTS.

FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING IN THIS AREA WILL
ENCROACH UPON OUR ABILITY TO FUND NEWLY AUTHORIZED POSITIONS

FULLY IN SEVERAL IMPORTANT AREAS, INCLUDING THE WAR AGAINST
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THE SUPPLEMENTAL DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY FUNDS FOR THE

EXECUTIVE PAY RAISES THAT RECENTLY WENT INTO EFFECT.
RELOCATION AND SPACE COSTS
BECAUSE THE PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION WILL
SOON DEMOLISH THE FEDERAL TRIANGLE BUILDING, MUCH OF THE CRIMINAL
DIVISION WILL BE REQUIRED TO MOVE IN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS. THE
COST OF RELOCATING THE EMPLOYEES INVOLVED AND THE HIGHER RENT FOR
THE NEWLY ACQUIRED BOND BUILDING ACCOUNTS FOR OUR $3,264,000
REQUEST.

THE BOND BUILDING CONTAINS SUFFICIENT ADDITIONAL SPACE

TO PERMIT THE DEPARTMENT TO HOUSE SEVERAL CRIMINAL DIVISION
COMPONENTS, THUS CONSOLIDATING THE DIVISION'S WASHINGTON, D.C.
PERSONNEL IN TWO BUILDINGS, MAIN JUSTICE AND THE BOND BUILDING.
IN ADDITION, THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION HAS DETERMINED
THAT THE 1987 ESTIMATE FOR RENTAL OF SPACE WAS SHORT BY
$2,000,000.

SIMILARLY, A NEED FOR $1,180,000 FOR THE GENERAL

ADMINISTRATION APPROPRIATION TO PAY RENT FOR SPACE HAS BEEN
IDENTIFIED.
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
THIS PAST SUMMER, THE GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
NOTIFIED THE DEPARTMENT THAT FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
CHARGES WOULD BE 16 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE ESTIMATES USED IN THE
1987 BUDGET.

THE TOTAL COST INCREASE OF $6,272,000 IS

DISTRIBUTED ACROSS 12 OF OUR APPROPRIATIONS.

72-165 0-87-53
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HOUSING OF FEDERAL PRISONERS
WE CONTINUE TO CONFRONT SUBSTANTIAL PROBLEMS HOUSING
CRIMINAL MARIEL CUBAN ENTRANTS WHO WE HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO
RETURN TO CUBA. BASIC PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES LEAVE US NO
ALTERNATIVE IN THIS AREA. THE 1987 BUDGET DID NOT PROVIDE
SUFFICIENT FUNDING FOR DETENTION OF THESE PRISONERS WHO ARE BEING
RETURNED TO OUR CUSTODY ONCE THEY HAVE SERVED SENTENCES FOR
VIOLATION OF STATE LAWS. EXISTING FACILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT
DESIGNATED FOR MARIEL CUBANS ARE ALREADY OVERFLOWING AND THE LOW
SECURITY CHARACTERISTICS OF MOST OTHER INS DETENTION FACILITIES
PRECLUDE FURTHER USE OF MARIEL CUBANS.

THE SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

INCLUDES $9,000,000 FOR THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION
SERVICE TO ADDRESS THIS SERIOUS PROBLEM BY USING THE FUNDS TO
CONTRACT WITH STATE PRISON SYSTEMS TO HOUSE MARIEL CUBANS
RETURNED TO THE CUSTODY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
THE MARSHALS SERVICE HAS SIMILAR URGENT NEEDS TO INCREASE
ITS CAPACITY FOR HOUSING UNSENTENCED FEDERAL PRISONERS.

THE

NUMBER OF PRISONERS HELD HAS INCREASED BEYOND EXPECTATIONS
BECAUSE OF THE BAIL REFORM PROVISIONS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE CRIME
CONTROL ACT AND BECAUSE OF THE INCREASED TIME THAT PRISONERS ARE
HELD IN CUSTODY. THE NEED IS A RESULT OF AGGRESSIVE
INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION EFFORTS THAT HAVE LED TO
INDICTMENTS.

FURTHER COST INCREASES ARE DUE TO THE MOVEMENT CF

PRISONERS FROM FEDERAL PRISON FACILITIES TO LOCAL JAILS AS A
RESULT OF PAST INVESTMENTS IN T11OSE JAILS UNDER THE COOPERATIVE

i
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THE SUPPLEMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SUPPORT

OF U.S. PRISONERS APPROPRIATION IS $9,630,000.
INDEPENDENT COUNSEL
AS YOU KNOW, THE DEPARThENT CANNOT CONTROL THE EXPENDITURES
RELATED TO THE INDEPENDENT COUNSEL. THE LARGE NUMBER OF
INDEPENDENT COUNSEL NOW OPERATING MAKES IT CERTAIN THAT THE
$1,000,000 IDENTIFIED IN THE 1987 APPROPRIATION FOR THIS PURPOSE
WILL BE INADEQUATE. WE SEEK AN ADDITIONAL $2,000,000 FOR THE
ANTICIPATED EXPENSES RELATED TO THE INDEPENDENT COUNSEL
INVESTIGATIONS. THESE FUNDS ARE PROPOSED TO BE AVAILABLE UNTIL
EXPENDED.
NATIONAL SECURITY
OUR CONCERN OVER NATIONAL SECURITY IS EVIDENCED BY TWO
REQUESTS TOTALLING $670,000.

THE REQUESTS RELATE TO A NEED TO

MAKE IMPROVEMENTS IN SEVERAL FOCUSED AREAS.

FOR THE GENERAL

ADMINISTRATION APPROPRIATION, RESOURCES ARE REQUESTED TO SUPPORT
12 POSITIONS THAT WILL ENHANCE THE OVERALL SECURITY OF THE MAIN
JUSTICE BUILDING, STAFF AND OPERATE THE DEPARTMENT'S CRISIS
MANAGEMENT FACILITY, AND SUPPORT THE NATIONAL SECURITY EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM.
REAPPROPRIATION FOR FBI
THE REQUEST ALSO INCLUDES A TECHNICAL REQUEST TO
REAPPROPRIATE $5,686,000 FOR THE FBI TO EXTEND THE AVAILABILITY
OF UNOBLIGATED BALANCES TO FINANCE A PREVIOUSLY FUNDED CLASSIFIED
PROJECT.

WE ARE PROVIDING FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THIS
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MATTER UNDER THE PROCEDURES REGARDING THE CONSIDERATION OF
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.
CONCLUSION
THE CHALLENGE BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT IN IMPLEMENTING THE
MAJOR LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES ENACTED BY THE 99TH CONGRESS IS
GREAT.

IT IS SYMBOLIZED NOT ONLY BY THE SIZE OF OUR REQUEST, BUT
ALSO BY THE NEED FOR EXPEDITIOUS CONSIDERATION. WE TAKE ALL
THESE NEW RESPONSIBILITIES QUITE SERIOUSLY. WE SEEK YOUR
ASSISTANCE IN MEETING THESE CHALLENGES.
FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION OF OUR REQUESTS.

WE URGE PROMPT AND
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Arnold I. Burns was sworn in as Deputy Attorney General of the United States on
July 24, 1986. Prior to that appointment he served as Associate Attorney General,
the third ranking post in the Department, beginning January 6, 1986.
From 1960 through 1985. Mr. Burns was the senior partner and Chairman of the
Management Committee of the Park Avenue firm of Burns, Summit, Rovin &
Feldesman. He practiced law for this firm, which he founded in 1960. Previously, he
served for three years as an associate with the New York firm of Dewey, Ballantine,
Bushby, Palmer, & Wood. His principal legal work has been in the corporate and
securities field, including litigation and negotiation of mergers and acquisitions.
Arnold I. Burns was born in New York City on April 14, 1930. He received his
B.A. degree from Union College, Schenectady, New York in 1950 and his J.D. from
Cornell in 1953 where he was named to the Order of the Coif. Before entering private practice of law, he served as a captain in the U.S. Army, where he was a
member of the Government Appellate Division of the Judge Advocate General's
Corps and argued cases in the U.S. Court of Military Appeals.
Mr. Burns is married and has two children. He is a member of the American Bar
Association, the New York State Bar Association, the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York, and the Cornell Law Association.

1987 SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTS

Mr. BURNS. Thank you. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. This is my maiden voyage before the subcommittee. I am delighted to be here with you to discuss the Department's supplemental appropriation requirements for 1987.
NEW LEGISLATION REQUIREMENTS
Our request is for an aggregate of a little over $300 million. This
falls into three categories. First, the lion's share, over $230 million,
or seventy-six percent, to fund our new responsibilities under legislation passed at the tail end of the last Congress. I am referring to
the Immigration Reform and Control Act, $146 million; the Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees, and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act, $17 million; Federal Employees Retirement System
Act, over $68 million; and an aggregate of approximately $2.2 million to fund private counsel for debt collection; Civil fraud statutes,
$640,000; and Independent Counsel, $2 million.
REQUIREMENTS FOR UNCONTROLLABLE INCREASES

That is the first category, the new legislation.
The second category: to fund our uncontrollable expenses aggregating over $40 million, which includes the January 1987 pay raise,
29.5 million; a move of our Criminal Division out of the Federal
Triangle Building into the Bond Building, $3,264,000; General Services Administration rent increases involving $3,180,000; and an
FTS surcharge of $6,272,000.
Our third category involves over $20 million for prior programs.
That includes $9 million to house Mariel Cubans; $5,686,000 for an
FBI classified project; and some $9,630,000 for the support of unsentenced United States prisoners.
IMMIGRATION REFORM

I would like to take a minute or two to talk about immigration
reform, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
The Immigration Reform and Control Act was the product of one
of the longest and most difficult legislative undertakings in recent
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memory. Its goal is to seize control over and to address successfully
the substantial problem of illegal immigration plaguing us, to
regain control of our borders.
At the same time, it seeks to uphold the immigration tradition of
the United States, the firm and fair enforcement of laws designed
to encourage the continued flow of legal immigrants. The comprehensive reforms of the Act must now be implemented. The bipartisan effort that went into enacting this law must continue. The Department has undertaken a vigorous effort to implement the provisions of the Act. Part of these efforts have been directed at determining the appropriate level of resources needed to fund the very
substantial responsibility.
We are all very much aware that the Act imposed significant
new responsibilities on INS, the Executive Office for Immigration
Review, and the Civil Division. Our requests relate directly to the
reforms of the Act and the need to ensure effective enforcement.
Employer sanctions, the agricultural workers special program, improved vigilance at our border, vigorous pursuit of fraud in connection with the legalization and employer sanction programs, and the
expeditious deportation of criminal aliens are all areas where we
are in need of substantial resources.
The bulk of the supplemental appropriation request is spread
across these enforcement activities. Effective implementation of the
employer sanction provisions should reduce the enormous job
magnet which attracts illegal immigration. Similarly, we propose a
substantial augmentation of the Border Patrol and the implementation of programs to reduce the fraudulent use of entitlement and
other benefits by illegal aliens.
Other enforcement initiatives are targe-ted at aliens engaged in
criminal activities and at expediting the entry of certain categories
of nonimmigrants from selected countries. The special agricultural
workers program would allow agricultural producers to use temporary workers who could qualify for temporary resident status.
The Act also requires the Department to establish a Special
Counsel for Immigration, for immigration-related unfair employment practices. The Special Counsel will receive charges of unfair
practices filed by private individuals or officers of INS. This will
happen all over the country. An administrative hearing may be
sought by the Special Counsel for the purpose of seeking injunctive
relief, back pay, or civil monetary damages.
The establishment of the Office of Special Counsel emanated
from a concern that the new employer sanctions provisions might
create an opportunity for employers, in order to avoid sanctions, to
discriminate against those who appear to have foreign origins. The
diversity of this Nation's people is one of its strengths. There is no
excuse for an employer to discriminate and deny employment to
those entitled to it merely to play it safe and to avoid the possibility of sanctions. The responsibilities of the office will be vigorously
pursued.
Now, as I said, the supplemental requests for these activities
total $145,961,000. The requested funds would provide 4,559 positions in 1987. Nearly ninety-five percent of these resources will be
used by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
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Another initiative of the new leislation, legalization of eligible
illegal aliens will, as provided in the Act, be financed from fees collected from persons applying for temporary residence status.
The ongoing efforts we have taken to implement the Act can
only be sustained by supplemental resources in 1987.
Now, I have sitting with me the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, someone whom you all know, Al
Nelson, who is by my side to make sure I do not make any mistakes in connection with this subject matter.
How am I doing so 'ar? [Laughter]
UNITED STATES TRUSTEE NATIONWIDE EXPANSION

Mr. BURNS. I want to turn now to our Bankruptcy Trustee Pro-

gram. As this subcommittee well knows, because it was instrumental in keeping this legislation alive, the enactment of the Bankruptcy Judges, United States Trustees, and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986 fulfilled one of the primary goals of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978. By expanding the U.S. Trustee Program from a pilot program to nationwide status, Congress acted to
sever from the judicial function the duty of administering bankrupt estates and to provide a watchdog over bankruptcy practice
nationwide.
The U.S. Trustees will be responsible for such matters as ensuring payment of withholding and other taxes by bankrupt debtors,
organizing and scheduling meetings of creditors, monitoring the
filing of reports and schedules, and appointing individuals to serve
as private trustees. Most significantly, the U.S. Trustees have important oversight responsibilities in preventing fraud and other
abuses throughout the bankruptcy system.
The U.S. Trustee Program must now expand from its presence in
eighteen Federal judicial districts today, to assuming responsibility
for bankruptcy administration in eleven regions encompassing
forty-nine judicial districts by August 23, 1987.
The Act created twenty-one bankruptcy regions encompassing all
ninety-four judicial districts of the United States. Another thirtynine districts will join the program by November 26, 1988, while
the remaining six districts have five years before they must be
brought under the program. These districts may opt to join as early
as this coming August, August of 1987.
Now, the Act establishes new and higher fees and charges in
bankruptcy cases, and it made provision that part of these fees
shall be credited to a new U.S. Trustee System Fund. This fund,
however, will not be able to fulfill its purpose of financing U.S.
Trustee operations until 1989. The supplemental request for
$16,993,000 in 1987 provides for 377 new positions and 123 workyears, to cover the first phase of the nationwide expansion. These
funds include resources for the General Administration appropriation for its efforts in support of the U.S. Trustee Program.
Additional resources are requested in 1988 to bring the program
to nationwide coverage. I repeat, these monies in 1987 and 1988 are
monies designed to prime the pump. In 1989 we expect this program to be self-sustaining.
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With the Department's support, Congress has concluded that the

U.S. Trustee Program has been successful in the pilot districts and
it must go nationwide. This program has improved the speed and
efficiency of bankruptcy proceedings, increased the likelihood of
successfully rehabilitating debtors, and it appears to increase the
recoveries that go to creditors and are realized by creditors.
With other components of the Department, it will make significant efforts in uncovering fraud. Overall, the bankruptcy system's
integrity will be enhanced. We are confident of that. We are committed to a vigorous U.S. Trustee Program. The establishment of
the new offices required by the expanded program and the hiring
of staff to support these offices cannot be fully implementA, as I
have said, until we get additional resources.
We want this program to go forward without any disruption, and
that is why we are asking for the additional monies. I have sitting
on my left Tom Stanton, who is the director of our United States
Trustee Program.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACT

Now, the provisions of the Federal Employees Retirement
System Act of 1986 are mandatory for all employees hired after December 31, 1983. Many current employees have the option of joining the new program, and we believe many will do so, particularly
law enforcement personnel who are eligible for special benefits
under the new system. The overall net increase to finance 1987
costs of the new system in the Department is, as I have said,
$68,651,000.
FRAUD ACTIVITY

Mr. Chairman, during the 99th Congress important legislation
was also enacted to assist our efforts against those who attempt to
defraud the United States Government. The False Claims Act
amendments, the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1986, and
the Anti-Kickback Act of 1986 demonstrate the additional litigation
arsenal now available against such fraudulent conduct.
Most appropriately, our efforts will continue to focus on procurement fraud, particularly in the defense industry. The enactment of
these new laws imposes additional investigative and litigative demands on the Department. An additional $640,000 would permit
filling twenty-one Civil Division positions to meet our new responsibilities.
DEBT COLLECON ACTIVITY

At the end of the 99th Congress, the Attorney General was authorized to retain private counsel in five districts for the collection
of debt. This is a pilot program; this is an experimental program.
We request $2,234,000 to get this pilot program underway. Most of
these funds will be used to pay the litigation costs, filing fees, service of process fees, and fees to record liens which the private counsel expect to incur, and to contract also for a system to track cases
referred to private counsel and to track the payments that they actually collect.
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The Federal Government must vigorously pursue amounts owed
to it, and pursue the deadbeats that owe the United States Government money. We think that this investment will have substantial
returns of up to $91 million. But in all candor, the proof of the pudding will be its tasting. We will have to see how this works.
MARIEL CUBAN DETENTION

I want you to know that we continue to confront substantial
problems housing criminal Mariel Cuban entrants who have not
been able to return to Cuba. Basic public safety responsibilities
leave us no alternative in this area. The 1987 budget did not provide sufficient funding for detention of these prisoners who are
being returned to our custody once they have served sentences in
State prisons for. violation of State laws. As their sentences conclude, they keep entering our Federal prison system. Existing facilities of the Department designated for Mariel Cubans are already overflowing, and the low security characteristics of most of
our INS detention facilities preclude the housing of Mariel Cubans.
These are a bunch of tough characters.
The supplemental request includes $9 million for the Immigration and Naturalization Service to address this serious problem by
using the funds to contract with State prison systems to house
Mariel Cubans returned to the custody of the Attorney General.
HOUSING, UNSENTENCED PRISONERS

The U.S. Marshal Service similarly has urgent needs to increase
their capacity for housing unsentenced Federal prisoners. The
number of prisoners held has increased beyond expectations because of the bail reform provisions of the Comprehensive Crime
Control Act and because of the increased time that prisoners are
held in custody. The need is a result of aggressive investigation and
prosecution efforts that have led to indictments.
Further cost increases are due to the movement of prisoners
from Federal prison facilities to local jails as a result of past investments in those jails under the Cooperative Agreement Program.
The supplemental requirements for the support of U.S. Prisoners
appropriation is $9,630,000.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the challenge before
the Department of Justice in implementing the major legislative
initiatives enacted by the 99th Congress is great. It is symbolized
not only by the size of our request, but also by the need for expeditious consideration. We take all the new responsibilities quite seriously. We seek your assistance in meeting these challenges. We respectfully urge prompt and favorable consideration of all our requests.
Thank you so very much, Mr. Chairman.
IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT

Mr. SMITH. In general terms, why is it that an act that is supposed to make it easier to enforce the immigration laws ends up
requiring more people?
Mr. BURNS. Well, this Immigration Act-and I tried to make this
point in my statement-in-brief-is very complicated. The first thing
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that this immigration law is intended to do is to try to seal off our
borders. That requires enormous increases in enforcement personnel in border control.
This Immigration Act has something brand-new: an agricultural
workers program, to bring agricultural workers here who can then
claim temporary residence and, ultimately, citizenship. That is a
whole new system that has got to be set up and established. Something entirely new is a system which will involve counsel and
judges and rules and regulations and personnel to see to it that
aliens who are here legally are not discriminated against.
There is a whole new system involving sanctions against employers, for the first time, sanctions against employers who hire illegal
aliens. There are all kinds of recordkeeping requirements. Again,
there is an administrative procedure for complaints. There will be
litigation involving this.
So, to answer your question with sone precision, Mr. Chairman,
this is really a magnum change in our law, a magnum change in
the system that we will have to organize and monitor and the rpsource requirements are enormous.
FREE CIRCULATION OF ILLEGAL ALIENS

Mr. SMITH. Well, I have been down there on the border and gone
with them in the helicopter and seen the illegals, many of whom
had been in several times before. They would put the spotlight on
them and then the vans that pull up. They don't try to run or anything because they know all it means is they're going to go in, get
a meal and be taken back, and then they come back the next night.
My understanding was, that with sanctions, they will not want to
come in, because there will be no job for them. It seems to me that
the answer should be that there will be a shift in personnel. There
should not be as much of a need to stand there and watch the
border as there was before, but there will be more enforcement
back in the country. I don't know how that relates and what kind
of a shift this amounts to.
On'a net basis, will there be an increase or are we just talking
about an increase in some departments and not in others? Both of
you may want to answer this question.
Mr. BURNS. I will just say this, that Congress, in enacting this
legislation and in authorizing funds for it, realized that we will not
know for some time to come whether or not the very desirable scenario which you have outlined will come to pass.
We expect that, yes, this magnet of which I spoke will be turned
off and fewer people will come. But notwithstanding, we expect
enormous pressures, continued and heightened pressures, on our
border, particularly our southern border. We are now beginning to
see it up on our northern border. The Act itself which was passed
by the Congress speaks specifically of enhanced enforcement measures.
Al, would you like to comment on what I said?
Mr. NELSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, again it is a pleasure to be

before you and Mr. Rogers. I might ask that the statement we have
prepared for the INS portion of this request also be submitted for
the record. I think the Deputy Attorney General has covered most
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of the points, so I won't go into it. Again, I think Mr. Burns covered it well.
Mr. SMITH. Fine.
[The statement of Mr. Nelson follows:]

j
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS
NATURALIZATION SERVICE
IMMIGRATION ANIU
STATEMENT OF THE COMMISSIONER
ALAN C. NELSON
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE DEPARTMENTS'OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND STATE,
THE JUOICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I am pleased to appear before you in support of a major program enhancement
for the Immilration and Naturalization Service. Before discussing the details of
that enhancement,

let me give you an overview of our funding for fiscal year 1987.

We began the year with a Continutng Resolution appropriation of $593,000,000.
The Administration Is requesting supplemental appropriations of $137,843,000 for
enhanced enforcement programs

and the

Special

Agricultural

Workers

program

authorized by the Immiyration Reform and Control Act, $9,000,000 for the detention of Mariel Cuban criminals, $11,136,UOU for increased costs of the Federal
Employee's Retirement System and uncontrollable FTS increases,

and $5,588,000

for the Federal pay raise that takes effect in January of this year.

These

amounts are reduced by a $24,598,000 rescission proposal to offset certain
costs previously funded throublh appropriations that will now be paid for with
inspections user fees.
fiscal year.

The result is an appropriation of $731,969,000 In this

This will be aupmented by reimbursements from fees paid by appli-

cants who register under the Legalization program infiscal year 1987.

Obligations
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-2for the Legalization program are expected to total $148,540,000 in 1987, of which
$126,241,000 will be incurred by INS and $23,299,000 will be incurred by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

As such,

:NS'

resource availability will in-

creased by $125,241,000 from Legalization receipts and by $70,389,000 to be drawn
from the inspections user fee account to pay associted INS expenses.

Thus the

total amount of program funds available to the agency will be $Z7,b99,000

in

1987--a 56 percent increase over the initial Continuing Resolution.
Ina few weeks I will be appearing before you in support of our FY 1988
budget request which involves total spending authority of $1.057 billion for the
year, computed by counting only those Legalization reimbursements expected to be
obligated by INS.

This represents a 78 percent increase over the initial FY 1987

Continuing Resolution funding level.
Toda

I -am here in support of a request for $147,793,000, which principally

addresses the agency buildup required to implement the Imtigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-603).
total $137,843,0U0.

Funds for Reform Act implementation

Resources are also included for detention of Mariel Cuban

criminals who are turned over to INS' custody after completing sentences in State
and local facilities ($9,O00,000) and to remedy a funding shortage due to a change
inFederal Telecommunicatioqs System rates ($950,00).
Immigration Reform
Two major areas of activity are to be funded by this portion of the supplemental request: improved
worker programs.

innigration law enforcement and the new agricultural
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The Reform establishes a large-scale enforcement program. The effort mandated
by the legislation is part of a balanced approach toward a resolution of the
Nation's interrelated immigration and border control problems.

The concept of a

broad amnesty/legalization program is accompanied by a multifaceted enforcement
program which will establish control of the borders between ports of entry on a
permanent basis, augment inspections resources at the ports of entry, assure the
expeditious deportation of aliens who have committed crimes,
availability of erVloyment to undocumented aliens through

and eliminate the

implementation of a

program of legal sanctions atainst employers.
The Act requires a vigorous, comprehensive enforcement effort to discourage,
prevent, and deter the illegal entry of aliens into the United States, and to
remove them If they are found here.
reform in three broad provisions:

Title I contains the *teeth" of lImigration

(1)the Employer Sanctions program to eliminate

the job magnet to illegal immigration, (2) the Systematic Alien Verification for
Entitlements (SAVE)
illegal immigration,

program to eliminate the entitlements and benefits magnet to
and (3) the Hoorhead Amendment and related provisions to

enhance the security of our borders at and between ports of entry by expanding
the Border Patrol,

Investiyotions, Inspections, and Anti-Smuggling Programs.

oaplement the Employer

Sanctions program in the interior

$33,669,OUU are requested in 1987.
and $1,958,000 inthe first year.

To

1,237 positions and

The SAVE provisions will require 85 positions
The resources required to Implement the Moorhead

Amendment and related provisions of the law in 1987 are 2,261 positions and
$70,479,000.
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Title VII of the Act--the MacKay Amendment--requires the expeditious location and removal of criminal aliens by the INS.

This request includes 616 posi-

tions and $16,781,000 in 1987 to carry out these provisions.
Agricultural Workers
In recognition of the unique needs of growers, Section 301 of the Act creates
a separate and distinct temporary worker program

for agriculture, the "H-A"

program.
Section 302 of the Act mandates adjustment procedures whereby aliens who can
demonstrate that they have performed seasonal agricultural services in the United
States for at least 90 mandays during the 12-month period ending May 1, 1986 can
apply for temporary resident

status.

procedures enabling aliens to apply

It also calls for the establishment of
for temporary

consular offices outside the United States.

resident status at American

Resources totalling 117 positions

and $14,9b6,UUU are re 4uested In 1987 to implement the agricultural worker provisions.
Detention of Mariel Cuban Criminals
The Inmigration and

Naturalization

Service is requesting a supplemental

appropriation of $9,000,000 to address the serious national problem associated
with detaining Mariel Cuban criminals atter they have served their sentences in
State and local prisons and jails.
of Service detention

This request stems from an existing shortage

facilities, the

unsuitability

of utilizing INS'

minimum

security facilities to detain hard-core criminals, and a shortage of resources
to acquire additional non-Service detention space.
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Due to the suspension of the December 14, 1984 accord between the United
States and Cuba, INS has not been able to return Mariel Cuban criminals to Cuba
since May 198b.

This has created a severe detention crisis in INS detention

fAcilities and in the United States Penitentiary at Atlanta.

Atlanta has been

operating under a moratorium against accepting additional Mariel Cuban detainees
since October of 1985, forcing INS to detain hard-core criminals in its minimum
security Service Processing Centers and in contracted space in local jails.
There are a number of problems related to long-term detention in INS facilities.

First, the detention centers are minimum security facilities that were

neither designed nor intended for the long-term incarceration of serious offenders.

As a result, security problems in the form of disturbances, riots, and

escapes--instigated primarily by Mariel Cubans--will continue to occur.

Second,

the hard-core criminals intimidate and victimize more passive detainees with
whom they are comingled.

Fundamental correctional procedures require the sepa-

ration of detainees based on the deVree of security risk.

Placing violent

criminals in INS' minimum security facilities clearly causes substantial difficulties protecting passive non-Mariel Cuban detainees.
As available detention space is occupied by Mariel Cuban criminals, spaje for
aliens otner thin Cubans will become virtually non-existent.

Without this supple-

mental appropriation, the funds allocated for non-Service detention will be required to detain Cubans.

The Conyress recognized this developing problem in FY

1986 and provided $3 million in supplemental appropriations to address it. This
request extends and expands that action into FY 1987.
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-6Increase in Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) Charges
An increase in resources of $95UO00 is needed in order to fund additional
costs which will result from higher charges for service from the Federal Telecomnunications System (FTS).

This is. mainly due to unanticipated tariff

in-

creases and other system costs which are now projected to be above those originally established by the General Services Administration.
The resources we are requesting are essential for the Service to implement the
Reform Act, continue to cope with the Mariel Cuban criminal problem, and provide
for our telecommunications needs through the end of FY 1987.
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IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT

Mr. NELSON. As you indicated, Mr. Chairman, having been there
on the border, it is an important job that we control the border, but
you can't do it all there. I think we realize that, and that is certainly one of the major reasons for the reform legislation.
If I might, I often give a football analogy, but it is getting closer
to baseball season, so it's like having a successful baseball team,
you need good hitting, good pitching, and good fielding. The same
on immigration enforcement: you need good border enforcement,
you need good interior enforcement at the job markets, with employer sanctions, and you need to prevent illegal aliens from getting benefits to which they are not entitled. That is the other side
of this legislation, the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements program.
I think the immigration bill passed by Congress and signed by
the President in November accomplishes those major goals and it
does further enhance our border enforcement. We need to do more
of that. We will never stop all of the people coming across, as you
have observed. But we can improve that; with more people and
more equipment, we could do a better job. It raises the cost for
people to try to get across, and that's the deterrent.
Mr. SMITH. It won't reduce the workload for the border patrol?
Mr. NELSON. No, sir. Again, as the legislation mandates and the
budget that we are submitting for the 1987 supplemental and, I
assume, for the 1988 budget, is an increase in all of these areas. We
are talking about roughly 1,100 new border patrol positions; that is,
the Moorhead amendment to the bill.
In addition, we are talking roughly 900 or more investigation positions that will be the key people to deal with the border sanctions
provisions, and a number of additional investigators to deal with
the criminal aliens. We are going to be doing more by congressional mandate to try to be sure that criminal illegal aliens, are deported after they have served their time and so forth.
REDUCED APPREHENSIONS ON BORDER

Mr. SMrrH. Well, there have been some reports that the pressure
on the border has already started to reduce, is this correct?
Mr. NELSON. Well, to some extent. But we are taking a very cautious position, Mr. Chairman, as to what that means. The apprehension numbers are down. There is no question about it. We hope
that this bill is driving that, and we think it is to some extent. But
it is too early to tell. The people might be sort of sitting and waiting. As Mr. Burns indicates, now, the push factors of economic
problems in Mexico, Central and South America and the rest of the
world with political unrest and so forth, are all factors that will
continue to drive a lot of people to come to this country. So there is
no question that we need continued strength at the border as well
as in the interior.
Mr. SMITH. Are you saying, you are not sure whether you will
need an increase in the border patrol?
Mr. NELSON. We are sure we will because, again, you have the
situation evenly with the lull that is there, as you point out, people
get through. So the additional people we're talking about, the thou-
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sand-plus, will again fill some of the gaps that we have had for a
long time. The number of border patrolmen, as many have said,
was one less than the number of Capitol police.
For a border that is 2,000 miles long on the Mexican side, 4,000
miles on the Canadian side, we have always been very thin in resources. So this is just building us up to a point where we can do a
more effective job, and hopefully with the sanctions and the other
provisions, do a more composite job to deal with the problem from
all aspects.
LEGALIZATION APPLICATION FEES

Mr. SMITH. Have you determined yet, how much the legalization
application fee is going to be?
Mr. NELSON. For legalization?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. NELSON. We are close to that. As indicated, we should be announcing it very shortly. We have indicated that it is in the range
of $150 to $250. I might indicate that the fee for the permanent
resident, a visa application for somebody coming in, is $185. So
there is certainly a comparability.
As you know, the legislation provides that the costs of this program shall be covered by fees, also that the fees shall be comparable to others. And we will be coming out with that and that should
be announced within the next few days.
Mr. SMITH. Well, what is the comparable amount of work in the
two cases-legalization versus naturalization?
Mr. NELSON. Clearly-and this is another factor that certainly
we are considering-the work for the legalization application is
more than for the visa, for example, because we have to create a
whole group of new offices. There is automation and new procedures to be set up. So we think the comparability standard is a fair
one, and we think the tee will be well within reason and fair. And
certainly one factor, it should not be a burden on the American
taxpayer to take care of this very significant benefit that these legalized aliens will be receiving.
Mr. SMITH. Will a fee of $150 to $250 discourage illegal aliens
from applying?
Mr. NELSON. We think not, Mr. Chairman. Certainly, nobody who
seeks to come in as a legal immigrant and pays the $185 for a visa,
we hear no complaints there. We would suggest for the illegal alien
who would qualify, that this benefit, if on the open market would
probably be worth many thousands of dollars for the privilege of
turning him from an illegal to a legal status.
Remember also that probably a good number of these people

have paid thousands of dollars to alien smugglers to get here.

Many are paying substantial fees to attorneys. One of the require-

ments is that they cannot be a public charge in order to qualify. If
he/she can't afford the kinds of money we're talking about, well,

then there is a question of whether they would meet the publiccharge requirement.

So we think the fees are not only reasonable but fair and easily

within reach of these people to pay.

I
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BANKRUPTCY JUDGES

Mr. SMITH. Let's discuss your request for bankruptcy judges.
How many openings do you have and how many do you think will
be appointed and when?
[The written statement of Thomas T. Stanton, Director and Counsel, U.S. Trustee System Fund will be inserted in the record at this
point:]
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION
UNITED STATES TRUSTEE SYSTEM FUND
STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR AND COUNSEL,
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U.S. TRUSTEES
THOMAS J. STANTON
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND STATE,
THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subconmtutee:
I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you
today to discuss the 1987 supplemental appropriation request for
the United States Trustees.

The request is for 361 additional

positions, 102 additional workyears and $16,436,000 in support of
the nationwide expansion of the program and $243,000 for pay
increases and conversion to the new retirement system.

Funding of

this entire request would raise the United States Trustees' 1987
budget to a total of 554 positions, 283 full-time equivalent
workyeors, and $28,179,000.

In support of the administrative

requirements of the trustees, the General Administration request
includes $557,000 and 16 positions to support the nationwide
expansion of the system.

As you know, 1987 is the first of two transition years to a
nationwide program pursuant to the "Bankruptcy Judges, United
States Trustees and Family Farmer Bankruptcy Act of 1986."

The

Act places 17 of the 18 former pilot judicial districts and 32 of
the former non-pilot federal Judicial districts in 11 regions
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under the purview of the United States Trustee program in 1987.
By the end of 1988, the second transition year, United States
Trustees will supervise the administration of bankruptcy cases
filed under chapters 7, 11. 12, and 13 of the Bankruptcy Code in
at least 88 of the 94 federal judicial districts.

Under

transition provisions for judicial districts in the states of
Alabama and North Carolina (see Sec. 302(d)(3) of the Act),
program oversight may be deferred until October 1, 1992, in these
six judicial districts.

The bankruptcy judges there may choose to

join the program sooner, as early as August 1987.

Congress established a 300-day deadline after enactment, or
August 23, 1987, for the United States Trustees to assume program
responsibilities over cases in 17 former pilot judicial districts
and 32 additional federal judicial districts.

After this date,

case supervision will be the responsibility of the United States
Trustee program whether or not an office has opened for the'
affected geographic area.

(See Sec. 302(d)(1) of the Act.)

To meet this deadline, it is critical that the resources in
the supplemental request be made available at the earliest
possible time.

The 1987 appropriation for the entire former pilot

program covers 18 federal judicial districts.

This budget is less

than the supplemental request which expands program coverage to a
total of 49 federal Judicial districts.

The base program can

devote very few resourcesr to a small expansion effort before
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receiving additional funds.

Therefore, with the existing base

budget only a very limited expansion can be undertaken.

The United States Trustee System Fund was established by the
Act to provide self sustaining financing for the program.

Once

program expansion is complete, we believe that future requests for
appropriations can be provided completely from monies on deposit
in the Fund.

The Fund started with a zero balance in 1987.

By

providing direct appropriations to the program during its
expansion, other deposits to the Fund from fees in bankruptcy
cases will accumulate during the transition years of 1987 and
1988.

Beginning with 1989, the Fund balance should be high enough

from accumulated fee collections for appropriations from the Fund
to finance the fully operational nationwide program for that and
subsequent fiscal years.
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Mr. BURNS. Well, there are two. There is a dichotomy there.
There are bankruptcy judges under the new law, and then of
course the United States Trustees.
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. BURNS. Your question relates to the bankruptcy judges.
Mr. STANTON. There are fifty-two new judges. My understanding
is the Judiciary also has a supplemental before this Subcommittee,
asking for the money to fund those judgeships. They want to start
off just like we do as soon as you give us the go-ahead.
Mr. SMITH. Well, will the number of trustees needed depend on
the number of judges?
Mr. STANTON. Well, the staffing projections that we have are
based upon caseload rather than judges.
Mr. SMITH. Okay.
Mr. STANTON. To some extent, a few of those judges are going to
create additional geographical problems for us, but we don't think
they are going to be that substantial. Most of them are going to the
larger areas except for Iowa, Mr. Chairman, where you're getting
one in the northern and one in the southern district. But generally,
they are going to places where the caseload already exists and we
had already accounted for thatlevel of staffing.
I would think-it would be a small increase, but not a backbreaking increase.
* r. SMITH. Mr. Rogers?
_
IMMIGRATION REFORM

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me get back to the immigration issue a minute. How many
permanent positions do you anticipate that this money will allow
y(u to field?
Mr. NFLSoN. I think, Mr. Rogers, we are in the range of 4,000some-odd positions.

Mr. ROGERS. How many of those will be for the border patrol?
Mr. NELSON. We are projecting about 1,100 positions for the
border patrol.
Mr. ROGERS. I thought it was supposed to be more than that.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Rogers, we actually are asking for 1,800 positions for border patrol. The funding is there for the 1,100.
Mr. ROGERS. I see. I would like to focus on the question of
whether or not you need the additional border patrol personnel.
Now, my information is that in 1965 there were 110,000 apprehensions and by 1986 that had grown by 1.7 million. Are those accurate numbers?
Mr. NELSON. That is approximately correct.
Mr. ROGERS. That was through calendar 1986; correct?
Mr. NELSON. Yes. I do not recall whether we do it on a fiscal or a
calendar year. But that's right.
Mr. ROGERS. And I believe you had told us that there had been a
slight drop in apprehensions in recent months. Can you tell us
what kind of numbers you're talking about now?
Mr. NELSON. The number of the drop-I don't have the numbers
in front of me-but about a twenty, twenty-five percent drop in the
months since the immigration bill has been passed. On that score,
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in further response to the Chairman's question, too, while we have
had a drop-and we were glad to have that and we hope it's a
trend for the future- we are still higher than every other previous
year in the history with this trend. So again it is a little early to
take a lot of credit for the drop.
Mr. RoGmis. Also, the river has been high. Mr. NELSON. The river has been high. We think some people are
sort of sitting and waiting to see what's going to happen. There are
a lot of people and we advise those who might qualify for legalization, not to leave the country where they mighthave problems getting back. There are many reasons.
That is why we have not made a dramatic statement that we
think the bill itself has forced the drop because frankly we thought
when the bill passed, we might even see a continued increase assuming people would try to get in here. So it's hard to judge.
We are hoping, of course, that the thrust of the law is that with
the increased enforcement and the increased public attitude and
employer sanctions, that it is going to be tougher for illegal aliens
to get here or to stay here. That is the hope that the numbers will
drop. But it will be gradual, there's no question.
Mr. RoGzas. Well, in addition to those apprehensions, now, how
many are getting through that you are not catching?
Mr. Nm.soN. We don t know that, Mr. Rogers. My predecessor,
General Chapman, made the statement-and I think there's a lot
of merit in it, "If you can count them, you can catch them." I think
there is, as I say, merit in that. We don't know. Our best estimate
is that we are probably a prehending about one out of two.
Mr. RoGoRS. About half.
Mr. NELsoN. About half.
Mr. RoGmRS. So even with the extent of your activities right now,
one-half are still getting through. That means at least one-and-ahalf million a year are getting through; is that right?
Mr. NELSON. Well, again you do have to realize there are some
repeaters. So again, in rough ,terms, if we're catching-let's round
it off at two million-then two million, maybe half of those have
made a couple of attempts on an average. Let's assume that. So
that would be a million have come in, and we would say that half
of those return. So we are saying our best estimate again, Mr.
Rogers, is about a half-a-million increase each year, over the last
number of years in illegal aliens to our population.
Mr. RoGSs. That are making it through?
Mr. NELSON. That are making it through and stayin. We're
saying, roughly, let's say, on the 'gures I gave, about a million are
making it through, a million individuals, but probably half of those
are returning.
Mr. RoGmws. I see. But at least a half-million are getting through.
Mr. NEloN. That's correct. That is again our best estimate.
BORDER PATROL STAFFING

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ros. How many border patrol people do you have now?
NELSON. About 3,600.
RoGoSs. And you are proposing to add 1,100?
NELSON. That's correct.
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Mr. ROGERS. Which would be a third of what you have.
Mr. NELSON. That's correct.
Mr. RoGERS. With that number of additional border patrol
people, what kind of impact do you think you could have on these
500,000 that are still getting through?

Mr. NELSON. I think, Mr. -Rogers, in going back to the Chair-

man's questions, there is a composite of the border enforcement,
the job market, employer sanctions, and. the entitlement enforcement and the criminal alien enforcement. All those together, I
think, is what you have to put together. I don't think you can
measure with just one segment of it. But I think again the hope
and the intention is that we will over time turn it around and cut
back on the number of illegals coming and staying. ,
Mr. RoGsm. But as it is right now, if a person in Mexico or from
that border area wants to get through, if they keep trying, chances
are they're going to make it, under present border surveillance; is
that correct?
Mr. NELSON. That's a fair statement.

Mr. ROGERS. And unless we beef it up, we're going to have to face
that unless this law somehow discourages them; is that right?

Mr. NELSON. That's correct.
Mr. BURNS. It's our best guess that we cannot guarantee that the

enhancement by 1,100 border patrol people will indeed solve this
problem. We can't guarantee that. But we surely can guarantee
that the failure to have this enhancement and other parts of this
program will, in effect, leave the border wide open. There are continuing pressures on that border both by legals and illegals, people
smuggling drugs across that border. This absolutely requires our
attention.
DRUG ENFORCEMENT

Mr. ROGERS. Can you document the drug issue for us more than
you already have?
Mr. BURNS. I think that we certainly can, and I would be glad to
do so by supplemental letter.
Mr. ROGERS. Can you just elaborate on it verbally here as well?
Mr. BURNS. Absolutely. As we know and as the Members of the
Congress know, we have a major, major problem on our southwest
border. It is in the corridor, there are drugs and a trail of blood
and terrorism and death all the way from Colombia coming all the
way up right across that border and into our cities all over the
country, the first six major cities and then it fans out.
With this enhanced border patrol business and with our enhancements in other areas of the Department, DEA and FBI, we are
going to have cross-designations and working with the Customs
rvice and with the Coast Guard and other agencies, we are going
to try to stem that tide, stop that flow.
And the INS border patrol agents, you should know, have made
the largest seizures of drug contraband of any of the agencies.
Is that right, Al?
Mr. NELSON. That's correct.
Mr. ROGERS. I was going to ask you what kind of impact the additional INS personnel would have on drugs.
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Mr. BumNs. So it is really, as Al said, the enforcement aspect of
border patrol, the enforcement aspects of this bill and this new legislation, that' are very, very important. But they are part of an immigration mosaic. So, too, the immigration problem is part of the
overall mosaic of law enforcement and trying to stop these aliens
who are criminals and are coming with criminal intent.
PROBLEMS WITH DELAYING ENFORCEMENT EFFORT

Mr. RoGE. Can you put this off until fiscal year 1988?
Mr. Bums. Without question we cannot. These are programs
that are in progress. These are programs that cannot withstand
any delay. The pressure on us is not to delay, the pressure on us is
to accelerate this effort with all due deliberate speed. We have received a lot of pressures in this regard, but that has to be balanced
against the need for putting people who are trained, who are able,
who are qualified to do the job. That is the time constraint on us.
FEE STRUCTURES

Mr. RoGERs. Now, the fees that the Chairman asked you about, is
it your intent to structure the level of that fee, so as to perfectly
repay you for thb expense of the service and no more?
Mr. BuRms. That would be ideal, and of course that is not an
easy task to perform becauseMr. RoGERs. But that is the intent?
Mr. BuRms. The intent is to balance two things: one, to have the
self-funding; and second, to have it fair when one compares it to
the amounts paid by the legal aliens.
Mr. RoGERs. Well, now, why should a person who has broken the
law and gained entry into this country illegally, be allowed to gain
citizenship for the same or a lower price than a person who has
waited in line for ten years to get here? Why should he be given a
break?
Mr. BuRNs. You can't pick a fight with me on that one, Congressman.
Mr. ROGERS. I really think that $185 is the very minimum.

Mr. BuRNs. Well, congress has really laid down in the legislation
our guidelines, and that is to have the self-fund- g.
Mr. Rooms. Well, whatever. It Just seems to ine, you know-and
there is an old theory of the law that one should not gain by criminal act, and the person illegally entering this country has done so
without regard to our laws and our well-being, and without regard
to that person who has legally waited in line somewhere else to get
in here-the proper way.
To give that person a break under the law is not fair and proper,
and I would hope that you wou~d put that fee at least-at least-at
the level of a person coming in legally, at the very least, and I
think it should be substantially Liore than that.
Mr. BuRNs. That is something v, e could consider.
Mr. RoGERs. $185 offends me. if that's what we're charging a
person who has gone through the process for ten years to get here,
and you're letting a law-breaker get in here for the same price,
then I am going to be offenided, and I think most Americans would
feel exactly the same way.
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U.S. TRUSTEE SYSTEM
I certainly hope that the trustee system that you are going to put
in the bankruptcy courts speeds up the process. *As I made this
point the other day to one of the witnesses here testifying on the
bankruptcy courts, this is a major problem. There is a case that is
pending in the Eastern District of Kentucky, still pending today,
that I started when I started practicing law-1964. It is still sitting
there. In the meantime, the creditors have gone bankrupt and have
died or had their houses repossessed or whatever. And there sits
those cases. Nobody is doing anything about it.
I would hope that we could get this system in place and start
cracking the whip.
Mr. BURNS. Well, I think that I could probably find a case, Congressman, if I looked, that has been pending since I was admitted
to the practice of law in 1953.
The problem, as you know, is that there has been too much cholesterol in the system and that there is a hardening of the arteries,
and the purpose of this trustee system is to provide a rotor-rooter
system. [Laughter.]
Mr. BURNS. To see to it that there is indeed a system of someone
monitoring the flow of that calendar and keeping these cases
moving. You know, I have been equivocal about some of the answers to some questions where we can't look into our crystal ball
and predict with certainty. Here I speak with greater confidence
because of the fact that we have had the pilot program going and
what the returns tell us is that this works.
Mr. ROGERS. So we shall see, we hope.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
INS RESCISSION
Mr. SMITH. I

just want to point out one or two things. You are

one of the few Departments that has requested an increase for
fiscal year 1988, due to increased workload. We understand that,
but. we have a budget situation that may not provide for such an
increase.
In other words, you start working from a baseline. For any Department that had a baseline that is lower than their needs for the
next year, it becomes very difficult because the presumption is that
nobody needs more dollars than they had last year.
So, with that in mind, you now want to rescind $25 million because of the immigration user fee account. I am not quite clear
why you want to do that, since it just complicates our problem.
Mr. BURNS. Why is that?
Mr. SMITH. Because we wouldn't have it then to offset, if it's rescinded. We look at bottom lines of outlays and obligational authority, and if we rescind that in a supplementalMr. BURNS. We think you are entitled to a credit.
Mr. SMITH. Maybe I didn't explain it right. But you have a supplemental in here, a big supplemental, and any money that can be
reprogrammed to offset some of the needs for the supplemental
would be helpful. It's "going to be very difficult to get that kind of
money for a supplemental.
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Well, anyway, the rescission date is up in another week, I guess.
I guess the date is up on the 16th.
Mr. NELSON. I think it is, yes.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very molch. We have some questions that
we would ask you to answer for the record.
Mr. BURNS. Thank you very much.
[Questions and answers for the record follow:]
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DA1MW OF -UST'ICE FY 1987 SUPPLEMENERIS
Iiaration IfoB m - I.aL91iza

The Depaartt of Justice requests $145,961,000 for implementation
of costs in FY 1987 associated with imigratin reform. Also, the
Department plear to spend an -. itional $148,540,000 in FY 1987 for
the legalization program; however, no suppleamntal is requested
because the program is to be self-funed through collection of
application fees. Please describe how you envision the system for
collecting these fees will work.

The system for collecting legalization fees will be identical to
INS' current fee collection system for applications and petitions.
Currently applicants submit their fees when filing for benefits,

these receipts are then

ited nightly.

There seem to be some concern about the interpretation of the
usage of the application fees. On what basis did the Department
decide that the legalization program would be entirely self-furded
from the application fees collected?

We do not believe that there is any question of interpretation
regardlrg application fees. Section 201 of the Imigration Reform
and
1ntrol
Act of 1986, states that the Attorney General shall
provide for a schedule of fees to be charged for filing
applications for legalization. It further states that "The
Attorney General shall deposit payments received under this

paragraph in a separate account and amounts in such account shall

be available, without fiscal year limitation, to cover
administrative and other expenses incrred in connection with the
review of applications filed under this section". Consistent with
this Act, we plan to fund the legalization program though receipts
frum application fees from those aliens applying for legal status.

Ouesti:
Miat a
can you give the camttee that you-will collect
sufficient application fees to fund your FY 1987 requirements?

We do not envision any difficulties with receiving sufficient fees

to cover cur funding requirements inasmuch as we expect a high

initial turnout. However, because no one is absolutely certain of
the size of the illegal alien population eligible to apply for
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legalization or vfat pweitage of this population will actually

aply to legalize thi r status, these etimates are still, subject
to ame adjius 1... If the estimates are low and mce aliers than
planned apply, IM will be able to use the additiAnal receipts to
fund expansion of the program. If the estimates are high and
sufficient numbers of people do not apply over the life of the

program, we will take action to redics expenditures.

Such

reductions, if necessary, would not ocour until late 1987 to ensure
that the reductions are not just a fluctuation in the pattern of
reosipts.

We are awre that eai projectics call for a relatively small
turnout of applications early on in the legalization program
because of a lack of trust on the part of illegal aliens. *at
will be the impact on the legalization program if this occurs and
you fail to collect sufficient Ifees?

Ouir field offices report expectation of high initial turnout. If
we fail to collect sufficient fees because of a small turnot of
applicants early on in the process, we plan to contract the program
as swiftly as possible, thereby reducing our costs.

You estimate 1,788 full-time equivalents will be hired for
legalization purposes in PY 1987 - 1,002 by INS and 786 by the
FBI. How many positions does this equate to?

7he 1,002 full-tima equivalents for IIS' legalization program
equate to 2,369 staff being hired. Mw 786 full-time equivale.ts

required by the FBI equate to 1,526 staff being hired.
Lmiiration Reform - INS Enfo

INS requests $137,843,000 in supplemntal appropriations associated

with improved enforcmmt.

Of this amount, $10,140,000 is

owmpenation associated with a planned growth of 4,316 permnent
positions and 489 permanent workyears. It appears that you plan to
have these persacml on board for an average of less than 1 1/2
months in 1987.
nsideriMg the importance of this program, why
are you
iting so long to bring personrel on board?

Because of the inportanoe of this program, it is critical to hire
qualified candidates to fill new positions. Our budget estimates
reflect the c taint i
rent in our capability to recruit and
hire significant rmbers of new employees within a fiscal year.
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However, it is important to note that the &1loyer Sanctions

provision of the legislation contains a 6-month employer education
period. As such, full enfor
does not begin until June, 1987.
our budget request reflects this reduced staffing need.
Ouestion:
INS is requesting an increase of 4,316 positions in this
supplemental, almost a 40 percent increase over currently funded
positions in 1987. Did you utilize existing workload formulas to
determine the number of positions for each category? Fbr exap.Le,
did the inrrease in imigration inspectors drive an increase in
detention and deportation officers?

Mere applicable, INS relied on krmin inter-relationships between

programs to determine positions in various categories. For

example, in the Legal Proceedirgs program, one secretary was
included for every two attorneys hired. However, because the
legislation provides for many new activities there are some areas
where applying base ratios to new activities was not appropriate.

Itzat was INS' original supplemental proposal as submitted to the

Justice Department?

INS' original supplemental proposal submitted to the JUstice

Department rested 4,853 positions, 3,041 FIE workyears, and
$421,985,000.

Did Justice adjust these n4rs

and, if so, why?

Justice adjusted these numbers to reflect the self-furding nature
of the legalization provision of the legislation and to more
realistically depict INS' ability to recruit and hire large umbers
of additional staff.

Did CMB adjust the INS razbers after they were submitted for
review?

Yes.
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Why, wen the overall averae increase in IM positions is
prodJmtely 40 percent, does INS increase the number of their
at
by almost 90 percent, from 291 to 544?

7he Imigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 contains significant
changes to the current immigration laws. INS' Border Patrol,
investigations and Anti-6augling programs will drive the
litigative workload upward. Tn addition, it creates an entirely
new body of law relative to legal sanctions against employers of
illegal aliens. In addition, a significant number of attorneys

will be required to preare and prosecute sanctions cases against
employers.

Can you assure the Qommittee that IM, Justice and CMB have applied
rigorous job standards and workload formulas in estimating the

number of personnel requested in this supplemental?
Yes.

Are you confident that in fact all the personnel in each job

category ar necessary?
Yes.

INS requests $12,427,000 for increased travel and ti-ansportation.
Even if every one of the 4,316 permanent position are filled and

each of those persml travel, this axunts to almost $3,000 per
person.
IVat a

Wxy are you requesting such a large amount for travel?
ons were used in compting your estimates?

Only a portion of the $12,427,000 is intended for travel. The
majority of these funds will be spent on training the manry new
employees who will be entering the Service. The cost of basic
training for our new officer positions ranges between $4,000 and
$6,000. kiditionally, approximately $2,000,000 of this is for
alien travel.

72-165 0-87-54
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Mydoes INS requirs $7,104#000 for printingj andi repoductim?
Pleae provide a detailed list of what these funds will buy.

Th majority of these funds, $7,049,000 will be used for the
iup.lmntation of the employer sanctions program, for printing and
distrlkuti
of forms and descriptive information. All eployers
in the U.S. must receive and begin to use the new form (required by
the Act) by JUn 1, 1987. At the sm time the forms are received,
siploysrs mist also receive sufficient information and instruction
to uhowstand how the form uot be used. Distribution of the form
will be acomplished by direct mail. Information will be
dissemnatd by direct mail and through trade publications,
magazines, insets, posteis, arid other printed materials.
Printing and! reproduction costs under the Special Agricultural
Worlaw program are projected to cost $50,000. This is needed for
printing of application form and information materials describing
the progr for proqpective applicants.

Finally, a limited amount of printing will be funded using $5, 000

allocated wider Administrative Services for personnel security
purposes. Such item as posters and brochures will be produced
with these resouzves.

Please provide a list of "Other Services" to be procured with the
$14,,782,000 requested by INS.
Listed below is a breakdmn by program of the $14,782,000 requested
for 0Other Sarvices".

Decision untAvmt
Various Enforcement Programs:

Repairs an Maintawc of Vehicles
Detention and Deportation:
Qxnractual Detention Space

(SO0)
$4,062
1,676

Adjudications and Naturalization:

Voluntary Agencies (Volags)

1,196

amumicatiau Systems:
ADP and O0ntractual Maintenance

5,395

Data and

Administrative Services:
Public Inforiation Canpaign

800

1699
Decision UntAmount

Full-field Thestigaticts and
Payroll costs associated with

requested positions
Total

($0001

$1653
14,782

How did INS arrive at the estimated amomt for supplies and
materials? Was it based on an historical factor per each new

position?

INS used its standard module costing tables to develop resonr
estimates associated with supplies and materials for n hires.
7he information contained in this table is based upon historical
data.

MNrequests over $38,000,000 for equipment. Please provide a
list, broken out by program (e.g., border patrol), type of

equipment (e.g, helicopters), number of pieces to be procured

(identify if lease or buy), and cost.

listed below is a breakimin by decision unit for the $38,000,000

requested for equipment.
Decision UntAmount
Border Patrol

260-Sedans; 375-4x4s; 33-All Terrain

vehicles; 5-liocpters; 635-Moile

($0001
$14,459

units; Pocket scopes and goggles

Investigations
510-Sedans, 36-Surveillance vans,
510-Radios, furniture for now pojitions
20-Sedans; 20-Radios; 12-Trud w
Detention and Deportation
16-Sedans; 12-Tnw~w; 68 Buses;
92 aio
Adj dicatios and Naturalization

urniture and word processing equipment;
Personal
tfsrs

11,017

264
4,148

1,J9
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Data and O nicatior System
Digital Voice Privacy
253-Bay statii, 32-Mdule units,
175-Conp1ter; 1 LUJV
Intelligence
Phoitographty egaipment

2,280
2,725
52

ostrution and Eineering
FurnLiture

ExcLitive Direction and CXntrol
5-Sedans
Administrative Services
11-Sedans; 5 PAX Cargo
1tal

1,623
77
236
38,000

NOTE: All equipment will be purchased rather than leased.
INS requests $35,000,000 for land and structures. Please provide a
list of projects broken out in a manner similar to the IM FY 1988
request on page 65 of their justification. In addition, please
provide for each project a abort explanation of why the funds are

required in FY 1987.

The funds for all of these projects are requested in 1987.
However, we request that they runain available until expended to
allow for adequate time to complete construction. Although
language proposing no-year authority for these funds was
inadvertently omitted from the President's budget, it is the
Akministratin's intent that these ocntruction funds remain
available until expended. As you know, due to the tim required
for site acquisition, etc., the construction of facilities often
spans several years.

New detention facility
Renovation of Border Patrol Stations
Modification of Toographic features
of borders
Total

$15,000,000
16,000,000
4.000.000
35,000,000

The following list depicts Border Patrol construction project
locations.

-I

UQR=sit~
2l Paso, TX

$2,600
850

$2,600
850

650

650

$200
67
67
66

1,800
600
600
600

2,000
667
667
666

790

7,110

7,900

14,810

16,000

Ajo, AZ

Naco, AZ

Planned faculties:
T"Woula, CA
El Oentro, CA
las Cruces
Lare o, 'TX
Uer gons

to

Hroiwnsfiled, CA
Las Crues, WI
McAllen, TX
Calexoco, CA
Cotulla, TX
Tecate, CA

Nogales, AZ

El cOntro, CA
Uvalde, TX
Yuma, AZ
Yselta, ITX
Total

1,190

IWigraticM Reform-

General Adinistratn

How nxt is requsted by the Executive Office for Tmigration
Review for expansion of their priority ADP system? Please break

out the oosts by type of cost, i.e., eqqdptmn pmnaiase/lease,
supplies, software, personl?

7he Executive Office for lnigration Review (EXDIR) is requesting
The breakout of this request
$1,260,000 in ADP costs for FY 1987.
follows:

Equipment lease

Supplies
Oorntract with private sector
contractor including software
development, systems installation
and other direct duarges.
Travel
Qumicatiorn
Total

$311,000
20,000

890,000
28,000
11.,0
1,260,000
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It appears BM plans to have these positions filled for an average
of three months in FY 1987. Does this still appear achievable and
do you still require the full 42 workyears?

EDIR, in anticipation of this considerable administrative task, is

establishing hiring procedures which address the large number of

positions to be filled. MOIR has also identified the geographical
locations where these additional positions are needed. At this
time, EOIR believes that the goal is achievable and that the
iagnitiie of work still dictates the full ccmplenent of 42
workyears. EDIR is ready to implement its hiring program once it
receives approval to begin.

Your justification states that the growth in EOIR position is
based on INS assunpti . Since the growth in INS positions is

about 40 percent, we can assume their workload would increase

proportionately.

y does BDIR request an increase in positions of

almost 70 percent, from 290 to 490 position?

Initially, we would note thpt we awe not aware of a direct
relationship bete an irmease ini the numer of MNpositions and
an ir=rease in its workload. In Wklitin, it should be noted that
any increase in IMS positions may not, because of the various
nature of IMS fwn*tions, affect FbIR workload to any extent. We do
know that IMS projected an increase of a certain specific rmzber of
Cases whid must be adjudicated by BOIR. Our own statistical

information will tell us the nuter of positions we need to

adjudicate a specific number of cases. Based upon Ik' workload
projection and our own statistical information, EDIR has estimated
the need for 200 additional positions begirwnig in 1987 and

contain ing

1988.

ty does EDIR require an additional $1,293,000 for travel and
transortation, which equates to almost $6,500 for each of the

additional 200 positions?

Of the $1,293,000 retested for travel, $1,229,000 is for the
travel KDIR expects to conduct in 1987 as a result of the criminal
alien provisions of the Imnigration Reform and Control At which
require the exeditious coordination and oondct of civil
deportation or exclusion pr. eedings-to adintratively adjudicate
the immigration status of alien inmates incarcerated by federal,
state and nuiicipal correctional authorities as a result of
cornvicticris for varicum types of criminal offenses. To comply with
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the Act, EO3)Rs ju~e wil be required to hold hearing in the 50
states at various prison facilities as qppose to regular

rImigration Judgm -- to

Mwe f. s will coer the travel

exposes ZoIR anticipates incurring for FY 1987 to iplemint this
program.
The remaining $64,000 are normal, detail-city, travel eqpenses
associated with the no Immigration Judge positions.

B9jMstiong
General legal Activities requests 43 permanent positions, 16

workyears ard $2,295,000 for immigration reform. Mis other
divisions/agencies of Justice appear to be assuming their
additional position will be filled for less than three months in
Fi 1987. For Legal Activities, this would equate to 10 workyears
instead of 16. On what basis are you requesting 16?

The General Legal Activities workyar request includes three
workyears for the Civil Division and 13 workyears for the newly
enacted Office of Special Counsel for Imigration-Related Unfair
Labor Practices. 7he Civil Division request indicates the
dditiril positions will be filled for appradmately three months.
However, the request for special Consel reflects an anticipated

start-up date of May 1, 1987, which is established in the enacting
legislation.
before, the woryears have been calculated to

accmdate the aditonal positions for approximately 42 percent
of the year.

why does Legal Activities ricxire $253,000 for travel and
transportation, which equates to almost $6,000 for each of the 43
additional positions?

The Civil Division has experienced travel costs at an average of

$5,000 to $7,000 per person in the area of immigration litigation

over the past two years. This historical experience was used to
develop the request for 1987 travel costs. We believe that these
expenses are not excessive due to the amount of travel involved in
immigration matters. Since there is no similar experience
associated with the Office of Special Counsel, we have also used
the Civil Division experience to develop the estimates for this
Office.
Question:
Please breakout the $674,000 in "Other Services" and $178,000 in
equi; 't requested by Legal Activitis.
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This re~est include $450,000 for automated litigation sport,
and $145,000 for cost associated with court rporting and filing,
sym development and research services for the Civil Division.
Also, incl ded is an aumt of $79,000 for similar services for the
Office of special ounel. The
a rroiti xe for equipment
will be used to purcae office furniture for the Office of Special
Conwel and ADP equipmnt for the Civil Division.
U.S.

General
nistration requsts 16 permanent positions, 12
workyeam and $557,000 associated with expan-icn of the U.S.
Thustee program. You estimate 10 workyears for the 16 new
positions, which asamm you will have all the positions filled for
an average of about 8 months in FY 1987. Is this the case and, if
not, provide a revised estimate of wi you anticipate filling
these ibsiticr and wat youw revised workyear and ccuwmsation
esti at s are?

Yes, it is true that estimates provide for 10 workyears associated
with 16 permanent positions. It is important to unirstand that to
asupor the inplmmtation of the Bankruptcy JUdges, trdted states
TUstOos and Family Farmer Bankzfty Act of 1986 (Public law 99554), it was essential for the General Administration (GA)
appropriation to uaertake action within its responibilities and
fund the perscml necessary to expand the Trustees' naticwife
system imediately. lbe law requires the Trutees to expand its
program to 49 judicial districts in 11 regions by August 1987. lhe
remain 39 districts in 10 regions will be opened during 1988.
In order to set up these offices, the Gh Apropriation is required
to do prrearatory duties, suh as: (1) coordination, acqusiticn,
alteration and ocpancy for the neily acquired space, (2)
pi r
nUent of supplies and equipment, (3) administrative suport-,
(4) required security clearance measure, as wall as (5) financial
and aocoomtiM support to efficiently process the greatly increased
financial and payroll transactions whid will result. lMe
aforementioned resources are required in full in order to support
the mission of the U.S. Trustee natirwide expansion.
United States Tustee Sye

nd

he U.S. Tustee System Fnd requests 361 permanent positions, 102
workysars and $16,436,000 to expand the system. Are you confident
you will require the full 102 workyears and associated funding?
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Yes, the wrkyars will all be needed to met the deadly in rosed
by the OBWaupotcy Judges, United States Thutees, andi Family
Farmr Bankruptcy Act of 1986 for supervising the administration
of bankruptcy cases in a total of 49 federal judicial districts.

7he workyear estinste is based on only about three months' average

salary and related costs being paid for the average employee hired.
Depending on how soon funds from the suiplemetal are mae
available to the program, many of the employees to be hired can be
placed on the payroll for five or six mmths.

Mi- mUtes SyStem Fun rjeqts total of $3,779,000 for 'Other
Services.'

Please provcl e a break cut of these services.

A break out of the $3,779,000 estimate is as follos:

ummt
Relirbisable services (Audit Staff, FBI

baccrhemd cks) ..........................

ADP system design & egineerig...............

($000)

$1,300
675

Office of Persoml Ma gawit (o1 employee
bJWcr investigatica ...................
Cont
for dpter 11 quarterly fee
oollectic .................................
ADP contract for operation &m
......

497
275
242

ADP requirents analysis & other studies .....

204

Employee training .............................

148

ADP & office eqpnt maintenance & service

contracts...........
128
AEP sfystar. analysis arnd prvgruiwj.............n0
oMrt reporters ...............................
82
Employee data and payroll services ............

a "t 0Nt nmekzLtin.........................

..

47

28

Graphics services ............................
32
Credentials and I.D. k-A-Ms.........
Toal...................................
3,779

How many trustee offices do you currently have, what is their

average caseload and hat is the average size of their staff? How

many now offices do you plan to qen, what is their average

projected caseload, and twt will the average size of their staff
be?
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AFFM AND C~SEIDA

OFFIC,

Projected Averages for Naticnwide Expq

sicn

Average

Number of

Average

Pilot Program

15

15.3

9,480

1987 Expansin

26

10.4

4,621

Offices

1988 Emnsion
All offices,
after expansion

Staff

CeLo d

.664
76

11.0

6,514

Ihe 1986 Act expanded the role of the U.S. Trustees in several
significant areas, including manitorirq as
for s
abuse

of the bankruptcy process and assisting prse. ors in the

detection of white collar bankruptcy crimes such as fraud,
ebezzlemnt or misapproriation of case funds. The offices will
also be required to collect dwapter 11 quarterly fees for the U.S.
Trustee System Fund. These activities all require additional 1987
funding for the former pilot offices. Total field office staffing
for the specified offices will increase from 173 positions under
the pilot program to 229 position under the nationide program.
For the average staff ost arises to be wrst informative, then, the
average staff figure for former pilot field offices was calonlted
from the anticipated level including the 1987 aule>ta
request.
Several factors assist in explaining variations hearing in the
table. First, the pilot program districts wre selected in 1978 as
a o
rce between no program and one which would be tested in
all 94 federal judicial districts. As such, the pilot districts
are not a representative sample of all 94 districts. For example,
two of the largest districts in the country in terms of case
filings, the Northern District of Illinois and the Central District
of California, are included in the pilot program. Another pilot
district, the Northern District of Alabama, has disproportionately
high filings under chapter 13. Offices to be added under the
expansion cover wider geographic areas than the average pilot
program office. Travel time would raise an office's staffing
relative to the ranmber of cases being supervised. And the mix of
case, wheth filed tder chapter 11, the most time conmsming in
terms of resources, or under another chapter, will affect the
projected staffing of an office.

A total of $3,264,000 is requested for relocation costs of several

Justice Departmnt divisions into the Bond Building. Of this
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am= t, $702, 000 in Geweal Ainiataton, $1,465,000 in General
Legal Activities, and $215,000 in the Antitrust Division result
from GS rent irease. Does this grease take into amount rent
decreases at thb old locations?

Yes, the rested
increase reflects the not
between the old locations and the Band Building.
Question

in rental costs

Please explain why the Antitrust Division, which is rot being
relocated to the Bond Building, my pay &Mitional rent?

The Antitrbst Division will incur addittional- renal cags because
of the method of charging Dearimentla organizations for-ae in
the Washington, D.C. metrcolitan area. Because of this mthod, an
adjustment to the rental cages for the other oczponents of the
General Legal Activities appropriation will also be required.

ouwstion:
Do any of the funds requested for the relocation provide any

equipant or capability not available at the previous location?

so, how n.x

is reqwted?

If

Because we are cosol~iating sevral Criminal Division offices,
there will be a need to provide a more secure access orol
system. In addition to wanazd security, the Division seeks to

modernize its operations by ccutrxuting a cmper roo, -copier
roams and installing data cmmication lines. -Of the total
request, $822,000 is devoted to m kmo relocation costs, which
includes the expenses associated with the above-mentioned
modifications.
Question:
The Department requests a total of $550,000 for three security

programs: the Justice Ocmmand Centr (JOC), National Security

Emergency Program, and hqproved security at the Visitor Center.
Mile these three programs apear to have mrxit, it is unclear why
they weren't requested during the norml budet process.

In FY 1986, during the develpmnt of the Department's FY 1988

b get request, rescurces.were requested for all three program,

totaling 14 positions, 12 tull-tbo-equivalent workyears (F1E) and
$1,661,000. At that time, taking into ocr-sideration a range of
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circumstances, it appeared that delaying these projects until FY
1988 would be feasible. However, since that time forward funding
has been necessitated in all tree areas as follows:
- Project C8)&J is in the process of being
Justice omand e
installed ro.
he 24-hour "watch officer" capability provided by
the JCC has proven to be invaluable to Departmet officials. The
single mtch officer cannot handle the JOC requirements and the
requirements.
Project aHX
National Security MWEmz

-

"

-

There has

been a dramatic

increase in Coverment-wide uargawy plarrdng activities. lbs
Federal Ee ny I
-it ey (FMM) and the Werise
)ilization Systm Planning tivity (IMP) are both I srg
requirents on IDJ for active partLcipation in developing plans

for continuity of
nent and for participating in exercises of
these plans. Fbr the first tim, DW0is no required to involve
our regional offices in the Planning and in the exercises. We mist
have resources tb meet the destis being placed on us by FEMA and
Visitor oanter - increased security for the Main Justice building
is promulgated in part because of several foreign national
extradition cas in whdh the Dqartuent will be involved. lbs
foreign nationals involved are xibers of bw~n terrorist
orgnizatirs and drug-related cartels and have a threats
against various federal officials. Thre is also a fwd I--_
need to improve the effectiveness of our security at the Main
Justice building.

Mtat is the urgency that requires splmtal
appropriaticm and
what would be the imact if funding was delayed until FI 1988?

Project CH N is in the process of being installed now. Te
JWtioe Onard Center (JOC) was ocupleted in May of 1986. lbs
single watch officer cannot handle the JOC requirenets and the

Project

a

1squiru

t

N rm urmits. 1ascArrs are needed imadiately to

enable the D0 to met its r spcnmibilities.

for participating in emrgency planning and

participating in the n umrm

he DT Emrgency

exercises are on us now, not Ti 1988.

oinator is traveling to various regional U.S.

Attorneys Off ices this moth, as this is being written, to give
instructions to our regional offices.

The recent actions taken by the D3 toe
te terrorists froM
Europe and -kuth America have c miderably increased the
probability that the "pen",
soft target" Main Justice building
and its employees will become the target for retribution by the
tourists. ls threat exists now.
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We understand that your request for supplementals to cover
increased WA rent and YIS costs is out of your control; however,
we would like to know the basis for your requested increases.
The basis for our FS request is due to rate increases.

The

General Services Administration (GSA) estimate for 1986 was

aproximately $65 million short of costs, goverTentide. GSA
stated that the increase was due to unanticipated tariff increases
and savings which did not materialize. It was further stated that
the tariff increases were actions they could not control since
increases are approved by the Federal Cmmnicaticns Comission

(FCC) and the State public utilities cemisins. 7hese decisions
were reflected in higher bills from FTS commications carriers.
In accordance with the law that created the MIS fund, GSA is
mandated to recover the additional tariff costs fron customer
agencies.
Subsequent to this action GSA revised 1987 and 1988 FiS estimates.
This took place well after our 1987 budget was onszutrcted. The

increases sought by the Depritent in 1987 are based solely on the
estimtes provided by the GSA. In fact, no growth in usage has
been included.
7he GSA rent increases are sought for appropriations hose

availabilities are not sufficient to meet the decision to restore
the rates to a market level. This was determine during the fall

Plan and Bdget Justification,
update of the Work Space Mana
a joint GSA and CO exhibit. After review of these & mnts,
which agency space and facilities personal and financial managers
complete jointly, it was determined that an increase would be

required to met e)qpes for
within GSA guideines.

a

ich is currently held and is

Ouestion:

Have you received any new billings or information from GSA that
would alter your request?

We have not.
Litigaton lsue

General ie= Activities requests 25 permanent positions, 6

workyears and $2,760,000 for additional litigation resources. Are
you confident you will fill all your positions as requested and

will require the full workers?
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Yes, we are confidet that if the reqsted rescues are

appr

ridated, w

ill fil the positions prcqtly and will,

therefore, rec Ar the workyear reqested.
that in rea roition that aral

it eshuld be noted

of the .vlemw*al wold occur

W11 beyoid the mid-point of the fiscal year, we have requested a
rkyear equivalent of only 25 percent of the full anmalized
amount.

Based on latest budet execution data, do yo still require the
full $2,000,000 reu ted for Ir Im -etn oourel?

yes. Projections provided to the Iearbmit by the Auinistrative
Office of the U.S. Courts (,DSC) indicate that I ---lqi Cousel
costs for the currently active investigations could exceed $3
million in 1987. Since several of the counsel were not in full
operation until late in January 1987, the DepaPIix nust rely on
projections of need provided by A=C rath than. budget execution
data.

Do you anticipate that the recent lawsuits questioning the

oonstitutinality of the ICuepest
el will result in a
lessening of their Cperatim and reduce costs?

We do not think that there win be any material changes. In fact,
the lawsuits my have the effect of increasing the oost of the

investigations because of delays 11iteposed into the prooeeding,

and the necessity for the ocurel to prepare arguments in anwr to
the issues raised in the lawsuits.
Suroort of U.S. Pri
Ouesttin

us Marshals Service is egperiencing an ixrease in the nmmer of
prisoners and the length of time they are held in contract jails.
7he projected increase in jail days and costs results in their
request for $9,630,000. Please provide the rmmber of jail days and
aver
daily rate provided in the FY 1987 aprcpriaton and the
increase requested in theailamt.

7hl original 1987 apropriation request was based upon an estimated
1,340,000 jail days at a rate of $38.38. Tt supplemnal request
cited an alditional 260,000 days for a total of 1,600,000. At the
tine the supplevental was prepared the jail day rate was calculated
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at $37.00. Since the, we have seen a significant irreau in this
rate, uhicd is now expected to read $39.00 a day by the end of the
fiscal year.

Ho many jail days have been umed to date for 1987 arni what we
the number of days used for the - tim period in 1986 and the

total mxber of jail days for 1986?

During the first quarter of 1987 a total of 384,265 jail days wre

reported. This oopares with 348,150 days for the first quarter of
1986.

A total of 1,425,435 days were reported for all of 1986.

*at is your average daily Jail rate to date and utwat was the
average through the sam date in 1986?

The average daJi'y rate oall1ated on Decmber 31, 1986, was $37.37.
The estimated r-te cne year ago was $35.32. 7his represents an

grease of 6 percent or $2.05 per day.

Based on latest e

utiaon, have you revised your FY 1987 estimate?

In our best judgment, a aKlemutal fueling need of $9.6 million
ontnmes to be the ainin necessary to met our anticipated
requdrunmts for the Support of U.S. Prisoners aprc riation. Mkah
of the effect of the
ItInistraton's
accelerated war against drugs
is just now beginning to be felt. The prdlem of detaining a
grading rmber of drug-related prisoners will -otinue as 1987
projresm-s
Ouestion:A

The IN
e
a rescisscn of $24,598, 000 due to a redied
r
i
tfor fwd for iuuegraton ir
ntotors at air and sea
ports whidh are to be funded fr, amounts collected from the
fIumigration User Fee kicucnt'. It is cur zwdrstanding that INS
will fund not only the. 557 positicre identified in this rescission
through the user fee, bat also an a
oal 150 Inspectcrs not
currently on board. Is this true?
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No. DO plans to fund an additional 300 inspectors, which in 1987
will
utilize 150 FlM workyears from receipts to the user fee
a0 mt.

Do you foresee the aditional 150 inspectors as being sufficient to
recbe the airport delays envisioned wher the user fee was included
in the 1987 Apprpratin- Act?

We foresee the 300 inspectors we plan on adding as sufficient to
reduce the airport delays envisioned when the user fee was included
in the 1987 Apropriaticn Act.

If the OQmnress fails to prove the rescission, does the
Department plan to reprogram the funds for otier purposes?

can yoU provide us the details of the prqmsal.

If so,

If Q gress does not prove the rescission, the Department plans
to reprogram the fuds to cover itas requested in the 1987
supplemental anxroPriat ics request for INS. At prese t we have

not developed a detailed proposal. We are hoping that Coxsress
will support the nMinistration and prove the propo ed
rescission. As I understand, the 45-day period to ac. on the
President's rescisSion Propsa expired about March 5, 1987.

Pay Raise

E=l

na

Ouesti:
The Department requests a total of $29,476,000 associated with the
Jaary 1987 federal pay raise. Your total requiresent for this
pay raise is $59,940,000 and you plan to absorb a little over half
this amount, $30,464,000. Do you believe you will have difficulty
in absorbing this amount, especially considering your budget
execution to date?

Because the proposed absorption amonts have been known for some
time, Department organizations have been able to take the steps

necessary to absorb these amonts. 7hexifore, barring unforeseen

emergencies, the Department as a whole will not have major
difficulty absorbing half of the 1987 pay raise.
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Question:
Do you believe the absorption will result in any RIFs, furloughs,
or hiring freezes?

We do not believe that RIFs or furloughs will result, however, we
anticipate delaying hirings and leaving vacancies open for longer
periods of time.
Question:
Do you anticipate having to reprogram funds to cover the
absorption, and if so, do you have any idea from where?
Answer:
We may have to reprogram available funds from other areas to cover
absorption of pay. This, however, will be difficult since a large
portion of the Department's budget is for personnel and related
expenses..
Question:
Please provide for the record the FY 1987 personnel compensation
baseline from which the pay raise amounts were estimated, by
appropriation.
Answer:
Following are the 1987 baseline personnel compensation amounts used
to estimate the pay raise amounts.
a_ropriation

Amount
($000)

General Administration
U.S. Parole Comission

$36,423
5,667

General Legal Activities
Foreign Claims Settlement Comission
Antitrust Division
U.S. Attorneys
U.S. Trustees

114,218
375
25,769
208,869
6,070

Community Relations Service
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Drug Enforcement Administration
Immigration and Naturalization Service

3,531
646,362
182,674
309,524

U.S. Mars als

88,385

Federal Prison System
Salaries & Expe ses
Buildings & Facilities'
National Institute of Corre&tions
Total, Federal Prison System

298,469
2,528
1,520
302,517
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Appropriation
Office of Justice Programs
TOTAL, Department of Justice

Amount
($000)
13,155
1,943,539

Increased Retirement Contributions
Question:
The Department requests a total of $68,651,000 for implementation
costs of the new Federal Bkployees Retirement System (FERS). It is
our understanding that your estimates are based on OMB-approved
assumptions. Do you have any experience yet to confirm or deny
those assumptions, at least for new employees?
Answer:
Although our data are preliminary, it appears that the assumptions
used for new employees (those hired since December 31, 1983) are
correct. We do not have sufficient experience to determine if the
assumptions regarding the number of old employees (hired before
December 31, 1983) who elect to switch or the percentage of the
payroll paid to FERS employees are correct.
Question:
What is the basis for assumption that 40 percent of employees
currently enrolled in the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS)
will transfer to the new system?
Answer:
This assumption was provided by OMB. Informally, it is our
understanding that this is also the assumption used by the
Congressional Budget Office in analyzing the proposed legislation.
OMB did not permit the use of alternate assumptions unless the
agency could "provide convincing justification for doing so."
It is our belief that law enforcement employees (who comprise more
than 50 percent of the Department's payroll) may switch at a higher
rate because of the enhanced benefits available to them under FERS,
however, we have no experience yet to document this belief.
Question:
How many Justice personnel are in CSRS in FY 1987, and how many do
you estimate will transfer between July 1, 1987 and September 30,
1987?
Answer:
Our 1987 request is based on 64,030 persons. This amount is
compoeW of the 61,793 persons under CSRS as of the end of October,
plus the 2,237 new positions authorized by the Ccngress in the 1987

appropriation.
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will transfer between July
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on July 1, 1987, and the resabidm
Mis means that 12,806 person
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How much of your request is tied to this transfer?

Of the total reqiest of $68,651,000, $20,213,530 or approximately
29 percent of the total is related to CSRS perscmel who transfer
to FERS.
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QUESTIONS FrM MR. R YBAL
FY 1987 Supplemental Request
Special Counsel for Discrimination
Question:
The Department requested an FTE staffing level of 13 for the Office
of Special Counsel. How did the Department arrive at the estimate
and how did it assess the expected workload of the office?
Answer:
The 13 FE planned for the Special Counsel are required to support
the 30 positions required for 1987 based on the current start-up
date of May 1987.
The Special Counsel is a new organization which resulted from the
enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Because the activities planned are new, it is difficult to predict
the workload of this component. However, the Department plans to
establish an Office of Special Counsel in 1987 to handle the
initial implementation of the anti-discrimination provisions, and
has planned on a substantial increase in the size of the office for
1988.

Question:
How does the Department intend to handle discrimination complaints
based on the new immigration bill at the district and regional
levels? What additional resources will be required to establish
field offices for the enforcement of the anti-discrimination
provisions of the bill?
Answer:
The Department intends to make optional charge forms available at
INS, EEXC, and United States Attorney offices throughtout the
country. Written charges will be mailed to the Special Counsel at
the Department in Washington. The Special Counsel and the
Department will monitor the charge filing process and the office's
workload to determine if there is a need for the establishment of
regional offices. The current request does not include resources
for the establishment of regional offices. It is unclear at this
point whether such offices will be needed.
Question:
What has the Department done to monitor potential complaints based
on adverse employer actions since enactment of the bill? Did the
Department take into consideration outstanding allegations of
discrimination when developing its plans for establishment of the
Office of Special Counsel, and, if so, how is that reflected in the
Department's request?
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Answer:
The Department has worked diligently to establish the new Office of
Special Counsel, which has responsibility under the Imigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) for conducting investigations of alleged
violations of section 102 of the Act. To date, the Department has
received only a few charges of discrimination under IRCA. Those
charges which raise claims cognizable under Title VII will be given
to the EEOC. Other charges potentially cognizable under IRCA will be
held for delivery to the Special Counsel.
Question:
How is the Service coordinating its activities with the EEOC to
ensure that complaints are filed with the proper agency and that
complainants do not lose legitimate causes of action simply
because of delays due to erroneously filing with the wrong entity?
Answer:
The Department is consulting with EEOC to ensure that procedures
are in place to effectuate the "overlap" paragraph of the
discrimination section. We are working with EEOC to develop
procedures ensuring that complaints are not lost due to misfiling.
Legalization Program
Question:
What are the projected costs and staffing levels for the legalization program for 1987? What are the assumptions underlying those
estimates, including the expected number of applicants, fee
structure, and expected receipts in fees?
Answer:
Our projected expenses for the Legalization Program for 1987 are
$148.6 million of which $125.2 million will be incurred by INS and
the remainder will be incurred by FBI. These expenditures in 1987
and continued funding in 1988 will allow for the processing of up to
3.9 million applicants for temporary residence. The projected number
of applicants was developed using census data and other estimates of
the illegal alien population in the country. We have finalized our
fee structure. It provides reduced rates for families.
Question:
List all the services for which applicants are expected to pay
during the application process and your best estimates of the
costs of each such service (including payments to individuals and
entities other than INS, such as payments for assistance in
preparing applications).
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Answer:
All applicants must pay the INS fee for the processing of their
application for temporary residence, $185. The application fee for a
minor child living with his or her parents is $50. A maximum fee of
$420 has been established for families. This fee covers work
authorizations and identification cards for Individuals who are
approved for temporary residence.
Outside entities may require fees for services such as fingerprinting,
photographs, and medical exams. It is difficult to estimate what an
alien would pay for a medical exam. However, qualified designated
entities may charge up to $25 per applicant for fingerprinting,
photographs and processing of applications. In addition, they may
charge applicants up to $75 to provide counseling and assistance
in completing the application in the event that it is needed. We are
paying qualified designated entities $15 to $16 for each application
we accept for their assistance to the applicant in completing the
application.
In isolated cases, aliens may file applications for waivers of grounds
of excludability under Section 212(a) of the Act, as amended, in
conjunction with their applications for temporary residence. Each
application for waiver filed involves a $35 charge.
Aliens may also appeal denials of their applications for temporary
residence. The charge established for filing an appeal is $50.
The fee to be charged for applications for permanent residence has
not yet been established.
Question:
Estimate the total costs that a family of four would incur for
the legalization process, assuming that they needed all of the
above.
Answer:
A family of four would incur a cost of $420 for filing an application
for temporary residence.
Qualified designated entities may charge up to $25 per applicant
for fingerprints, photographs, and processing of applications. In
addition, they may charge applicants up to $75 to provide counseling
and assistance in cQmpleting the application in the event that it is
needed. We have not been able to ascertain the fees that personal
lawyers may charge.
Should it be necessary for a family member to file a wavier of grounds
of exlusion or appeal the denial of an application for temporary
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residence, the fees established for these procedures would have to be
paid. It is not probable that the average family will have to pay
these costs.
Question:
What are the fees that INS currently charges for comparable
services, such as processing of registry date applications?
Answer:
The House-Senate Conference Report on the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 indicates that the conferees intended that the
fee to be charged under the. legalization program should be comparable
to the fee charged an alien entering the United States as an
immigrant. The fee charged for immigrant visa processing is $185,
which includes $35 for each relative petition and $150 for each visa
issued by the Department of State. The fee for processing a registry
date application will remain $50.
Question:
INS has requested 292 positions, 1,002 FTE, and $125,241,000 for
the Legalization Program. A fee structure will be established to
reimburse the costs related to the legalization activities of INS
and the FBI. It was recently reported that INS will charge $175
per application and $400 for each family application. In discussing the following question, use the data developed to support
these two fees.
What costs will be included in establishing the fees to be charged
to applicants under the legalization program? For example, will
cost include funding for research into development of fraud
resistent documents, training for personnel staffing the offices
and high speed data and communications systems?
Answer:
INS has not requested any appropriated positions for legalization.
All costs to the INS will be included in the fee. These costs
include: establishment and administration of over 100 offices
nationwide, the trained personnel to operate them, all equipment,
furniture and supplies, as well as the automated systems to
support the program.
Question:
Given that the fee structure is designed to cover INS' and the
FBI's costs and is related to the number of applicants, what will
happen to the fees should INS significantly over/underestimate
the number of applicants? Would the fees be adjusted? For
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example, if only a small number of applicants come forward for
amnesty, would the fees have to be significantly increased?
Would INS try and collect additional sums from the applicants?
Would INS retain the additional monies if its fees are too high?
Would monies be refunded in such cases?
Answer:
We do not intend to adjust the fees for temporary residence. We will
establish a fee for adjustment to permanent residence that will allow
the program to be self-supporting. That is, if the number of temporary
residence applicants who come forward runs high we will be able to
set a lower fee for adjustment to permanent residence.
Question:
Explain what costs of the FBI are to be included and for what
type of activities? Are any other agencies and organizations
assisting in the legalization program? If so, who are they and
how will their costs be included in the fees?
Answer:
The FBI's activities will include name and fingerprint checks for
all applicants. There are no other Federal agencies or organizations assisting in the legalization program whose costs will be
covered by fees. States will be reimbursed for background and
other checks requested by INS.
Legalization and Overview
Question:
INS states that it will establish about 100 temporary offices in
key locations and four regional processing centers (page 4 of the
Legalization budget) and has requested 292 positions, 1,002 FTE, and
$125.2 million. What is the basis for these estimates? Is it related
to anticipated caseload data (e.g., number of expected applicants)?
Where will the 100 or so offices be located? What was the basis for
the site selections? For example, how many will be in the Los
Angeles District Office? Why that number? What input from outside
organizations (e.g., church groups who work with undocumented workers)
was obtained in their selection?
Answer:
INS has not requested any appropriated positions to support legilization. The temporary office sites were established based on projec-

tions from the 1980 census, as well as surveys of INS districts and
volunteer agencies who are familiar with alien populations.
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The legalization offices will be in the following locations:
Eastern Region
BAL
BOS
BUF
NEW
NYC
PHI
SAJ
WAS

Baltimore, MD
Boston, MA
New Haven, CT
Springfield, MA
Buffalo, NY
Syracuse, NY
Camden, NJ
Jersey City, NJ
Paterson, NJ
Brooklyn/Queens, NY
Manhattan, NY
Nassau/Suffolk, NY
Lima, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Charleston, V4
San Juan, PR
Arlington, VA

Northern Region
ANC Anchorage, AK
CHI Four sites to be
determined in the
greater Chicago
area.
Indianapolis, IN
Milwaukee, WI
CLE Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland, OH
DEN Denver, CO
Grand Junction, CO
Pueblo, CO
Salt Lake City, UT
DET Detroit, MI
HEL Boise, ID
Helena, MT
Idaho Falls, ID
KAN Garden City, KS
Kansas City, MO
St. Louis, MO
Wichita, KS
OMA Davenport, IA
Des Moines, IA
Omaha, NE
Scotts Bluff, NE
POO Pendleton, OR
Portland, OR
SEA Pasco, WA
Seattle, WA
Wenatchee, WA
Yakima, WA
SPM Twin Cities, MN
Southern Region

Western Region
HHW
LOS

Agana, GU
Honolulu, HI
Anaheim, CA
E. Los Angeles, CA
El Monte, CA
Hollywood, CA
Huntington Park, CA
Indio, CA
N. Long Beach, CA
Norwalk, CA
Oxnard, CA
Pomona, CA
Riverside, CA
San Fernando, CA
Santa Ana, CA

ATL
DAL
ELP
HLG
HOU
MIA

Atlanta, GA
Charlotte, NC
Dallas, TX
Lubbock, TX
Oklahoma City, OK
Albuquerque, NM
El Paso, TX
Harlingen, TX
Houston, TX
Jacksonville, FL
Miami, FL

Miami,
Miami,
Miami,
Tampa,

(Opa Locka), FL
(SW), FL
(West Flagler), FL
FL
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Western Region

PHO

SND
SFR

Torrance, CA
Van Nuys, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Phoenix, AZ
Reno, NV
Tucson, AZ
WilIcox, AZ
Yuma, AZ
El Centro, CA
Escondido, CA
San Diego, CA
Bakersfield, CA
Eureka, CA
Fresno, CA
Oakland, CA
Redding, CA
Sacramento, CA
Salinas, CA
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Stockton, CA

Southern Region
NOL
SNA

West Palm Beach, FL
Memphis, TN
New Orleans, LA
Austin, TX
Corpus Christi, TX
Laredo, TX
San Antonio, TX

The Los Angeles area will have 15 legalization sites, and have a
capacity to handle over 3,000 applications per day. Our Los Angeles
District Office management has worked very closely with volunteer
agencies In the area.
Question:
The legalization program will be started in May of this year and
suboffices will be opened specifically to handle applicants for
temporary residence who have lived here prior to January 1, 1982.
Will the employees who work in these offices be present employees,
new hires or a mix of both? If employees are to be transferred
from your district offices, what will be the impact on services
at these offices?
Answer:
There will be a mixture of new hires, reemployed annuitants, and
current INS employees. Local district directors will consider
impact on their operation when determining sources of recruitment
for staffing the legalization offices.
Overall/General
Question:
INS has limited resources to provide the services to the alien
population. With the new legislation, INS has greatly increased
its service-related mission.

I
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What impact will the new Act have on your ability to carry out
your existing responsibilities (e.g., adjudication and naturalization) especially in view of the large number of requests for
information regarding status of cases and the time people spend
waiting in very long lines to discuss immigration-related matters
with overworked INS staff?
Answer:
We have taken into account the possibility that the Reform Act
could have some impact on existing activities in adjudications
and naturalization. In view of the level of resources being
added for the implementation of the legislation, we feel that
existing operations will not be negatively affected. Service
management will continue to concentrate on improving services to
INS's clients and reducing waiting time.
Question:
Will the emphasis to implement the legalization and enforcement
aspects of the new immigration Act have any effect on the services
you now provide the public. In other words, will this be of such
a high priority that personnel and resources from various activities will be transferred to assist in implementing the new Act
with the resultant effect that the normal immigration services
provided in prior years will take even longer--longer lines when
arriving at your district offices and increased complaints of
people attempting to contact you by telephone.
Answer:
We do not envision that the emphasis that is being placed on
implementing the Reform Act will have a significant impact on normal
immigration activities. The Administration is keenly aware of the
need to continue operations of the basic INS program while minimizing
the impact of efforts related to the Reform Act. Service managers
are taking appropriate steps to assure that normal operations continue in a satisfactory manner and that planned improvements in the
delivery of services are implemented as planned.
Question:
Your district offices have been sharply criticized in certain locations including my own district of Los Angeles about the long lines
of people who have to wait to obtain service in person and the complaints of people attempting to contact your agency by telephone.
What actions has your agency taken to alleviate these problems and
have they been successful? Have the waiting times gone down?
Answer:
INS has moved to address these problems as effectively as possible.
With respect to responding to telephone inquiries, the Service over
the past several years has worked systematically on improving both
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telephone accessibility to the public and its responses to phone
inquiries. In 1984, INS established the Western and Eastern Telephone
Service Centers to serve the calling public in nine major cities,
four in California (Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco and San
Jose) and five in the East (New York City, NY; Newark, NJ; Philadelphia,
PA; Boston, MA; and Hartford, CN). Since the implementation of the
Regional Center approach, the Service's ability to respond to phone
inquiries has risen dramatically. At present, for example, the
Western Center assists approximately 60,000 callers per month. For
Los Angeles alone, annual call volumes were about 254,000 calls
answered prior to establishing the Western Center. Since the Center
was established, an average of 398,000 Los Angeles callers are assisted
per year, an increase of 56%.
At present, nationwide, "Ask Immigration" (AI) message library telephone answering systems are operating in 24 major cities (6 with
completely automated systems and 18 with systems involving Tape
Librarians--Operator Assisted Systems). By the end of March 1987,
automated AI systems will have been installed in 3 more cities,
bringing the total to 27.
INS is very sensitive to the problem of public lines at Los Angeles
and several other major district offices. The Service is presently
engaged in a study to identify and analyze the major factors which
contribute to this problem in order to develop viable permanent
solutions. To some extent, the need for additional staff to serve
the public has been a recurring problem due to constraints beyond
the control of INS. In the case of the Los Angeles District Office,
management at that office has recently instituted a process of
scheduling "guaranteed" appointments for those persons each day who
are not served because the available tickets for that day have been
exhausted. Now, persons either still in line or those with tickets
not reached that day are referred to a clerk for a letter granting
them a specific future appointment. Typically, because of the volume
of people coming into the Los Angeles office each day, the appointments
are running about two weeks from the date of receipt of the letter.
Persons with bonafide emergency circumstances are granted more
immediate appointments.
In addition, two telephone lines are being installed for the public
to contact the Los Angeles office to make appointments without having
to wait in line. The office is investigating the possibility of
offering extended business hours during the week as well as being
open to the public on Saturdays as another way of helping to relieve
this problem and better serve the public.
In June 1987, we will increase the information services staff directly serving the public at the Los Angeles District Office by four
people. We believe that this will certainly provide better service
to the public along with other improvements which have been made.
A comprehensive field study and analys is being done now, involving
major offices, to identify major factors which contribute to long
public lines. The results of the study will be used to effectively
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address the problem with lines. This study will produce information
which allows the formulation of estimates of waiting time and an
assessment of the effectiveness of measures to reduce it. We do
not at this time have information on average waiting times.
The study will be focused on developing approaches to increase the
volume of people served in major offices. The direct effect of
increasing service volumes with existing or enhanced resources will
be reduced waiting time.
1987 Supplemental Justification of Requirements
Question:
The INS Supplemental request for 1987 indicates an increase of 254
positions for your Information and Records Management activity.
How and on what basis will these positions be allocated to your
district offices? How are your cases per district and per worker
in each district handled? What is your goal for case processing?
How many of these positions will be allocated to your Los Angeles
District Office? Is your Los Angeles District Office, as well as
other offices, adequately staffed to meet your go4ls? If not, why
have you not requested additional staff positions in your 1988
budget?
Answer:
The positions will be allocated to the INS district offices
according to known and projected program workloads. Of the 254
positions, 82 are allocated to support Information and Records for
the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) Program,
96 are to support employer sanctions employment verification
activities and 76 are added requirements of the enhanced border
enforcement and special agricultural workers programs.
The goal for case processing for these positions is to provide
immediate information and records support to the associated
enforcement and agriculture activities.
The Los Angeles District Office will be allocated 22 of the 254
positions. Based on current projections of workload, this should
be adequate staffing to meet our goals. The same is true for
other INS offices. Positions can be shifted if actual workload
levels are higher than those projected during the program planning phase.
Test of INS Library System
Question:
In 1986, you indicated a fully automated, disk expandable system
was installed at San Jose to test and evaluate the equipment
capability to provide direct local access to the Ask Immigration
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library tapes and then forward calls needing assistance to Western
Telephone Service Centers. What were the results of your test
and evaluation and will the system improve your operations in
that Center's area of operation, especially the Los Angeles District
Office?
Answer:
The experience with the San Jose test and evaluation has been successful in dramatically expanding service to the calling public
throughout the San Jose area. Prior to this test, all local San
Jose callers could only get into the Ask Immigration (AI) libr-ary
system through five long distance lines into the Western Center
located in Los Angeles. With the automated disk system installed at
the San Jose INS office, local callers can now call directly by way
of 14 local phone lines connected into the disk system which instructs
each caller on how to use the system and enables callers to select
any message they desire. Experience over the years has shown that
70% of all callers are satisfied by the AI library subject messages,
ith only 30% needing additional "live assistance" beyond the AI
recorded subject message. This has also proven to be the case in
the San Jose test., This system enabled INS to expand phone service
from 5 to 14 lines without requiring additional costly long distance
lines into that Center.
Plans are now being implemented, based on tests of automated disk
expandable telephone answering equipment at San Jose, to install
similar systems for Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco before
the end of 1987. The local lines serving Los Angeles will be
expanded to 28 when installation of the equipment occurs later this
year.
These automated systems will allow INS to increase substantially the
number of local phone lines for the public access to information
contained in more than 50 subject tapes.
1987 Supplemental for FTS
Question:
An increase
t TFS
charges for this activity as well as for data
and communications systems is requested. What will be the effect
of any of these increases on these activities, i.e., will you
decrease availability of telephone or number of the people who
handle the calls? Also, what will be the effect of these changes
on the expansion of such systems?
Answer:
If supplemental funding is not allowed for the FTS rate increase,
we will be forced to find other ways to fund these costs by using
funds in other parts of the budget. INS is well aware of the
need to maintain and improve telephone access to its numerous
offices. This access will not be reduced and planned system
improvements will be implemented to the extent that available
funding will permit.
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Language Abilities of INS Staff
Question:
Your Los Angeles District Office handles a multinational population whu speak various foreign languages. How capable is your
staff in communicating with such people? What types of delays
do you encounter in Los Angeles and elsewhere due to the inability of your staff to communicate with certain nationalities?
How do you plan to improve the communication and language skills
of your staff in order to respond at the new legalization offices?
Are you able to retain personnel with good communication and
language skills on your information staff or do they transfer
for promotional purposes to other areas of the INS and elsewhere? If so, have you any plans for improving the incentive for
people to continue serving in these areas? In addition, how
will your legalization suboffices be staffed as to capability to
communicate in various foreign languages.
Answer:
The information services staff at the Los Angeles INS office is
most capable of effectively serving a multinational population.
At present the Los Angeles information staff is authorized 36
positions: four supervisors, one clerk, 27 Immigration Information
Officers, and four Freedom of Information Specialists. Of these,
13 are fluent in Spanish, three are fluent in Tagalog, three are
fluent in French, one is fluent in Korean, three are fluent in German,
and one is fluent in Italian. In addition to the above, three other
staff members are moderately fluent in Spanish. There are no studies
or data available on what, if any, delays have been created solely
because of language problems. Based on reviews by INS' field audit
staff, GAO and day-to-day observations by management of the Los Angeles
information services operations, there are no major apparent problems
or delayed service to the non-English speaking public.
INS strives to ensure that sufficient proportions of its information
services staff in any office serving a multinational population
include persons fluent in the most frequently encountered languages of
the area. INS personnel hiring practices require the ability to
speak, read and write necessary foreign languages tailored to the
multinational profile of the population being served. The Service
will continue including fluency in various foreign languages as a
requirement of selected jobs in the information services area at all
legalization offices based on the anticipated alien populations to be
served.
Information services personnel are recruited by other elements of
INS offering jobs with greater promotional potential. We seek to
replace them with similarly qualified and language skilled people.
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Immigration Support Activities
Question:
In the budget request for the supplemental appropriation for 1987 and
for the 1988 appropriation, INS is requesting an increase of $1.4
million for its immigration support activities (e.g., training, data
and communication systems, etc.), Will this increase be sufficient
for INS to adequately carry out its support activities given the
prior problems in providing needed service to the alien population?
For example, how will the case processing times be changed and how
long will people be waiting to see an INS official or have a call
answered?
Answer:
We feel that these funds will be adequate to carry out the activities
related to INS' public service mission, including reduction of case
processing times and expediting responses to inquiries for the public.

WEDNESDAY, MACH

11, 1987.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WITNESSES
WILLIAM H. WEBSTER, DIRECTOR
JAY A. BRIXEY, INSPECTOR-DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION
JOHN D. GLOVER, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-ADMINISTRATION
EDWIN J. SHARP, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION
WILLIAM A. BAYSE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION
ANTHONY E. DANIELS, INSPECTOR-DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
THOMAS E. DUHADWAY, INSPECTOR-DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
HARRY H. FLICKINGER, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR
ADMINISTRATION
ROBERT N. FORD, COMPTROLLER
MICHAEL J. ROPER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR BUDGET
GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. SMIH. Continuing with our review of the Department of
Justice we will now hear the testimony from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. We are pleased to welcome back the Director of the
FBI, William H. Webster.
[The budget justifications submitted in support of this request
follow:]
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Summary Statement
Fiscal Year 1988
For 1988, the FBI is requesting a total of $1,484,421,000 in furdir, 22,974 permanent positions, and 22 267 workytare.
These direct funded resources represent program increases of $75,775,000 in funding, 718 permanent positions and 494
workyears over the 1988 base level. The 1988 request includes a total of 9,807 agent positions and 13,167 support
posiions (9,470 agent vorkysars, 12,797 support workyears). The program increases in these categories are 253 agent
positions and 465 support positions (157 agent workyears, 337 support workyears).
The FBIts request is being submitted only after an excruciating internal examination of all aspects of the FBI's
resource requirements. This request achieves a fair degree of equanimity between expanded FBI responsibilities and the
existing fiscal environment. The 1988 budget represents a commitment by the Administration to maintain the FBI as a
nationwide, general purpose law enforcement ag
* In order for the FBI to investigate the wide range of criminal
violations for which it is responsible, additional resources are critical. A prbmazy theme of the FBI0s request is the
necessity to achieve balance between a significantly augmented investigative capability over the past five years and
unproportional growth in Administrative Services to support the investigative functions. Over the past five years, the
FBI has grown by 2,921 workyears, a 15.4 percent increase from 1983 to 1987 while Admnistrative Service has grown by
only 40 workyears, or 5.1 percent. The FBI will continue to emphasize Foreign Counterintellience (FCI)1 Organized
Crimeincluding drug enforcement. Whte-Collar Crime; and Terrorism investigations as nationwide invsti ative
priorities. Aditionial "admiistrative support is acutely neddtVnsr hti
special agents have th Mncssary
resorce, bth personnel and nonpersonnel,to meet their responsibilities inteeand other investigative areas.
The FBI's buet r
for 1988 contains four budget activities incorporating nineteen decision unite. The budget
activities are: Criminal, Security, and Other Investigations; Investigative Supporti State and Local Assistance; and
Program Direction. The major initiatives and resource requests for 1988 for the above-mentioned activities are
siarized below:
Criminal. Security, and Other Investigations:
The principal investigative programs of this activity are PCI, Organized Crime, organized Crime Drug 3nforoement, WhiteCollar Criie, Terrorism, General Cris, and Civil Rlghts, Applicant and Other Investigations. A progra increase of
629 positions, .441 workyears, and $44,972,000 is requested in this activity over the 1988 base level.
To counter the human intelligence threat the FBI engages in FC activities designed to reduce the effectiveness of the
hostile intelligence presence in the United States.
2

anized Crime investigations will focus oaithe La Cosa Nostra's criminal control and domination of four major national
international unions in the United States: The International Brotherhood of Teamsters; the Laborers' International
Union of North America; the Hotel Employees International Union; and the International Longshoremen's Association. The
resources requested will enable the FBI to increase investigative activities, seize assets and initiate forfeiture
actions, and prosecute members of organized criminal groups. The FBI will be able to participate more effectively in
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force endeavors. The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement enhancements will permit
the FBI to continue working closely authorities,
the DrugtoEnforcement
Internalin Revenue
Customs Service, as well as foreign with
penetrate Administration
drug trafficking(DEA),
enterprises
a mannerService
in whichand U.S.
financial assets can be tied to high-level drug activities so that seizures can be made. Organized Crime increase
include 106 agent and 139 support positions, for a total of 245 positions. The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Program
includes a request for an enhancement of 12 agent positions. Increases in budget authority include $13,588,000 for
Organized Crime and $1,956,000 for Organized Crime Drug Enforcement, or a total of $15,544,000.
Fraud Against the Government, affecting the 13 depart
ts and 57 agencies of the Executive Branch, is the number one
irrmietigative priority of the FBI's White-Collar Crime Progra.
Of primary concern are Department of Defense (DOD)
pl.curement frauds which involve improper charges for labor, defective pricing product substitution, and false test
ohirtifications. From 1984 to 1985, the number of DOD procurement fraud investigations being conducted by the FBI
increased 36 percent. In 1985, 954 convictions and pretrial diversions were obtained as a result of FBI investigative
efforts Ln governmental fraud cases. Over two dozen criminal convictions were obtained against major defense
contractors throughout the country following joint investigations with DOD. It is expected that there will be an
increasing number of FBI investigative matters in this area through 1991. From 1983 to 1985, the number of bank fraud
and embezzlement matters with losses in excess of $100,000 increased from 1,513 to 2 046, a 35 perent increase. A
sigificant number of these investigations involved bank failure fraud matters. It Is anticipated that the number of
major bank fraud and embezzlement cases will continue to escalate into 1991. The White-Collar Crime Program
enhancements include 42 agent and 38 support positions, for a total of 80 positions. The augmented budget authority for
this program is $2,003,000.

The FBI 's Terrorism Program includes efforts to address the terrorism problem through intelligence

criminal

investigations. With heightened Puerto Rican terrorist activity, the apparent resurgence of Jewist .zrorist g
,
and the continuing threat posed by domestic right-wing terrorist groups (i.e. Sheriff's Posse Ctmutatus Aryag Nations,
Arizona Patriots, eto.), the domestic terrorism threat is not expected to diminish. Additional personnel are required
to address the new responsibilities generated as a result of the passage of the 1984 Comprehensive Crime Control Act
(CCCA), specifically, Title 18, USC 1203, to wit: Hostage Taking. In the past year, siSOficant r
were

expended on four investigations of hostage taking abroad. The FBI has acquired luriediction and authority to act, where
deemed appropriate in certain terrorist related hostage situations both within the United States and internationally.
There has been a direct correlation between workyears expended and the number of terrorist incidents prevented. As
workyear utilization has increased substantially since 1982, the annual number of preventions has increased from three
in 198 to seven in 1986.

3

Investicative Supoort:

The programs within this activity are: Training; Forensic Services - Federal; Automatic Data Processing and
Telecommunications; Legal Attaches; Records Management; and Technical Field Support and Equipment. This activity
provides the training and "tools" necessary to meet the demands of the FBI's investigative objectives. It includes the
maintenance of all investigative records and the entire FBI communications system. A program increase of 50 positions;
15 workyears; and $26,653,000 is requested for 1988.
In August 1985, the Attorney General directed that the FBI take the lead in the design, development, and implementation
of a single, integrated VHF Digital Voice Privacy (DVP) radio system to support the tactical radio requirements of the
F3I, DEA, and United States Marshals Service. A single DVP arcitecture will ensure compatibility of radio
communications among the three agencies. This is particularly important when the concurrent jurisdiction of the FBI and
DEA in narcotics matters is considered. DVP increases include 50 support positions, budget authority of $703,000 for
personnel and $10,450,000 for nonpersonnel funding, or a total of $11,153,000. The major nonpersonnel enhancements will
be $10,000,000 for DVP radio equipment and $450,000 for motor vehicles. Current FBI plans call for the architecture and
design to be completed in 1987, with the construction of the integrated system to begin in 1988.
Another noteworthy funding initiative is the Engineering Research Facility (ERF). This request builds upon the course
of action approved by the Director, FBI, in October 1983, that established coordination between FBI and DEA engineering
entities In order to standardize the technical equipment of both agencies and avoid duplication of research and
devel-ment (R&D) projects. In 1985 the FBI received $9,982,000 for the construction of an engineering research
facility to accommodate the collocation of FBI and DEA engineering and R&D activities. An architectural and
engineering study estimates the facility will cost approximately $36,511,000 to complete. The ERF will provide the
combii.ad FBI/DEA engineering and R&D staff with a versatile state-of-the-art facility supporting an in-house rapid
prototypling/quick reaction capability and the integrated voice privacy radio system. The collocation of staffs and
activities is essential for this merger to be successful. It will also serve as a cost containment factor in the
development of new technology and the coordination of equipment procurement and use. Additional funding totaling
$13,000,000 is required in 1988 to continue construction of the MRF as planned.
Several nonpersonnel items are vital to the FBI.

The FBI is requesting $2,500,000 for dormitory furniture for a third

dormitory to be completed at the FBI Academy in 1988; $4 051,000 in aditional funds is required for aircraft
operations; $5,530,000 is needed for confidential expenditures; $11,358,000 is necessary for a technologically advanced
system to streamline the acquisition and translation of recorded conversations; and $750,000 is essential for the
witness security program.

I'

State and Local Assistance:
e FBI provides state and local law enforcement officials with training, laboratory , finger rint identification, and
ormtion services. No program enhancements are requested for these services in 986. The following prograVs are
included in this active : General law Enforcement Training; Forensic Services - Non-Federal; Pingrprit
Identification; and Cr
Justice Data and statistics Services. These services are important
a to and local law
enforcement and, as a result, Federal law enforcement receives valuable reciprocal services from state and local
authorities.
Proaran Directo:

This activity consists of two program: Executive Direction and Control and Administrative Services. Included are the
executive direction, administrative, legal, planning, inspection, and financial management functions of the FBI.
Emphasis is being focused on the relatively small, but very essential, reest
for Admnistrative Services enanm ets.
The FBI requires four agent and 35 support positions, and associated funding of $4 150,000 in budget authority for all
aspects of Administrative Services. These resources will enable the FIM to maintain efficient financial services and
effective personnel management, including the requisite recruiting and hiring of personnel.
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Federal

reau of Investiaation

Salaries and
Justification of Proposed Chnaes in AMorocriation LnauM.
The 198a b dget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below.
underscored and deleted matter is encloed in brackets.
Salaries and expenses

For expenses iecesany for detection investigation, and
prosecution of crime against the United Statesi including
r chase for police-type use of not to exceed one thousand
ive hundred
-&tr for
vehicles
of Vh only(one
thousand seventy-nine]
four hundred fiif]11 My,=irI§be
rminanq

One tihud

without regard to the general purchase price irritation for the
current fiscal year, and hire of passenger motor vehicles
acquisition, lease maintenance, and operation of alroraft;
and not to exceed 470,000 to met unforeseen emrncies of a
confidential character, to be expended under the diroctin of
the Attorney General, and to be accounted for solely on his
oertificatel 11 360,000,000,1 '
"
OO.000
for automated data procesing
e
ca one
1,000,000
for undercover operatLon shall remain available until September 30,
activities shall remain avalabl* untLi expendoid;

to
exceedor
$S00,000
autborised
be madeoutwaile
of W
arising
expenses to
advanossis for
payments

'hS.

or

New language is

six b~ndrad fifty

$1,484.421000,

o
or

volsursable agreements vith State and local lam enforcement
" 1d,That
hile engaged
in _perative
activitiesof related
to terrorism
-6nv Ies
[notwithstandIN;
the. provisions
title
31....
33021,

the *Direftor of the Federal bureau of Investigation may

vlaa

establish
ccollect fees to process fingerprint identificat on records
for
employment
licensingnot
m
ore nonorlinal
than [$15,SW00001
0%0and
suhfest
4rltin
ti
be
used. for salaries and ote
expenses incurred in providing the"e
services: Provided further, Tat not to exceed [$45,0001 shall be

available for official reception and representation e

.

ithtAndiW the RMvs/on
SlT~77.5OO.O00
.

of 31 USC, 3302,

$7O.00

6

Justification of Proposed Chances in ArMrooriation Lanuae
RProvided further, That $13,80000 for the expansion and renovation of the New York
field office shall remain available until expe e.

ootnued

(28 U.s.C. 524 531-371 18 U.8.C. 3052 30591 22 U.S.C. 4081, 40841
Dartment of rutice Apropriation AU, 1987, as included in
lio Laws 99-500 and 99-591, section lOl(b)I additional authorizing
legislation to be pr vee.)
(For an nwiitional amount for "Salaries and expenses', $2,000,0001
(Omnibus'Drug
lemantal
Ltions Act of 1987, as included
is
n P
law 9 -500 and 99- 91, Title II.)

R1manation of Chanass:
1.

Language is being r msted for the purchase of additional motor vehicles to support personnel increases and for
operatioanal flexbil t*
h
required because the FM has not been able to purchase the additional vehicles needed
over the past two years. currently, the MBhas purchased all additional
investigative
s8prtallowed
to
vehicles0
for 1.987,personnel
although increases
there is a doonmee need for an additional 120 vehicles. At the end of 1986
the FBI had 2 208 vehicles which exceeded the current replacement cycle of six years oc 40 000 miles. Therefore the
FBI is 1r;uesting a change In language to allow the procurement of 1,650 replacement vehicles. For 1988, the FBi
anticipates that funding will be available to procure a
onatesly 1,850 Vehicles, and flexibility is required in the
2,000
vehios, is toequirto
required.
2,00tehnaicle
procure additional vehic eor
replacement vehicles. Therefore, a total ceiling of

2.

The $13 000,000 for the construction of the Mngineering Research Facility is requested as *until expended' because of
the malfiyear nature of this construction project.

3.

The funding of $11 358,000 for a highly sophisticated system to assist with language translation and recording is
requested as -until expended because of the multiyear nature of this project.

4.

In regard to the increase tor roibursable fingerprint services the current ceiling of $15,500,000 will not allow the
Use-Fee
Program
funds produce
to cover$15,995,000
all costs incurred
in 1988.
The estimated
of 1,221,000
revenue print
at totheretain
1987 sufficient
fee of $14 would
in revenue.
The proposed
ceilingworkload
of $17,500,000
would
allow ort Increases in workload above the current estimates and/or increases to the 1987ee if necessary, without
adversely affecting the program.

5. m
.

I being requsted to refloat an increased levl 6f vWpenituwe

icpt and representation purposes.

by Headquarters and the LeaW Attaches for

au
e o r gt
o narnyfomard
of $13,00,000 in funding for the expansion and renovation of the Nw York field
office is beng deetdsince such language is already contained in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act of 19S7.
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732
1,232

$24,451
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48,975
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456 21 931 -1,303-M

CongrMional A&orooriation Actions
The Congress reduced requested program increases by 22 poition, and workyears and $5,520,000 and uncontrollable increases by
14,167,000. Additional resources were provided for narcotics initiatives, including 46 vorkyears and $6,000,000, of which
2,000,000 was for digital voice privacy radio. Restoration of funds sequestered in 1986 under the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985 totaled only $34,982,000, resulting In a reduction of $17,005,000 in 1987.
Su~iementals RlgMetd

supplementals requested Lnoludei $9,309,000 for increased pay pursuant to Public Law 99-500; $23,005,000 for implementation of the
and
Federal ftployes' Retirement System; $2,000,000 for rental of Spcev $1,969,000 for Federal Telecoommications System cost
$5,686,000 for a reappropriation request under the existing legislation.
These reprogrammings are the result of transfers and the reallocation of personnel due to increases in workload and functional
transfers between and pmg decision units. A major reprogr ming included the Administrative services Division reorganization,
which involved the division of the Budget and counting Section into separate sections for Budget and Accounting and expanded
financial management analytical support. Additionally, prsonnel resources to provide programing development and support of the
Automated Identification Division 6ystem (AIDS) within the ADP & Teleoo umnicatlons Program were reallocated to the Fingerprint
Identification Program in anticipation of full AIDS-III operations beginning in Septeber 1987. Also, the FBI omb Data Center was
transferred from the Training Progam to the Forensic Services - Federal Program in order to consolidate similar activities and
functions within one management area.
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Federal Bureau of Investigatio
Justification of prom= and Perfomane

(Dollars In t
Activity:
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Mols To reduce the incidence of various general criminal activities; to conduct appropriate applicant, oivil rights,
LM BAD"
and fugitive investigtioro as directed by law and the ttorney Generals and to counter within-the United States Ae hostile
activities of foreign intelligence officers, agents, and terrorists.
Major Obiectivess
.To conduct thorough, penetrative, and timely background investigations on candidates for appointment by and employment with the
White House, the Department of Justice, including the Oru 'Enforcement Administration, certain Congressional committees, and other
Federal agencies.
To develop, through automation, a greater capability to manage efficiently a large volume of background investigations and to
identify and resolve issues that impede the timely ompion of these investigatiQns.
To investigate alleged violations of various civil rights statutes and provide the results of civil rights investigation to the
Department of Justice for prosecutive action or referral to another Federal agency for appropriate action.
To develop an automated capability to"analyze civil rights investigations; to identify patterns of violence involving indivi' als,
groups, or local police agencies and to analyze the nature of civil rights oomplaints to determine patterns of discrimination
directed against individuals.
To effectively recruit, process, investigate, and appoint the most qualified individuals available to met the internal staffing
needs of the FBI.
To investigate threats and assaults against, kidnapings, or assassination of the President Vice President, executive department
heads, members of Congress, Justices of the Suprme Court, other designated Governmenut offlcit.u, and Federal law enforcement ,
officers; kidnapinga incidents involving the sexual exploitation of ghildreni 'e.ortionsi prices aboard aircraft tamperingwith
consumer products# thefts of controlled sub4tancsa and other persohal crimes under FBI jurisdictionl.
To locate and apprehend local and state fugitives charged under the Fugitive Felon Act with qnlawful flight to avoid arrest,
prosecution, oi confinement for violent cpimos, substantial property thefts and narcotics violationes"to locate and apprehend
major Federal narcotics offenders sought by the Drug Enforcemen't Adinistrationj United states military personnel who desert under
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rights statutes is basic to constitutional guarantees. In addition, the citizenry expects the FBI to attract and employ the mst
n
p
qualified a licants for its internal staffing needs. All investigative activity for this decision unit is oonductd
I
assigned total 59 field offlos geographical y distributed throughout th country with direction provided by several
Headquarters units.
The FBI conducts background investigations for the White House, the Departaent ok Justioe, certain Congressional committees, the
Administrative Office of the United Btates Courts, the Deprtment of noergy, the Drug Enforcement Adistation, the noole"r
other Federal agencies, in addition to background
Regulatory coNSsion, and through the Office of Personnel Manageme,
investigations of Its own personnel. Executive Order 10450, whlch is the basis for mest Federal pesonn background
investigations, provides that all employees of the Eeutive Branch will be afford some level or investigation to establish
permit tbq FBIs client ageies to draw
rthiness, good conduct and loyalty. Investigative relts
reliability, r
and the ability to
conclusions about the candidates ability to perform the position for which the candidate is being consider
grant the prospective employee access to olassifled information. Thip Order, other Executive orders Such as the Directorate of
Counterintelligence Dire tive 1-14 Department of Justice Orders statutes Such as the Atomic Energy Actr and agreements between
the Attorney General and other entities provide the basis for I1 participation in this process. The MBIis oemiitted to conduct
these background investigations-hen requested to do so by other a-encies to conduct them in a thorough and penetrating manner,
and to ensure the results are furnished to the requester In a timely fashion. overall direction and ooordiation is provided by
FBI Headquarters.
The FBr's responsibilities and efforts in the civil rights proards are directed toward the continued Improvement of the atmo.ere
in which citizens and inhabitants can obtain and maintain thwir civil rights as guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of
violations of the various civil rights laws. Statutory
United States. This is accplished by thorough investigation of all*
responsibility for this progr am is set forth in legislation eabodied in the Civil Rights Acts of 1957, 1964, and 19", and the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act as amended, March 23 1977, the various Federal Reveme Sharing Acts, as wbll as other legislation in
the civil rights field. Responibility for mnaing investigation of possible criminal violations of the Privacy Act has ben
provides direction and coordinatim for these investigation.
charged to the FBI by the Department of Justice. FBI e
This decision unit serves to perform all phases of the FBI's employment activities, including background investigations of FBI
M and
eployNent candidates. FBI Headquarters controls and directs all aspects of the applicant program throughout t
ultimately makes all hiring decisions. Additionally, each of the 59 field offices handles all initial processing for positions in
the FBI and conducts the necessary background investigations. This 'decision unit has the responsibility of hiring the most
qualified applicants available am encompasses concerns both as to an applicant's suitability and security issues.
A significant portion of the FBI's Special Agent population will become eligible to retire throughout the remaining 1980a and
early 1990s. These reti.?een will have to be replaced with individuals having expertise in a multitude of different areas. The
p
current responsibilities of the special aqet position call for the hiring of en ineers, linuists1 attorneys, acoun.tants
scientists, pilots, and many other irmlvil1. w th particular expertise and skills. The FB receives over 1,000 applications per
month from individuals who meet the threshold requireaentsi an effective Special Agent Selection System (SASS) maust be maintained
if the FBI is to attract and select the most qualified applicants available consistent with the FBI's nesa.
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Crime is a pervasive problem in American society, one that affects millions of citizens and communities across the Nation.
National Crime Survey data released by the Bureau of Justice Statistics showed that 25 percent of Aerican howushlds - more than
22 million -- were touched by a crime of violence or theft in calendar year 1985. According to Uniform Crime Report data, 12.4
million index offenses occurred in 1915 with nearly $10.5 billion in money. and property taken. Preliminary Uniform Crime Report
data, for the first half of 1986 shows an eight percent increase in reported index of fences over the same period in 1995.
Citizens and communities are acutely aware of the direct and indirect effects crime has on the quality of life in their
neighborhoods, the operation of their businesses, and their personal lifestyles. It is because of the significant impact crime
has on American citizens and the visibility of these acts In the oomunities where they ocour, that the public maintains high
expectations for law enforcement in the investigation of street crimes.
The FBI is directly involved at the streetlevel in attacking th inoidenos of violent personal and property crime through its four
General Crimes investigative programs. This involvement includes both the Investigation of crimes that fall under Federal
jurisdiction and assistance to state and local law enforcement agencies in locating and apprehending dangerous criminals sought
for serious crime. These four program - Fugitive, General oversment Crimes, General Pprty Crimes and Personal Crimes
provide the primary Federal law enforcement response to crimes directed against designated Federal officials, committed on or
against United States property, or where a Federal interest has been recognized by enactment of Federal statutes.
Through the Fuiive Program the FBI assists state and local law enforcement agencies asking felons who cross state boundaries to
avoid proscution or confinement. Typically, these fugitives are wanted for such crime as murder, armed robbery, ag ravated
assault, rape, and narcotics offenses. Additionally, abductions of children by natural parents in defiance of custody decrees are
by the is
Drugalso
Enforosment
violators
I and Iagencie,
narcoticsat law
and apprehend
ClassFederal
fforts
arefugitives
made to in
locate
invest
ated. and
provided to
request .sought
AsLstano
their
with other
cooperation
other
dinis~ration
the United States armed forces in locating military personnel desertirq under aggravated circumstances, and local and foreign
police agencies conucting criminal investigations. Through FBI/Interpol assistance, all available identifying data on
organizat ions or individuals is obtained, along with other types of criminal activity under Investigation.
ey crimes cxitted on
General Government Cadmes Program investigations are directed toward serious personal and major
Indian reservations and United States property, which includes approximately 430 major Department of Defense installations,
numerous civilian agency buildings and sies, national perks and recreational areas, approximately 166 Indian reservations, tnd 45
to the Department
Federal penitentiaries and correctional facilities. Also investigated under this program aresattersrefr
of Justice by the Selective Service System (888) (when an individual is suspected of ailing to register with 888 as required by
law), cases where individuals impersonate Federal officials, and other crimes affecting the Federal Government.
General Property Crimes Program investigations focus on thefts from interstate shipment, the intprstate transportation of stolen
property and/or motor vehicles, individuals and groups engaged in such activities, and fences dealing in stolen property.
Investigations of such individuals and groups often uncover links between property crimes, fences, organized cria, and narcotics
trafficking. In addition to investigating reported incidents of property crimes the FBI also mploys the use of undercover
operations to identify and penetrate theft rings and fencing activities and obtain Intelligence Information and evidence against
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criminals who have attempted to insulate themselves against direct lines of complicity in illegal activities. Other program
investigations include Crime on the High seas, DestructiOn of Aircraft and Motor Vehicles, and Interstate Transportation in Aid of
Racketeering - Arson (non-LCI) matters.
The Personal Crimes Proqram addresses a group of offenses involving the common characteristics of threatened or actual injury or
loss of life. These of tenses include threats assaults, kidnapings, and assassinations of the President, Vice President,
executive department heads, Suoreme court Justices, members of Congress, other designated Federal officials, Federal law
enforcement officers bank rcbber&es. kidnarinsy extortionst toring
with consumer productst theft of controlled substancesi
and aircraft hijackings and other crimes abc srd an aircraft. Beinning in 1986 the Personal Crimes Program became responsible
for the investigation of matters involving the sexual exploitation of children hruqb violations of the White Slave trafficc Act
and the Interstate Transportation of Obscene Matter statutes. The Child Protection ct of 1984 increased the criminal penalties
and authorized criminal or civil forfeiture of material made or distributed, as well as any profits derived from these violations.
This act also eliminated the requirement that the Goverrment show that a defendant acted for monetary gain and increased the age
of protected children from 16 to 16 years of ge.
The FBI is the lead Federal law enforcement agency in the United States Government's fight against terrorism. The Fi defines
terrorism as the unlawful use of force-or violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian
population, or any segment thereof in furtherance of political or social objectives. The FBI categorizes terrorism as either
domestic or international defending on origin, base,and objectives of the terrorist organization. The Terrorism Program is

responsible for preventing, istedii,

and investigating the violent acts and criminal manifestations of terrorist greupe and

individuals.
Terrorist groups originating in the United States are investigated pursuant to the Attorney General'e Guidelines for Domestic
Security/ Terrorism (Do/T) Investigations. DS/T investigations are used to assemble intelligence information on terrorist gups
but provide the eaf
ads designed specificall to protect the rights of United states citizens and othr persons rt'eced
the Constitution of te United States. FBI Heaquarters
reonnel examine these cases to insure that the investigative prooedures
being utilized are in compliance with the DS/T Investigative Guidelines.
The reactive portion of the program utilizes all the resources and techniques of the FBI to aggressively investigate and prosecute
terrorists who commit violent and/or illegal acts in the United States. These criminal acts Include violations of the Protection
of Foreign Officials, Neutrality, Extortion statutes, as well as Firearms and Explosives lava. Additionally, as a result of the
passage of the 1984 Comprehensive Crime Control Act, specifically, Title 16, United States Code (US), Section 1203, entitled,
Hostage Taking," the FBI acquired jurisdiction and authority to act, where appropriate, in certain terrorist related hostage
situations both with the United States and internationally. Further, as a result of the passage of the "Omnibus Diplomatic
Security and Anti-Terrorism Act of 1986," specifically, Title 19, USC, Section 2331, entitled, "Terrorist Acts Abroad Against
United States Nationals," the FBI has acquired jurisdiction and authority to act, where appropriate, in any acts of tvrroriet
violence inflicted upon a national of the United States while outside the United States.

is

Alaspects of terrorist roups are the constant focus of intensive research which feeds analytical assessments regarding
potential danger to United States' interests. Thes analyse are use as investigative aids byF field agents and MB
Headquarters management personnel.
Additionally, the reactive portion of the program includes the FI response to high risk terrorist takeovers and hostage barricade
situations. Terrorist groups usually employ team made up of sophisticated, well-trained, and heavily armed indivluals. To
successfully resolve thes situations, special abilities, equipment, and techniques beyond those of local authorities or FBI
Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) team are often required. To provide the President and the Attorney General with a civilian
law enforcement alternative to those of military forcw, the FBI has instituted and is continuing to develop and train a Hostage
Rescue Team (HRT). The HRT has capabilities which exceed those of a normal SWAT teas in the areas of oommnications, command
control, and the use of sophisticated electronics equipment. It also has a high degree of expertise in the handliMg of several
types of weapons and explosive devices for breaching and diversionary tactics.
AcomoGl ahments and Workload:

Civil Rights, Applicant and Other Investigations

Invest iaattve Matters Received.•

Reimbursable Applicant (except DEA) .......................
Noei bursable Applicant (except FBI Applicant) ...........
Other Investigations ..................................
Civil Rights ............................................
Total Investigative Hatters Received ....................
FBI Aoolirant Vatters Received
Support Applicants Tested ..................................
Special Agent Entrance Tests Received ......................
Special Agent Language Tests Received ......................
Special Agent Interviews Received .........................
DA
1ications Received (Reimbursable) ...................
Specialty Support Applicants Processed ..................
.
Special
icants Referrals Processed ...................
ReWbursable Applicant (except DEA) .......................
Nonreimbursable Applicant (except FBI Applicant) ...........
other Investigations .....................................
Civil Rights .............................. .............
Total Investigative Matters Completed ....................

13,324
30,571
9,334
7,630
60,059

10,573
26,905
10,655
6,272
54,305

27,764
29,725
5,100
6,50
69,105

31,767
31,350
5100
6,500
74,717

7,484
10,569
981
2,24

4,323
8,301
992
2,195

5,230
14,650
1,750
3,900

6,350
16,500
2,200
4,900

474
.434
288

986
395
343

500
470
415

650
620
550

13,155
30,459
9,176
7,597
60,387

10,816
27,267
10,572
6,287
54,942

19,918
30,000
5,100
6,500
61,518

32,500
30,000
5,100
6,500
74,100

lob,
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FBI Awlicant tatters Hadled
Support Applicant ests ...................................

7,484
434
10,569
981
986
2,284
474
467
1,305

..................
Spec ityAplicant Cases Processed ....
Spec al KenT Entrance Tets Processed .................
Special Agent Language Tests Processed..*...............
Special Agent Aounting Tests Processed ...............
Special Agent Interviews Processed .....................
DEA Applicant Cases Processed (Reimbursable) ...............
specialagents Hired ................................
Support Empoyees Hired ..............................

4,323
385
8,301
992
810
2,195
986
431
2,000

5,250
470
14,650
1,750
1,430
3,900
500

6,900
620
leS0
2,200
1,600
4,900
650

2,425

3,175

@so

1,000

General Crimes
Total Investigative Matters Pending Fro Previous Year .......
Oriqin Investigative Hatters Received ........................
Auxiliary Office Investigative Hatters Received .............
Total Investigative Matters Received .......................
Total Investigative Matters ................................
Origin Investigative Hatters Completed ......................

Auxiliary Office Matters Completed ......................
Total Investigative atters Completed....................
Complaints Filed .....................................
Information Filed .....................................
Indictments Returned .........................................
Subjects Arrested ............................................
Subjects Located .............................................
... ................
Recoveries ($000) .......................
Potential Economic Losses Prevented ($000) ................
Undercover Operations ......................
Group I............................
....... ...........
Group II ..............................
. .........................
Informant Hatters Pending .........
Federal Convictions and Pretrial Diversions ..................
Fines Levied in Federal Courts ($000)........................
Local Convictions and Pretrial Diversions ................
Pines Levied in Local Courts ($000)....4....................

I167,402

28,023
33,806
42,811
76,617
104,640
32,562
43,067
75,629
3,698
582
3,927
3,595
852

29,011
34,443
44,069
78,512
107,523
34,535
43,169
77,704
3,784
595
4,017
3,677
872

205,544

28,896
31,892
41,952
73,844
102,740
32, 2V~
42,440
74,717
3,647
568
3,863
3,540
637
$137,779
$59,619

28
65
2,189
4,544
$5,871
1 019
'575

23
51
2,326
4,208
$6,622
1 015
*S56

25
55
2,330
4,363

25
55
2,330
4,481

1,020;

1,025

27,695
32,821
41,237
74,058
101,753
32,702
40,681
73,383
3,669
578
4,246
3,887
984

PO

Terrorism
7
2
10

Terr sncIets
.......... 0 ..............
Persons Killed .............................
........
Persons
Injured
..............
Invest igat ive Matters Opened
Do

ti

-timate

6,616

Terrorism. ...... os.............................

...
47
Title XII Rquests .....................
22
.......................
Initial....................
25
...
.
604.....
RMenIl ........................
InV*StidmtiV= )letters Closed
..........
..........
5,022
Domestic Terrorism ...................
143
Arrests & Lates - DoMstC Terrorim............................
convictions - Domestic Te*rorism .............................
103
23
......................
Terrorist Incidents Prevented ..........
$13,250
Potential
i Uwe Prevented ($000)......................
*Calwdar year figures are otuals, as of December 31, 1986.

16*
1*
Is*
8,450

16
1
18

20
7
13

20
7
13

6,505
71

6,505
71
6
7
$4,000

7*
01.003,259

16
1
18
8,450

20
7
13

6,505
71
68o
7
$4,000

•

Durinj 1966, 2,742 individuals were investigated under the nonreibursable applicant program. Among
these were 603 requests from
the Mite House (304 Presidential ppointmets and 499 staff). Many of these requets Vera of an expedite nature and short
deadlines were required to osleta th investigations, In addition, 1,324 individuals were investigated for the Department of
Energy and 279 for the Administrative Office of the United states courts on a reimursable basis.
During 1966, the regional recruiting concept was expand to 11 additional offices to meat the heavier hiring demands.
concept has proven to be effective in minibizing expenditures for initial reibarsable transportation costs.

This

New interview dimensions for the SASS, designed to provide better predictors of job performance, were validated.
There were 986 DFA background Investigations conducted in 1966 and DIA has requested that the MlIconduct investigations on
analysts and chemists along with agents &Ad diversion control investigators.
in 19,86, 2,000 specialty and general supprt applicants were hired, which required in excess of 4,000 applicants being tested.
addition, 431 special agents were hired which necessitated 1,050 background Investigations.

in

on May 23, 1986, the Dellas Field Office initiated an investigation into the allegation that tat of Texas Judga Thowas Cave
with the assistance of attorney Ronald Aultuan and bondsman Joe Adams, engaged in sex with omen who had pending crLinal matters
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from
in the District Courts of Tarrant County in order for thes women to receive consideration fo rotation leniency, at.,
All three subjects were Indicted by a Federal qrand jury in R. Worth, Tea, an
Judge Cave in their criminal proceeding.
November 14, 1986, for Civil Rlights and related violations. Investigation is continuing as subjects await trial proceedings.
In July 1983, the Detroit Field Office bean an investigation ccnoerninq a religious cult organization known as the "Black Hebrew
Israel it Jews" regarding violations of tie Involuntary Servitude and Slavery. statute. The allegation related to approximately 6
minor children having been enslaved by their Camp leader and forced to work. one minor child was beaten to death. -The
investigation culminated in the conviction of seven members of the organization on September 12, 1986, of Involuntary Servitude
and Slavery and related oivil rights violations.
On April 25, 1986, 16 subjects ware convicted and sentenced in Federal court in Ashville, North Carolina, for violations of Title
10,U.I.., 241 Conspiracy Against Rights Of Citizens, Title 42, U.8.C., 3631, Criminal Interference, and related charges. Three
other subjects ad earlier been convicted and sentenced on similar charges. The sentences culminated a thre year investigation
into numerous acts of cros burnings, shootings at unoccupied residences, and harassment of blacks and interracial couples by the
Ku Klux Klan in North Carolina.
In November 1965 investigation was initiated concerning several incidents of harassment and violence directed against a black
As a result four Individuals ware
couple and an inirraocial couple who had moved into an all-white neighborhood in .hiladelphia.
(Conspir to violate the os tiutional rights
arrested on January 7 1986 for violating Title 16 Section 241 U.SC
guaranteed by Title 41, Seoion 1982, U.S.C.) and Title 18, Section S44(&) U.S. Cs. (destruction of Federal property). The arrests
stem from an Incident where the subjects had sat fire to one couples residence which had been returned to control of the Veterans
Administration. Thes subjects wre tried in Federal court in March 1966 and found guilty.
A major product tampering case was resolved in May 1986, when stockbroker trainee rdward Arlon arks was arrested for
contaminating cold, allergy, and diet capsules with rat poison in an attempt to manipulate the stock price of the manufacturer.
Marks pled guilty
Marks was linked to the tampering by a ftngerprint found on one of the packages containing poisoned capsule..
to nine counts of Tampering with Consumer Products and was sentenced to 27 years in prison.
Intensive investigative effort by numerous FMI field offices over an eleven day period, was employed In an attempt to locate and
apprehend Hike Wayne Jackson a *Ten Most Wanted Fugitive 0 who began a crime spree in Indianapolis, Indians, by brutally
murdering his Federal probation and parole officer on Sepember 22, 1986. Jackson coimited suicide to prevent his arrs by FBI
agents.
An undercover operation, code named FINAL FUKHI, centering around the snuggling of drugs Into Utah State Prison by emplyoses and
The
guards has resulted in the Indictment of eight suspects, Including two inmates, two guards, and one other prison employs.
narcotics trafficking in this investigation was financed by the sale of stolen property. ;is case clearly reflects the growing
trend of property crimes being related to narcotics trafficking.
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The FBI assisted the Canadian Government by locating and arresting Yvon Savard, one of Canada's top meet wanted fugitives. Savard
has been sought since 1973, when he escaped from custody while serving two life sentences as a result of his conviction in 1967 of
the death of a bank manager during a bank robbery in Quebec, Canada.
On June 16. 1986, Charles LeeHrron, listed as an Oen Most Wanted Fugitive* since 196s, was arrested without incident by the
and the Florida Highway Patrol In Jacksonville, Florida. Herron and three other individuals, William Garrin Allen, III Steppon
Correlus Parker, and Ralph Canady, were wanted in connection with the brutal slaying of one police officer and the fatal wounding
of another on January 16, 1963, in Nashville Tennessee
Allen was taken into custody the previous day as he was attempting to
renew a falsified driver's license. The Baltiore Division located and arrested Canady on April 1, 1936. -The following morning
he was found hanging in his cell after an apparent suicide. The only remaining fugitive isParker and a vigorous Investigation Is
continuing to locate this subject.
An infant snatched from his mother's arms in Pennsylvania was recovered by the Baltimore field office of the FBI after a coast to
coast search for the infant. Informant information.led to the location and apprehension of an infertile woman who climsd to be
the infant's mother. Ramona Joan Thompson has been charged with kidnaping and is scheduled for trial .in early 1987.
On February 13, 1956, Dikran Sarkis Berbrian, a member of the Armenian Revolutionary Army (ARA) a Socialist Armenian terrorist
group, was convicted and sentenced to 15 years in prison on charges relating to his involvement In the -1982 attempted bombing of
the Turkish Honorary consulate in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
On March 12, 1964, police in Ottawa, Canada, acting on FBI information, arrested four members of a Marxist Armenian terrorist
rcupthe Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia, in connection with the attempted murder of Turkish Comeroal
ttache Kani GQngor at Ottawa in April 1962.
On February 6, 1986, three members and/or associates of Omea 7, a fanatical anti-Castro Cuban exile terrorist group, pleaded
guilty to conspiracy to murder a foreign official and conspiracy to bomb and destroy property of a foreign government. They were
each subsequently sentenced to ten years in prison.
On June 11 1986 at Le Havre, France, the Police Judiciare National arrested five members of the Irish National liberation Army
(IO , a left-wing Irish terrorist group two of whom were United States citizens. These individuals were procuring weapons at
the direction of INIA for shipment to Ireland.
On May 20, 1986, eight members and/or associates of the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA), a violent Irish militant Marxist
terrorist group, were arrested without incident in and around Boston Massachusetts, while attempting to procure automatic weapons
for shipment to PIRA in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Six of these individuals pleaded guilty and two were convicted in connection
with this matter. All have been sentenced.
On May 30, 1986, Canadian authorities arrested five persons believed to be Sikh terrorists and charged the with conspiracy to
manufacture and utilize an explosive device with intent to cause injury. These arrests in all probability prevented the bombing
of an Air India facility and/or aircraft. The FBI contributed substantially to this investigation.

Six individuals were convicted on charges relating to their involvement in a 1984 plan to stage a coup against the Govermment of
Honduras to include the assassination of the incumbent Preeient of Honduras, Roberto Muaso.
On July 28, 1986, 14 individuals were arrested on cha
relating to their Involvement in a plan to invade the oowntry of
Surinam. On September 11, 1986, nine of the 14 indivials pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor =harge.
On March 19, 1986, Richard Joseph Scutari Order member a 4 ght-vinq terrorist organization, was arrested in connection with
the armed robbery of an armored truck on uly 19, 1914, at Ukih, Caltornia. On April 30, 1986, Soutari pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to a total of 60 years in prison.
Intensive intAnsive investigation resulted in the Indictment of 19 members and/or asociates of the Puerto Rican terrorist group,
the EPS-Machiteroe on charges relating to the September 12, 1983, armed robbery of $7.2 million from the Wells Fargo Terminal in
West Hartford, Conneticut.
Six individuals have been indicted in connection with a plot to break an incarcerated FALN leader out of Leavenworth Pertentiary.
Investigation in this matter identified members of a non-Puerto Rican domestic terrorist group, the Prairie Fire organization
Committee, and an individual formerly incarcerated with the FAIN leader in leavenworth as being actively involved in the escape
plan.
On January 17, 1986, May 19th Cominist Organisation member Marilyn Jean suck was convicted on weapons violations and su
ntly
sentenced to a five year consecutive prison term. suck, who had been wanted since 1977 since her escape from a Federa prio in
West Virginia, was arrested by the FMI on May 11, 1955.
On March 4, 1986 seven individuals were convicted for the II bombing-related Incidents attributed to the United Freedm Front# a
left-wing terrorist group. Among those convicted were former Top Ten Fugitives Raymond Luo Levasmr and Thomas William Kanning.
Five members of the El Rukn Street Gang (3M), a violence-prone domestic organization with links to the Libyan Goverment, were
arrested on firearms and related conspiracy charges.
Chart
Increase" of 292 positions and $27,425,000 are requested for 1908 for Other Field Programs. The requested
increase vi
enable the FBI to m eet
its andated responsibilities and objectives in all critical areas. Detailed information
regarding this program can be obtained from the *special Analysis of Field Programs Zxhibit.0
Informants often have access to information of evidential value that is not accessible through ordinary investigative methods.
This information may result in opening a nw case or directing the focus of an investigation in an ong matter. Informant
information often eaves the investigators time and is considered to be an extremely cost-effective inveRtigative technique. The
development and maintenance of a reliable and effective Informant base is considered a key element to the enjoyed within the
program for both individual cass and program levels. Payments are made to informants for services rendered/information provided

on a cash-on-delivery basis with payment amom*s cloeel monitored b supervisory and managerial personal, both in the field and
at FBIW, to insure unds expended are comnsue-ite vi
the value
the information provided or the value of the service
rendered. Although payments have exceeded funded levels in the General Crimes program, no enhancements have been received since
1984. As payments have increased each year, a concomitant increase has occurred in the achievement of statistical ao mplishments
attributable to informants. During 1985, acoplishments attributable to informants in FBI investigations weres 1,776 .objects
arrested; 10,747 subjects identified 2,516 investigations initiated $171,848 000 in value of merchandise recoveredl and 1,166
convictions achieved. Final 1986 statistical ac omplishments attributable to informants have not yet been compiled, however,
preliminary figures show a continued increase.
It can readily be projected that the expenditure of additional funds for payments tO informants in the General Cries programs
will result in an increase in statistical aomsplishments attributable to informants in that program. In order for this
InvestigatiVe technique to be effectively employed in major General Crimes .vetigations,
an additional $369,000 Is rewired for
1989.
Terrorism is an Extremely fluid
field of investigation for the FBI. For a variety of reasons a distinction has been drawn between
"domestic- and Ninternationalm terrorism in the United States. Succinctly, international terrorism is that which has som degree
of foreign or transnational character, while domestic terrorism does not. Because of this distinction, the 'domestic and
international elements of the Falls Terrorism Program operate under different funding and guideline provisions. In reality,
however, the FBI has one Terrorism Program and views this overall program as a national priority. Typically, in a field office
organization, a squad of agents will work both international and domestic terrorism, concentrating on those cases which are judged
to pose the greatest threat in that particular office.
At the present time, within the borders of the United States, the domestic threat appears to be more iminenti therefore, the
field offices have had to respond accordingly. As of December 30, 1966, the FBI has recorded 16 terrorist incidents which have
resulted In one death ad eighteen injuries. All of these incidents are attributable to-domestic terrorist groups. In order to
counter the activities of active domestic terrorist groups, resources above the level funded for domestic terrorism have been
used. Unfortunately, these resources have generally been drawn from the International Terrorism subprogram. Yet, signiicant
successes have been realized. Apprehensions and prosecutions in the domestic area have seriously veakened the capability and
resolve of several violence prone groups: however, this is not to say that the terrorist threat has diminished. This fact is best
illustrated by the most recent series of bombings and attempted bombings directed against Department of Defense faoilitiv
throughout Puerto Rico on October 8 1986, causing minor property damage and critically wounding one individual. Additionally,
in September 1996, right-wing domestic terrorists carried out a borning campaign in Coeur D'Alere, Idaho, in which four bamb
exploded and a fifth malfunctioned. There were no injuries reported, although there was extensive property damage.
Within the past year, the Terrorism Program has been involved in a substantial number of signlfi ant investigations with not only
national but international raifl-ations. Effective manageent of available resources has been of critical importance to the
success which has been achieved by our collective investigative efforts. In that --roard agent resources at the headquarters
level were taxed to their fullest in order to achieve the successes which were obtained in the Terrorism Program durinq the past
year. If current efforts in the Terrorism Program are not sustained, program momentum will certainly be diminished and it wll
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become increasingly necessary for the FBI to assume a reactive rather than proactive posture in dealing with future terrorist
attacks. Such an approach vlll almost certainly impair the ability of the I to deal with the current threat of terrorism in an
effective and timely manner.
1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
1988 Base
1988 Estimate
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Organized Crime ...... 2,689 2,604 $136,867
2,689 2,622 $149,674
2,934 2,705 $163,262
245 163 $13,581
G
To reduce the sphere of influence and neutralize the adverse effect that organized criminal groups exert over
the cotens of the United states by developing Investigative program that vili approach this problem in a systematio,
coordinated, and sustained manner.
major Objectives:
To penetrate the hierarchy of the La Cosa Nostra (LQC)by identifying the leadership and aeshe-_hip of thee
ups in an effort
to determine their complicity in criminal activity as vell as determine the extant of interrelationshipe among the LCH families
and thereby develop successful prosecutions for specific violations of Federal Statutes, including the Racketeer influence And
Corrupt organizations (RICO) atd the Continuing Criminal Enterprise (OCR) statutes.
To further determine the extent of influence and control the LCl has established within the legitimate labor union commity in
the United Statess continue to pursue investigations against the LON through an aggressive aid successful labor Racketeering
Program within the FBI that will neutralize this control and have a lasting and positive impact upon the nation's economy.
To pursue the goals of the FBI's Na* L l Drug Strategy which will endeavor to identify, investigate, arrest, rd promeute
individualu who organize, direct, and/or finance high-level domestic or international drug trafficking enterpr.'ses a- seize their
assets for forfeiture. These groups would include the Colombira cartels, Mexican networks, and the Sioilian Ma.ia.
To identify the hierarchy and membership of nontraditional organized crime groups such as outlaw motorcycle lang& (OWie), Oriental
groups and other significant drug trafficking groups and determine their involvement in criminal activities in order to develop
significant prosecutions to neutralize their effect on American society.
To continue the enhancement and installation of the Organized Crime Information System (OCIS) in field locations which will enable
the FBI to collate the vast quantity of information concerning organized criminal activity so that omplex assoations between
members of organized criminal groups might be identified.
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To develop and maintain a national intelligence base which will consist ofI quality, high level informants to penetrate the
organizational structure and operations of organized crime groupol cooperating witnesses to provide first hand testimony as to the
day-to-day operations of thes illegal organizations and sponsor their subsequent entry into the Hitness Seclrity Program, if
necessary end liaison of forts with other Federal, state, local, and foreign law enforcement agencies.
To provide resources necessary for the FBI to utilize the forfeiture provisions of the Controlled Substances Act, (Title 21 United
States Code (U.S.C.)) as well am the provisions of the Comprehensive crime Control Act (CCCA) which permit shring of qseet
forfeiture procseds with state and local authorities.
To provide overall coordination and management oversight of efforts relating to the use of sophisticated and sensitive
invest tive techniques Including court approved Title- I1 intercepts. consensual monitoring, undercover operations, and
aircrafrsurvoillances and to perform a wide variety of administrative and investigative support functions including the fuing
of special operations Groups and Off Premise sits which are related to the operation of the Organise Crime Program at 1FBMQ.
ba
roarnn
"iJ n This Decision Unit addresses the problem of organized crime in the United States. Organized crime is
defined asa cri1inal act or series of acts comitted by a group of individuals having a formalised structure whose priary
objective in to obtin money through the use of violence or threats of violence, corruption of public officials, graft extortion,
or drug trafficking, and which has a significant adverse effect on people in its locale, region, or the entire United states.
Organized Crimn groups affect the social, financial, and political framework of American society by directing and/or becoming
involved in labor racketeering, corrption of public officials, illegal infiltration of legitimate busine
loaneharking illegal
gambling, narcotics trafficking, and gangland slayings. There are fe business or industrial sectors in Amrican sc!7iey that
are not affected by organized criminal exploitation or penetration.
Recent investigations focusing on the criminal activities of members of Lo0 families have developed intelligence %hloh reinforces
previous information indicating that many of the unions within the United States are being influenced or directed in an illegal
manner by the 1.0.
Because these unions affect the very fabric of the American economy, investigations have been initiated and
efforts have been directed toward this problem to lessen the control and/or influence of the U over thes unions.
In spite of the recent investigative successes the FBI has had against the hierarchy of the UN, it would be naive to think that
the LC has been eliminated. E rience has shown that the criminal activities of an LC1 family do not stop simply by convicting
and incarcerating the upper echelon. Their positions are merely filled by subordinates, often acting as figure
swho maintain
constant contact with hi. jailed supriors. Upon release from jail the convicted member resums hands-on control, never having
actually relinquished control of the operation. The recent indictments and convictions of the L0N hierarchy have left thes L01
families in a state of disarray. The federal government must pursue the opportunities that are now available to level a
devastating blow to these weakened criminal enerpri i delay would give*t
101 the much needed tim they required to reorganize
and re-establish their grip on certain sectors of the American society.
Although the level of criminal activity and illegal influence of traditional organized crime groups such as the LC0and Jioilian
Mafia have not lessened, the FBI has, by necesity, redirected some of its organized crime resources to the investigation of major
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drug trafficking group. including the Colombian and Mexican networks as vell as ()W., Oriental groups1 and other significant crime
groups. These groups are extremely violence prone and are involved in extensive Criminal activity vhich includes extortion,
loansharking, mirder, corruption, and mmerous other criminal acts.
Beginning in 1982 when the FBI received concurrent jurisdiction with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DA) in the
investigation or Illicit narcotics trafficking, the FBI dramatically increased its involvement in the investigation of organized
criminal groups trafficking in narcotics. The BI's commitment to the President's Narcotic Initiative is reflected in the
reallocation of resources from Investigations of traditional organized criminal btivitie such as gambling and prostitution, to
these narcotics matters. Through 1986, the FBI's Organized Crim Proas vas funded for 41 agents to investigate narcotics
matters. During 1984, 489 aent
ars were expended on nar
ce investigations in 1985 523 workyeor were useds and in
1986, 515 workyears were ud.
The proe of illicit narcotics trafficking continues to be h numer o crime problem in the
United States today. in order to maximize th efforts of its resources, the FBI redefined its National Drug Strategy in 1986 and
set an one of its major objectives, neutralizing the three moet significant entities involved in narcotics traffLckng, the
Colombian cartels, Mexican group., and Sioilian afia's networks.
Title V of Public Law 91-452 (The OrWised Crime control Act of 1970) authorizs" the Attorney General to provide for the security
of a Government vitnese or potential witness, whose life and person is placed in jeopardy by virtue of being a witness or ite
fitness In legal proceedings egaat any person alleged to hav participated in organize criminal activity. Under this law, the
Department of Justice designated the United States marshals service
the sole authority to arrange for th maintenance of
Designated as protected witnesses. Since the creation 'of the Office of Enforcement Operations to administer the Witness
.
y Program, new policies/prooedures have expanded the responsibility of investigative agencies sponsoring individuals for
Inclusion in the Witness Security Program. This change, in effect, requires the sponsoring agency to ond
resources relative to
the protection of the witness, aid/or the witness' immediate family, prior to the assueption of respons lil-tyfrtepocin
by the United States Marshals Service.
In addition, this Decision Unit provides funding for the performance of certain critical support function. hich are necesary for
the investigation of criminal violations within the purview of the iB's responsibility.
The Organized Crime information System (OCIS) complements investigative efforts and maximizes the limited Investigative resources
within the Organized Crime Program by providing FBIHQ, selected field offices resident agencies, and Legal Attace Offic with
computer bae capbilities which assist in the collection collation, anal i, and dissemination of invemtigative information
relative to organized crime matters. Within OCIS, particular emphasis is placed upon link analysis of relatLonships which might
exist between or among organized crime groups and narcotics cartels, and/or between corrupt orgaizatlons and union' officials or
business leaders or public officials. In view of its capabilities, OCI plays an Integral role in the ?3I'P efforts to determine
the interrelationships among narcotics cartels and organized crime groups.
e first brought on-line in 1980, O08 was scheduled
to be implemented in the 23 field offices with significant LCQactivity. As a result of the F re eiving conourrnt jurisdiction
in narcotics investigations in 1982 the dean on OCS have expanded. To further enhor e the Organized Crime Program, the 0C1
schedule now calls for virtually all field locations (field offices, resident agencies, and som legate) to havo at least a
retrieval capaility sytem by the end of 1966 . The OCIS Program presently has 117 positions allocated In 40 field offices, 10
resident agencies, and two Legal Attache posts.
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The FBI provides a aciphisticate4 surveillance capbility to the field in the form of aircraft support. Extensive investigations
in the areas of organized crime, white-collar crime counterterrorism, and other investigations hve demntrated an expanding
need for a sophisticated mode of conductng phical surveillance in mierous environments. An aircraft is capable of discreetly
maintaining contact with a moving target even though the target is usLng evasive maneuvers to elude surveillance. The aircraft s
In a poeit ion to reoo~nize evasive maneuvers and can direct accompanyn
ruduiscero
hetreweegon
nt
might be unable#to g % close enough to observe the target without dot
itn. By utilizing an aircraft, a successful moving
surveillance ca generally be conducted using one-half the nmber of special agents and automobiles that would normally be
required.
Aircraft can be equipped vith vehicle tracking devices and photography equipment. The capabilities of such equipment can be
greatly enhanced by the u of an airborne platform. Aircraft are equipped VLth rol radios thus allowing them to function a
airborne rep waters and Comand and Control vehicles when the ,Aed arises. The aircraft perkom one or More of the following
missions during each flights
0 Surveillance
Aerial P
Maint
intehotography
oTest
Frny
T n
0 Comand and Control
C C~
.OtiOns
belay
e _rotetlon of Law Rnforcesent
e Assist Other Agency
SUndercover Flight Operations
Personnel
e Ground Search
Title III Support
e xpedite Transportation
The undercover technique has opened avenues of investigative pursuit not avallabe in the context of traditional investigative
processes. The presence of an undercover special agent provides firsthand special agent testimony relating to the iv
a and the
scope of the criminal activities, the exten of involvement of the various offenders and the location of Items of evihence.
Undercover agents are often able to obtain evidence relating to the knowledge, intent, and predisposition of Individuals involved
In criminal activity which, cOsIined vith the ue of audio and/or video tapes, produces the strongest and most conwinoing evidence
in a court of law. Vndero6ver gents have the ability, in certain situations, to penetrate the highest levels of criminal
activity# heretofore unreachable.
The undercover technique also"allows for more effective and safer use of sources and informants, in that the information obtained
from the undercover
operative
may preclude the necessity for sources/informants to testify in court. In addition teeundercover
oratives
often obtain
affords
araiveevidence of past and planned crimes. _In the instance of a planned crime, the unde
_eo e
nqueafod
the the c rtunity to take a proactive approach rather than investigating solely after the fact. With the increasing
complexity of.
cases it has beome evident-that h previous methods of Information gatherng are not always entirely adequate
to met revised priorities. Quality oases frequently Involve a greater nmber and more sophisticated type of subject. These
cases are often protracted and generally involve difficult to detect conspiratorial activity.
To address this need, Special Operations Gro0p (80Gs) were formed.. Operating out of covert premises situated apart from overt
Mr1facilities, these groups are used to s
rt the integrated functions of surveillance, tactical mobility, undercover
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ly sensitive and
operation, sensitive and complex Title III electronic surveillance installations, and the track oftm
murveillanoe-onsious mubjects. Other off-premise sites were created to provide covert storage facilities for surveillance
vehicles and to support undercover and other sensitive operations.
SOGs are merely the continuation of investigations by other means, and their methods are not secondary to case squad methods, but
They provide a dimension to Investigative operations Which Is unique and cannot be dupliated by other
are an adjunct to the.
lately changqi the direction of the existing
means. In many intances, the 900 develops information so Signifcant, it c

investigation.

It has b

demonstrated

t

the 800

t

pro pely =ne, expene, equipe, aun

ct:
t ,

e avetigator,' supco into the prosecutor a fac.BG
an extremely efficient, cost-effective' and' rapid wayo a pn t
can provide a rapid 1 presence in sIuation where individuals, locations, or oirausanoes mst he soured or controlled.
statistical accomplishments and estimates fo: the Organized Crime Program-are presented in the
tables!and Vorkloads The
followingghN"M

nvestigative

_atters

.................
...
Title Ilis Initiated
Organized Crime Informants Matters ....................
................
Information and indictments.
.........
Conviotions/Pre-ril. Diversions
.......
OffIces RequirinI OIE Personnel ....
(in thousands) ....
court Ordered FoIrfeiture

0
....

90
2,B79
2,092
1,714
35
....

......

21,637

22,320

23,445

71
2,697
2,256
1,797
41
025,250

75
2,700
2,260
1,815
52
$26,750

75
2,940
2,425
1,940
56
$26,750

C Court ordered Forfeitures were not tracked as a separate Item prior to 1986.
Organized Crm

InvestastLMt

During 1966, organized crime investigations resulted in over 3,000 indictUients and over 1,700 convictions. included in the
con~ctione are a numer of traditional organized crime members and their essooiates non-trallitional organized crime members and
their associates, and union members and public officials. The convictions included 1 294 for narcotics violations 96 for
corruption violations, 115 for illegal gambling violations, 41 for loansharking violaiLons, 72 for labor rackete rbi violations,
2 for involvement in gangland slaying matters 33 which are related to the area of Infiltration of legitimate busine s
n
organized crime elements, and 130 for other violations. In addition, $0,975,000 in fines f819,603,000 in recoveries
$2,i89,000 in restitution, and $120 693 000 in Potential Economi Loss Prevented were gained as a result of investigativs
1986.
krogram
during
Organized
Crim
efforts expended in the
During 1986, the FBI targeted the illegal activities of several of the La Cosea ostra families for investigation. As a result of
these investigations, 3 Obosss, 2 *underboss, 9 "capo.decinas , 22 *soldiers* and 109 associates of organized crime family
members were convicted in 1986 for various Federal violations. In addition, 8 sicilian Mafia asociates were also convince.
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Although the FBI has been successful in several of its investiqations of LACoaa Nostra families, their influence on everyday
American life continues.
Investigations involving public corruption have resulted in the convictions of 23 local law enforcement officers, I state judge, 2
state public officials, I state officer, 15 local public officials, 2 local judges and 1 federal prosecutor.
Investigations of non-traditional organized crime groups brought convictions against 225 members of these groups and their
associates for narcotics, corruption, loansharking, and arson violations as well as for their involvement in gangland slayings.
These groups included the ONs (159), Colombians 44), Cubans (11), and other groups (11).
As a result of Labor Racketeering investigations I vice-president, 1 secretary/treasurer, I trustee, L organizer, 20 members, 2
business maager/agents and 2 other affiliate of labor unions were convicted for illegal activities.
Specific organized crime case accomplishments follow. They are indicative of the complex long-ter, and personnel-intensive
organized crime investigations being conducted by the FBI In which a wide variety of sophisticated, investigative techniques are
being utilized.
n August 1985, an Indictment was returned charging Luchese 1CN cape and two other Luchese 1C mmbrs as well a 23 other
Individuals under the RICO statute with predicate offenses being multiple counts of narcotics violations, gambling, loansharking"
credit card fraud and conspiracy. In June 1996, a superseding indictment was returned in charging an additional 11 subjects with
conspiracy to distribute cocaine. Several Title Ills, physical surveillance, and consensual recordings by cooperating witnesses
were used in this case. In October 1986, 11 defendants were convicted of narcotics violations.
In March 1936, through the use of several Title Ills, a cape in the Gambino Family and five codefendants were convicted on charges
of murder, ITSP, narcotics, bribery, ECT, prostitution, and pornography. The Gambino boss and defendant in this trial, Paul
Castellano, was murdered prior to the conclusion of the prosecution. In November 1986, three defendants pled guilty. Tnty-two
convictions have been recorded and the I65-year sentences given to two defendants were the longest sentences reported in the
history of the Federal court in Hew York. A RICO trial is scheduled to comence in Nov York on the remaining three members and
five associates In January 1987.
RICO Indictments were returned against the hierarchy of the Genovese Family as a criminal enterprise. Included in this indictment
were a boss, cape, and six soldiers of the Genovese Family, the acting boss of the Cleveland Family, and a Gambino member. The
defendants were charged with the extortionate control of the concrete industry in New York, illegal control of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, conspiracy to comit murder, and operating an illegal gambling
Through the use of Title Ills and cooperating witnesses, the boss of the Colcebo LN Family the underboss, three soldiers, and
four associates were charged with RICO, RICO conspiracy extortion, bribery of public officials and dealing in narcotics.
Utilizing the factual presentation from the Colombo Family hierarchy criminal prosecution, a civil complaint was filed 3une 1986,
charging 31 defend ants with controlling a labor organization through a pattern of racketeering activities. The defendants from
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whom the government is seeking injunctive relief include Laborers International Union of North America Local 6A, District Council
of Cement and Concrete Workers, and Colombo 101 members and associates.
As of December 1986, an investigation has used an undercover operation, consensual monitoring and physical surveillance to
document the corruption of sheriffs, judges and other publlo officials in five counties of eastern Tennessee. Forty-five
individuals have been arrested and/or indicted, including three judges, two sheriffs, and one former sheriff. The officials were
involved in gambling and also received payoffs for judicial action.. The remaining 22 subjects who are yet to be indicted
indicted include a Judge, district attorney, sheriff, and other prominent public officials in eastern Tennessee.
I
A joint organized crime task force consisting of the FBI, IRS, and New York State and County Police Departments and prosecutors
was formed to investigate the organized crime Infiltration of the gasoline industry. This investigation exposed a scheme being
utilized by various organized crime groups to defraud state governments and the Federal Government of millions of dollars through
the evasion of excise taxes. To date, there have been 11 Federal and state convictions, including Colombo L.0 member Michael
Franzese, 12 returned indictments and 2S additional indictments are anticipated. New York State Department of Taxation estimated'
the disruption of the Franzses group alone will increase excise tax revenue by $200 million.
An investigation was directed at the 1.0 control of the 250 million-dollar-a-year moving and storage industry in the New York
area. The investigation exposed a 20-year criminal conspiracy in which the 1.0 controlled this industry through its influence
over officials in the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. In October 1986, guilty verdicts were returned in a RICo
prosecution in the Eastern District of Rev York against 10 defendants to include the boss, underboss and acting boss of the
Bonanno L1 Family and the President, Secretary Treasurer and Business Agent of a Teamster's Local.
In February 1986, Adler B. Seal, a DEA informant who testified before the President's commission on Organized Crime, was murdered
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Through an aggresive investigation, FBI Agents, within 48 hours identified and apprehended six
subjects involved in the murder. In July 1986, three ranking members of the Ochoa Colombian drug amugling cartel including Fab1e
Ochoa-Vaquez were indicted on charges relating to Seal's murder. The investigation involved physical surveillances and
consensual monitoring.
As of August 1986, after an extensive three-year investigation, over 100 members of a major Mexican narcotics organization known
to operate from Durango, Mexico have been indicted and arrested for various Title 21 violations in Chicago, Illinois. Forty-one
subjects have pleaded guilty or have been convicted after lengthy trials. Additional indictments are expected in the
investigation. Through the use of Title Ills, physical surveillances, consensual monitoring, informants, and translators, this
investigation has exposed the sophistication and th: extent to which a major Mexican drug trafficker conducts illegal business
within the United States from the safe confines of Mexico.
In May 1986, Vito Salvatore Sullo, a Sicilian Mafia figure wanted on murder and heroin charges by Italian police in Sicily, Italy,
wa arrested in Newark. This vs a Joint FBI, DEA, and Italian investigation regarding an international heroin smuggling and
distribution network In Dallas, Newark Mew Jersey and Has"e Carrara, Italy. Over 60 subjects have'been arrested and are at
various stages of prosecution. Nine kilos of cocaine, one and a half kilos of heroin, $7,100 in cash: and a 1985 Mercedes Benz
500 SEL valued at $50,000 were seized.

An investigation was initially begun by the
st Division to address a number of unsolved orders in south Florida that were
attributed to the putlaw Motorcycle Gang (0}r3
the extensive use of cooperating witnesses indictments were obtained for
twelve present or former members of the 0G cIhargn tm with violation of the ICOi statute. The Indictment was based on 90
predicate acts which include 11 orders, armed robberies, kidnaping, extortion, prostitution, and narcotics trafficking. Eight of
those individuals indicted have been arrested.
During 1986, a special task force of FBI and New York Police Department (MYPO) personel, investigated the illegal activities of a
Chinese gang own as the United Bamboo Gang which emanated ftrm Taiwan. Two PD officer, in an undercover eapoity were
actually induted into the United Bamboo Gang, and aspects of the undercover operation were conducted in New o City Las Vega,
Lo A*eles and Houston. The investigation concerned illegal drug trafficking, the murder of journalist en Li in 6alifornia,
extortion, weapons trafficking, and otLr criminal activities. The Investigation included the use of consensual monitoring. and
physical survelllance.
Twelve defendants were convicted in September 1986.
An investigation was initiated regarding an organisation comprised of Jamaican nationals who are members of the Rastifarian Cult.
Rastifarians are operating a looms knit cocaine distribution network and have been credited with 12 drug related homicides.
Forty-five Jamaican cocaine dealers have been arrested. It is anticipated that additional indictments and arrests will be forth
coming.
Organized Crime Information System:
In order to illustrate the value of 0CIB to investigative efforts in the organized Crime Program, a number of examples in which
the system has been effectively employed are set forth below. The examples cited appreclably reduced the agent workyea.
commitment usually devoted to maual retrieval of the Information obtained through use of OCI and/or to effort associated with
time-conmin m.thods. of exchanging i.nvestigative information without computer assistance. In each instance, retrilva of data
and subsequent analysis of the inflation acquired through use of the sysm wero acoomplished by OCIS analysts. As p direct
result of the efforts of these analysts oled with their use of OCIS, agent personnel were able to accomplish their
investigative responsibilities in an effective and highly efficient manner while at the sme time devoting their time to the most
complex aspects of their investigative reponsibilities.
0CIS verified source information following an inquiry which involved paramilitary transportation of w
and drugs from
Colombia to Montreal and then to the United States. This resulted in a possible hit and previously
links toe sensitive
investigation on the East Coast.
An agent was advised by an 0C1 Analyst that, based on data in OCIS, the possibility existed of using an individual an an
Informant against the subject of an L30 investigation. Subsequently, an Individual was identified, through an alias, as being
involved with Kansas City 3.0 figures in large-scale thefts. It was determined through oCIS that this individual was being called
on a continuing basis.
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A
white official
collar crime
squadpart.
utilized
concerning
information
junet
in which the
a hiJunket kin
public
had taken
TheOCIS
caller
had givenanonymous
an approximation
of regarding
the name ofa gabling
th man who
had arranged
.OCI
vas able to furnish the correct name as well as the descriptive data, associates, and travel club. this individual was connected
with, thus corroborating the information.
During the course of a Title III the intercepted parties discussed phone numbers from Florida. Conversations with oe individual
known only by a first name were Intetrceted and negotiations of narcotics purchases ware discussed. Subscriber information
provided
possible last name for this individual. A check of OCIS disclosed a Philadel'hia subject with a Florida address. This
individual was sbequently identified as a Federal fugitive with suspected Sicilian Nafia tis.
The subject was subsequently
located and. apprehende.
.
A link analysiss was conducted regarding a pizza chain and the Sicilian Mafia. This analysis was based on information that a
Sicilian was operating one of these restaurants in Kansas City and was allegedly paying tribute to the Kansas City L01 family.
Analysis determined that there are 25 of- these chain restaurants on the ast Coast . Most have the same owners, who have links to
a company with alleged organized crime ties including the Sicilian Mafia.
Aircraft Ocerations:
In addition to normal field office operations, numerous FBI special investigations were
i throughout the country. These
include five major specials where pilots and aircraft were furnished on a temporary bas a
field offices. Major temporary
assignment, required fifty-two pilots for 15-day asigment., three pilots for 21-day assignments, and six pilot for 30-day
assignments, for a total of 1,324 days, not including travel time.
During 1986, the aircraft equipped with a Forward Looking Infrared (fWR) platform, assigned to M Aircraft Operations,
participated in approximately 40 major Investigations across the United States requiring night surveillance. In two Instances,
surveillance by the FUIR aircraft led to arrests of subjects and recovery of ransom in kidnaping cases. Two major survaillances
conducted with.t.his system assisted In the location and arrests of numerous subjects involved in terrorist activities. The system
was utilized to ::er narcotics exchanges and to protect the safety of undercover age
. A top ten fugitive arrest was
facilitated by night surveillance conducted by the FUR system.
Social Operations GrouW/Off-Premise aites:
Since 1979, the number of Special Operations Group/Off-Premis sites has increased from 10 divisions operating 13 Special
operations
Groups and
Off-Preis': Sites to 24 divisions operating 33 special Operation Grop and 14 Off-Prise Sites. Special
Operations Oroups
were 3organized
to investigate, observe, and penetrate ongoing or iinal activity for the purpose of gathering
evidence. Their cont~rue4 emphasis has been to target organized crime investigations. Since 1955, on more than 25 occasions,
Special Operations Group teams comprised of 6 agents were directed to divisions needing Special Operations Group expertise foT an
extended period of time. One instance occurred when 12 Special Operations Group teams were detailed to assist a western division
off ice. A total of 478 workysears ware expended by.0G. In support of all investigative programs, although the majority of this
effort was In support of organized crime Investigations.

ram Chang f: An increase of 245 positions (163 workyears) and $13,5S8,000, including $6,219 000 In nonpersonnel funding is
requested for the Organized Crime "roram. The requested 106 agent and 54 general support pxeitions vill enable the PSI to
continue to build on its investigative successes for the purpose of dimanti ing the entire L structure and relieving American
society of the stranglehold the 1.0 now maintains. The ongoing problem confronting the FBI is the growing need for general
su ort employees to support the agents in the field offices. The agent positions viii be directed towar labor racketeering
ma
re, specifically toward the La CoNs ostra's criminal control and domination of four major national and international unions
in the United States. These unions areas the International Brotherhood of Teamstersj the Laborer's international Union of North
America, the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union; and the International Longshoreman's Association.
Through control of these unions, the La Cosp Nostra gains political power, economic power and a vast source of funds from which
they can finance other illegal activities. With the concentrated efforts on the lsbQr racketeering matters in 1988 the need for
personnel to tpe, file, transcribe tapes, and handle day-t-dy operations of the offloe will increase. The Presid;nt's
commission on Organized Crime reported that, based on an analysis conducted by the Wharton Econometric Forecesting Associates
Inc., estimates that organized crime reduces the Gross National Product by S18billion a year and reduces employment by 414 000.
They also estimate that organized crime raises consumer prices about 0.3 percent and reduces per capita personal income by 677.22.
Tsecial support positions will greatly facilitate investigative efforts and contribute measurably t9 the overall efficient use
of alloated agent resources. The 66 OCIS positions Vill enable OCIB to address the demands placed on it since 1912 when the FBI
received concurrent jurisdiction in narcotics investigations. The requested positions will relieve agent personnel of routine,
less complex matters and will provide vital resources in order for the FBI to take advantage of the high spend, cost effective
capabilities ocs was designed to provide.
An additional 66 special support positns
are ess ntial for the OCIS. OCis provides the FBI with nationwide computer
capabilities which assist in the collation, analysis, and dissemination of investigative information relative to organized crime.
Within OC.S, particular emphasis Is placed upon link analysis of relationships which may exist between or among organized crime
groups and narcotics cartels. Information developed through traditional investigative efforts, physical surveillances, and
electronic surveillances is entered into 0CI8. The vase quantity of investigative information obtained during Title III
intercepts can become so overwhelming that it cannot be made readily accessable using a manual filing system. The speed
accuracy, and analytical capabilities of OCIS are used to cull the voluminous amounted of data that have been amassed during
invest nations to facilitate and further direct investigative efforts. without the capabilities of OCIB the amount of time
require to resolve a case Is substantially increased and requires the comitment of a substantial amount of additional agent
workyears. *
At the base level, OCIS files designed to save time and resources will not be fully used and the cost effective benefits of the
system will not be realized. Two examples are the Title III and Pen Register files. Both were designed to sort, collate, and
print at high speed the large amounts of information these investigative techniques generate. However, due to insufficient OCIs

personnel to process the pertinent background data to support thes files, use of these two files has been extremely limited.
Cksrng 1986 the OCP and Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force program
resut

of

he intercepts entered into ociB.

initiated 105 Title III intercepts only 16 had
Of those entered into OCIS, the average number of intercepts was approximately 1,210
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Based on that average, the 89 Title Ills not entered Into OCIS would have resulted in approximately 107,700
At base level funding, OCIS analysts were not available to process this data into the system and tersaiter _povi
agents with analytical reports to support the investigation. Hence, agents were required to perform functions which should have
addition,
been handled by lower grade employees, thereby freeing the agents for the more complex phases of investigations. In pen
register
agents must also rely on antiquated, less-accurate, and time-consuming manual filing systems for storing retrieving
and Title III information.
At the present time OCIS analysts spend approximately five percent of their time retrieving data and preparing pro ets in
.
.
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employees,
due to the critical shortage of OCIS personnel, the available analysts must forego these reports in order to enter information
into Ocis. The entry of information is critical, inasmuch as OCIS will be the base line system for the implementation of the the
labor-racketeering expert system now under development. Without this data, the artificial intelligence capabilities of the labor
racketeering system will not be used to its full potential.
As of October 1986, approximately 28 percent of the organized crime matters in the 33 field offices currently on-line with OCIS
had no data entered in the system. Over 51 percent of all pending OCP cases had not data entered into OCIS. As result the
OCIS data bass is incomplete. This will preclude those offices on-line with .Ois from having aooe.s to information which might be
vital to their investigative efforts. In addition base level personnel funding does not allow other field offices to implement
offices, and.
the OCIS program. Hence, the unavailability of Ocis in field offices severely hampers coordination among field
between field offices and FBI Headquarters. Further, the coordinated efforts between the 1x and VIa, which includes limited
direct access to 'CIS by DA at their headquarters, will also be impaired. The base level of fun i will permit most of the data
regarding the LCH and Sicilian 1afia to be procssed into OCISI however, entry of informton regarding HOls,oriental groups and
other significant non-UX groups will be delayed. Relationships between Individuals and groups, which OCIS can readily identify,
will go undetected and relut in costly duplication of investigative effort.
The three Intelligence Research Specialists (IRS) will provide the FBI with specialized employees who will pos.ses a thorouh,
crime
knowledge of the P8 organized Crime Program, to include the activities of the 19M1,narcotics cartels, and othe or9ie
groups. The IRS will use data obtained from OdiS, while not duplicating the function of OCIS analysts, as well as information
from pending and closed investigations, and, through liaison efforts with intelligence specialists of other agencies, both law
enforcement and non-law enforcement, provide forecasts, predictions, and trend analysis necessary to plot course of Investigative
action, focusing efforts toward the more signigicant organized crime groups. The IRS will also analyze Title III information,
especially secondary individuals and violators who could become the focus for subsequent investigations.
intercepts.

Intercepts.

In an effort to capitalize upon one of its met significant investigative techniques and to enable i,B1I to properly manage use of
informants in support of criminal investigations, the FBI has developed a computeori2ed Criminal Informant Manageent Syste
(tMe). dIMS will be installed in all FBI field offices by 1986. Once fullyimplemented, infrorman information will be much more
readily available to agents, while at the same time providing for rapid collation of information, Informant statistics, and
administrative data within the field and at FBIHQ. Implementation of the system will permit the FBI to accomplish a variety of
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tasks which are labor intensive - some of which are currently performed manually and others of which are foregone or delayed
because of resource constraints. CoIl has been established as a separate oomputerized system in order to provide optim security
for the sensitive information which will be maintained in the system. A total of ten analysts are required in 198 to continue
implementation of the systm which will simplify and streamains the various administrative procedures associated with an informant
(seven will provide direct support in the field and three will support system operations at FBIH).
The FBI has made extensive use of a variety of sophisticated investigative techniques against narcotics traffickers. One of the
most successful techniques has involved the use of aerial surveillance. The FBI's aerial surveillano capbilitis have been
significantly enhanced through the use of an aircraft etipped with a Forward-Looking Infared (FL) platom for night
surveillance. The operation of this aircraft requires tour nvestigative specialists. In vew of that fact funding is required
for the tour operator personnel necessary for the continue ts of the FM aircraft in support of this initiative.
Moversonnel gnhAn22Xmns

The use of informants provides the FBI with a means to gather information and evidence and is often far more effective and
efficient than the investigative efforts of agent personnel. While the amount of funds being expanded by the FBI for informant
payments continues to increase, both field office and FBIHM management closely scrutinize requests for payments to Insure that the
monies paid for information, services and/or expenses of informants are comensurate with the services which were performed.
Payments to informants have historically exceeded funded allocxtlons in the Organized Crime Program and have proc
results
comaensurate with the amount of funds expended. In 1984, paymante to Informants exceeded funded levels by approximately $2.5
million. In 1985, payments exceeded funded levels by ppoximately $2.1 million, and it is estimated that ih 1986 payments will
exceed funded levels byapproximately 02.2 million. This incre
in spending is a result of the overall increase in the total
number of informants being operated by the M as well as their involvement in more complicated investigations resulting in larger
payments to the Informants. Te statistical aoco plishments attributable to informants is reflective of their involvement as they
often obtain information or perform services which our investigqakiv. Special Agents cannot perform or obtain. In 1986 the
statistical accomplishments attributable to informants in TBI im,estigations weres 1,458 subjects arrested 10,978 subeots
identified, 2,351 investigations initiated, $159,591,441 in value of merchandise recovered, and 1,239 convictions.
The esphsis being placed by the FBI on efforts to combat the imprtation of heroin from sicily into the northeast will require
the developmen t additional informant coverage by the FBI. The additional coverage will, in turn require the expenditure of
additional informant payments therefore, the Organised Crime Po.1ram is requesting an inorease of 4138,000 for 1986.
No separate funding presently exists to offset expenses Incurred koy the FaI while maintaining individuals who have been proposed
for entry into the Witness Security Proram, but who have not yet been accepted into that program. It is the responsibility of
the sponsoring agency to maintain h security of such individuals until such time am they are accepted for entry into the iSP by
the Office of Enforcement of Operations, Department of Justice, ard the United States Marshalservice. Au a result of the
increased review given to an individual p
d for entry into the V.P resulting from the passage of the Witness Security Act of
1984, the period of time which is required to process an individkil for entry into the MSP now averages approximately eight weeks.
Tbis increased time during which the FBI must provide security for endangered witnesses has greatly increase the amont of funds
being expended for maintenance and security of individuals awaiting approval for entry into the XOP.
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The
continues
sponsor for
approximately
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for entry
.into theinWSP--spending
approximately and
$425,98
IN
1984,FBIand
$630,430 to
in.1985,
these expenses.
As a resulteach
of earFhe
fBI's
involvement
narcotics investigations,
due tothe
violence prone nature of narcotics traffickers, an ever increasing number of witnesses are being proposed by the FBI for entry
into the Witness Security Program. It is estimated that at least $750,000 will be required for thes expenses in 1966.
The FBI frequently employs S eia Operations Groups (8OGs) and/or uses Off Premise Sites (ON) to facilitate its investigative
efforts regarding narcotics trafficking. SOGs are used to conduct complex and sophisticated physical surveillances in support of
undercover operations, Title III electronic surveillance installations and operations, and other sensitive matters. In order to
conduct effectively such surveillances, it is necessary to employ specially trained agent personnel and coordinate cloely
technical, serial and ground surveillance efforts in a manner which will prohibit detection by surveillane-consoious narcotics
traffickers. The SOGs have become an essential and integral part of FBI operations. During 1986, SOU were credited with 1 012
felony convictions and over $50 million in fines, savings, recoveries, and potential eoonio loss prevented. At the present
time, only 24 of the FBI'a 59 field offices have 80Gs. The requested increase of $780,000 will provide for the establishment of
SOGs and OPS in six additional field offices which have a present deamonmtrated need for a full-time 800 capability.
During 1986, FBI aircraft flw a total of 37,128 hours at a total cost of approximately $5,933,000. Those costs included $500,000
for operation -f the Forward Looking Infrared (FUR) aircraft. It As noteworthy thahtIh hou
or FBI aircrf have increa
over 100 percent since 1979, when 17,000 flight hours were flown in support of FBI investigative activities. Based upon a
projected 10 percent annual increase in actual flight hours and increased rental costs for certain helicopters fund
enhancement* are sought for the following categories of expenditures in support of aircraft operationst
224,00 for rental oats
and $108,000 for aviation fuel costs.
The FBI formulated Its long range plan for the acquisition am replacement of FU aircraft based upon an August 1950 study by the
Department of Justice which indicated outright purchase is the most effective and efficient method of obtaining aircraft. The
plan calls for the assignment of one surveillance aircraft, up to a maximum of four, for each 300 hours of usage in those offices
Which fly more than 600 hours annually. It is projected that tie workload demand for aircraft flight hours vill require an
additional $224,000 for aircraft rental expense. in 1988.
Portable Intercoemunications systems (ICS) 'are required for the itfe and efficient operation of FBI aircraft. When
rating In a
high noise environment, pilots need the capability to transmit ani receive simultanaously and independently on FAtAanB radios,
as well as be able to talk to one another. This capability is cu gently provided by portable intercomnicatons boxes a
ired
during the period from 1978 to 1982, which have become increasingl unreliable with their use and age. An enhancement of $100,000
is required to purchase 40 new portable ICe for installation in 73 &5rcraft as needed.
The FBI currently uses a large twin-engine aircraft known as Night Stalker, %.-1h carries a stabilized FUR platform to conduct
sophisticated night surveillance.
At the present time, the FBI does not have any other owned, leased, or rented aircraft that
are suitable for a FUR installation which have the capability for high speed and long-range
r
e. In som instances, the
FUR system was temporarily unavailable for use in major investigations because of maintenance downtime. In addition, there were

numerous instances in which the FIUR aircraft was required to fly coast-to-coast on short notice to respond to emergency
situations. because of the significant benefit which FUR aircraft has provided to a number of major fvestiqations during the
first two years of Its operation, and based upon operational constraint. which result from use of a single aircra ft it is
apparent that a second FUR aircraft is required to provide effective support to the major organized crime investigatLions
addressed in this initiative. Once acquired, this aircraft will be based on the West Coast, and the FBI will be able to provide
same-day response capability anywhere within the United States for two investigations being conducted simultaneously. The cost of
this aircraft and equipment is estimated to be $N,500,000. Of the total cost, it is estimated that $2,000 000 will be required
for aircraft, $500,000 for the FLIR, and $1,000,000 for the requisite modification of the aircraft and installation of the FLIR.
Since becoming rational in February 1984, 'Aight Stalkec 1.ha flown over 1,200 hours in support of 50 major investigations. In
1986, Night talker flw over 791 hours at an operational cost o. $493,466. Based upon the substantial bunefit which has been
derived from oration of the aircraft in major investigations to dets it Is anticipated that Night Stalker will fly 1,000 hours
in support of PBI investigations in lose. It is projected that operattonal costs for the aircraft will be approximately $500 per
hour. In view of that fact an enhancement of $119,000 to base-level Aunding will be required to sustain operation of Might
Stalker at its expected workload in 1998.
As the volume and complexity of investigations increased, so too has the amount of travel necessary to investigate these matters
within the OCP. Travel is required to insure that all facets of an investigation are coordinated and that a propert level of
inforlat
o rative witness, trial preparation, and investigative leads are completed. An example of requirvid travel is the
New York hPittaU case that involved several field offices and other federal l agencies. Extensive travel was required to coordinate*
investigative efforts that led to the maximum prosecution of subjectA. The FBI closly monitors travel costs to insure only those
necessary expenditures are Incurred In spite of these efforts at the present time the cost of travel has exceeded base level
funding.' In 1998 it is anticipated that travel costs will conhinM to increase witA the rBI's coittment to aggressively
investigate the illegal activitim$ of organized criminal groups anJ high-level narcotics traffickers. It is realized that
overspending alone does not justify budget enhancesentol however, in view of the FBI's efforts to maintain an aggressive posture,
while eliminating unnecessary travel, $S00,000 of additional travel funds is required.
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e Goal: To identify, investigate and prosecute members of high-level dr
trafficking enterprise, and to identify and
age assets obtained with proceeds from illegal activity for the purpose of initiating forfeiture act Lon and to neutralize the
operations of those organizations.
Helot Obectivs I

To pursue the goals of the Fal'.National Drug Strategy which inolude targeting, investigating, seizing the assets and prosecuting
the members of organized criminal groups who engage in high-level drug trafficking enterprises, as well as large-scale money
laundering organizations. Thes roup include but are not limited to the Colombian cocaine cartels, Mexican heroin and cocaine
networks, and the La Cosa Nostra (LE.) and Italian organized crime
such as the Sicilian Natia the Camorra, and the
moups,
N'Dranheta. Other groups to b. addressed by this strategy are the outlaw motorcycle gangs (CWm), Oriental groups, and other
significant drug traffickes.
To promote a coordinated drug enforcement effort in each Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDEN) area and to
encourage maximum cooperation among all drug enforcement agencies.
To work fully and effectively with federal, state, and local agencies involved in drug enforcement.
To make full use of financial investigative techniques, including tax-lw enforcement and forfeiture actions, to enable the
Government to seize assets and profits derived from high-level drug trafficking.
Base PrgQram Descriotion: The investigative jurisdiction of the FBI in drug matters is based on Attorney General Order Number
968-82, dated January 28, 1982. The Order authorizes the Director of the FBI, concurrently with the Administrator of the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DPA), to investigate violations of the criminal drug laws of the United States. These violations are
detailed in the Coprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, also referred to as the Controlled Substance Act
(Title 21 United States Code (USC)). Executive Order 12368, dated June 29, 1982, announced the formulation of policy rearding
the coordination and oversight of International and domestic drug abuse. Subsequently on October 14, 1982, the Presldent
directed that 12 task forces be formed to coordinate a nationwide initiative by federal, state and local law enforcement agencies
to investigate and prosecute major drug traffickers, organized crime figures, and others involved in illicit drug activity. In
1985, funding was provided for the creation of a 13th task force to operate in southern Florida.

.
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It is estimated by governmental agencies that as many s 41 million people in the United States spend aproximately $80 billion
annually on heroin, cocaine, marijuana, and hashish. Illicit
drug activities are a source of large profits for organised crime
and other major traffickers. These profits are often funneled into other enterprises fostering a cycle of criminal activities,
political and police corruption and creating a heavy financial burden on every United States citizen. In addition to the
financial burden which mast be borne by the public, law enforcement statistical data reveals that a larAe percentage of violent
personal crimes ar related to drug activities.
Prior to 1986 the Ies drug program allocated resources toward dismantling illicit drug networks involving the LAS and
nontraditional organized crime groups, such as the 05re. In 1986 the FBI redefined its National Drug Strategy and Identified
Colombian cartels, Mexican groups, and Italian criminal organizations, primarily the Sicilian Mafi but including the Camorra and
the N'Drengheta, as the most mouipnfl Icant entities to be irestigated. ON40, Oriental groups, and other significant trafficking
groups continue to be a pert of this strategy.
In 1953, the FBI received an allocation of 332 Special Agente for OCDRTF matters. In 1985 and 1986, funding was provided for a
total of 360 and 362 agent vorkyears respectively. The FBI expended 538 agent vorkyearl in 1955 to address OCIXTY matters and
approximately 504 vorkyears in 1986. In 1967, 410 agent vorkysars are funded. The FB's commitment of r
to this program
reflects the priority given OCDITF. The FBIs exeperienoe in OCDET1 cases indicates that these investigations 4e resource
intensive because of the necessity to employ Title III electronic surveillances long-tar undercover operations, and
sophisticated physical surveillances necessary to develop evidence. The significance of the coordinated lay enforcement effort
directed against organized criminal groups involved in drug trafficking cannot be overstated. Resources in this program are being
used to address some of the moat significant drug investigations currently underway at the Federal level.
MMoomLiShments and Yorkload:

Actual and estimated accomplishments in OCDET? Investigations from 1985 to 1988 are set forth
Estimates

Investigative Matters Handled ................................
Title IIlIInitiated ......................................
Information and Indictments..................................
Convictions/Pre-triol Diversions..............................
Court Ordered Forfeitures ($000 in thousands) .................

3,269
48
2,098
1,369
.

3,058
34
2,154
1,610
$20,775

3,251
35
2,490
1,835
$24:200

3,320
35
2,490
1,835
$24,200

* Court Ordered Forfeitures vere not tracked as a separate item prior to 1956.
During 1966, OCDrTF investigations resulted in over 1,950 indictments and 1,550 convictions. The cases mentioned below are
typical examples of investigations conducted by OCweTF throughout the United States. They illustrate the fact that these
Investigations are long-term, complex and require the use of labor-intensive investigative tetaniques such as Title III
surveillance and undercover operations.
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A joint FBI, DEA, and local law enforcement effort focused on the illegal &ctivities of a suspected long-time associate
Ml vaukee LQI figures, including the Family Boo and inderbos, resulted In the most severe sentence ever neted out ana
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and convicted on various drug charges during 1986.
The FBI arrested two subjects and seized 45 kilos of cocaine as the result of a joint FBI/DEA undercover investigation which
out 10 kilos of
focused on a drug trafficking organization. This organization, based in the cental United State., distributed
cocaine per month. The source of supply yes an stern United States import business that has a direct source of supply from
Bolivia.
of Fuerto
group
of a close-knit
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Offices.
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Field
the Mexican Herrera Organization in the Chicago, Denver, 31 Paso, Indianapolis Miami, Los Angeles, and San
This case utilized up to nine Title III electronic surveillance, simultaneously, for a period of nine months as well as a number
of undercover agents. Sufficient evidence was developed to indict 10 subjects for various Title 21 violations. Mine language
specialists were utilized for a period of 9 1/2 months. An observation po t was manned for two shifts for two months. To date,
44 subjects have been arrested without incident in this Investigation and 12 fugitives are still outstanding. civil forfeiture
warrants for numerous automobiles, and 47 businesses and residential properties have been executed. Further, numerous weapons,
approximately $400,000 in U. S. currency olht kilos of brown heroin, nine kilos of cocaine, 13 pounds of mariuana, smell
s of $500,000) have ben seized. To date, a total of 44 subjects have
quantities of other drugs, and gold jewelry valued in e
1,300 hours of video tapes end 3,000 still photos were entered as
been convicted and sentenced in this case. During theme trls,
evidence.
An investigation involving Sioillan-based heroin was initiated in 1981 and involved seven M field offices, DVA, U.S. Custom
Service, New York Police Department, and five foreign countries. This effort resulted in 47 Title III orders and over 13 months
of continuous physical surveillances, undercover operations, and investigative analysis by all the above agencies both domestic
and international. This investigation culminated with the arrest of 37 individuals and the execution of 4910earc warrants.
Additionally, 175 Sicilian Mafia members and associates were subsequently indicted in Italy. in order to su rt this paricular
investigation, extensive domestic and foreign travel of AWent peruonl was essential. At one point In this investigation, it was
necessary to transport an entire surveillance team via a military transport plans at a cost of approximately $9,000 1or fuel.
Sinc are initiation ot
Additional investigative expenditures Involved contract translators at a coot of approximately $s7500
.cames are in their
this case, numerous other Sicilian Mafia drug investigations have been instituted. AltO i the spnri
and utitzation
travel,
foreign
surveillance,
physical
extensive
surveillance,
electronic
initial stages, they have all involved
of Italian/Sicilin translators. Twenty-two defendants dra presently standing trial in New York.
A joint FBI/Mississippi State Police investigation began in April 1985, directed against the drug trafficking activities of the
Jackson Chapter of the Bandido motorcycle gang. An undercover operation utilizing extensive consensual monitoring authority,
gathered significant evidence regarding the Bandido's multistate drug acLivity, as well as their Involvement in prostitution,
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a explosives. This
loan-sharking, transportation of stolen property and the illegal possession of automatic weapons
investigation was converted to an OCDETF matter in February 1986. Numerous purchases of drug evidence were successfully
negotiated by the confidential sources. As a result of these efforts, grand jury indictments vere returned against 13 mers
and
associates of the Bsndidoe in August 1986. The indictments charged violations of Federal drug laws. In addition, one Bandido
officer was charged with operating a Continuing Criminal Enterprise. To date, 12 of these individuals have been arrested and are
pending trial.
An investigation was instituted addressing the illegal heroin/cocaine trafficking of the Black Mafia in the Eastern United States.
Highly placed informants have indicated that heroin distributed by this organization is being supplied by the ambino I fawlly
in Now York. Undercover purchases of drugs and Title Ills have been utilized to bring this investLgation to an indictment stage.
An investigation was instituted on a group identified as being responsible for importation of
Belgium, England, and subsequent distribution of this heroin throuhout the east coast of the
the Now York City Police Department and fDA, Joint arrests and search warrants were executed.
arrested, two kilograms and 13 ounces of heroin and in excess of $4,650 in cash were seized.
group, located outside of the United States, have also been identified and forfeiture efforts

heroin from Pakistan, Holland,
United States. In conjunction with
A total of forty-two subjects were
Bank accounts utilized by this
are being pursued.

Pr-irau Chang si To continue its efforts toward attaining its established goal of significantly disrupting major drug
organizations - an additional 12 agent positions will be required. If the FBI is to maintain its current,
ressive approach to
the investigation and prosecution of major drug trafficking organizations, while closely coordinating its efforts in cooperative
endeavors with other members of the OCDF community, the additional resources must be provided. The requested increase will
permit the FBI to continue working closely with the DEA, 1IM, and U.S. Custom Service as well as foreign authorities to
coordinate the penetration of these organizations In a manner in which financial assets can be tied to high-level drug activities
so that seizures can be made.
The resources requested Vill enable the FBI to Investigate, size assets, initiate forfeiture actions, and support prosecution of
members of organized criminal groups such as the La Cosa Nostra, the Sicilian Mafia, Colombian narcotics cartels, and Maxican
narcotics networks who are en.aged In high-level drug trafficking enterprises. Through the use of the the requested resources,
the FBI will be able to participate more effectively In Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force endeavors. In addition, it
will be able to continue with the implementation of a strategic plan for which the FBI received 48 agent positions in 1987 and
which is being coordinated with the Drug Enforement Administration, to investigate the activities of the Sicilian Mafia, Colombian
cocaine cartels arid Mexican heroin groups which are significantlyinvolved in the importation and distribution of narcotics.
After its formal review and approval by the Director of the FBI, this plan was presented to the Attorney General in May 1966, who
voiced his enthusiastic support for the initiative.
If the FBI's Organiaed Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program are maintained at their present base levels of funding, they
will continue to achieve accomplishments which will impact upon narcotics problems facing the United States. However, unless
funding is increased, the FBI will not be able to pursue avenues of opportunity that have opened as a direct result of recent
investigative successes. Thus, the FBI would be prevented from following through upon and expanding initiatives which could level

a devastating blow to the major narcotics networks.

Thes cam often require substantial and prota
investigative efforts,
which include the use of a variety of sophisicated techniques. In the event additional funding is not received, itviii be
necessary for the FBI to reduce its comitment to Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force matters. Such an action would
severely impant upon the ability of the Task Forces to address ongoing narcotics investigations. Moreover, the FBI would be
unable to provide the Task Forces with the technical support -- that is, sensitive physical, electronic, and aircraft surveillance
support -- which is of critical importance to the successful resolution of the complex, major investigations being conducted by
the Task Forces.
A rust
is made for funds specifically for support of the National Drug Rnforcement Policy Board because of Increased
requireents associatated with this responiblity.
The use of informants provides the FBI with a man to gather information and evidence and is often far more effective and
efficient than the investigative efforts of aqent personnel. While the amount of funds being expnded by the FBI for informant
payments continues to increase, both field officsnd FBIH management closely scrutinize ri q ts for payments to Insure that the
monies paid for information, services, and/or expenses of informants are comensurate with the services which were performed.
Payments to informants have historically exceeded funded allocations and have produced results commensurate with the amount of
funds expended. In 1984, payments to informants exceeded funded levels by approximately $2.5 million. In 1965, thes paets
exceeded funded levels by approximately $2.1 million, and it is estimated that 1986 expenditures will exceed fundi
levels by
approximately $2.2 million. This increase in spending is a result in the overall increase in the total number of informants being
operated by the FBI, as well as, their involvement in more complicated investigations, which result in larger payments to
informants. The statistical accomplishments attributable to Informants is reflective of the quality of services and information
being provided by FBI informants. In 1986, 1,458 subjects arrested 10,970 subjects Identifiedl 2,51 investigations initiated,
$159,591,441 in value of merchandise recovered and 1,239 convictions were attributed to the use of informants within FBI
Invest igations.
The requested increase of $825,000 in informant payments for the OcDE Program in
high quality investigative efforts being performed by its Special Agents through
emphasis being placed by the FBI on efforts to combat the importation of Mexican
require the development of additional informant coverage by the FBI. Additional
of additional informant payments.

1988 is necessary if the FBI is to maintain the
the efficient operation of informants. The
heroin from Sicily into the northeast will
coverage will, in turn, require the expenditure
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White-collar Crime ......

Perm.
Pa3,044

1988 Bae
Ux

hogm

2,957 $176,163

Perm.
P
3,124

1955 Estimatle
M,
X

&hat

2,997 $178,166

1ncrsas/Prea§s

Peru.
20,
80

YX

Ant

40

$2,003

To reduce losses in Government program, private sector businesses, and labor unions from corruption, trapd, and
e azzlements, and to provide ipvostigative assi
to the Department of Justice (003), including United States Attorneys
throughout the United States, in Civil and Antitrust matters.
Maior Objectives:
To identify, investigate, and obtain prosecution Li major fraud against the Government cases involving illegal practice by
program ania project management officials and officers of firm doing business with or for the Federal Governmentl Federal
violations Involving systematic corruption by Federal, state, A local executive and management level public officials as well
as private citizens acting in complicity with corrupt public officials, Federal fraud, bribery, and salzslmubnt violation
comittd by bank officers, directors, customers, and owners, particularly those that result in-the financial institution's
failure or Merger In lieu of failure. Federal fraud violations coitted by officers, directors, and major stockholders of
financial inst tutionsi Federal fraud violations committed by officers, directors, and owners of major companies involved in the
Illegal disposal of toxic waste: thefts or eessments of mies or amets of a labor organiation, eployee
welfare benefit plant and significant trademark counterfeiting, computer fraud, and bankruptcy fraud matters. pension fund, or
To establish new and innovative mans of collecting and collating White-collar Crie Prlram (WCCP) data from multile sources in
order to identify high impact white-collar criminal organizations for subsequent investigation.
Tsuort
the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice in the enforcement of antitrust statutes in high-ipact cases by
the necessary Investigations.
To su port the Civil Division of the Department of Justice and United States Attorneys throughout the country in representing
significant Government interests In cLvI matters.
To support and actively participate in the efforts of the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency, the Attorney General's
conomclo Crime council, and the interagency Da:k Fraud Enforcemant Working Group to coordinate a unified attack on high impact
white-collar crime (MCC).
To assist other Federal, state, local, and foreign law enforcement and regulatory agencies in making a coordinated and effective
attack on WCC.
-

a

1987 Appropriation
Anticipated
Peru.
PaWX
Ag=
3,045 2,939 $158,906

To insure that HOOP management provides sufficient coordination, direction, and resources to enable the FBI to address all
priority investigations.
To plan and implement undercover operations directed against the subjects of significant WOCinventigations.
To recruit, direct, and maintain WC informants and confidential sources and enhance liaison with professional associations and
private businesses in order to maintain an adequate intelligence base concerning WX matters within the investigative jurisdiction
of the FBI.
To promote the utilization of electronic surveillance investigative techniques in WOCinvestigations.
Base ProAra DescriDtions HC is defined as those illegal acts which are characterized by deceit, concealment, or violation of
trust and which are not dependent upon the application or threat of physical force or violence. Such acts are ommitted by
individuals and organizations to obtain money, property, or services; to avoid the payment or loss of money or services or to
secure personal or business advantage.
The Department of Justice has identified and ranked priority areas regarding WW. These ares crime against Federal, stats, or
local governments by public officials and private individuals crimes against*businesses, conmers, investors, and employees, and
crimes affecting the health and safety of the general public.
In response to the above, the FBi established three major priorities witin the
P. They
(1) fraud ainst
the Government
matters Involving United States Government officials (and/or losses e*;cedIng $25 thousand) and bribery and other public
corruption involving Federal officials (Government Fraud)$ (2) Federal, state, and local public co
ion (Public Corruption)
and (3) financial crimes.
Governmental Fraud ubroarax
These investigations address allegations of fraudulent acts involving federally funded programs or bribery/conflict of Interest in
the executive branch of Government. This top priority subprogram endeavors to investigate and seek prosecutions of those
individuals who, through deceit or dishonesty, attempt to Interfere with the lawful functioning of Federal agencies, program s, or
projects. This subprogram has achieved its top priority status due to the concerns of the Attorney General's Economic Crime
Council, the President's Council on integrity and 3fficiency, and FBI executives. The investigations given Npriority status are
those involving frauds in excess of $25,000 and especially those involving the Department of Defense or the Department of Health
and Human Services. Allegations of bribery and/or conflict of interest on the part of Federal employees are considered extremely
sensitive and must be addressed immediately.
In addition to the corruption of Federal officials, this subprogram also deals with procurement, entitlement, and false claim
frauds. Procurement
frauds (with
heavy emphasis
on defective
Defense procurements)
include labor
mischargingwithholding
(charging other
Governent
contracts
for costs incurred
on overrun
contracts),
pricing (falsifying
or fraudulently
pertinent
cost
Information during contract negotiations), product substitution, and false test certifications. Entitlement frauds primarily
consist of applications for and/or receipt of Federal funding by those not eligible for such funding (many of the food stamp and
health care frauds are representative of this). False claims run the gamut of charging the Government for wor" not performed

(usually by overstating rogress payment requests), using false billing rates, billing for services that were not necessary, and
creating completely fict tious invo COS.
FBI participation in joint investigations vith the Inspectors General and military investigative agencies has not only increased
the number of significant fraud cases that are being investigated, but it also has drawn on other agencies' experience and
expertise to assist in acomplishing thorough and coprihensive investigation in a timely fashion. :xmples of this approach
include: joint Defense fraud investigations coordinated through participation in the Defense Procurement Fraud Unitt joint city
task force investigations with the Department of Housing and Urban Development and Veterans Administration addressing family
housing frauds; and city task force investigations addressing false claimed to Kedicaid/MNedicar. made on the part of dcters,
hoepitali', and laboratories.
Public Corruntion Suboroaram
Public corruption involves the investigation of systeatic corruption by Federal, state, and local executive and management-level
public officials. Public corruption can be broally defined as occurring when any elected or appointed public official (local,
state, or Federal) acting for or in behalf of, his/her public office asks, demands, solicits seeks, accepts, receives, or agrees
to receive am
in o-Value in return for being influenced in the performance of any official act. The necessa;y evidence to
support an allegation of public corruption must often be gained through the testimony of informants and cooperating witnesses, the
use of consensually monitored conversations and court-ordered electronic surveillances, and the use of undercover operations. As
these investigative techniques boome known through their exposure during subsequent courtroom proceedings, they must be replaced
by new and often more labor intensive techniques. Slectronic and operational countermeasures are now being eMloyed by m
sophisticated white-collar criminals to thwart law enforcement efforts. Ficause of the intense pressures whi wealthy and
politically powerful public officials are able to exert, it can be extremely difficult for state and local authorities to
effectively conduct public corruption investigations. The FBI must be able to pursue allegations of public corruption which
cannot be deferred to state or local authorities.
Financial Crime SuborooraM
Financial crimes investigations primarily involve frauds, embezzalements and other thefts occurring within or against the national
and international financial community. Priority matters currently of particular concern are bank failures or bank (and savings
and loan association) mergers in lieu of failure caused by fraud and embezzlements perpetrated by bank officers, owners, or major
stockholders. A 1984 congressional study found actual or probable criminal misconduct by officers, directors, or other insiders
in 61 percent of recent bank failures an concluded that officials of failed or problem banks usually escape prosecution or
sanctions by the Government. This study indicated that criminal activities by bank officers directors and owners contributed to
35 bank failures in 1983. The assets of these institutions totaled far in excess of $3 billion. To illustrate the scope of the
bank failure problem, from January 1, 1981 through Deosber 31, 1986, 657 cmmrcial banks and savings and loan institutions have
been closed or merged with other financial institutions in lieu of failure. Of this total, 293, or 45 percent, occurred during
the period from January 1, 1985, through December 31, 1986. Federal regulatory agencies forecast a continuing pattern of bank
failures.

-

The fraud by wire statute is one of the most effective tools available to combat national and international fraud scheme. These
schema include advance fee loan frauds, Ponui" investment frauds, pyramid business frauds, *boiler rooms", and mumerous other
types of fraud. The advance fee loan schoe preys upon the mall businessmmn, the farmer, or entrepreneur who is vulnerable
because of a desperate need for cash. An example of a significant national fraud case which utilized the fraud by wire statute,
as well as bank fraud and embezzlement statutes, is a case which resulted in the conviction of seven former officers of ESH
Government Securities, Incorporated, Ft. LAuderdale, Florida, and the former managing partner of the Miami office of Alexander
Grant and Co., Certified Public Accountants. The" individuals were convicted of participating in a nationwide fraud scheme
involving the purchase and repurchase of Government securities, which caused losses of over $300 million to financial
institutions, municipalities, and creditors. Continuing technological advances in mass marketing and electronic fund transfers
enable the perpetrators of thes fraudulent schem to operate with remarkable speed and officioncy. Fraudulent bankruptcy,
computer crimes, and stolen securities violations, as well as now or enhanced statutes under the Comprehensive Crime Control Act
of 1984, are also addressed in this subprogram.
Testimony before the United States Senate, as recorded in the June 13, 1984,
al
reflects the Federal Government
alone uses nore than 16 000 computer eystem, and the private sector utilizes more than 50,000 arge, general purpose computers.
In addition, some 3.S million personal computers are currently in use in the business field. These coter
syse represent
tential targets of computer crime. The increasing numbers of and
- on
tare are ::;act to result in an
ncressing
incidence
of
"
tr-related
crime.
Financial
crime
matters
as
failure
and
major
fraud
investigations
often require the oonoentraion of relatively large amounts of FBI personnel for extended periods of time.
FBI WCCinvestigators and accounting technicians, by virtue of their formal education and experience in accounting investigations,
are highly qualified to conduct financial crimes investigtions. Because of the volumirous amounts of documentary evidence
encountered in these types of investigations the ro'ls Investigative Support Information System (ISIS) is often used to assist
investigators in oollatinq evidence and testimny on complex issues, events, and the activities of multiple defendants.
The FBI also conducts extensive investigations in connection with the Government's prosecution of antitrust matters and the
litigation of civil matters.
AocMolishments and Workload: Accomplishments and workload of the CCPare presented in the following table:
Investigative Hatters:
Pending beginning of year .........................

21,292

Received .......................................... 45,330
Resolved .......................................... 44,330
Convictions ......................................... 4,091
Pre-trial Diversions ................................
401
Fines ($000)........................................ $20,721

22,300

46,365
45,996
4,031
369
$25,217

22,700

47,300
46,200
4,100
390
$26,200

23,800

48,250
46,400
4,100
400
$26,200

Recoveries ($0001(1) ...............................

$551 977

$297
Potential Economic Loss Prevented ($000,000) ........
Claims against the Government ($000)
$221v202
.......
Filed ...............................
$19,754
Settled.......................................
Claims by the Govenment ($000)
$3,659
0..............
0...............
Filed .........
........... $3,250
Settled .............................

$1,382 734(2)

$550 000

$550 000

$212,200
$17,699

$225,000
$20,000

$225,000
$20,000

~

5,453
$3,515

6380

4380

4385

~

5,500
3,500

~

5,500
O3,500

Includes recoveries and restitutions.
Includes a $1 billion court ordered restitution in an undercover operation which investigated international money laundering.
During 1986, convictions and pretrial diverstions included 696 for Governmental Fraud investigation 232 for Public Corruption
investigations; 3,199 for Financial Crimes investigtions, of which 61 percent were for bank-related violations and 36 in Labor
itLonally, ther vere 10 convictions and p retrial diversions, $665 267 in
Matters not related to organized crime resulted.
antitrust and civil miter
fines imposed, $13,000 in recoveries, and $6.6 million in potential economic losses prevented
investigations.
On July 24, 1986, Litton Systems, Incorporated was sentenced in U.S. Distrt Court Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, following aspilea
of guilty to 320 counts of false claim and mall fraud. The com nation of re itutlc'n, fines and civil damages of $15 698,97
was paid back to the U.S. Government by Litton as a result of this investigation. The case involved charging materlil cost on
approximately 45 contracts for military hardware sold to the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force.
III

geles, Californa, 19 subjects were charge with mail fraud,
Also on July 24, 1986, in the Central District of California, Los
,and aiding and abetting in a kickback scheme between contractors and
tax evasion, receipt of kickbacks, ora,
Defense investigative agencies and are examples of the FBI's
of
with
Dapartment
conducted
jointly
cam
were
Both
subcontractors.
efforts to comat fraud and corruption in the Defense procurement process.
Provider fraud in the federally-funded health care area has also been identified as a major crime problem. Organized efforts in
Genral, Department of Health and Human Services, have
12 cities by the FBI, U.8. Attorneys' Offices, and the Office of Iqr
resulted in an increase in the number of investigations and prosecutions. An example of the dedication to this effort has been
the results ar'iieved by the Detroit Division of the F9I in Nedicare/Medicaid prescription mills" fraud investigations since
initiating this project in 1981. To date, 46 health care providers and six corporations have been indicted and convicted.
Additional training has been provided by 31HQ to Naval Investigative Service (HIS) personnel through their quarterly fraud
training courses in Athens, GeorqLa, and the DODInspector General's week-long fraud courses have been made available to the FBI
through De.

On March 31, 1986, Walter Louis Nixon, Jr., Chief United States District Court Judge, Southern District of Mississippi, was
sentenced to five years imprisonment following hisalegations
conviction that
for two
perjury.brbe
The perju
ude ixon's
assistance toin fixing
for his pertained
ixon ofreceived
Judecounts
testimony before a Federal grand jury concerning
crimi',al cases. Judge Nixon is currently free on bon pending appeal.
On February 3, 1966, William C. Brennan Judge, Supreme Court, Stat, of Now York, 11th Judicial District was sentenced to five
&are imprisonment following his conviction on bribery charges. An FB investigation had determined that Brennan sold and agreed
o sellhis influence in criminal cases before him and other Queens, New York, Supreme Court judges in exchange for cash bribe.
On December 16, 1986, R. Budd Iyer, State Treasurer of Pennsylvania, was convicted in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, for awarding a
state contract in exchange for a promise of $300,000 in kickbacks.
Seven former officers of ESM Government Securities, Incorporated, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and the former managing partner of the
Miami office of Alexander Grant and Co., Certified Public Accountants, were convicted of participation in a nationwide fraud
scheme involving the purchase and repurchase of Government aecities, which caused looms of over $300 million to financial
institutions, municipalities, and creditors.
Over S0 individuals wer convicted in Texas of a real estate loan fraud scheme, which caused the failures of two savings and loan
associations, the near failure of a third, and is expected to result in payment of over $400 million in Federal deposit insurance
funds.
Over 70 individuals including physicians, pharmacists, drug ele representatives, and drug wholesalers were convicted following
an undercover operation dir
toward the illegal diversion of prescription pharmaceuticals through fraudulent orders,
distribution of samples, and "Is of adulterated, mislabled, and expired drugs.
A goup of individuals 'from South Florida were convicted of participation in a series of planned bankruptcies or Obtst cuts' in
nine major cities, which caused credit losses of over $10 million to manufacturers nationwide.
Two former bank presidents were convicted and sentenced to prison term of 24 years and 20 years, respectively, as a result of iBI
inveatiqation of criminal activity associated with the failures of banks in the Permian Basin area of Texas. A former director of
one of the banks was also convicted and sentenced to a prison term of 10 years.
Ronald Ray Rewald was convicted in Honolulu, Hawaii, of Federal violations after investors in the investment firs of Bishop,
Baldwin, Rewald, Dillingham, and Wong were defrauded of $22 million.
frogran ChaU go: An increase of 42 agent positions (21 workyears) six special su rt positions and workears, 32 general
support positions (13 workyaars), and $2,003,000 is requested specifically for the
it-Collar Crime Program in order to
effectively investigate the increased number of DOD procurement frauds and major bank failure fraud and embezzlement matters.
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Agent, general, and specLal support personnel enhancements are required to address significant crime problem in the IVCP. Fraub
nst the Government affecting procuremsnts by DODand major bank frauds and embezzlemsnts are increasingly becoming the subjie
substantial FBI investigative efforts. Since the FBI is presently utilizing nearly 100 percent of its fundedWP personal
resources on significant WCCP investigatbive matters, the increased nmber of DODprocurement fraud and bank fraud and -mezle
cases projected in 1998 can only be investigated on a timely basis if additional personnel resources are provided.
Frauds against the Goverment affecting the 13 Departments and 57 agencLes of the Executive Branch are the top investigative
priority of the FBIs WCCP. Of primary concern are IDD procurement frauds which involve kickbacks trom subcontractors to prime
contractors improper charges for labor (charging other Government contracts for costs incurred on overrun contracts), defective
pricing (falsifyng or fraudulently vithholdLn pertinent cost information during contract negotiations) product substitution,
and false test certifications. From 1984 to 1986, OD fraud investigations conducted by the FBI, the majority of which are
procurement fraud, increased 39 percent, from 552 to 768. In 1986, 896 convictions and pretrial diversions were obtained as a
result of FBI Investigative efforts in governmental fraud cases. Over two dozen criminal convictions were obtained against major
defense contractors throughout the country following Joint Investigations with DODinvestigators and coordinated through the
Defense Procurement Fraud Unit. As a result of initiatives by the Defense Procurement Fraud Unit to combat DODprocurement
frauds, the Defense Contract Audit Agency, the primary source of referrals of labor mischarging and defective priclng cases,
instituted a system to generate reports of suagected irregularities. These reports of suspected LrreularitLs resulted in a
substantial increase in cases since 1984, which noW n
in the hundreds in 1986. It is expected that there will be an
increasing number of FBI Investigative matters in this ares through 1988. Without additional resources to address the increased
mw er of DODprocurement fraud investigative matters in 1988, the FBI will have insufficient resources to fully develop several
major governmental fraud cases, which in turn will prohibit the Government from recouping funds lost by fraud and/or from
prosecuting the persons responsible.
The number and complexity of major bank fraud and embezzlement matters under investigation by the FBI have increased dramatically
in recent years. From 1983 to 1986 the number of bank fraud and embezzlement matters with losses in excess of $100,000 increased
from 1,513 to 2,948, or 95 percent. A significant number of these investigations involved bank failure fraud matters. It is
anticipated that the number of major bank fraud and embezzlement cases will continue to escalate into 1988. Without additional
resources, the FBI will only be able to pursue the investiqation of bank failure cases at the expense of efforts devoted to other
significant WceP cases. In order to effectively address the projected workload of bank fraud and embezzlement matters in 1988,
additional agent and support resources will be needed.
To complement agent investigative efforts within the WCCP, six additional accounting technician positions are required.
Accounting technicians have proven to be an extremely valuable resource in major Wac Investigations by performing tasks such as
reviewing ledger sheets transaction documents, and other accounting documents, which would otherwise have to be performed by
agent personnel. By rieving investLgative personnel of these routine tasks, agents are able to focus on and pursue more complex
aspects of investigations. The six additional accounting technicians requested are necessary for the FBI to hanele effectively
and efficiently its projected workload associated with the investigation of bank failure frauds and military procurement frauds.
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Activity:

Investigative Support

1987An g=riation
~ited

1988 Base

ftlu
Training .......... ................
Forensic Services - Federal ........
Automatic Data Processing
and Telecwmrunications ...........
Legal Attaches .................
Records Management .................
Technical Field Support
and Equipment ....................
0..
.. .. .. .. ..
Total... . . ..

388
336

377
325

$23,176
19,520

579
566
78
76
1,266 1,225
152
149
2,799 2,718

378
336

MXAwM=

IncrpaM/Docroase
1988 Estitte
Pam
Pera.
ff.L
MX Amku
fos.
NX AM=
378
367 $26,869
$2,500
...
...
336
325
21,257

367
325

$24,369
21,257

131,668
5,625
40,117

569
557
78
76
1,232 1,191

135,450
5,977
43,815

569

557

135,450

78
1,232

76
2,191

5,977
43,815

69,054
289,160

147 2,660
144
2,740

70,531
301,399

197
2,790

159
2,675

94.684
328,052

5o
50

15

24153
26,653

Investigative support for FBI program in provided through trying, forensic laboratory examination and research, attaches in
foreign countries, efficient management o investigative and administrative records, automatic data processing and
telecommunications management and maintenance, and technical field support and equipment supply.
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1987 Alropration

hntiaeted

Peru.
Poo,

NX

Aoun

Par.

19s8

PN.

i

.

Ainm"

1988
EStiMtate

Peru.
Po.

WX

amoag

Inc

Per.
PN.

l/Dcecrease
NX haom

Training ................... 388
377 023,176
378
367 $24,369 378
367 $26,869
.... ....$2,500
Log-Rano
T provide the introductory training and on-going profesional development of FBI poial, Agents and support
Toal
personnel to insure that theatre prepared to carry out their res
abilities in an efficient and effective manner and in
compliance vith the law and over nt regulations.
To evaluate the methods, techniques, and equipment which may enhance the FBI's ability to perform its law enforcement mission.
To maintain and improve the land, buildings, equipment, furnishings, and fixtures which make up the FBI Academy complex in a
manner consistent with and conducive to an effective, efficient, afe, and healthy learning and living environment.
Kajor Objectives
Provide the highest level of training services for now agent. to insure that their knowledge and skills are developed to enable
then to discharge their compex reponpibilities in a professional manner at the outset of their careers.
Afford advanced professional training and support at the
cadmy and in the field for special agents and support personnel,
enabling them to carry out their responsibilitIe in an efficient, professional, and effective manner.
Improve the ability of aid-level and upper-level FBI executives to more effectively carry out their increasingly oOmplicated
responsibilities, and provide for job enrichment and career development opportunities for support personnel through educational
and training programs at the FBI Academy and in the field.
Conduct necessary research, evaluation, and development, and provide direct field support to accomplish the training objectives
cited above.
To enhance FOI/D0A investigative operations by the collocation of 1BI/DA training at the BI Academy.
Prar
a
-iton: New Agents Training Program: After benacpe
as a special agent trainee, the period of
iructioneat M 751 Academy enop es, but is not limited to,
tfo loving major topics over a 13-veek period: substantive
statutory violations, national security matter,
basic law enforcement and forensic skills, behavioral science, legal instruction,
comunications, field office administration, firearms, arrest techniques, physical fitness, professional conduct, and ethics.
Newly acquired skills in these areas are applied in various practical problems and Moot Court situations.
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Avanced Profesion&l Training and Direct Field Support Prom
Special onts are periodically brought back to the FBI Academy
for instruction in specialized areas based
the investigative needs and priorities of the FBI. Specialized training and
direct field support are also provided by FIrAxdy Instructors and FBI Hedrters personnel in field offices if this method
is more cost-effective or responds to the particular need of a specifi1 field office.
Research, Faculty Dovelo n, aMd Laison Currently, a limited number of FBI Academy faculty members and field instructors are
pursuing graduate stZdCnJo-related areas at various colleges and universities whon is
ional and investigative duties
persit. In addition, ongoig faculty exchange program exist between FBI Academy personnel and the Australian, Bitish and
Caedian Polioo Colleges. 1I
y instruor atted s
oea, seminar
schools end participate in other relevant
educational experiences when possible. The faculty also ma
in liaison with electe foreign law enforcement agencies and
several foreign and United States military oounter-terrorist units for exchange of training information and equipment.
maintenance and Improvement of Physical Plant:
loyemp
ed to eight maintenance
15
and craft
maintenance for 401 across 24 major buildings; 23 tUaLss-ipP elad roomm 1 training, atorge
six F1I firearm ranges, all of which make up the FBI Academy training complex.

perform theruresind
and utility tructurei and the

BI Academy has an opti m capacity of approximately 150,000 student training days (612 beds x
Dar
96, 154 592 student train days were uisd wIth 68,269 44 percent) used for General law
TT
enpye training during 1986 was at 62,520 student days, with an additional 23,803 student days
dedicated to CIA train
. Ding 1
5 307 Fax eloyees woe trae
in various schools, seminars, working conferences, and
symposia at the 78adey
Tis, figure Includes 440 new agent personnel.
Technical assistance in the form of case analysis, personality assessment and construction of personality profiles were provided
in 130 FBI investigative matters. Signifiarkt time and effort were spent on major FBI investigtions such as UKABOK, CIOKIHOD,
CAPAUR, FREWHKL and Top Ten Fugitive Micha,l Wayne Jackson.
6The
ys X 9

During 1986, 280 hours of psychological series assistance, and consultation by the Behavioral science Unit were furnished to
Txi administrator and personnel. Forty hcurs oi poet-critical Incident reaction training were furnished to 13 spacial agents who
had been involved in shooting situations anM other life-thratening events.
i
During 1986, 9,224 FBI Special Agent. were each afforded 68 hours of training in the field. In aMition, 618 FBI Headquartersbased supervisooy personnel received
e.ght hours oZ mandated 'egal training. As such, 565,776 total mandated training hours for
FBI Special Agents in the field and at FBI Headquarters were dcoomplished in 1986.
Approximately 47,696 total training hours for 11,924 support employees in the field and at FBI Headquarters were accomplished in
1986.
A total of 939 DA employees participated in FBI Academy training sessions.

5"

The Fitness Indicator Test (FIT) is continuing on a semiannual basis
personnel. Additionally, pre-entry fitness testing began field-wide
applicants to insure they are all at a minimum level of conditioning.

prized feedback to all agent
prin a
fal) witc
198 to measure fitness levels of all special agent

Enhancements are needed in 1988 for equipment funding necessitated by the opening of the FBI ACademy's nwe
Mo ry In -ate 1988. The now 250-student dormitory represents additional capacity and training capability for the 78ls
however, it cannot be furnished from bass level funds.
It is imperative that $2.5 million for the purchase of furniture and equipment for the FBI Academy's new dormitory be approved in
1988 to coincide with the completion of this multimillion dollar facility. It will be necessary to completely furnish the new
dormitory building including, but not limited to, 250 single occupancy bedroom, three conference room, several break-cut rooms,
a classm , student reception and special purpose areas, and a kitchen.
by way of background, the new dormitory building, with anticipated occupancy by the siier of 1988, is more than a 250-student
dormitory. The lobby and reception area will be the point of entry for all incoming students to the FBI Academy, and by virtue of
a day, the hub of activity during all nonbusiness hours. Its meeting rooms will accommodate three
it being staffed 2
concurrent seminars and provide food and beverage service on the premises. special accommodation have been incorporated into
the design, making It possible for students to participate in secure classroom lectures and study in their adjacent bedroom
without Jeopardizing the integrity of the required class security.
Ahours

Dormitory accoodations are provided for a total of 250 persons, 20 students par floor plusprovisions for the counsslor
Also for the first time, the Academy
(gerally a class would consist of 40 students and two counselors rooming on to floors).
will be able to fully accommodate handicapped or disabled quests in a bedroom commensurate with their special needs.
At the very inception of the project, the FBI recognized that the services of a profesional furnishing consultant would be
required to assist the Government in the planning and selection of furnishings for this facility. The Governments instructions
to the interior consultant Vere straight-forward and simple. The furniture must be functional, durable, aesthetically and
ergonomically comfortable but not be expensive or create an image of extravagance or waste. It was emphasized that all
furnishings, whore possible, must be available on the GSA Schedule. Since the design development phase of the project, the
interior consultant has been an active participant in the design of the building. ue consultant has, on a number of occasions,
briefed the Training Division's Project Officer and Kanagers on the interior furnishings, including what was currently available
on the GSA Schedule.
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ate
1.987AntAppropriation
Peru.
21 Lant

Forensic Services - Federal... 336

325

$19,520

gas1988
Base
Pern.
oe
336

KI
325

hot
$21,257

1989 Estimate
Peru.
POL
336

NX Amt
325 $21,257

Increse/Decroase
Pern.
P
...

WX AaM=
...

WM-l
t To support the
Federal criminal justice system by insuring, through scientific means that all physical
to dlop as such probative information as possible to record ct the crime, identify the guilty, and evidence
Isnr~eti
ful
innocent
ris ieni
exoneratethe innocent and to provide scientific and'technical support to ongoing FBI and MA investigations.
Kaior Objectives:
To provide profmional, expeditious handling of requests for scientific examination of physical evidence.
To assist in the prosecution of criminal matters by providing sound, objective, expert testimony in a full range of forensic
disciplines.
To provide scientific and technical support to ongoing FB1 and DXA investigations.
To conduct sufficient forensic science research to make the beet use of physical evidence, stay abreast of new technology, and
improve the ability to support ongoing investigations.
To provide forensic science training to Federal investigative and crime laboratory personnel to maximize the use of physical
evidence in the solution and prosecution of crimes.
To provide specially designed investigative devices and apparatus for use in criminal and other investigations.
Base Proar
m meriotont Requests for examination of evidence ome to the FBI laboratory as a result of FBI and D0t field
investigation
from other Federal agecmie which do oot have laboratories with the technical capability to perform a
type and
of examination.
particular
The cases received include seific requests made by the contributor to conduct a vide-reange of forensic examinations on the
physical evidence (
imens) obtained during the investigation of the crime. Requests are received in the Evidence Control
Center, where pertinent information concerning the request is reorded in a comuter.- The requet is then assind a priority for
examination and assigned to a principal exaner. The principal examiner is totally responsible for the case - determining what
examinations, mst Ie done to obtain te greatest technical information from the specimenss, maintaining the chain of custody of
the evidence, obtaining auxiliary examiners, supervising and conducting examinations, reading and assembling the results of
examinations onducted by other examiners, and writing the final laboratory report. The examiner might be called upon to render
expert testimony concerning the results of the examination in subsequent court prqoeedings.
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On occasion, during the investigation of FBI matters such as terrorist bombings, arson matters, undercover operations, kidnapiNs,
and other major cases Laboratory personnel are required to provide on-site technical support or to conduct a crime scene search.
Agent examiners are also requested to perform undercover work when persons having a technical background are needed during an
investigation.
The Laboratory provides direct scientific and technical support to ongoing FBI and DIA investigations. Areas of this support
include the Bomb Data Center; management of the Polygraph Progrem m
of the Photographic Equipment programu direct
photographic assistance in complex investigative situational artist's c
eion drawings; direct crime scene support in major
cases and unusual investigative situations design and fabrication of special investigative equipment and spocia1 support to
undercover operations.
The FBI dedicated the Forensic Science Ressarch and Training Center (FSRTC) at the I AcadAmy, Quantioo, Virginia, on JWe 16,
1981. Using the scientific input from the forensic science oamnity, industry, and academia, as well as identified FBI needs, a
significant forensic science research proqram has been established. Forensic research, conducted mainly at the FSRTC includes:
basic forensic research, the evaluation of current and new scientific methods and equipment, and the development of standards to
be used in forensic science examinations and MBI field operations.
With the opening of the FSRTC the Laboratory substantially increased its capacity to provide forensic science training to FBI
ersonnel, other Federal, state, and local law enforcement officers, and crime laboratory personnel. The purpose of this training
is to increase awareness of the probative value of physical evidenceo within the Federal law enforcement community, to enhance the
proessional level of crime laboratory personnel, and to decrease state and local law enforcement agencies' dependence on the FBI
Laboratory.
Amolishnts and Workload:

Actual and projected accomplishments for this decision
Istiaasunit are presented in the following tables

1. laboratory M
nations
a. Requests for Examinations
12,032
12,66
13,600
12,600
b. Specimens Submitted
105,676
82,033
90,000
90,000
c. Examinations Conducted
773,926
907,286
910,000
910,000
d. Days Spent in Testimony
820
1,014
1,000
1,000
Statistics above are captured through the Laboratory's Manag&eent Information System and indicate the actual and expected forensic
examination workload. Much of the inoreas in the number of examinations conducted may be attributed to successful research
and/or technological advances which permit more examinations per specimen.
2. Related Laboraery support Activity
a. Forendio
ainian2 Hu
Devoted scence
to Now Agent

5?

b.
3.

In-Service Training

Forensic Science Research:
Workdays Devoted to Resarch

10,788

7,299

12,888*

12,888*

3,500

4,025

4,025

4,025

11,489
5,466
5,150

12,324
5,029
3,373

13,524
5,130
3,440

1,226,536
393,475

14,824
5,367
3,612

1,349,189
432,822

other Significant Activities

in the Federal Area:
a. Polygraph Control Reviews
b. Trial Alcd Prepared
c. Investigative Aids Prepared
d: Photoaphio Prints Processed
0. Micro
P
(test)
f. Days Spent in Direct
Investigative Support
q.

Pages Translated

1,338,431
348,926
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11,032

1,484,108
476,104

767

600

600

12,083

12,500

12,500

*This increase Is due to the projected schedule of FDI/DFA Nev Agents and in-Service Training in 1987. Continuation of the
increased level for 1988 are based on the projected need for replacements.
During 1986, FBI Laboratory personnel spent 767 workdays in the field in direct support of Federal investigations and 1,014
workdays providing testimony in support of Federal prosecutions.
Polygraph examiners conducted in excess of 2,500 polygraph examinations in criminal, foreign counterintelligence and other
matters of interest to the FBI and provided inestigative direction in more than 2,100 instances. Over 850 examinees whose
polygraph examinations indicated they were being deceptive either confessed their guilt or made significant admissions concerning
teir participation in, or knowledge of, the matter under Investigation. Property valued in excess of $279 million was involved
in those cases where confessions were obtained.
The examination of records associated with illegal drug operations began in 1983.1 that year 11 cases were handled. This increased
to 26 case

in 1984,

58 in 1985, and in 1986, 83 such cases were handled.

During the past Year FBI Laboratory support was provided in such highly pulicized cases as the John Walker Jr. Case. Laboratory
Examiners assisted with the search of Walker'e home which produced a considerable quantity of records and tradecraft
Trpheralia.This,
together with evidence submitted from other field offices, resulted in more than 500 pieces of evidence
being examined in h case...
,Tousands
of
gapot .were produ
regarding UM specimes and dozens of 300 x 400 enlargements
were produced for te various trials. Polygraph examinations of Walker's v
Me established her tuthfulness in her allegations of
Walker's espionage activity, and during a subsequent polygraph examination Walker made a full confession of his activities. The
results of his polyraph examination were admitted into evidence in the trial. "Ae results of these and other examinations, such
as handwriting, na printing, and typewriting, were key. factors in the trials of Arthur Walker, John Walker's brother and coconspirator, and Jerry Witworth. The prosecution warn of the opinion that the results of the Laboratory work and testimony were
critical to the scesful conclusion of the case.
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In the espionage case involving former FBI employee Richard W. Killer, in Los Angeles, Laboratory personnel working with
apeclized self-contained photographio equipment, aerial photography, concealment, and concealed installations provided day and
night surveilance of the subjects. These photographs assisted in the investigation and were used in the trial. Additionally,
Laboratory examiners assisted in the search of the residence for espionage related evidence. During the polygraph examination,
Killer made a full confession of his espionage activity. The results of all examinations were admitted into evidence in the
trial.
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i To support the FBI's information collection, storage, retrieval, and dissemination requirements through
management of the Automatio Data Processing and Telecommunications (ADFT) resources and implementation of the long-range
automation strategy.
Major Oblectivs:
Dun
1988 activities will be focused on iplementotion of an integrated, distributed data architecture the infusion of
artii
al Intelligence (Ai) capabilities throughout the FBI's data processing environment, and the transition to software
engineering methodologies through the Information Systems Engineering Center (ISEC), which will revolutionize the way application
system are dtwel.ped at the FBI. Specific objectives directed toward accomplishing these goals, as well as supporting other ADPFT
Decision Unit festivities, follow:
To implement ISEC to support the development and maintenance of quality information systems and to provide initial operational
capabilities for the following ISBC components: User Engineering, software Engineering, and Life Cycle Engineering.
To develop and implement Generic Case Kanagement software (C)
to support all investigative work functions and to integrate the
common functions of the existing applications of Organized Crime Information System (o18), Investigative Support Information
System (ISIS), and the Computer-Assisted Analytic Support System (CAAM).
To apply Artificial Intelligence (A) technology-to

BI information processing activities.
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To develop and implement an interactive verion of the CAASS for FBI Headquarters to enhance its ability to manage investigative
activities on a national level.
To maintain and enhance the integrated Terrorist Information System (TIS), which embeds knowledge based expert system capabilities
to intelligent workstations in field locations.
To continue to maintain and enhance the OCIS, which distributes selected storage and processing functions to intelligent
workstations in field locations and to convert OCIS to a new Data Base Management syetem (DONS).
To implement the Labor Racketeering Exput System, which includes AI capabilities in conjunction with the OCIS.
To provide support to the highest priority investigations through the operation, maintenance, and enhmoement of the ISIS.
To develop and implement an integrated Resource Management System (31S), which provides on-line access, data query, and Al
capabilities for personnel, financial, and statistical information in support of day-to-day management as well as executive
decision making.
To complete the design, development, and implementation of an Automated Records Management System (ANM) to integrate the
data/functions among major AM subsystems and to support the development of a distributed index to be shared with the Field
Office Information Mana e ment System (FOINS) and other investigative systems.
To initiate the implementation of the secondph
of Head rters Offic Automation, which includes adding photooompoiti n
systems to already existing capabilities and interface to existing administrative and investigative system.
To implement the third phase of the Decision Support System to provide FBI executives with analytic aWport and access to resource
management and investigative information for long-range strategic planning and policynaking. A baseline AI capability will be
established to support executive decision making. This capability will be enhanced to support crisis management requirements for
major incidents, including counterterrorism matters.
To continue the development and implementation of a new integrated National Crime Information Center (NCIC) system to meet current
and future information needs of the criminal justice community for the remainder of this century.
the parallelIndex
operation
development of the Automated Identification Division System III (AIDS-III) and
To
support the
interstate
Identification
(111) and
systcontinued
sei .
To enhance the integrated system to provide for the collection, analysis, and retrieval of homicide data in support of the
National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC).
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To complete the accelerated implementation of FOID and provide to the 59 field offices and all resident agencies baseline
functional -uppos±, including automated indices, case management, and administrative reporting capabilities. Implement expanded
FOlKS functions which viii include electronic distribution of investigative information, integrated with existing and planned
systems in addition to knowledge based expert systems.
To is lament the Universal File Number (UFN) system in the FBI's automated environment to provide a ommon reference point to
consolidate case activities/informatin and to facilitate standardization of the index and migration to an integrated distributed
environment.
To continue implementation of a secure efficient, and cost-effective Intra-Fll Records Communications System (I)CS} to support
all FBI data communications requirements.
eOnly
AD the
Program
provides
centralized management
of all
the FBI's Long Range
Automation Staase o (IMS). Wtl
Finerpint
Identification
Program, which
has resources
a special related
o to
automation
outside
the uths
e -to own AM? resources. O Circular A-130 drectis that AM resources be munaed with the flexibility

necessary to meet requirements while taken a

ntage of nev technology and procurement opportuni is which will resulin

improved productivity, efficiency, and Qoet savings. The 711' RA, which calls for horizontal integration of the FBI's
investigative and adAinistrative functions across the field and vertical integration of management and decision-making functions
throu
tHeadurters up to the Director, has been stable since approved by the Director in 1981. Tactical- plans are constantly
reviewed and updted to meet the hihe. priority requirements, take advantage of technological improvements, deal with funding
limitations, anralize productivi y
e
and cost savings. The President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control which
examined effioiency and effectiveness of government ADwl operations, cited the rBI as the exception in government for operating
with an approved WAS
As noted, the FBI strategic direction for automation was first enunciated in 1981 and formally documented in a AW. This
strategy called for a now Interated Information architecture for the entire organization and supported the sharin7 of distributed
data among users, performing of global queries and operations from any PSI location. It also prescribed judicious exploitation
and application of advanced technologies mach as: distributed processing and relational data baes: advance computationsi
artificial intelligence (AII, or more specifically, knowledge-based expert systems teleooemmications, and others In support or
all major mission areas. Plans to build knowledge-based expert system and iegbd them within major information systems (e.g.,
0C1, TI,
eto.,) were Inollded as a mainstrema iten this 1-81 strategy. The factors influencing the LAS included:
e The experience level of the agent worktoroe will be lowered by heavy retirement.
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*

The fact that the scope and complexity of today's major investigations require automation support which
transcends traditional data base functionality extending to investigative infomtion system requiring expert knowledge
related to complex investigations.

*

The realization that .for existing system such as OCIS it was necessary to add and preserve the expertise
and institutional knowledge possessed by leading practitioners and prosecutors.

*

The awareness that these knowledge-based. expert system sut
be capable of drawing correct inferences when
there are gape in available information or where there is conflict
information.

All F1I investigative prgras are d
Upo the svice of this program. The
investigative
ei's
program mnagers have
projected their personnel resource requrements and delineatd their goals and objectives in anticipation of the support of this
program's technical resources. If suffiolent resources are not available, the FBI would be forced to respond to eac new problem
with a labor-intensive solution. Hence the FBI would be unable to met any of its Investigative goals and objectives. The ADPT
program supports the other programs of tih FI through the following major information system:
" Artificial Intelligence (AX) - The 3 considers Al as m ot its most praising cost effective technical support initiatives,
pti cularly in light of the enormous data requirements of the higmst pLority investigative activities. In 1954, the FBI
an an inltitiv to apply Al to support several specific high-priority investigative needs consistent with the FBI's ERAS.
The FBI has Initiated efforts to apply Al in the form of knowledge-based xrt
systs to support investigations in the areas
of labor-racketeering narootice, oountartersoism, and generic name searching. Si nficant progress in the development of a
broad range of Al appications has been made during the 1965-1"7 time fram, particularly in the successful field~q of Al
and narcotics investigations however, bcuse of limited resources, continued Al
labor-racketeering
spprt
applications
developments to
willb
essentially
restricted to minimal efforts which can be sustained by In-house personnel during 1988.
" investigative Support System (M88) - The information systems that directly support the investigative information collection,
analysis, retrieval,, ed dissemination capabilities of the M constitute the I . Thes information system OCIS, IS01, and
CAMS, provide central data bases to facilitate case and program ma
it at both the Headquarters and field office levels.
The" systems will be integrated to the maximm extent possible through the use of Generic Case Nanagemenu.
these system also
provide ad boo AWP support to coase which involve volumLnous and complex evidentiary Information in an off-line mode.
" Resource anagement System (W)- FM provides FBI executives and mangrs with readily accessible and accurate resource
information. This information supports and promotes sound magrial decisions regarding the effective and efficient use of
investigative resources
long-range strategic planning and polioymaking. It also is used to meet the external reporting
requirements of the Department of Justice, Office of Management and adget, General services Administration, and the Congress.
MS developmental efforts are conistent with the direction and intent of Reform 88.
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" Field Office Information Ma

e

"

nt System (OI8) - This system will provide each field office with an integrated information
process
a
incorporate
vord processing, data processing, and telecommunications technologies. The Fals lon-rangr a1
involve integration of 701MB with QS and the Automated Records Management System and, where ap
automation pan vi
with the I88. Additionally, effts
vii be directed toward developing an optiam data architecture for use in a distited
environment. Initial efforts will focus on a distributed index.
Automated Records Management System (AM(S) - The "FBI Central Records System" at FBI Headquarters is
0oceposed of over 7,000 filing cabinets of hard-oopy textual information, which is accessed t
the FBI neadqgartors General
Index, containing approximately 60 million 30 x 50 manual index cards. AMS coniste of automating the general indices, file
charge-out, locate, and mail serialization functions. ANS will also be redesigned to integrate data/functions among major
ubssems and
support the development of a distributed index vith a Universal File Number to be shared with ORS in
theAT
distributed
datato
arcitetur.
Intra-FBI Roords Comunications System (nRCS) - The capability to transmit secure textual information
rapidly between FBI Headquartes, field offices, and overseas posts is vital in fulfilling the mission of the FBI. With the
rapid expansion of IS systems and the advent of FOlKS, it has become necessary to lease point-to-point secure
telecommunications services. The Fm will continue to develop and implement IR to support all FBI data communications
requirements, including facsimile teletype, access to FBI ADP systems, video, voice, iage, text, teleconferencing,
micrographics, and electronic mail.

Telephone Systems - The FBI mast have efficient and secure telephone facilities available to support its investigative
mission. A major objective is to achieve secure voice capabilities for all fiel.4 offices in order to support FBI
counterintelligence activities.
e National Crime Information Center (NCIC) - The FBI's NCIC is the only national la enforcement teleprocessing system
in existence which provides documented information on wanted and lssing persons, stolen properties, and criLinal histories.
Contractual efforts to identify NCIC functional requirements through the year 2000 are underway and will be completed in 1987.
" Automated Identification Division System (AIDS) - The FBI is involved in a comprehensive project to
automate its fingerprint card processing and related activities of the Identification Division. The resource requirements
which are set forth in this program include general-purpose ADIPT resources.
Aog ~lishant and Nfrkoids Automation accomplishment during 1986 were achieved in five principal areas: investigative
support to the field in the form of major centralized systems (i.e., &18 I88 and CAA8) augmented by stand-alone
microprocessor; systems supporting primarily FBI Headquarter in adMinLrative and criminal justice coomunity missions; FOIMS;
the initiation of formal program to assure successful field
rters systems integration and systems auditability; and the
initiation of efforts to imbed Al technology into the FBIes information systems. Aditionally, the FBI's long-renge plan was
updated to reflect changes in required resources and strategies. This plan provides detailed direction for the budget formulation
anW acquisition process.
"
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In 1986, OCIS was deployed to two additional locations for a total of 46 field locations serving 90 percent of the agents assigned
to Organized Crime Investigations.
ISIS was deployed to two new locations for a total of 39 field locations and FBI Head \rters. Twvnty-six now data bases were
implemented to support ongoing major case investigations. ISIS is nov supporting 96 ,.al data bases. On-site reviews were
conducted in two field offices, which resulted in improved use of the IS18 system to support case requirements.
In 1986, assistance was provided to 1
automated support.

field locations regarding 23 investigative matters in the form of field office special

The secure cooptor Applications Communications Network (CAM) circuitry was expanded to support the accelerated implementation of
rOImS, the planned intallation of existing investigative system (I8IS, OCI8), and to allow migration to a single System Network
Architecture.
Continued a contract with the Institute for Defense Anall
(sEA), a Federal contract research center to support the development
of "expert systems to aid the FI in the m
ement of ito labor racktsering, oounterterorim., and " interdicttion
ig
program.
IDA completed analytical support for implimnting the Information System Rngineering Center, the FBI's primary ADP research and
development center, for future inforintion systems initiatives.
Forty-five templates containing special logic rules for processing data to support labor racketeern and related statute
violations were develop
for th labor racketeering expert system. Graphic representations wr developed that shov the direct
A matrix
and indirect relationships between a person and a fialy organisation, union, union fund, or a terrorist group
representation was developed to assist special agents ih selecting subjects of organized crime and trrorist investigations for
surveillance.
Modified and implemented MCIC software to improve article identification and the Canadian Warrant File. Completed software
modification to the monthly stolen vehicle report to respond to legislative changes.
Completed snchronization of AIDS-Il and AID-I1 data bases to insure compatibility for AIDS-11 completion. Also continued to
provide technical assistance in completion of AIDS-ll.
Implemented the Legal Case Management System (1048) after successfully converting historical data from the earlier OEGAL" data
bae.
An integrated computer workstation for the 21 Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC), with the capability to concurrently access three
different computer systems and receive information an the movement of general aviation aircraft from two different sources was
installed.

Contracted with IDA to develop a Ledesigned personnel/payroll system to serve both the FBI and DEA.
aCinleted the conversion of active general indices records for a total of over 16,000,000 records or approximately 90% of the
•~ general index.
Completed the installation of the Secure Automated Message Network (SAIIET) in all, fiold offices, FBI Headquarters, two regional
computer support centers, and EPIC for a total of 63 locations.
Achieved increased efficiency and effectivene"

in the FBI Rk *quarters Computer Centers

SProcessed 422,505 computer jobe, a 15 percent increase over 1985.

Procured and installed 35 gigabytes of direct access storage devices, allowing the replacement of
outmoded storage devices, expansion of data bases, and support for new project data buo requirements.
.Procured and installed a 26 million Instructions per sOond (HIP) processor, replacing a 4.3 KIP
processor, and allowing improved throughput and productivity.
SProcured and installed six solid state paging subsystems, improving system performance and throughput.
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C

Enhanced user services through installation of 14 new proprietary software packages and upgrade
of 41 existing software packages.

-3

Implemented baseline FOINU in lS field divisions and'55 resident agencies and trained 2,600 employees from these locations. As of
January 1987, 30 field divisions and 63 resident agencies are on-line to baseline POINU. Additionally, on-line baseline FOINS
capabilities vere provided to the criminal Investigative Division. FOINS training was provided to ten new agent classes at the
FBI Academy. Documented the FOIS oost/benefits through a study performed by IDA.
Selected a site for the ombined Hid-Atlantia/B
Virginia.

Headquarters Regional Computer Support Center to be located in Northern

Provided automated be'-kup and recovery for the Wstern Regional Co ter Support Center by the Northeast Regional Computer Support
center. Backup capabilities will be available during the first quarter of 1937.
Co-chaired an Office of Xanagmen't and Budget interagency working group tasked with developing internal control guidelines for
assessing the adequacy of controls over automated systems.
Developed and updated the FBI's microoomputer policy to provide standard guidance on management and ontrol of microcopters and
related resources.
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It is noted the Legal Attache offices' primary function is of n service nature, to assist and facilitate the fulfillment of the
overall responsibilities of the FBI. Their perfonmawe, partik iarly in regA to th. areas of organized crime white-collar
crime, narcotics, terrorism, and forei
counterintelligence, can only be measured in term of the quality and haeliness of
information e
with foreign
contacts,
its effect upyn domestic investigations
n
by the FBI and other United
is and
disseminated.
inoation
States agencies to vhich this
The following are exaples of qualitative performance measures of this program, indicating the significant role Rlayed by the
Legal Attaches in the FBI'a overall programs
Legat Tokyo was instrumental in resolving a fraud investigation involving an attempt to negotiate 500 billion Japanese yen. The
key witneiseswere located and interviewed by MSIagents, and all subjects were subsequently indicted in Las Vegas, Nevada.
During August 9, 1986 Mexican Police from the State of Jalisoo kidnapped and tortured a VIA agent stationed in )Mico. The
sibsequent investrgtion of the Mexican authorities involved, and liaisonwith Mexican officials was aged bY the Legal Attaches
in Mexico city.
investigation resulted in the identification and detection of 11 Jalisco state Police officers ini~olvd in
the crime.
Legat Canberra provided pertinent, timely information concerning an espionage case successfully tried in the United States.
Legatts efforts prepared the prosecution with information to adequately counter the testimony of a key defense witness.
Legat Bern in an effort to track over 8 million dollars in securities from U. 0. mail has been instrumental in locating and
recovering 2.5 million dollars in Switserland.
Legat Paris along with polio agencies from France, Belgium, the United Kingdom and the fletherlands seized a large cache of
weapons and amunition destined Cor the Irish National Liberation Army (INIA).
The investigation discovered a link between the
INLA and the French terrorists, Action Directe.
efforts of the Montevideo Legat resulted in the location and arrest, by Brazilian authorities, of a Taiwanese organized crime
gang.
Legat London was instrumental in coordinating British and U. S. investigations which resulted in the identification of the subject
of an extortion case involving a prominent Arab citizen in England.
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LM-Ba" Co11 To manage the life coe of FBI information, insuring that information is available in the right place, at the
right time, to the right people, and a the lowest possible 'cost.
To insure that unnecessary records are not created, that necessary records are maintained and used in an effective manner, and
that those records that have served their purpose are given proper disposition.
To provide direct management control over the processing, operation, and maintwnance of investigative, personnel, administrative,
and general 'files.
To facilitate lawful public access to FBI records in response to Freeda of Information and Privacy Acts (FO/PA) requests and to
continue efforts to maintain and safeguard National Security Information (SI).
To develop and implement an information architecture which focuses on Automated Data Processing/eleoommunications (ADP/T) and
other state-of-the-art technologies.
Kaior Obectives:
Insure mail is routed, classified, searched, serialized, corrected, and recorded promptly and to provide mailing, courier, and
messenger services in a more cost-effective manner.
=o mlete the conversion of the Federal Bureau of Investigation Meadquarters (FBIHQ) active index and electronic surveillance
(E'Me) index to a machine-readable, on-line mode in order to fecil tate searching capabilities in the Main Card Searching and
Name Searching programs and' to support the Field Office Information Management System (7IDmS).
Complete the phased implementation of single station processing of mail, which will result in an item of mail being classified,
searched, serialized, and recorded in nne station.
Manage a complex program for FBIHQ and the field to dispose of duplicate and nonessential record material, identify permanent
records to be acossioLned to the National Archives microfilm historical records that require permanent retention, and prepare
appropriate records for accession to the National Archives.
Maintain, repair, and store an extensive volume of hard copy files in an efficient manner.
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O-A

Provide file review, name searches, and locate services in response to name check requests received from Executive brpwich agencies
and FBIHQ divisions.
Articulate justify, and defend the FBI's position for withholding NS1 in FII files by implementing quality control procedures to
seek compliance with Executive Order (30) 12356 and Departmnt of Justice (DOJ) directives by filing affidavits/declarations in
response to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) civil matters in a U.S. District Court.
Classify and protect NSI and informants or declassify information in FBI documents which is sought through FOI/PA individual
requests and court actions.
Respond to administrative FOX/PA appeals by reviewing classification decisions applied to FBI documents which contain Mal, with
the DOJ Review Committee and to insure that the H8I withheld meets the substantive and procedural requirements of the current
Executive Order and DXT Inplementing directives.
Insure individuals requesting security clearances meet eligibility requirements and criteria for continued Federal employment, and
conduct training seminars for FBI personnel in the areas of safeguarding HSI and its vulnerability to compromise.
Reduce the backlog of unprocessed FOIPA requests and the amount of time required to complete each matter.
Complete an analysis of the need and utility for a more structured riporting format to consistently and completely obtain
identifying data on subjects, suspects, and victims to monitor existing am newly implemented automated syst
to ensure
performance at levels acceptable to the users.
institute a quality assurance program to assess completeness, accuracy, and timeliness of automated data, and institute procedures
to enhance integrity of the data.
Develop and adopt similar/identical data base management systems and indices management software (records creation, modification,
deletion, and searching) for consistency between FBIH and the field offices.
Hake access to information faster and easier, which in turn will produce higher rates of return. This capability will act as an
intellectual enhancement to managers and investigators who beomse more effective (work sorter) because they have access to
better, more timely data, and communicatichs channels.
Base PrOran Dsriot on: The Records. Managemet Program is multifaceted, consists
of several distinct functional units
respon ible for assuring that Information is maintained and available as required. A long-range plan for Information management
within the framework of the FBI's information architecture is essential. In the development and execution of the long-range plan,
tasks normally assocated with the development of an information system, such as the identification of uLar requirements,
feasibility study system design review, etao. will be completed. Design reviews will be completed for any newly proposed system.
Existing policy will also be reviewed and Woifications for new policy as required will be formulated and presented for approval.
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1 New systems are implemented and consistently maintained and evaluated along with existing systems. A key factor in the evaluation
process will be the extent to which the twers needs are being satisfied. The existence of a large and/or complex data base will
require consistent review and evaluation to insure the hardware and software components of the system are mting performance
criteria, as in the case of software searching routines for a 26-million-record file where certain selectivity and reliability
standards must be not.
A primary mission of this program is to insure the ocmpleteness, accuracy, and timlins of data in the automated records.
Procedural changes/ets
viii be recomanded where necessary, to insure the integrity of the data. This program will also
be responsible for the Word Procssing Center serving the entire MD. The management of this center will include prototype
testing of new procedures and equipment, user liaison, product quality assurance, and performance measuremont and monitoring.
Included among the respondibilities of this area arei the maintenance of the FBI Headquarters automated mail distribution system
and file retrieval eqUipments mail management the dispatching of all outgoing FI Headquarter mail; the mintemano of FI
Headquarters filep th. consolidation and correction of F Headquarters
reoordso the general index;
all FIM
oodthe processing ofliation
of records-proce"in procedures for FM eadqurtGrs
Headquarters orrespondenoeu implemnttion
matters.
matters records dispositions and archival
Additionally, this program provides for automated nao searches (som nam searches that reqire a check outside the automated
data base tim period will be
tfrormed manually) and file reviews of information from FI files for authorized agencies within
the Federal government, as well as local gelnes and certain foreign police and other agencies under the Nam Cheek Pro
the
management and coordination of designate Depart nt of Justice Security Progras
proteion of NSI and the suan
o"
f
security clearances c
-n ing classification reviews of documents pro od
for release outside the FBI, for the purpo o
safeguarding SIi processing
I classification appeals matters in coordination with the Department Review Comitteo (CAC)
preparation of affidavits defending nondisclosure of USI which is the object of litigation and or civil discovery; and a
classification review of reords to be accessioned to the National AIrhivest and responding to requests for access to FI records
as required by the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts.
AccoimlithgeU
Mg
Andomlishmnt. of the Records Management and Freedom of InformatiosVPrivacy Act Programs are
presented In the following tablet
Nail to be processed.........................
Files requested................................

Nam checks received ...........................
FOIPA new requests ............................

3,000,000
653,745

2,444,763
11,344

2,487,732
576,369

2,900,000
725,000

2,900,000
725,000

2,316,351
12,983

2,450,000
12,629

2,400,000
12,629
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Mail class
d.
.......................
Hail reached ............................
ail nmber ....... s..
...............
Hall recorded ................................
ail filed ................................
Hail dispatched ...............................
Security clearance
investigation
.........................
.
1erso(1ne.
secuIrity
investigations ...............................
Industrial security
investigations...............................
Mams
handled
...........................
FOIPAchecks
requests
handled
......................

1,751,319
476,052
1,041,451
1,242,943
1,300,529
6,244,935

1,611,310

579,584

872,243
1,270,251
1,555,723
3,700,700

1,600,500
490,000
1,075,500
1,275,200
1,600,000
6,000,000

1,25,000
490,500
1,000,500
1,290,000
1,600,000
6,000,000

460

427

640

640

2,280

2,260

4,850

4,850

2,216,075
11,129

2,429,250
11,213

1,560

3,036

2,450,000
11,68

4,099

2,400,000
11,6682

OAXH
staff have also participated in the training of field office
nl
during the VOin implementation stages. Nearly half
of the field offices were provided the bae line capability of PODS during 1906. Initiatives have reduced the response
tm of
inquiries of the NMOI from a range of 40 to 60 seconds to between three an five seconds = inquiry which has greatly improved
the automated name searching efficiency of the
rations Section. Several studies have ben initiaed, including the feasibility
of a bar code labeling atem, the feasibility ofean audio response system for the charging out ani oonrol o inmtigative and
administrative files,
the feasibility of a departmental ¢omotbin system to provide distributed processing.
A statistical validation of the converted HQOG
was also implemented by OAI during 1985 and has resulted in the implementation of
several quality assurance.produre to shore Mp internal control and retention Qf processed information. These procedures have
already.proved suooesful in the early detection of defioient Internal control procedmm in magnetic tape
. "h
validation process hasbegun certification of index groups by letters of the alphabet which has now r og d th==
the letter
Q. An automated microfiche system as an interim emergency backup has been implemented until apprfate
mr=Obackap can be
provided via the planned redundoncy capabilities' of the PhI regional oouer Coenters. An a p le miorofi*h
tas
been
made operational with approriate internal hardware and software which creates quality lcrofiche on a production basis. Quality
assurance procedures have a so been implemented to address field office areas or concern relative to their newly automated
indices. a study Mas been initiated of subject Identification techniques with supporting information on linguistics and name
searching.
SForty-three microcomputers and 21 printers have been placed throughout the Nw for use as standalone microcomputers and/or word
sorts In 1987, an additional 39 terminals and men printers are expected to be obtained and installed for access to
utomated Record* Management System (ARMS) data files.
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Based on the permanent injunction against FBI records destruction being vacated, the Records Management Division instituted a
phased program to implement a file destruction and accession program for FBI records.
As a result of effortsfby the FBI ail Manager, changes have been made to increase the efficiency of mail processing and to reduce
mail costs. Savings of 399,674 were realized for 1986.
The service and Support Unit received 2,316,351 name check requests, of which 517,206 were performed by electronic searching.
The Security Programs Unit developed and implemented new procedures for trustworthiness investigations of both applicants and on
board employees.
During 1986, the FOX/PA Section received 12,983 new requests and processed 11,213 requests.

1987 alropr ation

An
tsu8
Base
1988 Estimate
IncroaSeIDfcreah
Peru.
Peru.
Peru.
2ML WX Am=
RM
EX
m
f
E - hw=
unt
ENm wx
AM0
support
Field
Technical
50
15 $24,153
197 159 094,664
147 144 $70,531
152 249 $69,054
and Equipment ..........
&a
To provide essential technical support and equipment to FBI field offices and conduct necessary research and
deopmen
maintain a level of technology sufficient to overcome criminal and terrorist adversaries.

0-4

Major Obiectives
To develop a technical field support and equipment (TFSK) long-range strategy including an overall strategic outlook and tactical
acquisition and Implementation plane for each of the various programs within this decision unit.
Provide centralized management of the FI's integrated digital voice privacy (IVP) radio systems and PM radio comaunications
system.
To conduct research and development efforts xegarding new technical capabilities applicable to the FlBls investigative missions.
To identify and integrate common FBI and Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)engineering and technical training functions to
realize increased efficiency and effectiveness.
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To provide FI requirements to the research and development program at the Defense Advanced Research Products Agency (DA.PA) in
order to gain the benefits of IDPPA's extensive research efforts am avoid duplication of efforts.
To provide technical expertise in the exanticn of electronic-related evidence, such as recordings and communications
interception devices, and to provide expert court testimony relating to these examinations.
To replace field office inventories of audio collection and recording eipment, audio analysis equipment, physical surveillance"
eqiM et, physical security and countermeasures equipment, firearm
tactical equipment, photographic equipment, crime-scene
e=armntion equipment, furniture, general office equipment, and automotive maintenance equipment as it reaches the end of its
useful life.
To provide field office personnel vith sophisticated technical equipment and on-site tehnical support required to support the
FMs complex and demanding Investigative activities.
To insure the physical security of iF1 faoit3 les and to satisfy the requests of the Department of Justice (D03) and other United
States Government agencies for electronic audio cnm
e
.
To increase recruitment efforts and provide training for Technically Trained Agents (TrAs) and electronic technicians in order to
upgrade their skills and keep them current on new technology and techniques.
0

To provide and maintain safe reliable, and effective passenger-carrying automobiles and special purpose vehicles by replacing
vehicles in the most cost-effective manner.
To monitor construction of the

nginering Research Facility (ERF) at the F83 Academy, Quantico, Virginia.

se P~RMs.Dserintimi The primary mission of the FBI is the investigation of violations of certain Federal criminal laws and
e foreg Intolligence operations within the United States and its territories. During the past several years, the FBI has
intensified it Investigations of organized crime, white-collar crime and other violations. In addition, the FM has assumed an
investigative relationship with the W.
The TYSE Decision nit provides technical investigative support to field offices and
maintains centralized management of all field equipment to maximize its use and expedite the complet bn of complicated
investigative matters. Frequently, investi atjve objectives can not be met without sophistioatd technical Support. All field
investigative program are dependent upon the technical support and services provided by this program.
The primary thrust of this decision unit is the development, design, engineering, procurement distribution, and installation of
technical support equipment required for the successful l
plishment of theFRIs investigative missions and availability of
adequate personnel to install, maintain, and assist in the operation of that equipment. This support is provided by the following
major TUSE program and equipment categories:
7?

h

*

Radio Zngineering: This program provides management, eqUipbent development and procurement, maintenance, and frequency
management support to all 59 field offices and other .fZ
laments which utilize radio communication. The integration of FBI,
DMA, and United States Marshals Service (USMS) radio communication is managed through this program.

*

Countermeasures: The countermeasures program provides technical expertise and equipment for the protection of rBI and other
selected Goverrment facilities which do not have a countermeasures capability.
Interception of Comnications [IOC): This program performs various electronic examinations, including IOC related cases,
telephone toll fraud, burglar alarm defeat systems, radio devices, and scanrwrs.

*
*

Research and Developments The research and development program is responsible for three broad functions: technology
cases ment and evaluation, general engineering support, and program management of research and development projects.
e Operational Supports This program focuses on the development desi , engineering, procurement, distribution and installation
of technical support equipment rewired to assist the field with both physical and electronic surveillance. fo respond
effectively to growing field requests for more sophisticated and specialized technical equipment, the program is broken down
into eight management groups to better support the FBI's investigate mibion. The eight groups are:
00 Closed Circuit Television (CONV), which manages and maintains an inventory of equipment, with the widest range of
characteristics, that is matc
vith the requirements of each installation for optimum investigative and evIdentiary
results
SMicrophone/Drilling/Telephone, which has extensive responsibilities in the audio collection area and manages the olls
inventory of telon
and microphone systems equipitent. This group has developed and is continuing to enhance a multipleline copterise dialed number recorder system;
eC Ilectro-Optical Physical Surveillance, which is an area of rapid technological growth and whi, handles an extensive rouve
of equipment. Thi group is developing optical tracking systems and examining fiber optic trasmiasion systemel
so Specialized Technical Surveillance Vehicles, which have become essential investigative tools. Replica vehicles and
sophisticated, well equipped surveillance vans are required for aocosfutl ompetion of the rI's
mission,
ee RI/Radio Surveillance Aide, which meet the needs of the field for miniature transmitters for criminal investigations;
e0 Technically Tained Agent (TIA) Program, which is responsible for training nay Tr
and providing specialized training for
current TAs#

ee Crisis Management, which provides sophisticated technical support to the
hostage situations, and other crisis situations, and

lI's response in counterterrorism and/or
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and Alarm, which provides the capability to bypass looks and alarm during investigations, and which provides
maintenance and parts replacmn at
of defnsive looks and alarm system to insure optimal performance and effectiveness.

00 Look

Analysis: Them are two major fool within this prora,
Audio Processing and Field Recording Equipmet. The majority
of the &IXinvestigations require continuous use of recording equipment to gather evidence. Clear and understandable
recordings are the best evidence that can be used to substantit the testimny of witnesses and show the willing participation
in the crim.
An intelligible recording protects both the rights of the public end the rights of the accused.

Signal

5

Firearm and Tactical Equim*
This program activity allow
for the purchase of new and replaoment handguns, shotguns,
rifles,
oe, and protective body armour. It also provides for special equinI for field office special Weapons and
Tactic
MT em

* Photographic,
filmanprint

a Laboratory, and Crime-Scene Eaitions Equipments This activity insures field offices have

t an e ip met--used to collect evidence at crime scenes, owct photogra

surveillance, and develop

in field office photographic laboratories.
5
Furniture and Office Equipment: This program activity allows for the replacement of field office furniture and office
equipment, such as deaks, chairs, file cabinets, eafe*, and calculators, reaching the and of its useful life.
S
Passenger Ca=ry
Atomobil: The FBI maintains a flest of 6,261 automiles to meet the basic transportation re uiremwnt
of the inve tigave work force. The FBI flest
central managed at FSIII.
There are 39 maintenance facilities, which are
staffed by 70 automotive maintenance
loyse . Nthodologles are elyed to determine the selection of automobiles, number
to be purchased, and distribution to field locations.
* Surveillance and Utility Vehicles: Vans, trucks, and utility vehicles are used for sumrvillanoe and investigative support
activities.
ApoomlishmentS and Workloads The following are representative of the accomplishments achieved in 1966:
Installation
digital voice privacy radio
eysmtmfor the Los Angeles and Wew York City Offioe has been oleted.
installation of
of system for Boston,
aia
Niami, and Washington Field Offie is near onpletion, with final testing currently
being conducted. The contracts for 25 field offices were modified to in rporate integrated system designs and changes.
Installations for San Francisco, Houston Baltimore, bufalo, Las Vegas, and Da8l
are in p"ogress. The installation for
Indianapolis is on an accelerated installatian schedule in anticipation of the World Indoor Track events and the Pan-Am Games.
The integrated voice privacy radio system for the FM Academy was procured to support administration, security, and the combined
training needs for the FBI and DSA.

-

4'

A major test equipment procurement plan was initiated t6 provide the latest teat equipment to the field and to enable maintenance
of new integrated voice privacy rao equipment.
The design of a new facility at the FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia, which will include the integration of DEA technical support
and research and development was completed. Current plans call for the completion of this facility during the Spring of 1990.
On-site technical assistance was provided to the field offices and technical support to undercover operations. Xach of the FBI's
major undercover operations received acme type of technical support, which included video, audio, aror
surveillance equipment.
The use of such equipment is vital to obtaining critical evidence necessary to support prosecution of subjects.
Fulfilled the majority of the FBI's field requests for electronic tracking devices through effective inventory control and
transfer of equipment between field .offLcs.
completely redesiged the telephone used in hostage situations in conjunction with the FBI's Host&g Negotiations Piogram Hanager,
etral intelligence Agency Psychiatrist Assessor, Department of Zergy Psychologist Assessor, and private industry engineers.
Purchased and installed the FBI's first independently operational satellite ommnications system which will allow direct-dialed
telephone communication from remote areas worldwide to any FBI location.
Inetallated multiple-line computerized pen register systems in four field offices, bringing the number of systems in operation in
the field to ten.
field.
Developed a new body transmitter to replace obsolete system currently used in the

F

Modified and converted 18 vans and other vehicles into specialized surveillance vehicles.
Continued to use expertise in forensic examinations of taped conversations and magnetic tape to support FBI and other Federal,
state, and local law enforcement requirements. This expertise is considered to be among the best ih the world.
Twenty-three TrAs received two weeks of instruction on technical subjects and countermeasures techniques. Approximately 500
countermeasures inspections were conducted and technical assistance was provided to the United States Capitol Police.
Provided 180 electronic technicians with training on digital voice privet/ radio systems, alarms, and advanced secure data.
Procured 400 new sedans and 145 surveillance and utility vehicles.
3 Fifteen support workyears (50 Positions), and 024, 153,000 are requested for 1988. These increases are essential
forfths
General. program to support effectively the investigative activities of the FBI and the priorities of the President and Attorney
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Intearated Digital Voice Privaav
This request includes $11,153,000 to help achieve the integration of digital voice privacy (DVP) radio systems of the FBI, DgA,
and USI.
This effort is consistent with the Administration's initiatives to improve offiaiency, eoomy, and effectiveness.
In August 1965, the Attorney Gonral directed that the 1I take the lead in the design, d lopmt, and implementation of a
sLngle, integrated DVP radio system to support the tactical radio requirements of the 78I, DF and UM. A single DVP
architecture will insure oompatibility of
io communications an" the three agencies. This Is particularly im ortant when
current juridiction of the FBI and DvA in narcotics matters is considered. Since the rBI was assigned reponibility with DCA
in
the
area
of
narcotics
violations
the
nmber
of jointAnoperations
the two
encis has
grown significantly
and continued
P system
vill decrease
%*rational
problems currently
gw of joint operation is exp
d in the future.
integrated between
experienced in time-sensitive investigations because of the requirement to manually exchange rion
between agencies. This system
wLI also benefit the 055W by proidinig secure radio comunicatione during the transporting of Federal prisoners, maintaining of
courtroom security, and protctng of witnesses.
In addition to improved operational effectiveness, an integrated DVP system will provide a uniform consistent approach to
planning, development, acquisition, implementation, and maintenance for the system, which will improve the efficiency of all
participating agencies . 'WAand U5M will benefit from the FBI's extensive DVP system with its wide geographic coverage. Also,
cost benefits will be realized by eliminating overlapping network backbone circuits and attendant cost*.
The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) has been contracted to perform an inde
et assessment of the relative costs and
benefits of integrating the three tem under the current 78I architecture.
be prima focus of the stuoy is on defining each
t some modifications and
oxteneion
to
upon analyses conducted to date, it is expected
agency's functional requirements.
the integrte
pIneayste thewill
be agncies
necesary tactical
to vt
=ommunications
roiremntsprogram.
of an integrated
sysm.
VHF channels"ndesi~gn
will be required
to
three
curn
1"1 plae Also
oalhadditional
for the architecture
to be
completed in 1987, with ?h. build-up of the integrated system to start in 198. The full coot for the integrated DVP system will
not be determined until bids are submitted in response to the RPP and a contract awarded.
For 1966, $10,000,000 is requested to integrate voice privacy system in the Northeast United States. This funding is essential
for perfoming system ongin4ering making backbone architectural modifications, and procuring neceseary equipment. This area has
been designated as a priority by the three partner agencies in this initiative. It is requested that this funding be maintained
in 1I base-levol, resources until the nationwide project is completed in 1992.
F1 teer vorkyears (50 positions) and $703,000 for field electronics technicians are requested to support current DVP radio
requir
nts as well as the integrated effort. The current level of FBI field electronics technicians cannot handle the
additional support which will be required for DRA and USMS. The electronics technicians will install equipment, prepare sites,
and perfor: systems maintenance. The requested electronics technicians will allow the FBI to support more effectively the DEA and
USMS.6
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Funding totaling $450,000 is required to purchase 30 utility-type vehicles for use by field electronics technicians. The
intejrated voice privacy system will be linked via a network of approximately 1,500 radio antenna/microwave repeater site. Many
of the e sites Will be in remote locations. Regular maintenance antenna and microwave of equipment is required to extend the
service life of capital investments. Without additional electronics technicians and vehicles, maintenance of the system will be
less than desired, resulting in faster depreciation of equipment. These additional vehicles will allow the FBI to work toward the
desired 2il ratio of electronics technicians to vehicles. At the present time, there are not sufficient vehicles to support this
ratio.
Engineering Research racilit,
Requested funding also includes $13,000 000 for construction of an D.gineering Research Facility (ZRI) at the M Academy,
Quantico, Virginia. The FBI's
Section and the IA'S Office of Science and Technology provide technical suqyort and
sngineering
equipment in responee to investigative needs. The UF will provide the FB and DA with space required for their tecncal
support activities. Additionally, sce
will be provided for the continued development of the Integrated DVP radio system, which
is essential for FII/DA joint operations. Current plans include the establishment of an in-house rapid prototyping/quick
reaction capability at the M. A rapid prototping/quick reaction capability refers to a system of specialie design,
development, and assembly tools for the fabrication and develomnt of stm electronc devices. The etablishment of this
capab,ility will greatly improve the FBI' ability to counter the activities of both the criminal element and individuals who might
be involved in illegal intellienc activities against the Unites States Government. The mltifaoeted needs of special agent and
other personnel in FBI field offic. require the development of custom electronic devices as well as Improvements to existing
devi~ces. Custom devices are often needed to meet an Ieediate or specific target opportunity. An example would be the
fabrication of a custeuized audio collection device which could be bidden in a seciic personal item and then surreptitiously
iplanted in a target area.
The rapid prototypinq/quik reaction capability of the new.ERF will result in cost avoidanoes. Currently the FBI contracts for
thes services. An in-house fabrication capability will reduce the labor and overhead costs associated with these contracts,
which generally account for 45 percent of the contract coet. Time savings of 75 percent are expected from this capability. In
addition, security and control of the development process of custowsed electronic devices till be enhanced by maihtaininj design
and development plans within a controlled scat
the M. Also the FBI's institutional liovledge base viil be broadened
because the experience gained in producing thes devices will be kept in-house. The plans to build a rapid PrutotyPn/quick
reaction capability at the RP will yield a modern facility which is versatile and applicable to future
hnology en
rinering
efforts.
The current cost estimate for the joint ER is
that was approved In the 1985 budget cycle for
the facility. This funding was nonrecurred in
evolve and grow. Analysis by the architectural
cost estimate for the building will require an

$3,511,000. Existing resources for the ZR? include $9,000,000 in no-year funding
te FBI'sprinoNh
aiiy
9200wsaddb
6 ofn
ELssaeO
1936. Since inception of this effort In 1983 MY? reqieet have continued to
and"enginering fir of Noseley-Hening Assoclates hs determined that the original
additional $26,529,000, of which $13,000,000 is being requested in 1988. In term
T7

of personnel, the-number of rBI personnel to be housed at the facility has grown frc 208 to 246. It was originally etmatd
that a staff of 14 from DA would be housed at the WIj that number has now grown to 56. It is planned that the
can
accomodate continued personnel growth for the next ten years. The increase in the nmer of personnel working at the MY is one
factor leading to the requirements for a larger facility. Initial space requirements formulated in February 1985, totaled 189,153
gross square feet current space needs for the facility rwqire 250,210 ro
square feet. Other nonpersonnel and technical
requiraents resulting in changes to the WR?,
beyond "hose initially fu
d
nolude enhanement to fabrication ad shop
facilities to permit a quick reaction fabrication capability an antenna
acoustics test facility; a heating/air conditioning
plant separate from the M3!Academy expanded waste treatment facilities additional hallways and comn space to acoomodate the
net squaree footage requirement inproved site seurttyi and additional food servicOwce
requdrements. The erdanoment also
provides for access roads for construction equipment and construction dhange orders. Approvi*g this enhancement will provide for
completion of the ERF, and it will also establish a fixed prioe.oontraot which will greatly contribute to controlling costs. It
is requested that the $13,000,000 be recurred in 1989 to permt completion of the facility and that resources provided in 1988
remain' available until expended.
DEK
personnel will ocly
approximately
36,300 gross
feet of
space The
at construction
the ER?. This
estimate
is based
a space DEA
requirement-survey
performed
by an architectural
andsquare
engineering
firm.
costs
associated
withupon
collocating
with the FBI at the MRF are estimated at $4,300,000. The cost of collocating DER ie ipoluded in the overall $36,511,000 cost
estimate for the ERF.
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Activity:

State and Local Assistance

~ltoion
,ffrpr

t
1987 A
_An coi~ated
Pizr.
iEIJL

wI

283
275
General law Enforcement Training...
122
119
Forensic Services - Non-Federal ...
Fingerprint Identification ......... 2,583 2,595

crLiinal Justice Data and
200
JO5
Statistics Service ..............
3,193 3,189
Total ..........................

hA51n

1988 Base

Peru.
R.

MX

Avnt

1988 Estimate

Perm.
ka.
trV

ABmt

Increase/JuqUXjI
PerT.
Po
MX

281
273
122
119
2,509 3,521

$19,314
9,182
86,596

281
273
122
119
2,509 2,521

$19,314
9,182
86,596

194
t89
8.546
112,870 3,106 3,102

9,189
124,281

194
199
3,106 3,102

... ...
9.189
124,281 . ......

$17,356
8,346
78,622

......

...

...

This activity supports state and local lay enforcement by providing training and furnishing laboratory, identification, and
informational services. The FBI National Academy, the National Crime Information Center (NCIC), and the Uniform Crime Reporting
(UCR) program are but a few of the services funded under this activity.

1987 "n1ciated
Amgropriat ion

1988 Bass
Perm.

Increae/Dear H
Perm.
MX
mounk
POO,
my
AMM~ Ros,
Eos1 NX AMiln
Po X AMMwI
General Law Enforcement
Training ..................... 283 275 $17,356
281 273 $19,314
281
273
$19,314
......
...
hn-Range Goals To improve the investigative, managerial, and technical capabilities of local, county, state, and international
aw enforcement personnel through training and education.
Perm.

1988 Estimate
Perm.

Naior Obiectives:
To continue to provide training to 800 state and local law enforcement officers annually in the FBI National Academy Program.
To identify training needs at the state and local level through a Nationwide law Enforcement Training Needs Assessment Program.
To provide timely training programs on issues of critical concern to the law enforcement community both in the field and at the
FBI Academy.
0a
00

To train local police officers to become qualified instructors.
To conduct approximately 275 advanced schools annually by FBI Academy personnel in support of the Field Police Training Program
(FPTP), and provide 60,000 hours of instruction for 190,000 law enforcement officers.
To continue to provide crime analysis, criminal personality profiles, and violent crime related information in order to assist
local law enforcement in the resolution of major crimes of violence.
To continue instructional emphasis 3n violent crime matters using existing and developing system.
To operate and promote the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NChVC) to administer research training and
investigative support programs designed to assist the law enforcement comnity in their understin and Investigation of
unusual, bizarre, and vicious violent crime.
To participate in one sectional and 35 FBI National Academy retraining smsions for the 47 Chapters of the FBI National Academy
Associates.
To continue to offer appropriate short courses to, and participate in training with, seloot foreign law enforcement agencies both
in the United States and abroad.
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To continue to publish scholarly articles by Academy personnel on a wide variety of subjects of concern to the local law
enforcement community.
To provide, on a limited basis training in basic criminal investigative matters to foreign police in the Caribbean area and in
the Pacific Islands Trust Territories.
To conduct the FMI National Law Institute (NIK) for the instruction of state, and local legal advisors.
d
P onn a s sr orfetio
The General lAw Enforcement Training (GIET)mission of the FBI is achieved by the interaction of
or" program offered at theFBI Academ and provided through the V . The FBI Academ offer a vide variety of training
programs which are made available at no cost to looted carnal justice personnel. The
course range from highly technical oneweek programs to the eleven-week National Acade
Program. in a p nation taped for the FM National Acadetm Associates
retraining session July 17, 1965, at Tampa, n.orida, ommoratin the fiftieth anniversary of the Nations al emy, President
Ronald Reagan included the following observations in diScussing the acompl.ishmnt of the National Academy over the past 50
years: "
National Academy is an example of Foderalism at its best, enhancing the ability o state and local authorities to do
their jobs. Actually, one might look at It as paying back local and state law enforcement for their day-to-day assistance in
helping Federal officers make arrests, gather information, and develop cases. It is oration
which benefits everyone. This
cooperation is crucial in confronting such problems as narcotics, white-collar dries, and .crimes assisted by high technology.*
The FBI Academy staff condots research, establishes
arasobjectives, and devel cI ours of instruction to meet identified
training needs. For example the need for executive =nng led to the development of the National Executive Institute (NE!) in
1976, and the LAWEnforcemenL Eecutive Dovelopment Smionar (i
) in 1981. Both program, in conjunction with the National
Academy, help alleviate the critical lack of. management training in law enforcement agencies.
in the FBls r9TP, over 2,000 trained FM instructors assignad to 59 M field offices and numerous resident agencies participate
in local police training proam throughout the Nation. Tits training assistance at the basic level is extensive and is the
backbone of FB training
itane
to local law enforcement. It is at this level of training that the rqpport between local
police and FBI Agents Is developed, which then Costers cooperative efforts between agencies ih the investigative criminal oases.
A9 lisManto and Workloads During 1986, a total of 68,269 student training days were dedicated to the National Academy and
other executive development training program for local law enforcement managers.
roximately 23,000 student training days were dedicated to speoialized and technical programs which included 125 specialized
ls, working conferences, or symposia attended by more than 3,307 criminal justice personnel.
Training and operational support program continue to make a significant contribution in support of state and local efforts to
combat and solve violent orims. The NCAVC began operation in June 1985, and 1986 represents its first full year of operation.
During 1986, NCAVC assisted local and state law enforcement agencies in analyzing ani investigating cases where offenders were
responsible for 197 homicides, 203 rapes, 77 sexual assaults, and 93 arsom.
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In addition to tfe specialized and technical training program offered at the 731 Academy, 43,627 student training days in 1986
rere attributed to training program conducted at state and regional training facilities.
During 196 the MII's Field Police Training Program provided 61,562 hours of instruction at 5,467 schools attended by 194,062
local,
touny,
and state criminal justice personnel.
An important benefit of the FBI's GIlT Program both at the rBI Academy and through our 59 field offices, is the cooperation it
generates from local, county, and state law enZoroment &.inoies.
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Forensic services - on-Fderal.... 122 119
specialized forensic
system
through
a
program
which
provides
support
the
non-Federal
criminal
justice
a
To
riae-scose training to law enforcement persornol and coat-free examination of
so scsrmintn to crie laboratory personnel
evidence and necessary court testimony for agencies which do not have access to orims laboratories, or in complex oases vhich are
beyond the capability of the local laboratory.
Major gbiecti es
To fully utilize the Forensio Science research and Training Center (FTM) in order to train additional state and local crime
laboratory personnel which villa improve the ability of jurisdictional laboratories to keep pace with the rising forensic
examination case load.
To share the results of successful forensic science research projects with state and local crime laboratories.
To facilitate and coordinate information dissemination amg the Nation's crLm laboratories.
To maintain leadership in the crime laboratory community by hosting the wArnual Symposium on Crime Laboratory Developmento and
other scientific sypoeia and through partioipajtion in Various other scientific meetings and symposia.
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To provide professional and expedition handling of reuests for examination of physical evidence and sound, ojective, expert
t imony
cases umid
by state e local law enforcement agencies which metthe

critria for IM Laboratory examination.
am PpTe
DMF
T
Cons
uniquely combine& forensic science research with forenslo science training in a physical
which and
has lre
been deigned and
equippedr to
meettraining
the rigorous
of thes
activities. elected
Federal,
and local
!lboratory
personnel
cnforcent
eve
in u requirments
whichhave
been carefully
and state,
developed
ftor crime
ons.ltaticms
throughout
the
law
enforcement
and
crime
laboratory
communities.
Many
of,
the
courses
offered
are
not
available
anywhere ese in the United States.

The research staff is a
Mutad with visit
scientists from the academic community and other government agencies and the
training staff is augmMted as neesar, with experts from the ID! Laboratory. Training is normally condcte a the IRI
however, whm proper training facilities exist Laboratory instructors onduct specialized forensic schools in the field. Results
of successful r
projects are shared with the grime laboratory c 9 fmmity.
Under this program, forensic science examinations of evidence submitted in connection with criminal investigations and
pcu , tions vith necessary epert court testimony may be performed, free of charge, for all duly constituted law enforcement
agcies in the Unid State
All requests for examinations nvovn g state and local matters are carefully scene4
It is the
oio of the F lboraoy to return requess from stat and local laboratories wn it can be.etrmined that the contributing
rhraoryhasthecapbil
toperfrm he xamnaton.Stae ad loal aw nfocemnt geniesare encouraged to use
jursditioal
avilale.Howver
aboatoieswhe
soe lw eforemet aences til donothave access to jurisdictional
labortoris an eve whenavaiableauchlabortoris
ofen d not ave he sphisicate insranetatin andorretertsett
perform the necessary examintion(s).
hggoM)lislband UPrformnos
A forklaos
se
orkload

1.

it

Forensic Sciene

Actual and estimated aoomplishments concerning this decision unit a
Wr

xaAnatinia

aI..Requests for xainatios Handled............
b.
a.

Examintion Condcte .....................
Days spent in Testimony ...............

I
6,26

375,935
1,171

I
6,155

367,146
1,252

00

sat forth in the following

IMT-Mn
6,200

350,000
1,200

6,200

380,000
1,200

Examination statistics are,captured through the Laboratory's automated Management Information Systm. Thes statistics
demonstrate that the forensic science training provided to state and local: crime laboratory personnel is having the desired effect
in stabilising the FI Laboratory's workload. the increase In examinations conducted are oocsioned by successful research,
primarily in Serology and icroscopic Analysis, which permits mr examinations per specimen. Many stat and local law
onforc ent agencies still do not have acces to jurisdictional laboratories and, v
when available, jurisdictional laboratories
do not have the expertise ador instrumentation to perform all indicated examinations.
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Forensic Scienc Training
a. National Acade Training
1. Courses ntctd
.......
38
37
40
44
2. Work Hours Devoted ......
3,430
3,708
3,551
3,912
b. Specialized Forenslo Schools
1. Conferences, Seminars,
and Schools Held
............
60
56
50'
50*
2.. Work ours Devoted.......................
24,840
23,640
21,720
21,720
o. Road Schools
5e
5*
24
12
1. Schools Held............................
2. Work Hours Devot.ed ......
3,840
3,340
1,680
1,660
*Decrease is due to substantial increase in FJX/DA New Agent Training which is projected through 1989.
During the past year the FBI laboratory boted three sympoeia which were designed to aid and further professionalize the 1v
enforcement and forenso science ommnities. 2hese sessions included An International Symposium on Driving Under the Influence
of Alcohol and/or Drugs, March 24-26, 1966 168 attendees rqpresntLng 36 states and 4 foreign oountrLesi an International
Symposium on Forensic Immnology, June 23-6 1966, 175 attendees representing 41 states and 7 foreign countries; and an
International SypOeium on the Lrenic Application, of Digital Image Processing, June 16-20, 1986, 54 attendees representing 23
states and seven foreign countries.
2.

The fourteenth Annual Sympoeium an . Crime Laboratory Development was held at the FBI Academy and was attend
laboratory directors representing 130 individual crime laboratories.

by 170 crime

CO

During 1986 a total of 55 specialized forensic courses wore taught in 32 specific areas of forens.c science. The number of
students attending thes courses increased from 1,362 in 1985 to 1,526 in 1986. One new specialized cm was added: The
*'Detection and Examination ot Footwear impression Evidence."
The FBI Laboratory publishes the Crime Laboratory Digest" as a rapid mns of commnication through which the Nation's crime
laboratories can exchange Information or ideas. thos booklet is published an distributed four tiWs each year.
FM Laboratory assistance was provided to state and local law enforcement piencies In such highly publicized %ses as the one
involving a sries of homicides in which ton women wer abducted raped, and wardered over an eigh-mlonth period beginning in Nay
1964, in the ?au
llsbrugh county, Florida area. Four of tn hmLoLds were linked by the FBI Leboraory though rd carpet
fibers, hairs, and sialaties in the knots used to bind the victims. When a suspect was developed, red fLbrs seized during a
sarch of his vehicle were micro pcically matched with those from the homicides. when onronted with the evidence the
admitted his participation and furnished a full statement. In June 1986, he was found guilty in state court and menaced to
death.
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(MisI= To provide aoourate md timely fingerrint identification and related e.vices to Federal, state, and local
me
l agencies and entities, as mandatel by Federal statute, regulations, and

OrW
l jstoe
expect ive
orders. agencies, as well as other

Major gbiectivess
To provide for fingerprint identification and arrest-record services on s timely basis tco all authorized users.
To provide for the pwA ..V of wanted and parole/probation notices in the M's.'files at Uhm request of criminal justice agencies,
for timely notification o appropriatA ageos when there is arrest activity against the posted records.
To provide latent fingerprint examination and testimony services to Federal, state, and local law enforcement age os.
To provide fingerprint training to Federal, state, and local law enforcement persoel.
To provide, as a humanitarian service, assistance to Federal state and local govermmtal authorities in the identification of
missing persons and unknown deceased persons, Including on-site assistance at maJor disasters.
To autmate the Fingerprint Identification Decision Unit work functions to ahieve griater efficiency and personnel and operating
cost savings.
To support the develovost of the Interstate Identification Index (III), which is te Federal-state cooperative effort to
decentiralie to the states. the responsibility for storing and axangi* interstate oriminal history records.
PM 69
g IMIa responsIbility to provide a mmd needed national entity to centrallse fingeprint record
M,,
W IL_-M .
ient
I
fiction was established by an t of Congres in 1924. ThA Fingerprint Identification P
tsr
I*l service to the criminal Justice oani ty by pefriggwrrmaafntinm()
provides an inval
Netsi
s ingwprntidentification indsxi and (2) itocopiles A disnnae
riinal history records. It is authorized to
receive both orImia and nencrimi4nal finerprint cads. The F9 r casilee cr'Iinal history records of perons. arrested for
serious/significant offenses from f ieint
cards ad disposition reports voluntarily submitted by orlil
JUtiOc agencies.
of ti
fro criminal Justice agencies, as well as other authorized
Governmental agencies and entities. it also roives and reteia on file nonorimlbal fingerprint cards of Federal
esploy es,
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military personnel, aliens, and prsons desiring to have their fingerprtnts on file for identification purpose.
There are
prosntly over 178 million fingerprint cards ma ntained in the Flt*afiv.,
reprinting over 59 million persons. During 1986,
the FBI received an average of 50,553 fingerprint cards, correapondeno,
and other types of mail per day. This repreen t an
increase of 9,690 items per day above the 1985 average, whichWvere subitted by the more than 23,000 authorized contributing
agencies. In addition to the ingerprint processing services provided to the criminal justice community, the FBI: (a) perform
examinations of physical evidence sumtted by Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies for latent Odrime soene
fingerprints, and provides, if necessry, expert court testimony as to the results! (b) conducts training schools in fingerprint
science for Federal, state, and local law enforcement personnel. (a) poets wanted and parole/probation notices in its oriinal
records in order to notify criminal justice agencies when there is new arrest activity against such rooords, and (d) asp ts
Federal, state and local governmental authorities in the identification of unknown deceased persons, including on-site assistance
at major di;sa r.
In serving as the Nation's repository and clearinghouse for fingerprint and arrest records, the FBI m-st be effective and
efficient. Timely responses are vital to the c0eration
of the Nation's criminal justice system. Delays
criaal
r Imjcriminal
i in procming
fingrprint cards can result in the release of gtives before their true identities are detorined,
inveigations, and haper Daceoctorial, judicial,
1, and parole/probation actions. Also, delays in procesin applicant
fingerprint cards can reslt in monetary los
and harshi
n the mloymnt and licensing sectors. hs a result of substantial
work backlogs and delays in response tiam (from three days in the early 1970 to 27 day -in 1981), the FBI was forced to suspend
certain non-Federal applicant services in 1982. The servi
were res red in 1983 with the institution of the User-Fee Program.
2is Program Chur~aoe for propessing fingerprint cards which is used to pay the full coot of providing the service. During
1996, a total Or 125,742 fingrprit cards wre processed, a 21 percent incrmaem over 1965, resulting in cash recpipts of
$13 553,757. Increases in receipts am opected to continue as additional states fully Join the Program and as additional state
statutes requiring nationLl fingerprint choks are put into effect.
The automation of the fingrprint identification operation was a result of attempting to solve the problem experienced in the
1970.
During this period the workload increased at a rate that could not be matched by productivity increase in a manual
operation. This resulted In lengthy response-output times and huge work backlogs. The obvious alternative was to look in the
direction of techniques to automstically read and search fingerprint cards. A study oonducted in 1971 determined the feasibility
of incorporating such techniques, and the M begaij a throe-phased implementation of automation.
The initial pase, known as the -Automated Identification Division System - Phase 1,0 or "AIDS-I,8 involved the ompterization of
the criminal history records of first offenders. It
m plelsted in 1973 and over 10 million criminal history records have
been automated to date. About 85 percent of all criminal history records are now disseminated from the automated file. At the
same time automatic fingerprint reading equipment was used to c
sterize the fin prints stored in the FBI's criminal master
file. The initiation of computerized name marching was implemend with UAI- IIA in 1979. In March 1986, automation of the
name search file was completed, and currently over IS million names are computerized. This enables the FBI to perform an
automated name search on all incoming workload. computerized fingerprint searching was implemented in 1979 on a pilot basis and
has expanded to the point where about 95 percent of all inoming ftingeprint cards requiring a fingerprint search are now searced
through the automated fingerprint processing system.
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The third phase of automation OAID-I1,w began in January 1985 and Is expected to be completely operational by the end of 1987.
This system will replace the two major automated systems and viii reduce the FBI's processing tfis to one day. The FBIts present
york-processing time of about 12 workdays is incompatible with the rapid on-line computer inquiry and respos requirements of the
AII6-IU wiii allow the FBI to support the III concept of decentralizing arrest
National Crime Information Center's III.
records.
Agoo lishmenta an Vorkloads

The accomplishments of the Fingerprint Identification Program are presented in the following tablet

IM'

Finqrmb~inal
rtnt Justice
cards
and Federal Apploant

I=~

Received .................................
Proce4d ...............................
User Fee (Non-Federal Applicant)
Received ...........................
e..*
Processed.... 0...
....
.............
Fees Received On .... 0 ..............
Revenue Earned ......................
Total Received .........................
Total Proces ........................
Correspondence (Name checks, etc.)
Received ..............................
Processed.. ............
. ....... ....
Expedite and Special Requests
Received and Processed ......................
Dis r ition Reports
eciived ..............................
........
0.. ..............
Processe.

6,005,112
5,970,534

6,282,804
6,184,671

6,395,000
6,140,000

6,587,000
5,971,000

931,007
928,817
864,085
$9,577,969
6,936,119
6,899,351

1,170,786
1,125,742

1,213, C0
1,201,000
1,133,000*
7,607,000
7,349,000

1,306,000
1,294,000
1,221,000*
$15,995,000
7,893,000
7,265,000

1,974,000
1,974,000

2,073,000
2,073,000

Exungement and Purge

1,038,179"
$13,553,757
7,453,590
7,310,613

....

1,757,725
1,754,889
120,784

213,539

141,000

153,000

...

2,942,943
2:703,174

3,163,257
3,022,686

3,740,400
3,740,000

4,178,000
4,178,000

315,348

401,774

338,000

355,000

130,238

103,387

33,000

18,000

17,342
18,244

19,199
15,451

18,500
19,500

19,000
20,000

Roqusts Processed ..........................
Nonserious offense Fingerprint
Cards Purged*.... ..........................
Fugitives Identified Through
Posting of Vanted Notic ...................
Latent Fingerprint Cases Processed ..........

1,456,629
1,469,864

$14,642,000

00

Itam

suspects Identified by Latent
Fingerprint Examinations ....................
Fingerprint Schools Conducted ..................
Interstate Identification Index
Requests Received and Processed .............
Communications ailed ..........................

Estimat@

1m
3,060
198
496,815
8,941,822

•

19

3,747
176

3,500
225

3,600
240

714,906
9,463,036

625,000
9,703,000

650,000
10,105,000

*All user-fee receipts are not processed because of immediate rejections (failure to comply with established procedures and/or
requirements) and returns due to illegible fingerprints.
Substantial progress ha. been made in the development of AIDS-Ill. Construction was started in January 1986, on the new major
computer center for AIDS-I1 and in July the contractor moved the development effort into the J. Edgar Hoover FBI Building after
installing the AIDS-Ill computers in the new computer center.
The conversion of the name search file was completed in March 1986, which now enables the FBI to perform an automated name search
on all incoming receipts.
The FBI Disaster Squad assisted in the identification of victims of four aircraft disasters, a hijacking in Malta: a mining
disaster in Castle Dale, Utah, and the Space Shuttle disaster at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida. There were 403 victims
examined in these disasters and 168 were identified by fingerprints and/or footprints. This represents a 65 percent increase over
the number of victim examinations conducted during 1985.
During 1986, Latent Fingerprint Specialists conducted 9,091,277 fingerprint comparisons,

a 24 percent increase over 1985.

In June 1986, 13,020 name checks submitted by magntic tape for security clearances of those individuals who were affiliated with
the Statue of Liberty Rededication were process sd.
The Fingerprint Identification Program will have 2,521 direct funded workyears in 1988 a reduction of 74 funded workyears from
the 1987 level of 2,595. This change is attributable to agency-wide management proclivity savings reductions in 1988.
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1987Ant1cipted
Apropriation
Criminal Justice Data and
Statistics Services ......

Perm.
a
205

MX Amount
200

$8,546

988 Base
Perm.
FQ.
194

)a
189

1988 Estimate

hmon

Peru.
Poo.o.

$9,189

194

IncreaselDecreas
Peru.
Po

189

$9,189

...

Amount
...

...

JM Range Goa s To generate reliable statistics for us* in law enforcement administration, operation, and management, and to
laprove
overall eoffectiveness of the criminal justice system through effective handling and exchange of documented criminal
justice information.
Malor Oblective s

National Crime Information Center IMCIC)
To provide an automated data-base system to meet the needs of criminal justice agencies on a continuous basis.
To provide a nationwide telecommunications system for the storage and dissemination of documented information concerning wanted
and missing person, stolen property, criminal histories, and laboratory comparison standards.
To coordinate meetings and facilitate informational input from the NCIC Advisory Policy Board and Regional Working Groups to
insure continuation of a user-oriented management process.
To coordinate and suocesfully implement necessary system enhancements to meet the needs of user agencies.
To re-evaluate the information processing requirements of the criminal justice community through the year 2000.
Uniform Crime Reportinra

UCR)

To implement an enhanced UCR Program on a national and state-by-state basis.
To provide training, technical consultation, and assistance to the OCR staff and state and local law enforcement officials in
developing and maintaining accurate data ind improving management strategies relating to compiling and publishing UCt crime
statistics on a monthly, semiannual, and annual basis.
To comply with the Congresmional mandate of the Anti-Arson Act of 1982 to compile and tabulate information regarding special
reports of arson, and implement and monitor a special arson statistical program.
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To collect, record, analyze, publish, and report detailed and comprehensive data as contained in the "Law Enforcement Officers
Killed," "Assaults on Federal officers," -Bomb Summary," and "Arson" programs.

lotion: The Mac program addresses the problem of the inabilt of the criminal justice community to function

M
teleprocessing system to exchange documented
effectively without accurate and timely information. The MCIC provides an interae
histories, and laboratory omarison
criminal justice information on wanted and missing persons, staon property, criminal
Groups manages the NC C for the benefit
Working
Regional
and
board
Policy
Advisory
CIC
the
of
advice
with
FBI,
The
standards.
by the Federal
of local, state and Federal law onforcomnt agencies. The operation of the NCIC Advisory Policy Board is governed
Advisory coaittee Act, 86 Statute 772.
of information to combat the highly
The MCIC addresses the criminal justice community's need by providing nationwide availability
large, missing
mobile criminal. The availability of this information increases the opportunity to locate wanted persons at
which otherwise might never be
property
stolen
and
criminals
not
are
who
but
or
others
themselves
to
a
danger
be
sight
persona who
information to
(,-)
stry
K
Criminal
In addition, the timely availability of Computerized
returned to the rightful owner.
decisions in the
prosecutors, judges, and correctional officers protects the American public by peritting fullye informed
flat term
concerni
investigation
presented.
following matters: law enforcement investigation, booking and criminal prooessil,
supervision, bon decisions paol, and probation. The timely
and minimum sentencing laws, risk classification for custody and
be
mst
services
WC
inTmse.i.
investigaiv
its
availability of information also enhance the ability of the FBI to accomplish
dispersed and operate computer
available to approximately 57,000 user agencies with varying needs. These users are geographically
system
the
users,
of
needs
changing
the
meet
CIC mast
capabilities manufactured by various cMnes
equipment wthdiffr~t
maintaibn d, and sufficient training mst be provided to users.
must remain reliable and responsive, record data quality mot
M2

During 1983 and
Index (ITI).
MacC provides access to automated criminal history date entered into the interstateto Identification
of NCC. 'This capability was made
1984 an enhanced capability to obtain individual criminal histories was provided andthe19 users
state agencies interconnected their

111. The CC, FBI Identification -ivision
possible with an expanded test of the
make available the records of more than ten million

offenders. These 19 state have become
criminal recordkeeping systmes to
Prior to the expansion of the III, only about two
active participants In entering and updating their state records In the file. records
continue to increase by more than 15,000
will
million records wars maintained in the NCIC system. The number of available
In addition to providing criminal records, the III features improved
per week as individuals are arrested for the first tie.
duplication of recordceping
dominating
by
FBI
the
record quality and saved resource. for both participating state agencies and
at the state and national levels.

States Code 534, which authorizes the Attone
The basic authority for the operation of the NCIC is contained in Title 26, United
other records and exchange these records with and
General to acquire, collect, classify, and preserve identification, crime, and levels.
The Atorney General has delegated his
for the official use of authorize officials on the Federal, state, and local
Executive order 10450 provides for th utilization of these services to
authority under this Statute to the Director of the FBI.
records
meet security requirements for Federal employees. The FBI is authorized by 86 Statute 1115 to exchange identification by
the
with officials of Federally chartered or insured banking institutions and, if authorized by state staue and approved
of MCIC
Dissemination
employment.
and
licensing
of
purposes
the
for
governments
local
and
of
state
officials
to
Attorney General,
20.
Part
records is subject to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations,
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The authority for the FBI to administer the UCR Program is contained in U.S. Code, Chapter 33, Title 28, Section 5. Further
legislation the Anti-Arson Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-298) directed the FBI, in cooperation with the United States Fire
Administration, to develop and prepare a special statistical report on arson. The UCR Program provides direct administration over
the collection and processing of crime data received froe contributing agencies to insure an accurate, comprehensive, and
nationwide compilation of crLme-related statistics for use by all levels of govaimnent in formulating productive programs to
reduce lawlessness in American society. The UCR Progras has been maintained by the FBI for more than 55 years due to the need for
a national repository and training bas. for criminal statistics. Should the Federul Government excuse itself from this function,
crime statistics from many states would cease to be collected and the capability to analyze nationwide crime data would end. No
other Federal agency solicits arrest, clearance, or police employment data based on direct voluntary contributions from over
16,000 law enforcement agencies in the United States. The UCR Program is considered an important link between fire services and
Federal, local, county, and state law enforcement.
Aconlishments and Workload:

Workload statistics for the MCIC and UCR are presented in the following tables:

Nation. I Crime Information Conter
1.
2.

HCIC Transactiono .......................................
Vehicles
A. Stolen Vehicle Records Entered .....................
S. Stolen Vehiole Reoords Cleared .....................

C. Average Value of Vehicles ($) ......................
D. Total Value of Vehicles ($1........................

4.

Number of States Participating in
Interstate Identification Index (III) ...............
I1 Transactins .....................................

6.

Personnel ..................................
Audit of Control Terminal Agencies ......................

3.

164,046,934

183,949,095

195,000,000

205,000,000

1,059,736
635,643
4,418
2,215,122,464

1,160,385
950,828
4,619
2,378,401,159

1,200,000
1,000,000
5,000
3,000,000,000

1,250,000
1,100,000
5,100
3,366,000,000

5. Training Sessions Conducted for
NonPBI

17
13,526,138

19
16,206,458

22
16,700,000

• 25
17,500,000

36
12

42
22

42
22

42
22

Uniform Crime RaortinM Boram
1.
2.

Monthly UCR Statistical Reports Received and Processed
A. Actual .............................................
B. Demand ..........................................
Requests for Training, Speeches, Meetings, and Police Schools
A. Actual .............................................
B. Demand ..........................................

I-'

00

stimatee
14 ,
1,480,416
1,460,416
1S0
150

1,580,420
1,580,420

1,630,416
1,630,416

150
200

150
150

1,.630,41
170

9'

Estimates
3.

Correspondence
A. Actual .............................................

4.

Nevlettere/Oulletins
A. Actual .............................................

5.

Publications Produced

6.

Update of UCR Handbook for Contributors
A. Actual ...........................................

B. Demand .............................................

B.Doand ............................................
A. Actual .............................................
B. Demand .............................................
B.Demand ...........................................

7. Law Enforcement and Arson-Related
Conferences, Meeting., and Regional
A. Actual .............................................

1CRConferences

. Demand .............................................

8. Publications Distributed Within Deadline to
Nearly 16,000 Law Enforcement Agencies
A. Actual .............................................
9.

B.Demand ............................................

UCR Processing of Special Requests for Unpublished Data
A. Actual .............................................
3. Demand..*.........................................

55,150

55,000

55,150

55,150

55,150

55,i5

150,000

150,000

150,000

210,000

55,000
150,000
20
20
50

50

40

40

62,500

150,000
20
20
...

...
45

70
62,500

150,000
23
23
50

50

35

35

27
70
40

62,500

62,500

62,500

62,500,5

10,500
10,500

10,500
10,500

10,500
10,500

10,500

Work continued on the MCIC 2000 project which will identify the functional requirements for the UCIC system through the year
2000. The functional requirements identified will provide the basis for the redesign of the MOIC system.
Plans continue for implementation of the new UCR Program. In conjunction with the implementation process, testing of the new
system has been initiated in the South Carolina MCRProgram. The 1965 edition of "Crime in the United States" was released on
July 27, 1986, one of the earliest release dates for the publication since 1965.
The FBI completed the Crime Indicators System VI which quantified the relationship between serious crime and its causes. Crime
resource documents, which addressed age-specific arrest rates and race-specific arrest rates were sent to all state OCR programs,
state statistical analysis centers, and selected academicians. Tw press releases were generated based on the FBI's crimeanalytic efforts on drug arrests and on the prevalence of residential burglary. Statistical models were developed for cities with
populations of 100,000 or more in order to formulate individual city jurisdictional profiles.
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Activity.

Program Direction

i987
At
Peru.
AL

nation

Iff hVM~

Executive Direction and Control ....
519
500
Administrative Services ............
749
732
Total ........................... 1,268 1,232

$24,451
24.524
48,975

1988

1!9

am

19 AUMM

512
492
731
715
1,243 1,207

$26,473
25.994
52,467

1988 Estimate
Peru.
Pi.
M
Anoun
512
492
770 1,243
753
1,282

$26,473
30,144
56,6%7

] ncrzeas4 eWrearl
Perm

39
39

38 84.150
38

4,150

This activity includes the management, administrative sulport, legal, planning, evaluation, inspecion, and financial functions or
the FBI.
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1987Antioi~ated
Appropriation

Perm.
Poe,
Executive Direction and Control .....

lona-Rance Goal,

519

1988 Base

WY Amount

Peru.
J$pe

NY

Amount

$26,451

512

492

$26,473

500

1988 Estimate

Increase/Decrease

Peru
POe.
512

WY

Amount

Pera.
Poo,

492

$26,473

...

WY
...

...

To provide effective leadership, management, direction, and control for the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Major Obectives:
To provide leadership for the FBI in support of the organization'& long-range goal through the promotion of high morale and
efficient commitment of persormel and nonparonnel resources.
To provide: legal advice, training, and guidance to all FBI personnel in administrative, investigative and personnel matters;
conduct and administer all FBI leg01 training, prepare training
, and legal articles for publication; rule on petitions
for remission or mitigation of civil adminL
ative forfeiture
provi d- 1eal advice to the field offices and "3I Headquarters on
legal problm as located with civil and criminal forfeiture, and to provide legal counsel and defense of civil litigation and
administrative claim involving the FBI, its personnel (past and present), and FBI records.
Review and defend documents in discovery and produce documents in civil suits, exercising that care necessary to ensure that all
privileges available to the Government are properly asserted.
To effectively advocate the 13I1m position with respect to all legislative proposals vith the Department of Justice (DO), Office
of Management and Budget (ONB), and the Congressi to effectively represent the interest of the FBI with respect to responses to
Congressional inquiries and oversight responsibilities; to competently advise the Director and other FBI officials on watteris
relating to the Congress; and to competently represent FM interests with national legal organizations.
To obtain public cooperation and support in FB1 investigative areas and to increase the public's awareness of F1 activities and
aooomplishments through news releases, feature articles, interviews, speeches, publications, radio and television appearances, and
announcements, correspondence, and tours.
To conduct audits, inspections, and evaluations of FBI programs to ensure their economic value and effective compliance with
objectives, applicable laws, and regulations; and to ensure that FBI personnel conduct the organization's activities in a proper
and professional manner.
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0

e CoeOrietl o The D
o
th the advice and counsel of the FBI 'a Executive Assistant Directors and members of the
Executive Confe
e,
t policy
d pvidea leadership and direction to tho organization. The Executive Assistant Directors,
with the assistance of their respective staffs, transmit policy statements
midelines, and other managerial information to the
adquarters divions.
Assistant Directors, who direct the daily operations of the
The budget program provides: overall direction and control in all phase. of budget and accounting functions, coordinates the
automation effort for a comprehensive financial accounting system, conducts analytical studies for management collects and
rts data concwrning investigative workload and statistical accomplishment of the 59 field offices monitors undsroover funds;
ensuron that approved funds for undercover and other operational requirements are provided.
Th
t
e objectives
the General
and who
Civil
Lit iga
ior-civil
Disoovery
aretocarried
out by special
agent attornes,
with
assistance
frmof
paralega"
spoo Lgal
&lists,
provide
timely
and securet
l Pagrams
Ialdvice
FBI management
and peronnel,
defend.suits
and resolve cllam reult/n
kept iformed of their I1p

FBI personnel are
from Investigtive and admihistrtivo aotioni in the field and M Headqarters.
reiosbil
too and chage in the law throu.
Itruction
and timely diesmnation re/rdn

information of new matters and investigative operations both in the planning and execution s
. Close daily liaison is
maintained with the Department of Justice regarding the defense of civil actions, resolution of administrative claims, disclosure
of records under the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts and the Right to Financial Privacy Act, end the representation of FBI
concerns and legislative needs. Special agent attorneys also represent the agency in Equal Eployment Opportunity (EEO) and Merit
System Protection Board (MSP3) hearings.
The Congrssional Affairs Office (CAO) seeks to effectively advocate FBI positions with respect to all legislative proposals
before the Congress and to competently advise the Director and other FBI executives on matters relating to the Congress. This
liaison relati6nship with the Congress serves as the focal point of all YBI contact with the Lgislatve Branch. In 1986, the CAO
coordinated and assisted the Director and other MBIexecutives in 33 appearances as witnesses before the Congress. The CAO also
coordinated the FBI's response to 84 requests for information from Congssional committees, and it monitored the pogress of over
1,600 separate pieces of pending legislation. In addition to its legislative priorities, the %%O also represents the FBI's
interest by maintaining liaison with nationally recognized profesLonal legal organizations.
The Public Affairs program is
bible for providing the American public with a factual accounting of the FBI's program,
operations, and services on a contmiing and timely basis and for sharpening the public's prcion
of FBI goals. Tours of the
J. Edgar Hoover FBI Building, news media requests, corre
nc
with the public, and other related matters are coordinated by
the Public Affairs Program. Public cooperation and support a essential to the FBI's effectiveness as an investigative and
Intelligence bureau. Without this cooperation and support the FKI's success would be greatly reduced in the high-priorLty areas
of Foreign Counterintelligence, whlte-Collar Crime, Terrorism, Organized Crime, and Narcotics Investigations.
Evaluation of FBI activities is carried out by the Program Evaluations and Audits and Inspeatium programs. These progra ensure
that policies, procedures, and operations of the FBI meet present and anticipated requirements, and that they are efficently,
effectively, and economically performed. The Inspections Program further valuates FBI performance through inspections (on a
biennial basis) of field offices, Headquarters divisions, and legal attaches. The Director and executive management officials are
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00
tO

advised of inspection results as well as instructions and reoainndations in reference to c pliance, efficiency, of fectiveness,
and economy of the administrative, fLnancial, and investigative operations of the organization.
I
and Workloadsi locomplishments and workload of the Executive Direction and Control Program are presented in the
hggMashly&tO
following table
conotituent requests, and Congressional/investigative liaison..
Radio scripts, press summaries, major press .releases,
. . ......
. .. . . .
. . . .statements
. . . .
. . . . . . . . and
Law Enforoement Bulletin (LND) (readership)
Speeches and remarks by the Director ................................
.............
Assistance to the media in major feature articles.
dissomiteds ............................................
,BI publications
....
............................
Tourists
.... 4............0.................
Testimony

...................
Title III applications ............
....
.
..................
Undercover proposalso...
................
Priority Service projects.....
Priority research projects ..............................
for
Civil
Di
Total "isberof =ges reviewed
......................
Declarations of f iture......
............
Petitions for remission or itigation ...................
Forfeiture consultations (field and Headquarters) .....................
..................
Instructional hours taught .......................
cour e. ......................................
completing
Students
smpoions
completed. .. o.......o..................*....................
EDO c
saints completed .................................................
Administrative inquiries competed ........................................
Investigations closed .............................................
Intelligence Oversight Board (108) matters closed .........................
.
....................
Field office audits.......................

4,412

39,105
550,000
49
283
965,690
582,222
256
III
3,074
498

847,883
291

116

.

487
3,500
5,050
30

13
12

W-,248

39,114
840,000
51
196
550,638
513,846
196
186
2,295
360
1,009,302
386
105
657
3,800
5,800
41

367
6

36

a

10
412
2

35

4,498
39,126
840,000
51
196
550,638
513,846
243
205
3,500
560
1,100,000
990
350
900
4,300
5,700

4,498
39,126
840,000
51
196
650,638
488,846
296
226
3,675
638
1,100,000
1,200
450
1,200
3,900
5,800

20
10
475
15
36

20
10
475
15
36

33

18
9
24
29
........................
I Increase in LED from 1985 to 1986 reflects extra copies printed of one issue requested by FBI Academy for training.

FBIHQ funds/systems audits .............................................

Undercover operations audits ...............

8

14

00

44

20

36

2 Fewer publications requested for 1986.

3 1986 reversal is directly attributable to the high turnover level in personnel.
4 Umber of pages reviewed for Civil Discovery resulted in the Increase of subpoenas for 1986.
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V:

I 8
GA0/DOJ lasino ..........................................................
28
Electronic Data Processing (BDP) audit ...................................
u
2
Evaluations completed ...............................................
4
Studies colpleted ......................
.................. a.... d .
6
Programs budget submissions processed ................................
113
FBI printed budget submissions submitted to external agen
cie.
10
Briefing books prepared. ..... o...............................
42
Intra-1I formal reports distributed
.....
.... ............. 93
Resource
ports submitted to external oversight agencies ......
38
Resource data information produced ..........................
2,786
Data base jobs c
leted ...................
612
Confidential Fundi-n :
SF-1166
rtLons ....................................................
1,997
on
f rtlmIoi
...........-.............................
1,997

R

............................................

124

......

20
123
96

Field Statistic Generatedi
Monthly Administrative computer reports ...................
TR eorts (Time Utilization)....... ..................

a..ent, R.ports.......................
...

Cash Receipts:
Schedules of Collections ........................
.......
Schedules of Canceled Checks.............
...
...................
Debit Vouche~s ................................................
Data Dty
transactions..............................................
H Ir
e niVport
d.
R
...

60
6
5
5
136
10

60
2
3
11
136
10

60
4
5
5
136
10

3,239
711

2,895
855

3,97.7
877

2,197
2,197
132

2,417
2,417
132

2,659
2,659
132

44
97
54

20

44
97
54

20

44
97
54

20

131

138
101

105

705
204

870
228
96

1,02F
251

96

144

-A

00

470
180
46
45,120

72
56,400

64,424

120
74,446

112

250

300

350

5 Increase liaison matters oocured between 1985 and 1986 due to GAO/DOJ request
During 196, the Budget Staff prepared pres
Lon analyses and briefing books for all F
r
s coordinated budget
formulation and presentation with Drug nforcoent Administration (on) representatives in adLdtion to the preparation of FBI
buet
submissions and briefing of
executives on budget mission
content revive
and analysed the Justice Xanagmnt
ary of reomendations to the Assistant Attorney General - Adinistrationj prepared
dgst request vith a
DO
ivion (J),
and distrited periodical field and Headquarters personnel oaison reports for internal use by FBI program managers end
handled appropriate confidential funding, luprest, and field statistics matters.

In 1986 the Congresional Affairs office continue to represent the M's interests before the cores by succ fully
advocating or endorsing legislative revisions and reform in areas
m uch as the Freedom of Informtion Act and law
vening
electronic intercepion, as vell as obtaining access to certain records of foreign counterintolligenoe cases. in
tion, the
CAO provided critical analysis and advice during the frmulation and subsequent passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1956.
The Public Affairs proramcontinued to advise the Director, P officials, field offices, and lea attache of major activities
contiuln activities, included the
aiu
pecial news pcasan
sire.other
and events conoerniig the 13 ho_
research
and preparation
Director
and other 13! officials,
and the Crim,
coordination
of major
modia interview
Crim andof
of the
Foreign
C.ountrintelligence
(IC?), Organised
Tarrorim,
White-Collar
731 executive.,
focusing of
on speche
the area for
Narcotics Investigations. The program ws responsible for the coordination of courtya concerts
ovation of biographical
sketches and pres release relating to exeuAtve appointment, and retirements; writing and editing radio scripts;V
u sing the
Law znfo
letini and prepring outgoing o
to members of Congress, other Goverment officials, 1
field
offices, and to
general pu blic.
The GenraM Lga Program provided extensive research and guidance instrumental in establishing the Ml's Drug Deterrence Programi
and in drafting major amnments to Title III of the Omnibus Crs Control and Safe Street Act of 1968. In aMition reviews of
544 applications for court authoried electronic surveillance were conducted, response to 360 legal research proje
wer
prod
, and legal asistance regarding 2,295 other matters m given.
The Civil Litigation Proram
ccessfully ompleted several major civil actions, include
J
MUD* a the Sciapologi vs.
,
tv
t. In addition the units resolved 358 other civil actions T w was also
vs.
and fnnvs
lIMo.
int
e atn
and LnTfication of asiloyees found liable in civil actions as a result of their emplomn
ri!ll!the discoer units continued to handle the massV oo
et prdcion result
fo muhcivil actions as iatimu0
en eiwdfrrlae
=
Tya..s..&dL
vsB.
Geiul including 1,009,302 pages of 13 fil
During 1986 the Internal Inspection, Program complete inspecions of eight legal attache, five Headquarters divisions, and 26
field divisions. During thi period, the program issued 1,632 instructions and recoonwdations. Of that total 548 were
instructions rolatig to oomplia e defioienoiem. The rmini 1,284 instructions and recommendations related to the
effectiveness efficiency, and eon
of.the administrative an/or investigative operations of the inspected entity. A total of
24 0 o;plaint investigations
Ier
nitiated, eight of which were completed during the period. Ten &dinistrativ i uries
wre also handled during the period. In furtherance of the M3.'s Career D elit
Program, the Office of
o :ton 0)
trained 50 future executives. In 1986, the Office of Professional esposibilily(OR) suprvisd 443 Oseo, of which 69 wer
personally investigated by 01.
In addition, 11 Intelligence Overulgtd Doard (IO) mtters were handled by 03. iaison with
OPWD/D is mintained and internal and external administrative guideline are being adhered to with reference to lOB matters.

nation

During 1986, the Program Evaluations and Audits Program initiated 11 studies and evaluations such as the U.e of Mon-Agent
Pilots, *Evidenoe Hindling and storage, and UOnderoover OperationsQ. Three program evaluations were initiated, including review
of the Applicant Investigations Progran and Civil Rights Program. The program con&d
financial and compliance audits at 34
field offLces. Six Congressional audit reports were issued during the year with 11 undercover operation audits rear completion.
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The Audit Unit conducted two joint field office audits vith DEA. The annual audit. covered FUIHO funds/systems suf as Cabs
Management, Fourth Quarter Proburesnts, and FBI Official tecepticn and Representation Funds and reports wer issued. An audit of
(lOP) Audit of the
with Canteen Corporation vas also performed. The Electroic Data Proc
the roo concession tract
Organisad Crime Informatton System was initiated, and virtually all of the field work was accomplished during the year. Also, 60
Government Aocounting OfficelO liaison matters vere handled during this period on a timely basis.

1987
AntVropriation
0iated

Peru.

M LNX

Administrative Services .......

749

732

AMM
$24,524

1988 Bass
Perm.

W

731

M6
X
715

1983 stivate
Pers.

hait
$25,994

f1 .

X A3oont
770 753 $30,144

"hAMa/Deazsm.
2I

wX

hngwt

39

31

$4,150

g-a=e Goals To provide a complete range of administrative services to maintain the FBI as a functional entity.
Major Objectives,
To meet all mandated requirements for pay administration, performance appraisal and merit pay, and position management for
approximately 23,000 FBI employees.
To increase the FBI's ability to use automated personnel data for decision-making Pia the Resource Management Syste and the
Personnel Information Center.
To recruit, process, and hire qualified minority and female special agent arA support personnel.
To provide safety, health, and employee assistance programs.
To provide an effective equal employment opportunity program.
BI.
To effect permanent transfers or temporary assignments as necessary to met the overall mission of th
experienced/qualified
to
recruit
approach
To develop human resources planning, and in so doing, provide a coordinated recruitment
talent well in advance of needs improve planning of assignments and analysis and control of personnel-related costs (e.g.,
turnover, relocation, training, recruitment).
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To ensure appropriate disciplinary recommendations that are timely, objective, fair, and legally sound are made with regard to FBI
personnel.
To develop valid job-related selection criteria for entry and promotional level support personnel positions.
To provide effective procurement and supply support for all FBI activities.
To process all property seized for forfeiture purposes in an effective manner.
To provide service to our escorted visitors.
To process security background investigations for individuals requiring access to FBI facilities.
To ensure and provide maintenance, scheduling, and reporting on M Headquarters' automotive fleet vehicles.
To ensure accurate and timely preparation of the FBI's biwekl y payroll, proept distribution of payroll checks statements of
of relZotion assistance for
earnings, and savings bonds accurate and expeditious procesin of invoices and vouchers, Oroviai
sarch analysis and interpretation of existing travel
transferred employees and their families; and the providing of
regulations," new provisions in the regulations, and amendments thereto.
To prepare all required financial data reports related to budget execution in a timely manner.
eProgam Desriqtlonl Tbe Personnel Services Program is responsible for: the administration, coordination and policy
formulation of pay administration, retirement, leave, safety, disciplinary action,deloYee performance recognition and
co 1iing and repoRni persomml statistical
indoctrination, applicant recruitment, processing of employee transfer matters,
intration of the Performance Appraisal and Merit Psy ytem, coordination
data. This proram is also responsible for the
of the Equal mloyment OPWortunity and ffirmative Action Program, and Eloyee Asistance Program to include
and implementti
the Mandatory Drug Deterrence Program.
The General Services Oupport Program ha. the responsibility for: the procurement of all FBI equipment; goods, services, and
supplies the management of FIMequipment, inventory, stock, and processing property seized for forfaiture purposes.
This program ast also provide support service functions relating to printing, warehousing, security, safety , supplies and space
needs (related to the abquisition, alteration, renovation, and release of GSA controlled Tpace) on a justified demand LMs to Fi
Headquarters and the field, and manage the rzponibilities for operation, maintenance, alteration, and. repair of the JUM building
as provided for in the Delegation of Authority from GSA to the Department of Justice (DO3).
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e Syst,

Support Program p

the 131's payroll and distrbutgo statement of ear-nin,,

salaZy a e,

se €heks, leav,

with
eA
ft-rulee,
acounting reco
andvsavgs bonds. All invioies and vouchers are audited and paid in acordance
t p
rPsble
for "location and travel maters involving M Personnel and
regulations, and chreve.
and
research,
analysis, and
MdAW
9
vtcberS
relative
to
;ster
pI
Aoount,
Zmprest
Fund,
and
mniroover
operations
nterpretation of existing travel regulations, new orovision, in regulatons, ad msdnbnts thereto, f
i
sprprts
information arid assistance to all M personnel in thes matters.
The Finanial Nagm ent Progra provides overall direotion and r*X l in all phaee ofacotmting functions, including all types
ye financial aooosut
,
a
of 1
r
nt and pr9or
oordinat
of the
etort fore
prepration of vaious analytical studied and finalncal reports for managment.
and Woriload. Acomplisheats of the Administrative Servioes Program are presented in the following tables
Ao i
m
Staff f Actions ....... 000..
m--3.. 0 ..........

Word Processing Center Actions.............................

.
Personnel Information Canter ActionS ........
Pay Actions ............
Position Classification Actions....
mun Resource Planning and Develo u
Actiow.............
At
Research Projects..
National Applicant Recruiter LMg-R
Performance Ratings Natters Procese......................
.
Special Aget Transfer Actions ..........
......
A.aLnistrative Actions Processed ...........
.....................................
Purchase Orders I
Forfeiture Notifications Issued .................
Property Acounting Transactions..... . ........................
Contracts RevLved, Renewal Ndiftiatione ..................
Forfeiture Reocmndtins Hemoranda................
Rmeqlos
for
Nodifications from the field and
-ioneleaes,
or Relocations of
Space
Field Offices and Resident Agencies ..................
Escorted Visitors Processed ...........................
Printing and Rrduction Items Produce. ....
.........
E p.ent,
s
evidencee,
Shipments and Receipts of &.l
labor Services and
xpca
alng.........
Inetgations copleted....
FulfedSeour~q3sckq~

9,5

4,139
61,385
2,147
6,787
1
50,354
1,67
1,206
37,674
4000

.....

81,4 6
532

*

lylusITMt
5
15,479
20,995
36,30
2,924
8,088
6
52,92a
1,163
1,346
26,197
5,200
09,673
543
.. **

17,200

21,180
63,550
3,025
9,550
U
55.77
1,915
1,363
42,000

7,200

91,300
606
936

B
21,369
14750
3,10
11,500
37
SO,040
2,434
1.446
43:600
7,200
86,000
650
1,214

Iosoo

1,046

1,040

1,050

1,050

214

205

210

39," ?
55,599,316

981,319

60,000,000

39,500

220
40,000
60,500,000

59,0123
195
331,975

71,393
243
366,46S

71,000
225
359,000

225
439,000

38,403

72,000

101

S al
nquiriui/Surv
Advanceof Funds R
ieellActions
CA
AU Hrk Cards Prooesse

e. s
e
quas
c
ttid
.......................

sneu$ otlmm ... •............
Nisel

..
o

at'

.
n............................

...........

Distribution of Salary' Ceo & o
.......
o
Distribution of Statements of Earnings.
Miscellaneous DistriLbutions .... , ..................

Leve Accountin

d....
..
. . .

............................

i

....

..................
ednvoice

410,674

..

546,306
58,300
137,762
770
770

.i .

1,294
1,535

Creation 8rvces Pridided .........
ed..............
Relocation Invoices Audited ...................
.......
Household
Goods (ME9) Shipment.s
Requests Processed
(cost
Traneer Only ......
. ..............
0...... s....
Ht

3,000
7,257
700,923
111,587
17,195

Distribution of Non-Salary Ch s.......
.
.
Travel/Transportation Request. Proes
........
e.
Tickets
Id
.......
.
...........
External Financial Reports Produced ...........
.........
Financial Pla/fu; iw -Changes (Plla)
......................
...
.
Detailed. Analyi
roect for
Internal IlanagmInnt RprtsPrdc..
Data
Entry
o
Unit
a
Pro
ee.................
Requests for financial Plan Clarifications processed. ...
Off-the-shelf FLnanoial Systems Installed or Updated .......
Work Stations Maintained...o..........
n
e...
............
d
Libraries, System Tables, and Security files Maintained ....
Work, Data and Job Flow and Reporting Analysis Performed..

Procurements (Softare/Hardvware) Completd ..............

30,000
10,583

104

1,250
10
120
5,500
390

3

120
6
160
.4

Ill
3,025
4,447

734,521
112,991
27,686
363,471
525,720
71,500
132,882
660
450

1,043
1,422
4,212
37,495
15,657
104
1,500

3,050
5,500
762,777
117,315
18364
360,000
546,306
58,300
137,762
660
650
1,500

160
6,000

12,636
45r00
18,500
104
1,600
30
160
6,300

140
12
160
6

160
15
160
6

15

450
5

450
3

3,075
6,000
734.521
112,991
18,34
365j471
525,720
71,500
132,682
960
750
1,500
1,850

13,405

62,000
22,500
104
1,600
30
160
60300
450
S
S00
15
200
0

SActivity was not performed in thee years

During 196,

within the Personnel Services Program 1, 934 health and life insurance proram form wer prcse
290 retirement
and more than 2,700 employees were administered clerical, mechanical, end language aptitudestess.

applicants were processed,

A Resource Management Systam Personnel Tusk Force contims to redesign the Personnel Informntion Netvork and a fieldvide survey

was conducted to asses the field support personnel needs for 1986.

bood

Research was conducted
in reoruiting techniques and resources and relevant data e" provided to all Applicant Coordinators
on a regular basis.
dMifonally, crtically low applicant pools of linguists, engineers, computer specialists, minorities, and
females have been enhanced.
he FBI pressed 38 403 esoorted visitors. An additional 6098 temporary badges were issued to FBI employees. A total of 242
full-field backgrun investigations were ocpleted along wih 722 limited inqiries and 1,610 name checks.
Security support was provided for special events in the auditorium, courtyard, Tour Route, and cafeteria areas.
Extonsivo
space Miai,
specification
packags
wereLasprepared
the major
field and
office
headquarters relocations of Alexandria,
Washington detailed
Field Office,
Iaxville,
M bile,
Vegas, for
31 Paso,
Columbia,
Phoenix.
To further support FBI Headquarters' components the FBI acquired over 15,000 square feet of warehouse space through the GSA and
completed the relocation of warehousing and field supply operations from FBI Headquarters to warehouse facilities at Greenbelt,
aryland, and the Washington Navy Yard, thereby treng up office space required tor expansion at the Jul FBI Building.
During 1986 the Acocunting section Installed and began isplqenting additional or upgraded financial management software
functlons, including puirchasing, conmmable inventory, fixed proerty, and accounts payablel and extended on-line aooess and
update capabilities of the Financial Hmnagement System to additional aocounting analysts, which included initial installation of a
local area network to enhance the analytical and data transfer capability. In addition, existing formts for 1) reporting by
program to support internal management and external oversight requrements, and 2) internal control of document entry Were
developed or enhanced.
EMUa
Ms Lincreases of 38 workers,
39 positions and $4,150,000 are requested in 198 for the Administrative Services
Program. A maJor theme of the FBI's 1988 budget request Is the nessity to achieve balance between a significantly augmnted
Investigative
capability
over
the
past
five
years
and an inhibited growth in AdminLstrative services to support the investigative
functions. F
1983 through 1987, on a direct funding basis, the FI has grown by 2 921 orkyeare a 15.4 percent increase,
while Admnistrative Services has grow. by only 40 workyears, or 5.1 percent. while Ihe Increases in investigate personnel have
enhanced the overall effectiveness of the FIM, additional personnel are needed to perform administrative functions to support the
investigative personnel. Examples of the negative Impact resulting from the significant growth in investigative program and the
restricted gw in Adminstrative Services inoludei a deterioration in the quality of pay and position management work affecting
-the quality of service obtained from employees a projected shortfall in hiring adequate numbers of employees, especially those
in -"Ems ialty/teohnical" areas that have become so crucial to daily cperationsl and delays in the initiation of forfeiture
proce
. causing the time for storage of items to increase, depreciation in the value of seized items and forfeiture actions to
lost in court. Unless increases in personnel are obtained for the Administrative Services Program, the FBI will be unable to
effectively deploy investigative personnel in response to ever changing mission requirements.
The number of employees retiring physicals, requesting training, and filing health benefits form and claim will increase. All
headquarters agent personnel will receive in-house annual physicals. Two nurses and one general support are required to assist
10~3

*1

with these physical.*A preretirement planning proc... has been established to allow employs" nearing retirement to go through a
truble-fre transition to retirement. Three employee relations specialists are being requested to adinister the preretirement
planning and to assist with the processing of Government Employee Training Act (GErTAjrequest form and to administer the
Psychological Services and Alcohol Program. Two instructors are request to teach -hou stenographic, typing, and other
courses in clerical skills. These training classes will allow the M3!to train the personnel already board and to promote from
within.
has dramatically increased from 1981 through 1986 and is
The workload of the Performamne Mogxnition and Awards Unit (PRA)
elected to ontine tugh
1985. Five personnel management specialist, two personnel assistants, and two general support are
rqetdto address the increasing workload in perforac appLaial matiers. There is a projected 10 percent increase, In the
rerof performance rating matters to be poeedin 1986bv the 1916 number.
Since its inception in 1983, the FRI Personnel Resources
technical personnel. It has also identified a nmer of
objectives cannot be met with the existing base level of
requested to conduct the long-range research project and

Unit has planned strategy for the recruiting of agents and special and
long-range research projects related to human resource forecasts. These
two agents. Four human resources analysts and one clerk-typist are being
assist in other recruiting responsibilities.

One agent is being requested to train field agents in the Targeted selection
seleion process. Because a lar
mber of agents III become eligible to
over the next ten yamrs. This wll heavily tax t
field office t provide
agents. Unless a system of continued traiing of interviewer is maintained
is a danger of severely hampering the agent selection system.

Interview (Tot), which is used in the special agent
retire a high agent turnover is aj~wd to ocu
the inierviw necessary to hire a large nmer of
along with a full quality control capability, there

The newly established Personnel Information Center (PIC) generates personnel reports and graphics for all headquarters divisions
and field offices. It aleo has an automated skills bank. The maitnc of this computer software and the influx of
microcomputers into the Personnel Section have created a need for computer specialists. Four workysars are being requested to
enhance the capabilities of the PIC and to maintain the current software.
In the Administrative Smmary unit (AWU)a trend has developed over recent years toward an increased complexity in administrative
actions handled. This is best exemplified by the fact that ten special aents have been Indictid/oonvictd over the past five
years for various violations of state and federal law. This trend significantly adds to the Investment of time per case by ASU
personnel and thereby affects the overall output of the unit in terse of meeting established deadlines. The ASU has also received
two additional responsibilities n recent ears nmely, reviewing all unacceptable performance appraisls for final resolution
and reviewing all shooting incidents. Thes added responibilities are being handled without additional personnel, thus creating
a higher than desirable turnaround time on dainistrative actions. One agent and one general support are being requested so that
the turnaround time for all actions can be reduced to less than 30 calendar days.
Two traffic management specialists are being requested for relocation services. The Relocation Unit administers contracts with
third party relocation service companies in regard to authorizing the purchase of a transferred emloyee's home by one of these
Relocation services provided to FBI employees are projected to increase by 45 percent In 1988 over the 1956 figure.
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Five support workyears are being requested for position classification matters. As other field programs continue to grow, there
is a direct increase in the number of position classification actions required. For 1963, the Pay And Position aag;mt Unit
(P1 ) isprojecting a demand of 3,130 position classification actions compared to 2 924 actions completed in 1936. Due to this.
anticipated incrase in workload, oUPled vith the normal turnover of classifiers it is imperative that the base level be
increased to permit the unit to develop an adequate cadre of classifierm to met the needs of the position clasification yse"tm.
int'-rted digital voice privacy radio projsct vill require an additional supervisory speOial agent for contract negotiations
a
. The
tract Reviev Unit is xpecing to award 30 more contracts in 1966 tha in 1936 a 16 percent increase. The
in
ted D p rject is a major Mi underking that will be in the contract award stae in 1968, necessitating continued
involvement by t
unit and contributing to its increased workload. The addition of a supervisory special agent vill allow the
Contract Review Unit to effectively and responsibly address its projected workload increase in 19 S and subseuent years.
The rorfeiture and Seived Property Program in responsible for the management of the FBI's forfeiture and abandormient progr
,
which encm
the areas of civil and criminal sizure of 1poerty
as Well as the disposition of fdrfeiturs property. These
s
rep nsiTilties also include the administration of the FB as haring* program for the transfer of Federal forfeitUe activities,
the pam~t of awards, the purchase of drug evidence, and the retrofitting of vehicles placed into of ficisl use. lbs forfeiture
program is requesting an agent at headquarters to address the forfeiturem-relatedl areas of narcotics investigations. Since 1994,
this unit hes-hada 232 percent increase in forfeiture matters.
Increased nonpereonnel resource needs for Administrative Servioe include providing security in the form of antiterrorist vehicle
ra barriers ($150,000)l providing for mployee-related performance awards, external training, recruitment funds, publication
costs and consulting services for the in-house physical examination and pyhological services program ($1,553 000)r acuring
additional parking space and repair facilities for the rai's automotive fleet, including surveillance vehicles ($636,000) 1 and
acquiring additional basic maintwwnos and computer supplies ($485,000).
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Federal pireau of Investigation
Salaries and exjenM
(DolarsIntosd)

Gta.. 4.
GS/G .
GxS/-1

................................
S-14
................................

CO-11,........,...............

Total positions and annual rates...........1

..

--..
...

H
11S
--

....

.....

2,217
2,944

.

...

-..

106
as

12
...

$2,545
1,853 I

--.

$451

.

.

54

777

292

6,543
-62

245

5,175

12

451

226
-

163

---

5,466
360
1,225
1,289
346

4,257
12
318 1 --810I
--1,011
--101

451
72
114
65
23

---

472

25

-----

42
.
.

..

9g9

---. ..
.
.
.
.
I
.
.
.
.
.
Labd a nd st r u ctu res . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .
1 226
Total workyears and obligations, 1988 ......

Cr

...

68

Lapse (-) ...................

Total workyears and personnel compensation.
Other personnel compensation ...............
Personnel benefits .........................-Travel and transportation of persons ........Transportation of things ...................
GSA Rent...................................
Comiunications, utilities, and
miscellaneous charges ....................
Printing and reproduction ..................
Other services .............................-Supplies and materials .....................
Equipment .................................

I~jtM=QlAX

n

I . --..

G-10 ...................................
..................
GS-9 .................
.. .......
GS-7 ..........................
...
GS-5................................

t______r____

~~
OO

j

-Oruanized Crime

$403

................
..
...

taivsaai e

and

crimnal

Other Field Proar

...

16057_-82__1__---_--

1

345

-''

$1,008

6

-107

60

1,575

-404

Z777

40
------

798
126
231
126
64

---

6

32

--

460

-IS
3,673
435
14,124
- .$27.425

------- -...
163

6
1,922
422
"--.
4,396
.
..
S1L fj8L __12

1
99--91
43
171
S1.m5

--.

3

--

154
97

-.

318

402.003
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Financial
RIAUavlin -thU
F13wom
(DILlars
d) ChaMB~

ror,u. D

Inestiatliv, B~rt
item

am.

A~M=

4

$202

12

$605

317

$691

12
6
11

12
241
226
67
t LA
.--

317
6,221
4,926
1,194
- I ,1,
. ....

891

39

932

718

15,567

-1

-Inl

267

38

494

70

12,171
2,000
2 t603
2,545
603
1,031

638
12
451
535
83
I 8f

638
38
7,239
1,560
32,197

S/

................................
/--14
GS/
S-13
................................
GS-12O....... •......................,......
GS-1-.....9.
....
...........
9*..

W
. o.......... . ..............
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Total positions and annual rates ....
Lapse (-)..........
.......
9

-*

Total vorkyears and personnel compensation.
nsatton ..............
other personnel comp
Personnel benefits .........................
Travel and transportation of persons .......
Transportation of things ...................
GSA Rent .....................................
Communications, utilities, and
miscellaneous charges ....................
Printing and reproduction ..................
Other services .............................
Supplies and materials .....................
Equipmnt ..................................
land and structures ........................
Total vorkyears and obligations, 1988 ......

-

6

511O

I
-A'JA

15

80
30
61
33

•

92 Min(
w e. . . .

.

-

13,000
1'I

?.!A
. .

.

.

131
196

MA
.w

912
1,124
143
24

i-12A
---

a

1
46
28
10,605
13.000

2,500

.ietionI

JWInIsrative

TAidMw

-1-Ilp;

I

.....

I
.

in.

04.
Ao
.
.
.

44
.
.

I IM8(
v

S7%-77%
.

.

.
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Federal bare

2t
af

-l.iA.

SalarLe and eRwae
Prioritj Banki

Bass Proora
Executive Direction and Control
Administrative Services
Other Field Programs
Organized Crima
Drug Enforcement
Crime
Organized
Crime
Milta-Collar
Records Mn gmn.t
Forensic services - Federal
prPrLnt Identitication

I Field Suport and Equipment
T c
Training
automFed Data Processing & Teleoomunications
Legal Attaches

Forensic Services - Non-Federal
General Lav Enforcement Training
Criminal Justice Data and Statistics Services

Proctram Ii~rease
1
2

3
4
5
6

7

a

Adinistrative Services
Other Field Programm
Technical Field Support and Equipment
Training
Organized Crime
Ow-anlzed
lre Crime
Drug Enforcemnt
Milte-Col lar

1
2
3
4

S
6
7

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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etll

i

aM
l i

MatAil Of ImmnMnt PoititiS

_________________________
Criminal rnvostiation ..............
Fingerprint Identification ....
General Amin. Clerical and
Office"lervioe. .

Other .......
Total,

ftr n ...

..........

e .........

neam

9,554

77

•..

767

253

9,807
7,7

160

9,295
2..4

......

50..

9,135

2.00

d2a0l

21.693

22.456

1200)

718

(169

214,

12001

718

2,969

77.........
, 7

13939

eld ........................
....

9,356

71

Wasinto ...............
oreign

Anthorisad

Authorized

.. i

atmr

6.6

MoAL.,........................21,6922

(31

14,694
1

41.63
22A456

30

1o
1

2.

7,742

1.6

a s
2,7
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7

Fadera
Iueuo
Nalares
and Inv'stlgation
a anseMEMLK or AdJuOtlentU %gBa"
(Dollars in thousands)
Permanent
poaltit

DO Aropriation Act, 1987
Omnibus Drug Supplemental App cp. Act of 1987 ............................
M

ntal

22,456

Work-

21,831

$1,262,000

Itetms (SX) :

7 Pay and Retirement Supplnentala
...........................
1987 Program upplmntal ............................................

1987 appropriation anticipated ...................
Adjustmets to base:
SavLngs resulting from management initiatives....................
Uncontrollable Increases:
One additional cooensable day ...................................
Annualization of 142 additional position. approved in 1987.........
Annualization of i
....................
.
Annualization of 1987 pay increase .............
.........
Within-Grade Increases ............
..............................
Medicare costs ...
.............................................
Lodalitfy based per diem ..............................................
Federal oployees' Comensation Act (FEA - Workers Ccopensation) ....
GSA
nt ..
....................................................
GSA recurring reimbursable services ...............
..
.......
FT. ..
...
. 06........0.....0.........
.11.....
6.6.....
Telephone Service ...............................................
GPO printing costs..... .........................................
General pricing level adjustment ....................................
Total, uncontrollable increase ................................

32,314
9,675

22,456

21,831

$1,303,989

-200

-200

-2,000

142

eee

Decreases:
Nonrecurring costs - reappropriation..............................
Reduction for change in hourly rate ..............................
Reduction in health benefit....................
Nonrecurring costs - artificial intelligence ..........
40.......... .
Total, decreases ......
....................
....................
1988 base ............................................................ .22,256

142
•...

2o923
3,556
,029
16,692
6,425
234
3,000
959
14,472
351
185
1,000
44
21.67
121,548
-5,686
-1,697
-1,508

7-14.89
21,773

1,408,646
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Federal Bureau of Inveastiation

~Salaries

-

and a~eg

Justification of Ad ustafentA to Base

(Dollars in thousands)

Perm.

f

P,

-200

Savings resultina from Manaewnt and Productivity Initiatives ...................

rky
-200

Amount
-$2,000

Uncontrollable Increases:
1.

one additional compensable day ..........................................................

...

2,923

142

3,558

The annual salary rate for Federal employees is based on 260 paid days.
IFY1988 has one more compensable day (262) than 1917 (261).
(Permanent personnel compensation of $659,121,000 divided by 260
$2,535,000 plus $388,000 for benefits)
2.

Annualization of additional positions approved in 1987 ..........................
This provides for the annualization of 142 additional positions
approved in 1987 .............................................................
Approved
198"/ Increases
Annual salary rate of 774 approved positions.....
Less lapse (IS percent) ..........................
Net Compensaton ...............................

$19,417,000
- 3.495.000
15,922,000

Total Costs subject to annualization...........

18,810,000

Associated employee benefits ....................
3.

2.888.000

Annualization
peqWirn
$..490

63.000

3,558,000

Annualization of Federal Employeest Retirement System Costs...................

.

...

...

58,029

This request provides for the additional costs in 198s necessary to continue
implementation of the Federal Employees' Retirement System Act of 1986,

P.L. 99-335. This act established a retirement program for Federal civilian
employees and postal workers hired after December 31, 1983, who are covered

by social security, and for employees under the Civil Service Retirement
System who choose to transfer into the new system. The calculations were
:!:

ii!

Pern.
-ement and Budget
determined from an CMB approved formula. The Office of
hwd allowed $23,005,000 for 1987. The total amount r
for 1988 Was $80,415,000. Thum, total anraliZation rqired tot 1986 is
$57,410,000.
4.

Annualization. Of 1987 pay ncease ..................

$18,692

This request provides for the annualisation of the Jamary 4 1967, pay ncrase.
- on
paid days
Toe calculation of the amount required for annualizaticn Is
(October 1 1966, through J19y 3. 1907), which were not included
the pay rnaise
amount of $9,30,,000. Additionally, $9.300.000 of the 1987 pay requirement was
absorbed. Total aniualisation required is 68,692,000.
S. Within-grade increases ...........................

6,425

Tois request provides for an expected increase in the cost of vithin-rade
increases. This increase Is generally consistent with increases Vxperince
in recent years and is approximately one potent above the base for compensation
and related benefits for permanent employment. (Personnel cesation of
$5,654,000 and benefits of $771,000 - $6,425,000)
6.

.................
edicare costs...............................
Beginning January 1, 1985, the base on which earning
tr nedlcare computations
are calculated increased from $37,600 to $39,600.
Litionally, beginning
January 1, 1986, the base for computation increased to $42 000 end the rate
changed from 1.35 to 1.45 percent. This increase is co
e for 16,471 eligible
employees.

7. Locality based per dim .........................
....................
Public Law 99-2?4 authorized a now locality-based per diem and lifted the
75.00 ceiling in certain araphic areas. An uncontrollable increase of
$3,000,000 is required C.o et the expected 10 percent Increase to total travel
funds.

234

3,000

112

A

Permit.
Pce.
8.

Federal Employees' Compensation Act (FECA) - Workers0 Compensation ...........

Workyea
$959

This increase reflects the billing provided by the Department of Labor for the
actual costs in 1986 of Oapioyees' accident compenstion. The 1988
amount will be $4,770,000 or $959,000 over the 1987 base.
9. GSA Rent .....................................................................
In 1987 the ren
stma replaces the Standard Level User Charges (8LUC) systems.
Awill charge rel= rates that approximate those charged to comercial tenants
for equivalent space and related services. An unoontrol lable Increase of
$14,4 72,000 is required to meet our commitment to GSA.
10. GSA recurring reimbursable services ..........................................

.14,472

351

Reimbursable payments are made to GSA for heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning provided in excess of normal working hours and for guard service.
GSA has estimated a 1.2 percent increase of $351,000 in fees for these"
services in 1988 over the 1987 charges of $8,361,000.
11. Federal Teleooinr.ications System (F)

0-4

185

......................................

CO

The General Services Administration has advised of a 16 percent increase
in Federal Teleommiunications System (FTS) Intercity costs for 1986. This increase
is mainly due to unanticipated tariff increases, savings GSA had built into their
original budget estimate which will not materialize and7Y 1955 costs which were
not billed by GSA last year. An increase of $185,000 over the 1967 bese
of $6,393,000 is requotesd.
12. Telephone Service ...............

............................

.

OP

1,000

On February 25, i986, the District of Columbia Public Service Comission (PSC)
issued its final order in the Chesapeake and Potomac telephone ompany (CPj rate
case. The PSC, in its order allowed C&P to increase its rates by-$31 mill oan
and set the rates for C&P's Intrastate services. An inoresae of $1,000,000 over the
1987 base of $1,217,552 is requested to pay these charges.
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Perm*
Pus,
13. GPO printing

...........................................................
cs

. $44

The Government Printing Office (GPO) is currently projectng a 3 to 4 percent
increase over the 1987 prLntLng cost of $1,453,000. An additional $44,000
will be required in 1988.
14. General pricing level adjustment ......

11,676

This request aplies OM prioing guidance as of December 1986 to select

expense

categories.
increase costs identified result from applying a factor of 3.5
percent against those msxbbjeat classes where the prics that the
rovenmnt
pays ae
tablished through the market system instead of by lay or regulation.
Generally, the factor is applied to supplies, materials, equipmnt oontsract
with the private sector transportation costs, and utilities.
xclwded ffro the
computation are categories of expense where inflation has already been built
into the 1987 estimates.
General
Pricing
Level Mljustment
object Clue
Travel and transportation of persons ....................
Tranfport&tion of t
................................

Rental paymentS to others ...............................
Comamnications, utilities, and miscellaneous charge....
Other services .....................................
lies and
Mat erials ..................................
...............................................
q ipment
Total...................
. ....
Total uncontrollable increases ........

$1,160
53

46
4,865
4,040
973
537

................

142

121,545

Decreases (automatic non-:olic l
1. Nonrecurring costs - reappropriatLon....................................
.In 1987, unobllgated balances were reapproprLated to provide no-year funding for
a special project. This amount is being nonrecurred in 1988.

-5,636

114

Perm.
WQXkmrI
2.

Reduction for change in hourly rate .......................................

-$1,697

Public Law 99-272, the Consolidated omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985,
required the computation of annual salary rates to be based on 2,087 hours
rather than 2,080. The same amount that was reduced in 1964 and restored in 1986:
is requested for reduction in 1988.
3.

Reduction in health benefits.....

• • •

....................................

The Federal Emplyees' Health Benefits Act (P.L. 93-246) provided that the Government's
share of health insurance would be 60 percent of the total rate ocmmenclng in 1975.
Effective for the first pay period after January 1, 1986, the FBI'S actual
contribution to health insurance decreased approximately 7.6 percent due primarily to
reduced carrier rates. The requested decrease includes $1,508,000 for decreased rates
under the 1987 budgeted base of $21,108,000.
4.

1

-1,508

1|

,

Nonrecurring Costs - artificial intelligence ..............................
The 1987 request contains $6,000,000 for artificial intelligence.
is being nonrecurred in 1988.

-6.000
This entire amount

Total decreases .................................................
Total, adjustments to ba s.......................................

.

A
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Federal Bureau of Investiaation
Salaries and ex~enes
Sumarv of Reauiremehts by Grade and Object Class
(Dollars In thousands}

Grades and Salary Ranga

.

Executive level II, $75,100 ......
Executive Level IV, $72,300 ......
Executive Level V, $70,800 .....
GS-18, $70,800 ...................
GS-17, $70 800..................
GS/GH-16, $63,135 - $70,800 ......
GS/GM-I, $53,830 - $69,976 ......
GS/G4-14, $45,763 - $59,488 ......
GS/GH-13, $38,727 - $50,346 ......
GS-12, $32,567 - $42,341 .........
GS-11, $27,172 - $35,326.........
GS-10, $24,732 - $32,149........
GS-9, $22,458 - $29,199 .........
GS-8, $20,333 - $26,435 .........
GS-7, $18,358 - $23,866 .........
GS-6, $16,521 - $21,480 .........
GS-5, $14,822 - $19,268 .........
GS-4, $13,248 - $17,226 .........
GS-3, $11,802 - $15,339......
Ungiaded Positions..............
Total, appropriated positions
Pay above stated annual rates ....
Lapse...........................
Net savin s due to lower pay
scales for part of the year....
Net full-t
permanent.....

&
ost
Estinate
FOS?tfj7
n~
morkyeare
1
2
20
43
77
308
1,224
5,565
1,284
1,438
926
1,123
400
1,752
1,925
3,609
1,680
612
466
22,456

-

PoSitioZ G
Workvoars -

Izc
AMOunt

Fet r&ts/
Oro & rGAA6
Iforkvears
Anount

1
1

$663,305
2,470

-656

-17,351

...
21.800

-6.341
642.083

2
20
43
77
308
1,236
5,597
1,284
1,450
1,135
1,349
400
1,819
1,925
3,569
1,680
612
466
22,974

-738
131
..
,. Idif
w

12
32

'ii

209
226

58

$690,582
5,202

$27,27
2,732

-19,496

...

-82

-2,145

A19
vv..vv 222

d...

A
1d2arS
......

6.341
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&Amary of RequirmentsbyGrdeandObject
(Dollam in thousands) Class (contnAed)

197

Grades and Salary Ranae
Other than permara't,
Part-tiis permainte...........

Other personnel compensation:
..
Overt
*ny
n*ontrollable
Adminimtratil
Overtre .......................
Other compensation .............
Total, v orkyer

and personnel

Average OS/GM Salary
Average GSIGM Graft.

.....
e..
.....

tiMte

gas8 Estimate
"orb=ar
Amount

31

$386

31

$396

267

5#000

267

5,000

2,221

K

57,528
1.74

2,263
71

61,155
1.919

42
2

3,627
155

24,387

706,761

243868

744.758

481

37.997

...

$27.263
9.41

...
...

$10

$27,314
9.45
)-a
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Mimary or Reout

Qbject

tchby O

g Clss (Continued)

ant
M

lass

11
11.1
11.3
11.5

Personnel compensation:
fNll-Time permanent ... et.....
Other than perman....
Otherp
ooensaton..
Total, orkyea~ras
Personnel Compensation

12
13
21

Personnel bene
............
fit t
Benefits to former personnel..
Travel and transportation of

22 Transportationof things....
23.1 GSA Rent ..................

21,800
31
2.556

$642,063
386

24,387

706,761

...

94.202

22,236

$676,288

2-A01

KAoAA

31

24,8"

396

744,75.

132,492

197,039

29,110
7,472
69,501

35,519
8,123
85,004

361

436

$34,205
10

481

37,997
64,547

361

•...

6,409
656

15,503
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6Mary of Reuireaments by Grade and Obiect Class (continued)
tDolelars in thousands)
1987 Estimate
Norkvear=
Amot

23.2 Rental payments to others .....
23.3 Comunications, utilities
and miscellaneous charges...
24
Printing and Reproduction .....
................
25 Other serve
ie c
26 Supplies and materials ........
31
32
42
Insurance claim and
inde
mtiee
................
Unvouohe
91
... he red...

$4,135

•...
...

Total Obligations .............
Unobligated balance, start-of-year.
Unobligated balance, end-of-year..._

A988 Estimate
Hor)vear
AM

... 0

Increase/Decrease
Norkears
Anout

$4,773

$638

52,241
2,391
102,859
34,951
193,334
9,584

56,250
2,473
109,406
37,483
193,333
13,150

6,009
82
6,547
2,532
-1
3,566

360
70

360

1,345,622

1,490,107
• .

-47,319
5.686

..

Total requirements ...........

.co

1,303,989

...
•...

247,546
-313.063

...

313,063
-331.104

1,280,105

...

1,472,066

4..

144,485

-5,66

Relation of obligation. to outlays
Obligated balance, start-.f-year.
Obligated balance, end-of-year...
Outlays....................

...

1,484,421

..

e

41,633
-5.656
180,432
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am
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Budget lww e

rnMrIation
current

II

proleot
1.

ost

S U
-0Cito

slev"FiclnnqEsta&Co"
ro
ar Avg_
un

Oarcw* status bpect.7Estim.
.
Act.

to_ Date

Under Construction or
fully twtded:

1. DorMitOry Building
Architectural a
Engineering

1984

$1,07

construction

1986

$13,772 1

$1,076

$1,167

$974

2,772

13,772

1.60)

130

130

1,372

1,272

307

07

2,013

2,013

1.68

209

209

1,918

1,918

oim motion9/6
Administration
Construction

9/68

2. crime ScW Building
Architectural A
ngirerLng

1985

130

construction
3.

198

1,372

12
1,22

9/88
9/63

COnstru40o 12/86
Administntion
Construction

12/86

12/#6

Instructional Building
Architectural I
Sqg in rLng

1965

307

Construction

1965

2,013

2

Adsitstration
Construction 12/86 12/6
Construction

12/66

12/86

155

Construction 0/87
Administration

8/87

$09

Construction

8/87

4. Maintenance Building
Architectural
Engineering
Construction

1986

209
1986

1,918

9/67
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Year
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howlt-

JMUM

Total
Current
Cost
Estimate
or Actual

$4,749

$4,749

$4,728

Construction -6/87
Documentation

6/87

13,403

7,473

Site Acquired 9/65
Under
6/87
Construction

9/55

9,638

2,962

2,962

1,460

Construction
Doc~mntAtLon

6/90

22,982

36,511

937

site
Preparation

6/89
to
6/90

4,500

4,500

20,000

45,664

Total

Current Status -

January 1987
Obligated
to Date
M

M

Expect.
comp.

Date

Ratio.

Activ.

Ott

5. western Raqionaa Computer
Architectural

1965
1986
1987

$822
331
96

Site Acquisition

1965

-3,500

Conbrucion

1955
1"$.
1967

II. Partially Funded:
1.

6/67

Engineering Research Building
Architectural &

Engineering

1984
1985
1986

1987

1,695
82
131
1,008
46

construction
2.

$3,364
6,108
1,366

1965

9,000

1968

982
13,000

8/69
to
6/90

Mid-Atlantic Regional Headquarters
Computer Support Center
Architectural &

Engineering

Construction

1967

4,500
1988

20,000

-

-

12/90

ai12/90

12/91

12/91

MOTE: Construction is currently scheduled to be completed over several years d.e to funding constraints.
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Consulting ServLs ...............

to

ad)

1906

1907

198

$5,924

$3,647

$3,927

onsult"g services ae used to support the- contiuang dael m
and enianaement of the F 'a automated data
poceuini and information system. The services ofthe Institute for Defense Analyses (1m) ware used to shay the
ost beneits associated vita iupleentation of the Field Office Informtion
Si J (Ong
D
I..s a
multiyea, multiaillicn dollar dvelumental project which vi
wl
m e s the
the
'a
Me=
distribe data P
gnvies ronnt.
The services of IM ws
also
used
-to
t
a
cost
benefit
aals
amd
SFE, In
system. Ad,
integrated digital voice prLvacy radiopiV
develop a cost modulo for t
engine ing
architecture e
sot. An
o the voice
urem
an analysis of radio frequency
p edr
firm Is being used to manage the onstruction of the ginering Research
ty.
The services of consultants are obtained when either in-houMe staff doe not possess a prtimular eertise or resources
to conduct certain research activities, or tbn a service or project c-n be perfomed moe eomially by an outside'
academic or research facility. ror exeqale, the services of Dr. Nrray Kiron, y
Univarsity are ued to obtain
psydolingistic analyses of coercive comications. The M will -ntl
u thMo seorices of the Rational Pree
of Standards to support the design and implementation of the Automated Identification Division System (
MIl)and to
develop etmanement to the Automated latent System.
The FBI contracts with physicians to perform in-house physical examinations. Aflitimially, the services of qualified
psychitrists are retained to support a psychologia
evcspormaalbet
l
B
lve
n hi
immediate families. For 196, an increase of $2B,0 Is requested for consultig and related services supporting the
psychological services end in-house physical examination progrem
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Mr. WmwzLm I guess this will be'your last appearance? How
many times have you been here?
Mr. Wmzs'r. I guess this will be my ninth or tenth appearance,
I am not sure, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMrrH. Well, you have had a good relationship with this
Committee. I don't know whether it is right to say I am sorry you
are going, because I suppose you want to go or you wouldn't be
leaving.
Mr. W asrum. I am not sure about that.
Mr. SMrm. Nevertheless, it has been a good relationship and I
hope that whoever your replacement is, we have the same relationship with him. You may proceed with your statement.
Mr. Wznrxa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I assure you I will
do everything to make sure that the next director understands the
cordial relationship that has done so much good for the Bureau
and, I think, for the country.
I want to express my appreciation to you and the other Members
of your Subcommittee for all the confidence you have expressed
through the years in the FBI. I think we have achieved some commendable results from our criminal and foreign counterintelligence
investigations during the past year.
The resources and authorizations that you have given us have allowed us to address unanticipated investigative exigencies while attending to our other responsibilities in an effective manner.
For fiscal year 1988, the FBI is requesting a total of
$1,484,421,000 for 22,974 positions and 22,267 workyears. This represents a net increase, over the 1988 base, or $75,775,000, 718 permanent positions, and 494 direct workyears.
To continue to meet our investigative responsibilities in foreign
counterintelligence and other criminal violations, additional resources are critical. Let me emphasize now some of our 1988 initiatives.
ORGANIZED CRIME 1NVESTIGATIONS

First with respect to our organized crime investigations, during
1986, our organized crime program achieved over 2,000 indictments
and over 1,700 convictions. The FBI's organized crime drug enforcement investigations secured an additional 1,950 indictments and
over 1,550 convictions. A Sicilian-based heroin investigation, initiated in 1981, culminated with the arrest of 37 individuals and the
execution of 49 search warrants. Seven FBI field offices, DEA, U.S.
Customs Service, New York City Police Department, and five foreign countries participated in this investigation.
I think you are aware that there were major convictions in that
case just recently. Also, three "Bosses," two "Underbosses," nine
"Capo Decinas," 22 "Soldiers," and 109 "La Cosa Nostra" associates were convicted in 1986 in FBI La Cosa Nostra investigations.
Although we have-been successful in several La Cosa Nostra investigations, organized crime's influence on everyday American life
continues. The additional resources requested will enable the FBI
to focus on criminal control and domination of some major national
and international unions in the United States, and permit us to
seize the illicit profits of organized criminal groups. Thi organized
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crime drug enforcement budget increase will allow us to continue
to work closely with other U.S. Government agencies and foreign
authorities to penetrate drug-trafficking enterprises.
By doing so, we can seize the financial assets of the upper echelon of drug trafficking enterprises.'
The requested increases include 106 agent and 139 support positions for organized crime and 12 agent positions for organized
crime drug enforcement. Budget authority increases include $13.6
million for organized crime and $2 million for organized crime drug
enforcement.
WHIUTZ-COLAR CRIME

Turning to white-collar crime, the top investigative priority of
this white-collar crime program is fraudagainst the Government.
These investigations center on Department of Defense procurement
frauds, which involve bribery; improper charges for labor; defective
pricing; product substitution; and false test certifications. In the
last two years Defense Department procurement fraud cases have
increased 87 percent.
This requested increase will improve our ability to address fraudrelated bank failures. The Nation's financial institutions have been
experiencing failures at a rate not seen since the Great Depression.
Insider fraud and abuse is a significant contributing factor in many
of these failures.
Due t6 the severity of the problem, the Attorney General's Economic Crime Council has recently made financial fraud its number
two criminal priority, behind Department of Defense fraud. Federal
banking supervisory agencies forecast a continuing trend of financial institution failures, which would place additional strain on our
investigative resources.
Our request for white-collar crime totals 42 agent and 38 support
positions and $2 million in budget authority.
TERRORISM PROGRAM

As you know, the FBI is the lead Federal law enforcement
agency in the United States Government's fight against terrorism
and is responsible for preventing, interdicting, and investigating
the criminal activities of domestic and international terrorist groups
and individuals.
Over the past several years the arrest, prosecution, and incarceration of the key leadership elements of various terrorist organizations have contributed to a general decline in the number of terrorist incidents committed in the United States. Seventeen confirmed
incidents of terrorism occurred in the United States last calendar
year. Although this represents a slight increase following a decline
from 51 in 1982, 31 in 1983, 13 in 1984, to seven in 1985, statistically, we are dealing with a small number of figures.
Ten of the 17 incidents of terrorism last year occurred on the
Island of Puerto Rico and are attributed to Puerto Rican independence extremist groups. Five other terrorist incidents occurred in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and have been attributed to right-wing hate
groups.
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During 1986, the terrorism program recorded 105 arrests and 86
convictions. FBI investigative efforts j)revented eight terrorit incidents from occurring in 1986. These included four potential bombings, a planned prison escape, and the possible overthrow of the
Government of Suriname.
Over the past several years, the arrest, prosecution, and incarceration of the key leadership elements of various terrorist organizations have contributed to a general decline of terrorist organizations
have contributed to a general decline of terrorism in this country.
But the increase that we witnessed last year is evidence that the
threat posed by foreign and domestic terrorist groups continues to
be quite real.
The FBI has acquired expanded extraterritorial jurisdiction and
authority to act, due to legislation which 'ou passed in 1984, and
again in 1986. Where deemed appropriate is in certain terrorist-related hostage situations, we have that jurisdiction. And we must investigate it abroad. Since June 1985, significant resources have
been expended in foreign investigations of hostage taking outside
the United States.
The FBI is committed to intensifying the investigative activity
and upgrading the analytical capability in our terrorism program. I
have confidence that we can continue to demonstrate that it is
possible to deal lawfully with the crime of terrorism.
The requested increases include 21 agents and 12 support positions and $1.9 million in budget authority for the domestic terrorism program.
OFFICE OF LIAISON AND r1 ('rRNATIONAL AFFAIRS

I have included an item that I think will be of interest, and of
special interest, to Congressman Early, who has frequently asked
about this subject. On November 23, 1986, 1 approved the establishment of the Office of Liaison and International Affairs.
The Office of Liaison and International Affairs has responsibility
for the legal attache and foreign Haison programs. Specifically, the
Office of Liaison and International Affairs oversees the operation
of 18 legal attache offices which cover 67 countries throughout the
world. Further, the office coordinates regular liaison with 80 Washington, D.C.-based foreign representatives of 16 foreign agencies.
Within its overall responsibility, the Office of Liaison and International Affairs maintains an active working relationship with Interpol and supports foreign police cooperation matters in the United
States.
INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY RADIO SYSTEM

Turning now to some of our technical efforts. In August 1985, the
Attorney General directed that the FBI take the lead ir the design,
development, and implementation of a single, integrated voice privacy radio system. This system will support the tactical radio requirements of the FBI, DEA, and U.S. Marshals Service, thereby
ensuring compatibility of radio communications among the. three
agencies. This is particularly important when the concurrent jurisdiction of the FBI and DEA in narcotics matters is considered.
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Advantages of the integrated system include a uniform, consistent approach to planning, development, acquisition, implementation, and maintenance. The system will also improve geographic
coverage and cost benefits. Since 1986, the FBI and DEA have successfuly operated a "testbed" for an integrated radio system in the
Boston field office. The experience gained from this "testbed" is
being used to guide the ongoing integration efforts.
Our enhanced requirements for the integrated digital voice privacy radio system include 50 electronics technician positions and
associated budget authority of $703,000 for personnel. In addition,
the request includes $10 million for equipment to integrate the
radio systems for the FB1, DEA, and US. Marshals Service offices
in the northeast United States.
ENGINEERING RESEARCH FACILITY

Our request for the Engineering Research Facility will provide
the FBI with the physical plant needed to implement advanced capabilities that are neither available nor possible at our present facility. Among these capabilities is a rapid-prototype quick-reaction

capability that will result insubstantial savings and cost avoi-

dances.
Currently, the FBI must contract for the design and fabrication
of custom electronic circuits fmd devices often needed to take advantage of immediate or specific investigative opportunities. With
the establisment-of an in-house fabrication capability, the FBI wl
be able to reduce not only the cost of custom devices, but also tho
time required to obtain them.
In some cases, this will reduce the time required from 24 months
to six months. Construction of the Engineering Research Facility
will improve greatly the FBI's ability to respond to these situations.
Additionally, the Engineering Research Facility will support the
integrated digital voice privacy radio system and complement the
collocation of the FBI's Engineering Section and DEA's Office of
Science and Technology.
Congress provided $9.982 million in 1985 for the construction of
an engineering facility. An additional $13 million is required in
1988 to continue planned construction, with the total construction
cost of the facility estimated to be $36.5 million.
TRAINING

A third dormitory, to be completed in late 1988, will enable students to participate in secure classroom lectures and study in their
adjacent bedrooms without jeopardizing security. The new multimillion dollar facility will consist of 250 single-occupancy bedrooms
and three conference rooms. We are requesting $2.5 million for furniture to make the dormitory functional.
FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
PROGRAM
e

We are also seeking further enhancements for our foreign counterintelligence program, representing the final installment in
President Reagan's five-year initiative to increase the FBI's foreign
counterintelligence capabilities.
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ADMINITRATIVE SERVICES

Although it represents a relatively small dedication of resources,
our request for additional administrative services funds is also an
essential priority. The FBI requires four agents and 35 support positions and associated funding of $4.2 million in budget authority
for all aspects of administrative services. These resources will
enable the FBI to maintain efficient financial services and effective
personnel management, including the required recruiting and
hiring of personnel.
Mr. Chairman, that is a brief overview of our 1988 request. I am
providing you will a more extensive summary for the record, and I
will now be very pleased to respond to any of your questions.
[The statement of Mr. Webster follows:]

12-166 0-8?---50
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
WILLIAM H. WEBSTER
STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
ON THE DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND
STATE, THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES
GOOD AFTERNOON, MR. CHAIRMAN. I WISH TO
EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION TO YOU AND THE OTHER
MEMBERS OF YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE FOR YOUR CONTINUED
CONFIDENCE IN THE FBI. THE FBI HAS ACHIEVED
COMMENDABLE RESULTS FROM ITS CRIMINAL AND FOREIGN
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS.
THE RESOURCES
AND AUTHORIZATIONS YOU HAVE GIVEN US HAVE ALLOWED
US TO ADDRESS UNANTICIPATED INVESTIGATIVE EXIGENCIES
WHILE ATTENDING TO OUR OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES IN AN
EFFECTIVE MANNER.
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1988, THE FBI IS REQUESTING A
TOTAL OF $1,484,421.000; 22.974 POSITIONS; AND 22,267
WORKYEARS. THIS REPRESENTS A NET INCREASE, OVER THE
1988 BASE, OF $75,775.000; 718 PERMANENT POSITIONS; AND
494 DIRECT WORKYEARS.
TO CONTINUE TO MEET OUR INVESTIGATIVE
RESPONSIBILITIES IN FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND
OTHER CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ARE
CRITICAL. LET ME EMPHASIZE SOME OF OUR 1988
INITIATIVES.

il

!
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ORGANIZED CRIME INVESTIGATIONS
DURING 1986, OUR ORGANIZED CRIME PROGRAM
ACHIEVED OVER 2,000 INDICTMENTS AND OVER 1,700
CONVICTIONS. THE FBI'S ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG
ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIONS SECURED AN ADDITIONAL
1,950 INDICTMENTS AND OVER 1.550 CONVICTIONS. A
SICILIAN-BASED HEROIN INVESTIGATION, INITIATED IN 1981,
CULMINATED WITH THE ARREST OF 37 INDIVIDUALS AND
EXECUTION OF 49 SEARCH WARRANTS. SEVEN FBI FIELD
OFFICES, DEA, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE. NEW YORK CITY
POLICE DEPARTMENT, AND FIVE FOREIGN COUNTRIES
PARTICIPATED IN THIS INVESTIGATION.
ALSO, THREE
"BOSSES." TWO "UNDERBOSSES," NINE "CAPO DECINAS." 22
"SOLDIERS." AND 109 ASSOCIATES WERE CONVICTED IN 1g86
IN FBI LA COSA NOSTRA INVESTIGATIONS.
ALTHOUGH WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN
SEVERAL LA COSA NOSTRA INVESTIGATIONS. ORGANIZED
CRIME'S INFLUENCE ON EVERYDAY AMERICAN LIFE
CONTINUES. THE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES REQUESTED WILL
ENABLE THE FBI TO FOCUS ON CRIMINAL CONTROL AND
DOMINATION OF SOME MAJOR NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL UNIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. AND
PERMIT US TO SEIZE THE ILLICIT PROFITS OF ORGANIZED
CRIMINAL GROUPS. THE ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG
ENFORCEMENT BUDGET INCREASE WILL ALLOW US TO
CONTINUE TO WORK CLOSELY WITH OTHER U.S.
I
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GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND FOREIGN AUTHORITIES TO
PENETRATE DRUG-TRAFFICKING ENTERPRISES. BY DOING
SO. WE CAN SEIZE THE FINANCIAL 'ASSETS OF THE UPPER
ECHELON OF DRUG TRAFFICKING ENTERPRISES.
THE REQUESTED INCREASES INCLUDE 106 AGENT
AND 139 SUPPORT POSITIONS FOR ORGANIZED CRIME AND 12
AGENT POSITIONS FOR ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG
ENFORCEMENT. BUDGET AUTHORITY INCREASES INCLUDE
$13.6 MILLION FOR ORGANIZED CRIME AND $2 MILLION FOR
ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG ENFORCEMENT.WHITE-COLLAR tRIME
THE TOP INVESTIGATIVE PRIORITY OF THE WHITECOLLAR CRIME PROGRAM IS FRAUD AGAINST THE
GOVERNMENT. THESE INVESTIGATIONS CENTER ON
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROCUREMENT FRAUDS. WHICH
INVOLVE BRIBERY; IMPROPER CHARGES FOR LABOR;
DEFECTIVE PRICING; PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION; AND FALSE
TEST CERTIFICATIONS.
IN THE LAST TWO YEARS DEFENSE
DEPARTMENT PROCUREMENT FRAUD CASES HAVE INCREASED
37 PERCENT. THIS REQUESTED INCREASE WILL IMPROVE
OUR ABILITY TO ADDRESS FRAUD-RELATED BANK FAILURES.
THE NATION'S FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS HAVE BEEN
EXPERIENCING FAILURES AT A RATE NOT SEEN SINCE THE
GREAT DEPRESSION. INSIDER FRAUD AND ABUSE IS A
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTING FACTOR IN MANY OF THESE
FAILURES. DUE TO THE SEVERITY OF THE PROBLEM. THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ECONOMIC CRIME COUNCIL HAS
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RECENTLY MADE FINANCIAL FRAUD ITS NUMBER TWO
CRIMINAL PRIORITY, BEHINO DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
FRAUD.
FEDERAL BANKING SUPERVISORY AGENCIES
FORECAST A CONTINUING TREND OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION
FAILURES. WHICH WILL PLACE ADDITIONAL STRAIN ON OUR
INVESTIGATIVE RESOURCES.
OUR REQUEST FOR WHITE-COLLAR CRIME TOTALS
42 AGENT AND 38 SUPPORT POSITIONS AND $2 MILLION IN
BUDGET AUTHORITY.
TERRQMSM PROGRAM
THE FBI IS THE LEAD FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY IN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT'S FIGHT
AGAINST TERRORISM AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PREVENTING,
INTERDICTING, AND INVESTIGATING THE CRIMINAL
ACTIVITIES OF DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST
GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS.
OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS
THE ARREST. PROSECUTION. AND INCARCERATION OF THE
KEY LEADERSHIP ELEMENTS OF VARIOUS TERRORIST
ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO A GENERAL
DECLINE IN THE NUMBER OF TERP*3RIST INCIDENTS
COMMITTED IN THE UNITED STATES.
I
SEVENTEEN CONFIRMED INCIDENTS OF TERRORISM
OCCURRED IN THE UNITED STATES LAST CALENDAR YEAR.
ALTHOUGH THIS REPRESENTS A SLIGHT INCREASE
FOLLOWING A DECLINE FROM 51 IN 1982, 31 IN 1983, 13 IN
1984, TO SEVEN IN 1985, STATISTICALLY WE ARE DEALING
WITH A RELATIVELY SMALL NUMBER OF FIGURES. TEN OF
THE 17 INCIDENTS OF TERRORISM LAST YEAR OCCURRED ON
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THE ISLAND OF PUERTO RICO AND ARE ATTRIBUTED TO
PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE EXTREMIST GROUPS. FIVE
OTHER TERRORIST INCIDENTS OCCURRED IN COUER D'
ALENE, IDAHO, AND HAVE BEEN ATTRIBUTED TO RIGHT-WING
HATE GROUPS. DURING 1986, THE TERRORISM PROGRAM
RECORDED 105 ARRESTS AND 86 CONVICTIONS.
FBI
INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS PREVENTED EIGHT TERRORIST
INCIDENTS FROM OCCURRING IN 1986. THESE INCLUDED
FOUR POTENTIAL BOMBINGS, A PLANNED PRISON ESCAPE,
AND THE POSSIBLE OVERTHROW CF THE GOVERNMENT OF
SURINAME.
OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, THE ARREST,
PROSECUTION, AND INCARCERATION OF THE KEY
LEADERSHIP ELEMENTS OF VARIOUS TERRORIST
ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO A GENERAL
DECLINE OF TERRORISM IN THIS COUNTRY. BUT THE
INCREASE WE WITNESSED LAST YEAR IS EVIDENCE THAT
THE THREAT POSED BY FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC TERRORIST
GROUPS CONTINUES TO BE QUITE REAL. THE FBI HAS
ACQUIRED EXPANDED EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION AND
AUTHORITY TO ACT, WHERE DEEMED APPROPRIATE, IN
CERTAIN TERRORIST-RELATED HOSTAGE SITUATIONS. SINCE
JUNE 1985, SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES WERE EXPENDED IN
FOUR INVESTIGATIONS OF HOSTAGE-TAKING ABROAD.
THE FBI IS COMMITTED

TO INTENSIFYING

THE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY AND UPGRADING THE ANALYTICAL
CAPABILITY IN OUR TERRORISM PROGRAM. I HAVE
CONFIDENCE THAT WE CAN CONTINUE TO DEMONSTRATE
THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO DEAL LAWFULLY WITH THE CRIME
OF TERRORISM.
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THE'REQUESTED INCREASES INCLUDE. 21 AGENT
AND 12 SUPPORT POSITIONS AND $1.9 MILLION IN BUDGET
AUTHORITY FOR THE DOMESTIC TERRORISM PROGRAM.
OFFICE OF LIAQN 6IND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
ON NOVEMBER 23. 1986, 1 APPROVED THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF LIAISON AND
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS. THE OFFICE OF LIAISON AND
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS OVERSEES FBI HEADQUARTERS
UNITS HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LEGAL ATTACHE
AND FOREIGN LIAISON PROGRAMS.
SPECIFICALLY, THE
OFFICE OF LIAISON AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS OVERSEES
THE OPERATION OF 13 LEGAL ATTACHE OFFICES WHICH
COVER 67 COUNTRIES THROUGHOUT TiE WORLD.
FURTHER, THE OFFICE COORDINATES REGULAR
LIAISON WITH 30 WASHINGTON D.C.-BASED FOREIGN
REPRESENTATIVES REPRESENTING 16 FOREIGN AGENCIES.
WITHIN ITS OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY THE OFFICE
OF LIAISON AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS MAINTAINS AN
ACTIVE WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH INTERPOL AND
SUPPORTS FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION MATTERS IN THE
UNITED STATES.
INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY RADIO SYSTEM
IN AUGUST 1985, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
DIRECTED THAT THE FBI TAKE THE LEAD IN 1THE DESIGN,
DEVELOPMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A SINGLE.
INTEGRATED VOICE PRIVACY RADIO SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM
WILL SUPPORT THE TACTICAL RADIO REQUIREMENTS OF THE
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FBI, DEA, AND U.S. MARSHALS SERVICE, THEREBY ENSURING
COMPATIBILITY OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AMONG THE
THREE AGENCIES. THIS IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT WHEN
THE CONCURRENT JURISDICTION 'OF THE FBI AND DEA- IN
NARCOTICS MATTERS IS CONSIDERED. ADVANTAGES OF THE
INTEGRATED SYSTEM INCLUDE A UNIFORM, CONSISTENT
APPROACH TO PLANNING. DEVELOPMENT, ACQUISITION.
IMPLEMENTATION, AND MAINTENANCE. THE SYSTEM WILL
ALSO IMPROVE GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE AND COST BENEFITS.
SINCE 1986. THE FBI AND DEA HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
OPERATED A "TESTBED" FOR AN INTEGRATED RADIO SYSTEM
IN THE BOSTON FIELD OFFICE. THE EXPERIENCE GAINED
FROM THIS "TESTBED" IS BEING USED TO GUIDE THE
ONGOING INTEGRATION EFFORTS.
OUR ENHANCED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY RADIO SYSTEM
INCLUDE' 50 ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN POSITIONS AND
ASSOCIATED BUDGET AUTHORITY OF 8703,000 FOR
PERSONNEL. IN ADDITION. THE REQUEST INCLUDES $10
MILLION FOR EQUIPMENT TO INTEGRATE THE RADIO
SYSTEMS FOR THE FBI, DEA, AND U.S. MARSHALS SERVICE
OFFICES IN THE NORTHEAST UNITED STATES.
THE ENGINEERING RESEARCH FACILITY
OUR REQUEST FOR THE ENGINEERING RESEARCH
FACILITY WILL PROVIDE THE FBI- WITH THE PHYSICAL, PLANT
NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT ADVANCED CAPABILITIES THAT ARE
NEITHER AVAILABLE NOR POSSIBLE AT OUR PRESENT

.-I
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FACILITY. AMONG THESE CAPABILITIES IS A RAPID
PROTOTYPING/QUICK REACTION CAPABILITY THAT WILL
RESULT IN SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS AND COST AVOIDANCES.
CURRENTLY, THE FBI MUST CONTRACT FOR THE DESIGN '
AND FABRICATION OF CUSTOM ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND
DEVICES OFTEN NEEDED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
IMMEDIATE OR SPECIFIC INVESTIGATIVE OPPORTUNITIES.
WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN IN-HOUSE FABRICATION
CAPABILITY. THE FBI WILL BE ABLE TO REDUCE NOT ONLY
THE COST OF CUSTOM DEVICES, BUT ALSO THE TIME
REQUIRED TO OBTAIN THEM. IN SOME CASES. THIS WILL
REDUCE THE TIME REQUIRED FROM 24 MONTHS TO SIX
MONTHS. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ENGINEERING RESEARCH
FACILITY WILL IMPROVE GREATLY THE FBI'S ABILITY TO
RESPOND TO THESE SITUATIONS.
ADDITIONALLY, THE ENGINEERING RESEARCH
FACILITY WILL SUPPORT THE INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE
PRIVACY RADIO SYSTEM AND COMPLEMENT THE
COLLOCATION OF THE FBI'S ENGINEERING SECTION AND
DEA'S OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
CONGRESS PROVIDED 89.982 MILLION IN 1985 FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN ENGINEERING FACILITY. AN
ADDITIONAL $13 MILLION IS REQUIRED IN 1988 TO CONTINUE
PLANNED CONSTRUCTION. WITH THE TOTAL CONSTRUCTION
COST OF THE FACILITY ESTIMATED TO BE $36.5 MILLION.

,
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TnAININ
A THIRD DORMITORY, TO BE COMPLETED IN LATE
1988,-WILL ENABLE STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN SECURE.
CLASSROOM LECTURES AND STUDY IN THEIR ADJACENT
BEDROOMS WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING SECURITY. THE NEW
MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR FACILITY WILL CONSIST OF 250
SINGLE-OCCUPANCY BEDROOMS AND THREE CONFERENCE
ROOMS. WE ARE REQUESTING $2.5 MILLION FOR FURNITURE
TO MAKE THE DORMITORY FUNCTIONAL.
WE ARE ALSO SEEKING, FURTHER ENHANCEMENTS
FOR OUR FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,
REPRESENTING THE FINAL INSTALLMENT. IN PRESIDENT
REAGAN'S FIVE-YEAR INITIATIVE TO INCREASE THE FBI'S
FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES.
ALTHOUGH IT REPRESENTS A RELATIVELY SMALL
DEDICATION OF RESOURCES, OUR REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES FUNDS IS ALSO AN ESSENTIAL
PRIORITY. THE FBI REQUIRES FOUR AGENT AND 35
SUPPORT POSITIONS, AND ASSOCIATED FUNDING OF $4.2
MILLION IN BUDGET AUTHORITY FOR ALL ASPECTS OF
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES. THESE RESOURCES WILL
ENABLE THE FBI TO MAINTAIN EFFICIENT FINANCIAL
SERVICES AND EFFECTIVE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT,
INCLUDING THE REQUIRED RECRUITING AND HIRING OF
PERSONNEL.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, I HAVE CONCLUDED A BRIEF
OVERVIEW OF OUR 1988 REQUEST. I AM PROVIDING YOU
WITH A MORE EXTENSIVE SUMMARY FOR THE RECORD, AND
I WILL BE PLEASED TO FURNISH ANSWERS TO ANY
QUESTIONS YOU MAY NOW HAVE.
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OMB REDUCTIONS

Mr. Smrr. Thank you.
What was your request for fiscal year 1988 to OMB?
Mr. Wzwr. I have those figures.
Mr. Sim. Did they reduce your request?
Mr. Wmsm=. They reduced our 1988 approprations request by a
total budget authority figure of $40,273,00W which consists of
$9,336,000 in personnel funding and $30,937,000 in nonpersonnel
funding.
Mr. -Smrr. Just for the record, break that down for us.
Mr. WmmrmR.

Yes, we will be happy to do that.

[The information follows:]

OMB RxDunuerOS iO FBI's 1988 Butorr Rzuusr
OMB reduced the FBI's FY 198 program increases by a total budget authority
figure of $40,273,000, consisting of $9,336,000 in personnel funding and $80,937,000
in nonpersonnel funding. The reductions to personnel increases represent a total of
399 positions, of which 189 were for Special Agent positions and 210 for support positions.

The largest personnel reductions occurred in the areas of Organized Crime and
Terrorism. In these two areas alone, personnel reductions of 152 agent positions and
101 support positions were made.
In the area of nonpersonnel reductions, some of the more notable priority items,
which were disallowed include increases for informant payments, travel, artificial
intelligence, and GSA Rent.
DEVrAIL

Specific details regarding the above personnel/nonpersonnel reductions are shown
below by decision unit.
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TERRORISM

Mr. SMrrH. Terrorism has not hit this country yet, but what can
you tell us about it? I can't believe that terrorists have waited so
log to strike this country.
Mr. WBSTR. There are many reasons that we can hypothesize
why we have been so fortunate. I always start by saying that probably it is because the FBI has made it unattractive here. So having
given ourselves appropriate credit, we can look around for other
things that might have influenced it. Probably the most logical one
is that it is easier to attack Americans and American institutions
abroad than it is to do so in the United States, and we have many
easy targets out there.
Thirty percent of the annual terrorist events worldwide are directed against United States Citizens or United States property,
commercial or Governmentally owned. The number of worldwide
terrorist incidents last year was in the high 700's leveling off a
little last year, but the year before that there was a 35 percent increase over the previous year, so it is something that can't say has
stopped or it is going down.
I think whether we will see more of it in the future in the
United Statei hinges on a number of thin The resources we have
been spending have been aimed at bii
a good intelligence
base, understanding where the incidents might come from. That, I
think is reflected in the number of incidents in the last few years
that we have actually been able to prevent from happening.
That intelligence base is just not gathering millions of facts and
figures, but focusing on those areas or specific directions where
good analysis points us. We are keeping track of the infrastructures that are available or could be potentially available to Middle
East terrorist groups who are not active in the United States. The
infrastructures are active, but we have not experienced terrorist
events from the Middle East.
If something should happen abroad, for instance, a major American retaliatory strike somewhere in the Middle East or some other
event of that kind, which migh~Ilead to retaliation in the United
States, or re-retaliation, then I would expect it very likely that
people who have made the threats; such as a Colonel Qadhafi,
would make a serious attempt to retaliate here.
For the present, it is much easier for them to vent their spleen
on more vulnerable targets outside the United States, and there
are plenty of those.
Mr. SMrrH. But there are plenty of people in the United States
that could do it. We really don't have a way of keeping track of
Mr.W.WmSER. No. This is a major problem. People can come
across the borders relatively easily. We have a long border on the
north and on the south, and historically we have never been able
to control them with a level of closeness.
The people that are here right now are really not, in our best
intelligence assessment, capable of doing major terrorist activity
themselves. They would require others coming over here, although
they could provide the support systems, the safe houses and the
equipment, additional equipment that might be needed.
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So we keep a very close track of the infrastructures. I am sure
you will recall, because we talked about this in the late 1970's,
when the Iranians had taken our hostages, and about two potential
problems. We had 65,000 Iranian students in the United States. We
still have a very substantial number of Iranian nationals. We have
somewhere in the range of between 2,500 and 3,000 Libyan students, for example.
There are large numbers of Palestinian groups and others from
the Middle East who tend to band together with organizations and
societies that are not illegal in and of themselves, but some are engaging in illegal activity and that would be grounds for deportation.
Mr. SNM. But we have Iranians here now. We have no way of
knowing whether they go to our consular services in Europe, who
are flooded with visa requests. We have no way to check, to know
whether the addresses or occupations they give are right, or whether any of it is true. We simply can't check.
Mr. Ws Trm. We are still in catch-up time in that area. The INS
has vastly improved its situation since the late 1970's when little
old ladies with shoe boxes were keeping slips of paper, trying to
figure out whether people had come or gone or not. But they are
computerizing and they have, I think, under Commissioner Nelson
made tremendous progress. But I would be the last one to say that
that would be the vehicle by which we could, with certainty, keep
terrorists from entering the country if they wanted to do so.
FBI'S ROLE IN DRUG ENFORCEMENT

Mr. SMITH. Give us the benefit of your experience before you
leave this position, on how the FBI fits into the present drug effort,
whether it is as good as the way it use to be or if improvements
could be made. How do you view this the FBI's role?
Mr. Wzm . I would start by saying that in 1982 the Attorney
General gave the FBI concurrent jurisdiction with DEA. We literally have the same jurisdiction that they do in all matters except
their regulatory matters in which we are not involved, the regulation of illicit drugs.
In addition to that, organized crime drug enforcement task forces
were formed around the country to deal with multiagency investigations where Customs or DEA or FBI or INS or Coast Guard or
other agencies could collectively be more effective than the individual agencies going off on their own in different directions. That has
been useful and largely effective.
With respect to the FBI and DEA, the Attorney General directed
that the DEA should report through the Director of the FBI in
order that I could develop a common strategy for the two agencies.
That has been taking place. I can liken it best at present to two
water skiers behind a motor boat.
We have come together in many,, many significant ways. Standards of admission for DEA's special agents have been elevated to
FBI standards. We are now conducting some 900 joint investigations. We have co-located facilities in many places. We train all the
DEA agents at Quantico now under common training provisions.
These are just some of the things we are doing.
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In my opening statement I made reference to our efforts to have
a common communications system with digital voice privacy that
protects us from the criminals who have listened to those conversations in the past. The kind of conversation that permits DEA to
have private circuits, the FBI to have private circuits, and the Marshals to have private circuits and yet talk to each other on joint
investigations. That is going very well.
We must have 40 different link-up projects currently underway
to make the two organizations work more closely together.
The ultimate question, of course, is whether they should be
merged or integrated into a single organization for greatest effectiveness.
Arguments can be made both for and against that. The Attorney
General has my views and the views of others and has that problem under consideration.
The forfeiture provisions that were adopted in the last several
sessions of Congress have been used very effectively and form one
of the real linchpins in the drug effort. We have to get the drug
cartels and that is where it hurts them. We must be able to seize
,their estates or anything that they have invested in as the result of
illegal activity. Those seizures have gone up enormously, and with
the additional legislation, we have been allowed to convert the proceeds of those seizures into money to fight drug trafficking, both
at the Federal level and at the State and local level. We are now
sharing those proceeds with State .and local agencies, trying to
build up their drug enforcement capability so that potentially we
will not have to ask the Congress for as much additional funds as
we might otherwise have to do by treating it as a purely Federal
problem.
I am trying to encapsulate this. We are making progress and we
have had record arrests, record convictions, and record seizures.
We have a new national drug strategy which I will be happy to describe, an FBI strategy that will focus our resources now on the
basis of"four years" experience on those areas best calculated to
break up the enterprises, and the distribution systems and keep
the drugs out of mainstream America.
But we have not fully and adequately addressed the problem of
drug prevention and abuse, that is, reducing the demand for drugs.
When I look at where we are today and see all those achievements,
yet still see the cost of cocaine lower than it was just a few years
ago, this indicates that cocaine is in plentiful supplyand consuimption is going up, it doesn't make me feel any better that marijuana
is going down and that heroin is not going up. Heroin is about the
same and has a sort of definable user or consumers, because they
die. and so it is not getting to be a bigger pool. Cocaine represents
our challenge today and tomorrow.
It is a challenge of the present and the future. I am not satisified
that there has been enough education and enough effort put into
reducing the demand for drugs. Until that happens, all our seizures
are not going to make that much difference.
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TRADMONAL ROLE OF THE FBI IN REGARD TO DRUG ENFORCEMENT

Mr. SMrH. Has the traditional role of the FBI been changed by
being in this drug effort?
Mr. WEBrsrI. I don't believe it has. I believe it has been expandedtto deal with drugs representing the violent crime and crimes
that are caused as a result of drug trafficking.
Mr. SMrH. Has it diverted resources from other areas?
Mr. Wms'rFm. Yes, it has. In all candor, it has, because in 1982
when we were asked to get into this we were not given additional
funds at least initially. We worked these cases through the organized crime resources and teamed our investigative efforts at organized crime in drugs and financial crimes in drugs and public corruption in drugs. There is a lot of public corruption in drugs, police
officers and municipal employees and so on.
I think that was an appropriate thing to do, but it meant that we
could not generate as much energy against such other important
targets as the relationship between organized crime and some corrupt labor unions. We are now moving in that direction because
there has-been backfilling of our organized crime program with the
additional resources that have been given to us.
We have committed about 1,000 special agents out of the 9,000 or
9,100 that we have to the drug program. Measured by the workyears, it represents approximately 10 percent of our total field resources.
We are only funded for about 357 special agent workyears in the
organized crime drug enforcement task forces, and in our general
program we are funded for about 43 agent workyears, whereas we
have used 504 agent workyear- in. the drug task forces and 515
agent workyears in the general program. So we are overburdened

in this area.

But I do not think it has changed the character of the FBI's responsibilities or turned it into an entirely drug-related organization. We are carrying out our organized crime responsibilities, our
white-collar crime responsibilities, all that within the context of
drug investigations.
It is the number one crime problem in the United States. And
the FBI is and should be a part of the solution.
APPOINTMENT OF WEBSTER AS CIA DIRECTOR

Mr. SMmI. Mr. Alexander?
Mr. A
Ng. Thank'you Judge, welcome. I congratulate you
on your continued good work for the good of the order.'
Mr. WBM. I preciate that.
Mr. ALzxANDER. Congratulate you on your new appointment and
look forward to working with you in that regard as well.
Mr. Wz smu. I do, too. Thank you.
Mr. AL=xDER. I would like to ask a question off the record.
'[Off of the record.]
[Back on the record.]
Mr. SMmrH. Mr. Rogers?
Mr. Rooms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Director, it is good
to see you.
Mr. WwmSrR. Thank you.
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Mr. RoGERs. Glad to see you at your old shop here. We congratulate you on your promotion with mixed feelings, because we regret
your leaving the FBI. You have done an excellent job with that
agency and it has been a difficult time.
Mr. WznsTzm. Thank you, sir.
OME'8 A-76 POLICY

Mr. RoGoms. And you have done it with great grace.
I want to talk to you about your personnel levels and the OMB
A-76 policy for a minute or two. I remember the 1987 budget request included an increase of 469 general support positions, designated as a top priority, on the basis that the lack of adequate general support staffing for the investigative personnel caued problems
in routine clerical functions. Then in your 1988 request, you included a reduction of 200 support workyears, based or. management
productivity initiatives. In view of that 1987 request, how is it possible to now take a 200 workyear reduction in 1988?
Mr. Webster. Well, it is not easy. It tends to exacerbate the roblems that I identified in my opening statement, and stressed when
I was here last year about the importance of building up our support personnel to adequately give the needed support to our agents
in the field. This is part of the Administration's effort to identify
kinds of work that could be better done in the private sector and
we were assigned this reduction. Actually, we were assigned -certain numbers of positions to identify, that could be better done in
the private sector at a more effective price. The problem with it,
and it continues to confuse me, although I have talked to Jim
Miller and other about it in trying to better understand it, is that
we identified those support positions which have been removed, but
I have not seen any money to pay the private sector people who
are going to do the work that was supposed to be done by these
people more effectively on the private side. I have to confess my
. I
continued confusion on this particular one.
Mr. Rooums. Well, OMB's A-76 policy ostensibly would require
the agencies to contract-out activity which could be done less expensively than in-house; but I am wondering if you have any
thoughts about whether or not that is an appropriate requirement
for the FBI, in view of the confidentiality of a lot of your work?
. Mr. Wzns'mt. Well, some of it just can t be done that way. We
did our'best because we had a kind of quota to identify those areas
where, if we were asked to take that quota, we could consider utilizing outside resources.
But I can't find the money to pay the outside resources. That is
part of the problem.
This reduction represents, I think, the bottom line after we had
negotiated away a number of other positions that they would have
liked to cut but we simply couldn't take the additional A-76 cuts
because of the security of our records.
OMB REDUCTIONS

Mr. Rooms. What was your original personnel request to OMB
for 1988?
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MR. Wmsrzu. Let's see.
MR. Room. That is, compared to what you have submitted to
Us.
MR Wzmsms.
We asked for .899 more positions than OMB approved, .of which 189 were for Special Agent positions and 210 were
for support positions.
MR. Rooms. All right.
MR. Wmm. Most of those reductions were in the organized
crime and terrorism sections.
Mr. ROG=RS. How many personnel did OMB reduce your request
by?
MR. W9BSrmm.
152 agent positions and 101 support positions in
those programs.
,MR. Rooms. How much of that was supposed to be contracted
out under A-76?
MR. WsnsrzR.-I don't know, but if those figures, are available, I
will supply them for the record.
[The information follows:]
OMB RunUONs To.OwANum CRaM AN TmRoBsM PRaoRAwS
Regarding the 152 agent positions mid the 101 .npport positions.reducid by OMB
in the Organized Crime and Terrorism programs, none of these positions would have
been contracted out under the A-76 program.
1988 DOJ AUTHORIZATION BILL REDUCTIONS FOR FBI

Mr. Roomzs. I understand that OMB may be the least of your
worries since the Judiciary Subcommittee has reduced your request
by another $200 million.
Mr. Wnsmr. I just learned about that today. That is more than
the whole white-collar crime program or the whole organized crime
program.
Mr. RoGzs. I gather that would do substantial injury to your
program?
Mr. Wuwrmi. Yes, it would.
OMB REDUCTIONS IN PRIORITY REQUESTS

Mr. RoGos. What were the highest priority items which were
not approved by OMB in your request?
Mr. W STER. We had $2,225,000 for support to the intelligence

community, consisting of money for rent and utilities associated
with operational support provided by the FBI for intelligence collection efforts of another member of the intelligence community.
We had $12 million budgeted for artificial intelligence, a very important program in the FBI. We had $6 million available in 1987,
and we believed that we needed $12 million to continue this initiative.
I mentioned the reductions in organized crime, 69 agents, 49 support, $3,579,000.
In terrorism, 83 agents, 52 support, $3,622,000.
Those are the principal priorities.
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ORGANIZED CRIME INFORMATION SYSTEM

Mr. RoGERs. You request an increase for Organized Crime Information System (OCIS) analysts and I wondered what workload increases would support that proposed increase in personnel?
Mr. Wmwm. The principal reason that we need to expand our
OCIS database, which was originally directed at traditional organized crime activities, has to do with our expanded responsibilities
in drugs. Much of the data coming in has to do with organized
crime and drug trafficking.
We are still having trouble getting the information into our
system. Presently, only about 50 percent of the information is
bein proessed into OCIS.
Mr. C=ZRS Ithat because of a shortage of personnel?
Mr. Wmm R. Yes.
Mr. RoGmw. You are asking for an additional 64 people to supprt that system. Would that solve the data and computer probems that you have had?
Mr. Wmrmi. "Solve" is a word I want to check with Mr. Bayse.
We think it will cover it because we are in some 40 offices at the
present time, including one terminal in Rome. We originally contemplated only 23 field offices for this database but it has been so
valuable and so needed that we have expand.<,'it into 40. There
may be one more request in 1989 and for the present this is going
to get us into them.
OTHER POTENT4L REDUCTIONS

Mr. RoGEw. If you have to cut another $200 million below your
request is this a place where you would have to cut?
Mr. WmTER. This is one of the obvious places where we would
simply have to slow down and defer our progress.
Mr. RoGERS. I gather from your testimony that the information
from these locations is extremely valuable in the organized crime
effort in this country?
Mr. WEBSTR. Absolutely. If you just 'ook at last year and this
year, the convictions that have occurred within the past week in
the Pizza case, the conviction of the top players in the national
crime commission, which is at the very top of the organized crime
hierarchy, major New York crime families, and other crime families throughout the country. We could not have done this, in my
opinion, without the OCIS program.
INFORMANT PAYMENTS

Mr. ROGERS. Switching- gears to informant payments for a

second, do you know what the total funding requirement is for that
program in the 1988 request?
Mr. WEBSTmR. $5,631,000 was funded in 1986, and we spent some
$7,898,000, or $1,767,000 over the funded amount, so we are requesting an increase of $2,592,000.
Mr. RoGEs. For informant payments?
Mr. WEBsTn. Yes.

Mr. ROGERS. And why is that running so much over your anticipated level in that year?
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Mr. Wznswmr.
I think the main problem is that we have always
overspent, in other words, we have been overspending. Another
way of saying it is we have not been funded up to the level of expenses and those expenditures have been growing with the kinds of
organized crime and drug investigations that we are currently engaged in, and we are trying to realistically approach what our
needs are rather than overspending what you have given us.
WITNESS SECURITY

Mr. RoGmgs. You are requesting $750,000 for witness security. In
addition, the U.S. Marshals requested 36 positions and $1.1 million
for fiscal year 1988 for their witnesss security program. I wonder if
you could briefly describe the differences between the U.S. Marshals' witness security and your programs and what is the relationship between the two?
Mr. Wmasr. We are requesting $750,000 for witness security. We
are the Marshal Service's biggest customer, and we sponsor about
120 individuals very year into their program. There is a period of
time when the Marshals Service cannot take them. During the
time necessary to get them into the program, the FBI has the responsibility for their safekeeping and for their safety, as well as for
some of their activities in connection with trials, and there are
some individuals who simply don't want to be in the Marshals
Service for one reason or another. There are some who are simply
too valuable as witnesses for the prosecution whom the prosecutors
want us to take care of even though they won't go into the Witness
Security Program. But most of the cost, I think, if we analyze it
would be in the threshold period, trying to take care of them until
the Marshals Service program accepts them.
Mr. RoGERs. Is the dual system working okay?
Mr. WEBsTER. Yes, working much better than it was a few years
ago. The Marshals Service has made a lot of improvement in the
quality of that program, and made it more platable to individuals
who go into the program. That has helped us in selling the program and getting prople in-but many of the people we are using
now are obvious candidates for assassination or injury or intimidation and must be protected.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman. I have a few more questioiz Lat I
will wait for the secor.d round.
ENGINEERING RESEARCH FACILITY

Mr. SMr"H. Mr. Dwyer?

Mr. DwYER. Good afternoon, Judge. Good to see you.

Mr. Wzml. Thank you.
Mr. DWYER. You are requesting $13 million for construction of a
joint Engineering Research Facility. Would you tell us a little more
about that, sir?
Mr. WmSTm. I say joint, it is joint with the Drug Enforcement

Administration.
Mr. Dwymi. Yes.
Mr. WmwT.
We do a great amount of engineering work to
design special types of equipment and make it adaptable to modern,
forensic and investigative work, and some of that equipment is
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highly classified and highly sensitive. It is also used in foreign
counterintelligence capabilities.
In order to standardize the work of DEA and FBI and get cost
benefits and increased efficiency both the FBI and the DEA recognize the advantage of bringing the two organizations together
under one roof having a common engineering center. The two engineering groups and others reviewing it have identified new potentials and cababilities for various types of equipment that we can
make better than off the shelf. We can make it cheaper in the preliminary test runs, and we can make it faster. For that reason the
common location offers us some considerable advantages.
It is not creating empty space. We were already forced out of the
FBI building for engineering facilities and are in a temporary location at the present time. DEA is faced with similar space problems.
So it is a matter of consolidating our programs in a way that
launches us into a much healthier future in terms of the future capabilities both in our ability to design and use modern technology
equipment and in our ability to get it done sooner and faster and
cheaper.
Mr. Dwym. Aren't these efforts duplicative in other places in
our government?
Mr. WxmTEm. They are really not. This type of research and development has to focus on out specific kinds of needs. We borrow a
great deal from available technology and Mr. Bayse, who heads our
office of Technical Services, and who has a long and wide experience in Defense and other areas and keeps track of the current
state of the art. But this is not so much in basic research as it is in
the adaptability of cutting edge technology for law enforcement.
Mr. Dwym. You would-think that there are some other agencies
in our government, be it the military or CIA, that might be dealing
with the same type of equipment.
Mr. WmFKL They may be dealing with the same kind of engineering principles, but very rarely are they dealing with the same
kind of equipment. Fr instance, I recall a few years ago we adopted photo-nhancing capabilities that the Navy was using in submarine work to improve our ability to enhance photographs taken in
bank robberies and other situations of that kind, just for example.
It is that type of adaptability, plus certain kinds of surveillance
equipment that no other military or civilian agency has a need for
or involvement with.
Mr. Dwyu. Well, given these times of fiscal constraints, you can
understand why I ask the question.
t.
Mr. Wunsar. I certainly understand your asking it, and it is one
that you would naturally look at because of the sizable number. I
think it represents a potential savings in cost and keeps our ability
to deal with modern crime at the cutting edge.
INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY

Mr. Dwyza. You mentioned the disintegrated digital voice privacy radio system. I emphasize the word "privacy." Is there any
system that you can develop that will guarantee privacy?
Mr. WusrE. Yes, when we talk about digital voice privacy we
are talking about a system that is virtually impossible to decode on
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line. You can take it and put it in a computer and some weeks
later you know what was said. By that time, the tactical advantage
of knowing what was said is of no value to our opponents. We have
our secure voice telephone if that is the question, but it is very,
very expensive and it is only available on a limited basis using
crypto chips.
Mr. Dwym. I understand that. This system you speak of in your
statement though, is that going to be developed by the private
sector?
Mr. WwSsmR. Well, we have been using Motorola for most of
those and it is off-the-shelf equipment.
Mr. DWYER. Off-the-shelf equipment?
Mr. BAYSE. Latest model commercially available equipment.
Mr. DWYER. You build in your own code then?
Mr. BAYSE. We generate our own crypto codes, yes, sir.
Mr. DwYER. I wanted to ask that question because I read a newspaper article when I was in Florida a few weeks back. There was a
manufacturer of speed boats that was murdered and it turns out
that they suspect he was murdered because he built some fast
boats for narcotics traffickers and built faster boats for the Coast
Guard. That was the insinuation in the newspaper, whether it is
true or not, I don't know. It seems to me any commercial equipment that will be bought off-the-shelf-well, you answered the
question with the coding on it.
Mr. WzBnsm. We have a very good relationship with the manufacturer and I don't imagine they are in any hurry to design a
method to defeat their own program.
Mr. WEwSTR. Could we go off the record for purposes of discussion.
Mr. Dwym. By all means.
[Discussion off the record.]
[Back on the record.]
DOMESTIC TERRORISM

Mr. DWYER. Also, Judge, in your budget justification there is a
statement made that domestic threats appear to be more imminent. I think you are talking about foreign terrorists and domestic
terrorists, yet you think there is more threat from domestic than
foreign terrorists, and the word "imminent" is used. I read an article where we expect a lot of problems, criminal and otherwise,
from ethnic groups and crime groups. Would you comment on that?
Mr. WESsnm. Well, there are a number of ethnic groups who
have been active in this county. The Sikhs, for example, have been
active and when they see an opportunity to cause a major event
involving India, we are at risk at that point. We are able to get
wind of that ahead of time and stop them. There are some Oriental
crime groups. We have one group that I would not categorize as a
crime group but it is a terrorist group which calls itself the Jewish
Defense League. It has been active against anything Soviet or proSoviet, such as the Soviet missions or the Cuban missions, or
an one they believe has Nazi or anti-Semitic affiliations.
Tey have been repudiated by every reputable Jewish organization in the country, but they continue to support violent activity,
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and they have killed people and have claimed credit for killing
people such as Odeh on the West Coast, head of the Arab Anti-Defamation League.
These are generally the groups that come most readily to mind.
We have, of course, our own problems with the Puerto Rican Independence Movement, which has been with us for some time. The
Macheteros and other organizations function on the Island of
Puerto Rico; primarily the FALN organization functions in this
country. That is not exactly a racial group, but it is one based upon
a segment of our society that is seeking independence from the
United States.
I mentioned before you arrived that 17 incidents occurred last
year, which is more than the seven the year before, but I don't
think that is cause for major alarm. Ten of those incidents took
place in Puerto Rico, five took place in Coeur d' Alene, Idaho,
which you mentioned, and two in New York. We had only one
person killed last year, but we did prevent some eight incidents
from taking place that might have been substantially more lifethreatening.
The real risk, and the real anxiety that I think our citizens are
expressing, has to do with the Middle Eastern terrorism. They have
seen it over there, they have seen our Marines blown up, they have
seen hostages taken and they have seen other violent activity associated with a whole range of organizations, not a single organization, but a range of organizations, some of which are supported by
.governments, state-sponsored terrorism. Because of the fanaticism
and apparent lack of value of human life, people are fearful that
that could come to the United States. We have been able to prevent a couple of such incidents.
We have had no actual Middle East terrorist activity which was
successful in the United States, but there are substantial infrastructures here which have been here for some time, student organizations and country organizations, and we are doing our best to
keep very close track of those under our guidelines to see if there is
any effort to utilize or manipulate those organizations in support of
some future terrorist event.
BOMBINGS OF ABORTION CLINICS

Mr. Dwym. How about abortion clinics?
Mr. Wnsm. We have not called those terrorist incidents by our
own definition because although there have been numerous abortion clinic incidents, we have never found any that were related in
a city-by-city thing. The man in Maryland who recently gave himself up may have carried out more than one in this area, but it was
an individual without a group. It was not a terrorist organization.
And while we don't include them -in our statistics, I should like to
emphasize that I have pledged the full resources of the FBI to Stephen Higgins, head of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. I think they have made that particular problem as its
number one priority, and given an enormous effort, with great success. They have solved over two-thirds of all of the known incidents, which also helps us to be sure that there are no groups
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working the country because we are solving the cases and they are
not groups.
Mr. DWYER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY

Mr. SmrrH. Mr. Mollohan?
Mr. MoLOwHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Webster, in your testimony, I understood you to say that
you were pleased with the Voice Privacy Program, the progress of
the voice privacy program, and also the integrated voice privacy
project; is that correct?
Mr. WEBs&a. We are very pleased with the testbed experience
we have had to date.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. The GAO just issued a report which I have here,
as of February 1987, expressing some concerns about both of those
programs. Could you reconcile the concerns expressed by the GAO
with your test?
Mr. Wmmrm. Maybe Mr. Bayse, our Assistant Director in charge
of the Technical Services Division should respond to that technical
question.
Mr. BAYSE. We just received the report, and we are preparing a
response to it and we have found some factual inaccuracies with
the report and some incomplete analyses.
We reviewed the test data in Boston as recently as this week and
it is satisfactory and we are working toward integration in the
Northeast. Our digital voice privacy system is available to many of
our field divisions, it has worked through the 1984 Olympics,
through the special operations groups. We have had some difficulties in getting some of the installations done and getting sites for
our transmitters and our repeaters. However, the system has so far
been successful; it is used in operations every day, in probably
about 30 of our offices. We are integrating with DEA and the Marshals in the system.
We are ready to go forward with it and we will respond to the
GAO report officially.
Mr. WwosrT. If I might add-I am not prepared to add to what
Mr. Bayse has said about the technical aspect of it-but if I might
add this, that in my experience I can think of nothing in terms of
field needs that has aroused more interest and urgency through
the years than to have a digital voice privacy system in place. The
prospect of trying to handle a kindnaping drop, or a major foreign
counter-intelligence event, or terrorist event, when so many other
people for various reasons, good and bad, can overhear by simply
carrying a Bearcat scanner around, has been a real problem in the
field. I have traveled extensively throughout the field and been in
cars with the digital voice privacy in effect and there is instant enthusiasm over the ability to conduct business without everybody
listening in and knowing what your plans are.
Mr. MoLOFAi. Its benefits are very apparent.
I understand that much of the equipment was off-the-shelf equipment. The GAO raises the concerns about cost overruns and delay
of development. I wonder, if this is predominantly an off-the-shelf
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request, why are you experiencing cost overruns and these significant delays?
Mr. WBSm. I think we probably better furnish you with a copy
of our response with the technical information on it.
[The information follows:]
COST OVMMUNS

m THz DVP Syurm

The Technical Services Division is currently formulating a response to GAO concerns about cost overruns and delay of development regarding the digital voice privacy initiative. A copy of this response will be furnished to the Committee at a later
date.
INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY

Mr. WEBSTER. Before we went to the one-shelf equipment, we did

substantial research of our own. Largely because it was readily
available, the shelf equipment was cheaper and we thought equally
effective. Therefore, we decided that we did not want to engage in
a major commitment of resources to something that was full of
bugs. I have been under the impression there have been relatively
few bugs in this.
Mr. BAYSE. That is correct. The problem has been in installing
and implementing in a geographic area, and having to pay a premium to put towers or transmitters on top of a bank building or
something. We would probably take exception to the report with
regard to overruns in that some of the costs that have been incurred have been uncontrollables in the sense that we had to establish the system in pretty demanding environments like downtown
Manhattan, and so forth. But we will give you a copy of our response to GAO.
Mr. MOLLOHAN. Thank you.

I would just like to commend you, Judge Webster, on your tenure
at the FBI.
Mr. WEBsTER. Thank you.
Mr. MOLLORAN. The job you have done with terrorism since you
assumed that responsibility has been remarkable. The incidents
are way down, the bombings are certainly way down. You have
done a great job.
Mr. WEBSTER. I appreciate that. Thank you.

Mr. MOLLOHAN. I wish you the best of luck in your new position.
Mr. WE~srmI. Thank you.
Mr. MoIoHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
T 3TING OPERATIONS

Mr. SMm. You have been involved with numerous stings, operations over your tenure, and, hopefully, you have had an opportunity to reflect on them. Would you care to comment on whether
you ought to be involved in these sting operations, or whether the
operations ought to be changed?
Mr. WmsrmE. I think I can make a few observations, Mr. Chairman. I continue to support them, they have a proper role in investigative activity. They are not a substitute for traditional techniques. They are to be used when ordinary techniques will not succeed.
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This occurs primarily in so-called victimless crime situations,
where it is difficult to obtain any kind of willing witness to give us
information and we know that the crime is going on, such as in the
pervasive corruption of the Judicial system in Chicago in Cook
County, which resulted in a Greylord case, which I saw in yesterday's morning paper resulted in the 50th conviction, that has rendered enormous service to the citizens of Chicago in a problem area
that no one knew how to deal with.
I think that we learned from our earlier experiences. Abscam
cases, for example, have passed into history. As you know, all of
the cases resulted in convictions and all the convictions were affirmed on appeal. We did not lose a single one.
Nevertheless, there were lessons to be learned there and we did
learn them. One of those, I think, is that we review very carefully,
the predication for any type of undercover activity directed against
public officials, not relying upon rumor or allowing bounty hunters
to go out and see who they can bring in.
I think that was a positive move and one that we recognize. We
also realize from our experiences in that situation and in other
cases, that a cooperating witness-that is, an individual who has
most likely himself been corrupt or criminal-is not automatically
born again because he comes to work for us and he has to be very
carefully managed, and watched, and wherever possible, removed
from the scenario as soon as he can help us establish our own
credibility inside the organization, whether it is a terrorist organization or a drug organization or some corrupt political enterprise.
The same principle applies.
We are very careful these days to keep that in mind. Now, those
were our two primary areas of vulnerability.
The use of undercover operations has not been expanded. We
have had about the same number of what we call "Group 1," or
long-term investigations, for the past several years. We finish some
and we start others.
Very early on after the Abscam cases had started, but before
they were completed, I realized the need for a review group and I
established an undercover activity review committee which consists
of our experts in the Bureau and three or four members of the Department of Justice, who sit on that committee.
Long-term investigative stings, as you call them, and I think you
mean the longer term rather than the fence and theft type operationsMr. SMITH. Well, both really.
Mr. Wzsmm . The longer ones that are sensitive, potentially sensitive and involve potential expenditures of funds, have to pass
through a review process that includes the recommendation of the
Special Agent-in-Charge in the field, the recommendation of the
united States Attorney, who will have to prosecute the case, and
the approval of the undercover activity review committee. In especially sensitive matters, proposed undercover operation has to come
to me. At different levels we have them passed off, but the more
sensitive ones I have an opportunity to review and I discuss these
with corresponding officials in the Department of Justice. So I
think we have been very careful about not taking cases that endanger the technique.
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I put it that way because from the law enforcement view, I think
it is a very important useful technique, one that the Congress could
easily curtail or limit if it lost the confidence in our ability to
manage it. So we are doing our best to manage it well.
PROBLEMS IN UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS

Mr. SmrrH. There has been criticism of these stings and now that
Abscam is over, people will begin to openly discuss it. They were
afraid to discuss it before for fear you were trying to get on one
side or the other. In any event, there were at least two sting operations where they tried to get somebody to commit a crime and
they refused to do so.
Mr. WEBSTER. I would not characterize it the way you have. If
you permit me to do so, I would argue just the opposite.
We were put in that position, in fact, I personally put into place
two protective techniques. The first one was in the Abscam case,
where we used corrupt middlemen and corrupt influence peddlers
who were themselves under investigation and didn't know they
were dealing with the FBI, and were ultimately indicated and prosecuted and put in prison. We were using them to trace their influence and see who they were using. The scenario called for the undercover agent, posing as a representative of a sheik, to deal with
them and he was instructed to tell those middlemen that the sheik
did not want to deal with any public official who did not want to do
business with the sheik. In other words, the sheik was asking for
favors for which he they would be paid in contravention of the law,
and they had to know that the sheik was not going to sell them on
doing anything, not bringing anybody to the representative who
didn t want to engage in con upt activity.
The second requirement, which was a fall-back position, in order
to protect someone who might innocently be brought by a corrupt
middleman who didn't follow those instructions, was that no
money should pass until the public official made corrupt respresentations.
Mr. SmrrH. Isn't there something wrong with ever having asked
them to do something illegal when they were the type of people
who wouldn't accept?
Mr. WFEsTxR. We didn't ask them to. The influence peddlers apparently made the pitch and we recognize the risk of using one corrupt person to deal with another person who he says is corrupt.
I think that our track record through the years in that area has
been very good. I can think of only the Delorean case, as the one
where any jury has found any entrapment or improper inducement
in any of the undercover cases. That one is not clear.
I didn't like that case particularly to begin with, because I think
we failed to corroborate the cooperating witnesses' statements on
the closed circuit television, which we could have done had we just
simply anticipated that kind of a problem. But it is a pretty good
track record for nine years to have had only one such case where
entrapment was established.
Mr. SMrrH. Well, you don't want to encourage somebody to
commit a crime that they otherwise wouldn't have done.
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Mr. WEBSTER. I certainly agree with that. As I say, predication is
the way to deal with that. We focus heavily on the predicationthat is, what are the occasions during which a person wants to
engage in crime-before we go out to see whether that is true or
not.
Mr. SMITH. Let's discuss the small time stings. I know when I
was in a prosecutor's position, we had a few stings to look for who
is buying stolen goods, but we always would pretend to have some
stolen goods. Some of these recent stings have been the other way
around. If you set up and say, I am buying, you will get people to
go out and rob houses that they otherwise might not do. I just
think you are working on the wrong end of that deal.
Mr. WEBSTER. The most effective stings in that area are the ones
that are targeted at identifying the fences. If you can get rid of the
fences, you won't have trouble with the other.
Mr. SMITH. Right. When you set yourself up as a fence and say, I
am buying, then what.you are doing is encouraging people to break
into houses. People on drugs will go out and rob somebody, maybe
kill somebody, to obtain the stolen goods they wouldn't normally
get if there wasn't a market for it. I think you ought to work on
the other end, to find out who buys it, by saying that you have the
goods.
Mr. WEBSTER. I understand your position and that argument has
been thoroughly ventilated in the courts. So long as we have the
prejudice position rule, at least that technique is sanctioned by the
law, you will have some potential stimulation of crime and you
have to ask yourself whether or not that is not a cost you will be
willing to pay to get the major players out of there. I recall giving
a Rembrandt back to the Government of France that was recovered
in Bolivia, that I don't think we would have gotten if we had not
used that sting.
Mr. SMITH. There may be exceptions to the rule, but when you
are dealing with people breaking into houses, I mean there are
plenty of people out there who, if you encourage them to do it, they
will do it. I know of one case, as told to me by a local law enforcement official where people broke into houses to steal goods they
would not have otherwise done. They did it because they were told
there was a market for this.
Mr. WEBSTER. The number of our undercover activities is relatively small and not vast and open to encourage people to come in
and do business. I don't know whether I brought those figures with
me or not.
INVOLVEMENT IN UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS

Mr. SMITH. I wonder, in view of all your personnel needs, if you
ought to be involved in these things.
Mr. WEBSTER. We are not involved in that type of thing. I could
use, for example, the undercover technique which resulted in the
prevention of the assassination of Prime Minister Gandhi; the prevention of the assassination of President Suazo of the Republic of
Honduras; the undercover operation that led to the convictions in
the Bonnano family cases; the--
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Mr. SMrim. You are dealing with a totally different level now
with which nobody would argue.
Mr. Wwmn. Then I think the Greylord cases are worth your
review, simply because this was a situation in which we had reviewed predications and found we were right. We tried to persuade
no judge. The judges were already on the take. We had no evidence, other than by simulating the situation in which they had already been functioning, so that we could get believable evidence. In
many of those cases, they set their own prices. They clearly laid
out what they wanted and it wasn't a question of introducing somebody to crime. They were already there.
Our criminal undercover operations for the fiscal years 1982 to
1986, if I could add these to the record, range from 262 investigations in 1982 to 179 in 1986. This is not a take-over program, from
our point of view. At the same time, the number of convictions resulting from those undercover operations went from 680 in 1982 to
1,364 in 1986. It is a good track record in terms of control, used for
specific purposes, and very important results.
jfhe information follows:]
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NARRATIVE DETAIL AND SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Fiscal Yeex 1988 Appropriations Request

Federal Bureau of Investigation
The following exhibits and narratives describe the
funding requested for Fiscal Year 1988 and provide comparisons of
this request with those of previous years.

For 1988, the FBI is

requesting a total funding of $1,484,421,000, 22,974 permanent
positions, and 22,267 direct workyears.

This request represents

a net increase of $75,775,000, 718 positions, and 494 workyears
over the base level for 1988.
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TO BASE
rY 1988
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OUAL DIPLOYXI'TOPPOR ITY WITHIN THE FBI
Equal Emloyment Oportunity (EEO) within the FBI
Through the
responsibility.
encompasses several areas a
Processing System every effort is made to properly
colaints
and
resolve
guidelines
within Federal
complaints
handle
Additionally, EEO Staff
informally as many issues as feasible.
personnel promote awareness of the complaints system and the EEO
process through lectures to new employees, selected in-service
Special Emphasis
sessions, and annual division conferences.
Program Managers work to provide appropriate programs through
nationally
acclaimed
in
may
participate
which protected classes
observances such as Hispanic Heritage Week and Black History
Month.
The FBI is continuing its efforts to increase the
number of women and minorities in its employ with particular
The following exhibit
emphasis on the Special Agent position.
presents a profile of the FBI's work force by sex and race along
with an indication of increases made among the Special Agent
population since February 1978.
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40 OF MINORITIES AND WOMEN

Minority and Women SBecial Agents as of 12/31/86
Since 2/28/78
Percent

Gain/
338
346
33
96
669

Black
Hispanic
American Indian
Asian American
Women

Percentage of

+217
+208

361

363
38

I Decrease)
+151%
+134%

+23
+67

+153%
4197%

+605

+644%

101

699

Increase/

inority andWomen Secial Aents as of 12/31/86

Number
of Men
White
Black
Hispanic
American
Indian
Asian
American
Totals
All
Minorities

23
17
5
5
30

s

Percent
of Total

Number

8,206

361
363

Percent
of Total
90.5%
4.0%
4.0%

Percent

2LQ=9 of Total

7,597
314
330

90.8%
3.8%
3.9%

47
33

87.1%
6.7%
4.7%

34

0.4%

4

0.6%

38

0.4%

95
8.370

1.1%
100.0%

6
699

0.9%
100.0%

101
9.069

1.1%
100.0%

863

9.5%

773

9.2%

609

90

12.9%

Number and Percentage of Minority and Women Suvoort Personnel
Men
Women
Total Support Personnel
Black
Hispanic
American Indian
Asian American
Total Minority

X902
3,658
8,917

29.1%
70.9%

"90.&U

3,877
317
19

30.8%
2.5%
0.2%

4.365

34.7%

152

1
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ORANIZATION OF THE FBI

THE FBI IS A FIELD-ORIENTED ORGANIZATION IN WHICH TEN
DIVISIONS AT FBI HEADQUARTERS PROVIDE PROGRAM DIRECTION, SUPPORT
SERVICES, AND COORDINATION TO 59 FIELD OFFICES, APPROXIMATELY 400
RESIDENT AGENCIES,

AND 13 FOREIGN LIAISON POSTS.

EACH FIELD

OFFICE, EXCEPT NEW YORK, MHICH IS HEADED BY AN ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR, HAS A SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
ALLOCATING PERSONNEL AND OTHER RESOURCES TO HANDLE EFFECTIVELY
ALL FBI MATTERS WITHIN ITS GEOGRAPHICAL TERRITORY.

AGENTS AT

LIAISON POSTS ABROAD ACT AS A LIAISON IN CONNECTION WITH CRIMINAL
AND OTHER MATTERS WITHIN THE FBIS JURISDICTION.

OF THE TOTAL

AMOUNT REQUESTED BY THE FBI FOR 1988, 65.7 PERCENT, OR
$975,471,000, IS FOR FIELD INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS AND THEIR
COORDINATING ELa(ENTS.

THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE HEADQUARTERS

SUPPORT, SUCH AS ADP OPERATIONS,

EXECUTIVE DIRECTION,

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE, RECORDS MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL FIELD
SUPPORT AND EQUIPMENT FUNDING, AMONG OTHERS,

ALL OF WHICH

COMPLEMENT BOTH FIELD AND HEADQUARTERS ACTIVITIES.
EXHIBITS FOLLOW THAT SHOW THE ORGANIZATION OF THE FBI
AND THE LOCATION OF FIELD OFFICES, THE LOCATION OF FOREIGN
LIAISON POSTS, AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE LEGAL
ATTACHES PROGRAM.
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Organization of the FBI
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FOREIGN LIAISON - LEGAL TTACHE

PROGRAM

The Legal Attaches Program is designed to provide a
continuing and prompt exchange of information and assistance with
foreign law enforcement and other agencies in order to insure
that the responsibilities of the FBI are met.
The FBI will
assist cooperative foreign agencies with their legitimate and
lawful investigative interests in the United States.
For over 35 years the FBI has maintained posts abroad
known as legal attache offices.
There are currently 13 posts
covering more than 80 countries, enabling the FBI's 59 field
offices and Headquarters to receive. a constant and prompt
exchange of criminal and other information.
Legal attaches
develop and maintain close liaison with relevant and duly
authorized law enforcement and other agencies of the countries
covered to insure that the FBI's statutory investigative
responsibilities are met in a timely and professional manner.
Prior to assigning FBI personnel to foreign countries,
the concurrence of the United States Ambassador and the Foreign
ministry of the host government must be obtained.
The United
States Department of State provides office space and other
administrative support for the program on a reimbursable basis.

EXHIBIT NO. -M
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THE FBI'S PRINCIPAL BUDGET ACTIVITY IS
AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS.

CRIMtL, SECURITY,

THIS BUDGET ACTIVITY nLWDES RESOURCES FOR

MANAGING AND COORDINATING FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AND RESOURCES FOR ALL
FIELD INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS.
INVESTIGATIONS,

FIELD OFFICES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL

INCWDING THE NATIONAL PRIORITY LAW ENFORCEMENT AREAS

OF ORGANIZED CRIME, WHITE-COLLAR CRIME, FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE,
AND TERRORISM.

THIS BUDGET ACTIVITY WILL REQUIRE 15,796 POSITIONS AND

$975,471,000 IN 1988 TO EFFECTIVELY CARRY OUT THE FBI'S INVESTIGATIVE
MISSION.

PROGRAM INCREASES ARE BEING REQUESTED IN THE AREAS OF:

ORGANIZED CRIME, TO FOCUS ON THE LA COSA NOSTRA'S CRIMINAL CONTROL AND
DOMINATION OF FOUR MAJOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL UNIONS; ORGANIZED
CRIME DRUG ENFORCEMENT, TO ENHANCE COOPERATIVE EFFORTS AGAINST DRUG
TRAFFICKING ENTERPRISES; AND WHITE-COLLAR CRIME, TO ADDRESS A GROWING
NUMBER OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROCUREMET FRAUD AND BANK FAILURE
FRAUD CASES, AMONG OTHERS.
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION AND EXHIBITS SHOW AGENT WORK-YEAR
USE IN MAJOR INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMS RING 1986 AND DESCRIBE
ACTIMTIES WITHIN THESE AREAS.

EXIBIT NO. -.U

U.S. Dep lament o Jude*
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FY1986 Direct Funding Usage of Agent
Workyears in Field Programs
(Includes Field Supervisors)
CIVIL RIGHTS
104 AGENT WORKYEARS

I1%

TRAINING-FEDERAL,

ALL OTHER INVESTIGATIONS
3,413 AGENT WORKYEARS

42%

STATE &LOCAL

205 AGENT WORKYEARS
DOMESTIC TERRORISM
375 AGENT WORKYEARS

5%
PERSONAL CRIMES
654 AGENT WORKYEARS

8%
FUGITIVE
245 AGENT WORKYEARS

3%
WHITE-COLLAR CRIME
1.646 AGENT WORKYEARS

20%
TOTAL FIELD AGENTS:

8,094

ORGANIZEDCRIME
1452 AGENT WORKYEARS

S18%
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ZEDaRnmE INVSTIATONS

The FBI's Organized Crime Program has as its goal the
reduction of the sphere of influence that organized criminal
group exert over the citizens of the United States and to
e
nate the adverse affect which results from that influence.
This will be accomplished through an investigative program that
approaches this problem in a systematic, coordinated and
sustained wanner.
Two of the primary objectives of the FBI's Organized
Crime Program are (1) the determination of the extent of
influence and control the
OIChas established within the
legitimate labor community in the United States and (2) the
penetration of the hierarchy of the La Cosa Nostra by identifying
the leadership and membership of the 25 LC0 families.
Funding
for the Organized Crime Program will enable the FBI to pursue an
aggressive and successful labor racketeering program that will
remove the LIsH'
control of labor organizations and have a
lasting and positive impact upon the nation's economy.
The
unprecedented
investigative
and prosecutive
successes against the LCN in recent years can be attributed to
the evolution or the Enterprise Theory of Investigation.
.Experience has shown that prosecution of individuals for specific
criminal acts has had little effect on the overall criminal
organization.
The Enterprise Theory of Investigation requires
separate investigations conducted against individual members of a
specific group or family be combined for prosecution, using both
the criminal and civil provisions of the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt organization statute, commonly known as RICO. Under this
approach the group or family is named as an enterprise.
Convictions on this basis result not only in significant periods
of incarceration, but provide for the seizure of assets
accumulated by the enterprise through its illegal activity, and
can prohibit members of the enterprise from associating with
corrupted labor unions, infiltrated businesses, compromised
institutions, or even with other members.
The recent prosecutions, resulting primarily from
independent investigations directed at the hierarchy of the five
New York LCN families and the "LCN Commission," the governing
body of these ICN criminal enterprises, have exposed the LCN's
corrupting influence within the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, the Laborers International Union of North America,
the Hotel and Restaurant Employee's Union and the International
Longshoreman's Association.
The evidence presented in these
oases has demonstrated that the 1.N's influence in labor unions
allows for the disruption of the cometitive free market in
various industries such as construction, trucking, air freight,
and the cement industry.
confirmed

Investigative and prosecutive successes have
a nationwide organized crime influence in

also
many

ZMBIT NO - -.-U
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industries through local .or national control of labor unions.
The FBI intends to expand the use of the Enterprise Theory of
Investigation to focus resources on these ind4stries.
The
investigative strategy used by the FBi directed at the LCN
influence in certain industries through labor union control has
beAn refined through application. The criminal problem has been
exposed and now will be addressed, not only in other affected
industries in the northeast, but in every major comrcial market
in the nation.
Several national and regional initiatives are
already underway to expand this effort.
The Organized Crime Information System (OCIS) is an
integral part of the FBI's Organized Crime Program.
OCIS is
being implemented in additional field locations, allowing the FBI
to further enhance its organized crime intelligence gathering
capabilities through the use of a computer based network.
The
primary objective of OCIS is to improve the FBI's ability to
collect, collate, analyze, and use available investigative data
in furtherance of successful prosecution of organized criminal
groups. Funding dedicated to the Organized Crime Program enables
continued implementation of OCIS and provides FBI field offices
analytical support personnel to operate the system.
* Oranized Crime Prog=ram Aojg

3shgnt

As a result of a prosecution in New York of the leader
of the Colombo ICNfamily, a civil complaint was filed charging
31 defendants with controlling a labor organization through a
pattern of racketeering activities.
This was the first civil
action filed against an LCN family as an enterprise and the labor
organizations they influence and control.
Additional civil
filings will be pursued as the criminal cases are adjudicated.
In addition, investigative efforts of the FBI's
Organized Crime Program resulted in 612 convictions in 1986.
Included in these convictions are a significant number of LCN

members

and

their

mociates,

union

members,

and

public

officials.
Additionally, over $5,250,000 in fines were levied
against convicted individuals; in excess of $18 747,000 in
recoveries and restitutions were obtained; and over $120,263,000
in potential economic losses were prevented.
A total of 829
indictments were recorded as a result of inve6tigations in the
program.
Following are exhibits showing agent time spent by
major category of Organized Crime investigations and conviction
obtained in Federal court.

AGENTTINE SPENTBY NAJORCATEGORY
OF
ORGANIZED
CRIME INVESTIGATIONS
FISCALYEARS1982 - 1986
(includes Field Supervisors)

AGENT

MCATEgT

n

1962
PERCENT PERCENT
OF
OF
AGENT

I

OM
MA

La Cosa Nostrs

851 62.8x

11.0

Other Organized
Criminal Groups

504

37.22

6.5%

1,355

100.02

Total

17.52

I8
PERCENT
OF

PERCENT
OF

m

PRO

iAL

684

62.5%

8.82

410
1,094

37.5%
100.02

5.31
14.11

PERCENT PERCENT
AGENT
OF
OF
KWft PftRAM
TOAL
739

363
I,02

67.1%

196

PERCENT PERCENT
PERCENTPERCENT
AGENT OF
AGENT
OF
Of
OF

WYRs P!WA
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wns DM

IQ"m
a

7.61

713

1.29.021

3.1

92

23.02

2.52

s00.o%

10.11%

935

100.0%

10.5%

9.12

660

71.02

32.92

4.4%

29

100.02

13.5%

929

76.3%

8.02

U.S. Department of 3Jutke
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Agent Time Spent By Major Category
Of Organized Crime Investigations
Fiscal Year 1986
(Includes Field Supervisors)

LA COSA NOSTRA

76%-

OTHER ORGANIZED

713 AGENTS

CRIMINAL GROUPS

24%
222 AGENTS

TA
I EL GNS
TOTAL FIELD AGENTS:

935

U.s. DetmrwutoImea
Federal Bureau of Investka tion

* Organized Crime Program
Convictions In Federal Court*
Fiscal Years 1982-1986
094
481
OL&Coc" Nostra
746

S866

Other Organized

4

291

Criminal Groups
7M8
319

57

612

/372

256-

i

*Icuder-tlJ iesini

sca Yearf

15

1n
*Includes pre-triai diversions

Fhsca Year
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INVESTIGATIONS

(Organized Crime Program and Organized Crime
Drug Snforcement Task Forces)
The single most significant crime problem facing
American society today is the illegal importation, distribution,
and use of narcotics. This evaluation is Wred at all levels of
government including the White House, Congress, Laws Enforcement
Officials and, according to national surveysby the aJority of
the citizens in the United States.
Statist cs, White House
directives, media coverage, public testimony, and congressional
oversight committees clearly support this evaluation. In 1982,
the FBI received concurrent jurisdiction to investigate-violations of the criminal drug laws of the United States.
In 1986, as a result of experience gained since 1982
and based on a coprehensive study of the intelligence gathered
during the previous four years, the FBI redefined its National
Drug Strategy.
This new strategy is intended to more clearly
focus the FBI's investigative resources on those organized crime
groups controlling significant segments Of the illegal drug and
narcotics markets. The-FBI, in close coordination with the Drug
Enforcement Administration, will endeavor to reduce the incidence
of illegal drug trafficking, and other criminal activity which
drug trafficking generates, through investigations designed to
dismantle the organizations involved in the distribution of
cocaine and heroin, and seize their illegal profits through
forfeiture proceding.
Several of the major organizations
already identified include Colombian and other South American
cocaine cartels, Mexican heroin and cocaine networks, and
Sicilian Mafia drug trafficking networks.
While the FBI's investigative authority is limited to
the United States and its possessions, the FBI maintains close
liaison with law enforcement agencies of foreign governments in
order to establish and follow _rough with a coordinated effort
against the activities of organized crime figures. A number of
major investigations have shown close links between the IAN in
our country and the Italian Mafia in Sicily.
These
investigations are centered on the importation of huge quantities
of heroin into the United States as well as the laundering of
zillions of dollars of drug generated funds.
Close cooperation has been established with Italian Law
Enforcement officials and new initiatives are underway with the
Japanese Government concerning the Oriental crime groups.
The
feasibility of exchanging timely intelligence information with
Japanese authorities is being reviewed. A formal meeting between
both countries will be held in early 1987.
As with the Organized Crime Program, the Organized
Crime Information System (OCIS) is an integral part of the FBI's
drug investigation efforts. OCIs was originally intended to be
implemented in the 23 field offices which had an IN family or
EXHIBIT NO.
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significant 101 activity.

However, as the FBI's responsibilities

and comitmant in the area of drug investigations have increased,
so have the demands placed on OCXS. Planw now call for virtually
all field office locations to have access to OCS.
This will
allow the FBI to further enhance. its drug intelligence gathering
capabilities through the use of a computer based network by
improving tlm nI's ability to collect, collate,- and analyze

available investigative data.
Funding dedicated, to the Drug
Program enables continued implementation of OCIS and provides FBI
field Offices analytical support personnel to operate the system.

a a InvetiaUatonaM A&aplishments
During 1986, investigative efforts resulted in 2,799
convictions.
Included in these convictions are L01 members and
their associates and members and associates of,-the major drug
trafficking groups identified in the FBI's National Drug
Strategy:
Oolombian cartels, Mexican networks, -and Sicilian
Mafia networks.
Additionally over p16,117,000 in fines were
levied against convicted individuals; in excess, of $8,612,000 in
recoveries and restitutions were obtained; and over $2,930,000 in

potential economic losses were prevented.

'4

AGENTTIME SPENTSY MAJORCATEGORY
OF
DRUGINVESTIGATIONS
FISCAL YEARS 1982 - 1986
(Inctudes Field Supervisors)

AGENT

PERCENT PERCENT
PERCENT PERCENT
OF
OF
AGENT OF
OF
AGENT

MAJOR
CATEG1

M

R OGM

Drugs

154 100.02

MAL
2.02

OC0ETF*

Total

154

100.0%

1984
PERCENT PERCENT
OF
OF

2.02

1985
1986
PERCENT
PERCENT
PERCENTPERCENT
AGENT
OF
OF
AGENT
OF
OF
MMS "M
TOTAL
KMPRGRM IJIAk

520

74.02

6.72

565

63.82

6.92

541 50.1%

6.22

517

50.62

5.82

183

26.02

2.32

321

36.2X

3.92

538

49.92

6.22

504

-49.4%

5.72

703

100.02

9.0Z

886

100.02

10.82

1,079

00.0%

12.42

1,021

100.02

11.52
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H
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Agent Time Spent By.
Major Category Of Drug Investigations
FISCAL YEAR 1986
(Includes Field Supervisr)

DRUGS

51%
517 AGENTS

N
Total Field Agents 1,021

F

ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG

ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE

49%

304 AGENTS

U.S. Beaut of J i,
Federal Bureau of Investiptdun

Drug Investigations
Convictions In Federal Court*
Fiscal Years 1982-1986

2,799

I'm

2,337
968

1,440
724
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o Drug Investigations
ZOrganized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force
(Began operations in 1983)
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*Includes Pre-trial diversions
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White-Collar Crime (WOC) is defined as those ill al
acts which are characterized by deceit, concealment, or violation
of trust and which ara not dependent upon the application
threat of physical force or violence. Such acts are comitted
individuals and organizations to obtain money, property,
services; to avoid the payment or loss of money or services:
to secure personal or business advantage.

or
by
or
or

The Department of Justice has identified and ranked
These are crimes against:
priority areas regarding WOC.
federal, state or local governments by public officials and
consumers,
against affecting
businesses,
crimes
private
and
and crimeS
the health
investors,indivLduas
and a loyeost
safety of the general public.
In response to the above, the FBI established three
major priorities within the WCCP. They are:
(1) fraud against
the Government matters involving U.S. Government officials
(and/or losses exceeding $25,000) and bribery and other public

corruption involving Federal officials (Government Fraud)1

(2)

Federal, state and local public corruption (Public Corruption);
and (3) financial crimes.

During the fiscal year ending September 30, 1986, 19.9
percent of the total investigative personnel of the FBI were
utilized in conducting white-collar crime investigations.
This
effort accounted for 4,031 convictions or 34 percent of the
convictions obtained in all FBI investigations during fiscal year
1986.
An additional 369 individuals were placed in pretrial
diversion program. In fiscal year 1986, more than $25.2 million
in fines were levied, and recoveries and restitutions totaled
$1.383 billion.
0 Governmental Fraud

Mrggra

These investigations address allegations of fraudulent
acts involving federally funded program or bribery/conflict of
interest in the Executive Branch of Government. This top-ranked
subprogram endeavors to investigate and seek prosecutions of
those individuals who, through deceit or dishonesty, attempt to
interfere with the lawful functioning of Federal agencies,
program, or projects.
This subprogram has achieved its status
as
tLe p priority due to the concerns of the Attorney General's
Economic Crime council, the President's Council on Inegrity and
Efficiency, and FBI Headquarters.
The investigations given
Priority status are those involving frauds in excess of $25,000
and especially those involving the Department of Defenst or the
Dof
Health and Human Services.
Allegations of bribery
and/or conflict of interest on the part of Federal eloyees are
considered extremely sensitive and must be addressed immediately.

EXHIBIT NO.
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In addition to the corruption of Federal officials,
this subprogram also deals with procurement, entitlemnt# and
false claim frauds. The procurment frauds (with heavy emphasis

on Defense procuxmnt)

include labor 5ischarging (charging

other Govermient contracts forr costs incurred on or
contracts),
defective pricing
(falsifying or fraudulently
withholding , pertinent
cost
information
during
contract
negotiations), product substitution, and false test cartifications. The entitlement frauds primarily oonsist of applications
for and/or receipt of Federal fd
by those not eligible for
such funding (many of the food stamp and health care frauds are
reflective of this). False claims run the gamut of charging the
Government for work not performed (usually by overstating
progress payment requests), using false billing rates, billing
for services that were not necemsary, and creating completely
fictitious invoices.
The FM's participation in joit
investigations with
the Inspectors General and military investigative agencies has
not only increased the number of significant fraud cases that are
being investigated, but it also has drawn on other agencies'
experience and expertise to assist in accomplishing thorough and
comprehensive investigations in a timely fashion.
Examples of
this approach include: joint Defense fraud investigations
coordinated through participation in the Defense Procuremint
Fraud Unit,
which resulted in over two dozen criminal
investigations against major defense contractors throughout the
country; four joint target city Task Force investigations with
the Veterans Administration addressing family housing frauds;
current planning for Task Force investigations with the
Department of Housing and Urban Development similar to those
undertaken with the Veterans Administration; and eight target
city task force investigations addressing false claims to
adioaid/Msdicare made on the part of doctors, hospitals, and
laboratories.
a Public Corruption Suoroarau
Public Corruption involves the investigation of
systematic corruption by Federal, state, and local executive and
management level public officials.
Public corruption can be
broadly defined as occurring when any elected or appointed public
official (local, state, or Federal) acting for or in behalf of
his/her public office asks,
mad, solicit
seeks, acopts,
receives, or agrees to receive anything of value in return for
being influenced in the performance of any official act.
The
necessary evidence to spport an allegation of public corruption
must often be gained=
the testimony of informants and
cooperating witnesses,, the use of consesually monitored
conversations, and the use of undercover operations.
As these
investigative techniques become known through their exposure
during subsequent courtroom proceedings, they must be replaced by
new and often more labor intensive techniques.
Electronic and
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~:~ionl cunermasuesare no
emiq
played by some of
same sophisticated white-collar crimi.s
While FBI investigations involve officials at all
levels of government, investigative priority and emphasis are
provided to those matters involving Federal officials.
Due to
the l arjo number of local office holders, the volume of matters
under investigation has traditionally involved more local and
county governments.
Public corruption investigations are, for
the most part, not undertaken by state and local authorities for
a number of reasons, and such investigations have become a major
component of the FBI's white-collar crime program.
The FBI's investigative response to public corruption
continues to be immediate, aggressive, and thorough.
Prior to
initiating an investigation, a* careful evaluation is made
regarding the credibility and motivation of the individual naking
the allegations and of the facts that are available to
corroborate or refute these allegations.
The goal of' each
investigation is to resolve whether or not the allegations are
true. Due regard is given to the integrity and reputation of the
public official alleged to have engaged in criminal conduct.
* Financial Crims SubororaM
Financial crime investigations primarily involve
frauds, thefts, and embezzlements occurring within or against the
national and international financial commmity. Priority matters
currently of particular concern are bank failures or bank (and
savings and loan association) mergers in lieu of failure caused
by fraud and embezzlements perpetrated by bank officers, owners,
or major stockholders. A 1984 Congressional study found actual
or probable criminal misconduct by officers, directors, or other
insiders in 61 percent of recent bank failures and concluded that
officials of failed or problem banks usually escape prosecution
or sanctions by the Government. This study indicated that during
1983, criminal activities by bank officers, directors, and owners
contributed to 35 bank failures.
To illustrate the scope of the bank failure problem,
from January 1, 1981, through December 31, 1986, a total of 657
commercial banks and savings and loan institutions have been

closed or mrged with other financial institutions in lieu of

failure. Of this total, 293, or 45 percent, occurred during the
period from January 1, 1985, through December 31, 1986. Federal
regulatory agencies forecast a continuing pattern of bank
failures.
The Fraud By Wire statute is one of the most effective
tools available to combat national and international fraud

schemes. These schemes include advance fee loan frauds, Ponzi
investment frauds, pyramid business frauds, boiler rooms, and
numerous other types of fraud. The advance fee loan wme preys
upon the small bsinessman, the farmer, or entrepreneur who is
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vulnerable bemuse of a desperate need for cash. An example of a
significant national fraud case which utilized the fraud by wire
statute as vel. as bank fraud and embezzlement statutes, is a
case which resulted in the conviction of seven former officers of
-s Government Secmrities, Incorporated, Ft. lauderdale, Florida,
and the former managing partner of the Miami office of Alexander
These individuals
Grant and Co., Oetified Public Accountants.
Were convicted of participating in a nationwide fraud solchme
involving the pur chase and repurchase of Government securities,
of over $300 million to financial
which caused losses
Continu
and creditors.
municipalities
institutions
technological advances in mas marketing and electronic
transfers enable the perpetrators of these fraudulent schemes to
operate with remarkbl speed and efficiency.
Fraudulent bankruptcy, computer crimes, and stolen
securities violations, as vel as new or enhanced statutes under
the coprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, are also addressed
program.
in this
FBI WCC investigators and accounting technicians, by
virtue of their formal education and experience in accounting
these
conduct
qualified to
are highly
investigations,
Financial crimes matters such as bank failure
investigations.
and major fraud investigations often require the concentration of
relatively large a=cms of FBI personnel for extended periods of
time. Because of the voluminous amounts of documentary evidence
encountered in these types of investigations, an electronic data
processingj system, the Investigative Support Information System
(ISIS), is often required to assist investigators in collating
evidence and testimony on complex issues, events, and- the
activities of multiple defendants.
extensive investigations in
The FBI also c
connection with the Government's prosecution of antitrust matters
and the litigation of civil matters.

e
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The FBI also conducts investigations of "labor Matters"
which are aimed at the protection of the rights of union members
and certain unlawful conduct of union officials and employers.
Definite investigative jurisdiction is established, through
consultation with United States Attorneys and the Department of
investigations in
Justice, prior to the initiation of the
recognition of the potential impact of the involvement of the FBI
in unio/tanagement activity.
Following are exhibits -shoing agent time spent by
major activity of White-Collar Crime investigations and
convictions obtained in Federal court.
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AGENTTINE SPENTSY MAJORCATEGORY
OF
IHITE'COLLAR CRIME INVESTIGATIONS

FISCALYEARS1982

1986

(includes Field Supervisors)

1983

1982

PERCENT
PERCENT PERCENT
PERCENT

JmNXICATIM

AGENT OF

OF

w=
x PRO" "

AGENTOF

x

P

GOvervMntaL Fraud 314

192

4.02

296

Labor Matters

32

22

0.42

30

22

0.42

P'uM C Corruption

246

52

3.22

237

16%

3.4%

finnclat Crimes

879

55%

11.3%

816

SS%

Other Matters

138

9%

1,1

. 104

20.72

1,483

Total

I

1,609

1002

2

OF

ma

4.22

1984

PERCENT
PERCENT

AGENT OF

Hm P
302

OF

.m

21%

3.92

12

0.12

230

16%

2.92

11.62

849

592

72

1.51

43

3%

100%

21.1%

1,438

100%

1U

18

1986

PERCENTPERCENT
PERCENT
PERCENT
AGENT -OF
OF
AGENT
OF
OF

wU1 PROW

am

TOTAL=

3.92

12

0.1%

20

260

172

3.2%

315

192

10.92

887

58%

10.92

915

56% 11.12

0.62

46

3%

0.52

39

i5

1,529

1002

18.6%

357

g

212

18.4%

321

ULM

1,646

22%
1%

2%
1002

4.3%
0.22
3.82

0.5%
19.92

U.S. Depr tamt e(liwdes
Federal Bureau of Investmigation

Agent Time Spent By Major Category
Of White.Collar Crime Investigations

Fiscal Year 1986

(Includes Field Supervisors)
ALL OTHERS

FRAUD AGAINST
THE GOVERNMENT

39 AGENTS

357 AGENTS

22 1

207

PUBLIC CORRUPTION

19%

315 AGENTS,
FINANCIAL CRIMES

5MAER

910AGENTS
LABOR MATTERS
20 AGENTS
TOTAL FIELD AGENTS:

1,646

U.S. Deqduasdide.
Federal Bureu of Iavesdiaton

White-Collar Crime
Convictions

FISCAL YEARS 1982-1986
4,451
4,093

3,934

4,032

I3

4,022

1
I0

1982

6

1983

1984

FISCAL YEARS

1985

1986
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FORIGN QQMGENCLLE INVESTGATIONS

The FBI is charged with responsibility for foreign
counterintelligeo.
(FCI)
investigations within the United
States. This fu anton is derved from various criminal statutes,
such as the Espionage Statues and Foreign Agent Registration Act.
In addition, PCI invostigations are conducted in accordance with
Presidential Directives issued pursuant to the inherent power of
the President to protect and defend the Constitution of the
United States. Executive Order 12333, issued December 4, 1981,
is the curent Presidential authority for the FBI's FCI
investigations.
In coupliance with existing Executive Orders,
the Attorney General has established guidelines for the conduct
of FCI activities in the United States.
The first guidelines
became effective Kay 28, 1976.
Within the parameters of these
guidelines and statutes, the FBI is given discretion to develop
and implement the FCI program.
The mission of the PCI program is to identify and
neutralize the threat posed by hostile intellige-nce services and
their agents in the United States. Activities to accomplish this
mission include penetration, disruption, expulsion, arrest, and
prosecution.
In the course of fulfilling its FCI mission, the'FBI
serves the policy ma
levels of tho United States Government
by providing an overview of foreign intelligence activities
within the United States. As a result, Government officials are
assisted in making informed decisions concerning national
security requirements.
The FBI also furnishes analyses to other
agencies of the Executive Branch that have specific intelligence
responsibilities, enhancing the effectiveness of these agencies
in
a coplishing
their
visions.
FBI
investigative
responsibilities have expanded due to a much wider geographic
access
increase in the numbers of individuals requiring
investigations, and the use of sophisticated technical collection
equipment on the part of foreign intelligence personnel.
The FBI has a defined role within the Intelligence
Community. Inasmuch as foreign-directed intelligence activities
are
transnational
in
nature,
the
FBI
must coordinate
investigative operations with other United States agencies and/
cooperating foreign police and security services in order t
insure the acomplishment of established PCI objectives.
Th
liaison is a most integral component of the FBI's MPI program. /
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Terrorism investigations are undertaken in order to
stoat, prevent and/or react to unlawful, violent acts and
iiminal activities of domestic terrorist groups or individuals.
lbes groups are based and operate entirely within the United
States and direct their activities at elements of our Goveinment
or population with the intent to either overthrow the United
States Government, interfere with the activities of a foreign
gover Mnt in the United States, substantially impair the
funtioning of the Federal Government, a state government or
interstate coerce, .or deprive Americans of their civil rights,
as guaranteed by the United States Constitution. The authority
for these investigations is derived from Federal statutes and
orders from the President 6r the Attorney- General.
In addition,
violations of certain Federal statutes, which would logically
relate to terrorism, such as bombing matters, nuclear extortion,
hostage-taking,
sabotage,
and the protection of foreign
officials, are handled within the Terrorism Program.
The FBI defines terrorim as the unlawful use of force
or violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in
furtherance of political or social cbjectives. , In
order
to
combat terrorism, quality intelligence must be gathered and acted
upon to prevent planned violence from occurring.
The
intelligence process involves the collection and analysis of
information regarding groups or individuals who have demonstrated
a willingness and capability to engage in illegal terrorist
activity.
Domestic terrorism investigations are premised upon the
fundamental duty of government to protect the public against
criminal violence intended to destroy the constitutional system
or to deny any segment of the population the exercise of their
Constitutionally guaranteed rights. This duty must be performed
with care in order that the government itself not act in such a
way as to stifle legitimate forms of dissent.
To ensure the
propriety of investigations,
the Attorney General issued
investigative
guidelines
for conducting
Domestic/Security
Terrorism Investigations in April 1983.
Domestic security
investigations are used to assemble intelligence information on
terrorists but with restrictions necessary to protect the rights
of United States citizens.
The approach taken to these
investigations is similar to that taken in other racketeering
investigations.
That is to say, the focus is on the unlawful
activity of the group rather than on the motives. If it can.be
reasonably established that two or more persons are allied in the
omission or planning of unlawful violent acts, they can be
investigated for involvement in an ongoing criminal enterprise.
Further, the investigation may extend to parsons supporting the

criminal enterprise by providing safehouses, money, weapons, or

the like.
These guidelines establish a consistent policy
concerning when an investigation may be initiated and the methods
that may be employed in conducting the investigation.
EXHIBIT NO.
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The Attorn# General's guidelines permit the government
to actively combat/terrorim w.sile at the same time avoid the
repressive measure that the terrorists seek to provoke in their
efforts to nfluqf.co the government.
As of February 1, 1987,
there were 21 organizations under investigation based on these

guidelines.

Although the number of actual terrorist incidents
recorded in ,the United States has generally declined, this
favorable trend should not be regarded as a signal that
eradication of violent terrorism is close at hand.
More
properly, the reduction in terrorist incident, in the United
States closely corresponds to the FBI's acceleration of an allout counterterrorist effort which has been characterized by the
steady cumitment of resources,
enhanced counterterrorism
training, and more efficient use of an increasingly effective
intelligence base.
To successfully counter the increasing
threat, a redirection of FBI resources was considered necessary
by the FBI.
The amount of FBI resources devoted to counter
terrorism steadily increased as terrorist activity against United
States targets around the world increased.
In view of these
increased threats, the Director of the FBI decided to elevate
terrorism to the status of a national priority program effective
October 1, 1982.
The FBI is omitted to a program of intensified
investigative activity which' will continue to successfully
counter the violent intentions of terrorist organizations
deployed in the United States.
The arrest, prosecution, and
incarceration of key leadership elements of various terrorist
organizations coupled with successful preventative measures has
significantly contributed to the decline in the number of
terrorist incidents ocmittd in the United States. , It would, as
stated, be incorrect to conclude from these counterterrorism
successes that the pernicious threat of terrorism in the United
States has been all but eliminated.
The United States, because
of its size, porous border, open society, and official
involvement in the global political arena, is constantly
vulnerable to terro:xist attacks.
Terrorist infrastructures and
support networks are in place and certain terrorist groups may be
motivated to initiate atacki in the United States in response to
United States foreign policy initiatives or out of maniacal
desire to neutralize dissident behavior which may appear in
emigre communities found in almost every corner of the Nation.,
The FBI's counterterrorim efforts, if they are to
achieve desirable results, must be viewed as a long-term
propwition.
It takes years and nh
effort to build necessary
inteligence bases, the networks of cooperating citizens, and
it is not,
cadres of experienced, trained special agents.
therefore, the FBI's intention to remove the pressure from those
elemnts of society that pose a threat to American persons or
Interests.
On the contrary, for the foreseeable future
counterterrorim will remain a national priority program.
All
FBi investigative activity is carried out with the objective of
minimizing the threat of terrorism to the American people and, as
evidenced by the diminished level of terrorist activity in recent
years, the FBI's preemptive efforts have been very successful.
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The "street-crime" nature of many Personal Crises
Program investigations enables the FBI to beome directly
Involved in the effort to stem the incidence of violent crimes
that affects communities across the Nation. Through this program
the FBI addresses a group of criminal offenses sharing the common
characteristics of threatened or actual injury or loss of life.
These crimes, which include threats, assaults, kidnapping, and
assassination o3Vof the President, Vice President, Executive
epo tnt
heads, Supreme Court Justices, Mabers of Congress,
other designated Federal officials, their families, and Federal
law officers bank robberies; kidnapings; tamperi: with consumer
products; theft of controlled substances; extortions; and crimes
aboard aircraft, among others, often have considerable impact on
the comunities and individuals involved due to their potential
for violence, the high public profile of their victims, and the
opportunity for substantial monetary losses.
Investigative accomplishments attributable to the
Personal Crimes Program contributed substantially to the overall
performance and success of the FBI during 1986.
During this
period, 2,182 informations and indictments were filed, 1,525
arrests end locates were made, and 2,099 convictions were
obtained in Federal court.
Ninety-six percent of these
convictions were for felony offenses.
FBI invest. nations also
contributed to the convictions of another 645 persons who were
prosecuted in state or local court for personal crimes in 1986.
The following are representative of major program accomplishments
during 1986:
In Nay 1986, a significant product tampering case was
successfully
resolved when a subject was arrested
for
contaminating various capsules with poison in an attempt to
manipulate the stock price of the manufacturer.
This case began
in March 1986, when blister packages containing cold and diet
capsules were contaminated with warfarin, a rat poison, and
placed on store shelves in Florida and Texas.
The manufacturer
of these products withdrew them after new agencies received
telephone calls from a man who demanded that capsule drugs be
taken off the shelf for public safety. The FBI identified the
individual by a fingerprint found on one of the packages
containing poisoned capsules.
Subsequently, the subject pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to 27 years in prison.
On September 16,
1986, a nine-year-old girl was
abducted fr
he school in Naples, Florida, and left in a
cardboard box in a rural wooded area.
Intense and thorough
investigation by the FBI resulted in the rescue of the girl,
recovery of the $1.5 million ransom, and the arrests of four men.
Following are exhibits showing agent time spent by
major category of Personal Crimes investigations and convictions
obtained in Federal court.
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AGENTTIME SPENT
SY MAJORCATEGORYOF PERSONALCRIMESINVESIATIONS
FISCALYEARS1982 . 1986
(includes
fieldSupervisors)
1982 1983
1984
PERCENTPERCENT
PERCENTPERCENT
PERCENT PERCENT
AGENT
OF
OF
AGENT OF
OF
AGENT
OF
OF

MJOR CATEGORY

kI=

1 0RN IM

Kidnaping
48
Extortion/Hobbs
Act-Cemerclal
65
Br* Robbery and
Related Cri
546
Crime Aboard Aircraft
10
Tamerfng with Consumer
Products
Theft of Controlled

6.7%

.7K

9.02

.9

76.2% 7.92
1.4%
.1%

TAL WICYRSROGRA

, MTO
66

10.22

.9%

122

19.4X

92

14.12

1.3%

66

10.4%

432
11

66.S%
1.7K

6.2%
.1%

396
11

62.72
1.7X

8

1.2X

TOTAL
1.5K
.15
4.7K
.1X

Substanes
Assouttingor Killing
a Federal Officer
28
Ass&uLting, KiLting,
or KiCaping a
Maeber of Congress,
SupremeCourt Justice,
or Executive Departmnt Head
5
Assaulting, Killing,
or Kidnapping the
President, Vice
President, or Staff
8
White Stave Traffic
Act, Interstate
Transportation of
ObsceneMatter,
Sexuel Exploitation
of Children
All Others
Total

717

.2

1985
1986
PERCENTPERCENT
PERCENT PERCENT
AGENT OF
OF
AGENT OF
OF
WYS PROM TOTAL
WIKYS PR M
TO
90
14.22
1.1%
84
12.8%
1.02
105

16.6%

1.3%

70

10.7K

.9K

386
Is

61.1K
2.3K

4.8
.2%

377
12

57.6%
1.9K

4.?
.2K

1

.2

.1%

3

.5K

.3%

24

3.6%

-

33

5.1

.4%
.-

6

1.0%

17

2.9K

.2%

17

2.7K

.1K

3

.5%

.1%

2

.3%

-.

3

.4K

...

.3%

.1K

3

.5%

.1K

2

.32

...

1

.1K

...

.3

.1

5

.7

8

1.3%

3.92

.8K

42

.7K

.12

3

.4%

.12

.1%

2

1.0X

.1

2

100.0K

10.7K
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6.5%

100.02

.6%

9.4K
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...
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100.0K

-1%
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10
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.3K

5.7
1.6

.52
.1X

100.0%

8.1K

U.S. Depeutmae(Jsdoe
FederalBureauof Investigation
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Agent lime Spent By Major Category
Of Personal Crimes Investigations
Fiscal Year 1986
WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC

ACT; INTERSTATE
TRANSPORTATION OF
OBSCENE MATTER; SEXUAL
EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN

6/

(Includes Field Supervisors)

ASSAULTING OR
KILLING A FEDERAL
OFFICER

37 AGE

I

3%

KIDNAPING

13%11
84 AGENT
BANK ROBBERY/HOBBS
AC-T-FINANCIAL INSTITUT IONS INBB

58%0

377 AGENTS

EXTORTION/HOBBS
ACT-COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1110

70 AGENT

-24 AGENTS
i

TAMPERING WITH
CONSUMER PRODUCTS

5%

33 AGENTS
ALL OTHERS

2%

17 AGENTS

CRIME ABOARD AIRCRAFT
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FUGITIVE INVESTIGQIN
The FBI's Fugitive Program provides direct assistance,
at several different levels, to other Federal state, and local
law enforcement agencies.
Investigative assistance under this
program during 1986 yielded a total of 914 arrests by FBI agents
and the locating of 528 individuals wanted by other law
enforcement authorities.
Under provisions of the Unlawful Flight Statute, the
FBI assists gitate and local law enforcement agencies seeking
felons who cross state boundaries to avoid arrest, prosecution,
Typically, these fugitives are wanted for
or confinement.
violent crimes such as murder, armed robbery, aggravated assault,
and rape, while others are charged with narcotics law violations
Individuals wanted for these crimes
or major property thefts.
often comprise the "hard-core" career criminal element whose
unchecked activities pose a. threat to community safety and
property. Additionally, this statute is also used as the basis
for investigating the wrlawful taking of children by natural
During 1986, the FBI
parents in defiance of custody decrees.
initiated 2,407 new Unlawful Flight 'investigations at the request
of state and local law enforcement, of which 289 were related to
Investigative efforts in these cases, as
parental kidnapping.
well as 2,066 other Unlawful Flight cases pending at the
beginning of the year, resulted in the arrests of 808 individuals
by FBI Agents and locating of another 461 wante(t persons.
As part of the FBI's - initiative against illegal
narcotics traffickers, investigations are conducted to lobate and
apprehend major Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) fugitives.
es fugitives are Class I and Class II narcotic* law, violators
Since this
for whom Federal warrants are outstanding.
cooperative effort began in late 1981, DEA has referred 1,012
individuals to the FBI for inveatigation, including 265 in 1986.
Sixty-three MEA fugitives wore apprehended by the FBI in 1986.
The FBI also provides assistance to other Federal agencies, at
their request.
The FBI also provides assistance to the Unitcd States
armed forces in locating military personnel deserting under
Requests from local law enforcement
aggravated circumstances.
agencies for laboratory and forensic assistance, as well as
locating individuals for interview, are also serviced.
As a member of the International Criminal, Police
Organization (INTERPOL), the FBI cooperates with foreign* police
agencies conducting criminal investigations. INTERPOL membership
is a significant complement to the FBI's Legal Attache program in
criminal matters.
Following are exhibits showing agent time spent by
major category of Fugitive investigations and unlawful flight and
other arrests made.
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OF FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS
AGENTTIME SPENT BY MAJORCATEGORY
FISCAL YEARS1982 - 1986
(includes Field Supervisors)
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.22
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6.52

.2%
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.22
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Avoid Proescut ionProperty Crime or
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22

8.5%

Unlawful Flight to
Avoid ProsecutionParental KIiaping
Unlawful Flight to

Avoid ProsecutionAll Others

17

6.52

Administration and
Other Federal
23
Agency Fugitives

8.82

.32

17
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.22

13

5.42

.1%

11

4.52

.12

10

4.12

.1%

26

10.4%

.4%

22

9.12

.32

21

8.52

.3%

25

10.22

.1%

4.02

.22
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.12

14
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.2%
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4.92

.12

3
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"
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4.5
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.12

Drug Enforcement
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Domestic Police
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6
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9
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.1%
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Agent Time Spent By Major Category
Of Fugitive Investigations
Fiscal Year 1986
(Includes Field Supervisors)
UNLAWFUL FLIGHTPROPERTY OR NARCOTICS CRIMES

UNLAWFUL FLIGHTPARENTAL KIDNAPING

'-A

4
0

21 AGENTS
UNLAWFUL FLIGHTVIOLENT CRIMES

UNLAWFUL FLIGHTALL OTHERS

ROBBERY, RAPE,
ASSAULT, ETC.)

10 AGENTS

(MURDER, ARMED

61%

DOMESTIC POLICE
COOPERATION

150 AGENTS

I

DRUG ENFORCEMENT
ADMINISTRATION
AND OTHER FEDERAL
AGENCY FUGITIVES

10%1 ------
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25 AGENTS
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The United States Government, as a property owner,
employer, and supplier of gods and services to its constituent
agecie,, epatmets, and general
public, is not imsune from
t* reachof -rmalt.
The FBI, through its General Government
Crimes Prga,
works to reduce the personal and tax dollar
impact Of
criminal activity.
General Government Crimes Program investigations are
directed
toward
the
identification,
investigation,
and
prosecution of criminals and criminal groups engaged in serious
personal and major property crimes committed against or on
property w
the United States Government has jurisdiction,
which includes approximately 430 major Department of Defense
installations, numerms civilian agency buildings and sites,
national parks and recreation areas, approximately 256 Indian
reservations, and 47 Federal penitentiaries and correctional
facilities.
Also investigated under this program are cases
referred to the Department of Justice by the Selective Service
System (SS$) in which an individual is suspected of failing to
register with 8 as required by law, individuals impersonating
Federal officials, and false identification matters.
During 1986,

876 individuals were convicted in Federal

court for General Government Crimes Program offenses; another 84

persons were convicted in state or local court as a result of FBI
investigative efforts.
M investigations also resulted in the
recovery of more than $2.7 million in stolen or illegally
posmseed poet
and the prevention of nearly $1.1 million in
potential econoic losses.
mlaong are exhibits

show Cr

ajor ctgo obtained
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AGENT
TINE SPENT BY MAJORCATEGORY
OF GENERAL
GOVERNMENT
CRIMESINVESTIGATIONS
FISCAL YEARS1982 - 1986
(Includes Field Supervisors)
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Agent Time Spent By Major Category
Of General Government Crimes Investigations
Fiscal Year 1986
(Includes Field Supervisors)
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GENERAL PROPERTY RIES INVESTIGATIONS
Crime remains a pervasive problem in American society,
one that affects millions of citizens in every co unity across
the Nation.
More than 10 million property crimes, one every
three seconds, were reported to state and local law enforcement
agencies during 1985 according to Uniform Crime Report data.
National Crime Survey data released by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics (&S), Departet of Justice, showed that 25 percent
of American households, approximately 22 million, were touched by
a crime of violence or theft in 1985. Also, according to Uniform
Crime Report data, the number of property crimes in 1985 was up
fiv percent from the 1984 volume; motor vehicle theft showed an
increase of seven percent.
The FBI's General Property Crimes Program focuses on
thefts from interstate shipments, the interstate transportation
of stolen goods and motor vehicles, individuals and groups
engaged in such criminal activities, and fences buying and
selling stolen property.
Program investigations often develop
links between property crime occurrences, fences, organized
crime, and narcotics trafficking.
Other program investigations
include arson matters, crimes on the high seas and destruction of
aircraft or motor vehicles. Traditional investigative approaches
to property crime occurrences are complemented with the use of
undercover operations directed against specific crie- problems.
Undercover operations enable FBI Agents to identify and penetrate
theft rings and fencing operations, to obtain intelligence
information about criminal activities, and to gather evidence
against high-echelon criminals who have previously been able to
-insulate themselves against direct lines of complicity in illegal
activities.
Property crime undercover operations have saackessfully
penetrated organized automobile theft and "chop shop" operations
throughout the country.
An undercover operation related to
organized automobile theft in the Memphis, Tennessee, area ceased
operation in the early part of 1986.
During this operation,
state and local law enforcement officers and FBI special agents
posing as buyers of stolen vehicles and heavy equipment were able
to infiltrate areas of these organized theft operations which
previously have been virtually untouched by law enforcement.
Numerous
stolen high-value vehicles were purchased from
professional thieves and their associates. Due to the efforts of
this one undercover operation, 124 convictions and $3.6 million
in recoveries were realized.
The culmination of an investigation by a task forcp of
local police agencies and the Buffalo FBI office iffFebruary 2986
resulted in 11 convictions.
As part of a plea agreement, two
subjects were debriefed regarding more than 50 burglaries
Ocufitted by a "Hi-Tech Burglary Gang," so named for the mbers'
use of electronic devices to bypass sophisticated alarm systms
and police scanners. A total of $4 zillion in missing art and
antiques was recovered.
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Property crimes undercover operations have also helped
in the increasing motor vehicle insurance fraud problem.
In
another successful undercover operation conducted in Detroit,
ichigan, 170 individuals were charged either by comlaint or
indictment of mail fraud and 163 vehicles were recovered valued
at $1,059,500.
In 1986, the San Antonio FBI Office concluded an
investigation into the bombing of American Airlines Flight 203 at
the Dallas/Fort Worth Regional Airport on October 30, 1985.
While in flight, a smoldering fire ignited- in the baggage hold
area of the plane from an improvised explosive device. When the
cargo hold doors, were opened upon landing, flames erupted;
however, they were quickly extinguished.
No injuries were
sustained by the passengers, crew members, or ground personnel.
The FBI Laboratory determined that the explosive device was
located in the luggage of a female passenger who was accompanied
by her three children. Her husband was developed as a suspect
and extensive investigation determined that he was deeply in
debt, used and sold narcotics, and had purchased $2.65 million in
life insurance on his family.
This suspect was subsequently
charged in connection with the bombing incident and, after
entering a guilty plea,
was sentenced to two 20-year prison
terms.
Investigation has identified two other individuals who
made and sold the explosive device.
During Fiscal Year 1986, the General Property Crimes
Program's efforts resulted in the conviction of 1,131 persons,
894 arrests, and 114 subjects located. Another 395 persons were
convicted in state or local court as a result -of FBI
investigative efforts.
In this period, stolen property in the
amount of $129,332,491 was recovered; $1,900,855 in fints was
assessed; and $33,891,193 in potential economic loss was
prevented.
Following are exhibits showing agent time sent by
major category of General Property Crims investigations and
convictions obtained in Federal court.
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CIVIL RIGHTS INVESTIGATIONS
The Civil Rights Program addresses investigations
rising from the actual or attempted abridgment of rights provided
to citizens and inhabitants of the United States under the
Constitution and laws of the country. Theaprimay objective of
this program is to enhance and protect those rights through
expeditious investigation of matters within FBI Jurisdiction.
Both civil and criminal matters are investigated in close
coordination with the the Civil Rights Division of the United
States Department of Justice.
In addition to conducting investigations, resources
will also be used in 1987 to provide specialized instructional
programs to FBI field supervisors and investigators. The purpose
of these seminars is to enhance the managerial and investigative
skills of Special Agents assigned to civil rights investigations
by keeping them abreast of complex civil rights issues, thus
enabling a more timely, accurate, and effective response to civil
Similar programs will also
rights matters referred to the FBI.
be conducted for local and state law enforcement officers
attending the FBI National Academy program at Quantio, Virginia.
These programs will increase participants' knowledge concerning
Constitutional rights and the special duties and obligations
which the law impose. on law enforcement officers in upholding
and protecting these rights.
Following are exhibits showing agent time spent by
major activity of Civil Rights investigations and convictions
obtained in Federal court.
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The FBI considers the criminal informant to be an
important and invaluable investigative tool in fulfilling its
Due to the myriad of criminal
investigative responsibilities.
matters investigated by the FBI and the increasing sophistication
of some individuals in the criminal element, it has become
imperative, over the years, for the FBI to rely upon the
information provided by informants to resolve many of the complex
cases under investigation.
The FBI has enjoyed success in the
resolution of numerous complicated cases due, in no small part,
to the use of criminal informants.
Employment of some
investigative techniques such as electronic surveillances is
dependent upon information provided by the criminal informant.
Virtually every major case investigated by the FBI
involves the use of an informant in some capacity and the
information provided by them results in substantial numbers of
arrests and convictions each year.
Informants provide
information of intelligence value leading not only to the
solution of crimes, but also to the recovery of stolen property,
the locating of wanted persons, and the detection of some crimes
in the planning stages.
FBI informants often furnish information regarding
criminal acts which are in violation of state laws or of Federal
laws over which the FBI has no jurisdiction. This information is
disseminated to the appropriate law enforcement agency to assist
in its investigations.
Informants are not used by the ?BI to circumvent legal.
or ethical restrictions.
Informants are given specific
instructions not to participate in acts of violence, use unlawful
techniques to obtain information, or initiate a plan to commit
criminal acts.
Informants are sometimes authorized to
Mrticipate
in criminal
activities
with persons under
estigation if it is determined that such activities are
necessary to obtain information needed for purposes of Federal
prosecution.
If this participation in otherwise criminal acts
nvolves significant risk of violence, corrupt actions by high
public officials, or severe economic loss to a victim, the
concurrence of an appropriate United States Attorney is obtained
prior to the authorization being given.
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Informants are paid for services and expenses on a
cash-on-delivery basis for information provided in authorized
investigative activities.
The amount paid to an informant is
determined by the FBI based on the value of the information
provided by the informant.
Currently, the FBI is in the process of implementing a
ocxputer system to assist in providing effective management of
its Criminal Informant Program.
Analytical data concerning
information provided by informants, geographic locale for various
types of informants, areas of rTiminal expertise, and payment
authorizations will be available to field office personnel to
enable them to make the most effective and efficient use of their
informants in the conduct of ongoing criminal investigations.
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The undercover technique has opened avenues of
investigative pursuit not available in the context of the
traditional investigative process. The presence of an undercover
special agent provides firsthand special agent testimony relatxj
to the nature and the scope of the criminal activities, the
extent of involvement of the various offenders, and the location
of items of evidence. Undercover agents are often able to obtain
evidence relating to the knowledge, intent, and predisposition of
individuals involved in criminal activity which, combined with
the use of audio and/or video tapes, produces the strongest and
most convincing evidence in a court of law.
Undercover agents
have the ability,.in certain situations, to penetrate the highest
levels of oriinal activity, which heretofore have been
unreachable.
The undercover technique also allows for more effective
and safer use of sources and informants, in that the information
obtained from the undercover operative may preclude the necessity
for souroes/informants to testify in court.
in addition,
undercover operatives often obtain evidence of past and planned
crimes.
In the instance of a planned orime, the undercover
technique affords the FBI the opportunity to take a proactive

approach, rather than investigating solely after the fact.

Firsthand testimony from undercover agents increases
the chance of conviction and thus reduces the necessity to offer
immunity or reduced charges to defendants and of using convicted
felons or former confederates in order to prosecute higher
echelon subjects.
All FBI criminal undercover operations are conducted in
accordance with the Attorney General's guidelines for undercover
operations.
Following are exhibits showing the number of criminal
undercover operations conducted and convictions obtained in
Federal court as a result of undercover operations.
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APPLICANT INVESTIGATIONS FOR OTHER AGENCIES
The FBI assists other Federal entities, including the
White House, Department of Justice Department of Energy, and
others
by
conducting
approximately
4,000
bac
investigation.
oocerning
p
being
considered
for
Presidfeitial appointments and other important and sensitive
positions in the United States Government. During the past year,
continued progress in improving the timeliness and the quality of
,'hwe investigations has been realized.
Several investigations
conducted developed unfavorable information concerning the
candidate which- resulted in denial of employment or of access to
national security information.
The FBI is continuing its efforts to improve the
quality of background investigations to ensure that the
requesting agencies have a completely thorough and objective
basis upon which to make employment and security access
decisions.
Following
is
an
exhibit
showing
background
investigations conducted by the FBI for other Federal agencies.
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INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT AND STATE AND LOCAL ASSISTANCE
SUPPORT FOR FBI FIELD INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMS AND
ACTIVITIES IS PROVIDED FOR UNDER THE INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT BUDGET
ACTIVITY.

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT INCLUDES TRAINING, FORENSIC

LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS AND RESEARCH,

EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF

INVESTIGATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS, AUTOMATED DATA
PROCESSING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE, AND
TECHNICAL FIELD SUPPORT AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLY.

IN 1988, THESE

ACTIVITIES WILL REQUIRE 2,790 POSITIONS AND $328,052,000.
PROGRAM INCREASES ARE BEING REQUESTED TO SUPPORT THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTEGRATED DIGITAL VOICE PRIVACY RADIO
SYSTEM FOR THE FBI, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION,

AND UNITED

STATES MARSHALS SERVICEi TO CONSTRUCT AN ENGINEERING RESEARCH
FACILITY; AND TO EQUIP AND FURNISH A THIRD DORMITORY BUILDING
CONSTRUCTED AT THE FBI ACADEMY, QUANTICO, VIRGINIA.
STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ARE SUPPORTED THROUGH
TRAINING PROGRAMS, LABORATORY AND FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION
EXAMINATIONS,

AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE DATA AND STATISTICS SERVICES,

INCLUDING THE NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER AND UNIFORM CRIME
REPORTING PROGRAMS.

THESE ACTIVITIES WILL REQUIRE 3,106

POSITIONS AND $124,281,000 IN 1988.
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION AND EXHIBITS DESCRIBE
ACTIVITIES IN THE AREAS OF INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT AND STATE AND
IDCAL ASSISTANCE.
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Training provided by the YBi
generally categorized into two areas:
Mining at the FBI Academy, and (2)
training for Special Agents and support
and at the field office level.

to its employees can be
(1)
Basic - new agents,
Specialized - in-service
personnel at the Academy

The New Agents' Training Program provides a high level
of instruction to insure that basic knowledge and skills are
developed to enable new Special Agents to discharge their coeplex
responsibilities when they are initially assigned to investigative operations in the field.
The First Office Agent also

receives professional guidance, assessment, and training during
the probationary period (one year) in the field.

Specialized training is accomplished through formal inservice programs conducted at the FBI Academy for Special Agents
and support personnel.
Direct field support programs using FBI
Academy instructors and/or police instructors assigned to the
various field offices afford additional in-seyvice training at
the field level.
In-service training is designed to develop the full
potential of all FBI personnel and to specifically enable them
to:
-conduct complex investigations in the highest national
priority areas:
organized crime, white-collar crime, foreign
counterintelligence, narcotics, and terrorism, as well as carry
out all other general criminal investigations, and
-apply basic law enforcement skilld and knowledge such
as law, behavioral science, firearms, defensive tactics, and raid
and arrest techniques.
Employees participate in sophisticated management,
assesment, and education programs to improve the abilities of

support managers as well as the aid- and upper-level FBI
executives to more effectively carry out their complicated
resonsibilities, including personnel and program management,
affirmative action, media relations, and budgeting.

In-service training provides job enrichment and career
development opportunities for personnel through educational
programs at the FBI Academy and elsewhere.
Training efforts at the Academy and in the field
support crisis management training for FBI personnel who will be
expected to respond in the event of terrorism, aircraft

hijacings,

situations.

hostage

incidents,

or

other

life-threatening
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FBI training efforts include faculty improvement and
research and development programs, which are essential to provide
effective direct field support and training program improvement
and assessment.
During fiscal year 1986, 3,677 FBI employees attended
various training sessions conducted at the FBI Academy. A total
of 430 new agents entered on duty during this period.
Specialized in-service training included courses in white-collar
crime, organized crime, foreign counterintelligence, terrorism,
narcotics, legal matters, crisis management, forensic science
matters, behavioral science topics, undercover operations,
management and executive development, technical and electronic
training, and instructor and special seminars.
0 Police Trainina OMerations
The FBI provides courses of instruction for state and
local criminal justice practitioners, both at the FBI Academy and
throughout the United States at state, regional, and local
training facilities in order to improve their administrative,
investigative, management, and technical capabilities.
This
instruction io offered consistent with instructional expertise,
availability of personnel, and budgetary limitations.
The principal course offered at the FBI Academy is the
"FBI National Academy Program."
This is an eleven-week, multidiscipline course for seasoned law enforcement managers nominated
by their agency heads because of their potential for continuing
advancement.
Sessions are conducted four times a year for a
total of 800 officers annually.
The academic courses in this
program are accredited by the University of Virginia. By the end
of fiscal year 1986, 20,183 officers had completed this program
of which 803 were foreign students, with one out of seven of the
graduates who are active in law enforcement being the head of
their agency.
In 1976, the FBI instituted the National Executive
Institute. This program, 15 days in length, is designed to meet
the needs of the chief executive officers of our Nation's largest
law enforcement organizations. To date, more than 270 executives
have participated in this program. In 1981, the Law Enforcement
Executive Development Seminar, which is designed for police
chiefs from mid-sized agencies, was implemented. By the end of
1986, 406 police executives had been graduated from this course.
Specialized schools and courses dealing with a broad
range of criminal justice related topics, such as Police
Personnel Communications, Hostage Negotiation, Computer Related
Crimes, Death Investigations, Interpersonal Violence, Criminal
Psychology, Law Enforcement Laboratory Matters, and similar
subjects are offered at the Academy.
They range in length from
three days to four weeks.
During fiscal year 1986 specialized
schools and symposia were offered for 5,021 criminal justice
personnel.
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In addition to course offerings, FBI Academy faculty
conducted research and provided assistance to Federal, state, and
local law enforcement on a myriad of topics and investigative
techniques,
including psycholinguistics,
forensic hypnosis,
psychological profiling of unknown subjects of multiple homicide
and sex crime cases, hostage negotiations, crisis management, and
on major case strategy consultations.
e National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crim
In 1986, the National Center for the Analysis of
Violent Crime (NCAVC) completed its first full year of operation
at the FBI Academy.
The NCAVC is a law enforcement oriented
behavioral science and data processing center consolidating
research,
training, investigative,
and operational support
functions for the purpose of providing expertise to law
enforcement agencies confronted with unusual, vicious, or
repetitive violent crimes.
The NCAVC consists of the following
four programs: Research and Development, Training, Profiling and
Consultation, and the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program
fVICAP).
VICAP analyzes
unsolved
homicides,
compares
information, and links similar cases together from throughout the
United States so that a coordinated investigation can take place.
Six investigators from major law enforcement agencies
completed a one-year fellowship in advanced behavioral science
tecluques in the NCAVC, bringing the total number of graduates
of this unique program to eleven.
e Other State. Local. and Forsign Police TrainiTc
During 1986 FBI instructors provided 61,582 hours of
instruction in 5,467 iaw enforcement schools attended by 194,082
criminal justice practitioners in the field.
instructors from FBI Headquarters supported this field
training effort in a variety of subjects such as Forensic Science
Applied Criminal Psychology, Identification Matters Managament,
Uniform Crime Reporting,
Arson,
Death Investigation,
and
Instructor Development.
The Training, Laboratory, Identification, Criminal Investigative, and Technical Services Divisions
offered a total of 478 specialized schools to local, county, and
state criminal justice personnel, reaching more than 33,987
students.
As an adjunct to police training matters, the FBI has
traditionally offered training in ongoing courses to a few select
foreign police officers.
Since 1938, the FBI has trained,
through the National Academy Program, 803 officers from friendly
foreign nations, and there are 187 graduates from U. S.
teiries
and possessions.
In 1982, the FBI began a pilot
program in Puerto Rico to train foreign police officers in basic
criminal investigative matters. The training program is now an

1955
stablised FBI school called the Caribbean Police

hool (CPS)

and was offered twice each year since 1982, each session lasting
tour weeks. During the ten sessions, 235 aid-magement officers
41 from Puerto Rico, 19 from the U. S. Virgin
were trained:
Islands, 31 from the U. S. Navy and U. S. Army, and 144 from 18
foreign countries.
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The FBI laboratory is one of the largest and most
Oc1Rhnsve crime laboratories in the world.
since its
incption in 1932, it has provided leadership and service in the
sintific
solution and prosecution of dimes in the United
states.
FBI Laboratory services are funded and administered
under two programs: Forensic Services - Federal and Forensic
Services - Non-Federal.
Although a distinction is made in
administering funds and capturing statistics, all Laboratory
examiner and technicians work in both programs using the same
laboratory facilities and instrumentation.
Under the Forensic Services - Federal program, FBI
laboratory examiners participate in ongoing field itvestigations
by
conducting
crime-soene
searches
performing
special
surveillance
photography:
executing
search warrants;
and
providing other on-scene scientific and/or technical services as
necessary.
Forensic examinations of evidence are performed in
the Laboratory in support of FBI, DFA, and other Federal
investigations.
Expert court testimony and demonstrative
evidence are provided as necessary to enhance prosecutive
efforts.
F
in this program also supports an active and
successful oenc
science research program and forensic science
training for Federal investigative crime laboratory personnel at
the Forensic Science Research and Training Cnteri specialized
photographicc and investigative equipment in support of ongoing
investigations
oversight of such programs as the Polygraph
Program, the Foreign Language Services Program, and the
Photographic Equipment Programi and the training, publication,
research, and operational support provided by the Bomb Data
Cnter.
Under the Forensic Services - Non-Federal program the
extensive resources of the FBI Laboratory are made available to
state and local law enforcement agencies throughout the United
States.
The present policy is to concentrate on providing
sufficient training to state and local crime laboratory examiners
of physical evidence to increase their professionalism.
Direct
services will continue, to be provided when law enforcement
agencies do not have access to jurisdictional laboratories and
where the jurisdictional laboratory does not have the necessary
instrumentation and/or expertise to perform the indicated
examination.
The success of efforts to increase the professionalism
of state and local law enforcement agencies through providing
higyly specialized training in forensic disciplines to their
r
laboratory examiners, is dependent upon adequate funding
for this program.
Much of this training is not available
anywhere else in the United States and without it jurisdictional
laboratories would find it difficult to improve and expand their
capabilities.
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Laboratorv Acmlishuents

the FBI Laboratory received 18,723
During 1986,
examinations containing 162,853 Specimens of
More than 1,294,700 examinations wore performed on
these specimens.
Of the examinations performed, ipproximately
907,600 were in support of FBI and other Federal investigations.
The remaining approximately 387,100 were performed at the request
of state, county, and municipal law enforcement agencies. During
responded to 2 022
the past year, Laboratory examine
comitments. for testimony in courts of various jurisdictions
These commitment required the
throughout the United States.
expenditure of 2,120 workdays.

rfor

Other notable accomplishment include the preparation
of 8,402 investigative and prospective aids and the processing of
1,226,536 photographic prints.
e Current FBI Laboratoy Research and Trainina Efforts

FSRTC'

The Forensic

Science

Research

located at the FBI Academy

and Training

Center

was formally opened and

-J
16, 1981.
This unique facility
research and training laboratories and classrooms.
meeting the needs of the forensic science ommunity
the necessary environment for practical "hands-on"
applied research.

houses both
The FSRTV is
by providing
training and

The training programs offered at the FSRTC are designed
to maximize the use of physical evidence in the solution and
prosecution of crimes; to enhance the professionalism of state
and local crime laboratory personnel and to met the needs of
During 1986 this training
Federal crime laboratory personnel.
c
Students; 435 new FBI
was provided to 924 Ktionl
Agents
240 new DNA Agents: 1,528 students in specialized
forensic science courses primarily for state and local cri e
laboratory and law enforcement personnel; and 378 FBI in-service
personnel.
During the past fiscal year the Laboratory hosted four
These sypoia, attended by scientists from
major syxposia.
thro~out the United States as well as eight foreign countries,
incl
"The 14th Annual Symposium on Crime Laboratory
Development," "The International Symposium on Driving Under the
Influence of Alcohol and/or Other Drugs," "An International
ymposium on the Forensic Applications of Digital Ima e
Processing,"
end
m"A International Symposium On Forensic
Z~molgy. "
To stay abreast of advancing technology and to better
ity, he
meet the needs of the law enormnt
the
laboratory engages in a research program Wich e
ar
Specific t
entire range of forensic disolInes.
selected through close liaison with M investigators as well as
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other Federal, state, and local law enforcut -V.rsonnel
Results of research efforts are shared trough publication of the
"Crime Laboratory Digest," which is circulated throughout the law
enforcement omunity and through articles published in various
scientific Journals. In 1986 the areas of concentration included

biochemistry, Immnology, chemistry, physics and polygraph.

The

most noteworthy advances included two new human bloodstain
examination techniques which have been implemented into the
These methods are
caseorking protocol of the Serology Unit.
more powerful and reliable than those previously used and allow
for the examination of more samples in a given period of time
than was previously possible.
Following are exhibits showing annual laboratory
nations for Federal, state, and local law enfom t
e
agencies for the -period 1982 through 1988 and the laboratory
assistance to non-Federal law enforcement agencies in 1986.
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IDENTIFICATION
The FBI's identification Division serves au the
Nation's centralized repository and clearinghouse for fingerprint
records. In that capacity, the FBI furnishes identification and
criminal history record services to over 23,000 agencies which
are authorized to use these services by Federal statutes,
regulations, and Executive Orders. The FBI's fingerprint files
act as a "locator" or "index" of criminal arrest activity
throughout the United States, thus avoiding time-consuming and
costly checks of all 50 states to ascertain a person's complete
criminal history.
When the FBI was authorized by Congress in 1924 to
collect and disseminate fingerprint cards and arrest record
information, it began operations with about 810,000 fingerprint
cards. As of January 1, 1987, the FBI possessed over 179 million
fingerprint cards, of which over 94.5 million contain, criminal
history data for over 23.6 million persons.
The remaining 84.7
million fingerprint cards relate to over 36 million persons who
have been fingerprinted in connection with employment in Federal
agencies, military service, alien registration, and personal
identification.
The reliance placed upon the FBI's services is
evidenced by its enormous workload. During each workday of 1986,
the Identification Division received an average of 50,553 pieces
of mail, of which 29,696 were fingerprint cards and 20,857 were
other types of mail, including name check requests, arrest
disposition reports, expunction/purge requests, and requests by
individuals to review and/or revise their records.
These items
of mail were submitted by Federal, state, and local criminal
justice agencies for law enforcement purposes; Federal, state,
and local government agencies and officials for employment and
licensing
purposes;
authorized
foreign
governments
for
international police cooperation purposes: and banking and
securities and commodities futures institutions for employee
security purposes.
The FBI provides the following services:
arrest and
applicant fingerprint card identification and recordkeeping;
posting of wanted and parole/probation notices: examining
physical evidence for latent fingerprints and the providing of
court testimony as to the results of examinations, if needed;
training in fingerprint science; maintain fingerprint records
of persons currently reported missing; and the identifying of
anesia victims and unknown deceased persons.
Major accomplishments during 1986 included:
the
processing of over 7.3 million fingerprint cards and over 5.1
killion pieces of other correspondence; the identification of
19,199 fugitives by their fingerprints; the handling of 15,487
latent fingerprint cases, some of which involved the use of
advanced laser technology; the furnishing of assistance in the
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identification of deceased victims in four air disasters, a
hijacking in alta, a mining disaster in Castle Dale, Utah, and
the Space Shuttle disaster at the Kennedy Space Center, Cape
Canaveral, Florida.
Since 1983, the FBI has operated a user-fee system in
which a fee is charged for processing each applicant fingerprint
card
submitted by banking institutions,
securities
and
oommodities future industries, and state and local employment and
licenming authorities.
These fees are used to pay for the
personnel and related nonpersonnel costs of providing this
service.
During 1986, the FBI processed 1,038,179 revenueproducing fingerprint cards and collected $13,553,757 in
processing fees.
e FinMerprint Identification Accomplishments
Major work production accomplishments of the FBI's
Identification Division for 1986 include:
Cateaorv of Accomplishment

Number of Accomplishments

Fingerprint cards processed

7,310,613

Correspondence, forms, and

1,469,864

name checks processed

Expedite and special requests processed

Disposition reports processed
Wanted and probation/parole
notices maintained on file
Fugitives identified by fingerprints

213,539

3,022,686
116,773
19,199

Expungement and purge requests processed

401,774

Monserious offense entries
deleted from arrest records

103,387

latent fingerprint cases handled
Suspects identified as the result
of latent fingerprint examinations
Federal, state, and local court
appearances made by FBI Latent
Fingerprint Examiners
Sentences in cases where court appearances made:
Prison terms (years)
Life sentences
Death sentences

15,487
3,747
310

3,203
23
10
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* Automation of Finrrrint Identification Operations
The FBI has pursued a program to automate the work
operations of the Identification Division for nearly 18 years.
(a)
Starting in 1967, the FBI sponsored research to develop:
coputerized equipment which would automatically scan and read
inked
efingrprints appearing on fingerprint cards; and (b)
0aputer program which would compare and match the computerized
By 1969, experimental models of fingerprint
finnerprint data.
ra equipment and matching programs had been successfully
demonstrated. A study performed in 1971 concluded that it would
be technically, economically, and operationally feasible to
incorporate automated fingerprint reader and matching equipment,
as well as name searching and response generation capabilities,
Consequently, the
into the FBI' s fingerprint work operations.
FBI devised an overall plan to develop a fully automated system
to be known am the Automated Identification Division System
(AIDS).
Due to the magnitude of the automation task, it was
necessary to divide the project into three phases (AXDS-I,
AIDS-Il, and AIDS-III) and implement the phases over a period of
several years.
The following progress has been achieved toward the
goal of fully automating the FBI's fingerprint work operations:
Year

Finoerrint Identification Automation Milestones

1972

Prototype automatic fingerprint reader system is

1973

This
AIDS-I operations begin on August 30, 1973.
phase provides for the building of a computerized
file of identification and arrest data on first
offenders, the printing of indices cards, and the
generation of the "No Record" or arrest record
responses to fingerprint cards and name check
To date, over ten million "first
requests.
offender" records have been entered into the system
and kept updated with subsequent arrest and
disposition data.

1976-77

Five production-model fingerprint readers are
delivered and placed into operation, converting the
criminal fingerprint search file into computerized
form. To date, over 18.6 million fingerprint cards
have been converted.

delivered to the FBI.

1964
Year
1979

Finaerorint Identificition Automation Milestones
AIDS-II supersedes AIDS-I on October 18, 1979.
This phase, which is the one presently operational,
provides for enhanced capabilities, e.g., "on-line"
versus "batch" pr
sing, and computerized name
searching in place of the manual name indices.
Computerized name searching of the automated arrest
record file was initiated on October 29, 1979, and
now represents about 99 percent of the name
searching performed.
Also in 1979, pilot automated fingerprint searching
operations are initiated in 1 of the 23 units of
the criminal fingerprint searching file.

1981

A semiautomatic fingerprint reader system, with 20
input stations, is delivered.
This equipment is
used to computerize fingerprints which cannot be
read by the fully automatic fingerprint readers due
to low-quality inked fingerprints and latent
fingerprints.

1982

An automated user-fee system is implemented to
charge for the processing of noncriminal/nonFederal applicant fingerprint cards.

1983

Automated fingerprint searching operations are
expanded to all units of the criminal fingerprint
searching file. Presently, about 95 percent of the
fingerprint searching is performed automatically.

1984

Over eight million "rap sheets" contained in the
FBI's fingerprint files become available on-line
through the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) telecommunications network as part of the
NCIC Interstate Identification Index (III).
The
request and response are transmitted on-line in a
matter of seconds to the many thousands of NCIC
users throughout the country.

1985

The contract for the AIDS-Phase III was awarded on
January
2, 1985,
to Science
Applications
International of McLean, Virginia. This phase will
combine
all
of
the
previously
developed
capabilities to make a
pullyintegrated, hiviu
efficient system.

~1965
During 1986, construction was implemented an the new

major computer center for the AIDS-Il. This system will replace
two major automated system and will reduce the Identification
Division's processing time for fingerprint cards end other
documents to one day.
It will also support the NCIC's III
concept
for decentralizing arrest records.
In July 1986, the
contractor moved the development effort into the J. Edgar Hoover
FBI Building after installng the AID-III computers in the new
computer center.
C-mputer AIDS-I!
prograi.gis hasexpected
resulted to
in the
be second
fully
release
for testing.
operational by the end of 1987.
Following are exhibits showing annual fingerprint card
receipts from 1982 through 1988 and a breakdown by type of the
number of fingerprint cards on file as of January 1, 1987.
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94,575l,0

lumber Of Fingerprint Cards
On File
.9

TOTAL: 179,302,937
As of January 1, 1987

571300,972

11,324,836

10,296,354

5,805,772

I

GOVERNMENT
APPLICANT
(INCLUDING MILITARY)
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PERSONS REPRESENTED: Forthe 94.575.003 flngetprint cards in the criminal file ......................... 23653.206
......................... 36,27.429
For the 84,727,934 ferprint cards In the ciil file
TOTAL ESTIMATED PERSONS REPRESENTED

59,950,635*

* WITHOUT ACCOUNTING FOR PERSONS DUPLICATED INBOTH FILES.
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The Records
management Program is
multifaceted,
consisting of several distinct functional units responsible for
assuring that Information is maintained and available to support
FBI operations.
Information management is no longer simply the
minaemnt of hard copy records, but the management of the lifeoyolo of information regardless of the form information may take.
The FBI has turned to meeting the challenge of information
management life-cycle by exploring a wide range of modern
technologies and applying those technologies to automate labor
intensive processes and thereby increasing efficiency and
effectiveress.
The Office of Automation and Information Management

MAIN) is respnsible for all automated information management
itiatives

within the program, and continues to support the
Field Office Information Management System (FOIMW).
FOINS
increasingly brings advanced information management systems to
support field offices and speeds the reporting of investigative
operations and makes basic information available in a more
manageable form.
Progress during 1986 included the conversion of 2.6
million more index records to an automated medium, bringing the
total number of such records converted to over 16 million.
Acceptance of name check requests in a form end format for

automated searching has progressed to wher approximately one-

third of the requests
ro
the largest name check requests
contributors am processed automatically and a no record response
is provided within 24 hours.
Other major contributors are
preparing to participate in this service.
The National Name Check Program processed 2,157,105
name check requests during 1986.
These requests were from
executive branch ancies,

crtain Congressional committees, the

Federal judciary, foreign police and other agencies, and state
and local agencies within the criminal justice system. A total
of 11,046 name chock associated with the July 4, 1986, Statue of
Liberty celebration' were processed for state, local, and Federal
agencies, including the IM.
Under th FBI t Security Program, a total of 3,328
security cl rance instigations were performed, focusing on the
'trustworthin s
of an individual for access to -ational
Security Infotmation.
Additionally, 819 briefings/ debriefings
for individuals and groups were performed And 5,268 security
clearances or special accesses regarding FBI employees ,mre
certified.
The Information Security Control program reviewed
21,487 documents for proper classification.
An automated records/retrieval system for all FBI
employees having access to sensitive compartmented information
became operational to more efficiently monitor and exchange
information with other intelligence agencies.
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The Records Managmnt Program, through cost-savings
initiatives, realized a savings of $401,541 in smiling costs. and
$151,085 in duplicating costs.

As a result of meticulous planning and formulation of'
strategy between the Records Management Division 4nd the
Department of Justice, Civil Division, the U.S. District court,
District of Columbia, vacated the permanent injunction against
An
records destruction by the FBI on. Septmr' 9, 198f.
been
has
program
accession
and
destruction
file
aggressive
iplemnted by the Records Maagement Dhvsion which will
gradually relieve overcrowded conditions in the field.
During 1986, the Freedom of Information and Reform Act
was paused. This was a major accomplishment and' represents the
It
culmination of an effort toward reform which began in 1979.
provides the statutory tools with which to assure greater
protection for sources and sensitive investigations. The Freedom
of Information and Privacy Act Section received 12,193 requests,
and processed/closed - 11,772
609,
reopened an additional
In addition, 852 administrative appeals, and 107
inquiries.
FOIPA litigation matters were resolved.
The following exhibit shows the progress in the
conversion to an automated medium of the FBI Headquarters general
index.
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The Automated Data Processing and Telecommunications
(ADP/T) program provides the PsI with information collection,
storage, retrieval, and dissemination capabilities through the
use of automated data processing, telecommunication., and wordprocessi
resources. The FB uses ADP/T resources to directly
support
vestigatve as well as administrative requirements
whenever it will achieve greater efficiency.
In. addition to
meeting7 its own requirements, the
M
also dedicates a
significant amount of its data processing resources to support
certain related needs in the entire crial
justice commMty.
Investigative, administrative,
and law enforcement support
information syotems are managed centrally to make the most
efficient use of the FBI's computer resources.
e

ExM=rt System Develonment

In 1984, the FBI began an initiative to apply artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques to support several specific highpriority investigative needs consistent with the FBI's Long Range
Automation Strategy. The FBI has initiated efforts to apply AI
in the form of knowledge-based expert systems to sport
investigations in the areas of labor-racketeering, narctics,
oounterterrorism,
and generic name searching.
Significant
progress in the development of a broad range of Al applications
has been made during Ehe 1985-1986 time frame, particularly in
the successful fielding of Ar aplicationeF however, because of
limited resources, continued Al development will be restricted to
minimal efforts sustained by in-house personnel during 1988.
Following are charts showingg computer center resources
distribution, professional ADP personnel utilization, and field
office computer workstation installations.
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The National Crime Information Center (KCIC) is a
nationwide o'riinal justice information telepcessing network
which provides documented criminal justice information to the
entire criminal justice community.
XCIC contain, records on
stolen
property, A.e.,
vehicles,
license plates,
guns,
securities, boats, and serialized articles; wanted persons for
whom arrest warrants are outstanding
cri4nal historic
on
persons arrested for serious offenses; unidentified persons; and
missing persons meeting specific entry criteria.
An NCIC
Advisor Policy Board, made up of Federal, state, and local
criminal justice official, furnishes advice to the FBI Director
on policy matters concerning NCIC options and thereby allows
the user a voice in the overall management of the system.
The
users of NCIC, which include the criminal justice agencies in the
50 states, all Federal law enforcment agencies, the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, the Police of the Comonwmalth of Puerto
Rio6, and the United States Virgin Islands, obtain these services

on a cost-free basis.
0 NCIC 2000 Project
1967.

NCIC became operational 20 years ago, on January 27,
At that time there were 15 agencies paticipating. During

the first year of operation, NCIC logged 2,500,000 transactions--

an average of 6,580 per day. At the end of 1967, approximately
357,000 records had been entered in the system.
By 1966, the
number of participating agencies had grown to over 57,000, with
over 183,000,000 transactions recorded-an average Of more than
500,000

per da

As of January

1987,

more than 183,000,000
-

records were mantained in the NCIC data base.

In 1985, the FBI and representatives of the NCIC user
community developed a statement of work to define NCIC functional
requirements through the year 2000. The resulting blueprint for
the redesign of NCIC calls for using state-of-the-art technology
and include. features to improve and maintain acc =cy and
completeness of data in MCIC.
In 1986, the FBI contracted
services from the Nr= Corporation to conduct an analysis of
NCIC's

functional

requirements

through the

system design study will be completed in 1988.

year

2000.

This

Following
are exhibits
that
show annual NCIC
transactions from 1982 through 1986 and a breakdown of records
entered in NCIC, as of Januaryl1, 1987.
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The Uniform Crime Reporting program was conceived and

Implemented by our Nation's law enoreent agencies in 1930. At
its inception, two basic needs wer, recognized.
First, it was
believed the American people deserved an accounting of the extent
and nature ot criminal activity. Second, law enforcement leaders
needed an admistrative-tool to better manage their departments.
d On a aonthLy -basis, statistical data concerning the
incidence of criminal acts frog over 16,000 individual law
enforcement- agencies nationwide is collected. Data collection is
grouped according to certain basic types of offense, namely,
muxdr, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary,
laroeny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson. These categories
comprise the Crime Index. Additionally, statistical information
on arrests, property loss, and other factors relevant to criminal
activity is aggregated.
Collected and analyzed data are
disseminated in various formats, such as:
-Semiannual relsam on crime trends, law enforcement
officers killed and bombing incidents, and
-Annual publications of "Crime in the United States,"
"Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted," "Bomb Summary,"
and "Arson."
.Substantial cooperative efforts at all levels of the
law enforcement community are necessary in gathering the data
upon which the Uniform Crim Reporting program depends.
The
benefits derived from the program are indeed significant and have
resulted in an greased understanding of the crime problem which
confronts the citizenry of this country.
Currttly,: the entire Uniform Crime Reporting program
is undergoing a. extensive redesign. Nmrous offenses have been
defined and added to the crime Index and data elements for
incident and arrest reports have been Ldentified for collection
in the enhanced program. The Uniform Crime Reporting Program in
the State of South Carolina was selected to serve as the test
site for implementation of the new system, and guidelines were
prepared outlining the functional data requirements and data
for automated collection in the new system. The test is
scheduled to begin in the spring of 1987.

Sinkings

The Special Armon Program began collecting arson data
in January 1987. In late 1986, over 30,000 handbooks and 100,000
arson incident reports were mailed to fire and arson
investigators across the country in preparation for the new
program.
The following exhibit show the percent change in
Uniform Crime Reporting program index offenses between the years
1985 and 1981.
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THE PROGRAM DIRECTION BUDGET ACTIVITY PROVIDES
RESOURCES FOR THE EXEC TIVE DIRECTION AND CONTROL AND
AMNSTRMIVE SERVICES PROGRAMS.

THESE PROGRAMS SUPPORT THE

EXECUTIVE

IG,

A

M

GE

NISTRA!IVE,

, LEGAL, PL

INSPECTION,

AND FINANCIAL MWAGENT FUNCTIONS OF THE FBI.

DURING 1988, THE FBI WILL REQUIRE 1,282 POSITIONS,
NORKYEARS,

1,245

AND $56,617,000 FOR PROGRA'4 DIRECTION ACTIVITIES.

INCREASED RESOURCES ARE REQUESTED FOR THE
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES PROGRAM TO MAINTAIN EFFICIENT FINANCIAL
SERVICES AND EFFECTIVE PERSONNEL SMOAGDMT, INCLUDING THE
RECRUITING AND HIRING OF AGENT AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL.
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The goal of the Administrative Services program is to
inistrative services required to
provide a compete raneg o
lanal entity. This goal is supported
as a f
maintain the
through four program ares.
Do The Personnel Services
) services R
e ang
ble for: the administration, coordination, and
Program is res
pay administration, retirement, leave,
policy formul
safety, dAisplin-ry action, employee performance recognition,
and orientation, applicant rec=itment, employee transfers, and
ocpiling and reporting personnel statistical data. This program
is also responsible for the administration of the Performance
Appraisal and Ment Pa Systems, coordination and implementation
of the FBZ's Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
and Employee Assistioe Program, to include the
Prorams,
Nanatry ru Deterrence Program.
This program is
SGenal Services Sugoort proarM.
responsible for the procurement of all equipment, goods,
Additionally, the General Service
services, and supplies.
Support Progrm, manages FIZ equipment, inventory, and stock, as
eized in forfeiture action.. Other
well as processes pr
responsibilities include printing, warehousing, security, safety,
the acquisition, alteration,
includig
anagont,
and space
renovation, and release of GSA controlled space.

MUMr.
0 sytE&M fihVoWW%"

The Sstem Support Progam

is responsible for. preparthe F9's payroll and distributing
statmnte of e n nng., salary and expense checks, leave
Also handled by this
accounting records, and savings bonds.
program are relocation bnd travel matters and vouchers relating
to - field support accounts, imprest fund, and undercover
operations.
• Finarcial Manamamnt ProaB. This program provides
all phases of accounting
overall directon and control In
including all types of voucher payments
functions,
procurmn , coordination of the automation of the financial
accounting system, and preparation of various financial reports
and schedules.
Following are exhibits showing FBI Special Agents hired
Administration applicants processed by the
Aorement
and Drug
BI.
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FBI AND LOCAL POLICE ROLES IN STING OPERATIONS

Mr. SMrrH. Just one more question on that. You have explained
today all the important things you have to 'do. Should you be
geting involved in such things as thievery of television sets?
Mr. WEmmr. No. There has to be-for any FBI investment of resources, as distinguished from some help to a local police departmentMr. SMrrH. You usually encourage local police departments to set
up the sting, but should be spending your resources even on that?
Mr. WEmm1. If we thought we were talking about hijacked
trucks or talking about major organized crime participation in
some kind of program, then we might want to be in there. But I
think street crime is largely the problem of local police.
Mr. SMITH. In that case, you are looking for somebody that buys
the stuff?.
Mr. WzBsm. That is correct. We are looking for somebody who
is selling that kind of equipment who was in that business.
For instance, we have used undercover techniques to identify
major chop shop activities in which huge automobile rings are
stealing vast numbers of automobiles, chopping them up, and participating. I think that is an appropriate use to identify those organizations and break them up.
But in order to do that we have to move in and be considered a
customer. Or a supplier or a thief.
Mr. SMrIH. Any other questions?
Mr. RoGERs. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Rogers.
Rogers. Could we go off the record, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMrTH. Yes.
[Back on the record.]
Mr. RoGERs. Thank you, Judge.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SmrTH. Thank you, Mr. Director. Again we thank you for
your cooperation and the excellent working relationship we have
had all these years.
You have rendered a great service to that institution and the
country.
Mr. Wmwa. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMiTH. We wish you well in your new job.
Mr. WzEBm. Thank you very much. Thank you.
[The questions for the record and the answers submitted thereto,
follow:]

1985
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The appropriation language schedule in your 1988 Congressional
submission includes a change in the level of representation funding
frum $45,000 to $70,000. Would you explain why this increase is needed?

A total of $70,000 is requested for representation funds and is
required to provide additional funding for FBI Headuarters, Field
Divisions, and Legal Attaches to aoc-umndate the representatives of
friendly foreign law enforcement agencies and official representatives. Due to the international aspects of scme terrorism, whitecollar crime, organized crime, fugitive, and narcotics cases, there
is a need to have funds to represent the FBI properly in the company
of foreign law enforcement agencies. In many instances, such
official activities are to reciprocate for hospitality afforded to
FBI representatives by foreign law enforcement agencies. 'These funds
provide the opportunity to expand working relationships between the
FBI and friendly foreign services and afford liaison opportunities.

Your 1987 request included a proposal to charge State and local
attendees for the full cost of their meals and lodging while in
training at the National Academy. Does your 1988 request include a
proposal to charge State and local attendees? What is the FBI's
position on this?

The vDepartmsnt of Justice Appropriation Act, 1987" stated in part
that "The Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)...
shall not establish and collect fees to provide training to State and
local law enforcement officers at the FBI National Academy. Any fees
collected for training of State and local law enforcement officers,
which occurred at the National Academy on or after October 1, 1986,
shall be reimbursed to the appropriate officer or agency." In fact,
the FBI did not collect any such fees in 1987.
For 1988, the FBI's budget does not propose to charge State and local
law enforcement for training at the FBI Academy. Funding for this
training, including monies for travel, food, and lodging, is included
in the FBI's base.

question:
During 1986, two agents were killed and several others critically
wounded near Miami, Florida. Does the FBI have adequate funding

72-165 0-87-68

1986
available to purchase the firearms necessary to put its agents on a
par with those in the criminal element? In general, does the FBI
have sufficient resources to provide to its field agents to prevent
another tragedy such as the one at Miami?

As a result of the Miami incident, a detailed study was conducted
concerning the FBI weapons inventory. Based on the FBI"S analysis of
the Miami tragedy and intelligence concerning the type of firearms
being utilized by the criminal element, who might be subjects of drug
or violent crime investigations, the FBI needs to enhanced its
weapons for the safety of field Agents. The types of weapons needed
to put FBI special agents on par with those of the criminal element
include semiautumatic handguns, semiautomatic shoulder weapons,
sniper rifles, shotguns, and additional protective gear such as body
armor and night vision equipment.
An assessment of our firearm and related equipment base funding
revealed the FBI does not currently have adequate funding available
to 'purchase enhanced firearms for field agents, and would require an
additional $1.2 million in order to purchase suitable equipment.
Cuesti:
Your request includes a request for a specially equipped surveillance
aircraft. what are the total funding increases associated with this
request? Nhy is another specially equipped surveillance aircraft
needed?

Included in the budget enhancement is $3,500,000 for the purduase of
one twin-engine turboprop aircraft with a Forward Looking Infrared
(FLIR) system. This amount includes $2,000,000 for the aircraft,
$500,000 for the FLIR, and $1,000,000 to modify the aircraft to

install the FLIR.

With only one FUR-equipped aircraft in <ir inventory, the FBI is
unable to respond to more than one major case at a time, and during
periods of scheduled or unscheduled maintenance, the FBI has no FLIRequipped capability at all. A second aircraft will permit the FBI to
respond to two major cases occurring simltarmsly, will still
permit the FBI to have a FUIR capability during maintenance periods,
and will improve response time to the West Coast.

Termris
Ouesti:
on page three of your justification you discuss the number of
terrorist incidents prevented. Are these incidents here in the
united States or overseas? Without cumpromising your methods or
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procedures, could you describe one of these events to include how you
unovered it and how you prevented it from occurring?

During calendar year 1986, the FBI prevented eight terrorist
incidents. Six of the prevented incidents would have occurred in the
United States, the other two overseas, one being in Canada.
The FBI received information from Canadian authorities indicating
that Sikh terrorists intended to plant an explosive device in an Air
India facility or aircraft, either in Canada or at JFK International
Airport, New York. Th information seemed plausible because of the
June 23, 1985, doing of an Air India jetliner which killed 329
persons over the North Atlantic.
Investigations, determined that New York City is the only point of
departure for Air India aircraft in NorthAnerica. Subsequent joint
investigative efforts by the FBI and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police resulted in the identification of five individuals be ieved to
be involved in a plot to bomb an Air India aircraft. On May 30,
1986, Canadian authorities arrested these five individuals and
oseardies
at eight locations in the Montreal, Canada, area.
The five persons arrested are believed to be Sikh terrorists and were

taken into custody in Canada and charged with conspiracy to

umaufacture and utilize explosive devices with intent to cause
injury. Accordinly, the joint efforts of the FBI and the Canadian

authorities interdicted a potential bombing.

TWo of these individuals have been convicted of this crime and

sentenced to life imprisonment.

You also discuss on page three your new-found role concerning
hostage-taking abroad. What exactly is the FBI's jurisdiction and
authority to act overseas and oculd you give us some examples?

The statutory authorities for the FBI's extraterritorial
investigations regarding terrorism are in the "Act for the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Hostage-Takig", Public Law No. 98473, (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1203); and the "Omnibus Diplomatic
Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986," Public Law No. 99-399,
(codified at 18 U.S.C. § 2331). In addition, extraterritorial
authority exists in the Attorney General's authority to detect and
prosecute crimes against the United States (28 U.S.C. § 533). These
statutes were enacted to protect U.S. citizens abroad from terrorist
attacks and to provide a legal vehicle by which terrorists could be
prosecuted in the United States for crimes ccmitted'overseas.
Although the authority exists for such extraterritorial investiga-
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tins, host country anawal is necessary before the FBI can co-dct
an investigation in a foreign state's territory.
Th FBI has oncted six major extraterritorial investigations
resulting in indictments of terrorists. For example, Mohammed Ali
Hamadei, whom the U.S. Government is attempting to extradite frum

West Germany, was indicted in connection with the hijacking of TM
Flight 847 which occurred in June 1985. Hamadei is darged with air
piracy and murder.
Other extraterritorial investigations that have been conducted by the
FBI are: the hijacking of the "Achille Iauro" in October 1985, on
which 80 U.S. citizens were traveling and American Leon Klinghoffer
was killed; the Naveaber 1985, hijacking of Egypt Air Flight 648,
which had three U.S. citizens on board; TM F ight 840, which had 90
U.S. citizens aboard when an explosion killed four Americans and the
September 1986, hijacking of Pan Am Flight 73 in Karachi, Pakistan,
which had 44 U.S. citizens aboard, two of whom were killed.

How many terrorist incidents took place in the United States during
1986? How does this number occpare to previous years? To date, how
many terrorist incidents have taken place in 1987? What impact does

this have on resource level reqairements?

In calendar year 1986, there were 17 terrorist Incidents in the
United States. This capares with 51 in 1982, 31 in 1983, 13 in
1984, and seven in 1985. One individual was killed and 19 were
injured as a result of the terrorist acts in 1986. 7b date, in 1987,
there have been no terrorist acts ocamitted in the United States.
Although the number of actual terrorist incidents recorded in the
United States has generally declined, this favorable trend should not
be regarded as a signal that eradication of terrorism is close at
hand. More proerly, the reduction in terrorist incidents in the
United States closely correspords to the FBI's acceleration of
counterterrorist efforts which has been characterized by the steady
commitment of resources, enhanced counterterrorism training and more
efficient use of an increasingly effective intelligence base.
Relaxation of current FBI efforts or reduction of resources available
to counter terrorist activities in the United States would certainly
be detected by terrorist organizations and individuals and could
result in a reversal of what has otherwise been a general downturn in
terrorist activity.
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Ouetican
Does your 1988 request provide the rWources needed to implement your
drug strategy?

The FB's National Drug Strategy (NES) is a three to five year
strategy and its inplementation is in progress. The NDS resource
uare
not fully specified in the 1988 request because the
FBI is in the initial phase of implementation. Concentration of
resources is ongoing with the assignment of agents to major drug
distribution centers. Resource needs will continue to be assessed in
view of the progress achieved and the changing nature of the drug
problem.
guestion:
Twelve agent positions are being requested for Organized Crime Drug
Enforement. In light of all the recent publicity regarding the
magnitude of the drug problem, are twelve agent positions adequate
for addressing your responsibility in this area?

Twelve additional agent positions are adequate to address our
responsibilities at this time. The FBI conmecd implementation of
its National Drug Strategy (NDS), which is a three to five year
strategy, in 1986. The NDS identifies those organizations which
control the major segments of the illegal drug market. The early
phase of the strategy concntrates resources in major drug
distribution cities.
Ouestin
Wat level of resources has the FBI utilized in combating the drug
problem as compared with its funded resources for this purpose? Mat
level of resources would be required to really make a difference in
ombating the drug problem? %hy are drugs so plentiful despite the
best efforts of law enforcement agencies?

since the FBI received concurrent jurisdiction with DEA to
investigate drug violations, in every year more agent resources have
been used than were funded. The specific agent workyears utilized
were:

1990
Ir83
0QMIF
OC/NARC.

1984

1Wdt

167*

183

321*

321

360

538

362

504

0

520

0

489

43

523

43

515

*ftimbirsable funding received-for the OCIE Program during 1983 and
1984.
To have a greater impact on the drug problem, the FBI redefined its
drug mission in May 1986. This effort has assisted in focusing the
FBI's efforts on those organizations controlling large segments of

the illegal drug market, sudh as the Sicilian Mafia, the La Qosa

Nostra, ColobiarVSouth American trafficking organizations, Mexican
trafficking groups, Oriental crime groups, and outlaw motorcycle

gangs.

The implementation of the FBI's National Drug Strategy (NDS) began in
1986. The Strategy is a three to five year strategy that is
evaluated continuously to measure the FBI's progress and resource
The FBI believes that cur drug law enforcement efforts have made a
difference and that as the President's Qummission on Organized Crime
found "without effective domestic law enforcement, the drug abuse
problem, and its concmitant organized crime effects, would be
immeasurably worse." 1
The drug trafficking and drug abuse problem facing the United States
is of such magnitude that it will not be solved by investigative
agencies alce. Long-term success will require a comprehensive
program of both supply and demand reduction.
Drugs are plentiful despite law enforcement's best efforts because of
the high demand for these controlled substance by the user
population. Strong drug education, drug awareness programs, and drug
treatment efforts are key steps which over time will greatly enhance
law enforcement efforts to address the drug abuse problem in the

United States.

Vat is the status of the 60 special agent positions and $4 million
provided by the Senate Committee during the 1987 budget cycle to

erixance the Organized Crime Drug Eforcent Program?

Cr
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The allocation of 48 special agent positions h~s *en made with our
field office staffing levels adjusted accordingly. The positions are
being filled through new agent training and reassirjient of agents in
the field. These allocations have been made principally to those
cities identified as level I and Level II drug distribution centers
including CIicago, Los Angeles, and Miami. The FBI has also
requested 12 additional agents to be deployed in'1988.
The allocation of agents is as follows:
Field Office

Additional OCDE Positions

Alb

3

Los Angeles

6

Atlanta
Cicago
Dallas
ElPaso
Houston

2
6
2
2
4

Miami
Philadeirtlia
Pho~enix
San Antonio

8
2
3
4

San Diego
Washington Field

3
2

FBI Hedqarer
TQ~AL

48
Motor Vehicle

Ouestion
You request appropriation language to allow you to purchase
additional motor vehicles in 1988. What is the number of additional
vehicles and associated fqjnd
requested?

The FBI is requesting that the appropriation language be amended to
allow the FBI to purchase 1,650 replacement and 350 additional
vehicles. The FBI is submitting this request for operational
flexibility reasons and is not requesting any additional funds to
support these language changes directly.
However, the FBI is requesting additional funding in the amount of
$450,000 to purchase 30 additional vehicles for the Electronics
Technicians requested to support the Digital Voice Privacy Program.
Also, the new positions requested in this budget for the FBI will
require 244 additional vehicles which will cost approximately
$2,486,000.
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c:uesti
You claim yo require these vehicles to support investigative
persomel increases over the pastt7o years. vat is the criteria
used to determine vehicle requiremnts?

The FBI uses a complex vehicle coplement formula that takes into
account every vehicle user and every different geographic area and
assigns vehicles to users based on a graduated vehicle-to-user ratio.
For example, a large field office has a less favorable vehicle-touser ratio than a smaller office or resident agency, where public
transportation is limited or non-existent. This complement formula
has been in place since 1984 and has worked very effectively in
equitably distributing the FBI's vehicle resources.
As a rule of thumb the following vehicle-to-user ratios apply:
Personnel-To-Vehicle Ratio
Special Agents (SAs) ........................
Special Operations Group SA ...................

1.4 : 1
1 : 1

Electronics Tednicians .......................
Accounting Technicians ........................
Investigative Analysts ........................
Forfeiture Analysts ..........................

1.5 : 1
2 : 1
1
1
1 : 1

Special Support Group Personnel ............... 1.5 : 1

Organized Crime DrWg Enforc nt (OcE) .......

1.25: 1

Assuming the Congress approves your personnel increases for 1988,
what is the total number of vehicles required by the FBI and how does
this compare to your current inventory?
Of the 718 positions requested by the FBI in 1988.
rare
summarized as follows:
253
50
40
6

Special Agents
Electronics Technicians
SSG Personnel
Akoo
AM Tenicians
Total

-

181
'3
27
3
244

The following new

vehicles
vehicles
vehicles
vehicles
vehicles

Thirty additional, vehicles are requested for existing Electronics

Technicians.

Current FBI base funding in 1988 allows for the purdhase of
approxmately 1,613 vehicles.
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Smilatively, these total 1,887 vehicles, which will represent 26
percent of the FBI fleet of = oxdmtely 7,100 vehicles.
Ouestion:
Of your total current inventory, how many vehicles exceed your
replacement cycle of six years or 60,000 miles?

Approximately 2,700 vehicles currently exceed the six year/60,000
mile replacmnt. cycle mandated by the Gereral Services
Administration (GSA).
option:

HOW did you determine this replacement cycle?

The six year/60,000 mile replacement cycle is contained in the
current GSA Federal Property Managemt Regulations established in
1947. The FBI recurmye-Is, and GSA has implemented for their own
fleet, a three-year replacement cycle. FBI stxies indicate a threeyear replacement cycle would produce a savings of $1.8 million in
operating costs alone per year and after full iMpleentation, reduce
the current base budget by $5.3 million. Cost avoidance after the
initial eight-year payback period would amount to $24.5 million over
ten years and $60 million over 15 years.
Ouestlon:
You state in your justification that the FBI will end i987 with a
documented shortfall of 120 vehicles. Can you provide some specific
impacts of this shortfall on your investigative persormel?

Due to the shortage of vehicles, some investigative personnel will
not have basic transportation available to conduct criminal and
foreign counterintelligence investigations. Special agents may have
to wait for the return of vehicles frum other users or double np in
conducting the work. For major investigations, large conentrtitw
of Bureau vehicles are needed cn short notice. Offices not having
appropriate cuplement levels of vehicles are often times forced to
use rental vehicles which are not properly equipped with voice

privacy radios or other technical equipment needed to assist in the
investigation.
Digital Voice Privacy Radio Sys
Ouestion:

Ihe FBI took the lead in the design, development and implementation
of a single, integrated VHF Digital Voice Privacy (DVP) radio system
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to support the tactical requirements of the FW, DL

&hfrcmnt

Adminstration (UEA), and U.S. Marshals Service. What is your

current completion date for arcitecture and design of the radio
system?

An integrated digital voice privacy (IDVP) radio system design study
is underway in the "Northeast Corridor" of the United States which
includes the Boston, New Haven, New York, Newark, Albany and Buffalo
field offices. A user needs survey was ccwdted in those offices
during March, 1987. The MVP design and implementation dates will be
decided based on the results of the design study and user needs
survey. It should be noted that from a design standpoint, the IDVP
system is not viewed as a single system. Its design requires that
specific functional and geographic factors which vary throughout the
U.S. be considered. 9he anticipated completion date for arditecture
and design of the IENP system is 1990.

Do you plan to field test the radio prior to inplgentation and, if
so, when will this be completed?

A field "test bed" for the integrated digital voice privacy (IDVP)
radio system is being conducted in the Boston field office. All
mobile radio units and more than ninety-five percent of the fixed
equipment, e.g., base stations and repeaters, is installed. This
"test bed" is providing valuable data and insight concerning
operational details and inter-operability requirements for the
nationwide IDVP system. As stated in the previous answer, a design
study is underway for the "Northeast corridor " A user needs survey
is also underway in those offices. The results of the "test bed",
design study, and user needs survey are expected in September 1987,
and will be used to project IDVP requirements throu
t the rest of
the country.

Ouestin
The Digital Voice Privacy (DVP) radio system you plan to use, is it
the same as the one that has been installed for the past several
years in FBI offices around the country?

The FBI's original plan called for a DVP radio system, using the VHF
radio spectrum and a proprietary encryption standard, to support only
FBI needs. Since that time, the thrust of the DvP program has

evolved from an FBI-wide System to an integrated system supporting
the FBI, the Dru Enforcement Adinistration (CEA), and the U.S.

Marshals Service (US).

In August_ 1985, the Attorney General

directed the FBI to lead the design, development, and irplementation

I
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of a single integrated 1VP radio system t' support the needs of the
three agencies.. 7he integrated DVP system will share the FBI's
backdboni6 architecture'rather than three seaaeones. Additionally,
WFA and the USMS will adopt the FBI's encryption standard.
An integrated system willprovide eoc ies related tc centralized
equipment proureu t, iwnentory miagemnt, and -maintemance. A
single integrated DVP staff avoids inefficiencies and reduces
overhead. Also, cost benefits will be realized by elimination of
overlapping network backbone circuits and attendant costs.

You request 50 additional field electronics technician (Er) positions
to support digital voice privacy (CAP) requirements. How many such
technical positions do you currently have supporting your existing
systems and why do you anticipate their workload will increase enough
to warrant 50 additional positions?

The FBI is currently funded for 249 field ETs. Among the major
responsibilities of these Era are the FBI's teleommuications
systems, the Field Office Information Ma net System, and the
integrated digital voice privacy (IDVP) system.
The additional EM are needed to maintain radios in working order,
service leased radio antennas and microwave repeater sites, and
install car radios, consoles, base stations, and related equipment.
Currently, the FBI has an inventory of over 5,000 mobile and 3,500
portable 11/P radio systems. This inventory will grow as more field
offices receive DVP radio systems. The network of radio antennas and
microwave repeater sites functioning as the backbone of the 11/P
system is expected to grow to 3,600 sites for the IDVP system - more
than double the number of sites required for the clear channel radio

system. Additionally, the FBI requires additional ETs to support

Drug Enforcement Administration and U.S. Marshals Service
installations and equipment in order to maintain the integrity of the

IUlP system pursuant to NSA data enryption standards.
Ouesti:

In 1987 you requested $983,000 for vehicles and it does not appear
you have adjusted your 1988 base to take this into account. Since
this amount is in your base why do you require an additional $450,000
for utility-type vehicles?

The $983,000 requested in 1987 was reduced by $197,000 prior to
enactment. In addition, inoplete restorations of the prior year's
Gramm-Rudman sequestrations resulted in a reduction of $2,646,000 to
the automotive bxuget, causing a break in the replacement and
maintenance cycle, which increased costs for the fleet. Also, the
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inreased mber of Electro~.c TecNipians to support the Digital
Voice Privacy initiative hp" . a-ssitated Iitia1
vehicles in
sport of their mission. 7h $50,000 requested in FY 198 'is to
aress this oed.

7he FBI rece d $9,982,000 in 1985 for the c0-trUction of a joint
FB/r
engineering research facility (ERF). At that time, what was
the estimated cost to complete the facility and what was the
estimated copletion date?

Om the FBI formulated its 1985 buet request in Novarber 1983, the
cost for construction of a joint FBI/EA ERF was estimated at
$9,982,000 and occupancy was schduled for mid-1988.
OuestioI
According to your justification, the current cost for completion of
the Engneering Research Facility (ERF) is estimated to be
$36,511,000. Miat changes have occured since 1985 and what do you
now see as the completion date?

Rquirements
inception of
r
i
n
requirements
re

for the ERF have continued to evolve and grow since the
this effort during the 1985 budget cycle. Initial space
totaled 77,586 gross square feet; current space
total 250,210 gross square feet. This increase in space
was driven by both increases in personnel and

tclogical requirements.

7he nzder of FBI engineering personnel

has grown from 208 to 255. It was estimated originally that a staff
of 14 from UEA would be collocated at the ERF; that number has now
gr wn to 56. Increased technological and special requirements

include state-of-the-art cuppter-aided design, engineering, and

manfacturing capabilities; eItacemts to fabrication and shop
facilities to permit quick reaction to technical investigative
requirements; an antenna and acoustic test facility; a heating/air
conditioning plant; esmnded waste treatment facilities; additional
hallways and commn spae to a oc date the net square, footage
requirments; izproed site security; and additional food service

space requirements.
of the EF is 1990.

The anticipated ocupletion date for all phases

What would be the cost today to provide the Egneering Research
Facility (ERF) capability envisioned in 1985?

19"7

Umn the FBI formulated its 1985 budget request, the cost for
c usticn of a Joint FBI/
fnne
inistation ([A)
wa estimated at $9,982,000. The cost today to provide the IEF
capability evisied at that tim wild be aprvdttey
$17,000,000.

Is this move freeing up space at other FBI/MA location
result in lower GSA rents at those locations?

that will

7he FBI will require the oontlrued lease of the Newington Egineering
Research Facility (EF) to hoase its engineering-staff until the
ted. It is expected that the FBI's
Quantico EF is cotr
enginsering staff will be moved to the now facility by May 1990.
Th FBI will evaluate its space requirements as that time draws near.
A determination regardi the FBI's need for the vacated Newington
space will be made after this evaluation. IEA will make its own
determination regarding its space requirements.
Question:
Will the Drug Enforont Administy-ation (DEA) pay a proportionate
share of costs to operate ard maintain the Engineering Research
Facility (ERF)?

Details of a reimbursable agreement between the FBI and lEA relating
to operations and maintenance costs of the ERF are currently under
discussion.

Why does the Engineering Research F~cility (ERF) require abeating/air conditioning plant separate frcm the FBI Academy?

A separate heating/air conditioning plant is required because the
existing FBI Academy plant cannot support the additional requiremwnts
of the ERF. A detailed analysis ooructed by the architectural and
engineering firm of ,iseley-Hening Associates de
i
that a
separate plant ws needed.
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Wht benefits does the Depatbmt expect frm the collocatiax bf FBI
and Drug foroment Mainistration (DEA) engineering and research
and dewelopant (R&D) staffs?

T collocation of FBI and LE engineering and R&D staffs will
enhance further the excellent cooperation which exists between the
two agencies.
The nical capabilities of both agencies will
increase due to the daily contact betweert the specialized staffs.
The collocation of the staffs will reduce or totally eliminate
duplicative engineering activities conducted by the FBI and DEA as
well as promote joint R&D efforts to solve technical problems cauon
to both agencies. The collocation of the staffs will allow the EEA
to take advantage of the FBI's state-of-the-art cumputer-aided
design, engineering, and manufacturing capabilities and its rapid
prototyping/quick reaction capability. A rapid prototyping/quick
reaction capability refers to a system of specialized design,
development, and assembly of tools used to fabricate and develop
custom electronic devices. The Defense Advanced Peseardi Projects
Agency, Deartrnt of Defense, has agreed to match funding with the
FBI for this capability. The DEA will benefit by reducing both the
cost of custom devices and the time required to obtain them.
Recruitment of Oualified Acents

According to recent FBI budget documents, a significant nurer of FBI
special agents will become eligible to retire throughout the
remaining 1980's and early 1990's. What proportion of all agents are
likely to retire during this period (remaining 1980's - early
1990's)? What is being done to recruit qualified persons with
special skills and backgrounds to replace these retirees?
Specifically, will the Bureau be able to meet its needs for
engineers, attorneys, accountants, scientists, pilots, and other
individuals with particular expertise and skills?
Also, is the Bureau successfully recruiting individuals of different
ethnic backol
, e.g., Oriental, Hispanic-American, needed for
undercover investigations of organized criminal groups?

Projected figures indicate that approximately 4,500 special agents or
nearly 50 percent of the total agent population will retire prior to
1997. This figure is based upon an average retirement age of 52
years, two months among the special agent population. Should any
factor such as a diminution or enhancement of the retirement benefits
package occur, this retirement rate could experience a further
"surge" based upon such action. However, at a minimum it appears

0
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that 50 percent of all special agents will retire within the next
nine years.
The FBI has successfully initiated the Regional Recruiting Project inthe southeast section of the United States. This project utilizes
veteran special agents in an intensive program of contacts with
College Plaoement Offices and professional and community
organizations identified as having a significant audience of
individuals with specialized skills and educational bacbgronds
nede to replace those retiring as well as the anticipated skills
needed to staff future needs of the Bureau. Aditionally,. the
Personnel Resources Unit has initiated efforts to retain, through
Government contract, the services of a full service advertising
agency in order to target specifically the scope and content of

recruitment advertising so as to reach more directly the targeted
audience of individuals necessary to hire special agents.

The entire thrust of the drive to move toward a professional corps of.

special agent recruiters (the Regional Recruiter Special Agent) is to
create the type of targeted, directed recruiting that can be
responsive to the needs of the Bureau's future work force.
Successful recruitment is simply the product of educating a targeted
audience as to the availability of employment. Regional Recruitment
is doing this now and will continue to do this as it is expanded

thrt

-

the United States.

Recently, the Bureau has been more successful in recruiting
individuals of different ethnic ba rounds. For instance, in the
area of Hispanic-Americans, the recruitment of such individuals has
been identified and stressed as the numb one priority recruitment
need of the Dureau. Since 1983, the FBI has regularly attended and
participated in all National-level Hispanic professional
associations, including National Hispanic Ch amber of Cuomrce,
Hispanic Bar Association, etc.
Major recruitment advertising projects have been targeted toward
individuals with language proficiency in various critical languages;
however, the main stumbling block in terms of hiring large numbers of
language qualified people is the fact that, in particular, Spanishspeaking applicants do not pass our initial proficiency test in large

numbers. This is currently under study and being coordinated with
the language Services Unit. There is approximately a 60 to 65
percent failure rate at present.

Mie present recruitment trends indicate that larger numbers Qf such
Individuals are being attracted to the FBI, in time this will
translate into more hiring from these groups.

Regarding recruitment of individuals with special expertise or
characteristics, page 103 of the hkxIget justifications indicates (1)
that critically low "applicant pools" of sch individuals have been

"erkanced", but (2) there is "projected shortfall in hiring adequate
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numbers of employees, especially those in 'specialty/technical'
areas."

Explain this apparent contradiction.

rbe correct term for this would be apparent complication.

The

seeming contradiction of both statements is that all employers

nationwide are suffering through the same projected shortfall of
hiring adequate numbers of technically trained individuals. There
are more jobs for such specialties than there are people to fill
them. So even though the Bureau has expanded or enhanced the size of
the eligibility pools in an effort to enhance the number of such
hires, the fact is that we still do not have a sufficient number of
qualified, suitable applicants for such positions given the intensive
scrutiy (background investigation, health exam, drug screening,
testing and interview requirements) we place these people under. The
problem faced here is nationwide, goverymentwide and industrywide,
and is simply one of supply and demand for such people. Quite
pointedly, the demand for such employees outweighs the supply, and
until both come into a sense of balance, the FBI will continue to
have to maintain aggressive recruiting techniques in this area.
OLW~t

A recent news article suggested that the maturity of FBI agents, and
particularly of supervisors, has been declining. Further, this
article alleged that this phenomenon is having negative consequences
and may have contributed to the recent tragic death of a female agent
from fellow agents' gunshots.
* Is the maturity of supervisory agents falling and do you believe
that there have been negative consequences if it has?
* If there are negative consequences, what is the FBI doing to
minimize them?
* Finally, do you believe that a modification in the current
retirement policy for agents would be desirable?

The maturity of FBI agents, and particularly FBI first-line
supervisors, actually has increased in recent years. First-line FBI
field supervisors currently are approaching an average of
approximately four years in that capacity, which is a significant
increase frum the two years, six month level in 1980. Moreover, the
average age of special agent investigators in nonsupervisory
positions has-increased frum 36 years, 11 months in 1980 to 39 years,
one month presently and likewise, our first-line field supervisors,
from 40 years, seven months to 43 years, five months. The special
agent work force is a mature, professional cadre, and- no modification
of our current retirement policy for agents is desired.
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Recently an assistant special agent-in-charge brought sit against

the FBI alleging discrimination. The suit alleges that Hispanic
agents are assigned to offices in areas with high oaonentrations of
Hispanics and were investigations would involve possible Hispanic
criminal groups. This assignment policy is said to limit the career

potential of agents with Hispanic backgrn-ids.

How does the Bureau reconcile the need to use agents with Hispanic or
other ethnic bac rounds in investigations involving ethnic groups
with the need to provide appropriate career advancement

opportunities?

Men a person is specifically hired by the FBI as a special agent
based on an identified ability, be it the ability to speak Spanish or
the fact that they are an Electrical Engineer, it is absolutely
f
t that their assignments reflect this ability to the extent
that the Bureau has a dmonstrated need. If on accepts the basic
premise that prmotion reflects a job well done, then the notion that
specific assignments prevent promotion is unfounded. An equitable
comparison to the singularity of assignmnt facing the Spanish
speaker would be to look at the totality of special agents who have
entered the Bureau under the Enineering Program. This particular
group, perhaps more than any other, remains exposed to the potential
of being "tied" to their expertise for their entire career, and could
equally, yet unjustifiably, charge discrimination in .promotion. No
such charge has been levied, and in fact an analysis of special

agents with an engineering bacwgjrod, as opposed to their

assignment, would show that despite any such assignment they have not
suffered any neglect in terms of promotion. There are electrical
engineer special agents occupying positions from field supervisor to
Special .Agent in Charge. The same may be said for Spanish speaking

special agents in terms of their promotions. There are Hispanic
agents in assigrsnents at praotional levels ranging from field
supervisgr to Assistant Special Agent in Charge. Excellence at ones'

responsibilities translates to promotion, and that is the simple fact
of life as it relates to opportunities facing Hispanics or any other

group within the FBI.

'Ipoye

lerace

one them running through several of the recent dramatic spy cases
has been the lack of periodic reviews of the security clearances

granted to Federal employees.

Periodic or random decks into the

background of Federal employees who handle sensitive information may

identify individuals susceptible to ccmpramse or may cause

individuals to think twice about onpromising national security.

Does the FBI reevaluate the security clearances of its employee? Do

you believe that periodic or random checks into the background of all
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Federal employees with Secret or Top Secret clearances are desirable?
Would the cost of such updates be justified?

7Wo ccmpoents within the FBI Security Program identify and address
employee conduct with emphasis directly on trustworthiness and
continued eligibility for access to National Security Information
(NSI) and sensitive material:
a. The Sensitive Copartmented Information (SCI) Special Access
Program evaluates approximately 6,000 of the 20,000 FBI employees
when granting the new special access, and every five years
thereafter, if the SCI access continues. Mhe evaluation consists
of a credit and criminal check, and a personnel file review.
Employees are briefed and debriefed relative to their
responsibilities for handling NSI. Security concerns which arise
are handled according to the provisions of Director of Central
Intelligence, Directive No. 1/14, entitled "Minimm Ponnel
Security Standards and Procedures Governing Eligibility for Access
to Sensitive Qcmpartm
d Information."

b. The Personnel Security Program is tasked with:
1. Investigating an employee's prospective spouse.
2.

Evaluating data contained in a Personnel Status and Security
Questionnaire furnished by each employee every two and a half
years.

3. Monitoring foreign travel of all employees.
4.

Providing general security awareness briefings including
individually tailored hostile intelligence threat briefings to

employees.

The recently propsed FI Security Clearance Program" will serve -as
the apparatus to:
1.

Ekcument employees' awareness of the need and responsibility
for the protection of NSI through briefings and debriefings.

2. Adjudicate the trustworthiness concerns which relate to
employee behavior concerning financial irresponsibility,
cohabitation, alcohol, drugs, criminal activity, security
violations, emotional and mental disorders, and associations.
3. Establish procedure for the revocation of the employee's
clearance and s
removal frcm employment.
7he recent upsurge in espionage matters indicates evaluation of an
e p1pbee's trustworthiness is not only desirable, but essential to

the protection of National Security.
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On a related topic, several months ago nes articles appeared
uggesting that an FBI agent,,- who had gotten into financial
diffi ilty, had allegedly sold classified information, either to
foreign governments or to organized crime figures in the U.S. The
agent involved was transferred from FBI hea
-ters, whe he had
access to FBI coapters, to the training facility at Qantimo.
" Vat is the status of this case? Is the agent still Waing
investigated? If not, has he been cleared of all chmages?
" If not cleared, is he to be charged with crimes, adinistratively
disciplined, etc.?

Although the news article referred to was not completely acorate,
the agent is the- subject of an on-goirg criminal investigation
oorerning receipt of improper bank loans. The investigation
indicates that the agent did not sell classified information. The
agent was reassigned to other duties during the investigation. Since
the matter is before a Federal Grand Jury, it would not be
appropriate to discuss the case in more detail, at this time. If
criminal prosecution is not brought against the agent, the FBI will
review the matter for appropriate disciplinary or personnel action.
Civil Rigts Investioations

In the past two years there have been several highly publicized
incidents involving violations of the civil rights of certain
individuals. For example, in 1985 a black couple and an interracial
couple suffered incidents of violence and harassment after twving
into an all-white neighborhood in Philadelphia. More recently, civil
rights marchers were abused in Forsyth County, Georgia, during a
peaceful rally. Miat role does the FBI play in protecting and
maintaining the civil rights of U.S. citizens and i habitants? Is
there evidence that civil rights violations are increasing?

is thrust of the FBI's efforts in civil rights matters is to assure,
in close coordination with the Department of Justice, a national
environment in which the Federally protected civil rights of citizens

and inhabitants are guaranteed. This goal is achieved by three

principal activities. First, prompt investigation of allegations of
civil rights violations has a deterrent effect uon potential
violators and assures the public of effective redress of violations
omitted by public officials under color of law. For example; the
FBI's immediate investigation of possible civil rights violations
which occurred during the first civil rights march in Forsyth Oounty,
Georgia, on January 17, 1987, is credited by some officials with
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having deterred more serious violence at the second and uxi larger
martin Forsyth County on Jauary 24, 1987. S"
, the FBI has
initiated maagement actions to contrate its resources upon civil
rights cases which have regional or national impact and the greatest
potential for prosertion. These actions are in part responsible for
the increase from :V' felony civil rights convictions in 1982 to 66
felony convictions .Li 1986. lastly, since most civil rights
allegations involve alleged violations of individual civil rights by
law enforcement officers, the FBI continues to provide instruction to
other law enforcemnt agencies concerning the responsibilities and
obligations of peace officers under Federal civil rights statutes.
Although few of the cases involving law enforcement officers result
in prosecution, the FBI's training efforts may result in greater
sensitivity to these issues and reduce the number of alleged
violations.
There is no specific evidence that civil rights violations are
increasing. In fact, in the past three years there has been a
decline in the nu.er of civil rights investigative matters received
by FBI field offices. During the period of 1982 through 1984
approximately 8,200 investigative matters were received by FBI field
offices each year. This declined to about 7,600 in 1985 and to about
7,300 in 1986. The FBI attributes this reduction, in part, to its
training efforts and to its aggressive investigation of civil rights
violations.
Product TNMMein

Oaesti
Over the past several years, the public has been subjected to an
increasirq onslaught of product tampering incidents, with several
deaths attributable to product tampering. Notwithstanding the FBI's
solution of the Marks case, these product tampering cases se to be
ex'cre.ely difficult to solve.

Mat, if anything, can Congress, manufacturers, or others do to

forestall future product tampering cases or to enhance the ability of
law enforcement agencies to track down the culprits?

In 1983, Congress passed
Public Law 98-127; This
problems associated with
that a product has been,

the Federal Anti-Tampering Act, which became
legislation adequately addresses the
product tampering including false reports
or will be, contaminated.

Numerous manufacturers of food, drugs and packaging material are

atteapting to develop "tamper evident" packaging for a variety of
cosr
products. The development of "tamper evident" packages my
deter some individuals from committing this type of crime and help
the public discern if a product has been adulterated before consuming
it.
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[he majority of cases investigated by the FBI involve false reports
(generally made by an anymous telephone call) to a manufacturer or
retail store that one or more of its products has been, or will be,
ontaminated with a poison or other dangerous substance. The task of
Idetifying the individuals who make suc random anmnima calls is
difficult, but the FBI is making progress in this area and has had a
rnmer of cases successfully prosecuted in Federal court. The FBI
of the Anti-Tampering
inteIds to onn
its vigorous enfo
Statute and to work closely with manufacturers and trade associations
to develop methods to reduce this insidious criminal behavior.
p itusale

AMI iat

The reimbursable applicant workload is projected to triple from 1986
to 1988. -Mat accounts for the dramatic increase? Will the Bureau
be able to handle this increase and what actions are being planned to
enable it

to do so?

During each of the past several years the FBI has conducted
reimbursable background investigations (BIs) of about 1,700
individuals for other agencies, excluding the Drug Enforcemet
Administration. Each B causes investigation in about seven
different field office locations and the individual case initiations
by the field offices are reflected as workload under "Investigative
Matters Received." By agreement. with the Department of Justice, the
BIs on about 600 individuals anmimlly
FBI was tasked with conduct
who are applicants for support positions in the offices of the United
States Attorneys throughout the country. The FBI began receiving
She Department
r
for these investigations on Octer 1, 1986.
of Energy (DOE) has advised the FBI it intends to request BIs on
eaprxzitely 3,900 persons annually who are being considered for, or
hold DOE's OQ-6ensitive" clearances. This is an inrease of
aPIroximatily 2,400 BIs over the average of about 1,500 requests
received frun DOE in past years. DOE opines that the Atomic Energy
Act, as amended, requires that the FBI conduct BIs of persons being
these additional obligations
granted DOE "Q-Sensitive" clearances.
almost triple the number of individuals being investigated in this
element of the applicant program. The FBI will be able to handle
this additional workload and has begun obtaining the necessary
resources. The Office of Management and Budget (CtB) has transferred
sport reimbursable workyears to
20 field agent and six a
the FBI from the Office of Personcel Management (OM) to conduct the
investigations on UsA staff applicants which were conducted formerly
by OPM. Additional reimbursable resources will be obtained to
conduct the increased l~vel of DOE BIs.
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Domestic seguitv/Trroism inesticiatio
Ouestion:
According to recent FBI budget doumentation, the domestic terrorism

threat is not expected to diminish. Puerto Rican terrorist activity

has Inrased; Jewish terrorist groups have made an apparent
resurgence, and the threat continues frcm such right-wing terrorist
groups as the Posse uamitatus and the Aryan Nations.
What is the FBI doing to counter domestic terrorism?

Domestic terrorism, historically, has been a problem in the United
States. To counter the threat, a wrter of things have been and are
continuing to be done. The terrorism program was elevated to a
national priority for the FBI in 1982. As such, appropriate
resources have been directed to address the problem.
The FBI first tries to prevent a terrorist incident fru o irring.
The FBI has ongoing investigations of every group or organization
known to be involved in terrorist activity in the United States.
Through these investigations, FBI agents establish effective liaison
with other law enforcement entities and develop those sources
necessary to allow the FBI to prevent acts of terrorism. As part of
this cooperative venture, the FBI has established a number of Joint
Task Forces (JTF) on terrorism in certain cities in the United
States. The JTF is camposed of Federal, State, and local law
enforcement agencies that work together in a concerted effort to
interdict possible terrorist activities.
Men a terrorist incident does occur, fast and aggressive reaction is
the best way to counter the threat. The FBI uses the liaison which
has been established and puts the resources of the intelligence base
to work, in an effort to identify the perpetrators quickly.
Since estealishing terrorism as a national priority, the FBI has also
intensified and upgraded its training programs to counter the
domestic terrorist threat. The FBI is very actively involved in
counterterrorism planning and work with many other Federal, State and
local agencies in this regard.
The FBI's aggressive, sustained approach has been effective in
reducing the number of terrorist incidents in this country fram 51 in
1982 to 17 in 1986.
Ouestion:
In ocmbating the threat of domestic terrorism, the FBI must act
within statutory constraints and guidelines prvumlgated by the
Attorney General.
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" Has the FBI been able to execute its responsibility to thwart
domestic terrorism within successfully these constraints?
" Are there any provisions of law or the guidelines that should be
modified to enable the FBI to better counter terrorism?

The current statutory constraints and Attorney General guidelines
allow sufficient flexibility for the successful investigation and
prosecution of domestic terrorist crimes. At the present time, it is
not necessary to modify or amend any of the constraints placed on
these investigations.
Ouestion:
The budget justifications note that it has been necessary to draw
resources from the international terrorism subprogram to meet
domestic terrorism program needs. On the other hand, the
justifications also state that in reality only one terrorism program
exists, with the same agents typically working both international and
domestic areas.
Does the Bureau have sufficient resources for both domestic and
international terrorism? If not, what are the most critical resource
needs, e.g., more agents, more equipme ,t,or more funds for

informants?

In October 1982, the FBI elevated the Terrorism Program to a national
priority status in response to a recognized growth of the threat.
The FBI distinguishes between "dcmesticIc and "international"
terrorism in the United States in that, international terrorism is
that which has a foreign or transnational character, while domestic
terrorism does not. Because of this distinction, the domestic and
international elements of the FBI's Terrorim. Program operate under
d fferent funding and guidelines provisions. In reality, however,
the FBI has one Terrorism Program and views this overall program as a
national priority.
The most critical need is to increase the number of personnel so that
the FBI may adequately address the terrorist threat. Thirty-three
additional positions are being requested for the domestic portion of

the Terrorism Program.

Of these, 20 agent and 12 general support

positions are for the Daistic Terrorism subprogram (field) and one
agent position is requested for the Domestic Terrorism subprogram
(Headquarters Coordination).
Since 1983, the FBI has had to redirect resources from the
international portion of the terrorism program to address domestic
terrorism needs. Agents have also been redirected from other
programs allowing the FBI to utilize more agents than have been
funded in the terrorism program.
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Cuestion
Recent news accounts regarding the arrest and possible deportation of
eight Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine members indicate
that a ten-month FBI investigation revealed no criminal acts by these
individuals. Deportation proceedings, therefore, are based on
provisions of the MCarren-Walter Immigration Act which allow for
exclusion of aliens who are members of an organization that advocates
world cmumism.
Do you agree that the INS should have acted under these provisions
to deport the eight individuals?
Do you believe that the provisions of the law should be used in a
proactive effort to deport individuals to prevent possible
domestic terrorism?

The basis for the FBI's investigation, of the eight persons who were
arrested by INS in January 1987, was that these individuals are
meers of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP),
an international, Marxist Leninist terrorist organization, which had
publicly called for the commission of terrorist acts against the
interests of the United States throughout the world.
During the course of these investigations, it was determined that
these individuals may have been in violation of immigration
regulations. In accordance with established procedures, this
information was provided to the INS. Any time information is
developed that the subject of an FBI investigation may be in
violation of a law which is under the jurisdiction of another agency,
that information is disseminated. That agency must then make a
decision condemning follow-up action. The FBI will cooperate in any
subsequent investigation consistent with applicable law, guidelines,
and procedures.
Mhen information is received by the FBI that members of international
terrorist organizations, who are not citizens of the United States,
may be in this country in violation of immigration laws this
information is provided to the INS. The subsequent deportation of
these people may well serve to forestall the activities of the
terrorist organization in question.
With regard to the Mcarren-Walter Immigration Act, in view of the
fact that its provisions fall within the purview of another
government agency, it would be inappropriate for the FBI to comment
as to its application.

02eton:
The FBI is continuingn to develop and train" a Hostage Rescue Team.
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" How close is the Bureau to achieving full development of this
team?
"

hat mast be done to obtain a fully developed team?

The FBI's Hostage Rescue Team (HRT) is fully developed in the sense
that it is currently capable of carrying out its mission as a
civilian law enforcement alternative to the use of military force for
the resolution of high risk terrorist takeovers and hostage
situations. As long as the He exists as a unit, it will always
continue to evolve, developing new tactical concepts and techniques
to maintain its capability to carry out its mission.
Ouestion:
Media articles have suested that Puerto Rican independence
terrorists may be receiving training and support frn ccummunist or
ccamwnist-affiliated nations. Does the FBI have evidence supporting
these allegations? If so, what actions do you believe are needed to
address this threat to United States citizens?

The involvement of representatives or, intelligence services fran
cammnist or ommunist-affiliated nations with Puerto Rican
independence terrorist elements has been a concern of the FBI for
many years. Prior to 1984, no evidence existed which could prove any
logistical or financial support from a foreign government to these
Puerto Rican groups. It was known that members of these groups had
traveled to foreign countries and it was strongly suspected that

support and training were being furnished.

The involvement and complicity of hostile foreign government
representatives and/or intelligence services was documented by the
FBI during the investigation of the Septerber 12, 1983, rctbery of
$7.2 million from a Wells Fargo depot in Hartford, Connecticut, and
the October 30, 1983, Light Anti-tank Weapon (Law) rocket attack of
the Federal Building housing the FBI office in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico.
Responsibility for these criminal acts was claimed by the Puerto
Rican terrorist organization known as the Revolutionary Party of
Puerto Rican Workers-Boricuan Popular Army NACTERCS, more commonly
referred to as the MhCHEIRS.
Investigation of the WACHETEOS involvement in these criminal acts
and a review of documents subsequently seized on August 30, 1985,
during the arrests of 100MVrEoS members and searches of their
residences have revealed that representatives of a hostile foreign
government had ftunshed support to the MAawrms, had been advised
and consulted concerning an internal split of the organization, met
with the leadership of the group in another foreign country, and had
provided and was willing to continuee to provide the organization with
training, weapons, and explosives.
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continued and aggressive investigation of these terrorist
organizations utilizing all legal means available is the most
effective means of countering this threat to the United States.

Domestic and international terrorism can be integrally linked.
* Does the FBI maintain liaison with the CIA and other entities
responsible for collecting foreign intelligence information?
* Are these relationships satisfactory?
.

Can they be improved, and if so, how?

7he Terrorism Section, Criminal Investigative Division, has contact
with the CIA and other entities responsible for collecting terrorismrelated foreign intelligence information on a regular basis. Many

employees, both agent and analyst, are involved in a number of
cumittees and groups which meet on a regular basis and through which
an exchange of intelligence information occurs.

There also exists, on a regular basis, a substantial exchange of
information, such as name traces and threat-related intelligence,
both foreign and domestic. Almost daily contact occurs in the area
of exchange. Furthermore, the FBI maintains liaison offices which
have regular contact with the CIA and other entities responsible for
collecting foreign intelligence information.
Miese relationships are' for the most part, well received by all
earned parties; however, enhancxnwts in these relationships are
the focus of continued efforts.
Orxunzed Crime Investluati(s
Ouesti n:
7he FBI has been very successful in investigating organized criminal

groups (la Qosa Nostra/Mafia). During the past year, those

investigations have yielded positive results in terms of successful
federal prosecution and conviction of major organized crime figures.

Do you feel that the convictions of the heads of these groups have
permanently crippled organized criminal enterprises in the U.S., as
some newspaper and magazine articles have stated? If not, will the
FBI continue to pursue major organized crime figures?

Ihe recent indictments and convictions of the L0N hierarchy have left
several of the IQN families in a state of disarray. The hierarchy of
the five New York LCN families, as well as other IfN families, have
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been indicted and/or convicted. However, to reduce the efforts
against the UON at this time would be a serious miscalculation of the
extent of the control the 101 holds over certain labor unions and
industries. Experience has shown that the criminal activities of an
101 family do not stop silly by convicting and incarcerating the
upper echelon. Their positions are filled by subordinates, often
acting as figureheads who maintain ctant
contact with their jailed
superiors. In addition, an often discounted segment of the'I1N are
the countless criminal "associates" who operate with or at the behest
of the 10N. This association can vary in degree, but the common
thread is that these individuals work for the financial benefit of

the criminal enterprise.

The Federal Governent must pursue the opportunities that are now
available in order to follow through and render ineffective the
influence of these already weakened criminal enterprises. To delay
would give the L.0 the =uxh needed time they require to reorganize
and re-establish their grip on certain sectors of the American

society.

The FBI will continue to pursue the 10N utilizing the Enterprise
Theory of Investigation. This approach requires separate
investigations that have been conducted against individual members of
specific groups or family, be combined for prosecution, using both
the criminal and civil provisions of the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations statute, commonly known as RIO. Under this
approach the group or family is named as an enterprise. Convictions
on this basis result not only in significant periods of
incarceration, but provide for the seizure of assets accumulated by
the enterprise through its illegal activity, and can prohibit memhers
of the enterprise from associating with corrupted labor unions,
infiltrated businesses, ccmpromised institutions, or even with other
members.
The FBI intends to expand the use of the Enterprise Theory of
Investigation to focus resources on those industries in which the LC
has significant influence. The investigative strategy used by the.
FBI directed at the UN1 influence in certain industries through labor
union control has been refined through application. The criminal
problem has been exposed and now will be addressed. Recent
indictments and convictions are indeed impressive and encouraging,

but they are merely the first steps in a long road to our goal of

eliminating the 101 as a significant threat to American society.
Quest:

Many law enforcement officials fear that we are currently seeing the
development of new ethnic organized crime groups that could come to
rival the traditional groups.
" Wat should we be doing to nip this problem in the bud?
"

hat specifically is the FBI doing?. Does the FBI need any

assistance in this regard?
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Oriental Organized Crime (ooC)

groups and olcbbian/South American

drug trafficking groups are rapidly emerging, non-traditional ethnic

organized crime organizations. As the traditional organized crime

groups are disrupted through successful investigations and
prosecutions, it is possible that the other non-traditicnal organized

crime groups may become more powerful.

Early assessment of these mamrginj groups' capabilities and goals
coupled with aggressive investigations and prosecutions are necessary

to prevent their Iencti

in American society. Through

information gathered by the FBI from investigations, informants, and
undercover operations, these non-traditional groups are being
identified and prosecuted. The Miami Field Office of the FBI has
identified in excess of 200 Colatbia/South American drug trafficking
organizations. Resources are being concentrated toward these groups

in major drug distribution cities.

In the first quarter of 1987, the FBI had over 200 pending cases
directed at major 00C groups. They are being addressed as part of
the FBI's National Drug Strategy (NDS). Key offices involved in
these investigations include New York, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco. As the Intelligence base expands, a:itional cities such
as Boston and Houston are being identified as having 0C problems.
The NDS is a three to five year strategy and the implementation phase
began in 1986.
Organized Crime Information System (OCIS)
ouesti

:

As described, OCIS appears to be a valuable method of increasing the
efficiency with which the Bureau can use its agents. However, the
data base is far from complete, with a considerable backlog of case
information to be entered into the system.
Will additional positions be required as OIS is fully implemented in
additional field offices?

The FBI anticipates that virtually all FBI field offices will have at
least retrieval capability of OCIS by 1989. However, not all
locations will require an OCIS analyst to process information. The
66 positions requested in the 1988 Congressional Bdget will have an
immediate impact on the estimated 2,000 pending cases not being
processed into OCIS. In addition, these positions will provide the

much needed analytical support.
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Informant
Oueston

Informants are used in many FBI investigations, includZing organized

crime cases. However, some recent cases sem to call into question
how well the FBI is managing the use of informants. For instance,
numerous allegations have been made. in the media about inappropriate
and perhaps improper handling of Jackie Presser, the recently
indicted Teamsters Union head, as an informant. The use of Michael
Raymond, alias Midual Burnett, as an informant also came under
intense scrutiny because of his recent indictment for one murder and
his possible involvement in the murders of four other persons.
Has the FBI thoroughly evaluated the use of informants within the
past several years? If so, what changes have resulted from this
evaluation?
Pursuant to these recent cases, is the FBI planning a review of the
use of informants? If so, when will it be conducted and what will be
the nature of the evaluation?

The FBI makes a sharp distinction between the types of individuals
who provide information with regard to FBI investigations. For
instance, an individual who has indicated a desire to testify for the
FBI as a result of information provided on a particular investigation
is termed a cooperating witness ((M). A CW receives oversight, on a
field level, frcm the case agent, supervisor, and Special Agent in
Charge (SAC) or Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC). On an
FBIHQ level, a supervisor of the substantive violation along with
his/her unit chief, section chief, Deputy Assistant Director (DAD),
and Assistant Director (AD) provided necessary oversight.
An individual providing information on Foreign Counterintelligence or
International Terrorism matters is referred to as an asset. In
addition to the oversight at the field level, the substantive unit
and section provide oversight on an FBIHQ level along with the
respective DAD and AD.
A criminal informant is described as an individual who provides
information to the FBI concerning criminal violations on a
confidential basis. Along with oversight of criminal informants at
the field level, oversight is provided at FBIHQ by the Criminal
Informant/Witness Security Programs Unit (CI/WSFU).
This unit
continually monitors and evaluates all facets of the Criminal
Informant Program (CIP) of the FBI and initiates policy changes when
necessary. Representative of the important policy changes made are
two recent examples: (1) raising the level of authorization in the
field for an informant to engage in ordinary criminal activity from
the supervisor level to the Assistant Special Agent in Charge level;
and (2) requiring each field office to explain how a previous
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monetary or payment authority was expended for an informant prior.to
a new authorization being granted at FBIQ.
In addition to the evaluations conducted by the CI/WSPU, the Office
of Inspections, inspection Division, conducts a very thorcach
evaluation of each FBI field office's CIP in the biamal inspection
of the office. In addition, the CI/WSR1 at FBIQ and the overall CIP
is subjected to this same scrutiny by the Office of Inspections every
two years during the CID inspections.
There are no special evaluations of the FBI's CIP planned; hmver,
due to the many joint FBI and Drug Enforcmnt Admnistration (EEA)
narcotics investigations and the FBI's concurrent jurisdiction in the
investigation of narcotics violations, a review of the current
Attorney General's Guidelines on the FBI's Use of Informants was

urder

en. Aworking grop risingg FBIH an DEAH personnel

developed issues of mutual interest to each Agency concerning

guidelines for informants. Drafts of proposed new guidelines have
been prepared and reviewed. The most recent draft was reviewed by
the AD, Criminal Investigative Division (CID), and revisions
enocapassing his recommendations have been made. The new draft will
be re-subhitted to the AD, CID, for further review. Upon his
approval, the draft will be forwarded to DEAHQ for their review and
cement.
Once DPAHQ has completed a review, the draft will be
forwarded to the Director of the FBI for his approval. The draft
will then be submitted to the Attorney General who is the final

authority for changes to be made in these guidelines.

Ouesti
The budget justification mentions close monitoring of payments to
informants. Interestingly, Mr. Frank Varelli, a former FBI
informant, has filed suit alleging that the agent responsible for him
skied payments that were to be made to Mr. Varelli.
How does the FBI assure that proper payments are made to informants
and how does the Bureau determine the proper use of a payment?

When a special agent makes a decision to pay a criminal informant for
services or expenses incurred in assisting the FBI, he or she must
provide written justification to the field office management. The
memorandum prepared must contain the amount previously paid to the
informant, the date the informant was opened, and information
justifying the requested amount. Authorization to pay the informant
is obtained from the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) or, in his/her
absence, the Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC). An alternate
contact agent must be present at the first payment made to an
informant unless strong written justification can be given to FBIHQ
for not having an alternate contacting agent present. Further, an
alternate contacting agent must be present at all subsequent payments
to an informant unless written justification can be given to and
approved by the SAC or ASAC in the absence of the SAC. Receipts must
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be obtained from all informants at the time each payment is made
unless strong written justification can be given to PBIH for not
obtaining a receipt. The informant file is reviewed by the field

supervisor every 60 days ensuring that not only is the informant
productive, but that he is being operated in _onforma with the

Attorney General's Guidelines and FBI rules and regulations. On an
annual or bianramal basis,
enng upon the size of the field
office, the Audit Staff at FBIH countss a very thorough audit of
all of a field office's financial transactions to include payment of
informants. Again, -n a bianmal basis, the Office of Inspecticns
oxr~vits a review of each field office's Criminal Informant Program
(CIP). Part of the CIP audit concerns payments made to informants.

The proper size -of each -payment is suggested by the special agent
hanUizq the informant and is reviewed by his/her supervisor and the
SAC or ASAC-in the field. Once an office has exhausted its payment
authority for an informant, a ccmmication is prepared and forwarded
to FBIH requesting a new authorization. The communication must
contain a detailed explanation as to how the previous authority was
expended. D ndh upon the cumulative amount previously authorized
for a particular informant, -the review at FBH may be limited to a
Criminal Informant/Witness Security Programs Unit Supervisory Special
Agent -and Unit Chief on the lwer.-end of the spectrum, or will
graduate through various authority -levels which may include: Section
chief, Investigative Support Section; Section 0-def, Substantive
Sectio;. Deputy Assistant -Director, criminal Investigative Division
.(CID); Assistant Director, CID; Mocutive Assistant Director,
Investigations; and, in some cases, the Director.
Seizures ea r
-.

ouesticn:

The volue of seized and forfeited property handled by investigative

agencies has increased dramatically in recent years. However, State
and local police agencies have recently complained that the Federal
Govermnt has been slow to process the seized item and to disperse
proceeds to cooperating police departments. Has the FBI experienced
problems in this area? If so, what is being done to resolve the

problems?

The FBI is experiencing problems in processing seized items which
have either been referred to the FBI for forfeiture or which the
local police have requested as a result of a joint investigation.
The delay in processing adoptive forfeitures fron the police
department goes hand-in-hand with the dramatic increase of the FBI's
own seizures. The are a number of reasons for these delays,
including inadequate staffing levels, the fact that investigations
and subeen forfeiture actions are more complicated than initially
projected, and the fact that information provided to the FBI by local
police for adoptive forfeitures is often inccmplete or insufficient
to meet Federal standards for forfeiture. In addition, forfeiture
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actions are most often contested in judicial forfeiture actions and
delays are approaching 18 months. once cases are referred for
judicial forfeiture, the FBI has no ability to control the timing of
the process.
In an effort to resolve the problem internally three specific actions
have been biplemnted:
1) the processing of forfeiture actions at FBIHQ has been streamlined
and responsibilities of field personnel in the forfeiture process
have been redefined;
2) additional staffing is being allocated to the forfe-are program
through the reassignment of funded workyears;
3) outside contract personnel will be brought on board to assist in

the processing of forfeiture actions by handling such matters as

data entry, generation of notice letters and advertisements, and
associated clerical tasks.
It is the FBI's goal to reduce the time necessary for the processing
of administrative forfeiture actions from the present time of
approximately 240 days to approimately 120.
Ouestion
It is noted that one additional agent is being requested to help with
forfeiture-related areas of narcotics investigations. Is this a
sufficient increase in staffing given the 232 percent increase in
forfeiture matters since 1984?

The passage of forfeiture legislation in 1986; the delegation of the
administrative forfeiture responsibility; and the increased
oulexity of forfeiture investigations have resulted in the
forfeiture process being significantly more labor intensive then
initially projected.- The complex nature of the actions, coupled withthe dramatic increase in the volume of activity, became apparent
recently. The agent workyear for 1988 is required immediately to
assist in the administration of the program. This enhancement,
together with the three activities contained on the previous page,
will adequately address this problem.
Ouestion
The budget justification indicates that insufficient administrative
support has resulted in delays in the initiation of forfeiture
procedures causing the time for storage of items to increase,
depreciation in the value of seized items, and forfeiture actions to
be lost in court. These are serious consequences. How will the
hiring of one agent for the forfeiture area alleviate problem s that
are attributed to a lack of administrative staff?.
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The hiring of an additional special agent will contribute to the
reduction of tire necessary for processing forfeitures by providing
additional staffing in the final review phase of FBI forfeiture
procedures. Special agent personnel review the ocipleted forfeiture
files to determine if issues such as probable cause for forfeiture
and sufficiency of the notice process have been met. At the present
time, only one special agent is available in the Forfeiture and
Seized Property Unit to perform this function and this has resulted
in a substantial backlog. An additional agent will not ccupletely
eliminate the backlog, but will help to reduce it.
Travel/Transportation Requests
Travel/transportation requests are projected to rise from 30,000 in
1985 to 62,000 in 1988.

This is a tremendous increase.

" Wat underlies the trend?

Is this increase necessary?

Why?

" What is being done to minimize the substantial costs associated
with such an increase in travel/transportation?

The projected increase in travel/transportation
is simply
based upon the planned expansion of the Airline Reservations Offioe's
(ARD) teleticketing network to enccmpass nearly 100 percent of field
office air travel. The costs associated with these travel/
transportation requests will be mainly an increase in manpower
resources to process the increased volume of r
et
The bulk of
the travel is already being performed. The degree to which we are
able to expand AR01's teleticketlng network will dictate what
percentage of the travel will be processed through AR) by 1988.
These projections represent an increase of services provided by ARC)
rather than an increase in travel.
OXestion:
Similarly, the justifications indicate that a 45 percent increase in
relocate
services for FBI employees is expected between 1986 and
1988. Again, this is costly activity that should be closely
monitored, and perhaps curtailed.
" Are all of these relocations necessary? Why?
" When did the Bureau last study the issue of whether frequent
transfers of agents are desirable and what was the result of the
study?
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Answer:
These projections represent an increase in services utilized rather
than an increase in the number of transfers. All transferrers are
eligible to avail themselves of at least part of the relocation
services. Although new hires are not eligible for the guaranteed
home sale part of the relocation program, they may utilize several
aspects of the program which are available at no cost to the FBI,
i.e., homefinding and mortgage financing assistance. Our on-going
relocation education program, particularly with new agents training
at the FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia, has improved the awareness
level of employees concerning their transfer-related entitlements.
This should result in a significant Increase in the number of
transferees utilizing relocation services in 1988.
During 1986, the Office of Program Evaluations and Audits (OPEA)
reviewed overall Bureau transfer policy; however, no recommendations
were made concerning the issue of "frequency of transfers," per se.
This is primarily attributable to the fact that consistent with
current agent transfer policy a transfer, may be mandated and can be
expect during the course of an agent's career. Additional transfers
are optional or result from an agent's voluntary participation in the
Career Development Program.
Field Office Information Manacement Systems (EOIM )
Ouestion
Mat is the current projected cost and schedule for the accelerated
ROIM implementation plan? Why has the accelerated FOIMS
implementation taken so long?

In 1983, Director Webster approved the proposal to accelerate the
implementation of FOIMS. Accelerated FOIMS implementation includes
field office administrative functions such as case management, leads,
indices, and personnel management. Since 1978, more than $125
million has been expended on FOIMS. Accelerated FOIMS will be online to all 59 field offices and 407 resident agencies by the end of
December 1987 at a total cost of approximately $200 million. This
estimate includes funding for acquisition and installation of
workstations, construction ard/or renovation of existing field
offices in the Northeast Regional OCaputer Support Center (RCSC), and
the Western RCSC, lease of hardware and software, data communications
and maintenance expenses, contractual support for cost-benefit
studies systems programming, and personnel costs. In 1983, the FBI
entered into a contract with the Systems Development Corporatio/
Burroughs to acquire workstations to support the FBI's automation
activities. However, the contract award was protested by another
corporation. Litigation of the contract resulted in substantial
delays in workstation deliveries and software development.
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Additional accelerated FOIMS has experienced delays due to the
restricted budgetary climate. In 1986, the sequestration of funds
from the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction Act of 1985
resulted in a loss of $16.9 million budgeted for intelligent
workstations and $5 million budgeted for field office renovations
related directly to FOIMS. In addition to the sequestering of funds,
$5 million was reallocate frmFOIS
from aolerated
to cover
overexpenditures in other areas of the FBI. All of these factors has
caused the delay in implementation.

When does the FBI plan to complete full implementation of FOIM and
how much will full implementation cost? What are the current annual
operating costs for FOIM and what will these cost be under full

inplemtation?

The full inpleuentation of FOIM includes extended functionality as
well as the fully distributed enviroment with up to six regional

computer support centers (RcSs).

The FBI expects extended FOfM

functionality to be operational in all field offices and resident
agencies by 1991. Extended FOIMS functionality includes single
source data entry, real time global query/transaction processing
capabilities, and embedded expert system capabilities to support
investigative work functions throh standardized software. The
fully distributed environment, with up to six RCSCs operational, is
scheduled for 1993. The estimated total cost to complete FOIMS is
projected at $297 million for capital investments and $38 million
annually for operations and maintenance costs. Current annual
operating expenses including lease of hardware and software, and data
counmications and maintenance expenses are approximately $25
million; by 1993 annual operating expenses are projected at
approximately $38 million.
Ouesti~n
How have the delays in FOIMS inplmentation affected the FBI's
ability to carry out its mission?

Delays in FOIM implementation have had an adverse impact on the
FBI's ability to carry out its mission in several areas. The
inability to collate available data is limiting the FBI's
investigative abilities. Attempts to locate certain information are
not made in a manual enviroment when such attempts result in a large
output of resources.
Collation of such information is elementary
for an automated system such as FOIMS. In addition, the effective
analysis of data collected through technical surveillances has been
slow through these delays.
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The inability to share investigative data and files instateously
a=ng offices is also limiting the FBI's investigative abilities.
Significant time delays are experienced by agents requiring, access to
investigative files. Current access to investigative files may
retire froum one to several days in FBI resident agencies. The need
to set various investigative leads will be eliminated when FIMS is
fully inplmented because data suchI as rap sheets, indices, and
automatic transfer of pctocgrai will be available on-line to all
offices and resident agencies through FOIMS.
Security of the FBI's data resources is less than adequate without
full FOIMS implementation. An automated environment provides the
means for a higher level of security than a manual environment. For
example, full FOINS implementation will restrict access to sensitive
data to specific users who have a need-to-know. It will also provide
for logging of all transactions. In the event of a security problem
or leak, it is possible to determine what personnel accessed specific
data.

In its 1988 budget request, the FBI indicates that the Institute for
Defense Analyses completed a study that documented the costs and
benefits of FOIMS. Ubat cost factors were considered in this study?
Mhat were the key benefits described in the study and were they
quantified? What is the bottom line of this cost-benefit study?

The cost factors considered by the Institute for Defense Analyses
(IM) in its study documenting the costs and benefits of FIM
include construction of regional computer support centers, renovation
of FBI field offices, the purchase of ecTipnent, lease of hardware
and software, teleommnicatioms and maintenance expenses,
contractual support for cost-benefits studies, systems programming,
system analysis, and design, supplies, and personnel costs.
The key benefits described in the study related to both efficiency
and effectiveness. Efficiency benefits represent the value of time
saved by investigative personnel utilizing FOIMS to retrieve data
rather than manually searching files. Time saved is considered cost
avoidance. Total efficiency benefits were estimated at more than
$115 million through 1992. Effectiveness benefits represent the
value of aners to questions that would not have been obtained using
a manual search method. Total effectiveness benefits were estimated
at more than $4.8 billion through 1992.
The study determined that a seven to one benefit-to-cost-ratio will
be attained for the FOIMS program from inception through 1992. This
ratio includes all sunk costs which have been incurred.
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Ousion:
Vat is the status of the FBI's artificial intelligence (AT)
initiatives?

The current status of the FBI's Al initiatives is as follows:
The Labor Racketeering Expert System is interfaced with the FBI's
Organized Crime Information System (OCIS). Increased functionality
of the Labor Racketeering Expert System has been achieved through the

use of prototyping methodology and continued rule development by the

FBI's organized crime experts in this area, in conjunction with
technical personnel engaged in knowledge acquisition. Specifications
for the full production system have been defined. A subset of this
production system has been installed in an FBI field office to
support a major labor racketeering investigation. The full
production system will be ocpleted in 1988.
System support for narcotics interdiction at the El Paso Intelligence
Center (EPIC) is operational. EPIC now has the capability to access
multiple agency databases from a single workstation with a single
screen format for all queries. Additional workstations were
installed in February 1987, to support new organizational elements at
EPIC. The system provides an interface to flight plan sources and

uses sophisticated mapping software to track aircraft and vessels and
locate radio transmitters. Development of flight plan analysis and
automatic query generation is underway. The system should be
completed fully by the end of 1987.

The Counterterrorism Expert System is being developed through the use
of prototying methodology. The latest prototype includes a variety
of initial and general investigative rules and specific, complex,
fine-grained rules for surveillance and other operations which have
been identified as critical items by investigative experts at FBI
Headquaters and major field offices. Full production system design
has begun and a subset of this system will be available to FBI
Headqarters users in 1987. The final system will be available to
all users in 1988.
The first phase of the Generic Name Search Expert System has been
completed. This system is now capable of identifying names as
belonging to or derived from a particular nationality/language with a
reliability in the high 90 percentile. Knowing this derivation,
particular linguistic rules can be applied to aid in the search of
various databases. The next phase of development is to integrate
this name search capability with various FBI production systems and
incorporate additional linguistic rules. This system will be
ocapleted in 1987.
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The Payroll/Personnel/Decision Support Expert System is being
developed through the use of prototyping methodology. Development of
an integrated payroll/personel system capability to support both the
FBI and DFA was mandated by Reform 88. The Decision Support portion
of this expert system is a high priority initiative as it will be an
important executive management tool supporting decisionmaking both on
a day-to-day basis and during crisis incidents. Initial working
prototypes of this portion of the system will be oupleted by the end
of 1987. The payroll and personnel portions of the system will be
completed in 1987.
Question:
Vbat expert systems capabilities are being developed and how much
will they cost?

Artificial Intelligence (Al) and expert systems initiatives are
underway in the areas of labor racketeering, narcotics interdiction,
generic name search, counterterrorism and decision support. Funding
totaling $13,834,000 has been obligated for the development of these
expert systems. These expert systems will be completed with the
funding already provided, excluding the decision support system which
requires outyear funding. It is anticipated that the decision
support system will require additional funding of approximately three
million dollars.
uestion:
Mat work is the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) performing for
the FBI and when will it be complete? How much is the FBI paying the
Institute for this work?

IDA is performing a wide range of work for the FBI including the
implementation of law enformnt support expert systems, the
development of an integrated payroll/personnel system capability
supporting the FBI and DEA, a decision support system, and the
performance a various analyses and studies.
IDA is leading prototyping activities and selected production models
associated with the implementation of law enforcement support expert
systems in the areas of labor racketeering, narcotics interdiction,
counterterrorism, and generic name search capabilities. The
narcotics interdiction and generic name search expert systems will be
completed in 1987. The labor racketeering a*nd counterterrorism

expert systems will be completed in 1988.

Funding totaling

$11,842,000 has been provided to IDA for these expert systems.
IDA is developing an integrated payroll/personnel system capability
to support both the FBI and DEA. This capability was mandated by
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Reform 88.
in 1987.

The payroll/personnel system capability will be completed

IDA is also developing a decision support expert system which will be
integrated with the personnel/payroll system. The decision support
expert system is a high priority initiative as it will be an
important executive management tool supporting decisirsaking both on
a day-to-day basis and during crisis incidents. Initial working
.prototypes of the system will be ocapleted in 1987. To date, funding
totaling $1,992,000 has been provided to IDA for the persormel/

payroll -and decision sport expert systems. Outyear finding of

appcodmately three million dollars will be required to complete the
dei ion support initiative.
IDA has conducted analyses for the FBI regarding its automation and
voice privacy radio initiative. A study is now underway to determine
the ipact of automation on the FBI. Since one of the previous
automation studies was completed below cost, the FBI did not require
edition. fUnling for this study. Results of the study are expected
by VMe 1987. In February 1987, a study regarding the FBI's
Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) was begun to address

areas including the delineation of SIOC requirements, functions, and
prooures, -the establishment: of relewnt interfaces with other
agencies, and to provide a comprehensive plan. the anticipated
completion date for the study is February 1988. Funding totaling
$195,000 was provided to IDA for completion of this task.
Ouest'io:

In response to questions during the 1987 appropriation hearings,
Mr. ,Webster said that "the first version of the Labor Racketeering
Expert System-will be applied this year in a-major investigation."
Was this expert system used and what was the result?

A major organized crime investigation in the Midwest is currently
being supported by the labor racketeering expert system. because the
investigation is on going, specific details cannot be divulged at this
time. Hower, feedback from agents oonducting the investigation has
been extremely favorable. Based on the success of this application,
the Labor Racketeering Expert System is being refined to expand its
kroledge base to include rules for new statutes, laws, and

investigative expertise.
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